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Foreword
I am very happy that the Bhagavad-Gita Home Study Course will now be
available in interactive CDs with searchable text, separate Gita Verses,
Audio and video clips. I want readers to be aware that this is not
another book on the Gita. Being an edited transcript of classroom
discussions, the material is presented to the reader as a program for
self-study. If this is borne in mind, while reading, one can enjoy the
same attitude of a student in the class listening to the whole process
of unfoldment of the content of the words of Bhagavad-Gita. The study
will then prove to be as rewarding as directly listening to the teacher.
This attitude would prove to be aatmakrupa. Once the krupa is there,
the other two, sastra-krupa and isvara-krupa would follow.
I thank J. P and Sarla Gupta for their donation of money and time in the
creation of these CDs in memory of their beloved parents Shri Sohan
Lal ji and Srimati Ratan Devi.

Sri Swami Dayananda Saraswati is a distinguished,
traditional teacher of Vedanta. His depth of understanding
and nuanced appreciation of Western culture makes him
that rare teacher who can communicate the vision of nonduality to modern listeners. He is able to make one see,
with immediacy, the truth of oneself as the whole.
Swami Dayananda has been teaching Vedanta in India
for more than four decades, and around the world since
1976. In his public talks abroad, Swamiji has spoken at
many of the most prestigious American universities, and
has addressed international conventions, UNESCO and
the United Nations, where he participated in the
Millennium Peace Summit.
A teacher of teachers, Swami Dayananda designed and
taught six resident in-depth Vedanta courses, each
spanning 30 to 36 months. Four were conducted in India,
and two in the United States. Each course graduated
about 60 qualified acharyas, teachers, who are now teaching around the world. More than one
hundred are now swamis and are highly respected as scholars and teachers throughout India
and abroad.
Under Swami Dayananda’s guidance, numerous centers for Vedic teaching have been founded
around the world. The two main centers in India are the Arsha Vidya Ashram in Rishikesh and
the Arsha Vidya Gurukulam in Coimbatore. In the U.S., the main center is the Arsha Vidya
Gurukulam at Saylorsburg, Pennsylvania. At present there are at least sixty centers in India and
abroad that carry on the same tradition of Vedantic teaching.
In addition to teaching, Swami Dayananda has initiated and supported various philanthropic
efforts. The All India Movement (AIM) for Seva, inaugurated in November, 2000, brings medical,
educational, nutritional and infrastructure assistance to villagers in the remote areas of India.
This movement enjoys the blessing of all traditional Hindu spiritual leaders who have united as a
single body, the Acarya Sabha, through the coordinating efforts of Swami Dayananda. In
November 2001, Swami Dayananda convened the first World Congress for the Preservation of
Religious Diversity in Delhi, inaugurated by the Dalai Lama and the then Prime Minister
Mr.A.B.Vajpayee. An important outcome of the Congress is the formation of a Global
Commission for the Preservation of Religious Diversity, spearheaded by Swami Dayananda.
The Commission had its inaugural meeting in Bangkok in June, 2002. Swami Dayananda was
also active in forming and participating in the Women’s Global Peace Initiative, which convened
at the United Nations in Geneva in October 2002.
For more information about Swamiji’s teachings / lecture schedule, go to www.arshavidya.org.

Glimpses of Arsha Vidya Gurukulum
(Click the Picture Above to Play the Video)
Arsha Vidya Gurukulam
P.O. Box 1059
Saylorsburg, Pennsylvania 18353, USA.
Ph: 1- 507-992- 2339
Fax: 1-570-992-7150
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P.O. Box 30,
Purani Jhadi, Rishikesh 249201
Uttar Pradesh, India.
Ph: 0135-2430769 / 2431769
Fax: 0135-430769
www.arshavidyapitam.org
ArshaVidyaGurukulam
Anaikatti P.O., Coimbatore 641108
Tamil Nadu, India.
Ph: 0422- 2657001
Fax: 0422- 2657002
www.arshavidya.in

Additional Centers
AHMEDABAD
Adhyatma Vidya Mandir, Thaltej-Shulaj Road, Thaltej, Ahmedabad 380-058, Phone: 079-2468 333
CHENNAI
Sastraprakasika Trust, Chandra Vilas Apatments, A-3,No.9, 8th street, Dr. Radhakrishna Salai,
Mylapore, Chennai 600 004 Phone: 044 28470311/ 28475009
To find out about teachers all over the world, go to: www.arshavidya.org
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This has no equivalent in English. It is a palatal. It should be pronounced as in
'Sarikara.'
2

This is called anusvara, a nasal, derived either from a

t

or a

- independent, but

incapable of being pronounced without a vowel preceding it. Hence, it is shown above with
3T although its form is only a dot above the line.
3 This is called visarga. The word visarga literally means letting out the breath from the
mouth. It is pronounced as an aspiratedsound. Like the anusvdra, the visrga is incapable
of being independently uttered. Hence, it is written for convenience as 3T: although its form
for writingpurposes is only two dots ( : ) after the vowel precedingit.
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SYNOPSIS OF CHAPTERS ONE TO SEVEN
The whole subject matter of Vedanta is covered by the statement, 'tat tvam asi.'
The word tvam refers to the jiva, the individual; and tat denotes livara, the Lord. And
there is an equation between them, which is revealed by the word asi. An equation does
not reveal something that is going to happen later. It reveals a fact that exists now. The
gastra does not say, 'You will become that-tat tvam bhavisyasi.' It says 'You are

that-tat tvam asi.' This is a very impoItant thing to note.
Once I say, 'tvam asi-you are,' an expectation is created as to, 'What am I?' The
speaker has something to convey; something is expected. This expectation, akdfksa,
created by the statement, 'tvam asi' is fulfilled by the word 'tat.' Since the word 'tat' is
a pronoun, it refers to something alreaiy explained in the A•stra. Tat-pada was
presented as the existent reality, sat-vastu, which is the cause of creation.
Since tat-pada stands for Isvara, in order to understand the equation, tat tvam
asi, the tvam-pada has to be understood properly. An equation means that there are two
things that are equated. The necessity for an equation is that one side of the equation
seems to be different from the other. If one is totally different from the other, there is no
equation. Only if they are the same, but not recognised, can there be an equation.
If a chair is told, 'You are wood, that of which the whole wooden world is made,'
the chair has to understand that statement. Naturally, it has to die to the notion that it is
just a chair. It has to acknowledge that it is wood in the form of chair and it can be in the
form of a table too. The chair has to recognise this and so, it is given an equation. When
there is a possibility of an equation, it means that, there is an already existent fact.
Here too, this equation states an existent fact. The iva happens to be Ivara. To
see this, what the tvam-pada implies must be understood and the nature of Ilvara must
be understood. Then the equation can be understood. In the process of understanding the
nature of the tvam-pada, and the nature of the tat-pada, the meaning of the equation is
discovered. As a result of this inquiry, the discovery takes place that 'I am that.'
INQUIRY INTO TVAM-PADA
SUMMARY OF FIRST SIX CHAPTERS

In the first six chapters of the Glta, the subject matter is predominantly atmr, the
jiva. Arjuna was confused, and one who is subject to confusion is a jva, an individual;
this is the meaning of the word tvam. This first part of the Glta is inquiry into the tvampada.
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Chapter one

In the first chapter it is shown that Arjuna is confused. This means that a jiva is
subject to confusion. Arjuna is not an ordinary jiva; he was born a prince, with the
blessing of Indra. And he was a man of great character and valour. In his day, he was
invincible. Bhisma waited for Arjuna to fight and Drona, his teacher, was anxious to
see him fight. He was also accomplished in music and dance. Arjuna, who was so highly
accomplished, found himself in a state of depression. What does this mean? An
individual jiva, no matter what his accomplishments may be, is subject to sorrow. This
was presented in the very first chapter.
Chapter Two

Next was Arjuna's ascertainment of what is to be pursued in life, purusarthanidcaya. He found himself in a no-win situation, exactly the situation where one can
discover what one really wants. If he is victorious, he loses those that are dear to him. If
he does not gain victory, he is still a loser. In this unenviable situation is born his desire
to solve the problem of sorrow in a way that requires no further solution. Arjuna
addresses the human problem. He did not address his topical problem but saw a
fundamental problem of the human heart that has to be addressed. To do so, in the
situation he was in, he needed support. And Krsna was the greatest support possible.
Whenever you address such a fundamental problem, you cannot do it alone. You require
help. The subject matter here being what it is, you require not just support, but a teacher.
Arjuna finds in Krsna a teacher.

The discovery of the human problem is the subject matter of tvam-pada, the
meaning of 'you.' And seeking a solution is done by jiva, the tvam-pada-artha,as is
finding a teacher and asking for this knowledge. Arjuna discovered the teacher in Krsna
and surrendering to him asked him to teach--isyaste'ham Sddhi mdm tvam

prapannam.' Krsna accepts Arjuna as a student and teaches him. As though he was
waiting for such a situation, he teaches him immediately. He starts with the statement,
agocyan anuvaocastvam-you are grieving over that which does not deserve grief.2 And

then he talks about dtmd and how it is not subject to death at all. He says, 'Your
conclusion about the dtma is not true; it is not born nor does it ever die, it was never
non-existent nor will it ever not be there; it is unborn, eternal, etc.,-na jdyate mriyate
va kadacit, ndyam bhiitvd bhavitd va na bhi2yah, ajah nityah etc.' 3 He talks about

atmd in entirety right in the second chapter. This is the analysis of the tvam-pada. Then
he shifts to the exposition of the tat-pada. This is the whole style of teaching. The
exposition of the tat-pada comes and goes, but the predominant topic in the second
SGta - 2-7
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chapter is the analysis of the tvam-pada. Then he gives Arjuna a variety of arguments
why he must fight and how karma is not opposed to knowledge if it is backed by proper

attitude.
Chapter Three

In the third chapter, Arjuna wanted to know whether to pursue self-knowledge or
not. In response to Arjuna's question at the end of the second chapter, Krsna had
described a wise man as one who is happy with himself, without requiring any addition
or subtraction. Arjuna's thinking now is that he shbuld pursue this wisdom. Since there
was a lifestyle called sannydsa meant exclusivelyi for this pursuit, Arjuna considered
that as a possibility for himself. Yet Krsna was encouraging him to fight this battle. So,
he asked Krsna, which was better, a life of karma or a life of renunciation in pursuit of
self-knowledge. 'You seem to praise both of them; so, please teach me again clearly.
They must have different results because one seems to be a life of activity and the other,
a life of non-activity. Both cannot have the same result. Action will produce a result,
which will necessarily bind me. That means I will continue in samsdra. But sannydsa is
supposed to deliver me from samsara.How can both be the same?' So, Arjuna wanted
to know in unequivocal terms what the means for moksa is-a life of karma-yoga or a
life of sannyasa, and for whom this life of karma-yoga and sannydsa is, for Isvara or
for thejia (tvam-pada-artha)?
There is also a lot said about in the third chapter but it was all meant for thejiva
with reference to karma-yoga. That is the predominant topic. Later, in the fourth
chapter, he talked about knowledge again. Having pointed out that it is not karma that is
a binding factor, but a lack of attitude and knowledge, he then talked about real
sannyasa.
Chapter Four

Sannyasa as a lifestyle is one thing but total renunciation, sarva-karmasannydsa by knowledge is quite another. In the fourth chapter, Krsna unfolded this total
renunciation of action. This is only possible through knowledge. And for whom is this?
It is for the jiva. The Lord says, 'I am always performing actions and still I do not
perform any action; the system of the four varnas was created by Me; understand Me to
be the creator of that system and yet as someone who is not a doer at all--cturvarnyam
maya srstam guna-karma-vibhagasahtasya kartaram api mam viddhi akartaram
avyayam." Even though he is very active, the Lord is released from karma because of
his knowledge. Therefore, knowledge is required, not for iSvara but for thejiva.
The one who is able to see actionlessness, which is the nature of atmd in all
activity, and the one who sees action in inactivity, he alone sees; he is the most
Glt - 4-13
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knowledgeable among men; he is the successful one who has accomplished all that has
to be accomplished-karmani akarma yah pasyet akarmani ca karma yah sa
buddhimdn manusyesu sa yuktah krtsna-karmakrt.' If you think you are a karti,you

perform action, even if it is refusal to act. It is the doership that is the kingpin of all
actions. Therefore, the one who is able to see the absence of doership in the midst of all
activities is a real sannytsi.
Chapter Five

After talking about renunciation of action through knowledge, jiana-karmasannyaisa, he talked about sannyasa again. He is to be known as always a sannydsi
who has neither aversion nor longing--jieyah sa nitya-sannydsi yo na dvesti na
kaLksati;2 the one who sees knowledge and karma-yoga as the same, he sees-ekam
sdnkhyam ca yogam ca yah pasyati sa pasyati; sannyasa is very difficult to attain

without karma-yoga but the one who is capable of reasoning and is committed to a life
of karma-yoga gains Brahman quickly-sannyasastu mahabaho duhkham dptum
3 By these words
ayogatah yoga-yukto munirbrahma na cirena adhigacchati.

Bhagavan shows the nature of knowledge in the fifth chapter. Gaining this knowledge
one becomes a sannydsi and in order to gain it, one takes to a life of sannyasa. The
nature of the knowledge was again pointed out by the word sannyasa; so, the chapter
was called sannytsa-yoga. Again for whom was this pointed out? For the jiva. There,
tvam-pada-artha,the nature of Ftma, was talked about only for the iva. Those whose
intellect is awake to that Brahman, for whom the self is that, who are committed only to
that, for whom the ultimate end is that, whose impurities have been destroyed by
knowledge, they attain a state from, which there is no return-tadbuddhayah
taddtmdnah tannisthth tatpardyandh gacchanti apunard.rttim jiina-nirdhitakalmasdh.4 All these are the nature ofpratyagdtmd.
Chapter Six

In the sixth chapter, the main topic is contemplation, dhydna. There Krsna tells
how to sit, what exactly should one do, and what kind of a lifestyle should one live, etc.
He talks about making the mind abide in oneself, and not think of anything elsedtmasamstham manah krtvd na kiiicidapicintayet.5 He also says that for one who is

moderate in eating and other activities, who is moderate in effort concerning his duties,
his sleeping and waking hours, meditation becomes the destroyer of sorrow-yukta' Git -4-18
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haira-viharasya, yukta-cestasya karmasu, yukta-svapna-avabodhasya, yogo
bhavati duhkhahd.' Thus, he talked about what is necessary for a contemplative life
including the emotional life and attitudes that constitute yoga, a mature lifestyle. It ended
with dhyana, contemplation on pratyagdtmd. In the contemplation, even though he
mainly talked about pratyagdtma, he also brought in Avara when he said, mat-cittah

yukta aslta matparah,etc.
In these six chapters the jiva is presented as the seeker, the one who has to
undergo changes, etc. And it is thejiva whose dtma was presented there, mainly. This is
called tvam-pada-vicdra,inquiry into the tvam-pada.
Then, in the seventh chapter you find the whole thing is different because the
inquiry into the tat-padabegins. The whole approach is different here because ivara is
discussed primarily.
INQUIRY INTO TAT-PADA BEGINS
A SUMMARY OF CHAPTER SEVEN

Here we shall briefly see the meaning of each verse of the seventh chapter.
Verse one

The very first verse begins with-mayyasaktamanah... Mayi means in Me,
Iavara; so, he brings in ivara right in the first verse. He says, '0! Pdrtha,please listen
to the way in, which you will know Me, Ilvara, totally, without any doubt, by taking to
yoga, and having surrendered to Me with a mind committed to Me.'
Verse Two

In the second verse he says, 'I am going to tell you this knowledge along with
immediate knowledge. Whatever indirect, paroksa, knowledge you have, because
lsvara is involved here, I am going to convert it into aparoksa, immediate knowledge.'
We saw how Krsna presents this knowledge in paroksa form and also in an aparoksa
form. Once this is known, there is nothing else to be known.
Verse Three

Then in the third verse, to encourage Arjuna, Krsna says, 'One among millions
really seeks Me and among those, only one knows Me in reality, tattvatah.'

GIt --6-17
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Verse Four

In the fourth verse he began talking about what he had promised. He divides
everything into pard and apardprakrti and begins with apard describing the eight fold
prakrti.
Verses Five and Six

In the fifth verse he talks about apardprakrti.And he points out the pard in the
second half of this verse and in the first half of the sixth verse. Para prakrti is
consciousness, the very meaning of the word jiva, and is not a mere thought. That is
indeed the yoni, the cause for everything. I am the caitanya-dtma,which is the cause for
everything-from, which everything comes, unto, which everything goes, by, which
everything is sustained.
Verse Seven

In the seventh verse he says there is nothing superior to Me and there is nothing
besides Me. There is no cause for Me and in fact, there is nothing that is separate from
Me. As various beads are held by one string, in Me alone is woven the great canvas of
this world. Then he says I am the cause of all of them, the truth of everything, Iivara is
understood as paroksa.
Verse Eight

In the eighth verse he starts by saying I am the taste in the water and then goes on
in detail talking about name and form and the very content of it. I am the material cause
of everything. A thing is there only because of Me; I am the very essence of everything.
All glories belong to Me. In the sun and moon, I am the light that is there. I am the
essence of all the Vedas, which is reduced to Om. In space I am the sound and in a
human being, his strength.
Verse Nine

In the ninth verse he continues-I am the heat in the fire, the sweet fragrance in
the earth. I am the very life breath of all people. I am the one because of whom a great
ascetic is called an ascetic, because I am in the form of the result of all his austerities and
remain as his very austerity.
Verse Ten

In the tenth verse he says, I am the seed from, which all living beings come into
being, the wisdom in the wise and the brilliance in the brilliant.
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Verse Eleven

In the eleventh verse, he says, I am the strength in the strong not sullied by his
own personal problems of desire, likes and dislikes. Even your desire is Me as long as it
is in conformity with dharma because dharma is Me.
Verse Twelve

In the twelfth verse he continues to talk about the indirect knowledge of Alvara.
All the bhavas, beings born of sattva-guna, rajo-gunaor tamo-guna are born only of
Me. Or here, the word bhavas could mean the various thought processes born ofsattva,
rajas or tamas; they exist in Me, but I do not exist in them. I do not depend on them but
they depend entirely upon Me. I give them their very existence. And whatever features
they have are all Me; they are all My glory.
Verse Thirteen

In verse thirteen he says that even when this is so, people do not recognise Me
because they are deluded by three gunas: sattva, rajas and tamas and their products.
Verse Fourteen

And, therefore, in verse fourteen he says, 'This maya, which is composed of the
three gunras, and, which belongs to Me, is very difficult to cross, Arjuna. Arjuna, you
have to go to the mdyavl, the magician.' When you are under the spell of magic, you
cannot see the trick; so, you have to stand by the side of the magician and watch how he
does it. Then you find that there is no magic at all. And, therefore, KrTna says, 'I am that
mayadi, the magician. You come to My side, directly seek Me. Under the spell of My
magic, you are seeking this and that. In fact, under the spell of magic, you are a seeker. If
you know the magic, you find there is no seeking. Therefore, those who seek Me directly
cross over this mrya.'
Verse Fifteen

Why do people not seek you then? Krsna answers this question in verse fifteen.
They do not seek Me because they are given to life-styles that do not even allow them to
think. There are even devotees who do not come to Me. Although they are devotees, they
do not seek Me directly. Only very few seek.
Verse Sixteen

In the next verse, he describes the four types of devotees. One is a devotee in
distress, an arta. Another is a devotee both when he is in distress and when he wants
something. For the sake of accomplishing -that end, he seeks My help. He is an
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artharthl.Then there is the jijhrisu. He is interested in the very truth of Ivara; he

wants to know what ISvara is. Then of course, thejifini is also a devotee. A successful
jijih•su is ajnani.
Verse Eighteen

All of them are My devotees and all of them are great, but still, the jiini is
Myself, he says in the eighteenth verse. He becomes one with Me. Now, is this indirect
or direct knowledge? Here is where he converts it to direct knowledge, aparoksa-jinana.
He went on saying, I am the strength in the strong, etc., and now, he says, you can say
the same thing. You are everything. That is what he meant by vijiOna in the second
verse of this chapter.
Verse Nineteen

In verse nineteen he says that after a number of births, the one who has knowledge
gains Me and such a mahdtmd is not easy to find. 'After a number of births' means that
when he comes to study Gita, a number of births have already been taken care of. But
this does not mean that he gains knowledge only after a number of births after coming to
Gita.
Verse Twenty

In verse twenty, Krsna says people go to other devatas because they do not
recognise Me at all. These are artas or artharthis.And I establish their sraddhd.
Verses Twenty-one and Twenty-two

Here he says such a person, endowed with sraddhd gains the result of his karma
as ordained by Me.
Verse Twenty-three

In verse twenty-three he comes to the point. All the results are antavat, limited
and finite. If devotees are only invoking the deities, they get very limited results. But if
they seek Me, they become Me.
Verse Twenty-four

Not knowing My real nature, they look upon Me only as Krsna in a given formas though I am another person who has come down from heaven.

Synopsis of ChaptersOne to Seven
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Verse Twenty-five and Twenty-six

Then in verses twenty-five and twenty-six he talks about his nature, which is found
in all the Upanisads. I know everything and I am not subject to time. People do not
recognise Me, whereas I know all that has gone before and all that comes later. Why do
they not recognise Ihvara?
Verse Twenty-seven

In verse twenty-seven he says even as they are born they are deluded. They are
born with icchd (rdga) and duesa, because of, which there is dvandva, the opposites,
and these opposites cause delusion. The delusion does not allow them to see properly.
Even the knowledge of the external world is vitiated by these rdga-dvesas and things are
not understood as they are. Then what is the chance of their recognising Me?
Verses Twenty-eight and Twenty-nine
But those in whom these rdga-dvesas and pdpas are neutralised by pujnya-

karma, who are freed from the spell of these dvandvas, seek Me-for release from old
age and death. They come to know Brahman, which is pratyagitmd. And they also
understand what is karma, etc. So, they have no more problems.
Verse Thirty

How do they come to know Me? He says this in the last verse. They know Me not
only as the truth of themselves but as the entire creation, all that is centred on the world,
the devatds and the rituals. They know Me, even at the time of death, as the efficient and
material cause, the one from whom nothing is separate.
Those who know Me in this particular form are not separate from Me. This is
viinana.

INTRODUCTION TO CHAPTER EIGHT
This chapter is called the aksara-brahma-yogaor tdraka-brahma-yoga. Tarakamantra is that which helps you cross over the samsdra. Om is a tdraka-mantra.
Another tdraka-mantra is 'rama, rzma.' Here, Om is the tdraka-mantra and

therefore, omkdra-updsana is talked about in great detail.
The predominant topic of this chapter is updsana. In the sixth chapter the topic
was nididhydsana as an ahga of gravana. Whereas, here real updsana, manasakarma is talked about. 'Updsana' means saguna-brahma-visaya-manasa-vyapara.
The words updsana,dhydna, vidya andjihnaall mean the same.

The whole teaching, 'ayam atmd brahma' is sabda, i.e., the whole thing is
conveyed by words alone. Other means of knowledge such as direct perception and
inference have no scope here at all. The words da their job by knocking off the
ignorance. Some say that reality cannot be revealed through words. That is not true. In
fact through words alone can the reality be revealed. Therefore, the only pramdna for
self-knowledge is §dbda-pramdna,words of the dstra.Dhydna prepares the person for
the knowledge. Therefore, it is indirectly useful-drat upakdraka. If this is so, and if
any updsana is a karma, a mdnasa-karma,then why is it placed here in the middle of
the Gitd and also in the Upanisads and not in the karma-kanda? Why is it that all the
varieties of upasanas discussed in the sdstra are often found in various Upanisads?
This is the question we have to answer now.
This is because between karma and jidna there is a connection. Karma is
indirectly useful because it helps in preparing the person for jiana.The kdyika-karmas
in the form of nitya-karmas and naimittika-karmasare useful in giving citta-guddhi

when done with the right attitude and is thus a bahirahiga-sddhana.Updsana is an
antarahga-sddhanaand it gives an absorption of the mind, citta-naigcalya,which is

necessary for removing all the pratibandhakas,obstacles that prevent one from owning
up this knowledge. And citta-naiscalyais gained through updsanas.Therefore, they are
relevant here in jina-kdnda.Moreover, knowledge can take place only in the mind. In
that way also these updsanas and knowledge have a common factor--mnasatva.That
is another reason why these are placed in thejihna-kanda.
Atmn

is sat-cit-dnanda-svarupa,Brahman. The jiva does not know this fact.

That means there is ignorance, which is the first pratibandhakatowards this knowledge
and is called dvarana. And to eliminate this pratibandhaka,one requires pramrna,

means of knowledge-the veddnta-iMstra. The knowledge that I am Brahman will take
care of the ignorance once it is understood. But to understand this fact about oneself, the
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mind has to be ready. If the mind is not ready, this avarana does not go away even after
exposure to the pramdna called Vedanta. Then one has to conclude that there are other
pratibandhakas.

Therefore, we say that preparedness is required and that involves the removal of
the other pratibandhakas.They are divided into two. One is mala and the other is
viksepa. Mala means impurity and that is nothing but rdga-dvesas. So, for the sake of
removal of these impurities one has to do karma, both kdyika and vicika with the
attitude of karma-yoga as we have seen before-mala-nivrttyarthamkarma. Viksepa

means restlessness or non-abidance of the mind. And for the removal of viksepa,
upasana is the means. This upasana is in the form of japa, visualisation, etc. The
various upisanas prescribed by the sdstra are meant for creating a mind that is steady,
and abiding. Taking the cue from this, even modem psychology uses various techniques
of meditation and visualisation as forms of therapy to calm down the mind. A person
may be free of conflicts, may live a life of dharma, and may have a right attitude; yet,
he can have viksepa, because there is an unconscious part of the mind, which throws up
these disturbances.
For this viksepa-nivrtti we require the various types of updsanas, such as
saguna-brahma-dhydna,ahawgraha-updsana,sampat-updsana, etc. Therefore, for
viksepa-nivrtti and for gaining a steadiness of mind, citta-naiScalya, upasana is

advised. Even though meditation is a karma, because it is a mental karma, it is relevant
in this area where knowledge is discussed. The knowledge of ivara,saguna-brahma,
has been talked about already in the seventh chapter and also will be addressed later in
the tenth chapter. Thus it is very relevant to talk about meditation. Because all
meditation is only with saguna-brahma as the object for the meditation, sagunabrahma-visaya-jiina is necessary for meditation. Therefore, the discussion on
uplsana is relevant in the Upanisads and the Gita.

There are many different types of updsanas with different updsya-devatds or
ista-devatds. This is because each person has his or her own unique samskdras that
make it easy for the person to relate to a particular ista-devat&. Because of the
uniqueness of these samskdras there are varieties of updsanas discussed by the sdstra
and there are different types of results for them. But if a mumuksu has no interest in the
result, i.e., adrsta-phala,in terms of going to brahma-loka,etc., then citta-naiscalya

alone is the drs.ta-phalathat he gains through these upasanas.
Even if he is interested in going to brahma-loka, when he reaches brahma-loka
through these updsanas, there, being taught by Brahmaji, he gains dtmd-jidna and this
is called krama-mukti. But it is very difficult to reach brahma-loka. Within samsara,

if there is the highest karma-phala that one can gain beyond, which there is nothing,
that is gaining brahma-loka. This brahma-loka-prdptiis through upasana. And there,

if you have a special punya then you will be taught by Brahmaji and gain the knowledge
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that 'aham brahma asmi-I am Brahman' and you will gain moksa. Otherwise you
have to be born again on this earth.
Therefore, the updsanas are antarahga-sadhanasfor this knowledge in that they
give the citta-naitcalyaneeded for nididhyasana,which is necessary for assimilating
this knowledge. Therefore, they are mentioned here in this chapter. This chapter also
talks about the results of the upasanas done for the sake of results other than moksa.
And the chapter ends by stating the two mdrgas or gatis thejivas take after death.

CHAPTER 8
AKSARA-BRAHMA-YOGA
In the Gita, at the end of a chapter there are often one or two verses that introduce
new ideas, which are expanded in the subsequent chapter. They either create a question
in Arjuna's mind or are addressed by Krsna directly.

In the last two verses of the seventh chapter, Krsna talked about the understanding
of a wise man even at the time of death and in doing so, introduced several new words.
This forms the basis for the questions, which are formulated by Arjuna in the first two
verses of chapter eight. Before we get into the chapter we have to see the relevance of
this chapter.
Arjuna's questions introduce the entire topic of the chapter.
t

SaNm
I

arjunauvaca
kim tadbrahmakimadhydtmam kim karma purusottama
adhibhiitamca kim proktamadhidaivamkimucyate
3aT

arjuna- Arjuna; 3q1 uvdca -

Verse 1

said;

3Tnqr kim
3WT kim tad brahma - what is that Brahman; fi
fqI
adhyatmam - what is that which is centred on the self; frm 5 kim karma - what
is karma; yw6i purusottama - O! The one beyond whom there is none; 3TIftmfr
fR¶ Mitii adhibhitam ca kim proktam - and what is spoken of as centred on the
beings;
T f-q nUA) adhidaivam kim ucyate - what is it that is said as centred
on the gods
Arjuna said:

What is that Brahman? What is centred on the self? What is karma O!
Purusottama?What is spoken of as centred on the beings? And what is
it that is said as centred o r the gods?
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I
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dw
f -4* r r: fIwriCfif:
SNIU|M -f
adhiyajniahkatham ko'tra dehe'smin madhusidana
praydnakaleca kathamjieyo'si niyatdtmabhih

Verse 2

Wq^ madhusildana- O! The one who destroyed the demon Madhu (Krsna); 3T
M •T: adhiyajiiahkatham
S3T*F atra dehe asmin - here in this body; 3gTf:
kah - how and who is that which is centred on ritual; 4'M-f'- t prayana-kaleca -

and at the time of death; -cpT -:
qwT-'-if:

niyata-itmabhih-

3Sf katham jiieyah asi -

how are you known;

by those whose minds are steady

O! Madhusudana,how and who is that which is centred on ritual here in
this body? And at the time of death, how are you known by those whose
minds are steady?
Arjuna asks what is that Brahman, which you say the wise men know. The word
brahma has many meanings. It can mean the Veda, a brahmana, or Brahmaji. It can
also mean something big. That can be anything. So, what is that Brahman? Then you
mentioned akhilam karma. What does it mean? Is it past karma, present karma, or
future karma?

What is this adhyatma and what is said to be adhibhita?What is it that is called
adhidaiva?Is there an adhiyajiiain this body? Who is the adhiyajiha to be understood?
Arjuna addresses Krsna here as purusottama.Purusa means person and uttama

means the highest, so, purusottama can mean the most exalted among persons. But
Krsna is not the most exalted among persons; he is the only person-as param brahma
he is the only uastu that is there. So, here, purusottama means he is purusa and he is
the one beyond whom there is none. We will see the meaning of purusottama in more
detail in the fifteenth chapter.
The Lord had said that those people whose minds are steady, niyata, know Me
even at the time of their departure from the body. How is this possible? At the time of
death people will either worry about their survival or think of what is beloved to them.
This is the basis of Arjuna's question. At the time of death, when they have so many
urgent concerns, how do they remember you? How are you recognised? How do you
become the object of their knowledge?
Thus Arjuna asked many questions in the first two verses of this chapter. In the
following four verses Bhagavdn answers each and every question and then continues to
elaborate.
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Friw Wg TMW q awsrxp z I
Sribhagavdnuvdca
aksaram brahma paramamsvabhdvo'dhyrtmamucyate
bhitabhavodbhavakarovisargahkarmasaiijiiitah

Verse 3

ftTm R

nribhagavdn- the Lord; 3MN uvdca - said;
a3T'q aksaram - that which does not decline; liWq paramam brahma - Brahman;
-rTIc:
svabhdvah - (its) manifestation; 3lW
- adhyatma (that which is centred on the body,' i.e., the jiva); ^ZZ4

called; F4-4ir:

karma-safjiitah - known as karma; ifl:

limitless; iiwT
adhyatmam
ucyate - is

visargah - offering

(the act of offering an ahuti in the fire in a yajia); T-W-i"•W- W: bhita-bhdvaudbhava-karah- the one who causes the production of bodies for the beings

Sri Bhagavdn said:
Brahman is limitless and not subject to change. Its manifestation,
centred on the body is called adhydtma, the jiva. What is known as
karma is an offering, which causes the production of bodies for the
beings.

I1
a~ms w4Ktf # t6t" WTI V11
adhibhatamksaro bhdvah purusascddhidaivatam
adhiyajio'hamevltradehe dehabhrtdm vara
^

l

^.T deha-bhrtam vara -

Verse 4

O! The most exalted one among those who have a

body; sf$T'i
adhi bhatam - what is centred on the beings; WR: T": ksarah
adhi-daivatamca - and what is
bhdvah - is the one subject to decline; 3Tfat-qq
centred on the devatis; VT: purusah -

here in this body; afiT-7Ir: S
centred on ritual

(is) hiranyagarbha;3a

41E adhi-yajihah aham eva -

i

atra dehe -

I alone am what is

O! The most exalted one among those who have a body, what is centred
on the beings is the one subject to decline and what is centred on the
devatds is hiranyagarbha;here in this body, I alone am what is centred
on ritual.
SThe word itmd here refers to the physical body.
B.G Vol II-3
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BRAHMAN IS LIMITLESS AND IS MYSELF
Aksaram brahma paramam-Brahmanis limitless and not subject to change.
Aksara means that which does not decline. Anything that declines is within time and
therefore, subject to all the six-fold modifications.' So, what does not decline is also free
from these modifications. Brahman is aksara-not subject to any change whatsoever.
That can only be parama,not conditioned by place, time, or a given attribute. An object,
like a pot, is limited in space by its own dimension, limited by time because there was a
time when it was not and there will be a time when it will not be and being a pot, it is
distinct from everything else, including other pots.
Brahman is not limited in any of these respects. It has no dimension and so, it
does not exist in space. But, one may ask, is space also not free of this limitation since
there is no place where space is not? It is true that space is all-pervasive within creation
but it does not pervade Brahman. Brahman pervades space. And space is limited with
respect to time; it does not exist in pralaya or deep sleep. Further, it is only space,
distinguishable from all other things; it is not air or fire or time.
Brahman has no limitation with respect to objects because it has no particular
quality of its own. And yet it is the truth of everything. Nothing stands separate from
Brahman and that param brahma can only be sat-cit-ananda-dtma.
The word aksara is used later to refer to the single syllable word Om. So,
Sahkara raises the question as to why the word aksara does not mean Om here and he
himself answers it. He says that the adjective parama negates that possibility. And
further, Om is not the topic here. Even though it is a name for Brahman, Om is not
Brahman. Therefore, aksarais Brahman here.
Svabhduah adhydtmam ucyate-svabhdva, the manifestation of this param
brahma is said to be adhydtma, jiva. Atma here means body. So, adhydtma is that

which is centred on the physical body. That can be anything-the body itself, sense
organs, mind, prdna, mind, buddhi, and finally the pratyagatma.So, Arjuna wants to
know what is this adhydtma, which the wise men know.
Thus the word adhydtma, meaning the jiva, can refer to any of these.
Contextually, here it is pratyagdtmd, which obtains in this and every physical body in
the form of consciousness. This is the nature of the jiva. As you reduce the jiva to its
essence, the final reality is consciousness, called adhyatma here. Aksaram brahma is
also called the essence of thejiva, adhyFtma.
The sixfold modifications are the sad-bhdva-vikdras, namely, asti-is, jiyate-is born,
vardhate-grows, viparinamate-undergoes changes, apaks[yate-decays, vinaSyati-is
destroyed. Every object has these sixfold modifications.
2 Gta - 8-13
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The meanings of the word Brahman and adhydtma are identical but are used in
different contexts. Only Brahman, not dtmd, is used when we talk about the cause of
the world. That Brahman is equated to this jiva wh6 is adhyatma centred on a given
physical body. Because Bhagavan said the wise man knows Brahman, the cause of
everything, the word adhyatma is used here to dismiss the notion that Brahman is an
object. They know Brahman, but not as something remote from themselves but as
themselves. To point this out he says adhydtma. By knowing Brahman they know
dtmd; and by knowing atmA they know Brahman. This is because Brahman and atmd

are the same.
KARMA IS ALSO BHAGAVAN
Visargah karma-sahijiitah:Then Arjuna wanted to know what is meant by

karma, which it was said, the wise men know in its entirety. Karma-sahijiita,what is
known as karma is visarga, offering, the act of offering an dhuti in the fire in a yajia.
Sarikara says it is an offering intended for a given devata. Even though the word
karma can mean any type of action, in the Sastra it specifically means the ritual in,
which there is an offering. The ritual stands for all other karmas. Therefore, he calls
karma as visarga. And it is the karma-phala that causes one to be born in a particular
body. Therefore, he calls this karma as bhata-bhdva-udbhava-karah,the one that

causes the birth of the existence of beings. In order to be born, a being needs a body.
Karma is the cause for that. It produces a two-fold result-drsta and adrsta. The
ad.rsta produces bodies for you.
Bhita can be taken as the already existent jivas. They are not created, only the
body is created. When you say a son is born, what is really born? Is it ajiva or a body? It
is a given physical body with a given parentage at a given place and time. It is creating
the bodies for the already existent beings that are created.
It is important to know that the jiva is not created. If it were to be created, then
dtmd also would be created and there would be no possibility of moksa. The jiva's
essential nature is eternal and therefore, it is not created. Even thejiva who exists as an
individual is not created because his cause, ignorance, is beginningless. A particular
form is created and the cause for that is karma.
Karma also is non-separate from Brahman. The one who knows Brahman
knows this. The action, the agent, and all other things' connected to the action are
Brahman as we saw in the fourth chapter.' They are all mithyQ, which depend upon
Brahman, which is satya. Therefore, the wise men know the entire karma, akhilam
karma.

Gita - 4-24
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Because of this karma, forms are born. When a person performs a ritual, he is
propitiating the devatds. Rain and food and all things necessary for creation are provided
because of the devatas. So, ultimately the ritual is the cause for a person's birth. We saw
this is in the third chapter,' and Sarkarareminds us of that here.
THE BEINGS THAT ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE ARE ALSO BHAGAVAN
Adhibhatam ksarah bhdvah-an existent being that is subject to destruction is
called adhibhiuta.All beings are subject to change and destruction. Anything that exists
is called bhdva. And anything that exists is subject to change-ksarahbhdvah. All that
is born, the whole world that exists in time, is called adhibhuta.All the physical bodies
that exist here and are subject to the changes of birth, existence, growth, development,
decline and death, Krsna says, are also Me.
Even though something changes, it does not disappear. So, wherever there is
change, there is dependence upon a changeless basis. The essence, the existence of a
given object, which is undergoing change, is never destroyed. And that, Krsna says, is
Me.
This Brahman, which is aksara, is itself adhydtma with reference to the person
who is making an inquiry; with reference to all other bodies he confronts, it is
adhibhMta. 'Thus not only is adhydtma Me, adhibhilta is also Me,' says Krsna.

Zr: rrii-i

r .- ic nfiik

r\PT: 11 Ii

antakaleca mdmeva smaranmuktva kalevaram
yah praysti sa madbhaivam ydti nastyatrasambayah

Verse 5

- anta-kdle ca - and at the time of death; TrTi T{ WE" mdm eva smaran
3RTT
- remembering Me alone; 16T muktva - giving up; wt kalevaram - the
body; -: Wifq yah praydti - the one who departs; -: sah - he; t a1WT zf madbhdvam ydti - gains My nature, becomes one with Me; :3F atra - here, with
reference to this; WTim: r 3A na asti samsayah - there is no doubt
And, at the time of death, the one who departs giving up the body,
remembering Me alone, he gains My nature. Regarding this, there is no
doubt.

SGtd- 3-14, 15
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EVEN AT THE TIME OF DEATH A WISE MAN KNOWS THAT HE IS BRAHMAN
Anta-kdle ca-and at the time, which is the end, the last moment, mam
smaran-remembering Me, sa madbhadvam yati-he gains My nature. The time of
one's departure from a given physical body in a given incarnation is called anta-kdla
i.e., it is the time of one's death. It is not that only at the time of departure he remembers
Ivara and such a person reaches TIvara. All through his life too, the person who knows
he is Brahman will remember 'Me,' Brahman. His knowledge will not go away. The
word smaran meaning 'remembering,' is used figuratively here. What is actually meant
here is that this person who has the knowledge of Brahman will have that knowledge of
Brahman even at the end of his life.
If Brahman is an object of thought kept in the memory, then at the time of death
Brahman will not be of any use to you because it will not come to mind. When you face
death, what is going to be thought of, is what concerns you the most. If Brahman is an
object of thought and you have to rely upon thinking about it at the time of death, you
are taking a chance. You may think of it, you may not. Even if you do think about
Brahman at that time, it does not mean that you will know Brahman because thinking
about Brahman is not the same as knowing Brahman.
Brahman is the very nature of yourself. That 'I am Brahman' is not just a
statement; it is assimilated knowledge. Can it ever be a matter of memory? No. I can
remember a hundred different things but Brahman can never be one of them because the
one who remembers everything is Brahman. On the other hand, the one who knows
himself as Brahman can never forget that he is Brahman because it is his very naturenot an object of memory.
Kalevaram muktvi yah praydti-giving up the physical body, the one who
departs. Where does he go?
He reaches Me; gains My nature, the nature ofparamAtma-sah mad-bhavam
ydti. This person is a jivan-mukta. Even while alive, he knows the identity between
himself-and Brahman. When he dies, what happens? There is no jiva; there is only
Brahman.
WHAT HAPPENS WHEN A WISE MAN DIES?
If the person is not ajiiani,when the physical body dies, his subtle body continues
to exist-because the causal body, ignorance, still exists. Since there is self-ignorance, all
his karmas are waiting to fructify. So, at the time of death he assumes a body
appropriate for those karmas and travels to a place suitable for their fulfilment.
For ajivan-mukta, such a travel does not take place because at the time of death
his subtle body disintegrates. The same Sdstra that tells us that a person travels after
death, also tells us that thejiidnidoes not have any subtle body with, which to travel. It
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has disappeared because its cause, ignorance, is gone. The causal body is ignorance and
knowledge of dtmd being Brahman amounts to removal of that ignorance. When the
cause is gone, naturally the effect is not there. Once the threads are burnt, the piece of
cloth cannot remain. Similarly, once ignorance is gone, the subtle body cannot remain.
Therefore, there is no travel.
'Giving up this body he reaches Me alone,' says the Lord. 'Reaching' is purely
figurative here. He has already said what he means by 'Me'-param brahma. Param
brahma is non-separate from dtmd. Therefore, there can be no real reaching. Reaching
is only in the sense of being non-separate from isvara.
But one thing cannot assume the nature of another.' A given object, which has its
own nature, cannot give that up and still exist in its original form. But here, the nature of
itmd is already Brahman. The jivan-mukta knew this even while alive; dead, there is
nobody there, no separate individual.
While he was alive there was a seeming doer and enjoyer. Now there is not even
that. Before knowledge he was doing. After knowing he was seemingly doing. When he
died, meaning when the body died, he does not even seemingly do. Once and for all he is
gone.
Here there is no doubt-atra na asti sadmayah. Atra, here, means 'with
reference to this.' This is not an assurance. It is purely a statement of fact. The vastu
being eternal, there is no question of it being born. Once he knows himself as that vastu,
how can he be born? What is eternal cannot be born. Even before this knowledge, he was
eternal but he did not know that fact about himself. Therefore, there was a false entity
that accumulated karma-phala and required further births. Now he knows his nature as
akartd; and therefore, there is no question of any future birth for him.
There is not one Isvara before knowing and another one after. All that is there is
one vastu. The one who knows that reaches My nature, mad-bhdvam ydti. And there is
no doubt here. There is no question as to whether, 'Does he go to paramdtmd or not?'
There is no doubt because he already is paramatmd. Where is then the question of his
going to paramdtmd?
TO UNDERSTAND THE SASTRA ONE MUST UNDERSTAND WHAT IS MOKSA
The expression, mad-bhivam yati has been subject to various interpretations. We
have to understand the Sdstra well and, to do so, we must be very clear about what
moksa is.

' See the discussion on the verse 15, chapter 8, under the heading, 'One recognises his
identity with JIvara.'
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One commentator interprets this verse as saying, 'The one who gives up the body
thinking of Me, Ndrayana, goes to Vaikuntha.' According to him, going to heaven is
moksa. Vaikuntha can be replaced by any other concept of heaven. Since it is a popular
concept, it is worth examining here.
Becoming one with Bhagavdn, brahma-sayujya

The contention is that one goes to heaven and there becomes one with Isvara. If
that is so, the following questions arise: Who goes to Vaikuntha? If the one who goes is
an individual, does he have a body? If he does not, it will be like sleep where there is no
time or space and therefore, no travel at all. There is no possibility of going anywhere
without a body. Besides this, different worlds are presented in the dastra as physical
places. Therefore, when you go there, you must have a physical body. It may be a
celestial body but it has got to be a body. A mere physical body will not be enough
because it would be insentient. Therefore, you must also have a subtle body. This is an
important thing. How can you become Ndrdyana with your own subtle and gross
bodies? With one's own body, one is entirely different from Ndrdyana. On the other
hand, if you don't have your own sthila-siksma-Aariras,then where is the individual
who is to become one with Ndrayana?
Again, if the individual becomes a part of the Lord, then does the individual retain
his individuality? If so, there is no moksa. The Lord is the Lord and the individual is the
individual. If the individual dissolves in the Lord, how can the individual be real?
Individuality must be mithyd in order to disappear. If that is so, then one is already not
separate from the Lord and the discovery of that fact is moksa. This is the real brahmasayujya, being one with Brahman. This is only figure of speech. One is Brahman
always even when one is ignorant of that fact.
Is sdmipya moksa?

In another concept of moksa, the contention is that if one is pure enough, one is
almost equal to the Lord and can therefore, go very near him. This is called samipya.
Nearness to Bhagavan is considered to be moksa.
But it cannot be moksa. Even though you may be near the Lord, someone else
may be nearer. You would naturally compare yourself with the other and experience
pain. In other words, as long as you are a separate individual, you, will be subject to
degrees of pleasure and pain. This concept of samipya again does not dissolve the
individuality and therefore, there is no possibility of total freedom.
Isgoing to heaven moksa?

Going to heaven of any denomination is not moksa. Sometimes the gain of heaven
is referred to by the words amrta, moksa, etc. But it is obvious that these words only
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point out a relative freedom from pain. Heaven, being a place reached by a person at a
given time, the life therein is going to be within a time frame determined by one's own
punya. That there is a heaven, I come to know by the dgstra; and that very sdstra makes
it clear that a sojourn in heaven is only a sojourn. It will be over when the cause, the
punya, is exhausted. For a serious mumuksu, heaven holds no attraction. When I am
already free, that I should go to heaven is nothing but a confirmation of the original
error. Even going to brahma-loka, which is considered to be the greatest achievement in
samsara, is meaningless in the light of the fact that all the lokas are non-separate from
Brahman and that Brahman is myself. So, there is no moksa in any sort of becoming
that implies a change of body, place, and time. Moksa is here and now-not at another
place, another time. This body-mind-sense complex does not in any way stand opposed
to moksa. In fact, the human Sarira is adequate enough to gain this moksa, which is in
the form of knowing that I am Brahman. And, Brahman is always free.
Moksa means freedom. That can only mean giving up something you already
have. The body, mind and so on can be given up; but if they are given up, for whom is
moksa? If it is for the physical body, from what does it require moksa?
Sruti says that the person who is free from a body is free from the desirable and
the undesirable. None of the opposites touch him. If moksa means being free from the
opposites, that is not possible for anyone who has a body. Even if you have only a subtle
body, you cannot have freedom from pleasure and pain. In a dream there is no physical
body but there is pain and pleasure. In sleep it is not so,. Only in the absence of a
physical or subtle body is there no pleasure or pain. In their presence, there is sukha and
duhkha. This is the truth of thejiva. Moksa is to get rid of sukha and duhkha. So, how
can you call going to heaven moksa?
You may argue that once you make it to Vaikuntha you will experience only the
desirable. But when the mind is active, all the properties of the mind will be there;
desires will be there and depending on whether or not they are fulfilled, there will be
varying degrees of sukha and duhkha. Even though the present may not be affecting
you, guilt and hurt lingering from past experiences will always be recollected. That
memory cannot be avoided and that alone is enough to create pain and pleasure.
To be unhappy, all you have to do is look around and see, who is next to you, who
is in front of you, etc. Then, comparison will be there, which is enough to make you feel
miserable. At the very least you will be bored.
How can you call heaven a place of liberation? Even though the sdstra talks about
lokas that are desirable, it does not say that-going to one of them is moksa. It says that
wherever you go, you will come back.
A serious mumuksu will not wish for heaven but for a better chance next time. If
he finds that in this body he is not able to understand, in this situation things are not
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conducive for him, he is going to wish for improved conditions for moksa, and not for
heaven.
The Sruti shows us that, in spite of having a body, mind, and senses, we are free
from them. Atma is not touched by sukha or duhkha; its nature is ananda. Since it is
already free, moksa is knowledge, the knowledge that I am free from being the body.
IMPOSSIBILITY OF MOKSA WHEN A FORM IS INVOLVED
Madbhdva does not mean a form. Bhdva here means the essence of something.
The essence of lvara is formlessness and dtmd is sat-cit-dnanda,also formless. Only
then can there be identity. Two forms can never be identical.
One who knows the truth will understand Isvara as having no particular form, the
one to whom all forms belong. He knows he is non-separate from Isvara because the
whole cannot be separate from anything. It is partless, limitless. Nor can there be any
kind of relation between the individual and the whole because the whole is the
individual; the individual is the whole. This is just like how between the number one and
infinity there is no relationship. One can be divided into infinity and infinity includes all
ones, so, there is no relationship. If the Lord is whole, he cannot be separate from you. If
he is separate from you, he becomes finite, not whole.
Any form you attribute to IAvara is going to be less than IAvara because a given
form will exclude all others. Generally one form is given and all other forms
superimposed upon it. One name is given and all other names superimposed upon it.
We have varieties of devatds and forms of worship. By all of them you can
accomplish only karma-phala; so, there is no such thing as liberation through Isvara
with a form. There can only be the required grace whereby you can get a result within
samsdra.

MOKSA IS KNOWLEDGE
If the words of the adstra are understood properly, the whole thing reduces itself
to dtmd, sat-cit-dnanda.The one who knows this, knows the truth. To know something,
you must see it as it is. If you know a rope as a rope you know the truth of it. Similarly,
knowledge of the truth of lsvara makes you a knower of Ivara,rather than a knower of
a particular form. If you superimpose Bhagavan on a particular form, then it is for the
purpose of worship. That is fine; but this is not knowing the truth. And without knowing
the truth, there is no question of reaching Isvara.Bhagavan says, only thejiilni reaches
Me; his dtma is Myself alone. This knowledge is moksa.
We need not give up meditation because its result can provide situations conducive
to gaining knowledge of the nature of Paramesvara.One is a devotee in order to be free
from being a devotee. This is true of any type of devotion. If one is devoted to getting
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into the White House, his devotion will end only when he is elected to the White House.
When will the devotee of the Lord fulfil his devotion? Only when he is the Lord.
Therefore, the Lord says, 'The one who seeks Me, who thinks of Me at the end of his
life, gains Me.'
In the previous verse it was said that the one who thinks of lsvara at the time of
death reaches livara. This logic is extended in the next verse to other objects.
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yam yam vupi smaranbhdvam tyajatyante kalevaram
tarn tamevaiti kaunteya sadl tadbhavabhdvitah

q4*4 kaunteya -

O! Son of Kuntz; 3F- ante -

at the end;

Verse 6
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yam yam vd api bhdvam - whatever thing; wrf smaran - remembering; qtc<
tMi tyajati - he gives up; WT sadd - always;
kalevaram - the physical body;
tadbhdva-bhavitah- being in that state; ?TqwR 74 tam tam eva - that
-T•-nTfa:

alone; pf eti - he reaches
O! Son of Kunti, at the time of death, remembering whatever thing he
gives up the body, being always in that state, that alone he reaches.
Whatever he is thinking of at the time of death, that alone he reaches. This seems
to be a very good arrangement. Suppose I want to go to heaven. According to the dstra,
I have to do good karma my entire lifetime and avoid a lot of things. I want to go to
heaven but do not want to give up anything or spend my time and energy doing the
required rituals. I want to enjoy myself here and then go to heaven. So, I will do what I
want here and at the time of death I will just think of heaven. Someone could think in
this manner.
But this thinking is not valid. The problem is, after living such a life, you will not
think of heaven at the time of death. Whatever thought has dominated all through your
life, that alone will come to the forefront at the time of death. The thought patterns are
conditioned. At the time of death, the deepest impressions in your psyche created by
your own love and commitment to an object will bring that object to your mind. It will
be in keeping with your cumulative thought-life. And merely thinking is not enough;
there should also be a relevant action. Karma is very important here. It is the result of
the karma along with samskdra that produces the result. The idea is, if one has been
working for a certain end, that end alone he achieves.
If a person lives his entire life for money's sake, all that will occur in his mind at
the time of death is thought of money. In the next birth he will work for money again.
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This applies to worship of a devati also. If he repeatedly invokes Indra, he will go to
indra-loka.Whatever he thinks about, he works for and that alone he gets.
When you pursue SAvara you become 6Avara because you are Isvara. But if you
think of any other end, you may gain that only if everything goes well.
Therefore, Bhagavan says:
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tasmdtsarvesu kalesu nmdmanusmarayudhya ca
mayyarpitamanobuddhirmamevaisyasyasamnayah

fTIr tasmdt - therefore; V

Verse 7

sarvesu kdlesu - at all times; TM 3TTfR

mam anu-smara- remember Me; T4zr I yudhya ca - and fight; Tfq 3
-•-if4:
mayi arpita-mano-buddhih- being one whose mind and intellect are offered unto
.tim
t asamsayah
I 1 TGqf mdm eva esyasi - you will reach Me alone; 3i
Me; •
- there is no doubt

Therefore, remember Me at all times and fight. Being one whose mind
and intellect are offered unto Me, you will reach Me alone. There is no
doubt.
ONE SHOULD ALWAYS REFLECT ON PARAME¼VARA
Tasmdt sarvesu kdlesu mam anusmara-therefore at all times think of Me.
Here the word kala is used in plural as kalesu, to indicate the seasons and the day and
night. In winter, summer, autumn and spring, through out this year and the next, may
you think of Me.
Bhagavan says, anusmara and not merely smara. Anu means 'in keeping with

something.' Therefore, Sahkara has commented on this word by adding 'yathdAdstram-in keeping with the gdstra.' Thus the Lord says, 'Please think of Me as you
have learned from the tistra.' There is no other way. You cannot think of Bhagavan
unless you know something of him. Since it is a question of knowing ParameSvaraas it
is taught by the Aastra, may you pursue him all the time by Sravana, manana, and
nididhydsana.
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THINK OF BHAGAVAN AND DO WHAT IS TO BE DONE
Yudhya ca-and fight. Think of Me and fight. This is for Arjuna; but we have to

extend it to ourselves. Arjuna's situation is a battle therefore, the Lord says, 'yudhya
ca-and fight.' But in our context this mandate refers to anything that is expected out of
us under our circumstances, such as the daily prayers or whatever that needs to be done.
'Do your duty, play your roles and pursue Me. In the process, you will come to know
Me,' says the Lord.
Let us assume Arjuna has come to know that atmd is Brahman. Then he knows
he is not a doer and will spontaneously do what has to be done. He does not need advice,
nor does he need teaching. But Arjuna knows and does not know.' In this situation, yoga
is important. So, Krsna is telling Arjuna to be a karma-yogi.
If you are ajiini, nothing is going to affect you; so, you can easily do what is to
be done even though you have the freedom to do or not do anything. If you are an
ajihni, you had better follow the script of your role. It is the motive that is important
here. It is like a servant performing his duties. Even though he is requested to do
something he does not like, he will do it because all his actions are motivated by the
master. His own personal intentions and motives are relegated to the background and he
does what is to be done. If the action is a pleasant one, there is no problem. But if it is a
battle, as it was for Arjuna, it definitely requires an appreciation of dharma. For a
ksatriya like Arjuna, there is nothing better than a battle, which is in keeping with
dharma, as Krsna reminded him in the second chapter. 2 So may you do what is to be
done. It is due to dharma alone that you are acting and dharma is the Lord. When you
conform to dharma, you are with the Lord.
Mayi arpita-mano-buddhih-theone whose mind and intellect are offered unto
Me, ParameSvara.The seeker here is referred to as mayi-arpita-mano-buddhih,the

one whose mind and intellect are offered unto the Lord. How do you offer your mind and
intellect to the Lord?
Situations call for certain actions. What is to be done becomes very obvious and
relevant to that situation. There is a sahkalpa in your mind as, 'This is to be done.' That
is because you did not create the situation nor did you create the sense of propriety that
dictates the action. This was not the case with Duryodhana. He created this situation.
But Arjuna has to meet it with proper action. That propriety is the order that is uncreated
by man. This is what we call dharma. It is not Arjuna's creation, much less
' Arjuna knows because the Lord has taught him in detail that dtma is indestructibleand
has given him the full vision. Therefore, one cannot say that he does not know. But he still
has doubts as is evident by the fact that he is asking questions. The doubts arise because he
has not yet assimilatedthe knowledge.
2
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Duryodhana's.That order creates the sahkalpa in Arjuna that Duryodhana has to be
punished. Against that is a sahkalpa of his own that says, 'Why should I fight my own
people?' That is not Bhagavdn's sahkalpa. It is a personal sahkalpa born of Arjuna's
affection. If that is offered unto isvara-sahkalpa,then he becomes a mayi arpitamanas-the one whose mind has been offered unto the Lord. The manas here stands for
the safkalpa-Aakti.
What is referred to here by the word buddhi is your sense of doership-that I am a
doer, that I am doing something, that I am the cause of some action. Certain things are to
be done, and in doing them you surrender your ahahkdra.Buddhi, here, can also mean
your personal prejudices. The buddhi is also offered unto 'Me' when one is engaged in
the pursuit of 'Me,' according to the SEstra. This person is a mayi-arpita-buddhi-the
one whose buddhi has been offered unto the Lord. Thus, buddhi here stands for the
sense of doership.
When the buddhi is offered in the pursuit of the truth of myself or in surrendering
the notion of doership and the mind is offered unto the Lord in the form of sahkalpas
conforming to dharma, one becomes mayi-arpita-mano-buddhi-theone whose mind
and buddhi are offered unto the Lord. Such a person is not in conflict. He gains antahkarana-duddhi and it is not going to take time for him to understand that he is
essentially non-separate from isuara.
THEN ONE WILL DEFINITELY RECOGNISE BHAGAVAN AT DEATH
Further, the Lord says, 'mam eva esyasi-you will come to Me alone.' How? You
will come to recognise Me and thereby become Me. As he has already pointed out, the
jiinni is non-separate from ParameSvara.When he says, 'Those who think of Me, reach
Me,' this is what he means. They discover their identity with IJvara.
The Lord says, 'There is no doubt that you will reach Me-asamsayah mam
esyasi.' Although he is giving a promise here, it is not a prediction; it is a simple logical
consequence. There is no way of it not happening. Unlike trying to reach a mountain,
where anything can happen, it is yourself; so, it is only a question of clarity of the
knowledge.
But, suppose in the process of gaining clarity one should die, what would be the
lot of this person? Krsna has already promised that such a person will definitely pick up
the thread in the next life and continue from where he left-na hi kalyanak.rt kacit
durgatim tdta gacchati.' Even if he dies without understanding, there is nothing more
valuable that he could have been doing. From the standpoint of an onlooker it is a
tragedy. He gave up everything in pursuit of this knowledge and then he did not get it.
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But he had grown out of everything else and was.doing that which was most valuable to
him.
He was happy he was doing it, and he died. This is true of everyone. Everyone
pursues something or other and may die without completing what he set out to do.
Someone who was making money does not die thinking, 'I have made all the money that
I had set out to make. Now I can die.' Nobody dies thinking everything is over. Only a
jiini dies having.completed everything. He is the only one who dies in fullness because
he knows he is non-separate from Paramesvara.There is no doubt about this.
REMOVAL OF OBSTRUCTIONS TO MOKSA
IGNORANCE

There are three possible obstructions for moksa. One is ignorance, avarana.The
self is already free. So, I must only recognise the fact that I am identical with Brahman
and therefore, free. Knowledge of this is moksa and what denies it is ignorance.
IMPURITY

For any knowledge to take place, the mind must be prepared. For knowledge of
atma, lack of preparedness may be in two forms. One is mala, impurities gathered in
previous births, which unfold as difficult situations in this birth. To neutralise these, we
do daily duties and prayers. Powerful likes and dislikes, raga-dvesas,also obstruct this
knowledge and karma is again advocated to neutralise them.
AGITATION

The other obstruction is agitation. Without a composed mind, inquiry cannot be
done properly. The mind has to be rendered steady by meditation. Some of the more
complicated forms of meditation require great concentration and will bring about
steadiness. You also understand the ways of the mind as it keeps moving from one thing
to another and you have to bring it back. In the process you gain steadiness.
Purity and steadiness of mind go together. As one increases, so does the other.
Karma produces purification of the mind; meditation produces steadiness of mind.
Karma, meditation, and inquiry into the Sdstra are the three means of dealing with the
three obstructions.
In the next two verses Krsna talks about a person who meditates upon
Paramevuara. There are different types of meditation apart from nididhydsana,
contemplation.
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MEDITATION, UPASANA

When a form is involved in meditation it is called updsana.There are two types of
updsana-sampat-updsanaand ahaigraha-updsana.
SAMPAT-UPASANA

In sampat-updsana,a given object is looked upon as something more than it is.
Two objects are involved, the one you know and the other you impose upon it. You may
look upon the mind as Idvara. In this form of meditation you impose upon an ordinary
object something greater. This sampat-updsana gives you a steadiness of mind, a
general result of any meditation. By this we mean absence of agitation, a state of mind
wherein there is a capacity for absorption and a degree of inner composure. This is an
immediate gain, called drsta-phala-aresult that is seen.
Besides this, being a prayer, sampat-updsana produces an unseen result, which
we call adrsfta-phala. According to the sdstra, this is generally in the form of the gain
of other lokas.
AHAIGRAHA-UPASANA

In this second type of updsana,Brahman, the cause of everything, is equated to
aham, 'I.' But it is not pure knowledge because there is a vrtti involved connecting two
things. It is something like contemplation. So, it is at the level of ahahkara.Since the
ahahkdra has not been not negated, the recognition has not yet taken place.
The next two verses can be taken as ahaAgraha-updsanaor as nididhydsana.
Let us look at them as nididhydsana.
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abhydsayogayuktena cetasd ndnyagdmind

paramampurusam divyam ydti parthdnucintayan

Verse 8

T abhydsa-yogapdrtha - O! Son of Prthd (Arjuna); 3aTlRT-V-Mt fi-h
yuktena cetasa - with a mind, which is endowed with the practice of yoga; 3T1Th1T na anya-gamina - which does not go to anything else; 3itrfiT anucintayan - reflecting as he was taught; 7-T
*fZm yisii paramam divyam
purusam - to the limitless person who is effulgent; MiTyati - he goes
1

O! Pdrtha,reflecting as he was taught, with a mind endowed with the
practice of yoga, with a mind that does not stray to anything else, he
reaches the limitless self-effulgent person.
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The meditator goes to the limitless self-effulgent person-paramam divyam
purusam ydti. Purusameans a person. And he is parama. So, there is no possibility of
him being anything less than the limitless person who is everything, from whom nothing
is separate.
And he is divya. Two meanings are possible here for the word divya. One who is
born in heaven, a celestial, is called divya. Or it means the one who is all-effulgent
ParameSvarawho is essentially the meaning of the word 'I.' He goes to that. How does
he achieve this?
Anu-cintayan-by contemplating. Cintayan means doing inquiry, contemplating,
or meditating. Anu means 'according to the sdstra.' Contemplating on the words of the
sdstra in keeping with what is understood through the sdstra-pramanais anu-cintana.

As a student listens to the words of the teacher, if his mind follows the thought process
that takes place, he is doing anu-cintana. The teacher is also doing anu-cintana
because he follows the sdstra.
The object of this contemplation is also shown by the words, paramampurusam
divyam. And the result is that he goes to that same purusa because atmd happens to be
that. He contemplates upon the infinite and there is no contemplation upon the infinite
minus you or anything else.
Thinking, contemplating, here is just seeing a fact that you have already come to
know through the sdstra. It may be preceded by a few steps of thinking given by the
Sdstra, which are conducive to arriving at its vision. Seeing naturally implies a mind. So,
he points out the kind of mind that is required.
Abhydsa-yoga-yuktena na anya-gdmind cetasd -- Cetasd means 'by the mind.'

And two adjectives are given to describe the mind. Abhydsa-yoga-yuktena cetasd
means by a mind that is endowed with abhydsa, practice, which itself is yoga. Na
anya-gamind cetasd means by a mind that does not go to anything else.
Only the chosen object is allowed to occupy the mind; anything else is dismissed
as it arises. It is important to note that the meditation does not cease when other thoughts
arise. If that were to be the case, meditation would not be possible. When you meditate
upon a given object, there is always the possibility of getting distracted. That is why you
meditate. As we saw in the sixth chapter, whenever the mind strays from the chosen
object of meditation, you bring it back-yato yato nigcarati... tatastato
niyamyaitat...' Bringing the mind back to the object of meditation is also part of

meditation.
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When Arjuna told Krsna that the mind is itself agitation and he did not think he
could do anything about it,' Krsna agreed with him. Then he told him that it could be
managed by vairdgya and abhydsa.2 This is the abhydsa meant here. He emphasises it
by saying yoga, which is another word that means the same thing. Yoga is abhyasa and
abhydsa is a yoga, a means for gaining a mastery over the mind.
This meditator contemplates upon the purusa, who is limitless and all-effulgent.
And he comes to identify himself as that purusa.Now further, what is the nature of that
purusa he meditates upon and comes to recognise as himself?

^nW eu(Id r4rcmirIcu?
^ 1 1W !TRi I 1 1R
kavim purdnamanuSasitaram
anoraniydmsamanusmaredyah
sarvasya dhdtdramacintyaripam
ddityavarnam tamasah parastit

wIsH

kavim -

31jlFirl(<

the one who is omniscient; lU|Tý purdnam -

anu8dsitdram -

aniyiimsam -

the one who rules (everything); aift:

Verse 9
the most ancient;

a:ftu

anoh

the one who is subtler than the subtlest; *c44

WrdlT
sarvasya
n
dhdtdram - the one who ordains all; 31f r-Tqr' acintya-ripam - whose form
cannot be conceived of; -a-Ti "
dditya-varnam - whose form is like lustre of the
sun; •fi•: R ýi
tamasah parastdt - the one who is beyond ignorance (and
knowledge) -: 3TS

he; Tf
effulgent;

. yah anusmaret-

the one who contemplates upon; (W: sah -

,q"R fZ paramam purusam divyam wu ydti - goes) 3

to the limitless person who is

The one who contemplates upon the one who is omniscient, the most
ancient, who rules, subtler than the subtlest, ordainer of all, whose form
cannot be conceived of, who is effulgent like the sun, who is beyond
ignorance (and knowledge), (he goes to the limitless self-effulgent
person.)
Yah anusmaret-the one who properly meditates upon. Smarana, recalling, is
only possible when you have come to know something. Anusmarana is in keeping with

SGltd - 6-34
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SThis verse connects to the previous verse in this manner. The words that connect are
brought down from the previous verse.
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what is already known to you. So, the meaning of this statement is 'the one who
contemplates after Sravana and manana.'
On whom does he meditate? He meditates upon ParameSvarawho is described by
the following words:
Kavi, the one who sees through. Kavi is an excellent word for Paramesvara.It
also means poet because a poet sees something more than what meets the eye. Here
Bhagavn is called kavi not because he sees something more; but because he sees
everything-past, present and future. Kavi here means the one who is all-knowing.
Purina-theone who is ancient, who in fact is eternal.
Anugasit--the one who rules the whole creation, because of whom the law of
dharma and all other laws in the creation exist.
Anoh anlydn-the one who is subtler than the subtlest thing you can conceive of.
Anything that you can conceive of, even the subtlest concept, is an object of thought, but
what is contemplated upon here is the one because of whom that subtlest of thoughts is
known.
Sarvasya dhdtd-the one who is the ordainer of everything. The one who
meditates upon Jivara in this manner comes to recognise himself as the upholder of this
cause-effect relationship, the giver of the fruits of all actions. Previously he was only an
agent, subject to the ups and downs of the results of his actions as they were given by
isvara's law of karma. By contemplating upon the svaripa of Paramesvara, he
identified himself as Paramesvarawho is sat-cit-dnanda-dtmd.
Acintya-riipa-theone whose form cannot be thought of. What you cannot think
about can also be non-existent. But here it is existent. If you take it as the one who is in
the form of creation, how are you going to think about him? There is the known as well
as the unknown. If you want to appreciate omniscience or all-pervasiveness, the one
whose form is the whole creation, how are you going to imagine that? Your mind is
capable of thinking of only one thing at a given time. It is not possible for a human mind
to imagine everything at the same time. And if you look at Isvara's own svariZpa as
dtmd, he is not available for objectification. It is caitanya, as the next word reveals.
Aditya-varna-the one who has the appearance of the sun. The form of the sun is
nothing but light. It is not a light that comes and goes; it is always in the form of light;
and it illumines everything. Similarly, this purusa is in the form of consciousness, which
is not subject to increasing and decreasing. Like the sun, it always illumines without any
motive or intention. When we say it illumines everything, we are using a verb. That
implies an agent. But here there is no agency involved; its essential nature is to shine.
Like the sun, it illumines anything in front of it. Without doership, self-shining dtmd
illumines the entire creation. Everything shines after it. It is asariga,untouched by what
happens in its light.
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Tamasah parastat-Itis above darkness. It illumines both light and darkness. It
illumines particular knowledge as well as ignorance. It is pure consciousness.
THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN CONTEMPLATION AND MEDITATION
The verb yati is carried through from the previous verse. Everything else in this
verse talks of the object of meditation, and also what one gains.
In contemplation there is no difference between what you meditate upon and what
you get. If you are doing updsana, the result is not going to be the same as what you
meditate upon. If you invoke Indra, you will not become Indra. You will only go to
another loka.
But here the one who meditates upon parama-purusareaches parama-purusa.
This is not a meditation wherein there is a knower-known difference. However small the
difference may be, if there is a difference, it would be updsana.If there is no difference,
the knower is recognised as Parametvara;therefore, there is no knower in reality.
All these words are appellations of Idvara and that indeed I am. This is pure
jihdna. That is why nididhyasana is entirely different from updsana. In updsana the

jiva and I4vara are two different things, whether it is sampat-upasana or
ahahgraha-upasana,where you superimpose livara'sattributes on thejiva. Even so, it

can pave the way for jiina and is therefore, considered a fruitful meditation.
Contemplation, however, based on Sravana and manana is entirely different from any
type of meditation.
If what you have understood is somehow contradicted

by experience,

nididhyasana is to be done. Sstra says that you are sat-cit-dnanda. If you do not

think so, you are making a judgement about yourself on the basis of your mind and you
require further inquiry. Until you understand, you must study the Sastra, which is the
pramana. Vedanta reveals that you are the whole. So, you cannot say that you have
studied Vedanta and are now turning your attention to something else to fulfil yourself.
If you say that in spite of knowing the dtmd, you do not see that you are ananda,
logically it cannot be true. But experientially there seems to be a condition wherein there
is knowledge and at the same time, some problem in owning up the knowledge. You
cannot say you do not know, nor can you say you know that you are Brahman, because
you have problems. You have to eliminate the obstruction, which is a condition of the
mind that seems to stand against the very knowledge that, you are free. That knowledge
seems to be affected by a process of habitual thinking, which you take care of in a
variety of ways; the main way is nididhyasana.
Contemplation upon the knowledge that I am Isvara is not an action. Wherever a
statement of fact is repeated or contemplated upon, no result is produced because, it is an
already accomplished fact-siddha-visaya. This is an important thing to know. An
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already accomplished fact is not the result of an action because it is not produced.
Karma can produce, modify, cleanse, or help you reach something.' The fact is, dtmd is
Brahman. It is a statement of fact like saying, 'Fire is hot.' This fact is not produced,
and therefore, not a result of karma. As a statement of fact, it is to be merely
understood. Similarly the statement, 'I am Brahman,' is a statement of fact that has to
be understood. There is nothing to be accomplished by karma here. Sravana, manana,
and nididhydsana are the threefold means to understand this and it is adequate.
Nididhydsana is contemplation in keeping with the Sastra. Therefore, Krsna says here
that the one who contemplates on Paramesvara in this manner, i.e., in keeping with
what is said in the Sdstra, he reaches that Paramesvara-yahkavim purdnam...
anusmaretsah paramampurusam ydti. This is knowledge.

Krsna starts by saying that the one who knows him as Isvara, being always in
him, comes to him after death. There is no rebirth for this person. And another person
who contemplates upon him as ISvara, having gained from Sdstra the knowledge that
dtma is Paramesvara, contemplates upon that. He is the parama-purusathat he is

contemplating upon and he too does not come back after death.
Then there is another person for whom the contemplation is coupled with yoga,
specifically prdndydma. He is discussed in the next verse. He also reaches ISvara
because of his contemplation.
All these possibilities are mentioned because there are obstructions, which are
different for different people. And they have to be tackled differently depending on the
person. A seeker uses yoga, various forms of upsana, and anything else that is
necessary to remove obstructions.
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praydnakile manasdcalena
bhaktyd yukto yogabalena caiva
bhruvormadhye prdnamduveya samyak
sa tam parampurusamupaitidivyam

RU1T-f-

Verse 10

praydna-kdle - at the time of death; 3TqT WRiT acalena manasa- with

a steady mind;

'TfilTz•: bhaktyd yuktah -

endowed with devotion;

Karma can be of the following four types:
utpadya - that which produces something.
vikdrya - that which modifies something.
samskarya - that which cleanses something.
dpya - that which helps one to reach something.

G1TI - yoga-
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balena ca - and with the strength gathered by yoga; T eva - indeed; it:
QTE pranam avesya samyak
t
TF1
bhruvoh madhye - between the brows; m3

-

placing the breath properly; -: sah -

purusam divyam -

he; FT

Tr

f!

that limitless effulgent person; ZIt upaiti -

fi#R

tam param

reaches

At the time of death, with a steady mind, endowed with devotion and the
strength gathered by yoga, indeed, placing the breath properly between
the brows, he reaches that limitless effulgent person.
This entire discussion deals with the lot of a seeker at the time of death. A yogi is
someone who can give up his life at will. Because of the strength of his yoga, he is able
to stop the flow ofprana when he wishes to die. While he lives, he leaves the prana,
i.e., stops the functioning of the prana while contemplating upon atmd. It was very clear
to him while he was alive that he was sat-cit-ananda-dtmd;and therefore, he was free.
But he still had kartrtva because he used his will for death. So, he will go to
brahma-loka and will be taught by Brahmaji and gain moksa. This is called kramamukti.

Praydna-kale means 'at the time of travel or departure.' Death is referred to as
departure here. How does he die? Acalena manasa-with a mind that does not waver,
that is not distracted. And he is bhaktyd yuktah, endowed with devotion to the purusa
he is contemplating upon. This is a person who has great love for the atma he
contemplates upon. For hii there is no other love.
And how does he wilfully stop his prana?Yoga-balena ca eva-with the strength
of his yoga practice alone. Yoga-bala, Saikara says, is steadiness of mind born of his
practice of absorption, the culmination of his practice ofastdnhga-yoga.
The object of meditation produces a samskdra in the mind and with repeated
meditation, the samskdra deepens. For a mumuksu, the only object of meditation is
atma. Here he has a yoga-bala, which is due to the samskdra arising from repeated
practice of absorption. This is a person who has lived his life in the practice of yoga
along with the pursuit of knowledge. At the time of death, what does such a person do?
Bhruvoh madhye prdnam avesya samyak-Firsthe brings his mind to his heart,

the core of the self. He imagines a location on the right side of the heart, which is looked
upon as the seat of the ahahkara.It is purely a visualisation; but it does bring the mind
to a state of absorption. Even when chanting a mantra, if you imagine that the mantra
comes from there, the chanting is much more absorbing.
Then he stops his prfna, i.e., stops breathing. He inhales and does not exhale.
Saikara supplies the word ndld a technical term from yoga for a kind of a nerve. He
visualises a nddi going through the heart to the place between the eyebrows. Emitting
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the prdna through this nadi, placing it between the brows, he stops it there and does not
exhale. And thus gives up his life.
When he does so, param purusam upaiti-he reaches the limitless person.
Because of this expression we understand that he is a vidvdn and a yogi.
So far, Bhagavdn has talked about those who contemplate upon Brahman
directly. There are others who use a symbol to arrive at contemplation. This he
introduces in the next verse.
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yadaksaram vedavido vadanti
visanti yadyatayo vitaragdh
yadicchanto brahmacaryamcaranti
tatte padam saigrahenapravaksye

7

3WTT yat aksaram -

Verse 11

that which does not decline (about which);

'"t:

vedavidah - those who know the Veda; 7F•T vadanti - talk about; 49f yat - that
which; wfT: yatayah - those who make effort (sannydsis); Tlc'Tr: vita-rdgdh -

those who are free from desire; fcAl visanti - enter; ?*T'": yad icchantah w-i brahmacaryam caranti - they (the yatayah and the
desiring which; TNAg
tat padam - that end; 0itl
vita-rdgah) follow a life of study and discipline; ?W 7T
sahgrahena-

briefly; - WVc

te pravaksye -

I will tell you

I will tell you briefly about that end, which does not decline, about which
knowers of Veda talk about which the renunciates free from desire enter,
desiring, which they follow a life of study and discipline.
The first quarter of this verse is similar to one in Brhaddranyakopanisad'and the
rest to one in Kathopanisad.2 That end, which all the Vedas talk about, desiring, which
people take to a life of discipleship, I am going to tell you briefly. That is Om. The same
thing is going to be said here in three verses.
Yad-aksaram vedavido vadanti. Vedavit means those who know the Veda, not

merely how to recite but the meaning of the Veda. There is a mandate that everyone
should study one's own Veda, either the Rg-veda, Sama-veda, Yajur-veda or Atharvaveda-svddhydyo adhyetavyah. Mere recitation of the Veda is also called adhyayana.

But a vidhi, a rule, is only complete when the result is realised. Veda is a pramdna and
has the capacity to reveal a knowledge, which has a result. After learning to recite, one
3-8-8
2 1-2-15
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must analyse the sentences until one understands the entire sastra, especially
Vednta-'dstra. Until that time, one has not fulfilled the vidhi. Its force applies until
you know, 'I am Brahman-aham brahma asmi.' So, vedavit is the one who knows
the meaning of the Veda.
Brahman is aksara, that which is not subject to destruction, not being bound by
time. Those who know the Veda talk about this.
In Brhaddranyakopanisad,Ydjiavalkya teaches Gargi what aksaram brahma

is.' It is not big, nor small, not short, nor tall and thus, is free from all attributes.
Aksaram brahmais not an object, nor is it something to be gained in the usual sense. It
is not to be experienced, but known.
Yadicchantah brahmacaryamcaranti-desiring to know-this, people live a life
of brahmacarya, a life of discipline in the presence of the teacher. That discipline
implies study, meditation, mantra-japa,etc.
Yat yatayah vita-ragaih uiSanti-yatis means those who are capable of right
effort. One of the principal things that is required for this knowledge is renunciation. So,
a person who gives up all other pursuits and dedicates his life to this pursuit is called a
yati, he is a sannydsl. They are free from all powerful likes and dislikes because they
are not interested in security and pleasure. They are committed to moksa.
Tat te padam sahgrahenapravaksye-I will tell you briefly that end, which is to
be accomplished in terms of knowledge. Padam means the end that is to be
accomplished. It also means that which is the most worshipful. Here moksa is the
ultimate end and also, it is the most worshipful.
Here, Saikara introduces the next two verses discussing omkdra, pranava. It is
introduced for the first time in the Bhagavadgitd.So, Sankaramakes a note here.
MEDITATION UPON OM
Om as a word for contemplation

Om is a word for Brahman. Just as when you hear the word pot, a meaning strikes
you, so too with Om. If you know the meaning, it registers when you hear the word Om.
Then Om becomes a name, vdcaka, and Brahman,what is named, vacya.
In general, between a word and its meaning, there is a permanent connection,
v6cya-vdcaka-sambandha. For example, the word apple is a vdcaka and the object
apple, the vacya. It is not quite the same with the name of a person. John, for example,
can mean anybody. John is not a uacaka in the same sense that apple is; it has no real
vucya in that, there is no permanent vacya-vacaka-sambandha.John is a word that
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brings to mind a given person whom you know. It serves as a vacaka if you know that, it
is the name of a person you know. Similarly, the ASstra has named Brahman as Om. If
you have studied the sdstra, you recognise Brahman by the name Om. The ASstra says
that atmd, the conscious being is Brahman and that Brahman is Om. You contemplate
upon the meaning of Om as yourself being everything. Then Om takes the mind to
contemplation, not meditation. But if you contemplate upon the meaning of Om as
isvara, then it becomes meditation, dhydna, saguna-brahma-updsana.

In meditation there are two types of symbols. One is verbal, pratika, the other a
tangible physical form, pratimd. Upon either of these you can superimpose a concept of
livara and worship that symbol as Isvara. In this type of meditation Isvara is always
paroksa.
Meditation with Om as a pratika

Om can also be a sound symbol, a pratika. Then it means aparam brahma. It is
purely a symbol upon, which you superimpose your indirect knowledge of IAvara.
Because there is no knowledge, it is no longer a vacaka; it is purely for upasana, which
has the result of taking you to brahma-loka. There, you may le taught by Brahmaji if
you are a mumuksu and if you have enough punya. Or you will return to a human birth
and pick up the thread.
In PraSnopanisad',Satyakdma asks his guru what kind of loka a person will

gain if he meditates upon Om and he is told that Omkdra can represent both param
brahma and aparam brahma. It is apara if it is a pratika, a symbol for paroksa-

Isvara. It is para if it is contemplated upon as paramatmd who is identical with
pratyagatmd.

Each letter, as we have seen, represents one of the three states of experience.
When Omkdra is chanted, the last letter, makdra, resolves into silence, which is pure
consciousness, neither waker nor dreamer nor sleeper. From that silence the akdra rises.
When you chant Om, the word is pervaded by consciousness, which itself is not affected
by akdra, the makdra, or the ukdra-A, U or M. Everything resolves in that which is
neither waker-consciousness, nor dreamer-consciousness, nor in-between-consciousness,
nor sleeper-consciousness, nor is it all-knowing-consciousness, nor unconsciousnessthat is what is called consciousness. That is the atmd, Om, the vdcaka for Brahman.
In Kathopanisad, Naciketas asks about that which is above dharma and

adharma,above cause and effect. Lord Yama answers in a way that is similar to what is
mentioned here. But in other places, Omkdra is presented as a symbol for updsana for
those who do not understand param brahma as it was taught to them.

S5-1 to 5-5
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Since the git&-sdstra is dealing with the various forms of departure here, the one
who meditates upon Om is discussed. If he meditates on Om as a symbol, there is travel
and further birth; if he contemplates and understands it, there is no further travel.
In the following two verses Bhagavdn talks about those who meditate upon Om at
the end of their life and the result of that.

^sihrrarwT: ^"Hi11 f
sarvadvdrdni samyamya mano hrdi nirudhya ca
mirdhnyddhdydtmanahprdnamdsthitoyogadhdrandm
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Verse 12
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omityekaksaram brahma vydharan mdmanusmaran
yah praydti tyajan deham sa ydti paramdimgatim

Verse 13

Tgiful sarva-dvardni- all the gates (sense organs); W`ir samyamya - closing;
W nirudhya ca - and
the mind; if hrdi - into the heart; fgI
withdrawing; 3TWTFf: TUT dtmanah prdnam - one's own prdana; CjT mirdhni - at

W'T: manah -

the top of his head; 3.TW%

addhdya -

placing;

-flqTRuW

3Cff'n

: (7r) yoga-

dhdrandm dsthitah (san) - being the one who remains holding (his prdna) by yoga;
om iti eka-aksaram brahma - the single syllable Om (which
fff '--3alTi W
3T
mim anu-smaran vydharan - chanting; Trt 3•T-PTris) Brahman; WTf
FA deham tyajan - giving up the body; T: •4ilryah praydti
remembering Me; 41
dfparamim gatim ydti - goes to
- the one who departs; T: sah - he; mTRTMNTIIf

the most exalted end
Closing all the sense organs and withdrawing the mind into the heart,
placing his breath at the top of his head and remaining, holding (his
breath) by yoga, chanting the single syllable Om, which is Brahman,
giving up the body, the one who departs remembering Me, goes to the
most exalted end.
This is the yogi who meditates on Omkkra.
Sarva-dvdrdni samyamya-having closed all the gates. The gates are the ways

through, which the world enters into you, the sense organs. The person discussed here is
a yogi, not ajidini. A yogi has to shut out everything and then concentrate. Ajii•ni, may
shut out the world or may not; because he knows, his vision has changed. Here the
meditator is sitting in a relaxed posture with all his senses withdrawn.
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Mano hrdi nirudhya ca-and taking the mind inward. In fact, this is all you
really have to do, to withdraw the senses from their pursuits. Just turn the mind towards
yourself.
Atmanah pranam miirdhni ddhdya, placing his prana at the top of his head, he

does not allow the breath to be exhaled.
Om iti ekaksaram brahma vydharan, chanting the single syllable Om, which is
the name of Brahman, mam anusmaran-thinkingof Me, Isvara,he continues to hold

his breath at the top of his head. And doing this, i.e., continuing to hold his breath in this
way-yoga-dhZranam dsthitah, deham tyajan-giving up his body, yah prayati-the

one who departs, sah paramdmgatim ydti-he goes to the most exalted end.
Death is only for the body, not for the jiva. The jiva keeps travelling until he
knows he is the dtmd, which is eternal. Then the jivatva, the superimposition upon
dtmd, dies. Thejiva does not die at any time because the truth of thejiva is dtmd.
And the one who leaves his body in this manner, goes to the most exalted end. The
word praydti can indicate travel. Krsna says, 'Because of his great meditation, holding
his breath, thinking of Me and chanting Om, he leaves this body and goes straight to
brahma-loka.' There he asks Brahmaji, Lord Brahma, for this knowledge. Brahmaji
teaches him the dtma-jiidna and he is released. Paramdgati is the end, which is the
discovery of the self being Brahman. This is moksa, but gained in brahma-loka.This is
called krama-mukti.

FT-Tý-t: 7rt * -i
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ananyacetahsatatamyo mam smarati nityasah
tasydham sulabhahpartha nityayuktasya yoginah

Verse 14

qT4 partha- O! Pdrtha;3m4il: (WR) ananya-cetdh (san) - being the one whose
mind that sees no other; 7: yah - the one who; f•Výl: nityasah - for a length of
time; WmT
satatam - constantly; ITr mdm - Me; =Rf? smarati - remembers;
fT I ffr': tasya yoginah - for that yogi; f#r---f7
nitya-yuktasya - who is

always united with Me; 3T-Jio: aham sulabhah - I am easily gained
O! Pdrtha, the one who has a mind that sees no other, who remembers
Me constantly for a length of time, for that yogi who is always united
with Me, I am easily gained.
Ananya-cetas-the one whose mind is not in any object or devati other than
oneself. This particular expression is used throughout the Gltd..Anya means another. So,
anya-cetas is one whose mind is committed to an object other than himself whether it is
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dharma,artha,kdma or even ivuara as someone other than oneself. The one who does
not look upon livara or anything else as other than himself is called ananya-cetas.
HOW LONG MUST ONE CONTEMPLATE?
The Lord says satatam, constantly. Satatam yah mam smarati-theone who

always remembers Me. The word smarana is used here because you can only bring back
to mind what you already know. This smaranais always preceded by Sravana. It means
dwelling upon something and implies contemplation, satsariga, manana and even
sravana. The person spoken of here has undergone exposure to the Sdstra and analysed
it but still has the orientation that he is the body, deha-dtma-buddhi.
We have seen the difference between an orientation and a confusion.' A simple
confusion requires clarification only once. An orientation or habitual error requires
repeated correction. Here the deha-atma-buddhi,the notion that the body is 'I,' and 'I'
am the body, is such an orientation. That is why even when the confusion is resolved by.
the sAstra, one continues to have problems that are due to this identification. This is
because, this notion has prevailed for a long time. When you have lived your entire life
with the notion that, you are the body, how are you going to remove it just because
somebody said, 'tat tvam asi?' The orientation has to go; and for that, constant
smarana of the fact that 'I am Brahman' or brahma-abhydsa, as we saw before, is

necessary. One must constantly dwell upon this knowledge until the orientation is
corrected.
Since satatam means 'always,' the question arises as to why has Bhagavan used
nityaSah, which also means 'always.' This is because, the word satatam is used in the
sense of 'constantly - without any interval.' So, by using this word the one who
constantly remembers Isvara, i.e., the one who spends his time in contemplation,
thinking, teaching, discussing, the one who is thus constantly in satsahga is being
indicated here. But 'constantly' can be for one day, a week, or longer. So, Bhagavan
adds another word, nityasah, which also means 'always.' The affix Sas conveys either
the sense of abundance or limitation. Therefore, the use of the word nityagah indicates
that he contemplates until one requires no more contemplation. That is why the meaning
given for this word is 'for a length of time,' instead of 'always.'
HOW BHAGAVAN IS EASILY GAINED
Bhagavdn continues and says, 'tasya yoginah aham sulabhah-for that yogi I

am easily gained. Sulabha means the one who is gained without any difficulty. A
number of arguments can be given as to why it is easily gained.
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Anything that one wants to accomplish requires effort. No matter how small the
effort, if it requires effort at all, it is not considered sulabha. Now the gain of Brahman
is the maximum possible gain. You cannot exceed limitlessness. Our orientation is, the
greater the gain, the greater the effort required to achieve it. But here, the greatest
possible gain is said to be easily gained.
To gain Brahman, Bhagavun says here, one must dwell upon Brahman, the
source of all love. What effort do you require to dwell upon what you love? Loving does
not require any effort; it is very natural. At least, if it is an object, you have to bring it to
mind. But here it is yourself. Atma is Paramevuara.Therefore, there is nothing to be
desired. Its nature is fullness; so, dwelling upon that is a joyous thing.
Nothing new is produced either; so, it is not born out of effort. It is born purely of
recognition of the fact. This is because, it is an already accomplished fact. No production
is involved. Nothing new is added. Nothing old is removed.
Who is that yogi?
He is nitya-yukta-the one who is endowed with a mind that is always tranquil. It
is under control, in the sense that, it does not have any problem in dwelling upon
Bhagavdn. It is something that is natural to him. Whenever the mind is free it goes
towards Bhagavun.

It is like a person who is in love. His mind always goes naturally towards the
beloved. Here the mind naturally goes towards paramdtmd because he has understood
it, as the word smarana indicates. Where else will the mind go? Until he gains such a
mind, he continues to do aravana and uses his will to dwell upon the Lord. Later the
very subject matter takes over and he does not require any will. All that is required is the
initial choice. Being one who is ananya-cetas, whose mind is committed to
ParameSvara,he remains absorbed.
By achieving Iuvara so, easily, what does one accomplish?
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mdmupetya punarjanmaduhkhdlayamaSdivatam
ndpnuvanti mahatmdnah samsiddhim parammn gatah

lWrIcTr: mahdtmdnah - the wise men; 34

Verse 15

upetya - having reached; T•l mdmad8Avatam Me; j:U-3TF3WR duhkha-alayam - the abode of misery; 3TVlmWP
finite; 74# punarjanma- another birth; -7 3 If na dpnuvanti - do not gain;
paramdm samsiddhim - the ultimate success; WTT: gata.h - (they)
T4F *i4f

have reached
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Having reached Me, the wise men do not gain another birth, which is the
abode of misery and is finite; they have reached the ultimate success.
ONE RECOGNISES HIS IDENTITY WITH I•VARA
Mdm upetya-gainingMe. Here upetya means reaching in the sense of being of
the same nature. How is this possible? If there are two objects, one cannot assume the
nature of the other. Each has its own attributes. If one becomes the other, the nature of
one or both of them is destroyed. If, for example, you add water to milk, you will have a
liquid of a different density from either of the original components. Therefore, one object
cannot gain identity with another. An object enjoying its own attributes cannot enter into
another and remain the same object.
Suppose one bhava, object, is indeed the other bhdva. Then thd separation is only
due to ignorance. This is the situation here. Ignorance is the cause of separation between
Ivara and jiva. And there is an orientation, which is also a product of ignorance.
Therefore, dwelling on Paramenvarais only to attack that ignorance and to remove that
orientation. Gaining identity with Bhagavdn is possible because, it is an already
accomplished fact.
UNDESIRABILITY OF FURTHER BIRTHS
Krsna says further, 'Punarjanmana dpnuvanti. They do not gain rebirth.' Two

more words tell us the nature of this punarjanma.
One may think it would be desirable to be born again-in a better situation, of
course. The problem is, you will have the same struggle in one form or another because,
to be born, you must necessarily be ignorant. No one is afraid of another birth; but only
the pain. So, Bhagavdn makes it clear here.
He says that every birth is an abode of pain-duhkha-dlayam.Alaya is a place.
And duhkha means 'pain.' There are three types of pain, as we have seen. Pain caused
by your own body, mind, and senses - ddhydtmika, by the beings around you ddhibhautika, and by unknown forces over, which you have no control - adhidaivika.

Another definition of a physical body is therefore, duhkha-alaya,an abode of pain. One
thing or another is always in trouble. If everything else is all right, one needs at least
some dental work! The body requires constant maintenance, like a car. You have to
make sure it has fuel and water. You have to check all the parts and if there is some
problem you have to take it to the garage, the hospital. And you need insurance in case
of accidents.
But suppose you go to heaven where there is no duhkha, because the physical
body you will have there, would not be subject to any pain. To cover that, Bhagavun has
another word--aSdvatam, it is not eternal. Even if you gain a celestial body, it is not
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eternal and you have to reincarnate with a body that is subject to pain. And in a celestial
body, although there will not be a predominance of pain, there will be some kind of pain.
As long as you are an individual, some trace of pain will be there because of the isolation
of being a jiva. Eventually, even a celestial body has to be given up because the punya
that has taken and kept you there is exhausted or the abode, heaven, which is also a part
of creation, is itself destroyed.
Who are freed from this kind of birth and rebirth? Mahatmdnah, those whose
dtma is param brahma. They gain the ultimate success-paramam samsiddhim

gatdh. Samsiddhi is success. The only real success is moksa and this they have gained.
Paramd means it is the most exalted among the purusdrthas. Those who have gained
this freedom will not come back again.
Even though gaining the Lord is easy, the result is the maximum. On the other
hand, gaining a loka is difficult and the result is duhkha-alaya.To choose the latter is a
bad bargain. In the next section Bhagavan talks about what a bad bargain it is.
In the previous verses, Krsna said that those wise men who have recognised Me as
their own self do not attain another birth. They do not assume another body, which is by
nature subject to pain. But, what about the others who do not have this recognition?
Where do they go and what is their lot?

3T^I4Tcri:

7zTqqHff
TI

lrq q*f-^MT-44; ?fqiýA I1ýý II
abrahmabhuvandllokdhpunardvartino'rjuna
mdmupetya tu kaunteya punarjanmana vidyate

Verse 16

trT: dbrahma-bhuvandtlokdh - (all) the
worlds (where beings exist) up to the world of Brahmaji; rTTii: punarduartinahare of the nature of returning/leading back; - tu - however; TTR 3j4 mdm upetya 7 punar-janma having reached Me; h---4 kaunteya - O! Son of Kuntl;
3TT arjuna -

O! Arjuna; 3T•W-51g-%4i

r

rebirth; 7 fTi

na vidyate -

there is not

O! Arjuna, all the worlds (where beings exist) up to the world of
Brahmaji, are of the nature of those from, which one will return.
However, having reached Me, O! Son ofKunti, there is no rebirth.
Abrahma-bhuvnat lokah punardvartinah-theworlds where beings exist, up to

brahma-loka, lead back. The prefix 'a' has the meaning of 'up to,' i.e., it indicates the
'limit' of something. It may or may not include the point of demarcation. Therefore, the
expression, dbrahma-bhuvandtlokah-all the worlds up to brahma-loka, can either
3Tr^ ssm-sT-3nT~ft 1
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include brahma-loka or may not include brahma-loka.We have to analyse the context
and see if brahma-loka is included or not. In this section, Bhagavdn is saying that
anything created, which is everything other than paramttmri, is by nature something
from, which you will return-punardvartinah.Since all the lokas, including brahma-

loka, are created, brahma-loka, otherwise called satya-loka or krta-loka, is also
included in the description, punardvartinah.So, here, the meaning of 'V' is 'up to and
including.'
Bhuvana means a world in, which beings exist. Brahma In this verse is
hiranyagarbha,Brahmaji, who resides in brahma-loka. Therefore, brahma-bhuvana

refers to brahma-loka where Brahmaji resides. when the Lord says, all the worlds up to
and including brahma-loka are punardvartinah,what it means in other words is that
they are subject to destruction. This world, the very ground on, which you are standing is
perishable as is your physical body. If this world is destroyed, there is no possibility of
you remaining to witness the destroyed world because your body is part of it. Nor is
there any question of you retaining this physical body, no matter where you go. All the
physical bodies and the worlds in, which they exist, are subject to destruction. There is a
time when everything must dissolve in the cause and there is not a single place in the
creation, which is going to survive the final dissolution, mahd-pralaya.Therefore, the
Lord says, 'Arjuna, if you are planning to go to brahma-loka or any other loka, you
will have to return because all the lokas, including brahma-loka, are subject to
destruction.
There is one possible exception to this in the case of some people. Sruti allows
who go to brahma-loka may not come back. This is not merely because they
those
that,
have gone there, but being there, if they are taught by Brahmaji they come to understand
that dtmd is Paramesvaraand are thereby freed and they do not come back. Therefore,
even those people are freed and do not come back, not by virtue of going to brahmaloka, but because of knowledge.
Mdm upetya tu kaunteya punar-janma na vidyate-but having reached Me,

Kaunteya, there is no further birth. How do they reach Paramesvarawho is not located
in this or any other loka? And if they have to go somewhere to reach Paramesvara,they
have to come back. They reach him in terms of the knowledge that, as
sat-cit-dnanda-dtmd, they are non-separate from Paramesvara.They reach him by

knowing that, he is Brahman, which is sat-cit-dnanda-dtmin, out of, which all this
creation has come, and, which is the very truth of all creation. Reaching ISvara in this
manner, that is, by knowledge, they do not have rebirth.
Otherwise, all lokas are subject to time and for that reason alone one has to return
from them. How long one remains there does not matter. It is still not eternal.
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Here, two questions are implied. Why are all the lokas such that one must return
from them? Because they are subject to time. Then how are they limited by time? That is
pointed out in the next verse.

^i^N^A ^"l1 t: I
Trfi wm rit
½i^11
1<1 ^HT: I \9 I I
sahasrayugaparyantamaharyadbrahmano
viduh
rdtrim yugasahasrdntdmte'hordtravidojandh

Verse 17

aho-rdtravidahT: (ye)janah- (those) people; 3t-:ift
()
the day and night; fa- they; 'r'WT: S•T: yat brahmanah ahah -

who know about
that which is the

day of Brahmaji; (-Tr tat - that;) (
N17q•, sahasra-yuga-paryantam- as that
which has a measure of one thousand yugas; fs: viduh - know; (W'liT:) Tft (-)
(brahmanah) rdtrim (ca) -

and night of Brahmaji; yT-W'-3RT-H yuga-sahasra-

antam - as that which has a measure of one thousand yugas; (fat: viduh - know)
Those people who know about the day and night, know that a day of
Brahmaji has a measure of one thousand yugas and a night (of
Brahmaji), a measure of one thousand yugas
People, who know about Brahmaji's day and night, know that Brahmaji's one day
consists of one thousand yugas. Here the word yuga refers to a mahd-yuga. So, the day

of Brahmaji is one thousand mahd-yugas and the night of Brahmaji is one thousand
maha-yugas.
One mahr-yuga consists of four yugas, satya, dvdpara, tretd, and kali.

Kali-yuga is four hundred and thirty two thousand years in length. Dvupara-yuga is
twice that, i.e., eight hundred and sixty four thousand years. Tretd is three times
Kali-yuga, i.e., one million two hundred and ninety-six thousand years. Then
Satya-yuga is four times Kali-yuga, i.e., one million seven hundred and twenty-eight
thousand. So, complete mahi-yuga is four million three hundred and twenty thousand
years in' length. One thousand of these is one day of Brahmaji-four billion three
hundred and twenty million years.' When Brahmaji's night begins, all the lokas are
SKali-yuga
Duvpara-yuga
Treta-yuga

Krta-yuga
Maha-yuga

(Kaliyuga x 2)
(Kaliyuga x 3)

432,000 or
864,000 or
12,96,000 or

432 thousandyears
864 thousand years
1,296 thousand years

(Kaliyuga x 4)

17,28,000 or

1,728 thousandyears

or catur-yuga
(Kaliyugax 10)
43,20,000 or
4320 thousand years
One day of Brahmaji consists of 1000 mahd-yugas, i.e., 4,32,00,000 years, i.e., four billion
three hundred and twenty million human years. And one night of brahmaji is again the
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destroyed. So, after four billion three hundred and twenty million years, all of creation
except brahma-loka is destroyed. Night comes and Brahmaji goes to sleep. When you
go to sleep, your world is dissolved; so, it is logical that when Brahmaji goes to sleep,
the entire creation is gone except for brahma-loka. Then creation remains dissolved for
four billion three hundred and twenty million years. Again it begins when Brahmaji
wakes up and his day begins.
Brahmaji's longevity is one hundred years, called a kalpa, and at the end of it,
there is the destruction of brahma-loka too. This is what those people who calculate
time with reference to Brahmaji's day etc., know. The purpose of saying this here is to
indicate that even though they are four billion three hundred and twenty million years,
they are still countable. Because they are limited by time in this way, they are all places
from, which one must return. So, going to a loka, including brahma-loka, is not going
to help.
Such a long length of time is still subject to time. There is no eternal heaven
because in time, there is no eternity. Then what is eternity? Only 'now,' which is not
subject to time. There is no other eternity and that is indeed atma, which is
Paramesvara.

What happens when the day breaks or the night comes for Brahmaji?

31Tlfti#1#

w
t: ls°1t Ii I

TTF-AP* Wi^qz; d110h!Ml"

I1Re- I1

avyaktdd vyaktayah sarodhprabhavantyaharagame
rdtrydgameprallyante tatraivdvyaktasahijiake

Verse 18

avyaktdt ahardgame - at the beginning of the day (of Brahmaji); aPr
3T}T
TfR4: sarvah vyaktayah - all that is manifest; M'1#
from the unmanifest; T*:
prabhavanti - arise; T'if-aTlr rdtri-&game - at the beginning of the night (of
Brahmaji); a3T- %-Ui avyakta-saiijhake- in that which is called unmanifest; M T
prallyante- they resolve
tatra eva - in that alone; I4#i

same number of human years. Thus 1000 maha-yugas constitutes one day and 1000 mahlyugas constitutes one night, i.e., 2000 mahd-yugas constitute one complete day of Brahmaji.
With this as one unit for a day comprising of a day and night 100 years form Brahmaji's

life.
Please note: One human year is equal to one day of the devas. Thus one year of the devas is
equal to 360 human years.
BG. Vl

Ill-5
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At the beginning of the day, all things that are manifest arise from the
unmanifest. At the beginning of the night they resolve in that which is
called unmanifest.
Avyaktdt vyaktayah sarvdh prabhavanti ahardgame-from the unmanifest,

come all the manifest forms when the day of Brahmaji breaks. From the sleep of
Brahmaji arise all the manifest individuals, sun, moon, stars, all mobile, immobile, inert,
and sentient entities and the places where they exist. Just as from our sleep our day or
dream manifests, similarly from Brahmaji's sleep the whole creation has come about.
That Brahmaji is nothing but Paramesvara. This takes it one step further.
Everything is Paramesvaraand Brahmaji is not an entity other than that. Only from the
standpoint of creation do we say that from Brahmaji alone everything has come.
Brahmaji is non-separate from fIuara and from lsvara everything comes. When does
this happen? At the break of day. In other words, when Brahmaji wakes up, the creation
arises, comes into manifestation.
Rdtri-dgame praliyante tatra eva avyakta-saiijiiake. Similarly ritri-dgame,

when Brahmaji's night comes-after four billion three hundred and twenty million
years-all things that are manifest dissolve, prallyante. Where? They go back to the
cause, the condition called unmanifest, avyakta-saihjhake, which is Brahmaji's sleep.
Exactly like our own world resolves into us in sleep night after night, and comes back
again day after day, when Brahmaji's day comes, there is creation and when his night
begins, there is dissolution. This goes on thirty-six thousand times. Then Brahmaji's life
is over and brahma-loka is also destroyed; only Paramesvararemains.
That Paramesvara,Krsna says, is Me. If you reach Me, you don't get into this
cycle. I am the only survivor, the only thing that is eternal, nitya. That is
sat-cit-dnanda.

BRAHMAN IS SATYA; THE WORLD IS MITHYA
From this we understand Brahman is satya, the world is mithyd. Mithyd is

anything that is subject to the three periods of time. It is not that it did not exist in the
past and is existent now. It is not that it existed in the past and is not existent now. Again
it is not that it is not existent now but will be existent in the future. All the lokas, their
residents and lords can be negated in all three periods of time. They are all other than
Brahman, meaning Brahman is independent of all of them, while they are not
independent of Brahman. Anything that Brahman is independent of is called loka.
Within the lokas are many jivas, including the devatds who are in charge. But, being
subject to time, they are subject to death.
Then what is satya? What is not subject to the three periods of time. In the past it
was, in the present it is, in the future it will be. That can only be one thing-
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caitanya-Etmd.Being the very basis of time, satya-atma is nitya. What is eternal, what

exists is only one; that is Brahman, which is dtmd. And the creation, which is by nature
an observable object, is mithya. Anything seen is mithya, it is perishable. The seer,
however, can objectify even time and is therefore, the basis of time, eternal. That is
dtmd, Brahman, the only one not subject to time.
That, Krsna says, is himself and that alone is nitya. This is what Bhagavan
means when he says here, 'Reaching Me they do not gain another birth-mdm upetya
punarjanma... na .pnuvanti."

WHY DOES BHAGAVAN SAY, REACHING ME, RATHER THAN KNOWING THE
ATMA?
Whenever Krsna uses the first person singular with reference to himself, he means
paramrtmdand not the historical Krsna. It can be argued that if this is so, why should
he say, 'Reaching Me you are freed from birth?' If it is atmd that one must know, then
why should Krsna not say, 'Knowing oneself-d•tmanam jiitva?' He did not say so,
because that is not enough. One has to know that IAvara is dtma. By the statement
'knowing Me,' Krsna equates lsvara and thejiva. That equation is the whole teaching.
Pointing out that pratyagatma is consciousness alone is not the teaching, upadea. That
pratyagatmd and Paramesvaraare identical is the teaching. This is why Bhagavan so,

frequently says, 'Reaching Me you are freed,' meaning 'recognising Me as atmd you are
freed.' Only with this kind of equation does it become a teaching equivalent to, tat tvam
asi. Otherwise it will be experiential. Dismissal of thoughts is not what is being taught
here; it is the knowledge that, 'I am everything,' that is being taught.
To point out this identity Bhagavdn says, 'mdm upetya punarjanma... na

dpnuvanti-this jiva reaching Me, does not gain another birth. Knowing he is
Brahman, he knows that he is eternal. And knowing dtmd is knowing Brahman,
because there is no such thing as Brahman other than dtmd. Those who recognise atma
as nitya-brahmado not return to another birth.
Those who go to brahma-loka etc., however, do come back to assume another
birth. And to go to brahma-loka the effort required is extraordinary. It involves
elaborate karma backed with complex updsanas. Even if you achieve it, you have to
come back again unless you have been taught 'tat tvam asi' by Brahmaji. For that you
require some extrapunya. Everyone who goes to brahma-loka,does not get a chance to
be taught.
Gaining Brahman, on the other hand, is easy because it is your nature. Since I am
so easily available, why do you turn away from Me and make efforts to reach lokas?
That is the intention here.
SGit - 8-15
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THE SRSTI AND LAYA OF THE CREATION
In this verse Bhagavan says that every day when Brahmaji goes to sleep, the
whole cosmos, all the physical and subtle bodies resolve. Then the whole creation arises
when Brahmaji wakes up. If on the other hand, one considers that the whole creation is
totally dissolved and an absolutely new creation comes up, there are three possible
problems. These are raised by Saikara.
They are: krta-vipranada--the total destruction of something created, akrtaabhydgama-the coming into being of something that is not created, and nisphalatva
of the adstra-thepurposelessness of the iastra.
Krta-vipranada-thetotal destruction of something created. If all the jivas in
various lokas resolve into Brahmaji, they will all be gone. Since they were ignorant, in
endless births, they accumulated endless karma. These karmas will also be gone now
and have no possibility of fructifying. The karma done by these jivas without being
completely fulfilled, are destroyed because they also dissolve when Brahmaji goes to
sleep. So, we have the complete destruction of something that is already created. This
would be a logical defect in IAvara's creation.
Akrta-abhydgama-the coming into being of something that is not created. Then,
every time Brahmaji awakes, new jivas are created. But there are now no karmas for
these new jivas. That means Bhagavan creates varieties of new jivas for his own
amusement or for no purpose at all. There is no rhyme or reason to the creation. This is a
second logical defect, the coming into being of something that is not created.
The karma in the account of thejivas all get destroyed if the jivas are destroyed.
And if new jivas are created, then they have come into being without any past karma
etc. So, what is created is destroyed and what is not created is brought into being. The
next verse will dismiss both these defects.
Nisphalatva of the Sastra-thepurposelessness of the sastra. A third difficulty is
this. There is a vidhi-nisedha-Adstra,which enjoins certain actions and prohibits others.
If you do the prohibited actions, you will incur papa. If you do the prescribed actions,
you will gain punya. Then there is the bandha-moksa-sastra,which says that if you
keep performing actions like this you will be in bondage; if you know the truth, you will
be released.
If the jivas totally disappear in pralaya, they will not enjoy the results of their
many actions, good and bad. Without that, and without any knowledge, they will get
liberated. So, both vidhi-nisedha-gdstraand moksa-Aastra will have no meaning. All

you have to do to get liberated is to wait for the kalpa to end. It is something like
amnesty. If you wait long enough, it will come. You just keep living in samsaraand you
will get liberated anyway because everything is going to end one day. You need only to
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wait for Brahmaji's night and it will all be over. The next verse removes this difficulty
also.
HELPLESSNESS OF THE JIVA IN THE CYCLE OF CREATION AND DISSOLUTION
In the next verse Bhagavan shows that the jiva is helplessly caught in this cycle
of creation and dissolution. Karma has its source in a five-fold affliction--avidya,
ignorance; asmita-ego; raga-likes; dvesa-dislikes; and abhinivesa-attachmentor

even mistaking something, which is non-eternal as eternal. Why does a person perform
karma? Only due to a fondness or preoccupation with something, abhinivesa.He has a
confusion that by going to heaven, for example, he will get moksa. Or simply, by getting
a certain thing he will achieve a given end and thereby better his lot. Similarly,
rdga-dvesa is a source of karma. And to do any action, there must be a subject, the
agent, asmita. All these are possible due to avidya, ignorance. Together these five are
the basis for all karma. Since they all exist in the mind of the jiva, karma has its abode
in thejiva. Because of the force of this karma, necessarily, without his willingness, the
jiva is forced to perform action.
¶fiTh ^r

WfF

9^T

# #1
rj^T

Ii iWi
U^
^TIF1T^ftSW: 1112 srWAPT
bhitagramahsa evayam bhiitvt bhiitv praliyate
rdtrydgame'vagah pdrthaprabhavatyahardgame

Verse 19

lTi•T: bhitagramah - group of
sa eva ayam - that is indeed this;
Tlr{ arT
bhitvd bhitvu - having repeatedly
beings; 3fTa : avasah - necessarily; ffT %nTl

rdtri-dgame - when the night comes; TWnWm praliyate -

come into being; Tf*-aTrPt
dissolves; q4 pdrtha -

O! Son of Prtha; 3TfITr4 4 ahardgame -

comes; Tq'Tnf prabhavati-

when the day

it arises

That is indeed this group of beings (which), having repeatedly come into
being necessarily dissolves when the night (of Brahmaji) comes, O! Son
of Prtha.When the day comes, it necessarily arises.
Without any personal volition, by the law of karma, a person comes into being
again and again. Every time the day breaks for Brahmaji, all the beings emerge. Then
again, having existed, they resolve.
Bhata-gramahsa eva ayam bhutvd bhutva prallyate-Bhuta-grdmameans the

whole group of beings, mobile and immobile-all forms of life. Sah and ayam used
together indicate that which was before, is the one now mentioned. The same group of
beings that went into pralaya in the previous kalpa is the group spoken of here. That
means pralaya is not a real dissolution but an unmanifest condition. Ayam tells us that
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the same group ofjivas, and not any other, comes back again. The group of beings that
existed in the previous cycle, the previous day of Brahmaji returns in the next cycle. The
repetition of the word bhutvd, as 'bhitvd bhatvd,' is meant to show the cyclic nature of
the kalpas and also that the same beings come, go into pralaya,then again come back.
Since the same ones who became unmanifest return to fulfil their karma, there is
no destruction of all the created karma. And new jivas are not created; the old ones are
coming back. Both logical defects are dismissed by this verse.
The exception to this are thosejivas who got liberated. They do not exist at all as
jivas; all that is there, is param brahma. Only those who go into pralaya come back.
When do they resolve?
Rdtri-dgame avaaah prallyate-when the night of Brahmaji comes, they

necessarily resolve. Avasah, necessarily, means they have no say over the matter at all.
They are forcefully pushed into dissolution.
Prabhavatiahardgame-then,the entire group of beings appears again when the
day breaks for Brahmaji. Since the jivas are infinite in number, their karmas are
countless and they can therefore, appear in any form. Sometimes you find more animals
on this earth and fewer human beings, or fewer animals and more human beings. That is
the nature of the process. But they are all there somewhere in creation. In time, they all
come into being.
The big bang or the biological theories of evolution are in keeping with this
because they are processes. We do not accept an immediate simultaneous creation of
everything but we consider it to be a process. First, the infra-structure comes into being,
then everything else comes about as part of a process within that. So, it is said here,
again and again they come back.
Bhagaudn says this explicitly to help you develop uairagya towards samsdra.
You are not going to solve the problem of samsdra by being in it. Repeatedly coming
back to assume a birth is samsdra. Then, in a given life there are the ups and downs of
sukha-duhkha: This is samsdra; it repeats itself. Do not have the illusion that you can
just go on living and one day, when the kalpa ends, you will gain moksa. There is no
such amnesty. When the kalpa ends, it is like sleep. As soon as Brahmaji awakes the
following morning, you come back. When this is the case, moksa-dgstra is necessary.
Vidhi-nisedha-Sastra also becomes meaningful. Your punya-pdpas have to be

accounted for in terms of experiences. The papas have to be gone through; the punyas
have to be enjoyed. You can neutralise some of your karmas but you cannot totally
eliminate all of them because there is an inviolable cause-effect relationship between an
action and its result. That is why karma-phala is called rta, satya-it is true. It can
wait, even for one kalpa, but if not now, later, in one form or another, here or elsewhere,
the jia will reap his results. Once Brahmaji has awoken, the subtle bodies are all going
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to experience their own punya-pdpas in some form. That means both the vidhi-idstra
and the nisedha-Adstra become meaningful. This is within samsdra. Then moksa4dstra also becomes meaningful. Through knowledge there is freedom,j•i•ndt moksah.

This verse shows us that the jivas do not disappear in pralaya; they continue to
exist even there and then they return. By saying this, Bhagavan emphasises what he
pointed out before, that is, there is no way of getting rid of samsdra except by reaching
him.' That reaching is identifying oneself to be Paramesvara,which is the one thing
that is eternal, nitya.
MEANING OF OMKARA
Earlier, in verses 13 and 14 of this chapter, omkdra-upasana as a means for
gaining Brahman was pointed out. Om can be a name for Brahman, in, which case it is
to be understood. Knowing that, one is free. Or it can be meditated upon as a symbol of
Paramesvara.By this, one goes to brahma-loka and can gain the knowledge of
Brahman.

Now, if omkdra is the name, the vacaka, what is the named, the vdcya? What is it
that is revealed by omkara essentially? That is shown in the next three verses.
Because there seems to be a repetition, Sahkara introduces these verses saying
that they are taught with a desire to unfold the meaning ofaksaram brahma, which was
referred to as Om--om iti ekaksaram brahma.2 What is the real nature or meaning of
omkara, which stands for aksaram brahma? What is the nature of that Brahman for,

which omkara is the name, vacaka? By knowing this, one can gain Brahman, in o her
words, moksa. That is the purpose of the next three verses.

I: -r9j

-q NR-

¶

I IIRo I I

parastasmdttubhdvo'nyo'vyakto'vyaktdtsanatanah
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Verse 20

another

eternal; -: sah - that;
when all beings are destroyed; T
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But distinct from that unmanifest is another unmanifest, which is existent
and eternal. That is not destroyed when all beings are destroyed.
In the previous verse, Bhagavan showed that everything becomes unmanifest and
from that unmanifest condition, everything comes back. This must be clearly understood.
When we say thejiva is anitya, it is not like saying a pot is anitya. The name-form pot
is finite. From the standpoint of the pot, its cause, the clay is not. The pot form is
destroyed but not its cause, the clay. Similarly, when we say thejiva is anitya, it is only
the name-form, the upddhi that is anitya. When the physical body dies, the subtle body
remains and when pralaya comes, even the subtle body goes and all that remains is the
causal body. And unlike the clay the cause of the pot, here the causal body is also anitya
with reference to param brahma.
Only atma-vastu is nitya. When you say I am ajiva, 'I' is really atma. Just as

when you say this is a pot, there is clay plus the name-form pot, similarly when you say I
am ajiva, there is atma plus j[vatva, the individuality, which is only a superimposition
upon dtma caused by avidyd. If in saying I am a jiva, atmd is mistaken for the
individual, that 'I' is mithyd because individuality, jlvatva, is superimposed on what is
real, the atmd. Only thejituatva is anitya for thejiva; his nature, svaripa, is nitya.

We must understand this well; otherwise, there will be a problem of a mix up
between what is vastu, and what is avastu. This mixture exists in every situation. Only
the vastu is real, avastu being dependent upon the vastu for its existence. Since, it
draws its existence from the vastu, the avastu is not another object; it is non-separate
from the vastu. Therefore, there is only vastu. This entire world is nothing but param
brahma. All that you see, the seer, and the sight, are nothing but vastu. If this is
understood, you know that at the time of pralaya, the jivas resolve into the unmanifest,
the avyakta-upddhi, otherwise called ajiidna-upadhi.

When Brahmaji goes to sleep, it means that Brahmaji is in that particular state
where he does not see that he is omniscient. That is what they call the unmanifest state,
avyakta-avasthd.
Parah tu tasmdt avyaktdt anyah avyaktah bhdvah sandtanah-distinct from

or superior to that avyakta is another avyakta, which is eternal. 'Tasmat parah' is
similar to the expression 'avyaktat purusahparah' in Kathopanisad,which describes

the Lord as the one who is distinct from all causes. 1
1fRT:

7M -T-Rr-3Th6T-^-r-V: T: I

1týT -mT T-TqTffý: I I0.Tho
7 T5R fTit
mahatahparam avyaktam avyaktdt purusahparah
purusannaparam kiicit sd kidsthd sa pard gatih - Kathopanisad 1.3.11
The unmanifest is higher than mahat; purusa is higher than the unmanifest. There is
nothing higher than purusa. He is the end; he is the highest goal.
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We always try to accomplish an end within samsara but purusa himself is
expressed here as the end to be accomplished. Purusa is non-separate from myself and
that is also the limit, the end to be accomplished. That purusa is ParameSvarawho is
non-separate from atmd. Recognition of that is the end and the recognition is the very
nature of moksa.
The nature of moksa is described in various ways. Freedom from bondage,
freedom from self ignorance, freedom from samsdra, reaching the abode of Visnu, not
as a place, but as recognition that I am one with IPvara, or gaining dnanda, are some of
the expressions describing moksa.
A most interesting one is that you gain the purusa. This is only possible if you are
already purusa and do not know it. Then you can gain the purusa by knowledge; to be
the purusa is, to know. That is why a brahmavit is sometimes described in terms of
Brahman. The knower of Brahman is Brahman, brahmavit brahmaeva bhavati.

The uniqueness of Vedanta is that the description of moksa will be a description
of the vastu. The different descriptions in terms of result-freedom from bondage,
gaining of dnanda, etc.,-are confusing for some people. If ananda is understood as
bliss, some experience of happiness that is out of the ordinary, a person becomes a
seeker of that bliss. Like any other thing in samsara, moksa becomes one of the things
sought after. But this gain of dnanda is the gain of my own nature. It is not experiential
dnanda, but the essence of every experience of dnanda. That recognition is gaining

ananda.
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE WORD TU
Tasmdt tu parah. The word tu is always to distinguish between two things and
can be translated as 'but,' 'so,' 'whereas,' etc. It is a word that introduces a new topic,
bringing in a condition, whereby something already stated is to be distinguished from
what is to come. Tu here is to distinguish pard-vastu from everything else. Everything
else has been reduced to auyakta, but superior to that, tasmdt tu parah, is something
else. The word tu here shows the distinction of the vastu that is going to be talked about.
It conveys the idea that there is no other thing like the vastu.
Avyakta, the cause of everything that is manifest, is not the final cause after all; it
is only another upadhi. The true cause is the basis of the avyakta. That is Brahman.
When everything is reduced to avyakta, the cause, and if it is even other than that,
you may think it is non-existent. It is like asking what, on this planet, is to the north of
the North Pole? Once you are on the North Pole, there is nothing to the north of that.
To show that the vastu under discussion is not non-existent, Bhagavdn uses the
word bhdva, existent. It always is. That is the nature of aksaram brahma. It has no
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non-existence, abhdva, and does not change at all. What is distinct from avyakta and is
an existent being is param brahma.
DISMISSAL OF BEING A MEMBER OF A SET, SALAKSANYA
Anyah-A thing that is different from another thing can still belong to the same
group as the thing it is distinguished from. This is called salaksanya, having the same
characteristic. For example, chair, table, sofa, etc., even though different from each
other, are all characterised as furniture. They are all of the same class. Similarly, when
you say, it is other than the unmanifest cause, avyaktdt parah, it may be one of the
many things in the world even though it is different from everything else. It is true that
Brahman is different from everything else, but nothing is different from Brahman.
Because it is not like any other thing, it is necessary to dismiss the possibility of
salaksanya. Brahman cannot be characterised under any group, including loka or
devatd. To show this, Bhagavan uses the word anya, meaning, it is quite another. It is
distinct in an entirely different way from what we normally understand. It is not nonexistent; it is not momentarily existent; it is existent and at the same time distinct from
everything else. What is that?
It is avyakta, that is, it is not known as an object of the sense organs. Since
Bhagavan has used the word bhava, it can be understood as an existent thing. Avyakta
makes it clear that it is something that is not available for objectification. It is the cause
of the very sense organ; so, it is not going to be available as a sound, or a form or colour.
Then how are you going to know that Brahman?
It is manifest in the mind because it is the very nature of the mind. It is recognised
there. Even in the sense organs it is present. It is the ear of the ear, the eye of the eyenot the object of the eye, but that because of, which the eye sees, ear hears, sense of
smell smells.' Even though it is not an object of perception, it is always manifest as the
very truth of every sense organ, every thought-it is you. Further, it is avyakta, the very
basis of the popular avyakta, the unmanifest, which is the seed of all beings.
Sanatanahmeans that which always exists. It is beyond cause and effect and not
bound by time. It existed before, exists now, and will exist later; it is timeless. Even
though we use the word beyond, there is nothing beyond; everything we can reach or
even imagine, is within this avyakta. That means it is the very nature of the seer,
drk-svarUpa,which is param brahma.

Brahma-loka etc., are all within your knowledge and within time and space,
which are manifest from avyakta, the unmanifest. What is beyond that is &tmd,which is
always immediately available as the self of all beings-purely in the form of
consciousness, which is the truth of 'I.'
1 Kenopanisad

1.2
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And this, not being limited by time, is never destroyed. Sarvesu bhatesu
nagyatsu na vinagyati. The one who remains in all perishable forms, never getting
destroyed, is indeed the dtmd.
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avyakto'ksaraityuktastamdhuhparamdm gatim
yam prdpya na nivartantetaddhamaparamarm mama
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Verse 21

3aw: avyaktah - the unmanifest; a3TTY:
F3W:
aksarah iti uktah - that was said
to be aksara (that which is not subject to destruction); ?T (a3Tw) tam (aksaram)that (aksara);qwmF TrF paramdm gatim - as the highest end; 37a: ahuh - they
speak of; ZR rIM yam pripya - gaining which; r ThWqA na nivartante - (people)
do not return; TfT tat - that; ZR mama - (is) my; TWrt paramam - highest; WT
dhsma - abode

The unmanifest that was spoken of as the one that is not subject to
destruction, that, they say is the highest end. That abode of mine, gaining,
which, (people) do not return, is the highest.
Avyaktah aksarah iti uktah tamnhuh paramamgatim-the avyakta-dtmd is

aksara, not subject to destruction. Because it is not subject to time, it is not subject to
any kind of change. It is that which people who know the Sdstra call parama gati. A
place that we reach or any accomplishment we achieve is called gati, the end. Visnuloka and brahma-loka are all ends for the jiva, the samsari. But here, dtmd, the self
who wants to go to places is itself said to be the end.
How is this possible? How can I be a gati to myself? How can there be two
dtmds, one who reaches and the other who is reached? The answer is, for the confused
person, truth is the end, gati. All other ends are within samsdra and they are for the
confused jiva. So, when he wants to be released from that, dtm itself, the truth of the
confusedjiva, becomes the gati.
That is what they say is the most exalted end, paramd gati. Any other gati is
reached only after death and can be either bad or good. Paramdgati has no equal; it is
moksa. So, the dtmd itself becomes moksa here. Freedom, the purusdrtha, is
non-separate from yourself. Therefore, the seeker of moksa is not separate from moksa.
Since the seeker and the sought are one and the same, the seeking stems from ignorance.
If I am the end and I am the seeker, the means for accomplishing that end can only be
discernment, viveka. Viveka is the means, dtmd is the end. The aviveki becomes the
seeker, the avyakta-dtma the end, and viveka, the means.
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Yam prdpya na nivartante tad dhdma paramam mama-Why is it called the

paramd gati? That is because, gaining this, they do not come back. There is no coming
back because, it is not an end other than yourself. Generally from any end you certainly
come back; but when the end is yourself, how can you come back? You can come back
only from an experience. Simple nirvikalpa-samadhiwithout the knowledge that dtma
is nirvikalpa, for example, is an experience from, which you will come back. When it is
knowledge, coming back is not possible. With the mind I am sat-cit-dnanda-atmdand
without the mind I am still sat-cit-ananda-atmd. What is to be gained? Before a
thought there is sat-cit-ananda-atmd;when a thought is there it is the same. A thought
does not displace sat-cit-dnanda-dtmd; it is nothing but an expression of the
sat-cit-ananda-atmd.Even if you have a thought, if you know you are sat-cit-ananda,

there is no question of losing that knowledge. Once there is no ignorance of dtmd, which
does not change, there is no return.
Atmd is indeed My abode, dhama, Bhagavdn says. That is the highest end,
paramd gati. The expression parama gati can give rise to the notion that there is a
place that I have to reach. Sdstra does talk about heaven as a desirable place. But
Bhagavdn says here that the highest end is 'you.' There is no heaven beyond 'you.' All
other places are places from, which you will return. This is the heaven, entering, which,
you will never return. Everybody is generally committed to go to a place where they can
be free from the troubles of life. That desirability is expressed by using the word dhdma.
At the same time it is made clear that even though it is heavenlike, it is non-separate
from you and there is no coming back. That is the greatest abode. Bhagavdn says, I have
no abode, other than you. I reside in your own intellect. Achieving this dtma by
knowledge-which is the only way to achieve it-is moksa.
Now Bhagavdn shows the only means for achieving this and that is none other
than committed vicara, inquiry into the nature of dtmd.
Ti: 7T: 714 1'Tf ITT
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That purusa is the limitless, O! Partha,but can be gained by a devotion
in, which there is no other. (He is) the one in whom all the beings have
their being, the one by whom all this is pervaded.
THE WORD PURUSA INDICATES BOTH TATASTHA-LAKSANA AND SVARUPALAKSANA
Purusah sa parah partha bhaktyd labhyah tu-Arjuna, that purusa is to be

gained; it can be gained through pard bhakti.
Purusa,Satikarasays here, means the one who seems to sleep in the body in that
he resides there without performing any action. That is why Visnu is depicted as lying
down. He is not sleeping at all but is very much awake as caitanya-svarlpa.Atma,
which is caitanya-suarupais resting in this physical body. This is the tatastha-laksana
ofpurusa, the definition that defines something in terms of its connection to something,
as we saw before. When we say that out of, which the world has come, by, which it is
sustained and unto, which it returns is Brahman, this is tatastha-laksanat of Brahman.
It indicates that Brahman is not to be sought as name and form or beyond name and
form. It is to be sought as that out of, which all the names and forms have come, by,
which they are sustained and unto, which they return. My own physical body is a name
and form, and therefore, non-separate from Brahman. So, I need not search for
Brahman. I need not wait for certain conditions or go to a place or be in a situation
where I can see Brahman. Every place, every time is Brahman and it is a matter of
recognising what is already existing now. The very knower is non-separate from
Brahman as is everything he knows. From this we understand that everything is
Brahman. This is tatastha-laksana.
Purusa can also mean pmrna, limitless. This is svaripa-laksana, a definition,

which tells the nature of Brahman. It is not limited by space or time or any attribute,
even though all qualities belong to it. Parnamadah.parnamidam...-thatis whole this
is whole; and this whole coming into being is only a manifestation of name and form. If
this whole is removed from that whole, what remains is that whole.' Any way you look
at it, it is pmrna. Therefore, it is para. That one who obtains in the physical body is para
or limitless. Para becomes the reason for it being purusa or we can say purusa, the
j[va, is nothing but para. Either way it has the same meaning.
How are you going to reach this para-purusa when it is already the nature of
yourself? Bhagavan says, it is gained only by a devotion in, which there is no other,

TplatiluA I
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ananya-bhaktyd tu labhyah. Sankara says here, it is a devotion characterised by

knowxedge. If he is already non-separate from yourself, the only way you can pursue him
is through the committed pursuit of knowledge. Usually, when there is love, two people
are involved and a fusion takes place. In the devotional literature, the jvas represented
by the gopis, are totally absorbed in the pursuit of Krsna, who is ParameSvara.This
can be called ananya-bhakti, devotion to one object and only that object. But when
another object is involved, it is really anya-bhakti. Here, Bhagavdn says
ananya-bhakti,a devotion in, which there is no other, a devotion to dtmd, which is not
other than yourself.
Generally the result of devotion is to go to other lokas and the commitment is for
that purpose. But in ananya-bhakti, the commitment is to one's dtmd. Bhakti here
implies an inquiry that is imbued with Sraddha and longing. Because of that, only a
jijiisu or a mumuksu can gain this knowledge.
Anything knowable that is other than yourself, you can stumble upon, but not
dtma. There are many reasons for that but the most important one is that dtmd is not an
object. It is well-hidden because the person who looks for it is really looking for himself.
So, the problem of seeking should be reduced to simplejijnisd. All desires are reduced
to one dominant consuming desire to know the attmd. That is what is meant by the word,
ananya-bhakti here.
About that atmd he says: Yasya antah-sthdni bhiitani yena sarvam idam

tatam-the one within whom are all beings and things in the world and by whom all
beings are pervaded, that is dtmd. Just as an effect is pervaded by its material cause, all
names and forms, which are effects are pervaded by dtma, the cause.' Sahkara uses the
word, kdrya-bhiztani, in the form of a product, to describe these beings. As a product
like a pot exists within its cause, the clay, all things exist within or are comprised of
purusa. Not only that, this entire world is pervaded by purusa. Just like a pot is
pervaded by space and within space alone all pots exist, this dtma, being the cause of
everything, is the one in whom all have their being and by whom all are pervaded. Being
the cause of everything, there is nothing that is away from it. The existence of everything
belongs only to sat-cit-dtma.

What we call creation is nothing but name and form. Upon analysis, every name
and form is reducible to further name and form until the entire ndma-riipa is reduced to
sat-cit-dnanda-atmd. Wherever there is name or form, understand that there is this
atma, which is non-separate from it. This dtmd is to be gained by ananya-bhakti.
Bhakti implies something that you love. In ananya-bhakti, all objects of desire are
reduced to one-the ttma. The desire to know that dtmd is jijiisa, and the love to
Like the rope for the snake, atma is the vivarta-updddna-kdrana,the material cause that
does not undergo any change
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know that dtma is bhakti. Any form of bhakti is meant to discover Isvara and the
discovery of Paramesvaraas Utmd is the end of the jijiisa.
In these verses, Bhagavan points out two types of seekers. One group is directly
and totally committed to Brahman. For them there is no travel after death because there
is no subtle body. Its cause, the causal body, ignorance has been destroyed along with all
its products. The karma standing in the account of the jiva is no longer separate from
Brahman. Therefore, in effect there is no causal body. So, there is no more birth.
The other seekers are the meditators, upisakas. They go to brahma-loka and
there, being taught by Brahmaji, gain liberation. Then there are those who are doing
good karma desiring a better life later. They do gain a better life. But they have to come
back again. All this is pointed out here.
Keeping this in mind, Sarikaraintroduces the next four verses.
These discuss the meditators, the upasakas, who impose the concept of Brahman
upon omkdra as a symbol, in order to invoke or gain Paramesvara.For them, liberation
is only after death. Such people the Sruti says, can go to brahma-loka. They travel
through the uttara-marga,one of the routes followed after death. Those who perform
good karma desiring a better life later, follow the southern route, daksina-mdrga,when
they depart from this life. Both paths are shown to point out that there are two different
directions. One, uttara-mdrga,goes to a place from where there is no possibility of
return; the other, daksina-mdrga,goes to a place from where you will return. The south
stands for, samsdra or death and north, for moksa. Everyone is attracted to moksa, even
those who strive for the other lokas. Because of ignorance and confusion they pursue
lesser things thinking that those will solve the problem. The northern route is also called
the solar or bright path, the other one the smoky ce cloudy path. Both are pointed out
here only to praise the uttara-md•rga.
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Verse 23

at which time (by which route); zfr.:

yoginah - meditators and karmathas; W\ThT: praydith - who have departed; 7f\7
ydnti - go; ?MT cý51i tam kilam - that time; 37r1ft andvrttim - of no return;
aTriqiT .I
v rttim ca - and of return; It eva - indeed; zrfki vaksydmi - I will
tell; PTrRt bharatarsabha- O! Foremost of the Bharatafamily
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O! Foremost of the Bharata family, I will tell you what is the time
(route) of no return and also the time (route) of return by, which the
departed yogis go.
Just as in a herd of cattle, there is usually one bull who stands out, Arjuna cannot
be missed among the members of the Bharata family. Therefore, he is addressed as
bharatarsabha.

Praydtah means travellers and the word is connected to the word, yoginah, which
refers to those who are either meditators or karmathas. After death, some of the yogis
travel the path from, which they will return while others depart through a path from,
which there is no return. I will now tell you about both these margas, says Bhagavdn.
The word kala in this verse stands for the path, marga, by, which people depart after
death. The mdrga is mentioned through the kala. The word kala also indicates the
devatas identified with time.
Since the world is not separate from 7Ivara, every phenomenon in the world is
livara. Looked at through a given phenomenon, Idvara becomes a devati. All thingsearth, trees, rivers, besides being objects, are looked upon as devatas.
Isvara, the efficient cause of creation is viewed from the standpoint of a given
effect. If the Lord is the material cause, the world becomes the very form of Isvara.
When we view Isvara through a given form in the creation, Isvara becomes the
presiding deity of that form. If we look at Isvara through karma, he becomes the one
who presides over the law of karma and gives the results of actions. Any number of
devatds are possible because there are varieties of phenomena. Because we can look at
Iuvara from any given aspect in the creation, there are many gods but one Isvara viewed
from different standpoints.
This is said not only to show where these meditators go but to praise the
meditators who go to brahma-loka and do not return, a description of the others and
where they go is also given. The intention of Krsna is to praise the uttara-margaby
using daksina-marga as a background. There is no better background than a good
contrast. It is not said to belittle the other, but as an aid to understanding.
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where in which path;) 30-: agnih -

the god of time; 37": ahah -

Verse 24

the god of fire or time; 1 •-ifr:

the god of the day;

': suklah -

the god of

iHere the word agni refers to the devata and that too the devatd of time. So, too with the
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the fortnight of the waxing moon; q'fWT

flTUIIT sanmasa uttardyanam-

of the six months of the sun's northward travel; (ft santi - are present;)
tatraprayadth - those who have departed through that path after death; it--:

the god

•T•T:
RT:

brahma-vidahjanih - the people who meditate on Brahman; iW brahma gacchanti- go
brahma-loka;T

to

Where, in, which path, the god of fire or time, the god of light or time,
the god of the day, the god of the fortnight of the waxing moon, the god
of the six months of the sun's travel towards the north are present,
departing there, through that path, meditators of Brahman go to
brahma-loka.

This is a blazing and beautiful route. On the way all the devatds are there. Agni,
the fire god is there to welcome you. Jyotih, the presiding deity of time is there as is
ahah, the devato of the day. Sukla is the fortnight of the bright half of the moon,
represented by the sukla-devata. The idea here is to indicate all that is bright. And all
these devatds are present along.the route to brahma-loka. Uttardyanais the period of
six months when the sun is travelling northwards-to the north of the equator. The north
symbolises moksa; therefore, when the sun is travelling northward, it is considered to be
a punya-kala, a better period of time than daksinyana, the six months when the sun is
travelling southwards-to the south of the equator. Sanmdsa uttardyana literally
means the six months of uttardyana,but here, it refers to the deity presiding over the six
months of uttardyana.All these bright devatds invite the jzva on the path and take him
to brahma-loka.
Brahmavidah janah brahma gacchanti-those people who meditate upon
Brahman through omkdra go to brahma-brahma-loka. The word brahma here

stands for brahma-loka. Having reached there, they can gain knowledge of themselves
as Brahman and are free. Thus there is no return for them. We are only talking about
those meditators who are successful enough to go to brahma-loka. We know that the
word brahma stands for the gain of brahma-loka rather than Brahman because it is
said that they follow a path with devatis on the way. Sakkara says they go to brahmaloka and gain knowledge of Brahman, kramena, gradually. This is called kramamukti. Then he adds that for the knowers of Brahman, there is no travel. The intention
of Lord Krsna is not to describe various paths but to point out that meditators go to
brahma-loka and the path is brighter for them. So, Sahtkara says that we have to take
the word brahmavidah here to mean meditators on Brahman and not knowers of
others mentioned in this verse and the next.
As BhagavanSaikara says:
ntOrFW
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Brahman. There is no going or coming for those who have clear knowledge of
Brahman. As you come to know that you are Brahman, you have gained liberation. We
are not talking about such people here. Since there is a route mentioned, it is only for the
meditators.
For the wise man, there is no subtle body to depart when the physical body dies.
All the pranas have resolved in Brahman. There is no person, no nucleus to, which the
karma can adhere. Since there are no karma-phalas,there is no travel. For him there is
no going or coming because he is Brahman.
?if mhmr

Mr V\-Si

friiw-?., Ii
UPdMJiN MTP f-MM I IR(ý 1I
Tf"T: qlti

dhltmo ratristathdkrsnah sanmdsd daksinayanam
tatra cdndramasamjyotiryogi prdpya nivartate

Verse 25

(lff yatra - where, in which path;) pr: dhumah - the presiding deity of smoke; aTJT
i•-: tathd rdtrih - similarly the deity of night; •wTl: krsnah - the deity of the dark

fortnight; WURTT 5yl-niq sanmdsd daksindyanam when the sun is travelling in the south; -f tatra going;) Tr yogi - the yogi, the meditator; l1q

the world of the moon; Wr

the deity of the six months

there (on that path); (rl-T gatvd tRffd: cdndramasamjyotih -

prdpya - having gained; iqM nivartate- returns

The yogi, (travelling by the route) where the presiding deity of smoke,
similarly the god of night, the god of the dark fortnight, and the god of
the six months when the sun is travelling south (are present), having
gained the world of the moon, returns.
There is a route, marga, for people who are not karma-yogis, but who do rituals
to gain some merit. 'ven though he is a karmatha, and not a karma-yogi, he is called a
yogi, because he does only enjoined karma, not those, which are considered sinful.
Thereby he gains a devaloka called candraloka. Again, the description of this path is
given only to praise the bright path. For both, travel is involved. On the bright path, there
is no return once the knowledge is gained in brahma-loka. Here, on the other hand,
people who are karmathas follow the path called dhiima-marga, smoky path. The
devatds on this path all preside over things that represent darkness-the god of the
night; the god of the waning or dark side of the moon, the god of the half of the year in,
which the sun travels south are there on this path. Jyotih here refers to karma-phala,
not light because light cannot be enjoyed. A person who has done the enjoined karmas
enjoys the fruit of those actions for some time and then returns back to the earth. The
jiva is not released from samsdrajust because he has done good karma.
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The idea of the verse is that one travels; death does not give you moksa. Only
knowledge can do that and if it is not gained, you embark upon these two paths after
death. But these are only the good paths. There are others, which are not so good. There
is even a naraka, a place where you undergo a certain pain. That is also karma-phala
and when it is exhausted, you return. Karma-phala cannot be eternal; so, even from a
painful loka you will return. Here he talks only about desirable ends; even from them,
you return.

TlN
: I I1 I
4uklakrs.ne gati hyete jagatah Aivate mate
ekayd ydtyanavrttimanyaydvartatepunah
TCWT

II

f

l

hi - as is well known; WTr: jagatah - of the world; I*
paths; Tj
utsukla-krsne - the bright and the dark; llfRt

Verse 26

w ete gati - these two

5asvate mate - are
considered eternal; trq
ekay - travelling by one; 3flIT T MItr anivrttim ydti one goes to a place of no return; 3TI1T anyayd - by the other; aiiAM
dvartate
*

rT:

punah - one returns again

As is well known, these two paths of the world, the bright and the dark,
are considered eternal. By the one (path), one goes to a place of no return,
by the other, one returns again.
tukla-krsne gati hi ete jagatah-Thesetwo paths by, which one gains various
ends, are called as dukla, the bright path, and krsna, the dark path. Hi here indicates 'as
it is known in the sstra.' Sdstra is the only means of knowing them. Jagat means
'world' and here it stands for the world of people-the meditators and those who do
good actions. For such people who are qualified to do karma, there are these two paths
available.
Sasvate mate-they are considered eternal. These paths are relatively eternal
because samsdra can go on indefinitely. Unless you gain moksa, it does not come to an
end. You have to put an end to it by knowing the truth about yourself. So, when we say
that these two paths are eternal, the idea is that there is no natural liberation. You must
have a desire to know; and until that happens, samsdra continues. For the jiva who is
ignorant, samsdra seems eternal.
Ekaya yati andvrttim anyayd avartatepunah-By one path, he goes to an end

from where there is no return, anvrtti. That is the Sukla-gati whereby he reaches
brahma-loka and there being taught by Brahmaji, gains moksa. If he goes by the other,
the dhima or krsna-gati, he comes back. Between the two paths, one would naturally
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want to choose the bright one, which leads to moksa. Moksa, however, is gained not by
a path, gati, but by knowledge. This, Bhagavan shows in the next verse.
;qJft t

7kifrt q7 UaT I

TFF

' ~s~f
d'Hk^3 ^^

-ITh

IlUa I I

naite srti parthajdnan yogi muhyati kascana
tasmatsarvesukalesu yogayukto bhavdrjuna

Verse 27

7T1 pdrtha - O! Son of Prth, Arjuna; T'T Zrft kascanayogi - a yogi; 7t Vf1 ete
Tp na muhyati - is not
srti - these two paths; 7FF jdnan - knowing;T
7i sarvesu
tasmat - therefore; 3Tr arjuna- O! Arjuna; 70
deluded; fI?
kalesu - at all times; 1"T--: yoga-yuktah - united to/endowed with the practice of
yoga; o bhava - may you be

Knowing these two paths, 0! Pdrthd,a yogi is not deluded. Therefore, at
all times may you be united to yoga, Arjuna.
Na ete srtiparthajananyogi muhyati kascana-O!Arjuna, knowing these two

paths, a yogi does not get deluded. The yogi here is a viveki or ajijfldsu. He is not at all
deluded about these two paths because he knows one is for samsdra, the other is for
moksa. He has no confusion about the fact that gaining another loka does not give you
liberation. Freedom comes only by knowledge, which can be gained here or in brahmaloka. The whole of humanity suffers from this delusion that going to heaven is moksa. It
is methodically propagated by all religions and is so prevalent in humanity that Krsna
had to state it explicitly as a delusion. A viveki or yogi is not deluded about this at all.
Tasmdt sarvesu kalesu yoga-yuktah bhava arjuna-therefore, O! Arjuna, equip

yourself for this knowledge at all times. Whatever is necessary for knowledge, please do.
Yoga here is knowledge, preceded by purification of the mind, antah-karana-iuddhi.
Knowledge is yoga and any means that helps you gain it is also called yoga.
Lastly, the glory of this yoga is told.

rjlu
4ic
tT fiftlit Omy
cZF4f: 7
a M
vedesu yajiesu tapahsu caiva
ddnesu yatpunyaphalampradistam
atyeti tatsarvamidam viditva
yogi param sthanamupaiticadyam

½iftyogi -

I I1

Verse 28

yat
7r-(1rFT
knowing this;
Veda
uvedesu - with regard to
punya-phalam - the result of good actions, which; *
the yogi; "H fWiT

idam viditva -
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(study of the Vedas); z; yajiesu - in rituals; lq':4 tapahsu - in disciplines; ' T
danesu - in charity; (1n"T sdstrena - by the hastra)';
ca eva - and as well; "
(yIlWql) tat sarvam (punya-phalam)is ordained; ?T?
qF'W pradistam -

atyeti - crosses, goes beyond; 31fnT •dyam - the
all that (punya-phalam); 3Ti
qTM param sthanam - which is the highest state; 3Wi "Wupaiti
primal cause; W
ca -

and he reaches

The yogi knowing this, (the answers to Arjuna's questions in 8.1 & 8.2)
with reference to the result
goes beyond all things taught by the &astra,
of the) Veda, the rituals,
(study
of good actions, which abides in the
disciplines, and charities. And he reaches the primal cause (of creation),
which is the highest state.
There are two sentences here. Knowing this, the yogi crosses all that-yogt idam
viditvd, tat sarvam atyeti is one sentence. The other is: He reaches the highest place,
the primal cause (of creation)-param ddyam sthdnam upaiti.
Vedesu yajFiesu tapahsu ca eva danesu pradistarm yat punya-phalam-the

punya that is ordained by the Sdstras as a result of the study of the Vedas, performing of
various rituals, austerities and charities. These are all the ways by, which one gathers
punya-phala. Simply studying the Veda is a punya-karma and besides that there are
many rituals mentioned there, which, if performed, bring punya-phala. The emphasis is
both on the study of the Veda and the performance of rituals. Tapas, is following
various religious disciplines. Ddna, is giving time, expertise or money to others. All
these produce adrsta-phala,which is not immediately seen by you, but is credited to
your account and reaped either in this life itself or later in another life.
Yogi idam viditvu

tat sarvam atyeti-Knowing this, the answers to Arjuna's

questions in the first and second verses of this chapter, the yogi grows out of the limited
means and ends. He goes for the total freedom, which is knowing oneself as the limitless
Brahman, which is the Lord.
Param sthdnam upaiti ca ddyam-and he gains the status of Isvara, which is

the highest status one can reach. Adya is what is in the beginning, the cause of creation.
Only Brahman was there in the beginning; then Brahman created the entire world. And
Brahman is in the form of this world. The cause is very important here. If it is satya, the
product becomes mithyd because there is no product separate from its cause. When the
cause is satya, the product continues to be Brahman. Therefore, if one understands the
nature of Brahman, the creation, which includes oneself, iSuara, the first cause, ddyam
karanam,and understand that 'I am everything,' all these lokas have no meaning. Then,

SThis word is understood here therefore added to complete the meaning.
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one understands that 'I am that Brahman.' And understanding that, one gains that
ultimate end.

'fA W3WI1S
Ti||
II| 3TIrI^4 fT

T

W:4II

om tatsat. iti Srimadbhagavadghtdsu upanisatsubrahmavidyayam
yogasdstre srikrsndrjunasamvade aksarabrahmayogondma
astamo'dhyiyah

Thus ends the eighth chapter that is called aksara-brahma-yogain the trimad
Bhagauadgita, which is likened to the Upanisads, whose subject-matter is
brahma-vidyi, which is also a yoga-gdstra,' which is in the form of a dialogue between
Srl Krsna and Arjuna. Om tat sat.

SHere the word yoga refers to anything a person needs in terms of preparationof the mind,
antahkarana-Suddhi,etc., that is needed for the assimilation of this knowledge. Since the
Giti discusses all these along with the brahma-vidyd, it is also referred to as a yogaSdstra.

CHAPTER 9
THE KING OF ALL KNOWLEDGE, THE KING OF SECRETS
In the previous chapter, a number of topics were discussed ending with the gain of
brahma-loka and the possibility of krama-mukti. In this, a person meditates upon a
form of the Lord for the sake of moksa. As a result, he reaches brahma-loka where he
can be taught by Brahmaji that he is limitless Brahman, the cause of creation. Knowing
that he is free, he does not come back, that is, there is anavrttifor him-an end to the
cycle of birth and death that characterises moksa. That is possible only with the
knowledge that am Brahman.' Only then, Is there no longer an individual, an entity
that can assume body and travel.
All this was pointed out, since one may conclude that by meditation upon the
Lord, saguna-brahma,one gains moksa, though not in this life. To show that there is no
such thing, Bhagavan reveals here that mukti is always immediate. This has to be said
explicitly to eliminate any notion that by going to heaven one will gain liberation. For
that purpose; Bhagavan begins the ninth chapter of the Gita with the following verse.

"
-qAT^H

KVrrERq I

Aribhagavanuvaca
idam tu te guhyatamam pravaksydmyanasilyave
jiilnam vijiianasahitamyajjiitvd moksyase'subhdt

Verse 1

%iftrTr gribhagavdn- the Lord; ZqN uvdca - said;
TI zRwTlm guhyatamamjin•nam - most secret
- whereas; •T' idam - this;Stu
knowledge; i(I--lvijiiana-sahitam- together with immediate knowledge;
a3qmy te anasayave - to you who are without calumny; 'mcqiti pravaksydmi - I
will explain clearly and in detail; zWT TrrT yat jiaLtvd - knowing which; 4710f
moksyase - you will be liberated; 3T'pTdagubhdt - from all that is inauspicious
Sri Bhagavan said:
Whereas, I will explain clearly and in detail to you, who are without
calumny, this most secret knowledge together with immediate
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knowledge, knowing, which you will be released from all that is
inauspicious.

The word vaksydmi means 'I will explain.' The prefix 'pra' enhances the
meaning of the verb. Therefore, pra-vaksydmi means I will explain in detail, clearly.
Explain what?-idam, 'this.' Since Bhagavdn is just starting this chapter, how
can he use the word 'this,' a pronoun that usually refers to something directly in front of
you. Here, while introducing the topic, he says 'this.' But the pronoun can also be used
to refer to a topic already begun, which is now being further discussed. And it can be
used when you have something in mind, which you are going to explain, just as when
you say, 'When I went to New York today, I met this man.' 'This' man is someone you
have in your mind, whom you are going to talk about. Sahkara says, having brought to
his mind-tadbuddhau sannidhl-krtya. What he is going to tell has already
crystallised in his mind. Idam is brahma-jiina,the knowledge of Brahman that was
unfolded from the second chapter through to the eighth and is now going to be
elaborated further. Bhagavdn is saying, 'I am going to tell you what I have already
talked about before,' knowing full well what he is going to talk about later in this
chapter.
THE WORD TU DISTINGUISHES THIS KNOWLEDGE AS IMMEDIATE
The word tu indicates that he is distinguishing the topic he is now introducing
from the one he has just discussed, brahma-loka-prdpti and the subsequent gain of
knowledge, krama-mukti. To distinguish that kind of accomplishment from this, he
uses the word tu, the distinction being that the knowledge he is unfolding here is to be
gained right now, and not later. If you are already Brahman, why should you wait to go
to brahma-loka to know that?

The vision of the Gita is that, you are Brahman, and once you know that, you are
free. Everyone wants to be free. If one claims to be interested in something else, he is
just confused about what he really wants. This confusion has to be resolved so that he
can understand right now that he is Brahman. You are already Brahman and that is
exactly what you want to be. In the vision of the Ststra, you are totally acceptable. If
you think that you are not, it is a mistake, and to correct that, knowledge is necessary. If
you are already Brahman, postponement of the gaining of this knowledge is silly.
It is like a rich person who wants to be rich, not knowing that he has great wealth.
To be rich, he has only to know that he is rich; anything else postpones it. Between who
he wants to be and who he is, the ideal and the actual, what is the distance? There is no
physical distance nor is there any temporal distance. He will not become rich later; he is
already rich. Nor is the rich person away from him. The only thing separating him from
being rich is ignorance. That has to be removed.
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Right now you are Brahman. Why should you postpone knowing that, by making
efforts to go to brahma-loka and gain this knowledge there? If you want to do a few
things here like making some money etc., my question would be, 'Why do you want that
money?' If you say it is for some security, some happiness, I say that is exactly what
Brahman is. You first discover that you are secure and happy and you can also earn
money happily. Otherwise, after earning money you will discover that you are still
unhappy. So, solve the problem of being unhappy, and then happily do whatever you
want. So, you have to solve this problem first. You have to understand that you are
Brahman; you are what you are seeking. This is the significance of the word tu. It
distinguishes this knowledge that Bhagavan is now going to talk about as something to
be gained right now.
Saikara explains that this clear knowledge is the only means for immediate
liberation. It is simple knowledge. There is no experience involved here; no particular
condition to be achieved. He quotes a number of Srutis and smrtis to describe the
knowledge distinguished by the word tu-a knowledge that is the direct means for
freedom, sdksdt moksa-prdpti-sddhana.

It was said earlier--vsudevah sarvam iti, all that is here is nothing but
vasudeva, the Lord. This entire creation is non-separate from the Lord. Since nothing is
separate from that Lord, you are the Lord; you are the total. This knowledge liberates
you. Vdsudevah sarvam is not a belief; it is knowledge, a fact to be understood.
It is said in the Chdndogyopanisad-dtmaivaidam sarvam, all this is dtmd,

yourself.2 The whole world-sun, moon, stars, known and unknown-is not separate
from you. What else can be said about you? You are everything, you are limitless,
infinite, everything is you. And again the Chandogyopanisad says, ekam eva
advitiyam-one that is non-dual alone. 3 And knowing that I am that dtmd, which is
everything there is freedom from all sense of limitations and one is free-this is moksa.
The same idea is also expressed negatively by the Bruti when it says, that those
who do not know this fact about the dtmd, suffer a life of limitations-atha ye anyathd
ato viduh anya-rdjdnah te ksyyalokdh bhavanti, those who look upon themselves as

other (than Brahman), are subject to experiences that perish.4
When you describe moksa, bondage is very clear. Still it is spelled out. In English
we say it is expressed unequivocally. In clear terms the sdstra says that the one who
looks upon himself as other than Brahman, delivers himself into the hands of death and
one who understands that he is.Brahman, is free.
SGita -7-19
2 Chdndogyopanisad-7-25-2
3 Chdndogyopanisad-6-2-1
4 Chandogyopanisad-7-25-2
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This knowledge alone is the direct means for moksa, nothing else. Not meditation,
karma, attitude, or values, though all of them are indirectly helpful to gain a mind that
can grasp this knowledge. As even fuel, vessels, and so on are all needed for cooking,
though all of them together cannot cook. For that you require fire. Similarly, for
liberation, the direct means is the knowledge 'I am Brahman.' Hence Sahkara says
clear knowledge is the direct means for gaining liberation, not anything else.
In knowledge, preparedness is what accounts for whether that knowledge takes
place or not. The equation, 1+1=2, is impossible for an infant to understand, because, he
is not yet prepared. For the knowledge that 'I am Brahman,' to sink in, the preparation
that is required is a certain maturity or assimilation of the experiences of life.
WHO IS QUALIFIED?
Therefore, Krsna says here, 'arjuna te anasiyave idam pravaksydmi- Arjuna,

unto you, who is free from asiya, I will tell you this clearly.' The word asiy&has no
real equivalent in English. The definition of this word in Sanskrit is-gunesu
dosa-darSanam,seeing a defect where there are virtues. Saying of a great man that he is
lame is asiya. It is an expression of not being able to accept good qualities or
accomplishments in others. This is one of the worst problems a person can have. Karna,'
a man of great virtues, had this problem. Even though he had all the princely qualities,
because he thought he was the son of a driver, he suffered from a complex, which
expressed itself as asiya.Arjuna had no such complex and therefore, no such problem.
So, he is called anasiya. Wherever there was some good quality, he recognised it,
always giving a qualified person his due. he accepted him without asuyai. Absence of
asitya represents all other qualities, which Bhagavan is going to talk about in the
twelfth and thirteenth chapters-advesa, amdnitva, adambhitva, ahimsa, ksdnti,

drjava, etc. All are implied by this one word, anasuya, and they qualify Arjuna for this
knowledge.
THE SECRET NATURE OF THIS KNOWLEDGE

About this knowledge, Bhagavdn says further that it is the greatest secret,
guhyatama. Guhya means secret and the affix tama added to it makes it a superlativethe greatest secret. Why is it the greatest secret? There are various reasons.
EVEN IFITISTAUGHT, ITtS NOT UNDERSTOOD

The fact about it is that no matter how many times you may tell it, rarely does
anyone understand. It remains a secret in spite of being revealed. And even if it is
understood, there are certain things that inhibit the assimilation of the knowledge.
SRefer to footnote on page 61, Vol I
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Therefore, it is the greatest secret, guhyatama. The preparedness for it is the greatest
thing you can accomplish in life. You require maturity, which does not come by itself;
you have to work on it. That is why it has been said that you need not protect Vedanta. It
guards itself like the formula on relativity, E = mc 2. You can write it down a hundred
times and yet not understand what it means. One has to reach a point from where he can
understand and that requires a lot of preparation. Therefore, this knowledge is
guhyatama.
ITISOUTSIDE OF OUR KNOWN MEANS OF KNOWLEDGE

Another reason it is the most secret, guhyatama, is that, it is not something that
can be gained by our known means of knowledge like perception or inference, or by our
experience. There are two types of perceptions, perception by the sense organs,
indriya-pratyaksa and witness perception, sdksi-pratyaksa, which is a direct

perception by the mind. Seeing the printed word on the page is perception through a
sense organ, indriya-pratyaksa.The conditions of your mind like sukha, duhkha are

known by you as a witness, the sdksl. That the witness that witnesses everything is
Brahman, is not a perception of either of the above-not pratyaksa. It is not an object
of experience, i.e., perception through a sense organ or a perception directly by the mind.
Nor is it a matter for inference. Therefore, there is no way of knowing that 'I am
Brahman,' unless you have anotherpramana,means of knowledge. And that pramana
by, which this knowledge is.gained is Sabda, the words of the Sdstra. Thus because it is
not available for any known pramdna, and because it is only through the teaching that
you can gain this knowledge, it is guhyatama.
ITISMOST VALUABLE

Another thing that makes it the greatest of secrets is its worth. What is sacred or
precious is always secret. You cannot keep a large emerald as a table weight. It will
disappear in no time. Anything that is precious or rare, is kept secret. So, saying that it is
the most secret is saying that it is the most precious.
Jiinanm vijhdna-sahitam te pravaksyami-Thisknowledge I am going to give

you, which is the knowledge of Brahman as yourself, is also vijiana-sahita.I am not
simply going to state that there is Brahman. I am going to prove that you are Brahman.
That is what is meant by the statement vijiina-sahita.I will bring to you an immediate
appreciation of this knowledge as yourself.
What will I gain from it? Suppose I tell you a secret like the crows have no teeth.
What do you get out of it? When I say you are Brahman, you can say, 'If I am
Brahman, let it be so,. What difference does it make to me?' The fact is, knowing that
you are Brahman, you are everything, you will be free from all things that are
inauspicious-moksyase asubhdt. You will be free, from asubha, what is not
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auspicious, not desirable. You will be released from sorrow, from inadequacy, smallness,
and from the bondage of the self-in short, from samsara.You will be free from a life
of becoming.
Subha means something that is ultimately good. It is often written at the end of a
letter or book to indicate an auspicious conclusion. ASubha means it is not an auspicious
end. When a person dies and is released from the body, although the end takes place, it is
not auspicious because it begins again. That is samsara and from that you will be
liberated, moksyase. Asubha can also mean doubt. Then the meaning of these words
will be-you will be released from doubt.
Now Bhagavdn presents this verse and the next, to draw the attention ofArjuna.
TF^Ti qf

Pf chW
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^Jf |M

rajavidya rdjaguhyampavitramidamuttamam
pratyaksavagamamdharmyam susukham kartumavyayam

Verse 2

ciF rl rajavidyd - the king of all knowledge; <rJ¶
Tq idam - this;
wT pavitram uttamam - is the greatest
rajaguhyam - the king of secrets; f1WR
TfR
directly appreciated;
-I-3fWTR1pratyaksa-avagamam purifier;
to
easy
dharmyam - in keeping with dharma; NWT WiR susukham kartum accomplish; aTawM avyayam - imperishable

This is the king of all knowledge, the king of secrets, the greatest purifier,
directly appreciated, not opposed to dharma, easy to accomplish and
imperishable.
The knowledge, jiina,that was spoken of in the first verse is called vidyd here.
The roots of both words have the same meaning, to know. This knowledge, which
liberates one from samsara, is necessarily different from any other type of knowledge
and is therefore, called rdja-vidyd, the king among all disciplines of knowledge.
WHY IS THIS CALLED RAJA-VIDYA?
BECAUSE ITISSELF-SHINING

As in a kingdom, among the many inhabitants, the one who is the rdjd, the king, is
the final authority, similarly here, this knowledge is the rdjd, the king, among the
various disciplines of knowledge. Saikara gives the meaning of the word drawn from
its root, raj, which means to shine. So, rdja is the one who shines by himself, who does
not depend upon anything else. Among the people in the kingdom, the king is glorious,
great in his own right. Similarly, the dtma is the only one who is self-effulgent.
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Knowledge of this self-shining self is the king of all knowledge because all other
forms of knowledge depend upon this illumining factor called atma. Every other piece
of knowledge is revealed by your buddhi, but this one is self-revealing, it shines of its
own accord, svayam rejate.
ITRESOLVES ALL DIVISIONS

All other forms of knowledge perpetuate the jihtr-jidana-jieya-bheda, the
division of the knower, the knowledge, 1 and the object of knowledge. They confirm the
notion of division that makes us experience ourselves as limited. This division, thejiht.rjihna-jheya-bhedaaccounts for all differences. It is not really the differences that we
are concerned about here, but the division. Knowing that there are these differences is
not a problem. But the sense of division creates self-inflicted limitations. When we say
that thejifata, the knower, is other than thejiieya, the known, then one limits the other.
Thus the division causes a sense of limitation in the knower. This is because what he is
not, that is, the entire world, is overwhelmingly big; whereas he is small and
insignificant.
As we have seen, all divisions, bhedas, fall under three categories. They are:
vijitiya-bheda, the division between species, sajdtiya-bheda, the division within a
given group, and svagata-bheda,the division within a member of a given group. Once I
say things are divided, I become one among the divided. I am a distinct entity qualified
by a few attributes living in and transacting business with the world, which is other than
myself. I find I am a limited individual with my own problems that seem very legitimate.
I become a mortal; I become limited in terms of sex, age, colour, race, and a whole host
of other attributes. All of these are brought about by the original division-that ofjiidta,
jidna andjiheya. This division is not ordinary; it creates samsara.It is the villain of the
drama called samsdra.
It exists in every other vidyd, even in psychology. If you examine your own
psychology, even though it is 'your' psychology, you begin with a symptom, which you
attempt to trace to its roots. The connection is inferred based on a pattern that emerges
from the study of the behaviour and background of many people. That pattern becomes
the basis for further deduction and you make a conclusion. This inferred piece of
knowledge implies a knower, jiAtd, who has knowledge, jhina, of something known,
jneya. Even though psychology seems very much connected to myself, it is still a
discipline of knowledge, which only confirms samsdra.
Any knowledge is true to its object. The knowledge of the crystal is as true as the
crystal, in the sense, that all the properties of the crystal are contained in your knowledge
of the crystal. But in knowing a crystal, you are the knower of it and different from the
crystal. The self, however, is not a known object. The 'object' of the self is the self that
SHere the word knowledge, jhina, refers to the instrument of knowledge.
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knows. So, the knower of the self and the object are one. Once this is known, ignorance
is removed and the vrtti that removed the ignorance goes away leaving the phala-the
resolution of the jiitr-jiina-jieya-bheda,the division of knower, knowledge and
known. When these are destroyed, all other differences are also destroyed. I see that
every piece of knowledge is nothing but myself, every object of knowledge is
non-separate from myself and the knower, of course, is non-separate from myself. All
three of them depend entirely upon the self, consciousness, as such. How is this so?
Jiata, the knower, is a conscious being, caitanya-atma, with reference to
something known. The knowledge, the vrtti,' is also nothing but caitanya-dtma.And
the object of knowledge is not separate from caitanya-dtma. If you say the object is
outside sat-cit-dnanda-atmd,how is it outside? If you consider the world from the satamia, the existence-aspect, there is nothing away from it. All that exists in this world
has its being in sat, which happens to be atmd. From the knowledge aspect, there is no
piece of knowledge, which is separate from consciousness, the very nature of the subject,
atmd. The knowledge of the self implies all these. I alone am everything; one non-dual
Brahman; knower, known and knowledge; the cause of the whole creation-aham
ekam advitlyam brahma, and at the same time thejagat-karana.This is dtma-vidyd.

Definitely, it is the king among all forms of knowledge, raja-vidyd. While every other
vidya maintains divisions, it devours all divisions.
THIS IS THE ONLY THING YOU CAN CALL VIDYA

Going one step further, only this can really be called vidyd. Everything else is
avidya because the division is avidya. The division-that I am the knower, this is an
object of knowledge and I have knowledge of it-is all avidyd. There is no such thing as
knower, known and knowledge separate from Brahman. These divisions are created by
avidya and depend entirely upon dtma being taken as a knower. Based on that are all
knower-known pursuits. Does that mean that if I have knowledge of dtmd, I will have no
knower-known pursuits? Will there be no more seer-seen, hearer-heard? These will all
remain but the division will be negated, bddhita. There is an apparent knower-known
pursuit but between the knower and known, there is no division. Then for whom is the
pursuit? Everything is 'as though - iua.' There is a seeming knower-known pursuit.
Moreover, in every other pursuit of knowledge, there is always something more to
be known, which is invariably much greater than what is known. Sometimes what you
think you know is also falsified later. And, our definition of knowledge is that which is
not subject to negation, abadhitamjhinam. All the knowledge we have is negatable
because from another standpoint, it changes completely. If you say this is a table, from
another standpoint it becomes wood. The table is badhita. The previous knowledge is
SThis vrtti is the instrument of knowledge and the word jidna in the triputi, jidtd,jimna
and ijeya refers to this.
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completely negated by knowledge of the cause, karana. And if a new discovery takes
place, a given piece of knowledge also becomes badhita. Furthermore, no knowledge is
ever complete. Because the universe is a whole, every piece of knowledge is connected
to every other piece of knowledge. In the whole, how can you have a piece of knowledge
and still call it knowledge? Knowing an aspect of something you cannot say you know it
completely. Unless you know the whole, you will not know the part as a part.
There is no other knowledge, knowing, which everything is as well known. Every
other vidya leaves behind a bit of ignorance because knowledge without the vision of the
whole, is never understood completely. The whole happens to be the self and therefore, I
am the whole, in, which there are no details because dtmd is free from attributes. All
ndma-rdpa is superimposed upon dtmd. To know that the self is Brahman, as
something that is whole, is to have complete knowledge because it has no attributes. If
there are attributes, you have to know them and it is not possible to know them
completely. So, any piece of knowledge is really avidyd, it cannot be calledjihnna.
Whereas in knowledge of the self, Brahman, partial knowledge is not possible
because there is no part. It is the partless whole and therefore, either you know it or you
do not. 'I,' the atma is free from any form of limitation. It is one limitless consciousness,
free from all attributes. There is no possibility of partial knowledge here. Therefore, only
one jfina is possible, atma-jiiuna.
So, abddhita-jilnameans not just that it cannot be negated; it means this alone
can be considered as knowledge.
THIS KNOWLEDGE ISRAJA-VIDYA BECAUSE ITGIVES ONE THE GREATEST SATISFACTION

In any other uidyd, after knowing it how do you feel about it? Every Ph.D. is
grateful when he is awarded his degree because he alone knows how little he knows. He
knows how much he had to study and how little he has understood. Even what he has
written, he has not understood completely? Every sentence can be research material for
another Ph.D. This goes on and on. No one is satisfied with his knowledge even in a
given field. What to talk of the ignorance one has in so many other disciplines of
knowledge. In terms of simple satisfaction, dtma-vidya has the last word among the
disciplines of knowledge.
Every dissatisfaction implies an 'I,' as ahahkara,which is the knower. It is not
the brain that is dissatisfied with itself. 'I' am dissatisfied. This dissatisfaction is centred
on ahahkdra,the ego. How are you going to eliminate that? You cannot remove it, you
can only understand that ahahkdra is only an apparent form, a mithya-form, of
sat-cit-ananda-advaya-brahma.This knowledge, which removes the notion of
limitation of the self is therefore, rdja-vidya.
THIS VIDYA IS ALSO CONSIDERED TO BE THE GREATEST SECRET,
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RAJA-GUHYAM
All that we saw in the last verse for guhyatama can be said again here. It is the
greatest secret. Any secret can be stumbled upon but this one can remain a secret for
eternity. Any other secret is available for disclosure because as a knower you have
means to know it, i.e., your perception and inference. But this self is the secret of the
knower himself. How can he know it? About the knower who goes about unravelling all
secrets, there is a great secret. He is the sought. What he seeks is exactly what he is. He
is not going to figure that out. He has to be told by some other source.
It is like wanting to see your eyes. It is an illegitimate desire. If you see, you know
that you have eyes; in fact, if you want to see the eyes, it is a problem. That I exist and
that I am conscious is no problem. But if I have to know the nature of that self, I have a
problem. To see the eyes you need a mirror. Words are also like a mirror to show you
exactly what you have to know. You must see the fact that 'I am Brahman.' Till then, it
is the greatest secret, raja-guhya.
As we saw in the last verse, because of its sanctity also it is guhya. Anything that
is precious is guhya. Among all the precious things, the most precious is
self-knowledge, because anything else, no matter how precious, makes you more
insecure. Even if a woman has a necklace, which has a value of one million dollars, she
will wear an imitation of it and keep the real one locked up. Why? Because it is precious.
Does this precious thing make her secure or insecure? She is insecure because someone
may take it from her and even harm her in the process. All precious things in this world
make us insecure. The only really precious thing is this vidyd because it makes you
secure. That is why it is rdja-guhya-no one can take it away from you.
ATMA-JNANA IS THE GREATEST PURIFIER
Further the Lord says that this knowledge is the greatest purifier-pavitramidam
uttamam. Pavitrameans something that purifies. There are many purifying agents, the
most well-known of, which is agni, fire, who is also called pdvaka, the one who
purifies. Even so, there is nothing so purifying as atma-jiina because it removes the
very concept of purity and impurity. It is, therefore, the greatest purifier, the most
exalted, uttama. Saikarasays it is the most exalted because in an instant it burs away
countless births, along with their cause, punya and papa.
Suppose a person commits a regrettable action, something that leaves him feeling
guilty. He knows the action was wrong. Others also know that it was wrong and may
even point that out. How are you going to remove that sense of guilt? You can try to shift
the attention, look for a scapegoat, a justification. To an extent you can free yourself
from guilt by focusing on your parents or the planets or confessing about the whole
thing; but the guilt will not completely go. Once it is entertained, you cannot remove it.
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Similarly you cannot totally remove hurt. Some traces are always left behind.
Psychologically, astrologically, or religiously you can deal with it but the guilt remains
as long as I think that I am the ahankara. This is the nucleus, which holds all the
imprints of guilt. Total elimination is not possible unless you understand atmd is akartd.
That I never perform any action at any time is the truth about the self. It is not
self-hypnotism. I cannot hypnotise myself into a belief that I did not do any action. But
that I never performed any action is a fact from the standpoint of the dtm--naiva
kiicit (karma)karomi.

A story illustrating this is told of Lord Krsna. It seems there was a big discussion
going on among the gopis about Krsna having many wives. He wanted to make the
gopis understand something. One day, when he was on the banks of the Yamuna he told
the , that there was a rsi on the other bank who had not eaten for a number of months
and they must go and feed him. All the gopis prepared food and taking it on several
plates, went to the banks of the Yamuna to cross. They found the Yamuna in spate and
no boatman would come. So, they came back to Krsna and asked him how they were to
get to the other bank. Krsna told them to go to the Yamuna and address it saying, 'If
Krsna is a brahmacdri,then O! Yamuna, please subside.' The gopis laughed, went to
the Yamuna, not believing what Krsna had said but simply following his orders. No
sooner did the gopis address the Yamuna as instructed than it dried up. In great wonder,
thinking, 'Krsna is not a brahmacarl; He has Rddha, Rukmini, Satyabhdma and

others. What is all this?' they went to the other bank to feed the rsi.
They marvelled as he ate everything they had brought-plates and plates of food.
When they went back to the Yamuna, they were again unable to cross and went back to
the rsi to seek his help to cross to the other side. He told them to go to the Yamuna and
say, 'If the Swami had never eaten in his life, oh Yamuna, please go down.' They went
and said so to the Yamuna and the Yamuna dried up. What does this story mean?
The story shows that dtmd is not the doer or the enjoyer-dtmd akartd abhokta.
The status of enjoyer or doer is only an incidental attribute imputed to the self from a
standpoint. From the standpoint of the senses and organs of actions, an action is imputed
to the self and you consider it as a karta. Once you take it as a kartS, all limitations are
imposed upon it. So, there is no possibility of a perfect action and there will always be
remorse and guilt. If you are a perfectionist, you are constantly plagued with a sense of
defeat. You remember all the actions you did not do properly. The whole world may
praise you but you can still feel that you have not achieved anything. As a karta, there is
no way you can escape such a feeling. The only way out is to understand that the self
performs no action.
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Anything that helps you resolve your problem is pavitra-somethingthat purifies.
Prayer, rituals, disciplines, therapy, any kind of help you seek to get rid of guilt, hurt,
laziness, frustration, procrastination and so on, all can be called pavitra. Among all
possible things that can be called pavitra, which is uttama, the most exalted? It is only
dtmd-jiidna; because that alone calls the bluff of the ahahkhra,the nucleus of all these
problems. Ahahkdra, ego, is 'I,' the dtmd; but 'I' the dtmd is not ego. 'I' is param
brahma. It not only cleanses you of all things done in this life, it eliminates all the
punya and pdpa of previous lives that is standing in your account. By prayer etc., we
neutralise some of the pdpa-karmas to an extent and also eliminate some guilt. But any
amount of expiatory action can only neutralise a finite number of papa-karmas.
Brahma-jiihna wipes out everything. As Sahkara says, it burs along with its root the
entire sahcita-karma,which has been accumulated in thousands of births.
That root is ignorance whose product is ahahkdra. The complete elimination is
instantaneous because knowledge does not take time. If a person knows clearly, 'I am
Brahman,' that is the end of it. It is something like waking up from a dream. In a dream
you may have committed a multiple murder but upon waking up, you are completely
exonerated. You are not responsible for it because you did not do it. When that is so,
what is there to be said about the purifying capacity of this knowledge? This is the most
purifying-pavitram idam uttamam. And what kind of knowledge is it?
DHARMYAM, ENJOINED BY SASTRA
And it is dharmya, something that is enjoined by the sdstra. Sdstra talks about
various karmas, which will help you gain a number of results for yourself. This is all
called dharma. But this knowledge is something that destroys punya and papa so, one
may conclude that it is outside dharma. No. This is something enjoined by the Sdstra,
even though it destroys dharma and adharma taking you beyond them. Sdstra is
divided into two sections. One is meant for abhyudaya, the prosperity and well being of
the jlva within samsdra. The other gives the utmost well being, moksa. So, from the
standpoint of being a moksa-dstra, this is dharmya. Because we see statements in
Sdstra such as, 'Atm• is to be recognised, heard about, thought about, and meditated
upon-dtmd vu are drastavyah krotavyah mantavyah nididhydsitavyah,'l

we

understand this knowledge is Sastra-vihita.It is enjoined, by the Bsstra.
In the sruti statement above, the suffix, tavya, indicates the imperative. It is a
command, a vidhi. When there is a command in the Sdstra, you should be able to fulfil
it because it is based upon your will. The purusa using his will fulfils the vidhi. But
when it comes to dtma-jiina in moksa-Adstra, the vidhi does not apply in the way we
normally understand because it is yourself. The statement, 'tat tvam asi-you are
Brahman,' is not a command. Sdstra is not saying that you better become Brahman if
I Brhaddranyakopanisad-

4-5-6.
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you want moksa. It is a simple statement of fact. In a statement of fact, where is the
pursuit? Even though there is no pursuit of action, because you cannot undertake any
activity to be yourself, here too there are certain things to be done. As with any fact, it
has to be understood. And therefore, it has to be inquired into as directed by the sastra.
Therefore, it is said in the form of the injunction, atmA va are drastavyah srotavyah
mantavyah nididhydsitavyah.' Thus, because it is enjoined by the Astra, this
knowledge is said to be dharmya. This is one meaning for dharmya-not outside the
dAstra.
DHARMYAM, NEVER OPPOSED TO DHARMA
Another meaning is that it is never opposed to dharma. If you analyse dharma,
you will find that it is the order, which is I9vara and you will not be separate from that
order at any time. Your notion of being separate, your ahahkdra, is negated; so, you are
no longer frightened and isolated. Once you understand 'I am Brahman,' you have no
need to prove yourself.
At the beginning of the Gita we see that Arjuna is overwhelmed by his situation
and confused about right and wrong. Because of his prior samskfras and the knowledge
from his culture that there is a moksa-sdstra, he decides to solve his problem for good
and asks Krsna to teach him.
Since the knowledge is of yourself, the buddhi has to turn its attention towards the
self. If it is unenlightened, it cannot, because it has no pramana for that. Since you
require a pramana,you expose your buddhi to the sastra coming from teacher. In any
learning, if a teacher has to convey something, the buddhi of the teacher and student
should become one. Only then can you gain the knowledge that is in the buddhi of the
teacher. Here Krsna's buddhi will become Arjuna's or your buddhi. So, the real guru
is your own buddhi that is exposed to the teacher.
Then he can say, 'tat tvam asi.' You are that Brahman, from, which everything
has come. In this process the ahahkdra goes completely because 'I' does not reside in
the mind and body. We know it continues even after knowledge because we see Krsna
talking. But the difference now is that the ahaikdra is enlightened. It is the
bddhita-ahahikra,the ahahikra that has been negated cognitively, that continues. It
has no need to prove itself because it is no longer insecure, frightened, mortal, and
possessed of a number of attributes all of, which merely define its limitations. Before
this knowledge everyone wants to be somebody bigger than what he is. But now, he has
discovered that he is the very cause of the creation, jagat-kdrana.
With this knowledge, what kind of action will he do? Is his self-knowledge
opposed to dharma? Is it opposed to all these virtues-amdnitva, adambhitva,
ahimsa, ksdnti, Urjava, decryopasana,Sauca, sthairya, Utmavinigraha?No. They are
all very natural to him. What is a value if it is not natural and universal? Love, sympathy,
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compassion, friendliness, sharing, etc. are all natural. They are not something created by
us but the very order of the creation. That order is Paramesvara. So, with this
knowledge, the values he has will be dharmya, dharmdt anapetam, not opposed to
dharma, the order. They will be spontaneous virtues.
Previously you tried to be sympathetic, to be loving. In order to be mature, you
tried to be understanding. You tried to be giving so, that you could become more than
what you were. As a mature person, you recognised and responded to the needs of
others. There was an alertness, an attempt on your part, which was necessary. But now
after knowledge, all these are natural to you. What was a sadhana before, becomes an
embellishment now. Now, because the person is full, he has no need to go against
dharma. He has nothing more to gain.
Generally behind every wrong action is a person who is frightened or greedy. He
is greedy because he feels small, and frightened because he feels overwhelmed by the
world-all because of ignorance. When that ignorant person is gone, where is the
possibility of adharma? Dharma becomes natural. Self-knowledge and dharma go
together; so, the knowledge is dharmat anapetam, i.e., dharmya.

SUSUKHAM KARTUM
Further, it is the most easy-if you are ready for it.
Because Bhagavdn has described this knowledge as raja-vidyd, rdja-guhya,

pavitra, etc., one can be afraid that it is beyond one's capacity to attain. This notion is a
deterrent to even undertaking the pursuit and so, it has to be addressed. If someone is
asked to lift something, which is beyond his capacity, even looking at it, he will feel
weak. Similarly, one can think that there is a lot of effort involved in gaining this
knowledge and get discouraged. In fact, it is very easy to pursue, susukham kartum
because you need not make any effort, you have simply to know. The means of
knowledge, pramana, is available, the teacher is there; all you have to do is expose your
buddhi. The Sistra makes the ahahkdra drop. It is like your seeing these words right
now. What effort do you make? Your eyes are open, the printed page is right in front of
you, and you see the words. You are not doing something, your eyes are open, and you
happen to see. Even if you do not want to see, you will see if the eyes are open and are
backed by your mind. It is the same for any piece of knowledge. Atma is sat-cit-dnanda
and all you have to do is expose yourself to the teaching and see exactly what the words
say. Your will or effort is not involved. This is what is called surrender. You need not do
anything; the words take care of the job of revealing what the self is. This is the teaching.
And therefore, it is susukham kartum.

Any knowledge is like that. But for it to be easy, the person must have adequate
preparation, adhikdritva. For atma-jiidnathe preparedness that is required is maturity.
Daily experiences are good enough to make you a mature person, if you are ready to
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learn. Take cognisance of your behaviour and that of others. Maturity does not require
any special experience; it requires just understanding of one's experiences. Nor do you
have to be someone special in order to be mature. It depends entirely upon just how
much attention you pay to your own behaviour, your own thinking. Anybody's
experiences are good enough for this. Society provides enough frustrations, invokes
enough anger. It does not deny you the material that is necessary for growth. You simply
have to understand it and thereby maturity is assured. For such a mature person, this
knowledge is susukham kartum.
From the standpoint of the result, it looks as though gaining this knowledge is
going to be an enormous task; because, what is taught is that I am everything, the whole.
Typically we think that for a small result, there will be a little effort, for a greater result,
more effort. For an absolute result, what can be the effort? There is no such thing as
absolute effort, nor is it required. To be Brahman, you simply have to know 'I am
Brahman.' It is very easy, su-sukham, because it is just knowing. Sahkara says it is
like discerning a ruby, ratna-vivekah iva. For a person who has the expertise, it does
not require any time to know whether a ruby is real or not. Just by looking at it, he can
tell. Safkara uses the example of a ratna because here too a certain expertise is
required. It is as easy for ajftni to understand that he is Brahman because he has the
expertise-the knowledge, itma-jiana.
If it is very clear that all nama-rapais andtmd and atmd is the consciousness in
whose presence all things are known, there is no problem. Knowing this, is very easy,
su-sukham, and everything else, especially brahma-loka-prdptitakes a lot of time and
effort. It is better to strive for dtma-jfidna and thereby moksa. Therefore, recognition
for the self that it is Brahman is susukham kartum, easy to accomplish. All the other
karmas also have a place here because they give you punya, which will lead you to this
knowledge. The puniya is karma-phalabut the real benefit of all karma-phalais that it
gives one the qualification, adhikdritva, and thereby, knowledge. After gaining the
adhikaritva, all you require is viveka. Once there is viveka one is pushed towards
&tmaji-naand moksa.
PRATYAKSA-AVAGAMAM
Then, if I am to gain this knowledge, how am I to gain it? It is not like Vaikuntha
or any other place, being told of, which, I can gain some indirect knowledge, hoping to
verify it later.
This knowledge, Bhagavdn says, is pratyaksa-avagamam, known to you
directly, immediately. If I have to know a crystal, for example, what I need is immediate
knowledge. When told, 'This is a crystal,' to know it is a crystal, I must have a thought,
vrtti, corresponding to the crystal, which removes my ignorance of the crystal. To have
this thought, I must be able to see the crystal. Similarly, for self knowledge, the self
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already being available for appreciation, I must have a vrtti, which can remove my
ignorance about the self. That vrtti is what is created by the teaching. It gives immediate
knowledge, and having destroyed ignorance about the self, it goes away.
AVYAYAM, KNOWLEDGE IS NEVER LOST

The vastu of that knowledge is imperishable, avyaya. The jiina-vrtti is
perishable, vyaya but atma-jhina is avyaya because the knowledge is as true as its
object. Atmd is not subject to time. It is nitya; so, knowledge of the atmd is also nitya.
Since the object of knowledge is myself and because it is nitya, I do not require memory
to retain the knowledge. I can remember a hundred different things but never the atmd
because, I am that atmd because of which all memory takes place. If I am ignorant about
that self, I need only have that ignorance destroyed. The knowledge that takes place is
avyaya because it is myself and I can never lose sight of myself. When I see the world I
am sat-cit-nanada;when I do not see the world I am sat-cit-ananda.I do not need to
repeat it to myself. The words are meant to reveal, not for repetition. Sat is a laksana to
understand that the atma is not time bound; cit is a laksana for understanding that the
atmd is not subject to ignorance. That it is dnanda-svarupais to show that the atma is
dnanda, free from any limitation. These words are used to convey the knowledge of the
reality and not forjapa. We are not invoking the grace of the sat-cit-dnandaby saying
sat-cit anando'ham. If I repeat these words, I try to see the implied meaning of sat, of
cit, and of ananda. It is another type of sraddhd leading to nididhydsana.

Another question can be asked here. Suppose ajinni has a thrombosis in the area
of the brain, which stores memory. When he regains consciousness, he has no memory
of his own name or the people he knew. He previously knew all the Upanisads and now
he remembers none of them. How can you say this knowledge is avyaya? Will he know
he is sat-cit-ananda?Yes, he will. He will not remember the words but since his
original ignorance is gone, there will be no more birth for him. It is like the situation in
sleep. If you have understood that you are Brahman, when you are asleep, that
knowledge is not available to you. That does not mean the ignorance has come back.
Similarly here, the antah-karanais not functioning as it should. But once he has gained
the knowledge, he no longer has any self-ignorance. So, there is no question of his
returning to this world. That knowledge is avyaya because the result of it is yourself,
which is avyaya. There is no question of it being lost.
The description of this knowledge is not really a praise. If you introduce me to a
very rich man saying that he can buy this town, you are not flattering him. It happens to
be true. Similarly, the words that are used here to describe this knowledge-such as
rdja-vidyd, rdja-guhyam, pavitram, uttamam, pratyaksa-avagamam, susukham

kartum-are all true descriptions of this knowledge. In fact, all these words are not
enough. No matter what we say, we always fall short of the Lord. Bhagavdn is never
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flattered and whatever you say about this knowledge of him is always less than what it
is. It deserves all this and a little more.
Then, why are all these words used? Only to make Arjuna and the other students
who read this more attentive. After hearing all this, Arjuna will be all attention and
ready to listen. That is the purpose. Moreover, by all these words, the nature of the
knowledge is told, and to know about the learning is a part of the learning. Most of the
problems in the spiritual field are that people do not know exactly what they are seeking.
Not understanding the nature of this knowledge, they are looking for some extraordinary
experience, which will leave them entirely transformed. In short, they are looking for an
event to take place. The self is not an event. It is something because of, which all events
take place. That is why the nature of this knowledge has to be told.
You do not have to do something, or transform yourself, in order to become
Brahman. That is why I used the example of the rich man. If you are rich, all you have
to do to lose your sense of being poor is to discern that you are rich. For that you must be
ready to listen. If one is conditioned to being a pauper, it is difficult even to listen. Take
the case of a man who has been poor from birth. If he suddenly comes into an
inheritance that makes him rich, it is going to take him a while to get used to the fact that
he is a rich man. He is very much used to considering himself a pauper-his grand father
was a pauper, his father was a pauper, his maternal grand father was also a pauper, his
brother is a pauper, all his friends are paupers! Naturally, when you tell him he is rich, is
he going to believe it? He will think you are deluded and will continue to beg.
In the same way, as far as happiness and fulfilment are concerned, we all think that
we are paupers. We always beg for happiness at the altar of life, waiting for the hands of
chance to shape a moment of joy. We keep on praying or manipulating so that some
situation will become so conducive that we are happy for the moment. And we can never
be sure that even after all our manipulating we are going to be happy. We can be so
exhausted that we cannot even enjoy what we worked for. This is the lot of a pauper. So,
when one is told one is ananda, limitless, fullness, etc., it is too much even to believe.
To make him stop and listen, what we call sraddhd, or trust, is.required. And it takes a
lot of Araddhd.
After introducing the subject matter as rdja-vidya and raja-guhya, now Krsna
says that gaining this you will be released from bondage. Therefore, you have enough
reason to have sraddh in the pursuit of knowledge. One must have sraddhain both the
nature of the knowledge and the result in order to listen. That is why they both have been
told in these two verses. In the next verse, to enhance the sraddhd, Bhagavdn explains
what one misses if one does not have sraddha.
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asraddadhdndhpurusa dharmasydsyaparantapa
aprdpya mam nivartantemrtyusamsdravartmani

Verse 3

asya dharmasyaiq< parantapa- O! destroyer of enemies, Arjuna; 3TP *.4w
in this self-knowledge; 3T9f-TIT: TJ': asraddadhdndhpurusdh - those people who

have no faith; TTRT 3TWl
samsara-vartmani-

mdm aprdpya -

not gaining Me; 19-'W -Ct'k

mrtyu-

on the road of samsdra, which is fraught with death; Mci

nivartante- they return to/remain in
Those people who have no faith in this self-knowledge, Arjuna, not
gaining Me, return/remain on the road of samsira,which is fraught with
death.
Krsna addresses Arjuna as parantapa,the one who destroys enemies, a warrior.
Asraddadhandh purusdh: One who has sraddhd are called a Sraddadhana.

And the one who does not have sraddha is called agraddadhana.Sraddha is giving
the benefit of doubt to the veracity of words of the aistra, and the teacher regarding the
nature and result of this knowledge. I have sraddhd in the nature of this dtma-jiiana,
self-knowledge, that the self is identical with Brahman, the cause of creation. Even
though I have not yet understood this, I believe that what the Sgstra says is true. And I
have sraddhd in the result of this knowledge, which is freedom from any sense of
bondage. If I have understood properly, I would not require sraddhd. But until I
understand, I need sraddhd so that I can pursue this knowledge.
Asya dharmasya: The word dharma has a number of meanings. It is used in the
sense of knowledge, duty, the order of Isvara, religion, and also in the sense of a
property or nature of a thing. Therefore, when ever this word is used, in order to
understand its meaning, we have to see the context. Here the word dharma means
dtma-jiina, self-knowledge. This is because, in the previous verse the word dharmya
was used to introduce this knowledge. There we have seen that this word dharmya
meant that it is enjoined by the Adstra and also that it was not opposed to dharma. The
one who has this knowledge is not going to express himself against dharma. So, this
knowledge is called dharma.
In this verse Bhagavan is talking about agraddadhdnas,the people who have no
sraddhd either in the nature of the knowledge or its result. Because of this, they cannot
even begin to pursue this knowledge.
For a person who has Araddhd, the Sdstra is a means of knowledge, pramdna.
that the dastra is a pramana is very important here. For a nastika, who
sraddha
This
does not look upon the Sdstra as a means of knowledge, there is no punya or pdpa.
There maybe people who are very ethical in spite of this lack of fraddhd. But generally,
a person who does not have sraddha in the sastra, will have a tendency towards
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pdpa-karma, because his whole pursuit will be directed towards his own comfort.
Happiness is equated to satisfying the senses. After all, the senses will age anyway. Even
if a person lives a very disciplined life, his senses will still age. After seventy years of
age, his sight and hearing will still decline; so, what is the difference? There is an
interesting statement by a total materialist, who has no sraddha in any thing other than
what is available to his senses. He says, 'Incurring debt, feed the senses and enjoy
yourself as long as you live. If the body is reduced to ashes who will reap the results of
its action?" What is the lot of those who have such conclusions? The Lord says,
'aprdpya mdm, not gaining Me, mrtyu-samsdra-vartmani nivartante, they keep
returning to the cycle of birth and death.'
There is no doubt about whether these people reach ParameSvaraby recognising
the atma as Brahman. It is not possible. When they have no sraddhd even in punyapapa, dharma-adharma, where is the question of their seeking identity with
Paramesvara?Not gaining this, what happens to a person?
Mrtyu-samnsra-vartmani nivartante-They come back to the cycle of life and
death. The word nivartante has two meanings: 'they come back' or 'they remain.'
Mrtyu-samsdra is really mrtyu-yukta-samsara. This is a compound in which the
middle word is dropped. It means, it is a samsdra, which is fraught with death, mrtyu.
Death is coupled with birth; so, this is a samsdra that is fraught with death and change.
Even empires, which once flourished have all been levelled. All that remains are few
remnants beneath the earth, some pots, some coins, etc. And the demolition squad is
none other than Lord Mrtyu, time. Vartman, means road, the road through, which you
reach pain (because we are talking about the one who does not believe). Even svarga is
within samsdra; but here, he is talking about asraddadhdnidhpurusidh, the people of
no sraddhd at all. And such people are on those routes, which lead them to a place of
pain called narakaand births in lesser wombs like those of animals, etc. In these tracks
they remain, mrtyu-samsara-vartmaninivartante.
This particular verse is said only to create sraddhd. The first two verses praise
dtma-jhdna as rdja-vidya to positively create sraddhd. This verse tells how much you
miss if you do not have sraddhd in this knowledge.
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Having drawn Arjuna's attention, Lord Krsna begins the topic of this chapter in a
very big way.

Wqf2eTn
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maya tatamidam sarvamjagadavyaktamiirtina
matsthani sarvabhfutni na caham tesvavasthitah

Verse 4

avyakta-murtina - whose form cannot be
by Me; 31T-'4ZWtatam - is
objectified; T 7AT 7ImTfidam sarvam jagat - this entire world; W?
4
mat-sthdni - have their
sarva-bhiztdni - all beings; rMti
pervaded; W --Ti

WTI maya -

being in Me; T "Er3w
based in them

na ca aham -

and I am not;

Aq

3•--fT: tesu avasthitah -

This entire world is pervaded by Me whose form cannot be objectified.
All beings have their being in Me and I am not based in them.
It is important to note here that in this and the following verses, the word bhuta,
being, is used in the sense of jiva. The word bhi2ta also covers the entire world, jagat.
When it is said that the jva is created, sustained and destroyed, one should know that by
jiva is meant an embodied being. The jiva, being non-separate from dtmd, is never
created or sustained or destroyed. But the subtle and physical bodies, born of subtle and
gross elements, are created, sustained and destroyed. So, for the jiva, creation,
sustenance, and destruction are only with reference to these bodies. At the destruction of
the entire jagat, which includes all bodies of all jivas, all jivas as well as the jagat
become unmanifest. From this unmanifest state, when all these become manifest, that
manifestation is called creation. As long as he does not recognise his identity with
lAvara, this process of manifestation and unmanifestation continues for thejiva.
MAYA JAGADAVYAKTAMURTINA TATAM IDAM SARVAM
The Lord says 'This entire world is pervaded by Me.' There is an adjective to
'Me,' avyakta-miirtind. A form or the truth of a given thing is called muirti.
Avyakta-murti is a form that is beyond objectification. Something that can not be
objectified may be hastily construed as non-existent. So, that there will be no such
problem, Bhagavdn has used the word murti. Avyakta-miirti is the one who exists and
is available for appreciation. That is Me, and by that Me, this entire creation is pervaded.
It is not Krsna's body that is pervading everything but his real nature, paro-bhdva.
When Krsna says here 'mayd, by Me' he uses the first person and that refers to the real
being, sat-cit-Snanda.By Me, that is Brahman, which is sat-cit-lnanda, in the form
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,of existence, consciousness, not limited by time, space, or any object, this entire world is
pervaded, maya tatam idam sarvamjagat.
MATSTHANI SARVA-BHUTANI
Things that are born are called bhatas. Because they are born, they are subject to
change. AkMaa, vayu, agni, dpah, prthivi are all bhutas. Then out of these bhutas a

number of systems, lokas, were born. And in any loka there are many forms of physical
bodies, each with their own subtle body, all made of the five elements, the
paica-bhitas,according to our five-elemental model. Out of these five bhuitas, subtle
and gross, come all the lokas and the embodied beings within them. Together they are
called sarva-bhMtani. Even the ahahkara is included in these bhatas. All thoughts are
created and have their being in one uncreated dtma. Therefore, Krsna says, matsthani
sarva-bhitdni,all beings have their being in Me.
And without Me there will be no being at all. Sankara says, 'Anything without an
existential status is not available for empirical transaction-na hi nirdtmakam kficit
bhitam vyavahdraya avakalpate. He introduces this sentence to illustrate an important
point. All beings, upon inquiry, prove to be mithya. Whenever you analyse any object, it
is reduced to something else and is therefore, purely ndma-rlpa. If we stop here, there
is only a void, ASnya. If at the bottom of everything there is sdnya, there will be no
transaction, vyavahdra, at all. But because there is one thing that 'is,' everything is
understood as existent; space 'is,' time 'is,' everything 'is.'
But then, one may argue, there are certain things, which we understand as
non-existent like the rabbit's horn. Even so, the rabbit is existent, only the horn is not
existent. And even though the rabbit's horn is non-existent, how do you know of the
non-existence of the rabbit's horn? This is very important to note. To know this, there
must be a person who knows. That person knows 'aham asmi, I am,' then he uses a
means of knowledge to know that rabbits do not have horns. That rabbits have no horns
is purely a piece of knowledge and to acquire that, there must be a means of knowledge.
You cannot say it is perception because eyes can capture only form and colour, not
non-existence. They detect presence, not absence. So, the means of knowledge is not
perception. Then how do you know that the rabbit's horn does not exist? It is not
inference because all inference is based on perception. Nor is it a presumption. You do
not arrive at the fact that rabbits do not have horns by presuming it from the fact that
rabbits never hit you with their horns. You do not conclude, 'Rabbits do not hit me with
their horns, therefore, they do not have horns.' It is not a knowledge born of perception
or inference or presumption but an independent means of knowledge called
anupalabdhi,a negative means of knowledge based upon the knowledge you have. You
know what a rabbit is like but you don't really see the absence of the horn. When you
question whether a rabbit has horns you determine that it does not have horns. That is
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arrived at by anupalabdhi, a means of knowledge employed by the person who is
existent. He uses a means of knowledge to determine the fact that the rabbit has no horn.
But the fact 'is' and the person who knows 'is'-exists.
Generally this existence is considered an attribute of the object. We say, for
example, 'This pot is existent.' Here, existence becomes an attribute, which distinguishes
this pot from an absent or a destroyed pot. This existent pot you will later call a
destroyed pot. So, when you say, 'This is an existent pot,' 'existent' is used as an
opposite to 'non-existence' or destruction. Since there is such a thing as an absent or a
destroyed pot, you can say, 'This is an existent pot.' The knowledge that you have of
existence is always opposed to non-existence. The fact that it exists only means that it is
not yet destroyed. This is how our buddhi grasps existence and because of that, it is
always an attribute imputed to an object.
EXISTENCE IS NOT AN ATTRIBUTE
Vedanta just reverses this orientation. In fact its whole intent is only to dismiss
this orientation. It says existence is not an attribute. It is unlike anything that we know.
To this existence it is the objects that are so-called attributes. Let us look at it in a simple
form. Suppose I say, 'This is a gold chain.' Here the gold becomes the attribute, the
chain, the substantive. This is not a mere linguistic orientation, it reflects an orientation
in my vision, my way of looking at the world and myself. It means that I see myself as a
mortal being who is existent now, subject to ageing, to time, and is going to be destroyed
one day. All these are involved in this simple statement. In Vedanta, we reverse this
vision.
If you say, 'gold chain,' chain has the status of a substantive and the gold, an
attribute. Do you add some gold to the existent chain? If you do, it is a gold-plated chain,
not a gold chain. I am talking of a gold chain. In fact, all that is there is gold; chain being
purely a ndma-ripa. This is an entirely different vision. The gold becomes existent,
satya, and the chain becomes ndma-rapa-seemingly, added to gold. Why seemingly?
Any real addition should bring an addition to the gold. But here I find the chain's
appearance does not bring any addition or change to the gold. The gold substance, the
svarupa, its weight and other properties remain the same. Even with the appearance of
the chain, the gold retains its own nature. So, we say the appearance of the chain is a
kind of addition, a seeming creation. We cannot totally deny a creation because we see
the chain. Even so, it is only a seeming creation because there is no beginning of a
substantive. The gold has been, the gold is, and gold will be. There is no real chain at all.
It is nothing but an incidental ndma-ripa attributed to the gold. Therefore, it is a sort of
addition to the gold. If the gold could talk, it would say, 'All these golden ornaments, the
gold chain, the gold bangle, gold ring, gold earring, gold nose ring, gold ring-all of
them have their being in me.' The existence of the chain is entirely dependent upon the
gold. Therefore, in Veddntic language, we will not say 'gold chain' but 'chainy gold.' I
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have to completely change my language just to express my vision. In fact, it is not really
the language we have to change but our vision. When I say, 'gold chain,' I must know
that what I am saying is that the chain is gold.
Similarly if we say this entire creation is iluara, it means the creation is the
attribute, TIvara is the substantive, vastu. Paramdtmais satya and the entire creation is
nothing but ndma-ripa. Therefore, Krsna says, matsthani sarva-bhatdni,all beings
are in that existence, which is 'I,' the dtmd. Sarva-bhitas include my body, my senses,
all that I know, my ahahkdra and even ignorance. Ignorance 'is.' That 'is' is dtmd,
consciousness. The thought 'is,' the knower 'is,' seer 'is,' hearer 'is,' thinker 'is,'
thinking 'is,' emotion 'is,' memory 'is,' this 'is,' that 'is.' Then anything that you say
that 'is,' is dtmd. And that 'is,' which is qualified by whatever you say, is itself
unqualified. That 'is,' is atmd; and therefore, the statement, matsthdni sarva-bhatdni
is meaningful.
Now it is clear what was meant by 'mayd tatam idam sarvam, everything is
pervaded by Me.' It means nothing is away from Me. In anything that is, that 'is,' that
consciousness, is the atmd. In any piece of knowledge there is consciousness involved
and that consciousness is sat-cit-dnanda-dtmd.
And it is avyakta because it is not an object. The means of knowledge we have
can only bring the objects to light. But the object is, and that 'is,' is yourself. This is
something we appreciate not in the way we are used to because the one who appreciates
is also pervaded by the dtmd, as is the knowledge of the object and the object itself. The
dtmr is self-evident, not an object that is to be known.
First the Lord said, 'By Me all this is pervaded-maya tatam idam sarvam.'
This means that the dtmd is in every being. Next by saying, 'All beings are in Mematsthani sarva-bhatdni,' he completely changes the situation. In this particular
expression, there is a potential problem.
DOES THE LORD HAVE ADHARA-ADHEYA CONNECTION WITH THE WORLD?
There is a common notion that in every heart there is a divine spark. The dtmd is
looked upon as something located in the buddhi of every being. According to this, the
buddhi can be construed as the basis, the dtma as the based, with a basis-based
relationship between the buddhi and the dtmd.
To eliminate any such notion Bhagavdn says, 'na ca aham tesu avasthitah.'
While all of them have their being in Me, I am not in any of them. We have hundreds of
paradoxes like this. The meaning is simple: All of them are in Me, but because you may
think that I am located in them, I say that I am not. They are all located in Me in the
sense that I am the sat of all things like gold is the sat of all things golden. In every gold
chain there is gold. Gold is not located in the chain, the chain is gold. The gold does not
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exist in chain in the sense that it does not depend upon the chain, which is only the
nama-rapa.The very existence of the chain is because of the gold. If the chain is, the
'is-ness' is nothing but the 'is-ness' of the gold. Therefore, gold does not exist in chain,
whereas the chain exists in gold. One is satya, the other, mithyd. Satya does not exist
depending upon mithyd but mithyd cannot exist without satya. That is the whole intent
here.
So, all of them exist in Me-matshdni sarva-bhtSdni; but I do not remain
located in any one of them-na ca aham tesu avasthitah. 'I' becomes the basis, the
ddhdra of everything. But I am not adheya, based upon them because they are mithyd.
I am the satya, the truth of all of them. They have their being in Me but I do not have
My being in them. I am not dependent upon them for My existence while they depend
entirely upon Me for their existence.
One may argue that it is like the situation of a king. The citisens depend entirely
upon the king but he does not depend upon the citisens. One is independent, the other,
dependent. Similarly if all the worlds are dependent upon you, and you are not
dependent upon them, there is still a difference between the world and you. You have
become the adhdraand the world is the ddheya.
Bhagavdn has covered this by saying that he is avyakta-miurti. Sarikara states

the significance of this. An object, which has a form is something that can be connected
to another object. There is the possibility a basis-based, ddhara-ddheyaconnection. The
dish, for example, is on the table and the table is on the ground. Since each of these has a
form, it can be the basis, adhdra,for another object, which has a form, the adheya.
Now let us consider the relationship between space and an object, which has a
form. It can be the earth, it can be all the planets. All are based upon, accommodated in
space except space, itself. But space also exists in Me, consciousness, which has no form
whatsoever. If all things exist in space and space itself exists in Me, then I have no
location. If this is so, what kind of basis-based connection is there? With no location,
there is no ddhara-ddheya,basis-based, difference. I am self-existent and everything is
based upon Me.
Those who do not understand this fact may say that the dtmd is based, is located,
in the buddhi. The buddhi is the place where you recognise the dtmd, i.e., as
consciousness, it manifests there. But that does not mean that the dtmd is located there.
Atma is that by, which everything is pervaded, including your buddhi-maya tatam
idam sarvam. Buddhi after all is a vrtti and every vrtti is nothing but caitanya-dtmd.

A pot-vrtti is consciousness plus the name and form, pot. Every vrtti depends upon
caitanya-dtmd like how the waves depend entirely upon water. But caitanya-dtmd has
no form that can be located anywhere. So, it is not an object based upon something else.
It is a vastu that has no form and has no connection with anything else; so, it is not
possible for it to be adheya, based upon something else. It is that in, which everything is
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based. Therefore, Sahkara says, the nature of dtmd is such that it has no connection
whatsoever. Like the water has no connection with the wave. Between satya and
mithyd, there is no connection at all. Mithyd does not exist apart from satya. One is
adhisthdna,the other is a superimposition. Even the adhdra-ddheya difference is not
there. The jagat is non-separate from Me yet 'I' am independent of the jagat because
one is satya, the other is mithyd.

A connection can only be between two things that are satya. If dtmd is satya and
if there is any other dtmd, which is equally satya, then, we can say that one dtmd is
connected to the other dtmd; that one is based upon other, that one depends upon the
other. But there is no second dtmd at all. If there were, you should be able to recognise
it. But, anything you can recognise, is an object of dtmd, and not dtmd. That is because
dtmd is consciousness, which recognises everything. There is only one dtmd, which
from its own stand point is non-dual. It is pure caitanya-&tmd.
Because dtmd is not connected to anything, Bhagavdn says:

¶PTr
-q 'fl
T R1tR c\ T1¶t: 1I1 1I
na ca matsthdni bhitdnipaSya me yogamaiSvaram
bhitabhrnnaca bhitastho mamdtmd bhitabhdvanah
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me -

My;

9fdif4 na ca matsthZni bhitani -

T¶T

7jf aiAvaram yogam -

Verse 5

and the beings do not exist in Me;

t

aisvaram (that which belongs to the

Igvara) connection (to the jagat);T1W pasya - see; T" r3Tm mama dtmd - my self;
bhiitabhrt - the
Xyfilc: bhitabhdvanah - (is) the creator of beings; ¶FP
: na ca bhitasthah- and not residing in the beings
sustainer of beings; - W

And the beings do not exist in Me; look at this aisvara connection of
Mine to thejagat.My self is the creator of the beings, the sustainer of the
beings and yet is not residing in the beings.
First Bhagavdn said, 'All beings have their being in Me, matsthdni
sarva-bhiWtni.' Now he says, 'And the beings do not exist in Me, na ca matsthani
bhitdni. This removes any possible notion of Bhagavan being the ddhdra of all these
beings. If dtmd is only one and everything is dependent upon itm?, there is duality and
Bhagavdn would be a huge samsari because a sams.ri, after all, is someone with a
number of dependants. To rule this out, he completely reverses his language and says,
'All these beings and things do not exist in Me.' It is like the clay saying 'The pot exists
in me,' then after thinking it over saying, 'in fact, the pot does not exist in me. All that is
in me is clay. I exist in my own right and do not depend upon the pot.' There clay is
satya, anything else has no independent existence, it is only ndma-ripa.
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Similarly, every thought is me but in me there is only caitanya. If you turn your
vision towards the dtmd, there is no thought there. And for that you need not do
anything. When one thought has gone and another is yet to come, what obtains is
consciousness, the dtma, independent of a thought, independent of the wholejagat. That
consciousness is the nature of the dtmd and in its svaripathere are no beings.
Having said this, he says something more to make it clear that there is no
contradiction in what he has just said.
He says, 'paSya me yogam aijvaram.' Pasya, means 'look, understand.' The

word 'aiSvaram' is an adjective to the word yoga and means 'that which belongs to
Ivara.' Yoga here means connection. The Lord says, 'Look at My connection [with the
jagat]-pasya me yogam aisvaram.' This is the yoga, connection of the cause,

paramdtma, with the effect, the jagat. In any cause-effect relationship, the cause is
independent of the effect while the effect depends upon the cause. This is the reality
from the stand point of cause-effect, karana-kitrya.If you go one step further and look
at the cause, kdrana, is there an effect, kdrya? You find that all that is there is only the
kdrana because the kdrya is nothing but the hkrana in another form. Therefore, the
Lord says that the entire jagat is nothing but Himself. The cause of the entire jagat is
Ilvara and therefore, it is all Isvara's glory. Therefore, he says, 'pasya me yogam
aijvaram.'

If this is the nature of the dtmd, then along with Bhagavun, you can say the same
thing! Along with Krsna, Arjuna can also say 'maya tatam idam sarvam-all this is
pervaded by Me,' because he understands that the dtmd pervades everything and there is
no second dtmd available. In the dtmd alone all the beings exist, and at the same time
the dtmd is free from all beings. Because this is the nature of the dtmd, anybody who
understands this can say 'pasya me yogam aiSvaram-look at My connection, My
glories.'
All paradoxes are glories. Atmd is the cause of everything and the recognition that
takes place about this jagat is that, jagat is also 'I.' But when the beings do not exist,
what do 1 have to talk about? All I see is Brahman, there is no jagat here, na ca
matsthdni bhitdni. There is no connection between the dtmd and the jagat because
there is no second thing belonging to the same order of reality to get connected. This is
the wonder, dcarya, and that is why he says 'pasya me yogam aisvaram.'

And it is a wonder from another standpoint too, which Bhagavin expresses in this
paradox. He says, 'mama dtmd bhiztabhrt na ca bhitasthah-My self is bhitabhrt

but not bhitasthah.' Bhrt means one who sustains or upholds, bhiitabhrt is one who
sustains all the beings, bhtitas.Atmd sustains all the beings by giving existence, satti,
to all of them. Like clay sustains the pot, atma sustains thejagat.At the same time, it is
not located in the bhitas, na ca bhitasthah. That is, it is not limited by any of the
bhutas.
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When the Lord says, he is the bhitabhrt,he is not engaged in this very big task of
sustaining the world. That is why Lord Visnu is portrayed as lying down. Sayanah
sarvamr bibharti-lying down he sustains everything, just as dtma-caitanya sustains
your thought without getting involved in any manner. The meaning is, there is no
connection, sakga, in any manner. Further, he is not located in the bhitas. Since it has
no form, the dtmd cannot be bhi2tastha, residing in the bhitas. That is why he says,
"All the bhitasare located in Me whereas I am not located in the bhitas,I am asaiga.'
WHY DOES BHAGAVAN SAY MAMA ATMA
Bhagavun says, mama dtmd bhatabhrt na ca bhitasthah. This word, mama is

in genitive case, which usually indicates a connection. So, Sahkara says here that it is
purely in keeping with the common understanding. People look upon the body as
themselves and therefore, mama dtmd means the dtmd belonging to the body.
The problem in modem Vedanta is that they superimpose the ahakkdra upon the
dtmd not knowing the svaripa of the dtmd. Then they will say, 'You must realise the
self, the dtmt of yourself, which is other than the self that obtains now. This self is
subject to samsdra, etc., but there is a real self that you should realise.'You first create
two selves, then remain two. The truth is that the one who has to realise the self is the
self to be realised. There is no other self besides the one self that exists right now. The
ahaikdra that claims to be the self is born of error and we are correcting this error by
removing ignorance about the self-evident dtma.
So, there is no division. This must be very clear. The mention, mama dtmd, is
purely from the stand-point of the superimposition. If you superimpose the
body-mind-sense complex on the dtmd, atmd becomes as good as the body and you get
the conclusion, 'I am a human being.' On the 'I,' the body-mind-senses are
superimposed and thereby you get one dtmd who is a samsdri, who has to now 'realise'
the real dtmd. Thus there is no 'mama dtmd,' there is only one dtmd. Thus, when
Krsna says, mama dtmd, two entities-'I' and 'mine'- there are no two entities here.
His svaripa is sat-cit-anandaand that alone is there; there is no other Krsna other than
that dtmi.
Mama dtmd, which is sat-cit-dnanda-dtmd is bhilta-bhdvana. By a mere

thought, with the help of mdyd, the dtmd creates everything. Mama atmd makes the
whole order of creation evolve and provides it with the sustenance to grow. It is not an
agent appointed by any one to take care of the world, like a house-sitter. It is not that,
one Bhagavun created the world and then asked the dtmd to take care of it; it is not that
some dtmi would sustain it but have no saAga because it is not his house. Here, in
conjunction with bhilta-bhdvana,dtmd should be understood as sat-cit-ananda-dtmd.

Sat-cit-dnanda-dtmd through its own mdyd creates everything. And because all
the bhutas are mithyd, the Lord can say, 'I am the sustainer of all beings, bhitabhrt,'
BG. Vol 111-8
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and 'I do not reside in the beings, na ca aham bhutasthah.' And again, that is the
reason he can say 'matsthani sarva-bhfutani-allthe beings have their being in Me'
and in the same breath he can also say, 'na ca matsthdni bhitani-all beings do not
exist in Me.' This is because they are all mithyd. These two verses completely destroy
the concepts of duality and creation. The entire creation becomes purely figurative, an
upacara.

Then what is created? When you say, 'There is nothing in Me-na ca matsthdni
bhutani, there is only dtmd, you are not accountable at all for what you created like a
person who dreamt and woke up. If you ask him, what he did, he will say that he created
a whole world just out of his own thoughts. And if you ask him if that world was
separate from him, he will say, 'All of them were in me-matsthdni sarva-bhitfini.' If
you were to ask him, 'Do you depend upon them?' he would say, 'Not at all! It was my
own glory, my own creation. Further more, I am bhitabhrt, the one who sustains the
whole world.' And again if you were to, ask him, 'Who created the world?' he would
say, 'My self, my itmi, created the entire dream world.' In all this there is no
contradiction because in the dream the entire dream world was nothing but the dreamer.
Similarly, Bhagavdn says that he creates everything, he sustains everything. Then
in the next breath he says, he does not have the task of running the world because there
are no beings at all, there is nothing there to sustain. When a person wakes up from the
dream and talks about the dream, the dream world he experienced is only from the
stand-point of the dream. The waker is a single person.
You have to account for a world that is created and sustained etc., only when the
world is accepted by you as an independent entity. Only then can you ask, 'Who created
the world?' The Lord would say, 'I created this world.' The next question is, 'Who
sustains the world?' The answer would be, 'I sustain this world.' Then the next question
would be, 'Are you dependent upon the world?' The answer would be, 'No. I am not
dependent on the world.' Then the next question would be, 'Is the world dependent upon
you?' The Lord would say, 'Yes.' Naturally, it looks as though, he has a great task of
sustaining this world. But if you ask him about it, he will ask, 'What task?' This is
because in reality there is no world other than Ivuara.All that is here is ISvara alone.
Krsna is everywhere, or nowhere. He is in no particular place but the entirejagat
is pervaded by him. That is why he said, 'This is My glory, which is to be understoodpagya me yogam ai.varam.' With these two verses, satya and mithyd are very clearly

established. 'There is nothing more than Me. I am the maker of everything, the sustainer
of everything, and I am the one who dissolves everything. In fact, in Me there is no
world at all. And all that is here in the form of this world is nothing other than Me.' This
Bhagavdn can say. And any one who understands the svariipa of Bhagavdn as the
suaripaof oneself can also say the same.
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Everything that was said in these two verses is now illustrated with an example in
the next verse.
WWT-m
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yathdkdsasthito nityam vdyuh sarvatragomahdn
tathd sarvdni bhatani matsthdnityupadhdraya

Verse 6

J: mahdn vdyuh - vast air; 4J-ii: sarvatragah which goes everywhere; f?4m a13r
fr:
nityam akrsasthitah - always exists in
space; W tathd - similarly; 7#Tlft
tIFni rfl sarvdni bhtadni matsthdni - all
beings exist in Me; *m 3i Tl iti upadhiraya- thus may you understand
WT yathd -

just as; Tlwr

Just as the vast air, which goes everywhere, always exists in space,
similarly, may you understand that all beings exist in Me.
The word yathd means 'just as.' Sahkara says here that it means 'just as in the
world.' Thus, just as in the world, air, vdyu, which moves from one place to another,
sarvatraga,always exists in space, nityam dkasasthitah, tathd, in the same manner,
all beings exist in Me, livara. As viiyu moves from Kansas to New York or from there
to India, it goes to a new place but not to a new space. Saruatra,means 'every where'
andga means 'the one who goes,' Thus vdyu is called sarvatraga.It means that there is
no place where he will not go. That is why he is also called mahdn. The word mahdn
describes the dimension, i.e., pervasiveness of vdyu. In terms pervasiveness, vayu is
mahdn, great.

So, too, may you understand that all beings remain in Me. Let them go anywhere;
they are still in Me. Just as how vdyu, no matter where it goes, is never away from
dkdsa, similarly all the bhutas, whatever form they may assume, remain in Me.
But there is no burden imposed upon the atmd by all these beings existing in it.
There is no imprint left in space by vuyu. The space is limitless, all-pervasive, and it is
asahga, unconnected to vayu, even though vdyu cannot exist without space. It has its
being in dkdsa alone and it moves around in dkdsa. The example is used only to
illustrate that the dtmd is also asaiga.It is unattached to anything yet nothing is ever
away from the dtmd. As vdyu moves all over but never moves away from space, all the
bhutas can move from one place to another, whole worlds may come into being and
collapse but they are never away from the atmd. If the soul goes from here to brahmaloka, the whole movement is in Brahman. Because the soul is Brahman, the jagat is
Brahman; there is nothing that is away from Brahman. If the self-conscious being
moves from one place to another, the movement is in existence, the sattd. The soul 'is'
and that 'is' is Brahman, dtmr. Therefore, it can never go away from Brahman. When
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you go to brahma-loka you are still the same Brahman. Even here, you are Brahman.
When you can recognise this here, why should you go elsewhere to recognise it? All
movements, all beings, all transactions, all kinds of comings and goings, and hidings are
all in Brahman.

Why does he say that all of them are in Brahman instead of saying all of them are
Brahman? It is to make it clear that 'I' remains untouched. Saying, 'in Me' is like
saying 'in space.' Just as vayu moves in space, leaving no imprint upon space, in the
same way, all these beings exist in dtma-caitanya and yet leave no imprint on dtmacaitanya. May you recognise this clearly-upadhdraya.

When Bhagavdn says, 'They exist in Me-matsthdni,' he is talking about the
period of time when things exist, sthiti-kala. At the time of their existence, all names
and forms have their being in param brahma like air moves in and has its being in
space. But there are three aspects to any created thing, its creation, srsti, existence or
sustenance, sthiti, and its destruction, laya. Brahman is the cause for all these. If one
were to ask, 'What happens during the destruction, laya-kdle?' That is told in the next
verse.

ýiO glpTh 7ch0i<1qr cffM w 1r1H
sarvabhitanikaunteya prakrtim ydnti mdmikdm
kalpaksaye punastani kalpddau visrjamyaham
cF

kaunteya -

O! Arjuna; -hTI

kalpa-ksaye -

Verse 7

at the dissolution of the cycle

,hl^
mdmikdm
prakrtim - to My prakrti;7T ydnti - go; T9: punah - again; q-•NT-• kalpaddau - at the beginning of the cycle; 3TwM aham - I; Mhf 14ý1f tdni visrjdmi
create them
of creation; *T4-jmfF

sarva-bhutdni -

all beings; W

7

All beings, 0! Arjuna, go to My prakrti at the dissolution of the cycle of
creation. Again, at the beginning of the cycle, I create them.
All beings (sentient and inert), sarva-bhutdni, go to My prakrti- mdmikdm

prakrtim yanti. He does not say 'to Me' but to My prakrti. In saying this, Krsuna
reveals a certain fact.
When one cycle comes to an end it is called kalpa-ksaya, the completion or
exhaustion of the cycle. At this time, all beings go into a state of dissolution in My
prakrti.We will not translate the word prakrti here.

Again, in the beginning of the cycle, punah, kalpa-ddau, I release them, I project
them, tdni visrjdmi aham. Here vi prefixed to the verb srj in visrrjdmi means 'I create
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each one as it was in the previous cycle.' So, the creation is the same as it was in all
other cycles. To fulfil the karmas of the ivas, again the cycle begins. Then it dissolves
and from the dissolved state again the creation arises. The created world has its being in
Me and the dissolved world goes into My upddhi. What is this upddhi and why should
the Lord bring it in? Why should he not say, 'It goes back into Me.' A pot, for instance,
comes out of clay and goes back to the clay. The clay does not say, 'It goes back to my
upddhi.'

The existence and dissolution of a given object takes place in the place from which
it arises. When the pot is destroyed, it goes back to its cause, the clay. And from that
same cause is its creation. From the clay the pot is born, into clay it resolves and while it
exists it has its existence in clay.
What is under discussion here is the dissolution of the world into the prakrti of
Bhagavdn. Since he says, 'It goes into My prakrti,' it can be like saying, 'It goes into
my bank account.' I am not my bank account, it is very clear. Similarly here,
Bhagavdn's prakrti is the place where the created world resolves. He says, 'The
existence of the world is in Me, matsthani,but its dissolution, laya, is into My prakrti.'
This seems to be a contradiction because we have seen that if a thing has come from a
given material cause, into that, it resolves. If from ISvara, the world has come, into
Ivara, the world should go back. But instead, he says, 'It goes into My prakrti.' This is
not a contradiction but a deliberate expression. We will see why.
WHY DOES BHAGAVAN SAY MY PRAKRTI?
When Bhagavfn says all these beings have their being in Me, matsthdni sarvabhiUtni, are they attributes of paramdtmi?If so, paramatmd has the intrinsic attribute
of the jagat and is always saguna. If that is the case, paramdtmd can never be free
from those attributes. But our experience is entirely different. If we analyse the nature of
dtmd, we find it is free from all attributes. At any given moment, between two thoughts
what exists is paramdtmd, which is caitanya free from any form of limitation.
Intrinsically, paramdtma is free from attributes, nirguna. Only because of that is
moksa possible.
If paramdtmd is intrinsically free from the jagat, then, when Bhagavdn says
matsthdni, it exists in Me, it is only through some other factor. That factor is what we
call mdyaf. It is the mdyd-upddhi that makes paramdtmr

into livara. Purely due to

upddhi, paramatmd becomes all-knowing and all-powerful, the creator of everything.
Due to a similar type of upidhi, you have limited knowledge, alpajiatva,and so on. As
atmd, your svarupa is sat-cit-dnanda. It is pure consciousness, which is satya and

limitless. Then, how do you become one of limited knowledge, limited power, limited
pervasiveness? Due to upddhi. Upadhi gives rise to a point of view. You view the ntmd
from the standpoint of a physical body-mind-sense complex then say, 'I am limited,' etc.
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It is an unfortunate statement because it is not true. Atma has not become alpajia; it
continues to be sat-cit-ananda. That is why I can say tat tvam asi-you are
sat-cit-dnanda. If someone asks, 'Swamiji, if I am sat-cit-dnanda,how do I become
alpajia?' The question itself is wrong because sat-cit-dnanda does not become
anything. If you are sat-cit-dnanda,you cannot become alpajha.
There is a notion that one was originally sat-cit-dnanda and gradually over a
period of time due to a number of births, became alpajiia.Then it has to evolve back.
The contention is that we are all in the cycle of evolution. Evolution of what? If
sat-cit-dnanda is to evolve, what will it become? Now it is limitless, free from
attributes. What is the part of it that evolves? How can sat, existence evolve?
The evolution of existence is only destruction. But this is an existence that is
limitless. There is no possibility of evolution for such an existence. Can consciousness
evolve? Something that has an attribute can evolve. But consciousness, which is pure
existence, free from any attribute, cannot evolve. And, as we have seen, it is limitless.
Thus, there is no evolution for sat-cit-ananda.
Anything within samssra can evolve. You draw an arbitrary line and any
development beyond that you can call evolution. This human body may be an evolute
because the human mind has a better capacity than the minds of other life forms. But the
one who determines that this is an evolute is alpajia. And when you say, 'I am of
limited knowledge-alpajio'ham,' that aham remains sat-cit-dnanda.The property of

limited knowledge, alpajiatva,is purely an attribute, an incidental attribute, attributed
to you by taking a point of view. For example, a modem artist may draw a table from the
perspective of one who is looking at it from a position of lying down. It may not look
like a table at all; it is just a perspective. That kind of table is not found anywhere.
Similarly you look at sat-cit-dnanda from the perspective of your limping physical
body, your ageing brain cells etc., and say, 'I have limited power, limited knowledge,
limited pervasiveness,' it is a perspective. Although the drawing had something to do
with the table, this perspective has nothing to do with the table. The same is true with
sat-cit-dnanda-dtma.If being limited is your view of yourself, it is due to upddhi and
has nothing to do with sat-cit-dnanda.The same sat-cit-lnandaappears as though it is
alpajiia.Because it is limitless, there is nothing that is apart from sat-cit-dnanda.
As the cause of everything, sat-cit-dnanda has to assume the status of being
all-knowing, almighty. This we call God, Iivara. But the attributes like, 'all-knowing,'
and 'almighty' are incidental attributes from the standpoint of the jiva's way of looking
at the world. And when you look at this world, the same sat-cit-dnanda becomes the
onlooker as well as Isvara, the cause of everything. All names are his names, all forms
are his forms. Therefore, you have any number of words to describe Isvara. All due to
some upddhi called mayd-upddhi or prakrti-upddhi.
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Therefore, when Krsna says as isvara, 'matsthani sarva-bhiatani-theyare in
Me,' he is including the mdyd-upadhi in that 'Me.' Only then, can he say all the beings
have their basis in Me. He becomes the cause of every thing due to mdyd-upddhi.
Through mayd-upidhi alone, all the beings have their being in paranmdtmd. By itself,
paramdtma is free from the creation because it is free from all attributes. So, with maya
alone does Bhagavdn say matsthanisarva-bhutdni. When I look at paramdtmd as the
cause of the entire jagat, then mdyd exists in paramdtmd as its aakti. In mayd alone

they exist and resolve and from maya they are born.
ARE BHAGAVAN AND MAYA TWO DIFFERENT ENTITIES?
Now we have a problem. There is no other thing except dtmi, Brahman; it is
non-dual. If Brahman has mayd in itself, Brahman is one thing, mdyd is another and
we have two things. If fundamentally there are two, there is multiplicity and that is not
acceptable because Brahman is non-dual, advaya. But when we say 'One is Brahman
and the second is mdyd,' we really do not have this problem. That is because, mdyd is
an interesting word. In Sanskrit, it is defined as follows: ya ma sa midy. 'That which is
not' is mdyd. That is to say that mdyd has no independent reality. It really does not exist.
From one standpoint there is mayd, from the other, there is no maya, only Brahman.
If you look at Brahman as the cause of creation, it has mdya; that is why it is said,
mdyd-Aabalam brahma. From the standpoint of itself, there is no mdyd, there is only
sat-cit-dnanda. Mdyd is not an independent object enjoying a reality like
sat-cit-inanda-Utma because mdya is mithyd. Mithyd is defined as something that
does not exist apart from the adhisthdna on which it is dependent on-mithya is
therefore, adhisthdna-ananya. Just like your shirt, which has no existence apart from
its fabric, similarly, mdyd is not a substance separate from Brahman. If it exists in its
own right, you can say midy and Brahman together create the world and their getting
together is the cause for creation. But they are not two independent factors because
mdiy is not independent from Brahman.
That is why we can worship the Lord as male or female. The string of 1000 names,
sahasranamavali,of any devata will invoke that particular devata as the one who is
the creator of everything, sustainer of everything, destroyer of everything-that is, who
is everything. Then for the devi, the Goddess, or mdya-4akti, the string of 1000 names
will say the same thing. She is the creatrix of everything, the sustainer of everything, the
destroyer of everything. She is everything. This is another way of looking at the fact that
there is only livara. There is Isvara from the standpoint of power, sakti and Isvara
without sakti. To think of two different entities-Isvara and mayd-has no meaning at
all because mday, the sakti, is not independent of Isvara. Like the capacity to burn is
not independent of fire, mdyd-dakti is not independent of Brahman, because it is the
power of Brahman itself. From the standpoint of viewing Brahman as the cause of
everything, you say it is Brahman with the power midy-mtdya-sabalam brahma.But
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there is no problem of duality. One is satya the other is mithyd and satya plus mithyd is
still one-satya.
When you stand before a mirror and see your reflection, there appears to be two of
you-two heads, two mouths to feed and hundreds of other problems. But you know it is
not so. You know there is still only one 'you' because you know that the reflection is
mithya. One plus one does not make two here. Even if you stand in a house of mirrors
and see infinite reflections, there is still only one 'you.' The only difference is, all the
images in the mirror are identical but in Iivara-srsti no two things look the same, not
even two thumbs. The variety is infinite. Moreover, none of the reflections you see in the
mirror is taken seriously. You cannot be detracted from or improved upon in a mirror. If
you go to one upddhi, a concave mirror, and see yourself elongated, or you go to
another upddhi, a convex mirror, and see yourself widened, you do not get alarmed, you
are amused. Why? Because you know that it is mithyd. If it were real, it would be a
problem. Being mithyd, there is no problem. Mithyd undergoes changes, satya remains
the same. That means, in the satya-vastu, there are no changes. Ndma-ripas change,
vastu does not. It is the cause of all of them. It is the cause that never changes.
Therefore, paramitma plus mayd does not make two. One reality plus an infinite
number of nama-rupas is still 'one.' From this standpoint alone Bhagavdn says, 'They
resolve into Me.' Only because of this mithyd was it said, matsthdni sarva-bhiutdni,
and from his own standpoint, na ca matsthani bhiitni. Again he says 'kalpa-ksaye

sarva-bhFitdnimdmikdm prakrtimydnti-again at the end of the kalpa, all the beings
resolve in to My prakrti.' To say 'they go back to My prakrti' or 'they go back to Me'
are both right because the prakrti has no separate existence other than Isvara.
When it is proved that creation is mithyd, we have to accept a mithya cause,
which is mdyd-upddhi, another word that is used for the sakti of Brahman. Because of
this alone Brahman becomes the cause.
Brahman however does not undergo any change and is therefore, as we have seen
before, vivarta-upddina-kzrana.Brahman is both the efficient cause and material

cause. But how can Brahman be the material cause, which must necessarily undergo
change to become this variegated world? Even though the creation is non-separate from
the cause, Brahman cannot undergo even an apparent change to create this world. We
saw that Brahman remains the same and therefore, we say it is the vivartaupdddna-kdrana.
There are two types of upddana-kdrana.One is vivarta-upddana-kdranaand

the other is parindmi-updddna-kdrana.When the thing that is the material cause
undergoes a change to become the effect, then it is called parindmi-updddna-kjrana.
And if it does not undergo any change to become the effect, it is called vivartaupddana-kdrana.Now, from the standpoint of the world, Brahman is the vivarta-

updddna-kdrana because it is the cause that does not undergo any change. But
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whatever changes that are necessary are undergone only by mayd. Therefore, mydi is
the parinami-upldadna-kdranafor this world. Thus if you say Brahman is the material
cause then it is vivarta-updddna-kdranaand if you say miyd is the material cause, it is
parindmi-updddna-karana.

Thus Brahman,undergoes no change and at the same time makes all changes
possible. It is like how the rope is the vivarta-upddna-kirana for the snake and
consciousness is the vivarta-upidana-karana for your dream. The dreamer is
caitanya, the dream world is caitanya and the dream experience is caitanya. But
without the caitanya there cannot be any creation and therefore, caitanya is vivartaupidddna-karana and your own memory becomes the parind.mi-upiddna-karana.

Similarly, Brahman alone is the cause for the whole creation as vivartaupdddna-kdrana and miay

is the parindmi-upddana-k&rana.Thus, through the

upddhi, it becomes efficient cause, nimitta-kdrana, through the upddhi, it becomes
material cause, upddina-kirana.

Bhagavan points out in the next verse that he is the efficient cause through this
maya.
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prakrtim svfmavastabhya visrjdmi punah punah
bhitagrdmamimam krtsnamavasamprakrterva·dt
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sudm prakrtim -

My own prak.rti; 37S39

punah punah - again and again;
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Verse 8

avastabhya -

'T-WTri

controlling;

imam krtsnam

bhata-grdmam- this entire group of beings; 3aPT avaSam - necessarily; Ti:
visrjdmi - I create
qF[I prakrteh vagdt - by force of prakrti; fni4;TL

Keeping My own prakrti under control, again and again I create this
entire group of beings necessarily, by the force of prak.rti.
Visrjimi punah punah, again and again I create. After the dissolution at the end
of each kalpa, I again create (Myself). Does that mean I undergo a change? No.
Prakrtim svdm avastabhya, keeping My own prakrti, My own mdyd-upddhi in

My hands, I create. This is the difference between the jiva and luvara. Isvara keeps
meya under his control, the jiva comes under the spell of miya or avidyd until he is
released from it. Therefore, the Lord says, 'Keeping this mayd in My hands, I create
again and again, svilm prakrtimavastbhya visrjdmi punah punah.'
What does he create? Bhutagrdmam imam krtsnam, this entire group of bhitas,

meaning the wholejagat. 'What is seen by you, in its entirety I create, aham visrjdmi.'
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One may ask, 'Why do you do that? All my problems are only because I find myself in
this creation. So, why did you create all this?'
WHY DID GOD CREATE THE WORLD?
Avagam means it is something that has to take place. That is, without any will on
the part of Ilvara, this takes place. This question, 'Why did God create the world?' has
been asked millions of times. Any answer is only imaginary. The stock answer is that, it
is all Bhagauan's lild-it is all a sport for the Lord. But why does Bhagavan need a
sport, 110? Is he restless, or bored, or lonely? If he is, then, how is he the Lord? Then he
is as much a samsdri as me, thejiva.
The Lord answers this question by saying that, he did not really create anything at
all. Only when he has created does he have to answer this question. In the next line he is
going to say that he did not create anything. Assuming that there is a creation, we can
only say that it came about without any will on his part. How then did it come?
Prakrtehvagdt, because of the force of prakrti alone the creation takes place. The
nature of prakrti is to create. Not only the Lord, but you can also say the same thing.
Why do you think about a given thing at a particular time? It is by the force of the same
prakrti. If you say, 'I think,' you have a problem; when you say, 'prakrtithinks,' you
have no problem. What is applicable right now here for you is also applicable to
Bhagavan because dtmd is common and the srsti is typical. A given thought is born in
your head. That is, after all, a srsti even though you do not will to create a given thought.
There is, of course, deliberate thinking but what we are talking about here is a thought
that just occurs in your head without your willing. Why did this particular thought occur?
Why is it created? It takes place naturally, prakrteh vasdt. Your will is not involved.
Then, how can you assume responsibility for it? It is your thought, no doubt, but you
have nothing to do with it because you have no will regarding it. This is true for aji'ani
or an ajiiani.Both have nothing to do with the thought that occurs without any willing.
So, let it occur and though there may be some cause we are not concerned with that; it is
prakrteh vasdt.

An ajidni has another type of thought, which is born of his own will. When he
wills a given thought, he will of course claim authorship for it. Because he has
ahafhkra, he thinks he is creating the thought. The jiini will also have this type of
thought but he looks upon this so called will as a part of prakrti. In his vision, even
while thinking, he does not think 'Seeing, hearing, touching, smelling, eating, walking
etc., I perform no action at all, pagyan Srnvan sprsanjighran agnan gacchan... naiva
kificit karomi.'

SGt - 5-8, 9
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This is the difference between the ajdini andjidnl. Both have the experience of
finding themselves with an unsolicited thought-prakrteh vad.t. The ajicnl thinks that
he created the thought because he thinks he is a kartd. Then the confusion is further
compounded. He assumes responsibility for the very thought that occurs without his will,
and feels guilty about it. Then through therapy etc., he tries to develop some kind of a
distance but he still has ahahkdra.Therefore, the problem is going to recur in one form
or another. But there is also deliberate thinking on his part, for which he will certainly
claim authorship because he has the notion, 'I am an author.' A jfdni, however, has
eliminated the notion that he is the author of any action by seeing that dtma is akartd. If
dtmd is akarta then because of the force of prakrti alone, thoughts happen. There is no
willing or wishing or any kind of action. All these just take place and it is as though 'I do'
something,' and as though 'I do not do anything.' It is as though things take place, of
their own accord, prakrteh vaSdt.

Krsna says the same thing. This creation just takes place. This is the answer to, the
question, 'Why the creation?' The karmas of all the jivas form the prakrti. When
pralaya comes to an end, those karmas have to find their expression and the manifest
creation begins at the beginning of the kalpa, kalpadau. Bhagavan brings the creation
into being, keeping the prakrti under his control, prakrtim sudm avastabhya. It means
that he does not come under the spell of prakrti but this 'I' is sat-cit-dnanda-atma,
which does not will anything to happen. Then who wills? In the presence of Bhagavan
with reference to prakrti, there is a will. It is said in the Taittirlyopanisad:
so'kamayata bahusydm prajdyeyeti... He desired, 'May I become many.' Now one can

ask, 'Why should he desire?' Then we have to say that the desiring is also from the point
of view of the prakrti alone, prakrteh vaddt. From the stand point of prakrti, dtmd
seemingly desires. That is why Bhagavan says, 'Keeping prakrti under My control,
prakrtim svdm avastabhya.' Without his willing, purely due to prakrti, this creation

takes place.
And it is a creation of great variety because the jivas have to undergo many
different kinds of experiences according to the karmas they have earned. Because of that
there are varieties of bodies with their own unique siiksma-Sarira,all created according
to the karma ofjivas. Now there arises another question here: When according to their
punya-papa-karmasthey are given bodies and situations etc., how is Bhagavdn doing
anything?
When a king gives money, protection, punishment, etc., according to the services
and attitudes of his citizens, he seems to be the one meting out punishment and reward.
The same philosophy extends to Bhagavan. If you do the right thing you are rewarded,
if you do not do the right thing, you are punished. Even a dog is trained like that. If a
person is well-behaved, he is the beneficiary and if not, he is adversely affected. By
doing what is proper one is born in a good family, has a good body, and everything goes
well for him. Another person is born in a situation full of disadvantages. Each person is
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affected by his own dharma and adharma, which are subject to his choice. Whenever
there is a choice, there is definitely kartrtva, doership. Bhagavan has no such problem
because everything that is happening is due to prakrti. He does not really participate in
anything. When he says, 'I do not create anything at all,' the word 'I' refers to
sat-cit-ananda-atmaand that is the only dtmd there is. In the presence of this atma
prakrtitakes care of everything.
There is one more point to be understood here. And that is, without this presence
of sat-cit-inanda-atmdthe prakrti cannot do anything. If we say so, then we will be
saying what Saikhyas propound, that is, prakrti does everything and itma remains
unconnected. But that is not acceptable. Prakrti and paramdtmd are not two parallel
realities. Prakrti is not independent of paramdtmd. It is superimposed upon
paramatmd entirely depending upon paramdtmi for its existence. Prakrti itself can
not create, &tmdalso cannot create by itself; they somehow come together to bring about
this creation. But they are not two different entities enjoying the same degree of reality.
One is satya, the other is mithyd. So, there continues to be only one. If this is not
understood, we will end up with duality. That is why Lord Krsna can say, '1 created
everything; I did not create anything.' If it is not understood, it sounds like a
contradiction.
In this creation there is a great deal of pain. Bhagavan seems to be responsible for
all this. He created man with a wonderful body, senses and mind, and at the same time,
he created some mosquitoes etc., to torment him. The human being has to fight against
unknown sources of pain throughout his life. The one who created this pain must
necessarily be affected by all this. Bhagavan says, 'No. Whatever the creation is, it is all
due to the force of prakrti,prakrteh vaudt, and I am not involved in it. These karmas
do not affect Me at all.'
So, Krsna says here:
3T

^H^
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na ca mam tini karmdni nibadhnantidhanaiijaya
uddsinavaddsinamasaktamtesu karmasu

I9fT dhaniijaya - O! Arjuna;
qTR mam -

indifferent;

Me; dqT4I

A w4i

3T•RT

aTm-IT

"TrWifhl -T tdni karmdni ca - and these karmas;
uddslnavat dsinam -

tesu karmasu asaktam -

reference to these karmas; - fqWPT

Verse 9

na nibadhnanti-

who is seated as though

who is unconnected with

do not bind Me

O! Arjuna, these karmas do not bind Me who is seated as though
indifferent, who is unconnected with reference to these karmas.
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The Lord says, 'With all its varieties, one superior another inferior, one healthy
another unhealthy, this creation does not affect Me because I am unconnected,
asahgo'ham.' You can join Krsna here saying the same thing, asaigo'ham.The reason
that Paramesvarais not connected to all these karmas, asaktah tesu karmasu, is that,

he is resting as one who is absolutely indifferent, uddsinavad dsinah. This is an
adjective Bhagavan uses to the word mam, Me, meaning Paramesvara,to make it
clear why these karmas do not bind.
Uddsina means the one who is absolutely indifferent. Some one who is neither a
rdgl, one who likes, nor a dvesi, one who dislikes, is called uddsina. He is neither a
liker nor a disliker. Asina means the one who is seated. Here Paramesvarais the one
who is seated in the very prakrti, in the very mdyd-upadhi, exactly like dtmi is seated
in your buddhi, being totally uninvolved in anything that goes on. The
sat-cit-dnanda-dtmd,which is seated in your buddhi, is like one who is indifferent,
uddsina, because it does not choose. It does not choose good karma or bad karma, a
'good' thought or a 'bad' thought. Atma does not choose, it just illumines. Therefore, it
is uddsinavaddsinah.

Asakta means unconnected, without attachment. As dtmd is seated in your
buddhi, here, the one who is seated as the very basis of myad, Paramesvaraalso
remains unconnected, devoid of attachment to the result, devoid of identification with
doership. He has no connection to the karma-phala nor does he think, 'I am the doer.'
This dtmd remains absolutely indifferent because it is not subject to any change.
Whenever you see an object, there is a change in your antah-karana.If it is
something you like, there is a particular modification that takes place and if it is an
irritant, an entirely different type of change takes place. Now if there is an object, which
causes no change at all in your antah-karana,other than the vrtti by which you simply
perceive it, the response in the antah-karana is neutral, uddsina. Like a perfectly
neutral mind, dtma does not undergo any change and is therefore, uddsinavad-asina.
With reference to those karmas, tesu karmasu, the three-fold karmas of srsti, sthiti,

and laya, Bhagavan says, 'I am not really involved.' He has no sense of being a doer. It
is possible for any other person also to have no sense of being a doer by knowing the
same dtmd. Paramesvara's dtmd is sat-cit-inanda and the jiva's dtmd is also

sat-cit-inanda.With this knowledge, there is no false identification of oneself as a doer.
And again, for the atmi, there is no connection to the result of an action.
Therefore, there is no sense of enjoyership for the dtmd. The cause for having no
connection to samsdra is simply the absence of these two things, doership, kartrtva,
and enjoyership, bhoktrtva. If these are there, the whole samsdra is with you. Just the
thought, 'I am the karta and I am the bhoktd,' is enough to bring one into the hold of
samsdra. Freedom from samsdra is a fact, which is to be discovered. And in this
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discovery you see that there is no kartrtua or bhoktrtva-doership or enjoyership-in
atma.

These sections of the Gita where some paradoxes are presented to resolve certain
other paradoxes are very important. Bhagavan says here, 'I create this entire group of
beings-

bhltagrdmam imam krtsnam visrjami. This is an expression of Krsna

assuming the role of Iuvara. He says very clearly, 'I create-visrjami.' Then he says
that those karmas of creation, sustenance and destruction do not bind him, tani mdm na
nibadhnanti. He himself gives the reason as to why they do not bind him. He says, 'I
am seated (within the upadhi called mdyd) like one who is absolutely neutral.' This
means he denies all responsibility. He now says that he is not responsible for these three
karmas of creation, sustenance, and dissolution, which are continuously taking place in
the world and which are imputed to JIvara,and therefore, they do not bind him.
There seems to be a contradiction here. Generally you cannot say 'I create,' and
then also say, 'I am not responsible for this action.' Even if you are forced to perform an
action under duress, you still act. You only shift the responsibility to another person. But
there is no person other than Isvara who can induce him to perform an action and to
whom he can pass the responsibility. If this is so, he has to assume responsibility for this
three-fold karma of srsti, sthiti and laya. But he completely washes his hands off it. He

says 'I create, sustain, and dissolve this creation; but I am not affected by the results of
these actions.' In the next verse Bhagauvn resolves this seeming contradiction.

9TpT^T^T veff: TA 7McKNij
tqrjqI ^^T ^irs^Rcir) I 1ýo I I
mayddhyaksenaprakrtih siiyate sacardcaram
hetundnena kaunteya jagadviparivartate

Verse 10

TP
3Te
WTýT mayd adhyaksena - owing to Me, the presiding presence;
'•'F:
prakrtih - the prakrti; rmiT<Rg sacardcaram- (the world) consisting of movables
and immovables; tý sayate - creates; a;tr i;
anena hetund - because of this
reason; tq7 kaunteya O! son of Kunti, Arjuna; W
faYqfcri
l jagad

viparivartate- the world undergoes changes
Owing to me, the presiding presence, the prakrti creates (the world)
consisting of movables and immovables. Because of this reason, Arjuna,
the world undergoes changes.
Prakrti meaning the prakrti-upadhijagat sayate, creates this world, jagat

consisting of things that move, cara, and things that do not move, acara. Cara ard
acara can refer to all types of sentient beings. Here acarameaning stationary life f -r-s
like trees and plants and cara all life forms that move about. Or cara can mean sentient
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beings and acara insentient beings. When Bhagavu n says prakrti creates everything,
there is a potential problem. If prakrti creates everything, that means he has nothing to
do with it. If paramatmd has nothing to do with this creation, then we have two
realities, dtmd, which performs no action and prakrti, which does everything. Then we
must ask whether prakrti is inert or sentient. If it is sentient, we have two sentient
beings. And, as we have seen, it is not possible to prove the existence of a second
sentient being. There is only one source of consciousness, everything else is an object of
consciousness, andtmd. No reasoning will help you establish a second conscious being,
nor will perception. They can only establish an object, andtmd. And sruti is very clear
that there is only one source of consciousness, the atmd. If this is so, how can an inert
prakrtibe capable of creation?
The Srnkhyas call prakrti by the name pradhdnaand the conscious being by the
name purusa and say that the purusa is totally unconnected with prakrti and therefore,
asafiga. And the asanigatva is total because for the SdAkhya, the prakrti is a reality.
And there is only one prakrti whereas purusas are many. This parallel reality called
prakrti accounts for the entire creation, independent of the purusa who does not
participate in the creation of the world.
This we cannot accept because it is against the Sastra and against reasoning also.
A lot of arguments have been made in the first and second chapters of the
Brahma-sitrarefuting this Sahkhya philosophy. If prakrti creates everything, before
the creation what was there? He says all that existed was prakrti, and purusa, who is
not involved. What was the state of this prakrti as it existed in dissolution? He will say
that the three qualities of prakrti-sattva, rajas, and tamas, were in a state of
equilibrium. Then there is a disturbance of the gunas and prakrti starts creating. The
question is, who disturbed this prakrti?Since it is inert, it cannot disturb itself. It cannot
think, 'let me create.' And purusa does not disturb. As there is no other factor to disturb
this prakrti,how does this creation start?
Bhagavin answers this here saying, 'With Me as the presiding presence-mayd
adhyaksena.' Being blessed by Me, prakrti creates this entirejagat that is made up of
cara and acara-prakrtihsiiyate sacardcaram.'When he says, 'by Me,' by the word
'Me' he means paramatmd, pure consciousness. The word adhyaksa here means the
one who presides. Sahkara says that in any situation it is pure consciousness that
obtains. Therefore, he says the phrase, 'mayd adhyaksena,' means 'mayd d.ri-matrasvardpena-by Me the pure consciousness.' This is one of Sahkara's favourite words.
In the Upadesa-sdhasrl,he says, this pure consciousness is like space; that is, it has no
particular form. Formless consciousness is the nature, the suar2pa of dtmd. Therefore,
when Bhagavdn says 'by Me,' mayd, it can only be a self that does not undergo any
change whatsoever. That is why he says, mayd adhyaksena. This prakrti presided over
by Me, creates-exactly like your mind and senses become conscious and capable of
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creation because of the presence of atmd. Similarly, because of My presence, prakrti is
able to create all this.
Sarikaraquotes a very important mantra here:
eko devah sarvabhtitesu gidhah sarvavydpi sarubhitdntardtma
karmddhyaksah sarvabhiitddhivdsahsdksi cetd kevalo nirgunagca
Svetdsvataropanisad6.11

Atma is called deva here and the word eka makes it clear that it is non-dual. A
non-dual Paramefvarais hidden in all beings, sarvabhiFtesugidhah. It obtains in the
buddhi of all beings, hidden in the sense that it is not available for perception but
because of which all perception takes place. Thereby it is self-evident. The one who is
not located in space but is all-pervasive, sarvavypli, the inner self of all beings,
antardtmd, and the one who presides over all action whether it is the Lord's actions of
creation, sustenance, and dissolution or your action, whatever it may be. The one who
blesses all the activities yet himself performs no action is karmddhyaksa. And he is
adhivdsa, the basis of all beings, the one in whom they all have their existence. He is
witness, sdksi, the conscious being, cetd. From the stand point of what is witnessed,
consciousness has the status of being a sdksl. But itself does not perform the action of
witnessing. And that is why it is said he alone is, kevala meaning there is no second
person, and he is free from all attributes, nirguna. Because of this, because of My
presiding over, My lending consciousness to it, the prakrti itself is conscious. Because
consciousness inheres in the mayd-upddhi that dtmd becomes Paramesvara,the one
who does everything and knows everything, and therefore, has sarvakdritva and
sarvajiiatva.Blessed by this dtmd alone prakrticreates everything.
Because of this reason, anena hetund, the world undergoes all its changes, jagat
viparivartate. The changes of creation and dissolution, and again changes within
creation are all possible because of this alone. They are presided over by Me. Therefore,
dtmd as the Lord can say, 'I create-aham visrjdmi.' And he can also say, 'I do not
create.' How? Look at this.
In your own case, when the body is moving, the particular attribute of the body,
movement, is imputed to the one who resides in the body. That is the 'I.' I am the one
who is aware of this body and its movements but upon this awarer I superimpose the
action of movement. We are not considering dtmd as sat-cit-dnanda here. We are
talking about the jiva. This simple jiva, seated inside this body does not perform any
action even though the actions done by the body are all attributed to the jia. This is
similar to the statement a person riding in a car makes. Although he performs no action
at all, he will impute the attribute of the moving car to himself and say, 'I did 60 miles an
hour.' Even if you become an Olympic runner you cannot travel 60 miles an hour. This
is the property of the car; yet he says that he travelled 60 miles an hour. It is called
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dropa. You superimpose upon your own body a movement of 60 miles an hour, which
belongs to the car. Similarly when the physical body is running or walking, the action is
superimposed upon thejiva and then you say, 'I run, I walk.'
It is the same for Bhagavdn. The adhyaksa,'the conscious being obtaining in the
prakrti makes the whole thing happen. The prakrti aspect undergoes all the changes
being blessed by the conscious being, cetana-dtmr and therefore, prakrti performs all
this action.
When it is understood that the action of prakrti is superimposed upon dtmd and
that without dtmd, prakrti itself cannot create, then you too can say, 'I create, aham
visrjdmi.' Then, because consciousness itself does not perform any action, you can say
'I did not create.' In My presence, prakrti performs all the activities. Prakrti or mayd,
of course, underwent all the changes. I remain in the mayd-upddhi, as I always have not
been performing any action-uddsinavaddsina.
It is important to note that Bhagavdn includes the entire world here by saying
sacardcaram.When he says the entire jagat is created by prakrti blessed by atmd,
which itself performs no action, your body and all the five elements are also included in
thejagat. They are nothing but the product of mayd blessed by consciousness. And the
product of mayd is not away from mayd, which itself is not away from atmd. Therefore,
there is nothing that is away from sat-cit-nanda-atmd. Let us come to your physical
body. Is it created or not? Since it is a modification of prakrti or mayd, this physical
body is also created by prakrti.Prdna, mind and senses are all created by prakrti. And
behind this is sat-cit-ananda-atmd.Therefore, your mind is functioning being blessed
by dtmd alone. Every thought, vrtti, enjoys caitanya-dtmd. It is the same whether it is
your mind and its thoughts-individual srsti, or total srsti-the entire jagat, because
dtmd is the same. Behind the whole scene of your personal creation or the total cosmic
creation is this one caitanya-atmd alone. Therefore, you too can say, along with
Bhagavdn, 'Blessed by Me, prakrti creates this world composed of movables and
immovables-mayd adhyaksena prakrtih silyate sacardcaram.' This is knowledge,
jihdna. I perform no action, in My presence alone actions take place. The inert, acetana,
itself cannot create and consciousness, cetana, does not create. In between there is the
'so-called creation.' Thus inert prakrti, blessed by the conscious being, caitanya-dtmd,
becomes the cause for the entire creation.
Thus, when Krsna says, 'I create,' but at the same time he says, 'I did not do it,' it
is exactly like the person seated in the car saying, 'I did 60 miles an hour' and then
saying, 'No. I did not do it.' In both the situations, the statements are made from the
stand point of sat-cit-ananda-dtmd.You too can say, 'I thought,' and immediately
follow it up with, 'I did not think at all,' etc. It is not denying your responsibility for
your actions. Because such denial requires that you accept an action and your doership as
real. If you say 'I am an agent,' kartd, then you cannot say that you did the action and at
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the same time deny that you are responsible. But suppose, you have this understanding
that you never really performed the action even when you performed action, then, when
you say, 'I did the action,' and 'I never performed the action,' you are revealing
something.
Bhagavdn accepts the karma when he says, 'I create.' But at the same time he
says, 'I did not do it,' exactly like the person seated in the car says, 'Because I was
seated in the car, I did 60 miles an hour, at the same time, I did not perform any action.'
Both are true. Similarly here, dtmd from the standpoint of the upadhi is a kartd and
from its own standpoint it is purely a blessing, a presence. The self is only a presence of
consciousness, in, which the mind becomes active, and all actions take place.
This is what we saw when Bhagavdn said earlier in the fourth chapter, 'The one
who recognises actionlessness in all actions is a wise man-karmani akarma yah
pasyet sa buddhiman.' That wisdom is being talked about here. This entire jagat is
changing because of the prakrti,which is blessed by Me. Therefore, I can say, I create, I
sustain, I destroy. And then I can say that I did not do anything because I am like a
witness. Thus, all contradictions are resolved.
Sahkara describes your own experience here and says, 'drsi-karmatvapattinimittd hi jagatah sarvd pravrttih-anyactivity in the world is because it is an object
of consciousness.' For example, a desire in your mind is known to you, it is the object,
karma, of consciousness, drsi, in the sense that consciousness lights it up. It lights up
any object, even the aharikdra,the desirer. Then the action you do is also lighted up by
the same caitanya. So, where is the possibility of an action, pravrtti, without
consciousness being there? At the same time, consciousness itself performs no action.
All the factors involved in an action, the khrakas such as the subject, object, instrument
etc., are all lighted up by the same consciousness. It only lights up, performing no action.
Therefore, you can say, 'I am not a doer-aham akarta. But without the lighting up
there is no question of any action. How are you going to fulfil a desire without
recognising it? And you have to be there to recognise it. If this is clear, then you see how
you can say, 'I did everything, at the same time I did not do anything. I am the kartd, I
am the akartd.'

It is a common misunderstanding that the objective of this knowledge is to
eliminate the ahahikra.Then the question will naturally arise, 'If I eliminate the ego,
aharikra,how will I engage in any pursuit?' We do not eliminate the ego. We say the
ego is dtmi, but dtmi is not the ego. This amounts to an elimination of ego because you
think atma is ego, which is not true. The ego appropriates to itself the status of being 'I,'
of being some kind of an independent being. In fact, it is a misappropriation, which only
brings in limitation and bondage. It is like losing a million dollar job because of
misappropriating some postage stamps. The ego, even though it has no sense of 'I'
without the atmd, further appropriates to itself the body, mind and senses, thereby
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becoming an entity, which is limited. So, we negate that and the ego becomes bddhita.
Enlightened, one continues to be an entity but at the same time, much more than what
one thought one was. And thus one can say that there is ahahkdra, and also say that
there is absence ofahahkara.There is an agent who undertakes activity and there is no
activity at all. Both are equally true.
Safkara tells in detail the nature of this activity, pravrtti-'Ienjoy this particular
object,' 'I see this,' 'I hear this,' 'I experience this pleasure,' 'I undergo this pain,' 'for
the purpose of that alone I will perform this action' and 'I will know this,' etc. What he
wants to show is that the nature ofpravrtti is such that it has its being in consciousness.
When I say, 'I see,' the fact that I see something, implies knowledge, consciousness.
When I say, 'I see,' the seer has its being in consciousness; the sight has its being in
consciousness. The object of sight is also non-separate from your consciousness. Once
you say, 'I see this,' 'this,' after all, is the object of your sight. How is it away from your
consciousness? And therefore, nothing-the seer, seen, sight-is separate from
consciousness. Similarly how can you say, 'I enjoy,' unless you light up the enjoyer,
enjoyed and enjoyment. Therefore, all this pravrtti-I will perform this action, I will
know this object, I know this object, I am seeing this object, I am hearing this objecthas its being in consciousness and resolves in consciousness. Once one such pravrtti is
over, you are ready again for something else. That also resolves in consciousness and
again you are ready for another thing.
It is so intelligent, like a camera; even better. A film is exposed to objects in terms
of light and registers an image. But that can happen only once. The film cannot be
cleaned and used again. So, once it is exposed it is finished. Here it is not like that. Look
at this. The mind is exposed and the image of the object transpires there. Then it is gone
and the light, atma is there. The eyes require some light as does the camera. But here the
light is from within. It lights up the object. Then it is over and ready for the next
exposure. And another good thing about this mind is that it can store all the images in the
memory so that you can recall them later. Then, after a few days, some things get erased.
If I ask you what you ate the day before yesterday, perhaps if you think it over, you will
remember. But definitely not the day a month ago. This erasure is a wonderful thing,
otherwise our heads will be full of lunches and dinners and varieties of things that we
saw or read. But certain important things are always kept in memory. The memory is
something amazing to me. How can it work unless it has capacity to destroy? But then it
has the capacity to automatically remember certain things very clearly. Somehow it is all
well organised. Therefore, consciousness lights up everything, including memory. Then
when it is over, when the mind is cleared, everything is resolved in consciousness. It has
its being in consciousness. It has its resolution in consciousness. The end, avagati is a
resolution in consciousness. There is a lot more in this, which we will see further.
In the last two verses we saw that prakrti creates the world consisting of things
that move and things that do not move. It also sustains and destroys it. Destruction is in
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the sense of dissolving creation back to itself. Pra/krti can do this, Bhagavan says, only
because it is blessed by Me. With paramatma as its basis, prakrti creates everything.
Without this basis, it cannot be conscious and therefore, cannot create. Prakrti, also
called as mdya, draws its existence from paramdtma; and is conscious because of
paramdtmd and therefore, can create by itself. If the word 'I,' aham is used keeping the
mdya-upddhi in view, the Lord can say, 'I create-aham srjdmi.' But in reality, that
aham is purely paramdtmd and to say that I create is only a referential statement. Then
again, Bhagavan says, 'These actions do not affect Me at all-na ca mam tani
karmdni nibadhnanti, because I am like one who is absolutely indifferent,
udcsinavat.' This is from My own standpoint from where there is no action at all. We
have two types of statements here, which understood together isjiiina.
Similarly, when you say 'I do-aham karomi,' all this is involved. The action
that obtains in the upddhi such as the body-mind-sense complex is superimposed upon
the self and then you say, 'I do.' If that is understood, the fact that you do not do
anything, even when you seem to do all types of actions, should also be very clear. It is
for this reason Bhagavin says that these karmas do not bind him.
FOR WHOM IS THE CREATION?
Saakara poses an interesting question here. When the Lord has no connection to
objects of enjoyment and when there is no other conscious being to be an enjoyer, for
what reason does he create the world?
IS ITFOR ANOTHER?

If the creation is for another enjoyer, we must first establish that there is another.
ISTHERE ANOTHER?

The mantra that Sahkara quoted previously said that there is only one Lord, eko
devah, one conscious being concealed in all the beings, sarvabhiitesugadhhah. This
means, as we have seen earlier, that there is only one self, which by nature is conscious
and happens to be this entire creation. There is no multiplicity here at all, sarvam
brahmaiva neha nana asti kiicana. Even the jagat is not a second thing because it is

mithyd. This is what the gruti says.
Now, suppose you say there are many dtmds. Then we must ask, is the second
dtma known to you or not? If you say there is a second dtmd, you have to say it is
known to you.
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HOW WOULD ANOTHER BE KNOWN?
By atma?

If it is known, then we will ask, whether it is known by dtmd or andtm&? Suppose
you say it is known by dtmd. To know there is a second dtmd, you must be able to see
the difference between your own dtmd and the second dtmd. To do that, you must first
see what is the peculiarity in your dtmd that makes it distinguishable from the second
one. If you look into your dtmd, what do you see? White, black?
If you see a black atmni, does the blackness belong to dtma or andtmi? If it
belongs to andtmd, how can you say it is 'you?' If it belongs to dtmd, how are you
going to see it? A property of dtmr, which you have to see should be an object. And
dtmd being yourself, you can never see it as an object. In order to see anything you must
have kartr-karma-bheda,the seer must be different from the seen. So, to look into any
particular feature of atmd, you have to divide dtma into two, the seer dtmd and the seen
dtma. How can you say that atmd is both seer and seen? It is not possible at all. So, you
cannot see the features in your own itmd, which will distinguish it from another dtmnd.
Thus the difference between one dtmd and another cannot be known by dtmd.
By anatmo?

Then, you have to say it is known by andtmd. But anatmi is inert, jada; it is
something that I see. Being inert, andtmd cannot see anything at all. Therefore, this
difference is not seen by either dtmd or anatmd. If it is not seen, you cannot prove there
is another dtmd.
Then, Sahkara probes this further. Assuming, for the sake of argument, that this
difference exists, is it different or non-different from dtmi? If you say it is not identical
with atmd, it becomes a property, a dharma,of dtma, which is anatmd. If you say it is
identical with dtmd, then we have the same problem of establishing how you are seeing
it. There is no pramdna for it because dtmd cannot see its own features. It does not have
that kind of subject-object division.
To summarise, if there are many atmds, we must be able to distinguish one from
the other. And to do that we must be able to establish differences among them. In order
to establish the differences, first you must see your dtmd having this feature and another
atmd having other features. Unless you have established the differences between dtmds,
you cannot establish the multiplicity of dtmd.
If your ditmd is sat-cit-ananda,then what about the other dtma? If you say dtmas
are many and all of them are sat-cit-dnanda, how can there be another ananda other
than this ananda,which is limitless? If one sat-cit-dnanda-atmais limitless, where is
the possibility of another limitless dtmd? There is no second limitlessness. That is why
you can say, along with Isvara, mayd adhyaksena prakrti siiyate. That is knowledge.
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The whole teaching is that you should be able to say, along with Lord Krsna, 'By Me
everything is presided over.' Because when he says 'Me,' that 'Me' is
sat-cit-dnanda-atmaand there is only one sat-cit-dnanda-atmd.
Can perhaps a second dtma be inferred

Even though you do not see dtmd, one may argue that you can infer it because a
person responds when you talk to him. You are not inferring dtmd; you only infer that
the mind is present. You never confront another dtmd. You confront the body, which is
andtmd, or even the thought perhaps, by presumption. But the other person is
confronting the same thought. Therefore, neither you nor he confronts dtmd. Since it can
never be confronted, you cannot know another dtmd to count as a second.
Unless there is an enjoyer, there is no necessity for a creation. When you create
something, either you should enjoy it or someone else should enjoy it. We have just seen
that there is only one cetana-dtmd. Therefore, no other dtmd is available to be an
enjoyer. Then who enjoys this world?
IS THE CREATION MEANT FOR ISVARA HIMSELF?
If srsti is for its own sake, paramdtmd should enjoy the srsti and to do that, it
must become an enjoyer. Now to enjoy something, there must be a change on the part of
the enjoyer. Previously he was not enjoying, now he is. Because enjoyment is a state of
experience, it is something that did not exist before, exists now and will not exist later.
You enjoy for the time being. Enjoyment being a particular mental disposition,
vrtti-vigesa, there must be a change, vikriyd into and out of that state. So, paramdtma
should undergo a change in order to be an enjoyer of the srsti, which it has created.
Sahkara says that iSvara does not undergo any change whatsoever, he is
avikriya. So, paramdtmd cannot become an enjoyer. That is one reason why the
creation cannot be for itself.
Further, paramdtmd does not have any sense of inadequacy that would prompt it
to have a thought to create. Atmd is pariplrna,one who is limitless, who is full. When
there can be no desire to become complete, why would he create the world? So,
paramdtmd can neither create nor enjoy the creation. Thus, no one can say anything
about the creation of the world.
THE QUESTION, WHY CREATION? IS UNTENABLE
When Saakara asks, 'Why this creation?' what answer can you give? Sankara
says the question and answer are both untenable. If you say that there is only one
dtma-caitanya, there is no other bhoktd. In that case, why do you ask this question?
You seem to understand non-duality; so, there is no question. If you understand that only
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one caitanya-dtmd exists, there is no real srsti for any purpose and the question, 'Why
is there a creation,' is untenable. When even to ask the question is not proper, to answer
it is certainly not proper. Sruti herself expects this. Elsewhere she says, 'ko addhd veda
ka iha pravocatkuta djatd kuta iyan visrs.tih."

Who knows thisjagat?Who exactly knows every thing? Who is the one who sees
the world? There is nojagathere to see. Other than atmd, you cannot see thejagat and
in the dtmd, you do not see thejagat at all. Who would be able to talk about this subject
matter? Meaning who would be able to answer a question like this? Nobody would;
because there is no jagat. Look at this wonder! From where, from where, has this srsti
come? This repetition, as kuta, kuta, etc., is for the sake of showing perturbation,
sambhrama,as when you say, 'Where is he? Where is he?'
IS THE CREATION BHAGAVAN'S LILA, AMUSEMENT?
Some argue that it is Bhagavun's li1. Then his play is my back pain, my
heart-attack, my stomach ulcer. What kind of play is that? If he plays and makes me play
too, then, we can say Bhagavdn is just interested in play; so, he created some others to
play with. But it must be play for the others or it is sadism. And we see that the world is
not play; so, we cannot say it is lil1. Even if it were play, play is for someone who
wishes to enjoy. If atmd is avikriya, then, how can there be lild for dtma? In pure
caitanya there is no lild.
And there is no purpose in it because IAvara has no sense of limitation or
inadequacy, which would motivate him to create something. There is no purpose,
nIvara is the dtmd obtaining in
prayojana,even for lsvara, much less for paramdtmd.
the mdyd-upddhi, making dtma omniscient, sarvajiia.The omniscient dtmd cannot be
a desirer because he has no sense of limitation or inadequacy.
WHEN CREATION IS IMPOSSIBLE, HOW DO WE ACCOUNT FOR IT?
Therefore, creation is not possible. So, how do we account for all this? What we
call creation is nothing but mdya. Anything that is untenable is made tenable by mdyd.
If you ask how mdya can make it tenable, that is what mdya is-it makes the untenable
tenable. This has already been shown by Bhagavan in the fifth chapter, 'ajii&nena
dvrtam jiinam

tena muhyanti jantavah-knowledge is covered by ignorance;

because of that living beings are deluded.' The idea is that the whole question arises only
from the standpoint of creation, srsti. Only when you accept a srsti, do you say ISvara
'
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kah - who, addha - directly, veda - knows (thisparamdtmd)?kah - who, iha - here
(with refrecne to this pararmdtmd),pravocat - can talk? kutah -from where, djdtd - has
this (creation)come? kutah - where (is), iyam visrstih - this creation?
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with the maya-upddhi is the cause of creation. Then you can say atma qualified by
mayd-upldhi is called isuara and paramdtma without the upadhi is the cause that

does not undergo any change and is called vivarta-upaddna-kdrana.That is what is
said here-mayd adhyaksena prakrtih sityate sacardcaram.Atmd, without giving up

its nature, becomes the cause for everything. It is all only from the standpoint of a
creation, not from the standpoint of itmd.
FROM THE STANDPOINT OF ATMA THE QUESTION IS UNTENABLE

In sat-cit-ananda-atma,there is no jagat; so, there is no necessity as to seek an
answer as to how this world came about. Since it is not there in sat-cit-dnanda,there is
no reason to talk about it. It looks as though the jagat is one thing, sat-cit-dnandais
another. That is not true either because when you see the jagat, sat-cit-dnanda is
present. There is no jagat separate from sat-cit-dnanda but in sat-cit-dnanda,there is

nojagat.
The question of how thisjagat came about does not arise. From the standpoint of
sat-cit-dnanda,only sat-cit-dnanda is there. When I look at the jagat, I find that it is

not independent of sat-cit-dnanda.When this is so, the statements, 'matsthani sarvabhutdni-all the beings are in Me,' and 'na ca matsthani bhutdni-the beings are not

in Me,' are not contradictory but very clear. It means that there is nothing else except
Me, sat-cit-dnanda,so, thejagat cannot come from anywhere else; it comes only from
sat-cit-dnanda-dtma. And there must be some cause. And that cause is Isuara.
Therefore, the Lord says, 'mayd adhyaksena prakrtih siyate sacardcaram-blessed

by Me, the dtmd alone, prakrti creates everything.' Not only does it create everything
being blessed by Me, it also sustains everything and resolves everything into Me. By My
grace the world exists.
The creation is neither for paramatmd nor for any other, because there is no other.
Therefore, it is very clear, the srsti is not for the sake of any one. You say there is no
other atmd except paramatmd, which does not require a srsti at all. You yourself have
dismissed the possibility of there being a srsti; so, why do you ask the question, 'Why is
there a creation?' Once you know this much, you yourself have answered the question.
Still there is something to see here.
WHY RAISE SUCH A QUESTION IF IT IS UNTENABLE?
When nruti says, ko addhd veda ka ihapravocat kuta djdta, kuta iyam srstih, it

is to show that there is no real srsti. A question and answer are possible only when there
is something real. But it is not real. Prakrti itself does not create because it has no
existence of its own. Atmd does not create either. Therefore, it is purely by maya;-then
everything is possible.
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The reality is that dtmd does not create. And prakrti alone cannot create. It has to
be presided over, supported by paramdtma. Therefore, the prakrti's existence is the
existence of paramdtmd. The prakrti'scapacity to create etc., and the knowledge that is
necessary are all due to paramdtmd alone. Prakrtiblessed by paramatmd becomes the
cause of and accounts for the existence of the creation. Thus Bhagavdn says, 'I createaham visrjami,' only from the standpoint of prakrti. He himself is not the creator and
therefore, says, 'na ca mdm tani karmdni nibadhnanti-thoseactions do not affect
Me at all.' You can say the same thing. The body, mind and sense organs-all perform
their activities being presided over, being blessed by atmd. But those activities do not
bind Me at all because between prakrti and dtmd there is no real connection. A
connection is between two entities enjoying the same degree of reality. Here, one is
satya and the other is mithyd. And satya is not affected by mithyd. Therefore, prakrti
is a superimposition, aropa, upon dtmd. Because you see everything, there is a prak.rti,
which is dropitaupon atma. It is definitely superimposed because once you say dtmd is
param brahma, there is no question of prakrti.
You have to understand these two standpoints because this understanding is
moksa. It is an understanding of one's freedom from enjoyership and doership.
Everything is connected to atma, which is the basis of everything. At the same time,
dtmd remains unconnected. It is always untouched-free from doership and enjoyership.
It does not perform action, much less does it enjoy the result of an action. You are
already free and all your karmas are completely nullified. This is the whole vision.
Therefore, Sahkara says here, the 'Me' referred to in the verse is the dtmd of all
freeand
always pure, enlightened
is by nature
beings, which
nitya-Suddha-buddha-mukta-svabhdva. It is not that the Lord means to say, 'I am
sat-cit-dnanda-atmdfor a particular being and not for another.' In fact, he says, 'I am
the dtmd of all beings.' Lord Krsna, the one who is saying this, is ISvara who is
paramdtma, which is jagat-kdrana, which is non-separate from anyone. And it is
nitya-auddha,always free from all karmas, free from both papa and punya, free form
sorrow, etc. And it is nitya-buddha, without any ignorance, and therefore,
mukta-svabhdva, always free. So, you need not purify or enlighten the atmd because it
is not impure nor does it have any ignorance. You need not free the atmd, because it is
not in any way bound. It is omniscient and the cause of the entire creation.
Even though it is the dtmd of all beings...

qt qIc^Hm9ll TR %|dRC7t<H 1 I
avajdnantimdm mudha mdnusim tanumdsritam
param bhdvamajdnantomama bhutamaheSvaram

Verse 11
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sM %TTR mama param bhdvam - My
3Tl1-?T: ajanantah - not knowing; "T
T-T47w- bhita-mahesvaram - as the Lord of all beings; TRf:
limitless nature;
3Tfq*TOR mdnusim tanum
mudhah - the deluded; IT mdm - Me; Wr' .
dsritam - the one who obtains in the human body; nmIRIR avajananti- fail to

recognise
Not knowing My limitless nature as the Lord of all beings, the deluded
fail to recognise Me, the one who obtains in the human body.
Midhah, the deluded, means the people who do not have this discriminative
knowledge. They have the notion of doershsip and a sense of guilt for all their
commissions and omissions. Naturally they have a sense of enjoyership for the results of
their actions. These are the people who do not recognise that atmd is akartd, non-doer,
abhoktd, non-enjoyer, and that things take place as they should. Atma is only a blessing,
a presence. The doership and enjoyership are superimposed upon dtmd and do not
belong to it. Those who do not have this discrimination completely neglect or disrespect
Me in the sense that they do not recognise Me nor do they think I am to be inquired into
or understood. Why? Because they do not know My limitless nature-mama param
bhdvam ajanantah.Safkara says that dtmd is like space. That is, it is not limited by
any particular form or location, always pure and all pervasive. And dkdsa itself is within
it. The whole creation is within dkdaa; but this is still interior, subtler, to dkdsa in that it
is the basis of dkdsa itself.
And he is the one who is the Lord of all beings-bhiltamaheSuara.Saikara
says, he is svdtmd, one's own self.
He is the one who obtains in the human body. And people do not recognise him as
such. The people who do not know Me, who has taken a human form-ajanantah
mam, mdnusim tanum aiAritam-do not recognise Me as Paramesvara-avajananti

mdm bhitamahegvaram.They take Me only as the body just as they conclude that they
are themselves nothing more than their bodies. And they impute the limitations of the
body such as, mortality, etc., to dtmd and conclude that they are mortal, subject to all the
limitations that the body is subject to. In fact so intimate is this orientation that no
difference is seen whatsoever between the body and dtmd. The lot of the physical body
is one's own lot. It becomes so ridiculous that you can even say, 'I am white,' 'I am
black,' etc. At least if you say 'I am fat,' or 'I am tall,' you are describing the body. But
when you say 'I am white' you are talking about the pigment of the epidermis and
equating it to yourself. This ridiculous state is achieved, because you happen to be in this
physical body, and you take it as yourself. In doing so, you neglect ParameSvara.By
neglecting Paramesvara,you only neglect yourself.
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HOW NEGLECTING ISVARA IS NEGLECTING ONESELF
If you say that you have other things to do, all of them are only to become the
Lord. You try to manipulate the world, to be in control. You want to be ISvara-because
you are Isvara in reality. But you find that you are helpless and some theologies will tell
you that you are eternally helpless, eternally imperfect and therefore, you need the Lord's
grace to gain some beatitude. You accept it because you are convinced that you are
helpless. But still you have a desire to control because you happen to be identical with
ihvara, who controls the whole creation. Therefore, what you really want is to be
yourself. You neglect yourself and you want to be yourself in the sense that the very
thing you neglect is what you want to be. That is why I say the reality of yourself is not
simply metaphysical. It is a value. Here reality and the value are identical. You want to
be free, freedom is the reality. You want to be happy, happiness is the reality-of
yourself. That is why this moksa-pravrtti is entirely different. It is not a philosophical
pursuit. It is a life pursuit, a pursuit that gives meaning to life. The purpose of any
pursuit is to become free from a sense of lack and the truth is that I am already free. If I
do not recognise that and continue trying to be that, I can never succeed. With this
limited body and mind I try to be free from a sense of lack. And what I am I neglect
entirely.
Bhagavan says, 'I am the one who is seated in this human body, highly
worshipful and the one everybody is seeking. And these people do not seek Me at all.'
What they should seek they are neglecting. This is the wonder, dScarya, of mdyd. The
one who obtains in this human form was said by Sahkara to be always free from any
type of karma, or ignorance, and therefore, ever liberated, nityaSuddha-buddha-mukta-svabhdva. It is he, that ever liberated one, Bhagavdn says,
who does not recognise Bhagavan as the truth of himself.
He disregards Me, not knowing my param bhava, this limitless nature, which is
identical to one's self and, which is Isvara, the Lord of all beings. Then what do they
seek in life? Only Me. Not recognising themselves, they begin seeking Me like the tenth
man' or the pauper who is really a prince.' The whole problem is one of ignorance.
SOnce ten people crossed a river. And to start with they were worried if the river will carry
them away in its flow. Therefore when they reached the other bank, they wanted to see if
all of them had crossed over safely and so, the leader of the group started counting the
people present. He forgot to count himself and got the figure of nine. Immediately panic set
in in the group that the tenth man was lost. Everybody started wailing and weepung over
the loss of the tenth man. The leader was searching here and there for the lost tenth man

not realisingthat he was himself the tenth man. At this point there came a wise man and
he saw the confusion and panic and asked them what the problem was. And when he was
told that the tenth man was missing, he immedialtely saw what their problem was. He
asked the leader to count again and when he counted nine he pointed out the fact the
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NECESSITY FOR SRADDHA AND GRACE

Suppose someone is ignorant of an object. He insists, for instance, that charcoal
cannot become a diamond. I can perhaps educate him and show him how it becomes a
diamond. I can make him understand because it is an object. But if a person is ignorant
of himself, while all that he seeks-freedom, happiness, freedom from agitation, etc.happens to be himself, how will I arrest this person's attention? How am I going to show
him himself? This is not possible unless he has sraddha that the self revealed in the
sdstra does exist. The recognition of that self is possible only when you first recognise it
as asti. Sraddha is indispensable because you cannot stumble upon this particular fact.
You can stumble upon something other than yourself but not yourself.
If someone does not recognise the possibility of such a fact, he cannot accept that
the self is free from any sense of limitation. That is why it is always said that if a person
has an affinity for non-duality, it is only because of the grace of the Lord, isvaraanugrahdteva pumsdm advaita-vasand.

Out of the sheer despair of his helplessness in manipulating situations, a person
can perhaps become a kind of bhakta. But even this much recognition requires ISvara's
grace. A person in distress can remain in distress and just become desperate. He need not
resort to ISvara. It is not necessarily true that someone in distress will become a devotee;
he can become mentally ill. If he becomes a devotee, it is only by some grace.
But to recognise that I am the whole requires not just some grace; it requires
extraordinary grace because what I seek is not an ordinary thing. It is advaita, it is
myself. Even if it is told, without grace, it will not capture a person's attention. But if that
grace is there, it rings true even when he hears it for the first time. That is due to
samskdra. Why should he have that samskdra? We say it is purely due to the grace of

leader himself was the tenth man he was searching. Then all his problem of fear, sorrow,
et., of losing the tenth man were all gone. The problem is the same when one seeks fullness
not knowing that fullness is one's own nature. And when the problem is due to ignorance,
the only solution to the problem is knowledge.
1Once a king was attacked by his enemy and was killed in the battle and his son who was
an infant was immediately sent away with a trusted servant so, that his life could be
saved. He grew up in some small town living on alms and grew up to be a young man. By
this time the loyalists of the old king had overthrown the enemy and now came searching
for the lost prince. They found him living as a pauper on the streets. They looked for all the
necessary evidence and were satisfied that he was indeed their lost prince and told him so,.
Now this prince, who thinks of himself as a pauper, what does he have to do to become the
prince? He has to do nothing. He simply has to know that he is in reality a prince. When
the problem is one of ignorance the only solution is knowledge.
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ISvara. Everyone knows he is not the whole. You need no knowledge for that. But it
takes a lot of knowledge to recognise one's identity with the whole. For this, necessarily,
you require grace.
Without that grace they disregard Me who is the self of everyone, and are
destroyed. Sarkara says they are lowly people. Even though they were given a thinking
faculty, they did not use it. In the next verse Bhagavan describes such people.
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moghdad moghakarmdino moghajiidnd vicetasah
rdksasimasurimcaiva prakrtim mohinim Sritdh
ftip\: moghddh -

those of vain hopes;

Verse 12

'-ftrj-qr: mogha-karminah-

those of

fruitless actions; Ts-wTrr: mogha-jidndh - those of useless knowledge; fc-Rig:
vicetasah - who have no discrimination; WrTq ca eva - indeed; Ti4*r
aiTir
-TIR^^

71-R5h

rdksasim asurim mohinim prakrtim1 -

the deluding dispositions of

rdkasas and asura; I-TT: Sritah - (they) resort to
Those of vain hopes, of fruitless actions and useless knowledge, who
have no discrimination, indeed resort to the deluding dispositions of
rdksasa and asura.

Moghd&dh are those whose hopes are vain idle dreams. Or it can be taken as those
who have wasted their grace. It takes a certain grace to be born a human being but that
grace is wasted if they have not used their will properly.
WITHOUT UNDERSTANDING, ALL ACTIONS ARE FRUITLESS
Mogha-karmendh are those whose actions are fruitless. All the karmas they do
are fruitless because they have not done them for antah-karana-suddhi,preparing them
for dtma-jiina.Since the end is not very clear to them, the karmas they do are useless.
They are, in other words, not karmayogis, mumuksus, who do karma to be released
from the hold of likes and dislikes, rdga-dvesas, so that they can recognise that dtmd is
param brahma. For such mumuksus everything becomes meaningful because there is
an end in view. Marriage is meaningful, family is meaningful. Anything and everything
is an ddrama, a stage in life and therefore, meaningful. Whereas the actions of people of
Here we have combined the words together to get the proper meaning of the entire phrase.
The meaning of the individualwords are as follows.
'dft: asurlprakrtih W 1Tc::ftrdksasi prakrtih - the disposition of a raksasa; 3Tt
the dispositionof an asura;4li1 mohini -that which deludes
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vain hopes such as, 'I will do this and I will get this result, etc.,' become meaningless in
the final analysis. There are some results; but they are ultimately fruitless, because their
hope, which is to be full, is not fulfilled-all because of not recognising Isvara as atma.
THEY HAVE EDUCATION BUT NOT ITS REAL RESULT, MATURITY
Mogha-jfianah are those who have education, even scholarship, but no maturity
and so, no recognition of Parametvara.Education should make you mature enough to
recognise Isvara. It is a part of growing up. We do not pursue something just because
our ancestors did it. The hope is that one day you will ask the question, 'What am I
doing?' Then you become alive to what you are doing. Otherwise it is a simple routine,
within a structure. And any structure gives you a false sense of security because it has no
real content. Yet if the structure is not there, you will fall apart. So, in a structured
society you can grow well, but if you fall apart without it, you have not grown at all. One
has to grow so that he can step into any structure and be a complete person.
Education is supposed to do that, not just make you a bread-winner. Even animals
are able to find their food and shelter without any schooling. People have lived for ages
in the jungles and mountains without any education at all. And they not only lived, they
became great-great-great-grand parents and produced such sophisticated people as us.
Without modem medicine and technology, they lived adequately enough to keep this
population growing. To find food and shelter, you do not require language, culture,
music and so on. You do not require anything that you were not born with.
The education you have should make you recognise Isvara, not just as someone
sitting somewhere but as the truth of yourself. Without that, any knowledge a person has
is useless because it has not made him mature.
WITHOUT MATURITY, THINKING AND BEHAVIOR ARE DELUDED
Vicetasah: These people under discussion, with the knowledge they have, are
vicetasah, people who have no viveka. They cannot discern what is proper and
improper, dharma and adharma, leave alone atma and andtmd. They are not able to
interpret, in a given situation, what is right. Anything convenient is right. So, what
happens to them? They resort to the dispositions of rdksasas and asuras-rdksasim
asurim caiva mohinim prakrtimn ritah (bhavanti).

A rdksasa has a predominance of rajoguna.He has a lot of ambition, which fuels
a great deal of activity and vainfulness. In the process of fulfilling all his ambitions he
destroys anything or anybody that becomes an obstruction because his aim is so
important to him. That is a rdksasa. In the business world there are many raksasas. The
corporate raksasa will destroy anybody. He will buy up and assimilate any small rival
anywhere. There is no consideration for another life, for another's happiness and so on.
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This kind of behaviour is called raksasa-prakrti.It is all because of non-recognition of

Isvara.
Or he is an asura, one whose make-up is predominantly tamas. Such people will
eat or drink anything. There are no rules at all. I knew one person who collected his
yoghurt for ten days and kept it on the window sill. The whole building had such a foul
smell that we thought there was a dead rat somewhere. Then we found this yoghurt and
asked him what it was for. He was fermenting it for his own consumption! That is called
tamas.
Bhagavan says that this type of prakrti, behaviour, is mohini, it makes you more
deluded. Sakkara says, they resort to and advocate complete identity of the body with
the self. In their vision, the body and the self are one and the same. When the body is
gone, I am gone. When the body is OK, I am OK. Therefore, all you need to do is
pamper the body left and right. Feed the senses as long as you can, because they are not
going to last. The 70-year old neighbour cannot see, cannot hear, and cannot eat-he
cannot do anything. Therefore, make hay while the sun shines; you do not get a second
chance. This is their argument. It has no sense at all. The word mohini added to the word
prakrti makes it to mean more than a mere disposition. They have a philosophy to
support their disposition, which is, in turn, a product of their own disposition. It is a
philosophy created by a mind that has a predominance of tamas or rajas. Sometimes
they even become religious heads and cult leaders. Cults come up wherever and
whenever there is no vicdra, no inquiry, no thinking.
Or they can be simple people who do not want to or cannot think. That is why
people should be encouraged to think. If you can educate a person to think properly that
is the greatest gift you can give. Anything less is not enough because he then requires
further consultation. If you give advice, you will have to give it again. Make them think
and discover. That is how people grow.
Sankara says a few things about the dispositions of those of the raksasasand the
asuras. He describes their lifestyles as follows: They say, 'chindhi, slay him, bhindhi,
cut him.' In other words, 'Destroy him. Do anything you have to-shoot him, knock him
out, level him out-but finish him off.' Then, 'piba, drink-anything, whatever it is.
Even if it is fermented, drink it.' Then, khdda, eat anything-anything crawling, flying,
walking, swimming-anything that is available. Just eat it.' Vegetarian food is not what
is meant here because that is very natural, svdbhavika. Then they say, 'Rob the other
fellow's property, parasvam apahara-dowhatever you have to, to get somebody's
wealth, somebody's land.' This is similar to robbing somebody of their property and then
calling oneself a pioneer. Others are all immigrants, aliens, but you are a pioneer. This is
amazing to me. It is better to say we immigrated here because we wanted land. We came
here and took what we could get. That is being honest and is better than calling ourselves
pioneers.
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These are the types of actions they do and these are also the topics of their
conversations. These are the words you hear in an assembly of raksasas or asuras.
Among themselves they talk of their accomplishments in terms of how many people they
destroyed, how powerful they have become, what they are eating and what ornaments
they have, etc. If you analyse the topic of any of their conversations it will be one of
these. Their activities are cruel. And they are destroying themselves because they are
incapable of using the grace they have.
The grace is viveka. You must tap it and make use of it, otherwise it becomes
wasted grace. This is a most deluding prakrti, disposition and to get out of it is very
difficult. You need all the grace you can get.
SRADDHA IS WHAT MAKES THE DIFFERENCE IN BEHAVIOUR
They are not able to recognise Me because they have no Araddha. This is a very
important connection to make. In mimamsd, there is a rule that if you fail to do certain
enjoined daily rituals and duties, you incur papa-akaranepratyavdyah. They have
some basis for this contention. But then you cannot say that a karma not done can
produce a result. An action produces a result, not a non-action. If not doing an action
produces a result, why should you ever do an action? It is against all the laws of karma.
So, akaranepratyavdyah is not to be taken literally. Although not performing an action
does not incur papa, it does create a vacuum, which can be filled by wrong actions,
which will attract papa. The idea is that when you do not do the right thing, it will not
take long for you to do something wrong because you cannot remain inactive. That is
why one must do the right thing.
But what if there is no natural tendency, samskdra, to do what is right? That is
where sraddha comes in. Doing the right thing implies not only common sense but
much more here because we are talking about religious duties too. Therefore, you require
sraddha in the fstra in order to appreciate punya-papa, what is to be done and what is
not to be done. With graddha, there is a greater possibility of doing the right thing. Even
though a person may still do wrong things, he is committed to doing the right thing.
Otherwise, he becomes a person of vain hopes and useless activity-moghaddh
moghakarmanah. That is the reference Bhagavan makes here, when he says that the
people who have no sraddha in the sdstra totally disregard him. If they disregard
Bhagavan, what will they regard? If they do not regard the gastra there is no punya or
papa for them. Therefore, they become moghaddh moghakarmanah. This is how the
concept of akaranepratyavayah becomes meaningful.

SRADDHA ALONE IS NOT ENOUGH, VIVEKA IS ALSO REQUIRED
Now Bhagavan talks about those, on the other hand, who have sraddha. But
sraddha alone is not enough because it can induce one to perform karmas only for
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achieving results in this world or later. That means the problem is not clear. They have
sraddhd alright, but they perform rituals etc., to amass punya, which can be encashed in
the future. And all those results are finite, anitya. But then, they are satisfied with finitd
results. They do not think beyond that; Such people, even though they have Araddha, are
interested only in dharma, artha and kdma. They are working for a better situation in
the next world or the next birth. They are not interested in moksa.
A mumuksu also has sraddha. Along with sraddha, he also has viveka. He has

the viveka to seek moksa. Sahkara says here that this verse is referring to those who are
engaged in the pursuit of moksa. Of the four types of devotees, these are the jijiisus.
They recognise atma as existent, asti, and have discerned the fundamental problem.
Their whole pursuit is for freedom, moksa. And it is a pursuit characterised by a
committed devotion to the Lord, whom they are seeking to know, or whose grace they
are seeking. Seeking grace is the initial step. You go one step further when you seek to
know.
umIrqITqIIIf

Tr-- .di• rF;Alm II

mahdtmdnastu mam pdrtha daivim prakrtimdAritdh
bhajantyananyamanasojidtvd bhatddimavyayam

Verse 13

t

pdrtha -Arjuna;
'RmlrHR:
- mahdtmdnah tu - those of noble heart on the other
hand; 3T•Il-RT:F: ananya-manasah- being totally committed; WMT
fdq••R aifTm:
daivim prakrtim asritah - being given to a spiritual disposition; TTP mim - Me;
avyayam - one
bhUtddim - the cause of all beings and elements; 31Tq4
qd"R1

who is not subject to destruction;
seek

iRiT jiidtvd -

knowing;

iPE bhajanti - they

Arjuna, those of noble heart, on the other hand, who are given to a
spiritual disposition, knowing Me as the imperishable cause of all beings
and elements and being totally committed to Me, seek Me.
Mahdtmdnah tu, on the other hand the mahdtmas, seek Me. A person whose

mind is big, whose heart is imbued with love and compassion is called a mahatmd. That
is why all sddhus are called mahdtmds. A sddhu is a person whose practice is to help
others, parakdryam sdahnoti. He does not harm anybody and whenever possible, he
will help another person. Helping is natural to him because he is moved by compassion.
That person is a srdhu, a mahatma.

Pdrtha, Arjuna, they, have a disposition, which is very different from the
previous ones we have seen. The word tu, whereas, here distinguishes them from those
others we saw in the previous verse.
H iG Vol III - 10
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And these mahatmds are daiulm prakrtim diritdh-they are people who are
given to a disposition in which sattva is predominant. These three prakrtis,which he
only mentions by name here as raksasi,dsurl and daivi, he will later take as topics and
elaborate upon. Daivl means that which is connected to deva, the Lord. So, they have
godly dispositions in which sattva is predominant. It consists of dama, self control, and
other qualifications as well as faith in oneself and in the Aistra. Until you know, you
require this Araddhd.
SRADDHA AND VIVEKA WORK TOGETHER

This sraddha is different from a faith, which remains with you till death and
because of which you hope to reach heaven etc. In Veddnta, faith in the Sdstra is only
pending discovery. Until you discover, you assume it is right. It is a presumption but it is
highly desirable.
When someone says you are dnanda, the whole, the centre of the entire creation
and free from all limitations, that is the most desirable. It is exactly what you want to be.
That is why you struggle to prove yourself. To whom do you want to prove yourself? In
fact only to yourself. Even if you say it is to someone else, it is only because, if in his
opinion you are acceptable, then you are acceptable to yourself. That only means in your
own estimation you are nobody. Because the limitations are obvious. If you look at
yourself through those limitations, naturally you have to prove yourself. And any attempt
is not going to remove limitations. No matter what you achieve, though it can give you a
healthy self-esteem, it cannot resolve your sense of limitation. The limited person
continues to be limited. That is why a proverb in Tamil says that if your finger swells,
there is a limit to how enlarged it can get. It is not going to swell to the size of a
pumpkin. Whatever you accomplish, it is always going to be limited. If I am already
limited, a few more limited embellishments do not make me free from a sense of
limitation. Any attempt by a limited individual will definitely be found wanting.
These people who have a disposition characterised by self-control and
compassion, seek Me. What kind of Me?
They seek Me who is the cause of all living beings-bhitddim mdm. Bhitddi
means that which is at the beginning of all elements. Beginning is the cause; so, bhiltddi
is the one who is the cause of this world. When he says, bhiitdi, the cause of this entire
world, you can think that it has undergone a change. Once upon a time there was
Brahman but now Brahman has become the world. If that is so, only the world is there;
there is no Brahman.
To make it clear that it is not like that, he says, avyayam, changeless. The cause
does not really undergo any change to become the world; the change is apparent.
Brahman, the cause of the whole creation, retains its nature because the change is
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purely in terms of nama-rzpa; it is mithyd. When the creation is mithy4, it requires
only a cause that does not subject itself to any change.
Bhutidim avyayam mdm jfituv

bhajanti-knowing Me as the imperishable

cause of the creation, they seek Me. How do they know Bhagavdn in this way?
Knowing here is only indirect knowledge, paroksa-jiiana,from the sdstra and the
teacher. Once they have that much knowledge, in order to understand it, they seek.
And their seeking is not a part-time affair. These people are ananya-manasah,
their minds are not distracted by anything else. Through viveka they have lost interest in
dharma-artha-kdmaand because of samskdra they seek moksa. Their disposition is

one of self-control and compassion and they have trust in the words of the teacher and
the shstra. Their mumuksutva is the result of all their prayers.
THE COMMITMENT OF A SEEKER
Here a question can be asked. If this pursuit is to be done without distraction, what
am I to do if I am a family person who has to run a household? As a mother or a father,
should I pursue Veddnta or take care of my children? Whether you pursue this
knowledge alone or pursue it along with fulfilling your duties, what counts is your
commitment. If commitment is there, whatever you do, this pursuit will not go. It is
something like a person who is in love. He is not going to think of his beloved by
appointment. If his whole day is scheduled, one of the items in his schedule is not going
to be thinking of his beloved. When someone is in love, he is consumed by that love.
Whether he is doing his job or not, his love is not affected. That is called seeking,
mumuksd, and is what is meant here by being a person who is an ananya-manas.
Saikara says such people are not selfish. They don't subscribe to this 'Me and
Mine' philosophy. And they knowingly pursue. It is not simply because someone else
whom he respects did it and he is just following in his footsteps. If you follow a beaten
track, of course, you won't get lost; that is the beauty of it. But here the path is proper
inquiry and if you properly cover all that is to be covered, you cannot but see. Like in
arithmetic, if all the steps are followed, the answer must follow. If it is an improper
answer, there must be a mistake in the steps. You retrace the steps and correct the
mistake. But the correct answer is always the same and certain. That is the track of
knowledge. And therefore, knowing full well what they are seeking, they pursue. How
do they seek ISuara?
This is explained further by two more verses.
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satatam kirtayanto mam yatantascad.rdhavratdh
namasyantascamam bhaktyd nityayukta updsate

Verse 14

ghr WrF #icA : mdm satatam kirtayantah-

those who are always
appreciating/inquiring into Me; 'WRd: - yatantah ca - and making the necessary
qT
ldiT: drdhavratdh - those whose commitment is firm; 'RIf:
efforts;
namasyantah ca mdm - and those who remain surrendered to Me; ntiTJ
with devotion; IrThl: nityayukthh - who are always united to Me;
- they seek Me

bhaktyd FR*iupdsate

Those who are always appreciating Me and making the necessary efforts,
whose commitment is firm and who remain surrendered to Me with
devotion, who are always united to Me (with a prayerful heart), seek Me.
Satatam kirtayantah mdm-always appreciating the glories of Me,
Paramesvara.They always see and appreciate Isvara's glory. And his glory is not
ordinary. All beings, all things have their being in him but he is free from all of them; he
does not depend upon them for his existence. This is a wondrous thing. He does not
undergo any change and at the same time is the whole creation; he does not do anything
and at the same time is the creator, sustainer and destroyer of all creation. This is
Paramesvara'sglory. And this they appreciate and-praise. The word kirtayantah can
also mean vicdrayantah, those who are always enquiring into livara by sravana,
manana, and nididhydsana. Who are the people who do this?-yatantah,those who

make the necessary efforts. What are the efforts here?
THE EFFORTS REQUIRED
Sravana and manana are not enough. They have to be backed up by the right
kind of mind; because it is the kind of mind you have that really accounts for knowledge.
A mature mind is necessary and is expressed here by the word yatantah,those who take
care of their minds properly. How? Sahkara paraphrases the word yatantah with the
statement-indriyopasamhra-ama-dama-da-yd-ahimsddi-laksnaih
following
dharmaih prayatantah. This is a very clear definition of a sannydsi.

Indriya-upasamhdrra,means resolution of the sense pursuits, not acting upon one's
fancies. Naturally this implies dama at the physical level and gama at the mental level.
One has to have mastery over mechanical ways of thinking and the various moods etc.,
to which one is subjected. Instead of coming under the spell of thinking patterns, you are
able to see through them, you have a say over them in the sense that you refuse to be led
away by them. You do not act upon them. For this you must have an insight about
yourself and also certain qualities, which are necessary to enjoy this mastery like Aama,
mastery over the mind, dayd, compassion, and ahimsd, non-injury. All these show the
maturity of the person. Compassion can be natural or cultivated. Here it is cultivated
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compassion because he is making effort, yatna. He tries to be compassionate and
whenever he lacks compassion, looks into what it takes to be compassionate. There is a
conscious attempt to maintain this compassion.
Compassion is mentioned again and again by Sahkara because compassion
towards all living beings is a vow that all sannyasis take. Ahims, not deliberately
hurting another living being, is the greatest vow taken by a sannyasi at the time of
sannyasa. This is the one that characterises him most. All other things like amnnitva,
adambhitva, drjava,l should also be there because they are all necessary for the
maturity of the antah-karana required to gain this knowledge. Therefore, the word
yatantah refers to those who are making effort to accomplish these virtues.
That is why Bhagavan uses the word yatantah here. A sannyasi is called a yati,

the one who makes effort. He has two things to do. One is the pursuit of knowledge, the
other is making effort to mature emotionally if he has to. He commits himself to ahimsa
and then lives day to day, moment to moment. Any vedanti becomes an adhikdri only
when he lives life one day at a time. Otherwise Vedanta does not work. You plan only
for one day. Even a plan for the future is only today's plan. Tomorrow you are ready to
revise it. That is the life of a vedanti. Naturally there is a certain effort, yatna, for
gaining the qualification, adhikaritva,and the pursuit of listening to the idstra and so
on.
IMPORTANCE OF COMMITMENT
And they are those whose commitment is firm-drdhavratdh.Many people are
very enthusiastic in the beginning, and then quietly withdraw. But those who are
drdhavratas undertake their pursuits with a commitment. Once they undertake
something, they commit themselves to it and pursue unless the evidence is totally against
it. The moment you see things are not going well for you, you again study your course.
What are you heading for? Is it worthwhile? If not, sometimes you have to withdraw and
re-equip yourself and then start again. When you make a commitment, always make it
small and then do better than what you have committed yourself to. Otherwise we create
unnecessary pressures upon ourselves and feel defeated all the time. Drdhavratashere,
however, are the people who are committed to omksa; so, there is no changing the goal.
Vrata is generally translated as vow. Here it is not exactly a vow but a
commitment. You take a vow to accomplish a particular task. But here, a total change is
required. They are committed to the parama-purusdrthacalled moksa. So, the other
three purusdrthas,dharma,artha and kama do not assail them. That is why in the 13th
Chapter of the Gitd, while enumerating the qualities that are to be cultivated by a
the capacity to see
mumuksu, the Lord himself mentions tattva-jiina-artha-darsana,
SRefer to verse 7 and 8, chapter 13
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the truth of this knowledge as unfolded by the idstra, as the last of the qualities. These
people cultivate an understanding of the fact that the result of the knowledge is moksa.
That means they have purusdrtha-niscaya;that is, what they really seek in life, is very
clear for them. Then the pursuit gains a direction and anything they do becomes highly
meaningful. Because they understand that moksa is the result of tattua-jhiana,they have
jjijids. It is not merely a desire for moksa without direction. They know for sure that
the moksa they seek is in terms of the knowledge of the self alone and nothing else.
The entire pursuit is going to be determined by how clear you are about what you
are seeking. If the human end is very clear to you, you have a direction. The knowledge
and everything else involved, becomes something that you love only when this
purusdrtha-niscayais there. If the understanding of moksa is hazy, there will be a lot
of problems. That is why the purusdrtha-niscayais mentioned as one of the values for
jhdna. Since he has said adhyatma-jiiana,knowledge for which the subject matter is
atmd, you can conclude that understanding the atmd-as a sinner, or as anything else
for that matter-is adhydtma-jdlina. To avoid that, tattva-jhina-artha-darSanais a

very important value. This is the clear understanding that knowledge of myself is
liberation. It also includes the understanding that nothing else is required. With the help
of the gruti and through my own vicara in keeping with the sruti, I realise that any
pursuit is going to be limited. This is anityatva-nidcaya, which results in a certain
dispassion, vairdgya, and the understanding that self-knowledge is the only way out.
That kind of understanding of the purusdrtha makes them drdhavratas.They give up
everything because they are free from the three types of desires-for progeny, security,
and a better situation in the hereafter. They live a life of a mendicant only for dtmajiidna, for moksa. They are called drdhavratas.

GRACE IS NEEDED
In all this, the grace of ISvara is important. Therefore, Lord Krsna says here,
'mam bhaktya namasyantah-theseare the people who have surrendered to Me with

devotion. The whole pursuit is done only in an atmosphere of devotion. In such an
atmosphere you cannot claim credit for any achievement because you recognise so many
limitations. Namasyantah are those who surrender, who have a prayerful heart in their
pursuit.
People surrender to different things. Some surrender to money, converting it to
Isuara in the form of Laksmi or Kubera. They surrender to varieties of things according
to their ends they seek, their own likes and dislikes and their vicdra. It is all dependent
upon their level of maturity. But here, Sahkara says that they surrender to the self, the
dtma, the one who is the Lord, isa, of the intellect. They surrender to that atmd alone
because they have placed all they have at the altar ofparamdtma. That is the thing to be
understood.
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Or we can take it that they have surrendered to the Lord who is the creator,
sustainer, and destroyer of the entire world, invoking his grace. l6vara's grace is here, as
is your own grace and the grace of the s4stra and the guru. Pursuing Idvara in an
atmosphere of bhakti is very important. That is why it is not an academic pursuit. Nor is
it a purely religious pursuit because there is so much vicara, inquiry, involved. You are
enquiring into the words and their meanings. So, it implies grammar, logic, and so on. It
looks very academic but the whole pursuit is value oriented. It is a pursuit in an
atmosphere of surrender, bhakti. That is why you cannot separate religion from this
pursuit. Even though it is not a set of beliefs, but something that has to be understood,
then too, Ivara's grace is necessary here. So, Bhagavan says that these people
surrender to Me with devotion and seek Me with a prayerful heart-namasyantahca
mdm bhaktyd updsate.
To recognise Isvara as karma-phala-data, the giver of the fruits of action and
karma-adhyaksa, the one who presides over all karmas is bhakti. Any possibility of
action is because of Isvara. So, at both levels, i.e., at level of doing the karma and at the
level of receiving the results, you have an appreciation of Isvara.
ONLY ABIDING DEVOTION IS ADEQUATE
This bhakti is abiding for those who are bhaktya nityayukth--those who are

always connected to Me with their abiding devotion. By dehall-dipa-nydya,' the words
mam bhaktyd can be connected to both namasyantah and nityayuktdh. Thus the Lord
says that these people are always committed to me with devotion. Being so, they
meditate upon Me. This is said to point out that only a bhakti, which is lasting is
adequate.
Bhakti can be sporadic, like the Amatdna-vairdgya. When somebody dies and the
bereaved goes to the cremation ground, Smahdna, he develops a vairdgya towards his
pursuits in life. He realises that all that he had worked so hard for, he cannot carry with
him and begins to wonder as to what the real meaning of life is. He becomes a great
seeker-until he goes home and sees the Wall Street Journal. All his vairigya
disappears. Now immediately he begins to think about how to increase his wealth. It was
just a temporary vairdgya. Such a quest for the real purpose of one's life occurs in
everybody's head but it is not pursued. Similarly one can have a flame of devotion but it
can get extinguished because of inadequate understanding.
This prayerful attitude mentioned here is born of understanding. If the
understanding is vague, the devotion is subject to waning and waxing. That is why the
Dehali-dipa-nydyais the analogy of a lamp placed on the threshold. It casts its light both
inside and outside of the, house. Similarly here the words mdm bhaktya goes with both the
words.
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Lord says, bhaktyd nityayuktah, those who are endowed with a lasting devotion. Their
devotion is for the sake of gaining the knowledge of lvara. Previously it was said that
there are four types of devotees, the one in distress, the one who wants to achieve
something, and the third one, the jijhasu. It is the jijhisu who is being talked about
here. These mumuksus, jijiidsus, who are nityayuktas, want to know the truth of

livara because the SAstra says that 1ivara is everything.
Thus the Lord says, 'They worship Me, they seek Me.' How? He describes in the
next verse.
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jiinayajienacapyanye yajanto mdmupdsate
ekatvena prthaktvena bahudhd visvatomukham
3T-- -

f3T anye ca api -

the ritual of knowledge;

and there are others too; w•F-iT

Verse 15
jiidna-yajifena -

'•TT: yajantah - worshipping; ITR mdm - Me;

with
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TEe T
ekatvena - as one;
who is many faceted; --h•
bahudha - in many ways; 3mý updsate (and) as distinct; gI

visvatomukham prthaktvena -

they worship
In many ways-as one and as distinct-they worship Me as the one who
is many faceted.
FOR OTHERS, KNOWLEDGE IS THE ONLY RITUAL
Anye, others; they are other than those who are moghagdh moghakarmdnah.

They are of a spiritual disposition, daivim prakrtim asritah, and of noble heart,
mahatmanah.

And these people, worship Me through the ritual of knowledge-jiina-yajilena
yajantah mim upasate. Knowledge alone is the ritual for these people. And the object
of this knowledge is Bhagavan. A sannydsi does not perform rituals. When he
renounces all his connections to the society, he also renounces rituals like agnihotra and
so on, which are prescribed for the Vedic society. He has some other karmas but they
are purely contemplative like a japa revealing the nature of atma. The yajila done by a
sannydsi who has given up all rituals is purely for the pursuit ofjhina. Just because he
does not perform rituals, do not think he is not a bhakta. He worships Me by invoking
Me in the form of the pursuit of knowledge. His yajia is nothing but jiina.
Mdm viuvatomukham updsate means they worship Me of many faces. I am the
cause of everything, both the maker and the material, nimitta and upadana.Therefore, I
am also the product. I am the five elements, paiica-bhutas and their products,
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paiicabhautikas,I am everything you see-the clouds, the sun, the moon, and all the
devatds like Indra, Varuna and Bfhaspati. Bhagavdn will elaborate on all this later.

But he has already pointed out, 'Everything has its being in Me, yet I am free from all
these beings. Look at My glory, Iguara'sglory-matsthdni sarva-bhiutdnina ca aham
tesu avasthitah;na ca matsthdni bhitani pagya me yogam aisvaram." This is how
hIvara is viguatomukha. Updsate means they seek Me through Sravana, manana and
nididhyasana.
How do they seek Me? Ekatvena prthaktvena. Ekatuena, as the one who is in the

form of everything and also prthaktuena, as one who is distinct from everything. When
the Lord says, 'All beings have their being in Me-matsthsni sarva-bhitani,'there is a
distinction drawn between the self and not-self, dtma-anatma-bheda.So too when it is
said, 'All this is only Brahman-sarvamkhalvidam brahma,' and then, 'All this is to

be envisioned as the Lord--lAavsyam idam sarvam.' Here, there is the creation, jagat,
and at the same time, there is the vastu, which they recognise distinctly. When one
contemplates in this manner it is said, 'prthaktvenaupdsate.'
Now, look at this with reference to yourself. You are free from all thoughts-from
memory, from a piece of knowledge, from any particular thought form. But no thought is
free from you. That means you understand a thought as a name and form, ndma-ripa,
non-separate from the vastu. The ndma-riipa is exactly what we call creation, srsti. I
am distinct, prthak, from nama-rupa but ndma-rupa is not distinct from Me, is not
independent of Me. B is A, A is not B. Therefore, a given ndma-riipais not dtme. One
has to understand satya and mithyd properly. Only then is the understanding complete.
Therefore, they worship Me, both ekatuena and prthaktvena, as everything and as one
distinct from everything.
It is said that they worship Isvara as one who is present in various forms,
visvatomukha. What are those forms? In one sentence you can say, I am everythingeverything is born of Me, sustained by Me, and goes back into Me. That is indeed
Brahman. Or you can say it severally-I am the sun, I am the moon, I am space, I am
time, I am the cause, I am the effect. You can repeat the entire dictionary or you can
name a few things in order to understand. To simply say I am everything can be
dangerous in that it can be understood in a very shallow manner. So, we sometimes go
into the details. Not everything has to be mentioned but sufficient details are necessary to
understand sarvatmatva properly. That is why we have this five-elemental,
paiicabhautikamodel. Still, a few details are given in this and in the next chapter.
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aham kraturahamyajilah svadhahamahamausadham
hutam
mantr'ohamahamevajyamahamagniraham

3TIaR T:

aham kratuh -

worship; aT.

-TIT

I am the ritual; s3Tq

aham svadha -

Verse 16

ZlT: aham yajiiah -

I am the food that is offered;

I am the

3·w34lT aham

ausadham- I am food in general; s3TrT-.: aham mantrah - I am the chants; 3T•W
7- 31TFRP aham eva djyam - I alone am the ghee; a3Tq 3•r: aham agnih - I am
the ritual fire; a
lqT aham hutam - I am the oblation

I am the ritual; I am the worship; I am the food that is offered; I am food
in general; I am the chants, I alone am the ghee; I am the ritual fire; I am
the oblation.
HOW BHAGAVAN IS EVERYTHING INVOLVED IN KARMA
In this verse, Bhagavdn reveals that he is every aspect of the ritual. Since a Vedic
ritual is the most exalted karma, by saying he is that ritual, he is naturally every other
kind of karma and anything associated with it.
When you invoke Isvara as a particular devatd, like Indra or Varuna, you first
light a fire and into it you offer certain oblations, which are to go to the devati. This is
called a yajiia. In a jahna-yajiia, you invoke livara alone because every part of the
karma is non-separate from isvara. The fire is Isvara, the ritual is Igvara, the offering
is Isvara, the one who performs it is Isvara, and what you accomplish by that ritual is
also Isvara. That is ajidna-yajiia.As we saw in the fourth chapter, when it was said,
brahmdrpanam brahmahavih brahmignau brahmand hutam,' the language is

ritualistic but the vision is jhidna. The arpana,that by which you offer an oblation, the
ladle etc., is Brahman, what is offered, the ghee, havis, is also Brahman, where it is
offered, the fire, agni, is Brahman, by whom it is offered, the kartd also is Brahman.
When you know that Brahman is akartd, there is no karta, then the result that is
accomplished by this kind of yajiia, i.e., jiina is also Brahman. And the one who
accomplishes it sees Brahman in all situations. By understanding that Isvara is
everything, all karmas become TIvara. This is what is meant when we say, 'Whatever I
do, it is all offered to you, O! Lord-yat yat karma karomi tat tat akhilam Aambho

tava arddhanam.' That can be an attitude or a vision. If it is an attitude, it is bhakti. If
it is a vision, then it is jiina,the discovery that everything is Isvara. Here Bhagavdn
points out that no ritual is free from himself.
The Lord says 'aham kratuh aham yajiiah. Both kratu and yajiia mean ritual.

So, we have to make a distinction here between the two. Yajia is a word you can use
loosely. Anything, even eating is a yajina. But kratu is always Srauta or
SGlta - 4-24
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vaidika-karma, enjoined by or known through the Veda. Lord Krsna says, 'aham
kratuh, I am the very vaidika ritual and therefore, by doing the vaidika ritual you are
invoking Me. But if you understand Me, you have understood all vaidika rituals. Then
you need not accomplish what can be accomplished by the vaidika rituals. That is the
whole idea. Because the Lord says, 'I am the yajha,' after saying, 'I am the kratu,'
Sarikara says yajiia here means smarta-karma,any pij4 or offering. This is a form of
worship, which is not enjoined by the Veda but is sanctioned by the secondary books
that support the sruti, called smrti-granthas. Even the Gita is considered to be a
smrti-grantha. So are works written by informed and qualified people about things
based upon the sruti. From them we have certain karmas, which are not enjoined
directly by the sruti but are based upon it. By mentioning both types of karmas,
Bhagavan does not omit anything; all types of karmas are covered.
Aham svadhd, I am the food offered to the pitrs, the ancestors. During a ritual to
propitiate the pitrs, food is offered to the brdhmanas and crows, after invoking the pitrs
in them. And that food is called svadha. The Lord says that he is that svadhd.
Aham ausadham, I am the food eaten by everybody. Osadhi is plants, trees, and
creepers; ausadha is what is born of osadhi. So, food is only vegetarian. Saikara says
Rice, maize, oats etc, are all ausadha. Ausadha can also mean medicine because
medicines were mainly herbal. But here the word should only mean food, which is an
important part of any ritual.
Then he says, mantro'ham, I am the mantras that are chanted when offerings are
made to the manes and all deities. And I am the djya, the ghee, one of the important
oblations that is offered into the fire. Where it is offered, the fire, is also Myself, aham
agnih.

Then he says, aham hutam, I am the very ritual itself where this oblation is
offered to the various devatds. That very action is Me.
Here, in Vedanta, there is only one thing you should know. Where karmas are
being dealt with, you have a number of things to do. You will never be able to complete
them. And there will always be problems because in karma there is invariably some
omission, or something done wron)gly. Then the result that you wanted is quite different
from the one you get. Any karma is like that. You rarely accomplish what you want. But
if you know the vastu, which is one, you resolve everything. That is why it is called
rdjavidyd rajaguhyam. In the knowledge of this one thing, everything else is included.
This one thing an intelligent man would seek.
Bhagavun tells further how he is viavatomukha by pointing out a few more
things.
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pitdhamasyajagatomdta dhtat pitdmahah
vedyam pavitramorikrarksdma yajureva ca
3TIT

MrT: asyajagatah-

of this world; 3'WfTT aham piti -

Verse 17
I am the father; TTq

mata - the mother; Terdhidt - the one who sustains; f'Tam: pitdmahah - the
grandfather/the uncaused cause; *uT vedyam -that which is to be known; rjfq
R ZT- : 1T W rk
pavitram - that which purifies; 3itT: orikdrah - Omkara; WT
sdma yajuh eva ca -

and the Rk, Sdma, and Yajur Vedas

I am the father of this world, I am the mother, I am the one who sustains
it, and I am the grandfather (the uncaused cause). I am what is to be
known, I am the purifier, I am the Omkdra, and I am the Rk, Sima, and
Yajur Vedas.

I AM MOTHER AND FATHER, THE MAKER AND MATERIAL OF CREATION
Pitdaham asya jagatah,I am the father of this world. Here it is a little more than
that. Saying he is the father, is saying that he is the creator, the nimitta-kdrana for this
entire world. Then he says, aham mdtd ca-and I am the mother. The prakrti,mayd, is
non-separate from Me, and therefore, I am also the material from, which the creation is
born, upidana-kdrana.Thus I am both father and mother, i.e., both the upaddnakaranaand the nimitta-kdranaof thisjagat.

Once you say father and mother, the next question is: 'Who is his father?' Every
child when told that God created the world will ask, 'Who created God?' It is a common
question. The concept of a creator comes from seeing that this world is so intelligently
arranged. Because of that, there must be some creator. When you see cooked food, you
know somebody has made it. Similarly there must be a creator for this world, which is so
well put together. The next question is: 'Who made God?' Because I have parents, there
must be some parents for God. To negate this idea of imputing a father to Isvara, he
says, aham pitimahah,I am the grandfather, meaning I am the uncaused cause. There
is no grandfather for Me. Pitimahais also Brahman,the basis of this whole creation.
I am also the dhdit, the sustainer of the world and the giver of the fruits of
actions.
I AM THE ONLY THING THAT CAN BE KNOWN AND IS WORTH KNOWING
Aham vedyam, I am what is to be known. Because, by knowing Me, the
sat-vastu, everything is known as well. In fact that is the only thing that can be known
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fully or totally. Everything else you know only partially. Everything else is mithyd and
therefore, does not exist on its own and is therefore, available for appreciation only in
parts. You can know it only from a standpoint. When you say this is a fern, it is only
from a standpoint. A fern is nothing but an arrangement of some particular leaves. And if
you analyse the leaf, you discover that it also has constituents. Any one thing, you claim
to know in this world, is subject to further inquiry and knowledge and therefore, you
have only a point of view. You simply draw a line and assign it a name. Thus you have
only nama-rupa, never the final word about anything. Only that which is stable is
vedya. That is aham because it has no stand point, no parts. And it is satya, not mithya,
it does not depend upon anything else and therefore, self-existent, self-evident. Without
any further revision it can be known as free from all attributes. Knowing I am free from
all attributes, there is nothing more to be known. Thus only atma can be called the
vedya-vastu. That alone is worth knowing. And again, by knowing ttma, everything is
as well known, and there is release, moksa.
The intellect is always cause-hunting. Even a child will open a clock to find out
what is going on inside, what makes it work. This is the cause-hunting-buddhi. You
want to know how it all works. It starts when you are young; where will it stop?
Eventually it will lead you to brahma-vicdra. You will want to know who is the one
who is behind all this. Once your mind starts working on this, when will it come to rest?
Only when it comes back to itself appreciating that everything is Myself, will it come to
rest. Only in this knowledge will it rest. Therefore, the statement, aham vedyam means
'I am satyam brahma, knowing, which everything is as well known. All you have to
know is aham alone is satya, and everything 'else' is mithya, which means that I am
everything. This knowledge is liberation. Till it knows this, the buddhi will keep on
searching.
How am I to be known? Sarvaih vedaih. I am the one to be known through all the
Vedas.
There are a lot of things called pavitra, that which purifies. But what is it that
purifies totally? Thisjiva is subject to his likes and dislikes, raga-dvesas and accrues all
kinds of punya and pdpa because of the actions they impel him to do. What will purify
him of all this? Only knowledge of atma. Therefore, aham is pavitram, I am the one
who, when known, cleanses thejiva from every trace of samsara.
I am omkdra. That is My name. Om is great, not as a sound but because the
meaning of Om is Myself. It is a great word, a great sound because it is the name of
Bhagavan. The Lord himself says, 'That Om is myself.'
Then he goes on to say I am the Rg-veda, I am the Sama-veda, and I am the
Yajur-veda. Even though there are four Vedas, only these three are used in all rituals.
These three are Myself. We can also take it to include the Atharva-veda and all smrtis,
purainas,etc. The body of knowledge, which is in the form of these Vedas is Myself.
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He has already said he is the karma and the mode of doing the karma as well as
the one who gives the results of actions. Now further, he says:
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gatirbhartdprabhuh sdksi nivasah saranam suhrt
prabhavahpralayahsthdnam nidhanam bijamavyayam
(3,Rf aham) -

(I am); TTf: gatih -

Verse 18

the end, the result of all actions; %T bhartd -

the one who nourishes; 79: prabhuh -

the Lord, the source of all resources; W
the abode; RUR| saranam - the refuge; •jp

sdksi - the witness; f 'T: nivasah suhrt - the one who is helpful by nature;

-T-T: wTi: TfRUP

prabhavah pralayah

sthdnam - (I am) the one from whom the whole creation has come into whom
nidhdnam -in
everything is resolved and in whom everything has its being; f.1TI
QWR avyayam bijam- imperishable seed, the
whom everything is placed; 3aw
cause
I am the result of all actions, the one who nourishes, the Lord, the
witness. I am the abode, the refuge and I am the suhrt, helpful by My
very nature. I am the one from whom the whole creation has come, into
whom everything is resolved, and in whom everything has its being, in
whom everything is placed and the imperishable cause.
I am the gati, the result of all actions, karma-phala.Any end that is accomplished
is Myself. All heavens, svargddi-lokas are not separate from Myself. In My
a
person
by
cosmic form, visvarupa, they are all areas of Me. There is nothing separate from
ParameSvara.

Bhartd, I am the one who nourishes this world. Bhartd also is the word for
husband because in those days he was the provider. But here I9vara is called bharta
because he supports the world by lending the very existence to it. Prabhu, the one who
is the master, who has all the glories. There is no other prabhu in this world, other than
Bhagavdn. If anyone thinks he is rich, he is mistaken. His richness depends entirely
upon Bhagavan. He is the source of all resources.
I am sdksi. Even though I am the sustainer of creation, bharta, the one who
resolves the whole thing, samhdra-kartd,and the one that creates it again, srs.ti-kartd,
still, I am only a sdksi, I perform no karma at all. That is why I am identical with you.
As the creator, we can always complain to him. Why did you create me like this?
Why didn't you place me somewhere else? Bhagavan will say, 'aham sdksi, I am only
the witness; I am not responsible. It is all your own karma.
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The real question is 'Am I created?' Only if you are created, will all these
questions arise and only then will Bhagavdn answer that it is according to your karmas.
If you ask, 'Did I come into being,' that is, if coming into being itself is creation, then
the question 'Why?' will not be there.
Such a question is answered at different levels. Accepting that you were created,
the blueprint is given by no one but you. Ivara would say, 'There is nothing I can do
about it. You can pray to Me to modify it but this is how it is now.' If you give the tailor
your measurements and in the meantime you put on weight, you will not be comfortable
with what you ordered. But it was not the tailor's fault. He just gave you what you asked
for. And again, if you just ask, 'Am I created?' you will find that the question resolves
into yourself. You realise that you are the atmd that is not created, but, which is the
cause of everything, which alone is the saksq. You can also say along with Bhagavdn,
"aham sarvasya karanam,aham sdksi-I am the cause of everything, I am merely the
witness.'
There could be a second meaning for the word saksi and that is, the one who is
maintaining the account of all your actions of omission and commission. You cannot get
away from My vision. You may get away from the people's eyes, but not from Me. I am
the one who is the law of karma, who records all that you do. That is sarvajiaor sdksi.
Nivdsa means a house. A house is called nivdsa, a place where you reside. Here,
Sarkara says that it is the place in which living beings reside. You live in a house on
this earth and the earth lives in the solar system, which lives in the galaxy. And the
galaxies themselves live where? In Me. I am the one abode, vdraya, of this entire
creation because I am the basis of everything, sarvasya adhisthdnam.
Saranam means refuge. The ultimate refuge. You go to heaven; but it is only a
temporary refuge. From there also you have to move eventually and move back and forth
between heaven and earth. What kind of a refuge is that? A refuge is a place where you
can relax and from where you will not be buffeted about in samsara.That is the ultimate
Sarana. Sarikara takes it as a real Sarana, one that completely relieves you of your
sorrow.
Suhrt: Bhagavan is called suhrt. We saw this before in the sixth chapter. Suhrt
is the one who helps someone without expecting anything, pratyupakdra-anapeksah,
without even being a friend. Out of friendship you might help somebody. Then you are
only a friend, mitra. You help out of your affection and empathy for your friend. If he
suffers you also suffer. Naturally, it is expected that you will help. But a suhrt is one
who has no introduction to you at all. You are absolutely new to him and he is just
seeing you now for the first time. That is enough. Whatever he can give, he gives. That is
Bhagavun, he is the best friend. You can ask him anything and you need not wait for an
introduction or a recommendation by an intermediary. You can directly ask as though
you have known him for ages. Or, any suhrt is Bhagavun.
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Prabhavahpralayah sthanam'-I am the prabhava, the one from whom the

whole creation has come, I am the pralaya, the one into whom everything is resolved,
and I am the sthana, the one in whom everything has its sustenance, its being.
Nidhanam-The question can be raised, 'As the cause of the creation, does not
Brahman undergo modification?' This is answered by saying it is nidhana,that basis in
which all causes and effects are placed. That is Brahman, which, without undergoing
any change, with reference to thejagat is called the creator. Because it does not change
it is called nidhdna, that in which everything is placed, meaning superimposed. That is
Brahman.

Avyaya bljam-All these names and forms, which constitute the effect, karyas
are vyayas, i.e., they are subject to change, to disappearance. The cause, however, is
avyaya, not subject to disappearance, which means as long as samsara is there, the
avyaya-bija is there. I am the undifferentiated cause, the seed, bija, from which
everything comes. If thejagat is looked upon as a sprout, I am its seed or potential form,
avyakta, undifferentiated. Because he has already talked about the cause of creation and
sustenance, srsti-sthiti-kdrana,here he specifically refers to pralaya.And that cause is
avyaya because everything goes back into it and comes out of it. In the seed is the
unmanifest tree. Similarly here, in the state of pralaya is the undifferentiated cause,
bijam avyayam. That is Me.
Further describing how he is vigvatomukha, Bhagavan says:

I1t I I
I
3TO*4ITIf 4q1$j1
tapdmyahamaham varsam nigrhnamyutsrjdmica
amrtam caiva mrtyusca sadasaccdhamarjuna

Verse 19

fgfTiaham varsam nigrhnami r
W tapdmi aham - I heat up; 7TA aOT
3TWmIfi9
amrtam ca -q utsrjdmi ca - and I release it; 3T9•E7
I withhold the rain; dofi
'1 mrtyuh eva ca - and also (I am) death; -q ca - and;
and (I am) immortal; T:R.

3T-R aham -I am; WT-3TWI sat-asat- cause and effect, au4 arjuna - O! Arjuna
I heat up the world and I withhold and release the rain. I am immortal and
I am also death. And I am cause and effect, O! Arjuna.
Aham tapdmi, I heat up, I energise, I light up the world. Being the sun, I light up
and also heat up thii world. Because of the heat, water evaporates and then rain starts. It
is a cycle. When the earth gets parched, water vaporises. Then, I, the one who heated up
the earth, now release the rain, aham varsam utsrjdmi, as the law governing rain. Then
Iprabhavah- utpattih yasmat;pralayah- praliyateyasmin; sthdnam - tisthati yasmin
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I hold it back, nigrhndmi. This is especially easy to see in India. For eight months I
withhold the rain. Then in the four months called monsoon, I pour down the rain. In
other words, I am the seasons. The seasons are very important. In the network of the
natural laws, the seasons are one of the things we are able to predict. Their predictability
is because of the laws and Bhagavdn says that he is in the form of those laws.
Amrtamn ca eva-I am that punya because of.which the gods become gods and
have a certain dnanda and immortality.
Mrtyuh eva ca-I am the punya-pdpa because of which all these mortal beings
come into being and then die. And it can also be taken that I am-the very principle or law
of death, Lord Death. You cannot get away from God. Even if youdie, that death is
Myself. Death is Myself and life, amrta,,is Myself. In other words, to say it in two
words, sat-asat-caaham. Something that has a form by which you are able to recognise
it and for which you have a name like pot, tree, leaf, is called sat. Asat, in this context, is
not a non-existent thing, but what existed before the manifestation of the name and form,
nama-rupa.The manifest form is sat and the unmanifest form is asat. In other words,
the effect is referred to as sat here, and the cause is referred to as asat. In effect,
Bhagavin is saying here that he is both the cause and effect. By this method,
kirana-kdrya-vdda,what is pointed out is he is satya and everything else is mithyd,
which is non-separate from himself, i.e., Brahman.
But the whole kdrya-karana-vadais from the standpoint of the creation. And the
creation itself is mithyd. Therefore, there will be another statement later saying, I am
neither sat nor asat, neither cause nor effect. At the same time I am both cause and
effect. Please understand how important it is that we continuously have these two strands
of thinking. One is superimposition, adhydropa-'I am the cause and I am the effect.'
The other is a negation, nisedha, apavdda-'I am neither a cause nor an effect.' Both
are to be said. Only then the suarupa of dtmd will be properly understood.
Thus what is said here is that Bhagavdn is the potential cause and the created
object and in fact, is free from all of them because he is the basis for both. The asat and
sat in this verse that is cause and effect, are both mithyd. Since I am both, cause and
effect are negated.
Now Bhagavdn talks about those who are ignorant of the soaripa of the dtmd
but have Sraddha in the Vedas, the rituals, the prayers, and the after-life. Even for that
there must be some maturity. But it is not adequate for viveka. Bhagaudn describes
them in the next verse.
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traividyd mam somapah pitapdpd
yajiiairistvdsvargatim prarthayante
te punyamdsddya surendralokam
asnanti divydndivi devabhogdn

Verse 20

those who know the three Vedas; TiqT: somapah - those who
perform the ritual in which soma is offered; tImfl: pitapdpdh - those who are
purified of their pdpas; WT mam - Me; 7*: yajiiaih - with rituals; WT istvd having propitiated; malliR M+Fj svargatim prarthayante- they pray for going to
-falT:traividydh -

heaven; JutR t)'i1)R punyam surendralokam - the world of Indra, which is a
result of their punya; 3WTPFdsddya - gaining; f1fM divi - in heaven; -f te - they;
divydn devabhogdn *51fl t4i-l1f
3-Trif asnanti - enjoy

the heavenly enjoyments of the celestials;

Those who know the three Vedas, who perform the ritual in which soma
is offered and thereby being purified of their papas, having propitiated
Me with rituals, they pray to go to heaven. Gaining the world of Indra,
which is a result of their punya, they enjoy the heavenly enjoyments of
the celestials in heaven.
Traividydh-those by whom the three Vedas, the Rg, the Yajus, and the Sdma,
are studied. Each one of these Vedas is a uidyd and all of them together are called as
trividya. These people who have studied all the three of them are called traividydh.
These people have learned how to chant them and perhaps also know how to perform
rituals.
Somapdh-Here is a good example of how a translation can be misleading. The
literal translation is, 'Conversant with the lore of the triple Vedic texts, Rg, Yajus and
Sdma, they drink the soma juice and are cleansed of their sins by that very drink.'
Sarikaratoo says, 'tenaiva soma-panenapitapdplihSuddhakilbis.h, by this drinking

of soma they are cleansed of sins.' But that is not what is meant here. It is not to be
understood that ly merely drinking the soma they are cleansed of their sins. This is a
technical expressibn. How should it be interpreted? Somapus are those who drink soma.
There is a ritual called soma-ydga, which is done for gaining punya-loka. In the ritual,
the juice of a creeper called soma is offered to the Lord and the worshippers take
whatever is left-over, the Sesa, as prasada. Those who perform and participate in the
soma ritual are therefore, called somapds. So, somapas are people who have performed
these rituals and who have partaken the soma as a part of the ritual, not those who
merely drink the soma juice. Therefore, technically the word somapd stands for the one
who has done the soma-ydga.
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Such people are puta-papas,relatively free from wrong actions. The purification
talked about here is not elimination of rdga-dvesas. Because they have sraddha they
avoid actions that are not to be done, nisiddha-karmas,and do these kamya-karmas,
rituals prompted by desires. There is nothing wrong in that because these karmas are
vaidika and are in keeping with dharma. They also perform the daily and occasionally
prescribed rituals, which cleanse them of the effects of any wrong actions they may do.
Thereby they become pita-pdpas,cleansed from papas and are able to do these rituals.
They do not do any terrible deeds and whatever small wrongs they may do are
neutralised by doing the prescribed duties, nitya-naimittika-karmas,that they do
diligently because of their Araddhd in the Vedas. That is a wonderful thing.
Even though they are doing kdmya-karmas, as long as they follow dharma, one
day, they will gain viveka. At this time they lack the viveka because they are performing
these rituals for better lokas. They are not karma-yogis. They are prayerful, faithful
people; but at the same time, they are only interested in obtaining desired ends like
heaven and so on, because they have not properly ascertained what they are seeking.
They lack purusdrtha-niicaya.Artha, security, kama, pleasures, and dharma,punya,

become very important to them. All these three purusarthasare really worthless but
they pursue them because they do not know what they are really seeking. Over the
shoulders of all these three they are aiming at moksa, freedom. Because they do not
pause and ask, 'Am I a seeker? Why am I seeking,' these three pursuits become so
important,

Mam yajiiaih istud svargatim prdrthayante-They pray to Me, Paramesvara,
through the forms of Indra, Varuna, Agni, and all the other devatds. Having

worshipped Me or having invoked Me through various rituals like agnistoma, what do
they request? Svargati, going to heaven or the end, which is heaven. They have heard
that they will have a lot of pleasant experiences there and can remain there for a long
time without ageing. It is a kind of relative immortality. This promotional material for
heaven is available in the Veda supported by the puranas, etc. Naturally, without
thinking they pray to Me for going to heaven.
Te punyam surendralokam

dsddya-

these people, gaining surendra-loka,the

world of Indra, Lord of all the celestials. This world is called punya-loka because going
there is the result of good karma. Heaven is called punya-loka here in the sense that it is
the result ofpunya-phala. Punya alone is useless, you have to encash it. Even money is
like that. You have to convert it into a house, a swimming pool, a Mercedes car, etc., to
enjoy the benefits. This is all punya-phala. The result ofpunya, which they gain by all
the rituals they perform, is going to the heaven called surendra-loka.Once they have
reached there, what do they do?
ASnanti, they enjoy-with the eyes and ears. In heaven, it seems you get satisfied
merely by seeing. If you have hunger, you need not eat at all. The sight of all the edibles
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is enough. Then there are more subtle pleasures like music, etc. In heaven the sense
organs are predominant. And their enjoyments are out of the ordinary.
What do they enjoy there? Divyan devabhogdn-the heavenly objects of
enjoyments. Divya is heavenly, not what is known here, Sahkara says. The dance and
music here in this world is nothing compared to what you will see there. They are
divya-bhogas, heavenly enjoyments, not these worldly ones. Where do they enjoy these?
Divi-in that heaven. They are deva-bhogas, meant only for the celestials, not for mere
mortals.
But there is one catch in all this and that he tells in the next verse.

I
*TRm W WT Ifm IF
1 ZiniM
te tam bhuktva svargalokam vidlanm
ksine punye martyalokam visanti
evam trayidharmamanuprapanna
gatdgatam kdmakdma labhante

M4 WPj4s1M4

Ste - they; R tam - that; i(mIFi vidalam heaven; 'J r bhuktvu - having enjoyed; 4st

is exhausted; Ti-4T-

martya-lokam -

evam -
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in this manner;

Verse 21

qT4-W7R svarga-lokam when their punya
punye
k
ksine

vast;

the world of mortals; fElTI viAanti 3ý4f

following the rituals in the three Vedas;

desirous of various ends; ThFTWf gatigatam t• labhante - gain
samsadra;

T: trayidharmamanuprapanndh

kda;IR
: kdma-kdmih

those who are

the condition of coming and going,

These people, having enjoyed that vast heaven, when their punya is
exhausted, enter the world of mortals. In this manner, following the
rituals in the three Vedas, those who are desirous of various ends gain the
condition of coming and going, samsdra.
Svarga-lokam vidlam-the vast heaven. The vastness is in terms of plenty, in
terms of variety and also in terms of time. Having enjoyed, bhuktud, this vast svargaloka, when all the punya is exhausted, ksine punye, what happens to them? They are
simply dropped down and enter the world of mortals, martya-lokam visanti. They
thought they were immortals, amrtas, when they were there. Suddenly they become
mortals. They find themselves in another type of world where everything is different, the
body, birth, childhood and all its problems, a place where death looms large and which is
full of bugs and people who irritate you, where death is the rule and change is the
routine. Thus they enter again the very place from which they sought to escape. They
return to square one. If you realise that, you are developing viveka and vairdgya. These
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types of statements are meant to make you turn towards yourself. The sastraalways tries
to drive you to a corner from where you cannot but seek moksa.
The cause for these people going to heaven is punya; so, their stay there will last
only as long as the cause remains. The physical body they enjoy in heaven is earned by
previous punya-karma and for every experience they have there, they have to encash
some of their punya. When the last of the punya is exhausted, ksine punye, they come
back to the world of mortals, martya-lokam visanti. From this it is very clear that, what
is called amrta-loka is really not amrta, immortal. Here is where a mistake is often
committed. Because heaven is presented in the Sastra as amrta, which literally means
that which is not subject to death, heaven is misunderstood as eternal. But the
immortality here is relative. With reference to our time frame, suarga-loka is considered
relatively eternal. One day of the devas is much longer than one day here. Most of the
theologies have adopted this Vedic concept of amrta-loka as an eternal heaven. But it is
referential eternality, not timelessness, not moksa. This is why when the punya, the
cause for them to go to heaven and enjoy the heavenly enjoyments day after day, is
exhausted, they come back. And they cannot extend their stay by doing new karma and
gathering new punya there because they have no doership there, only enjoyership.
Therefore, they come back.
Evam trayi-dharmam anuprapanndh-inthis manner, those who follow the

rituals enjoined by the three Vedas. Evam means 'in the manner that was told in the
previous verse,' that is, doing Vedic rituals like the soma ritual and avoiding wrong
actions. The three-fold Veda is called trayl here and the word dharma refers to karma,
the things enjoined by the three Vedas, like performing a ritual to invoke the Lord or
some devata for the sake of the gain of some loka, etc. They are called dharma because
they are not against dharma, dharmat anapetam. These people pursue only legitimate
enjoyments.
In the Vedas two things are dealt with-karma, which includes meditation, and
jiidna. Here he is talking only about those who follow the karmas enjoined by the
Vedas, not jiirna. Even though trayi-dharma can include jiidna, in this context we
have to restrict the meaning to karma. Anuprapanna means one who follows the
various karmas laid out in the three Vedas. He gives a description of these people.
They are kama-kamah. Kdma can mean desire, the thought process by which you
desire an object, or it can mean the desirable object. Here it refers to the desired object.
And the whole word refers to those who desire these desirable objects-kdmdn
kdmayanti iti hdma-kdmah. It does not mean desirers of desires. You do not have to
desire desires, you have them already. So, kdma-kdmas are those who have desires for
various desirable ends. The Vedas talk about a variety of things, but you pursue only
what you want, according to your maturity, viveka. What do you buy when you go to the
shopping mall? Only what you are interested in. A bald headed person does not buy
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shampoo even though it is on sale. These people have Sraddha in and perform the
various karmas mentioned in the three Vedas but only for various limited ends.
Sahkara indicates that the sannyasa is not being talked about here even though
the three Vedas also discuss renunciation and moksa. Because Bhagavdn has said
kdma-kSdmh, we understand that these people are not interested in moksa. Otherwise
trayidharmamanuprapanndhcould include mumuksus also.
WHAT DO THEY GET FOR ALL THEIR EFFORTS?
Gatdgatam labhante-They gain gata, going and dgata, coming. They go, and

they come back. This is what they gain. It is because they went that they are back. This
particular life characterised by going and coming is called gata-agata,gatam ca
agatam, ca gatdgatam.It means samsdra. These people who are the desirers of various
objects gain only samsdra. Saikarasays that they do not gain any sort of independence
or freedom-na tu svatantryam kvacit labhante, but remain under the spell of the

same kama, karma, etc. They are helpless because they are caught in the hands of
karma. Impelled by their own desires, again and again they do a variety of things and
the punya-pdpa they gather, require various janmas for their fulfilment. Because of
janma they do karma, because of karma they have janma. Thus they are helplessly
caught in this orbit of becoming. All because they have not recognised the truth of
themselves. As long as one looks upon himself as a doer, he does everything necessary
for samsdra to continue. Kartrtua,doership, is the villain of the piece. No matter what
he does, the maximum he can achieve is to go to brahma-loka, which is also within
samsdra. With the help of the Sdstra he has to give up the notion that he is karta. That
takes place in the wake of knowledge. That is moksa. Again we see here why the desire
for freedom, mumuksd, is so important.
Saikara introduces the next verse as being about those who, on the other hand,
are free from desires and have a clear vision of atmd. These are the people who are not
committed to the three common pursuits of dharma, artha and kdma, but are
committed to the pursuit of moksa. Dharma is less common in the sense that fewer
people follow dharma. Still fewer are the people who pursue moksa. Unlike the others,
they are not desirers, kdma-kdmas. Though moksa is also a desire, it is born of viveka
and vairagya.This mumuksu, Saikara says, has a clear vision of the goal, which is the
knowledge of atma.
^M

lftaf -dl sR ^ RT: 4q

I

ananydscintayantomdm ye janah paryupdsate
tesam nitydbhiyuktdndm yogaksemam uahdmyaham

Verse 22
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"3R: ye janah - those people who; %FTq:ananyah - (see themselves as) nonseparate from Me; rmrfraN9T: mdm cintayantah- inquiridg into Me or recognising

Me- (trT mdm) Ml7tH paryupdsate - seek Me, gain Me;

fW-W

tesfm nitya-abhityuktdndm - for these who are always one with me; 'T-1tq
yogaksemam - what they want to acquire and protect; 3aw i-4f aham vahdmi - I take
care of
If the verse is about ajidni:
Those people who see themselves as non-separate from Me, recognising
Me, gain Me. For those who are always one with Me, I take care of what
they want to acquire and protect.
If the verse is about a mumuksu:
Those people who are non-separate from Me, inquiring into Me, seek
Me. For these who are always one with Me, I take care of what they want
to acquire and protect.
This is a very famous and often quoted verse. It has an important location. It is
about the middle of the ninth chapter, which is in the middle of the eighteen chapters.
It can be taken in two ways, as a description of a jilni, a wise man, or as a
mumuksu's approach to the object of his seeking. Saikaratakes it as a description of a
jnini, based on the words, 'ye ananyah,' which he says is meant to distinguish these
people from the ones Bhagavin has mentioned before in the previous two verses.
Ananyas are those who are not separate from Me, the Lord. Does that mean that in
the Lord's vision, there are two sets of people, those non-separate from himself, and
those who are separate? That is not consistent with all that he has said so far. Therefore,
ananyas means those who do not look upon 'Me' as other than themselves, as another
being. They do not see 'Me' in one form or another as someone separate from
themselves. These are ananyas and they are never separate from 'Me.'
How is this possible? These are all individuals, how can they be non-separate from

ISvara, the Lord? Sahkara says that it is possible due to the fact that the Lord is the
dtmd of all of them. When this is so naturally those who recognise the dtmd as
ParameSvaraare non-separate from him. The dtmd of IJvara is the dtmd of the jva,
and that is caitanya, which is one, eka, which is non-dual, aduitiya, which is satyam
jiidnam anantam brahma. Those who recognise themselves as this are called ananyas.
It is because of this word ananya that Sahkara has said in his introduction that
these are people of clear vision, samyag-4arSis. All others are also non-separate from
lsvara, but they do not recognise it. The only difference between one group and the
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other is recognition and non-recognition, knowledge and ignorance. And that is a vast
difference.
These people recognise even the ahaihkra as Paramesvara.There are some
statements that express this. One such statement is, yatra yatra mano madiyam tatra
tatra tava pada-pahkajam-wherevermy mind is, there indeed are your lotus feet. It

can be a prayer or a statement of fact. At another place it is said, yatra yatra mano ydti
tatra tatra samddhayah-wherever the mind goes there indeed is samadhi,

recognizing ivoara. The mind cannot go away from ParameSvarabecause the mind is
itself Paramesvara.It is like someone who wants to get away from space. Where will he
go? There is no such place. This is the way in which these people recognise isvara.
Such people, recognizing Me or inquiring into Me, mdm cintayantah, gain or
seek Me, mam paryupasate. And for them, tesam, who are non-separate from Me at
any time, nitya-abhiyuktanam, I take care of yoga and ksema. This is one of the most
popular statements in the Gita-yoga-ksemam vahdmi aham.
Ksema is retaining or protecting what you have acquired-prdptasyaraksanam

ksemah. In India there is a convention that one writes 'ksemam' at the top left hand
comer of a letter to indicate there is no bad news and everything is fine. If it is a letter
informing someone of a death, 'ksemam' will be absent. The person has gone. You
cannot retain what you do not have; so 'ksemam' is omitted. And retention here is
always of what is desirable and what you want. Retaining the extra weight that you have
gained is not ksema!
Yoga has many different meanings, for example, it can mean the title of a chapter.
But when yoga and ksema appear together in a compound, the meaning for yoga is
acquiring what you do not have-aprdptasyaprdpanam. And it must also be desirable
to you.
Look at your life. All your concerns can come under one of these two. What is it
that bothers you? Just think of any one thing. It will either be about something you want,
yoga or something you are afraid to lose, ksema. I have no peace; I want to gain ityoga. I do not have enough money; I want to gain some -yoga. I am losing my hair, my
health; I want to retain them -ksema. Yoga and ksema indicate a lot about the life of a
jiva. If yoga-ksema is taken care of, everything is taken care of.
The Lord says, 'I take care of these for those who are always non-separate from
Me-nitya-abhiyuktandm yoga-ksemam vahdmi aham.' Here Sankara raises a

question and answers it. Even other bhaktas get their yoga-ksema taken care of by
Bhagavdn. He is the object of their prayers and as the karma-phala-datd,he gives the
results. So how can you say he takes care of the yoga-ksema of only these
nitya-abhiyuktas?What does it mean? He says it is true that Bhagavan takes care of all
others too but there is a difference with these people.
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The object of a devotee's prayer is what is desired by him. Look at the previous
verse. These people pray and offer rituals to Itvara for a particular result-hepven.
Heaven is the desired object, not the Lord. He is just the means to achieve their end.
They will use anyone to get what they want but they know the local forces are not
adequate; and they know that the Lord has all knowledge, sarvajfiatva, all power,
sarva-Aaktimattva, and all compassion, sarva-dayalutva. So they wish to use him to

get what they want.
But then look at this. Cintayantah mam, inquiring into Me, mdm paryupdsate,

they also seek Isvara. Then what do they get? Let us consider a mumuksu here, one
who wants liberation. He also prays to the Lord, but what is the object of his prayer? It is
Itvara. He wants nothing else, only to know livara. 'My object is only to find you,' he
says, 'So I pray to know where you are, what you are.' After finding JIvara what does
he want? He says, 'Nothing; only to know that I am one with you.' Such mumuksus do
not look upon Isvara as really separate from themselves. There is a sense of separation
for the time being because of ignorance. To resolve that, they are always enquiring into
the svarapa of ITvara. 'If he is non-dual he is one with Me. How can that be? I am such
an insignificant being. How can I be Paramesvara,the Lord? These doubts are there
because there is no knowledge, only faith, Sraddhd. So they seek, paryupdsate. How?
By Sravana,manana and nididhydsana,with devotion and commitment.

The object of their prayer, their pursuit is only Paramesvara.They do not use
Paramesvarafor gaining limited ends. They are only seeking to know him. This is the
difference, Sankara says. These are the ananya-dardis,the wise people, who do not
care whether they are alive or dead. They are not anxious about looking after themselves;
nor are they afraid of what will happen to them. They are with Bhagavan, they are
non-separate from him and have no concern for their own yoga-ksema. Whatever
happens, happens. Everything, even their desires, are all in the hands of prarabdhakarma, which is non-separate from Paramesvara.Since they recognise the law of
karma as non-separate from Paramesvara,whatever takes place is Paramesvarafor
them. They are not using him to protect their yoga-ksema but yoga-ksema is taken care
of by Bhagavdn himself in the form of the laws of karma. So they have no concern
about their yoga-ksema.

An ordinary bhakta is deeply concerned about his yoga-ksema. He has concern
because he has doership and centred on this is his entire effort for yoga-ksema. Being
what he is, a bhakta knows that in spite of all his efforts, he will not be able to get what
he wants and retain what he wants to retain. So he looks for help. As a bhakta he
performs rituals in order to get and retain what he wants.
Ajiiani, on the other hand, is not a karta. Who is the kartd then? If at all there is
a kartd, it is only Bhagavan. He is the creator, srsti-kartd, and sustainer, sthiti-kartd,
and destroyer, samhdra-kartd.That is what Sarikarasays here.
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Moksa is only through knowledge of atmd being Brahman, which is the cause of
the world. To know this you must inquire and to inquire you must have an appropriate
means of knowledge, pramdna. How am I going to inquire into UIvara? Through the
pramdna, which happens to be in the form of words. Therefore, enquiring into
Bhagavun is inquiring into words, the words of the Sdstra. Thus they seek Me, they
worship Me by enquiring into who I am. That is the best form of worship. Thejijjasus,
whom we are talking about here, are bhaktas. Bhagavdn gives them an assurance. For
those who are so totally committed to Me, I will take care of all that is necessary, yoga
and ksema. What ajijiidsu wants to gain and protect is knowledge. Bhagavdn will take
care of his concern because he is his bhakta. The idea is that graddhd will take care of
everything.
When sannyasis give up everything, they do not count upon being taken care of
by society, or by anybody for that matter. Society does take care of them in some ways
but they do not count on that. They do not think there is a necessity for anybody to take
care of them. Things will be taken care of. This is the attitude of the sannyasi. Here,
however, Bhagavdn assures them, 'I will take care of your yoga-ksema.'
If the yoga and ksema of the wise are taken care of by Bhagavdn, the seekers'
bhakti will free them from their concerns of yoga-ksema. Their own commitment to
Iuvara will free them from the concerns of yoga-ksema. Because of their commitment to
Idvara, naturally they are not concerned about their yoga-ksema. They know that isvara
will take care of it. This is expressed as aharnyoga-ksemam vahmi.
Generally for our yoga-ksema we use a number of forces, our own powers, our
knowledge, our skills, all the resources at our command, etc. Often, that is not enough;
so, we invoke the Lord as well. There is nothing wrong in that. It shows that a person is
mature enough to recognise Isvara-but only as a means to accomplish his own yoga
and ksema. He does not seek to understand the Lord. This is the ordinary bhakta.
Whereas, here he says, 'These people do not seek yoga-ksema, they seek Me.'
Who are they?
Ananydh-Here Krsna presents himself as Isvara or Vydsa presents him as

Isvara. Either way it is the same. As Ivara, he says, 'These are the people who are not
separate from Me. They recognise Me as the very svarilpa, the very atmd of
themselves. They realise there is no separate isvara because Ikvara, by nature, cannot
be separate from anything, including me. Even looking at it from the physical viewpoint,
Isvara's body will include my body. If the whole creation is taken as Isvara's body, my
body is included. My antah-karanais also included. So, even from the standpoint of the
body, there is nothing other than isvara. From the standpoint ofartm, aham, which is
the main thing here, there is no separation whatsoever. The jiva is non-separate from
Isvara. Isuara's dtma is jiva, jiua's atmd is

svara. From the standpoint of

mayd-upddhi, there is Isvara. But the atmd of 1fvara is nothing but the truth of the
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jiva, the caitanya-atma.And the jiva's dtma is nothing biL lAvara. There is only one
aham, this limitless atma, which is the truth of both the Lord and the individual. Those
who recognise this identity are called ananyas.How did they become ananyas?
Mdm cintayantah, thinking of me, not their own yoga and ksema, they are
committed to the pursuit of the knowledge of Me, Isvara. Enquiring into Paramesvara
is the aim of their life. They are jijidsus. They are not making efforts for their
yoga-ksema, but for the discovery of Iavara. Sahkara presents the ananyas asjindnis,

sannydsis. Their sannydsa is not a life style but a renunciation characterised by the
knowledge, aham akarta, I am a non-doer. They know that they have never done
anything, at any time, and they are not doing anything even now while talking. They
know that while performing all these varieties of action, pasyan rntvan sprSanjighran
asnan gacchan svapan Avasan pralapan visrjan grhnan unmisan nimisan api, they

do not perform any action. Pasyan, seeing, he says, 'aham na pasyami, I do not see,'
srnvan, hearing, he says, 'aham na Srnomi, I do not hear.' What he means is, this self,
the meaning of 'I' being what it is, dtmd performs no action. But in its presence all
activities take place. I am in the form of consciousness in the presence of, which the
mind is mind, the senses are senses. 'With the mind desiring, with the intellect deciding,
I perform action with the organs of action-manasd sahkalpya buddhyd niscitya
karma karomi karmendriyaih.' This isjiiana.
Ye jandh paryupdsate, those people seek or recognise Me in all the states of
experience. That is why the prefix pari is used for updsate. It means at all times, in all
states of experience. Who are they? By seeking Paramesvara seriously through
Sravana, manana and nididhydsana, enjoying the amanitvddi qualities, they have
become nitya-abhiyuktas, those whose minds are always awake to Me, who have
recognised that they are never separate from atmd. Their minds do not come in between
themselves and the vision. Abhiyukta means endowed with amdnitvddi virtues. These
people have gone through the whole process and therefore, have no inhibiting factor to
their knowledge. They are nitya-abhiyuktas.
Sahkara introduces the next verse by raising the objection we saw in detail
earlier. Since we say everything here is Isvara, other devatds are also not separate from
Isvara. So, whether the devotees worship Krsna or Rdma, Allah or the Father in
Heaven, all of them worship only Isvara. Nobody worships a devatO other than that
Paramesvara.So, would he not also look after the yoga-ksema of these devotees? Why
has Bhagavan singled out thejiidnior thejijhsu? It is true, satyam evam. But there is
a distinction.
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ye'pyanyadevatdbhaktd yajante graddhaydnvitdh
te'pi mdmeva kaunteya yajantyavidhipirvakam

Verse 23

AF anyakaunteya - Arjuna; - 3a ye api - even those; ,-,T--1-IrT:
q
devatd-bhaktah yajante - devotees who worship the Lord as other devatds; 5TNgr
te api - they also; IT
a3TF-'T: Sraddhayd anvitah - endowed with sraddha; A 3
1
avidhi-parvakammdm eva yajanti - worship only Me; aN1ff-* r
1 7r R

(but) backed by ignorance
Arjuna, even those devotees who endowed with sraddha, worship the
Lord as other devatas also worship only Me, (but) backed by ignorance.
Ye api anya-devata-bhaktah-Those for whom God is other than themselves.

This is the type of verse a dvaiti will misinterpret. He will translate this as those who are
devotees of other devatds, and say it is meant to show that Krsna alone is God. It is not
like that.
All the devatds are ISvara: It has been proved that everything is ivuara, nothing is
separate from Isuara. So, anybody who worships any form, any name, in any mode,
worships only Isvara. These are devotees who do not recognise any of the devaths as
Idvara, but only as individual devatds..
Yajante, they worship in various modes. How? Sraddhayd, with sraddha.

Whether it is a tribal religion or a more sophisticated religion, all devotees have
sraddha.
Kaunteya te api mdmeva yajanti-they also worship Me alone, Arjuna. The

only problem is, their worship is backed by ignorance, it is avidhi-pirvakam.No doubt
they are worshipping Me, but they do not know Me. They think each devatd is different
from every other, and from Me.
I receive their various forms of worship alright, because I am the ultimate recipient
through all the devatds, but they do not recognise this due to ignorance.
For what reason is it said that their worship is backed by ignorance? The next
verse clarifies.
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aham hi sarvayajiihdnmbhoktd ca prabhurevaca
na tu mdmabhijanantitattvendtascyavantite

Verse 24

sarva-yajiindm - of
q ca - and; * hi - indeed; 3T7T, aham - I am; -94--TRý
- the recipient; 7W1: 1 -T prabhuh eva ca - and the only
all rituals; 9it bhokta
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Lord; - tu - but; t te - they; lT1TrqZ
3atrfT

na mam abhijdnanti- they do not

know Me;

T

tattvena -

in reality; a••r: atah -

therefore;

Emfr

cyavanti -

fall

away
And I am indeed the recipient of all rituals and the onvl Lord. But they do
not know Me in reality. Therefore, they fall away.
Aham hi sarva-yajadndmbhokta-I am indeed the recipient of the offerings of
all worship, whether it is a Vedic ritual, srauta, or any of the various forms ofpaja or
prayer, smdrta. With respect to all of them, I am the recipient., whichever form they
worship, that is Me. I am the final altar of all their worship.
Prabhuheva ca, and I am the Lord of the yajiia. A yajia produces a result. I am
the one who gives that result, the karma-phala-data,not the devata, that you invoke.
The result may come through the devatd, but it comes from Me alone. I am the ultimate
giver. There is no wonder if Africans dance for rain and the rain comes. It is a ritualistic
dance and it will bring rain. But the devata that is invoked is Myself alone. There is no
difference.
The only problem here is that they do not know Me in reality, in essence-na tu
mam abhijananti tattvena. What exactly is the nature of Isvara? Who are these
devatas? Who is this karta? Who is the karma-phala-ddtd? All these, they do not
know. Even though their worship can lead them to antah-karana-guddhi,which can
lead them to moksa, they do not get that result. For that, they must have at least some
vague knowledge that there is one livara who is everything and that they are doing their
worship for antah-karana-4uddhi,so that, they can understand this truth of lIvara. But
that kind ofjiiana they do not have. So, what do they get?
Cyavanti te, they fall away. They get only simple limited results, not antahkarana-suddhi.For that, a person must be interested in moksa and understand that the
prayer is done for antah-karana-suddhi.He alone gets the higher result. When a
karma-yogi performs a ritual, his disposition is entirely different from that of a
kdma-kdmi. As we saw before, a kama-kdmi desires certain results and makes use of a
particular devati to fulfil them. Therefore, he gets only that much result. But he falls
away from the higher result. This should be the real result of all worship because it leads
to moksa. They are worshipping Me, but at the same time they do not recognise Me. So,
instead of gaining limitlessness they get only a limited result. The prayer itself is not
defective but the efficacy is reduced by their own ignorance. If you have jjijhds and do
yajia with an effort to know lIvara, you can get antah-karana-Auddhi leading to
viveka, and therefore, moksa. The others fall away from that.
But one thing you must know, all these devotees definitely get results. So, none is
denied the result of his karma. This is pointed out in the next verse.
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qTfý1 raifl ^5t r fJlrlI fricJ5mI: I

fr-Trwt

jrfT

#rT Hv*AItNsP
I

wTI iR1(1 I

ydnti devavratd devon pittnydnti pitrvratdh
bhatdni ydnti bhitejyd ydnti madydjino'pi mdm

Verse 25

a-rrl: devavratah - those who are committed to the gods; FH iP
devin ydntireach the world of the gods; fl-fRr: pitrvratdh - those who are committed to the
manes; fhT7'W
pitFn yanti - reach the plane of the manes; 9r'tl: bhitejyih those who worship the spirits; 9-Tfi z#r bhatdni ydnti - go to the realm of the
spirits; 3F api - whereas; Wlifai': madydjinah - those who worship Me; m' rF
mdm ydnti- reach Me
Those who are committed to the gods reach the world of the gods. Those
who are committed to the manes reach the plane of the manes. Those
who worship the spirits go to the realm of the spirits whereas those who
worship Me, reach Me.
Devavratdh devin ydnti-those who are committed to the devas in their worship

gain the world of the devas. Devavratas are those whose devotion and commitment are
to the gods. These are the people who perform vaidika rituals to specific gods like
Indra etc. As a result, they go to that plane of experience, loka, where those gods are.
As we saw, they will stay there only as long as the punya they have gained from their
karma lasts. The intention here is to point out the limitation of even good results.
Pitrvratahpitrn ydnti-those who worship the pitrs, the ancestors, gain the
world of the manes. These are the people who have a disposition, which has
predominantly rajas. They perform Vedic rituals like iraddha, which is done every year
for the departed soul on the anniversary of the death. They also perform
smarta-karmas,which are not Vedic rituals. Pitr is a mane, a departed soul living in a
particular plane of experience, which is more desirable than this world. That plane is
called pitrloka, and to that plane they go. There they gain the status of a pitr like
Agnisvatta, etc., when they die. Agnisvatta is the name of a mane and they get that
particular status when they die.
There is a community in the Coorg district in Kamataka where worshipping the
manes is done in a big way. In Tamil Nadu there is a movement of nistikas and the
followers of that movement reject anything that is Vedic. So, they do not go to temples
or perform any Vedic rituals. But they too worship their departed leaders. There were
two leaders of this movement who are dead now. Every year their followers go to where
they are buried and place flowers, bur incense etc. They will not say they worship, but
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'that is what they are doing. They are worshipping Isvara in that form. These are
pitrvratas.
Bhitejydh bhituni ydnti-those who worship the bhitas, spirits, and various
minor devatis like yaksas, rdksasas, ganas etc., are bhlitejyas. Ganeda as the
Ganapati is one of these. If you worship Ganeda as param brahma, that is different.
Then you are worshipping Isvara. But there are people who worship him as Ganapati.
Then they are worshipping him as a bhita, some kind of exalted spirit. They will get
only that level of experience. It is better than this one world but they gain only that
much.
Having said all this, he further says, 'y•inti madyijinahapi mdm-those who are
committed to Me reach Me. Just as these people reach their own ends, consistent with
whom they have worshipped, similarly those who worship Me will reach Me alone. 'Me'
means ParameSvara,paramdtma, the cause of everything. Safkara says here that
vaisnavas are those who recognise the Lord as Visnu. Visnu means the one who is
all-pervasive and who includes every devata. They recognise Me as themselves and
thus, reach Me.
What do you want now? Do you want to partake of some given plane of
experience or you want to be every experience? All experiences are Me, nothing is
separate from Me. So, madyajis are those who seek Me, recognise Me in all the
devats. Their approach, their seeking is entirely different. They are mumuksus, the
ones he described earlier as ananyas.
FOR THE SAME EFFORT, RESULT IS LESS DUE TO IGNORANCE
Here SaAkara makes a note. Even though the effort is the same, because they are
worshipping Me in ignorance, they enjoy only limited results. Effort is common to all of
them. In every yajiia you have to make effort. As all those devatafs, they worship are
Me, they are all worshipping Me. But because of ignorance, they do not recognise Me as
the real recipient of their worship. They think they worship separate devatis for gaining
separate lokas. Because of that, they limit themselves to that particular experience. The
effort is the same as it would be if they were doing rituals for antah-karana-4uddhi.
But they become the recipients of limited results due to ignorance.
It is like a person who knows that something he has is an antique. But he does not
know its value. So, he makes a lot of effort to find an antique dealer and finally finds one
who gives him a hundred dollars for it. He is happy. But actually its value is several
hundred thousand dollars. So, even though he made the effort required to find the
antique dealer, he got a lesser result due to his ignorance.
To say that the Lord is everything, you have to know it. Otherwise how can you
say it? You do not see the Lord being everything, you have to know. Unless you
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recognise atma as param brahma who is the nimitta-upddana-kdrana,you cannot

say the Lord is everything, I am everything. If this is understood, on the other hand, the
result is the gain of limitlessness. There is no coming back once you know because the
ahahkdra is gone. You are mukta, liberated. All this has been pointed out.
Not only is the result so great, but it is also easily achieved, sulabha,because it is
already a fact about you. For sugar to become sweet, what should it do? It simply has to
know, 'I am sweet.' Similarly, one has to simply know, 'I am limitless, dnando'ham.' It
is simply a thing to be known. Therefore, it is sulabha. Because you require antahkarana-Suddhi you may think, at least it requires lots of rituals. No, says Lord Krsna.
Then what should I do?
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patrampuspam phalam toyam yo me bhaktyd prayacchati
tadaham bhaktyupahrtamaSndmiprayatitmanah

Verse 26

4: yah - he who; %Tl bhaktyd - with devotion; qTH patram - a leaf; T
puspam - a flower; 7iR phalam - a fruit; fTQ toyam - water; A smwif me
Rf¶-37O. tad bhakti-upahrtam - that which is
prayacchati - offers Me; -',

offered with devotion; M-dl-MT: prayatdtmanah- of the person whose mind is pure;
3r 3Trmilf aham aindmi - I receive
He who offers Me with devotion a leaf, a flower, a fruit, water-I receive
that offering imbued with the devotion of the person whose mind is pure.
Again this is a verse that is quoted often. What you offer does not matter. It can be
a leaf, patra,like a bilva or a tulasi leaf, puspa, a flower, phala, fruit, toya water. But

the action of offering is necessary and how it is offered is also important.
Yah me bhaktyd prayacchati-he who offers to me with devotion. Bhaktya

prayacchati means he gives with devotion recognising Me as Ifvara. 'I offer this to
Isvara for antah-karana-guddhi,jiina and moksa. Then any karma is a yoga. There

is no entity called bhakti. It is only a condition of the mind. When you perform a ritual it
is karma but bhaktyi prayacchati means you do this karma with devotion. Then it is
karma-yoga. Any karma can be yoga if there is bhakti. A puja is karma, so is singing

kirtana. It is an oral action, vacikam karma. If you do dhydna it is a mental action,
mdnasam karma. All of them are karmas and with bhakti they become karma-yoga.

Whose offering is this? Prayatitmanah,of a person with the right effort. This is
someone whose mind is pure. Bhakti, devotion, is an expression of a pure heart. The
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action is done with a pure heart and in order to gain that pure heart we also perform an
act of devotion.
IMPORTANCE OF AN ACT OF DEVOTION
The action becomes important here because it produces a corresponding emotion.
If the action is not done, the emotion will also disappear. So, we have certain actions,
which cause particular emotions to manifest. The form and the spirit, as I have
mentioned earlier, are both important. Suppose there is a form, which is not backed by
the spirit. It is a mere form, a dead form. And when the spirit is there, a particular form is
not necessary. To make an offering to the Lord, you do not need a physical action. If you
have devotion for the Lord you have it. You need no special action to express it. When
you have an appreciation of lvara, its expression, devotion, is always in you. But the
problem is, devotion is not real as long as you think you are a devotee. When there is an
ahaikdra,an ego, which thinks it takes care of your yoga-ksema and uses Itvara as an
accomplice, you need an act of devotion. It becomes as important as the spirit of
devotion.
As I told you before, if you hate a person, the best way of getting rid of that hatred
is to act as though you have love for him. You may say it is hypocrisy. If your intention
is to deceive the person, it is hypocrisy. If your intention is to get rid of the hatred, it is
not. You do something like giving a flower to him daily, for 41 days. The act of giving a
flower, in any culture so far on this planet, is a symbol of love or affection. In Indian
culture it also indicates respect and devotion. That action, which in your psyche is
connected with love and affection, no doubt will come in conflict with your emotion
towards the person you hate. But you also want to get rid of this hatred. So, you give the
flower and the day comes when you need not do it anymore. In the act of love there is
love expressed; so, the opposite emotion, hatred, is converted into love. This is what we
call pratipaksa-bhdvana. In order to eliminate a given emotibn you bring in the
opposite emotion. If there is hatred, you bring in love. If there is jealousy, you bring in
understanding, acceptance, some kind of admiration. This is how you change.
Here, the act of devotion is as important as the devotion. Only in the act is the
devotion manifest and this manifestation is very important. It has to become an all
consuming passion; I must become the very content of devotion, which means that the
ahaikarashould not be there at all. That is why they ask you to do pijd daily. It need
not even be understood. It is just a cultural expression.
WHY WHAT YOU OFFER IS NOT IMPORTANT
God is not going to be pleased just because you have offered some flowers. He is
not going to be flattered by your act of giving or by your praising him because whatever
you can think of, is less than the Lord. It is something like the child who has just learned
SG Vol 111-12
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how to multiply. When his father helps him do his homework, he says, 'Dad, you are a
great mathematician.' How does he know? His understanding of a great mathematician is
limited by his own knowledge of mathematics. A title should be given by a person
competent to give that title. We cannot even spell the word omniscient correctly, what
can we really understand when we call the Lord omniscient? From the little knowledge
we have, how are we going to appreciate the Lord's omniscience? We have no
immediate knowledge of this at all. It can never be immediate knowledge unless we step
out of the individual mind. Then we can say, 'I am that sarvajiia.' That is the freedom
we can get. With reference to our mind etc. there is no question of being all-pervasive,
all-knowing, all-powerful. When a bhakta praises the Lord, his praise always falls short
of what the Lord is. So, the Lord cannot get flattered, much less, can he take what you
offer.
When you offer something to the Lord, he does not take it away. If he did, nobody
would give anything. But if a priest comes to your house to perform a ritual, he always
comes with a bag. At various stages of the ritual, things are offered to him and he puts
them in his bag. If the Lord were to take what you offer, he must have a place of his
own, like this bag, to keep it. Where can the Lord have a place of his own? To say this is
the Lord's own place, there must be some place, which is not his. Being sarva-vyapi,allpervasive, all places are his places; being everything there is no place of his own.
Whatever you offer remains there. Why then do I offer?
WHY PRAY?
Often people ask me if the Lord is all-pervasive, if he is in me and outside me,
why should I pray? Drop the 'if.' The Lord is everywhere. If you know that, there is no
need to pray. But if you do not know, pray in order to get that knowledge. You seem to
see yourself as separate from the Lord who is omnipotent, omniscient and includes you.
To that Lord whom you have not understood, pray, 'I am told that you are all-pervasive,
O! Lord. Show me how you are all-pervasive, how am I included in you? If only the
Lord is there, then how am I the Lord? Please reveal this to me.'
This act of prayer is as important as the spirit behind it. Without the act there will
be no spirit unless you are ajihani. His whole life is an act of prayer. But for a person
who is not ajiiani,even if the spirit is absent, as long as the act is there, the spirit will>
come. Because you cannot perform an act of prayer without the spirit entering into it.
That is because prayer is the most voluntary action in the world. It is an action for which
the result is not immediate; so, the free will expresses itself in the fullest form. In all
other actions you are motivated in one way or another. When you see a go-getter, you
see a driven person. But if that person simply falls back and offers a prayer, it is
definitely voluntary because nobody can make another person pray. Even parents can
only ensure that children close their eyes and maybe even utter the Lord's name. But
whether you pray or not is entirely up to you.
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When we were children, we were asked to do a whole set of rituals before and
after the gdyatri-japa.They took about fifty minutes but unless we did them, we would
not get our coffee. Therefore, for coffee's sake we were driven to do them. If you are just
doing something to please your mother and get your morning coffee, it is only an action,
not an act of prayer. But you do pick up the spirit when you perform the act.
If in the act of prayer, there is some spirit, we call it real prayer. In it is your
appreciation of livara and your own helplessness. This keeps you sane. The sanest
person is one who understands his own limitations as well as his virtues. One who
understands only one's own virtues, I would not say is the sanest. When you appreciate
not only your helplessness but also Isvara as the one who is limitless etc., your sanity is
complete. Then your whole life becomes an expression of prayer.
THE SPIRIT OF PRAYER IS THE SAME; THE FORM CAN VARY
The importance of prayer is recognised in every religious culture. But each has it?
own form, which is purely cultural. The prayer is common, how the person prays is
prescribed differently. One person may follow a pjil form, step by step, in which patra,
a leaf, puspa, a flower, phala, a fruit, toya, water, are offered. Even if they are not
available, you can offer any or all of them mentally. You can even do the whole piija
mentally. But if it is mental piLj, we need not limit our offering to patra,puspa, phala
and toya alone. Mentally we can offer everything imaginable. But the action is important
and that is what Bhagavin points out here. What is recommended in this verse is an act
of worship called piaj. You need not do Vedic rituals, only an act of worship in which
you offer patra,puspa, phala or toya.

There is a verse that says that in Kali-yuga for the people who have impure minds,
who do not have rituals prescribed for them, reciting the Lord's name is enough.' In all
the yugas peoples' minds are impure, so, this verse embraces all people whose minds are
to be purified. Since they have rdga-dvesas etc., they live by means, which are not
always proper, and are called pdpa-dravya-upajlius.If you observe your pursuits, you
will notice that when you get something, it is usually at the cost of someone else. There
is often some aggression towards others. Therefore, there is papa involved in your daily
life. Then old impurities, kalmasas, cannot be eliminated because daily you gather new
ones. You can only eliminate them by doing nitya-naimittikddi-karmaslike agnihotra

and other rituals, which are prescribed in the Vedas according to varna and amrama. But
these people do not have any such rituals prescribed for the varna and dgrama they are

kalau kalmasacittandmpipadravyopajluindm
vidhikriyuvihindnim harernamaivakevalam
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in. How are they going to rid themselves of kalmasa, and gain antah-karana-Auddhi?

The name of the Lord is the only means, gatir govindaklrtanam. It includes pijd,
kirtana etc.

Whatever the offering is, it must be bhakti-upahrta,that is offered with devotion.
If you are moved by devotion expressed in the offering of a flower, a leaf etc. with a
pure heart, what happens to that offering?
AN OFFERING MADE WITH DEVOTION IS RECEIVED BY BHAGAVAN
Aham anadmi, I eat. Sankara says that this should be taken as aham grhndmi, I

receive it. It means the person gets the result for his action, antah-karana-Suddhi.You
need not do elaborate rituals. All that is required is recognition, and an act of prayer. The
meaning of this verse is that an act of prayer is important and it should be done for the
sake of antah-karana-suddhileading to moksa. When Bhagavun receives your prayer,

you are already blessed.
There is a story illustrating this in Bhdgavata-purdna.A poor man, Sudama,
also called Kucela, lived with his wife and twenty seven children. He and Krsna had
studied together in the same gurukula at the feet of the rsi, Sdndipani. Studying under
the rsi had given him great insight and devotion. Even though he was a grhastha and
had to find food for his large family, he was cheerful and devoted to the Lord. His wife
found it increasingly difficult to maintain the family on his meagre earnings. One day
she suggested to Sudamd, that as he had been with Krsna at the gurukula, he should
seek Krsna's help. Sudamd was unwilling to go and ask for charity in the name of
friendship. She finally prevailed. After agreeing, Suddma started to worry, 'How can I
go and meet Krsna, my old friend, without a gift? He is no ordinary person, he is more
than a king and one should not go empty-handed to a king, to a deity or to the gururikta-pdnih na pasyeta rdjdnam daivatamgurum. And I don't have anything to offer

to him.' His wife said, 'I have something you can offer him.' She had already saved
some beaten rice, called poha, from what Sudamd had brought home. She wrapped all
she had, which was about three morsels, in a rag and gave it to Sudam&. He went to
Dvdrakd.

Krsna, learning that Sudamd had come, asked that he be escorted into the palace
with great respect. He came down to meet Suddmd at the door, washed his feet and
welcomed him into the palace. In those days, if you were a brdhmana, the king had to
greet you with respect, and do certain prescribed acts of worship. Then Krsna asked
Sudama, 'Did you bring anything for me?' Initially Sudamd did not say anything, for
he thought Krsna would take offence at the insignificant gift he bad brought. He saw the
palace, the riches around, and was aghast within himself as to how he could have come
to see Krsna with some beaten rice wrapped in a rag. But Krsna found the small bundle
hidden in his clothes, pulled it out, and began eating from it. He took one mouthful, and
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then a second one. Before he could take the third one, his wife, Rukminl, who was
standing near him, stopped him. She stopped him because, that very act of eating,
grahana,becomes anugrahana,bestowal of his grace on Suddma. When Krsna took

the first morsel of rice, there in Sudama's village his hut got transformed into a palace.
His wife and all the children suddenly found themselves in the best of clothes. Rukmini
stopped Krsna from taking more of the beaten rice, because if he had taken all of it, the
whole world would have belonged to Suddma.
That is the Lord's anugrahana.It becomes available immediately when he accepts
an offering. Sudama was so overwhelmed by Krsna's welcome and the arrangements
for his comfortable stay that he forgot to ask Krsna for any help. He was just happy
meeting Krsna after such a long time. He went back to his village, and when he reached
it, he was not sure whether it was his village or another. Everything was different. Even
the ponds that had been dry were full of water. The trees were full of flowers and fruits.
He could not recognise the place until his wife and children came and greeted him.
When Bhagavan takes, he gives.
Even the fact that you can pray is the result of prayer. You try. See if you can
really open your heart and pray. You will find it very difficult. With all the pain and
cynicism we have inside, it is very difficult to open up. A hundred arguments will come
to prove how prayer is useless. So, it takes a number of 'as though' prayers before we
can really pray. Prayer being an action, which is highly voluntary, as I told you, where
the freewill gets its maximum expression, is the most efficacious action. The role of the
will is so complete. You are not driven to it, you do it on your own. And its result is
assured. That is why Sankara interprets the word grhndmi as anugrhnými.
As a sddhana for antah-karana-Auddhi,an act of bhakti is very important. It

will instil devotion because it does imply a certain degree of surrender and recognition of
one's limitations. This can lead to helplessness but when it is accompanied by the
recognition of Ivara as limitless, the act of devotion makes this appreciation very real.
The attitude of surrender becomes more and more real through the act of surrender. So,
the act is as important as the very attitude until the attitude does not come and go. If it is
an abiding attitude you have no need to perform an act of devotion as a means, as we
will see in the next verse.

yatkarosi yadagndsiyajjuhosi daddsiyat
yattapasyasikaunteya tatkurusva madarpanam

f

wcifýT
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Verse 27

yat karosi - whatever you do; Z ayWnft yat ahndsi - whatever you eat;
yatjuhosi - whatever ritual you perform; zf ift
yat daddsi - whatever
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you give; f qTIF44 yat tapasyasi - whatever religious discipline you follow; hi-tat kurusva - please do it; R 3Sr'l mad-arpanam
kaunteya - Arjuna; ?TRp
- as an offering to Me

Whatever you do, whatever you eat, whatever ritual you perform,
whatever you give, whatever religious discipline you follow, Arjuna,
please do it as an offering to me.
Various actions that you do, whether they are secular or scripturally enjoined,
either by the Vedas or by smrti, please do all of them as an offering to Me, kurusva
madarpanam.Why is this said here?
Generally even though people perform these rituals, prayers, etc. they do them for
their own yoga and ksema. The same ritual can be a kdmya-karma or a
niskdma-karma. Niskdma-karma does not mean you do not expect a result. Nobody
can perform an action without expecting result. It means you expect no result except
antah-karana-duddhi.You may do anything but if it is no longer a kdmya-karma, you

do it with an entirely different attitude. What you want is antah-karana-suddhi.
What exactly is the purification? Not to be in the hands of likes and dislikes, the
two words that really cover all other psychological problems. If you analyse any problem
you have, you find it comes under raga-dvesas. Things did not happen as I wanted,
therefore, I have a problem. Things do not happen as I want, therefore, I have a problem.
I do not see that things will not happen as I want, therefore, I have a problem. All
problems, normal or abnormal, can be brought under rdga-dvesas.
CONNECTION OF PRAYER AND MENTAL PURIFICATION
This antah-karana-suddhi is very important and to achieve it, prayer is
inevitable. Why? Because only a prayerful mind can accept all this. Only on seeing my
helplessness, can I forgive myself. Only understanding myself very clearly as a limited
person can I totally accept that I could only do as much as I did; I could not have done
anything better. Perhaps in the order of things this is how it should have been. With that
kind of recognition, that prayerful attitude, there is serenity. When the mind is settled
like this, it can inquire properly. Here Bhagavdn is talking about a person who is
interested in moksa. He does karma for antah-karana-guddhi.He may do the same

action as a kdma-kmil but he does not want this and that. He wants only one thing,
moksa, which is non-separate from himself. As a karma-yogi he has renounced the
results of his actions, karma-phala-tyaga.He plays roles and performs karma etc. But
he does not work for dharma, artha, and kdma, but works only for antahkarana-suddhi.Or he can be a sannydsi who gives up the karmas, duties, so that he
has no role to play. Both the karma-yogi and the sannydis have a recognition of lsvara
and that is called bhakti.
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Tat kurusua madarpanam-whateveryou do, please offer it to Me. It means

may you not expect a result of yoga or ksema; just do it and let it go to the Lord. It is an
expression of your devotion to Ivvara. All you want is antah-karana-Auddhi.The very
offering of such a prayer brings about inner purification. Therefore, whatever you do,
please offer it to Me for the sake of antah-karana-suddhileading to moksa. Bhagavan

is not going to be elevated by your offering but you are enriched in the process.
Yatkarosi-whatever you do. Bhagavan addresses Arjuna directly here.
Whatever you do is made into an offering and the result of that karma is taken as
prasada.

YadaAndsi-whatever you eat. That is why, while eating we offer the food saying,
prdandya svahd, apdndya svdhd, vydndya svdhd, uddndya svdha, samandya svdah

and then finally saying brahmane svdha. It means this: Unto the Lord who is in the
form ofprdna, the respiratory function, apdna, the system that throws things out of the
body, samdna, the digestive system, vydna, the whole circulatory system, uddna, the
prdna that ejects the life out of the body at the time of death, I offer this food.
Brahmane svdha, to the one who indwells every physical body identified with the total
subtle body, hiranyagarbha,I offer this food.
Yat juhosi-whatever fire ritual you perform, whether it is a srauta-karmaor a
smdrta-karma,or any ritual that you perform daily or on special occasions, please offer
it unto Me. Let it not be for dharma, artha, or kdma. All that is important is your
attitude. Bhagavan is not going to be flattered by what you do or do not offer. Still,
through some association you make your offering more and more real, which creates in
you a certain bhavana, attitude. Visnu is the one who loves ornamentation; he is
alahkdra-priya. Lord Siva loves a bath; he is abhiseka-priya. Lord Sirya loves

salutations; he is namaskdra-priya.So, you do all this, for your own sake, really, to
make your devotion more real. It is only your attitude that counts. Two pieces of wood in
the form of a cross mean nothing; every telephone pole looks like that. But it stands for
something; so, there is an attitude, bhavana. So, it will work. Nobody will be denied the
result of his prayer whether he is a Muslim, a Christian, a Jew, a Parsi, or anybody.
These things must be very clear. Any religion is based on bhavana. That is what makes
a person a devotee.
Yat daddsi-whatever you give as an offering, as charity-gold, food, ghee,
clothes etc. These are the things that we generally give to brdhmanas, people like
priests, dedicated to a religious life. In former times, they were working for the society
and the society took care of them; so, ddna was generally for brahmanas.Now it can be
anything you give in charity. All the charities you do, dedicate them unto Igvara as a
worship.
Yat tapasyasi-any particular religious discipline you undertake. There are
varieties oftapas like fasting andjapa.
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In all this, Bhagavan says, 'Whatever you do, do it as an offering unto Me.' These
are all expressions that we have to understand properly. Otherwise what does 'Perform
all actions dedicated to the Lord' mean?, which Lord? Where? How? This is the
problem.
WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO OFFER EVERYTHING TO BHAGAVAN?

Here, we have to understand that gaining the knowledge of 7Ivara and
understanding that I am not separate from isvara is moksa, freedom. If you want that,
you need antah-karana-juddhiand you have to work for it. When dharma is Isvara,

even duties are for IAvara. What is to be done becomes important because it is looked
upon as Isvara and thereby raga-dvesas are relegated to the background. Then the
special rituals that you perform are meant for no other result than antah-karana-suddhi
leading to moksa. Wanting moksa means wanting JIvara because moksa is
non-separate from isvara. Knowing I am isvara, whose nature is fullness and who is the
cause of creation, is indeed moksa. When you are seeking moksa, don't think that you
are seeking anything other than Isvara. When the various rituals, prayers, etc., that you
perform are all for the sake of antah-karana-suddhi,which is necessary for moksa,
they are all for Isvara. Because, the svarupa of moksa is nothing but Isvara. So, when
you perform these prayers and rituals etc., they are all meant only for Isvara.
Similarly, the other duties, which you are called upon to do in day-to-day life are
also for 7ivara if they conform to dharma. Your likes and dislikes, tendencies etc., may
be opposed to what you have to do. But they are overruled when you conform to
dharma, because that itself is Isvara.
For the person who is living his life in this manner, like Arjuna, what will
happen?
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SubhdLubhaphalairevam moksyase karmabandhanaih
sanny6sayogayuktatmd vimukto mdmupaisyasi

lTTmrI evam - in this way; #1
bandhanaih-

moksyase -

you will be released; -4-e't

Verse 28

: karma-

from the bondage of karma; JST-3WTT-W•: Aubha-aSubha-phalaih-

in the form of desirable and undesirable results; T•ImT-j-T-3•T-?rT sannydsa-yogayukta-dtmd -

frT:

being one whose mind is endowed with renunciation and karma-yoga;

vimuktah- released; wrr 3Z4qfi

mdm upaisyasi - you will come to Me

In this way you will be released from the bondage of karma, which is in
the form of desirable and undesirable results. Being one whose mind is
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endowed with renunciation and karma-yoga, you who have been
released will come to Me.
Moksyase-you will be released. From what?
From the karmas that give you desirable and undesirable resultssubha-ahubhaih karma-bandhanaih. These binding karmas have desirable and
undesirable results, in other words sukha-duhkha. Karma produces two types of
results, desirable, Subha-phala, and undesirable, asubha-phala. And the karmas
themselves are bondage because they produce results for the agent, the kartd. He is the
one who has to experience the karma-phala, which comes in the form of sukha and
duhkha. In order to experience them, he must have a body, mind, senses, etc. Therefore,
he requires a birth,janma.Because of karma there isjanma, because ofjanma there is
karma.
From all this, Bhagavan says, you will be released. How?
Evam-in this manner, by doing what was described in the previous two verses.
Performing all actions as a dedication to Isvara, as it was explained, you become
sannydsa-yoga-yukta-atma,one whose mind is endowed with yoga and sannydsa. This
is moksa. But the person we are discussing is doing karma. And all that he does he
dedicates unto the Lord, as the Lord himself said in the last verse-yatkarosiyada-ndsi
yat tapasyasi... So, what is the sannyasa here? tSaikara makes it clear; it is sannyasa
and at the same time, yoga. It is called sannydsa because he renounces the results of his
actions; there is phala-tydga. Everything is done as an offering to Ivara-tatkurusva
madarpanamand he is interested only in Isvara, nothing else. Isvara is non-separate
from moksa; so, if he is interested in moksa, he is purely interested in Isvara. Since he
has karma-phala-tydga,it is called sannydsa, considering the root meaning of the word
rather than the popular meaning, which is a life style of renunciation. It is not the
renunciation of karma, but an attitudinal renunciation. The context here is the
performing of all these rituals, prayers, duties etc.
Therefore, we are talking about karma-yoga. Still, it is called sannydsa-yoga
because there is karma-phala-tydga.He gives up his likes and dislikes and does karma
only for the sake of Isvara. Not for anything else. This person is committed to Isvara.
So, naturally there is sannyasa. Why is it yoga? Saikarasays, because the word karma
is associated with it. And it is karma-yoga because the word sannyasa is there.
Otherwise it would be only karma for the sake of artha and kdma now; and later it
becomes a karma that binds you, karma-bandhanaby producing punya and pdpa.
These karmas, however, do not bind since they create antah-karana-Auddhi and
through antah-karana-Auddhi,you gain moksa.
There is an order there. The same thing was said in the fifth chapter of the G'td.
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yogayukto viguddhitm• vijitatmajitendriyah
sarvabhvitdtmabhiitatmd kurvannapi na lipyate

Verse 5-7

One whose mind is purified by being committed to a life ofkarma-yoga,
who has mastered the body and has the sense organs under control, and
who knows oneself to be the self in all beings, (such a person) is not
affected even while doing (actions).
This sequence is a style of the Gita and must be understood. Otherwise, it will
read as though karma-yoga is a means for liberation. That will destroy the whole sdstra
and create countless problems. Therefore, here we must remember that particular word,
yoga-yukta, the one who is endowed with karma-yoga. What does he become?
Visuddhatmd, his antah-karana is pure, meaning he is no longer in the hands of
rdga-dvesas. Therefore, he is vijitatmd, his mind is in his hands and so are his sense
organs; he is a jitendriya. Such a person becomes sarvabhata-dtmabhita-dtmr. In

time he gains this knowledge and his self is no longer enclosed but is released from the
limitations superimposed upon the self. He is the self of all. Even if he performs an
action he is not bound by that karma, na lipyate. That is what is said here.
So, by doing this, you will get released from karma. Look at this. Karma
generally binds you, but by doing the same karma with a change of attitude, it becomes
the means for liberation. The binding karma becomes non-binding.
Because he does everything for the sake of Isvara, he is a bhakta and also a
jijfisu, karma-yogi, mumuksu-all these at once. Because he is sannyasa-

yoga-yukta-atmd, he has all the qualifications for gaining the knowledge. So, for him
knowledge becomes easy.
Therefore, vimuktah mdm upaisyasi, liberated, you will come to Me, in time.
Because he has said moksyase, you will get liberated, there is a time involved here.
Knowledge does not take time. But removing the obstructions does. Being a karmayogi, you gain antah-karana-Suddhiand with that mind you are able to understand the
sastra and are, therefore, vimukta. Living, you are liberated because the mind does not
pose any problem in so far as the knowledge of yourself is concerned, which you have
gained from the sastra.It is not inhibited by any problem that would be there for want of
karma-yoga. And uninhibited self-knowledge is moksa. The teaching is there, pramana
is there, and vastu is there. Knowledge should take place. And it has to take place in
your mind. If that mind has a problem, we have to take care of it and that is done by
karma-yoga.
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Living, you are liberated; then what happens at the time of death? When the body
falls at the time of death, you are one with Me. What exists is only Uvara because the
notion of individuality, jivatva is eliminated. The jiva has resolved into Ivara and
therefore, you are one with Isvara,which means that you are Uavara. Even alive there is
only IAvara. But because of prarabdha-karma, the body-mind-sense complex
continues. Therefore, its seeming limitations continue. Then, that body falls away and
the seeming limitations also disappear. There is only Iivara.
Therefore, Lord Krsna says here, mdm upaisyasi, you will come to Me. This is
addressed to thejiva who is now listening, not to the sat-cit-dnanda-atmd.Here, 'you'
falls short of sat-cit-ananda-atmd.It goes only up to the jiva, the jijidsu and not

beyond that. 'You shall come to Me' means that there will be no 'you,' the individual.
You who is sat-cit-ananda-brahmaalone is there.

This is another expression that can be misunderstood. You have been Me, but you
come back to Me again. As though you are a stranger, you come back to Me. This is a
figurative expression. There is no coming to Bhagavdn or going away from Bhagavan.
You are always non-separate from Bhagavan. It is just a matter of recognition.
DOES BHAGAVAN ALSO HAVE PARTIALITY?
But in the previous verse he says, whatever you do, Arjuna-yat karosi
yadahndsiyadjuhosi-offer it all to Me. And the one who performs all actions for the
sake of Ivara will get Iuara, whereas the others will not. Then we have a problem.
Bhagavan becomes the one who has raga-dvesas like any ordinary person. If you praise
him, calling him Indra, Candra etc., you get something out of him. Then if you criticise
him, he doesn't give you anything at all. Today he shows rdga, and tomorrow he shows
dvesa. Flatter him and he gives you everything. If he is angry, he leaves you out
completely. This is what we see in the world. We thought Bhagavan was different, one
who would be equal to all people and give equally to everybody. But it looks as though
he too behaves like an ordinary person. You go on doing everything for Bhagavdn, then
he is pleased and says, 'Come back!' But the others who did not care for him, he also
does not care for. What is this? If you care for him, he cares for you. If you do not, he
does not care for you. What kind of Bhagavan is he? He should care for me even if I do
not care for him. I do not see him doing anything for me nor is he immediately available
for me. How can I care for him? I have a hundred different cares in my life.
But he is said to be all-wisdom, all-love, and all-compassion. In his vision, in his
compassion I have done nothing to deserve being neglected by him. Suppose a child
happens to kill a cockroach. You do not consider it a sin. It was afraid and it therefore,
did something. Even if a person commits a small felony, you accommodate him. Our
local laws seem to be very kind to the children because they do things in innocence. So,
what about the almighty Lord who is all-wisdom, who is absolute love and compassion?
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In his vision what kind of misdemeanour can I commit that will not get his pardon? In
fact I must destroy the universe for him to get angry. If I put Mars out of place, turn
Jupiter inside out, just spirit the entire Earth away, if I make a mess of his whole home,
then he should get angry with me. But these small little things that a human being may
do, he should pardon.
I am not like Ravana who made Lord Varuna come and water his garden and
wanted Vdyu to come and sweep his floor, etc. He abused all the devatas and should be
punished, all right. But not me, doing my small little thing. What kind of person is he, if
only when you go on flattering him, he is very kind to you? And if you neglect to say
'You are Ananta,' 'You are Krsna,' 'You are Rama,' you are this, you are that, etc., he
thinks that I am no good and therefore, does not care for me. In my innocence and
childishness I may not care for him. But in his wisdom and in his compassion, he should
care for me. What kind of a God is he if he also has rdga-dvesas?
It is very clear that such a God is insecure. He has his own fans called bhaktas,
devotees. So, he cares for them. And the others, who mind their business and are now
grown up, he dislikes. He should be proud of them. But he wants them always to look up
to him, which means he does not want them to grow. He is not even like enlightened
parents.
Now we have reduced Isvara to our level. It is the argument of an opponent,
piurvapaksi,remember. The answer to this is given in the next verse.
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Verse 29

-qW:aham samah - I am the same;

7

there is no one whom I dislike; - (t) f•I: na (me)

W TRye bhajanti tu mdm - but
T-4F7
priyah - nor is (anyone) my favourite;
those who seek Me; nTWT bhaktyd - with devotion; TIf A mayi te - they exist in
Me; tA q AT 3•'TT tesu ca api aham - and I exist in them

I am the same in all beings. There is no one I dislike nor do I have a
favourite. But those who seek Me with devotion exist in Me and I in
them.
Samah aham sarva-bhitesu-I am the same in all beings. I am not someone

separate from them. In all the beings I am the same limitless Isvara because the dtmd of
everyone is Myself alone. In all beings I am available for owning. They need not even
come to Me; they are Me. So, what would-be My attitude towards them?
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Na me dvesyah asti-How can I have a dvesya-one who is disliked, when
everyone is Me? I do not hate Myself. I cannot hate Myself because I know that I am
complete-aham parnah. To hate oneself, one must be ignorant of oneself. I have no
such ignorance. I know that I am everything and when that is so, everyone is Myself.
There is no separate person at all. Everyone is the same whole person, which is why he is
called purusa.When this is so, there is no person to be hated.
You may not dislike some one, but suppose you have a liking for somebody else.
That is good enough. It means you are indifferent to others and it also establishes a
gradation, tdratamya. It is not enough to say, na me dvesyah asti, there is no one for
whom I have dislike.
Therefore, Bhagavun says, na me priyah asti-I have no favourite, no beloved.
Human beings are subject to all that but not Isvara. Then why does he say those who
worship him will come to him etc.? If he is giving favours, you can say he gives certain
people favours and not others. The problem here is, Bhagavan says, I am themselves.
They have to know Me. I cannot be more than what I am for them nor can I do more than
what I have done already. They themselves are Me. They are not separate from Me. I am
not giving favours to anybody but those who know Me get Me. It is all according to the
law. Even grace is karma-phala.They have the free will to earn that grace or not to.
Then finally speaking,
Ye mdm bhajanti bhaktyd, those who seek Me, who praise Me, who worship Me
with devotion-all these can be taken as the meaning of the word bhajanti-mayi te
tesu ca api aham, they exist in Me and I exist in them. They exist in Me because they
seek Me. Then they become one with Me and therefore, I exist in them. What about
others? They are also non-separate from Me but they do not seek Me with commitment,
with devotion, bhaktyd. If they do, then I am in them, they are in Me. Here you must
note that Bhagavin is not speaking with reference to satya and mithyd as he did earlier
when he said matsthdni sarva-bhitdnina ca aham tesu avasthitah.Here he is saying

that the seeker's dtmd is Me. Therefore, all the seekers exist in Me, and I in them in that
both of us are one and the same. Pure 7tm is pointed out. He is not talking about the
relationship but the identity between the jiva and Paramesvara.Therefore, I am them
and they exist in Me. All of them have their being in dtma. When each one says, 'I am
so-and-so' that 'I' is Paramesvara.They all exist in Me, one paramditm, and I am in
the form of all of them.
Why should hesay so?
THERE IS NO WHOLE-PART RELATIONSHIP WITH IJVARA
One may think that they exist in Me like the parts exist in the whole. This is what
the school of thought called uviista-advaita says. But this cannot be. There are no
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fractions of dtmd because dtmd is always whole. It cannot be fractionated. It is not that
from the same fire each one has a spark of divinity. There is no spark here. The spark is
the whole. These theologies all exist because we have psychological issues. Everyone
wants to belong to somebody because he feels empty inside. He wants to be claimed by
somebody and therefore, he says he belongs to a big person, in this case, Visnu. It is
purely psychological. There is nothing wrong with wanting to belong to somebody but
we are not talking about simple psychological issues here. It is more than that. You do
not belong to IBvara. You are Isvara.
If you think you belong to uvara, then you will also think Isvara belongs to you.
Then, Isvara will have one million people saying the same thing. They are all deluded.
When they discover there is another person to whom IAvara has given the same feeling,
their devotion will disappear. Isvara becomes like the fellow who was searching for a
greeting card and with the help of the shopkeeper finally found the one he was looking
for. It said, 'You are the only one I love.' Then he asked the shopkeeper for a dozen of
them! Similarly, Isvara gives every devotee the feeling that he belongs to that devotee.
He should; otherwise no devotee will be a devotee. But among the devotees, each has
always an eye upon the other devotee. Each thinks 'The Lord belongs to me. I am the
only one dear to him. That is what he told me.' When one says to the other, 'He told me
the same thing,' all the devotion falls apart.
This is what happens if you think you are a fraction of the Lord. This is
viiista-advaita.If everyone belongs to Itvara and everyone thinks that Isvara belongs
to him, definitely he will have the feeling, 'I am not special to isvara, he has general
devotees, I am only one of them.' And devotion will evaporate. There is no belonging.
You are Isvara. There is no question of separation because Isvara cannot be made into
parts so that you have a spark of that Isvara. Therefore, when one understands, 'I am in
all of them, they are in Me,' there is no separation.
Bhagavdn says, 'I have no dvesa for the people who do not care for Me nor do I
have raga for the people who care for Me. I am available for everyone because in all
beings I am the same, samo'ham sarva-bhitesu.' It is a question of owning up. The
dtmd of everyone is ParameSvara. I am not hiding myself from anybody nor I am
choosing to reveal Myself to someone. I do not extend favours to some and punishment
to others. It is all one's own doing.
Having said this, he continues to talk about the nature of the commitment to the
pursuit of livara, called bhakti. Sahkara introduces the next verse saying 'Listen to the
glory of that devotion.'
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api cetsudurdcdro bhajate mamananyabhak
sddhureva sa mantavyah samyagvyavasito hi sah

Verse 30

3TfTi? api cet even if; •"Iff: sudurdcdrah - one of highly improper conduct;
3rRplr9
ananyabhdk - being one without a sense of separation; TR 'rTi# bhajate
• aq: sah sddhuh eva mantavyah - he
TF
zTT
mam - he worships/seeks Me; f W: :
is to be considered a good person; * hi - because; T': a••'ctida: sah
samyagvyavasitah - he is one whose understanding is clear

Even if someone of highly improper conduct seeks Me without a sense of
separation, he is to be considered a good person because he is one whose
understanding is clear.
Api cet sudurdcdrah-even if he is a person whose conduct is highly
questionable. Sudurccdra is a person whose conduct, dcdra, is perfectly bad. He omits
all the things that are to be done and does all the things that are not to be done. He is
completely unmindful of others' happiness or welfare. Such a totally self-centred person
is a durdcara.In that, he excels everybody else. There are many criminals but this one
excels all of them. Generally you do not put the prefix, su, in conjunction with the
prefix, dur. But here Lord Krsna uses this su with durdcdra. Even though his conduct
has been like this, and continues to be like this, he is ananyabhdk,one who does not see
anything else except [Ivara. Somehow, in spite of all his durdcdra, because of some
previous karma, he has discovered a devotion for ivara and is committed to the
knowledge of Iuvara. Therefore, he has becomeananyabhdk, one who commits one
self to the pursuit of the knowledge of ijvara. He seeks Me, ParameSvara,even though
his dcdra is highly questionable.
Then what happens to him?
Sddhuh eva sa mantavyah-that person is to be considered a sddhu, one whose

conduct is good, because his thinking or his understanding is clear, he is well established
in the knowledge of Ifvara-samyag-vyavasitah sah. When his understanding about
jiva and Isvara is clear, naturally he should be looked upon as one who is committed to
the pursuit of Isvara and as one who has proper understanding.
A PERSON CANNOT ALWAYS BE JUDGED BY HIS CONDUCT
If he has such knowledge, how can his conduct be questionable? It is only an
argument. That is why api cet is there. It is a supposition. Suppose there is such a
person. If he is committed to the pursuit of or has understood IAvara properly as
non-separate from atmd, then who can evaluate his conduct? His ego, ahahkdra, is not
there but because of some prior habits picked up, he may continue to do certain things,
which are looked upon as questionable. A story told in the Mahdbhdrataillustrates this.
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One brahmana was sitting under a tree doing his prayers and meditation and
tapas invoking the Lord. In the process he developed some powers, which he himself
did not know about. One day, when he was sitting under a tree, a crane on top of the tree
dropped some droppings on him. He looked at it with angry eyes and the crane was burnt
to ashes. Then he knew he had this power. He used to go for bhiksa daily to the same
village. Previously he was humble like a sadhu; but once he got the power, he became
very proud. He went and asked for bhiksa and the woman made him wait for one hour
before serving him. He was very angry and asked her how she could make him wait like
that. She said that she was doing her duties, which was more important. He said, 'Do you
know who you are talking to?' She said, 'Yes I know, but I am no crane.' He asked her
how she knew about the crane. And she told him to go and ask a particular butcher. The
butcher was busy serving his old and ailing father; so, the brahmana had to wait again.
He was furious and asked the butcher why he had made him wait. Then the butcher
asked, 'Did that lady send you here?' The lesson here is: Do not judge people by what
they do. One was a house-holder and the other a butcher but they were both doing their
jobs and were definitely better than the brahmanawith all his prayers and meditations.
IMPROPER CONDUCT CANNOT CONTINUE
And he is to be considered a sddhu because when he has properly understood,
samyag-vyavasitah hi sah, and is pursuing knowledge, his improper conduct is not
going to continue. How can it? All duracara,if you analyse it, is either a habit or a real
crime. Habit will naturally drop off in time. Crimes are always centred on the person
who is insecure, the small 'I.' Because he is so highly insecure, his behaviour becomes
aggressive. If he has devotion to ISvara, in the very acceptance of lsvara, his ego gets
diluted. And in the pursuit of knowledge of livara, it gets even further diluted. Thereby
all the tendencies based upon fear, tendencies to cheat, to deceive, to hurt, naturally drop
off.
To give an example. When a cotton cluster is thinned out so that it becomes fluffy,
all the particles sticking to the cotton drop off. You cannot easily remove them one by
one but once the cotton fibres are separated, you find all the particles drop down because
there is nothing for them to stick to. The ego too, once diluted, cannot hold on to these
tendencies. They all drop off because fear and selfishness, which are atthe centre of all
crimes, are due to ego. If that ego is diluted, where is the question of these things
sticking there?
Sahkara introduces the next verse saying that, having given up improper conduct,
which is external, this person becomes a dharmdtmd because of an inner clarity in
understanding of oneself and ISvara.
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ksipram bhavati dharmdtmd baSvacchdntim nigacchati
kaunteya pratijadnhina me bhaktahpranasyati

fi

ksipram -

quickly; i4f

bhavati -

he becomes;

RirTT

Verse 31
dharmatmd -

one

whose mind is in conformity with dharma; VIZr-VwR
&agvat-9dntim- eternal
peace; ýirq1
nigacchati - he gains; #tqi
kaunteya - Arjuna; Miti'4
pratijFnihi- may you know for certain;
%-T-: me bhaktah - My devotee; f
0;1r7f na pranasyati- does not get destroyed

Quickly he becomes one whose mind is in conformity with dharma and
gains eternal peace. May you know for certain, Arjuna, My devotee
never gets destroyed.
Ksipram bhavati dharmdtma-Dharmdtmd means the one whose mind is in

conformity with dharma.Dharma becomes natural to this person because commitment
to dharma is a part of devotion to Isvara. The moral order is not created by an
individual; it is a part of the creation. We require such an order because we have the
faculty of choice. Once we have that we must have a set of norms for interaction with the
world. Otherwise it is a power given to us without proper controls. Therefore, one does
have innate common sense knowledge of this moral order. That is why there is universal
agreement about what is fundamentally right and wrong. Besides this, there is cultural
right and wrong and situational right and wrong. An interpretation is possible only
because there is a universal order, which is a part of the creation. And creation, or what
is created by isvara, is non-separate from Ilvara. Therefore, dharma is lsvara. That is
not an ordinary thing.
This is something we find only in the vaidika-sdstra. Elsewhere dharma is
purely a mandate, which if you follow, you will be rewarded, and if you do not, you will
be punished. This is how all of dharma, which is values, ethics etc., is presented. But
here, dharma is non-separate from Isvara. So, seeking Isvara is not going to be away
from that dharma.

Because his mind is committed to dharma, he is called dharma-dtmd. And
dharma is always expressed in terms of conduct. Later we are going to see a verse,
which says, sarva-dharmdnparityajya-completely giving up dharma, which means
karmdni parityajya-completelygiving up karma because only where there is karma

does dharma come into play. Karma is controlled by dharma and has to be in keeping
with it. Therefore, karma is dharma.
Previously he was durcdra, now he is dharmdtmd because of his clarity of
understanding-samyag-vyavasitahhi sah. And because of his devotion to Isvara,
B.G, Vol fil - I
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naturally, this change takes place quickly. Even though he was duracara when he
started all this, his knowledge and devotion are such that, it consumes all his improper
behaviour. Such a person is free from conflict. Therefore, he gains eternal peace--asvat
dantim nigacchati. There are different types of s'nti. Because he does what is to be
done and avoids what is not to be done, naturally he gains inner Sinti. This is relative.
But then he already has clear understanding. Because of that, he becomes dharmdtmd.
And being a dharmatma,his understanding becomes clearer. As his conduct improves,
his clarity also increases. He understands the nature of the self as not subject to
modification and therefore, nitya-danta-ananda.Therefore, this ganti is gaSvat-Santi, a

snti, which is eternal because it is a peace that is the nature of the self. In spite of
thinking, atmd is sinta, so, let the thinking take place. That is clarity. Whatever the
condition of the mind, it does not become a basis for self-judgement because it does not
bring about any change in my knowledge ofdtmd being avikriya, not subject to change.
That is §asvat-9dnti. Therefore, self-knowledge is called santi.
This knowledge is not sullied by thinking. This is true of any knowledge. If you
know what a car is, that knowledge is not in any way affected just because the mind is
restless or disturbed. Even when the mind is sad, I + 1 is still 2. The nature of
knowledge is that it does not get disturbed just because the mind is in a certain condition
or the body has become very old or weak. The clarity of knowledge is such that he
knows he is santa in spite of the mind, not because the mind is sdnta.
Kaunteya pratijdnihi na me bhaktah pranagyati, may you know for certain,

Arjuna, my devotee does not get destroyed. This is a very famous sentence. Devotee
here is the committed person and implies that he has recognition of Isvara. That
recognition is a great blessing. It is not an easy thing to recognise Isvara. That there is
lsvara is a great step and then the one who seeks to know that Isvara is really one
whom we call a bhakta here. He never comes to a bad lot, whatever his conduct has
been.
Even regarding the pursuit, he is very clear about what he is after. And if he
appreciates ISvara, naturally he gains the santi, which is the nature of dtma. And he
does not come to destruction, to a bad lot. This is true forany person.

fif f
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mmrn hi pdrtha vyapagrityaye'pi syuh pdpayonayah
striyo vaigyastathdSidrdste'pi ydnti pardm gatim

Verse 32

hi- indeed; 1i pdrtha - Arjuna; 4 3TF -9:ye api syuh - even those who are;
qT'-•-4iT: papa-yonayah - born in families given to improper conduct; rYT tatha so too; fo: striyah - women; tmI: vaigyah - vaiSyas; F: SAdrdh - S§idras; -

f
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mdm vyapdSritya 3fq te api - they also; TRf
ydnti - gain; mR TIRTh pardm gatim - the ultimate end

taking refuge in Me;

rrfT

Indeed, Arjuna, even those who are born in families given to improper
conduct, and so too, women, vaisyas and sadras, taking refuge in Me,
they also gain the ultimate end.
Pdpa-yonayah are those who happen to be born to parents who are of very bad
conduct like criminals and so on. It can also be taken as animals etc. because we have
stories about such jvas as Gajendra,an elephant, getting moksa. Caught by a crocodile,
he plucked a lotus from the pond and offered to the Lord. Because of his devotion, the
Lord helped him release himself from the crocodile. And Jatdyu, who was a bird, got
moksa and of course there was Hanumdn who was more of a monkey. Pdpa-yoni is any
birth in which there is a predominance of affliction. For us, pipa is not sin. It is anything
that gives you duhkha. Even a mosquito bite is a papa. Thus, if you get a mosquito bite,
one pdpa has gone.
Sahkara takes the word pdpa-yonayah as being striyah, vaisyah and sudrdh.

Women undergo more physical and perhaps emotional pain than men and so, a female
birth can be considered a pdpa-yoni. And a vaigya, ASdra etc., do not have a good start
in life. A vaiSya does business; so, the motivation to sell something is greater than that
to be truthful. He cannot say, 'This is useless but if you want it, you can buy it.' If he
can, he is almost ready to become a sannydsi. Therefore, it is considered to be a
pipa-yoni.

I' do not agree with this. Because the word tathd, so too,.is there, it is very clear
that stri, etc., are not pdpa-yonis. The verse says, 'Even those who are pipa-yonis, so
too, women, vaisyas and iidras, ye api syuh pdpayonayah tatha striyah vaiiydh
Stdrdh.' And nowhere is it said that vaisyas and siudras are pdpa-yonis. The word

pdpa-yonayah can also mean those who are born outside the four groups of peoplebrdhmanas,ksatriyas, vaisyas and iildras.

Or, more correctly, pdpa-yonis are those who are born to parents given to a life of
adharma. But strl, woman, who falls within the four groups is also mentioned; so, stri
cannot be included in pdpa-yonis here. These would be people like the cainddlas etc.,
who come from a certain tribe that does not conform to any kind of dharma. The point
is, all of them get liberated: Therefore, the criterion for gaining moksa is not the
parentage or the varna a person belongs to. Nor is it the dtrama the person happens to
be in. All these do not really count in gaining moksa. They count only in determining
what kind of duty the person has to perform if the varna-dsramasystem is working. For
moksa, which is in the form of knowledge, these things do not count at all. Therefore, all
' Pujya Sri Swami DayanandaSaraswati
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these people can also gain pardgati, the end from which there is no return. It is also an
end, which cannot be improved upon; it is the ultimate end called inner freedom, which
is the recognition of dtmd being identical with ISvara.
When all these people can get liberated...
fi
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kim punarbrdhmandhputny bhaktd rdjarsayastathd
anityamasukham lokamimam prdpya bhajasva mdm

Verse 33

j1: lI^JUlf: kim punah brahmanah - then what to talk of brdhmanas; 7Tr1:
fEt
punydh - who have fortunate births; W•Pl: bhaktlh - devoted; IT TrT: tatha
rSjarsayah - so too the sage-kings (ksatriyas); qRFimam - this; a3lIE anityam
lokam - world of
- non-eternal; $JTS asukham - of very little happiness; -tiW
experience; 1lM2 prdpya - having gained; tur W'Rmmdm bhajasva - may you seek

Me
Then what to talk of brihmanas who have fortunate births and are
devoted, so too, the sage-kings (ksatriyas)? Having gained this world,
which is non-eternal and of little happiness, may you seek me.
Kim punah brahmanahpunydh bhaktah-what to talk of brdhmanas who are

born in punya-yonis? Because of certain punya, they really have a head start in this
pursuit. They are born in a family where there is culture and from the beginning are
exposed to rituals etc. When he is eight years old a brihmana boy is initiated into the
study of the Vedas, the gdyatrl-mantraand so on. This is not an ordinary opportunity.
And of course they must be isvara-bhaktas.They do not fritter away the opportunity
they have but with devotion, commit themselves to the pursuit of this knowledge.
Bhaktdh rdjarsayahtatha-similarly, the ksatriyas, who are kings and sages.

They also have an advantageous beginning. Bhagavdn calls them rdjarsis; they are
kings, and they are sages--rjdnah te rsayah. This means they are born in a royal
family and they are knowers of Brahman.
Bhagavdn has covered everybody. Therefore, it is not where you are, but what
you are, that is important. Devotion and commitment is as necessary for the brdhmana
as for the pdpa-yoni. And further, no matter what the station in life, the fundamental
condition is the same. Bhagavdn describes it very clearly.
Anityam asukham lokam imam prdpya-having gained this world of experience
achieved by a human being, which is non-eternal, and of very little happiness. If you are
a Aidra, you are a human being; if you are a vaigya you are a human being; if you are a
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brahmanayou are a human being; if you are a can.dla you are a human being. Even if
you are Hanuman you are like a human being in that you are capable of thinking and
not purely controlled by instinct. For all of them this world is the same. Non-eternal,
anitya, and not happy, asukha. The world of human beings consists of experiences,
which are not lasting and not always happy. The 'a' prefixed to sukha here is not
negation but conveys the sense of only a little. If there is no sukha nobody will want to
live. Everyone has some sukha, but it is inadequate and anitya. Having gained it, one
finds it is finite and very fleeting.
Sahkarasays, the status of being a human being, which is the means for fulfilling
all the purusdrthas, is very difficult to gain. The idea is, do not fritter it away. What
should one do then?
Mam bhajasva, commit yourself to pursuing knowledge of Parameivara.
Anything less will not satisfy you. No one can say minus moksa, which is
Paramesvara,this is enough for me. Even though one may think if he gets a certain
thing he will have all he wants, once he gets it, it becomes clear that it is not enough.
Therefore, everybody is seeking moksa. To gain that freedom from the sense of
limitation, you have to come to 'Me,' says Bhagavan. This means that you have to
know 'Me.' Therefore, mdm bhajasva,please worship or seek me.
Lastly, how should one seek you?

&1
1tRTtq

Zj4TTqlUT:qm n I Iwe I

manmand bhava madbhakto mady&ji mam namaskuru
mamevaisyasi yuktvaivamdtmdnam matpardyanah4

Verse 34

T-IT: manmandh - one Whose mind is committed to Me; t4: madbhaktah who is devoted to Me; qiaM madydji - whose rituals are offered to Me; IT' bhava may you become; qT
H mdm namaskuru- may you surrender to Me; 3IWRr(-T
yuktvd - having oneself prepared in this way; ?IWR:
evam
-•
atmdnam
p•Tf4iR
(If) matpardyanah(san)- being one for whom I am the ultimate end; wT¶ lf TqlfT
mdm eva esyasi -

you will reach Me alone

May you become one whose mind is committed to Me, who is devoted to
Me, whose rituals are offered unto Me and may you surrender to Me.
Having yourself prepared in this way and being one for whom I am the
ultimate end, you will reach Me, the self alone.
Manmand bhava, may you become one whose mind is lost in Me, is committed
to Me, Paramesvara.Committed to the Lord means committed to the pursuit of the
Lord. Generally we are committed to various other things in the world, that are nothing
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but artha and kama and use the Lord to gain those things. There is nothing wrong with
that. But having achieved what you wanted, you are not going to complete the journey
towards fulfilment. Therefore, may you choose Me straight away as the one to be gained,
as the one in whom you lose yourself. Gain here is in the form of knowledge. So, may
you become one whose mind is committed to Me.
'Mad-bhaktah bhava-may you become one who is devoted to Me,' says the
Lord. When your mind has to be in the pursuit of the Lord, your love must not be
elsewhere. If you are intellectually convinced about the pursuit of moksa but your heart
is distributed in hundred different things, it does not work. You will not have a mind that
is seeking the Lord. Bhakti, here is the emotion of love. Bhakti is defined as preinasvariipa-of the nature of love. So, the Lord says, 'May I, Iivara, the very subject
matter of Vedanta become the object of your love.' In other words, may you be a
jijiiasu,where your devotion is for the very knowledge of lvora.
Madydiji bhava-may you become one whose rituals, prayers etc., are offered
only for Me. This means they are only for the sake ofantah-karana-huddhi,whereby is
the gain of Isvara. In every prayer, isvara is invoked. But then it is not usually for
ISvara's sake that you perform the ritual. You do it for heaven or some similar end. Even
though Isvara is involved, the purpose is entirely different. Here, however, Isvara is
invoked only for the sake of gaining ivuara, nothing else. That is excellent. The same
prayer is converted into a great sddhana because you are invoking Ivuara's grace for
knowing Isvara. You do not want anything less.
Then, the Lord says, main namaskuru-may you surrender unto Me. Because the
word kuru is there, an action is indicated. So, the surrender here is yoga. Surrendering
your doership and enjoyership, may you commit yourself to Me. The attitude described
here is: Whatever is given to me by Isvara, I am happy with that. All that I do, I do
conforming to dharma because dharma itself is Isvara. Unto that Isvara I surrender
my personal likes and dislikes. That is what is called namaskdra, surrender.
yuktva-having prepared oneself in this way. When you are
Evamn tmnamn
it
doing all these things, will bring about antah-karana-guddhiand, Sahkara says, in
this way your mind will be composed and focused. And having focused the mind,
samadhaya cittam, one surrenders unto isvara. The mind can be focused on anything
but here it is only on Bhagavun.
When that is so, what will happen?
That person becomes matpardyana,the one for whom I, Isvara, am the goal. For
him, the ultimate end, the only end is Paramesuara.All because he is manmanidh
madbhaktah madydji and the one who has surrendered unto Me. He has taken refuge in
Me and thus is called matpariyana,one for whom I am the ultimate end, the only end
in fact.
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That being so, the Lord says, mnm eva esyasi, you will go to Me alone, you will
gain Me alone. Discovering that dtmd is ParameSvara,you will become one with Me.
This expression, 'becoming one with Me,' is always a problem. What is to become one
with a person? Do you go somewhere and become one with him? How will you become
one with him? Is it a kind of a relationship? Is it a kind of emotional identity or some
kind of intellectual identity or some kind of physical identity like an amoeba in your
stomach? How exactly does the devotee get identity with uAvara?
Bhagavan says, 'Because I am the dtma of all beings, coming to Me is
recognising yourself. When you gain yourself in terms of knowledge, you come to
isvara.
We have taken the syntax to be, evam dtmdnam yuktva mdm esyasi-having

prepared your mind in this way, you will gain Me. Here, we have taken the word
dtmdnam to mean the mind. Whereas Sahkara says, evam yuktvd-samadhaya cittam

evam, meaning, 'Having gained the composure of mind in this manner...'
And then he says, dtmdnam mdm esyasi, you will reach dtma that is Myself. And
he explains the word dtma as himself, who is the atma of all beings-aham hi
sarvestm bhiitanam dtmd, and who is the pard gati, the ultimate end. Looking at it

this way, you get the meaning that your reaching the Lord is reaching yourself because
JIvara is the dtma of all beings.
All this goes along with kaunteya pratijdnihi na me bhaktah pranasyati,may

you know for certain, Arjuna, My devotees never get destroyed. Thus ends the chapter
nine with the assurance from Bhagavdn that a bhakta who comes to know or wants to
know Bhagavdn in this manner is never destroyed.

fartnWT *Ti fTANURPTIsT
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om tat sat. iti Srimadbhagavadglitsu upanisatsubrahmavidydydmn
yogaastre Srikrsndrjunasamvade rdjavidydrdjaguhyayogondma
navamo 'dhydyah
Om tat sat. This indicates the end of the chapter. Om means Brahman. Tat satthat alone is truth. Iti Srimadbhagavadgitdsuupanisatsu,in the Bhagavadgita,which

is equivalent to Upanisads, in this brahmavidyd, a Adstra whose subject matter is
brahmavidyt, that is, the identity of ttma and Brahman...

And it is not only brahmavidyd, which deals with realities, it is a yoga-tistra. It
talks about the antah-karana and karmas etc., telling what one has to do for
purification of the mind. And dharma, all disciplines, values, prayer etc., come under
yoga-Alstra. In this yoga-adstra...
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And this was in the form of a dialogue that took place between Krsna and Arjuna

krsna-arjuna-samvuda. In this dialogue, krsna-arjuna-samvdde, is
navamo'dhydya, 9 'hchapter dealing with the topic, raja-vidy6, rdja-guhya.

this

Raja-vidyd is brahma-vidya and it is rija-guhya, the greatest secret. There are

many secrets but this is the king, raji, of all secrets, because even after you are told it
remains a secret. And once you understand, it is the most precious.
r~iFki
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CHAPTER 10
THE GLORIES OF BHAGAVAN
The Bhagavadgitd is both brahma-vidyd and yoga-Adstra. As brahma-vidya it

can be reduced to one sentence, tat tvam asi-you are that. In this, one has to
understand, what this 'you' is, and what 'that' is. To understand any sentence, you must
understand the meaning of each word.
The meaning of the word tat is ISuara, the cause of all. 'Who' is this Isvara?
Tvam-pada stands forjiva. Who is this jiva? Inquiry into both must be done.
We saw that the first six chapters of the Glta deal mainly with the meaning of the
word 'tuam-you.' The first chapter depicted Arjuna's sorrow, which is the lot of any
jiva. Then, discovering in Krsna a teacher, he declared himself Krsna's student and
sought refuge in Krsna. In the second chapter Lord Krsna teaches him what the itmasvaripa is. The next chapter, karma-yoga is also about the jiva. The fourth chapter
teaches that itma is akartd, which is again teaching the nature of the inner self,
pratyagdtma. Then the fifth chapter deals with the jiva's renunciation and the sixth
chapter is committed to contemplation with reference to pratyagdtml, the contemplator.
From the seventh chapter onwards there is a complete change in the presentation
of the subject matter. Ivara, the truth of ivara,the glory of Ivara,is the central topic
in these chapters, i.e., the next six chapters.
The tenth chapter of the Gltd, called vibhuti-yoga, presents the glories ofivara.
Even though he is all pervasive and is everything, still, the glory of Bhagavin is visible
wherever there is a ray of glory.
In India, in ancient times, any good place was dedicated to Bhagavdn. A
confluence, the coming together of two rivers, is always a wonderful sight. There, you
will find a temple. Any mountaintop, from which there is a scenic view, will have a
temple. On RdmeSvaram, the island is a temple. Kanydkumdri is an excellent place
where you can see the merging of the three bodies of water, the Arabian Sea, the Bay of
Bengal, and the Indian Ocean, each with its own colour. It is a great sight. There you
find only a temple, no palace or secular monument.
In the seven hills of Tirupati, there is the famous Bdlji temple. In the Himalayas,
in Badrinath,there is a temple. The big snowy peak of KailaSa is itself worshipped as
Lord Siva. Thus any unusually good spot, in any spot where the glory of nature is very
evident, there is a temple. Even if you build a temple on a very common site, with its
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exquisite sculptures and imposing towers, it becomes a beautiful place. Thus any place
of glory or beauty was always given to the Lord. Why? Because, it is his beauty.
Sahkara introduces this chapter called vibhiti-yoga saying, in whichever
situation, in whichever object, there is some glory, Bhagavdn is to be contemplated
upon and appreciated.
The truth of Bhagavan is not easily understood and therefore, must be told again
and again. Repetition is valid as long as something has to be understood. If it is to be
believed, repetition is meaningless. Thus Sahkara validates the repetition. It is not
simple repetition though. There is an elaboration, which also reveals the style of
teaching. What you say in passing in one place, you expand upon in another. Previously
the vibhitis, glories, of livara were pointed out in passing and now they are taken up as
the main topic. This is how the whole teaching is. In order to cover one topic, you may
have to touch on another topic briefly and reserve it for later discussion.
Here, the topic of the glory of Bhagavan is discussed. There is nothing that is not
Bhagavdn-that is what is going to be told here. In whatever situation, if there is some
glory, there the glory of Bhagavan is to be recognised. Something beautiful is not taken
merely as a beautiful thing. That beauty is Bhagavan-he is the source of all fame and
beauty. For a bhakta, an intelligent person who discerns this, Bhagavn alone is
famous. Nobody else. Fame, wherever it is, is bhagavad-vibhiti alone. To make this
clear is this chapter, which is rightly called, vibhiti-yoga.
WHY BHAGAVAN REPEATS WHAT HE HAS SAID

Lord Krsna himself explains why he is going to repeat this now. Bhagavan says,

Sribhagavdnuvdca
bhuya eva mahdbdho srnu me paramam vacah
yatte'ham priyamdndya vaksydmi hitakimyaya

Verse 1

- said;
uvdca
v\l
H Sribhagavan- the Lord;
t7i1l mahabdho - O! Mighty armed Arjuna; %T:tT{ bhiyah eva - indeed again;
' Mi': me paramam vacah - to My words, which reveal the
••
7r7 .rnu- listen;4
limitless; ?T yat - which; A RYlTuq te pr[yamdndya - to' you who is pleased (by
aham vaksydmi
I hitakdmyaya - for your good; 3ET iiFf
My words); %2IET
4iP

-(which)

I will tell
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Indeed, 0! Mighty armed Arjuna, for your benefit, listen again to My
words, which reveal the limitless, which I will tell you, who is pleased
(by My words).
Mahabahu means literally the one who has two long arms; but here it means a
man of might, of glory. Bhagavdn is going to talk about his glories and by addressing
Arjuna as mahdbdho, he is trying to say, 'The glory that you have belongs to Me.' That
is what he wants to prove. Later he is even going to say, 'Among the archers I am
Arjuna.' Therefore, the glory you have, Arjuna, is My glory. So, mighty-armed Arjuna,
please listen. Why? Because you alone are qualified to listen to this.
Bhiyah eva srnu me vacah-indeed, again listen to My words. The word 'again'
stands for repetition of the topic. The topic was the truth ofBhagavdn, bhagavat-tattva,
and also his glories, which were mentioned, in the seventh and ninth chapters. There is
an adjective paramam that has been added to vacah-words. How can we translate this
word parama?As supreme? Words are not supreme. Saikara says that they are exalted
words, prak.rsta, because they are meant to reveal the vastu that is limitless. The words
become paramabecause they reveal the paramam vastu, param brahma.
Yat te aham priyamaexnya vaksyami hitakdmyayd, which I will tell you, who

are pleased-pleased with My words. From his looks and eagerness, etc., it is clear that
Arjuna is pleased. What he has been waiting for seems to be happening and therefore,
Arjuna seems mightily pleased with what is going on right now.
A few hours ago he was not pleased at all. In the first chapter he was definitely not
pleased. The weeping was over the moment he said, 'I am your gisya.' From then on the
problem had been transferred to Krsna and with that Arjuna had a relief. Afterwards,
chapter after chapter, he has been learning. Now Arjuna seems to be highly pleased.
Whether he was pleased or not, it is very clear, Krsna was pleased with Arjuna, because
he says priyamadnya. From your expression, I see you as one who is pleased. Krsna
presents himself as Ivara, who is sarvajfia and therefore, he knows Arjuna is highly
pleased now. For your sake who is pleased with My words, vaksydmi, I am telling this.
Sahkara gives an example here, and says that Arjuna is like a person who is
highly pleased by drinking amrta, nectar. Amrta is considered to be the sweetest thing,
drinking, which one becomes immortal physically. It is only a relative immortality; but
even then there was a war for this amrta between the devas and the asuras. It is so
sweet that it is the last word in taste. There is nothing that is more desirable-at once
pleasing and immortalising. Generally anything that is good for your health has to be
taken while you block your nose. Healthy and tasty do not go together at all. Only amrta
is both.
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Amrta is mentioned in the puranas and for Sahkara and people like him, who
have been dealing with the puranas;it is a common word. Therefore, he can use it as an
example though it is not exactly an example because it is not directly known to anybody.
It is only known indirectly but on that basis Sahkara uses it as an illustration. He is
qualified to do that because he is also dealing with all these puranas while writing his
various commentaries. For him it is a household word. But we cannot use am.rta as an
illustration. We can only understand what Sanikara means here when he says explaining
the words of the Lord, 'In the way that a person is so pleased by taking nectar, similarly
you seem to simply lap up all that I have been saying. Therefore, I am going to tell you,
who are pleased-priyamainyate aham vaksydmi.'

Why? Hitakamyayd-with a desire to bring good to you. Hita is moksa. That any
glory, vibhiti, is Bhagavan and the truth of Bhagavdn, bhagavat-tattva, is to be

understood in order to understand tat tvam asi. Understanding this sentence is the
greatest hita, Areyas. Sreyas, the greatest good you can do for a person, is to make him
recognise that he is vuara. What better good can you do? Nothing is greater than
recognising that you are Isvara.
With a desire to do good to you I will tell you because I am interested in your
welfare, Arjuna. The ultimate thing you can know is the truth of Bhagavan,
bhagavat-tattva. Even before that, recognising bhagavad-vibhiti also is beneficial,
hita, to you.

HOW RECOGNIZING IAVARA'S GLORIES BENEFITS YOU
If you recognise all glories as Isvara's glories, your pride, your ahahkdra
diminishes. That paves the way for understanding what I&vara is. What stands between
you and Isvara, after all, is your ego. That ego has to be dilated and then dismissed by
knowledge. This dilation of the ego is not easy because knowledge of Sastra generally
inflates the ego. How do you deflate it?
My ego gets deflated when I understand that anything that makes me feel glorious
belongs to Bhagavdn. If I say my precious wealth is something that I have gathered with
great effort, I cannot say it belongs to somebody else. It is my effort. That is how we
become possessive. This sense of ownership gives us some kind of self-esteem. But the
very fact that I require self esteem shows that I do not have much of it. So, how am I
going to part with my hard-earned accomplishments and say that the glories belong to
Bhagavan?

You do not have to part with anything. Suppose a person is capable of thinking
properly. That clarity in thinking is a glory. It is not an ordinary accomplishment; it is
the highest achievement you can have as a human being. There is nothing more beautiful
than clarity in thinking. If there is such a capacity enjoyed by a given person, then there
cannot be pride about it. There can only be appreciation of lSara.That very clarity of
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thinking should help him recognise that all this belongs to JAvara. There is no personal
accomplishment at all. Everything is Uvara and whatever glory I have is IAvara's glory.
That recognition does you a lot of good, hita, even though it is relative.
So, this vibhiti-yoga benefits you in a two fold way. It reveals the nature of
Bhagaudn, bhagavat-tattva, whereby you recognise the full meaning of the sentence
aham brahma asmi, I am the Lord. That is the ultimate hita, called dreyas. But in order
to get Sreyas, there is a relative hita necessary. If you recognise SAvara's glory, it is
altogether different. Whenever you see some one who is extraordinarily gifted, instead of
feeling jealous you can say, 'As I have some glories, he also has some. There in him
Isvara's glory is expressed better.' When you can look at it this way, your jealousy your
pride, your inferiority, etc., will go away. You only recognise the glory of L9vara
wherever you see something beautiful.
Therefore, this is a very important chapter for a seeker. To assimilate what
Bhagavan is saying here is essential for maturity.
WHO IS QUALIFIED TO TELL BHAGAVAN'S GLORIES?
Bhagavin says, 'Only with a desire to bring good to you, am I telling this. So,
please listen.' Why does Bhagavu n have to say this here? Perhaps we can get it from
somewhere else. Why should he spend his time repeating, 'The glory of the Himalayas is
Me, the glory of Everest is Me, the glory of Ga"gd is Me.' Some pundit can do this. No.
If a pundit has to tell this and make it meaningful, he requires validity. That validity can
only come from Bhagavdn. Therefore, only Bhagavdn can speak authoritatively of his

glories.
This He makes clear in the next verse. Bhagavan says:
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na me viduh suragandhprabhavamna maharsayah
ahamddirhidevdndm maharsinamca sarvasah

Verse 2

"•|TI|: suraganzdh - the whole host of gods; - Tq3T me prabhavam' - My
glory/coming into being as this world; ' fiq: na viduh - do not know; 7 tgT: na
maharsayah - nor do the sages; •3iT aTkl: f9 aham ddih hi - because I am the
devdindm maharsinamca sarvasah- of all the gods
cause; PiqT• qZiTm -9 -T:

and sages

SThe word prabhavacan mean both 'glory' and coming into being.
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The whole host of gods do not know My glory/coming into being as this
world, nor do the sages because I am the cause of all the gods and sages.
Me prabhauamcan be taken as My glories, My Saktis or My coming into being in
the form of this world.
Na viduh-they do not totally know. They all know, but not totally. Who? We are
not talking about local people here.
Suraganih-thewhole host of gods-suras are the devas like Indra, Varuna,

etc. Even they do not know Me totally. They may know themselves as paramttma, but
still they do not know all the glories of Ivara. Even Brahmaji can only create, he cannot
sustain. And Visnu can only sustain, he cannot create. That is not his job. Siva as Rudra
can only destroy, not create or sustain. Each one has only one job. Therefore, all My
glories, even Brahmaji etc., do not know.
Not only that, even the great sages, maharsis, do not know. A maharsi is a great
sage-mahdn ca asau rsih, he is great and he is also a sage. Maharsis are the ones

who know, from whom we get all our knowledge. Even they do not know Ivara's
glories totally. In general they know everything. As jiinnis they know the truth of
everything as 'aham satyam brahma, and everything else is mithya. So, everything,
known and unknown, is Brahman alone.' That knowledge is omniscience, sarvajiiatva.
But it is different from the omniscience of lsvara. ISvara has that omniscience plus all
the details of the mithya. These details even the maharsisdo not know.
WHY DO THE MAHARSIS AND DEVATAS NOT KNOW?
Aham adih hi devdnam maharsindm ca sarvadah-because I am the cause of

all the gods and sages. It is something like the son being told by the father how
wonderful his marriage was: It went on for four days. On the first day Bhanumati
danced, the second day Ariyakkudi Ramanujam sang, the third day Maharajapuram
Santhanam sang, and on the fourth day Semmangudi came. Hundreds of people came
and there was a great canopy. On being told all this, the son asked, 'Why didn't you take
me?' How can the son ever know all about the marriage directly even though the father
describes it so thoroughly? He can only have indirect knowledge born of a description in
words, words that have their own limitations experienced both by the speaker and the
listener. Words are not always understood as they are meant. The limitations of language
on the part of the listener and the speaker edit, abridge, and distort the very experience
that is being described. This is the problem in indirect knowledge. Because he was not
there at that time, the son cannot have the same knowledge as the father. Similarly,
Krsna says, all these devas do not know My glories totally because I am the cause of all
these devas, and all these maharsis.
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The creation is presented in the sruti, as coming about in various ways. Straight
away, yugapat, everything comes simultaneously from Bhagavan. Or it comes in this
order: First &kaia, then vdyu, then agni... And afterwards the gross elements,
sthiila-bhitas. An order is pointed out here. Or first comes hiranyagarbha and
afterwards creates everything. There are many modes of creation mentioned in the
sdstra. But any way you take it, I am the cause, aham ddih. In that there is no option at
all. Whichever way you look at it, I am at the beginning. Since I am the ddi, the cause of
both the devas and maharsis, what can they know about Me? Everything they know
was taught by Me and all that I know they cannot know.
Here Bhagavdn is pointing out that he is the most qualified to talk about his own
glory, vibhati.
WHY ONLY BHAGAVAN ALONE IS QUALIFIED TO TELL HIS GLORIES
The maharsis are all human beings. Even though they are endowed with great
powers, they are only mortals, jivas. So, are the devas. That is why all of them cannot
know My glory. Prabhavausually means creation but in keeping with the subject matter
of the present chapter, §aikara explains that it refers to the total hakti or glory of
Bhagavun. They do not know My glories totally because they all have limited
knowledge. They may be devas who know a lot more than the mortals here, and the rsis
definitely know a lot more than any other mortal. But from the standpoint of
omniscience, sarvajiatva,all of them are of limited knowledge, kihciijjas. That is why
they cannot know My glories totally, much less can they talk about them.
Only I am qualified to talk about them. This is called praise, prahamsd of the
subject matter. What I am going to tell you, only I am qualified to talk of. Thus Lord
Krsna introduces himself as isvara here. Whether Krsna presents himself as
isvara-avatdra or Vydsa presents him as Isvara, it does not really matter to us. Krsna

is lAvara. So, the dialogue here is between livara andjiva, Krsna and Arjuna.
WHO IS THE ONE WHO SAYS HE IS OMNISCIENT?
When this statement is made by Krsna, we look upon him as Isvara. There is no
problem in that. But a question arises here. By whom is this statement, 'I am sarvajia,
the one who knows everything and therefore, 1 am going to tell you everything,' made?
Or is it by the knower, the pramatd?
Is it by the sarvajia-sat-cit-ananda-dtma?

The one who knows is called pramdtd. When you read this and understand you
become the pramdta and what is understood becomes the prameya. The understanding
itself is called prams and the means of understanding the pramana.So, there is a doubt
here as to whether the sarvajia is pramdtd or sat-cit-dnanda-dtmd.Because in order
to be a sarvajia,one must necessarily have something more viz., an upddhi apart from
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sat-cit-dnanda-atmd,which is knowledge as such, pure consciousness. In that way
every dtmd is sarvajia.But that is not the sarvajiatvathat is being talked about here.
Here when he says he knows 'everything,' that requires the knowledge of all the details
of mithyd. For that, something else, an upadhi, is required. Without that there is no
knowledge possible.
The one who knows is called pramata. When you read this and understand you
become the pramata,and what is understood becomes the prameya. The understanding
itself is called prama and the means of understanding the pramana. Now is this
pramatathe sarvajiiaor is the sat-cit-ananda-dtmathe sarvajiia?

Sat-cit-dnanda-dtmabeing pure consciousness, is sarvajfia all right. But that is
not the saruajiatva being discussed now. Here when Krsna says that he knows
everything, and is a sarvajiia,it i.e. different. This sarvajiiatva requires something else
other than the sat-cit-ananda-atma-i.e.,an upddhi. Only then is it possible to know

all the details of the mithyd-jagat. Without this upddhi there is no knowledge possible.
And again, he not only said, 'I know,' but also said, 'I am going to tell you in
detail.' Having the status of being a speaker and also an all-knowing person is not
possible for sat-cit-ananda-atma,which does not undergo any change. Omniscience
with the knowledge of all the details and being a speaker are not applicable at all to pure
sat-cit-ananda-atma. Therefore, the one who says this, is not just
sat-cit-dnanda-dtmd.

Then who is it that knows and speaks? Only the pramdat, the knower can know
and therefore, can talk. But if you take Lord Krsna as a pramata,a knower, then you
would be attributing jivatva to him. This is because generally, every knower is ajiva. If
Krsna is also a jia,he cannot be omniscient. If he is not omniscient, he would not be
qualified to talk about iSuara's glory. Therefore, the pramatd, as we know, cannot be
the sarvajiia.
If neither the sat-cit-dnanda-dtma nor the pramatd can be the sarvajiia, then

who is the sarvajiia? There are two forms for any jiva whether it is a deva, a human
being, or a worm. One is called the udstava-rupa-what is essentially true. It is not
negatable at all. The other is called the ddhydsika-ripa-a status or role that is
assumed, that is superimposed upon the dtmd. Like an actor who has an essential
personality and, at the same time, a role that he plays. Similarly, every jiva has a
superimposed form and an essential one. This is also true for luvara.
Between thejiva and Ivuara, there is no distinction at all in reality, that is, there is
no vdstavika difference. Both are essentially sat-cit-dnanda. Even the suartpa of a
worm is sat-cit-dnanda. The vdstava-rilpa of any creature-whether a deva, a

gandharva or a yaksa, a human being or a crow-is one and the same sat-cit-dnanda.
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There is no difference whatsoever. When the Lord says aham and when the jiva says
aham, that aham is one and the same sat-cit-dnanda.

Whereas the other form, called ddhydsika-rdpa,has the status of being a knower,
doer, etc. It is with reference to this adhydsika-ripathat there is a seeming difference
between jiva and IJvara.When you bring in the knower, you bring in your buddhi, your
intellect, the upadhi that makes sat-cit-ananda-atmd,to seemingly gain the status of
being apramanta.

A jiva, to be a knower, must identify with the buddhi. Thus the buddhi
determines the incidental status, ddhyasika-rapa,which is superimposed upon the dtmi
and called a knower. But it is not real. So, in the status of being a knower, there is a
seeming difference between IAvara and the jiva. Even between two jivas, there is a
seeming difference. The dtma of one person and another are 'both' sat-cit-ananda.But
in the buddhi there is definitely a difference. So, in the status of being a knower, there is
a difference between any twojivas. When ajiva is sat-cit-ananda,how does he become
a knower? It is only due to the upddhi. From the empirical standpoint, he is seer, hearer,
thinker, doer etc. Similarly, with reference to the empirical creation, vydvahArika-srsti,
Isvara is also a pramitdt. Just like ajiva, due to the upadhi alone, he is a pramatd.

That is why there is gradation of knowledge. Among individuals, one has
knowledge of Law, another knows Medicine. That is why a lawyer has to go to a doctor
and a doctor to a lawyer. They are both of limited knowledge. What the lawyer knows
the doctor does not know, and what the doctor knows, the lawyer does not know.
Now, what about Avara? You cannot say what the jiva knows, JIvara does not
know. The situation is somewhat like that of a teacher and student. The teacher knows
what the student knows, but all that the teacher knows, the student does not. While the
jiva is limited in knowledge, kiiicijjia, IAvara is sarvajita, all-knowing. Only in that

sense can we say that there is gradation of knowledge.
HOW UPADHI ACCOUNTS FOR GRADATION IN KNOWLEDGE
A jiva is a kificijiia because he has avidyd-upddhi, which seemingly limits the

itmd. Whereas Isvara has an upadhi, called miyd, which does not limit. On the other
hand, it makes dtmi omniscient and the cause of the world.
Then, in the expressed form, thejiva has a given buddhi with which he can know
a few things. But Isvara, through miryd-upddhi, is sarvajiia. The concealing power,
vuarana-dakti, of mayd affects the jiva. Therefore, he cannot know everything.
Whereas for Isvara, that dvarana does not exist. There is only the capacity to create.
Thus, the very mdyd, which keeps the jiva under its spell becomes a glory for Isvara.
That is the first vibhiti. Mayd itself becomes the vibhMti for Paramesvara,who is not
different from sat-cit-dnanda-dtma.
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The buddhi is limited because it has a location. It operates in a sthila-upadhi
depending upon brain cells and so on. Whereas maidy is not limited at all because it is
the cause of everything.
How do you know this? It is established by the SZitra. Therefore, the one who is
in the form of Krsna is conditioned by mayd-upddhi. By his own words in the fourth
chapter, Lord Krsna presents himself as Isvara, or Vydsa presents him as Isvara.
This being so, the knower, the pramdtd, who is conditioned by the physical body
recognised as Krsna, has mdyd as his upddhi. Keeping the mdya under control, a
particular form is born. Since he is an avatara,he is not forced into this birth by the
strength of his own karma. The assumption of a body is at the will of IJvara. It is
voluntary. And for him there is omniscience but the gods like Indra are limited in
knowledge. Therefore, the devas he talked about in the previous verse, do not know
about his glory. They are all jivas enjoying their own limited buddhis; so, their
knowledge will only be limited.
From the standpoint of upddhi, the jiva is a kiiiciifia, and Isvara is sarvajiia.
Sat-cit-dnanda-dtmdobtaining in a given upadhi is called a knower, pramtdt. Atmd

alone is called the pramdtd, and not the upddhi, i.e., not the buddhi. The same
sat-cit-dnanda-dtmd with the midyd-upddhi becomes Isvara, pramdtd who is

sarvajiia. Viewed from the standpoint of the upadhi, the identity between jiva and
1svara is not possible. But the pramatd is not real; it is ddhydsika, mithyd. Although

there seems to be a difference, essentially there is no difference. In reality the jiva is
sat-cit-ananda-dtmd,pure consciousness, that is one, non-dual, and so is IAvara. This
identity is revealed by the mah&ivikya, tat tvam asi.

This relationship between Isvara and the jiva is like that of a wave and the ocean.
If the wave is told that it is in reality the ocean, it will ask, 'How can I be the ocean? The
ocean was there before I was born.' Then the wave realises the implied meaning of 'you'
is water and the immediate meaning is wave. Wave and ocean are purely nama-ripaupIdhi. There is no wave or ocean but merely a certain form for which a name is given.
On analysis one finds both ocean and wave are water. That alone counts. There is no real
difference. If you count names and forms, in the ocean there are many waves, breakers,
etc. Now count water and see if there is any additional wave or ocean; all that is there is
water. That is the knowledge of non-duality.
Only in the body of Krsna is the consciousness conditioned by maya. In our
physical bodies, it is the same consciousness conditioned by ignorance, buddhi, etc.
How do you distinguish this? Krsna has a body and so does Arjuna. Arjuna's dtma is
caitanya and Krsna's dtmd is also caitanya. His caitanya is conditioned by his body,

mind and senses and my caitanya is conditioned by my body, mind and senses. How can
you say my caitanya is conditioned by ignorance and his is conditioned by may7? Only
from the standpoint of limited knowledge, kicijjiiatva, and omniscience, sarvajiatva.
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He knows 'everything' and I do not. There is nothing unknown to him whereas
everything is unknown to me except the little I know. And, Krsna is talking here about
things that a man of limited knowledge cannot talk about at all.
As long as there is vyavahara,empirical life,jiva isjiva and Jivarais Iivara. As
pramatas, knowers, there is no identity between jivas, including the devas like Indra
and Varuna. But from the standpoint ofparamatma,there is no difference whatsoever
between them as well as betweenjiva and Isvara.
Even though Isvara is a pramata,the knower, he has omniscience, sarvajihatva.
Therefore, he can say, 'Even the rsis and the devas do not know what I am going to tell
you.' Being omniscient, it is proper for Krsna to say so. Even the devas and the
maharsis do not know Me because I am the cause of every one of them and am
sarvajinawhile everyone else is alpajila.
BHAGAVAN AS CAUSE
Now Bhagavan describes himself as the one without birth and as the cause of
everything and says that one who knows him in this way gains moksa.
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yo mamajamanddim ca vetti lokamahedvaram

asammiudhahsa martyesu sarvapdpaihpramucyate

Verse 3

T: yah - the one who; Trn mam - Me; 3Th ajam - who is unborn (not an effect);
3 -ffiTR anddim ca - and beginningless (not a cause); *l'-tlfT
q
• lokamahesvaram - who is the limitless Lord of the people/world; tm vetti - knows; T:
7A sah martyesu - he among the mortals; 3aWT1: asammidhah - being no

longer deluded; -Iqi: Vzm
and papa

sarvapdpaihpramucyate -

is released from all punya

He who knows Me as the one who is unborn (not an effect) and
beginningless (not a cause), the limitless Lord of the people/world, he
among the mortals, being no longer deluded, is released from all punya
and pdpa.

Previously Bhagavan said 'I am the cause for all the devas and the maharsis.'
For the atmi of a deva or a maharsi, he is not the cause because atma is he. It is for the
upddhi, because of which you call this jiva a maharsi or this one a deva, a human
being or an animal. For all the upddhis meaning body, mind and sense complexes,
Isvara is the cause, ddi. Creation is only for the upddhi.
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Because I am the cause of everything, there is no cause for Me. Therefore, aham
ajah, I am unborn. Why? Because, I have no cause, anadi. Otherwise aja and anadi
both have same meaning. Anadi means the one who has no beginning and is therefore,
not born. So, why these two words? I am not born, aja, because I have no beginning,
anadi, meaning no cause. Therefore, the cause for not being born, ajatva is anaditva,
having no cause.
Another way of looking at this is that aja, the one who is not born, i.e., one who is
not an effect. And anddi means the one who has no cause, i.e., he himself is the cause of
everything. As he is the cause of everything, even of devas and maharsis,there is none
other to be the cause of Svara. And at the same time he is not born, i.e., not an effect.
Sahkara takes it this way because Bhagavan has been saying that he is the cause
of everything. In this context it is proper to take it this way. Loka-maheSvara, the one
who is the Lord of all people and who is limitless. Saikara says that he is the one who
is not subject to birth, who is not the waker, or dreamer, or deep sleeper. He is neither
the physical world nor the subtle or causal world. He is the one who is the adhisthana,
the basis of all three and the truth of all three, called turlya. And he is free from
ignorance and its product; he is the Lord, the cause of everything.
RESULT OF KNOWING BHAGAVAN IN THIS WAY
The one who recognises this is an asammadha,free from delusion. Someone who
is deluded takes sat-cit-ananda-atma,the cause of everything, as a product. What is
free from form is taken as something with a form. What is timeless is taken as subject to
time. In other words, dtmd is taken as andtmd. When you say I am tall etc., the tall body
is taken as dtmd. Upon dtmrn you superimpose the body etc., and upon the body you
superimpose dtmd. The result is a typical samsdri. That person is called sammidha.
Asammadha means the one who is free from this delusion.
Sah martyesu asammadhah-heis not deluded even though he is one among the
mortals. Even though he is one among the mortals, you cannot take him to be a mortal
anymore. Such a person is released, pramucyate. He is liberated. He gains moksa.
And sarvapdpaih-interms of all papas, he is released. There are two types of
papa; one is deliberate, well thought out. The other is a wrong done because of
indifference or carelessness. You are supposed to be careful in not hurting etc. If you are
not, that carelessness produces papa. There was a person who was assigned to bring
banana leaves for a wedding feast. He had to go some ten miles to get them but that was
his job. When the marriage is over, it is very important that all the guests eat and go.
Everybody is ready to eat and there are no banana leaves. This person had not brought
the banana leaves. When the bride's father asked him what happened to them, he said,
'Oh, that is my mistake. I accept my mistake.' Accepting the mistake cannot solve the
problem. When something is to be done, it is to be done. There is no use not doing it and
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then owning up the mistake. It is an omission due to carelessness. You are supposed to
be alert and careful. Even if you unconsciously step on an insect while walking, this is
non-deliberate papa. All these papas are neutralised by doing your nitya-karma, daily
prayers.
Because Bhagavan has said sarva, all pdpa, it includes punya also. Punya is also
a bondage. It is a golden shackle, binding him to experience some better situation. How
is he liberated from all papas? Because he is no longer a kartd. He recognises the atmd,
which was always akartd, a non-doer, but taken as the doer. Because of that, he
subjected himself to the variouspunya-pdpa-karmas.
Now, recognising the fact that dtmd is akarta, he is released from punya and
pdpa. This is moksa. The prdrabdha-karmais there for the time being; but he will be
released from that also in time.
DETAILS OF BHAGAVAN AS CAUSE, HIS GLORIES
Further, Bhagavdn says, 'I am the Lord of all beings because...'
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buddhirjinamasammohah ksamd satyam damah samah
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Verse 4

t: I

ahimsd samatd tustistapoddnam yago'yaaah
bhavanti bhvdv bhiitdnam matta eva prthagvidhdh

Verse 5

#K: buddhih - the capacity to understand; TRF jiainam - knowledge; a=w*it
asammohah - freedom from delusion; 4rT ksamd - accommodation/composure;
WPq satyam - truthfulness; WT: damah - restraint in behaviour; WT: samah sukham - pleasure; 1 :f' duhkham - pain;
mastery over the ways of thinking; TS
%': bhavah - creation; 3Ta9 : abhdvah - destruction; '4lT bhayam - fear; t eva ca - and further; 3a TT ahims- ca abhayam - and fearlessness; 1
3Pql
harmlessness; TTIT samatd - equanimity; ;fi: tustih - satisfaction; MT: tapah religious discipline; gFT• ddnam - charity; W: yahah - fame; 3TcW: ayagah - ill
fame; r'eltT: prthag-vidhdh- these many different; tlTl: bhavdh - things; T-TlPf mattah eva bhavanti - are all from Me
.WF:
T
bhitandm - of living beings;
alone
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The capacity to understand, knowledge, freedom from delusion,
accommodation/composure, truthfulness, restraint in behaviour, mastery

over the ways of thinking, pleasure, creation, destruction, fear, and
fearlessness, and further, harmlessness, equanimity, satisfaction, religious
discipline, charity, fame, ill-fame-these many different things of living
beings-are all from Me alone.
Here Bhagavdn says, mattah eva, all these are only from Me. What are they? He
tells them one by one, so that nothing is left out. This is why the chapter is called
vibhiiti-yoga. Any glory that you see, any fame in the creation belongs to Me. If there is
any brilliance or accomplishment in a given person, that belongs to Me. If anything is
strikingly beautiful, that beauty belongs to Me. In the Purdnas we learn that certain
rivers are more sacred than others. That sanctity is only because of Me. Therefore,
whenever you worship or respect something extraordinary, that respect and worship go
only to Me because everything is born of Me.
BHAGAVAN AS THE CAUSE OF THE QUALITIES OF LIVING BEINGS
Buddhi andjitdna both have the same meaning; so, we have to make a distinction
here. Buddhi, Sahkara says, is the capacity of the antah-karanato reveal subtle
things, things not available for perception at all. When you say something is beautiful,
that beauty is not available for mere sense perception. Yet it is something that you
appreciate. Any kind of enjoyment or anything inferentially arrived at is also subtle,
siksma. Though not available for perception, still you appreciate its existence. The
capacity to reveal such things belongs to the buddhi. The one who has that power is
called buddhimin. He may be a scientist or a musician, but we call him buddhimdn.
He has the capacity to see things that are subtle in nature.
Then, its product is jiina. Those who have buddhi gain knowledge of the
meaning of the words like atmd etc. That is called jiidna, knowledge. Because the
object is there, knowledge of it is possible. That object is born of Me. And knowledge is
born of Me because being sarvajfia, all knowledge is with Me. Any time you come to
know something, it has come from Me. Since omniscience is already there, you do not
produce any knowledge, you only remove the ignorance with reference to a given object.
Thus, knowledge is 'born.' You may think that you have produced a certain knowledge.
Bhagavdn says, 'No, it has come from Me.' The very faculty of knowing is from Me
and the knowledge itself is born of Me. If you see this, your ahahkdragets diminished.
Asammoha is freedom from delusion. Whenever an object appears in front of you,
if it is known as it is, without any distortion, it means that you pursue the knowledge
with discrimination. This is called asammoha. If you come to a hurried conclusion
without discrimination, that is called sammoha. You see a rope and you jump thinking it
is a snake. That would be called sammoha. Asammoha is deliberately, without
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hurrying, looking into things and understanding them as they should be understood. You
keep an open mind and explore and understand; then there is asammoha.
You should know that the senses, the mind, etc., can deceive. They are capable of
distortion and do not really present objects as they are. Our perception can be born of our
own fear and anxiety etc. We can even project things that are not there at all. Therefore,
proper understanding is very important. It will make you alert. That asammoha is also
from Me, Bhagavdn says.
Ksama- Suppose you are scolded by somebody or are subjected to verbal or
physical abuse, you will not be affected by that if you have ksamd. Ksama is a state of
mind in which you do not internalise those things. If someone is angry, you have to deal
with his anger. But if, in the process, you become angry, you are internalising the
problem. Not interalising is ksama. If somebody is angry, you confine his anger to him.
Try to understand why he is angry and do what has to be done. That is dealing with it.
The mind that does not undergo any internalisation in situations, which are not very
pleasant is said to have ksama.
Satyam-Here Sarikara gives a definition of satya.' Here he has taken the word
satya, not as an ontological word talking about the reality of something, but as referring
to the value of truthfulness in the spoken word. The spoken word should be true to
something that is seen or heard or experienced by you. And in that manner, that is,
exactly as it was seen or heard, it should be conveyed to another mind in order to make
the other mind understand it exactly as you understood. Something was heard or seen or
experienced by you. Therefore, you can talk about it. Not that you should go about
talking to others about everything. That is not necessary. But when you want to, please
say it honestly. As it was experienced directly through your own sense organs or as it
was reported to you by somebody else or even experienced by you subjectively, in the
same manner it is to be spoken of, for the purpose of making another person understand.
That is called satya.
All these belong to an order, a moral order, uncreated by the individual. It is all
Bhagavdn's creation. Satya, dama, &ama,are all Bhagavdn's creation and when you

have them, you are in harmony with the creation and with Bhagav&n. So, what we speak
is what we know. Satyam vada, be truthful. Then it should also be pleasing, priyam
vada. We make a prayer for this-jihva me madhumattamd-letthere be honey on my

tongue. May I speak in a way that pleases, that does not hurt anyone.
Only a teacher can say hurtful words, nobody else. He has to say the truth and
when he does, it is not always very pleasant. But even he has to say it in a way that does

satyam-yathddrstasya yathahrutasya ca dtminnubhauasya parabuddhi-sarikrantaye
tathaiva uccdryamdan vak satyam ucyate.
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not frighten the person away. Though he sometimes has to say something unpleasant he
has to say it in a pleasant way. Therefore, be truthful, but do not be indifferent to your
discretion. All these, Bhagavdn says, emanate from him alone.
Dama is discipline with reference to external organs. It is control at the level of
expression, a capacity not to be carried away by an action, which has already arisen in
your mind. Having arisen, it can be carried out either perceptually or by an organ of
action. The capacity to refrain from that is called dama.
Sama, a mastery over the very ways of thinking. We do not yield to certain
patterns of thinking, which we know are harmful or useless. You get a certain space
because of which you are able to have a mastery over the ways of thinking. That is called
sama. When sama is there we do not need to practise dama because it follows
automatically. There is no problem. But in the absence of sama, we do require dama.
Sukha-inner pleasure or happiness. Even sukha, Bhagavan says, is born of Me.
It means there is nothing you can claim as your own. These are all desirable things and
they are all from Me alone.
Even undesirable things are from Me, he is going to say later. But here he
emphasises desirable things because undesirable things do not cause a problem in terms
of inflating your ego. But Bhagavan makes it clear that whenever you get desirable
things, which can cause pride, this pride is meaningless. This is what he wants to prove.
Wherever there is something praiseworthy, the source of that is Me. Therefore, you
cannot be proud about it. In one form or another the ahahkdra wants to survive. So,
Bhagavan says that whatever you accomplish, the accomplishment belongs to Me. It is
My glory, My fame. As an individual there is no fame unless you say, 'I am the Lord.'
Then you are not an individual. You can say, 'Everything is mine.' But purely at the
individual level one has to recognise all glories or accomplishments as vibhiitis of
fIvara.

Duhkha-affliction, Bhagavan says, is also from Me. All pain is according to the
law of karma, which is Myself. And, therefore, it also comes from Me.
Bhava- creation. Any creation is from Me. Even though you may be the father of
a child and may say the child is born of you, in fact, it is born of Me, Bhagavan says. I
saw a cartoon of Bhagavan as a kid trying to make a chicken. He had all the genes in a
test tube; then the tube broke and all the genes got scattered everywhere. In the cartoon
they show him with a question mark! He is God and he is wondering what to do! It is
very revealing. Putting together all these genes to make a chicken is not an ordinary
thing. So, if anybody thinks that I am the doer, it is meaningless. The hen can think she
created the chick, the rooster can say he is the author. But Bhagavan says, 'I am the
author.' Even a creation within the creation is from Bhagavan. That is the idea.
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Abhava has different meanings. The prefix 'a' can be used in the sense of total
absence, abhuavrtha, or inadequacy, alpartha, or it can be used in the sense of
opposite, viparyayartha.When you say there is no light, it can mean darkness. Or it can
be inadequate light. Here Sarikara takes it as opposite, viparyaya. Why? Because
Bhagavdn has said creation, bhdva. If creation is from Bhagavdn, its opposite,
destruction takes place because of Isvara alone. That there is the possibility of
destruction is because of Me alone. Destruction means destroying something that is
created. There is a law that governs life and because of that law, life continues. Because
of the same law, life goes. The law is Bhagav'n and that is why he says, 'Destruction is
also from Me.'
'Bhaya, fear, is also from Me,' Bhagavan says. Because, the source of fear is the
vastness of the creation, and its irrevocability. Certain things, namely death and time are
irrevocable, you can never reverse them, and that inevitability causes fear. Death and
time are also Bhagavdn. So, all fear, bhaya is caused by him. You can avoid this bhaya
if you hold on to Alvara but if you think you are going to take care of things, bhaya
comes. As long as an individual thinks that he is an individual, separate from everything
else, there will be fear. IJvarahimself becomes bhaya-kdrana,the source of fear.
The Taittirlyopanisadsays, air, vdyu, moves because of fear of TIvara, and the
sun rises because of this fear alone, meaning because of lvara's mandate. Agni and
Indra both do their jobs; Agni keeps burning and Indra rules the heaven all because of
Isvara'smandate. Even Lord of Death is on the move because of Isvara.1
Abhaya, fearlessness. The same Isvara, if you do not look upon him as separate,
is abhaya-kdrana,the very source of fearlessness. Both fear and fearlessness are from
Isvara. If Avara is not known to you, the whole world is separate from you because to
know Isvara is to know everything is Ihvara. If this is not known, the fear will start
from cockroaches. If it is known, there is no fear at all.
Ahimsu, not hurting another living being deliberately. How do you know ahimsd
is from IAvara? Is it revealed in a scripture? Otherwise, how can you prove that anything
came from lAvara? Ahimsd does not need to be revealed because it is known to us. It is
revealed already by common sense. The law is there. We all know. One does not want to
get hurt nor does one see anyone else wanting to get hurt. Therefore, ahimsd exists as an
integral part of the moral order. The moral order is a part of the creation. It does not need
to be mandated by Iuvara in some scripture. If such a thing happens to be there, it is
universal. If it is universal, it is not man-made; it is from Isvara. Therefore, Bhagavan
says, ahimsd is from Me.
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They are all from 'Me.' And they are also good for gaining 'Me,' because when
you follow them, you are in harmony with the universal order that is 'Me.'
Samata, sameness of mind whether you get something desirable or undesirable.
Tusti, contentment. When you gain something you have a sense of satisfaction. (A gain
does not necessarily leave you with a sense of satisfaction. It can be a source for greed.
The more you get, the more you want.) That sense of having enough, alam, is called
tusti, a contentment with what you have. If contentment is there, you become the master
of any desire you have. A desire that comes out of contentment is a luxury. It becomes
your endowment. Because you are capable of desiring, you desire. It is not that you
desire in order to be content. You have a contentment out of which desires come, so that
all activities become expressions of luvara. 'Contentment,' Bhagavan says 'is born of
Me.' That particular frame of mind called contentment is because of the predominance
ofsattva. And sattva is maya, which is of Isvara. Therefore, contentment is from Me
alone.
Tapas-refers to religious austerities. Sahkara says, that disciplining the body
backed by control of the sense organs is called tapas. Suppose someone finds that things
are not going according to his will because of his own limitations and finds himself
carried away by various situations, then he decides he is going to take charge of his life
by undergoing a religious discipline. That is what they call tapas. Any difficulty you
willingly undergo for the purpose of some other accomplishment is called tapas: But it
should be for antah-karana-guddhior antah-karana-naigcalya,or any other spiritual

or religious goal. Any pain you undergo for that purpose becomes tapas.
That also, Bhagavan says, is from Me. Why? Because, various disciplines bring
about certain definite results. That law, which connects the means to the result is from
Me. When you strike a matchstick, there is flame. Isvara says that is from Me. Striking
the match stick is sadhana and the flame that results is sadhya. This law is from Me; it
is Me. Tapas is sddhana, the result is the sadhya. And there is an invariability in the
result; if you do this tapas you get this result. That means there is a sddhana-sadhya
connection. Therefore, it is from ivara.
Dana means giving. Sahkara says, ddna, giving should be according to one's
capacity. This is a very interesting qualification. One should not cross one's limit. You
give, up to your limit but if you cross that, somebody else has to give you ddna. To give
to one's limit, no further, is called ddna. This capacity to do ddna is definitely from
Isvara. It is not something everyone can do. Only those who can give, give in charity.
Charity requires a certain culture, a certain maturity and humility. That disposition to
give is a particular punya. To give, one has to have that. Thus, people who can give,
keep giving. There are some people who cannot give at all. There are still others who
give and complain about it all the time. And then there are people who can give and
forget about it. This is dana. There is also another important factor involved in dana-
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that is the recipient, patra,the one to whom you are giving. You must make sure that the
recipient is worthy. Sa4kara says that it should be proper distribution, samavibhdga.
Propriety in distribution implies selection of the recipient.
YaBas means fame. Saikara says fame born of dharma,dharma-nimitta-kirtiis
the real fame. This is also from Isvara.How can you say hvara gives fame? Suppose a
person has fame. Why is he famous? Suppose it is because he did a lot of charity and
people recognise him as a good and great man. Now the recognition is because of the
good he has done. That means there is such a thing as good, which is recognised
universally. That good is Bhagavan. That is law, the universal law. So, this person is
good to all and therefore, he becomes famous. But suppose no one cares for what he did;
they think it is all silly. Then he will not become famous; instead, he will be considered
an idiot. And again, suppose one's charity is in the form of going to New York City and
distributing cocaine. Every day the person buys one hundred thousand dollars worth of
cocaine and distributes it. He may become popular among certain people. But that is not
the kirti meant here. That is why Sahkara says dharma-nimitta-klrti.But notoriety is
also from Bhagavan.
Ayaias means ill fame. Here the particle 'a' is used in the sense of opposite,
viparyaya. It is not anonymity here, though that also is from Bhagavan. Sahkara says
that it is fame born of improper action, adharma-nimitta-kirti.Like Al Capone;' he is
also famous-for doing things, which are not proper. Why do people look upon him as
one who did improper things? Because there is such a thing as propriety, which is
created by fIvara. And naturally, there is the other side of the coin, impropriety.
Whoever follows that becomes notoriously popular.
All these various things that Bhagavan has mentioned so far are connected to
living beings, bhitaniam bhdvah. And they are prthagvidhah,many and varied. 'All
these many and varied things connected to living beings,' Bhagavan says, 'are from Me
alone.'
How is it that they are from Bhagavan? Does he arbitrarily distribute them? No.
All these take place according to one's own karma, one's own efforts,
svakarma-anurUpena,says Sahkara. And that law of karma is from Me. So, in that
form, everything is from Me alone. Safkara introduces this one word to explain that in
spite of the disparity we see in karma, there is no partiality on the part of Bhagavan. It
is all suakarma-anurupena, according to one's own karma, which includes both
present effort and past karma. Together they are the basis for all these various things,
bhavas. They do not come from us, but from sAvara. Further...

' Capone, Al (1899-1947), gangster of the Prohibitionera.
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BHAGAVAN AS THE CAUSE OF THE SAGES AND MANUS
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maharsayahsapta purve catvdro manavastathd
madbhdvid mdnasd jdta yesdm loka im6dh prajhl

Verse 6

'-':
Ff maharsayahsapta - the seven rsis; 1' pirue - of long ago; -'T:
1: 4
catvdrah manavah - the four manus; TT tathd - as well as; H-KIT: madbhavdh
3dTT: mdnasdhjdtah - born of (My)
- those whose minds are resolved in Me; THT:

mind; zTTR yes.am - of these; rTT: •T: imah prajah *ý

loke -

are all these living beings;

in the world

The seven rsis of long ago as well as the four manus who have their
minds resolved in Me, are born of My mind, and of these are all these
living beings in the world.
Parve means people who lived in the remote past, long, long ago. At the beginning
of the creation in a particular cycle, there were seven maharsis-Marici,Afigiras, Atri,
1
Pulastya, Vasistha, Pulaha and Kratu.

According to the purdnas there are 14 manus2 and we are now under the rule of
the Manu called Vaivasvata.3 In the 4h chapter of the Gita, Bhagavdn says, this yoga I
taught to Vivasvin. His son is called Vaivasvata-Manu. In each manvantara, Manu's

period, only four of them have the status of being the ones that create the people, praja.
And because of that reason they are special and therefore, Bhagavln mentions them.
And in the present manvantara, those four are Brahmasdvarni, Rudrasdvarni,
Dharmasdvarni,and Daksasdvarni.All of them, and the seven rsis, Bhagavan says,
are madbhavdh.

Madbhdvlh, Sarikara says, are those whose bhdvana, disposition or mind, is
resolved in Me, BhagavZn. It means they have become one with Me, being enlightened
people. And they are endowed with the powers of Visnu, meaning Ikvara.
SThis is the generally accepted list of the saptarsis.But at some places the name Bh.rgu
replaces that of Ahgiras. And again the names of saptarsisvaries with each Manvantara,
2 The 14 Manus are: Svdyambhuva, Svdrocisa, Uttama, Tdmasa, Raivata, Cdksusa,
Vaivasvata, Sdvarni, Daksa-sdvarni, Brahma-sdvarni,Dharma-sdvarni,Rudra-savarni,
Raucyadeva-sdvarniand Indra-savarni.
3 The'period of each Manu's rule is one fourteenth of a day of Brahma, 4,320,000 human
years; so, one day of Brahma consists of 14 Manu-periods. The period of each Manu is
divided into four sub-periods, each under different rule.
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Mdnasah jatdh-they are all born by mind alone. They are directly born by
IAvara's mere safkalpa. These catvdrah manavah and sapta-maharsayahare the
direct children of lIvara according to the purianas. What we see in the puranas is
confirmed by Bhagavdn Krsna here.

Yesam loke imadh prajdh-ofthese are all the living beings in the world. First, the
manus were created and then the rsis. After the rsis, the sons of rsis. From them are
born, all the living beings in this world, all under the mandate of Manu. That is why
human beings are called manavah. And they are also descendants of rsis. That is why
everyone has a gotra. 'All of them,' Bhagavan says, 'are from Me.'
RESULT OF KNOWING THE GLORIES OF BHAGAVAN AND HIS CONNECTION
WITH THEM
"t f1pT IMN j*

^: IT I
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etlm vibhiitim yogam ca mama yo vetti tattvatah
so'vikampenayogena yujyate ndtra samsayah

Verse 7

ffd* mama vibhatim - this glory of Mine; (W) 4iTT ? (mama)
etdm
fi•
'dW
yogam ca - and (My) connection with that; W-f•f: tattvatah - in reality; h: r yah
vetti *fri

the one who knows; -T: sah -

avikampena yogena -

he; z

yujyate -

is endowed; a3iti4*i

with unshaken vision; T TW#W4Ti: na atra samsayah -

there is no doubt about this
The one who knows this glory of Mine and My connection with that in
reality, he is endowed with unshaken vision. There is no doubt about this.
Vetti tattvatah means he knows in reality, as it is. He knows this glory of Mine
that has been so far told, etdm vibhitim mama. Etdm, Sankara says, gives the sense of

what was said so far. Vibhiiti is what has come from or emanated from IAvara.
And he knows My association with all of them, mama yogam ca. He knows not
only My glories but My connection to these vibhitis in reality. How is the Lord
connected to his glories? IAvara is sacciddnanda-svaripa.So, what connection can he
have? The connection between the glory and Isvara is exactly the connection between
your own dtmd and your limited knowledge. The connection is like this: the other is, the
one is; the other is not; the one is. This is the connection between satya and mithyd.
Through mdya are all the connections. There is no other connection. Only mdya
connects paramdtmd and any glory that is manifest. The one who knows that, knows
satya and mithyd. If he knows IAvara and his glory in reality, he knows what is satya
and what is mithyd, naturally.
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Once he knows that, there will be advantages for him at different levels. Simply,
accepting Isvara as the one who is the source of all glories in others, and me will free
me from a lot of problems. If someone sees a person sing very well and understands that
it is Bhagavan's glory, then he cannot be jealous of that person. If he is able to sing
well, his own glory will not give him a big ego. He avoids pride, jealousy, hatred, etc.
simply by attitude. This attitude brings about a certain composure, antahkarana-Auddhi and steadiness of mind, antah-karana-naiScalya.Then if he comes to

know these glories, how they come about and how Ivara is connected to them, he
himself avikampenayogena yujyate, is endowed or connected with an unshaken vision.
The clarity of the vision of dtmd as Paramesvara,the samyag-darsana,Saiakara says,

is well-rooted and steady, sthira. The one who recognises Me and My glories properly
and the connection of Me with the glories etc., is endowed with an uninhibited vision, a
vision that does not shake. Yoga here means the vision. Any other yoga will be shaky.
Na atra samBayah-there is no doubt in this. If you understand Isvara and his
glories and his connections, etc., properly, that is enough. Then you know yourself.
iSvara-darganais dtma-darsana.There is no other darsanaof Isvara. That is why it

is not merely experiential. To know silence is not enough. That silence has to be
understood. Similarly, livara and the connection between IAvara and jagat has to be
understood. Understanding Isvara means understanding the wholejagat as livara.'You
have to understand the whole jagat. And if you have to understand the jagat as
something born of paramatmd, caitanya-atma, then the connection has to be
understood properly. If that connection is understood, you understand satya and mithyd.
That is liberation. This ISvara-darSana, which is dtma-dardana is given here by
pointing out the glories.
Bhagaudn thus introduces his own chapter, a chapter of his glories, with these
verses. Because the word yoga is used, we have to clarify the meaning. Yoga can be
anything. Therefore, Bhagavdn gives the meaning in the next verse.
Only knowledge can be unshaken. Appreciation of the Lord as the cause of the
world is not enough. The connection must be clear. Does the creator really become a
creator? What type of creation is it? All these are to be understood. Only then can you
understand Isvara. The degree of reality enjoyed by the creation is to be understood
first. If that is understood, the status of the creator is also very clearly understood. When
this is so, a person will be endowed with this unshaken vision.
What type of vision is that which is not shaken? That is told here.
NATURE OF THIS CLEAR VISION
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aham sarvasya prabhavomattah sarvam pravartate
iti matvd bhajante mdm budha bhavasamanvitdh

Verse 8

3q RýT W7"W: aham sarvasya prabhavah -

I am the creator of everything; it:
iq. r
mattah sarvam pravartate- because of Me everything is sustained;,
mo
"
TWE iti matvd - thus knowing; VPT: budhdh - the wise men; qiMql:R
bhivasamanvitdh- endowed with vision; glz( %Af mnm bhajante - gain Me
I am the creator of everything and because of Me everything is sustained.
Thus knowing, the wise men endowed with vision gain Me.
Aham sarvasyaprabhavah-Iam the cause for the creation of everything. Aham

here means param brahma, the one who is called Vasudeva. We have seen the word
Vdsudeva before-that in which alone all have their being. Like pots have their being in
clay, the jagat has its being in the self-existent sat-vastu. Everything else depends
entirely upon that. And there is only one thing that is self-existent; that is atma. The self
alone is self-existent; everything becomes evident to it. So, what is self-evident is
"self-existent and anything not self-evident cannot be called self-existent. Without my
obliging the vastu with my perception, inference, etc., it is self-evident and this
self-evident dtrnm alone is self-existent. It is called Vasudeva, that in which everything
has its being. Thus, aham sarvasya prabhavah-I am the cause of everything.
Prabhavameans the source of creation; so, I am the cause for the creation of everything.
Somebody may create something, but then, its care may fall to someone else. Like
modem parents. They are the cause for the children alright but then somebody else takes
care of them. Similarly, Bhagauvn may create everything and then appoint somebody
else to be in charge of it.
To negate this idea, Bhagauvn says, 'mattah sarvampravartate-becauseof Me
everything is sustained. This jagat continues to exist and is sustained by Me. A created
object sustains itself for a length of time undergoing partial changes and finally a total
change, in the form of disappearance. A human body changes partially; So, the person I
saw ten years ago I may now see as bald but I can still recognise him. Later after death,
the body disintegrates. Thus you find activities of sustenance and disintegration taking
place with reference to each and every object. There is no real destruction. There is only
the disintegration or partial disintegration of a particular form. This is the jagat
characterised by its sustenance, its changes, and its disintegration. Then there are the
results and their enjoyment. This includes the experiences of pleasure and displeasure,
the places of enjoyments and activities, which produced karma-phalas that provide
situations for enjoyment. All these constitute what we calljagat.And Bhagavan says, 'I
am not only the cause for the coming into being of this creation, I am also the cause for
its sustenance. Because of Me alone everything exists and behaves in its own way.'
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THOSE WHO HAVE THIS CLEAR VISION ARE COMMITTED TO GAINING IT
Iti matud, thus knowing, that this whole jagat that they encounter is from Me
alone, mam bhajante budhdh, the wise men gain Me, recognise Me, know Me.
Sahkara defines the wise men here as avagata-paramdrtha-tattvah,by whom the

truth of everything is understood as nothing butparamatma.
Bhagavdn describes these wise men as bhdva-samanvitdh-those who are

endowed with bhaFa. The word bhava has different meanings. We have to see the
context. Here it is vision. What vision? The definite knowledge of the reality in the form
of the understanding, 'I am Brahman.' The meaning of the word 'I' is Brahman the
limitless, which is jagat-kdrana. Those who have that clear vision are called bhdvasamanvitah.

Mdm bhajante, they gain Me. They become one with Me because between Isvara
and the jiva, there is no essential difference. Isvara is nothing but param brahma,jiva
is also param brahma. This identity they gain. Further...
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maccittd madgataprandbodhayantahparasparam
kathayantaSca mdm nityam tusyanti ca ramanti ca

Verse 9

fT-frWT: mat-cittdh - whose minds are in Me; Trf'-MTlt: madgata-prdnah whose living is resolved in Me;
rzT-': WlFM bodhayantah parasparam mutually teaching each other; •TW-•H: T Ir'T kathayantah ca mam - and talking

about Me; hFNM
ramanti ca -

nityam - always; ia

xr tusyanti ca - they are satisfied; TRf -q

and they revel

Those whose minds are in Me, whose living is resolved in Me, teaching
one another and always talking about Me, they are (always) satisfied and
they revel (always).
They know Idvara as the cause of the creation and the truth of that Isvara as
themselves. Understanding the cause-effect, kdrana-kdrya, is the basis of the whole
teaching. The effect is inseparable from the cause, which is Brahman. Therefore, the
effect is inseparable from Brahman. Because it is inseparable, the effect is mithyd; it is
only apparent.
Therefore, the entire jagat, which includes the body, mind, sense complex is a
product and is mithyd. So, between the cause and the effect, the relationship is very
peculiar. The cause is satya-that which exists independently; and the other, which is
called mithyd depends upon that independently existent principle. Like pot and clay; like
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your shirt and its cloth. If you analyse it, the cloth is mithyd the thread is satya, the
thread is mithya, the fibre is satya, fibres are mithya, particles are satya. You can go on
and on like this. Then what is satya? That which does not depend upon anything else. Is
there such a thing? Yes, that is Brahman. Thus through this kdrana-karya-viveka, the
teaching takes place here.
By knowing that IAvara is everything, they become one with IAvara. How is that?
This second step is interesting. The first step is knowing Ivara as the maker and the
material cause and therefore, that the effect, the creation is non-separate from him. This
is the knowledge of IAvara. Knowing this, you come to recognise that you are that
Isvara. This is the second step. If Isvara is everything, your physical body is IAvara,
your mind is Isvara and your senses are also Isvara. What is not JAvara? If everything
that is created is Idvara, perhaps consciousness is not Isvara, because, it is not created.
You cannot say that because what was there before creation was sat alone.
If consciousness is uncreated, that cannot be different from the sat, the svariipaof
Ivara. So, sat and cit are the same. Therefore, knowing Isvara, you become one with
Isvara. This is not an ordinary statement. First it is presented as though something else
is the cause. Afterwards, if you analyse the whole thing, it ends up that you are the cause.
Your isolation, the separation between the Lord and yourself is simply swallowed in the
vision of Isvara. Therefore, the vision of 1Ivara is the vision of oneself, the vision of the
whole.
Maccittdh-thosewhose minds are in Me, Parameivara.With their knowledge,
the mind naturally is non-separate from paramatmaand therefore, cannot go away from
paramatmd.People often complain that they understand but then their mind goes away.
But understanding is never away from the mind. The understanding is that the mind is
never away from atma. That is understanding that nothing is away from Brahman. For
those who understand, the mind is never away from Me, the whole, because satya is
atma. And that sustains the mind.
Madgatapranndh- In this expression, the word prdna is taken to represent all the
sense organs. They are all awake to Isvara. Therefore, these people are called
madgataprdnas. Even though they perceive things distinctly, these wise men see
something more. What is seen by the eyes is a form and this form is distinct from every
other form. That they see. But then, they see something more because they also
appreciate that the object perceived, the perception and the perceiver all have their being
in one consciousness, which is self-existent. If there is no ignorance with reference to
this fact, one becomes madgataprdna.Although all the sense activities take place, one

is never away from Paramevuara.The perception of the sense organs is not a hindrance
to the knowledge of the self. So, being in the world does not in any way hinder the vision
of the self. And not going through experiences is not going to bring about the vision.
Ignorance is the hindrance, not perception.
BG Vol 111- 15
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Those who do not have that hindrance are maccittah madgataprdnah.In other
words, tahkara says that even for one second their lives are not away form Isvara.
Prana is also breathing; therefore, can stand for living, jivana. So,
madgatapranasare also those whose living is non-separate from IAvara. There life is
resolved in Isvara. It means there is no division of spiritual life and material life for
them. Some people have a peculiar philosophy that life has two separate compartments
as spiritual and secular. There are no such compartments. Everything is one whole alone.
For one who knows, life is non-separate from this vision. Whatever you know about
yourself is what you are and if that happens to be the whole, how are you going to be
away from it? Do what you will, you cannot be away from it because the one thing you
can never be away from, is yourself. You can be away from one object or the other, but
never from yourself. Those who understand this clearly are madgatapranas,maccittas.
HOW DO SUCH PEOPLE LIVE?
Ramanti, they revel. How? Parasparambodhayantah, mutually teaching each

other. What else can they do? Those who want to learn, they teach. Mam kathayantah
ca, talking about the glories of Me, Paramesvara.When do they do this? They do it
always-nityam.
Kathayantah is different from bodhayantah. Bodhana implies a class situation

or a discussion. Kathana is just descriptive. There is no teaching. When you describe the
glories of the Lord-his knowledge, his strength and so on, it is called kathana. In
talking about 'Me,' whether teaching or describing, they discover a joy and in that they
revel, ramanti, and enjoy satisfaction, tusyanti. Revelling does not require anything but
Paramesvara.

He has used two words here, ramanti and tusyanti, which have a similar but
slightly different meaning. Ramanti is with reference to the external world; so, it
involves people here. Tusyanti is with reference to oneself. They have found
satisfaction; so, they do not need to go after things in order to be happy. There are two
ways of going after things. One can go after things for happiness or one can happily go
after things. Going after things to discover happiness generally does not work. And if
you are happy with yourself as a person, then you need not go after things. It does not
produce any result for you. But then, you can do things joyfully.
Sahkara gives an example of how they revel in talking about Isvara. Suppose a
person is with someone very beloved to him. What would be the joy he discovers in
conversing with, in being in the company of, his beloved? With such a joy or more, the
one who appreciates Isvara, revels in sharing his understanding of Isvara.
This can include even those who do not have that knowledge but discover their joy
in teaching and sharing what they see of the glories of the Lord. Even when you see a
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beautiful flower, you can simply say the flower is beautiful or you can see something
more than that. The beauty of the flower is the glory of Avara. Wherever there is any
ray of glory, anything striking, that is where Itvara is present for you to recognise.
Thus, the verse can be about the wise men or thejijifdsus, those who want to be
wise and who are after this knowledge. They share with others whatever they have come
to know and in the process, they discover further clarity.
Only when you discuss what you think you know, do you discover what you do
know. Clarity takes place only when you begin to part with the knowledge you have,
sharing it with another person. Because there is a pair of eyes looking at you, they
become a check for you. If there are any fallacies in your thinking, it will become very
clear. Any vague areas in your thinking also become very evident. Because if you
commit a mistake, those eyes will reveal that something is wrong. When you see that,
your mind becomes alert. It begins to discover those areas of vagueness. The sharing of
knowledge can also be mutual, in a discussion among seekers. Both are part of
brahmdbhydsa, the sadhana for knowing Brahman, which is not different from
yourself. There is no other sadhana. It is not something that is going to emerge at some
time in the heat of meditation. The self is yourself. It is never hidden at any time. The
only thing that covers it is ignorance. Therefore, listen and reflect on what you have
understood by sharing it with others and in discussions among yourselves.
BHAGAVAN'S COMMITMENT TO THOSE WHO ARE COMMITTED TO
KNOWING BHAGAVAT-TATTVA

tesdm satatayuktdndm bhajatampritipirvakam
daddmi buddhiyogamn tam yena mdmupaydnti te

Verse 10

TT tlmayrnMill- tesdm satatayuktandm - for those who are always committed to
Me; TIff-Tq 'nrT priti-pirvakambhajatam - seeking with love; ?It'I-dq
tam buddhi-yogam - that vision of knowledge; 7Z|fi dadami - I give; ZR yena whereby; -4rTq 3qqfR te mdm upayanti - they reach Me
For those who are always committed to Me, seeking Me with love, I give
that vision whereby they reach Me.
Tesam satatayuktdnam, for those who are always committed. Those who are
seeking in this manner were previously called nityayuktas, always committed to Menot just in the morning and/or evening. Isvara is not just one of the irons in the fire for
them. Their priorities are clear. They have assimilated their experiences and understand
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exactly what they are seeking. Seeking the truth of everything is not a pastime, it is their
life. And they do not see any other pursuit that is worth while. They are mature.
Such people have a love for the knowledge of Jvara.What started as a curiosity
becomes a desire because you cannot accept ignorance once you know that there is
something to know. That is why, as I told you, if you want to make somebody miss his
sleep, tell him that you have a great secret to tell him, and that you will tell him
tomorrow morning! Once one knows that there is something to know, one cannot but try
to know it. It becomes a desire. Afterwards, this jijiids, a desire to seek knowledge
becomes a love of knowledge. Once it becomes love for knowledge, then they revel,
ramanti, they enjoy satisfaction, tusyanti. Then you will not ask, 'Swamiji, when will
this seeking end?' Nobody asks, 'When will this love end?' In love, you are always
happy-especially if that love is for knowledge. As long as it is a desire, it is fraught
with pain because there are impediments in fulfilling a desire. Once it transforms into
love for knowledge, then it is a matter of revelling. Impediments do not count.
Bhagavan says, to those seeking with love, aham daddmi, I give. What do I
give? Buddhi-yoga, the vision of Myself. When you are seeking Isvara, he has to give,
he has to reveal himself. Therefore, he says, 'I give them that buddhi-yoga, the vision of
truth, the vision of Me, through which they reach Me, they become one with Me.' The
followers of Hare Krsna movement and other dvaita schools of thought would translate
these words as, 'I will give them the grace whereby they will come to Me. Where? In
Golokabrnddvan, or any other heaven. Previously, Krsna was here; then, he transferred
himself to Goloka, where he has been waiting for these people to come.
Because you are always singing the glories of IAvara, you are a special invitee
there. You go there and play with him. But when he plays with the others, you will have
to wait-the same old problem that the gopis faced. Previously, when Krsna was
playing with one gopl, another gopi would be very jealous. These are our original
problems. This problem, which was here on earth, Bhiloka, will also be there in
Golokabrnddvan too. I do not know, which Sdstra refers to Golokabrndduan. No

Upanisadstalks about it. Goloka can be translated as the light, loka, of words, go-the
meaning of the words of Sruti.
When the Lord says, 'I give this clear vision,' it is just an expression. You can say
he gives and you take; but after all, ISvara is the dtmd. So, where is the question of his
giving anything and to whom? The buddhi-yoga is gained and in this, the object is
nothing but dtmd, which is ParameSvara. The Lord himself is the object of that
knowledge. Therefore, when he says, 'dadami' he means, 'I give them this buddhiyoga, whereby they recognise Me, they come to Me.'
But there is also an element of grace involved in all of this. Because the
obstructions, pratibandhakas, in gaining this clear vision are numerous. Therefore,
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Bhagavan says, those who seek Me are assured of the grace they will need. Because
those who seek Me,jjijnsus, are also bhaktas.
The very pursuit is bhakti. Naturally it is able to produce a certain grace. A
meditation upon JIvara, besides being a part of the means for knowing, is also a karma.
Dhydna is a mental activity and is therefore, able to produce karma-phala. That
karma-phala is called grace. Anything adrsta, if it is favourable to you, it is called
grace orpunya.

Grace is gained by this very pursuit and because they are jijiasus, they are
considered bhaktas, devotees; so, the act of devotion involved in their pursuit produces
a certain grace. They say that even if you just repeat the Gita without studying it, it
becomes a prayer. Similarly, the Upanisads can be repeated daily as a prayer because
the words all there come from Bhagavan and describe Bhagavdn. If they are repeated
with sraddha,it is a prayer and it has a result. So, it can also be taken that gaining this
vision requires the grace of ivara.
If one were to ask, 'Why do you give this buddhi-yoga to your devotees? What
stands as an obstacle to gaining this clear vision for destroying which you are giving this
buddhi-yoga for your devotees?' Krsna answers in the next verse.

^IwIr^I^q H^r W I
tesdmevanukamparthamahamajinajam tamah
naZaydmydtmabhdvasthojiinadipenabhdsvatd

AT¶ IT4 tesam eua compassion; 3T••T-o\W:

Verse 11

for them alone; a3ýrf
|
anukampdrtham - out of
dtma-bhavasthah aham - I, obtaining in the thought

of the mind; T1T-M1T'TWi jfidna-dipena bhdsvata - by the shining lamp of
knowledge; aFWrT wTm: ajianajam tamah - delusion born of ignorance/lack of
discrimination; -mT mTiF
naaaydmi - I destroy
For them alone, out of compassion, I, obtaining in the thought of the
mind, destroy the delusion born of ignorance by the shining lamp of
knowledge.
Tesdm eva-for those seekers who are seeking nothing but sreyas, there is
freedom from being ajiva, moksa. How will they get this sreyas?
Anukampdrtham-out of sheer compassion. Bhagavdn will give them this

sreyas. Compassion is grace here, which is evoked by your own karma, or prayer.
How will he give them this dreyas? Atma-bhavasthah-being present in their

own minds, he will give them this Areyas. Atma-bhlvastha-This is a very interesting
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word. The simple meaning is, 'the one who resides in the thought in the mind.' Atmn
here refers to the antah-karana, the mind, and bhava refers to vrtti, the
thought-modification. Thus 'atma-bhavastha'is the one who obtains in the vrtti, in the
thought of everyone. By using this word, Bhagavun removes a possible misconception
arising from his saying 'daddmi, I give.' When he says, 'I give,' we can go away with
the idea that Isvara is located somewhere from where he hears our petition and answers.
This tendency to put a distance between ourselves and Isvara is a continuing problem.
Whenever Bhagavdn says dadami etc., this problem arises. To counteract it he says
here, atma-bhdvasthahaham, I am the one who obtains in the vrtti, in the very thought

of the seeker as paramatma.I obtain in your mind as 'aham, aham, aham,' purely in
the form of consciousness. As Isvara, I shine in the form of your own svarapa.Later in
the 15th chapter, he will say, 'sarvasya ca aham hrdi sannivistah-I obtain in the

heart, hrdi, in the buddhi of everyone.' Here the same thing is conveyed by saying,
'aham atma-bhdvasthah.'

Obtaining as the very essence of every thought what does Paramesvara do?
Ndgaydmi, I destroy. Because of the seriousness and devotion of their commitment, a
certain conducive condition is created in the minds of the jijidsus. In that conducive
condition, called grace, aham ndsaydmi, I destroy. What does he destroy?
Tamah-darkness, Sarikara says, it is moha-andhakara,delusion. Bhagavdn

says, 'The delusion of darkness I destroy.' This delusion is born of ignorance, ajiinaja.
Or you can call it aviveka, lack of discrimination. Out of lack of discrimination is born
the false notion of the self being the body, mind, etc. And again the reverse, the notion of
the body-mind-sense complex being the self. These false notions about oneself, which in
a word we call mithyd-pratyaya, I destroy, aham nadaydmi. Who is this aham? Not

someone somewhere, but the one obtaining as the very essence of the vrtti, the truth of
any thought. How does he destroy?
Jiina-dipenabhdsvatd-by the shining light of knowledge. The destruction of
delusion does not require any weapon. All that is involved is a simple lighting of a lamp.
When the whole problem is ignorance and delusion, all you require is a flame of
knowledge that leaves no dark corner anywhere in your buddhi. That is why the
adjective bhdsuatd is used forjiiana-dipena.It is not a knowledge clouded with doubts

and vagueness but a shining smokeless flame of knowledge that leaves nothing to be
desired. It leaves no shadows of ignorance in your mind. 'By that lamp I destroy,' says
Bhagavun, 'You do not destroy, I do.' This is another interesting thing.
In a confluence, when the river reaches the ocean, you have no idea whether the
river flows into the ocean or the ocean reaches out and enters the river. You will find that
for a mile at least from the ocean, the river water is saline. You can sometimes even see
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the flow of the river reversed as in a tidal bore.1 Thus, you find you do not know whether
the river is reaching the ocean or the ocean is reaching out to the river. That is what is
said here; the knowledge reaches out to you as it were.
DO WE GAIN KNOWLEDGE OF ATMA OR IS IT GIVEN?
You will find both kinds of expressions in the Mastra. One is that you recognise
Me or reach Me, gaining this knowledge through your own pursuit. But in fact you do
not gain this knowledge. In every other knowledge there is a subject, a jindna-karta, a
knower, involved and there is also an object of knowledge involved. In the knowledge,
ayam ghatah-thisis a pot, for example, the pot is an object, which is objectified by me
through my mind. Because I am the one who objectifies the pot, I say, 'This is a potayam gha.tah.' In this, the subject is not cancelled; it is retained and the object is known
by the subject. This is true in all forms of knowledge. But, when it comes to dtmajiidna,the kartrtva itself is destroyed. The notion that I am the knower is destroyed by
the knowledge that I am pure consciousness, which is Brahman-aham huddham
kevalam caitanyam brahma. The ahaikdra itself is resolved into a flame of

knowledge.
The reason there is no kartd involved in this knowledge is that thepramanais not
in the hands of the ahakkdra. However, when you use perception as a means of
knowledge, the perception is in your hands; you are the kartd. Using the means of
knowledge known as perception, you see this pot, this tree, etc. Similarly, inference,
anumana, implies a kartd. Only presupposing the existence of the subject, the knower,
does inference operate. In the statement, 'I infer,' there is a subject. Presumption,
arthdpatti,another form of inference, also presupposes a knower. Then the knowledge,
of the absence of something, like my not having a pot in my hand- kara-taleghatah
ndsti, arrived at through the pramdna called anupalabdhi,also implies the existence of
the knower. By the pramdna called anupalabdhi, I gain the knowledge that a thing
does not exist. That involves a kartd. So, does the knowledge gained through upamdna.
You may be told that a bison is like a wat~r buffalo. You know what a water buffalo is
but not a bison. The illustration, upamdna, of the water buffalo gives rise to indirect
knowledge of a bison. When you see a bison, remembering the illustration of the water
buffalo, you gain direct knowledge of the bison. All this implies a subject. So, the
subject is never cancelled. When you know about a cell, an atom, or a particle, the
subject is involved. Even if you know something about your psychological past, there
too the subject is involved. You make inferences such as 'I am responding to this in this
way because of what happened to me before.' That inferential connection is made by the
kartd, the subject.
tA

high, often dangerous wave caused by the surge of a flood tide upstream in a narrowing
part of the lower course of a river where its currentis met by the tides.
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In fact, in all these, the subject is untouched. But when you expose yourself to the
gabda-pramana,particularly Vedanta, the kart&does not operate. Once it has placed
itself in a situation where such knowledge can take place, it does nothing further. Like a
river, which has come to a point from where it sights the ocean. After that it does not do
anything. The ocean takes care of it. It is the same here. Your going to a teacher and
exposing yourself to the teaching is all done by your own will. It does not happen
automatically. You have to place yourself in a condition where knowledge can take
place. Then gabda, the words, take over.
The sentence that gives the knowledge is, tat tvam asi. In the process of
understanding this firstly, the meaning of the word tvam, you, is analysed properly and
then, tat, l9vara, is also analysed properly, then the akhanda-artha,the meaning of
identity that is involved in the sentence is recognised. What does that recognition do?
First let us understand how the recognition takes place. It has to occur in the buddhi,
because that is where the ignorance is destroyed by the buddhi-vrtti, eliminating the
notion that the self is merely the subject. The subject is the self, but the self is not the
subject. The knower, known, knowledge, are all one and the same. Where is the subject,
where is the object? Atma is free from all three of them. It is Brahman.
This recognition that the self is Brahman, swallows the subject. So, how can you
say that you gain it? Through the Sastra, lsvara alone gives this knowledge. You do
nothing to gain it. Since the ahahkara is not involved, it is Drover to say that livara
gives you this knowledge.
Even though in the previous verse the Lord said, 'I give this vision, aham
buddhi-yogam daddmi,' here he says, 'In fact I do not give anything. Remaining in the
buddhi, as the very truth of the buddhi-vrtti, I only remove the ignorance, ajiidnajam
tamah nzdayami.'

Daddmi is now replaced by nadayami. One is positive, the other negative. In the
positive expression, there can be a division. Someone is giving; someone is receiving.
Because division implies duality, there is the possibility of a wrong understanding that
there is a giver and that Isvara gives. It can look as though something positive is given,
some kind of knowledge is superimposed upon or thrown into the buddhi. It is not like
that. In fact there is no giving involved. Bhagavdn is only destroying ignorance.
Knowledge is not something that happens. What really happens is that ignorance,
ajiina, is removed. Then why do we have such expressions as 'gaining knowledge?'
Because a vrtti is necessary to destroy ignorance, we say knowledge occurs. But in fact
knowledge does not occur. What happens is that the vrtti is produced and it destroys
ignorance. Knowledge is not created; ajiiana is removed.
That is why this whole process is a process of nivrtti and not pravrtti. Pravrtti
implies a kartd. In this nivrtti, the karta itself is negated. The removal of ignorance of
the self being Brahman is what is called knowledge here. Positively nothing happens.
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If knowledge is something that can be positively given, and it is given to someone
who is ignorant, that person will remain ignorant. Knowledge would merely get
superimposed upon him. The truth is that knowledge always is. We only remove the
ignorance that conceals it. And knowledge is always true to the object. Atma is
Brahman. If that Brahman is limitless, it is limitless all the time. And the knowledge of
it is also as true as the 'object.' If livara is omniscient, then all knowledge exists
already. No new knowledge is ever created. In your mind it may not exist but to correct
that, all we have to do is bring in the particular buddhi-urtti, which is able to destroy
ignorance. To know that dtm& is Brahman, we bring in the buddhi-vrtti that will
destroy self-ignorance. There can be obstacles to that; so, to remove them, you require
grace. From that perspective Bhagavan can say, 'I give this vision-aham buddhiyogam daddmi.
THE DAWN OF KNOWLEDGE IS LIKE THE LIGHTING OF AN OIL LAMP
Sahkara explains very beautifully this imagery of the lamp taking it as an oil
lamp. A lighted oil lamp implies a few things-oil, wick, flame, and oxygen and
Sahkara explains all the parts of the analogy.
What is the oil for this lamp? Sahkara says that the oil, sneha, is bhakti, devotion
and cheerfulness. Sneha can also mean affection or love. What is the difference between
love and devotion? Where there is respect and reverence with the love, there is devotion,
bhakti. Love, when it is for Rvara, involves a certain supplication, a surrender and
looking up to. This appreciation and respect is implied in bhakti. Thus love, with respect
and reverence, is bhakti. Sankara says that the wick of the lamp must be abhisikta,
soaked with the oil, sneha, which is cheerfulness and bhakti.
I' find that spiritual seekers become very serious. There is a sadness about them. I
have seen some of these people who have dedicated their lives to certain organised
religions for the pursuit of God. They are so frightened, all because they see all their
thoughts as either virtuous or sinful. Thoughts are just thoughts, neither good nor bad.
Only actions are right or wrong because they produce results. But then, if one
deliberately meditate upon or prays for the fall of someone, then it is an act, a mental act.
We take it as a karma. Thus there are no good or bad thoughts; there are only thoughts
and there are proper or improper actions, be they mental, verbal, or physical. Only if you
understand this, can you be cheerful. And, this is not an ordinary thing to understand.
Thus, to light this lamp of knowledge the wick has to be soaked in the oil of cheerfulness
and devotion to.the Lord.
What is the wick for this lamp? The wick is the preparedness of the buddhi
purified by the study of the distra with a proper attitude and all other disciplines under
Swamiji
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the tutelage of a guru. This wick obtains in the lamp of the antah-karana.This lamp
should be protected from strong winds. Saikara says, the strong winds, which may
blow off this lamp are the binding likes and dislikes. But then, the flame has to be
sustained by air. That air, Sakkara says, is the buddhi-vrtti, which recognises the
identity between thejiva and Ifvara, accomplished by constant contemplation.
Having listened to the words of Krsna on the glories of livara,Arjuna now asks
a question. The important thing to understand here is that the Gita is a dialogue. Its
subject matter is primarily to be understood; very few things are meant for belief.
The main issues are to be understood and some of them, like values, attitudes, etc.
are meant to be understood and lived up to. So, there is a certain will involved here. But
when Bhagavan talks about realities, that is purely to be understood. Even beliefs
require some understanding. Since there is a lot to be understood, there is a dialogue.
And now Arjuna makes a request to the Lord.

^.

fji
miftcEi

feTT |^ I1

arjuna uvdca
param brahmaparam dhdma pavitramparamam bhavin
purusam sgdvatam divyamadidevamajam vibhum

aTfigl^q

: TO ^jf^Hl

Verse 12

l

3AFTt ýq*t zqm: 7ZO 44 w-ft AI1 1I
dhustvdmrsayah sarve devarsirnaradastathd
asito devalo vydsah svayam caiva bravisi me

Verse 13

aT3 arjuna -Arjuna; 3Mq uvaca - said;
bhavdn - O! Revered one, you are; Wr W9 param brahma - limitless
qz
Brahman; 9W WI param dhdma - the light of all lights; MTTr( M7r paramam

WER: sarve rsayah - all the sages; OR: TFK:
pavitram - the most purifying; ?M devarsih ndradahtathd - including Narada,who is the sage among gods; af3fT:
F5: aTh: asitah devalah vydsah - (and) Asita, Devala, Vydsa; ?9 M T: tvdm
purusam sidvatam - eternal being; faET
ERT ilfm?
dhuh - talk of you as;
addidevam - the source of all the gods;
aT-flk
divyam - not of this world/celestial;
3TPP ajam -

unborn; fiT

and indeed, yourself; aft

vibhum -

all pervasive;

1f brauvsi me - tell me (so)

Tq --J 74 svayam ca eva -
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Arjuna said:
O! Revered one, you are limitless Brahman, the light of all lights, the
most purifying. All the sages, including Narada, the sage among gods,
Asita, Devala, and Vyasa talk of you as the eternal being, not of this
world, the source of all the gods, unborn and all pervasive. And indeed,
you yourself tell me so.
ARJUNA REVEALS HIS UNDERSTANDING OF WHAT HE HAS BEEN TAUGHT
Having listened to Krsna through these chapters, Arjuna has a certain
understanding of the topic. He now speaks from his understanding. All the sages talk
about you, O! Krsna, as being param dhdma. Dhdma' is used here in the sense of light.
As light helps you to see things, so too this is the light of all lights, the light of
consciousness. You are the source of all consciousness. You are the consciousness. With
dhdma in the sense of abode, you are the most exalted end reaching, which there is no
further end possible or necessary.
Then he says, you are, bhavdn, pavitram parmama. There are a lot of things,
which purify the mind and bring solace to it. But how can one ever completely purify the
antah-karana,which is subject to punya-papa-karmas. Nothing can get rid of these
except the knowledge of Isvara. Therefore, you are the pavana, the one who is most
purifying. The knowledge of the Lord, when he reveals himself, destroys the jiva, the
individual, who feels isolated, frightened and bound. In the wake of knowledge of the
Lord thejiuatva, the feeling of isolation is destroyed. That is because the knowledge of
the Lord is knowing that 'I am non-separate from the Lord.' Here, the knowledge is that
the subject, the knower, the knowledge and the object of knowledge are one and the
same. If it is knowledge of myself then the object of knowledge is myself. The
knowledge is as true as myself and the subject is myself. So, the one who knows is also
myself. Here the subject, object and the knowledge are all one. Therefore, by that
knowledge Ilvara completely purifies a jiva. The samsdrl who is a limited individual
subject to birth and death is totally released. There is nothing more purifying, pdvana.
Then Arjuna goes on to say that all rsis talk of you as, purusam nityam
.dsvatam. The word purusa has two meanings. The one who enclosed by the

body-mind-sense complex is called purusa, and purusa is also that which fills up
everything. So, when you repeat this word, 'purusahpurusah-purusais purusa,' it
becomes a mahavakya. If you say, puruso'hampurusah, it means the one who obtains
in the body-mind-sense complex, seemingly enclosed, is indeed the limitless purusa,
filling up everything. Purusa being limitless, is not bound by time, and therefore, is
hA•vata. Divya means something of an exalted nature that is not of this world, alaukika.
1 The word dhdma is derived from the root dhd. Here it has the meaning of rasmi. It also
has the meaning of 'abode.'
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It is unlike anything we know. When we have no example to explain something
extraordinary, we use the word divya. Adideva means the one who was there before the
beginning of all the devas, the god of gods, their very source. And he is aja, the one who
is unborn, not subject to birth at all. And he is the cause of everything, vibhu, allpervasive, the one from whom everything has come and who sustains everything in the
sense that his mandate is followed by everybody.
ARJUNA CITES OTHERS WHO CONCUR
People who say all this about Krsna are those who know. In every generation there
will be a few. Arjuna says that what he had said in the previous verse about Krsna is not
only his personal observation, but that of the sages, who really knew this subject-matter
and whose opinion you cannot dismiss. Also he says, all the rsis ofdeva-loka, including
devarsi Ndrada, say the same thing. Other rsis like Asita, Devala and Vydsa also say,

that this is what you are. They may all say so, but suppose the person himself says he is
not Bhagavdn. Not here. Therefore, Arjuna says, 'Even you yourself have told me that
you are iSvara, svayam eva ca bravisi me.'

And Arjuna goes on to say,

-;:r *t -4 %Tý-a& Nft -q7;Tw: I

e ii

sarvametad*rtam manye yanmdm vadasi kesava
na hi te bhagavan vyaktim vidurdevd na ddnavdh

Verse 14

`W4 T sarvam etad - all this; lq TRTR qfT yat
*fM kesava - O! Lord Kesava;
T' r#4 tat rtam manye - I consider
mam vadasi - which you have told me; ME
na devdh - neither the
qT- hi bhagavan - indeed, 0! Lord; -qT:
that true;
te vyaktim - your
celestials; r wTi: na danavah - nor the rdksasas; - qfri

person; ft: viduh - know
All this, which you have told me, O! Lord, I consider true. Indeed, Lord,
neither the celestials nor the raksasas know your person, i.e., they do not
know what you are.
All the descriptions given by these rsis, I consider to be true. What you have been
saying to me (in the earlier chapters) and what others have said, I consider to be rta,
absolutely true.
Even though both these words, rta and satya mean truth, there is some difference
between them, especially when they are used together. When a fact is described by
words and there is no difference between what the words mean and what the fact is, that
is satya or rta. If the two words, satya and rta, are used together, either it is repetition
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or they have different meanings. In that case, satya is the truthful expression of
something as you see it. What you express outside is as you see it inside, it is
yathdrtha-bhdsanaand that is called satya. But suppose you do not see correctly.
Sometimes what you think is the truth turns out to be false because of your lack of
knowledge. What you think as true is really false, though your expression of it is true to
what you know. That is satya. But if what you see is accepted by the rsis and is in
keeping with the Sdstra, that is rta. If what you see is rta, it is a truth that can never be
negated. So, rta is more powerful than satya. Here the two words are not used together.
And Arjuna uses only the word rta. Therefore, when Arjuna says that he considers
what Krsna has said to be rta, he is saying that there can be no doubt about these words
at all and that they are absolutely true.
In the next line he says, 'O! Bhagavan, neither the celestials, devas, nor the
ralksasas, ddnavas, know of your person, vyakti. You are the cause of everything, but
they do not see you at all. Everybody sees the effect, the creation, but nobody sees the
cause thereof.'
Arjuna continues and in the process reveals the knowledge he has gathered so far.

^^cllrTlrHH
I& tq
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Ir^ 1'194I 1

svayamevdtmandtmUnam vettha tvam purusottama
bhatabhavanabhitesa devadeva jagatpate

Verse 15

T-d purusottama - O! Most exalted being; 1rTnw bhata-bhavana- O! The
creator of all beings; &t bhatesa - O! The ruler of all beings; Ok devadeva - O!
The Lord of the gods; 1FTNA jagatpate- O! The Lord of creation; mE zrE TM e
tvam suayam eva vettha - you yourself know; a3T-HIT dttmand - with your own

mind; 3JTmRFr

ditmdnam - (your) self

You yourself know your self with your own mind, O! The most exalted
being, the creator of all beings, the ruler of all beings, the Lord of the
gods, the Lord of creation.

rllr•'t'lh""l•'lrlk
igyl'ixI I:'{ II
vaktumarhasyasesenadivyd hydtmavibhitayah
yabhirvibhutibhirlokdnimdmstvamvydpya tisthasi
-W|:divyah -

extraordinary; i hi -

glories of yourself; 'qizr: f'P--f

indeed; S•ir-fT'ffq

Verse 16

: atma-uibhUtayah-

the

: ydbhih vibhutibhih - those glories by which; INT
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these worlds; air
tisthasi - you remain; a3T1u ctr 3T
of telling in full
NIR imdn lokdn-

vydpya - pervading; N Rd9rf tvam
aSesena vaktum arhasi- you are capable

You indeed are capable of telling in full the extraordinary glories of
yourself, the glories by which you remain pervading these worlds.
HOW ONLY BHAGAVAN IS QUALIFIED TO RELATE HIS GLORIES
Arjuna confirms the opinion of the rsis that Krsna is Iuvara. Then he tells why
Krsna alone is qualified to talk about all those glories by which he remains covering the
entire universe. Though there are others to talk about it, you are the most eligible,
Arjuna says.

Tvam svayan vettha, you yourself know, not being taught by anybody. What
does he know? Atmanam, you know the truth of yourself. How? Atmand, through your
own mind. That is why you speak of yourself as Isvara all the time. Saikara says here,
that you know yourself as one who has knowledge, overlordship, strength, and power
that leave nothing to be desired. In short, you know yourself as Isvara, purusottama,
the one who is exalted among the purusas.
And he is addressed as bhuta-bhavana,the one who creates all the beings with
their body-mind-sense complexes. For each being he creates a unique sthiilasuksma-gariraappropriate to his karma. And not only does he create all beings, he also
takes care of them; so, he is called bhiteea, the ruler of all beings. Then he is addressed
as devadeva, the Lord of all the gods and jagatpati,the Lord of this entire creation. All
these are appellations of the Lord.
Vaktum arhasi asesena, you are capable of revealing without leaving anything
out. What is revealed is atma-vibhutis, your own glories, which are not of this world,
divya, alaukika. The word dtmd shows that this refers not only to the Lord but to
yourself. Arjuna is implying, 'You know about me, dtmn, and you can talk about all the
glories of dtmd, which you know so well.'
Ydbhih vibhutibhih lokdn iman tvam vydpya tisthasi,all these glories by which

you stand pervading all these worlds, only you are eligible to talk about. Arjuna says
later, 'I am still not satisfied with what you have been saying about yourself. You talk
not just about your glories but mine too, which you can see. All of us want to listen to
our glories. So, tell me more.' Lord Krsna does not simply tell Arjuna that he, Krs.na, is
everything; he proves the fact that he is everything. And Krsna also implies that Arjuna,
or anyone for that matter, can know that he is also not different from Igvara. Then all
these glories would apply belong to him too. It is not flattery, but a statement of fact; so,
even when, it is not understood it has a ring of truth and a logic to it. Here you have
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facts, which elevate you and the more you listen, the more you want to know. We all
love to gaze at ourselves in the mirror-much more than is necessary. There is self-love
in us because atma is something you cannot but love. It is intrinsically inanda, fullness.
Because you have some insight about that, you cannot give up the hope that one day you
are going to be wonderful. So, when someone holds up a word-mirror and makes you see
that you are everything, you can never be tired of it.
Arjuna says, 'Listening to these nectar-like w6rds, which reveal your glories and
therefore, mine, I have no satisfaction, trpti. So, please tell me more about these glories.
For those of us who cannot directly appreciate you, which are the places and things in
which your glory is so pronounced that it can become an object of meditation?' Thus
Arjuna asks for further description. Lord Krsna says, 'It is very difficult to do this and
even if I describe it for days, it won't end. But still, I will make an attempt to say a few
things.' Then, in the eleventh chapter he makes a drastic revelation by giving Arjuna a
vision of the cosmic form.

katham vidydmaham yogimstuWm sadd paricintayan
kesu kesu ca bhivesu cintyo'si bhagauanmayd

Verse 17

WT qftft-i sadai paricintayan- always contemplating;
q fqaliaq katham
vidydm aham - how can I know; TFr tvdm - you; 4i 9 yogin - O! The greatest
of the yogis, Lord;
t 'qr
kesu kesu ca bhdvesu - and in which things;
fa--: afT cintyah asi - are you to be meditated upon; WT mayd - by me; WTFr
bhagavan - 0! Lord
Always contemplating, how can I know you, 0! The greatest of the
yogis? And in which things are you to be meditated upon by me, O!
Lord?
ARJUNA'S REQUEST TO HAVE THE GLORIES OF iSVARA REVEALED
Here he says, 'sadd paricintayan,always contemplating, how can I know your
glory?' All we see around us are only objects. To appreciate Isvara, thepurusa because
of whom the object is an object we have to go behind the objects and see beyond what
we can physically perceive. It is purely a vision of the buddhi; so, it is with
jilhna-caksu, the eye of wisdom, that you have to see. Meditation upon uAvara,
isvara-dhydna,is seeing the glories ofhvara, 1ivara-vibhtili-dhyana.
Then Arjuna asks the Lord, 'kesu kesu ca bhdvesu cintyah asi-what are the
objects, in which you are to be meditated upon?' There are many objects and beings in
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the universe; in some of them the Lord's glories are particularly manifest. These are
identified as special by the Vedas or puranas. Also certain objects by convention and
some people by their deeds become popular. The glory, which made them popular is
I6vara and thus they become a focus of meditation.
So, Arjuna says, 'O! Lord, tell me all those glories in which you are specially
manifest, where you can become the object of meditation.' It is true that the Lord is
manifest in everything but the glories of some objects and people stand out in creation.
The value in any of these glories is Isvara and the absolute value, pratyagdtmd, is also
Ivara. A value in anything is always connected to a being. If there is an intrinsic value
to a reality, then that intrinsic value belongs only to Isvara.
Here the value is not imagined or superimposed, as it is in gold, for example. Gold
has two values, the superimposed and the intrinsic value. That it is shiny, malleable, rare,
and rust-proof is its intrinsic value. The monetary value is superimposed. But its intrinsic
value minus our projections is ISvara's glory. That is the basis for isvara-dhydna. I
eliminate my projections and appreciate 1ivara's glory as identical with the object's
intrinsic value. That value is the glory of Isvara.
Therefore, please tell me in which objects I can see you like this.

ýju * ft
f'n UIIRt

-qs
rf

I

vTT

74: -chý -ý*'vprft TfýTT 7slrpi i^ 11i
vistarenatmanoyogam vibhutim ca janardana
bhilyah kathaya trptirhi Arnvato nasti me'mrtam

Verse 18

fJt#t vistarena - in detail; Tq: bhiiyah - again; FMT kathaya - please describe;
W vibhitim ca
',ikt
S-TfTT : Z41-t atmanah yogam - the power/wonder of yourself;- and the glory; WRiT jandrdana- O! Lord: fr hi - because; 3Tr-f 'aff: 4
arTF trptih na asti
amrtam Srnvatah me - for me the listener of this nectar; 7fr:
- there is no satisfaction
Please describe again in detail the wonder and the glory of yourself, O!
Lord, because I, the listener of this nectar, have no satisfaction.
As I9vara, the Lord, you have unique capacities like omniscience and
omnipotence, called yoga in this verse. These manifest in the creation as glories,
vibhitayah, like the sun and the moon, which are the glories of his power. 'Again, O!
Janardana,please describe to me in detail your glory, vistarena vibhutim bhiyah
kathaya.
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Jandrdana' is the one who destroys people of improper conduct, dusta-janan
ardayati itijandrdanah.Here destruction means to discipline by giving karma-phala.

There are two meanings for the root ard in the wordjanardana.One is going, gamana,
the other is asking for or requesting, yacana. Sahkara gives two meanings for
Janardanausing both senses of the root. In the sense of going, gamana, he is the one
who makes all the asuras,those who are opposed to the devas, go to unpleasant places
like naraka.By the law of karma, which is non-separate from him and is mandated by
him, he sends them to narakadilokas. Taking the second meaning of the root, he is the
one who is propitiated by all people, either for limited results or for the limitless,
niSSreyas. Limited results, abhyudaya, are prosperity, pleasures and so on. Any
desirable end other than moksa is called abhyudaya.Janardanais the one that all these
people pray to for both types of results. In a prayer there are two objects. The primary
object is what you are asking for and the secondary object is whom you are asking. For a
samsdri, the two are separate. But a seeker prays to the Lord to know the Lord. So, the
two objects become one. The person from whom all this is asked, be it abhyudaya or
nis4reyas, is called Janardana-janaih
ardyateydcyate yasmdt sahjandrdanah.

Please describe your glories to me, the listener, because the description is like
amrta, nectar, to my ears. Amrta is anything that satisfies you or gives you happiness.
Sahkara says that Arjuna refers to the words coming out of Krsna's mouth as amrta.

'For me, there cannot be enough of it, trptih ndsti me.' The more he hears, the more he
wants to hear.
LORD KRSNA RECOUNTS HIS GLORIES

*b ^rfqIrrtr f^rEr

wrikflim:
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Sribhagavunuvdca
hanta te kathayisyymi diuyd hyatmavibhutayah
prddhanyatahkurugrestha ndstyanto vistarasya me

Verse 19

Srl Bhagavun (The Lord); 3U4W uvdca - said;
well now; T"T9 kurusrestha- O! Best of the Kurus; A te -

IWr7I T Srlbhagavan -

T hanta -

(4) iýti: 3TaV-frtMl: (ye) divyth dtma-vibhiitayah -

3PWgif-f1a^b-1W-IT": 7TA
gp
*

to you;

the glories of Mine that are

TI Wro qTO I I

Ardateh gatikarmano rFipam asurdndm devapratipaksabhiltdnidmjandndm narakddi
gamayitrtudtjanardanah.Sd. Bhd.
Abhyudaya-nissreyasapurusdrtha/prayojanam
sarvajanaihydcyate iti vd.
BG Vol 111- 16
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divine; (?:) wlfq•NlfA (tah) kathayisydmi - (those) I will narrate; RlTFTR:
pradhdnyatah - in keeping with their importance; f hi - because; t (fij hi)
me (vibhutindm) vistarasya - for the detailed description of My (vibhitis);
fj^
3T•-: ;T 36r antah na asti - there is no end
Sri Bhagavdn said:

Well now, O! Best of the Kurus, Arjuna, I will tell you My divine
glories in keeping with their importance; because there is no end to a
detailed description of My glories.

3WTsf

THWT Tc II^ I
eT EIT tm1

ahamdtmd gudakesa sarvabhiutsayasthitah
ahamddikca madhyam ca bhitdna manta eva ca

Verse 20

TJr|| guddkeSa - O! The master of sleep, Arjuna; 3a9T 3T? aham atmd - I am
the self; *4-fTI--f-Tr: sarva-bhiutFSaya-sthitah- who resides in the hearts of all
beings; -I ca - and; aT aham - I am; -RmL- bhUitdnm - of all beings/things;

an: adih - the cause of the creation; Te249 - madhyam ca - and the sustenance;
3Tr: It{ W antah eva ca -

and resolution

O! The master of the sleep, Arjuna, I am the self, who resides in the
hearts of all beings and I am the cause of the creation, sustenance, and
resolution of all beings/things.
Hanta is an expression of wonder or pleasure. Krsna is happy that Arjuna has
asked him this. He says, 'te kathayisyami-I will explain to you these special heavenly
glories, divydh dtma-vibhitayah.' There is no end to my glories, they are endless,
nasti antah vistarasya me. Therefore, I will enumerate them in keeping with their
importance, prddhdnyatah.

Sarikaraexplains: It is not possible to narrate all of them without leaving anything
out. Even in one hundred years the list would not come to an end. Therefore, Bhagavan
says that he would tell Arjuna, a few important ones among them.
Firstly, you said you want to meditate. Then meditate upon yourself for I am
yourself, aham dtmd. Instead of glorifying lvuara, just know yourself, for you are that
Ivaraand all the glories belong to you.
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Gudakesa is the one who has mastered sleep. The word gudakd means sleep. One
who has mastered this gudakd is guddkega. Sarikara says jita-nidra' where nidrd
means tamas; he is the one who has mastered tamas and is alert. There is another
meaning of gudokeha; the one who has matted hair--guda means thick or matted and
kesa means hair.
Arjuna asked Bhagavan as to which are the objects in which he is available for
meditation and Krsna says, 'aham atma gudd.kea-I am the self, the dtmd, in you
Arjuna.' The aham, the pratyagatmd in Arjuna is Bhagavan and the name-form
Arjuna is only an upddhi. Since all glories belong to Bhagavdn, and aham is
Bhagavan, all glories of Bhagauvn also belong to the pratyagdtmd. The primary
statement of the astra is that the vastu is pratyagdtmd. 'Secondly, with reference to
avastu, which is mithyd,' the Lord says, 'I am jagatkarana,the cause for everything.
And 1 am the one who obtains in the buddhi of all beings, sarva-bhiita-dsaya-sthita, as
the pratyagdtmd. So, first you have to recognise Me as yourself.'
The statement, aham atmd guddkega sarvabhita-dsaya-sthitahis an equation.
That dtmd, which obtains in the buddhi of all beings, I am. The predication is between
aham and dtma where the adjective to dtmd is sarva-bhita-daya-sthita. That dtmd,
which resides in the heart of all beings, I am. Aham here means ivara. So, Isvara is
predicated to dtmd. This dtmd obtaining in all beings is paramdtmd. That I am, aham
asmi. If you want a primary form of contemplation upon Isvara, then contemplate on
the pratyagftmd.Nididhydsanais another ariga of Sravana, the Adstra-vicdra, which
is the real means for knowing. Saikara says that it is to be meditated upon always,
nityam dhyeyah.
Bhagavin says, 'In all the various objects that I am now going to narrate to you, I
should be meditated upon. I am available for appreciation there.' How is this so?
Aham ddih bhitandm, I am the efficient and material cause of the creation, the
one because of whom the creation of all things takes place. Then madhyam ca, I am the
sustaining cause, sthiti-kdranaof all the bhiftas, beings. The sustenance of all beings is
because of Me. And I am antah,the cause into which they resolve. In the end they come
back to Me, the material cause, upddna-kdrana. This being so, any object is Me and
can be meditated upon as Me. Any value, which is intrinsic in the manifested, form is
Me, like sugar in the sugarcane. You may love sugar. That is your personal value. But in
the sweetness in the sugar you can see Bhagavan because it is this sweetness, which
makes sugarcane what it is. With this understanding we can see that Isvara is available
for invocation in any object that has some glory. Being the abhinnanimitta-updddna-kdirana,nothing is separate from him. There are countless names and
forms, all of which are available for meditation. But then you only see your ego
1'STM f-T ?IfT: W:
ITh: 1^t: 1fiahw: I VITfO lo I I
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surfacing as an admirer with reference to certain objects. The source of that admiration is
nothing but Isvara seen by your ego as it assumes the form of an admirer.
Since isvara is the cause for creation, sustenance and dissolution, naturally
anything here is an object of meditation. lsvara can be invoked in any given form. Still
in certain places he is invoked more easily.

aditydndmahamvisnurjyotisadm raviramsuman
maricirmarutdmasminaksatrdndtmahamsasi

Verse 21

fqi9: aham Visnuh - I am
T ddityanam - among the Adityas; 34T
auTfn-q
Visnu; 4dFTT jyotisdm - among the luminaries; A': ravih - the Sun; 3•TPF
amsuman - the one who has rays; R TrI marutfm - among the Maruts; •qft:
34F maricih asmi I
seen at night; W3T V

naksatrdndm I am Marici; 7ITI7I
aham sasl - I am the Moon

among the luminaries

Among the Adityas I am Visnu; among the luminaries, the Sun, the one
who has rays. Among the Maruts, I am Marici; among the luminaries
seen at night, I am the Moon.

*tri -m\qTý f <^mls
R4lTuIHi

S Iffi TmFHq

W;rq: I
FTT I IR II

veddndm sdmavedo'smi devandmasmi vdsavah
indriydinam manascasmi bhtildndmasmi cetand

Verse 22

*RTRT veddndm - among the Vedas; 1l-f: 3#T sdmavedah asmi - I am
vudsavah asmi- I am
Samaveda; \PTT devundm - among the gods; Tn•W: 3IT
Indra; 4|u1l indriydndm - among the sense organs; TFT: 3a0 manah asmi - I

Bt bhiitdntm ca - and of the embodied beings;
W-gq
am the mind;
cetand asmi- I am the faculty of cognition

•T\ 34TF

Among the Vedas I am the Sdmaveda; among the gods I am Indra;
among the sense organs I am the mind, and of the embodied beings I am
the faculty of cognition.
In the puranas,Vedas, you will hear of various objects suitable for contemplation
upon Idvara. From the standpoint of the puranas, among the twelve ddityas, I am
Visnu. IAvara viewed from the standpoint of sustenance is Visnu. Here Visnu is the
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name of one of the dditya-devatds,' known to us through the purainas. Each dditya,

Sun, sustains life within its sphere but Visnu is the all-pervasive sustainer of even the
adityas.And here Bhagavdn says, I am that Visnu.

From the standpoint of the world, among the luminous bodies in the sky the
brightest is the sun, ravi, the one who has rays, amAuman. The sun is the centre of our
solar system, the energising factor because of which the earth has life. So, among the
luminous bodies I am the life-giving sun. In the Sruti, there are several devatas
mentioned. Among them are the marut-devatds. Among these marut-devatis I am
Marlci. Among the luminous bodies visible in the night sky, naksatras,I am the moon,
asai, the brightest. There is another interpretation of this. Naksatra2 means the place one
goes to. Due to the efficacy of certain rituals, one goes to lokas, which are called
naksatras. Among all these naksatras, candra-loka is one of the better ones. But this
candra-loka is different from candra,the moon.

In all these, the one who obtains is Isvara and his vibhiiti is what is pointed out
here. The glory of the devatds or the glory of the luminaries is nothing but the glory of
Isvara. So, the topic is not, which devata is to be worshipped but that an object is what
it is because of the glory of Isvara. This is what is to be understood here.
Among the Vedas, I am the Sdmaveda. All four Vedas talk of the glories of
livara. In each, the first portion discusses karmas or rituals and the law of karma,
which is non-separate from Isvara. It reveals the Lord as the one who presides over the
law of karma, karma-adhyaksa, and as one who is the karma-phala-ddtd,the one

who gives the results of actions. For the performance of a ritual, punya is the
karma-phala. Something that is the cause for a favourable result, but considered by you
as luck because it is not visible, the sdstras call punya. It can be gained by the
performance of certain rituals. That a particular ritual will produce a particular result is
Isvara's mandate. Therefore, in that very karma is Isvara. The means, sddhana, is
Isvara and the end that is sought, the sadhya, is I[vara. The entire karma-kdnda talks

indirectly of Uivara in this way. The jihna-ksnda reveals Isvara directly. So, all the
Vedas talk about Isvara. 'Among them, I am Simaveda,' says the Lord. In the
Sdmaveda all the mantras are sung, that is, they are recited in a simple musical form.

This 'singing' is more than mere recitation. Therefore, the Sdmaveda stands out among
the recited Vedas. Another reason, though weak, is that the Sdmaveda has the famous
mahd-vdkya, tat tvam asi. So, 'Among the Vedas I am the musical and pleasing
Sdmaveda,' says Bhagavdn.

1 The adityas are twelve in number and they are: Dhdtd, Mitra, Aryarni, Rudra, Varuna,
Sirya, Bhaga, Vivasvdn, Piisd, Saviti, Tvasta, Visnu.
2 Naksate, gacchati -

iti - naksatrah.

goes, yajamdnah - the performer of the rituals; etat - to this place;
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'Among the various devas, I am Indra.' Indra is the Lord of the devas, the most
exalted among them. His elevated status is due to Isvara alone. So, the glory of Indra is
Isvara.In Indra, who is the most exalted of devas, we invoke Isvara.

There are different types of sense organs or indriyas; the organs of action,
karmendriyas, and the organs of knowledge, jiidnendriyas. 'All of them,' Bhagavan

says, 'are Me.' 'But among them I am the mind,' because all senses have the mind as
their basis. It is through the mind that we gain the knowledge of the world and through
the mind we order the karmendriyas to perform their actions. The mind is behind the
sense organs as a receiving organ that receives data from all sense perceptions. And it is
the seat of desires, which are fulfilled by the karmendriyas. Both the sense organs of
perception and the organs of action depend upon the mind. Therefore, the mind is also
considered an instrument, karana.Among all the indriyas,karanas, I am the mind, the
one that is most important, without which none of the others can function. Wherever
there is such importance, there is the glory of Isvara. The glory of the mind is livara.
Then, 'Among the embodied beings, bhitanam, I am the buddhi, the faculty of
cognition.' The capacity to inquire and understand, which is manifest through the
buddhi, is Isvara. There is nothing more beautiful than clarity of knowledge. Bhagavan
says, 'I am that cetana.' Cetand implies not only clarity, but free will. It is the highest
form of prakrti's manifestation. If you accept a process of evolution, prakrti reaches a
point of fulfilment the moment the upddhi gains the faculty of choice, buddhi. There is
an in-built faculty for a child to grow to become an adult. It is a biologically mechanical
process involving no special will. This is called bhdva-vikdra. But once the will is
given, prakrti has fulfilled itself and does not help you in your growth any further. You
have to use the will, you have been given, to grow into a mature person. And you can
grow up to the point where you discover you are infinite. That is the highest
manifestation of Ivara as a being.

q"t qMjhi9R *: R7rGuii

jl J 1I

rudrdndm SankaraScasmi vittego yaksaraksasdm
vasunam pdvakacdsmi meruh Sikharindmaham
|UlW|

rudrandm -

among the Rudras'; WT-:

Sahkara; f#if: vittegah raksasdm -

Fi
3Tf

Verse 23
aahkarah ca asmi -

I am

(I am) Kubera, the Lord of wealth; WU- TVTW yaksa-

among the yaksas and raksasas;7

|T vasmnm -

among the vasus;

The Rudras are eleven in number. The names of the eleven Rudras are given differently
in different purdnas. They are: Aja, Ekapada, Ahirbudhnya, Tvastd, Rudra, Hara,
Sambhu, Tryambaka, Aparijita,Id•na and Tribhuvana.
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pdvakah ca asmi - I am Fire, the purifier; i-T: Wq meruh aham - I
T|W'T: 'J
Sikharinam - among the snow-peaked mountains
am Meru; fiRun
Among the Rudras I am Sahkara; I am Kubera among the yaksas and
raksasas. Among the Vasus I am Fire. I am Meru among the snowpeaked mountains.
Now Bhagavdn talks about the eleven Rudras found in the puranas and the
Sruti. 'Among them, I am Sahkara.' Earlier he told us that he is Visnu, the sustainer,
among the Adityas. Now he reveals that he is tSakara, the destroyer among the
Rudras. ,am karoti iti Sahkara-the one who blesses is called Sawkara. In the
tradition he is looked upon as Siva and worshipped for moksa, as the destroyer of
ignorance and its product, samsara and duhkha. In the word Upanisads,the root sad
means that which causes the disintegration of samsdra by putting an end to ignorance,
avasddayati. Because destruction is involved, Siva is always worshipped by the one
who wants moksa. Sam means that which is auspicious, malgala, the final end. By
destroying ignorance, he gives the ultimate end, which is moksa. And there is nothing
more auspicious than moksa.
'Aham vittesah, the presiding deity of wealth,' says Bhagavdn. That is not
Laksmi. She is wealth itself and is Isvara's glory. When you look at ldvara from the
standpoint of wealth, then Isvara is Laksmi, the Sakti of Ivara.But the presiding deity
of wealth is Kubera. So, here, vittesa is Kubera, one of the yaksas. 'Yaksdh' and
'raks.h'" are groups of celestials. Among them, I am Kubera.' There is yet another
group-a group of eight vasus2 . 'Among them, I am the god of fire, aham pavakah.'
The god of fire is called anala because he bums everything; he never has enoughalam na vidyate yasya. He is also called pavaka, because by burning he purifies
everything.
Then he talks of the mountains. There are two types of mountains, Sikharls, those
with peaks, and adikharls, those without peaks. Here Bhagavan refers to mountains that
have peaks. 'Among them, I am Meru.'

ytM#t IqJLZ *RT fft qT1 jr,*Nl
•lt-Tq
--F•:WTRmlH

I

WWTh: I1" I I

purodhasdaq ca mukhyam mmr viddhi pdrtha brhaspatim
sendnindmaham skandah sarasdmasmisdgarah

Verse 24

i raks.h--a particularsect of asuras. Raksitavyam Sariram asmdt iti raksah, the one
from whom one's body has to be protected.
2 The vasus are eight in number. They are Dhara, Dhruva, Soma, Ahas, Vdyu, Agni,
Pratyi.saand Prabhdsa.
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TW partha- O! Arjuna; TITf
ffiF:•"
mukhyam - the chief;

tW' purodhasdm ca - and among the priests; CO7MT
rnman viddhi brhaspatim - Brhaspati;TE f

may you know Me to be; *t4HIh

a3Tr

sendninm -

among the commanders-in-chief;

I am Skanda; •TRWlsarasmnsdgarahasmi - I am the ocean

5-a: aham skandah -

of water; Tffi:

3T

among the reservoirs

Arjuna, may you know Me to be Brhaspati,the chief among the priests.

Among the commanders-in-chief I am Skanda; among the water
reservoirs I am the ocean.
Purah means 'in future.' So, purodhas' is the one who helps you gain punya in
the future - by performing rituals, etc. That is a priest. Even kings bow down to priests.
Yet among the priests there is one who is above all the rest--Brhaspati, the guru of
Indra the king of the devas. Even the king of the devas bows to Brhaspati, the guru of

the deva-loka. I am that Brhaspatiwho is the chief, mukhya, among the royal priests.
Sendnindm2 , among the commanders-in-chief who lead the army, I am Skanda.
Skanda is Lord Subrahmanya. In the puranas, he is referred to as the general of the
devas, devasenddhipati. Lord Subrahmanya is also called Skanda or Sanmukha and

is invoked for protection from any type of fear. So, here livara is invoked as one who
protects and the glory of that Skanda is Ivara'sglory.
There are two types of water reservoirs. One is created by God, the other, by man.
Among the God-made water reservoirs, which are stationary, sarasam, I am the ocean,
sdgara. This does not include the flowing rivers, which he talks of later. So, here he
says, among the natural stationary water reservoirs I am the mighty ocean.

MF9Tt WNIsTsfR MlIcTl f-4ml: 11 I II
maharsindm bhrgurahamgirdmasmyekamaksaram
yajiidndmjapayajiio'smisthavardnrdmhimnlayah

Verse 25

Vm: aham bhrguh - I am Bhrgu;
H15ti maharsinam - among the sages; aT6q
ý ekam aksaram asmi - I am the
fmr girim - among the words; T-IfqT3TI
single syllable Om; 71nT, yajfandm - among rituals; r-4•r: 3[T1 japa-yajfiah
asmi -

f•Ri-'
1

I am the ritual of japa; T$flUT|

sthdvaran&m -

among the mountains;

: himalayah - the Himalayas

purah, agre (in future) yajamdnam dadhdti (helps the one who performs the ritual in

gainingpunya iti) purodhas.
2 sendm nayati, svavaaam dpddayati iti sendni-the one who leads the sena, the army, i.e.,
the one who keeps the army under his control.
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Among the sages I am Bhrgu, among the words I am the single syllable Om,
among rituals I am the ritual ofjapa, among the mountains, the Himalayas.
Among the ancient maharsis, RB!rgu was considered to be the greatest. He is
mentioned in the Taittiriyopanisad,which says Bhrgu who was the son of Varuna got
this knowledge from his father. Here Bhagavan says I am this Bhrgu.
Gih means speech. Sarkara says that, here it refers to 'words.' Among the many
words, girdm, in all languages, there is one all-inclusive word of one single syllable.
That is Om. Phonetically, the word Om does not belong to any language. It is a universal
sound consisting of three sounds-A-U-M. When anybody opens his mouth and makes a
sound, it is 'a.' When he closes his mouth and makes a sound, 'm' is the sound
produced. The same 'a' becomes 'u' when the mouth is rounded. So, these are sounds,
which come naturally to any human being, and all other sounds, are modifications of 'a.'
All words are combinations of these sounds and all names are words in all languages. So,
Om, the name of the Lord, is a single syllable representing all words.
It is a perfect name for the Lord. How, otherwise, are you going to give him a
name? If you give him one name you are excluding all other names-as though they are
not the names of the Lord. This is the difference between the Lord and an object. When
you say apple, it means only one object and excludes all others. All other fruits, all other
objects are excluded. Similarly if you say Rama, then Krsna, Siva, you and everybody
else are excluded. So, the Lord's name has to be such that it includes all names. That is
why in prayer we repeat a given name 108 times. The Sanskrit letters from 'a'to 'ha' are
54 in number when you include certain forms of letters, which are not generally counted.
All names are names of the Lord and all names are but words, which in turn are letters. If
you count the letters in ascending order, drohana,then in descending order, avarohana,
they amount to 108. Within this alone all words are possible. Therefore, if you repeat
one name 108 times, you have symbolically repeated all the names of the Lord, known
and unknown. That is for Sanskrit. Then phonetically, all sounds in all languages are
between 'a' when you open your mouth and 'm' when you close it. The letter 'u' stands

for all other sounds in between. So, we have Om. When you say Om, all names are
included; So, the wholejagat, the apparent form of 9vara, the Lord, is covered. Once
you have said Om, you require nothing more because it is a non-linguistic phonetic
symbol for the Lord.
The Lord is one and non-dual containing within himself all things, which are
expressed by Otn. So, Om stands for the non-dual one and among the words, I am Om.
That is why omkdra is the sound symbol, pratika,for meditation upon Idvara.
'A' stands for the waking world, 'u'

for the thought world and 'm' for the

unmanifest. It starts with creation, srsti, and resolves into Brahman. Om is thus a
word-symbol for meditation upon param brahma. It is also a word through, which you
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understand param brahma. Thus it becomes both a word revealing Brahman and a
verbal symbol for meditating upon ISvara.
Om as a word means that which protects and sustains everything, avati, raksati.
In that sense, Om is the name for ISvara.
There are many rituals called yajhas, for which you require a number of
ingredients. You need a fire. And when you light one, some small creatures, living in the
wood you offer, may be unwittingly destroyed. You need money to buy the things
required to perform the yajiia and that money you obtain by competing in the world. In
doing so, you hurt somebody. Your gain is necessarily at the expense of someone else's
gain. So, in the process of performing the ritual, we unwittingly hurt or destroy many
things. To offset these papas we have to say a few extra prayers. All rituals and prayers
help in acquiring antah-karana-Auddhi. But among them, japa-yajFia or mental

repetition of the Lord's name is the greatest because you do not harm anything. So,
among all these various yajiias, I am thisjapa-yajia,which incurs no papa.
Sthdvarnadm himdlayah-among the mountains, I am the Himalayas. Here, he
talks about the mountains, which may or may not have peaks. Sthavara means that
which does not move. So, among these immobile mountains, I am the Himalayas, alaya,
an abode of hima, snow. The distinction of the Himalayas among all the mountains is
the vastness of their ranges.
The Lord continues to describe his glories as they express in various exalted
beings. He has chosen what is famous in the puranas and the Srutis and all that is
popular in the world. Later Lord Krsna says, among men I am Arjuna. Wherever there
is excellence, that excellence belongs to the Lord.

t1ifT -q3Tr: I
T4iiuT
T1uP1i finT: *RRTictTM N¶#: 1I II
3WT :

asvatthah sarvavrksdndm devarsindm ca naradah
gandharvdndm citrarathahsiddhandm kapilo munih

Verse 26

Uiw sarvavrksdndm - among all the trees; a-WT•: asvatthah - (I am) the
ficus religiosa, the sacred tree; ýtFlur ~ devarslnam ca - and among the celestial
sages; 3R-: ndradah - (I am) Ndrada: T4iTrilsf gandharvdndm - among the
gandharvas;f4w: citrarathah- (I am) Citraratha;f*;iR T siddhanam - among
: tfT: kapilah munih - (I am) the sage, Kapila
the siddhas;•fr

4

I am the sacred ficus tree among all the trees and among the celestial
sages, I am Ndrada. Among the gandharvas, I am Citraratha,among
the siddhas, I am the sage, Kapila.
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The asvattha tree, made famous by the Sruti and the Glta, symbolises the entire
samsara. The twigs of the asuattha tree are used in the vaidika fire rituals and the tree
itself is worshipped by people who want children. The neem tree, which grows along
with the asvattha tree is considered its wife and generally couples wanting children
perform the marriage of these two trees. So, among the trees, avuattha is the most sacred
and therefore, the Lord says here that among all the trees, I am the asvattha, every part
of which is worshipped. There is even a Sloka on this in which Brahmaji is invoked in
the root of the tree, Visnu in the middle, and Siva at the top and then they are
worshipped there--milato brahmarappya madhyato
Aivaripdya vrksardjdya te namah.

visnurupine

agratah

Then he talks of rsis. There are two types of rsis, those who are human beings,
manusyas and those who are gods, devarsis. Rsi means the one who knows. They are
also called mantra-drastadsbecause all the veda-mantras are seen in the minds of rsis.
For every mantra there is a rsi who received it. Sage Visvdmitra, for example, is the rsi
for the giyatrl-mantra.Rsis are involved in every part of the Veda and among all the
rsis, Bhagavan says, I am Narada. In all eighteen purdnas, Narada appears cuite
often. Here Bhagavan says that the greatness enjoyed by Naradais his.
There are different types of celestials. Among them, are the gandharvas,a group
of art and music lovers. 'Among these gandharvas I am Citraratha,' says Bhagavdn.

Citrarathawas one of the sixteen sons of Kasyapa and he was a king and a great artist.
'Among the ones born wise, siddhas, I am Kapila,' says Bhagavdn. There is a
beautiful story in the Bhdgavatapurdna about Kapila. As a young boy, he teaches
brahmavidyd to his mother, Devahiiti.

tui

J|#|uii Wut -' -Rlf~Thl 1\s II

uccaiSravasamavsudndm viddhi mamamrtodbhavam
airivatamgajendrdtinm naraiamca narddhipam

Verse 27

uccaihBravasam- UccaihSravas;
aavdndum - among the horses; A'R•S:S
born of the churning for nectar; TTo1
amrta-udbhavam 3rqT-WER
I
gajendrdnam - among the elephants; MW"-R airdvatam - Airdvata; W<l{l1
narhnam ca - and among men; 7Tia't narddhipam - the king; Tt faft mdm
.3HlTa

viddhi - may you know Me as
May you know Me among the horses as UccaiSgravas, born of the

churning for nectar, Airivata among the elephants and the king among
men.
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'Among the horses I am Uccaissravas,' says Bhagauvn. It is Lord Indra's horse.

There is a famous story in the puranas in which the devas and asuras chur the ocean
of milk to extract amrta. Using mount, Mandara,as the churning rod and the serpent
Vdsuki as the churning rope, the devas and asuras chum this ocean. During the
churning a lot of things came out, one of which was this particular horse. It was given to
Indra. Because it was born of the ocean, which produced the nectar or because it was
born when the churning for amrta took place, it is amrtodbhava.Amrta means ksira,
milk, here; and udbhava means that which was born of; therefore, amrtodbhava means
born of milk, (here milky ocean).
Airavata is the name of a white elephant born of Iravan. It was also produced
from the churning of the ocean for amrta. Ird means water, tadvan means one who has
that, therefore, Iruavin means one who has water, the ocean. Born of Iravan is Airavata.
It is the only one of its kind and it also belongs to Indra. Among all the elephants, I am
Airavata. Then among the human beings, I am the ruler, naradhipa,in other words, the
king. All the power and pomp of the king belong to Me. The crown, which makes him a
king, is Me.

3TT1

Z4
f

-

wm4T I

Wo3-Tft q4i: fqiWTmfýi Wft: I IJR6 II
dyudhdndmaham vajram dheniindmasmi kdmadhuk
prajanadcasmikandarpahsarpanadmasmivdsukih
3MT9IRTIT

dyudhdinm -

Verse 28

among the weapons; 3ýqT ZT aham vajram -

I am

Vajra; %T dhenundm - among the cows; Wrrf 3T# kdmadhuk asmi - I am
the wish-fulfilling cow; 7T3F: r af4r •'F-: prajanah ca asmi kandarpah - I am
Kandarpa,the God of love who is the cause for progeny; wifll sarpdndim - among
the poisonous snakes; qFT-&: 3Ft vdisukih asmi - I amVdsuki
Among the weapons I am Vajra; among the cows I am the wish-fulfilling
cow, and I am Kandarpa,the God of love, who is the cause for progeny;
among the poisonous snakes I am Vasuki.
Among the various weapons I am vajra-dyudha. Made from the bone of a great
maharsi called Dadhici, it is the most powerful of all weapons. And it too belongs to
Indra. So, among all the weapons I am the most powerful vajra-dyudha.
There are thousands of cows, which give milk. But Kamadhenu gives anything
you ask from it. So, among the givers nobody can give like Kdmadhenu. It also came
out of the ocean while it was being churned for amrta and it belonged to sage Vasistha.
There is a story in which King Visuvmitra, travelling through the forest with his soldiers
and retinue, came to Vasistha's cottage. Vasistha, though living in a simple hut, was
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able to feed the king and all his soldiers through the bounty of the Kamadhenu. When
King Visvdmitra came to know of this, he wanted to have the Kimadhenu. Vasistha
told him that the cow would yield only to a brahmana. Visvamitra vowed he would
become a brdhmana. But the cow did not yield anything. As long as he had rajas
expressing as anger, greed, etc., nothing happened. Finally King Vis4vmitra understood
and gave up everything and became a maharsi himself. This is the story of kdmadhenu.
And the Lord says, 'Among givers, I am Kaimadhenu.'
Prajanahis the cause for progeny. In the parents of children, I am Kandarpa,the
God of love. He is the presiding deity of the love that is behind progeny. Prajana is
adjective to Kandarpa.We have to add, 'In the parents of children.' Parents are not the
cause of progeny. It is Kandarpa,the god of love, who is the cause of progeny. And the
glory of Kandarpa is the glory of the Lord, and not that of Kandarpa.
Then among the poisonous snakes I am Vdsuki. Vdsuki, as we have seen, was
used to chum the ocean for amrta. It is a very long snake found in deva-loka whose
very breathing will destroy people. So, it is a source of great fear. That source of fear and
that poison is nothing but Me. There is nothing that is separate from Me.

3ThaT~r

wrrt
w

TUffIH*R

gfrzr

n;ft ^In^mri
WI: #qRfN'lII

II

anantascasmindgalnam varuno yddasdmaham
pit.rnamaryamdcdsmi yamah samyamatdmaham

m1TMl ndgdndm - among the many headed snakes; 3FFR: ' af3

Verse 29
anantah ca asmi

-

and I am Ananta (the king); ;Z|
y|yddasdm - among the gods of water; 37Tq
INh pitfrnm - among the
robT: aham varunah - I am Varuna (the king);
manes; aI r
a3Tf
aryamd ca asmi - I am Aryamd (the king); in
samyamatdm - among those who enforce discipline 3T:T W:: aham yamah - I am
Yama

And I am Ananta among the many headed snakes; I am Varuna among
the gods of water; among the manes I am Aryamd; I am Yama among
those who enforce discipline.
There are one-headed and many-headed snakes according to the puranas.Among
the many-headed, I am Ananta, AdiSesa a great devotee of Lord Visnu who had one
thousand heads. Lord Visnu reclines on the coils of Adisesa, the original spring
mattress!
Ydasdm, among the presiding deities of rivers such as Gangd, Yamunli, etc., 'I
am Varuna.' Varuna is the Lord of water and is therefore, exalted among the presiding
deities of rivers etc. His glory is again that of the Lord.
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'Among the celestial manes, I am Aryama.' People who live a religious life but do
not perform the vaidika rituals such as agnistoma become celestial manes called
Agnisvatta etc., otherwise known as pitrs in general. Their king is Aryamd. This glory
of Aryam6 is of I9vara.

Among people who enforce the law like the police and judiciary, I am Lord Yama,
the Lord of death. Nobody can go past him. The power he has, which makes him the
feared Lord of death, is nothing but Me.

fTP I I I
ý-Ov 7i^fklr
qmUlti q
prahladascdsmidaitydnam kalah kalayatamaham
mrgdindm ca mrgendro'ham vainateyascapaksinam

Verse 30

daityandm - among the asuras who are born of Diti; 'lHr: ' 31iW
M
prahlkdah ca asmi - and I am Prahlada;-cfiTl kalayatdm - among things that
-5: aham kdlah- I am time; T•rfm -l mrgandm ca - and among the
7
reckon; 3T'
i1: aham mrgendrah - I am the king of animals, the lion;
wild animals; 3T
*FiumTpaksindm - among the birds; q-' -: W vainateyah ca - and I am Garuda
And I am Prahlddaamong the daityas, the asuraswho are born of Diti.

Among things that reckon, I am the Time and among the wild animals I
am the lion. And I am Garuda among the birds.
The one who is born of Diti is a daitya. A descendent can be regarded either from
the maternal or paternal standpoint. Here it is from the standpoint of the mother. The son
of Kuntl, Kaunteya is another example of mentioning the descendent from the
standpoint of the maternal side. The sons of Diti are all asuras. The asuras and their
progeny are called daityas. Among them, there was one who, even though he was a son
of an asura,was a bhakta of Ndrdyana. That was Prahldda.He continuously repeated

the Lord's name in spite of his father, King HiranyakaSipu'sorder and his teachers'
efforts to teach him otherwise. Hiranyakasipuhad ordered in his kingdom that he alone
should be worshipped as God and no other God should be worshipped. Everyone had to
repeat the words, Hiranydya namah and worship him as God. Prahlddarefused to do
that and continued to say the Lord Nnrdyana's name-Omz

namo ndaryantya. All

attempts to make Prahladaaccept Hiranyakasipuas Ivara, including attempts to kill
him failed. One day, his father asked, 'Where is this Nardyana of yours?' 'Everywhere'
said Prahlada.'Is he in this pillar?' 'Yes,' said young Prahldda.Then Hiranyakasipu
kicked the pillar. He had tried to ensure that he would be immortal by securing a special
boon. The boon was that he cannot be killed by a human being or animal, neither during
day nor at night, neither inside nor outside the house, neither by a wet nor dry
instrument, etc. So, when the pillar broke open, Lord Visnu came out in the form of
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Narasimha with the head of a lion and a human body. He came at twilight, sandhyakala, when it was neither day nor night. He sat on the threshold so that he was neither
inside nor outside. And since Hiranyakasipushould not touch the ground, Narasimha
put him on his lap and killed him without violating any of the conditions of the
comprehensive boon. Later he enthroned Prahlada.'That Prahladawho is a great
bhakta among the daityas, I am,' says the Lord.
There are many people who keep accounts. Among all of them, I am the Time that
is ticking away constantly. There is nothing that escapes the reckoning of Time. That
Time I am.
Among all the wild animals living in the forest, I am the king of them, the lion or
tiger. The lion is not afraid of any animal. A tiger, though it may kill a lion cub, will
never voluntarily engage in a fight with a lion. It will run away. But a lion will not run
away even from a tiger. Sometimes the lion is wary of an elephant. But it is relatively
fearless and can kill an elephant too. There are many forests where, in the absence of
lions, the tigers, if they are there, become the rulers. The word mrga means a wild
animal whose habitat is the forest. What we should understand here is this. Bhagavan
says that the fearlessness and the power in the king of animals are 'Me.'
Next he says, 'Among the flying creatures or birds, I am Garuda.' Garuda is the
son of Vinata as is Aruna. Therefore, he is called Vainateya and is a devotee of Visnu.
Garuda flies very high where even vultures cannot go. It looks like an eagle with a
white band around its neck and sighting it is a good omen. The capacity to soar to such
heights and fly so beautifully are its special features. 'This vibhiti of Garudais nothing
but Me,' says Bhagavan.

TE: q

1Hf4
WT: IRfi• rg

1

pavanah pavatdmasmi rumah Aastrabhrtdmaham
jhasandm makaracdismisrotasamasmijdhnavi

TnWm

pavatdm -

among the purifiers;

-Wq-: 3rf pavanah asmi -

Verse 31

I am air;

VITMirRM astrabhrtdm- among those who bear weapons; 3T1 Tr•: aham rdmah I am Rama; WWOTR jhasandm - among the fish; TWc: ' %rTqmakarah ca asmi srotasam - among the rivers; W"Tit 3T# jdhnaui asmi - I
I am the shark; iT
am Gaiga

Among the purifiers, I am air. I am Rama among those who bear
weapons. And among the fish I am shark; among the rivers I am Gaigd.
Pavana is another name for Vdyu, air. 'Among the various purifying agents,
pavatSm, I am Vdyu,' says Bhagavdn. It is Vdyu that keeps the atmosphere clean and it
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also has a life-giving quality. It provides carbon dioxide for the plants and oxygen for
man. That cleansing, life-giving capacity is Me.
Among those who wield weapons, I am Rama who is an avatara of Visnu
himself. The avatara in this human body of Rdma had great prowess. Even with one
arrow he could dry up the ocean and perform incredible feats because his arrows had
extraordinary powers. Since there are other powerful avataras also named Rama, like
Parasurdma and Balarama, Saikara says, DiAarathi RBma, who was the son of
DaSaratha.

Jhasas are fish and other varieties of sea animals. Among them, 'I am makarah.'
The word makara can refer to any large aquatic animal such as a crocodile, a shark or a
whale. A shark has a great capacity to devour. Its whole body seems to be full of teeth.
The crocodile is also very powerful. And there is nothing like a whale for size, strength
and beauty. It is the elephant of the waters. 'That vibhiiti of the shark or whale or a
crocodile, I am,' says Bhagavan.
Among the rivers I am Jahnavl,otherwise known as Gahgd. Her water is always
fresh. It is said that no bacteria can thrive in Ganges water. Whether that is so, or not,
every Hindu home has a pot of Gahga water, which never spoils. And through
association and the circumstances of her birth, Gahgd stands for knowledge. She is said
to have come from Lord Siva's head. And there are hundreds of stories associated with
her as a source of knowledge and purification. In India every river is worshipped. But
Garigd has a special place. It is not just a river, but jiinna-gahg&, the unbroken flow of
knowledge itself. One dip is said to remove all sins. That is the Sraddhd people have for
Gahgd. She is looked upon as a devati.

fcm13
am:qisvi
ýf: fTWdl

I I I\

sargdntmddirantaScamadhyam caiudhamarjuna
adhydtmavidya vidydintm uddah pravadatdmaham

Verse 32

aS4

aham - I am;
·
arjuna - O! Arjuna; itlruit sargdndm - of creations; 3'.
ddih - the beginning; 3T-i: • antah ca - and the end; ThzI -4 madhyam ca - and
the middle; 7T eva - indeed; firTR vidydinm - among the disciplines of

knowledge;

vETW'rT-•TUr adhyttma-vidya -

pravadattm -

of those who discuss; nq-: 3WT9

I am knowledge of the self; rfrflT
vddah aham -

I am the discussion

leading to truth
I am indeed the beginning, the middle, and the end of the creations,
Arjuna. Among the disciplines of knowledge, I am the knowledge of the
self. Of those who discuss, I am the discussion leading to truth.
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Sarga here can be any activity. Of the various actions you may perform like
talking, eating, etc., 'I am the beginning, the middle and the end.' The act of creation, the
action that protects and sustains, and the action of destruction are the three most
important of all actions. Or, you can interpret it this way. The beginning of any action is
the thought of doing it, saikalpa.I am the very sahkalpa of every action. The process
of doing it, kriyd, also is 'myself and so is the result, phala. There is nothing else
besides Me.
Among the various disciplines of knowledge, I am adhydttma-vidyd, the
knowledge centred on the dtmi; in other words, the knowledge, which reveals the nature
of dtma and knowing, which you know everything. This is the only vidya, which
completely frees you from ignorance-because you are not ignorant. You are
sat-cit-dnanda-svaripa.

Among the three different types of discussions, vdda, jalpa and vitanda, I am
vada, a discussion to discover the truth. In jalpa, each participant wants to convince the
other of his view. The discussion is not to find the truth, but only to prove one's point,
like a discussion between two believers. In vitandd, anything one of the participants
says is judged wrong by the other. It is a personality clash and has nothing to do with
finding out the truth. The whole point is to prove the other person wrong. Whilejalpa is
fanaticism, vitandd is an ego trip. The third is vdda, a discussion to find out the truth.
Whether you contribute to the discussion or just listen, the purpose is to discover the
truth. Such fact-finding discussions are real discussions and this is what is referred to
here. In fact-finding discussions we want to discover what is really there and what is
there is Isvara. In the other two types of discussion, there is only ahahkidra and one's
own mental cobwebs. There is no truth. Vada, on the other hand, leads you to the
discovery of Iuvara. And Bhagavun says, 'Vdda is Me.' The fact-finding capacity in
the dialogue of those who discuss is 'Me.' Here the sixth case in the word pravadatdm
has the meaning 'of.' 1 Therefore, 'I am the vdda, the very fact-finding discussion of
those who discuss, pravadatdm.' The prefix pra before vadatdm tells us that the
persons who are discussing are committed to vada, not other forms of discussion.
An account of the glories of Isvara continues. Even though there is nothing
separate from him, wherever there is excellence, whether it is in terms of knowledge,
beauty, or prowess, etc., that excellence should be viewed as Ivara's.This applies not
only with reference to people but to places as well.

i In this section, two types of sixth cases have been used. One is 'eese' and the other is
'nirdhdrane.' Sese has the meaning of 'of and nirdhdrane sasthE has the meaning of
'among.'
BG Vol 111-17
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We saw that Bhagavan said, 'Among the words, girdm, I am omkdra.' Om is a
word, which includes phonetically all words in all languages. Because all forms are the
Lord's form and all names his name, the word Om is a perfect name for the Lord.
Now the Lord talks about the most important letter among the letters in the
beginning of the following verse.

II
V}iiW : I
t
T~fi fTW
4
: FT
31W
aksaranamakaro'smidvandvah sdmasikasya ca
ahamevdksayah kalo dhdtaham visvatomukhah

Verse 33

akdrah asmi - I am the letter
3TW{U|| aksardnam- among the letters; 3TW-T: 3fF
'a'; Wllf•ltWl I sdmasikasya ca - and among the compounds; pTF-: dvandvah - (I
am) the dvandva; 3T"q 7 aham eva - I am indeed; 3TkT: iRF: aksayah kdlah TffEaham vigvatomukhah dhatd - I am
perennially eternal time; 3W' f,• 'dI:
the all pervasive giver (ofkarma-phala)

Among the letters I am 'a' and I am the dvandva among the compounds;
I am indeed the perennially eternal time. I am the giver (of karmaphala) who is all-pervasive.
Aksardndm aham akdrah asmi-among all the letters I am the letter 'a.' The

first sound is 'a' and through the modification of that basic sound come all other sounds
of letters in all languages and dialects. Therefore, among all the letters, I am the basis.
The excellence in that basic sound is Me. Without that sound emanating from the voice
box, where is the possibility of language? The greatest musical instrument ever made is
the human voice. All other instruments have notes but lyrics and bhdvand can come
only through the human voice. There, the basic sound is 'a.' So, the Lord is manifest in
the form of 'a.' Every other sound is a modification of that. Because he is that basic
sound, in all sounds Bhagavan is there. Nothing is away from him.
In all languages there are compounds. In English we have words such as
house-keeping, blue-eyed, work-place, foot-path, etc., which are compounds. They are
all formed through usage. But in Sanskrit, compounds are formed by rules. So, you can
make a compound, which, if properly formed, can theoretically be understood by
anybody else.
Two beautiful features of the Sanskrit language are the compounds and the
taddhita or nominal derivatives. For example, the word, arsameans that which belongs
to the rsis. Veddnta is arsa. It does not belong to anybody in particular. Arsa-vidya is a
compound. It is arsa,born of sages, and it is vidyd, knowledge.
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THE BEAUTY OF SANSKRIT COMPOUNDS
As an example of compounds made in the Sanskrit language, here we can look at a
beautiful compound-kataksa-kirana-acanta-naman-mohdbdhaye.
It is one word. All
these words, kata, aksa, kirana, iaenta, naman, moha and abdhi, make up this one
word. There is only one declension at the end-moha-abdhaye.Kata means a corer
and aksa an eye; so, katdksa means comer of the eye, a glance. If you look at someone
through the corner of your eye, you illumine the person by your sight. So, this side
glance being like a kirana, a ray of light, is katdksa-kirana.These rays mentioned here,
like the rays of the sun, not only light up things, but also dry up things. What do they dry
up? They dry up the mohabdhi. Moha is ignorance and delusion and abdhi is ocean. So,
mohdbdhi is the ocean of ignorance and delusion. It is dried up by being dacnta, sipped
up. So, the whole ocean of ignorance and delusion is dried up by the ray of one sideglance. Whose glance? Whose else can it be except Jivara's?Our glance does not even
dry up the tears, let alone the ocean. Here, I am not even asking for a direct look from
the Lord. Just a glance is enough for me. Because he is infinite, my sorrow is nothing.
Katdksa-kiranaamounts to grace. The rays of whose glance dry up the entire ocean of
delusion, for whom? Namaskrtandm, for those who have surrendered to him. To get the
glance you have to go to him.
This
verse
continues
and
ends
in two
more
compoundsananta-dnanda-krsndyajagan-maigala-martaye,salutations to that Lord Krsna,
who is limitless and all joy, whose very form is a blessing to the world. All these are
compounds. The one who is ananta, limitless, ananda, all joy, Krsna-to that Krsna,
my salutations. Krsna never had any sorrow, unlike Rama who behaved as though he
were a human being. Rama is the Lord expressing in the form of dharma and Krsna is
the Lord expressing in the form of ananda.Ananda attracts. It is the only attraction in
the world and the Lord is that ananda. Jagan-mangala-murtiis the one whose very
form is a blessing to the world.
There are even longer compounds than these. The beauty of Sanskrit is that in one
compound you can express so much. They are divided into four main groupsavyaylbhdva, tatpurusa,bahuvr[hi and dvandva. In the avyayibhdva compounds, the
first word is an indeclinable and is the most important. Take the word upakumbham,
which means 'near the pot.' Here the first word, upa is the predominant word. In a
tatpurusa compound, the last word is important as in rdjapurusa,the employee of the
king. Here the second word, purusa, is important because the compound refers to the
purusa, the man who belongs to the king. In a bahuvrihi compound, another word, a
word that is not in the compound, is the most important, pradhdna. That is, the
compound refers to a word that is outside the compound. That is, it is an adjective to
another word. Suppose that I say, 'eka-karnam dnaya.' Eka is one, karna is ear, and
anaya means bring. Should you chop one ear off the first person you see and bring it?
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No; Eka-karna is a person who has only one ear. So, this means, 'Bring the one-eared
person.' This is bahuvrihi. Most of the compounds in the Gita are like this. And the
fourth is the dvandva. It is different. In the word Rdmalaksmanau, which is more
important? Here both are equally important. If you want to see Bhagavdn in a
compound, analyse a dvandva compound. Among the compounds I am the dvandva,
the compound where all words are equally important. The idea is, the Lord is equally
present in everything. Rama is the Lord, Laksmana is the Lord because the Lord is the
same in all beings, samo'ham sarva bhutesu. I am equal in all beings and in the
dvandva compound you can see this fact about Me totally. Therefore, I am the dvandva
among the compounds.
Then he says, 'aham eva aksayah kalah. There are two meanings given for kala.
Here there is no sixth case, no 'among,' as we have been seeing like in 'Among the
letters I am 'a' or 'of as in 'Of those who discuss, I am the discussion.' Here,
Bhagavan is simply expressing himself. Where there is no sixth case it means that he is
talking about his mahattva, greatness. Aksaya means that which does not come to an
end. In the relative field of samsara, time does not come to an end. In a sense, it is a
continuous flow. Of course in paramatma,there is no time. But within the framework
of the jagat, time is continuously flowing and in it, all things come and go. So, I am that
time, which is perennially eternal.
Or, Saarikar says this statement means: I am the time, which is eternal, because of
whom time is born, but who is timeless. I am aksayah kalah, I am timeless, the truth of
time and the very creator of time.
Dhatd aham vigvatomukhah-Visvatomukha means the one whose faces are

everywhere. He is all-pervasive. And he is dhdtd, vidhata, giver of karma-phalasto all
the beings according to their karmas-the one who ordains everything. It is not an
arbitrary one-sided giving. For each action, a specific result has to be given. The lord
says, 'I am doing that. My laws produce all the results. For all actions, right and wrong, I
give the results.' And he is qualified to do that because he is viSvatomukha, all
pervasive. The idea is that there is nothing that takes place outside the scope of his
vision. So, every result is true to the karma that produced it.
While everything is the manifestation of the Lord, there are areas of excellence.
These are the places where you can appreciate the Lord. If you just appreciate the object,
you miss out on something. But in appreciating the object as a glory of the Lord, you
connect yourself to the whole. Otherwise you connect only to an object in a
subject-object relationship. In recognising Isvara's glory, you are immediately
connected to the Lord, the total. Therefore, wherever there is an expression of
excellence, Bhagavan says, please understand that it belongs to Me.
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imft: PrTI iw I I
m^fnN
t

qf9r: %slci-quTif

bhavisyatdm
mrtyuh sarvaharaScahamudbhavaaca
kirtih srirvdk ca ndrndm smrtirmedhadhrtih ksamd

g-: mrtyuh - death; W<-f:
aham - and I am; T VWl

T3WT ca
sarvaharah- that takes away everything;
ca bhavisyatdm - of those yet to be; Z3: udbhavah

-the cause of prosperity; -T -f1uim
kirtih -

medha ksamd -

fame;

f: Srlh -

Verse 34

ca ndrindm -

wealth; W

vuk -

and among feminine words; fi*:

speech; Pit: smrtih -

capacity to receive and retain knowledge; eft: dhrtih -

memory;

fortitude; 4IT

equanimity

And I am Death that takes away everything; and I am the cause of
prosperity of those yet to be. Among the feminine words I am fame,
wealth, speech, memory, intelligence, fortitude, and equanimity.
Mrtyuh is that which puts an end to something. Sarikarasays there are two types
of death. One takes away wealth and so on, dhana-hara.This can include your title,
land, possessions, money etc. Then there is prdna-hara,the one who takes away your
life.
Here, which mrtyu is Bhagavdn talking about? He makes it clear by saying
sarva-hara,the one who takes away everything. If he takes away money etc., you can
always gain that money back. Or, even if you do not, without money you can gain some
knowledge and thereby still be happy. So, there is no way that mrtyu can rob you of
your happiness by taking away dhanddi, wealth etc. But if it takes away your life, what
can you do? Therefore, mrtyu is called sarva-hara-sarvamharati iti sarva-harah.

One who takes away is hara. But then with the word sarva as a modifier, it means that
he is the one who takes away everything. Bhagavdn says there is no mrtyu except Me.
Therefore, Lord Death is also Myself alone.
Previously he spoke of himself as Lord Yama in d;e sense of the discipliner of all
those who discipline, yamah samyamatdm aham. This is based on the root yam having
the meaning of control. Since this aspect of Yama was mentioned before, here mrtyu is
the one who puts an end to everything.
Or, I am the Lord in the form of the destroyer, who resolves everything into
himself at the time of pralaya. I am the sustainer, I am the creator and I am also the
samhdrakartd.At the time of total dissolution he destroys everything and brings it back
to himself. Sarvahara then is Rudra who, it is pointed out here, is also not separate
from ISvara.
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Then again, udbhavah is that which happens in plenty and in a desirable way.
Sahkara translates it as abhyudayah, prosperity. Any pleasant experience, whether it is
a world of experience or a comfort gained through some wealth etc., is called
abhyudaya. There are two desirable ends for a human being-abhyudaya and
niszreyasa. Nissreyasa means moksa and is the most desirable. Anything other than
niggreyasa is abhyudaya; therefore, dharma, artha and kdma become abhyudaya,

because they are other than that which is the most desirable.
Not only the abhyudaya, but the cause for it is also Me. All the dharma,punya,
etc., is born of Me alone. Do not think that you have created it. It is My law and
therefore, is gained only because of Me. And anything created by Me is non-separate
from Me. If anyone has gained anything in terms of dharma, artha or kama, that is
Myself. The result is Myself and I am the cause for the gain of that result. The
connection between the means and the end, sadhana and sddhya, is created by Me and
therefore, I am the cause of the abhyudaya.
Udbhavah bhavisyatdm-I am the prosperity of those who are going to gain
prosperity in the future. Even the punya you think you have gathered today, you have
not. I am the one who is gathered by you and the capacity to gather is also Myself.
Then again, among the words in the feminine gender, narindm, I am kirti, Srl,
vdk, smrti, medha and ksama. Kirti is fame born of dharma. Sri means wealth, health

knowledge, everything desirable. Vdk is speech that is good, hita; truthful, satya; and
pleasant, priya. This is all implied in vdk because he is talking about something exalted.
Smrti here is the capacity to remember. Medha is the power to receive, retain, and
reflect upon knowledge. If there is medha there will also be smrti.
Dhrti is fortitude or courage. Ksamd, though it is often translated as forgiveness,
is more of a capacity of not getting disturbed. Whether there is praise or censure, the
mind does not undergo any significant change. For praise, there is no elation; for
censure, no depression. Among all the words in the feminine gender, I am these
qualities.
Sahkara says, even if somebody has a shade of these such as fame, or a little
wealth through, which he looks upon himself as being fulfilled, that is the Lord. Suppose
one has some capacity to speak. He gives a simple after-dinner-talk and is so happy
when everybody praises him. That kirti, r[, vdk, etc. is Me. All these belong to Me
because I have all of them in absolute measure.

FTtH 1rsvkftTiswpt tq RTW: I I I
brhatsdma tathd sdmndm gayatri chandasdmaham
masandm margasirso'hamrtunamkusumdkarah

Verse 35
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WT tatha - so too; 7TrPw simnam - among the sdmas; J
brhatsdma - the
brhatsiZma; UJmq
chandasam - among the metres; af lTmi aham gdyatrl - I
am gdyatri TRl;q mfsanadm - among the months; sif, aham - I am; Wit1
:
mdrgasirsah -Mdrgasirsah (November-December);
-f
Ih rtUindm - among the
seasons; yq•f•|<: kusumdkarah - the spring (the one that brings forth flowers)
So too, I am the brhatsdma among the sdmas, gdyatri among the
metres; among the months, MdrgaSirsa, and among the seasons, the
spring.
The samas, the mantras, which are sung, are sung in different styles each of
which has a name. One of them is more difficult and more melodious than the others.
That is called brhatsdma. Therefore, among the sdmaveda-mantras,I am b.rhad. Only
certain mantras are sung in this particular manner. Those mantras together with the
style are called brhatsdma.
There are many metres, chandas, in the Veda such as usnik, anustup, tristup etc.
Among them, I am gdyatri. Generally a verse in the anustup metre is called a oloka and
has 4 pddas of 8 letters, aksaras,a total of 32 letters. In the Veda, gayatri-chandashas
3 pddas, each having 8 aksaras,a total of 24 letters.
The Gdyatri-mantra is as follows; tat savitur vareniyam'- is the first p&da;
bhargo devasya dhimahi- is the second; dhiyo yo nah pracodayat-is the third
padda. Here, the 24 aksaras, syllables are: om tat sa vi tur va re nyam bhargo de va
sya dhi ma hi dhi yo yo nah pra co da ydt. The Lord says, 'Among the various meters,
I am Gdyatr.'
Why is it Srestha, more exalted than the rest? The first mantra of Rg-veda is in
gdyatri-chandasand for every devatt there is a mantra in gdyatri-chandas.
Sahkara says that it is this mantra that is popularly called Gdyatrl-mantra.
There are many mantras in the giyatri metre but this particular one is called gdyatri.
Like the word Rama. Even though it has its own etymological meaning, when it is said,
it is understood to mean Dasaratha'sson. It is called rtidhi, the popular meaning.
When you say Gandhi, only one Gandhi is understood; others have to be qualified
by their first names. Similarly here, Giyatri, though it is just a metre, is understood as
this well-known mantra.

SThis pdda has another reading-tatsavitur varenyam. Here there are only 7 syllables.
Then to make it 8, Om is added at the beginning and (hen finqlly the whole mantra will
have 24 syllables.
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MEANING OF GAYATRI-MANTRA
I am this mantra not only because it is popular. Its meaning is the entire brahmavidya. Let us look at it. Om is Bhagavdn. Bhiir bhuvah suvah, are the three worlds,
gross, subtle and unmanifest, sthila, saksma and karana-prapaiicas.Om is all three; it

includes everything.
Tat, that (Lord), varenyam is the most worshipful. Dhimahi means 'we meditate'
upon that Lord, as a sidhana, or we recognise that Lord, which is knowledge. This
mantra in fact is chanted first as a sadhana. Later, when it is understood, it is
contemplated upon. We contemplate upon devasya savituh, the one who is self
effulgent and all knowing. The one who is all-knowing is symbolised by savita, the sun
because in brilliance such as the sun's, there is no trace of darkness, a symbol for
ignorance. The sun is always likened to the Lord because it has no taint of darkness,
unlike the moon, which has patches. Yah, that Lord, who is bhargah, all-knowing,
pracodaydt, may he brighten, nah dhiyah, our minds. This is prayer. In contemplation
we have the meaning-the all-knowing Lord (as the self) illumines our minds.
This GayatrL-mantra, in a succinct form, holds a lot of meaning. Once you know
this mantra, it is said that you have as well studied all the Vedas. A child who has been
initiated into the Gdyatrl-mantra,after prostrating to an elderly person or a scholar, gets
up and introduces himself in this manner: 'I am born in the family of this rsi,
(Bharadvaja etc.)

and

I

follow

this

dharma-siutra (apastamba-stilra,

bodhiyana-sutraetc.) for the purpose of performing various rituals.' Then he will say,
'I have studied this branch of the Veda (aham yajuS9Skhadhydyiz, rkS9khadhyayi,

sdmaSdkhddhydyl, etc.)' This practice is still maintained by the brahmanas. He may
never have opened the Veda but he can legitimately say this because Gdyatrl chanting is
considered equivalent to the study of one Veda. When he says, aham
yajusddkhddhydyl, it is not true because he has never studied the Yajur-veda. But then
he has been initiated into Gdyatrl and therefore, he is acquitted of any falsehood.
Chanting the Gdyatri transforms a person into a brahmana.
Among the months, masandm, I am the Mdrgagirsa.With the end of this month,
the southern solstice comes to an end. During this month, the sun goes to the house of
Capricorn, makara. This month is astrologically conducive to religious activities. I
make this month auspicious.
Among the seasons, I am the spring. Everything bursts forth at that time. All the
trees seem to be waiting for it. The spring is called kusumdkara because this season
makes all the plants to flower. Also it is the season that is enjoined by the Veda for the
performance of an important fire ritual,jyotistoma-vasante vasantejyotis juhoti.
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dyitam chalayatdmasmitejastejasvindmaham
jayo'smi vyavasayo'smi sattvam sattvavatamaham

Verse 36

FRI rfT dyiitam asmi - I am
i tejasvinam - of the brilliant; a3fr #3": aham tejah - I
the game of dice; ifqrm
am the brilliance; 79: 3f - jayah asmi - I am the victory (of the victorious); z"5iN:
34Tw vyavasdyah asmi - I am the clarity in thinking (of those who have clarity in
sattvavatdm - of those whose nature is predominantly sattva;
thinking); WTcTqlq
7TrW 3W sattvam aham - I am the sattva (the contemplative disposition)
9WlI

chalayatm -

among those that deceive;

I am the game of dice among the things that deceive; of the brilliant I am
the brilliance. I am the victory of the victorious. I am the clarity in
thinking (of those who have that clarity). Of those whose nature is
predominantly sattva, I am that sattva (contemplative disposition).
Chala is anything that has an element of deception. Among those things that make
you incur loss, I am the game of dice. Dharmaputralost everything in a game of dice.
The Veda prohibits playing with dice. It says, aksaih md divya-do not play with dice.
I am that brilliance of people who have brilliance in any field of knowledge,.
Whatever brilliance they enjoy, it does not belong to them, but it is tapped from the
original source, dtma, which is limitless in terms of power and knowledge. Everything
you have tapped is from that source. Sat-cit-dnanda-dtmd being IvWara has all the
potential. In a given upadhi, there cannot be infinite brilliance because we are talking in
terms of manifestations, not svaripa. In essential nature, one is non-separate from
Ivara because the self is limitless. That is a different thing altogether.
But in the manifest form, in the antah-karana, there can only be limited
brilliance, tejas. Therefore, at any time in any antah-karara,the brilliance is the
manifestation of Ivara.Therefore, the Lord says, 'Of the brilliant, I am the brilliance.'
I am the victory of the victorious, the success of the successful. In people who
have the clear understanding, I am that clarity of understanding.
Then of those in whom sattva is predominant, that sattva I am. Everyone is a
composite of sattua, rajas and tamas. Sattuva accounts for contemplativeness, inquiry,
knowledge, and happiness. Rajas for ambition, energy and so on. Tamas for dullness. If
sattva is predominant in a person, he will not feel, 'I am sdttvika.' That is a
manifestation of rajas.Rajas is also the Lord, but that is not a vibhiti as sattva is. The
expression of sattva, his contemplative disposition, Bhagavdn says, is Myself.
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We are talking about dhyeya, an object of meditation; so, we view Isvara as a
quality that we consider desirable, a virtue. Wherever there is such a thing, it is Isvara's
glory alone. This is appreciated and meditated upon.
7Wt-t qT&isf

qlUdJ11r WH1T: I

54T: qc4-PTlll1 ZFN: I\9 I I
J;FHT1H
vrsninam vdsudevo'smi pandavandm dhanaiijayah
munindmapyaham vydsah kavindmuSand kavih

Verse 37

vasudevah asmi - I am
-4: 34
vrsninam - among the Yadavas;
qiwlT
Vasudeva (Krsna); T\Trm•R pdndavdanm - among the Pandavas; (a3T6) eTWl:
(aham) dhanahjayah -(I am) Arjuna; WflRf 3 munindm api - and among the
aham vydsah - I am Vydsa; chQT kavinam - among the sages;
seers; 3Tý7 -'Tt:
3FT fi: ugand kavih - the preceptor USand
Among the Yddavas, I am Vdsudeva (Krsna), among the Pdndavas,
Dhanaiijaya (Arjuna), and among the seers I am Vydsa; among the

sages, the preceptor Usand.
Bhagavan has been speaking of himself as livara, the one who is everything.
Now he talks of himself as an avatdra.With a physical body he is called Vasudeva, son
of Vasudeva. Among the people belonging to the Vrsnikula, the Yadavas, aham
vdsudevah, I am Vasudeva. Here he is speaking of himself as Vdsudeva with a kdrya-

karana-sarighdta,not as ParameSvara.The physical body-mind-sense complex, which
was recognised among the Yadavas as Krsna is who I am. Because of the great
excellence that was there in terms of knowledge, power etc., as we see in the life of
Krsna in Bhdgavata and Mahabhdrata,we know that he was an exalted being. That
excellence in the kdrya-karana-saihghdtamakes him stand out among the Yidavas.

Among the Pdndavas, I am Dhanaiijaya,the one who won many kingdoms and
great wealth. Arjuna was considered the most accomplished among the brothers in
archery, logistics, etc. That means that Krsna is saying, 'I am you.' The prowess and
versatility that you have are manifestations ofl9vara's glory, My glory.
It was to Arjuna that the Lord chose to teach the Gita. He could have chosen any
of the others but he found Arjuna to be the most qualified. And again it was only
Arjuna who asked for it also.
'Among the scholars and seers, people who have the capacity to think and retain,
muninim, I am Vedavyasa.' It was he who wrote the Mahabhdrata, authored the

eighteen Purdnasand edited the four Vedas. Originally there were many branches of the
Vedas all preserved by oral tradition. Vydsa collected and compiled the mantras into
four different groups; so, they could be preserved. Each family was to retain one Veda
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and there was a rule that one was supposed to study one Veda and hand it over to the
next generation. In dividing them up, Vydsa made it easy, so, that one Veda could be
studied in twelve years. He is called Veda-Vydsa, the compiler of the Vedas-vedah
vyasyate anena iti veda-vyasah.

He also wrote the Brahmasitras,which deal with the subject matter of vedantaasstra analytically, tackling opposing views and thereby establishing the vision of
Vedanta. Because of this work, Vydsa is called siStrakdra. Safnkara is bhayakdra.

The tradition holds that Lord Siva himself was Sahkardcdryaand Lord Nadryana was
Bddardyana, Vydsa. We salute both of them since they are the links in this tradition.
Thus Vydsa occupies the most exalted place among the sages. Without him, we would
not have retained anything. He is a very important person in the Vedic tradition.
Kavi means the one who is able to see all three periods of time, past, present and
future. Among such people who are capable of seeing things beyond the human intellect,
I am Usand, Sukretcrya. He was the guru of all the asuras.It was Usand that they

would consult. They would not listen to him, however, so, they always ended up in
trouble. Usand was also famous for his work on ethics, Aukra-nlti.

7 ww4m1r4 hftrd<
fNr*mI
T4t4 TIf* 7TRT -wr riTrl2oqlI 1k II
dando damayatdmasmi nitirasmijiglsatdm
maunam caivusmi guhyndtm jiianamjnanavatdmaham

Verse 38

wwmw

damayatdm - of people who enforce discipline; n-: .Tf*
dandah asmi I am the discipline; hithli jiglsatdm - of those who want victory/success; ;ftr:
3Tq nitih asmi - I am justice; 4Nif' ^ 1• afr& maunam ca eva asmi - and I am
silence; T•'I" guhydnrim - among the secrets; FIrT-d fR
jifnavatam - of those
who have knowledge; 31W r-•q ahamjidnam - I am that knowledge
I am the discipline of those who enforce discipline. I am justice of those
who want success and I am silence among the secrets. Of those who have
knowledge, I am that knowledge.
Damayatdm, of those who enforce discipline, giving punishment to those who
transgress, I am the discipline. If you have self-discipline, Bhagavdn says, I am that
very discipline. If you lack self-discipline, it has to be imposed. That one who enforces
discipline I am.
Jigisatdm, of those who are desirous of victory and are working for it, I am the
niti, the order. When you achieve victory, it must come within the framework of justice.
Otherwise, it cannot be considered a victory. Success won at the cost of justice is not
meaningful for a mature person, because for him, the means is as important as the end.
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For a morally retarded person, only the end is important. Justice is not only very
important in a victory, it is essential. Before, Bhagavan said, 'In the victorious, I am
victory.' Here he says where there is success, I am the justice, the order, which brings
success.
Among the secrets, I am mauna, silence. Among all the devices employed to
maintain secrecy, silence is the best. Any secret that you divulge will eventually come
back to you-and in another form. Silence is the only sure way of keeping a secret. So, it
is the best form of secrecy.
Of those who have self-knowledge, I am the svarupa, the knowledge itself.
Knowledge and Isvara are not two different things and I am the very form of that
knowledge.
?IFP
nr ir im i

t ri r w It

yaccapi sarvabhuttdnambijam tadahamarjuna
na tadasti uind yatsydnmayd bhutam cardcaram

Verse 39

wIT -*FtWR yat ca api bijam - and also, that which is the cause; T-dT
sarva-bhitndnm- of all beings/things; Tf 3T6:q tat aham - that I am; aT arjuna
bhatam cara- Arjuna; 7 fT 31T na tat asti - there is not; W -Er-3TI-'T
acaram - (any) mobile or immobile/sentient or insentient thing; W -TTP yat sydt -

which can exist; ITM fýTT mayd vind - without Me
And Arjuna, I am also that which is the cause of all things. There is no
mobile or immobile/sentient or insentient thing, which can exist without
Me.
Blja literally means seed but is often used in the sense of cause. Since a seed is the
cause for the tree, by implication it is used for cause in general. There are many causes
and effects. Bhftdndm. madhye, among the various causes, I am the cause of all beings
or of all things. Bhitas can be taken as the elements- dkdaa, vdyu, agni, ipah,
prthiv--or as beings. That which is the seed of all these is, in other words,
jagat-karana.

Among all the causes, each is a cause only from the standpoint of its effect. From
another standpoint that cause itself becomes an effect for some other cause. So, what is
the real cause, bija? It should be an uncaused cause. Prakrti can be said to be
sarvabhitanambijam, because it has no cause. But because prakrti has no existence
independent of dtmd, Isvara is the ultimate cause of everything. Therefore, he says,
'sarvabhatdnam byjam, (prakrtih) ahami

asmi-I am the material cause for

everything.' Now to sum up the topic of bhagavad-vibhiti,the glory of Bhagav6n, he
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says 'Without Me there would not be any bhuta, neither cara, those that move, nor
acara,those that do not move, at all-na tat asti bhitam cara-acaramyat sydt maya
vina.' The whole creation is made up of what moves and what does not. This is one way
of looking at it. In another way, sentient is cara and insentient, acara.If acara means
merely immobile, it will include a sentient tree also., whichever way it is taken, without
Me, there are no such things that could exist. That means if I am not there, there is no
object at all.
If ParameSvarais sat, the efficient and material cause, which object is away from
that material cause? Without Me, the sat, if there is an object, it will be nirdtmaka or
iinya. It will have no existence at all. Wherever there is an existent object, that object is
non-separate from the kdrana, which is existence. Every product entirely depends on the
cause and the final cause is Isvara.
Bhagavdn has gone on listing his glories and now comes to the point where he has
to say that he cannot continue because the list is endless.

17 *jTI:

'

IciHI
Ir' i1i
*

I I'oI
ndnto'sti mama divyandtm vibhiitinamparantapa
esa taddesatahprokto vibhiitervistaromaya

Verse 40

parantapa- 0! Scorcher of enemies, Arjuna; qTR N-W41| fTiy-iwf mama
TJU
fT na antah asti divyandm vibhatinam - to My extraordinary glories; Tr3faT:
there is no end; - tu - but; Tq: 4'§f: fr-T: esah vibhuteh vistarah - this detailed
narration of My glories; WIT mayal - by Me; 3v1d: uddegatah - taking into account
a few important ones; q*f: proktah - was told
There is no end to My extraordinary glories, Arjuna. But this detailed
narration was told by Me taking into account a few important ones.
Krsna addressed Arjuna here as parantapa, the one who is always victorious
against the opponents.
O! Arjuna, the glories not easily seen in the world, the vibhitis, which are
divyas, My brilliant manifestations, have no end-mama divyanam vibhltinam na
antah asti. Since there is no end to them at all, I have to end it. Therefore, I am ending it
here.
What has been related here is a brief account of the vast extent of My glories. The
full particulars can never be given because the list is endless. I could only tell a few
things.
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If that is so, why did he start? Because the intention was to make one understand
bhagavad-vibhuti, not to complete the list of vibhiitis. I want you to understand that
wherever there is any brilliance, that indeed is Mine. If you ask Me why I said this, it is
purely to establish this general rule, which is told in the next verse.
ANY GLORY BELONGS TO BHAGAVAN

wanru
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yadyadvibhttimatsattvamSrimadFrjitameva vd
tattadevdvagacchatvam mama tejom'Aasambhavam

Verse 41

Tr yat yat - whatever; i•fc'dd -TrT vibhutimat sattvam - existent thing that
z
•T
lr
-efq
has glory; wRf Srimat - that which has any form of wealth/value; Fi
urjitam eva vd -

ff
that which is indeed distinguished, mighty; Taf •T

every one of that; TITT
T
of My glory; a3wr

tat tat eva -

i•sfyST-WT•'

mama tejomn'a-sambhavam- born of a fraction
avagacchatvam - may you know

Whatever existent thing there is, which has glory, which is endowed with
any form of wealth, or that which is distinguished or mighty, every one of
that, may you know is born of a fraction of My glory.
Any existent thing in this world that has some glory, whether in terms of
knowledge, power, beauty, some brilliance, skill, or any fame, that, Bhagavdn says, is
Srimad. Srl can be attraction or beauty, kdnti; it can also be justice, niti; or fame, kirti;
wealth, dhana; food, dhinya; children, santana; domestic happiness, grha; any sense
of well-being, saubhagya; a boon, vara; or knowledge, vidyd. These are the different
forms of Laksmi, known as Sri. Srimad is that which has Srl. It covers everything. In
fact, all glories are covered by the 'Srimad.' That 'Srimad' is Bhagavan.
Anything powerful, distinguished, and arresting is arjitam. Avagaccha, may you
understand that each one of them, tat tad eva, arises from only a part of my tejas. Tejas
1 Bhagavdn is six-fold, belonging to
here means splendour, the bhaga in Bhagavdn.
ISvara, as we have seen before: Sri absolute wealth; aisvarya, absolute overlordship;
yaaas, absolute fame; vairdgya, absolute dispassion; j•drna, infinite knowledge; and
virya, absolute power, the power of creation, destruction, and sustenance.
All glories are born of this six-fold sovereignty, aisvarya, which attempts to
classify the infinite affluence oflSvara, briefly called bhaga.

f er t o t he d e fi nit io n of th e w o rd BSRe
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The creation of all these glories is from only a fraction of My tejas. Not tejas
directly but from only tejo'mqa, a fraction of the infinite glory of Bhagavdn. Only a part
of that Isvara is manifest in all these glories. In fact the jagat is nothing but an amsra, a
part, of Jvara.Even though the Lord is partless, because of maya, it appears manifold,
like partless space seems to be divided into pot-space, room-space etc., and these are
called part of the total space.
The idea is that everything here is only projected by mdyd, mdyayd halpitam.
Arjuna, please understand, each one is born of only a fraction of My glory. There is no
exception to this.
ARE THINGS THAT DO NOT HAVE GLORY NOT T•VARA?
Now there is one problem when we say that anything that has any glory
whatsoever is born of a fraction of Bhagavdn's glory, meaning it is only one
manifestation of Bhagavan, the total power of Isvara.Then what about all other things?
There are countless people who were born and gone, whose names are not remembered
at all except by the bereaved. There are millions of people in different generations and a
lot of things in the world, animals and so on, whose names are not known to anybody,
which are not recognised as having some special excellence. Do you say they are not
born of your tejas, your bhaga?

This we must understand well. These glories, which are a fraction of this six-fold
absolute virtues-knowledge, wealth, supremacy, power, fame, and dispassion are
mentioned only for meditation on IAvara in these particular forms, as dditya etc. That is
one meaning.
Another is this. These verses are meant to establish a general rule that wherever
there is vibhMti, it is Asvara's vibhati. No one particular person has gained anything,
which he can legitimately claim as his own. Once it is Isvara's vibhati, no person can
become an object of your jealousy because jealousy is possible only when he has
achieved it and you have not.
Now if you look upon everything as IAvara's glory, you will find that glory in
many forms. Every blade of grass is Isvara's glory; the sun, moon, and stars are all
Isvara's glory. And if anybody is able to sing or dance, or whatever, it is all Bhagavdn's
vibhiti. In one place an aspect of it manifests more and in another less, but it does not
make any difference at all. It is all isvara's glory.
And if I recognise his glory, I become Bhagavdn's vibhati. Even the capacity to
appreciate beauty is a glory of IAvara. Many wonderful manifestations of lsvara go
unrecognised for want of people's capacity to appreciate. Unless you have that
perceptive ability you are not going to see something glorious. So, many great men go
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unrecognised and many a good book goes unread just because the author is not known.
There are countless such things that are never recognised.
Although some singers become popular, for every one of them there are many
more who are equally good or better but never become known. I know one person at
least who is so, accomplished in playing the uina that she would have excelled over
anybody. But she is not known. Only those in her home and those who are closely
connected to her have the privilege of hearing her music. There are a number of people
like this. Thus, wherever there is a manifestation of glory it is Isvara's glory. Sometimes
it is known, sometimes not.
YOU CAN BE JEALOUS ONLY IF YOU CAN APPRECIATE A GLORY
To discover the glory of a person, you require a certain capacity to appreciate. If
you are able to become jealous of someone, it is only because you are able to perceive
the glory of that person. Otherwise, how are you going to become jealous? That capacity
to see is your glory. Where is a musician if there is no rasika, connoisseur? Someone
who enjoys that music is necessary. When you know that all glory belongs to livara,
you can no longer be jealous. You can be jealous of an individual, but not IUvara
because jealousy is only possible between similars, not dissimilars. You cannot be
jealous of lvara any more than you can be jealous of an eagle because it soars so high.
You may wish to fly like an eagle, that is possible, but you can never be jealous of the
eagle. Because it is unlike you.
Similarly, ISvara does not belong to the human species; so, where is the question
of your being jealous of lvara?This rule helps eliminate your jealousies, the friction in
your personal relationships. Vibhiti-yoga is a very beautiful chapter to help you
discover this attitude.
If there is a person who is free from jealousy, that person is a saint, I tell you,
because jealousy can appear in a hundred different subtle forms. Even among sddhus I
see it. They are jealous of one another' s popularity. In fact, I find the more popular you
are, the more likelihood of your knowing less or knowing wrongly. It is difficult to be
popular if you know profound things. Because when you talk it is going to be profound
and that is not going to be popular. To be popular you have to tell some stories, some
jokes and use some catchy expressions even though they do not mean anything. You can
be a gorilla and be popular. In Milwaukee there was a popularity poll and the winner was
Samson, the gorilla in the local zoo! Sitting there quietly he became popular. So,
popularity is meaningless.
This chapter, vibhiti-yoga you must read again and again. Wherever there is any
brilliance, any skill, you should be able to appreciate it as livara's glory. Any intelligent
person should be able to do that. It does not require great knowledge to see that these
capacities that we have are all given to us. Nothing is really created by anybody. Simple
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observation of your own life, of your own powers will reveal that everything is given to
you. The whole world is given. What is it that is created by you? If you have a power to
create, to bring things together, that is also given. What is created by us is nothing. The
more you see this, the more objective you will find your ego. And an objective ego is as
good as non-existent-even if it is not enlightened. That is the devotee's ego, which is
good enough to discover atmd. It becomes pure and can therefore, discover giidhadtmd.

Even if such an appreciation of lAvara's glories is incomplete in the beginning,
afterwards it becomes real. If you keep bringing it to mind, even though you do not see
it, it becomes real-because it is a fact, not a superimposition. Even if you do not
understand totally at first, later it becomes more and more clear. Though the profundity
may not be very clear, that forced appreciation is good enough. As in friendship or love,
suppose you are not able to discover love, if you can force yourself to say something
nice, you will find yourself beginning to discover love. Any act of love will make you
discover love. Similarly here, even though it is incomplete at first, it becomes real.
Nothing can stop it because it has its basis in truth.
So, as a devotee you cannot be jealous of Isvara and if you understand fIvara, it
is all you. If you step out and see the whole jagat as livara, then you are that livara
because there is no Isvara other than sat-cit-dnanda-dtmd. Therefore, it is all your
glory alone.
What about those things that are not recognised as glories? In answer to this
Bhagavdn says, in fact, the entire jagat is nothing but My glory and is still only one
fourth of My total glory, pddo'sya vigvd bhiitni. Three fourths is lost in your heart as
param brahma,tripddasydmrtamdivi. In the caitanya-dtmdthree fourths is gone. All

fourteen worlds, seven above and seven below are only one fourth. This is just an
expression to say that the entirejagatdoes not account for the infinite.
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athavd bahunaitenakim jfitena tavdrjuna
vistabhydhamidamkrtsanamekdmrnenasthitojagat

Verse 42

bahund etena jilatena - by the
rlr
a3TT athava - on the other hand; WT •T
kim tava arjuna- what is accomplished
W wc a
knowledge of manifold things; %jagat
ts
lWI idam krtsnam
for you, Arjuna; fEM vistabhya - pervading; T,

- this entire world; 7Wlq ekdiniena - with just one part (of Me); 3aT2 fýi-: aham
sthitah -

BG. Vol. III- 18

I remain
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On the other hand by this knowledge of manifold things what is
accomplished for you Arjuna? I remain pervading this entire world with
one part (of Myself).

Athaud means, or let us put it this way. I said everything that has vibhiiti is born
of a fraction of My glory, tejom'ga-sambhavam. From that you may conclude that only
those things that have vibhiti are born of Me and others are not. So, athava,means 'to
put it correctly.'

By this knowledge of manifold things, various things, bahund etena jiidtenalike among the trees I am the sacred ficus, among the rivers, I am the Gahgd-what is
accomplished for you Arjuna, kim tava Arjuna? Not much is accomplished because
My vibhiti is endless. It is, therefore, not possible for Me to complete this list. Sarikara
says it is a knowledge, which leaves a lot to be desired, svuasesena jiidtena. Since it is
an incomplete knowledge of lvara's glory, what is accomplished?
In fact, what Bhagavan wants to say is that you must understand just this one
thing-that everything is Bhagavdn. Bhagavdn says, 'All of this is only a part of Me; in
fact, I remain pervading this entire world by only one part of Myself-aham idam
krtsnam jagat ekamsena vistabhya sthitah. I make it firm; in the form of all these

beings, I remain, aham sthitah. Otherwise how would all this exist? It is only mithyd,
requiring Me, the updddna-kdrana,to give reality to it.

From your own standpoint, if you just look at this world, it is nothing more than
the contents of your antah-karana.So, what you know, what you see is only a limited
jagat. Whether subtle, saksma-prapaica,or physical, sthila-prapaica,whatever you

see is only one part, amsa of yourself.
Three fourths is lost in your buddhi. That is the truth of yourself, the limitless, the
infinite. It is not literally three fourths but an expression to indicate that this makes it
complete. The three fourths is that without, which this one fourth, the jagat, is
incomplete. Because thisjagat is non-separate from Brahman, it is said to be one fourth
of that whole. Sankara quotes the mantra that expresses this, pddo'sya vijvd bhfitfni.

His one fourth is all this-all eyes are his eyes, etc. But still, three-fourths is beyond time
and space, tripddasydmrtam divi. The source is lost in the sense that it is not available
for your perception. Therefore, what you see is very little Arjuna. What is really to be
seen is the three fourths that is infinite. If you see that three fourth, which makes it
complete, you will find everything is infinite, param brahma.There is no part at all.
Brahman is niramsa, not subject to division. This apparent division is created for
understanding.
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om tat sat. iti grimadbhagavadgitdsuupanisatsubrahmavidyqyam
yoga.dstre srikrsnarjunasamvdde vibhutiyogondmadahamo'dhydyah

Thus ends the tenth chapter that is called vibhiti-yoga, which has as its topic, the
vibhatis of Bhagavdn, in the Srimad-Bhagavadgita, which is likened to the
Upanisads, whose subject-matter is brahma-vidyd, which is also a yoga-sastra, which
is in the form of a dialogue between SrIKrsna and Arjuna. Om tat sat.
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CHAPTER 11
THE YOGA OF THE VISION OF THE COSMIC FORM
In the last verse of the tenth chapter Bhagavdn said, 'I remain with one part of Me
pervading the entire universe, ekamsena aham sthitah.' On the basis of this there is a
new request by Arjuna. When Bhagavdn says, 'I remain in the form of this entire
world,' naturally Arjuna wonders whether this is literally so. He has heard about what
happened when YaSoda asked Krsna to open his mouth upon finding him eating mud.
She saw within the mouth of Krs•a, the child, the entire jagat. Now Arjuna wants to
know if he can see the entire cosmic form, visvarupa, within the form of Krsna who is
standing in front of him.
To understand this cosmic form properly we should understand I9vara's form. As
we have seen, Ivara can be viewed from different standpoints. The essential nature is

caitanya, brahma, the truth of Ivara and of the Jiva. The jiva's essential svarupa is
sat-cit-anandamadvayam brahma and the svarilpa of Isvara is the same Brahman.

This is one level of appreciation of Ilvara. Then there is another level of appreciation-

Isvara as the same Brahman conditioned by mdya, as the one who is the jagat-karana.

Definitely pure limitless consciousness, Brahman, cannot be jagat-kdranaunless there
is some other power available for that Brahman. As a jiva looking at this universe, I
naturally seek the cause. Sruti reveals that the cause is Brahman, not pure Brahman
but Brahman with a certain power.
In order for Brahman as Isvara to have the status of creator of everything,
omniscience and appropriate power are necessary. Appropriate power means a power in
keeping with the nature of the jagat. Whatever is the order of reality of the world, the
same should be the order of reality of the power that creates it. When we analyse this
creation, we find it is mithyd and therefore, there must be a mithyd power, which has1

created it. That power is called maya. Mithydtva is defined as adhisthana-ananyatva.

That means the mithyd creation by definition has no independent existence apart from
Brahman; its cause, midy, also fulfils this definition, being not independent of
Brahman.

Any thing that is mithyd has no independent existence. It always depends on the
.adhisthdna,on which it seems to exist. For example, in the ocean the waves that we see can
be said to be mithyd. The water is their adhisthana.The wave has no existence apart from
the water. This nature of bieng not different from the adhisthanais called adhisthdnaananyatva.
1
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Since I see ajagat here, Brahman seemingly conditioned by maya is looked upon
as jagat-kdrana. How do we know? The pramana for it is only the sruti. That
Brahman is the cause of creation is revealed by the distra. And it also reveals that you
are that satyam jisnam anantam brahma. You can have an immediate appreciation,
aparoksa-jia•na,of this. Then the problem is to account for the world. For the creation
of this world, there must be an inherent power, which has the same degree of reality as
the jagat. That Brahman gains the status of the jagat-kdrana through an inherent
power miyad, is also known for certain only through dastra, though the existence of the
power mayd can also be accepted by a supporting inference. Therefore, the same
caitanya, which is the common basis for Isvara and thejiva must have miya to make it
the cause for the creation. In so many words the Aruti says, 'May one know that mayd is
the material cause-that undergoes a parindma,change, to become thisjagat. And this
maya has no independent existence of its own. It is Brahmsirayd.Therefore, the sruti
says, 'm"yaým tu prakrtim vidydt, mayinam tu mahesvaram." I find this jagat is

mithya and for that, there must be a mithyd-kdrana. This is an anumdna, inference.
And it helps us to assimilate what the sruti says.
Thus we have two forms of sAvara; one is Suddha-caitanya, pure, limitless
consciousness, the second, mayd-avacchinna-caitanya.Is there a third? If caitanya is

the svaripa, which is livara, that svaripa is also available here as a jiva.
Consciousness obtaining in your antah-karana,in other words conditioned by your
is another
antah-kara.na,is called jva. Therefore, antah-karana-avacchinna-caitanya

form of Isvara. Caitanya conditioned by the antah-karanais an individual knower,
pranmdta.This is another rlpa.

We also have avatdras like Rdma, Krsna, etc. Whether they existed or not, the
concept of Isvara assuming a particular form is what we call avatdra. Krsna, Rama
etc., are all avatdras of lsvara. Without the form of Krsna being ajiva, it is a special
form assumed by isvara as a result of the prayers of many people asking for action to be
taken in a particular situation. We saw in the fourth chapter that in response to their
prayers, uAvara himself, through his own miyd, assumes a form suitable for the
occasion. That is avatara,another form of lvara.
Then we have visvarirpa, which is 1svara from the standpoint of the physical
universe. If you look upon this entire creation as the form, the body of IAvara, we have
what we call virdt, caitanya in the form of cosmos, called the cosmic person.
How do you know that Isvara is in the form of virdt? You see the jagat directly.
It is known to you immediately, pratyaksa. But that it is IAvara is not known; because,
even though thejagat is pratyaksa,flvara is not. Therefore, that thejagat is Isvara has
to be understood only from the Adstra. Because of the appreciation of the cause, kdrana,

being both efficient and material, nimitta and upiddna, there is appreciation of lvara.
SSvetaSvataropanisad - 4-10.
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And you also understand that Isvara as caitanya is the updddna-kdranathat undergoes
no change what so ever-it is the vivarta-updddna-kdrana.And you understand from
the S'stra that the milyd, the sakti of Ilvara undergoes all the changes and is the
parindmi-updddna-karana.Thus, you understand that this jagat, which is pratyaksa,

is only the form of Ivara.
Here Arjuna wants to see the cosmic form. Because Bhagavdn said at the end of
the last chapter, 'Pervading the entire universe with one pdda I remain,' Arjuna wants to
see that cosmic form of Isvara. When the cosmos is right there in front of him, why
should he want to see the cosmic form? What he means is that he wants to see Isvara in
the form of this entire jagat, all at once. Normally you see one thing at one place and
time. That is not the cosmic form. You are limited by your own capacities of perception;
so, all you see are limited entities. And that too, some of them are seen wrongly, like the
blue sky, which is an illusion. Further, anything that is seen is seen only partially. When
you see the front of it, you do not see the back. And what is out of sight is out of mind.
That means you only see one thing at a time. Where is the possibility of seeing the
cosmos? Arjuna, like a child, now wants to see the entire cosmic form. He wants to
know whether in one form he can see what is behind, what is in front, what is on the left,
what is on the right, and what is beyond the sky, all that is in heaven, etc. It is the desire
of a child, in fact. Arjuna thought, 'Why not see this?' For which, of course, Arjuna's
eyes are not adequate. Since it is visual perception, he must be given a different type of
eye, divya-caksus. Perhaps it is some sort of inner eye but whatever it is, it is possible
through livara'smdyd alone. And Krsna reveals this cosmic form to him. We can take
it as something that happened or simply as a presentation of the subject matter showing
that nothing is away from isvara.
Virdt means vividham rdjate, the one who appears in varieties of forms. That
single form, which includes all forms is called the cosmic form, virit-svariipa. It
establishes that nothing is outside Isvara and upon appreciating that, you discover in
yourself a devotion to isvara.This is the topic of the next chapter, bhakti-yoga. Because
of the appreciation of this cosmic form you can understand that Bhagavdn is in charge
of everything. This does not mean you do not take responsibility for what you do, what
you are. In fact the law of karma helps you take responsibility for your lot, your
parentage etc., and happily accept it, not passing the blame to anybody. You accept
responsibility for what you are because of past deeds. Other forces might have
contributed to what you are, but at the same time you understand that you have a free
will. You can add to or reorganise yourself, be an emotionally fragile person or a person
who refuses to be fragile. All this is in your hands. At the same time, as an individual
jiva, you are not in total control.
This appreciation of the cosmic form does create a reverence for Isvara. It is
described very beautifully and poetically here creating a word picture that brings all the
heavens down within your perception, all the heavens and the people therein in one
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huge-huge is not the word-one cosmic form. It includes everything. In spite of that,
Arjuna somehow misunderstood and sees himself as an individual separate from the
whole. This we understand because he gets frightened.
Seeing the form, he finds the wheel of time destroying everybody. In the
description there is a continuous dissolution, samhdra, and evolution, srsti, going on. If
you see all this, it is something like seeing the microscopic changes that take place in
your own body as it ages. You will be frightened at all that takes place. This is what
happens to Arjuna. When he sees this cosmic form, he finds all the people within the
jaws of death because Lord Death itself is Bhagavan. They are all being masticated in
the jaws of death, the process of change. He finds them sticking within the grip of this
big mouth. There he sees the battlefield, his own people and all the people he thought
were outside of him. All of them he finds within one form. Nothing is outside. But
somehow Arjuna manages to see himself separate from the cosmic form and got
frightened.
To say, 'I am this cosmic form,' you have to see from the standpoint of sat-citananda-atma.Otherwise it becomes purely magic as it is for Arjuna. This magical
vision of the cosmic person is created purely by the grace of Krsna. After seeing this he
says, 'Bhagavan, I am really frightened; so, please assume your old form.' As he
requests, Krsna comes back to the smiling, easily manageable form that he was.
Otherwise how will you manage this Krsna? Whom will you address? What will you
call him? So, he comes back to the particular form that Arjuna and others were used to.
This is the sum and substance of the eleventh chapter. Sarikara introduces it
saying that the glories of Bhagavun have been told. Though only a few of them were
mentioned, the list was complete enough to appreciate the magnitude of Bhagavin's
glory. Arjuna's attention was caught by Krsna saying, 'One quarter of Me pervades the
entire world.' If the whole world is nothing but a quarter of lvara,three quarters remain
hidden. This has to be understood. As only the tip of an ice-berg is visible while the rest
is under water, so too here; only this much is visible; the part that is not visible is the
infinite nature of atma, which obtains in the buddhi as aham. That you have to
understand. Arjuna wants to visually see the cosmic form. You can see through words
but Arjuna wants to see with his own eyes.
Desiring to see Bhagavdn in the form of thisjagat,since he had said that he exists
in the form ofjagat,Arjuna said:

<
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arjuna uvdca
madanugrahdyaparamamguhyamadhydtmasahijfiitam
yattvayoktam vacastena moho'yam vigato mama

Verse 1

qi uvdca -said;
3T•': arjunah-Arjuna;
madanugrahdya - to bless me; ITR TjFW paramam guhyam - the
7<ur
' adhydtmasamjiiitam - known as (knowledge) centred
greatest secret; Sr-tT'
on the self; W'rT': TWT 3T yat vacah tvayd uktam - which words were taught by

you; AT tena - on account of those (words); WZR Tf: 3M mama mohah ayam this delusion of mine; fcTr: vigatah - is gone
Arjuna said:

On account of these words, which were taught by you in order to bless
me with the greatest secret known as (knowledge) cantered on the self,
this delusion of mine is gone.
In the beginning of the second chapter Arjuna offered himself as a gigya and then

pleaded with Lord Krsna to bless him with liberation, yat Sreyah sydt niscitam briFhi
tan me SiSyah te aham. Arjuna knew what he was asking for. Bhagavdn also taught

him without any reservation. At this stage, having listened to all this, Arjuna says,
"madanugrahdya,to bless me, yat tvaya uktam, what was taught by you, is paramam

guhyam, the greatest secret.' This is so, because it is not available by any other means of
knowledge except the Sdstra. Even if the means of knowledge is available, atmd can
remain guhya because our whole orientation is to look outwards.
A lot of things are hidden, not known, but what value do they have to you? Here it
is parama-guhya. There is nothing comparable to it in terms of value. It is a hidden
treasure.
Adhydtma-sa.njiiitam means that which is known as self-knowledge, dtmavidyd. This is the greatest hidden treasure. And it was taught to me by you, tvayd
uktam. Uktam is not simply told, but taught. By these words-tena vacasd, by your

words, my delusion (about what is dtmd, what is andtma) is gone-mohah ayam

vigatah mama. Self knowledge is nothing but viveka, a discriminate knowledge of

dtmd and an&tmd. Arjuna's delusion about what is dtma and andtmd, what is dharma

and adharma, expressed as sorrow and conflict over all the people he was going to
destroy, has now gone away more or less. After these nine chapters a good part of his
delusion is gone but still he has questions to ask. Arjuna says, 'mohah ayam vigatah
mama.' And Sarkara explains that statement by saying, aviveka-buddhih apagat--

the aviveka-buddhih is gone. It does not mean that discrimination is complete, just that
aviveka-buddhi is gone. There is discrimination. Arjuna cannot say anymore, 'I am an
avivekl.' But his viveka seems to suffer from some inhibiting factors.
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bhavapyayau hi bhitdnam srutau vistaraso maya
tvattah kamalapatrdksamdhdtmyamapi cvdyayam
iqr-z.pzt

1t

bhava-apyayau hi -

9f

bhitdnam - of things;
detail; q•l mayd - by me;

indeed the creation and dissolution;

grutau - have been heard; f'Rm
Rl: tvattah - from you; TWh

Krsna, whose eyes are like the lotus petal; 31T
madhtmyam api ca -

Verse 2

MMF1

Imr-T

: vistarasah - in
kamalapatrdksa-

3aft -

avyayam

and also (your) perennial glory (was heard)

Indeed the creation and dissolution of things have been heard in detail by
me from you, 0! Krsna, whose eyes are like the lotus petal, and also
(your) perennial glory (was heard).
Arjuna addresses Krsna here as kamalapatrdksa, a very nice expression.

Kamala can mean the whole lotus but here it means lotus flower and patrais a petal. A
lotus petal is very soft and shaped like an eye. Thus eyes that are soft and pleasing are
likened to the kamalapatra.So, Krsna is addressed as the one whose eyes are like the
petal of the lotus, very clear and soft. You can look at it another way also. This is the fun
of Sanskrit scholars. Ka means sukha and here it refers to brahma-sukha, dnanda,
obtaining as the svaripa of dtmd, Brahman. Then, kam alati iti kamalah, means the

one that illumines, reveals the brahma-sukha. So, kamala is that which reveals the
ananda, the'self. It is self-knowledge. Patra means the one who protects one from
falling, patandt trdyate. Here self-knowledge saves the person from samsdra. That is,
kamala-patrameans the self-knowledge that saves you from samsdra. Then aksyate iti
aksah, what is gained, understood. Ivara is understood only by self-knowledge. There
is no other way. He is the one who is accomplished as oneself. Therefore, the one who is
accomplished by that self-knowledge, which reveals dnandd and saves you from
samsdra is called kamalapatraksa, isvara. Though this sounds far-fetched, it is
possible in Sanskrit to find such a meaning. If there is a possible meaning and it does not
hurt the s'stra,it is fun to explore that.
The chapter deals with iSvara in a form in which everything here is included.
There is nothing outside viSvarapa, the cosmic form. Therefore, there is going to be a
lot of poetry here, and from that standpoint, it is a very interesting chapter. For devotees
committed to duality, this is the greatest chapter. For ajijhdsu, it is something that has to
be understood properly. The cosmic form virdt includes all details. Previously,
Bhagavun said, that he is manifest in each form. Now, in one form everything is
included. As the string runs through all the beads, includes all of them and holds them all
together, sutre maniganah iva, similarly Isvara is in and through every being. Any
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glory manifest anywhere belongs to him. Now here, in one cosmic form, everything is
included. There the immanence of the Lord was pointed out and here it is the very form
of the Lord, which includes all the forms.
Arjuna says, 'Two things were heard by me; bhava and apyaya of the bhWtas.
Bhava means creation. Apyaya is dissolution. Both the creation and dissolution of all
the beings, bhtFitnamn bhavdpyayau, have been heard of by me. The creation and
dissolution of the sthfla and suksma-upddhis and also the paica-bhutas,dkdda, vlyu,
agni, dpah, prthivi, were heard. How? In detail, vistarasah.From whom? From you,

tvattah. Because of your grace I could hear all these from you, O! Lord, not briefly, but
in detail. Because in all these chapters, from the seventh chapter onwards, Bhagavdn's
glory has been told by Bhagavdn himself. The process of creation, the dissolution,
death, what happens after death-everything has been discussed.
Then further, mdhdtmyam ca avyayam, endless glories, were also heard.
Mahdtmd means the one whose dtmd is mahdn; he is all-pervasive. It refers to ISvara
here. Mdhitmya means the nature of the one who is mahatrmn, that is, the glory of
Isvara. Therefore, Arjuna says here, 'Your glory, I have been hearing in all these
chapters. And it is also avyaya.' The word avyaya does not mean 'eternal' here but
'perennial.' In every creation it keeps coming again and again. Your glory, your
aisvarya is not subject to destruction, it is avyaya. Isvara's qualities are absolute and
therefore, not subject to time. The word Sruta, heard, is to be added here to complete the
sentence-mdhdtmyam ca avyayatm rutam.

Arjuna makes his request explicit in the next verse.

evametadyathdtthatvamatmdnam paramesvara
drastumicchdmi te ruipamaisvarampurusottama

Verse 3

qT2yathd -just as; ?T 3T
tvam
r
dttha - you tell; a3TtlTFR dtmdnam - (about)
yourself; q1W#- paramesvara - O! Lord; Tlq" evam - in the same manner; TTq
etad - this;
. 'ifi
drastum icchhdmi - I wish to see; 4 'ý
Ttq te ripam
aisvaram - your form as the Lord; 1w purusottama - most exalted among

beings
Just as you have been telling about yourself, O! Lord, in the same manner
as this, I wish to see this form of yours as the Lord, O! Purusottama.
Paramesvarayathd tvam dtmrnam evam etad dttha-0 Lord, just as you have

been talking to me about yourself in this manner... The word parama means 'not
limited by time, space, or object,' and Isvara is the one who is the cause, the Lord of
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everything. Evam etat means this is indeed so, yathd tvam dtmninam dttha, just as you

have been telling me about yourself, just as you have revealed yourself. Arjuna tells the
Lord, 'This form of yourself, about which you are talking to me, I totally accept as true.'
Saikaraadds 'na anyathd,' exactly in this manner, not in any other manner. Arjuna is
saying, 'I see that what you say is true and I accept it. I accept because I understand.'
That is what is conveyed here. It is not that Arjuna is trying to validate Lord Krsna.
'When you said of yourself, I am this, I am that etc., you told of your immanence. And I
would like to see that form,' says Arjuna.
Again Arjuna uses the vocative when he says, purusottama, because he is
imploring. He addresses Krsna as the one who is purusa and uttama, the most exalted
of all beings. Krsna's form is also Bhagavan's form and so, he says, 'O! Purusottama,
I would like to see that aisvaramrapam of yours. Saikara says that Bhagavdn's form

is endowed with knowledge, over-lordship, strength, creative power, and glory--jinaaisvaryasakti-bala-virya-tejobhihsampannam aisvaram rapam. This is another

definition of Bhagavdn in the tradition, which Sahkara uses here. We have seen
another popular definition of the word Bhagavdn earlier.' This is the aitvarya, that
belongs to Idvara, the Lord's form. That I want to see, drastum icchdmi. Arjuna knows
that this is a good opportunity to ask Lord Krsna, to show his cosmic form. But he is a
little doubtful about whether Bhagavdn will reveal it or not and that doubt is expressed
in the next verse.
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manyase yadi tacchakyam maya drastumitiprabho
yogesvara tato me tvam darsaydtmdnamavyayam
-

if; Ti

t m anyase -

youSyadi
consider; U T tat -

Verse 4

that (form); TW m ayd -

by

me; I-R WETR*RT drastum Sakyam iti - is possible to be seen; W prabho - O!
Lord; *4tw yogesvara - Lord of the yogis; WI: tatah - then; 4 ?t49
r me tvam
daryaya -

you please show me; 3mT-T

&tmdnam-

yourself; aT5qq

auyayam -

who is perennially eternal
If you think it is possible for me O! Lord, to see that (form of yours),
then, 0! Lord of the yogis, please show me your perennially eternal self.
Arjuna wants to see, but then the choice of course is left to Bhagavdn. When
people know they are asking too much, they always start with, 'If it is not too much to
ask...' It is a prelude to asking for a lot. Similarly, Arjuna says, 'If you consider it is

1Refer to the definition of the word Bhagavun -page 24, vol 1.
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possible for me to see that (form), O! Lord..., manyase yadi maya tat drastum
gakyam iti prabho...'

He knows he is not qualified because the ordinary eyes he has are not enough.
Some extra eye may be necessary to see the cosmic form and that is what Arjuna is
implicitly requesting here. He addresses Krs.a as prabho. Prabhu is the Lord who
gives everything. You will find this chapter is full of the vocative case! Again he says
yogesvara, the one who is the Lord among the yogis. A yogi is one who has
accomplished the end called moksa accomplished by the sannydsis. The one who has
that yoga is called yogi. There are many yogis and Krsna is called the Lord of all of
them. He is the most exalted yogi, the one who keeps the yogamaya, the maya of the
Lord, under his control.
Any yogi at the very least keeps his body under control. That is dsana-siddhi.
Then his health can be maintained and senses etc., can be kept under control by yamah,
niyata, prdnayama,praydtdh, dhdrayan, dhydna and samadhi. This astadga-yoga

will help him to achieve self-mastery. As a person he is together. Then certain innate
powers in the maya like anim&, garima, laghimd etc., can be kept under control for
which there is a siddhi-prakaranain the yoga-si tras. Such people seem to have existed
only in earlier times. But among those people who had a few things under control Lord
Krsna is the one who has everything under control. He is mtydvi, the one who wields
the yoga-maya. He has said so, himself-dtma-mayayd aham sambhavdmi, with the
help of mdiy I come into being in this particular form. Therefore, when Arjuna
addresses Krsna as yogesvara it looks like a very consciously chosen word. 'Since you
are yogesvara, you can, after all, lend some of your powers to me so that I can see your
glorious form. So, if you think it is possible, then, tatah, for my sake, please show me,
darSaya, your own self, dtmd•nam, which is avyaya aisvaram rupam, the perennially

eternal form of the Lord,' says Arjuna. Even though the time-bound jagat is subject to
dissolution, it comes back again and again. Therefore, it is avyaya, eternal.
Now that Arjuna has made this request, Krsna has to decide whether to grant it or
not. He can refuse and change the subject, but he seems to see it as a good teaching
opportunity-another method of revealing his cosmic form. So far he has only been
speaking; but here is a chance to use a visual device; and he thought that it would be
good for Arjuna. When Arjuna said, in the first chapter, 'I don't want to cause all these
problems. I will be incurring sin,' he showed an inflated sense of his role in all of this.
So, Krsna perhaps thinks this is a good occasion to demonstrate how there is only one
purusa and everything 'else'

is prakrti. That one purusa is purusottama, which

happens to be the dtmd. That is what the entire dastra is saying. There is no second

thing.
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Arjuna's protests against engaging in battle thinking that he would incur sin, etc.,
are all going to be answered simply by this visual teaching. Bhagavdn anticipates this
and therefore, decides to show him this form.

wq ft ml Tqf vrkm-tl -?qTw: I
sribhagavdnuvdca

pasya me pdrtha riipdni Aata4o'thasahasradah
ndndvidhdni divyani nandvarndkrtinica

Verse 5

t1TWRm Srlibhagavdn - Srl Bhagavan (The Lord); ITf uvdca - said;
WTi pasya - see; Tef pdrtha - Arjuna; f FqifbT me ripdni - My forms; VmW:
satasah - in hundreds; a3 atha - then; -flT: sahasrasah- in thousands; TRT-divydni - effulgent; 9r-1-4fc tN- ndnd-vidhdni - of many varieties; Ifilfi
aui7 -gI nand-varna-dkrtini ca - and of many colours and forms.
Sr Bhagavdn said:
See, Arjuna, hundreds, and thousands of My forms of many varieties;
effulgent and of many colours and shapes.
Bhagauvn says, 'pa.ya, look!' But he does not show his form immediately; so,
this is only an introduction to the topic. When he says 'look!' here he means, 'You are
going to see.' That is the sense in which it is used here. It means, 'You are qualified and
you are now going to see.' Therefore, 'Pasya, please look,' Bhagavdn says, arresting
Arjuna's attention. And he addresses him as Kunti's son, Pdrtha.What should he see?
Me rilpdni-My forms, which are hundreds, satasah,and thousands sahasrahah,
in number. The words 'hundred' and 'thousand' are not to be taken literally. They have
the meaning of countless, amita. And not only are they numerous in terms of quantity,
they are of infinite variety, nadn-vidhdni, forms with all different features. Then again
they include not only what you can know here but what you can never imagine, divydni,
things that are in heaven and other lokas. Not only are they of all different features but
different types of physiques, dkrtini. 'You have seen only the animals and human
beings, which exist on this planet. Even on this planet there are so many tribes of people
and species of animals, which you have not seen. You will see varieties of forms in Me
right now. Don't think that you are going to see only local things. You will see all sorts
of other things that you have never seen,' says Bhagavdn, arresting Arjuna's attention.
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paSydditydnvasi2nrudrdnasvinaumarutastathd
bahanyadrstapairvnipasydscaryinibhdrata

Verse 6

FTf
vasun - Vasus;
asvinau - two Asvins; WT : WT marutah tathi - as
rudrin - Rudras; asf'ff
well as the Maruts; TM pasya - see; T& bahini - many (others); aUrTgt
dscarydni - wondrous (forms); 3Twztff adrsta-plrvdini- never seen before; urm
T'q pasya -

dditydn .3TTFT

see;

the Adityas; ZR'

bhdrata-Arjuna
See the Adityas, Vasus, Rudras, two Agvins as well as the Maruts. See,

Arjuna, many (other) wondrous (forms) never seen before.
Bhagaudn says, 'Now, Arjuna, you can see these twelve iditya-devatds, the
eight vasus, eleven rudras,two asvini-devatds, considered to be the devatds of smell,

and the seven groups of marut devatds. All of them, have never been seen before by
you or by any one else, adrsta-pirrvini.And many other, bahi ni, wondrous forms,
dscarydni, which you could never see otherwise much less see in a single form.'
Not only that:

T1^1
4 TI
sTk*T9"1

1111

ihaikasthamjagatkrtsnampaiyadya sacardcaram
mama dehe guddkega yaccdnyaddrastumicchasi
7

Mr guddkeda - Arjuna; 3T adya - today; 9 iha -

Verse 7

here; •IcR ekastham -

sacardcaramin one place; WITrTW jagatkrtsnam - the entire world; W4rMT
mama dehe - in My body; TjT pasya - see; T movable and immovable; WE
aT

yat ca anyat -

and anything else; •qi•wf'

drastum icchasi -

that you wish

to see
Today, here, in My body, please see the entire world, movable and
immovable, in one place Arjuna; and anything else, which you wish to
see.
Addressing him as Guddkeda, Bhagavdn draws Arjuna's attention. GudAkesa,

we have seen, is the one who has mastered his sleep. He says, 'Here, residing in one
place, in My body, please see the entire world, right now.' The world is divided into two
parts, moving and non-moving. 'In one place, in My body, please see all this Arjuna.
And not only that, anything else you want to see, yat ca anyat drastum icchasi.'
What else can there be, when everything is in this form. The only thing remaining,
Sankara says, is the question of who is going to win this battle. Arjuna wondered
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whether his side would win or not. 'Now you can resolve that and all other doubts,' says
Bhagavan, 'You will see the future including the outcome of this war. It is all settled.
Duryodhana by his deeds has already brought about the destruction of his clan. You
need not do anything more than play your part. It is like a fruit that has already ripened.
You simply have to touch it and it will fall. It would look as if you brought it down. But
it is not so. It was on the verge of falling as it is. Similarly Duryodhanais ripe for being
destroyed. All you have to do is release a few arrows. Nothing else. By his own karmas,
he has already brought about the phala. That is why the war is being waged. He has
sought this destruction, worked hard for it and therefore, is getting it. Who are you in all
this? You are only an instrument, nimitta, in the whole process.' This, Bhagavdn is
going to tell later. 'Therefore, if you wish to see anything more, yat ca anyad drastum
icchasi, such as the outcome of this war, you will see it all here in My deha, My form.'

^f~ ^rfqs ff :

^n pTI
-16 11

na tu mdm sakyase drastumanenaivasvacaksusd
divyam daddmi te caksuh pa.ya me yogamaisvaram

Verse 8

ff - TR
na tu sakyase - but you will not be able; gg drastum - to see Me; TT1
mdm - Me; 3I T TaFt
Eq
anena eva svacaksusd - with this physical eyes of

yours alone; hff tt

dadimi te -

extraordinary eyes; WT pasya -

I will give you; fj'-

please see;

#

4ITm #mi

-[:

divyam caksuh -

me yogam aikvaram -

My wondrous power
But it is not possible for you to see Me with your own eyes alone. I will
give you an extraordinary eye. Please see My wondrous power.
Even though it is possible to see all this, the problem here is your eyes are not
adequate to see Me in this cosmic form. 'The natural human eyes with, which we can see
a few things are not capable of seeing something of this dimension. For that you require
a special eye. You can call it the eye of wisdom or an extraordinary eye created by Lord
Krsna through his power of mdya. Either way, Bhagavin gave Arjuna the capacity to
see his cosmic form. He says, 'I give you eyes that are divya.'
Therefore, please see My wondrous power, pagya me yogamaisvaram. Yoga here
is the power of mdya, a power that is beyond compare. It holds the capacity for all
knowledge, jiidna-Aakti, all activity, kriyd-Sakti, and all desire, icchad-akti. Please see

My wondrous power of myd in this form. Bhagavdn has given Arjuna the capacity to
confront his power.
Now the scene shifts to the palace at Hastinapuraand we are reminded that
Saifjaya is relating this dialogue to Dhrtardstra.The whole dialogue between Krsna
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and Arjuna is a narration by Saiijaya. Saijaya now speaks directly to Dhrtardstra.
Because he also saw the cosmic form, he also had divya-caksu.
Saiijaya says,

TZR9W_3qM

1f1: w ½

Saijaya uvdca
evamuktvd tato rajanmahdyogesvaroharih
darSaydmasapdrthdya paramam ripamaisvaram

Verse 9

uvdca - said;
7iT: sanijaya- Sanjaya; 3
dT: tatah - then; TW1I rdjan- O! King; r.T11VIt: maha-yogesvarah -

tR:

the

Hari, whose grace destroys all papa; 17q
TrI darSayamdsa - showed; WMt
thus having spoken;

limitless Lord of all yogis;

3iT evam uktvd pdrthdya - to Arjuna; 7TM r

harih tF T

nT

paramam ripam aivsaram -

his

wondrous all-inclusive form
Sanfjaya said:

Having spoken thus, then, O! King, the limitless Lord of all yogis whose
grace destroys all papa, showed to Arjuna his wondrous all-inclusive
form.
'When Arjuna said this, O! King, then the Lord showed Arjuna his cosmic form,'
says Saiijaya. Saiijaya refers to Krsna here as the Lord of all yogis, yogesvara, who is
also limitless, mahdn, and who is called Hari because his grace destroys all pdpa. The
form he showed to Arjuna was one that includes all forms. That was parama. Any
given form generally excludes every other form. But here it is one form containing all
forms, each of which still enjoys its own form. That is the beauty. If all wax forms are
rolled into one form, the individual forms are lost. But here, in one sweep of vision you
can see one form consisting of all forms. This cosmic form, Bhagavin showed to
Arjuna. Then Saijaya who also could see that cosmic form continues with his own
description of the whole thing.

a3T-wek•Ia

frIM-I-am

?d 10o I

anekavaktranayanamanekadbhutadarsanam
anekadivydbharanamdivydnekodyatdyudham

Verse 10
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(WT FT• tat riipam - that form); al3;-'7--Wq-- T aneka-vaktra-nayanamone) of countless mouths and eyes; aAi--3T-4m,
m
countless wondrous objects; 3tT -fjTr-anq

(was
aneka-adbhuta-darganam- of
aneka-divya-abharanam - -of

countless splendid celestial ornaments; f'-3'"-3T- I•-3TTW divya-aneka-udyatatyudham - (had) countless extraordinary weapons raised for use

divyamdlydmbaradharamdivyagandhanulepanam
sarv5dcaryamayamdevamanantam viSvatomukham
3T•-T IT• divya-malya-ambaradharam-

fr1t--

and garments;

Verse 11

(was) wearing celestial maids

5q-Tr-aTi- qýt divya-gandha-anulepanam- anointed with special
ail-Hq sarvadcaryamayam- that which is all wonder; ktr devam

sandal paste;
- effulgent; WIT anantam -

endless; faNist1mR

viivatomukham -

that which

spans all the directions
That form consisted of countless mouths and eyes, countless wondrous
objects, countless extraordinary weapons raised for use. It was wearing
celestial malas and garments, was anointed with special sandal paste. It
was all wonder, was endless, and was one that spanned all the directions.
The form that Bhagavrn showed to Arjuna and which Saiijaya also saw was due
to the mayd-dakti of lIvara. It was a highly elaborate form with not one but millions of
mouths, aneka-vaktra, and millions of eyes, aneka-nayana. It is all dramatically
presented here. And this form consists of countless wondrous objects, which Safikara
says are awe inspiring, aneka-adbhuta-dariana.It has forms never seen before, each as
striking as the next. And it is full of thousands of splendid ornaments that you could
never think of, aneka-divya-abharana.And it has special instruments of destruction all
ready for use, divya-aneka-udyata-dyudha.The weapons were not just of this world
that are commonly known but those that are divya, not of this world. Destruction is
constantly going on in this cosmic form. So, there are appropriate weapons for all forms
of destruction, all being brandished and ready for use. All this Arjuna sees.
It is a form decked with garlands of celestial flowers beyond imagination and it is
wearing celestial garments, divya-malya-ambaradhara. And it is anointed with
especially fragrant sandal paste, divya-gandha-anulepana.It is all one great endless
wonder, sarva-dscaryamaya and ananta. It is effulgent, deva. In whichever way he
looked there was no end to this form at all. No top, no bottom, no width, no end in any
direction, vigvatomukha. Arjuna sees the one whose form includes all forms and who is
atma, the truth of all forms.
BG Vol III - 19
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Then Saiijaya gives an illustration for the effulgence of the cosmic form.

kk^^WT ^l9(f~MfJ
PPWIT^f
Zfr WT: 7rfo w-9

I
gWT:m I I II

divi siiryasahasrasyabhavedyugapadutthitd
yadi bhdh adrsi sd syddbhdsastasyamahdtmanah

t

iI

Verse 12

iT: sitrya-sahasrasyabhdh
94
- effulgence of one thousand suns; ZTi- yugapat - simultaneously; 3?I
Th1: tasya
utthita bhavet - would appear; -T sd - that (effulgence); -PT •I•'TF:
yadi -

suppose;

mahdtmanah bhasah -

divi - in the sky; "--FT

the effulgence of that great Lord; -W

TwT. sadrsi syat -

would be equal to
If one thousand effulgent suns should simultaneously appear in the sky,
that (effulgence) would be equal to the effulgence of that great Lord.
Just think of the brightness of a blazing summer sun. Now suppose one thousand
suns rise simultaneously in the sky. How effulgent would it be? Equivalent to that,
Saiijaya says, was the effulgence of iSvara's cosmic form. It was, Sahkara says,
equivalent to the effulgence of Isvara's cosmic form. No example will be adequate
because he transcends all comparisons. It is impossible even to imagine. That is why he
said it is like one thousand suns simultaneously rising. It does not happen and it is
difficult even to imagine it. If you could imagine a thousand suns rising in the sky, that
would be the effulgence of Ivara in this cosmic form. Here the upamd, illustration, is
not drawn from any known experience because there is none. So, you are asked to
imagine. This is known is Sanskrit literature as sambhdvita-upamd.

4WhT4

-aniTk

VN% t
-mj
l

fp:ýA

fict mruscqtrF

I

I ii i

tatraikasthamjagatkrtsnampravibhaktamanekadha
apagyaddevadevasyasarire pdndavastada
TT tada -

then; 91

: pdndavah - Arjuna; f

k--tPT it

Verse 13
tatra deva-devasya

sarire - there in the-body of the Lord of all gods; Tf4W ekastham - remaining in
one form; 'm-k?'z jagat-krtsnam- the entire world; 3•WT S ThI anekadhd
pravibhaktam- distinctly divided in a manifold way; 3TqZR apaSyat - saw
Then, there in the body of the Lord of all gods, Arjuna saw the entire
world remaining in a single form (but) distinctly divided in a manifold
way.
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There, in that visvaripa, this entire world remaining within the boundaries of one
form retained the distinction of each form therein. It was divided in many ways into
celestials, devas, humans, manugyas, the manes, etc., tarikarasays. Included are the
animals, yaksas, raksasas,gandharvas, all in one form. Arjuna saw all this in that

particular form, the body of the Lord of all the gods.
When he saw this form Arjuna was wonder struck.

^?T: ^T td^M9~Ft

Wl ^
"?w
iTr TSr fllf
l

:I
iI
Io'd I

tatah sa vismaydvisto hrstaromddhanaiijayah
pranamya sirasa devam krtdiijalirabhdsata

Verse 14

Wf: tatah - then; ýT 'IlT: sa dhanaiijayah- that Arjuna; WTifcpi : vismayavdistah - who was overwhelmed with awe; iErIt hrstaromd - whose hairs were

standing on end; k rT
f
urIT
wm devam sirasa pranamya - saluting the Lord with
his head; rdf5: krtiijalih- with hands folded; a3TW'II
abhdsata- said
Then, overwhelmed with awe, with his hairs standing on end, Arjuna
saluting the Lord with his head, hands folded together, said.
Arjuna is actually seeing this. What would be his lot? He does not know whether
to laugh or to cry. Sometimes emotions are not very distinct. If it is one form of emotion
you can cry, if it is another, you can laugh.But on seeing the cosmic form Arjuna is
overwhelmed with wonder and also fear, as he is going to say later. Everything is mixed
up. The impact is so great that his hair stands on end, and hence he is called hrstaromd.
Arjuna, bowing his head, with folded hands says the following in praise of the Lord.
Here, Sasikaratells us that Arjuna is reporting his own experience.

qvludi#

tqWI
#l "Imi

i I640q|W\ I

pasyami deudmstava deva dehe
sarvamstathdbhftavidesasarighin
brahmanamisamkamaldsanastham
rsimAca sarvdnuragdmScadivyan

Verse 15

ddeva - O! Lord; ?W * tava dehe - in your body; \ •F-• sarvdn devan- all
the celestials; ?W tathd - so too; T'-i1cb-VM-r bhata-viesca-sarighan- hosts of
different types of beings; ;|lU|l vrrqr brahmanam i(am - the Lord Brahma;
'I ^f• rsin ca
qW¶WiI'W kamaldsanastham- one who seated on the lotus;
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q ql- uragdn ca divydn -

sarvan - and all the rsis; 3TTHTF
Fif* pasydmi - I see

and celestial snakes;

In your body, O! Lord, I see all the celestials as well as hosts of different
types of beings, the Lord Brahma (residing in brahma-loka), seated on
the lotus, and all the rsis and celestial snakes.
Arjuna says, 'This cosmic form that you have shown, I am seeing. Within the
scope of your body, I see all the celestials, sarvin devan padydmi. I see hosts of various
beings enjoying different types of bodies, bhuta-visesa-sarighan.' Some of them,
Sarikara says, are stationary, sthavara, like trees and plants, and some are mobile,
jahgama, like the animals, human beings and so on. 'Assembled in countless different
ways, I see varieties of beings in you,' says Arjuna.
Arjuna saw Brahmaji, brahmanam isam, the four-faced Lord who is the creator
of everything. This is not Brahman here because Arjuna is not seeing himself as
Brahman. What he sees is all within apara-vidya, though not separate from
Paramesvara.This Brahmaji is the one who is seated on the lotus, in brahma-loka,
kamaldsanasthah.So, Arjuna is saying that he is seeing brahma-loka. 'And,' he says,

'I see the rsis existing here as devatas. And all the celestial snakes, uragas, like Vdsuki.
Uras means chest and ga means 'one who goes,' so, the one which moves on its body,
urasa gacchati iti uragah, is the snake. Vasuki is the most famous of them all, a

celestial snake, which Arjuna is seeing now. Of course earthly snakes are also included
but when he is seeing Vdsuki and other celestial snakes, they do not count.
Further,

4
T4r - Tr

# i;

hrpw Ikw 1i 1

anekabahildaravaktranetram
paaydmi tvdm sarvato'nantarilpam
nantam na madhyam na punastavadim
pasydmi vigueuvara vidvarupa

ýTR

q7&f

tvdm pasdymi -

udara-vaktra-netram-

I see you as;

Verse 16

T-w^-n-A

a3-#-aneka-bahu-

one who has countless arms, stomachs, mouths, eyes; -`9d:

,Fanantaripam- one with endless forms;
sarvatah- from every quarter; 3T9,
visvariupa - O! Lord of the
faIdw visvedvara - O! Lord of creation; Nf•cp
na
cosmic form; 7T tava - your; r 3TR na antam - not the end; 7 'FU
na punah ddim - and again not the
madhyam - not the middle; - T3: 3*Tf

beginning; iM

pasydmi - I see
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I see you having countless arms, stomachs, mouths, and eyes, from every
quarter (you have) endless forms. I see that you have no end, no middle,
and again no beginning, O! Lord of creation, O! Lord of the cosmic form.
Arjuna continues, 'I see you having countless arms, stomachs, mouths and eyes.'
Aneka literally means 'not one.' It can simply mean two but here it is countless. I see
that you have endless forms, ananta-ruipam.Whatever Arjuna has heard of or studied
in the puranas, including all the devas, yaksas and other celestials, he is able to see now
because it is all Bhagavin's maya.
Bhagavdn presents Arjuna with a form that includes everything he knows of
either directly or indirectly. He must see everything he knows because only then will he
have Araddhd. Whether there is a yaksa or not, Lord Krsna presents a yaksa because
Arjuna believes in yaksas, rdksasas,asuras, siddhas and rsis. All of them are talked

about in the purdnas. So, Arjuna has an idea of what exists in the universe and when he
asks to see the cosmic form, naturally he expects all these. And he is seeing them all. In
the universe as we know it, there are satellites, black holes etc. If Lord Krsna were to
present us today with a cosmic form, he would include the black holes etc., so that we
would know that everything is included.
'I don't see an end, na antam pasydmi.' There is neither a top nor a bottom.
Everywhere he looks it is endless. This is a relative, dpeksika, end here. 'And I do not
see any middle, na madhyam, nor any beginning, na adi.' Adi can also be taken as the
head and anta as the feet. In any form, however big it is, you are generally able to see its
limit, but not in the visvarapa.When there is no beginning or end, there is not going to
be anything in between, madhya. In fact, everything seems to be in the middle,
madhya. This is the form that Arjuna sees, addressing Krsna as viuvesvara, Lord of the
world and visvarapa,the very cosmic form.

f^tfti t^i
r d t Wr #A

~ltATIWTTH

1$t11

kiritinam gadinam cakinam ca
tejordiim sarvato diptimantam
durniriksyam samantdd
tvdm
pasydmi
diptdnalfrkadyutimaprameyam

Verse 17

.TM V4ni tvdm pasydmi - I see you (as); Thiit kiritinam - one who has a
crown; T|fIR gadinam - who has a mace; fNiURl q cakrinam ca - and who has a

disc; 1iikmm

H tejoriim -

diptimantam -

as a mass of brilliance;

i-?T:

F•iRwm- sarvatah

as the one who has light on all sides (effulgent); iWt

tr
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durniriksyam - difficult to see'; TR;rr samantat- from all sides; •t-3W--3T- 4rTr dipta-anala-arka-dyutim- who has the brilliance of a conflagration and the
blazing sun; S9T T aprameyam - who is not knowable as a limited object
I see you as one who has a crown and a mace and a disc, as a mass of
brilliance with light on all sides and (therefore,) difficult to see, from
every angle (I see you having) the brilliance of a conflagration and the
blazing sun and as one who is not knowable as a limited object.
Arjuna says, 'I also see you in the form that we invoke and worship, wearing a
crown, kirita, and wielding a mace, gadi, in one hand and a disc, cakra, in another.'
his third hand extended, offering refuge and safety, abhaya, the fourth is pointing
towards his feet asking you to come there, as though saying, 'If you come and surrender
to Me, I protect you.' The other two hands are for destroying. This is why Visnu or any
other form of Isvara is depicted with four hands. You need not be afraid of anything
because Bhagavin has all the missiles necessary to protect you. Gadd is meant to take
care of a threat that is nearby or at close quarters. And cakra is for remote danger,
remote in terms of both place and time. Cakra is a very great weapon; it will travel miles
and destroy. Thus Bhagavan gives you abhaya. In order to protect you, he has to
destroy the danger of samsara, both immediate and remote. For that he has these two
types of weapons. Arjuna also sees Krsna within the cosmic form in the same form
people invoke Lord Visnu.
He sees it as a column of brilliance, tejoradi. Anywhere you look, Sarikara says,
you see nothing but one caitanya. Within that alone is everything. A form of such
blinding brilliance can only be seen with difficulty.
The light is from all sides, samantat, like the light of fire, the sun, or lightning,
dipta-anala-arka-dyuti.A brilliance, dyuti, equal to a conflagration, dipta-anala,and

the blazing sun, dipta-arka,is what Arjuna is seeing here.
And it is aprameya.Sankara makes it clear how it is aprameya.Prameya is an

object of your knowledge. What happens when you gather a piece of knowledge like that
of a flower? The flower is limited, paricchinna,by a vrtti. Because the flower has a
form, your antah-karanais able to objectify that, excluding every other object. The
flower becomes 'loaded' in your mind. Every other object is omitted and you can see
this object, the flower, distinctly. Therefore, the word prameya refers to a discreet
object. Or prameya can mean something that is to be understood as yourself, which is
not an object. But here, Arjuna is objectifying the cosmic form, even though, it is too
vast for him to contain in a single vrtti. So, it is aprameya. Sarikara defines it carefully
here as that which cannot be circumscribed, asakya-pariccheda.It is not available for
SBecause it is too brilliant.
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distinct understanding. This distinct understanding is possible for a small or even a large
object. But when every object is included, how can you limit it? It is not possible to
understand it in a limited form. That is why it is a cosmic form. Therefore, when Arjuna
says, aprameyam pasydmi means, 'I am not able to say, "This is you," because
everything is you.' Here the word aprameya is not used in the usual sense of 'that which
is not an object of knowledge.' In that sense it is used to refer to dtma because it is not
an object; it is you.
Sankara says that seeing that everything is included in the cosmic form, Arjuna
now makes an inference.

?WTEh: ^diiaIin tll-l
nMrf4 & ft

ft f 1II11

tvamaksaramparamam veditavyam
tvamasya visvasya param nidhdnam
tvamavyayah §divatadharmagoptd
sandtanastvampuruso mato me

Verse 18

T6 tvam - you (are); S••q
aksaram - imperishable; WTR paramam -imperishable limitless, Brahman; •fFI-•4
veditavyam - to be known;
TWR
tvam you (are); 3aTT i4cr asya vigvasya - of this world; T? fhelf param nidhanam
- ultimate basis (cause); ETRtvam - you (are); 3ToT: avyayah - not subject to

change; iffr-Tl4f-Ti
t 9§dvata-dharma-gopta - protector of the perennially eternal
laws; ?4T tvam - you (are); TFIf;T: sandtanah - eternal; 'W": purusah - the
complete being; (f' iti) matah me - (thus is) my appreciation
It is my appreciation that you (are) imperishable, limitless, Brahman, the
one who is to be known; you (are) the ultimate basis (cause) of this
world; you (are) not subject to change, the protector of the perennially
eternal laws; you (are) eternal, (you are) the complete being.
Seeing everything within the cosmic form of Krsna, Arjuna understands him as
the cause of everything, jagat-karana,which is param brahma. What he has heard
from the distra, he now sees for himself as true. 'I appreciate that you are param
brahma, the one to be known, veditavya, by every seeker,' says Arjuna.
Sruti says that there are two types of knowledge, one is para,the other, aparddve vidye veditavye pari ca apard ca.1 Para is the knowledge, which has as its subject

matter the aksara-brahma,the changeless Brahman. That is to be understood through
the pramdna of all the Vedas, saruaih vedaih, as oneself. It is possible to infer this
'Mundakopanisad -1-1-4
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from the vision of this cosmic form. Every form is seen here; nothing is omitted. And
every one of them is drSya; so, they all become mithyd. According to Sruti, the
adhisthdna, the essence, is param brahma. The only adhisthana here, does not

change, and in whom all these forms appear is atma. But Arjuna does not take his
inference that far. He understands only that Krsna is jagat-kdrana, the cause of the
world.
Nidhdnam is that in which something is placed or has its basis. The axle, for
example, is the nidhana for the spokes of a wheel. Here Arjuna recognises Lord Krsna
as the nidhana of everything, that wherein everything is placed. He says, 'I understand
that you are the ultimate basis of everything-tuam asya visvasya param nidhdnam.'
Param nidhdnam, the ultimate basis, means cause here. Everything has its basis; the
pot has its basis in clay, the chain in the gold. But the ultimate basis is 'you,' says
Arjuna.

Tuam avyayah, 'You do not undergo any change.' Why? 'Since all these forms
depend upon you, I infer that you do not undergo any change, you are avyaya,' says
Arjuna.

He makes another inference and says, 'You are the protector of the eternal laws,
.dSvata-dharma-goptd.' Sarikara says, nityah dharmah, while explaining the word

sdvata-dharma.It refers to the eternal laws, the order that never changes, that because
of which creation after creation comes into being in the same form. And Arjuna says,
'You are the protector, goptd of that dharma.
Arjuna understands now. 'I see you as iSvara.' So, he recognises him as param
brahma and also as ParameSvara.

He says, 'You are sandtana, eternal.' And further, Arjuna says, 'This is my
appreciation, me matah.' That is why Sarikara explains this statement ofArjuna, in his
introduction to this verse, in the following manner. He says in the words of Arjuna, 'O!
Lord because of this vision of your visvarupa, I infer, anuminomi, that you are
imperishable, limitless, Brahman...' Arjuna says, 'Now I appreciate what the gstra
says about you, that you are param brahma, the cause of creation, not subject to
change, avyaya etc. All these words I now appreciate as true. You are the complete
being, which includes all and is the basis of all.' Arjuna makes an inference on the basis
of his perception of the cosmic form. It is not merely an inference, however, because
what he concludes is also revealed by the sdstra. But because he has said, me matah,
we understand that he has only paroksa-jiina. Therefore, Saikara says in his
introduction to this verse that Arjuna is making an inference-he says, 'anuminomi, I
infer,' paraphrasing Arjuna.
All this is set up to reveal an Upanisad-vdkya. In the second chapter of the
Taittirlyopanisad,it is said yadd hyevaisa etasmin udaram antararn kurute atha
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tasya bhayam bhavati.1 Here, dtma, the self, which is satyam jiinam anantam

brahma, the cause of everything, is being discussed. With reference to the appreciation
of that Brahman, if anyone were to make even a fraction of a division, udaram
antaram2 kurute-such as Arjuna seeing himself different from the cosmic form-then
he will have fear, atha tasya bhayam bhavati. Arjuna is going to be frightened by what

he saw because he did not include himself. From this we understand that what he is
saying here is purely inference, based on what he has heard from the sruti and what he
sees. The result of his cosmic vision is no more than this. But what we have to
understand is, 'I am that param brahma.' That becomes immediate knowledge. If
Arjuna had understood that, then he would have spoken differently. He would have said,
'I am everything. I am you.' The whole language would have been reversed, as we see at
the end of Taittirlyopanisad.With unrestrained joy Bhrgu says, 'I am annam, all the
food. I am annddah, the one who eats the food. I am Slokakrt, the creator of the
Vedas.' 3 This is the cry of a person who appreciates the atma as himself. Earlier it was
said that the one who knows himself as Brahman does not have the two-fold problem
expressed as, 'Why did I not do the right thing-kim aham sadhu na akaravam. Why
did I do the wrong thing-kim aham papam akaravam4.' He is free from both of these.
But that is not Arjuna's situation here. His understanding that Brahman is jagatkdrana is paroksa because he does not include himself. If he had, there would be no
twelfth chapter.
Arjuna continues with his description of the cosmic form.

-i

"Mi- I
icit
f•I
ic
-At
ti
^i
anddimadhydntamanantaviryam
anantabdhumsagisiiryanetram
payldmi tvam diptahutdavaktram
svatejasd vigvamidam tapantam

II

Verse 19

anddimadhydntam- one
W'fiT TIT pagydmi tvam - I see you (as); HTflIkw'eanantaviryam- one of limitless power;
with no beginning, middle or end; 3aTqiq
anantabdhum - one with endless arms; k1kt •-AR sasisaryanetram _RTq7M
whose eyes are the moon and the sun; tw-Tp-•-rI dipta-hutdsa-vaktram- whose

mouth is like the blazing fire;
visvam idam - this world; 9W7-

qrIlm svatejasd tapantam -

as one who heats/energises

' Taittiriyopanisad- 2-7-1
2 ut - even; aram -

by his own light; f

a fraction of; antaram- difference.
Taittifryopanisad- 3-10-6
Taittiriyopanisad- 2-9-1

H

Tq'
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I see you as one who has no beginning, middle or end, with endless arms
and the moon and the sun for your eyes, and a mouth like the blazing fire,
who heats/energises this world by his own light.
'In this cosmic form I see you with no beginning nor end nor any middle between
the two, anddimadhyintam,' says Arjuna. Anywhere he looks, in every direction,
Arjuna finds only the vivsarapa, the cosmic form. Not only that, now he sees why
Krsna is almighty, and says, 'You have anantavirya, a Sakti or power that has no
limit.' Then again Arjuna sees him with hands (and legs) everywhere, anantabdhu.
And he sees this cosmic form as Aasi-surya-netra-aform that has the sun and the
moon as the eyes. This is part of the classic description given for visualisation and
meditation upon the cosmic form. The sun and the moon are the eyes, the space is the
body, heaven is the head, and prthivi the feet. If there is a cosmic form for the Lord,
viewed from this planet, what could his eyes be other than the sun and moon?
Hutdaa means one who eats all that is offered to him. That is fire. And that fire is
dipta-hutaba a very well-lighted blazing fire. 'I see the blazing fire as your mouth,
vaktra.' And I also see you as heating up, energising, the entire world, svatejasd
vigvamidam tapantam.

7&ViTfVlqR

ff

qTi
cf
ffý

IIR: I

dydvdprthiuyoridamantaramhi
vydptam tvayaikena disasca sarvdh
drstvddbhutam riipamugramtavedam
lokatrayam pravyathitammahdtman

Verse 20

Tq"
3,dyadu-prthivyoh idam
antaram - this space between heaven and earth; f-T: •
t-: dinah ca sarvidh - and
all the quarters; f* hi - indeed; Er Tcý7 tvayd ekena - by you alone; 5MWR
vylptam - (is) pervaded; r i'f, Tq[r tava idam rupam - this form of yours;
TWrR

mahatman -

O! Lord;

InlT-ifi•of:

31a 1 adbhutam - which is wondrous; 3V4 ugram - frightening; WT drstvd having seen; tTcqq lokatrayam - the three worlds; woq(r
pravyathitam- (are)

shaken
Indeed, this (space) in between heaven and earth and all the quarters are
pervaded by you as one (form). O! Lord, seeing this wondrous,
frightening form of yours, the three worlds are shaken.
Arjuna sees this cosmic form ofKrsna pervading the entire space. He says, 'The
space between heaven and earth, called antariksa, I see is pervaded by you as one
person. Similarly, all the quarters, disasca sarvih, east, west, north, south, then
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north-east, north-west, south-east, south-west, and so on, all of them are pel vaded by you
alone. Anywhere I look I find your form alone.' He sees that the whole jagat is livara.
Naturally, everything is going to be included.
He addresses Krsna here as mahdtman, the one whose atma is mahan,
all-pervasive, accommodating the whole creation.
This cosmic form is adbhuta, something wondrous, which has never been seen
before. Then again it is ugra, most frightening and seeing this, drstva, all the three
worlds, lokatrayam, are shaken by it, pravyathita. It is not that they are really shaken.
This is only Arjuna's way of saying how frightened he is. The form is so overwhelming
that seeing it, all the people in the three worlds should be shaken. How can the cosmic
form be frightening? Only if it is seen separate from yourself. That is Arjuna's problem.
If he had included his form in that form, there would be no problem. If you are
everything, who is to be frightened of what? Only from a second thing can there be
fear-dvityadt hi bhayam bhavati. And there would be no second thing if he had
included himself. Even after seeing this vision, Arjuna remained basically the same. He
has softened a little and understood certain things but nothing more than that. In fact he
did not really have a cosmic vision. How can a vision excluding yourself be cosmic? It is
like a wave seeing the 'entire' ocean minus itself. It is not seeing the entire ocean.
Arjuna only saw a world within the form of Krsna and, therefore, was frightened. In the
next verse he talks about his fright.
Saikara introduces this verse by reminding us of Arjuna's dilemma in the second
chapter. He had said that he did not know, which outcome of the war would be better,
victory or defeat, 'Killing whom, we do not wish to live, those are the people standing
before me, te avasthitdh pramukhe." In order to resolve that, Bhagavan presented
enough features in his cosmic form for Arjuna to infer a decisive victory for the
Pdindava clan and the fate of all the Dhartardstras.Seeing that, Arjuna said the
following.

+fitq

H^
t
f*<
(?qNn:
Th j'i rWnT::

am1 hi tvdm surasaAghavifanti
kecidbhitdh praihjalayogrnanti
svastityuktvd maharsisiddhasaighah
stuvanti tvdm stutibhihpuskaldbhih

I

II
uRX

Verse 21

indeed; il* vflT: ami surasaigdh - these hosts of good people; PT¶
(c4W% tuam visanti - are entering into you; Mft kecit - some; 9TT: bhitdh frightened; SIT3ZV
: praiijalayah- with hands folded; 7r#T grnanti - pray;
V-

S hi -

' Gtl - 2-6
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--- rwT: maharsi-siddha-sahghdh-

the group of rsis and siddhas (yogis); W1

3T
T iti uktva - having said thus; jF5tif:
'Let there be well-being';
tvam
Tf: puskalabhih stutibhih - with praises full of meaning; -rR TýiF

svasti -

stuvanti - worship you

Indeed, these hosts of good people are entering into you. Some who are
frightened pray with hands folded. The group of rsis and siddhas
(yogis), having said, 'Let there be well-being,' worship you with praises
full of meaning.
These hosts of good people, surasarighas,SaAkara says, are the devatds like the
Vasus as well as good men who have come down to remove the burden upon the earth.
This burden is not the population, as the Malthusian theory claims. According to Robert
Thomas Malthus, the economist, the population increases at a faster rate than its means
of subsistence and unless it is checked by war, among other things, there will be
widespread poverty and degradation. But it is not population that burdens the earth. It is
the growth of adharma that burdens the earth. The company of any number of good
people is not a disturbance. But if there is one problematic person, everything can be
ruined. It is something like eating a bad peanut. No matter how good the other peanuts
are, once the bad one enters your mouth, that is the end of it. Your mouth and stomach
are spoiled.
Similarly here, the weight upon the earth is the predominance, pracurya, of
adharma. That is why Bhagavan said that he would come whenever there is a decline
in dharma-yadayadd hi dharmasya glanirbhavati-notwhenever there is excess

population. In order to cut down the weight of adharma, these good people,
surasahghas,come. Even individually, adharma does weigh you down. Whenever you
do a wrong thing, it pains your heart. That is the weight. When it becomes predominant
upon the earth, these people who are all born of the devas come here in the form of
human beings. 'All of them are entering into you,' Arjuna says. All these various human
beings, manusyas who have come here from the devalokas, are all entering into
Bhagavdn. What does it mean? It means, 'I see them dying.'
Among those who are assembled in the battlefield, some of them, kecit, are
frightened, bhitdh. On both sides, the soldiers, and even the chieftains and great warriors
are afraid. Drona,Bhisma, Karna, Jayadratha,and so on are not ordinary people, yet

they are afraid. Nevertheless, they have come. Either they are convinced of the cause or
they have been conscripted by Duryodhana, the king. But even if one is convinced one
should fight, when the situation finally presents itself, everything is different. The
bravado with which the challenge was made dissipates in the face of the reality of the
battle. All problems arise only at that time. In any challenging situation, whether it is a
battle or public speaking, there is always a last-minute fright.
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These frightened warriors stand with hands folded quietly saluting the Lord,
praljalayahgrnanti. All dressed in armour, standing in the middle of the battlefield
with this very rough exterior, they are frightened inside and are offering salutations to
the Lord. These are our arta-bhaktas,devotees in distress. Grnanti,they salute, quietly
repeating all the verses they learned when they were young.
Sankara adds that there are others who are so frightened that they are not even
capable of running away. How can they, when they know that Duryodhana will kill
them? They are also frantically imploring Bhagavun inside.
The sages are also praying. There are two types of sages, the maharsis, like
Vasis.tha, who are vaidikas, and the siddhas, like Kapila, who are yogis. Both groups,

SaAkara mentions here, are seeing bad omens on the battlefield that foreshadow the
coming destruction. Therefore, they prayed, 'Let there be well-being, suasti,' meaning,
'Let the impending destruction not be total.' Having made this prayer, they worship you
with praises that are full of meaning, svasti iti uktut stuvanti tvam stutibhih

puskalabhih,to mollify the inevitable destruction.
There are others who are also able to see the cosmic form without being given a
special divya-caksus. Arjuna tells who they are in the next verse.

^re~femgir

Tc ^ - er~

T PwfrRr
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rudrddityd vasavo ye ca sddhyd
visue'svinau marutahcosmapadca
gandharvayaksasurasiddhasahghd
viksante tvai vismitdcaiva sarve

"Verse 22

Il4rI l: rudrdditydh - rudras and ddityas; Ir : vasavah - vasus; -f ye ca and those who are; Tltz•: sddhydh - sadhyas; J47 visve - viivadevas; a3fi
ca - and
ismapdh
s
asvinau - asvins; W5r-: 4 marutahca - and maruts; 3•7tl:
ca
gandharva-yaksa-asura-siddha-saighdh
ar
usmapds; Tg-Tf-T-3Tf- -fr-9-T:
?TT sarve viksante
- all; h4t
- gandharvas,yaksas, asuras and siddhas; i
vismitdh (san) - (being struck) with great
tvam - are looking at you; fkfRil: (-T)
wonder; tE:eva -

indeed

The rudras and adityas, the vasus and those who are sadhyas,
viSvedevas, asvins, maruts, iusmapas, and the host of gandharvas,

yaksas, asuras and siddhas are all looking at you being struck with
great wonder indeed.
All the devatds, the eleven rudras, twelve ddityas, eight vasus, and a certain

group of devas called sddhyas are looking at this cosmic form along with Arjuna. Also
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the visvedevas, the two agvins and the seven groups of marut-devatas. Then -there are
the iismapas from the pitrlokas, and the group of gandharvas,yaksas, asuras, and

siddhas. All of them see you and are astonished-viksante tvdm vismitah ca eva
sarve. Gandharvas are the celestial musicians some of whom have onomatopoeic
names like Hdhd, Hihiz, that characterise their singing. Then there is another type of
celestials called yaksas headed by Kubera, the presiding deity of wealth. And there are
asuras-not ordinary asuras because then they would not be able to see ISvara, but
exalted souls like Virocana, son of Prahlddaand father of Mahabali who underwent a
dramatic conversion to proper thinking. Then there were the siddhas like Kapila etc.
'All of them, the whole host of them see you with great wonder,' Arjuna says. He sees
all these exalted beings awe struck as they view the cosmic form. Then further:

ripam mahatte bahuvaktranetram
mahdbdho bahubdhairupddam
bahiidarambahudamstrakardlam
drstva lokdh pravyathitdstathaham

Verse 23

mahdbdho - O! Mighty armed; - te - your; WRTr FW mahat riupam 7UqW
-h• bahu-vaktra-netram - of many mouths and eyes;
immeasurable form;-,r'
bahu-bdhu-iru-pddam - of many arms, thighs and feet; |--T^---'3-mTR
-bahu-damstrd-kardlam- of many projecting teeth; MT drstvd - seeing;
T[
"i-T: lokah - people; qfdl': pravyathitdh - are afraid; ?TW37' tathd aham -

so am I
O! Mighty armed, seeing your immeasurable form of many mouths and
eyes, of many arms, thighs and feet and of many projecting teeth the
people are afraid and so am I.
Your form, Lord, is mahat, is inconceivable, immeasurable. That is wonderful.
But the problem here is, Arjuna is frightened. He makes it very clear here. He does not
know how to deal with such a form. Suppose we see a creature from another planet. How
will we respond? Even though it may be harmless, we will be frightened because our
minds move in a categorical fashion. If we come across a new creature, we must
categorise it. Then we feel safe. But anything we cannot categorise is a problem because
it is seen as a potential threat.
Here Arjuna sees countless mouths and millions of varieties of eyes of all kinds of
colour, some blue, some green, some yellow or red-all in one form.
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It is Krsna, who is addressed here as mahabdho and not Arjuna. And Krsna who
was earlier seen as mahabdhu, mighty armed, now has become bahu-bdhu-irupddam. He has not two but many arms, bahu-bdhu, as well as many thighs, bahutru,
and feet, bahu-pdda. And more than that, Arjuna sees many canine teeth projecting
from the gaping mouth of the cosmic form, bahu-damstrd-kardlam. That is what
makes him so frightened. The rdksasas typically have two canines protruding, which
gives them a frightening appearance. With many canines, what fear would this cosmic
form strike in Arjuna's heart? Besides this, there are many stomachs bahu-udara.Like
a shark, half the body is teeth, the other half is a stomach.
'Seeing this, people are frightened, and so am I.' Not many people have seen this
form, but whoever has, Sakara adds, would be shaken by fear. Whether they would or
not, Arjuna says here, 'I am afraid.'
Later he says, 'Your mouth seems to be always open and I see all the
Dhdrtardstras,the sons of Dhrtardstra,entering into it like moths falling into the fire.
They are all caught between your teeth and munched by the jaws of death called time. I
see you devouring the whole lot of them and therefore, it is frightening.' Then he asks,
'Tell me, who are you?' When he asked Krsna to assume this form he did not know
what he was in for. Now he finds that what he has asked for is too much for him to
handle. So, he asks Krsna to return to his original form and give him further knowledge.
At any time the creation is non-separate from the Lord. The Lord is independent of
the creation, but the creation can never be independent of the Lord. Though the creation
is nothing but igvara, you do not see TIvara, because you are limited by your perceptive
powers. The sense organs have limited capacity for perception and the further limitation
of not seeing things accurately. Sometimes they even see things, which are not there.
Even if your sense organs are not defective, what you see is always a part of what is
there; so, you cannot appreciate the whole. Here Arjuna has a chance to see almost the
whole (minus himself) because of the grace of Krsna. Seeing the cosmic form, he is
even able to make a clear inference that Krsna is the cause of the creation, the one who
is to be understood. Therefore, Arjuna has the advantage of seeing something more than
what his sense organs, especially the eyes, can see.
Because he separates himself from this vision, he is afraid. That is what is pointed
out here. It was said, the Lord gave him a divya-caksus. If he had included himself in
the vision, it would not be divya-caksus but jf•tina-caksus. Had his vision been nondual, he would have gained fearlessness, abhaya-prathisthdmzvindate. There cannot be
a source of fear because you can only be afraid of something other than yourself. But if
there is anything other than yourself, however small, that division is enough to cause
fear, fear of everything else. What is not you is so vast; it is infinite and you are so very
small and insignificant. If you see something as big as the whole cosmos, minus
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yourself, as Arjuna did, you will be even more frightened. Even what is in the range of
our Limited perceptive powers is too much to deal with. Everything seems to be so big.
If you look at the stars and think about the distances involved, it is staggering. If
you are able to see much more than the eyes can see, you will definitely be frightened.
That is what happened to Arjuna. Even though he wanted to see this cosmic form, he did
not know what he was in for and now all he wants is some peace.
The reason for Arjuna's fear, Saikara says, is told in the next verse.
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nabhahsprsamdiptamanekavarnam
vydttdnanam diptavidilanetram
drstvd hi tvdm pravyathitantaratmd
dhrtim na vinddmi samam ca visno
fmwft visno -

O! Visnu; MTM tvdm -

Verse 24

you; a-T:PT, nabhahsprsam-

(as) one who

F aneka-varnam - of
is touching the heavens; ifT dlptam - effulgent; 3S -Wi*
diptavydtta-dnanam - open mouthed; rtt-f-htri-'
numerous forms; 5Tq-3TWF
vitala-netram -

with large brilliant eyes; !MT f drstvd hi -

indeed, seeing; Irf3FT-

3TRRTT pravyathita-antardtmd(san) - being one whose mind is deeply disturbed;
%fiý dh.rtim - courage; WRT - samam ca - or composure; ;T faBT na vinddmi
- I do not find
Indeed, seeing you as one who is touching the heavens, effulgent, of
numerous forms, open mouthed and with large brilliant eyes, O! Visnu, I,
whose mind is deeply disturbed, do not find courage or composure.
Arjuna saw Krsna everywhere; so, he now addresses him as Visnu, the one who
is all-pervasive, an appropriate word. Here he is literally being seen as Visnu. Arjuna
sees Krsna here as one who touches the heavens, nabhah-sprSa. It means he sees no
end to his form; everything is pervaded by him. And this form is so effulgent, dipta, and
aneka-varna.Varna means that by which something is understood, varnyate anena iti

varnah. It can mean either form or colour. Here it refers to the form. Saikara adds,
numerous frightening forms. We know a few things that invoke fear, like the reptiles and
even the cockroach. And some of the sea creatures are really frightening. Many forms
that we never see, Arjuna is seeing right now-beings of different forms and colours,
some with horns, others with da•ms tras, canine teeth. Definitely it is frightening.
Sahkara says that they are of various configurations, nand-samsthanah.Their limbs
are assembled in a variety of different ways. When they are put together so differently
we get varieties of reptiles, flying animals, walking animals, crawling animals and
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besides that, all these diverse human beings and celestial beings. Some of them are very
beautiful, of course, but some of them are frightening. The one who consists of these
variously assembled forms is aneka-varna.Though it is one form, Arjuna sees all these
multifarious forms severally, and he is frightened.
Arjuna says, 'I see you as one whose mouth is open, vyatta-anana,meaning he is
swallowing everything, who is, in other words, kdla, time. And he sees this form as
having numerous eyes that are huge and brilliant, dipta-visdla-netra.Seeing Krsna in
this form Arjuna says, 'My mind is deeply disturbed and I am pravyathita-antaratma.'
He is really alarmed now. Sahkara says that he is exceedingly frightened, prabhita.
Being so, 'I have no courage-dhrtim na vinddmi. He cannot bear to see this form any
longer. There are both good and frightening aspects to the cosmic form but the
frightening ones have overshadowed all the good. In the beginning he was awestruck by
the magnificence of the cosmic form but once his attention was drawn to the frightening
aspect of the creation, he became fixated upon it and saw only that. This is how the mind
works. Once you begin seeing things that are wrong, it will not be long before you find
that everything is wrong. The mind develops a fixation. And so, Arjuna says, 'I don't
have the fortitude, dhrti, to continue to look at you.' Moreover, 'I have no composure,
Sama.' When he first saw the cosmic form, his mind was filled with wonder. Now that is
all transformed into fear. Why is this so? He elaborates in the next verse.
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damstrakaraldnica te mukhani
drstvaiva kdalnalasannibhdni
digo najane na labhe ca sarma
prasidadeveSa jagannivdsa

Tr

Verse 25

drstva eva - indeed, seeing; A ysF1f te mukhani - your faces; T--TorfT

dams.trd-kardldni -

kalacaT-i-E-lf'fiIl
ca

which have protruding canines;

anala-sannibhani- equivalent to the fire of dissolution; fr:

T7t

difah na jane -

I do not know the directions; 7 ~t W na labhe ca - and I do not get (do not have); 4
sarma - peace; W4i prasida - be pleased; k&T devega - O! Lord of the gods;

IANicT jagannivasa- O! Lord, in whom the world exists
Indeed, seeing your faces, which have protruding canines and are
equivalent to the fire of dissolution, I do not know the directions and I
have no peace. Be pleased, O! Lord of the gods, O! Lord in whom the
world exists.
'Your faces all have protruding teeth,' dams.trd-kardldnica te mukhini. All the

faces within the cosmic form are made repulsive and frightening by these damstras.
BG \ol I

- 20
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Even a human canine is not a very pleasant sight. But the canines of a cat or a dog, and
much more so, of a wild animal, like a tiger, have a fierce appearance. Because they are
meant for tearing flesh, the canines are always frightening. And here, all the faces seen
by Arjuna have these canines, damstras,exposed. Even though these creatures may be
benign, their appearance is terrifying. That is a papayoni. Any body that is frightening to
look at, is considered a pdpa-garlra.Seeing all this, Arjuna is frightened.
He likens what he is seeing to the dissolution, pralaya, when it is said that a great
conflagration will consume the entire creation. Everything will be burnt in that
all-consuming fire, called kdla-anala.Anala means that which never has enough, alam
na vidyate yasya iti analah. The more you feed it, the more it wants. That is anala,

fire. Seeing all these mouths with their canines protruding, swallowing everything in
sight, Arjuna compares it to the fire, which destroys everything at the end of the cycle.
Besides this, he says, 'I do not know the quarters, didah na jdne. Seeing this form,
I do not know, which is east, which is west, which is north, which is south. I have no
idea, because wherever I look, you are there.' He does not know where the sun rises,
where it sets. He finds all kinds of suns and moons; therefore, he does not even know
whether it is day or night. All the suns and the moons are shining at the same time and
are dazzling his eyes. It is a problem for him because he says, 'I have no happiness-na
labhe ca Sarma. In the beginning he had some amusement but not any more. There is no
longer any joy in seeing this cosmic form.
Then he implores Bhagavan to restore his tranquillity. Addressing him as devela,
Lord of all the gods, Arjuna says, 'May you become pleased now, prasida.' Reinforcing
his entreaty, Arjuna addresses Krsna a second time as jagannivusa, the one in whom
the world exists. 'May you be pleased, so that you can bless me,' is Arjuna's prayer.
Arjuna's doubt about who would win the war is resolved by what he sees now.

4Tit i Trt TdIM
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ami ca tvidm dhrtardstrasyaputrah
sarve sahaivdvanipdlasahghaih
bhismo dronah sitaputrastathdsau
sahasmadlyairapiyodhamukhyaih

cfffm ; Tnq
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vaktrdni te tvaramand vidanti
damstrdkardldnibhaydnakani
kecidvilagnd daSandntaresu

Verse 26
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sandrgyantecdrnitairuttamdnfgaih

Verse 27

pf - -g aml ca sarve - and all these; dmlrr •T: dhrtardstrasyaputrdh - sons
of Dhrtardstra;WT7 saha eva - along with; 3a#--R-7t-: avani-pala-saighaih
- host of kings; (?qtfrl: tvaramandh - hurriedly; faiTl
vilanti - they enter;)
Tm tvdm - you; 3tf api - and also; if* : bhismah - Bhisma; •T: dronah Drona; ?IT 3TfT-:
tath/ asau sataputrah - so too this Karna; 3iaT
:
e^l #: W asmadlyaih yodhamukhyaih saha - along with our important fighters;
TWtplr: tvaramandh - hurriedly; fkirfi
visanti - they enter; Inft te vaktrdni

-

your mouths; T1i{i<'if|

damstrdkaralani-

with projecting canines; 'q4n

M|f#q

bhaydnakdni - frightening; tfT kecit - some; qHA
da4andntaresu between the teeth; f45: +q1
vilagndh sandrgyante - are seen-sticking; t'"A|:
T7qt: ciirnitaihuttamdrigaih- with their heads crushed

And all these sons of Dhrtardstra,along with hosts of kings, (hurriedly
enter) you. And also Bhisma, Drona and Karna along with our most
important fighters hurriedly enter your frightening mouths with
projecting canines. Some, are seen sticking between the teeth with their
heads crushed.
As he is seeing it, Arjuna says, 'All these people are hurriedly entering into your
frightening mouths with projecting canines--te vaktrdni damstrd-kardlani
bhayanakdni tvaramandh visanti. Whom does he see? All these sons of Dhrtardstra,
dhrtardstrasyaami sarve putraih, are seen to be entering into these mouths along with
the hosts of kings, sahaiva avani-pila-sarighaih.Avani means earth and avani-palas

are those who protect the earth, the rulers. Various kings and chieftains have assembled
for the impending battle and Arjuna sees all of them now entering into these mouths.
Further, he sees the grand old man of the kuru family, the imposing, invincible Bhisma
and Drona, his own teacher of archery. They are both on the other side as is Karna,
sdta-putra, the son of a charioteer. Even though he was the son of Kunti, no one here
knows this except Krsna and Kuntl. Even Arjuna does not yet know that this is his own
brother standing in the enemy's camp. Along with all these are seen his own peoplewhom he refers to as 'asmadlyas, our own people who are yodha-mukhyas, fighters
who are so important in the battle'-like Dhrstadyumna, Drupada, Abhimanyu,
Virata, and so on.

'All of them are entering into your mouth,' says Arjuna. They are not just entering
but rushing into these mouths of destruction-tvaramdanihvisanti, with great hurry
they seem to enter. What kind of mouths are they entering into? Frightening,
bhaydnakdni, because of their rows and rows of canine teeth sticking out all over,
damstrd-kardldni.Some of those who have entered are seen sticking between the teeth,
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vilagnah daSanantaresu.'Bhisma, Drona, Karna, Duryodhana and so on are all in

the process of being devoured by you.' Lord Krsna has shown Arjuna, what is going to
happen. They are all being chewed up by the teeth of time. It would be something like
seeing a film of your own growth on a speeded up projector. The changes would be so
rapid that it would be frightening. Especially seeing yourself age so quickly. The same
thing is happening here. It is similar here. The process of life is quickened and shown to
Arjuna. These people are seen, sandrgyante,with their heads being crushed, cirnitaih
uttamdrigaih, being masticated by the mouth of time. Uttama-ahga means the
important part, the head.
How are all these people entering into the mouths of destruction? Arjuna
describes this using two examples.

?W ?W ft -TiFf4

½4Ft
f4T&1 ci#T*fNTJ

I

11I

yathd nadindm bahavo'mbuvegah
samudramevabhimukhadravanti
tathr tavami naralokavird
vikanti vaktranyabhivijvalanti

Verse 28

nadindm bahavah ambu-vegah - the
r:
4t T 3T1T:
ZT yathd - just as;
many swift-moving waters of the rivers; -TP t' samudram eva - to the ocean
alone; 3-TFj : 3f^ abhimukhdh dravanti - flow towards; WT tathd - so too;
nara-loka-virah- heroes of the world of men; vaktrdni - mouths;
tava - your; 3tFfcqEr abhivijvalanti- the burning; tcici
visanti - enter
Tc¶KT

aTf aml - these; ;R-F;-*ihT:

Just as the many swift-moving waters of the rivers flow towards the
ocean alone, so too, these heroes of the world of men enter your burning
mouths.
Z1 11 W2 t

0

7dT k4F ;i^

E Tmlf f•fiT
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yathd pradiptamjvalanam patanigd
visanti ndiiya samrddhavegdh
tathaiva nadiya visanti lokds
tavdpi vaktrani samrddhavegdh

Verse 29

as; t7iT: patahigah- moths; TFj pradiptam - glowing; u1
jvalanam - fire; T:-•rlT: samrddha-vegdh - at full speed; IT-TTq nasdya - for
destruction; fqTmf visanti - enter; ?-1T tatha - so too; t• eva - indeed; •-hC:

ZT yathd -just
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lokah - people; 3ai api - also; f W
samrddhavegdh - with great speed; rP1
-

| tava vaktrdni - your mouths; 9-f&•l:
nadya - for destruction; 14iiR viganti

enter

Just as moths enter a glowing fire at full speed for their destruction, so
too indeed, people also enter your mouths with great speed for their
destruction.
All these people are rushing into the jaws of death like the many rapid river waters
flowing towards the ocean, always keeping it in view, abhimukhdh. With the speed and
relentlessness of river waters hurrying to the ocean, these people are entering these
mouths of the cosmic form, which Arjuna says are, abhivijualanti,ablaze. Into these
burning, brilliant, devouring mouths of fire, these warriors, ami virah, are seen entering,
In the world of men, nara-loka,there are great courageous heroes like Bhisma. Arjuna
sees them all entering into the inferno of these mouths of death like how the rivers enter
into the ocean. The ocean here can be taken as virdt the cosmic form. Then the mouths
are the point of entry of the rivers, the confluence. Arjuna sees all these great warriors
entering into the mouths of death with great haste.
Through his mdya, Lord Krsna is showing him what is to come. Everything is
already decided. Whether Arjuna fights or not, these people are all going to die.
Therefore, Lord Krsna is going to tell him later, 'Just be an instrument-nimittamdtram bhava.'

Why are they entering into these mouths? Only for their destruction, ngddya, like
moths entering a flame. Moths are helplessly drawn to any fight, only to perish there.
With great enthusiasm and speed, they dive towards the brilliant light-for their
destruction. So too, all these people enter, lokdh visanti, into these burning mouths,
never to return. Not only that, to make matters worse, Bhagavun seems to be enjoying
all this.

rfA3uie
r^fitF

wmriT:

-dql*ci

PtTm*A
:I
^WqU fl^^hoflUI: Wmd# fs#t l3oH

lelihyase grasamdnahsamant&llokdn
samagrdnvadanairjvaladbhih
tejobhirdpiryajagatsamagram
bhdsastavogrdhpratapantivisno

T•rTm: grasamanah -

swallowing;

iT

samantdt -

Verse 30

totally; VfWJF *ti;'

samagran lokdn- all the people; '3f': jualadbhih - burning; T• : vadanaih with mouths; 35ft lelihyase - you lick again and again; f' 3lT: tava ugrah -

your cruel; ntR: bhdsah - flames;

-ffr4:

31

tejobhih purya - filling up with
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brilliance; YPTF WTr'
bur; awft visno -

jagat samagram -

the entire world; VMf

pratapanti-

O! Visnu

Completely swallowing all the people with your burning, brilliant
mouths, you lick again and again. Filling up the entire world with
brilliance, your cruel flames bum, O! Visnu!
Bhagavan does not seem in any way sympathetic here. On the contrary, he seems
to be relishing this destruction, smacking his lips and devouring everything in sight with
we eat
great gusto. Lelihyase means you put your tongue out and enjoy, like we do when
honey. Bhagavan seems to have a taste for this destruction. He is devouring them
totally, samantat. Who are they? The entire world of people, lokan samagrdn, who are
entering into his mouths.
How does he enjoy? Swallowing them with his jualadbhih, burning, vadanaih
mouths. Arjuna says, 'Filling it up with brilliance, tejobhih apSrya, your cruel flames
are burning the entire world, tavograh bhdsah jagat samagram pratapanti.' These

scorching flames completely envelop and consume everything. This is Arjuna's
description of the process of destruction as he sees it taking place within the cosmic
form.
When he asked for this vision, Arjuna expected to see something wonderful, and
he did. But he was not prepared for the other side of it. Bhagavan is not only the one
who sustains everything, but the destroyer too. What Arjuna is seeing here is the
destruction that is constantly taking place in the creation. It is a necessary part of
creation, so has to be included in a vision of the cosmos. The continuous process of
destruction, creation, and sustenance is iSvara. But the destructive aspect is not easy to
look at.
Because he did not expect this, Arjuna says here:

fa-Fa
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dkhyahi me ko bhavdnugraripo
namo'stu te devvaaraprasida
vijidtumicchdmi bhauantamddyam
na hi prajandmi tava pravrttim
3TFrf dkhyahi - please tell; - me -

for my sake; 7:

you?; 3ST•: ugraripah (who has this) terrible form;-

Verse 31
-cfkah bhavan -

T deva-vara -

who are

0! Exalted

prasida- be
A namah astu te - salutations to you; v•
among the gods; r:: 3
.H
gracious; 9Rm bhavantam - you; 3sr tdyam - (who are) the cause; 'f1
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vijidtum -

to know; TTI

icchami -

Iffqpravrttim - activity;

I wish;

f

because; M tava -

hi -

your;

wHIRf naa prajandmi- I do not at all understand

Please tell, for my sake, who are you, who has (this) terrible form?
Salutations to you, O! Exalted among the gods; be gracious. I wish to
know you, the cause, because I do not at all understand your actions.
Seeing all this destruction and seeing the future, Arjuna is a little confused.
Therefore, he says, 'For my sake, please tell me, who you are, who has this terrible
form.' Imploring him, he says, 'Unto you, my salutations-te namah astu; O! Exalted
among the gods, devavara, be gracious.' This time, Arjuna asks to know Krsna
specifically as the cause of the creation. 'I want to clearly know you, as adya, the one
who is at the beginning of everything-vijitum icchami bhavantam ddyam.' Why?
'Because I do not at all understand your actions.' The prefix pra enhances the meaning
of jdndmi. 'You seem to be intent on destroying all these people. Who are you? I
thought you were Visnu, the one who protects everybody. Now I find you destroying
everything. Are you Visnu, the protector, or Siva, the destroyer, I do not know,
therefore, please tell me.'
Bhagavan answers:

^SPI ^T 1 <c

t1
4fi^saf

TT:

?ict^ ¶

4 n: Im I

Aribhagavanuvaca
kAlo'smi lokaksayakrt pravrddho
lokdn samahartumihapravrttah
rte'pi tvdm na bhavisyanti sarve
ye'vasthitahpratyanikesuyodhdh

Verse 32

uvaca - said;
NSiMr9 Sribhagavdn - Sri Bhagavan;3Z
loka-ksaya-krt - the destroyer of
3T1
M: kdlah asmi - I am time; •tW-kq'w'
47
people; •:": pravrddhah - expanded; 7 iha - here; *IFTI lokn - people;
T IT rte api
samdhartum - to destroy; WV': pravrttah- engaged; ~ 3fa
lir'i

tva - even without you; 31tI

pratyanikesu - in opposing armies; 4 aT&fRal: ye

avasthitah- those who stand; (A) 4 fit.: (te) sarve yodhdh qhfwRi na bhavisyanti - will not exist
Sri Bhagavdn said.

all those warriors; r
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I am time, the destroyer of people, the one who is expanded and whose
activity is to destroy people here. Even without you, all these warriors
who stand in opposing armies will not exist.

Bhagavan says this is another aspect of himself, not the sustaining aspect, which
is very beautiful but the destroying aspect. He calls himself kala, the time or death, the
one who brings about the destruction of people, loka-ksaya-krt. Here loka means
people. 'I am the time that brings an end to people, the Lord of death,' says the Lord.
Here he is expanded, pravrddha,into this cosmic form. So, Arjuna sees in the cosmic
form nothing but destruction. Arjuna wanted to know about his activity, pravrtti. Here
Bhagavan answers directly, 'My activity is to destroy people here.' 'Here' means at this
time and place. 'Here and now I am occupied with destroying all these people,' says
Bhagavan. Therefore, Arjuna is seeing him here as Rudra, the one whose task is to
destroy.
What is pointed out here is that the Lord is everything. He is not only the creator
and sustainer, but also the one who destroys. He is the very law that brings about
creation, sustenance, and destruction. Therefore, the Lord says, 'Even without you, rte
api tvd, all these people are not going to be here, na bhavisyanti.' Bhisma, Drona,
Karna, all those warriors, sarve yodhah, who are standing here, ye avasthitdh, in these

two opposing armies, pratyanlkas, will not be here, na bhavisyanti. On both sides,
those who are now standing poised for battle are not going to be there when this is all
over. They are destined for destruction. It is all part of how their karma unfolds. No one
can stop it. 'So, even without you, Arjuna, they will be destroyed,' says Bhagavan.
Even if there is a truce, they will be destroyed in some other way by Bhagavan in the
form of time, kala, and the law of karma. Then they will take another birth.
This being so,
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tasmdttvamuttisthayaao labhasva
jitud satran bhuhksva rdjyam samrddham
mayaivaite nihatahpirvameva
nimittamdtram bhava savyasacin

Verse 33

af uttistha - may you get up; WT: yaiah tvam
?'fT tasmdt - therefore; fT 3
jitua labhasva - may you gain; T-T satran - the enemies; fli
fame; W

conquering; qP'. mTr samrddham rajyam may you enjoy; TWr mayd - by Me; rgr
pFrvam nihatdh - are destroyed; 1-

bhurksva fTh:

the prosperous kingdom;

S-q

alone; ta ete - these;
already; T1 eva - indeed;

eva -

Chapter 11
f9,
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TW'nimittamdtram bhava -
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may you be merely an instrument; tCnx

savyasacin- O! Ambidextrous archer, Arjuna
Therefore, get up and gain fame. Conquering the enemies, enjoy the
prosperous kingdom. These (people) have already been destroyed by Me.
May you be merely an instrument, Arjuna.
'Tasmdt tvam uttistha-Therefore,may you get up. Please stand up and fight,'
says the Lord. The main idea conveyed here is 'May you do your duty.' This is the plea
of the whole Gita. Right at the start, Gitd makes it clear that only knowledge liberatesnothing else. If you want to be free, if you are a mumuksu, you must have jiiana. To
gain moksa there are two distinct life styles. One is a life of renunciation, sannydsa. The
other is karma-yoga, doing one's duty with sivardrpana-buddhi.Sometimes that duty
may be fighting a war, as it is here. This, however, is not merely a war but a fight for
justice, dharma.. The law of karma has made all this happen the way it has happened.
Arjuna has not in the least sought this war. But he is a ksatriya and his station in life
requires that he protects the law and order of the land. Therefore, he has to fight this war;
it is his duty. Therefore, when Krsna says, 'Therefore, get up and fight, Arjuna,' he is
saying, 'Do your duty. It is your job to protect dharma;so, do what has to be done.'
In so doing, Arjuna will get some additional benefits. 'May you gain fameyagah labhasva.' It will be known far and wide that Arjuna stood up for dharma. That
he was not intimidated by anything. Even though he had to stand against such stalwarts
.as Bhisma and Drona, he did not back down. He stood there and fought only to
establish justice. Therefore, the Lord tells him, 'Gaining a victory over the enemies here,
satrunjitvd,may you enjoy a prosperous kingdom, bhurksva rdjyam samrddham.'

Sahkara says that even though Bhisma and others are highly exalted warriors
who can commandeer thousands of chariots and whom not even the gods can defeat,
Arjuna was victorious over them. Because of that, he gained great fame. Such fame can
be achieved only by people who have a lot of punya, by the punya-purusas, not by
ordinary people. Once he has defeated these people, Arjuna will enjoy a prosperous
kingdom-a kingdom that is not beset with rivals. Sahkara adds that it will be an
unrivalled kingdom.
The Lord says, 'maya eva ete nihatih piirvam- these people are already
destroyed by Me.' This is significant. By the Lord as kala, the one who presides over the
law of karma, they are already destroyed. The time has come. Thus the Lord says, 'Be
merely an instrument, O! Savyasdcin-nimittamdtram bhava savyasdcin.' When a

fruit is fully ripe, if it falls in the wake of a gust of wind, that wind is only an instrument,
nimittamatram.The fruit was already ready to fall.
Arjuna is addressed here as savyasdcin, the one who can send arrows with his left
hand too. That is he is ambidextrous. He can use his right hand, of course, and if there is
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an occasion where it will be more efficient to use his left hand, he can do that too equally
well. Perhaps Krsna has used this epithet here to remind Arjuna of his prowess so that
he will be encouraged to fight. 'Therefore,' he says, 'may you be purely an instrument.'
is
All he has to do is to send some arrows. That is his part in the scheme of things. He
is
it
So,
want.
presented here with something, which he did not ask for and in fact did not
Krsna
very clear that it is his prdrabdha.There is a scheme behind all this. 'Therefore,'
says, 'do not bring your will into this and disturb the whole thing. Because, here, any
to
decision based on your will would be adharma. Your will must conform to 'what is
mere
be done.' And here, 'what is to be done' is very obvious. Therefore, get up and be a
instrument in the ensuing battle.'
arrows
Everything is waiting for you. All you have to do is to send some of those
"ofyours. The enemies will all fall like ninepins.
This is what is said in the next verse.

dronam ca bhismam cajayadrathamca
karnam tathdnyanapiyodhaviran
maya hatamstuamjahi ma vyathistha
yudhyasva jetdsi rane sapatndn

Verse 34

N 'q wnfq dronam ca bhismam ca jayadratham ca karnam
*4r -ES
t
"- Drona, Bhisma, Jayadrathaand Karna; UW tathd - as well as; 3T1F 7F
-Td mayd hatdn - who are
anydn yodha-virdn - other heroic warriors; WITM
(already) destroyed by Me; Fr - tvam jahi - may you destroy; -l &iiiZT: ma
jetdsi - you will
vyathisthdah - do not be afraid; pzUR yudhyasva - fight; Aftr-

tuw

conquer; TRIFm sapatnan - the enemies; *T rane -

in battle

May you destroy Drona, Bhisma, Jayadratha,and Karna as well as

other heroic warriors who are (already) destroyed by Me. Do not be
afraid; fight. You will conquer the enemies in battle.

Why does Krsna single out Bhlsma, Drona, Jayadrathaand Karna? Saikara

gives the reason that these are the most formidable of all the people on the other side. If
they can be defeated, there is no question of conquering the rest. By mentioning these
names, Krsna allays any fear Arjuna may have about losing the battle against people of
such well-known valour.
Drona was a master of Dhanurveda,one of the four upavedas like Ayurveda. In

this there are mantras,which add to the efficacy of the missiles as well as the means of
acquiring and using celestial weapons. More than that, Droa-is Arjuna's teacher. How
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is he going to stand against him in battle? Then there is Bhisma, who was the beloved
grandfather of Arjuna, who had the boon that he could decide the time of his own death.
This revered patriarch of the Kuru clan held his own in a duel with ParaSurama,an
avatara.Naturally Arjuna will have some doubt about how he is going to win against
such powerful foes. Jayadratha had a boon from his father that anyone who should
cause his head to fall to the ground would immediately lose his own head. Arjuna's
arch-enemy Karma who is equal to Arjuna in weaponry and prowess, is also standing
there waiting to kill him. Karna's only goal was to kill Arjuna. He was born through the
grace of Lord Sun himself to Kunti and had the special astra, sakti, given to him by
Lord Indra.

These are all people who cannot be touched. And they are all the important people
in Duryodhana'sarmy, the ones who are in front of Arjuna right now. Understandably
he had some doubt as to whether he can defeat these formidable warriors.
Besides these there were other warriors, yodha-viras. But Krsna assures Arjuna
here, 'They are all already destroyed by Me, and may you kill these who are already
killed by Me-maya hatan tvam jahi.' This means that Arjuna does not have to do
anything. They have already brought about their own destruction. Bhagavan simply
presides over the law of karma, by which they will reap the destruction they have
sought. Nobody can stop it. Therefore, Krsna says, 'May you kill them-tvam jahi.'
As was said in the last verse, only by being an instrument, nimittamdtrena, may
you destroy them. They are already ripe for destruction. And hence Krsna continues,
"Do not be afraid-ma vyathisthah. You will conquer these enemies in the battlefieldjetdsi rane sapatndn. Yudhyasva-you fight. Even though they have special powers,

these great men already have an appointment with Lord Death. You are not going to stop
that.'
Now Saiijaya speaks again. The entire Gita is nothing but Saiijaya reporting to
Dhrtardstraas to what was happening on the battle field. Most of it is the verbatim
dialogue between Krsna and Arjuna but here Saiijaya says in his words.
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sahjaya uudca
etacchrutvd vacanam kesavasya
krtdijalirvepamdnahkiriti

namaskrtvd bhuya evaha krsnam
sagadgadambhitabhltahpranamya

Verse 35
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rutva
mgdq Rnesavasya - of Krsna; lT E ff etat vacanam - these words; jfiT
- hearing; Tdili: krtaijalih - with folded hands; t4• F: vepamanah -

trembling; fetif kir.ti - Arjuna, the one who wears a crown; 'RT krsnam bhitabhitah - being very afraid;
:kit:
namaskrtvd - saluting; i
Krsna; W9I^?
7plt pranamya- saluting; 7 T17 bhiya eva - in a faltering voice; 3W aha - spoke

indeed again;

T sagadgadam
Tl-rW

Saijaya said:

Hearing these words of Krsna, Arjuna, with folded hands (and)
trembling, saluting Krsna, being very afraid, and saluting (again), spoke
again in a faltering voice.
Sahkara explains Arjuna's condition here. Stricken with pain, he is overcome
with fear. And because of the rapture springing up in him, he is overwhelmed with
affection. His eyes are filled with tears and his throat is choked with intense conflicting
emotions. Therefore, his words are not very clear and are faltering, sagadgada. Then
too, he is very frightened, bhita-bhita, and being so repeatedly saluting, pranamya, he
talks again. Fear has overtaken him again.
Sahkara makes a note here that Saijaya has a motive in saying this to
Dhrtardstra.Just now Lord Krsna pointed out that Drona, Bhisma, Jayadrathaand

Karna have already been destroyed by him as have been the other warriors. So, all
Arjuna has to do here is to be an instrument, nimittamatra.If these great heroes are
destroyed, Duryodhana will have no support because his whole strength lies in them.
Without these four, he would never have started the war. Dhrtardstraknows this. So,
when he hears that they are already destroyed, he knows that his son is destroyed.
Without these four, Bhima will fulfil his vow and kill Duryodhana. Sahjaya expects
that once Dhrtardstra hears this, he would give up all hope of a victory for

Duryodhana and therefore, seek a truce. If Dhrtards.tratells Duryodhana to seek a

truce, he has to do it, otherwise Bhisma, Drona etc., will not ally themselves with him.
They are waiting for such an opportunity. He has to listen to his father's words.
Otherwise, Bhisma and the others will withdraw. But then, Dhrtarastradid not hear.
When the message was so clear, why would he not hear? Because of the force of what
was meant to happen, bhavitavya-vadat.It was destiny. Otherwise Duryodhana would
continue on, not being punished for all his wrongdoing. Dhrtardstra'sjudgement is
clouded by his attachment for his sons and he is not able to stop the war because it is
destiny that Duryodhanabe destroyed.
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31MU, -a= I
7fflft *TPi

W TeT

^*a

-TIPI

f^T:

IRik II
11^

arjuna uvuca
sthdne hrsikesa tava prakirtya
jagatprahrsyatyanurajyateca
raksamsi bhitani dido dravanti
sarve namasyantica siddhasamghdh
3faW: arjunah-- Arjuna; \I' uvaca - said;
WT4 sthdne - it is proper; WiT hrsLkesa - Krsna; •

Verse 36
ct

tava prakirtya -

a
(i•T jagatprahrsyati- the world rejoices; 3ar
by singing your praises; WM?
bhitani raksamsi - the frightened
if
anurajyate ca - and is devoted; filTf
riksasas;si-r dravanti- run; wT: digah -

all; f94rl: siddhasangach -

in all directions;

4 - sarve ca -

the hosts of siddhas; ;qPjR namasyanti -

and

salute

(you)
Arjuna said:

It is proper Krsna, that by singing your praises the world rejoices and is
devoted (to you), the frightened raksasasrun in all directions and all the
hosts of siddhas salute (you).
This is the portion, which is commonly read as a prayer. Krsna is addressed here
as hrsikesa, which, as we have seen before, means 'the Lord of all sense organs,
hrs.ikdndm, indriyanam isah, who is paramdtmd. Sthane is an indeclinable, which

means 'what is proper.' What is proper? 'By singing your praises, tava prakirtya, the
world rejoices, jagat prahrsyati.' By singing and by hearing Bhagavan's glories,
Saikara says, people in this world find great joy. It is but proper, sthdne. Arjuna is
able to say this because he knows now that there is no excess in praising the Lord.
Excess is possible only when the object of praise has limited knowledge, power, or
virtues. If you say of someone that he is an ocean of compassion, just wait. There will be
an occasion when he is not. He is compassionate alright, but to say he is an ocean of
compassion is an exaggeration. In praising any individual, there is always an element of

flattery.
But when there is no limit to the virtues any amount of praise will not be
excessive. On the contrary, any praise we offer to Bhagavdn is going to be inadequate.
From our limited knowledge, how much can we know of omniscience? Yet only if we
know it, can we really appreciate all-knowledge and give due praise. Since Bhagavdn is
always more than what our praises can convey, whatever we say, we will never be guilty
of exaggeration. In such praise of Bhagavdn, people discover joy. And it is but proper
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because Bhagavan is joy. 'Seeing your glory one cannot but be happy,' says Arjuna
here.
'Not only that, they begin to love you, anurajyate ca. And that also is proper
because you deserve it,' says Arjuna. This almighty, omniscient Bhagavan who can
never be adequately praised is so easily accessible to everyone. There is no intermediary,
no closed door. Naturally people fall in love with you. It is but proper.
He is an object of joy, harsa, and devotion, anuraga.This is proper, sthdne. The
other side of this is that those who do not follow dharma are afraid of him. That is also
sthdne. 'Those who go against the moral order, raksdmsi, are afraid, bhitani, and run
away from you in all directions, digo dravanti.' That is also proper because Bhagavan
is the cause for both fearlessness and fear. If he is with you, you have no fear. In
understanding the Lord you become totally fearless, because there is no second thing.
You are the Lord. Even at the level of a devotee there is no fear because you have
someone almighty to back you up. For those who transgress the laws, however, the Lord
becomes the chastiser through those laws. If you touch fire, it will bum; that is the law. It
can give you warmth and cook your food but if you touch it, it will burn you because it
cannot do otherwise. It is a question of knowing its nature and handling it properly.
Those who transgress Bhagavan's laws just melt away in different directions.
'Those who are known as siddhas like Kapila and so on, salute you, sarve
siddha-sahghahnamasyanti,' says Arjuna. That they salute the Lord is also proper,

sthane. Knowing the glories of the Lord and the order in his creation, these exalted
beings, siddhas, salute the Lord, namasyanti. They offer no resistance to the order of
the Lord.
Why should all these exalted beings salute the Lord? Arjuna says:

3rWE kTT TifcIiT^ ^mW WNFW1T WJJ fl1s II
kasmdcca te na nameranmahatman
gariyase brahmano'pyddikartre
anantadevea jagannivdsa
tvamaksaram sadasattatparar ya,.

Verse 37

AThf
Tlm1 -I kasmat ca - and for what reason;
na nameran -would they not salute; f te - you; Tit garlyase - (you) who is
greater (than other gods) WiT-: aTN 3Tflrh brahmanah api ddikartre - you who is
the primal' creator of even Brahma; 3Tp ananta- O! Limitless one; k4T devesa li(cf|l jagannivisa - O! The one in whom the world
O! Lord of all the gods;
a-q- mahdtman -

Sthe first

O! Lord;
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resolves; m Tli'-3TRd yat sat-asat- that which is both cause and effect 3TR taram tatparamaksaram - you are that eternal, limitless (vastu)

ýf

O Lord, why will they not salute you who is greater (than other gods),
who is the primal creator of even Brahma? O! Limitless One, Lord of all
the gods, the one in whom the world exists, you are that eternal, limitless
(vastu), which is both cause and effect.
Arjuna is not surprised that even the siddhas salute the Lord because he sees him
as even greater than Brahma, the creator. Therefore, he asks this question, 'Why should
they not offer their salutations unto you who is greater than all gods, and is the primal
creator, ddi-kartd, of even Brahmd?' When the Lord is the cause and the sustaining
factor of even gods like Brahma, Indra and so on, it is proper, sthdne, for all those who
know his glories to surrender to him. In other words, the Lord is the ultimate altar of
surrender. Seeing one's own accomplishments as the glories of the Lord, one becomes
objective and dispassionate in one's life. There is an ego, but it is so thin that it does not
cause any discordance to the harmony between the individual and the world, which is all
the glory of the Lord. This is the surrender, which is yoga. The ultimate surrender of the
ego is in the wake of the knowledge of the oneness of the jiva and ISvara revealed by
such sentences as 'samo'ham sarvabhutesu-I am the same in all beings.' Here
knowledge and surrender are identical. That is why the Lord said that the jiiani, the
fourth type of devotee, is himself-jiini tu atma eva.
Addressing the Lord as ananta, deveSa and jagannivdsa,Arjuna has expressed
his appreciation of the propriety of even the gods offering their prayers to the Lord and
the rdksasas running in all directions finding no place of refuge. He also expresses his
understanding of the Lord saying, 'You are that unchanging, limitless (Brahman), tad
aksaram param, which, yat, is both cause, sat, and effect, asat.' In other words, 'You
are both transcendent and immanent. While you are self existent and not limited by time
and space, aksaramparam, the world, which is mithyd, asat, is not separate from you
as the cause, sat. Therefore, you are both sat and asat. Arjuna does recognise that
Krsna the Lord is the cause of the world.
?mrFT: ^W: ¶f|U|l^

r

qd
^t
T ^TOsl

tvamadidevah purusahpuranastvamasya vitvasya param nidhdnam
vettdsi vedyam ca param ca dhama
tvayd tatam vihvamanantaritpa

Verse 38

r7t tuam - you are; 3T'F': ddidevah - first among the gods/the Lord who was
there at the beginning; Tji: purusah - the one who fills up everything; -rI|T:
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purtnah - the one who was there even before; W tuam - you are; W f-T
asya visvasya - of this
param nidhdnam - the place of resolution; 3TR f r
vettd asi - you are the knower; 9Ta N vedyam ca - and what is to
world; 4rff 3
3 T tvay
dhama - abode;
be known; mT - param ca - and the ultimate; %WT
viivam - the world; 3;IRTT anantaripa
by you; dTI tatam - is pervaded; f47f

- O! The one whose forms are endless
You are first among the gods, the one who fills up everything, who was
there even before. You are the ultimate place of resolution of this world;
you are the knower and what is to be known and the ultimate abode. O!
The one whose forms are endless, the world is pervaded by you.
Arjuna continues to praise the Lord as the one who is first among the gods,
adideva. The compound adideva can be explained differently as the one who is at the
beginning and also the one who is the Lord, ddih ca asau devah ca Fdidevah. He is at
the beginning as the cause of the world, idi, and he is the all-knowing effulgent being
and is therefore, called deva.
He is the one who fills up the entire world and is therefore, called purusa.Purdna
means, the one who was there even before, and the one who continues to be as fresh as
he was. The Lord is not only the cause of the jagat, he is also the resolving place of all
that is created, nidhlyate asmin iti nidhanam. And he is para, limitless. Just as how in

a dream, the dreamer is the cause of the dream world and is also its place of resolution,
Bhagavan is the one in whom things are ultimately resolved, param nidhanam.
Therefore, Sarkara says it is the point of the complete resolution of the entire world,
nidhlyate asmin jagat sarvam mahd-pralaydidau.This can be the final dissolution of

the creation into its unmanifest form or it can mean the mukti-avasthd, either jivanmukti-avasthd or videha-mukti-avasthd, the place where the jiva resolves. The

jivatva is false; so, it resolves into its cause.
Then, Arjuna says further, 'You are the knower, vetta asi. From the standpoint of
sdksi, itmd, you are the ultimate knower of everything, and from the standpoint of
omniscience, sarvajhiatva, you are the knower of all that can be known. And you are
also all that can be known, vedyam ca. Arjuna recognises Krsna here as all the various
things in creation that can be known. Or, alternately, 'You are the one to be known, the
ultimate object of knowledge.'
Dhdma is a place where you can go with enthusiasm, a desirable place. Bhagavdn
is param dhlama, the ultimate place to go. Wherever you go, you eventually get tired of
it and leave because any place is a composite of a few things you have already seen.
Even if you go to heaven from here, where will you go after that? Where is the place
from where you will not want to go anywhere else? Which is that param dhama, the
ultimate abode? Having gone there, there is no return. That is the moksa-sthana, where
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thejiva resolves completely, becoming one with I9vara, the Lord. Safykara adds that it
is the ultimate abode of Visnu, paramam padam vaisnavam, which means moksa.

Visnu is the one who pervades this entire world, viSva. ViSva means that which is
known in a variegated way, vividha-pratyaya-gamyam.What a nice expression for the
world! 'This variety of names and forms, called vidva, is pervaded by you, Visnu. Since
you are the material cause, nothing is away from you,' says Arjuna, who has no more
doubt in this area because he has seen the vigvarapa. He has seen that the entire visva is
the very form of lsvara. In his cosmic form, Krsna pervades every form. Arjuna
addresses him here as ananta-rapa,the one who has no limit to his forms. His form
consists of every other form.
Then further,

d#m I
WTirm
qr41 mtsfetm: wn: Aqi'mik
vuyuryamo'gnirvarunah agdritkah
prajdpatistvamprapitdmahakca
namo namaste'stusahasrakrtvah
punasca bhiyo'pi namo namaste

Verse 39

tvam - you are; T•: vayuh - Lord of air; -T: yamah - Lord Death; afj:
-f
agnih - Lord of fire; EMT: varunah - Lord of water; Plj-: SaSdhkiah - presiding
deity of the moon; wiImdr: prajdpatih- Prajipati; 1-NTmW\: I prapitamahahca -

and the ultimate great grandfather, the Creator; z': ;m: A 3P' namah namah te astu
7
- repeated salutations to you; ;Fa : sahasrakrtvah- one thousand times;
F4: punah ca bhMyah - again and again; 3tr api - indeed; 7:: -t: a namah
namah te - repeated salutations to you

rT:

You are the Lord of air, Lord Death, Lord of fire, Lord of water,
presiding deity of the moon, Prajdpati, and the ultimate great
grandfather, the Creator. One thousand repeated salutations to you. Again
and again indeed, repeated salutations to you.
All these are glories of Bhagavan. He himself is vdyu, air, or the God of air and
also yama, Lord Death. He is agni, the Lord of fire and varuna, the presiding deity of
water. All these devatds, Arjuna says, 'are not separate from you.' Then again Arjuna
says, 'You are SaSdrka, the presiding deity of the moon, and you are prajapati,one of
the first created beings, from whom all living beings have come. And you are the
prapitdmaha, our ultimate great grandfather, the creator. From param brahma
Brahmaji was born. He is called pitdmaha, grandfather. Therefore, by saying
prapitdmaha, great grandfather, he is saying, 'You are param brahma.' Repeated
&G Vol 111-21
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salutations to you, 'namah namah te astu.' How many times? One thousand times,
sahasrakrtvah.

Arjuna is not satisfied with that. So, he goes on to add, 'Again and again,
salutations to you-punah ca bhuyah api namah namah te.' Once you say a thousand

times, what does it mean, when you say again, 'Again I salute you?' It means that
Arjuna is not satisfied. His Sraddha is so, great and so much devotion has been invoked
in him seeing the cosmic form of the Lord, that he wants to do something. He can only
prostrate. What else can he do? Therefore, he repeatedly prostrates and still finds that he
is not satisfied. Whatever he does is not enough. When people are overwhelmed with
appreciation they typically say things like, 'I don't know what to say to you. I don't know
what to do for you.' That is Arjuna's condition. He does not know what to do. And
Bhagavan does not want anything either. All Arjuna can do is keep falling at his feet.
And this is what he is doing. Therefore, he says, punah ca bhuiyah api namo
namaste-again and again salutations to you. But he cannot really do a thousand or
more namaskaras. He has no time for all that; the war is about to begin. So, what he
cannot do physically, he does verbally.
Then where should he prostrate? Generally you prostrate only at the feet, in front
of the person. But Arjuna does not know, which is the front or back here; everything is
Paramesvara.

^Bi^m^ftSg ^ W^T H ^ I
?RiT*fT -P4: I IXo II
4H\)
3qM-c-rbqiN1Nq)H"

-7: gTfTff

namah purastddathaprsthataste
namo'stu te sarvata eva sarva
anantavirydmitavikramastvam
sarvam samdpnosi tato'si sarvah

Verse 40

namah purastdt- salutations to you in front, (the east); 3T atha - then;
tR: jCR•F
7g9f: prs-thatah- at the back, (in the west); - ;'f: a3T te namah astu - salutations
11fl te sarvataheva - indeed to you in all directions; W sarva - O!
to you; `ff:

The one who is everything; 31-T-Q4-3fq4r-f-iT-W

: TER

ananta-virya-amita-

vikramah tvam - you are the one who has infinite strength and infinite prowess; T
saruam -

everything;

rriýmI

samdpnosi -

you completely pervade; i:

tatah -

therefore; w: a3f sarvah asi - you are everything
Salutations to you in front (in the east), then salutations to you at the back
(in the west), indeed (salutations) to you in all directions, O! The one
who is everything. You, are the one of infinite strength and infinite
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prowess and you completely pervade everything. Therefore, you are
everything.

Now he says, 'namah purastlit,salutations to you in the front i.e., in the east.' In
a temple, the Lord generally faces the east but here Arjuna is saluting the Lord in the
eastern direction. Not only that 'Salutations to you at the back, i.e., in the west, atha
prsthatah te namah astu.' In fact, 'Let there be salutations to you in all directions, te
sarvatah eva sarva.' Why? Because he is seeing Bhagavdn in all directions. He is not
only in the east and west, but south, north and all the directions in between, north-west,
north-east etc. Arjuna addresses him here as the one who is everything, sarva.
He goes on. 'You are of limitless power, ananta-virya, and immeasurable
prowess, amita-vikrama.' Arjuna recognises Bhagavun here as having infinite strength
and infinite prowess. And he says, 'You completely pervade everything, samdpnosi.'
The prefix sam added to dpnosi gives the sense of pervading without anything being left
out. 'You pervade every object in the universe. Nothing is outside you-sarvam
samdpnosi' 'Because of that, you are everything, tatah asi sarvah.' Sahkara says the
intention is to say, 'Without you there is no object at all.' Arjuna is seeing that
Bhagavan is the one who is in all these forms. All the ndma-rapasare sustained by him
and are him. So, without him, an object will have no existence at all.
Arjuna and Krsna had many escapades together as youth. Remembering how
lightly he treated Krsna then and even recently when he asked him to be his charioteer
and when he ordered him to station the chariot between the armies, Arjuna is having
some remorse. He knew Krsna was extraordinary and had even heard he was an avatdra
but he had no idea what that really meant. He never thought he was Paramervaraand
therefore, treated him in a way that he now regrets. Because of this reason, Arjuna asks
for his pardon.
Saikara comments that Arjuna says, 'Because I did not know your glory, I did
many things that are not to be done. Therefore, I am asking you to pardon me.'
This is said in the next two verses:

rr iPm-

?r^w

II
Ti4rW 7Z
r q #1I
sakheti matvd prasabhamyaduktam
he krsna he yadava he sakheti
ajdnata mahimdnam tavedam
maya pramaddtpranayena vdpi
3P4hl

Verse 41

SHere the words are: W + if = -iF I This is not possible by regular sandhi rules. It is
considered to be drsa-prayoga.
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h
hi ff?Tilsfi

s

Trmloeim

m I

yaccdvahdsdrthamasatkrto'si
vihdragayydsanabhojanesu
eko'thavupyacyuta tatsamaksam
tat ksdmaye tvamahamaprameyam

Verse 42

mahimanam - glory; 3fTHIT
? tava - your; T'T idam (imam) - this; Tdr•IF
sakha iti matva Rt'R
NqlT ajdnatd mayd - by me who is ignorant; WI
3
T a¶f
T
thinking that you are my friend; W-q pramdddt - out of carelessness; XiT
pranayena vd api -

yadava -

or out of friendship too; W w he krsna -

O! Yddava; t

prasabham- rashly; r

ti he sakhe -

O! Krsna; q c1 he

O! Friend; ~N iti -

thus;: •mT

3WZ yat uktam - what was said

vihira-Sayyd-dsana-bhojanesu
-lyT-:3f3T acyuta - O! Krsna; fTT- while walking, lying down, sitting and eating; TTcF: ekah - alone; 3TPT athava 3i tat samaksam api - even in public; 3wmi-Z avahasdrthamor; f TcI•t
out of jest; - Y"yat ca - further that which; 3T-;-: A3Mt asatkrtah asi - you have
•TR tvdm
M
been slighted; I tat - (all) that; 3aig aham - I; 3T97Tr
aprameyam ksdmaye - may I ask pardon of you who cannot be known

Ignorant of this glory of yours, thinking of you as a (mere) friend out of
carelessness or, out of friendship too; what was thus said rashly by me, as
'0 Krsna, O! Yadava, O! Friend... and further,
Krsna, out of jest you have been slighted, while walking, lying down,
sitting and eating, alone or even, in public. For (all) that may I ask pardon
of you, who cannot be known.
'Thinking of you as a mere friend-sakha iti matvd, I called you, Krsna, yddava,
friend, etc.' So many times he might have put his hand on his shoulder and casually
addressed Krsna. Imagine that your friend with whom you have been so, intimate
suddenly assumes the form of the whole cosmos. How would you feel? Arjuna feels that
he had spoken to Krsna rashly, prasabham. Sankara says, mistakenly, viparita-

buddhyd. Not knowing who he was, he had addressed him as, 'Hey yddava,' or simply
as 'Krsna' or 'friend, sakhe.' Arjuna says, 'This was said by me who is ignorant, mayd
ajdnatd, of this glory of yours, tava idam mahimdnam.' Though the word idam is

neuter, it is to be taken with mahimdnam, which is masculine. Therefore, Sahkara says,
tava imam mahimdnam. Not knowing his glory, naturally Arjuna spoke this way out
of inadvertence, pramddat, and also just out of friendship, pranayena v6 api. In the
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freedom of friendship, he has so often addressed him as 'Hey! Krsna, Hey! Yddava, hey
sakhe,' etc. Therefore, he asks for pardon.
Avahdsa is ridiculing someone in jest. Having teased Krsna in all sorts of
situations, having made him a laughing stock purely out of fun, Arjuna now realises,
'You have been slighted, asatkrtah asi.' Satkrta means well received, honoured, so,
asatk.rtameans he has been ill-treated. When did this happen? On all sorts of occasions,
while walking, lying down, sitting and eating, vihdra-Sayyd-dsana-bhojanesu.In their
conversations, while wandering about to different places, or while exercising, Arjuna
realises that he has ill-treated Krsna in jest. Then sometimes lying down to rest, perhaps
when they were in the forest together, he might have slighted him in conversation. Then
again while sitting down or eating he might have done that. On all these occasions,
Arjuna says, 'You have been ill-treated by me.' And this has been done not only when
they were alone, eka, but even in the presence of others, tat samaksam api.
For all that, Arjuna says, 'I ask you for forgiveness, aham ksdmaye tvdm.' Here
he gives an adjective to tvum, the one who cannot be known, aprameya. The idea is,
'Because you are not available for any pramdna, you can't blame me. I seek pardon of
you because you are not available for any means of knowledge like perception, inference
and so on. I was not equipped to know you; so, I had ill-treated you in my ignorance.
Now I know.'

ttqs5WT0114 II
1 ?f ts^Trwn: ?ftP'ft
pitdsi lokasya cardcarasya
tuamasya pajyascagururgariydn
na tvatsamo'styabhyadhikahkuto'nyo
lokatraye'pyapratimaprabhava

Verse 43

a3mR-F•-TI

apratima-prabhdva- O! Lord whose glories are unparalleled; 3Wf
asya cardcarasya lokasya - of this world of movables and
*1Whq4
=IN<
immovables/sentient and insentient; w-m fiT 3afa tvam pita asi - you are the father;
T-: - piljyah ca - and (you are) the most worshipful; TR|iF W: gariydnguruh Rf lokatraye api - even in the three worlds; wfT-W•T: tvatthe first teacher; *Wb-t
samah - equal to you; ;T 3*4 na asti - there is not; alfij:W abhyadhikah superior; 37T: anyah - another; t: kutah - how (can there be?)
O Lord, whose glories are unparalleled, you are the father of this world of
movables and immovables (sentient and insentient) and you are its most
worshipful (and its) first teacher. Even in the three worlds, there is no one
equal to you, how can there be another who is superior?
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Arjuna continues to describe the Lord, 'You are the cause, the father, pita, of this
world, asya lokasya, consisting of cara,things that are moving and acara,things that do
not move.' Or, cara could mean sentient and acara,then refers to what is inert. He says
further, 'As the creator of the world, you are the most worshipful, puljya.' Even though
many devatds are worshipped in many different forms of pjd, all worship goes only to
Paramesvara. Therefore, he says, 'You are pujya, the one who deserves to be
worshipped. And you are a teacher, guru.' And Arjuna adds that Bhagavdn is not an
ordinary guru, but the one who is more important, gariydn, the first teacher, the one
who taught the Vedas to even Brahmaji, and is, therefore, the source of all knowledge.
Sarkara says that the Lord is the creator of all living beings, janayitd
prdnijdtasya. He creates all the subtle and gross bodies, siksma-sthila-Aarirdni,as

well as all other things like mountains and so on, which do not move. Sahkara
continues to comment that the Lord is not just the father of this creation, but also the one
who deserves all forms of worship and praise, that is, he is pijya.
Then Arjuna goes on to say, 'There is not another, na anyah asti, equal to you,
tvat-samah.' Sankara says that there can never be two Isvaras, na hi isvara-dvayam

sambhavati.If there are two Isvaras, each will have his own domain. Then neither will
have complete overlordship; so, neither is truly Ivara, the one who has aihvarya, total
overlordship. Thus there can be and there is only one Isvara. And again, if there were
more than one, Sahkara adds, transaction would not be possible. One I9vara would
create a law of gravitation whereby objects fall at 32 feet per second per second. The
other isvara would want it to be 40 feet per second per second. And in this conflict
nothing will happen.
A question can be asked here. What about Brahma, Visnu, and Rudra? Are all of
them not Tivara? If so, there are three isvaras already. This is not true. There is only
one Isvara. Viewed from different functions we call the same Isvara as Brahma, the
creator, Visnu, the sustainer, and Rudra, the destroyer. If you invoke them separately,
they become exalted jivas. Essentially all are Isvara, but with reference to the upidhi,
Brahmaji is ajiva, as are Visnu and Rudra. Because they have no ignorance, they are
Paramesvara.In fact, all three together we call Paramesvara.

"When there is no one even equal to you, how can there be another who is
superior, abhyadhikah kutah anyah?' asks Arjuna. It is not possible. If there is no

such person here, perhaps there is someone in another world who is superior. No, not
even in all the three worlds, loka-traye api, is there anyone superior. Because the whole
world is Paramesvara.There is no equivalent to Ilvara, and there is no one superior to
Isvara.
Arjuna addresses Krsna here as apratima-prabhava,the one whose glory is

matchless. His powers are unequalled anywhere. Pratimdis that by which you are able
to illustrate something, a replica like a statue of a person, for example. It is created to
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resemble the form of a person and you recognise it as a representation of him. Suppose I
want to create a pratimd, an equivalent of livara. What will I create? The whole jagat
is ISvara. His glory cannot be imitated nor can a symbol be created, which will represent
ParameSvara.We only create a pratimd and then let it stand for J9vara. We cannot
create a real pratimd for Paramesvara,because nothing is separate from him. His glory
and power are incomparable. Arjuna praises Paramesvaraas he has understood.

fit^ ^r WN Wf9: fTh

mi~r~f~fi' k^ #IT \r

I1

tasnmdt pranamyapranidhdyakdyam
prasddaye tvumahamiSamidyam
piteva putrasyasakheva sakhyuh

priyah priydydrhasideva sodhum

Verse 44

WaPTItasmdt - therefore; FTiR le1r
kdyam pranidhdya - properly laying down
the body; VuiT pranamya - saluting; a wq mTO aham prasddaye - I seek the
blessing; TWR T
tviam
2is iam idyam - of you who are the Lord and who are
worshipful Lord; Wdeva - O! Lord; ftiTr
4 IT pita iva putrasya - like a father
(the mistakes) of a son; F3T • "'q: sakha iva sakhyuh - like a friend (the mistakes)
of a friend; ft': () f•t41: priyah (iva) priydyah - (like) a beloved (the mistakes) of
(his) beloved; f-T *Tfr sodhum arhasi- you should forgive
Therefore, saluting, properly laying down my body, I seek the blessing of
you who are the worshipful Lord. O! Lord, you should forgive (my
mistakes) as a father would (the mistakes) of a son, as a friend of a friend,
and as a beloved of (his) beloved.
Tasmdt, therefore, saluting you, pranamya, properly bringing down my body,
kdyam pranidhdya,I seek your blessing, prasddaye.Whom is he saluting?-the Lord,
iSa, who is the most worshipful, idya. He says, 'Falling at your feet I seek the blessings
of you, the most worshipful Lord.' You are capable of forgiving me because you are
everything. So, you should forgive me.' How? 'Like a father who forgives his son's
mistakes, pita iva putrasya. Whatever omissions and commissions I might have
committed, knowingly or unknowingly, please forgive me.' A father is able to forgive
the omissions and commissions of his son, or a friend those- of his friend. He can
overlook things and continue to be friendly. Or how a husband is able to forget all the
omissions and commissions of his wife because of his love for her. 'Similarly you are
Here the words are: fTllM: + 93&fI By regular sandhi rules it should have been fi[T
3 f I But here it is: firl#fr I This is not possible by regularsandhi rules. It is considered
to be drsa-prayoga.
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capable of forgiving.' Why does Arjuna give these three examples? They reflect his
understanding of his relationship to Krsna.
He understands that Krsna is the creator of the world, while he is only like a son,
putra, with reference to his Sarlra. In a given upadhi, the jiva is like the son of
Paramesvara. When. Arjuna says Krsna is his friend, he understands that
Paramesvara,as antaryaml, is always available-like a friend. He comes along in all
escapades of the jiva. Wherever the buddhi goes, atma also joins, never protestinglike a friend. Therefore, because atmd is the buddhi-sdksi, dtmd is like a friend. Then
dtma is dnanda-suarilpaand therefore, the beloved, priya. And I am the one who seeks
atmd, the source of dnanda. Ananda is atmd, and therefore, I am the lover of nanda.

Therefore, I become the beloved. Therefore, Arjuna is invoking all these relationships in
Bhagavdn who is not different than atma, which is Brahman,Paramesvara.

7*
34S
47ifefft4 ,FT

T~A

9rfl\
IXL I

adrstapirvamhrsito'smi drstvd
bhayena ca pravyathitammano me
tadeva me darsayadeva rupam
prasidadevesa jagannivisa
-

deva -

O! Lord; WT drs.tvd -

seen before; frT:

3aTf

seeing; 3aWfq,

adrsta-purvam -

Verse 45
what is not

hrsitahasmi - I am happy; 'Tz q bhayena ca - and with

fear; wT: Af manah me - my mind; sqf"E pravyathitam - is afflicted; t
devesa - O! Lord of the gods; TiTTN1 jagannivdsa - O! Lord of the world; 7f '
prasida - be pleased; (cT) 74 FW (tava) tadeva ripam - only that (original)
form of yours; 1 gt^ me darsaya- please show me

O Lord, seeing what has not been seen before, I am happy. And my mind
is afflicted with fear. O! Lord of the gods, O! Lord of the world, be
pleased. Please show me only that (original) form of yours.
This cosmic form has not been seen before by anybody, adrsta-piirvam.Not only
has Arjuna not seen it, no one else has ever seen it. Arjuna says, 'I am very happy,
hrsitah asmi.' But he has mixed feelings. It is wonderful seeing the visvariupa but
seeing all the destruction, he is also frightened. 'My mind is afflicted with fear, bhayena
ca pravyathitam manah me.' Like a Gujarati pickle, hot and sweet, this is Arjuna's

condition. He is really excited about seeing something nobody has seen. That is the
particular feeling he mentions here, a kind of one-up-manship. This is over and above his
joy at the sheer magnificence of the form. At the same time it is very frightening. Seeing
this, his mind is disturbed by fear.
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Therefore, he says, 'Please show me that (original) form of yours, tad eva me
darSaya ripam,' the form, which he had looked upon as a great friend. He addresses
Krsna here as devesa, Lord of all devas and the one in whom the whole world exists,
jagannivdsa and says, 'Please bless me with the old form.'
But, before that, he wants to see something else.

At4i
4 T1t^ml

11m

1, 1q4

kiritinamgadinam cakrahastam
icchami tvam drastumahamtathaiva
tenaiva ripena caturbhujena
sahasrabdhobhava visvamirte
FW T1 tatha eva -

-

as one who has a crown; Trfkq

cakra-hastam -

wish to see; WlN¶
-

so too; aTf. aham -

I; 9TR

tvdm -

Verse 46
you; f•itfli

kiritinam

as one who has a mace; ^f;-Pq
as one who has a disc in hand; ý 'T T-lF6 drastum icchdmi - I
sahasrabaho- O! Lord of a thousand arms; faRJ visvamurte
gadinam -

O! Lord, who is in the form of the world; "T I

form alone; WTp4q caturbhujena become

T7

tena eva rupena -

which has four hands; %T bhava -

as this

may you

So too, I wish to see you as one who has a crown, a mace and a disc in
hand. O! Lord of a thousand arms, O! Lord, who is in the form of the
world, may you become this form alone, which has four hands.
This is a popular form in which Lord Visnu is worshipped. He is described
repeatedly in the Bhdgavata and other puranas as having four hands, in one a conch,
gaakha; in another a disc, cakra; in the third a mace, gada; and the fourth offers
protection. Arjuna wants to see this form, which people worship. Arjuna must also have
worshipped that form. He asks Krsna to appear in that particular form before he returns
to the form ofArjuna's friend. He says, 'Similarly, I want to see you also as kiriti, the
one who has a crown, as gadl, i.e., the one who has a mace, and as cakra-hasta,the one
who has a disc in his hand.
The cakra is for destroying all kdmas and krodhas, the enemies. Sarkha stands
for the Veda, and it beckons people to come to him. Kama and krodha may stand in
your way not allowing you to accomplish it. Therefore, the same grace of ISvara will
destroy kama and krodha using his cakra. The gadd is for the destruction of the
ahahkdra.'All these you can accomplish when you surrender to Me,' implies the fourth
hand pointing to his feet. This is the form in which the Lord is invoked and which
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Arjuna wishes to see. Tathaiva, so too, means he wants to see the original form, as he
has requested, and he also wants to see this form.
'ViSvamurte, O! Lord who is in the cosmic form, O! Lord of a thousand hands,
sahasrabaho,may you be, bhava, in that form, which has only four hands, tenaiva
rapena caturbhujena.Arjuna is familiar with two forms of Krsna. One as a friend and
the other, the form he was invoking for prayer. He wants to see both of these, not the
viLvarupa.

Sahkara introduces the next verse saying that recognising that Arjuna was
frightened, Krsna withdrew his cosmic form, consoling him with loving words.

^t*

Tw

TT4
^
T

i

I1gir II

Sribhagavanuvaca
mayd prasannenataudrjunedam
rupam param darSitamdtmayogdt
tejomayarn vigvamanantamddyam
yanme tvadanyena na drstapurvam

Verse 47

ATI%1q sribhagavdn- Sri Bhagavdn; 35N uavca - said;
mayd prasannena- by Me who is pleased
sifT arjuna - O! Arjuna; T91 Wt
(with you); rtmidam - this; 7T79 rupam - form; Tq param - which is limitless;

AtR^
3TfRri

tejomayam - full of brilliance; f"q visvam - including everything;
anantam - without end; 3TIR adyam - original; 7r - (?TFq) yat me

(ripam)- which (form) of Mine; T-3T--- tvad-anyena - by anyone other than
na drstapurvam - was never before seen; 3TPiRTH attmayogdt you; 7 T

through My power; ^n

'R[I
taua darsitam- was shown to you

Sri Bhagavdn said:

O! Arjuna, by Me, who is pleased, this original form which is limitless,
full of brilliance, includes everything and is without end, that (form) of
Mine, which was never before seen by anyone other than you, was shown
to you through My power.
This cosmic form was shown to Arjuna by the power of Bhagavun's maya. It
was a form that was all brilliance, tejomaya, included everything, vigva, with no end,
ananta. And it is the original form ddya, the one into which all other forms have gone.
The cosmos came first and within it, there are many other forms constantly being born.
'It was never seen before, na drstapurvam,by anyone except you, tvad-anyena,' says
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Bhagavan to Arjuna. How did he manage to see this? Arjuna managed to see this form
because of the grace of Bhagavdn. Therefore, Bhagavan says, 'On account of My
power, dtmayogdt, I have shown you this effulgent form, which includes every form
because I am pleased with you-maya prasannena idam rdpam dartitam. This was

not seen by anybody else but you.'
Arjuna was frightened by the cosmic form. Therefore, Krsna uses some consoling
words to bring him back to his senses. He praises the vision of the cosmic form by
saying how difficult it is to get. Saikara introduces the next verse with Krsna saying,
'By seeing my form, your wish is fulfilled, you have become krtdrtha.'

3* ;#* 34 9T4i
M
i I1 1
11^fr
na vedayajiidhyayanairnadanairna ca kriydbhirna tapobhirugraih
evamripah Sakya aham nrloke
drastum tvadanyena kurupravira
14t:

VWT

Verse 48

q-l-;T-3;ý-2r:
r
na veda-yajiia-adhyayanaih- not by study of the Vedas or rituals;
r t:

na ddnaih -

not by charity;

-t f#
9rfT: na ca kriydbhih -

not by

performing rituals; ;-r Wrf-T: ': na tapobhih ugraih - not by severe austerities;
rg
VW: aham drastum
7T-4- : evamrupah - the one who is in this form; 3T9 q•
Sakyah - can I be seen; ý*
nrloke - in the world of men; ?q-a-irT tvad-anyena
-

by anyone other than you; TTi94

kurupravira-

O! Bravest of Kurus

Not by study of the Vedas or rituals, not by charity, not by performing
rituals, nor by severe austerities can I, in this form, be seen, in the world
of men, by anyone other than you, 0! bravest of the Kurus.
Evamrupah aham, I, in this form, na sakyah drastum, cannot be seen. The

sense organs have their limitations; so, they cannot encompass the entire cosmic form.
Each sense organ can only grasp a given sense object. Eyes can register form and colour;
ears can perceive only sounds and so on. And all these also have a limited range. Beyond
that they have no scope. Even your imagination is something dependent entirely upon
your sensory perception. You cannot stretch it to cover the cosmic form. That is why it
was frightening to Arjuna. Of course it was thrilling, but at the same time so frightening
because of the destruction he saw.
Suppose I study the Veda, the scriptures, can I not see this cosmic form? 'No,' the
Lord says, 'not by study of the Veda, na veda-adhyayanaih.' Mere study of the Veda is
not enough, you must have vicara. Learning to recite the Vedic mantras from a teacher
is called veda-adhyayana. The plural has been used here to indicate that even if you
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learn all four Vedas, you will not have the cosmic vision. Study of the Veda includes
study of the rituals, yajiia-adhyayana, so, why this separate mention of yajiiaadhyayana? One may know all about rituals but still not know how to perform them.
There is special study of mimamsa, analysis, for that. So, yajiia-adhyayana also
implies a lot of vicara, inquiry. Therefore, Sankara says that the separate mention of the
study of yajia is meant only to imply knowledge of how to perform rituals, yajiiavijiina. Therefore, the Lord says, 'By mere study of the Veda and the knowledge of
rituals, I cannot be seen in this form.' Only religious and spiritual practices are
mentioned here because they are the most appropriate and efficacious when the Lord is
the goal. But to see this form you require a lot more. That is the idea. Nor can it be
accomplished by charities, na ddnaih. Charity is a great action and according to the
dastra, it produces a lot ofpunya. Still, it is not enough.
Sabkara says, even if it is a gift of your weight in gold, tulapurusa, it is not
enough. That is a very great gift but still not enough to see this form. Nor is the
performing of rituals, na ca kriydbhih. Not even by all the rituals mentioned in the Veda
like agnihotra, can this vision of the cosmic form be had. Nor the most difficult ascetic
religious practices, na api tapobhih ugraih. Even severe disciplines like candrayana,

Sahkara says, are not enough. Candrdyanais a discipline wherejapa is combined with
a type of fasting. You start on the full moon day eating your normal amount of food. The
next day you reduce it by 1/15, the next day by another 1/15, and so, until the 15th day,
the new moon day, when you eat nothing. The following day you eat 1/15 of your
regular food intake, the next day another 1/15 until you have reached your full food
intake on the full moon day. As the moon wanes and waxes, so does your food intake.
This is very difficult to do; so, Saikara mentions it specially. But even by such terrible
tapas, the vision of this cosmic form cannot be gained. In spite of doing all these heroic
things, no one has had the cosmic vision. 'Except you, Arjuna,' says the Lord. He got it
easily, merely for the asking. That is the point here. Krsna addresses him as kurupravira,the one who is the bravest in the Kuru family.

aTLil:

#fTm:

wr-l
" U

ft Ft* Vr 1Ir

II

md te vyathd ma ca vimudhabhdvo
drstva rupam ghoramidrnmamedam
uyapetabhihpritamandhpunastvam
tadeva me rupamidamprapagya

WT drstvd - seeing; fr

thwT

FT

Verse 49

a ghoram rilpam - this frightening form;
idam
of this type; RT A T md te vyatha - may you

idrk k
'7 mama - of Mine;
not have fear; TT T V -iP: md ca vimudha-bhavah - and may you not be
confused; frWif: (TF- - vyapetabhlh (san) - being one whose fear has gone;
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4r1r

F):
(-) prltamdnah (san) - being pleased; jT: punah - again; ?T
WýT tad eva me rupam idam - that (particular) form of Mine; FT
prapagya-

fTO C
TRT tvam

may you see

May you not have fear and may you not be confused seeing this type of
frightening form of Mine. Being free from fear and pleased again, may
you see that (particular) form of Mine.
Now Krsna tells Arjuna that he need not be afraid, seeing his cosmic form, which
is sometimes frightening and cruel, ghora. He says, 'Let there not be any fear for you,
ma te vyathd.' He means, 'I am going to withdraw this form.' Arjuna was distressed
that he did not know, which was right or left, north or south. So, Krsna says, 'May you
not be confused, mi ca vimaidha-bhdvah te.' Then, with Krsna's blessing, he is

vyapetabhl, the one from whom fear has gone. Even when one is free from fear, one
may still be just in a neutral state. Not so here. Not only is he not afraid, but is also
pleased.
'Being no longer afraid and being pleased, vyapetabhlh prita-mandh punah,'

Bhagavan says, 'May you see this very form that you wanted to see, tadeva idam
riupam prapasya.' He means the form with Sarikha and cakra, the one that Arjuna had

requested to see in addition to the original form. This is Arjuna's ista-devati, the
particular form in which he chooses to worship the Lord. It is easy for him to relate to
and becomes an altar of worship for him. Therefore, Krsna says, 'Please see, prapagya.
Now Saiijaya narrates the situation.

rTwMqIqm W*4At

TT 7r:

-IUqtl-H-III||o II

sahjaya uuaca
ityarjunam vtsudevastathoktvu
svakam rupam darSayamdsabhuiyah
atvusaydamsa ca bhitamenam
bhiltvd punah saumyavapurmahdtmd

Verse 50

7W4: sajlayah - Saijaya;U3TI uv6ca - said;
"J iti - thus; Wgq: vasudevah - Krsna; 3r41 arjunam - to Arjuna;W^iT 3W
?'T svakam
tathd uktvd - having spoken in this way; $9: bhiyah - again; F4r
rilpam - his own form; #1TIQiT darsaydmidsa - he showed; 7 ca - and; "RWT•
mahatma - the Lord; TF: punah - again; -'-tr-ot: saumya-vapuh - the one who
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has a pleasing body; 9LT bhutvd - having become; 9Wf T•r
•TrRIH advasayamasa - consoled
who was frightened; 3TrqT

bhitam enam -

him

Sahjaya said:

Thus, Krsna, having spoken in this way to Arjuna, showed his own form
again and consoled him, who was frightened, having once more become
the Lord with a pleasing form.
Saiijaya says that after saying these words to Arjuna, iti arjunam vasudevah

tathd uktva, Krsna once more showed Arjuna his form in this particular incarnation,
svakam ripaqm darsayamasa bhiyah, and he also consoled him, agvusaydmasa ca.

Arjuna was afraid, bhita, and Krsna calmed him down by assuming his original form.
He became the Lord, mahdtmd; in the pleasing form with which Arjuna was familiar.
Here the Lord is mahdtmd; he is everything and he is the self of every one, mahdn ca
asau dtmd. Now he assumes a body that is very pleasing to the mind, saumya-vapuh,
and thus, easy to handle. Previously Arjuna did not see the limits of the body-it
encompassed the whole cosmos. Once he sees Krsna back again, he comes to his senses
and is greatly relieved. He says so here in so many words.

^NW~frW'-T: 4TT: 71T TK: I IkR I I
arjuna uvdca
drstvedam manusam rulpam tava saumyam jandrdana
iddnimasmi samvrttah sacetahprakrtimgatah

Verse 51

uvdca - said;
31T-: arjunah- Arjuna; -n
9Tll jandrdana- Krsna; rTq tava - of yours; WT drstvd - seeing; •T idam this; "-TR saumyam - pleasing; TFlyjr manusam - human; FqT rupam - form;
wi-H tidanim - now; (3T3Tf) 34rf if: aham asmi samvrttah - I have become;
r T : prakrtim gatah - reached my original
TMrTf
Tkf: sacetah - cheerful;

condition
Arjuna said:

Seeing this pleasing human form of yours, Krsna now I have become
cheerful and restored to (my) original nature.
Not only does Lord Krsna come back to his original form, the Gitd also returns to
its original meter. For the most part, the Gitd is in anus.tup but ever since Arjuna began
seeing the cosmic form, it has been in tristup. Now the anustup meter is restored.
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Krsna is now identifiable as a human being. Arjuna, seeing this human form,
idam manusam rupam drstvu, that was so pleasing, saumya, addressing Krsna as
Jandrdanasays, 'Now I have collected myself, iddnim samvrttah asmi, I am pleased

and cheerful, sacetah, and have come back to my original disposition of mind, prakrtim
gatah. Previously he was frightened and afflicted. Now, seeing this familiar form of
Krsna he is pleased. Lord Krsna reinforces Arjuna's pleased frame of mind by telling
him how lucky he is.
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Sribhagaounuvaca
sudurdarsamidamripam drsatauvnasiyanmama
deva apyasya rupasya nityar darsanakdiksinah
SiP&i Aribhagavunqkr1T
sudurdarsammama - of Mine; mW

which;
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Sri Bhagauvn; '3qT uvdca - said;
very difficult to see; -T[qq idam ripam - this form; In
3T*a drstaudn asi - you are one who has seen; '4 yat -

-Mf:3f devah api - even the gods; 3Tw FT7T
nityam -

Verse 52

always; h

-c'lT

asya ripasya- of this form;

: darsana-kdhksinah-

(remain) desirous of

seeing
Sri Bhagavan said:

You have seen this form of Mine, which is very difficult to see. Even the
gods always (remain) desirous of seeing this form.
The form, which Arjuna has just seen, Krsna tells him, is seen only with great
difficulty, sudurdarSa. It is not easily available for perception and is, in fact, almost
impossible to see. 'Nevertheless, you are the one who has seen it, drstavun asi tvam.
Even the gods have a constant desire to see this form, devah api asya rilpasya nityam
darSana-kdhksinah.'They are always praying for such a cosmic vision. 'You are lucky,
Arjuna, because you have seen something, which nobody else has seen.' That is what
Krs.na wants to convey here.
Why is he so lucky?
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ndham vedairna tapasd na ddnena na cejyayd
kakya evamvidho drastum drstavdnasimdm yatha
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Tf 3

-

qVrW: na aham drastum sakyah -

in this form;

k:

I cannot be seen; t!if-T: evamvidhah

na tapasd - nor by
Tý
by (study of) the Vedas; zfR
na ca ijyaya - nor by
-IT '
na ddnena - nor by charity;
f drs.tavdn asi - you are the one who has seen; ZmT mam - Me;
3fi
vedaih -

tapas; r 74
worship; W(
ZV.T yatha - in this way

I cannot be seen in this form by (study of) the Vedas, nor by ascetic
practices, nor by charity, nor by worship. You are the one who has seen
Me in this way.
Here Bhagavan repeats what he has said before. Generally repetition is considered
a defect but not in teaching. In this case it is an introduction to the two very important
verses that follow.
'Not by knowing the four Vedas, na vedaih, not by great ascetic practices, na
tapasd, not by charity, na danena, and not even by ritual, ijyaya.' Previously he said
yajiia, which was Arauta, only includes those rituals we know from the Veda, ijyaya,
which he uses here, can include smarta rituals like pija, etc. Even by all these various
methods, 'I cannot be seen in this form, aham evamuidhah drastum na sakyah.' In the

form that Arjuna has been able to see him, no one else has seen in spite of great efforts.
Though a repetition of the previous verse, this verse has been introduced here to provoke
a question. If this vision is not attainable by all these great practices, yajiia, ddna, tapas,
etc., how then is it possible for one to see you?
He answers this in the next verse.
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bhaktyd tvananyaya Sakya ahamevamvidho'rjuna
jiittum drastum ca tattvenapravestum ca parantapa

Verse 54

FWI ' bhaktyd tu - but with devotion; 311WF f ananyaya - in which there is no
other; Nt arjuna- O! Arjuna; T7ifT : evamvidhah - in this form; 3ag aham -

V : jritum drastum ca sakyah - can be known and seen; fT'
77q
3
I; FTT
parantapa
u|q - tattvenapravestum ca - and can be entered into in reality; 4<
- O! Scorcher of the enemies (Arjuna)
But with devotion, in which there is no other, it is possible, 0! Arjuna,
that I can be known and seen and can be entered into in reality O!
Scorcher of enemies.
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This is purely in keeping with the Sastra. There is no longer any magic here. 'It is
possible to see Me in this form,' Krsna says, 'by a devotion that admits of no other,
ananyayd bhaktyd.' Anya means 'another,'

ananya means 'without any other.'

Therefore, a devotion, which does not imply any other thing is ananya-bhakti. What
does it mean? This has been interpreted to mean that only by devotion to Krsna, not
Rama or any other god, that you get this vision of livara. But the meaning here is a
devotion in which there is only isvara,none other.
Generally we are committed or devoted to a number of things-money, one's
partner, duty and so on. And there is a little bit of devotion to God also. On certain days
of the week or at certain times of the day we turn our attention towards God. Because
our devotion is divided among various things, God has to wait for his turn. When
money-making and counting is over, when devotion to music, to this and to that is all
over, Bhagavan gets his chance. The last chance. Then slowly a person finds that the
little bit of devotion he had for the Lord has grown to cover a few more things. He finds
that money also is Bhagavan,wife is Bhagavan, children are Bhagavdn, till finally, the
whole world is Bhagauan. That is ananya-bhakti. The devotion goes nowhere else
except to Bhagavan.

That requires a lot of inquiry, vicara. The more you look into it, the more you see
isvara as everything. There is nothing other than Isvara. Your devotion to the Lord
grows as you understand who he is until you find that there is nothing outside. This is
ananya-bhakti.If that is your devotion the whole world is Bhagavan. What else is the
cosmic form but that? Arjuna had excluded himself in the cosmic vision. But here you
are totally included. That is why a real cosmic vision is possible only through jidna. It
has to include the observer or it is not complete; it is not cosmic. Krsna makes it clear by
adding, tattvena, in reality. 'It is possible to truly see Me in this form, only by ananyabhakti.'
I can be seen and known, ahamjiiftum,drastum ca sakyah. Because he has said

'see,' the jifna is not mere paroksa-jiinathrough study of the Sdstra. It is a clear,
immediate knowledge. If you understand that there is Brahman who is infinite and the
cause of creation, it is indirect knowledge, paroksa-jiina.But if you know, 'I am the
cause,' it is direct knowledge, aparoksa-jiina.That step is a very big step and is what
they call darSana, vision. It is seeing it in reality, tattuena, because it is a knowledge,
which includes the person who sees. That knowledge of the Lord, which includes the
individual is what they call tattva-jIhna.
And what is the result? Thereby he gains moksa, he enters into and becomes one
with Ivara. He is no longer separate from the Lord, even when the body dies.
Pravestum means 'to enter' but it is like a wave entering into the ocean in the sense of
understanding that it is water, not a wave. That is the praveua, the knowledge that
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releases the wave from being a separate entity. This is called moksa and is
accomplished, Krsna points out here, by ananya-bhakti.
'Only with an appreciation that there is no other thing except iSvara, is it possible
for you to see Me in this original form.' What Arjuna saw was not truly the cosmic
form. The real cosmic form has to be understood to include yoit. These are all things that
must be properly understood. Otherwise you can embark upon an eternal struggle to see
the cosmic form by intensifying your acts of devotion. Even if you see it, you will be as
frightened as Arjuna. Therefore, it is important to understand that ananya-bhakti is

seeing only Bhagavun and is only possible through knowledge, a knowledge that
includes the knower.

In the next verse, Lord Krsna sums up the chapter and also all that has been said
so far. Introducing the verse Sahkara says that now the entire teaching of the Gitd is
given in a nutshell here. This is the essence of the entire gltd-gdstra, which is meant for
moksa. And this moksa has to be pursued with the help of either of the two lifestylesone of total commitment to knowledge where knowledge is pursued to the exclusion of
everything else or knowledge is pursued along with a lifestyle of karma-yoga. This
includes not only what has already been said but what may be said later. This is what is
said by Krsna.
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matkarmakrnmatparamomadbhaktah sahgavarjitah
nirvairahsarvabhitesuyah sa mdmeti pandaua

~4-Taj sarva-bhutesu -

among all people; 7: yah -

Verse 55

the one who;

"Tc<p

matkarmakrt - does all action for My sake; TFWq: matparamah - for whom I am
: sanga-varjitah
paramount; rTf: madbhaktah - who is devoted to Me; -4-qT

- who is free from attachment; f'": nirvairah- who is free from enmity; T fIT• T
sa mdm eti -

he comes to Me; T1ri pdndava -Arjuna

Among all people, the one who does all action for My sake, for whom I
am paramount, who is devoted to Me, free from attachment and free from
enmity comes to Me, Arjuna.
The one who has all the things listed here, 'is the one who reaches Me, sah mm
eti,' Krsna says here, addressing Arjuna as pdndava, the son of Pindu. Who is that

person?
Matkarmakrt-Onewho performs action is a karmakrt. Here, it is someone who
performs all his daily duties, etc., not for dharma or artha or kama but for moksa,
which is IAvara-svarZpa. He engages in all his various activities keeping ISvara in the
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centre because for him, the Lord is to be accomplished, nothing else. He is
'matkarmakrt.' His karmas are performed not out of rdga-dvesas but out of respect for

dharmaand adharma. This is an important thing to understand. What does it mean to
perform action for the sake of the Lord? We hear this all the time but what does it really
mean?
How can I perform an action for the sake of Avara? If fvara specifically tells me
to do something, for his sake I can do it. As we often do for others. But ivara does not
directly ask me for anything. How ani I to know what pleases him and what displeases
him? Some say that one must undertake all actions saying, 'Ndrayana.' But how does
simply saying his name make it an offering to him? How am I to dedicate my karma to
the Lord? Even if I say, 'Oh Lord, I dedicate this karma to you,' neither the action nor
the result goes to the Lord. Matkarmakrt is one of those vaguely understood words we
find in the G[ta. But earlier, Bhagavdn explained it very clearly saying raga-dvesayo4
varam na dgacchet, do not come under the hold of likes and dislikes, and svadharme
nidhanam sreyah paradharmobhaydvahah, death in one's own dharma is better; the
dharma of another is fraught with fear.
What is to be done in a given situation is svadharma.Within the societal division
of brahmana, ksatriya, vaiSya, gidra, svakarma or svadharma is very clear. When
that structure is absent, as is the case even in India today, then svakarma is the
appropriate course of action in a given situation. This can conflict with what I like or do
not like to do. As long as what is to be done is in keeping with my rdga or what is not to
be done corresponds to my dvesa, there is no problem. But more often than not, dharma
and adharma are pitted against rdga and dvesa. This is the devasura-yuddha, the war
between the gods and asuras.When rdga-dvesas are in keeping with what is to be done,
they assume the status of dharma, They cannot rightly be called rdga-dvesas unless
they are in conflict with dharma. And we should know that what is against dharma is
against Bhagavdn because he is the moral order.
In human interaction we sense these natural laws and learn to adjust our behaviour
accordingly. But the laws are not created by us, they are I1vara-srsti,which is why they
are universal. Without any education every human being has knowledge of dharma and
adharma.At least we are very clear about what others should and should not do to us.
That we all commonly sense. And when we all commonly sense something, that is order.
Moreover, the moral order and free will are connected. We do have a faculty of choice.
If we did not, there would be no necessity for a moral order because we would be
perfectly programmed like the animals. But there is a free will and it is intimately
connected to the moral order. Because I have a free will, I can always align it with my
raga-dvesasand go against the order. It does not join dharma all the time.
We can understand that the moral order is the Lord's creation. Then we take it one
step further. If you understand that what is created is non-separate from the Lord, you are
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a jidni and will spontaneously act in harmony with dharma. If you are not aware of
this, you follow Bhagavun's order. Understanding dharma as Bhagavun's creation you
adjust your behaviour/to conform with dharma. Doing karma for Isvara's sake means

for dharma's sake, not for the sake of raga-dvesas. As a karma-yogi one is not
interested in dharma-artha-kama.Although he has raga-dvesas,his actions are done

as a yoga for moksa's sake. Then he is matkarmakrt. Even though someone may be
worshipping the Lord, if he is doing it for heaven or some other end he is not
matkarmakrt. He is really doing it for the sake of his own raga-dvesas. A
matkarmakrt is a karma-yogi who is a mumuksu. His pursuit is moksa but because he

is not a sannydsi, he has certain mandatory duties.
Matparama means the one for whom the Lord is the most important. Sanikara
says that his attitude towards the Lord is like a servant to his master. As a servant does
everything to please his master, this person does everything only to please the Lord. But
performing karma for Isvara is a little different from performing action for someone
else. In doing something for someone, though you may want to please the person, you do
not look upon the person as an end. Here the whole purpose of performing action for
Isvara is to become one with isvara, the parama gatih. This is the ultimate end
reaching, which there is no other end wished for or possible. That is the purpose of his
karma-yoga. He pursues knowledge doing his duties as a yoga. By karma-yoga he
gains antah-karana-Auddhi and therefore, is ready for jiana. Matparama is the one

for whom Isvara is the ultimate end to be reached. He does not lose sight of that.
Being matparama,how does he live his life? He is madbhakta. With his whole
heart and soul he is devoted to the Lord. Whatever he does, studying Sastra, doingjapa,
singing the glories of Bhagavan, he does with great enthusiasm. It is natural because
one is always enthusiastic about what one loves. He knows very clearly that Isvara is the
end to be accomplished, for, which he is a karma-yogi. When matparama and
matkarmakrt have already been said, why is it necessary to say madbhakta? Without
devotion he will not be able to do all that is necessary to be a karma-yogi. He may be
doing his svakarma but if his understanding of moksa is vague, his bhakti will also be
vague. Bhagavan says madbhakta here to indicate his enthusiasm. It shows that his
commitment is complete.
And he is sarfgavarjita,free from attachment. Attachment is usually to an object.
Sauikara mentions a few of them here, dhana, wealth, putra, son or daughter, mitra,
friend, kalatra, wife, bandhu, relatives. These are all things to which you can become
attached. A friend can be an object of obsession; so can wealth, children etc.
Saigavarjitais a person who is free from such obsessive attachment, which is really
emotional dependence. He has affection, love etc., but is not dependent on any of these
for his sense of well-being.
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If you have saiga, several other problems follow in its wake; anxiety, pain, etc.
and rdga-dvesas become predominant. It is an on-going problem. There is always some
misunderstanding or another with a relative. No sooner do you resolve that than there is
a problem with your spouse or child. The entire life gets consumed in pleasing people. It
is endless because there will always be misunderstandings. So, we decide to understand
the whole thing more fundamentally. We appreciate the nature of the mind and develop
an awareness of what detachment is. In different degrees, everyone experiences the
problems surrounding excessive emotional involvement. It is a universal problem. So,
we become conscious of the fact that we are subject to emotional involvement and try to
understand what it is. With that awareness we can enjoy relationships instead having
them to be problematic. In fact they help us to grow.
Unless we relate, how do we know whether we have an emotional involvement?
The involvement arises because of a need and it is that which creates the problems. Once
the need is detected, a certain detachment is called for and that cannot come without
understanding. In the process of inquiry you gather an awareness of yourself and
understand your behaviour. You learn what situations you have to avoid until the time
comes when you are able to interact without getting emotionally involved. Then you
only give in a relationship. As long as we take, there is dependence. Without dependence
you can give freely of your affection, love, and sympathy.
And he is without enmity, nirvaira. Sometimes people behave in a way that is
inimical to you. But if you are committed to your own maturity you will question
yourself, 'Perhaps I invoke enmity. Otherwise why should he be inimical to me?' I do
not say we should internalise everything but we must be responsible for our emotions
and actions. And each person behaves according to his or her own mind. If this is
understood, problems are greatly minimised. The animals etc., including mosquitoes are
all above reproach. They just do what Bhagavdn has programmed them to do. You
cannot blame a mosquito for biting. But you can keep away from it. It is much the same
with human beings. Even if they are totally committed to activities, which are inimical to
you, they are to be understood as human beings whose behaviour, like all other human
beings, is helplessly dictated by their past. If you had the same past, you would behave in
exactly the same way. Knowing this, there cannot be any enmity. We allow people to be
as they are. This is dispassion, which is possible only with a certain maturity. To gain
that, we keep analysing our responses.
One who has all these characteristics becomes one with Me, m6m eti. 'I' am the
ultimate, the only end for him. Suppose you have become one with Bhagavdn, then
what will you do? What can you not do? You are free; you are full. There is no isolation.
This is the most desirable teaching. Arjuna asked for this and Krsna taught him
everything.
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om tat sat. iti srimadbhagavadgitasu upanisatsubrahmavidydydm
yogasdstre Srikrsnadrjunasamvude viSvarapadarganayogonama
ekddaso'dhydyaah

Thus in the Bhagavadgltd, which is but Upanisad, in the dialogue between
Krsna and Arjuna, thus ends the eleventh chapter, which has as its topic the visvardpa,
the vision of the cosmic form.
^^^^fe^^A^~~

CHAPTER 12
BHAKTI-YOGA
INTRODUCTION
In the twelfth chapter the topic is predominantly devotion, bhakti. Bhakti is from
the root bhaj used in the sense of service. Dedicated action to Isvara who is in the form
of dharma is called bhakti. One who conforms to dharma and avoids adharma,
looking upon it as livara is a bhakta, a karma-yogi.
ARJUNA'S QUESTION
The chapter opens with a question by Arjuna. It is in the same vein as all his other
questions in the Gita. His conflict lies in the fact that his mind is in sannydsa but he is
being called to duty. Everyone has such a conflict in one form or another. Even in the
early morning you wonder, 'Should I get up or should I sleep in for a while?' You start
the day with a conflict of pravrtti and nivrtti and this continues in various forms.
Arjuna's mind is still not settled. In the second chapter he declared that he was not
interested in kingdom and comforts but preferred a life of bhiksa. After using the word
bhiksa, he was obsessed with sannyasa.
His commitment is of course for sreyas and he wants sannydsa for that. The
action he is called to is a terrible one. He has to fight a war. If it were a prayer like
sandhyd-vandana,or a ritual like agnihotrait would not be a problem. His difficulty is
that he has to kill all these great men like Bhlsma and Drona for whom he has so much
respect. How can he fight against people who deserve his worship? In the same chapter
he said further that it was not possible for him to engage in such a battle. He would
rather live a sadhu's life and gather alms, bhiksd. Such a lifestyle is possible for only
two types of people, a brahmacirlor a sannyasi, a renunciate. Arjuna cannot be a
brahmacari now; he is already married and has grown-up sons. He can only become a
sannydsi, which is exactly what he thinks is good for him now. He has said so, in so
many words. 'I do not want a kingdom because I do not think it will remove my sorrow.
Therefore, I want sreyas, I am your student, please teach me-isyaste'ham Sddhi mdm
tvdm prapannam.' Arjuna had a commitment for this knowledge. He wanted sreyas,
not sannydsa but he thought sannyasawould be more conducive to his gaining sreyas.
Then Lord Krsna taught him the nature of dtmd in the second chapter. He also
told him that all the Vedas talk about ends within samsdra, not going beyond the three
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gunas. Therefore, he said, 'Arjuna, may you become one who is above these three
gunas, nistraigunyo bhavdrjuna.' Then he told him to get up and fight, tasmdit
uttistha kaunteya yuddhdya krtanidcayah, and talked to him about karma-yoga. 'You

have choice only regarding action, never the result, karmanyevddhikdraste ma phalesu
kaddcana.'

Then Arjuna asked a question. He wanted to know the characteristics of a wise
man, sthitaprajiasyaki bhdst. Indirectly he was asking whether a wise man would
live in this world and perform all actions like any one of us. Bhagavdn answered by
saying that the one who is happy with himself is a wise man. What is day for the
ignorant is night for him and what is night for him is day for the other. That means what
is true to him is not true to the other and what is true to the other is not true to him. Yi
nisa sarvabhiltndtm tasydmr jagarti samyaml yasyrdm jagrati bhitani sa nii

pagyato muneh. When that is so, how can one describe a sthitaprajhato one who is not
a sthitaprajia?

If you are not a wise man, no description is going to help you because it takes a
wise man to understand a wise man. And if you are already a sthitaprajha,you do not
need to have him described to you. Still Krsna made an attempt using an example. As
the waters entering into the brimful ocean bring about no change to the ocean, similarly
all objects enter into a wise man leaving no trace at all. He is happy. Nothing elates or
depresses him.
Then Arjuna had another question. He understands very well that Krsna has his
heart in knowledge because by knowledge alone one becomes a sthitaprajia,.If that is
so, he wonders, 'Why are you asking me to engage in this fight? Since knowledge
liberates, Arjuna wants to pursue only knowledge. He has no value for all these
activities Krsna is asking him to engage in. 'You seem to contradict your own words,
because you praise knowledge and at the same time ask me to do karma,' he tells him. It
is evident that Sreyas, which is moksa, is gained by knowledge. Yet he is asked to
engage in this action. And it is not an easy task; it implies bloodshed. It seems to Arjuna
that Krsna wants to deny him sreyas by diverting his attention in another direction. All
this is implied when he asks, 'Which do you consider better, Krsna, karma orjihdna,
jyayasi cet karmanaste mata buddhirjandrdana, tadekam vada niscitya yena

Sreyo'ham dpnuyam.' The third chapter is the response to this. Lord Krsna does not
give him a definite answer. He only tells what karma-yoga is, and what is sannydsa.
Both are for jidna. The difference is only in lifestyle, loke'smin duividhd nistht. One

is a life of renunciation, the other a life of activity with proper attitude, which is good for
purification of the mind, citta-guddhi. Thereby, you are able to understand what is being
said.
If you are ready for sannyisa, be a sannyisl; if not, be a karma-yogi. There is no

choice in this really. It is like a fifteen year old asking if next year he should be sixteen
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or twenty-five. Sannydsa is maturity and to gain maturity you have to go through
karma-yoga. Therefore, between sannydsa and karma-yoga there is no choice. It is
entirely decided by what you are ready for. Krsna carefully explained karma-yoga and
sannydsa hoping Arjuna would not ask this question again. But, after waiting for some
time, in the fifth chapter Arjuna asks the same question in a different form. Hoping
perhaps that Krsna has forgotten his original question, he asked, 'You are praising both
yoga and sannydsa, Krsna; between the two, please tell me definitely, which one you
consider to be better-'sannydsam karman.m krsna punaryogam ca gamsasi
yacchreya etayorekam tanme brihi suniscitam.' Initially he asked about knowledge
and karma, and here he calls it sannydsa and yoga.
It is the same question with a different terminology. Again Lord Krsna does not
answer directly. He says, 'What is achieved by the sannyasis is also accomplished by
the karma-yogis, yat sdakhyaih prdpyate sthdnam tad yogairapi gamyate.' And
further, 'The one who looks at both sannydsa and karma-yoga as the same (means for
one common end), he alone sees, ekam sdrikhyam ca yogam ca yah paiyati sa
pasyati.'
IS THE QUESTION DIFFERENT FROM OTHERS?
Here in the twelfth chapter Arjuna asks the same question in a slightly different
form. He wants to know, which of the two groups of people are better - those who pursue
nirguna-brahma, meaning they purse the knowledge of dtmd being Brahman, free
from all attributes, or those who worship the Lord in the cosmic form, which he has just
seen, in a way.
The karma-yogi does his duties towards the family, society, his country and even
the devatds with isvardrpana-buddhiand meditates upon saguna-brahma.None of
these duties exists for a sannydsi. His life is one of dedicated pursuit of knowledge,
nothing else. He also declares his pursuit with external symbols like the kdsaya the
ochre robes, the rudrdiksamald, and kamandalu. He takes sannydsa by performing a
stipulated ritual in which he takes an oath that he will no longer be a cause of fear for
any living being including plants, animals, human beings and all the devatds. He gives
abhaya to all of them. And he pursues nirguna-brahmato the exclusion of everything
else. Though the word updsana is used, nirguna-brahmacannot be meditated upon; it
has to be understood. How are you going to meditate upon something free from
attributes, which moreover, is the meditator's svarupa? Nirguna-brahma-upisanais
the pursuit of knowledge. 'Those who meditate upon Me as that, tam ye paryupasate,
come to Me directly, te mim eva ydnti. They are Me, because what they are meditating
upon is dtmd and I am the dtmd of every one. Knowing that they are Me, they are
non-separate from Me,' Bhagavan says.
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Instead of phrasing his question with reference to their activity, Arjuna has
worded it in terms of their meditation. But it is the same question. In terms of lifestyle,
Arjuna's question was whether sannyasa was better or karma-yoga. But here the
question is asked in terms of topic of meditation. For the karma-yogi the topic is
saguna-brahma,IAvara; for the sannydsi it is nirguna-brahma.

What is the difference between this question and Arjuna's questions in the third
and fifth chapters? There is no difference. In the eighteenth chapter he words it
differently, still asking whether tydga, meaning karma-phala-tyaga is better than
sannydsa. Again Lord Krsna continues to answer him until at last his questions come to
an end. In the eighteenth chapter Arjuna says, 'My delusion is gone; I have recovered
my senses and will do as you say, nasto mohah smrtirlabdhd... karisye vacanam
tava.

Because this chapter is called bhakti-yoga, it is a common misconception that this
is yet another yoga. Yoga here, as in all the other chapters, means topic. There is no
independent means called bhakti yoga. Lord Krsna has made it clear that freedom is
through knowledge and there are two lifestyles one can adopt while in the pursuit of that
knowledge, sannyisa or karma-yoga. Both have the same end so, what is achieved by
the sannylsi is also accomplished by the karma-yogi. The one who sees both of them as
the same, a means for one common end, he alone sees, ekam sdhikhyam ca yogam ca
yah paSyati sa paSyati.'Z

Inspite of that, Arjuna wants to know who is better, the one who pursues nirgunabrahma meaning knowledge of dtmd or the one who worships the cosmic form, the
karma-yogi who is doing saguna-brahma-updsana.The one who worships igvara as

one who is in the form of the whole universe and conforms to the law of dharma
looking upon it also as Isvara, is a karma-yogi, a devotee.
There are a lot of people who follow dharma but they do not look upon it as
Isvara. They have understood that what they expect of others is expected of them and
act accordingly to avoid conflict. Though they are in conformity with dharma, they are
not karma-yogis, if they do not accept Isvara because when dharma is not looked upon
as Isvara, there is no isvardrpana-buddhi.The karma-yogi, however, not only offers

all actions to Isvara, he meditates upon Isvara. Both are worshippers of Isvara. Any
ritual like agnihotra is worship. And if it is combined with updsana, a mental action, it
is an even more efficacious worship. Every form of worship comes under karma-yoga.
Whether it is simple repetition of the Veda or mental repetition of a prayer, it is a
karma. So, karma-yoga is not merely service. It is any activity performed with Isvara
in view including prayer and meditation. Karma is threefold-mental, oral and physical.
SGlt - 18-73
2Gitd - 5-5
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And if you are invoking IAvara through any one of them, it is karma-yoga. There is no
separate bhakti-yoga. I repeat this here because the confusion is so rampant. It is a
common misconception that there are four yogas-jiidna-yoga, karma-yoga, bhaktiyoga and hatha-yoga.
A sannyasi renounces all enjoined duties both what is to be done daily, nityakarma, and what is to be done occasionally, naimittika-karma,consisting mainly of
rituals and prayers. Besides that he gives up all duties towards family, society, country
and even devatis. His pursuit is purely knowledge. The karma-yogis, on the other hand,
are obliged to do the enjoined duties. Therefore, we have two sets of people, the
sannydsis, or jiana-yogis, pursuing knowledge to the exclusion of everything else, and
the the karma-yogis pursuing knowledge in conjunction with karma as a yoga.
Now suppose there is a bhakti-yogi. Does he have duties or not? He does daily
pujd, studies the Puranasetc. all of which are karmas. So, in what way is bhakti-yoga
separate from karma? And if he is a real devotee, even when he is doing some other
type of action he does not become a non-devotee. A real devotee is a devotee all the
time. In order to make that a reality one does all this pijij etc. How can we say that a
karma-yogi does not have bhakti? For a karma-yogi, there is no act, which is not an act
of worship. As I said, even an ethical person, however esteemed he may be, is not a
karma-yogi if he does not accept isvara. He has to be matkarmakrt, one who sees
dharma as IAvara and does all action for the sake of Ivara. We can never say that this
karma-yogi is without bhakti. And neither is there any sannyisi without bhakti
because sannydsa is only to know uAvara. There is no bhakti-yogi. Lord Krsna has said
'loke'smin dvividha nisthd, in this world there are two committed lifestyles for moksa,
that of a sannyasi and that of a karma-yogi.'
Not understanding this, there are those who claim that there are four types of
people, with one yoga for each type. They say, for those who are intellectual there is
jidna-yoga, for the emotional, bhakti-yoga, for the extrovert, karma-yoga and for the
dullard, hatha-yoga. We are all intellectual and who does not have emotions? Who is
not an extrovert? Even the most introverted person has some extroverted activities. And
who does not need some exercise? Asanas are done by sannyasis, by karma-yogis and
by anybody who wants to keep his body fit. Which of these is not meant for everyone? It
is very clear that the problem lies in not understanding what sannyasa is, what karmayoga is, what jhna is and what moksa is. It is not bhakti-yoga that is presented here
but bhakti, and in particular, saguna-brahma-updsana.
Introducing the chapter, Sahkara says, from the second chapter to the tenth on
vibhiti-yoga, the pursuit of paramdtma, which is Brahman that is not subject to
change, aksara, in which all upidhis are negated and which is without any guna, was
discussed. Besides that, ISvara's vibhitis were also pointed out-his aisvarya,
overlordship, omniscience, and so on. That lsvara who was there in the beginning and
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who is in the form of the entirejagat,was shown in the eleventh chapter as the one to be
meditated upon by those karma-yogis who are matkarmakrt. Arjuna now has a

question about this.

%T^TzzrETi I
"T

7dd~ffffh T^ffii

^ ql~yd I

arjuna uvdca
evam satatayuktdye bhaktastudm paryupasate
ye cdpyaksaramavyaktam tesam ke yogavittamdh

Verse 1

3T1: arjunah- Arjuna; -iN uvaca - said;
4 T'MT: ye bhaktih - those devotees who; T:q TWrmbT: evam satatayuktdh -

constantly committed in this manner; T^7

are

tvam paryupdsate - meditate upon

7 l--T tvdm paryupdsate 1-q ye ca api - and also those who; (T
you;
is not subject to decline; 3T5cqT avyaktam - who
seek you;) a3kPT aksaram-who
is not available for objectification; TR_ tesam - among them; - ke - who; dlmTlIArl:

yogavittamah - are the greatest knowers of yoga
Arjuna said:

In this manner, (there are) those devotees who, constantly committed,
meditate upon you and also those who seek you as one who is not subject
to decline and not available for objectification. Among them, who are the
greatest knowers of yoga?
After seeing the visvaripa,Arjuna asked this question based upon what he saw.
His question proves that the vision did not solve his problem. He still maintained a
division. Here, Arjuna wants to know who is superior, a karma-yogi who is doing
updsana or a jihinl. The karma-yogi is doing meditation upon the visvarupa; the
sannyasi is contemplating on aksara-para-brahma.One pursues saguna-brahmaand

the other nirguna-brahma.Which is better? The question has certain implications. It is
not who is the more exalted among these two, but rather, who is closer to moksa.
Evam reveals a connection to what was said earlier. The reference, Sarikara says,
is to the previous verse in which Bhagavun talked about the karma-yogi as
'matkarmakrt,' etc. By saying evam, Arjuna brings to Lord Krsna's mind what was

said in the last verse of the previous chapter.
Satatam means constantly; yukta means committed. Those who are constantly
engaged in this manner, evam satata-yuktdh, performing all actions for Bhagavdn,
living a committed life of karma-yoga as explained in the previous verse. They are
bhaktdh, devotees, because they perform karma with iSuararpana-buddhi,looking
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upon dharma as Isvara. Defining bhaktas, Sahkara says ananyagaranah,those for

whom there is no other refuge. Others, the artharthls,use Bhagavan to assist them in
their accomplishments. Their Sarana, refuge, is in money, power, and so on, and not in
Itvara. But those who are desirous of liberation, who are bhaktas, find their refuge only
in iSvara. Gaining him is moksa for them. Besides doing karma, they meditate,
paryupasate,upon Bhagavan as one who is everything as was shown in the visvaripadarSana.

This chapter reveals many things. But it can be the most confusing chapter in the
Gitd. Understanding it requires a lot of background. You must know what is upsana,
dhyina, karma, yoga, and jiiana, to understand it. What is said here could not have
been said earlier because all these things have to be covered.
The karma-yogis who meditate are one group. The other group, he says, are those
who pursue Brahman that is not subject to change, aksara, and not available as an
object, avyakta, which is the nature of dtmd. Of these, Arjuna wants to know who are
the ones who are nearer to moksa.
SAGUNA-BRAHMA AND NIRGUNA-BRAHMA
Throughout the Gita, Brahman is described as aksara, that which is not subject
to decline, na ksarati iti aksaram and avyakta, that which is free from all upadhis,

because it has no attributes. But earlier (in the tenth and eleventh chapters) it was
described as having attributes, saguna-brahma.Do we have two Brahmans? No, we
have only one Brahman whose svariipa is nirguna, free from everything, pure
consciousness. It becomes saguna because of the upddhi of mayd. Saguna-brahma

has attributes, nirguna-brahmadoes not have; this is the difference.
Avyakta can mean that which is not mainfest or, that which is not available as an
object. What is unmanifest can be the cause, mdyt. The kdrana-mdya is unmanifest and
therefore, avyakta. But here Sahkara gives the meaning of avyakta as that which
cannot be objectified, akarana-gocara.An object of the senses or mind, the instruments
of knowing, is called karana-gocara. What is not an object of the instruments of
knowing is akarana-gocara.That is not to say it cannot be known; it is just not an
object of the instruments of knowing. An object is something other than yourself, which
you come to know through various means of knowledge. But this is you and therefore,
not an object. Anything not available for objectification is avyakta. Sankara makes a
note about the origin of the word. The word uyakta has the meaning of that which is
manifest. It is derived from the root ahj (vi + ahj = vyahj), which has the meaning of 'to
manifest, to be available for objectification.' Therefore, anything that is manifest and is
available for objectification is called vyakta. And anything that is not available for
objectification is called avyakta. Atma is not an object of anything; it is always the
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subject; therefore it is said to be avyakta. Avyakta does not mean it is unknown, only
that it is not an object. It is always the caitanya-svarilpa,the subject.
The question is, between these karma-yogis who are seeking nirguna-brahma,
and the karma-yogis doing their karmas with isvararpana-buddhiand meditating

upon saguna-brahma,who is better? In fact, the superlative affix, tama, is used. Who
are the best? What is the meaning of 'best' here? What Arjuna wants to know is who are
nearer to moksa.
THE JNANI IS NOT TO BE COMPARED TO THE KARMA-YOGI
The Gita looks upon the sannyasl as a jicdni because he is committed only to
jidina. And Krsna has said the jidani is himself, jiidni tu &tmaiva me matam. A

comparison between him and the karma-yogi is not valid. Krsna is going to say, 'the
karma-yogis, those who meditate upon saguna-brahma,are better off.'

Introducing the next verse, Sahkara has this to say. Those, however, who are
contemplating upon aksara-brahmaand who therefore, have a clear vision of Brahman
and are free from the three types of desires, are to be left alone. They are already
sannyasis, so, let us not talk about them here because, as Bhagavdn has said, 'They are
Myself.' There is no comparison between them and the karma-yogis at all. It is
legitimate to compare those karma-yogis who are doing updsana with those who are
not, kevala-karma-yogis. Karma is duty and daily worship; upasana is meditation.

Though updsana is also worship, it is mental worship. So, we consider it separately. The
karma-yogi has ivararpana-buddhiand recognises Isvara as the karma-phaladdtd,

the giver of the fruits of actions, and karmddhyaksa, the one who presides over the law
of karma. Recognizing IUvara, he does his karma but whether it is oral or physical, it is
not meditation. When the action is purely mental with saguna-brahmaas the object, it
becomes meditation. If it were just mental activity, then worry also would be meditation.
In order to distinguish updsana from karma, it is defined as saguna-brahma-visaya-

mSnasa-vyidpra;activity is common to both. In performing agnihotrathere is sagunabrahma-visaya-vyapara. The difference is, in meditation it is purely a mdnasavydpdra, in a ritual, it is not. Therefore, whenever you see the word upSsana or
sometimes dhydna, it means meditation. Those who are karma-yogis and combine their
daily karmas with meditation on Ihvara, will be said here as yuktdtmds.
The sannydsis are not available for such comparison. Suppose someone wants to
get a degree. You cannot say those who have gained the degree are superior. You leave
them out of any comparison altogether. It is the same with a sannydsi. He is as good as
aksara-brahma,so, the question of superiority does not arise. That is the end you want
to be. That is why Sahkara says tdvat tisthantu, leave them alone. Bhagavdn will talk
about them later. Now he talks about the two types of karma-yogis, in the next verse.
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rribhagavunuvuca
mayydveSya mano ye mdm nityayuktd updsate
Araddhayd parayopetasteme yuktatama matah

Verse 2

parayd - w ith unflinching faith; 3 "m:
raddhayd
Sye
- those who; 8 9 WITW
upetah - are endowed; fe4 mayi - in Me; IR: manah - the mind; 3ITy4 dveSya
- committed; fT-T-rml: nitya-yuktih - being ever united; ITR mdm - Me; Prt1
updsate - meditate; a te - they; 'rarrTl: yuktatamdh - as the most exalted; 4 T-:
me math.- are considered by Me
Sri Bhagavdn said:

Endowed with unflinching faith, their minds committed to Me, being
ever united (with Me), those who meditate upon Me are considered by
Me as the most exalted. (This is My vision.)
Those who worship committing their mind to ParameSvaraare karma-yogis, as
was said in the last chapter. Sankara says that they are devotees of ISvara, who is the
Lord of all yogis and all exalted devatas; the one who is all-knowing, sarvajita, and
whose vision is not blinded by the afflictions of rdga and so, vimukta-rdgddi-klesatimiradrsti.Timiradrstiis vision that is obscured because of cataract. Unlike blindness,
it can be corrected by removing the cataract. Bhagavin is described here as the one who
does not have timiradrsti.This is only to say that he is unlike all of us. He is free from
the five-fold afflictions, kleSas,' beginning with rdga, which impair our recognition of
iSvara. Upon this Isvara, they meditate, updsate.
Being karma-yogis, they meditate with the utmost Sraddhd, pard-sraddhd.

Sraddha is commitment to Sruti. Whether they understand it or not, they give credence
to the Bruti. They know that they have to understand what it says. This provisional
acceptance of the druti's veracity is Sraddhd. What kind of graddhd? Para here means
unflinching. Because of this they can do their karma properly, even though they may
sometimes not fully understand. These are definitely considered by Me to be the most
exalted, yuktatamdh me matih. This is My vision. They are near moksa.
Although those who worship avyaktam aksaram brahma, are not different from

Bhagav.n himself, he does not want Arjuna to emulate them. Therefore, he presents
these karma-yogis as the ones who are near him because he wants Arjuna to follow
their example knowing it is good for him. Suppose a ten year old asks, which of the two
'avidy& (ignorance), asmita (egoism), rdga (like), dvesa (dislike), abhiniveSa (attachment)
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books he should read, Shakespeare's original plays or stories from Shakespeare written
for children, you will recommend the children's book because it is suitable for the child.
He will understand it and learn something from it. That is the point here. The very fact
that Arjuna asks, which is better indicates that he needs to follow karma-yoga. That is
better for him. So, Bhagavun says karma-yogis who are doing upasanaare yuktatmas.

Does that mean the others are inferior?

qbR IPII

iiwjý
\4444IHTfTWap

ye tvaksaramanirdegyamavyaktamparyupasate
sarvatragamacintyamca kiitasthamacalamdhruvam
tu - however; 4 ye U

those who;

TT

paryupdsate-

Verse 3

contemplate upon; 3TW"

aksaram- that which is not subject to decline; 3tiqkw anirdegyam - which is not
Wq i
not available for objectification;
avyaktam describable; aTqi&
sarvatragam- all pervasive; 3TaF--R• r acintyam ca - and not an object of thought;
acalam - which does not move;
kiiastham- which abides in maya; aTwF
Ta-dfpT dhruvam - which is eternal

However, those who contemplate upon that which is not subject to
decline, not describable, not available for objectification, all pervasive,
and not an object of thought, which abides in maya, does not move and is
eternal.
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sanniyamyendriyagrdmamsarvatrasamabuddhayah
te prdpnuvantimdmeva sarvabhitahiteratih

Verse 4

-'t-UFTm indriya-grdmam
samniyamya - having complete mastery over;
- the group of sense organs; *4 sarvatra- always; Tf-J.gT: sama-buddhayah those who are equal-minded; R•--- f TM: sarvabhfita-hiteratah - those who take

ferq

delight in/are disposed to (in) the welfare of all beings; A sWFr
they gain; T 1 tr mdm eva - Me alone

te prdpnuvanti -

Having complete mastery over the group of sense organs, those who are
always equal-minded and take delight in/are disposed to the welfare of all
beings, gain Me alone.
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Alternative meaning:
Having complete mastery over the group of sense organs, only those who
are always equal-minded and take delight in/are disposed to the welfare
of all beings, gain Me.
Lord Krsna is eloquent in answering the second part of this question. He piles up
all these words just to show that sannydsa is not a matter of choice; it is something to be
understood. 'All these people who worship this Brahman come to Me. They are Me
because aksara is Me, avyakta is Me, anirdehya is also Me. When they discover the
meaning of these words they discover Me and it is not going to separate them from Me.'
Arjuna's question was, which of the two groups was better, those doing karmayoga and meditating upon saguna-brahma for the sake of moksa or the sannyasis
committed to the pursuit of nirguna-parabrahma?Who is nearer to moksa? Lord
Krsna said, 'Those who are meditating upon saguna-brahma and are living a life of
karma-yoga are yogavittamdh.' Here he shows that the sannyasis are not available for
such a comparison. You cannot compare someone who is the end itself. Those who are
capable of aksara-brahma-updsanaare not ordinary people. They have accomplished
what these others are trying to achieve.
Arjuna's question is like the one, once posed in the court of Akbar. 'Among the
rivers in India, which is the most sacred?' Everybody said 'Gahig.' But one man named
Birbal said it was not Gahgd but Yamuna. Everyone turned against him quoting the
dastra to prove that Gahgd was the most sacred. Then he reminded them that the
question was, 'Among the rivers, which is the most sacred?' and argued that it was
Yamund because Krsna was born and raised on its banks. Since it was sanctified by his
presence, Yamund is the most sacred among the rivers. When asked, 'What about
Gaga,' he answered, 'Who says Gakga is a river? Gahgd is jhina itself' It is not a
river and, therefore, cannot be compared to other rivers.
Similarly, there are many types of people doing karma. Some are ndstikas; they
do not believe in God at all. There are both ethical and unethical ndstikas, the ethical
being superior to the unethical. Then there are the believers, dstikas, devotees who are
worshipping igvara and doing their karmas. This appreciation of Isvara only indicates
a certain maturity; so, they are superior to the ndstikas. Among them, some resort to
Isvara only when they are in distress, the drta-bhaktas.Better than these are others who
turn to Bhagavan not only in distress but also when they want to accomplish something,
the arthdrthi-bhaktas.Still better are the karma-yogis who want moksa, which means
they want Isvara. And among these are those who not only live a life of karma-yoga,
but also do upasana,meditation, on saguna-brahma.They are the best, yogavittamc h.
That is the answer given by Lord Krsna.
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The sannydsis he treats as jidnis. The tu here distinguishes them from all

others-Ye paryupdsate, those who contemplate upon nirguna-brahma,meaning they
pursue nirguna-brahmaby grauana, manana and nididhyasana. Which Brahman?

Bhagavdn repeats the very words Arjuna had used in his question, aksara, avyakta.
Aksara means that which is not mutable. It is never subject to change. These sannyasis
contemplate upon the aksara-brahma. Then it is avyakta, not available for
objectification as an object of perception. When that is so, how can you describe it? You
cannot say it is like this or that; it is anirdegya, not describable. That is why all these
words are negative; aksara,avyakta etc. It is not possible to describe it because it is not
an object of a given word, asabdagocara.Elsewhere Sahkara says, when Brahman is
everything and is independent of everything, what word can you use? Any word will be
inadequate.
BRAHMAN IS ANIRDESYA, NOT AN OBJECT OF WORDS
Even saying it is sarva-atita,beyond everything, is only from the standpoint of
what you see. You see a world and therefore, say that Brahman is beyond the world. In
fact, in Brahman there is no such thing as being beyond the world. There is only
Brahman. From our own empirical standpoint we use words to describe Brahman but
in reality it is asabdagocara,because it is not 6abda-vacya, the immediate meaning of
any word. Still, as the implied meaning of a word, it is Sabdagocara.That is why it is
described in Vivekacidtamani, sarva-vedanta-siddhanta-gocaramtam agocaram,

that which is not available for any kind of objectification yet revealed by all the
Upanisads; it is their siddhanta, which is tat tvam asi. Through that alone you

understand Brahman, which is not an object. Consciousness, dtmd, is not something in
which you will see Brahman. It is not a quality of atma, which you did not see before
and then see after Vedanta. It is not like seeing a moder painting. At first you see only
some colours. Then someone says there is a figure there sheltered in a cave in a
mountain. You still do not see anything and so, he points out the nose of the figure. Once
you have seen that, you look for the eyes and so on, until gradually you see the whole
figure-and the mountain too. Once part of the picture is formed, the rest is easy to see.
Here the error is negated and the self recognised as one free from all forms of limitation.
Some things, though they cannot be described, can be known. Like sweetness, for
example. It is anirdesya. With all her eloquence, even Sarasvati, the Goddess of
knowledge, cannot describe sweetness. The only way to know it is to taste something
sweet. It is not describable but still, it is perceptual experiential knowledge. It is not so,
for Brahman because it cannot be objectified by the senses or by the mind. It is not an
object of experience but the very svarutpa, the nature of all experiences and is always
present. Therefore, how is Brahman going to be seen by the atma? Atma is Brahman.
If dtmd as it obtains now, in all the periods of time, is Brahman, then with whatever 'I'
you are now seeing, that 'I' is Brahman. You are not going to see Brahman somewhere
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as something. The very 'I' that is obtaining now has to be recognised as Brahman.
Therefore, when it is said to be anirdeSya, it means it is not .abda-vdcya, the direct
meaning of a word, but Aabda-laksya, the implied meaning of a word. This has to be
understood because, if it is totally unavailable through words, then what is the purpose of
the Sdstra? If the nature of the sastra as pramdna is not understood, one will conclude
that the hastra is only theory and Brahman has to be experienced. The truth is,
Brahman is revealed by the words of the sastra, not by the immediate meaning of the
words but by the implied meaning. Once you say implied meaning, one can think that it
can only be implied, not directly known. But the implied meaning of a word can also
give direct knowledge. In the sentence, 'The white runs-Aveto dhdvati,' the person to
whom it is addressed understands that the white horse is running. In this context, white
implies white horse and the knowledge that arises is immediate.
When a word is meant to imply something, it may take a moment to recognise the
implied meaning. But not when the sentence is tat tvam asi. It is a simple statement of
fact, which removes ignorance of yourself. Brahman is not a thing. It is yourself, the
self because of which you are studying this book. That self happens to be Brahman. The
one who is reading the book is Brahman. Sastra makes you recognise that 'I the reader'
is Brahman.

And this Brahman is avyakta, not manifest as an object of any pramdina. Even
vedanta-pramana does not make it an object, though through veddnta-pramana,
avyaktam brahma can be immediately known. Upon this Brahman, these sannyasis
contemplate, avyaktam paryupdsate.

WHAT IS NIRGUNA-BRAHMA-UPASANA
Saikara gives the meaning for updsana in general. Upa means near, dsana,
means sitting, so, updsana is 'sitting near.' What is 'sitting near?' The mind, manah.
Near what? Whatever is the object of meditation, updsya. The point is, it is purely
mental. Mentally sitting near or dwelling upon the object of meditation is updsana. To
define it further, Saikara says updsana is to be done without transgressing what is said
in the astra, yathd-gdstram.It encompasses neither less nor more than what the sastra
says. By mentally objectifying the object of meditation, in keeping with the sdstra's
unfoldment of it, you become very near the object of meditation. This is nothing but
visualising and dwelling upon that object of meditation.
It is not easy to maintain a visualisation because thoughts are constantly changing.
Even so, the object of each thought is the same, the object of meditation, updsya. It is
like the flow of oil, tailadhdravat.Just as you see the same oil at any given point, here
too you see the same object of meditation in any given vrtti is even though the vrtti is
changing. And it keeps flowing for a length of time.
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Here, the upi7sya is pratyagdtmd as param brahma. The contemplation of these
sannyasis is aham brahmrsmi. For them, Brahman, the updsya, is non separate from

the pratyagdtmd.Thus they sit with the mind absorbed in param brahma, the implied
meaning of satya, the implied meaning of jhIna, the implied meaning of ananta. It is
meditation upon oneself as aksaram brahma, which is anirde.ya and also avyakta.

These are all negations. At the same time it is the svaripa of dtma. Positively it is
satyamjiidnamanantam. If you understand all these, you understand Brahman. Upon

this Brahman these sannyisis contemplate, paryupasate.
For a sannyisl, the mind dwells upon param brahma by vicara. The object of

meditation is for him, the object of understanding. It is not exactly meditation because
Brahman is not something that is meditated upon as an object for some result.
Understanding that dtmd is Brahman, 'paryupdsate' has an entirely different meaning.
It is seeing again what has been shown through the words of the sdstra. Srauana
becomes updsana, manana becomes upasana, as does nididhydsana.Understanding

the Bdstra is sravana. To eliminate any doubt, we have manana and to remove the
viparita-bhavand,the opposite attitudes or the pratibandhakasbecause of which there
may be difficulty in understanding or in enjoying one's understanding, we have
nididhydsana.The word updsana is used here for all three of these. But the sense of it
is altogether different. It is still valid though because there is a pratyaya, a kind of
cognition involved in dwelling upon Brahman. Yesterday's class was about Brahman;
today's class is about Brahman; and tomorrow it is again about Brahman. Even while
eating, everything is Brahman, brahmdrpanam brahmahavih... This is how the

sannydsl spends his time, thinking about it, tat-cintanam, talking about it, tatkathanam, and sharing whatever he knows with others, anyonyam tat-prabodhanam.

This is called brahma-abhydsa.Because of this kind of commitment to one thing alone
it is said paryupdsate, they are always meditating. Only the sannyasis can do this;
others have other things to do.
Pari is prefixed to updsate giving it the sense of 'totally committed.' Generally
the word updsana is used only for saguna-brahma, iSvara with attributes like
omniscience and so on, or the Lord in the form of a particular devatd. That is a true
object of meditation. Aksaram nirgunam brahma, on the other hand, is to be known,
jieya. Those who meditate, paryupdsate, upon this param brahma should be
understood as those who pursue the knowledge of param brahma with sravana,
manana,and nididhydsana.

THESE ARE NOT BRAHMAN'S GUNAS BUT LAKSANAS
All these words describing Brahman are not to distinguish it form the other
'Brahmans' but to define it. They are therefore, laksanas. Linguistically they are
adjectives, vigesandni, but functionally they are laksandni, revealing words. This is so,
because there is no second Brahman.
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Sarvatragam means it goes everywhere, sarvatra gacchati iti sarvatragam.It
obtains everywhere. Saikara says it is all pervasive like space, vyomavad vyapi.
Everything in creation is pervaded by space but it does not pervade consciousness.
Consciousness, however, pervades space. It has its being in caitanya-atma, which is
Brahman. Therefore, there is nothing whatsoever separate from Brahman, it being the
cause and all this an effect, an apparent, mithya, effect. Even space has its being in
consciousness alone; it is entirely dependent upon it. Its presence and absence are
entirely dependent upon consciousness, whereas consciousness, dtmd, is not dependent
upon anything, even time and space. Therefore, it is all-pervasive.
And it is acintyam, not an object of thought. Brahman cannot be objectified; it is
that in which all objects have their being. A thought cannot objectify Brahman;
Brahman is the truth of the very thought, though it is independent of thought. Being the
svaripa of the thought, Brahman is acintya, not an object of any thought. Sahkara
says what is accessible by the sense organs can be thought of by the mind; because
aksaram brahma is the opposite of that, it cannot be thought of. It is not only not
available as an object of sense perception, even to the sdksl, the witness, it is not
accessible. Why? Because the witness is Brahman. If it is not available in any way as an
object, how am I going to know Brahman? Anything that is known is an object of
thought, like a pot. No knowledge is possible without a thought objectifying the object in
order to know it.
IFBRAHMAN IS ACINTYA, HOW IS ONE TO KNOW BRAHMAN?
The argument is that anything that is known, is an object of thought because of the
fact that it is known, like a pot. A pot is known and it is an object of thought. True. The
extension is that Brahman has to be known and therefore, has to become an object of
thought. Brahman does have to be known; otherwise why study Sdstra? Why undertake
any spiritual pursuit if it cannot be known? If knowledge of Brahman liberates but
Brahman cannot be known, how can I pursue that knowledge? It is like knowing that a
rabbit's horn will cure cancer. It may, but I cannot start searching for a rabbit's horn
when I know there is no such thing. Similarly, if knowledge of Brahman is going to
liberate me from samsdra, but Brahman is not available for knowledge because it is
acintya, how can I pursue it?
It is important to understand that acintya means 'not an object of a thought.' But it
is yourself, the very svarizpa of the thought. Being yourself, it is self-evident; all that is
needed is to remove the erroneous notions you have about yourself. Atma is not an
object to be seen, but the subject mistaken for something else. That mistake has to be
corrected. There is a particular vrtti, which can give rise to the knowledge 'I am
Brahman.' It assumes the very form of dtmd so, that there is no subject-object
relationship. In every piece of knowledge there is a subject-object division, a knower and
an object known. But here there is no such division. The subject is involved in this
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knowledge and not as an object. At the same time, the vrtti is necessary for only that can
destroy ignorance. It cannot be destroyed by consciousness. If it could, I would have no
ignorance.
This is a very important thing to understand. Svaripa- caitanyam na ajiina-

virodhi, consciousness, which is the nature of dtmd, is not opposed to ignoranceneither self-ignorance nor any other ignorance. If you are ignorant of the Chinese
language, you are concsious of it but that consciousness does not affect the ignorance.
That is why your self-ignorance can continue indefinitely. What is opposed to ignorance
is vrtti-jiidna,knowledge that takes place in the form of a vrtti.
It is said, manasa eva anudrastavyam,only by the mind is it to be known. At the
same time manasa acintyam, it cannot be thought of by the mind. We have two
statements, which together amount to saying, it has to be known by the mind even
though it is not accessible by the mind. What does it mean?
It has to be known by the mind alone but no mind can ever know it. In fact it is
true and it is explainable. Such statements are not meant to paralyze the reasoning like a
Zen Koan' but to reveal the truth. Being the subject, it is not an object of your thought.
Yet to know it, the mind must have a vrtti, which destroys ignorance with reference to
Brahman. It does not have to reveal it because every thought is revealed by that
Brahman.

The mind has the capacity to reveal an object and its presence is necessary to
know an object. Without it, there are two possibilities. Either you would see everything
at the same time or nothing at all. But you do always see some given thing. Therefore,
you require a mind, which has vyaiijakatva, the capacity to reveal an object. It has to
undergo a particular change to objectify a given object. With reference to atmd this is
not the case because dtmd is the one whose consciousness is enjoyed by the mind. For
atmd to be revealed, you do not require a means of knowledge to give rise to a thought
that reveals it. The thought is seen because of dtmd. You are always self-evident, the
only one whose existence does not require proof. If the self also requires proof, to whom
is the proof to be given? There is no other self. Atma is the only thing in this creation,
which is self-evident; every other thing has to become evident to the self for its existence
to be proved. Because it is self-evident it does not need to be illumined; it is the
illuminator. All that is required is to remove the ignorance of the self-evident self being
Brahman-satyamjii&nam anantam brahma.The removal of ignorance occurs in the

mind and therefore, it is proper to say that it has to be known by the mind. At the same
time, it is not an object of the mind. Paradoxes like these are revealing. They are not
meant to stun your reasoning.
SKoan is a riddle in the form of paradox used in Zen Buddhism as an aid to meditation and
a means of gaining intuitive knowledge.
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BRAHMAN IS KUTASTHA
Kiltastham-Sarikara gives a meaning based on the commonly understood
meaning of k.ita, which is false as seen in such expressions as ki.taripakam, false
testimony. Something that looks appealing externally but on closer examination is found
to be otherwise is kitaripaka;it has a false appearance. False testimony appears real
when it is being presented but is, in fact, different from the truth. That is kata.
Kitastha means that which abides in ktia, kite tisthati iti khtasthah. What is
kata here is mdya. The witness of mdyd, that which is behind it is katasthah. tmd.
This is Brahman, the basis or truth, adhis.thna,of mdnyd and the witness, adhyaksa.
Elsewhere' it is said myadm tu prakrtim vidydt mdyinam tu mahesvaram, may you

understand that the immediate cause (of everything) is mdyd and the one who wields this
mdyd is the Lord. As the cause, mdyd is all-pervasive. But it does not exist apart from
Brahman, which means Brahman is necessarily all-pervasive. Because mdyi has no
independent existence apart from it, Brahman is the ultimate cause. Even though mdyd
appears to be real, when you look into it, it has no existence at all. It is kaita. And it is
also known as auydkrta, undifferentiated or unmanifest. Itvara himself says, 'My mdyd
is difficult to cross,' mama mdya duratyayd. In that mday, which is kiuta, abides
Brahman, kate sthitam kitastham. The use of the seventh case, 'in kata' has to be

properly understood. When we say there is water in a pot, the pot is the container and the
water the contained. Can we also say that Brahman is contained in mytyd where mdyd is
the basis, ddhdra, and Brahman, the based ddheya? If Brahman is based upon maya,

it becomes ndma-ripa, one of the objects in the creation. So, the meaning here is that
which obtains in the kiita, maya as the adhyaksa, as the rope obtains in the snake or the
gold in the chain. Brahman is the very basis, the truth of the kita.
Alternatively, Sarkarasays it is in kita like rdsi, a sign of the zodiac. The risis
are fixed, even though the planets keep moving. From the standpoint of these stationary
constellations, the movements of the planets are observed. Just as the rZii is the stable
basis from which all the planetary changes are measured, Brahman is the stable basis
upon which this ceaselessly changing mdya is based.
Or kita can mean anvil. Like an anvil it remains, kuitavat tisthati iti kiitasthah.

An anvil on which the blacksmith hammers pieces of heated iron into different shapes
remains unchanged. Under the blow of the hammer, the shape of the anvil does not
visibly change but it allows all changes to take place upon it. Ki.tastha-dtmd is the basis
of mdyd. It is all pervasive and therefore, acala, it does not move, na calati iti acalah.
There is no place for it to go. Then naturally it is dhruva, eternal because being
kiutastha it does not undergo any change. Not bound by time or place, it is always the
same, nitya.
Svetduvataropanisad- 4-10
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HOW DO THEY MEDITATE ON NIRGUNA-BRAHMA?
Further, what do those who pursue aksaram brahma do and what happens to
them? The pursuit of aksara-brahmaincludes contemplation upon Brahman, for which
one requires a certain disposition. Sanniyamya indriyagrdmammeans having complete
mastery over the group of organs. Indriyagramaincludes sense organs, organs of action
and the mind. Sanniyamana here is not only dama, disciplining the organs of action
and perception, but also Sama, a certain mastery over one's emotions and patterns of
thinking. Sama must be included because we are talking about contemplation upon
aksara-brahma,which requires inner composure. To acquire that one must have lived a
disciplined contented life and cultivated certain values and attitudes, which will bring
about, among other things, an equanimity towards all beings, sarvatrasama-buddhih.
Those who have these characteristics and are pursuing aksara-brahma,
Bhagavdn says, 'They gain Me alone,' te prdpnuvanti mdm eva. They gain the Lord
who was described in the previous verse as all-pervasive, sarvatragaalways connected
to all things, kattastha, the basis of everything, and acala,motionless.
These words describe the content of their pursuit. But they still have to live their
lives. It is not that they always think about the kittastha-atmd. They have to relate to
people and the situations they find themselves in are not always pleasant even if they are
sannyasis. They may be committed to aksara-brahmabut they still have to face the
world. A sannyasi has to meet various situations and take care of the physical body.
This verse shows his discipline, by the phrase, sanniyamya indriyagrdmam, and his
response to various situations, by sarvatrasamabuddhayah.
Sarvatra can mean in all places or at all times. There are people who have the
same disposition, samabuddhayah,in any situation, sarvatra.To the various situations
in life, the mind has different responses. Its nature is to change. So, thoughts, attitudes,
and moods are constantly in a flux. A certain situation upsets you, another elates you,
another depresses or makes you angry. This is the lot of every person. But those who
have undergone the discipline of a life of karma-yoga are not subject to these vagaries
of the mind. They are sama-buddhis, they maintain their composure in any situation.
The mind has different processes of thinking, which in themselves do not cause any
problem. The problem lies only in being subject to reaction. Sarvatrasamabuddhayah
are those who have neutralised rdgadvesas by living a prayerful life. IJvarirpanabuddhi is the distinguishing feature of karma-yoga. Through this one can achieve
relative composure, sama-buddhi.
Further, with regard to their responses they are sarva-bhiita-hiteratah,those who
delight in the well-being of all creatures. This takes a lot of maturity. Generally people
do not rejoice in the happiness of others. These people, however, are not at all
mean-spirited. On the contrary, they have compassion. They not only rejoice in the
welfare of others, they are disposed to bringing it about. Though they themselves may
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not get involved in the practical help a person requires, they will always do what they
can to arrange for it and will naturally pray. That prayer itself makes a person sarvabhUta-hite ratdh. Such people live a mature, compassionate life, which is very
important for enjoying the mind required for contemplation.
Bhagavdn mentions these qualities here to point out that one has to acquire them.
Knowing this aksara-brahma,they reach 'Me' alone, Bhagavdn says, te mdm

eva prdpnuvanti. Or, shifting the emphasis, they alone reach 'Me,' te eva mdm
prdpnuvanti. They have gone through the process of karma-yoga and have a
sufficiently prepared mind, antah-karana-Auddhi,to know and therefore, gain 'Me.' It
is such people only, te eva, who through knowledge gain aksara-brahmawithout any
let or hindrance. Their viveka is mature, so, nothing will stop them from reaching 'Me.'
Therefore, Sankara says, there is nothing to say about them, na tu tesmr vaktavyaqm
kifcit.
Even to say they reach 'Me' is meaningless because where is the question of
reaching? Is there any gap between the knowledge and the gain? No. Lord Krsna has
already said, 'My vision is that the one who knows (Me), however, is indeed Myself,'
jiini tu dtmaiva me matam. It cannot be otherwise. So, these people cannot be
compared to the karma-yogis who meditate upon the viSvarapa. One cannot be said to
be better in terms of being closer to moksa because aksara-brahma-upasakasare
'Myself; they are already free, muktah. That is why Sarkarasays, 'There is nothing to
say about them.'
If this is so, why did Bhagavdn say these karma-yogis who are meditating upon
saguna-brahmaare yuktatmds, the most exalted, and then say that it is the sannydsis
who are pursuing the aksara-brahmathat reach him? Though he said the karma-yogis
are the most exalted, he did not say that they reach him. Is reaching him less than doing
what is required to reach him? The karma-yogis are just given a nice name, yuktatmas,
and left to labour at their karma-yoga while the others are quietly with Bhagavan.
Working so hard they are still not reaching Bhagavdn while the sannydsis, simply
sitting under a tree are getting everything. What is this seeming inequity?
From the standpoint of those nirgu,a-brahma? who have to reach Bhagavdn, the
karma-yogis who are doing updsana on saguna-brahma are yuktdtmds. The
characteristics described in this verse are not acquired without a lot of karma-yoga. If
one has them, one is almost a jihni. Where is the person who is not bothered by any
situation, who is always composed? So, among those who are pursuing, in terms of
qualification, adhikaritva,these people are yuktdtmas.
If there is a distance to be covered and both a bicycle and a bullock-cart are
available, which is the best means? It all depends. If the person who is asking is lame or
does not know how to cycle, a bicycle, even though it is faster, is useless to him. For
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him, the bullock cart is better. Then too, it depends on the conditions. If the road is a
two-foot wide mountain track on the edge of a cliff, both the bicycle and the bullock cart
are of no use. Therefore, there is no such thing as 'the best.' It depends on who is fit for
what.
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avyaktd hi gatirduhkhamdehavadbhiravdpyate

Verse 5

affliction; 3-I;-'5T: adhikatarah- greater still; AwT\ tesdm - for
those; 3T-qT-3TI•T--'dl
avyaktdsakta-cetasdm - whose minds are committed to
what cannot be objectified; 3iIoq f* Trr: avyaktd hi gatih - because an end, which
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cannot be objectified; 3siTqr

avdpyate -

is reached; 1:199 duhkham -

with

difficulty; tc-K: dehavadbhih- by those who are identified with the body
The affliction is greater still for those whose minds are committed to
what cannot be objectified because an end, which cannot be objectified is
reached with difficulty by those who are identified with the body.
AVYAKTA-BRAHMA-DHYANA IS DIFFICULT
Klesah adhikatarah tesam, they have still greater affliction, these aksara-

brahma-updsakas.Greater than what? Something can be said to be more difficult only
when what is difficult is established. The karma-yogis who are meditating upon
saguna-brahma have klega, affliction. Painful effort, both physical and emotional, is
involved. As a karma-yogi you cannot always do the things you like. Dharma and
adharma, not what is convenient or more pleasing, are the criteria. Very often there is a
conflict between dharma and rdga, which causes affliction in the mind, manah-klega.
Such mental distress can result in physical affliction as well.
Now, let us look at the meditation of a karma-yogi, saguna-brahma-updsana,

which has been said to be upon the vigvaripa. It is all very well to say this, but how are
you to meditate upon saguna-brahma?If you visualise any one thing, all the others are
left out. If you think of the sun and stars, everything below them is omitted. By bringing
all the objects in creation to mind one by one, you cannot think of the cosmic form. And
there are so many things unknown to you. That is why we choose one form and invoke
all forms in that. If you know that everything is included in the cosmic form, that is all
you need to know for updsana. Even keeping the mind focused on one form is difficult.
If you think of Visnu's feet, that is good enough. From the head you come to the feet and
stay there. But the mind does not stay there so, keeping it there is kleSa.
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Even though there are great difficulties for the karma-yogi who is matkarmakrt,
who is totally committed to Bhagavdn, the difficulties of those committed to the pursuit
of aksara-brahma are even greater, kleaah adhikatarah.Here Bhagavun uses the

comparative affix, tara.
IDENTIFICATION WITH THE BODY IS AN OBSTACLE FOR NIRGUNA-BRAHMADHYANA
The affliction is even greater, because they have identification with the body,
deha-abhimdna. This means their dtmd-andtma-viveka is not complete. Sannyists

cannot be contemplative if they lack viveka. Without it their pursuit will be improper
because of confusion about what they are doing. Dehavat means the one who has a
body. Everybody has a body, so, what it means here is those who have identification
with the body. For them, meditation upon aksara-brahma is almost impossible.
Meditation here means contemplation, preceded by Sravana and manana. All these
become very difficult. Why is there more difficulty? Because-the sannydsi is trying to
give up his identification with the body. What could be more difficult?
They are called auyakta-isakta-cetasah; their minds are totally committed,
dsamantdt saktam, to the pursuit of avyakta, that which is not available for
objectification. They have given up the life of karma-yoga and taken to a life of
renunciation for the sake of the aksaram-brahma.That means they should be ready for
it. If it is difficult for sannydsis to contemplate upon a self that cannot be objectified,
how much more difficult will it be for karma-yogis?
The end they want to accomplish, gati, is not available for objectification,
avyakta. This is the suarapa, the nature, of dtmd, which was mentioned in Arjuna's
question, avyaktam paryupisate. Lord Krsna has answered him using the same word,
avyakta. This ultimate end is reached, avdpyate, Bhagavin says, with difficulty,
duhkham. Why is it so, difficult? It is being accomplished by those who are identified
with the body, dehavadbhih. This shows it is to be accomplished right now, here. You
are Brahman right now. In fact, it is not even an end that has to be accomplished.
Something that is to be accomplished, like climbing Mount Everest, can be done
with the proper equipment and effort. But here, it is already accomplished. The self is
Brahman. It is simply a question of knowing it. The difficulty is this deha-dtmaabhimdna, which includes identification with the siksma-darlra. When there is this
identification with the body, there is the notion 'I am a mortal' and consequently the fear
of death, the greatest of all fears. Whatever fears a person may have, they all pale in the
face of death. Even an avowed miser will spend everything he has just to save his life.
This fear of death can be reduced by a life of karma-yoga. But it can only go completely
when he knows for certain that he is not the body; when he has no dehabhimnina.
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Even if he has come to understand this from the &dstra,there seems to be a
parallel line of thinking, which has nothing to do with knowledge. This is true of any
knowledge that contradicts an established pattern. Suppose you know that there is no
value in getting angry. Does that ensure that you will never get angry again? In spite of
knowing, anger comes. Who wants depression, sorrow or any other mental pain? Even
with reference to simple knowledge of dharma and adharma, there are two parallel
lines. Certain patterns of thinking just overwhelm your knowledge. When you have a
certain awareness of what is proper and improper, why can you not maintain that? Those
patterns of thinking do not consult your wisdom. They seem to belong to another reality.
This isjiinawith obstructions, sapratibandhaka-jiidna.

Giving up deha-abhimdna, even relatively, means having an appreciation that
everything belongs to 7iuara, including this body. The individual, vyasti, is included in
the total, samasti. Consciously relinquishing the sense of ownership, mamatva, is the
attitude of a karma-yogi. Because of this, the dehdtmabuddhi is reduced and from there
knowledge can be gained. If a person has no insight into the suariipa of himself so that
his dehdtmabuddhi is complete, trying to meditate upon aksaram-brahmais not going
to help. Since it is a thing to be known, if he is not able to see at the time of teaching,
how is he going to meditate? To know that you are Brahman, you must be able to relax,
suspending all notions about yourself, and just expose yourself to the teaching. Only
then can you say 'I am Brahman.' Otherwise the question will remain, 'How can I be
Brahman?'

Therefore, with difficulty alone this can be accomplished by one who has
identification with the body, dehavadbhih. What does he mean 'with difficulty?' In fact,
as long as there is identification with the body, it cannot be accomplished. Only when
deha-abhimdna is completely given up does one discover identity with Brahman. It is
not even something that you can give up. It is a fact that has to be known.
When he says it is difficult, he means that you have to mature. That takes time; it
cannot be done by will alone. Suppose a banana has to ripen, you cannot force it to do
so. Given time, it will ripen by itself; you need not do anything. Similarly, the maturity
required to gain this knowledge requires time - and conscious living. Going through
experiences with an attitude of karma-yoga, the deha-abhimanalessens. But it takes its
own time. From this it is very clear why he called those karma-yogis, yogavittamrhh,
the most exalted. Their elevation is not in their superiority but in the propriety of their
pursuit. It is not easy for people who are unprepared to contemplate all the time. In fact,
it is not possible. Krsna is restating here what he said in the fifth Chapter. 'Renunciation
of action is difficult to accomplish, Arjuna, without karma-yoga. Whereas one who is
capable of reasoning, who is committed to a life of karma-yoga, gains Brahman
quickly'"
Gita-
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Among all those doing karma, the karma-yogis who meditate upon sagu"nabrahma are yuktdtmds, the most exalted. The aksara-brahma-upasakasare to be left

out of this comparison. They are jiinis who are not different from Bhagavdn,ji&dni tu
atmaiva me matam. They have reached the end the karma-yogis are striving for; so,
they are not eligible for this comparison. Only similars can be compared. It is legitimate
to compare various ends but not the end with the means. Therefore, Krsna mentions only
the karma-yogis who are saguna-brahma-updsakasas yogavittamas.

Dehdbhimdna, identifying oneself, atmd, as the body is definitely not easy to
give up. This super-imposition of the body, which is anatmd, upon dtmd is due to a
failure to recognise the nature of atmd. Therefore, the clear recognition of the svaripa
of dtmd, pratyagdtmasiddhiis very important in understanding the teaching. Unless
the meaning of the word tvam, you, in the sentence, 'tat tvam asi- that you are,' is
properly recognised, it is not possible to understand the meaning of this sentence. 'That'
here is the cause of the creation, which is equated in the sentence to 'you.' If you know
the essential nature of 'I,' the equation will become evident. If not, the equation will not
mean anything. When I say, 'you are the Lord, the cause of creation,' if the 'you' is not
properly recognised, the equation will be contradictory to your understanding of yourself
based upon your experience. Because of deha-abhimdna, you consider yourself mortal,
happy and unhappy, isolated and a product-not the author of everything.
Therefore, by those who have this identification with the body, it is difficult to
accomplish, dehavadbhih duhkham avdpyate. With a karma-yoga-buddhi, the mind

is prepared for the recognition. Once pratyagdtmd is at least recognised by one who is a
devotee, the recognition of the svaripaof dtmd can follow.
Introducing the next verse, Sarkara says that later in this chapter, the behaviour
of the wise who know aksara-brahma is going to be described. Now we turn our
attention to the karma-yogis who meditate.
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Verse 6
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ones for whom I am the ultimate end; TfUf RTfht sarvdni karmdni - all actions; Tr
ananyena eva
mayi - in Me; 'sfl+4 sannyasya - giving up; a314T tr Wti
yogena - with a commitment; TWERT.: (TRm) dhydyantah (mdm) Me; TIT TiA mdm updsate - worship Me

meditating upon
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However, those meditators being the ones for whom I am the ultimate
end, giving up all actions unto Me, with a commitment in which there is
indeed no other, meditating upon Me, worship Me.
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tesdmaham samuddhartd mrtyusamsdrasagardt
bhavdmi na cirdtpdrthamayydveSitacetasdm

Awm tesdm -

for those; FT

mayi -

Verse 7

in Me; 3Tra T-'-iTi

duvehita-cetasdm -

whose minds are absorbed; 3sq, aham - I; -T frm na cirdt - not after a long time
(very soon);

'-W•iT-WRT'T

fraught with death; 7TisT1

mrtyu-samsdra-sdgarit-

samuddhartd -

from the ocean of samsdra

the liberator;

rF1T bhavami -become;

TT4 partha- Arjuna

For those whose minds are absorbed in Me, Arjuna, before long I
become the liberator from the ocean of samsdra fraught with death.
Whenever we present two verses together, it is because both are required to
complete the idea. As the third and fourth verses are read together, so, are the sixth and
seventh.
Tu, whereas, is to distinguish the karma-yogis from the aksara-brahma-

updsakas. Ye matparah,Saikara explains as those for whom I am the ultimate goal.
Isvara, the Lord, is everything for them, like the master is for the servant. By fulfilling
the Lord's mandates they express their commitment to him. Sarvani karm.ni mayi
sannyasya, consigning all karmas to 'Me,' Paramesvara, they meditate upon Me.

There are two types of activities, religious and secular. Religious activities can be rituals
or prayers that are enjoined by the sruti, called grauta-karmas or by smrti, called
smdrta-karmas. Then there are secular activities, laukika-karmas, daily duties, which
imply activities dealing with the world. When all these karmas are done giving them up
to Isvara, mayi sannyasya, laukika activities, cease to be laukika. Because he says

mayi, 'in Me,' sannyasya does not mean true renunciation of karmas by knowledge but
doing them with isvardrpana-buddhi,for the sake of lvara.

How do you dedicate action to Bhagavdn? As we saw before, it is acting in
accordance with dharma and adharma, right and wrong, not in accordance with rlga
and dvesa. As human beings we are endowed with the faculty of choice. We can choose
to act or not to act in keeping with the commonly accepted norms. Those norms are not
created by a human being. They are part of the creation; therefore, conforming to them is
seeing oneself as not separate from ISvara. Dharma, like other natural laws, is not a
visible mandate from Isvara. For example, we do not see the law of gravitation, only its
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manifestation in a falling object. Similarly, we do not see dharma but it is manifest in
our natural urges like not wanting to be hurt. From that we understand that non-injury is
dharma. This is why it is said that conscience is God. Conscience is nothing but
dharma and adharma manifest as our own common sense appreciation of right and
wrong. Conformity to that as Itvara is worship. This has to be said because we also have
likes and dislikes, which need not conform to our sense of dharma.When they are made
subordinate to dharma and adharma,one becomes a karma-yogi.
Earlier Bhagavdn said svadharme nidhanam Sreyah paradharmobhaydvahah,

death in one's own dharma is better; the dharma of another is fraught with fear, and
tayoh vasam na dgacchet, do not come under their (rdga-dvesas)spell. All these words

reveal exactly what is being said here.
LORD IS THEIR GOAL
Why is it worship? Because they are 'matpardh,' their commitment is to 14vara,
nothing else. He is the ultimate end, not the last end but the end. These people want
moksa for the sake of moksa and have ascertained that isvara is moksa-svaripa. They

know that they have to gain knowledge of Ivara; that is their ultimate as well as their
immediate end. If it is the only end, he will become a sannytsi. If he realises he has to
prepare himself for that end by gaining antah-karana-guddhi,he will become a karma-

yogi. To neutralise rdga-dvesa, he lives a life of karma-yoga. But the end and the
pursuit of knowledge with that end in view are common to both.
It was said earlier, yoginah karma kurvanti sangam tyaktva atma-huddhaye,

the (karma) yogis perform action giving up attachment (to results) for the purification of
the mind. From this it is clear how important it is to have determined what one is
seeking, purusdrtha-niScaya.Everything that was said earlier about the fundamental
problem continues to be relevant throughout these pages. In the thirteenth chapter when
the values leading to this knowledge are told, the last value, tattva jidnaartha-darSanam, is also the first value. Everything is done keeping the end result,
moksa, in view. Otherwise, this gets postponed because there are always things that
require immediate attention. It is endless. Unless we really know what we want, moksa
will wait while we attend to hundreds of different things. Thus we focus our attention on
our pursuit, the ultimate end.
Those who have ascertained this are 'matpardh.' Their ultimate end is Isvara and
everything becomes an aid, sahakdrl, to that. If someone is cooking you may find him
filling a vessel with water, cutting vegetables, clearing the counter and so on. None of
these actions is cooking, which consists of putting something on the fire. Still they are all
included in the act of cooking because they are connected to the main action. Similarly,
if the main end is decided, anything you do in your life is connected to that.
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It is not unlike the life of a scientist. Once he is gripped with a problem, his mind
is committed to that. He also eats, showers, and does varieties of things, but the topic of
his research is always in his mind. He does not turn his attention to it at one particular
time. It is always there. Once you are committed to the pursuit of something, everything
else gets connected to that. Here, all the activities of those who are 'matparah' become
connected to moksa. In doing karma they do not act according to rdga-dvesa but in
conformity with dharma-adharmarecognizing Ilvara as the law of karma. Whatever
their activity may be, they never lose sight of their goal, moksa.
THEY MEDITATE UPON ME AND WORSHIP ME

Mdam dhyayantah upasate, the meditators meditate upon 'Me,' the Lord who is
the cause of everything and who is in the form of this entire world. Besides doing karma
with igvardrpana-buddhi,they are meditating upon saguna-brahma.How?

With a commitment in which there is no other, ananyena yogena, meaning
nothing other than Paramesvara.Other than the vigvaripa, there is no other resting
place, dlambana, for the mind. Because of their love for the svari2pa, they are able to
do karma-yoga. Their daily prayer etc., are also for effective dhydna. Since they are
karma-yogis, naturally livara is in their mind. In their meditation there is nothing other
than Paramesvara.The vrtti will keep on changing, as thoughts do, but the Lord will be
there in all of them. Even if he is invoked in a particular form, that too is livara. For
those who meditate in this form dedicating all their karmas to 'Me,' committed to 'Me'
alone as the end, there is nothing other than Lord.
THE LORD IS THEIR DELIVERER

For such people, the Lord says, 'I become their deliverer,' tesSm aham
samuddhartd bhavumi. What are they delivered from? From the ocean of samsdra,
which is fraught with death, mrtyu-samsdra-sagardt.This is a compound in, which the
middle word yukta is missing and is called a madhyama-pada-lopa-samasa.The
complete compound is mrtyu-yukta-samsdra-sdgarat.From that ocean of samsdra

fraught with death Lord Krsna says, 'I am their saviour.' He is the one who is able to
pull them out of this ocean by his grace. They are devotees after all and through their
prayerful life they gain antah-karana-guddhi,a visible result, drsta-phala.Besides

that, there is punya, the adrsta-phala,which will provide them with every opportunity
to be exposed to the upadeSa, teaching. They earn their grace, which provides them with
everything necessary to know that Bhagaudn's dtma is their own dtmd. Thus the
equation tat tvam asi becomes clear.
Their meditation is upon Isvara and all actions are dedicated to Isvara as we saw.
For those who are living such a committed life, the Lord is samuddhartd, the one who
delivers. When Krsna uses aham in the Gitd, it is as IAvara, not the historical Krsna,
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son of Devakl. Whether he existed or not historically does not matter. We need only
understand what he teaches here, which is that every form is 1ivara'sform.
When the Lord says he is the saviour, whom does he save and from what? These
jivas who are devotees are saved by IUvara from the ocean ofsamsara,which is fraught
with death. Samsdra is a life of continuous becoming, a time-bound life. Why is it
likened to an ocean? Sahkara says, because it is difficult to cross. An ocean is vast and
treacherous; so, is samsara. To get out of it, therefore, is not easy. Unless ajiina,
ignorance, is removed, there is no possibility of crossing samsara. Though the
elimination of ignorance cannot be accomplished by any attempt, an essential thing in its
removal is preparedness, which does require effort. Whether you want to remove
ignorance of electronics or calculus, you have to reach a point from where you can
understand the subject being taught. For that you require proper effort and perseverence.
There is no difficulty in gaining knowledge other than becoming prepared. That
preparedness is given by Bhagavdn. How?
As a result of his updsana,Idvara will provide him with the capacity to apply his
mind and for his karma he will gain antah-karana-suddhi.Both are required and each
enhances the other. The act of meditation produces a certain tranquility with, which one
can better appreciate the laws of karma. That appreciation brings about further
composure and changes in attitude, which manifest as mature behaviour and disposition.
A mere technique cannot do this; it can only give you application. Even a criminal can
be very single-minded. When he shoots someone, his concentration is excellent. That
means he has application. Ravana had enormous application but no karma-yoga, the
thing that makes one mature. Mere capacity for application or tranquility is not enough.
Even someone who is incapable of thinking can be very tranquil. For this knowledge to
work, one requires the composure that accompanies maturity. That implies a lot of
neutralization of rdga-dvesas, likes and dislikes. For those who live a life of karmayoga and also meditate upon lvara, there is an immediate result. Doing what is to be
done, even the unpleasant, they enjoy freedom from conflict. Before doing what is
unpleasant, there will be conflict because rdga-dvesa can be contrary to what is to be
done. Being karma-yogis, they dismiss the rdga-dvesa and follow dharma as Igvarasuarlpa. Thereby they are free from further conflict. But when you act according to
raga-dvesa,there is conflict before, after and during the action. There is drsta-phalafor
both conformity and non-conformity with dharma. The drsta-phala of meditation is a
certain composure and capacity to apply the mind. Because it is a prayer, which is a
karma, there is also an adrsta-phala,which is what we call Isvara'sgrace. That is what
brings about situations conducive for gaining this knowledge.
How long will it take? Krsna says na cirdt, not after a long time. It all depends
upon the person. There is no fixed timetable in this,because you are already liberated. If
something is to be produced, a timetable can be given. If you are already free, it is a
question of maturing and knowing. The word na cirat, though it is not specific, says that
8G Vol 111-24
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it will not take long. When a person has karma-yoga and updsana, what will stop him
from knowing?
Who are they again? those whose minds are absorbed in 'Me,' ParameSvara.
These are people who are committed only to Paramesvara.Their mind gets absorbed in
Paramesvara not only in meditation, but also in daily activities. Thus, 'For them I
become the rescuer.' To be rescued means to be free, mukta. Does it mean there is
another way of becoming free?
IS THERE ANOTHER WAY OF BECOMING FREE
Throughout the Gita it has been said that freedom is by knowledge, jhdndt
moksa. Here it seems that by karma-yoga and upasana there is moksa. That would

mean there are two different paths, knowledge, jiiant moksa, and karma, karmanah
moksa, because upasana is also a karma, a mental karma, mdnasam karma. This is

where people commit mistakes. Whether it is mental, oral, or physical, action is action
and any karma implies an agent, karta. This kartd cannot be negated without jizna
and without the negation of the karma, there is no freedom. It is the sense of agency that
is the cause of all problems. Who has i'vardrpana-buddhi?It is the kartd. When they
say, 'Surrender to God,' who is to surrender? And what can you surrender when
everything belongs to him? You can only give what you consider to be yours. Even if
you appreciate that what you have has been given by Bhagavdn, who says this? At this
level of karma-yoga, the maximum you can give up is the sense of 'mine,' mamata.
But ahahkdra, the I-notion, will remain. How will the conclusion 'I am a samsdri' go
unless the ahahkdragoes? Ahahkara is one thing you cannot surrender because it is the
surrenderer. When someone says, 'Surrender your ego,' who is addressed? Is it
sat-cit-dnanda-dtmd or ahahikra? Sat-cit-dnanda-dtmd has no ego, nor can it be

addressed because it is not an object. Ahahikdra is the ego; how can it surrender itself?
That is why it does not work. People have been trying to surrender for ages. The
ahahkdra cannot surrender. You can do anything but as long as there is ignorance and
you look upon 1[vara as someone separate from you, there is no surrender. It is fine to
have devotion. Lord Krsna himself says the karma-yogis who are worshipping him are
yogavittamdh. No doubt they are mature, but still, ahahkdra remains.
Therefore, moksa is possible only by knowledge, jiindat eva, not by karma or
anything else. You are already non-separate from iSvara and recognition of that fact is
freedom, moksa. If that is not moksa, there is no moksa because if you are not limitless
right now, there is no possibility of becoming limitless. There is a Tamil proverb that
says that if your thumb develops a whitlow, it will not swell to the size of a pumpkin; it
can swell to the size of a lemon perhaps. Similarly, let the ahahkdraamass any amount
of grace or experience, any kind of beatitude, it is going to be only the ahahkdra's
beatitude, not dnanda, limitlessness. If I am bound by nature, isolated from everything, I
am bound forever. However, isolation is really not possible, if you think about it.
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Anything that is physical belongs to the physical world and anything subtle to the subtle
world. How can you extract one physical body from the physical world while remaining
in the physical world, and say that it is separate from the physical world? It is something
like a branch of a tree saying it is independent of the tree. No physical object can claim
independence from the physical world; what is physical belongs to the physical world.
Isolation is not possible at any level. All you have to do is understand that there is only
one thing and you are that one thing. It is already accomplished. To be free, you have
only to shed ignorance and knowjiiandt eva moksa.
WHAT IS THE PLACE OF THE LORD IN GAINING MOKSA
When the Lord says that he is their liberator, tesam aham samuddharta,he
means that he gives the knowledge that liberates. Here again, we must understand what
this means. There are some people who want to be taught directly by Bhagavan, not by
any mortal. This is a problem in understanding the nature of the teaching and the teacher.
IJvara'sgrace is nothing but providing opportunities for teaching. Once you have all the
proper attitudes, you require only an opportunity to be told that you are Brahman. When
you are no longer in the hands of rdga-dvesa, you have antah-karana-$uddhi,the
result of karma-yoga. And as a result of updsana you have the capacity to apply
yourself. Then all you require is teaching. The teaching also will be given by Bhagavan
through sruti. Once you are ready, you will have your teacher; that automatically comes
next. It has to work that way. Then when these qualifications are there, what is taught
becomes real. What was previously a vague idea or a possibility, or even some insight,
gains increasing clarity as one lives a life of karma-yoga and updsana while pursuing
knowledge. Thereby, Bhagavan says, 'I am their liberator from the ocean of samsdra
that is fraught with death,' mrtyu-samsara-sagarat tesam aham samuddhartd
bhavami - through knowledge, jiina-praddnena.This is not a saviour that saves you
from the original sin and takes you to heaven and keeps you there. Without jiidna there
cannot be any moksa.
TESAM AHAM SAMUDDHARTA, MISCONCEPTIONS ABOUT THIS
DOES THE LORD GIVE MOKSA DIRECTLY?

Moksa given isanitya

One commentator rightly makes the point here that IJvara does not give
liberation. Moksa cannot be handed out because it is not an object. Moreover, it is
always established. Some argue that God can give anything because he is almighty. But
even almighty God cannot give you a head over your shoulders. If he is sympathetic, he
will take the time to make you realise that you have a head over your shoulders but he
cannot give what is already there. Similarly, moksa is already attained. If it is something
that can be given, it is anitya. It was not with you before and now you have it. If that is
so, you will have to protect it because anything that is gained in time will be lost in time.
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If you are interested in a temporary moksa, well, you have that everyday when you go to
sleep.
IS MOKSA UNION WITH THE LORD BY HIS GRACE?

Further, moksa is not a union of the jiva with Isvara as a result of Isvara's grace.
Anything that gets united tends to fall apart. That is the law. This concept of union,
sayujya, is baseless. There can be no unity between jiva and Isvara because it is already
accomplished. If it is unaccomplished, no power in creation can keep them together.
When they are already one, you cannot say there is union with Isvara due to his grace,
Isvara-anugrahdtsdyujyam. What you require for that 'union' isjfdna.
DOES PRATYAGATMA JOIN WITH PARAMATMA

If it is maintained that the dtma of the jiva is pratyagdtma and of Isvara,
paramatma,that is not so, either. The 'I' of the jiva is paramdtmd. The notion of being
bound is centred on this one 'I.' It does not belong to anatmd because that is inert,
jadatvat. The body does not tell you, 'I am a samsdri. Please take me to a Swaini.' It
does not know anything, deho na jdnati. Neither is dtmd a samsari; it has no birth or
death, na jdyate mriyate vd kaddcit. A samsdri is something in between, a product of
dtma-andtma-aviveka. If you say that by Isvara's grace you gain knowledge, that is
perfect. We do not discount livara's grace but we must be very clear about what that
grace can do. Through knowledge alone is freedom. A combination of karma-yoga and
meditation, can win Ivara'sgraceto create the condition forjiidna, which is moksa.
The antah-karana-naiscalya gained by meditation and the antahkarana-guddhi gained by karma-yoga make one qualified for jidna. A vague jiidna
becomes very clear. Isvara cannot give moksa directly because JIvara is the svarapa of

the person. He can only give jiidna and he need not assume a special form to do that.
Any teacher who knows this is as good as Isvara. What IAvara can give is an
opportunity for knowing. It is the adrsta-karma-phalaof your prayers. That gives you a
situation free from obstructions and thereby you gain the jiina.
By living a life of karma-yoga, which is an expression of bhakti, one gathers a lot
of punya, which brings the anugraha,grace, of Isvara.
IS MOKSA REMOVAL OF DUHKHAS BY THE LORD'S GRACE?

Accepting that moksa is not created but is already accomplished, perhaps we can
say that the grace of Ilvara destroys duhkha. Moksa, after all, is freedom from the
undesirable. And any form of pain is undesirable. This is also invalid. If you are
inherently imperfect, isvara has to rid you of that imperfection and give you some
beatitude. Your suffering is removed because of livara's grace. But atma is already
dnanda-svarzipa.Does the destruction of sorrow take place in andtmd or in dtmd? If
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the nature of dtmd is duhkha, how are you going to destroy that without destroying
atmd? If duhkha is not the svarupa of dtmd, there is no sorrow there to destroy. Atmd
is dnanda. You cannot say that because of its association with the mind etc., dtmd
becomes duhkhi. If it is asafiga, how can it ever be attached to anything, much less
gather anything to itself? So, to say that the grace of duvara destroys duhkha is also
without foundation. Idvara-anugrahais meant for jiidna. That is what is established
here.
There are situations that can produce a particular vrtti because of which there can
be sukha. But duhkha is purely born of aviveka. Provisionally we can accept it as a
property of the mind, mano-dharma,but it does not belong to dtmi.
DOES THE LORD GIVE SOME KIND OF BEATITUDE?

Another concept is that thejiva knows only a small amount of intermittent sukha.
But due to the grace of lvara,he gathers infinite bliss, brahmdnanda.Brahmdnanda
is not handed out by ISvara. It is gained already because the svarupa of dtmd is
Brahman.Moreover, if it is something that you are given, you will also lose it.
Accepting that brahmanandais myself, perhaps because of the grace of lsvara,
which I gather through my prayers, I am able-to stay with myself. This is also nonsense.
When does anything ever get away from its svaripa? What anugrahais necessary for
ice to be cold or fire to be hot? Or what kind of effort is required to make the fire hot?
Svaripa being what it is, it always remains without requiring anybody's grace, including
JIvara's. The idea that ISvara's grace is necessary to abide in oneself is pure
imagination due to not understanding what sistra says. Even before knowledge you are
brahmananda.That is why Aruti does not say you will become Brahman. It says you
are Brahman.

MOKSA IS THROUGH KNOWLEDGE ALONE
Sdstra addresses the one who does not know he is Brahman. When the teacher
says 'You are Brahman,' does he see the person as Brahman or not Brahman,
abrahma? If he is abrahma, how can he tell him he is Brahman? Then it becomes
bhrama, delusion, not pramd, knowledge. Only if dtmd is Brahman can he say, 'You
are Brahman.' That is jdina and therefore, grace, anugraha,is only in gaining jfina,
not moksa.

Even before knowledge he was Brahman, which was why it could be said 'You
are Brahman.' Then again, what is the svarupa cannot be lost. The truth of dtmd
happens to be Brahman; it is always Brahman. When we say he remains in his
svariipa,there is no one going somewhere and remaining there. Atma is Brahman. Nor
was atmd originally ananda, then changed into something else, and now has to get back
to itself. Atmd is avikriya, it does not undergo any change. Atma is nitya-dnanda. How
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can it be eternal and be something else that you have to acquire? If one understands
ananda as something that has to be acquired, there is a problem in understanding the
nature of atmd and of moksa.
IVARA'S GRACE IS REQUIRED

Isvara's grace is manifest even when you are seeking to know the identity
between the jfva and Iuvara. To merely accept the possibility of non-duality requires

Isvara's grace, lSvara-anugrahdteva pumsdm advaita-vusand. Even to discern that

non-duality is the solution to the problem ofsamsdra and to get the right person to help
you out requires grace because this ocean of samsdra is vast.
The grace of Iuvara can provide a situation necessary for jiina; it cannot be a
cause for moksa because moksa is not created. The cause of samssra is ignorance of
reality like the cause of the serpent is the ignorance of the rope. By knowing the rope, the
perception of the serpent and all the attendant fear goes. Similarly, by knowing the truth
of dtmd, andtma-buddhi and the samsdritva based upon that goes.

Those whose discrimination is robbed away, superimpose dtma upon andtmd and
andtmd upon dtmd. Once some viveka arises, they begin to lead a life of karma-yoga.
This is not an ordinary thing and is achieved only because of their bhakti. As the
karma-phaladatd, Iuvara rewards them for this. By his grace they get the right
association, sanga, and the teaching necessary to enhance their viveka. With that atmdandtmd-viveka the superimposition is removed and thereby thejiva gains knowledge of
his svaricpa.

In this way it looks as though Bhagavdn gives them moksa. In fact, they earn all
the conditions for moksa by invoking Isvara's grace. There is no ultimate rescuer. You
take responsibility for your life and the results will follow. Seeking Isvara's grace is part
of taking charge of your life. If you are not well, you go to a doctor and if you are not
able to go to a doctor, you can get somebody to take you. That is intelligent living.
IAvara-anugraha does not come in some peculiar form. It is the result of your own
efforts. That is what Bhagavdn means when he says, 'I am their rescuer,' tesam aham
samuddhartd- through giving knowledge. This is an important thing to understand.
To be released from the ocean of samsdra fraught with death, what do we have to
do?
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mayyeva mana adhatsva mayi buddhim nivesaya
nivasisyasi mayyeva ata furdhuam na sa.rmayah
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lT mayi -

in Me; Tq

alone; TqT: manah -

eva -

may you place; TNmayi - into Me; jff
-

may you enter; aT'f:

alone; fcqh•qf
doubt

3A

dadhatsva -

buddhim -the intellect; fiq*la nivesaya

atah ilrdhvam -

nivasisyasi -

the mind; 34Ti

thereafter; TF 7l mayi eva -

you will abide; TwTi: na samSayah -

in Me

there is no

In me alone may you place the mind; into me may you make the intellect
enter. Thereafter there is no doubt that you will abide in me alone.
COMMIT YOUR BUDDHI AND MIND TO ME
Mayi eva, in Me alone. This 'Me,' Saikara says, is iUvara as the cosmic form,
vigvarilpa. 'May you commit your mind to Me,' 'mayyeva mana ddhatsva.' Both

manah and buddhi mean the antah-karana,so, when they are used together, as they
are here, each has a restricted meaning. Though both are antah-karana-vrttis,there is a
difference based on the process of thinking involved; manah is fluctuating between
certainty and uncertainty, sahkalpa-vikalpa-atmakam; buddhi is the function that

leads to a well-ascertained conclusion, nidcayatmika. Both must be 'in Me,' Bhagavan
says. Why should he mention each separately? When the mind is placed in I9vara, is the
buddhi also not necessarily placed there? That may not be so, at all. One may not have
the commitment that arises from a well-assimilated understanding of what one wants,
purusartha-niscaya.What is ISvara? Why am I doing this? What is the phala that I am
seeking? The ascertainment of all this is involved in the nicayatmika buddhi. Then
when you place your mind in ISuara, it will stay there. Otherwise, when there is
vagueness about the very pursuit and the nature of fSvara, other interests are equally
compelling and naturally the mind will stray. But if you have determined what you really
want, your pursuit is directed and meaningful. That is why the value tattva-jihndrthadarSana is pointed out in the next chapter. Constant study of vedanta-sastra,
adhydtma-jidna-nityatva,is also a value mentioned there but that alone is not enough.
As a value it can be very vague and therefore, he says the study should be done keeping
in view that the purpose is knowing the truth of oneself, tattva-jfianrtha-daraana.
This is purusartha-niscaya.

What I am really seeking in life is moksa, which is the result of tattvajiidna,
knowledge of the truth. These two things have to be connected. It must be clear that what
you want is freedom. And if you only understand that you want to be free, that alone is
not adequate. In the search for freedom from pain, people resort to all kinds of things.
What they do has nothing to do with what they really want because the nature of moksa
and the means for it is not very clear. Therefore, Bhagavan says tattva-jidndrthadarSana. For this it must be clear that moksa is the nature of dtmd, which is not
separate from ISvara-svariipa,the very ISvara that appears in the form of this world. It
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cannot be a vague notion of a God who is located somewhere administering reward and
punishment. This kind of Isvara is replaced by Isvara as saguna-brahma.Therefore,
'May you commit both your mind and buddhi to livara.' This is one meaning.
Or we can say, 'Having chosen Me, let your mind dwell upon Me and your
buddhi enter into Me.' Making the buddhi enter into Isuara is done only through
inquiry, vicara. And the inquiry must be proper. If you keep on asking, 'Who am I?'
what answer will you get? Only what you already know about the person who is asking.
The more you ask, the more apparent is your confusion. Atma is not going to reveal
itself because it is already evident in the questioner. It is not for want of questioning that
the essential nature of dtmd is not revealed. The most that can happen through this kind
of inquiry is an absorption, laya, of ahahkdra,as in deep sleep or a moment of joy. That
is purely a condition, not knowledge. You emerge from it knowing nothing more about
yourself. The maximum you can get when you ask the question 'Who am I?' is laya.
How can there be jiidna? If somebody coughs, the ahahkdrareturns and the samadhi
ends because the ahahkdracontinues to exist in a subtle form. If, however, there is total
absence of identity with the ahahkdra because you know differently, there cannot be
any coming back. In spite of the presence of the ahahkara,there is no real ahahkara
because the self, atmd, is free from ahaiikdra, though ahahikra is not free from the
self. Then no problem is posed by the ahahkdra.That isjiiana.How do you get it?
Atma cannot be any more evident than it is now and it is not opposed to ignorance
of yourself either. Atmd will not protest. As light is not opposed to what you read,
similarly atma-caitanyais not opposed to what you think. If you think 'I am a monkey,'
it will illumine that thought as well as any other. If ignorance is there, consciousness is
there; if ignorance is not there, consciousness will still be there. Only a vrtti that occurs
in the buddhi revealing the nature of atmd is opposed to self-ignorance. Atmacaitanya, consciousness, which is the nature of dtmd is not opposed to ignorance.
Therefore, simply asking 'Who am I?' will not work here. You need an appropriate
means of knowledge, a pramdna. Here the problem is a non-recognised and therefore,
mistaken dtma. To correct the mistake you require jhina of dtmd and to gain thejhdna
of atmd you require a pramana.Perception and inference can reveal only andtma, not
dtmd, as we have seen. Therefore, you seek the answer to the question 'Who am I?' not
within yourself but in the Adstra, which is the pramana. When you study SAstra, you
commit yourself to Paramesvara.Mayi buddhim nivegaya means may you inquire into

Paramesvara.This is nothing but veddnta-vicara, which reduces to an inquiry into
sentences like tat tuam asi. The idea is to set your mind upon saguna-brahmaand live
a life of karma-yoga, and commit your buddhi to vicara of Isvara. Then there is

nothing that can stop you from knowing 'Me.'
Thereafter you shall live or abide in 'Me' alone, atah mayi eva nivasisyasi. Does
thejiva, the devbtee, live in Isvara like an amoeba in the stomach? If that is so, he will
still be separate. Therefore, Sahkara says, 'You shall enter into Me in the form of
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Myself' There is no longer an Itvara's dtmd andjiva's dtmd, only one limitless self as
the jiva resolves its notion about itself; that is entry into Isvara. This is the result of
meditation supported by inquiry and a life of karma-yoga.
Thereafter there is no doubt, atah irdhvam na samsayah, that you will enter into
'Me.' 'Thereafter' can be, after this knowledge, or after death. There will no longer be
any doubt because there is no jiva, only livara. Even after death one is not born again,
na punardvartate.We can put it in another way. While living, if you are with 'Me,'
then who dies? Unless Itvara dies, you cannot die because you are Isvara. Isvara is
nitya, so, there is no possibility of death for you.
Once the subject matter has been taught, it is very clear what you should do. So
clear that there is no reason for doubt. Still it is necessary to say na sarmayah because
Arjuna asked the question here. That means he has doubts. Therefore, Bhagavdn says,
'If you live like this, you shall enter into Me; there is no doubt about that.' Arjuna
wanted to know who are better in the sense of being nearer to moksa, those who pursue
nirguna-brahma or those who follow a life of karma-yoga with meditation upon
saguna-brahma. Krsna answered that these karma-yogis meditating upon
Paramesvaraas the visvariipa are nearer to the Lord. They are yogavittamas. He did

not want to talk about those who pursue nirguna-brahmabecause they are not available
for comparison. They arejiinis for they have all the requisite qualifications, which are
gathered only by karma-yoga.
Addressing the karma-yogis he said, 'Let your mind be set upon Me; let the
buddhi have a commitment backed by understanding, niscaya, about Me.' In this way if
you contemplate upon Paramesvarayou will have the right antah-karana,and thereby
you will remain one with 'Me,' meaning you will discover the oneness that exists
between you and Isvara.
A devotee is a karma-yogi for the sake of the antah-karana-suddhirequired to

gain knowledge. He wants to quicken the process by meditating upon Isvara but he is
not able to do so. Then the Lord said, you can get your mind into the object of
meditation if you follow the steps below.

^T \ff* -Fqk ferrrri
3PT f~t Trmel"41r
r
T^ 11n1I
qfEr
^ifri
ar^iiTP
atha cittam samddhdtum na saknosi mayi sthiram
abhydsayogena tato mamicchdptum dhanahijaya

Verse 9

your mind; Tfq sthiram steadily; fRmPThq samidhitum - to absorb; - vrstfn na Aaknosi - (if) you are not
able; ?T: tatah - then; 3P1R4VR abhyasayogena - through the practice of yoga;
3W atha -

then; R• mayi -

in Me; friT

cittam -
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"TiW31pTJ mam aptum -

to reach Me;

?T iceha -

may you seek; WTTR

dhanaiijaya- Arjuna

Then, (if) you are not able to absorb your mind steadily in Me, then
through the practice of yoga may you seek to reach Me, Arjuna.
Mayi, in Paramesvara,the Lord as saguna-brahma.If it is not possible for you

to place your mind in 'Me' steadily, for a length of time, which is called dhyana,
meditation, what should you do?
'Then may you desire to reach Me through abhydsa-yoga,' the practice of yoga.
Abhydsa means doing the same thing again and again, punah punah. Not mechanically
but with an alertness. Any skill depends entirely on abhydsa. Whether you want to drive
a car or pilot a plane you require hours of proper practice.
It is the same here. The mind is not able to remain with a chosen object of
meditation because of lack of abhydsa. We have not learned how to keep it there. All
our lives we have been wool gathering. Unless we forced it to, the mind does not stay
focused on anything. And in meditation, nobody forces us. Although we have acquired
many other skills, if asked to sit quietly for a few minutes, we cannot manage it. We get
restless. This is the problem of a human mind. Yet when it is compelled to do something,
it will. When you understand a newspaper article, it is because your mind finds the topic
compelling and remains there for a length of time. If you open a thriller, you can read it
from cover to cover even sacrificing your sleep. Your attention is drawn and the mind
does not stray. But when you choose an object of meditation you find your mind
wanders everywhere.
Therefore, the Lord considers the case when, na Saknosi, you are not able, mayi
cittam samadhdtum, to absorb your mind in 'Me.' If you can commit your mind to a
given object and without effort are able to dwell upon it, that is cittasamddhana.If that
is not possible, undertake yoga-abhydsa. Yoga here means astdhga-yoga. Because a

karma-yogi is being discussed, we know that he already has yama and niyama. All he
has to do is asana, prdndyyma, pratyahara and dhdrana to gain the capacity to

contemplate, dhyanasiddhi.In order for this to happen, he follows the prescribed steps.
Asana means any one of the postures in which you can sit and meditate. The
capacity to sit for a length of time, dsana-siddhi, can be acquired through practice.
Prdndyama is discipline with reference to breathing. You deliberately inhale and exhale
in given proportions and retain the inhalation or refrain from it for given lengths of time.
Pratydharais withdrawing the mind from the external world of objects. And it does not
automatically happen unless one has consciously cultivated the discipline of absence of
greed. We should know how to avoid grabbing, and also how to get rid of useless things.
First we have to clean the junk out of our own room. This we find difficult because we
always think it is going to be useful some time. It has been there for ten years and has
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been of no use whatever but still you cannot get rid of it. The practice of pratydhara
starts here. Similarly one should have a mind that is relatively free of conflicts. Only
then pratydharacan take place. Dhdrana is the practice of concentration. This has to
begin with things you love. If you concentrate on what you like to dwell upon, you will
finq it is not difficult.
All these steps, called abhydsa-yoga lead to dhydna, meditation. You follow

these disciplines to help you gain the capacity to meditate and you also meditate and
study the Sastra. Being a participant in the creation, naturally you find yourself in
situations, which warrant certain actions. The action called for is duty, being in
conformity with the moral order, dharma. Looking upon this dharma as a form of
ISvara is karma-yoga.
Sahkara gives us the definition ofabhydsa-yoga -

again and again bringing the

mind back from everything else to one object of meditation. Why does he say again and
again, punah punah? Because the mind will stray. The definition of meditation is
repeatedly bringing the mind to the object of meditation. We cannot complain that the
mind wanders in meditation because that is what makes it meditation, dhydna. If the
mind remains absorbed, it is called samddhi. In meditation the mind will wander and
whenever it does, you bring it back to the chosen object. If it drifts away again, bring it
back again. This is abhydsa. Asana, prdnayama, pratyahara and dhdrana can be

considered constituents of dhydna. 'Therefore,' Krsna says, 'seek to reach Me through
the practice ofyoga, Arjuna,' tatah abhydsa-yogena mamdptum iccha.

Then the Lord says:

&Ifqf0 ZFlrý

~fawi~r^

1Ihrf
10 II

abhydse'pyasamartho'simatkarmaparamobhava
madarthamapikarmdni kurvan siddhimavapsyasi

Verse 10

apnzig 3fR abhyase api - even for the practice (of this yoga); Shm -: a.f# (j-)
4
asamarthah asi (cet) (if) you do not have the capacity; wC
FqI4T:
matkarmaparamah- one for whom action dedicated to Me is paramount; %Wbhava

- may you become; 37a api - even; wilfr
iwiH madartham - for My sake; fft4

h•-karmdni kurvan - doing actions;

siddhim -

success; 3TWTR4

avdpsyasi -

you will gain
Even if you do not have the capacity for the practice (of this yoga), may
you become one for whom action dedicated to Me is paramount. Even
doing actions for my sake you will gain success.
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Suppose even this is not possible. To sit and do anything is almost impossible.
Then set aside this meditation on saguna-brahma,and do your daily prayers and duties
dedicating them to 'Me.' Dedication is nothing but conformity with dharma, looking
upon it as Isvara. Later, in the eighteenth chapter, he tells us:
yatah pravrttih bhiitdndmi yena sarvam idam tatam
svakarmana tam abhyarcya siddhim vindati manavah Gitd 18-46
Tam abhyarcya, worshipping that (Lord), yatah pravrttih bhitdnta

m, from

whom all elements and beings have come, yena sarvam idam tatam, by whom all this
is sustained, svakarmaina,

by his own duty, siddhim vindati manavah., a man finds

success. The entire creation, jagat, is non-separate from Isvara. With an awareness of
this, svakarman. abhyarcya, worshipping with one's own karma meaning doing what
is called for at any given time and in any particular situation. A particular act of worship
is not what is meant here but the awareness of Ivara as dharma and conformity to that.
By this he says, siddhim vindati mdnavah, a person gains success. Success here is
antah-karana-guddhi,a prepared mind through, which one can gain knowledge. The
real success is moksa.
Therefore, if you cannot meditate, do not condemn yourself. As long as you
continue doing what you are doing as a karma-yogi, that is enough. You will gain
everything. If it is not possible to look upon dharma as Isvara, in the following verse,
the Lord offers another alternative. Perform all your actions fulfilling your likes and
dislikes in conformity with dharma. When the result comes, offer it to 'Me' and then
take it. This is common practice in India. Even though people may not know what is
behind it, they do it. After cooking food, they first offer it to the Lord, and then eat. If
they build a house, they first offer it to him and then enter it. Anything new is offered to
the Lord. A newborn child is offered to the Lord and therefore, becomes prasdda, what
comes from the Lord. This is something anybody can do. These alternatives are not
really very different from one another. The emphasis is just shifted. One thing is clear
though; if a person lives a life of karma-yoga along with meditation upon Isvara as
saguna-brahma,he is yogavittama, the best in the sense of nearest to moksa.
Tatah mdm iptum iccha, may you desire to meditate upon 'Me.' Aptum means

to gain but in the context it should be taken as dhydtum, to meditate. Finally it is a gain;
so, translating lptum as 'to gain' is also correct. By meditation and gaining knowledge
may you desire to gain 'Me.'
If you are not capable of even this practice, abhyase api asamarthahasi, you can
live a life of karma-yoga. That is good enough. May you become one for whom karma
done for 'Me' is the ultimate, matkarmaparamobhava. It is the ultimate in the sense
that it is the means that he commits himself to, for the antah-karana-Suddhirequired
forjiidna.
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WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO PERFORM ACTION FOR THE SAKE OF ISVARA?
What does it mean to perform action for the sake of Ihvara? Does Isvara need
your karma like a master needs the services of his servant? The master gives the orders,
telling exactly what has to be done and the servant obliges in return for some payment.
Both stand to gain from the transaction. Does the Lord also tell you to do specific things
whereby he is going to accomplish something? Does he expect to benefit from your
activity? If so, he is not Avara. Doing something for the sake of 1vara cannot be for his
benefit because Bhagavan by definition is parna, complete. He has all that one could
wish for in absolute measure. So, it is not for his sake. Suppose you do it for your sake.
Then it is not karma-yoga.You become a karmatha.

Doing karma for sAvara's sake is doing it as an expression of your devotion to
him. This is isvardrtham karma. Further, Isvara is in the form of dharma. Sandtana-

dharma is a name for the Vedic tradition. This dharma, which is unfolded by the Vedas
is eternal, santtana, sandtanasca asau dharmah. Here we view Ivara as the

upaddna-kdranarecognizing that the very order in the world is UIvara. Or we can say it
is the dharma of the one who is eternal, sandtanasya dharmah. In this, Isvara
becomes the nimitta-karana.Conformity to his order is isvardrpita-karma.Either you

think, 'I perform this action for the sake of lvara' or 'In conforming to dharma I am
worshipping Ivara.' Both are similar.
Thirdly you can cultivate a certain attitude, which comes from recognizing, 'This
karma is done by Isvara, not by me.' In that you deflate your ahaihkra and attribute
the very karma to Isvara. That is also 'madartham karma.' Through his vibhati alone

my legs are able to move, my tongue is able to talk, this mind is able to think; it is all
IAvara. My body, senses and mind are all instruments for Ilvara to play his symphony
of life. One who appreciates this is also 'matkarmaparama.'Isvara has prakrti under
his control and that prakrti, which is my nature, is not created by me. It is all IAvara.
The creation and the Creator being non-separate, i9vara in the form of prakrti does
everything. isvara as the sun, shines; livara as the earth, bears life and so too, Isvara as
the senses, body, mind, etc., does various actions. I perform no action.
All this requires conformity to dharma rather than to rdga-dvesa.Rdga-dvesa are
rooted in the ahahikdra whereas dharma is rooted in UIvara. Therefore, when you act
according to dharma and in contradiction to your raga-dvesa, you are suppressing your
ego and uniting yourself to Isvara. This is the worship, which we call karma-yoga.
Though your own likes and dislikes, which are purely centred on yourself are initially
suppressed, in time they are sublimated. Once you have a value for dharma, the
ragadvesas get naturally relegated to the background. Then it is not suppression but
success in the form of maturity and elevation of the person. It is suppression only if there
is no understanding of dharma and no possibility of expressing rdga and dvesa.
Suppose a child has a lot of anger and yet the rules in the home prohibit the expression
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of anger or crying or saying certain things, that child is going to be suppressed. Anger is
the product of pain and pain is due to non-fulfilment of raga-duesa. That is why when
you express your anger there is an aftermath of sadness, the basis for the anger. When
you obey rules that you do not understand it amounts to suppression. This is why it is so
important to understand the value of values. It amounts to simple maturity.
Growing up implies appreciation of dharma. Every day we have to make choices
and if we are confused about what is right and wrong, it is better to be an animal. An
animal is not confused nor does it have any conflict. Maturity in a human being implies
the appreciation of dharma. Then there is no suppression. Because dharma is rooted in
Isvara, love for dharma becomes love for Isvara. That is bhakti. When the action you
do is for the sake of Isvara who is dharma, not for fulfilment of riga-dvesa, you are a
matkarmaparama.To live a life of karma-yoga you must have an awareness of Isvara

being in the form of dharma.It is a very alert life.
Karma-yoga is not doing a lot of things. Though a karma-yogi may be very
active, that is not what makes him a karma-yogi. If you go to Wall Street in New York,
you will see frantic activity. A broker may be handling eight phone calls at a time. It is
not the amount of activity but the attitude that makes a person a karma-yogi. Though he
may be very busy, a karma-yogi has no anxiety about what he is doing. He has no fear
or conflict and goes about doing what is to be done with an inner relaxation. All that he
does is for Isvara. That is karma-yoga. The ahankaragets deflated and rdgadvesas get

neutralised.
If dharma is protected, it protects you, raksitah dharmah raksati tvam. How

does dharma protect you? Raksati means it protects, not your life but your sukha, your
peace of mind. Protecting merely your longevity is meaningless. What is the point of
living ten more years in distress and causing another ten years of distress to others as
well? With a restless mind you are not going to radiate Sinti. Even someone who has a
degree of danti will lose it in the presence of a disturbed person. When dharma is not
protected, the aharikarainflates and the rdgadvesas become destructive. Because you
cannot have your way all the time, you are going to be angry, frustrated, depressed, etc.
That ahaikarawill increase and clash with the surroundings but if dharma is followed,
there is harmony. Whether you are able to conform to dharma or not, the attempt to do
so, is enough. If the people around you are educated enough to also attempt to conform
to dharma with some awareness of what they are doing, you will find there is an
atmosphere conducive to everybody's growth. But if everyone's attention is focused on
"me' and 'mine,' growth will be stifled. Individuality has its beauty but it also creates
strong personal rdgadvesas, which become so important that we cannot really
accommodate anything else. When they are so highly pronounced they demand to be
fulfilled; yet you cannot have your own way all the time so, there are bound to be
conflicts. In a world of individuals, each one wants to have his own way. Unfortunately
what the other person wants is often exactly the opposite of what you want. In this
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situation how are you going to fulfil your ragadvesas? It is impossible. And if the ego
demands it, what kind of sdnti are you going to have? And without ganti, where is
happiness, aSantasya kutah sukham?

Therefore, protecting dharma will protect your sukha and thereby your
purusartha,what you want to accomplish. With the protection of dharma, yourjidna
is also protected. Otherwise you will be fanning rdga-dvesa, which can never be
satisfied. Like fire they are called anala because they never say, 'Enough.' The more
you feed them the more they want.
If you cannot meditate, Krsna tells Arjuna, be a karma-yogi performing all
actions for the sake of 'Me,' madartham karmdni kurvan, you will gain success,
siddhim avapsyasi. What can be the success for a karma-yogi? Siddhi means moksa.

Here Sarikara says it is through the gain of knowledge.
Merely performing actions for Uvara's sake does not ensure siddhi, success. But
in performing all actions for iSvara, your ahahikra will be deflated and rdga-duesa
neutralised. That will bring increased composure and enable you to meditate to gain
jnana.

EVEN BY DOING KARMA FOR MY SAKE YOU WILL REACH ME
If you meditate on aksara-brahmayou will reach 'Me'; if you meditate on 'Me'
and do karma-yoga you will reach 'Me'; if that is not possible, do karma-yoga and then
also you will reach 'Me.' It may seem from this that there are alternate 'paths' for
moksa. To dismiss that notion tahkara uses the word, yoga-jidna-prdpti-dvdrena

avapsyasi, gaining maturity by karma-yoga, through knowledge you will gain moksa.
We must be very clear; there cannot be any accommodation in this.
The practice of as.tdiga-yoga is to develop enough composure and concentration
to hold an object in one's mind for a length of time. This dharana-Aakti is the aim of
abhydsa. Thereby one can meditate upon the visvarupa. So, abhydsa is part of
viSvaripa-dhydna, meditation upon the Lord as saguna-brahma. If even that is not

possible, do your action for the sake of lAvara and you will gain success, siddhi. Siddhi
here is first antah-karana-guddhi,purification of the mind, which is freedom from the
hold of raga-dvesa. When they are no longer an obstruction for you, you have antahkarana-Suddhi. Since you have no pratibandha,you can gain jiiana. Here Sahkara

points out the dependence of knowledge and meditation upon mental preparedness.
When you are prepared, you have the capacity for dhydna and jiidna and
therefore, you will gain siddhi, success, which here means moksa. Being a matkarmaparama the one for whom isvararpitakarmais most important, is not easy
either. For that you must have an awareness of Ivara when you perform actions and a
capacity to make your own personal likes and dislikes subserve dharma and adharma.
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Even though you may be able to follow dharma and adharma, you cannot dedicate all
karmas to Isvara when you have personal interests. If you need to fulfil various likes
and dislikes for your own security and pleasure and yet want moksa also, that means
preparedness, which is maturity or vairdgya is lacking. When vairagya is inadequate, it
is very difficult to dedicate all karma to Isvara because of self-interest. What shall we
do about that? If you find that is not possible, that the ragadvesas themselves control
you, don't worry. Bhagavdn offers an alternative in the next verse.

~hlffST: I
3TkdilTu lSf#zi
,4400chON4ri FffT: 1 1d4ýj 1ýý 1I
athaitadapyagakto'sikartum madyogamaSritah
sarvakarmaphalatydgamtatah kuru yatdtmavan
3T

atha -

then;

•T^j

3aftT:

Verse 11

madyogam dFritah -

being one whose

practice/commitment is dedicating all actions to Me; TrT a3lFq etat api -

even this;

asaktah asi - (if) you are not able; M:
T--• kartum - to do; 37WF; af3• ())
yatdtmavdn (san) - being one whose mind is disciplined;
tatah - then; 4lrcf|l

-•---?-r1
'actions (to Me)

T

sarva-karma-phala-tydgamkuru -

give up the results of all

Then, even if you are not able to do this, being one whose
practice/commitment is dedicating all actions to Me, then being one
whose mind is disciplined give up the results of all actions (to Me).
SARVA-KARMA-PHALA-TYAGA
Bhagavan says even if you cannot be committed to offering all actions to 'Me,'
atha etad api aSakto'si kartum madyogam diritah, there is still no problem if you

have a disciplined mind, that is if you are a yatdtmavdn. If your mind is undisciplined
and turbulent this does not apply. You have to clear that up first. But if you have some
mastery over yourself yet cannot give up all karmas to Isvara, he says, 'Then give up
the results of all action,' sarva-karma-phala-tydgamtatah kuru. Impelled by your

likes and dislikes, go about doing your karma. Even if they are self-centred, fulfil them
as long as they do not transgress dharma. But when the results come, renounce them all
in the sense of graciously accepting them as prasadafrom Isvara.
Krsna is not talking about renunciation of all karma here; that is jiinasannydsa, which, as we saw in the fourth chapter, is possible only by the knowledge that
dtma is akarta.With that knowledge one does not give up activity but while performing
action he knows he is free from all action. Then there are the karma-yogis who perform
all karma offering it to Isvara and also take the karma-phala as given by Isvara. At
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both levels Isvara is involved. This is true karma-yoga. If the first part is not possible,
you can do the second part, sarva-karma-phala-tydgamkuru, renounce all results of
action. How does one renounce all the results of action? Whatever result comes, you take
it as given by Isvara. You become the kartd and Bhagavdn the karma-phala-ddtd,the
one who gives the results of action. There are two functions for Isvara. One is
karmddhyaksa, the Lord who presides over the laws of karma, without whom no
karma is possible. With that appreciation you will have very mild rdga-dvesa. If they
are predominant so, that it is not possible to offer all karmas to Afvara, when the
karma-phala comes to you, take it as something from Isvara. That means you have
offered the karma-phala to him. This is very common in India. While cooking the food
they may not think of ivara. Certainly when they flavour the food they are not thinking
of 1lvara'staste but of the people who are going to eat. After cooking it, however, they
offer the food to Isvara. The way in which the food turns out is determined by the laws
of Isvara. These ingredients put together in this way produces a given result. Therefore,
you cannot say, 'The laws have changed; so, my food is not good.' There can be a dosa,
a mistake in your karma because of some difficulty but the laws do not commit any
mistake. Therefore, the karma-phala,the food that comes to you after cooking, is from
lIvara. This much awareness is not very difficult to acquire so, sarva-karma-phalatydga is relatively easy.
In sarva-karma-phala-tyigathere is an awareness of lsvara as the karmaphala-ddtd. I perform the action to fulfil raga-dvesa but the karma-phala comes
according to the laws of lvara.Therefore, I accept it without protest and thereby it gets
dedicated to livara. The action also gets dedicated to Isvara indirectly because unless
karma is dedicated to 19vara, karma-phala is not seen as something that comes from
him. By accepting karma-phala from Isvara you automatically dedicated your karma
to him.
When you take it as karma-phalacoming from Isvara, it neutralises your rdgadvesa. How? Normally, if the result is desirable, there is elation; if it is undesirable,
depression. This is the nature of the antah-karana. It is subject to inflation and
deflation, otherwise called auddha-antah-karana, the outcome of rdga-dvesa. Even
though you do not want depression, it comes because a dvesa has a hold over you.
Ragadvesas account for every emotional difficulty. To overcome them, when the
karma-phala comes I take it graciously as prasada.Though ragadvesas continue to
exist, they do not have the capacity to create elation and depression. They simply
become the basis for all your activities, which, of course, conform with dharma.
Because of sarva-karma-phala-tyaga,they get neutralised and there is an equanimity
no matter what the result is. This evenness of mind, samatva, which characterises a
karma-yogi, is possible only by prasada buddhi. Otherwise it becomes an ideal, which
creates other problems.
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So, you need not offer the karma to Isvara; you can simply take the result from
him. It is not inferior to offering the karma to Isvara because it amounts to the same
thing. What is important is tyaga, renunciation. That is what is being praised here.
Sarva-karma-phala-tyagaamounts to renunciation of desires, kdma-tydga. When they
are all offered to IAvara, ragadvesashave no hold on you. Rdga-dvesa is kdma and the

kama itself is renounced because you are accepting the result regardless of how well it
matches your rdga-dvesa. When that is so, kdma is as good as given up. It has no grip
over you, which is all that is required for antah-karana-guddhi.Then, through that
antah-karanayou will gain jiina. Therefore, give up the results of all actions, tatah
sarva-karma-phala-tydgamkuru.

Being a disciplined person, yatdtmavdn, his karma-phala-tydga is as good as
madyoga, karma-yoga in which the action is performed for the sake of livara and the
result is taken as prasdda.Here, if you think about ivuara when the result comes, that is
good enough. When you pull on to the road, think of Isvara; when the car stops, think of
Isvara;when you reach your destination, think of livara. When you arrive in one piece,
think of iuvara; if you sustain some injury, thank God you are still alive. Thus every
karma-phala is taken as something that comes from Iuvara. Thereby your ragadvesas
get neutralised. We have to act this out. It is not simply a matter of understanding here.
Though understanding is necessary, the attitude stays with you when you keep on
acknowledging that karma-phala is from Isvara. If you repeat it to yourself, not simply
mechanically, you develop the attitude of prasada-buddhi.Like when you make it a
habit to say 'Thanks,' you develop an attitude of gratitude. Even though it may
sometimes be mechanical, it has to be repeated to cultivate the attitude, which is the
important thing here. When you say 'Thanks,' it may not always carry much meaning.
Somebody opens the door for you or moves aside so, you can pass him on the escalator
and you say 'Thanks'; may be purely mechanical, but if you give it up altogether, the
attitude may disappear. Therefore, that form has to be retained. Only then can the spirit
be discovered. And it can be discovered because it is always there in some degree. You
cannot say 'Thanks' without some element of gratitude.
Similarly here, 'This is prasdda' or its equivalent, has to be repeated. We must
consciously acknowledge that everything that comes is from Isvara. The awareness that
he is the karma-phala-dtad,has to be maintained by somehow expressing it so, that
karma-phala-tyaga becomes a reality. In the process, kdma-tyiga also occurs. But
kartrtua-tydga,renunciation of doership does not, which is why it is notjiidna.As long
as there is doership, only karma-yoga is possible. And through karma-yoga you can
gain antah-karana-suddhi,which makes you ready for the knowledge.
Kartrtva, however, can be eliminated in one stroke by Adstra. Once the rdgaduesas are neutralised, the ahaikdrahas no backbone. All you need is to be told, 'You
are Paramesvara.' If that jidna has no obstruction,pratibandha, there is no further
problem.
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Just because he has said, 'If that is not possible, do this,' karma-phala-tyigais
not in any way inferior. When you are allergic to aspirin you take Paracetamol but that
does not mean it is inferior. The effect is the same. If you cannot handle certain foods,
you take others. Both nourish the body. If you cannot do one type of exercise you do
another. Both keep the body fit. It is the same thing here. One is not inferior or superior.
karma-phala-tyagais as good as anything else. Pursue your raga-dvesa but renounce
the results of your actions to IAvara, karma-phala-tydgamkuru. One good thing about
this is that the Lord being all-pervasive has no place to keep the results you offer, Thus
they remain with you; they are only mentally offered. This is sarva-phala-tydga.Even
though it is said lastly, it is not any way less than any of the other things suggested
because it will lead to the same thing. In fact in the next Sloka it is declared as better
than what has been told. This is apragamsa,a praise of karma-phala-tyaga.

Now praising karma-phala-tyiga, Bhagavdn indicates that though it is said
lastly, it is in no way inferior to the things already mentioned because with it you gain
anti.
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Sreyo hi jiinamabhysdjjinadddhydnam visisyate
dhydndtkarmaphalatydgastydgdcchdntiranantaram

Verse 12

knowledge; 8t-: sreyah - is better; * hi -indeed; 3WPIiT
abhyasdt - than the practice of yoga; zTWzT dhydnam - meditation; FWli jiinatvigisiyate - is superior; 4-i5- -!TRT: karma(as compared) to knowledge; fNiiEr

7TFf

jdanam -

phala-tydgah - renunciation of the results of actions; (is better) WPlTM dhyandt than meditation; qITil tyagigt - because of renunciation; T•IfT: Santih - (there is)
peace; andrrq anantaram- immediately

Knowledge is better indeed than the practice of yoga; meditation is
superior to knowledge; renunciation of the results of actions (is better)
than meditation. Because of renunciation (there is) peace immediately.
Sarva-karma-phala-tydga,he says, is better for you, Areyah, than the practice,
abhydsa, of astliaga-yoga,up to but not including dhydna. Sahkara qualifies this as an

abhyasa, which is not preceded by discrimination, avivekapirvaka, a purely
mechanical practice of asana,prdnaydma etc., without clarity about what one is doing
it for, i.e., purusairtha-viveka,or about what is temporal and what is not, nitydnityavastu-viveka. Since the viveka is inadequate, so is his vairdgya. He is not able to pursue
or even ascertain what he really wants. The jiina here refers to knowledge of
purusartha,i.e., knowledge of what is to be done and what is not to be done. Since he
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does not have such jhana, he lacks viveka and therefore, his practice, abhydsa, also
lacks viveka about what exactly he is seeking and what he is doing to achieve it.
The abhydsa of astariga-yoga does not necessarily require viveka. Most people
who practice what is commonly known as yoga have no dtmdndtma-viveka or
nitydnityavastu-viveka. Often their purus.irtha is purely the appearance or condition
of the body. They can as well do aerobics though &sanasare better for them because

they need not eat as much as they would to do vigorous exercise. And yogdsanas also
come to us from the rsis; so, they have a certain sanctity about them. But if you inquire
into the yogi's concept of moksa you will find it problematic. Therefore, you need not
know what moksa is or have any viveka for abhydsa, which can mean any discipline.
Even discipline, however, is better than the lack of it for in following a discipline you
undergo pain, which can be a basis for growth. Any routine involves pain because there
are times when it is difficult to follow and in overcoming those difficulties you grow.
But a discipline followed without viveka is inferior to the viveka and therefore,
Bhagavdn says Sreyo hi jiidnam, knowledge is better. Jidna here is not dtma-jiina

but knowledge of purusartha.
Mere purusdrtha-jidnaaccompanied by abhydsa is also not enough. It is to be
understood that both jiina and abhydsa are retained in the progression. Therefore, he
says, meditation (upon Suvara) is better than (mere) knowledge (of purusartha),
jiidant-dhyanam-viSisyate.Dhydna includes karma-yoga as was already mentioned.

Meditation, dhydna, with karma-yoga is still better, visisyate, than knowledge of
purusdrtha,jiina,combined with practice, abhydsa, of asana,prdnaydma, etc.

Finally he says that even better than dhyina is renunciation of the results of
action, karma-phala-tydga.Even though he mentions it lastly, implying it is the easiest,
it is the best. Why? Because of the result it produces.
TySigt Sdntih anantaram,because of renunciation, there is peace immediately.
The moment you recognise something as JSvara-prasdda,there is a cheer, a composure,
santi, which in turn qualifies you for immediate appreciation, aparoksa-jiiana,of tmd.
Since there is no hindrance, aksara-brahmabecomes a reality. Further, the sdnti gained
by karma-phala-tydga is gained immediately, anantaram,not later. If you receive all
karma-phala as prasada, you have an antidote to sorrow, duhkha, gain and loss,
Idbhalibhau, success and failure jaydjayau because you are not subject to elation or
depression. Success is prasada and not getting what you wanted is prasada as well as
just as a sweet laddu is as much prastda as ashes, vibhiti. That prasida-buddhi is
what is praised here as karma-phala-tydga.Such a buddhi has Adnti and is capable of

knowing.
Though the renunciation of karma-phala is praised here, it looks as though it is
meant for the person who can not accomplish anything else. It is last in a sequence in
which each recommendation of Bhagavdn is followed by, agakto'siyadi, 'if you are not
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capable of doing this...' But Bhagavan's phrasing here is in keeping with Arjuna's
question as to who is better, meaning who is nearer to moksa, the one who pursues
aksara-brahmaor a karma-yogi meditating upon the viSvarlpa.

In answer to Arjuna's question, Lord Krsna first said that the one who meditates
upon saguna-brahmaand pursues a life of karma-yoga is definitely nearer to moksa.
But the other is already mukta in as much as the aistra considers a sannyasi1 almost
liberated, a muktapurusa. Being a sanny1si he is mature and therefore, his knowledge
will be unhindered. For this reason he is spoken of as ajini, who cannot be compared
to the ignorant. These jii•nis, Bhagavan went on to say, necessarily become one with
'Me.' Then he speaks again about the karma-yogi saying, 'I become the saviour for
them, tesdm aham samuddhartd.' Because of their updsana, which is an action, he

must, as the karma-phala-datd, give the result. Thus he provides them with
opportunities for this knowledge and makes them qualified for it, indirectly becoming a
saviour.
The aksara-brahma-updsaka,however, does not require the intervention of
Isvara because Isvara's grace is already with him. That is why he is pursuing this. We
have seen that a person has an inclination for advaita only because of the grace of
Isvara, pumsdm advaita-udsantd ivardnugrahddeva. It is because he has earned the

grace of iuara that he even has the samskdras for this pursuit. Such a person no longer
requires an intervening Isvara because he is non-separate from Isvara and has
discovered that there is no problem. Therefore, a jiiana yogi, otherwise called a
sannyasi, is one with livara, whereas the other person requires the grace of Ilvara, in
order to gain antah-karana-Suddhiand antah-karana-naiScalya.For him, Isvara

becomes the saviour. Lord Krsna is saying, 'The jiifnis become one with Me and for
karma-yogis, I am the samuddhartl, the saviour.' This is the difference between the
ajidniand the jidni.

In this verse he is talking only about the ignorant, not the jii•nis whom he has left
out of this discussion because they cannot be compared to the ignorant. Later he will
come back to them.
Sarikara introduces the next verse noting that in this meditation upon sagunabrahma, accompanied by karma-yoga, the difference between the jiva and Isvara is
accepted. Both karma-yoga, which is doing karma for the sake of Isvara,
isvardrtham-karma-anusthdna,and meditation in which there is a meditator and an
object of meditation, are for the person who has this bheda-jihna,the conclusion that he
is different-from livara, from the world and from other individuals. He may accept
non-difference, abheda, as a matter of faith but he has no knowledge of it. If that
appreciation is not possible for you, aSakto'siyadi, Bhagavan then gives some options.
1 vividisd-sannyasi
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The choice is only regarding various means for antah-karana-Auddhiand antahkarana-naiscalya,not with reference to moksa, which is jdilna. Choice can only exist
where there is a possibility for it. If you want to see a colour, can you choose whether to
see it with your eyes or your ears? Here you have no choice. Similarly, moksa is only
through knowledge, jhdindt eva moksa. The self is already liberated. It cannot and need
not be accomplished by any karma including a mental karma like saguna-brahmaupisana. This meditation is not a means to remove ignorance but to win the grace that
will give you steadiness

of mind, antah-karana-naigcalya. And for antah-

karana-Auddhi, there is karma-yoga. Being in the thick and thin of the world with all
your rdga-dvesas, you can neutralise them with the right attitude and grow in the
prqcess. So, for inner maturity, which is called inner purity, you require karma-yoga and
for the sake of naidcalya, the steadiness of the mind, you require updsana. This is what
is praised here. And the one who does this was praised earlier as the best of the yogis,
yogavittama. Again, this whole section only deals with the ajii'ni.
When he says that if you cannot gain knowledge you can do karma-yoga, it looks
as though there are independent paths for moksa and you can choose one among them.
There is no such thing. If you are already liberated, it is a matter of knowing and if you
are not, there is no possibility of getting liberated. If the self is bound, it is forever bound
and if it is free, it is free even now. But if it is free and you think that it is not, your
problem is one of ignorance. To remove that, you require vedanta-pramana,nothing
else. Choice applies only in gaining antah-karana-suddhi,etc., for which there are a
number of possibilities including prayer. If, on the basis of this, one were to claim that
all religions lead to the same goal, he is speaking only within the framework of ajiina,
ignorance. Whether you pray to Krsna, Rama, Siva, Allah or any other god, there is
division and that has nothing to do withjiiana.
Choice is only within the framework of division where there is an attempt to gain
something that is removed from you in terms of time or distance or get rid of something
you now have and it is to be accomplished through action, karmasddhya. Suppose you
want to accomplish an end like gaining money. For that you require effort, which can be
any of a hundred different things including buying a lottery ticket. It is a karmasddhya,
something that is not with you now and is to be gained by you for which you require
karmas done either in this life or a previous life. We have to include the karma of
previous lives to account for inheritances, lottery tickets, stock market gains, etc. They
are also earned. The point is that in anything that is to be accomplished by karma,
choice is always involved. You can do it, you need not do it or you can do it differently,
karma kartum gakyam, akartum Sakyam, anyathd va kartum Sakyam. But that is not

so in knowledge. What choice do you have if you have to see the colour of an object?
You have to open your eyes. And having opened your eyes, it they are not defective, you
will see only the colour of the object, not any other colour. Knowledge does not lend
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itself to choice. It is as true as the object, provided the means of knowledge is
appropriate.
Therefore, all the choices Bhagavun has given in these verses are only within the
framework of ignorance. They have nothing to do with jitana. If you are not able to
meditate then do yogdbhydsa so that your mind will gain the composure to meditate. If
even that is not possible, then live a life of karma-yoga, doing all your karma for the
sake of Iuvara meaning conforming to the law of dharma recognizing that law as
Ivara.If that also is not possible, give up the results of karma, karma-phala-tydgam
kuru, graciously accepting whatever comes as a result of your actions. Thereby you will
get sdnti. So, karma-phala-tydgais not to be considered inferior to any other pursuit
because the result, sdnti, makes the mind ready for moksa byjiidna.
The entire sAstra says, 'tat tvam asi, you are Brahman.' That is why you are
liberated. If you are anything other than that, there is no freedom because there is
isolation from IAvara. And, therefore, jiitndt moksa. It is not just said in the Gita. All
the purdnas, and even itihasasrepeatedly say the same thing as does sstra, which of
course is the pramdna.
Sahkara once again makes it clear. All comparisons are among the means of
self-purification, etc. for the ajiinl; the jidnis are to be left alone in this, te tdvat
tisthantu. Among these means, one is prayer, which brings about a definite result
regardless of its form. Whether it is a highly sophisticated prayer or that of a tribal
person, it invokes the same Isvara. Both the sophisticated and the primitive are ignorant,
praying to Isvara with the belief that he is listening to him. There is no difference
whatsoever.
The difference comes only when the Lord has said, 'I am you.' With a basic
sraddhdin that, there is a provisional difference in the prayer of ajijidsu. He does not
accept division as a reality even though for the time being it appears to exist. His prayer
is that he will discover the reality. Though he does not have the vision of non-duality,
abheda-buddhi,because of his sraddhd he pursues the study of Adstra to discover that.
In this pursuit, the whole approach is different, including prayer. That is why the
'package' of a religion is also important. It should allow for the pursuit of abheda
because that is the final end. Even in a ritual, the intent, saikalpa, will be in keeping
with this end. The religious aspect becomes as important as vedanta because it allows
vedanta to become a reality. Religion is not mere prayer. It includes a theology and if
the theology is rooted in bheda and considers it blasphemous to think that you are
IAvara, it can vitiate the whole pursuit. If, on the other hand, the prayer comes from a
heart, which knows from the sdstra that it is praying only for abheda, the whole
approach is different. And although any form of prayer is ignorance, it is still needed to
help one get free from that ignorance.
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In prayer, will is used and, in fact, is expressed in its highest form. If you have the
will to earn money it is not surprising because money will immediately produce a
difference in your life. Similarly, if you want name, fame, power, etc., and you exert
your will to get it, there is nothing extraordinary about that. But in prayer there is no
immediate result. Yet you still pray very earnestly.
That means it is the highest expression of will, pure will. The jiianis, through
prayer etc., gained a certain disposition that made jiina possible. A mumuksu follows
their example. Arjuna here is a mumuksu. He wants moksa and Krsna gives him all
these choices, which are only for mumuksus. In moksa, however, there is no choice
because it isjidna.

Having talked about the choices, he makes it clear that the result of all of them is
the same, santi, with which you can gainjidna.As an upasaka, meditating and living a
life of karma-yoga, you gain that santi. Karma-yoga-will give you the santi born of

freedom from conflict and meditation will also give you sdnti. As a simple karma-yogi
with karma-phala-tydga,prasdda-buddhi is predominant and anything that comes is

recognised as coming from the Lord who is the karma-phala-data,giver of the fruits of
action. You understand that you can only do, not create. Creation, including the creation
of the result of an action takes place according to the law, which is Ifvara.
Now the characteristics of the one who hasjfiana are described again for Arjuna.
The jiiana itself is moksa and giving the characteristics, laksanas, of a jidni,
Bhagavdn shows how he is one with him. The real definition ofajiini is-the one who
hasjfiana.It has nothing to do with his appearance or style of talking etc., but there are
certain characteristics of his interaction with the world in terms of his attitude towards
things like his own hunger, thirst, and situations he confronts. The way in which he
interacts, not only with people but all other beings, becomes sddhana for mumuksus.
As sddhanasthey are to be understood and pursued.
Some verses describing the jiiani were given in the second chapter when Arjuna
wanted to know the description of the sthitaprajiiah,the wise man. Now here is a
further description, which is useful for a mumuksu because what is natural to a jiidni he
can try to understand and assimilate as a value. These values are natural because they are
in keeping with dharma and are therefore, Isvara. Any virtue is an expression of a
particular law of the creation and is to be understood. Things like love, sympathy,
compassion etc., are not at all what we commonly experience because the limitation of
our understanding vitiates their expression. Even though they are experienced by all they
have to be assimilated.
An appreciation of and conforming to the things that are going to be told here
makes a person mature. Thereby he can gain the knowledge. The way in which a jiiani
expresses himself in life is a sddhana for the ignorant, the seekers. But they are
ornaments for him.
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advesta sarvabhiltndm maitrahkaruna eva ca
nirmamo nirahahkdrahsamaduhkhasukhahksaml

Verse 13

sarvabhiitandm- for
3rt advesti - the one who has no hatred/ill-will; 7A4il-H
all beings; ff: maitrah - the one who has the disposition of a friend; WTT: karunah
-

the one who is compassionate; 7

W eva ca -

and indeed; •#4•: nirmamah- free

from possessiveness; TWh"K: nirahahkdrah- free from the 'I' notion; 'T-•:3-' ':
sama-duhkha-sukhah - equal in pleasant and unpleasant (circumstances); 9t ksami
- one who is naturally accommodative
The one who has no hatred for all beings, who has the disposition of a
friend, who is compassionate, free from possessiveness, free from 'I
notion,' equal in pleasant and unpleasant (circumstances), and indeed,
one who is naturally accommodative.
These verses from here till the last but one in the chapter talk about the person who
is a sannyas., a jfiin. Even though later he says, 'That devotee is beloved to Me,' sa
bhaktdh me priyah, he is not talking about the devotee that we commonly understand,
the one who makes a division between himself and ISvara due to ignorance. If a devotee
had this notion of difference between jiva and ISvara, he would not have the
qualifications mentioned in this verse. These are attributes only of a person who is a
krtakrtya, who has found fulfilment through knowing that by nature he is free from any
limitation. Because of that knowledge he is spontaneously free from hatred, dvesa, etc.
So, these qualifications are meant to describe a wise man, not a devotee or a karmayogi. But they are told with the seeker in view. If you want to be free from hatred, well
that happens to be the nature of ztma. If there is no doubt or vagueness that the nature of
dtmd is fullness, &nanda,the expression in interacting with the world will be based in
that ananda and will express as love, the one basic emotion that modifies into
compassion, friendliness etc., as the situation requires. These are all expressions of one
ananda..Though these qualities describe a wise man, they are not meant to judge
whether a person is wise or not. They are purely a description of those values and
attitudes that a seeker should cultivate.
ADVESTA SARVABHUTANAM
Advestd sarvabhiitdndm, the one who is free from hatred, advesta towards all
beings, sarvabhiltandm. This is one of the most important qualifications of a sannyasi.
Sahkara says even though a person may cause him some pain, the jiidni does not
entertain any hatred or ill-will towards the person. For him this is very natural because
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he sees all creatures as himself. Though this is a expression in keeping with the 4dstra,
psychologically speaking, this is how it works. Hatred arises only when someone can
make you unhappy. If someone cheats you and you feel cheated, naturally you will hate
the person. You have been deceived and feel outraged. If you depend upon the world,
you will definitely divide the world into objects of rdga and dvesa. An object, which
you think makes you unhappy you will naturally hate. But if you have inner freedom
concerning your dependence upon the world for your fullness, your vision is purely
objective and love is your natural expression. You have no resistance to a person being
as he or she is. You may not be able to change them even though you know a change
would have changed the entire society. Even a wise man may have many people around
him, some of them his own disciples, whom he cannot totally change. That is because it
is very difficult for people to change. They will praise the wise man attributing all that is
good to him and not to themselves-and all the time the teacher is saying, 'You are
everything.' But if you project all that is good onto someone else, you can continue to be
as you are. And that is easier than changing because change is very painful.
Then again, if you do not change, it is also painful. So, we pray to invoke the grace
for the necessary changes to take place. The commitment to change expressed in that
prayer will take care of it. If you say a wise person does not hate, it is not a sanction for
the ignorant to hate. The point is, no person has a reason to hate another in as much as a
person is what he is because he cannot be otherwise. If he could, he would certainly
change. Behaviour that causes pain to others also causes pain to the-one who inflicts it.
Naturally a person would want to change such behaviour. The fact that he does not,
shows very clearly that he cannot. It is foolish to want the world to be entirely according
to our wishes, even though they may seem valid. The changes you may wish for a person
may definitely be good for him and those who relate to him. The problem is, the person
may not share your values and even if he does, changing to conform to them is not a
simple matter of will. Certain things, where an action is involved, you can change by
will. You can decide to walk a mile a day and then do it. You can always force yourself
to do an action. But inner change is a different matter. Will only confuses the issue here.
Commitment to change is fine but by simply willing, one does not change. It is
something like somebody asking you to love him; you cannot do anything about it. It is
something that has to happen. Only by prayer can people hope to change.
If you can understand that a person behaves as he does because he cannot help it
and if you see yourself from that person's point of view, you will find that you have to
change. We always think that the other person should change. Well he is equally free to
think that you should change. If you analyse it, you find that you have no right to will
others to change. The maximum you can do is to change yourself. Then, if you really let
others be what they are, you find there is no hatred. Hatred comes, as I said in the
beginning, only when somebody makes you unhappy. The truth is, nobody makes you
unhappy.
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The problem comes from intemalising the behaviour of others. If somebody does
or says something disagreeable to you, you get angry. But if somebody complains to you
of a headache, you do not get angry and yet it is the same situation when an emotional
problem causes certain types of behaviour. The problem belongs to the person. You are
responsible for your own actions and emotions, not those of others. Only if you could
control things could you be totally responsible for them and since you have no control
over your own emotion, where is the question of assuming responsibility for others'
actions? If you have done something intentionally or unintentionally, you can own it up
and make amends. When you are honest about your feelings, that is the beginning of
change. You can make amends for your omissions and commissions. But what about
those of others? How are you responsible for them? Yet someone else's omissions and
commissions seem to affect you to a great extent emotionally because you at once
internalise it. Certain behaviour or words trigger old patterns of thinking like selfcriticism stemming from your background. If you analyse it properly, hatred is
meaningless for any person, leave alone for a wise man. Hatred and anger etc. arise from
a desire to control. Many people have tried to 'Save' the world but in the end they are
destroyed, often by some microscopic creatures. The only change you can hope to bring
about is a change in yourself. And because you are free, you can change, as can othersif they want to. Everyone is a potential saint because saintliness is an expression of the
nature of yourself. If you see this, you will find you have no problem of control or ill
will. You have freedom and nothing to quarrel about, only pragmatism. What is possible
you do. What is not possible you just accept.
A person, who understands this, does not have even a small degree of hatred or
anger for any living being, advestd sarvabhitdndm. Seeing himself as all, he is a free
person whom nothing can hurt. Unlike the ignorant, he does not helplessly set up
situations where he will be hurt but sees that all situations are shining after him. This fact
is very real to him making him naturally free from ill will towards all beings, advestS
sarvabhiitdndm. You cannot hate unless you get hurt and you cannot get hurt unless
someone can objectify you. Once you objectify something, you can do anything to it,
including hurting it. But atmd cannot be objectified. Who can objectify the
consciousness, in which everything else shines as an object? A hurtful action is simply a
karma, which shines after you who is asariga. How does consciousness get affected?
Actions, therefore, remain simply actions and your responses are pragmatic.
Such a person will naturally have the disposition of friendliness. He is called
maitrah. Why does he put in the abstract sense rather than saying 'a friend,' mitra?
Anyone can be a friend, even a pet. He makes an abstract noun out of mitra, which
means the state of being a friend, mitrasya bhdvah maitrl, friendliness. One who has
maitri, friendliness is called maitrah.He bears no ill-will towards anyone, yet he is not
aloof; he is friendly. Aloofness is an indication of anger or fear of facing people. It is an
obstruction to growth because we can only perfect ourselves in the midst of people.
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Removing yourself from people will only aggravate the problem in the midst of people
because you require various kinds of interactions to invoke every aspect of your
personality. Only then will you understand yourself. The jiiani is not only friendly
towards people, he is not afraid as he will tell later. He knows that dtma is ananda and
when that fullness gets related it becomes various emotions. Friendliness is one of them.
JNANI HAS FRIENDSHIP AND COMPASSION
Karunah is the one who has compassion. He can condone other's omissions and
commissions. The same ananda that expresses as love or friendliness takes the form of
sympathy for those who are in pain. Sahkara adds that he is one who gives refuge to all,
a sannyasi. With the sun, the guru, and all the elements as witnesses, a sannyasi openly
declares to all beings, 'Do not be afraid, ma bhaista.' He will not be the cause of fear
for anyone because he does not covet any of their wealth or position. Not even a plant or
animal need be afraid of him anymore. He gives abhaya to all beings. If he does not
have karuna, how is he going to teach anybody? In the vision of a teacher who really
knows what he is talking about, you are saccidanandaand have no problem. He has no
problem and neither does anyone else in his vision. If the pain of another does not move
him, how is he going to see a necessity to teach? How is he going to help his Sisyas in
getting relieved of their pain? Ananda, which is so natural to him, transforms into
sympathy. He is not oblivious to people's behaviour. In fact he is much more sensitive
than others but his response is one of compassion. In a wise man it is absolute. It is not
that because he is ananda and sees no problem he has no emotions and therefore, does
not teach. If that were so, the tradition of teaching would come to a standstill. Teaching
would be done by those who do not know what they are talking about and those who
know would not teach. When the sisya says, 'O! Guru, please teach me I am in pain,'
the guru does not say, 'You are saccidananda;you have no problem.' Nor does he
become so identified with the sorrow of a samsdri that he becomes sorrowful. This is
another erroneous notion. If anyone says such a thing of a mahdtmd, he is not praising
him but belittling him.
The Lord is also represented as one who is all compassion. In his essential form
you can look upon him as satyam jadnam anantam brahma or you can regard him as
an ocean of compassion etc. It is the same for a wise man. He has spontaneous
friendliness and affection towards people. Because he has no ill-will or hatred, he always
wants to do something good for people. Helping becomes very natural.
This compassion is greater than that of even a religious person. He may use a
certain plant in a ritual but a sannyasi could never cut that plant. Nobody will be afraid
of ajiiantbecause he is absolutely harmless. He does not demand anything from society
and more than that, gives abhaya to all. He tells Indra and other devas and even the
trees, 'Hereafter do not be afraid of me.' To reach that point he must be mature; then if
he has jhdna it will prevail, whatever happens. Because of that abhaya, he is fearless
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like an innocent child. This is one of the two expressions often used to describe a wise
man. The other is a madman, unmatta. The similarity is that he is happy for no reason at
all. At least from our standpoint there is no reason. But his happiness does not arise from
any situation; it is his nature, svaruapnanda. And like a child he is free from
ragadvesas. Just as we are not afraid of a child, likewise we are not afraid of a wise
man, one who considers sukha and duhkha as equal, one who can forgive.
The jidni,then, is one who has no hatred towards any being but who, on the other
hand, has friendliness and total compassion. All these are not simply attitudes and
values, sddhanas, but rather, because of the context, they are characteristics, laksanas.
In the next chapter, certain sadhanas, like amanitva, adambhitva, ahimsa, are given

as means for gaining knowledge, jiidna-sadhanas,and therefore, to be cultivated. But
they are the expressions of a wise man who knows that the nature of the self is freedom,
fullness. When he interacts with the world, he expresses himself as advesti
sarvabhitanam,etc.

JNANI HAS NO AHANKARA AND MAMAKARA
Nirmamah, one who is free from the sense of 'mine,' the sense that something
belongs to him. This notion can remain even if one gives up all possessions, even if one
is a sannyasi. He may not have any real estate or a bank account but he can still have the
sense of 'my body,' 'my mald,' 'my kamandalu.' This sense of ownership, mamatva,
goes only when ahaikara,which expresses as 'I am this much alone' goes. As long as
the sense of 'I' is placed in the physical body, dehe atma-buddhi,there is the notion of
oneself as an isolated individual. Once that is there, the idea of 'mine,' mama-pratyaya,
is impossible to avoid. You can give up as many things as you like but his mama-pratyaya will not totally go until the ahahikdra goes. What goes, in fact, is not the
ahahkirabut the notion of the reality of the ahahkara.Once a person hasjiffna, there
can be no notional ahahikdra because the notion stems from self-ignorance.
AhaAkara and mama-kdra support each other's existence. Unless you say 'these
things are mine,' ahaikdra cannot really be sustained. But even relatively speaking
there is nothing one can claim to own if you analyse it. A mature person looks upon
everything as belonging to I9vara. He finds himself endowed with a few things towards,
which he has the attitude of a trustee and does not suffer from the inflated notion that he
has accomplished everything he has, a notion rooted in ignorance. This is a person who
through viveka has gained maturity and is relatively free from a sense of insecurity. The
fact that what will happen will happen, is well known to him and thus he enjoys a certain
relaxation and readiness to face things as they come. There is trust in himself, trust in
Isuara and therefore, a lot of inner freedom. That is a mature ahahkdra, but still not
enlightened. A kind of mama-kara remains though not to the degree we generally see in
people. He is a karma-yogi, a bhakta.
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In this verse, however, the person talked about has no notion of 'I,' ahampratyaya, as the body etc., a notion that comes from self-ignorance. On inquiry, with the
help of Sdstra and the guru, he has discovered himself to be free from being one
physical body and sees that he is, in fact, everything. His vision is aham idam sarvam,
'I am all this' and, therefore, the individual 'I' sense has gone. This can only be a jiani,
not a bhakta in the popular sense of the word who is necessarily an ajiidni because he
makes a division between himself and the Isvara he worships.
That does not mean that a jiianl cannot be a bhakta. As we have seen, he is
included in the four types of devotees, the drta who worships only when he is indistress,
the artharthiwho enlists Bhagavdn's help to accomplish his various ends, the jijiisu
who wants to know who is Bhagavan and finally the jiiani who appreciates Isvara as
essentially non-separate from himself. He is, in fact, the only real bhakta because his
bhakti is fulfilled. All the others are qualifying themselves to become real bhaktas.
Though they are all dear to Isvara, 'the jiidni,' he says, 'is Myself alone,' jihni tu
dtmd eva. That is, who is being discussed here.
JNANI IS EQUAL IN SUKHA AND DUHKHA
Sama-duhkha-sukhah-The one for whom sukha and duhkha are equal. How

can one be the same in sukha and duhkha when in order for there to be sukha or
duhkha the mind must undergo a modification? If you are to have emotional pain, your
mind cannot be the same as it was when it was peaceful; it must undergo a change.
Similarly, you cannot experience sukha, without the mind undergoing a change. Yet it is
said here that this person is equal in sukha and duhkha. It looks like a contradiction. In
saying this, there seems to be an acceptance of sukha and duhkha for the jiiani.If he
has these, how can he be equal? They both imply a change with which one identifies to
say of oneself, 'I am happy' or 'I am sad.' There can be no sukha or duhkha without the
'I' sense. Perhaps, then, when the mind has sukha or duhkha the jiAni just witnesses it
as sdksi. But if he is a sdksi, his experience cannot be called duhkha or sukha. There
appears to be some difficulty here. We should understand that sukha-duhkha means
situations that generally cause sukha and duhkha, occasions that normally call for
condolences or congratulations. If there is a death we offer our condolences because as a
society we consider that death makes those who are left behind unhappy. Each society
has commonly accepted situations, that are a cause for sorrow, duhkha-prdpaka, or
rejoicing, sukha-prdpaka. When such situations occur, a person who is sama-duhkhasukhah is the same, neither getting elated nor depressed which is possible only when
you do not depend upon situations in order to be happy. If you do, you are going to be
emotionally unstable, elated when things are conducive for you and dejected when they
are not. This is not the case for the one whom they call sama-duhkha-sukhah.
It is easy to say, you should be equal to sukha and duhkha but this is not a piece
of advice. The point is that a person who is dependent upon situations for his well-being
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will be subject to emotional ups and downs. And one who does not, has discovered that
the self is fullness, parna, which therefore, cannot be improved upon and absolutely
secure and timeless, being satya-atmd. Knowing that the self is sat-cit-nandasvarapa he is sama-duhkha-sukhah. In situations that cause duhkha, not conducive to
his comfort, he does not become a duhkhl. It is not a question of merely enduring a
difficult situation. Anybody can do that. What is different about a jiini is that he does
not become a duhkhi. This is not a matter for behaviour modification but a fact to be
understood and quietly recognised, which takes inquiry. It is because of his jilna that he
is equal, not because he is following a mandate.
Mandates like 'Be equal in conducive, sukha-kdraka, and non-conducive,
duhkha-kdraka, situations,' create conditioning and therefore, a psychological pressure
to which you eventually must succumb or lose your sanity. Therefore, even though such
statements have relative truth, it is important to understand them properly. Mandates like
this create an ideal from which people necessarily distance themselves. The ideal is 'I
should be like this' but the reality is I am not. And the greater the list of 'shoulds' and
'should-nots,' the greater is a person's estrangement from himself. If finally one day you
can drop these ideals, you will discover that you are fine. You can have goals; that is
different. But if you decide to achieve one goal today and tomorrow you choose another,
it does not matter. If you want to accomplish something in two years, you plan for that.
But it is not an ideal. Tomorrow in the wake of new knowledge you might totally give up
the pursuit or extend it for another five years. That readiness to reshuffle your ideas and
objectively face challenges as they come is sanity. Being the same in the face of sukha
and duhkha is not valid as an ideal because it is not possible when there is
self-ignorance. But sukha-duhkha situations can be faced with relative equanimity.
That is yoga-samatvamyoga ucyate. You take the results of actions as prasada,as we
have seen, and thereby acquire a manageable mind, the mind of a yogi. But for a person
who has knowledge, it is different. Knowledge makes one free from dependence on
situations for his well-being, security, and happiness.
JNANI HAS KSAMA
And therefore, he is ksami, one who has forbearance, forgiveness and can retain
his composure in spite of hostile situations. This again is not an ideal. If you take it as
such, it only creates pressure, which will vitiate your very pursuit. Just drop ksamd as an
ideal and understand what it takes to have ksamd. Condemning yourself for not having
ksamd is another form of idealizing, which will only cause you anxiety and keep you
struggling and seeking. If there are no ideals but rather certain things to understand in
life, you will find you are a seeker, a jijidsu. It is a small shift but it makes such a big
difference.
Absolutely, this is the natural expression of a ji•ni. As a thing to be understood
and assimilated, it is a sddhana.
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What is ksamd? What does it take to remain composed under all hostile
situations? Only when you are ready for the worst is it possible and the worst that can
happen is death. This can be handled only by ajiidniwho knows that though time, kala,
devours the entire creation, he devours time in the sense that he knows he is free from
time, and thus devours the whole jagat. Facing death is not an issue for him because
there is no death. If you say the body dies, he will say it is dying all the time. The cells
are constantly changing and since the body is objectifiable, its nature is to be destroyed,
drsta-nasta-svabhdvah.It is not going to die on one particular occasion; it is always
changing. The mind is also constantly dying because a thought is always momentary,
ksanika. Atma, on the other hand, is not subject to change because it is not subject to
time. Therefore, 'I' does not die. Right at the outset Lord said nasato vidyate bhdvah
ndbhavo vidyate satah, there is no (independent) existence for the apparent and dtma,
which is existence, sat, does not have abhava, non-existence, which means that it never
dies. What dies alone is dying and this is generally accepted. Only if 'I' dies is there a
problem. When the sun sets we do not mourn its passing because we know that it is the
nature of things to change. Once you understand the nature of something, you do not
expect it to be different. There is no complaint that sugar is sweet or vinegar is sour
because that is their nature. The body is changing and so, is the mind; -it is their nature.
But dtmd never changes; again because that is its nature. Atmd can never be made to
change and the body cannot be stopped from changing. Since you cannot change the
course of events, why grieve over it? A wise person is unruffled because of this
knowledge. Even if ajiidni is physically injured, he understands that only his body is
harmed. There is no sense of being injured or, if the injury is deliberate, insulted. The
physical body may be black and blue but inside, being awake to the fullness that is the
nature of dtmd, he is free from emotional bruises.
Relatively ksamd is an attitude based on understanding, which can also be seen as
forgiveness. We can see how natural this would be for a wise man but as a value it is a
dangerous concept. Who are we to forgive? The whole world has forgiven us, allowing
us to live as we are. This whole notion of forgiveness just creates distance. There is
nothing to forgive. Again, we only have to understand one another. All of us are
different because of differences in our thinking and backgrounds and are all in the
process of maturing. If you understand that you will find that nobody is bad or good.
Therefore, ksama, means one who is naturally accommodative.
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madbhaktah - he who is My devotee; -T: - ftt: sah me priyah Me

he is beloved to

The one who is completely satisfied, who is always united, who has
mastery over his mind, whose ascertainment is firm, whose mind and
intellect are resolved in Me, who is My devotee, is beloved to Me.
SUCH A JNANI IS MY BELOVED
Such a jiwni, Lord Krsna says, 'is My beloved, me priyah.' The use of the sixth
case is exactly as it is when you say mama dtmd, which means simply me, dtmd.
Similarly when he says me priyah, 'He is beloved to Me,' it means, 'He is one with
Me.' An example often used to illustrate this kind of genitive is 'rahoh Sirah' itivat,
like Rdhu's head. In Indian astrology Rahu is a shadow planet consisting only of the
head of a dragon. Even though there is no real possession possible here because there are
not two things, one of, which can possess the other, we have the expression Rdhu's
head. Similarly, me priyah, My beloved is, more accurately, My ananda. The most
beloved thing in the world is atma, for whose sake everything becomes pleasing,
atmanastu kdmtya sarvam priyam bhauati. Previously Bhagavan also said the jiAni
is Myself alone, jiidni tu dtmd eva. Here he says, sah me priyah, which is the same

thing, only here he says bhakta and there he used the wordffinni.
JNANI IS ALWAYS SATISFIED
Satatam santustah-thejifni is always satisfied. Satatam is an important word

here. Everybody is santusta, happy occasionally or with reference to some conducive
situation. You may be happy with your job, your partner, your children but if I keep on
extending the list, it will come to something you are not happy about. As a samsari one
is happy only with reference to certain things, but not satatam santustah, not one who
is always happy. This describes a sannydsl, a jiani who Satikara says has a sense of
adequacy, alampratyaya with reference to everything. He does not take issue with
himself, the world and God on any account and is happy with himself. Generally we
have not resolved our issues of contention even with God let alone with the world where
we have numerous things to settle with various people and situations. And with regard to
our own mind, body and senses, we have many accounts to settle. In this condition, it is
not possible to have a constant alampratyaya.
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There are only two things about which one can really say 'enough.' One is food.
No matter how much you may like something, after you have eaten a certain quantity,
you say alam, enough. That is why they say giving food is one of the two best acts of
charity. If you feed somebody, he will eventually say 'enough'; whereas money, for
example, is never alan. Nor is any other thing except brahmajiana.Even empirical
knowledge, aparavidya can never be alam because the more you know, the more you
realise the extent of your ignorance. The sense of alam can only come when you know
that you are purna, complete, because that alone cannot be improved upon. Of these two
acts of charity vedanta-vijidna is greater because it creates an alampratyaya, which,
unlike that created by having enough food, is not temporary. Santustah satatam is a
person who has settled all his issues of contention. As a sannydsi, all he has to do is
maintain his body for which he requires food etc. If it is there he is satisfied; even if it is
not, he is satisfied. And whether he gets something nutritious and palatable or quite the
opposite, he is happy. By mere practice one can acquire this capacity; but it is very
natural for a person who has settled account with himself.
Satatam can also be taken as qualifying yogi. There are two meanings for yogi
based on the two meanings of the root yuj. If the root is taken in the sense of 'to master
or control, nirodhane,' a yogi is one who has yoga, which is defined as citta-vrtti-

nirodha, control over the thoughts. The second meaning of the root yuj is 'to unite.'
That is the sense in which it is used here. He is a yogi because of his jadna of his
identity with isvara. He is also a yogi with reference to his mind in that he has
tranquillity, citta-samadhdna,but not by the force of his will. The once restless mind
was made relatively composed by viveka and karmayoga, then when it was exposed to
veddnta-pramdna,it fulfilled its purpose in the recognition of the truth of itself. It poses
no problem for him since he does not identify with it as 'I.' Being very clear about the
fact that he is not the mind, he does not judge himself on the basis of mental conditions.
He is satatam yogi, always a yogi. Everybody has experiences of tranquillity, cittasamddhdna, and in that sense is a yogi occasionally. Here Bhagavdn is describing a
jhdni, which is why he can say satatamyogi.
The word satatam is placed between the two words-santustah and yogi-in

order to modify both. This technique is called kdkdksi-nydya, the analogy of the crow's
eye. The eye of a crow does not move in its socket so, when it turns its head to see, it can
look as though a single eyeball goes to the other socket. It is the same here. A single
modifier placed between two nouns can modify the meaning of both nouns. Another
analogy for the same situation is that of a lamp on the threshold, dehali-dipa-nyaya. It
simultaneously lights up the inside and outside. Similarly here, satatam simultaneously
modifies santustah and yogi.
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HE IS ALWAYS TRANQUIL BECAUSE HE HAS A MASTERY OVER HIS MIND
Satatam yogi-is one whose tranquillity, citta-samddhana,is constant, which is
possible only because he has nothing to do with his mind. He is also yatdtmd, the one
who has a mastery over his mind. Here dtmd refers to the mind and his mind is yata,
mastered. And he is satatamyogi, because he is yatdtmd, one who has mastery over his
mind. The nature of the mind is to be restless and easily affected by external situations.
When the mind is resolved in himself and therefore, not subject to this nature, the one
who has such a mind is called satatamyogi.
HE IS ONE WHOSE KNOWLEDGE IS WELL DETERMINED
Drdhaniscayah-onewhose knowledge is very well determined. He has a clear
ascertainment, niscaya, of the nature of dtmd and that is firm, drdha, in the sense that it
is free from doubts. This is not adamancy but rather a clarity about the nature of the self.
When he sees clearly that dtmd is Brahman, the knot of the heart,
hrdayagranthi,is cut, bhidyate. Between atmd and the deha there is a granthi, a tie,
brought about by avidyd, ignorance. From that comes kdma followed by karma, old
and new. By this three-stranded string, avidyd-kdma-karma, together called
hrdayagranthi,an individual is bound and is released when that knot is untied. Doing
varieties of things only makes it more knotted since action stems from a failure to
understand the original problem. As in untying a tangled ball of yam, pulling at the
wrong threads will only make the ball more tangled; you must get the 'hang' of it; then
the knot will resolve. Spiritually also, you must first understand that seeking a solution
within samsdra is only complicating the problem. The problem is ignorance and to
determine that you need viveka. Dharma, artha,kdma and moksa are the four strands
hanging from the tangled ball of samsdra. If you pull on the first three, you are
tightening the knots. Pursuing artha and kdma only creates further problems and though
dharma resolves the problems to an extent, it does not untie the fundamental knot,
hrdayagranthi.For that you have to remove avidyd. When you do, the knot resolves
because there is no longer any doubt about whether dtmd is Brahman or limited, kartd
or akarta, bhokta or abhoktd. These are to be seen severally because there is one
contention that even though dtmd is akartd it is still a bhoktd. And another that atmd is
anu-parimana-ofthe size of an atom. Even if you say that dtmd is Brahman, does it
have attributes, is it saguna, or is it free from them, is it nirguna? And even if you
know it is nirguna-brahma,should you do karma for the sake of moksa or not? These
are some of the many possible doubts. None of them exist for the one who is a
drdchanigcayahwith reference to dtmd.
Mayyarpitamano buddhih-manasand buddhi have two distinct functions and
are therefore, mentioned separately here. The nature of the mind is to vacillate between
one thing and its opposite, sahkalpa-vikalpdtmakam manah. Buddhi, on the other
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hand, is characterised by resolve or determined knowledge. Both of these, Bhagavan
says, are surrendered to 'Me, mayi arpite.' All doubts are resolved in the wake of the
knowledge of Paramevsara.Manas, buddhi, everything is placed in paramdtmd. That

is, there are no doubts because the person is awake to paramdtma.This is the reason for
his drd.hanitcaya. Similarly, he is a yogi because he is yatatma. This cause-effect
relationship between two words is called hetu-hetumad-bhavah. The cause, hetu, is
that he is a mayyarpita-manobuddhih,the result of that, the thing that has the cause
inherent in it, hetumat, is his drdhanikcaya. This is one of the technical expressions
used to help us understand the Sdstra.
SUCH A JNANI IS MY DEVOTEE AND IS VERY DEAR TO ME
The one who is like this, Bhagavan says, is 'My devotee,' madbhaktah.
Whenever Bhagavdn uses the word 'My,' there is a potential problem. It implies that
there is something different from Bhagavwn as when you say, 'my servant,' the servant
is different from you. When he says he is 'My' devotee, madbhaktah, and is beloved to
'Me,' sa me priyah, it looks as though the Lord is partial to those who praise him like
anyone else who is vulnerable to flattery. If sugar were personified and you were to say,
'O! Sugar, you are so sweet,' it would not get flattered because it is sweet by nature. If
you tell a person he is sweet, however, he can feel good about it because he knows how
many problems he has and for the time being he can forget them.
Praise of Bhagavun is always inadequate. When we say he is all compassion and
yet have very little understanding of compassion, how much weight can those words
carry? With our small fraction of compassion we stretch our imagination to all
compassion. It is the same for omniscience or any other absolute virtue. Since we do not
know anything about it, our talking about it has little meaning. It is like Einstein's driver
telling him what a wonderful scientist he is. Such praise only has meaning if it comes
from a colleague or superior. Otherwise it always conveys something less than what he
is. Praising Bhagavdn with a limited knowledge, the individual mind cannot even
approach what he deserves. If he gets flattered by that, he has a problem. But Bhagavan
does not get flattered because he knows that he is much more than what you can say whatever you say.
If this is understood, how can the Lord say, 'He is beloved to Me; he is My
devotee.' This is the basis for all sects of duality. In this expression there are no two
separate entities called Krsna or his devotee intended. The person he is talking about is
santustah satatam yogi. That can only be a jiiani. If he is a simple devotee, a
karmayogi, he will be a santustah relatively but not satatam santustah.He can also be

a yogi to some degree but not satatamyogi. And he cannot be a drdhanikcayah at all
because as a devotee he will be plagued with doubts about his identity with Ilvara. He is
speaking only of a jiini here, not a bhakta. The jidini is beloved to Bhagavdn in the
sense that he is non-separate from himself When someone is beloved to you, where do
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you see this belovedness? It does not exist in any given attribute of the person but in
your attitude. In his or her presence or even at the thought of the person you experience
yourself as totally accepting and accepted. Two individuals resolve in love and each
becomes an object of love for the other. There is unity and that emotional identity is
revealed by the word priya. Saying someone is beloved to you is saying he is one with
you. Here, even though the jfani is recognised as an individual with one mind, one set
of senses, still Bhagavan says he is essentially one with 'Me.' Therefore, My devotee is
beloved to me, madbhaktah sa me priyah.'

In the seventh chapter he said, I am the most beloved for the wise man, priyah hi
jiidninah atyartham aham.' Here he makes it complete by saying sa me priyah, 'He is

the most beloved to Me.' It has to be understood both ways; then it is a mahdvakya.
Otherwise, it would mean, I may be Bhagavdn but Bhagavan is not me Bhagavdn like
how the mind is me but I am not the mind. Here, not only am I Brahman, Brahman is
myself. Therefore, we say both, aham brahmAsmi and brahma aham asmi, which

means there is no division.
There is also a prayer to understand the oneness of ivara and myself, which says
ma aham brahma nirdkurydm ma md brahma nirdkarot, 'May I not reject

Brahman; may Brahman (as Isvara) not reject me.' As long as I see myself as
separate, IAvara becomes the giver of grace and I invoke that grace to know the identity
ofjiva and lsvara. In that I can discover what is said here, so me priyah.
Beloved is a figurative expression here. In the creation there is nothing dearer than
yourself. If someone is beloved to you it is only because he makes you happy and what
you really love is the pleased you and you are always searching for that which will
invoke that person. Only dtmd is priya and when Bhagavdn says sa me priyah, it

means he is 'myself,' dnandasvaripa.That is the real me and there is no other thing in
the world that is priya. Therefore, me priyah here means mama svarupah.

Further describing the jiian Bhagavdn says:
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yasmdnnodvijate loko lokannodvijate ca yah
harsdmarsabhayodvegairmuktoyah sa ca me priyah
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the one because of whom;
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Verse 15

people; T 3Fr

na

udvijate - do not get disturbed; T -T: ca yah - and who; imd lokat - because of
people; ;T Iftr na udvijate - do not get disturbed; Z-: ' yah ca - and the one; "-

3mT4-wr-T-: harsa-amarsa-bhaya-uduegaih- from elation, intolerance, fear and
anxiety; T5: muktah - who is free; -9: •I fl: sah me priyah -he is beloved to Me
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The one because of whom people do not get disturbed and who does not
get disturbed by people, and who is free from elation, intolerance, fear
and anxiety, he is beloved to Me.
PEOPLE DO NOT GET DISTURBED BY HIM NOR DOES HE GET DISTURBED BY
THEM
Yasmdt na udvijate lokah, the one because of whom, yasmdt, people, lokah, do

not get disturbed, na uduijate. Lokah is the collective singular here. This is a person
who is not a source of agitation for any living being. Further, he himself does not get
disturbed by the world, lokat na uduijate ca yah. This spontaneous expression of a
jiidni is an important sddhana for the mumuksu.

He is not afraid of the world, which, though it is a great accomplishment, is not
enough. Even a tyrant does not seem to be afraid of the world but he is not one from
whom the world has no fear, yasmdt na udvijate lokah. Both have to be said. Fear of
the world and therefore, dependence upon it is largely based on self-judgement. What
one thinks about oneself is one aspect of it but what others think is an integral part of
self-judgement. Then there is the further complication of the difference between what
others think and what you think they think. You can see how much we live in our own
thought world. Let us see the fallacies of some of this thinking. What I think about
myself is negated by the §dstra as not true and what others think about me, I do not
really know. They view me through their own projections of which I have no knowledge
and my objectivity is obscured by my own fears and anxieties. If my estimation of
myself is not very great, my conclusions about what others think of me is not going to be
difficult to predict. Conditioned by my own thinking about myself, I draw conclusions
about what others think of me. And what others think seems to be very important. We
spend so much time and energy convincing others that we are not what they think. This
is all because our security and happiness depend upon the world in the form of opinions
of others. Their frowns and smiles seem to determine when we are happy or unhappy.
Here, however, is a person who has no fear of being disturbed by the world. A foolhardy
person also may respond fearlessly to situations but he will eventually be disturbed. The
fearlessness that Bhagavun is talking of here is not that of a tyrant or of foolhardiness.
You can be disturbed by others only to the extent that you allow them to disturb
you. And others will be disturbing as long as you depend on them for a sense of wellbeing. If a person thinks he is mortal and subject to limitations, imperfections and
inadequacies, all these form his self-identity and it is impossible for him not to be
dependent upon situations. He even wants to please God. Though we may be in the good
graces of the people we know, we find they cannot help us much. Therefore, we want the
grace of Bhagavan. The fundamental notion of a sense of imperfection centred on
oneself is the basis for disturbance. That situation cannot be altered until I am released
from the sense of imperfection by the knowledge of 'I.'
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Here Krsna is talking about the one who is pursuing the knowledge of aksarabrahma as identical with dtmd. He is free from any sense of imperfection in spite of the
fact that the body, senses and mind are imperfect because the self does not have any of
these features. They belong to anatma, which is mithyd and thus do not in any way
condition the self, which is the satya from, which they draw their very existence. In the
wake of this knowledge, one is not disturbed-lokat na udvijate.
This can also be viewed as a sddhana in, which case the statement yah lokdt na
uduijate is to be understood to mean one who does not worry about what others think.
You are responsible for your emotions and actions, not those of others. It is a matter of
not internalising the behaviour of others without ruthlessness or lack of care. You do
take care to make sure that your behaviour does not disturb, which is all that you can
really take care of. In spite of that, others will sometimes get disturbed but you are not
responsible for that nor can you do anything about it except pray. So, as a sddhana you
assume responsibility for your actions and emotions and do not let yourself get disturbed
by those of others.
And the world should not be afraid of you, which is unavoidable if you are a
competitor. That is why it is said the jiidni is a sannyast. Since he is free and happy
with himself, he has no need to prove himself by acquiring things. Any attempt to
acquire necessarily involves competition and a person who is competing in society is
bound to disturb one person or the other. Therefore, to be a person from whom the world
has nothing to fear, the sannydsi takes a vow ofahimsd, as we saw. Even the gods and
celestials are called by name and are openly told, 'Do not be afraid. I am not coveting
your position.' This is his primary vow, an assurance to all living beings from the gods
to the trees that he will never harm them in any way. Then he is given sannyasa.
Wanting to gain the knowledge of aksaram brahma, the sannydsi gives this abhaya to
all living beings and pursues his studies. You can understand what kind of life it is-a
very alert life making sure that no one gets disturbed.
Though you may not disturb others, you may get disturbed. Unpleasant situations
can provoke anger and if you cannot express it, it gets repressed and your whole
personality gets distorted. Just imagine yourself as a person who does not get disturbed
by the world. No matter what happens or what anyone says or does, you do not get
disturbed but keep doing whatever is to be done without disturbing anyone. Think of
what kind of person you would be. You will find you are a free person. Freedom is
nothing but that which is centred on yourself. Not disturbing others and not being
disturbed by others is possible only when the ahaikdrais resolved in the wake of the
knowledge that the self is akarta, abhoktQ, because ahahkdra alone is responsible for
all kartrtva and bhoktrtva. Unless this is very clear, it is not possible to accomplish this
totally. As a value it can be pursued to improve your tolerance level but it is only total in
the wake of the knowledge of aksaram brahma.
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THE JNANI IS FREE FROM EXULTATION, INTOLERANCE, FEAR AND PAIN
Further he says harsa-amarsa-bhaya-udvegaihmuktah yah-the one who is

free from elation, intolerance, fear and anxiety, sa ca me priyah-he is beloved to me.
Harsa is the state of mind that ensues when you achieve something you had wanted very
much. There is an exultation, which Saikara says is indicated by horripilation and
shedding tears. When you reach such an extreme of joyous emotion, its opposite is not
going to be far away.
Amarsa is an intolerance, which is often rooted in jealousy, if someone is able to
do something well or is happy and your appreciation of that invokes pain in you, you are
suffering from jealousy, mdtsarya. Amarsa can also express as asiyd, overlooking a
person's virtues and finding fault. When someone has a good quality, why not enjoy it?
Someone who has asiyd will disregard the virtues and try to discover the person's faults.
And everyone has faults. Mdtsarya, and asiiyd are together called amarsa. When things
do not go as you would like them to and you find you cannot tolerate yourself or the
world that you feel has deceived you, that is amarsa.
The jhidn, however, recognises any accomplishment as his own glory. With his
knowledge he can say along with Krsna, 'I was Manu. I am Indra. There is nothing
separate from Me and therefore, anyone's glory is My own glory.' ISvara, to whom all
glories belong, is non-separate from Brahman, which is non-separate from dtmi,
therefore, any vibhilti anywhere is your own. Since livara's glory is infinite, with this
knowledge you can keep on discovering his glories, which are non-separate from
yourself. And this is why there is no amarsa,jealousy or intolerance.
He is also free from fear, bhaya. At the level of the jiva who is a karma-yogi, he
trusts in the order, which is iSvara and therefore, conducts his life free from fear. The
more you are aware of Isvara's role in your life, the more you find you are able to relax.
You can let go of all that happened in the past and of all that may happen in the future
and just do what is to be done without concern for what others think. This is a unique
attitude, which comes of prayer. The more you recognise Isvara, the less fear you have,
relatively. Absolute freedom from fear is only possible with the knowledge that there is
no second thing because fear is only generated by a second reality equivalent to myself.
Even if I am param brahma, if there is another param brahma there will be fear
because then there is the possibility of isolation, division and separation. Fear of being
overpowered, cheated, and so on, exist only when there is a second thing. Even God
becomes a source of fear as a punisher. The very one who is a source of fearlessness,
abhaya, becomes the cause for fear if you see him as a second thing. If you see him as
yourself, there is no source of fear because there is no other source. In
Taittirlyopanisad,it is said that the wind blows, the sun rises, Agni and Indra and even
Lord Death do their jobs because of fear, bhisd asmdd vitah pavate, bhisd udeti
suryah, bhisd asmdd agnih ca indrah ca mrtyuh dhdvati paicama iti. All the
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phenomenal forces behave as they do because of some mandate. The idea is individuals

do things out of fear -fear of being punished, fear of being ridiculed or rejected, fear of
losing, and finally, fear of other. Elsewhere it is said, 'The one who sees a seeming
multiplicity, goes from death to death, mrtyoh mrtyum dpnoti ya iha ndnd iva
pabyati.' But for the one who sees the truth, any way he looks at it, there is only one
thing. From the standpoint of the self there is no second thing because everything has its

being in the self. And if he looks at it as a whole, the whole cannot be many because

infinity can have no parts. Thus fear does not exist for the one who has this non-dual
vision.
Pain, udvega, of course, is not possible because atmd is asafiga and further, being

ananda,pain is not possible.
The one who is free from all these, harsa-amarsa-bhaya-udvegaihmuktah is

priyah, beloved to 'Me' meaning identical with 'Me.'
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anapeksah Sucirdaksa udasino gatavyathah
sarvdrambhaparitydgiyo madbhaktah sa me priyah
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the one who has no dependence; rJf: gucih -

Verse 16
the one who is

clean; q: daksah - the one who is able; 7rf*t: uddsinah - the one who is neutral;
r4r2W : gatavyathah sarvdrambha-parityagl-

-lft1-Tft
the one from whom fear has gone; itfthe one who has completely given up all initiation (of

actions); -: TfiF: yah madbhaktah - the one who is My devotee; W: A ftF: sah me
priyah -

he is beloved to Me

The one who has no dependence, is clean, s able, and neutral, from whom
fear has gone, who has completely given up all initiation (of actions), and
who is My devotee is beloved to Me.
HE IS NOT DEPENDENT ON ANYTHING
Anapeksah, Sahkara says, is someone who does not depend upon the relationship
between the physical body, sense organs and sense objects for his sense of well-being.
He knows he is self-existent, not dependent upon any other factor and does not suffer
from the delusion that he is only alive if the body is alive. The prana,which keeps the
body alive is dependent upon him and, moreover, atmd does not breathe. Since only
something that breathes will die, he is always alive. Atmd is pure existence, satya-vastu,
and therefore, does not depend upon prana, manas, buddhi or anything else for its
existence. Further, all things depend upon atmd for their coming to light but dtmd is
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self-evident, not depending upon anything for the establishment of its existence. In order
to be full and free from any sense of imperfection dtmd depends upon nothing because it
is the content of any experienced happiness. Therefore, one who knows this is anapeksa,
free from dependence in every way.
Concerns about externals such as 'Where will I live?' do not exist for the one who
knows himself because he knows that everything is located in dtmd, which is the
adhisthana,the basis, of the entire jagat. This is not merely verbal; he sees that it
happens to be the nature of dtmd and thus has no dependence at all upon situations.
HE IS A SUCI

Sucih-the one who is endowed with sauca, cleanliness, both outer and inner.
Outer cleanliness, bdhya-Aauca, begins with your physical body and extends to your
clothes, the place where you live and the environment in general. Inner cleanliness,
dntaragauca,is accomplished by various means. One of them is pratipaksa-bhMvand,
deliberately bringing in a disposition that is the opposite of a negative one. By
deliberately cultivating a positive disposition towards a given person, your hatred, anger,
jealousy, and so on, are neutralised. These do not exist in the natural expression of a wise
man who is absolutely harmless.
HE IS A DAKSA

Daksah here means one who is capable of understanding things as they are.
Relatively, he can quickly assess a situation and do what is to be done. The action called
for in a given situation depends entirely upon your estimation of it, which, if it is to be
objective, cannot be prejudiced by your anxieties and fears. A wise man is a daksa
because he can give a dispassionate consideration to any situation. He is also daksa in
the absolute sense because he knows the cause as cause and all the effects as mere name
and form, ndma-rupa, which are mithyd. For him they have only an empirical
existence, which has no impact on him because it does not challenge him as another
reality. He knows that all of them are himself, that nothing at all is separate from him
because the seeming difference of subject-object is entirely sublated, badhita. Even
though the inquiry begins with subject-object, later we negate the reality of this division.
The difference is only an apparent one since there is no reality in the situation except 'I.'
So, daksa can also be one who is identical with TIvara in that he understands the
essential identity between himself and the Lord. One of the names for the Lord is daksa,
the one who is capable of creation, sustenance and withdrawal, srsti-sthiti-sa.mhdrasamartha.Or daksa is the one who has expertise in Vedic knowledge, the purdnas, and
itihdsas, Sruti-smrti-purdna-itihdsadisudaksah. A number of meanings are given for

daksah, a very beautiful word.
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HE DOES NOT TAKE SIDES
Udasinah is one who does not take sides with a friend, mitra, or an enemy, Aatru.
Any issue is relative whether it is with reference to an economic system, a political
system, a life style or any discipline. All of them have their advantages and
disadvantages depending upon how you look at them. Therefore, it is not wise to take a
stand on relative issues and a wise person, though he can give cogent arguments for
either side, is neither on one side or the other. He is uddsinah. As a sddhana for
Vedanta this is very important because Vedanta can only be understood by a mind that
does not move in extremes. We are interested in realities and for that, the mind must be
very dispassionate. If you take a side on an issue, the other side is obscured from your
view but if you are in between you can see both. Therefore, only a person who is
dispassionate enjoys objectivity, a very important factor in understanding reality. There
is always an element of truth in any position. One who is udasinah sees this and is,
therefore, highly dispassionate on relative issues.
HE HAS NO AFFLICTIIONS
Gatavyathah is the one for whom fear, or affliction of ant sort is gone. Using the
word gata, gone, Bhagavin indicates that fear was once there. In the wake of
knowledge it is gone. Fear, as we saw, comes from separateness, so, the karmayogi
cannot be called a gatavyatha. He can be only relatively free from fear whereas a
gatavyatha is free from any type of fear, including the fear of death, which is possible
only in the wake of knowledge.
HE HAS NO NEED TO BEGIN ANY ACTIVITY
Sarvdrambha-paritydgiis another important word. Arambha here is what is

planned and initiated. All karmas are drambhas in that they begin because of a
sahkalpa. Sahkara writing the bhasya began at some point and even Krsna began

teaching Arjuna. No one is without drambha, the cause for which is kima, desire.
Various karmas, whether vaidika, smarta, or laukika are done to produce results here
and in the hereafter. A karmayogi also performs these karmas and though he does them
for the sake of moksa, he is still not sarvurambha-paritydgibut a sarva-karma-phala-

tydgi who performs actions dedicating them to Isvara. One can only be a sarvdrambhaparitydgi by giving up kartrtva, which is possible only in the wake ofjii&na. However
hard you may try, there is no method by which you can give up kartrtva because the
karta is required to employ that method. Who is this sarvarambha-paritydgl?
Sa madbhaktah, he is 'My' devotee, Lord Krsna says, and he is me priyah, 'My'

beloved because he is 'Myself,' mama dtma, the most beloved. If we take this
relatively, the seeker who is not yet a jiidni becomes the recipient of IAvara's grace,
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which will pave the way for his gaining knowledge. All these qualities, which are so
natural for ajihdn are sadhanasfor the seeker.
Further, he says,

tip;r
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The one who does not get elated, is not hostile, does not grieve, does not
desire, who has completely given up good and bad (karma), who has
devotion is beloved to Me.
HE IS NOT ELATED OR HOSTILE
Yah na hrsyati, the one who does not get elated when his desires are fulfilled. A
jiini has only prdrabdha-karmabecause his free will is consumed in the wake of
knowledge. Prdrabdhais three-fold. Karma, which unfolds in the form of a desire in
the mind of the person who initiates it is iccha-prarabdha.If an action is prompted by a
desire that arises not in his own mind but in someone else's, that is parecchdprarabdha.Teachingand writing, for example, are often done only upon request. The
results of such actions are sought not by the person who does them but by the person
who wants them done. The third type ofprdrabdha is desired neither by the person who
experiences it nor by anyone else. It can be, but rarely is it an ista, desirable or pleasant.
More often, it is not very pleasant, it is anista like disease. No one wishes it but it
happens anyway. When the jiidnl gains the desirable, he is not elated, na hrsyati, and
when something undesirable happens, he is not hostile, na dvesti. He does not suffer
over or regret anything that happens.
HE DOES NOT GRIEVE NOR DOES HE WISH FOR ANYTHING
When something very beloved to him is gone, he does not grieve, na socati.
Recognizing that losses are a necessary part of creation, he does not suffer when things
that are dear to him are taken away. In his vision, that is also part of the whole scheme of
things, losses occur every day; somewhere somebody is always mourning. But we often
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do not recognise this unless we experience a great personal loss. The grief that follows
such a loss also does not exist for the person being described here. He may have
sympathy but not grief. It is important to understand that Gita is not saying, 'Do not
have grief.' If there is grief, it must be acknowledged and processed or you will develop
psychological problems. But for the person spoken of here, Gita says there is no grief. It
is a fact.
Na kdriksati-He has a sense of, 'enough,' alam-pratyaya. The first thing that

comes to a wise man when he is offered something is, 'No.' That is the nature of alampratyaya. Therefore, the Lord says, 'He does not wish or long for, na kaiksati,
anything that he does not have.
HE HAS GIVEN UP BOTH AUSPICIOUS AND INAUSPICIOUS
Subha-aSubha-paritydgiis one who completely gives up what is auspicious and
inauspicious. He does not accumulate Aubha-karma, punya, much less ahubha-karma,

pdpa. He will do a lot of punya-karma, like teaching, for example, but not to get
punya. Whether he teaches because of pareccha-prarabdhaor icchd-prdrabdha,the

Subha-a4ubha-paritydgidoes not perform action for the sake of pu.nya. And nobody
performs karma to get papa but in the process of acquiring various things they want,
people do some pdpa-karma. The wise man, however has no reason to do pdpa-karma
because he has nothing to gain. And there is no reason to get punya because puntya is
for sukha and in his vision, the sukha-hvarupa is himself. All punyas have resolved in
hisjiiana.Therefore, he is a Subha-aSubha-paritytgi.
Yah bhaktimdn, the one who has bhakti, is beloved to 'Me,' sa me priyah. He is

the atma, 'Myself.'
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same;

saigavivarjitah- free from attachment
'Fc4-lel:
The one who is the same with reference to an enemy and a friend, so too,
honour and disgrace; the same with reference to cold, heat, pleasure and
pain (and) free from attachment...
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HE IS SAME TOWARDS A FRIEND OR AN ENEMY
Samah datrau ca mitre ca-he is the same with reference to an enemy and a
friend. Someone who desires your well-being out of affection for you is a friend, mitra.
Satru, an enemy, is one who wants to hurt you in some manner. The question here is,
how can ajiinnihave a gatru? Why should he first create an enemy and then be equable
towards him? A jildni does not create enemies, but they arise nevertheless just by his
being himself. Suppose all he does is sit under a tree. There will always be someone who
is jealous because he is not capable of sitting under a tree. Whether ajilani has a big
palace or is simply sitting under a tree, someone will be jealous. There are so many
reasons for enmity. You need not do anything at all - even the shape of your nose can
be good enough. That is motiveless enmity. Something about you reminds him of
someone who once harmed him and that invokes enmity. But how are you going to deal
with those enemies? Bhagavan says he is sama, the same. There is no change in the
antahkarana-vrttiwhether a friend or an enemy approaches. The enemy creates no
disturbance and the friend does not make him more secure or happy. He is sama, the
same to both.
Similarly, he is the same when he receives mana, respect, or apamdna, the
opposite. Whether he becomes an object of worship or is disrespected, even shamed, he
is the same.
HE IS NOT SWAYED BY THE PAIRS OF OPPOSITES
Sitosnasukhaduhkhesu samah, in cold and hot, pleasant and unpleasant

situations, he is the same unlike a samsari for whom even the weather is a constant
source of complaint. In summer we go on about how hot it is and when winter comes we
complain about the cold. When it rains we complain and also when it is dry. Then, if the
weather is just perfect, we complain that we can't get out; we have to work. The wise
man, however, remains equal to all these opposites. It is not that he experiences them
any differently; hot is hot and cold is cold for him also. But his mind is undisturbed with
regard to them.
HE IS FREE FROM ANY ATTACHMENT
Saigavivarjitah, the one who is free from any kind of attachment. There are
many possible attachments. Even a sannydsi, though he has given up wife and children
etc., may still worry about them. One who is sanga-vivarjita has no emotional
dependence upon people or things. This extends even to his own body. You may not
have other dependencies but everything can get focused on the body, as it does for
bodybuilders and the like. It is healthier to have some dependence on others than to have
such an extreme dependence on the body. From there it extends outwards to wife,
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children, house, carpet, furniture etc. The jidni, however, is free from any type of
dependence, sahga-vivarjita.

This is the concluding verse describing the person who has wisdom, which is
knowledge of dtma.

*t7if4: fiqtrdtf

ftqi*
t
: fI I I

tulyaninddstutirmaunisantustoyena kenacit
aniketah sthiramatirbhaktimdnmepriyo narah

yT-h-•mauni -

l-imf:

tulya-ninda-stutih -

disciplined in speech;

Verse 19

one who is equal to censure and praise; 'Af

----g: santustah -

satisfied;

T 5fq-ff yena kenacit

- by whatever (he gets); zrffr: aniketah - the one who has no place to call his own
- f4Trm: sthiramatih- whose knowledge is firm; ThH; -(T: bhaktimdn narah
- the man who has devotion; 4fi:
me priyah - is beloved to Me
The man who is equal to censure and praise, disciplined in speech,
satisfied by whatever (he gets), who has no place to call his own, whose
knowledge is firm, and who has devotion is beloved to Me.
HE IS SAME IN CENSURE AND PRAISE
In the previous verse he showed that the wise man is the same in respect, mdna,
and disrespect, apamdna. Here he says he is the same, tulya, in censure, nindd, an
assault of criticism and demeaning words or actions, and in praise, stuti. Praise and
censure of a wise man by someone who is ignorant are meaningless. Whatever praise
one may give, the wise man knows he is more than that because he is not different from
ParameSvara. Since he has no sense of want, nothing will flatter him and if people
criticise, well, they have every freedom to do so.
Both praise and censure are the same to him in the sense that neither creates any
appreciable change in his mind. Some change is possible because we accept drstasukha and drsta-duhkha even for ajidnl.As a result of a situation there can be a vrttividesa, a particular mental condition. A jidnl can laugh as well as be serious. But the
reality behind all these mental conditions is prna,which is why the mind of a wise man
is likened to the ocean. Sometimes it is calm; sometimes it has a roaring fullness,
sometimes a rippling fullness, but it is always full without depending upon the entry of
waters from different rivers, much less the rain. The ocean enjoys its 'oceanness' without
depending upon any other water source. Similarly the wise man is subjected to drstasukha-duhkha but behind it there is no ajhdna; so, the mental condition is not taken as
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himself. His identification with the mind is not from any lack of discrimination, avivekataddtmya, but with discrimination, viveka-tdddtmya.
HE IS A MAUNI
Maun[-This is a great qualification of a wise man. It does not mean that he does
not talk-if he did, there would be no teaching-but that his organ of speech is well
disciplined so that his speaking is measured and what he says, he means. This is not a
mandate but again, a very natural expression for him. He has no need to chatter because
chattering is an expression of restlessness. The pressure builds up and you find you have
to talk. And it is good to talk. But for the wise man, this pressure does not exist; so,
talking is not necessary. This can also be practised as a sddhana as long as it is not
made an ideal. Talking should be fruitful and judicious-neither too much nor too little.
HE IS HAPPY WITH ANYTHING
Santustah yena kenacit, with any given thing he is happy-because he is happy
with himself. He will do what is necessary to take care of the body but he has no scheme
to manipulate the world in order to benefit from it. The few things that are necessary for
any living person are all he bothers with. Whatever they are and in whichever form they
come, he is santusta, totally happy. He is a non-complaining person.
Sahkara reminds us here of another vWkya from the Mdhabhdrata', which
expresses the same thing. 'All the gods call him a brahmana whose clothes can be
ragged, who is satisfied with whatever food he gets and wherever he finds shelter to lie
down and rest.' The idea is you do not need to provide him with comforts to keep him
happy. People generally require many things to keep them cheerful. Certain types of
music, food, company, even conversation topics must all be to one's taste or one gets
disconcerted. Some people cannot bear to be in a conversation in which they cannot
participate. Even the clouds must be kept away to keep some people cheerful. A wise
man, on the other hand, is already pleased with himself; so, he is easily pleased with
whatever he has. If you are pleased with yourself, the world need not do much to please
you, nor can it displease you.
Aniketah, he has no dwelling place-and he is happy. This does not mean that he
should have no roof over his head but that there is no place, which he calls his own. The
one for whom there is no mamabuddhi is called aniketah.
All these words reveal the person but lastly he says the real bhakta is a
sthiramatih.Previously he said drdhani.cayah, the one whose understanding leaves

yena kenacidacchannoyena kenaciddSitah
yatra kvacana dyi ca tarn devu brdhmanam viduh- santiparva 245.12
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nothing to be desired, and he concludes repeating the same thing. Sthiramatih is one
whose understanding is firm in that it is complete. There is no vagueness or doubt.
One may ask whether someone has a total commitment to making money, is he not
also a sthiramatih, but with regard to money? There, and with anything other than
atma, the mati is always asthira because sthiratd is possible only when what one
dwells upon is sthira, constant. It should be nitya, not subject to change and also
complete, parna in order for the mati to be sthira. The svariipa of dtmd is the very
svarapa of the mind and therefore, once the mind is awake to the truth of dtmd, the
person does not undergo any change. The mati is sthira because the object is sthira. He
is awake to the paramdrthavastu,the thing that is real, satya. That is only Brahman,
which is dtmd. Up to this point all that has been said is the expression of the person. It
can be absolute, in which case he has sthiramati. Or the expression of these qualities
may be only relative, as we do see in some ethical, balanced people who are not
necessarily jiidnis. Thus we have no real features to distinguish whether a person is wise
or not. Finally, only sthiramati determines whether he has wisdom. His knowledge of
the fact that dtmd is Brahman is firm, never assailed by doubts.
Bhaktiman sa narah-that person is a devotee. The popular meaning,
radhyartha,of nara, is simply person but its etymological meaning is the one who does
not die - na riyate iti narah, an epithet for paramatmd.Because of his knowledge of
dtma, this person has became a nara.
He is further called bhaktiman, the one who has bhakti, which means jiidnasvariipa-bhakti.And he is beloved to 'Me,' me priyah, which means, as we have been
seeing, 'He is My dtmd. He is not separate from Me.' Here bhaktimdn is used in the
sense ofjifdni. We have seen the four types of bhaktas, the bhakta in distress, the one
who is a bhakta when he wants something, a mumuksu who is pursuing knowledge and
the jiini who Bhagavan declares as himself. That is the bhakta described here. Let us
maintain the word bhakta as the word devotee can be problematic. The root bhaj from,
which it comes means to pursue and also to gain.
Now Bhagavan concludes. Introducing this last verse Saikara says that the (list
of the) group of attributes of those sannyasis who have clear knowledge of the real
vastu, who have freed themselves from the threefold desire for wealth, progeny, and the
hereafter, and who are committed to the pursuit ofaksara-brahma,which was initiated
is now concluded.
All the qualities taught so far are summed up in this last verse.
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ye tu dharmyamrtamidamyathoktam paryupdsate
Sraddadhdnd matparamdbhaktdste'tiva me priydh

Verse 20

paryupdsate - follow; %PA-3T•F.W I
4 - ye tu - however those who; Ml
dharmya-amrtam idam - this life that is in keeping with dharma, leading to
eitt1 yathoktam - as was told; ¶leTT: Sraddadhandh - who are
immortality;
endowed with sraddhd; '•RT: matparamah- for whom I am the ultimate; # rT:
te bhaktdh - those devotees; a3T4 ativa - exceedingly; 4 fiTl: me Priydh beloved to Me
However those who follow this life that is in keeping with dharma
leading to immortality, as was told, who are endowed with sraddhd and
for whom I am the ultimate, those devotees are exceedingly beloved to
Me.
THEY ARE MOST BELOVED TO ME
Dharmydmrtam-Dharmyamis that which does not move away from dharma,
dharmat anapetam.And it is amrta because it is the cause for amrtatva, immortality.

This life of dharma, which consists of conducting oneself in keeping with the
description of a wise man that was just told, yathokta, and meditating, upon aksarabrahma, is the means for liberation. The wise man's natural expression, friendliness,
maitrl, compassion, karund, absence of dvesa, etc., become the values of those who
seek this wisdom. Those mumuksus meditating upon aksara-brahmaalso pursue these
values relatively.
They are able to pursue this well and with great enthusiasm because they are
Araddadhanah,they are endowed with sraddha in themselves, the teacher, the sdstra
and Isvara. The grace of all four is required. Through prayer we gather the grace of
livara and one manifestation of that grace, Avarakrpd, is the very sraddhd. Because of
sraddha in the sdstra, there is Sdstra-krpa, whereby what the Sastra says is understood

properly. Otherwise sastra will be interpreted differently, which is why we have so
many schools of thought arising from the same Sdstra. Thirdly you require the teacher's
grace, gurukrpd, and finally, your own, dtmakrpd. When they are all there, you will
have conducive situations and atmosphere, trust in yourself and, therefore, this
knowledge. Sraddhd is a very comprehensive word. Those who have it are
graddadhanas.

Because Krsna is summing up here, he makes it very clear by saying
matparamah,those whose commitment is to 'Me.' If you are invoking the grace of the
Lord for the sake of health or economic welfare or any other reason, then your
commitment is to those things and not to Isvara. There is nothing wrong with that but
the one who is, matparama wants to know Isvara, which is an entirely different thing.
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He is a mumuksu because there is no moksa other than ISvara who is moksa-Avaripa.

Therefore, you have to recognise ParameSvara for which you must necessarily be
isvaraparama.

To make it clear that this is not a meditation upon the cosmic form, vigvarapaupasana,Satkara says that when Lord Krsna says aham here, the meaning is aksara-

dtmd, the self that is not subject to destruction, who is the paramE gati, the ultimate
end. It is also the immediate end. If it is only the ultimate end you can postpone it but
when the ultimate and the immediate ends are the same, the commitment is complete.
This is possible because the end is incomparable, niratisaydgati. His pursuit is backed
not by a simple faith but by a clarity about what he wants and the nature of what he is
seeking.
They are called bhaktas whose bhakti is characterised by knowledge of what is
real, the paramartha-vastu.The jiidna is also real because it is not subject to sublation.
Of those who have this knowledge, Bhagavdn says, 'They are the most beloved to Me'
te atlva me priyah.. His use of the word ativa makes it clear that he is speaking here of
the jifni, not any other bhakta. Though the karmayogis are also dear, the jffinis are
absolutely dear to Bhagavan because they are not different from himself. Their bhakti
has fulfilled itself in the form of knowledge and since fulfilled bhakti is also bhakti, the
jinni is called a bhakta. In the beginning his pursuit is jhdna and in the end it is again

jiadna.
Whatever effort is required to do hravana and foster these values in himself, he
does. They do not automatically take care of themselves; you have to apply your will to
cultivate these values and keep yourself, in a position where you can gain this
knowledge.
Because of the nature of the pursuit, it may not look as though the person is doing
very much at all. It is something like trying to solve a mathematical problem. Once the
mind is seized with it, even though one may get vexed or tired and stop actively trying to
solve it, he goes on puzzling-over it sub-consciously. On the surface he is doing various
other things but subconsciously he keeps analysing the problem and one day, the
solution strikes him. This is what is commonly called intuition. A person who has not
been seized with this problem will never have such an 'intuition.' Only the person who
discerns the problem will discover the solution as only the mathematician will discover
the solution to a mathematical problem, not someone who has not gone to elementary
school.
These things do not happen by accident; they require effort. You have to know and
you are not going to stumble upon this knowledge. You need a means of knowledge.
And to discover the proper means of knowledge, you require grace, which is earned.
Why should you be directed to it while another passes it by or another, even having
heard it, disregards it? Again it comes down to effort. There is some samskdra for
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advaita, which is a karma-phala of great punya. Therefore, you must exercise to
overcome certain difficulties, which may arise. In any pursuit there are difficulties and
the pursuit of knowledge is no exception. People lose their enthusiasm and even give up
in the face of obstacles, only because they are not clear about what they want. With some
effort and will the difficulties can be faced and, as I told you, prayer is the ultimate
expression of will. The one who wants to reach the ultimate end, which is the most
beloved and not different from himself, must make effort, yatna.
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om tat sat. iti Srlmadbhagavadgitasu upanisatsubrahmavidylyadm
yogagdstre Srikrslnrjunasamvdde bhaktiyogo nama
dvddado'dhydyah

Om tat sat. This is the twelfth chapter in which the topic is bhakti, in Sri.madbhagavadgita, which is brahma-vidyd and yoga-4istra in the form of a dialogue
between Krsna and Arjuna.

Both the one who is meditating on aksara-brahma and one who is pursuing
karmayoga combined with meditation on saguna-brahma are bhaktas. The word

bhakti is used diversely in this chapter and thus the topic of the chapter is bhakti.
There is no separate discipline called bhakti-yoga. Yoga here, as in all the other
chapters, means a topic. Both bhakti characterised by the knowledge of what is real, and
that characterised by a devotion to and meditation upon Paramesvaraare mentioned
here. At the end Lord Krsna says te ativa me priydh, 'They are for Me the most
beloved.'

^E^.^^^l^^^^

CHAPTER 13
THE NATURE OF THE KNOWER AND THE KNOWN
INTRODUCTION
The tradition looks upon the entire Gita as having its subject matter in the
mahdvakya, 'tat tvam asi-you are that.' This statement contains the whole teaching.
'You' means the person who is addressed, thejiva, who wants to be enlightened. 'That'
is Isvara, the Lord, to whom the individual is equated in this statement, tat tvam asi.
In the first six chapters, the Gitd-Sistra unfolds the meaning of 'you, tvam.' The
first chapter reveals Arjuna's sadness. The individual, jiva, is always sad; sometimes
acutely, otherwise chronically. Chronic sadness is managed through various routes of
escape like dance, music, movies, accomplishments, exhibition of skills, and so on. But
sometimes it becomes acute as it has for Arjuna. He no longer wants to resort to any
mode of escape but wants to address the problem. Thus, in the second chapter we saw
Arjuna discovering in Krsna a teacher and seeking a solution and placing himself at the
Lord's feet as a disciple. And Lord Krsna accepted him as a disciple and began teaching
him, not simply advising him. Thus the teaching began. Knowledge of the real meaning
of the word tvam, the pratyagdtmn , was unfolded as avini, not subject to destruction,
nitya, eternal, aja, the one who is unborn and not subject to change, avyaya, who cannot
harm nor be harmed, that is, one who is neither subject nor object-veda avind5inam
nityam ya enam ajam avyayam, katham sa purusah partha kam ghdtayati hanti

kam.' It was also said: weapons do not cut him; fire does not bum him-na enam
chindanti hastrdni, na enam dahati pdvakah.2 In these various vdkyas the nature of
the pratyagdtmd,which is equated to ISvara, was unfolded.

Though they are one, there is a seeming contradiction between the jiva and
IAvara. lsvara is omniscient, sarvajfia, and the cause of everything, sarva-kdrana,

whereas thejiva'isalpajia,of limited knowledge and bound by the various laws, and so
on. How are these to be equated? You have to understand what is meant by the word
'you' and therefore, Bhagavdn unfolds the pratyagdtmd, as the real meaning of the
word 'you.'
In the second chapter Lord Krsna presented the means, karma-yoga, that will aid
in gaining this knowledge. Then Arjuna expressed a doubt in the third chapter about
' Gta -2-21
2Gita -2-23
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whether he should adopt a life of sannydsa, or continue with karma-yoga, both of
which are for thejiva.
Then the fourth chapter unfolds the real nature of sannydsa as the giving up of
action through knowledge, jiina-karma-sanny5sa,again revealing that pratyagatmd

is not an agent of any action, it is akarta.The one who sees inaction in action and action
in inaction is the one who has discrimination, who is united to Ivuara and has done all

that is to be done-karmani akarma yah pasyet akarmani ca karma yah, sa
buddhimdn manusyesu sa yuktah krtsna-karmakrt.j

In the fifth chapter, sannydsa is further unfolded showing that the pratyagdtma is
neither a doer-akartd, nor an enjoyer-abhoktd. Even seeing, hearing, touching,
smelling, eating, going, sleeping, letting go, grasping, winking, and so on, the knower of

the self does not perform any action-paSyan Srn.van sprianjighran agnan gacchan
Svapan svasan pralapan visrjan grhnan unmisan nimisan api, indriydni
indriyarthesu vartante iti dhdrayan, naiva kihcit karomi iti yukto manyeta

tattvavit.2 In the sixth chapter contemplation upon the pratyagdtmd is advised: 'having
made the mind alive to the self, one should not dwell upon anything else (as separate
from the self)--tmasamstham manah krtva na kihcidapi cintayet.3 This again is

predominantly tvam-paddrtha even though the equation is shown. Thus the first six
chapters are centred on the word 'you' in the sentence 'That you are.'
The whole emphasis changed dramatically even in the initial verses of the seventh
chapter where Bhagavun talked about isvara, the meaning of the word 'that,'
tatpaddrtha,as the cause of the entire world,jagat. In the tenth chapter he talked of the
glories, vibhutis of Isvara; in the eleventh chapter he showed his cosmic form,

visvaripa, and in the twelfth chapter, Krsna talked about updsanas. When ISvara is

discussed, the jiva becomes a devotee. Thus the second group of six chapters, dvitiyasatka deals predominantly with Isvara.
The third satka, the last six chapters of the Gita, talk about the identity of the jiva
and 19sara and the means, updya, for achieving that identity. Accordingly, certain
values and attitudes are going to be discussed in these chapters.
Sahkara's long introduction to the thirteenth chapter is an indication of the
importance of this chapter of the Gita. It reveals the identity between thejiva and Isvara
and clearly discusses some terms, which are vague. Some editions begin with the
following question. In others, including the manuscript that Sahkara had, it is omitted.
If this verse had been there, SaAkara's introduction would have been quite different.
The verse, in the form of a question from Arjuna reveals the various topics discussed in
'Gtd -4-18
SGit - 5-8, 9

Gt -6-25
G
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the thirteenth chapter. This verse probably was a later addition but it is still a very
intelligent way of introducing the entire thirteenth chapter of the Gia.

WrfitWT (n1E

tiI I

arjunauvdca
prakrtim purusam caiva ksetram ksetrajiamevaca
etad veditumicchdmijiianamjfieyam ca kehava

3t1: arjunah-Arjuna; 3fl uvaca'- said;
7f5
prakrtim - the nature; Tgist 4 purusam caiva - and indeed the person;
qtf ksetram - field; Tm
t
r ksetrajiam eva ca - and indeed the knower of the
field; IMq jidnam - the means of knowledge; mq
Ijhieyam ca - and what is to be

known; -r.T
- O! KeSava

i•grf•

.

if etat veditum icchdmi - this I wish to know; tW|

kesava

Arjuna said:

This I wish to know, O! Kesava, (what is the) nature and indeed the
person, the field and indeed the knower of the field, the means of
knowledge and what is to be known.
What Arjuna wants to know is grouped as three pairs of words. They are, prakrti
and purusa-prakrtimpurusam ca eva, ksetra and ksetrajia-ksetramksetrajham
eva ca, and jiina andjieya-jiiinamjiieyamca. He wants to know what is meant by
prakrti and purusa. This terminology of prakrti and purusa is common to both

Sdhkhya school of thought and Veddnta. Similarly, he wants to know what is meant by
ksetrajiia, the one who knows the ksetra. So too, he wants to know what is jidna and
jieya. Purusa, ksetrajia and jieya happen to be identical as do prakrti and ksetra.

Because Arjuna has some confusion about these words, he asks for their definitions.
What isjiheya? Jieya means jifna-yogya, that which must be known in one's life;
that is not other than the ksetrajiia, the purusa,Brahman;thusjiheya is Brahman. And

if one has to know, Arjuna also wants to know through what kind of mind, jiina,can
one know. Here the wordjihina refers to the antah-karana,the instrument with which
one can know. It has to be endowed with values like amdnitva etc., for Brahman to be
known. That by which something is known is also called jiana, as he will explain very
clearly later.
The entire thirteenth chapter is nothing but the answers to these questions. Because
Sahkara did not have that verse, he introduced the chapter as follows:
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In the seventh chapter, two types of prakrtis, meaning nature of Parameivara
were mentioned briefly. One prakrti consisting of three qualities, trigundtmikd and
divided into eight factors, astadha bhinnd, is called apard prakrti, because it is the
cause of samsdra. The other, pard prakrti, is the essential nature of the jiva,
characterised as the knower of the field (of experience), and the very nature of the Lord.
Previously it was described as indestructible, aksara, limitless, parama; and not subject
to any modification, avyaya. Because of these two prakrtis, ISvara gains the status of
creator, sustainer, and destroyer of this world. The word prakrti means both nature,
svabhdva, and cause kdrana. Both dtmJ and mdyd are called as prakrti because both
are the cause of creation, jagatkarana.Atm7 alone is not jagatkdrana nor is mdya

without dtmd. Therefore, both are called prakrti,the cause. Together they are called as
prakrti that is divided in a two-fold way. One, apard prakrti, comprises the three
gunas, trigundtmikd, and the other, pard prakrti, is sacciddtmika. This two-fold

prakrti accounts for iSvara being the cause for this entire jagat. Another word for
apara prakrti is ksetra and for pard prakrti is ksetrajia,the knower of the field. This

is one of the traditional methods of unfoldment, prakriyd, in Vedanta known as the
seer-seen methodology, or the subject-object prakriyd, that is used to show the nature,
svaripa of lvara.Sahkara has to say this because in his manuscript, the chapter opens
abruptly with a new topic, not preceded by the question, which appears in later editions.
Towards the end of the twelfth chapter, beginning with 'advestd
saruabhitdndm,' up to the end of the chapter, the expression of the renunciates, the
knowers of the truth, is told. And the Lord says that such jiinis are very dear to him, sa
me priyah. Then again, endowed with what knowledge does one become so dear to
Bhagavdn? That this knowledge is nothing but knowledge of the identity of the jiva and
Isvara has to be shown and thus, the thirteenth chapter is begun.
Further, the prakrti comprising of the three gunas and undergoing modifications
is assembled in the form of the body-mind-sense-complex of a person for the purpose of
accomplishing the enjoyment of karma-phala or for gaining moksa. This is the apardprakrti, which undergoes modifications and gives the physical and psychological body
to a jiva for bhoga as well as moksa, Therefore, Lord Krsna starts with idam sariram

to begin the unfoldment of what exactly is the svarilpa of this ksetrajia and ksetra
using the subject-object method of inquiry, drg-drsya-viveka-prakriyd.

Td;& 4t
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sribhagavdnuvdca
idam sariram kaunteya ksetramityabhidhiyate
etadyo vetti tanm prdhuh ksetrajhia iti tadvidah

Verse 1
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NihFInH sribhagavan - the Lord; W3q
#ilT

kaunteya -

uvaca - said;
O! Son of Kunti, Arjuna; r'T Vi

idam sarlram -

this body;

t "tt. ksetram iti - as field; atrqitr
.abhidhlyate- is called; r" m
V: r etat
yah vetti - the one who knows this; ?m tam - him; •l.r: tadvidah - the knowers of
that; 3T: prdhuh - speak of (call); -T: f ksetrajiahiti - the knower of the field
SriBhagavdn said:

O! Arjuna, this body is called 'field.' Those who know that (knowledge
of the ksetra and the ksetrajiia) call him, who knows this, as 'the knower
of the field.'
KSETRA AND THE KSETRAJNA
In his answer, Lord Krsna reorganises the whole question. Instead of defining purusa
and prakrti, even though they were mentioned first in the question, he chooses to define
ksetra and ksetrajia because they have the same meaning as prakrti and purusa. The

terms, ksetra and ksetrajiia are less confusing as they do not have the connotations imposed
upon purusa and prakrtiby the Sdnkhyas and can therefore, be more easily understood.
Therefore, we can assume that Lord Krsna chooses to address first ksetra and
ksetrajiia, and then jiieya and jffana. Finally, he talks about purusa and prakrti.

Arjuna is addressed here as kaunteya, son of Kunti. In Sanskrit, people are named not only
according to their paternal lineage but also, as here, according to their maternal lineage
because it was understood that both are important.
Idam sarirammeans this body. The word 'this' is used only for an object, which
is not remote in time or place. Only what is right in front of you can be referred to by the
word 'this.' Krsna may have even touched his own body and said, 'This body, idam
sariramis called ksetra.' Then he says that they call the one who knows, yah vetti, this,
etat, referring to this Sarira, as ksetrajiia. Who are they? Tadvidah, those who know
the ksetra and ksetrajia distinctly. Here a lot has to be unfolded but let us first see the
meaning of ksetra.
Ksetra-a place, specifically a place of pilgrimage or a place of cultivation,
generally a place where you reap fruit. The Gita opens with dharmaksetre kuruksetre.
This body is called ksetra, the place wherein you can reap the fruits of puya and papa
and is therefore, a dharma-ksetra.And it is a karma-ksetra because, being endowed
with a free will, you are qualified to do karma. One more word has to be added here,
idam manusya-sariramis what is called ksetra. Later he is going to expand on this to
include any object. That being so, why does he confine the definition to idam sariram
here? It is easy to understand that any object is a ksetra but not so with the body. I take it
as ksetrajia,the knower of all things. In other words, I take the body as '' &tmd,not as
anatmd. Therefore, I have to distinguish the ksetrajia only from the body because I do
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not take any other object other than this body-mind-sense-complex as dtmd and suffer
from its limitations. I do not take the pumpkin as myself and so, no viveka is necessary. I
do not need to be told very seriously, 'You are not a pumpkin.' Only where there is
aviveka does one require viveka. No one has such a lack of discrimination between an
object, other than the physical body, and himself. Since there is no confusion of taking
the object as himself, no viveka is necessary. Bhagavun begins right at the locus of the
aviveka, the physical body, which is taken as itmd. Even though a table, for example, is
also a ksetra, it is not mentioned here at all because it is not mistaken for atmd.
The ksetrajiia also has to be defined because people generally take the physical
body as the ksetrajiia.Then, who is the ksetrajiia?If we say it is the one who knows the
ksetra, then even a rat looking at my physical body is a ksetrajia;but that is not so. The

ksetrajiia is the one who looks at this body from within, that is, the one whb objectifies
this body from within, just as he objectifies the world outside. Here, in this verse, this
physical body is ksetra, and the one who sees this physical body as an object from
within, the drk, seer, is the ksetrajiia.
Sarira is that which is subject to disintegration,siryamdna-svabhdvamsariram
otherwise called deha, that which is subject to be burnt, i.e., cremated, dahana-yogyam

sariram.The entire physical, physiological, psychological complex including the causal,
subtle and physical bodies is called ksetra and the one who knows it is ksetrajia.
Saakarahas a few things to say.
By the pronoun idam, 'this,' Bhagavan qualifies the word Sariraand then defines
it as ksetra. We have seen the popular meanings of ksetra. Here Saikara gives the
etymological meaning, vyutpattyartha.' The human body is a ksetra because it saves

you from falling down, ksata-trdant.With this human form, one is capable of following
dharma and therefore, gathering punya, which will save you from falling into the body
of a lower life form. It can give you moksa also. That is why this body is a place of
pilgrimage. It helps you save yourself from falling into lower wombs and with this same
human physical body, which is alive and in which there is a mind etc., you can also save
yourself from samsdra. Whether it helps you save yourself relatively or absolutely from
samsdra, it deserves to be called a ksetra.
SSankara gives the etymological meaning of the word ksetra by giving four possible
meanings. They are as follows:
1. ksata-trdnatksetram - because it protects one from falling (into sanmsdra), it is called
a ksetra.
2. ksayat ksetram - because it undergoes ksaya, destruction, it is called ksetra.
3. ksarandt ksetram - because it is subject to disintegration,it is called ksetra.
4. ksetravat ksetram - because one reaps the fruits of one's actions through this body, it
is like a cultivable land through which one harvests the crops one has sown and is
therefore, called ksetra.
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The Gitd opens with the following verse:
dharmaksetre kuruksetre samauetd yuyutsavah
mdmakdh pdndavdcaiva kimakurvata saiijaya
This verse can also be explained subjectively. This body is a dharma-ksetra
because it is brought into being by punya, which is the result of dharma. A human birth
is very difficult to attain, narajanma durlabham, and can only come about as a result
ofpunya, and therefore, the human form is called a dharma-ksetra Or, it is a form in
which punya rather than pdpa is predominant and is therefore, dharma-ksetra.It is also
a dharma-ksetrabecause only with the human form can you create puntya. Because of
this, it is also called kuru-ksetra, a place where you can gain purusdrtha whether it be
dharma, artha,kama, or moksa. In this dharma-ksetra,which is also kuru-ksetra two
groups have assembled desiring to fight, samauetdh yuyutsavah. The mind is the arena
of this battle. Of the two armies that have assembled, one belongs to the descendants of
Padndu, which means white and it symbolises proper discrimination, viveka. The
descendants of viveka are all the proper way of thinking, values etc., born of
discriminative knowledge, viveka-jhiina. The other army is, as Dhrtardstraparaphrases
it, 'mamakas-those that belong to 'me,' consisting of all likes and dislikes born of
ahawikara, which has its roots in ignorance. These hordes of ignorance-born likes and
dislikes are in conflict with viveka-jiidna. Dhrtardstrawants to know what is the
outcome of the struggle between these two forces that is taking place in this body. And
what follows is the entire Gitd.
Here it is important to understand that this is not purely a subjective interpretation.
In order for such a battle to be waged externally, it is first fought in the mind. Otherwise
it would never manifest. All external conflicts arise first in the mind. When Hitler
declared war, the battle was already being fought in his mind. We do not say that nothing
happened externally, just that it happened internally first. What is outside is, after all, an
expression of what is inside; so that, anything that takes place outside can be viewed
subjectively also. This is important to understand because in the subjective treatment of
the Mahabhdratathere is a danger of dismissing history, which we need not do.
This body is a ksetra. Even though it is subject to disintegration, as a human body,
its purpose is not merely to disintegrate but to serve as a ksetra. It is called ksetra
because it can save you from destruction ksatat trdyate, that is, it helps you to overcome
duhkha. Or like a field of cultivation this body is also a ksetra since in it you can reap
the fruits of karma.
The one who knows this body as a ksetra is a ksetrajiia. How does one know?
Sahkara says from the sole of the feet to the top of the head, dpdda-tala-mastaka,the
entire body up to the extremities is known as conscious because one sense organ, the
sense of touch, is all over the body. It reveals the caitanya-ltmd, which is exactly the
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svariipa of the ksetrajiia, because of whom alone the body is also an object of
knowledge. The ksetrajia is the one who objectifies this body in terms of knowledge.
Further, Sahkara points out that he does this very naturally, svabhdvikena, without
being taught. Alternatively, his capacity for this objectification may be aupadegika,born
of the teaching of the sastra and the guru. Though it can be arrived at without being
taught because it is an observable fact, still, the help of a teacher may be required to
point out the distinction between the body and the observer of the body. Otherwise the
body is taken to be the ksetrajia, the dtma. In order to distinguish the atmd from the
Sarira, teaching is helpful and sometimes even necessary. So, Satkara adds the word
aupadesikahere. The one who is able to objectify every part of this body as an object of
knowledge either because of the teaching, or through his own observation, is called the
ksetrajia.

By whom is he called this? Those who know about this, tadvidah, who know
about the ksetra and ksetrajiia.

But they are known only to this extent. The one who knows this body, which
includes the mind and senses, as the ksetra is the ksetrajiia.This is not all that is to be
known. About this ksetrajia, a fact has to be revealed by the sistra.

Ot9 -qft-qfNqf "ý4 A TR ff I
ksetrajiiamcpi m6m viddhi sarvaksetresu bharata
ksetraksetrajiayorjiiCnamyattajjiFnammatam mama

Verse 2

J9 sarvaksetresu - in all the bodies;
Ta JA ca api - and also; ITR mdm - Me;
viddhi - may you know; IT"
ksetrajiam - as the knower of the body; Tf8
kflf

bhdrata -

O! Descendant of Bharata,Arjuna; 7 yat -

ksetra-ksetrajiayoh -

that (which is);

of the body and the knower of the body; m•I

w'it:

jihnam -

knowledge; T TR tat jfilnam - that is (truly) knowledge; TR TR matam mama
- (this is) My vision
O! Descendant of Bharata,Arjuna, and also, may you know Me as the
knower of the body in all the bodies. That (which is) knowledge of the
body and of the knower of the body, is (truly) knowledge. (This is) My
vision.
I AM THE KSETRAJNA IN ALL THE KSETRAS, SAYS THE LORD
Here, indeed, is what the sastra has to reveal. 'May you know Me, lIvara, as the
ksetrajiia in all the ksetras.' Everything else in the verse is praise. That ksetrajfia who
knows the ksetra, the physical body-mind-sense complex, is to be understood by you as
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'Me,' ParameSvara.This is the sense in which Krsna uses the first person singular here.
Who is that Paramesvara?Sankara says-the one who is not subject to samsara.
Everyone understands the ksetrajna to be a samsari, but here, he says, the ksetrajina is
identical with IRvara, the Lord.
And the Lord is not just the ksetrajita in one given body but in all, sarvaksetresu.
Wherever one says, 'This is my body,' there is this ksetrajia,the caitanya that obtains
in every body. That, Bhagavan says is 'Me,' 'sarvaksetresu, in all the bodies, I am the
ksetrajLa.' In other words, he is saying, 'You are Me. Every person is Me,
Paramesvara.' Sahkara explains that this one ksetrajiia is seemingly divided into

countless forms beginning from Brahmaji to a clump of grass. Why seemingly divided?
Only by the upddhi is it divided, not essentially. When one sun is reflected in many
mirrors, although it looks as though there are many suns, there is in reality only one.
Similarly, one Paramesvaraalone is the ksetrajiia, seemingly divided because of the
upddhis as Brahmaji, Indra, Varuna, Agni, Gandharvas, Yaksas, humans, animals,

microbes, trees, plants, etc. In reality, that ksetrajiia is not divided at all. It is free from
all differences brought about by the upddhis. In all the ksetras there is only one
Paramesvara,which is dtma-you. Further, SaAkara says that it cannot be known by
words that indicate what is sat, existent, or asat, non-existent. A pumpkin is sat; it is
evident to you as an existent thing. Whereas its beard is asat; also evident to you as a
non-existent thing. The knowledge of both 'Is' and 'Is not' is generated by a means of
knowledge, pramdna. And you, the one who operates this pramdna is distinct from the
object known. But here, it is not known to you as one of the existent objects, but is that,
because of which everything exists, and is by nature self-evident and self-existent. Please
understand Me as that ksetrajFia-ksetrajihammam viddhi.

Arjuna is addressed as Bhdrata, which can mean simply, the one born in the
family of Bharata. Here, however, in light of the topic, an etymological meaning is
appropriate-the one who revels in brahmavidyd. Bha is brahmavidyd; tasy.am
ramate iti bhdrata.Here brahmavidyd is indicated by bha, that which is in the form of

effulgence. Atmd is caitanya, which is known as Brahman. Knowledge of dtmd as
Brahman is brahmavidyd and the one who revels in the exposure to this brahmavidyd,
is called Bharata.

THIS ALONE IS KNOWLEDGE
KSETRAJAA, YOU, THE INDIVIDUAL, IS NON-SEPARATE FROM i§VARA

Knowledge of ksetra and the ksetrajna alone is knowledge. This is IJvara's
vision, yat tat jifinam matam mama. Mata here is not contention or opinion but

recognition of a fact. Whenever such an expression is used in the sstra, it is a final
verdict, not a matter of contention.
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Other than this knowledge of the truth of the ksetra and ksetrajia, which is
Isvara, there is nothing remaining as an object of knowledge because lIvara is
everything. Not only is the physical body ksetra, the mind, senses, etc., and the entire
physical world is also ksetra. All this is implied here and will be unfolded in the verses
to come. We thought the physical body was dtma, the ksetrajia. Now we discover that
not only the world, which we know very well is ksetra, but our physical body and all
that is within it-mind, senses, etc., are also ksetra. Therefore, everything is ksetra and
what remains to be known are the ksetrajias, of which there is only one, though we
think of them as many. Ksetrajiiaand ksetra together cover everything. Nothing is left
out. Therefore, the knowledge of ksetra and ksetrajia alone can be considered
knowledge because in this, nothing remains to be known. Krsna explains this further.
Because it does not omit anything, it is the knowledge of the whole. Any other form of
knowledge is only partial jiana, and therefore, ignorance, ajiina,in as much as it is
sullied by ignorance. Once you know the ksetrajiia as lIvara and also the ksetra, you
know the whole. That is the vision of lIvara.
Ksetra implies this entire world, as will be told later, and this three-fold body,
sthula, s•ksma and kdrana. The one who is a witness of all these, the pratyagdtmd,is

here called ksetrajiia and identified as being not different from isvara. Thus this verse is
a mahdivkya. Bhagavan says, 'In all ksetras, may you know me as the ksetrajia,
ksetrajiam cdpi mdm viddhi sarvaksetresu bhdrata.' That means there are not many
ksetrajiias;there is only one and that is not separate from Isvara, who is not a samsarl

and is the cause for the entire world. May you understand, viddhi, that knowledge of the
ksetra and ksetrajiia. This has to be said because there is confusion. The ksetra, the
physical body, is taken as ksetrajiia,the knower of the ksetra. Therefore, the knowledge
of the ksetrajiia, the 'I' being identical with Isvara, the Lord, and of everything else
being ksetra depending upon that ksetrajiia, is called jidna. Anything else is called
ajiidna. If Isvara is looked upon as someone separate from yourself, there is ajiina,
ignorance, because the truth is that isvara and the jiva are identical. That is the vision of
isvara.

Because this verse is a mahdvdkya, it is very elaborately commented upon by
Sahkara. Ksetrajiia,you, the individual, is non-separate from IAvara and that livara is
one, which means, there is only one ksetrajia, dtmd, not many. Therefore, in the vision
of the Sdstra, everything is one. You are the whole in that there is nothing separate from
1svara and essentially you are Isvara-sat-cit-dnandamadvayam brahma. This being

the vision, there is a necessity, Saikara feels, to unfold it as the vision of the entire
sastra and he, therefore, has an elaborate inquiry here. He begins with the view of an
opponent to this vision, plrva-paksa, because vicara is required when there is
something to be known, and there are varying contentions about it. Within the realm of
ignorance there can be any number of contentions, all of which have to be answered in
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order to understand the vision. That which was declared as jidEna is established in the
discussion that follows.
It is important, first of all, to understand that the one who knows the ksetra is the
one who illumines it as sakSi, dtmd. That is what is equated to Isvara by the statement
ksetrajiam cdpi mdm viddhi saruaksetresu.

THE KSETRAJNA CANNOT BE THE SAME AS ISVARA, AN OBJECTION'
An objection is raised about the statement of identity of the ksetrajha and Isvara.
When he says, 'In all the ksetras understand the ksetrajia to be myself, ksetrajiamn
capi mam viddhi sarvaksetresu,' does Bhagavan really mean that the ksetrajina, the

'I' is Isvara? And if so is the identity of ksetrajha with Ihvara pointed out or some kind
of relationship between the ksetrajha and lsvara indicated? The basis for the latter
contention is that the ksetrajia can be included in JIvara but livara need not be the
ksetrajiia as a tree is included in the forest, but the forest is not a single tree. Similarly,
you can say the ocean is nothing but drops of water, but a drop of water is not the ocean.
In the same way, they claim, thejiva is only a fraction of 1vuara.
ISJiVA ONLY A FRACTION OF i.VARA?

Those who hold this view substantiate it with verses like that from the fifteenth
chapter of Gita where Bhagavan says, mamaivtmbo jivaloke jivabhiitah-only a

fraction, amra of Me is there in the world of the jivas. Similarly, there is a verse in
Mundakopanisad beginning with the words, dva suparnd sayujd sakhdyd, that says,

'There are two birds in the tree of samsara;one goes about eating the fruits, i.e., karmaphala, and another, without eating, watches the other bird eating.' The dvaiti will say
the one who does not eat is livara; he is above everything, and the one who eats is the
jiva. By ISvara's grace this jiva gains entry to heaven where he enjoys some kind of
beatitude. The basic premise is that as ajiva you are forever different from IAvara who
by his grace can save you by calling you to a better place where there are no afflictions.
This is the essence of the theology of any dualistic religion. They use mantras such as
these to support their view of duality, dvaita-siddhanta,trying to interpret all the
mahd-vdkyas as revealing duality and supporting their arguments with citations from
Padmapurdnna,Kirmapurdna, etc. But however much they may argue for it, duality is
something that is problematic in everybody's experience.

' From here a lengthy discussion is presentedby Sahkara answeringall the questions raised
by all the dualists and establishingthat there the individual,ksetrajiia,is essentially not
different from I9vara. Swamiji elaborately explains all the arguments here and therefore,
this section has to be studied carefully and repeatedly.
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ATMA IS ISVARA'
As the Sdstra says, even if one makes a small division, udaram antaram
kurute-between the jva and Isvara, thejagat and Ivara, the jagat and jZva,jiva and
jiva-then he has fear, atha tasya bhayam bhavati. In advaita alone is there abhaya,

freedom from fear. Fear, especially fear of mortality and fear of loss, in general, is the
cause of all problems. Every individual is frightened; only the degree of fear varies. You
start as a child, frightened of the enormity of the world with which you have to cope
with. Everything is so big--even an apple is a very big thing to have to put into your
mouth. And when you see the power of the forces at work in the world, naturally you are
frightened. This is the nature of every iva. Among them, some can handle snakes, some
cockroaches, and some fellows cannot handle anything beyond a house fly! This is
samsdra. This is an important thing to understand. Fear is samsara.As long as one is a
mortal, one is a frightened, isolated individual. What I am, is so infinitesimally small in
the scheme of things and what I am not, is infinite. I am always at the mercy of the world
and the forces therein.
It is obvious that in dvaita, duality, there cannot be any solution. In spite of this,
the dualists try to seek some solution. If you win his grace, then Isvara will bestow on
you some beatitude amounting to the gain of some special world or experience,
lokaprapti.This is generally the contention of these dualists.
IFJiVA AND ItVARA ARE IDENTICAL THEN ISVARA WILL BECOME A
SAMSARI SAYS THE DVAITI
If in all bodies there is an atma, 'I,' which is one, non-dual livara, then other than
that Isvara, there is no other person. That being so, there is no, enjoyer, bhoktd, nor is
there a doer, kartd, because Isvara, being sat-cit-dnandaand not subject to samsara,is
neither a karta nor a karma-phala-bhoktd. If you say this atmd, 'I,' is isvara, that

means I am not a bhoktd, which is not my experience of myself. If, on the other hand,
you say that Isvara is also a bhoktd, by knowing that I am that .ivara,there is no gain. I
continue to be the same samsdrl.But Isvara is always presented as the one who is not
subject to samsdra. If that isvara is aham, there is no separate bhoktd. Until now I
considered atma to be a bhoktd. I am the one who is the enjoyer of my sukha and
duhkha; all my experiences tell me that I am the enjoyer. Now you say dtmd is Isvara.
So, in addition to knowing very well that I am a samsdrl, I now know that isvara is also
a samsdrn. If the jiva is equated to isvara and if there is no other enjoyer, Isvara
becomes a samsari.

.Either 1svara becomes the samsdri or there is no samsara at all. Both are
unacceptable. If the Lord becomes a samsdrl because he is identical with the jiva, there
SThis is the reply of the advaiti.
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will be no moksa. If there is no moksa, there is no bondage either because they are
mutually dependent. But this is incompatible with our experience. We do experience a
sense of bondage. If fluara is also a samsdri, the maximum you can achieve is union
with him and union of a samsdri with a samsdri, however exalted, does not solve the
problem of samsdra. Fluctuating emotions, subject-object problems, fear, birth and
death will all remain. You are eternally bound, which is highly undesirable.
IFTHERE ISNO SAMSARA FOR THE JIVA THEN THE 6ASTRA WILL BECOME USELESSI

If, on the other hand, hIvara is not a samsdri and there is identity of thejiva and
Isvara, there is no samsdra for thejiva. In that case, what is the purpose of the sdstra?
The study of Adstra is declared as being for moksa, freedom from samsdra, which is
bondage. The sdstra is a pramana because of which there is knowledge and that
knowledge liberates you. Here, however, we have the very unfortunate situation of the
sdstra being useless because when there is no samsara, no bondage, there is no
necessity for release. And if we accept that we do not require dastra because there is no
samsdra,that implies that there is no rebirth, no karma, no punya or papa, no sukha or
duhkha. There is no duality whatsoever because there is no subject-object relationship.
But that is not what we experience and we have to account for our experiences. Any
teaching should speak of our experiences, analyse them and reveal the truth about them;
but it cannot go against our experience. Conclusions based on that experience can
change in the light of knowledge but not the experience itself. Similarly, a stick placed in
a glass of water appears to bend. Perceptually it is true; factually it is not.
Knowledge can explain away a particular perception but no Bastra can say
something, which contradicts the pramdnas like pratyaksa, perception, anumdna,
inference, and so on. It can reveal that there is a heaven, for example, which is not
against pratyaksa or anumdna because it is not within their scope. But if it were to say
that after having gone to heaven you can lie there eternally, we would have a problem
because that is against all reason, anumdna, etc. Perception is two-fold-witness
perception and sense perception.
Samsdra is characterised by pain and pleasure and their causes, success and
failure and the pairs of opposites like heat and cold. A samsdri is always concerned
about the future unlike a sadhu who lives from moment to moment. The existence of
samsdra for a jiva cannot be denied because it is experienced by his own means of
knowledge like perception. By witness-perception you experience what happens in your
mind, sukha-duhkha, the essence of samsdra. The causes for it, like heat and cold, are
sensorial. All the things that are desirable as well as undesirable are experienced by you
and cause sukha and duhkha. Therefore, you cannot say that there is no samsara.

dvaiti's argument
B.G Vol III -28
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Further, samsara can be inferred from the number and variety ofjivas that exist.
Why do we see so many varieties of jivas? There must be some cause. One person is
wealthy by birth, another is poor. One, though poor at birth becomes rich, another
remains poor throughout his life. We find varieties of circumstances in terms of wealth,
health, marriage, children, citizenship, talents, career and so on. All these are not totally
self-planned and achieved. From this we surmise that there are a variety of underlying
causes. Otherwise, how can we account for these differences? Even the genetic model
can be traced to the more fundamental model of karma. This is an anumdna in keeping
with the gastra, which talks about afjva independent of the physical body who survives
death and assumes a new birth in various situations determined by its own set of
karmas. The jiva is not feminine or masculine and may assume either a male or female
body depending on which set of karmas need to fructify. That means each jiva is a
bhoktd and a karta, so, samsara caused by punya and papa resulting from dharma

and adharma is inferred.
All these become necessarily untenable when dtmd, the ksetrajiia and isvara are
identical. Until then, these problems persist. The absence of samsara is contradicted by
your own perception and inference. It is against all our pramhnas.
THIS ARGUMENT IS NOT VALID SAYS SANKARA
This argument, Sahkara says, is not valid. If thejiva and Isvara are identical, the
jiva has no samsara. This is exactly what the 9dstra says. Until you recognise that
identity, you have samsara. Everything is proper. Knowledge and ignorance being
entirely opposed to each other, under the spell of ignorance this is all possible. We have
to find out, which accounts for what. To explain, Sahkara quotes a number of vdkyas.
In Kathopanisad, it is said, 'These two paths, ignorance and what is known as
knowledge, are far removed from and opposed to each other." Earlier, the same
Upanisad shows the difference between these two in terms of result, by saying greyas
and preyas are different. 2 Preyas, the result of avidyd, means something desirable like
heaven, etc. Because of the ignorance, 'I am the kartd, I perform karma taking myself
as the agent and, if everything goes well, the result will be preyas, a karma-phala.The
result of vidyd is just the opposite, which is moksa.
As a link in the sarmpraddya, generally, we quote Vydsa, as Sahkara does here:
He quotes from the Mahdbhdrata, dvau imau atha panthanau-thereare these two
paths. 3 One is knowledge, jidna-marga,leading to sreyas, the other is karma-mdrga,

leading to preyas. Under the spell of ignorance, the jiva is seen as different from lsvara
and one falls prey to the notions of doership and enjoyership, punya-pdpa, sukhaSKathopanisad- 1-2-4
2 Kathopanisad- 1-2-2

3 MahabhdrataSdntiparva - 242-6
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duhkha experiences and so on. This is all invalidated with knowledge. But when there is
ignorance there is bondage and a moksa-.astra becomes valid as do karma-phala and
experiences of sukha-duhkha. Even in the Gita the two types of pursuits are
discussed-one leading to moksa; the other to rebirths. So the basis of sruti, smrti and
proper reasoning, one understands that this argument-that if thejiva is IAvara, Isvara
becomes a samsari, or if Ivara is not a samssar there is no samsara-isnot proper.
KNOWLEDGE AND IGNORANCE MAKE ALL THE DIFFERENCE

To claim that Isvara is a samsari contradicts the definition of Ivara and denies
the possibility of moksa. Iuvara, the one who is the Lord of everything, cannot be a
samsari. If the jiva is identified as Isvara and Idvara is free from samsara, then the
jiva is free from samsara-whichis against our experience. But there is no difficulty in
this if one takes into consideration knowledge and ignorance. The opponent's argument
is that if he is Isvara there should be no samsara.That is true. If you are isvara, there is
no samsdra-ifyou know this. If you do not know, you will definitely know yourself as
a samsari. 'I am Ivara but still I am a samsari' you can never say. Therefore,
knowledge and ignorance make all the difference.
The opponent is led to make this argument because he does not understand what is
meant by thejiva being equated to Isvara, the Lord. Therefore, he says if the ksetrajia,
the subject, the known meaning of the word 'I' is equated to Isvara, the Lord becomes a
samsari because of his identity with one who is subject to pain and pleasure, numerous
limitations and finally, birth and death. This is inconsistent with his being the Lord who
is defined as omniscient, omnipotent and so on. On the other hand, if the Lord is not a
samsari and still has identity with thejiva, there will be no samsara. I would have no
limitations, which is against my experience. Sahkara, having raised the objection, says,
all this is possible because of ignorance and knowledge. You are identical with Isvara
but you have to know it as such. If you do not know, you have samsara. All limitations
are purely incidental, not intrinsic to the self, the 'I' who is the Lord. There can only be
one infinite, limitless whole, not two and consequently, you cannot be separate from the
limitless, nor can it be made up of parts. Thus, the answer-knowledge and ignorance
account for this peculiar situation-is valid.
THE LIMITATIONS ARE DUE TO IGNORANCE AND CAN BE REMOVED BY KNOWLEDGE

If one says that in spite of being identical with Isvara, one experiences oneself as
having limitations, that is understandable. And that is due to not recognising oneself as
identical with the 'self or the Lord. Therefore, Sahkara says that this ignorance along
with its effects, which are the limitations, has to be removed by knowledge. For this, we
have sruti, the Veda, supported by non-vedic texts like Gita that corroborate the sruti
and also reasoning, nydya, that supports the sruti. All the three are important. The sruti
is the source book for this knowledge, which can be acquired here now in this birth. If
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you know that the self is identical with Isvara, the Lord, you are free from the sense of
limitation. The body, mind, and senses will continue to have their limitations but they do
not cause the self to be limited. That the body is limited is not the problem because it
does not look upon itself as limited. The mind is purely a thinking faculty, which can
function in the form of cognition, memory, emotions etc., but it has no sense of
limitation. The sense of limitation is centred on the I-notion.
On inquiry, this 'I,' the aharikara, the subject, reduces itself not to another
thought form, but to the content of the thought form, which is consciousness. The one
who recognises that 'I,' the pratyagatmd as identical with IJvara sees that he is already
free from any form of limitation. He knows that he is the truth of everything and
therefore, the sruti says, if one were to know (this) here, there is truth, iha ced avedit
atha satyam asti. On the other hand, if one were not to know here in this life, na ced
iha avedit, the loss is immense, mahati vinastih.l In fact, the loss is infinite because
what you are losing is the infinite, exactly what you want to accomplish. Freedom from
limitations is an already accomplished fact. Not knowing that, you have to take yburself
as other than limitless, which can only be limited. Experience and interaction confirms
that and one cannot help but experience the pain of limitation. Thus the endless struggle
to be different begins, not realising that, no matter what one does, one will be the same
limited person. From the sruti we understand that if there is ignorance, the person is
bound; if there is knowledge of the self, he is free. Another sruti says, 'The one who
knows that in this way becomes immortal here, tam evam vidvun amrta iha bhavati.'2
THE ONE WHO KNOWS THE SELF AS BRAHMAN IS IMMORTAL

The one who knows this self in this manner as identical with Brahman is
immortal. Previously he considered himself subject to time and therefore, mortal. With
the discovery of himself as timeless, he is no longer under the misconception that he is
bound by time. Here time stands for every sort of limitation. Even though the body
continues to be bound by time, he knows that essentially he is not. The notion of being a
mortal is completely nullified and therefore, the 'I' is free from the limitations caused by
time, etc. And this liberation is iha, here in this birth, not after death. If the individual
soul survives death, it will continue to be an individual soul, which cannot by definition
be free of the sense of limitation. Since this knowledge can be gained now, while in a
human form, that means it is a form that is eligible for this knowledge.

1Kenopanisad- 2-5
2 Taittiriya-dranyaka- 3-12

Chapter13
THERE ISNO WAY OTHER THAN KNOWLEDGE FOR MOKSA

Sruti herself makes it clear that there is no other way than knowledge to gain this
freedom, nanyah panth/ vidyate ayandya,' for freedom-from being a limited

person-another path does not exist. When the whole problem is one of ignorance, what
other way is possible? If I do not know something and knowing it is going to mean my
freedom, I must know. Experience is not going to accomplish that freedom for me. The
self is always experienced and moreover, all experiences happen because of this
awareful self. Any type of experience, whether subjective or objective-in relation to an
object external to the senses, implies the presence of consciousness.
A perception of a form, for example, is nothing but consciousness plus whatever
constitutes the perception. Similarly a sound, smell, taste, or touch perception or
anything you imagine or dream are all nothing but one consciousness, which does not
differ. It is not necessary to specially experience the self because it is always self-evident
and because of which the self you experience everything else. Therefore, freedom is a
matter of recognition-a matter of knowing the self. The fact is, freedom is identical
with yourself; it is not something that is created and can therefore, be lost. If there is
such a thing as freedom, it can only be intrinsic to the person who is seeking freedom
and can be gained through the discovery that the seeker and sought are identical. It
cannot be said more directly than it is in this vdkya, ndnyah pantha vidyate ayandya.

It appears in the Yajurveda in purusa-siktaand is expressed differently in many other
Sruti texts.

Taittiriyopanisad says, anandam brahmano vidvun na bibheti

kaddcaneti, the one who knows the dnanda of Brahman is never afraid. Everybody
knows dnanda in some form. Different types and degrees of pleasure from different
sources will all reveal one fact-that in spite of limitations one can be happy. This
means that whatever dnanda you experience is nothing but a taste of what the self is.
What does it mean then, when we say one knows the ananda of Brahman?Brahman is
not an object but the self, and therefore, this is the dnanda of oneself, the limitless, the
whole.
The one who knows this is naturally not afraid of any other thing because there is
no other thing. It is not possible to be limitless and at the same time encounter the
presence of a second thing. The limitless plus something is incidental, name and form,
nama-rapa. The essential truth of all names and forms is yourself. Space, time, all
names and forms are the self; yet the self is independent of all of them while they are not
independent of the self. With this knowledge, one is no longer afraid. Like one wave,
which has understood that it is water, and that every other wave, in fact the whole ocean,
is water, knows that it need not be afraid of a breaker. It understands that the breaker
itself is another form, both forms being purely incidental.

Svetavatropanisad - 3-8
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,Sahkara quotes numerous gruti passages stating that freedom lies only in
knowledge of the self. Then he quotes passages confirming this by stating the condition
of a person who is under the spell of ignorance. In Taittiriyopanisad,in the same
section, it is said, 'atha tasya bhayam bhavati,' thus he has fear. Preceding to this
statement it is said, 'When one makes even a small division in this self, there is fearudaram antaram kurute atha tasya bhayam bhavati' This 'small division' may be
the notion that the limitless includes me but I am not limitless, just as the ocean includes
the wave, but the wave doesn't have the status of being the ocean and thus somehow
'belongs' to the ocean. That is true if you are looking at the wave as one entity and the
ocean as another. If you are looking at water; in the objects called 'wave' and 'ocean,'
you see only one water appearing in different forms. The form has a truth about it, which
is water, and therefore, the status of the reality of ocean or wave is mithy&. You cannot
say the wave is non-existent, nor you can say it exists independently apart from water.
Similarly, the individual and the Lord are one and the same essentially. When that is
appreciated you can play any role without fear or grief. As an individual, of course, you
have a history. You were born at a given time, grew and aged, were sometimes
successful, sometimes not. All that is possible for the form, but not for the essence of
that form, which is one changeless consciousness. If however, one were to make the
small division that the Lord is himself but he is not the Lord, no matter where he goes or
what he does, there is no possibility for any freedom from fear. As an individual he
cannot avoid fear of mortality, fear of isolation, fear of being overwhelmed by the world.
Inner leisure is not possible for him because he has so many cares.
To know a wise man, you must be wise. And it is only by some grace that one
studies under a teacher who knows the truth of the self. What happens more often is that
one chooses a teacher who does not know and this amounts to the blind leading the
blind. Though a person may have some insight or even be very learned about the Adstra,
or under the spell of some delusion he may think that he knows the truth and is in a
position to teach others. Unless you know the truth yourself, how can you determine
whether he really knows or not? And if you can determine it, you know the truth and do
not require a teacher. So, it is not difficult to understand how one can fall into the hands
of a teacher who does not know.
The problem often is that one takes a charismatic approach to learning. If someone
is renowned, there is often an assumption that he is worthy of being followed. Suppose
Prince Charles were to abdicate his position as heir to the throne and undertake a
spiritual pursuit. Even if he does not know anything ydu will find many people wanting
to follow him. Siddhdrtha walked out, and look, what happened. Even the neighbouring
king, Bimbisaratold him that if Siddharthadiscovered some truth, he, the king, would
be his disciple. In order to have a following, he did not need to know anything; his
renunciation was enough because he was a prince. People renounce their lives for a
spiritual pursuit everyday and nobody pays any attention. But if a celebrated person does
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it, it is the front page news. This is called reflected glory. And people seem to find it very
difficult to distinguish between glory and wisdom. So, when they follow such people, it
is the blind leading the blind.
As we saw, the problem of samsara is rooted in ignorance and its solution lies
only in knowledge. Sahkara quotes another Aruti,'brahma veda brahma eva
bhavati-he who knows Brahman, is Brahman itself.'" The knower of limitless
Brahman is necessarily limitless because limitlessness is not an object, which by
definition, excludes the subject. It is yourself or it does not exist. This is in contrast to
the 4ruti, which says, 'Saying, "He is one, I am another," he does not know.' He is just
like an animal in this way for the gods-anyo'sau anyo'ham asmiti na sa veda yatha

paSureva sa devanam.' Thinking he is different from the Lord, that person becomes
exactly like a cow, meant to perform a variety of services. In an agricultural society, as
the Vedic society was, the cow provided milk, bullocks tilled the fields and were used as
beasts of burden. Just as these animals served human beings, human beings serve the
gods if they see themselves as different from the Lord. The gods here are Agni, Varuna,
Indra and so on, to whom these people offer various oblations. The idea is, they are
karmathas. They can only please the devas and get some small reward. Like the
animals working all day for some fodder, these people perform various rituals for some
punya and thus become like tools or pets for the gods. As you keep on pampering a pet
because it is always available for your beck and call; so, the gods keep on rewarding
human beings who serve them. There is nothing wrong with that, but it will not solve the
problem of samsara.
There is a sentence in SvetdSvataropanisad, which says, 'When one can roll the
space as one does a sheet of skin (leather), then there can be the cessation of sorrow without
knowing the self being the Lord.' 2 That is to say that there is no end to samsara without
self-knowledge. Whereas, as the Brhadaranyakopanisadsays, 'The one who knows
(thus), becomes all this, sa idam sarvam bhavati.' 3

Here Sarkara is pointing out that there are thousands of Sruti passages saying that
knowledge, vidyd, accounts for release and ignorance, avidyd, accounts for bondage. And
in equating the individual with the Lord, the Lord does not become a samsdri.This fact is
revealed to remove samsara, not to prove that the Lord is a samsdri.The essential nature
of the Lord, which is the meaning of the word 'you,' tvam, is also arrived at, and thus the
essential identity is revealed by the sentence-'That you are-tat tvam asi.' Therefore,
there is no contradiction. Knowledge and ignorance alone account for all these problems.

SMundakopanisad- 3-2-9
2Svetdgvatropanisad- 6-20
3
Brhadaranyakopanisad- 1-4-10
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Sarikara also quotes smrti, the supporting books of the Sruti, which are
remembered and written independently as saying the same thing. From the fifth chapter
of Gitl he cites ajfianendvurtam jiidnam tena muhyanti jantavah, this knowledge

(buddhi) is covered by ignorance. Because of that, the beings are deluded, meaning they
subject themselves to sorrow.
Then, 'ihaiva tairjitah sargo yesdm samye sthitam manah-here, by them

whose mind is established in that which is the same, creation (samsdra) is won over.'
Sdmya is that which is the same in all beings, which does not differ at all, and is the
same in terms of time and therefore, limitless. Those whose mind is established in that
are jiinanisthas.
Later in this chapter, Krsna will say, 'samam paSyan hi sarvatra,indeed, seeing

the same everywhere,' 2 he does not destroy himself by his own ignorance and is
therefore, liberated.
From the first smrti quote we understand that the problem is ignorance and from
the second that knowledge liberates. The vdkya continues with 'na hinasti atmand
atmdnam, he does not destroy himself by himself.' From this it is clear that if he does
not see, if he does not have that knowledge, he destroys himself.
ONE CAN SAVE ONESELF WITH KNOWLEDGE

Then Sahkara supports this with nyaya, reasoning. He quotes a verse from the
Mahdbhdratagiving an illustration. The example reveals a postulate, otherwise known
as an invariable concomitance. If you say, for example, 'Anything that is seen is subject
to destruction, like a pot-yad yad drgyam tat tad anityam ghatavat,' this is a nydya.

From this, we can reason that the body is also subject to destruction because, like a pot,
it is seen. The verse says, 'Knowing there are snakes, kuda grass with sharp tips and so
too a pond, (below the water weeds) people walk around; (whereas) there, some, due to
ignorance, fall. See the special result of knowledge.'
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The idea is, you can save yourself with knowledge. Without it you could fall into a
pond not knowing that it had water-weeds covering the water; so, in this case,
knowledge makes the difference between life and death. The example illustrates that just
Gita -5-19
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as one can fall into a well due to ignorance, so too is the fall into samstra possible.
From the sruti, smrti and also nydya we understand that the one who has the 'I-notion'
in the body, mind, senses etc., is ignorant and naturally full of raga-dvesas,anger, fear,
etc. There will certainly be a sense of isolation, sorrow, insecurity, mortality and
incompleteness. All these conclusions are unavoidable and are the driving force behind
raga-dvesas. In order to fulfil them, a person will do proper and improper karmas and
accumulate punya andpapa. Then, because of the punya-pdpa, there is birth and death.
This is the nydya for the dstika, the one who believes that there is a self that is distinct
from the body.
For the one who does not believe this, the nastika, we have to prove that there is
punya-p6pa and subsequent births, janmrntara.Problems of pain and pleasure are, of
course, obvious to non-believers also.
Even logicians, tdrkikas, accept that when raga-dvesas are gone, one gains
moksa. So, SaAkara uses the same argument. When the person knows he is no longer
limited, how can there be raga-dvesas?Since his likes and dislikes have been destroyed
or neutralised, there is a resolution of the pursuit of punya-pZpa-karmas. Resolution,
upasama, is a very appropriate word here. Wher a fire is burning, what happens to it
when the fuel is exhausted? It dies but the heat remains for some time. That is what we
call prdrabdha-karma.When there is knowledge of the self as full, the rdga-dvesas,
the fuel for various pursuits, is gone and thus the pursuits are resolved. The person is
liberated. This cannot be refuted by anyone.
SAMSARITVA FOR THE KETRAJNA ISDUE TO ERROR

Even though the ksetrajiha is not different from Ivara, due to ignorance one
superimposes the attributes of the upddhis on the ksetrajiia;and because of this, it looks
as though the ksetrajhia is a samsdrl. To illustrate the effect of ignorance, Sawkara
says, it is like mistaking a stump of a tree for a man. Once that error is there, there can be
fear, if, for example, he thinks it is a thief. Similarly, seeing the attributes of the physical
body, mind and senses superimposed upon the self, one becomes a samsari.
OBJECTION, THE EXAMPLE IS NOT TENABLE
THE ERROR OF SUPERIMPOSING THE PURUSA ON THE STHANU
ISNOT THE SAME AS SUPERIMPOSING ANATMA ON THE ATMA

The opponent now objects that the illustration of mistaking a stump for a man to
show that between dtmd and andtmd there is adhydsa, superimposition, is not
appropriate. He argues that the superimposition between the dtmd and the body is not
the same as that between the stump and the man. In the case of the stump and the man,
both are objects of knowledge, neither of which is recognised as oneself. Due to some
defect in the means of knowledge, one sees in a given object something that is not there.
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Adhyasa is defined as atasmin tadbuddhih-thinking of one as the other. Here our

opponent says that this definition for adhyasa applies only to the adhydsa between the
self and not-self. Therefore, the illustration given of the stump and the man, of adhydsa
between not-self and not-self, is improper because no one mistakes something other than
himself for himself. A stump of a tree is not mistaken for myself.
In his introduction to the brahma-siutra-bhdsya,Sahkara argues that in adhydsa

there is no such rule. Anything can be taken for anything else; such is the nature of
ignorance. It is capable of producing anything out of anything.
DUE TO SAMYOGA THE ATTRIBUTES OF THE BODY ARE ASSUMED BY THE KNOWER

Here the opponent accepts that something like fatness, though it is an attribute of the
body, and is known, becomes the knower's attribute. This is because, unlike the stump and
the man where both are anatma, here, one is andtmd and the other is itmd. In taking the
physical body's attributes as his own, there is no error involved but rather, an
appreciation of a certain fact. Due to samyoga, association, the attributes of the body are
assumed by the knower, ksetrajiia. This is like how water, which is pure when it is
released from the clouds becomes dirty once it reaches the earth due to association. Or
this is similar to a thread used to string flower gains the fragrance of the flowers-not
due to adhyasa but due to association. Similarly here, the individual self, even though
distinct from the body, is in association with the body, and therefore, assumes the
attributes of the body like old age, death etc. This is the stand taken by the opponent.'
THE STAND TAKEN BY THE OPPONENT
Here the claim is that though birth and death etc., belong to the body, by
association the person gathers all these properties. From this we understand that tmin is
a samsdri, due to its association with the body, which is subject to samsaritva.If ttma
is a samsdrl, it cannot be identical with ISvara and thus ITvara's grace becomes

necessary to gain a better world after death. When this is the concept of moksa, the way
one understands the words of the Sdstra will be entirely different.
SANKARA ANSWERS NEGATING THIS SAMYOGA
Therefore, though it sometimes seems that there is not much difference in what the
opponent says, it is important to understand the difference thoroughly or one will end up
' This is the position of the naiydyika\ who takes the dtma as an agent and enjoyer, karta,
bhokta. The Sdhkhya looks upon the self as asahga and at the same time imputes
enjoyership, bhoktrtva, to it. For the mlmdmsaka, the dtmd is always an agent, karti,
because, in his view, everything is centred on action.
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with a different pursuit based on a different concept of moksa. Sahkara answers him
briefly by saying that this is not correct because it results in the undesirable consequence
of absence of consciousness. He explains. If by association, the dtmd gains the
properties of the body, then because the body is by nature inert, which we surmise from
the fact that a dead body is inert, atmd will become inert through its association with it.
If the self is inert, it will have no need for liberation. It will have no experience of the
world because there is no possibility of perception or inference and once the world is not
there, there is no samsdra. This, of course, is entirely against even the opponent's
experience. It is only because he is conscious that he is able to advance this argument.
Similarly, if dtmn assumes the qualities of the body, it will also become anitya. Then it
would undergo change, which would mean that there is no possibility of moksa. Further,
we would not be able to distinguish between atma and andtmd and it would be
impossible to handle the body as we do. We do treat the body as an object and under this
view a subject-object relationship is not possible between the body and the dtmd. So, it
contradicts our experience. And it contradicts the gastra, which tells us that the self is
witness, consciousness, non-dual and free from any kind of attributes--sksi ceta kevalo
nirgunasca.

Another person may argue that not all of the attributes of the ksetra are assumed
by the dtmd. Some are intrinsic and some are superimposed on dtmd. To account for
certain indisputable facts about the self he has to say this. To account for consciousness
in the self, he has to say that the inertness of the body is not assumed by the self. He says
further that, things like pleasure and pain, delusion, like and dislike, however, are also
said to be the natural attributes of the self. Even though these are known as conditions of
the mind, they are not considered to be superimposed, but natural to the knower because
he is a samsdrl. He also accepts that, the thinking, 'I am fat; I am old,' is due to
ignorance because he accepts the presence of a self other than the physical body. The
result of this thinking is that, atmd becomes a samsari that survives death because dtmd
is other than the physical body.
In response to this argument, Sahkara now says that a special reason has to be
given for saying that some properties of the body like fatness, old age, death etc., are
superimposed on the self and others like pleasure, pain etc., are not. Otherwise it is not
tenable to say so. After saying this he goes on to negate the possibility of
superimpositions of the attributes of the ksetra on the ksetrajiia.
THE ATTRIBUTES OF THE KSETRA CANNOT BE SUPERIMPOSED ON THE
KSETRAJNA
His first argument against this is that the properties of the ksetra belong only to
the ksetra, not to the knower of the ksetra, the ksetrajia. This is so, because, as he
argues in the very first sentence of his sutra-bhdsya, there cannot be any kind of
combination between the subject and object as they are opposite in nature. One is the
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knower, who is conscious and the other is an object of knowledge and therefore, inert.
The ksetra, the object is established only by a means of knowledge; but the ksetrajiia,
the knower is self-evident. Between the one which illumines and the one which is
illumined there cannot be any combination at all and yet there seems to be a
combination-due to ignorance, avidyd.
ONE CANNOT SAY ONE ATTRIBUTE IS SUPERIMPOSED AND ANOTHER IS INTRINSIC

Thus there is no reason for saying that one particular attribute, like mortality, is
superimposed upon the ksetrajiia, and another, like sorrow, is intrinsic to it. It is
defective reasoning called, ardhandanyaya,which is saying that one half of the egg is
for eating, the other half for hatching. Sahkara extends the opponent's own argument to
refute him, pointing out that both are superimposed due to ignorance.
AN INTRINSIC PROPERTY CANNOT BE GIVEN UP

Secondly, any intrinsic property cannot be given up. The nature of the self is
consciousness. Can you give that up and be sometimes conscious, sometimes not? It is
not possible. But sukha and duhkha, joy and sorrow, come and go while you remain. It
is clear that they are not essential properties of the self. And further, they are opposites.
One thing cannot have two essential properties, which are mutually contradictory. If
dtmd is sukha-svaripa,there is no possibility of it having duhkha. And if sukha and
duhkha come and go while I remain, neither of them belongs to me. Just as sometimes I
am awake, sometimes in deep sleep, sometimes dreaming, and therefore, not the sleeper,
waker or dreamer but someone who is invariable in all the three. Similarly here, I am not
a happy person or a sad person but one who is inherent in both.
The sukha-urtti does not belong to the self but in sukha there is dtmd, as in
duhkha there is dtmi. And without atmd there are no sukha-duhkha vrttis yet dtmd
remains free from the vrttis as they come and go. Thus one reason for concluding that
they are superimposed is that they can be given up or assumed. If desire, for example, is
the nature of dtmd it is not possible either to have a single discrete desire or to give one
up. There will only be one vague absolute eternal desire that cannot be fulfilled. A
desire, as we know, is centred on an object and lasts only until the desired object is
gained or I grow out of it totally. It arises and disappears in time. If I say, 'I am the
desirer,' that is due to avidyd because desire is the property of the ksetra, not dtmd. If it
belongs to dtmd, I can neither give it up nor pick it up because it is me. How am I to
give up or pick up myself?
DOERSHIP AND ENJOYERSHIP CONSTITUTE SAMSARA
Therefore, Sankara concludes, samsdra, obtaining in what is known and
characterised by doership and enjoyership is imposed upon the dtmi due to ignorance
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and thus, the dtmd is not at all tainted by that. As long as you are a doer, you do karma
because of which there is karma-phala and therefore, bhoga. These, even though they
belong only to the ksetra, are superimposed on the witness-consciousness, the dtma due
to avidya. Anything superimposed upon something else cannot affect it either positively
or negatively. The mother-of-pearl mistaken for a silver coin has no purchasing power
and the rope mistaken for a snake will not bite you either. Nor does the mother-of-pearl
or the rope undergo any change just because it is mistaken for something else. Similarly,
because sukha and duhkha etc., the properties of the ksetra are superimposed upon
?itmd, dtma does not become a samsdri. It remains free from samsara and therefore, is
not different from isvara. Thus, Lord Krsna says here, 'May you know me as the
knower of the ksetra in all ksetras, Arjuna.'

This is addressed to the one who believes that dtmd survives death but is not
identical with Isvara and is therefore, a samsiri.This includes all dualists-the visistaadvaitis, dvaitis like Hare Ersnas, Christians and all others who believe in the
existence of a deity other than themselves and the survival of the soul after death.
Anyone who does not accept livara as the dtmd will end up as a dualist including the
Buddhist, the uiinyauddin. His basis for everything is non-existence, sinyata, which
cannot be established and thus 'everything,' which he claims as mithyd becomes satya.
The ontological status of mithyd requires having a basis upon, which it is dependent. If
the world that we experience is mithyd and the underlying truth is said to be iinya,
which cannot be established, there is no basis on which the mithyd is dependent and thus
there is no mithyd. The world remains exactly as perceived, dualistic, i.e., pluralistic.
To prove that dtmd is a samsarl,one has to prove that even though mortality etc.
are superimposed upon dtmd due to avidyd, other things like sukha-duhkha are
intrinsic properties of the knower. Otherwise dtmd will be free from qualities and
identical with the svaripa of lIvara. As Sankara pointed out, no reason can be
advanced for saying that the sense of mortality is superimposed upon dtmd while sukhaduhkha etc., are not. Further, sukha-duhkha also are not intrinsic to itmd because if
they were, they could not be given up or assumed. And since they are opposites, they
cannot reside in the same locus. It is like saying, 'Remaining, he goes, tisthan
gachhati.' Either he remains or he goes but he cannot simultaneously be doing both.
Similarly, since sukha and duhkha are opposed to each other, when sukha is there
duhkha is not. Since, when one is there the other is not, they come and go. This being
so, they cannot be intrinsic to dtmd because what is intrinsic cannot be given up. Sukha
and duhkha keep changing and therefore, dtmd is free from both.
Samsara also implies punarjanma including going to heaven. This samsara,
characterised by doership and enjoyership is superimposed upon the knower and wherever
there is superimposition there is avidyd, unless it is deliberate. In a crystal you can invoke
the Lord or on a flag you can superimpose the entire constitution deliberately. Therefore, it is
necessary to say that this superimposition is due to ignorance. Because it is a mere
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superimposition, there is no change in ttma, it is the same caitanya, just as the sky,
which we see as coloured does not become coloured at all.
IN ALL KSETRAS ISVARA EXISTS IN THE FORM OF KSETRAJNA
On the basis of this conclusion, Sahkara makes a further statement. This being so,
in all the ksetras it is Bhagavan, sivara that exists in the form of that ksetrajha. The

pratyagdtmd is non-separate from isvara who is the cause of creation, jagat-kdrana
because the implied meaning of ksetrajiia and the implied meaning of Isvara is one
param brahma.
Saikara says, there is not even a whiff, gandhamdtra, of samsdra for Isvara

who happens to be ksetrajiia.This is a very beautiful expression. Suppose you live in a
palatial building, which is in the midst of a slum. Even though your house is spotless, the
odour of the slum will pervade it. But here, even though in your antah-karanathere is
the presence of atmd as the content, the svariipa of every thought, there is not even a
whiff of samsdritva for the ksetrajiia, dtmd. Therefore, it is possible to establish that
the ksetrajia is Isvara.

COMING BACK TO THE EXAMPLE OF SEEING THE STHANU AS THE PURUSA
Extending his answer to the objection that seeing a man in a stump is not a-proper
example for superimposition upon the self, Sahkara says the that the objection is not
valid because, whenever you use an illustration you must know the commonality of the
properties, sadharmya, in what one intends to convey, the vivaksita. If I say, a bison is
like a water-buffalo, so that you can recognise a bison if you come across one, I am
drawing your attention to those features of a water-buffalo that are similar to a bison. I
do not expect you to look for something that is identical to a water buffalo. Then we
would have two names for the same thing, Any illustration, drstdnta,only resembles the
thing it is illustrating, ddrstdnta, in part. We have to find out what the commonality,
sddharmya, is.

When I say the man, purusa is superimposed upon the stump exactly like how the
properties of the ksetra are superimposed upon the ksetrajiha, we have to determine
what is the common feature in both, that causes the error. Any illustration is used only in
a given sense. If there were absolute commonality it would no longer be an illustration
but an establishing of identity. From the illustration we extrapolate a conclusion to what
is being illustrated. A stump of a tree is mistaken for a man due to ignorance and
consequent superimposition. One fails to see what is there and thus sees it as something
else. Here also, there is non-recognition of the svariipa of dtmd being identical with
Isvara. Then all the attributes of the body, mind senses are superimposed upon itmd.
What he intends to convey by the example is that the superimposition is caused by
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ignorance, and in that respect, there is no contradiction between the illustration and what
is illustrated.
If you consider that there is a contradiction with reference to the knower in that
there is no s&dharmya between a superimposition on the knower, atmd and a known
thing like a stump of a tree, he recalls his previous argument. There is no difference
between superimposing properties of the body like old age etc., and superimposing
attributes of the mind like sukha and duhkha on the self because both are instances of
superimposition due to ignorance.
As mentioned earlier, Sahkara shows in his adhyasa-bhasya1 that there is no rule
that a superimposition be confined only to what is in front of you. All that is required is
that it be evident and that there be ignorance. Atma is self-evident. Nothing is required
to know that I exist. And if I do not know my identity with livara, all the requirements
for superimposition are fulfilled. So, this conclusion that superimposition can occur only
upon objects while the subject and object cannot be mistaken for one another has to be
re-examined.
The gdstra says that the samsdra is superimposed upon dtmd due to ignorance.
Now, to whom does this ignorance belong? From our analysis so far, it belongs to atmd;
but once you accept ignorance, avidyd, for dtma, dtmd has the status of being a
samsiri. Ignorance itself is not samsdra but is the cause for samsdra. And thus the
samsdra is the effect. Since the cause, ignorance, cannot be in the effect, samsara,the
only remaining locus for ignorance is dtmd. If dtmd becomes the locus for ignorance,
then its product, samsdritva also exists in dtmd. Not only does ignorance have its basis
in dtmd, the whole creation is based in dtmd including the mind, antah-karana.
Ignorance, Sahkara says, is a condition of the mind in which tamas prevails. Tamas
has a capacity to cover. It accounts for agrahana,the non-perception of an object, and it
creates samraya, a doubt about what the object is, and it makes you perceive it as other
than what it is-viparita-grahana.
Before the stump is perceived, there is no knowledge of it. On perceiving it, a
doubt arises about whether it is a stump or a man, which resolves into an erroneous
conclusion that it is a man. All this is due to ignorance. Similarly, there is a doubt about
whether atmd is Brahman or not. If you say it is not, then there is agrahana.But when
there is discriminative knowledge, there is no ignorance. They are mutually exclusive
like light and darkness. This discriminative knowledge occurs only in the antah-karana
as a vrtti born of a valid means of knowledge, pramdna. It destroys ignorance, avidyd.
Sahkara gives an example using the eyes, which are capable of sight, erroneous sight
and no sight. If the sight is totally impaired by a cataract, the moon will not be visible. If
it is partially impaired, one moon will appear as two. If the cataract is removed there will
be accurate perception of the moon provided there is no other defect in the eye.
SThe introductoryportion of the bhisya to the brahmasitrasby Sankara.
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Similarly, the antah-karanahas a cataract-like ignorance in the form of this tamasapratyaya.

Both the eyes and the mind are instruments of knowing. If there is a covering
factor in the mind, dtmd is not recognised. Being self-evident, one knows, 'I am,' i.e., 'I
exist.' This fact is known without any means of knowledge and this fact cannot be
covered by ignorance. But if atma is not known as Brahman, then the mistake of taking
it as the body-mind-sense-complex is unavoidable. Positively speaking, when there is
discriminative knowledge, there is no ignorance. On the other hand, if there is no
discriminative knowledge, the ignorance will be there as the one that covers this selfevident dtmd, suaprakdaa-atmd.This defect-of being susceptible to the adaranaSakti of avidyd-belongs to the antah-karana,the instrument.
ITCANNOT BE SAID THAT BECAUSE IGNORANCE IS A
PROPERTY OF THE KSETRAJNA, HE IS A SAMSARI
IGNORANCE AND IT'S DEFECTS BELONG TO THE INSTRUMENT, ANTAHKARANA

This being the case, the opponent now argues that ignorance is a property of the
knower, ksetrajiia, and therefore, he is a samsdrl; he cannot be equated to ISuara who
is not a samsdrl. Sarkara refutes this, saying that the defect of having a cataract is
recognised only in the instrument, the eye. Only the means of knowledge for sight has
the defect born of cataract, not the knower. To correct the defect, surgery is done upon
the eye and not on the knower. The defect of not seeing or seeing defectively is in the
eyes, not dtmd the perceiver. Even though the perceiver is involved in the
misperception, it is not directly the property of the perceiver. When the defect is
removed by some treatment to the eye, there is no longer any misperception etc. Thus the
problem is only in the instrument, not the knower. This being so, in all places, nonperception, misperception, and doubt is caused by the instrument.
Further, these defects-of agrahana, non-perception, viparita-grahana,
misperception and samsaya, doubt-do not belong to the knower because they are
objects of knowledge. When, to the question, 'Do you know that dtmd is Brahman?'
you respond, 'I don't know,' the ignorance of this fact is known to you. Sukha and
duhkha, being a doer and an enjoyer, and various doubts about yourself are also known
to you because of which you consider yourself to be a samsari. They are objects of
knowledge, which is like the light of a lamp. Sanikara gives this example rather than
that of a pot, because, light is an instrument that illumines objects just as the sense
organs and the antah-karanado. Just as the light, which illumines a pot is also known,
so is the eye, which illumines a form or the ear, which makes one know a sound. They
are instruments, which are capable of lighting up an object and yet they do not become
attributes of the knower, jiidat because they are known to him. Even though the mind
and sense organs are means of knowledge that make one know various objects, they are
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also lighted up. Therefore, they do not have the status of being an attribute of the
knower.
Anything other than dtma has the status of being an object simply because it is
known. No other reason is required. Something is identified as an object because it is
objectified by me and therefore, other than me, andtmd. That covers everything
including ignorance. They all have the status of being objects of knowledge and
therefore, do not belong to the knower.
All schools of thought have a concept of moksa. A Buddhist has the concept of
nirvaina, which is moksa for him; and even a cdrvaka considers death as a sort of
moksa because according to him there is no dtma that survives death. And therefore,
there is no one to suffer the consequences ofpunya-pdpa etc. Whatever their concept of
moksa may be, none of them say that after gaining moksa the jiva comes back. The
release of the person from a sense of individuality is called moksa. Even if going to
heaven is moksa, there one is free from likes and dislikes, sukha-duhkha and all other
attributes of the antah-karana,the senses and the body. If these are the real properties
of the knower, they have to be negated, somehow, by isvara. This, they claim is possible
because Isvara is almighty.
Even so, if these form the intrinsic nature of the knower, it will not be possible for
even Isvara to negate them. Then, he has to destroy the jiva to destroy these intrinsic
qualities of thejiva. Then, if he destroys thejiva, for whom is moksa?
According to them, when ignorance and all the instruments, that is, the mind and
senses, are resolved, there is no rebirth. None of them accepts the jiva as having
ignorance etc., when there is moksa. If being a samsdri is intrinsic to atmd, like heat is
intrinsic to the fire, then separation from it is not possible. Nothing can be separated
from its intrinsic property. Therefore, if the nature of the knower is, being a samsari;
moksa, release from it, is not possible. If it is something that you superimpose due to
ignorance and is not the intrinsic property of the knower, there is no problem. Any
concept of moksa other than this is not moksa at all. And anyone, who says that the
knower is already free and identical with the Lord and only has a notion that he is not,
and that this is due to ignorance, is saying the same thing as what veddnta-gdstra says.
The only method for solving this problem is removal of the superimposition.
THERE IS NO POSSIBILITY OF ASSOCIATION OR DISSOCIATION FOR ATMA

Then he points out the impossibility of association or dissociation for atma
because it is not subject to change and, being free from form, like space, is all-pervasive.
But space is only relatively all-pervasive because it has no existence without atmd while
atmd is entirely independent of space. Any type of association or dissociation is
impossible for something that has no form. For example, with what can space associate
itself? And being all-pervasive, it can never dissociate itself from anything or be
BG. Vol II - 29
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associated with a particular thing to the exclusion of something else. Similarly, thejildtd
has no attribute and does not assume attributes due to association. Not only does he not
gain mortality, fatness etc., due to association with the body, he does not enjoy happiness
and sorrow, desire and aversion or any other attribute of the mind.
Being all-pervasive and formless, space cannot associate with anything. Unless
there is some rudimentary form, there cannot be any contact and thus, gaining an
attribute by contact is not possible. If even space cannot be polluted, how can dtmd, in
which space resides, be tainted by any type of contact? Atma is the only thing here, the
basis upon, which everything is superimposed and what is superimposed does not come
in contact with, or enjoy the same order of reality as its basis. What kind of association
does the rope have with the snake? Between something real, satya, and its dependent
reality, mithyd, there is no question of any association.
The self remains free from any attribute and is indeed not different from Isvara,
the cause of creation. Thus the fact that ksetiajia is not different from Isvara is
established. The smrti, quoting Krsna as Isvara, says the same thing. 'Because it is
beginningless and free from attributes, andditvdt nirgunatvdt, this limitless self, which
is not subject to decline, even though obtaining in the body, does not act and is not
affected (by action), Arjuna-paramdtmd ayam avyayah sarirastho'pikaunteya na

karoti na lipyate.' The one who obtains in the body as the essential nature, svarilpa,of
the knower, neither does any action, nor is he affected by the result of action. Being
always asafiga, unassociated, he is neither kartd, the agent, nor bhoktd, the enjoyer.
Since Sahkara quotes Isvara directly, not only the smrti but the sruti is also implied.
The statement of the Upanisad says, '(the self is) witness, consciousness, non-dual and
without attributes--sksi cetd kevalo nirgunaSca.'2 This statement, because it belongs
to the fruti, is as good as a statement by Iuvara himself.
The nature of 'I' for Isvara and thejiva is one and the same. Individuality is only
a point of view, which is incidental, not intrinsic to dtmd, which is by nature free and
limitless. This being identical to the nature of Isvara, &tmd is not other than the cause of
creation.
OBJECTION BY AN ATMAVADI
IF K§ETRAJRA IS FREE FROM SAMSARA THEN SASTRA WILL BE USELESS

A question is raised here by an dstika, a person who accepts the Veda as a
pramana, and therefore, believes in punya and papa and the survival of the soul after
death. He is also called an dtmavadl. His contention is that if the ksetrajiia is essentially
GIta-13-31
2 Svetasvatropanisad-
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free from samssra, then the dhstraetc.,' will be useless. Since his condition of being a
samsari is superimposed due to ignorance, 6tma is already free from samsdra. This
being so, there is no scope for a sastra, which is meant to release the individual from
samsdra, the experience of limitation from which one suffers. When you are already
liberated, there is no subject matter for the sastra at all. Since every jiva is already
ksetrajia,Igvara, in the vision of the Sdstra, there is no bondage.
If sastra is accepted as a pramdna, this has to be accepted as the truth. When this
is so, why would there be any pursuit of freedom by the study of the sastra? Or why
would there be any practice of the rituals enjoined by the Sdstra? If you are already
Ivara, what are you going to gain from that? If there is bondage and liberation, then,
sastra has a subject matter, If not, there is no necessity for a guru because there is
nothing to teach, no upadesa. There is no sddhana, because there is nothing to be
gained, sddhya, if you are already livara. This is a serious fault. If dastra has no
purpose, he can ask further, why write this commentary on it?
§ANKARA ANSWERS
THE SAME DEFECT WILL BE APPLICABLE TO YOU TOO

Saahkara answers that this is not a valid objection for him to make because he
himself, and all atmavddls accept the Adstra as a pramdna for release from bondage.
Therefore, this fault is applicable to them also. When one gains moksa there will be no
samsdra and sAstra is no longer useful; it has served its purpose. By all those who
believe that atma survives death and that there is bondage and release, this fault of the
uselessness of sastra is incurred. Even a Buddhist has to say the same thing. If even
after gaining moksa one continues to study sastra, that moksa has no meaning.
Saikara says, 'Only one of us has to address this because we both have the same
problem. And it is true that once liberated, there can be no bondage and the sastra,
which is a means for the release from bondage, becomes useless.
THIS DEFECT IS NOT APPLICABLE TO ALL THE OTHER OPPONENTS,
SAYS THE ATMAVADI
Then the atmavadi does not accept this and says that it is not acceptable to all the
opponents at all. His claim is that sastra is useful because it gives moksa; but it is not
correct to say that there is no samsdra;only the advaiti says that and therefore, only for
him §astra is useless after moksa-this is the stand taken by the atmavadi.
Most of these atmavddas are religions and therefore, they must necessarily
present a concept of moksa, a release for the soul. This release, the absence of samsdra
SHere it is said 'Sdstra, etc.' It is said so, to include the sastra, the upadesa, the teaching,
and the guru-- strddi.
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is the desired end. But, they do not accept that the Sdstra is useless. But once the desired
end is achieved, it has no further use to that person who has gained moksa. Once the
ksetrajiia realises his identity with Isvara, the s'stra has fulfilled its purpose and is of
no further use to him. It is like a boat that helps you cross the river; once you are across,
you have no further use for it. Similarly Fistra,having given you the vrtti necessary for
destroying the ignorance of dtmd being Brahman and thereby the superimposition upon
the self, is no longer required. When sdstra is addressing an ignorant person it has a
purpose.
Even for the dualists, only in the state of bondage is sastra useful, and not in the
state of liberation. For them these two states are real. The individual is seen as a real
entity separate from every other individual, from isvara and from the world. This
bondage is real, and therefore, he is enjoined to do some real karma, whereby he earns
real grace, through which he gets real moksa, which is conceived of as some beatitude
bestowed upon him by Isvara. Accepting for the time being his concept of moksa,
Sahkara says that both of the-the dtmavddl and the dualist, dvait--have to agree that
the sastra has no usefulness when there is no bondage, samsara.
THE DVAITI'S POINT OF VIEW ON THE USEFULNESS OF THE SASTRA
BOTH BONDAGE AND MOKSA ARE REAL THEREFORE, SASTRA ISUSEFUL

The dvaiti, dualist denies that they have the same position on this. His argument is
this: for the advaitithere is no bondage or freedom; both are mithyd; therefore, he can say
that the sdstra is useless after moksa. For this person, both states are very real and can
therefore, be given up or gained. He does not consider that he is being bitten by a rope-snake
but a real snake and therefore, has to be freed from that. Bondage is to be rejected and
moksa is to be gained for which some means, sddhana, is necessary, which is generally
considered to be gaining the grace of Isvara, by meditation etc. And in order to avoid
samsdra you have to avoid varieties of adharma following the injunctions like, 'May
one not hurt, himsam na kurydt,' or 'May one not drink alcohol, surrdm na pibet,' so,

that you will not gather papa. To gain moksa you have to gather punya by worshipping
Isvara, doing acts of charity, etc. Thus, his contention is that only when all of these are
real does the ststra gain meaningfulness.
For the advaiti, however, duality only has a reality that is created by ignorance. It
is important to understand that when Sarikara uses the word advaiti, he is not
presenting it as another school of thought. Advaya, non-duality is yourself, a fact that
can be known through a means of knowledge. It is not something that can be argued
through and then rejected or accepted; it is a fact to be seen. Nor is it something one
would want to refuse. When the sastra says that you are Brahman, limitless ananda,
why would you refuse that? This entire duality consisting of knower, knowledge, known,
is created by ignorance and therefore, not absolutely real. When the state of bondage for
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the self and the whole of duality is mithyd, whom is the sastra going to address and for
what purpose? The ksetrajiia is already uivara so, sastra has no subject matter. It can
not even ask you to do a ritual like agnihotra because there is no kartd, agent to do it
and therefore, no enjoyer of the results. There will be no interest in the results either, like
a bald person has no interest in a shampoo advertisement. For the one for whom bondage
and moksa are real states, Aastra is useful. For the one for whom samrnsra is mithyd,
the fistra is useless because there is no subject matter. This is the argument of the
dualist.
AIIKARA DISMISSES THE DUALIST
BOTH BONDAGE AND FREEDOM CANNOT BE REAL

In reply to this, Sahkara at first dismisses the argument of the dualist that both
bondage and moksa are real and then shows how the sastra is useful for us. There is no
tenability of dtmd being subject to different states like bondage and liberation because if
there were, they would have to obtain in the dtmd either simultaneously or successively.
Because bondage and liberation are opposed to each other, it is not possible for them to
exist simultaneously in the dtmd like how one cannot say 'being stationary, he movestisthan gacchati.' They are opposed to each other and therefore, cannot simultaneously
exist in the same place. Either the self is bound or free, but not both. If he says that the
self has these two states not simultaneously but successively, we must ask whether the
change in state from bondage to liberation is due to a cause or not. If there is no cause,
either external or internal, but something that takes place naturally, there will be no
moksa.
BOTH BONDAGE AND FREEDOM ARE MITHYA AND ONLY ATMA IS REAL

If without any reason, what is now bound gets liberated, it can just as arbitrarily
get bound again. If moksa is dependent upon a cause other than itself, moksa becomes
mithyd. Mithyd, as we have seen is that which has no reality of itself. The dualist cannot
counter that it is acceptable to him that it is not real because his whole argument is
dependent upon both bondage and freedom being real. In accepting this he negates his
original stand and accepts ours. We say, both bondage and moksa are mithya because
dtmd is already free and has always been free. There only seems to be bondage as long
as you have ignorance. Therefore, gaining moksa is always mithyd, because moksa is
not 'gained.' When the ignorance, which is also mithyd is removed, the bondage, which
is also mithyd, is gone and there is moksa. The removal of the apparent bondage is
purely the removal of ignorance by means of knowledge.
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IFBOTH BONDAGE AND MOKSA ARE REAL THEN ATMA BECOMES ANITYA

Further, if bondage and moksa are real, dtmd becomes non-eternal, anitya. Even
if he does not accept that, bondage and freedom are unreal, he cannot accept that dtmd is
anitya, because even his concept of moksa requires that atma be eternal.
And again, in ascertaining what is before and what is later, it has to be assumed
that the state of bondage precedes moksa. If dtmd is subject to the state of bondage
before moksa, moksa has a prior non-existence, which amounts to the existence of a
state of bondage. The bondage must necessarily end and not only that, it must not have a
beginning. Otherwise, there is no moksa. For him the state of bondage is real but if it has
a beginning, it cannot be established as being present prior to moksa. If it is not prior to
moksa, then moksa is followed by bondage and we have the difficulty of there being no
real moksa. Therefore, he has to say that the state of bondage has no beginning. An
objection is made that this line of reasoning is against all pramdnas. Within empirical
reality, anything that has an end also has a beginning, like a pot, so, you cannot say that
bondage has an end and at the same time has no beginning, if it is real. Nor can a moksa
that has a beginning be eternal. Anything that begins comes to an end. We say the same
thing but for us, bondage is mithyd so, these problems do not arise. Considering
bondage as real, having an end but no beginning, is against all pramanas.Nor is there
any support for this in the sdstra.
DUALITY IS NOT ESTABLISHED BY A MEANS OF KNOWLEDGE; IT ISPURELY AN ERRONEOUS
CONCLUSION

Sdstra does not say that dtmd is mithyd but that it is absolutely real and is the
witness, consciousness, that is non-dual and free from all attributes-sadksi cetd kevalo
nirgunasca. Nor is Adstra required to establish an existent thing. According to the
dualist, what is perceived as real is real even though its reality cannot be established by
any means of knowledge. But it is not correct to conclude so. Perceptually, the sun does
rise in the eastern sky and set in the western sky; but if you conclude from this
observation, that the sun travels while the earth is stationary, you are mistaken. What is
perceptually true is not necessarily a revelation of an absolute fact. A stick in a glass of
water appears bent due to an optical illusion. And a colourless crystal appears to be
coloured, taking on the colour of an object nearby. In both these situations, the fault is
not in the sense organs; they mechanically report the perceptual world according to
immutable laws. The difficulty lies in what one concludes on the basis of those reports.
Duality is not, as the dualist claims, established by a means of knowledge like
perception. It is purely an erroneous conclusion.
Because he thinks duality is established by a pramdna, the state of moksa,
according to him, is real but within his own system this is contradicted by pramana;
because in the real world we do not see anything, which has only a beginning but not an
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end. Because it has begun, it is bound by time, and therefore, keeps changing in time.
Moksa that begins at a given time is time-bound and will certainly come to an end.
IFMOKSA BEGINS THEN ATMA CANNOT BE NITYA

On the basis of this, aiikara says further that if atmd has both the state of
bondage and the state of liberation, it becomes one who has states and goes from one
state to another. This being so, it is not possible to establish that atma has the status of
being eternal. If the state, which belongs to atma changes, atmi also changes because if
the state is real, it is part of atmd. For example, if potness is an attribute to the substance
pot and the potness undergoes a change then the pot undergoes a change. If atmd has a
state, which is real and that state undergoes a change, atmd undergoes a change. That
means atmd is subject to time; it is anitya, non-eternal. Those who speak of moksa as
an experience are only talking of a state. Moksa is not a state of experience but the very
nature of the self, which happens to be free from bondage. Knowledge of that is moksa.
Atma does not undergo change to become free and the gain of freedom is only from the
standpoint of bondage, which is mithyd, and which is superimposed upon the self due to
ignorance. When ignorance goes, bondage also goes.
If moksa is understood in any other way, atmd becomes non-eternal, anitya and so,
does moksa.

To avoid the fault of atma being non-eternal, we say that the states of bondage
and moksa are not for atmd; atma is always free from samsdra. For a dualist it is the
opposite. Atmd is always a samsdri because if atma is nitya and is bound, bondage is
also eternal and there is no moksa. If they retreat from their original stand so that they
can claim that there is moksa, they have to say that after gaining moksa, sdstra is no
longer useful. Therefore, Sahkara says that even for him the defect of the uselessness of
the idstra has to be remedied. Both the dualist and the advaiti have this problem. This
is his first stand.
FOR THE DVAITi SASTRA BECOMES USELESS EVEN IN BONDAGE

Then Sahkara goes further and he says that, at least for the advaiti, during
bondage, sdstra is useful but for the dvaiti, even during bondage, it is useless because
there is no moksa for him. He does not accept that atma is Brahman and anything short
of that is not moksa. Bondage is real for him and thus there is no release. Sdstra
addresses the person who is ignorant and that ignorance is very natural. One is born with
self-ignorance as well as ignorance of the world. One is provided with various means to
remove ignorance of the world to some extent; but to remove the ignorance of the self,
we have only the sastra. Its object is addressing the person who is not aware of the
nature of atmd, so, sgstra is useful because the world is full of people who are ignorant
and this ignorance alone is the cause of bondage.
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ATMA HAS ALWAYS BEEN FREE

Sastra says that you are not bound but are and always have been inherently free.
Like the rope is not and has never been a snake nor from its own stand-point does it have
the feeling of being a snake. Similarly, atmd has no sense of being bound. The bondage
is purely from the standpoint of the one who is ignorant of the self and is removed by the
removal of that ignorance through knowledge. So, sastra is very useful for us. For the
one who is not informed, seeing the self in the not-self, which is the cause for actions
and the results of actions, the sdstra is very useful in correcting that error. This physical
body becomes the cause for assuming another body (in heaven) because it is this body,
which does the karmas to earn that heavenly body. Though both are anatmd, he looks
upon them as atmd.
For the wise people who look upon future bodies as well as this body as mithyd
and the dtmd as satya, the entire ASstra, both the part that enjoins action, i.e., the
karma-kdnda and the part that gives knowledge, i.e., the jfina-kanda are useless
because they have served their purpose. For the people, known to us here, who are
avivekis and at the same time accept dtmd as other than the body, there is another life
and also karma-phala.

For those who have the knowledge of atmd as distinct from the physical body etc.,
there is no more any connection to their own karma-phala,which causes results such as
a celestial body, enjoyment in heaven, etc. And again for them, seeing the self as this
physical body as well as other bodies that they may acquire in the future is not possible.
The meaning of the word 'I' is not placed in the physical body or in any other future
body that they would receive as the result of their good karmas. He gives an example.
Even one who is totally deluded does not see water and fire as the same. Then, how will
the one who has the knowledge of the self mistake andtmd for dtmd knowing well that
they are opposed to each other? Even though andtma depends upon dtmd, they are
totally opposed to each other. Atma is free from time; andtmd is time bound, dtmd is
consciousness; andtma is inert; andtma is subject to modifications (being subject to
time), whereas dtmd is not; andtmd has connection to other things; dtmd is completely
free from any association. The bondage is due to these properties of andtmd being
superimposed upon atma.
THE SASTRA THAT ENJOINS ACTION IS MEANT FOR THE IGNORANT,
ONE WHO HAS KARTRTVA AND ATMA HAS NO KARTRTVA

Therefore, the sastra that enjoins the performing and avoidance of actions is
meant for the ignorant. Even a semblance of an injunction for moksa in sentences like
'The self, my dear, is to be seen, listened to, reflected and contemplated upon, dtmd vd
are drastavyah srotavyah,' is not meant as an injunction to action but to turn the mind's
attention from its natural tendency to go towards external objects as a solution to
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problems. Such sentences are meant to help the seeker discover that the problem is
centred on 'I' and therefore, the solution also has to be centred on 'I. Even though, it is
just to turn your attention towards yourself, technically according to the pirvamimdmsaka it still has the status of an injunction, vidhi. Therefore, we say that vidhis,
not even these, are meant for the one who has the vision of the dtma as distinct from the
result, karma-phala, and its cause, the physical body. In his vision, the self is neither a
doer, kartd nor an enjoyer, bhoktd. When there is no kartd, 5there is no one to do the
actions much less someone to enjoy the results; so, the sastra enjoining and prohibiting
actions is useless to him.
He points this out with an example. When one person, Devadatta, is told to do
something, another, Visnumitra, does not engage himself in that action because in his
vision, he is not enjoined to do it. Similarly the one who looks upon himself as fullness
itself, free from agency or any other attribute, is not impelled to do any of the variety of
actions enjoined for any of the aSramas or varnas. All these injunctions depend upon
the superimposition of agency upon the dtmd due to ignorance. Only then can one heed
to all these injunctions about karmas. Otherwise they are, as I told you, like the
shampoo commercial for a person who has no hair on his head. They do not draw his
attention at all even though he hears the command, like Visnumitra, who even though
heard the command did not respond because it was addressed to Devadatta. If there is
not this very clear understanding of the nature of the self being distinct and free from the
not-self, there will be the pursuit of a result, phala,through action.
ATMA PERFORMS ACTION IN ASSOCIATION WITH PRAKRTI, SAYS THE DUALIST

Now, the dualist argues that even though dtmd itself may not perform any action,
by association with prakrti in the form of a given physical body-mind-sense complex, it
can perform action. Even saying, 'I am not the doer,' is an oral action. Because of this
association, the subject matter of the Veda becomes meaningful. Even though one has
the knowledge of itmd being distinct from result and its cause, the physical body, i.e.,
he does not look upon himself as kartd or bhoktd, he does engage in actions that bring a
desirable result and refrains from those that do not. Sentences of the Aistra such as,
'Speak the truth, satyam vada,' and 'Do not hurt, himsam na kurydt,' are meaningful
for a wise man also. Even though he is not a doer, he is associated with the body, mind,
senses, etc., and therefore, mandates, though not directly addressed to dtmd, pertain to
the mind-body-sense complex with which it is associated. To illustrate this, he says that
even though father and son both know that they are distinct from one another, because of
the connection between them, the father performs certain karmas for the sake of the son
and vice versa. Similarly dtma, which is akartd is not addressed directly by the aistra
but because of its association with the body-mind-sense complex, it is enjoined to
perform a certain karma.
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Sahkara answers this argument by saying that, only before the gain of the
knowledge that dtmd is distinct from anatmd and there is an identification of oneself as
the body, mind and senses and therefore, an injunction to act. Gltd says, 'Performing
action he performs no action-kurvan api na karoti.' In all sensory and physical
activities like seeing, hearing, smelling, tasting, talking, even in opening and closing the
eyelids, the knower of the truth of himself does not perform any action. Therefore, dtmd
is not really associated because the association is purely mithyd. Once you know the
truth, even though it still appears to exist, it is sublated. Because there is no real
association, dastra does not address the knower of the truth.
Further he adds that the one who gains the knowledge of dtmd being distinct from
phala and hetu (bhoktrtva and kartrtva), already has knowledge of what is enjoined
and what is prohibited by sdstra. First he becomes an dstika, one who accepts the Veda
as a pramdna, and understands that the jiva has no beginning and that because of some
punya he now finds himself with a human body endowed with the faculty of choice.
Because of this, all the purusdrthas, dharma, artha, kdma and moksa, are open to

him. As Saikara will say later, the natural pursuit is generally towards artha and
kdma, not dharma. Because of some punya, he gains Sraddhd in the Bastra and
through that, this knowledge of what is enjoined and what is prohibited. Even though he
has inclinations, rdga-dvesas, that are contradictory to these mandates, he acts according
to dharma; and because of this, has a certain composure born of freedom from conflicts.
With this disposition, fundamental questionsbegin to arise in him that are triggered by
the very sdstra upon, which he has based his actions.
That sdstra says that there is something more, moksa, that can be realised in this
very life. Sdstra knows what is to be done first and what to say later. First it sets down
prayer, values and meditations and then teaches realities. If there is any obstruction in
understanding that, ways and means are given to prepare the mind. Therefore, Sahkara
says after knowledge there is no real association of the self with the body etc. Thus, in
this manner it is established that the sdstra, consisting of injunctions and prohibitions,
has in its view only the one who has no knowledge of dtmd and anatmd.
Now there is a further objection. These two sentences, 'The one who desires
heaven should perform a ritual, svargakdmah yajeta,' and 'Do not eat meat, na
kalahjam bhaksayet,' are examples of injunction, vidhi, and prohibition, pratisedha,

respectively. Those who have knowledge of dtmd as other than the, body etc., have no
pursuit with reference to any of these because they do not look upon themselves as an
agent, karta, having come to know that dtmd is Brahman, which is akartd,. Now the
person who takes the body or senses or mind alone as dtmd, not accepting that there is
an tmind that survives the death of the body, is not going to follow any of these mandates
either. If there is no further birth, or even unseen results of action, adrsta-phala,in this
birth, the laws of karma are meaningless. A mandate like 'Do not hurt, himsam na
kurydt,' does not interest him; because for him, convenience is the rule. If you argue that
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he should not do it because he will be caught and punished, he can just say that he
accepts the risk. That argument is over. Then if you say that the laws of karma will
penalise him, he can say that he does not believe in them because they are unseen. Only
what is perceptible exists for him. Therefore, such a person does not follow dstra and
nor does thejiihni.When there is no one to follow its mandates, Sistra becomes useless.
Sarikara says it is not true. The one who accepts an atma other than the body
etc., and yet does not know that atmd is not a doer is addressed by sdstra.If he believes
in Sastra as a means of knowledge, he will be impelled to do what it enjoins and he will
refrain from doing what it prohibits. His belief is that the self is an agent, karta, who is
other than the physical body etc., and survives the demise of the body. But he has no
knowledge of the self being identical with Ivara, non-separate from anything yet
independent of everything. Therefore, he has a longing for results like heaven, etc.
Knowing that he is going to survive death is a relief but then, where he will end up
becomes a matter for concern. Therefore, he has a desire to better his situation not 6nly
in this life but in the next as well. To fulfil this desire he engages in action, not for the
sake of the action itself, but to fulfil his longing. Therefore, the sdstra is useful for him
A mumuksu also does karma enjoined by the sdstra, knowing full well its
limitations, for the sake ofantah-karana-Suddhi.And then through the sastra,which is
a pramana,he gains moksa. Therefore, sdstra is useful for him too.
Sankara further answers negating the contention that Adstra is useless. He says
that, just because one person is enlightened through Bdstra-pramana,it does not mean
that the whole society is enlightened. It is true that once a desire is fulfilled, what was
required to fulfil it as a means becomes useless. Once someone is enlightened, sdstra is
no longer useful to him. But only one among millions will get enlightened; so, there is
no problem of sdstra being useless just because it has served its purpose for someone.
Even in Rama's time there was Rdvana and even in Krsna's time there was
Duryodhana.Sahkara says that now too, there are so many deluded people, who have
no discrimination, who do not follow the conduct of the wise anyway. This is because
what impels any one to engage in action is not what a wise person does and does not do
but one's own rdga-dvesas. Even though there may be wise persons in society, we do
not necessarily follow them. In fact, we see people doing things that a wise man would
never do like rituals meant to destroy one's enemies, dbhicdra-karma.
For the ignorant, likes and dislikes alone are the motivation for all actions
including vaidika-karmas etc. As we saw in the fifth chapter, one's very nature is to
pursue these rdga-dvesas-svabhavastupravartate.' The whole system is set up for it.

The Lord has turned the sense organs outwards and therefore, one sees what is external,
and not the inner self, pardfici khani vyatrnat svayambhih tasmat pardri paSyati
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ndntardtman. Naturally people are disposed towards sense pursuits. This is the
expressed form of ignorance from, which arises the sense of limitation and the attempt to
be free from that. How it expresses depends on one's inborn tendencies, upbringing,
culture etc. It has very little to do with the conduct of the wise. A few people who have
value for his wisdom will try to follow him but the majority will not.
After answering all the objections presented so far, Sahkara now picks up the
original thread and reminds us that samsara is created by ignorance. A further objection
is raised. Whether samsara is created by ignorance or something else, the effect is the
same. The fear invoked by a snake falsely superimposed on a rope is the same as that
invoked by a real snake. Thus whether samsara is created by ignorance or by ISvara,
whether it is satya or mithya, it would affect the ksetrajiia,thus argues the objectioner.
To this, Sahkara responds by saying that for the ksetrajiia in its essential form,
there is neither real ignorance nor its product, samsara. The ksetrajia remains as
sat-cit-nannda and is not at any time affected by or associated with ignorance. Neither
is there the product of avidya called samsara for the ksetrajiha. If you say that the self
suffers from samsara due to ignorance, later Saikara will raise the question, 'To whom
does this ignorance belong? To atma or to thejiva?,' and will himself answer it.
We will see Sahkara's response to this later. Here he says that erroneous
knowledge is incapable of affecting what is true. How can the imagined snake affect the
rope? It is purely superimposed on what is real, the rope, which remains completely
untainted by the properties of a snake. What is absolutely real, paramdrtha-vastu,
always remains as it is. This is a very important thing in the sastra. It is precisely
because dtma does not change that, the upadeSa 'tat tuam asi' possible. Otherwise
sastra cannot say that you are Brahman. If there is any change whatsoever in atma
iastra will have to say that you will be Brahman if you do certain things.
The statement, 'You are Brahman,' is entirely different, it is a statement revealing
an already existent reality, which is never affected by your ignorance. Sahkara gives an
example. Just as how mirage water will not moisten a parched desert, ignorance, which
is mithyd, cannot affect what is real. There are two definitions for mithyd. They are:
That which has its basis in something else, adhisthdna-ananyais mithyd. Or that
which cannot be defined as absolutely existent or non-existent, sad-asadbhydm
anirvacanlya, is mithyd. We cannot say that ignorance is real because if it were sat,
one could not remove it, sat cet na bddhyeta; yet we see that in the wake of knowledge
ignorance does disappear. Nor can we say that it does not exist, asat, because until
knowledge removes it, it remains as something opposed to knowledge. Every question
reveals its existence. It is important to understand that ignorance is not absence of
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knowledge. There is absence of knowledge in a pot also but we do not say the pot is
ignorant. Only the one who is capable of knowledge is now ignorant.
Ignorance is some 'thing' that is opposed to knowledge and can be destroyed by it.
Because it cannot be dismissed as non-existent, nor can it be accepted as satya. It is
therefore, something in between-mithyd. When ignorance is mithyd, so is its product,
samsdra. Neither of them has any reality for the ksetrajfia and therefore, do not in any
way affect it just as how the mirage water does not at all affect the desert with its
wetness. The locus of a superimposition is not affected by what is superimposed upon it.
Therefore, the ksetrajna, which is dtmd identified as Ivara is not affected by ignorance
or its product at any time. It always remains the same. Because the ksetrajiia is never
affected by ignorance and its product, Isvara with whom the ksetrajila is identified, is
also not a sams•ri.

If ksetrajiia is Isvara, one may ask, 'Why do people behave as samsdris?' As
Bhagavan has already said, 'The intellect is covered by ignorance, and because of that,
people are deluded-ajianenavrtamjfinam tena muhyanti jantavah." Because of

this Bhagavan says, 'May you know me as the ksetrajila, ksetrajiam capi mdm
viddhi.'

A further question is asked here. If dtma appears as a samsari due to ignorance,
how do we account for the experience of the one who has studied the sdstra and is
informed and yet identifies with only a given physical body, mind etc.? The sdstra
reveals that the whole universe is his body, if at all he has a body; yet he conducts his
life as though he has one given body of a particular nature. Why is this so? arihkara's
response is to ridicule the scholarship of such a person. If, after knowledge, a person
were to think that he is circumscribed by a given body-mind-sense complex, what kind
of scholarship is that? The ignorant person also has the same vision of himself. He may
be a great scholar and have apara-vidyd, knowledge of linguistics etc., but still we
consider him ignorant because here we are talking about para-vidyd. If he is really a
scholar in this sense, and still refers to a given body as his body, it is only figurative,
upacara, because his knowledge has sublated the reality of such a notion. We call it
bddhita-anuvrtti.

Now the objection is raised that if he sees himself as the ksetrajia, who is not
subject to any change, he would have no desire to do anything in order to gain some
enjoyment or better himself in some way. Yet panditas have done a lot of work in the
form of teaching, writing etc., which indicates that they have their own desires for
recognition etc. If so, they are ignorant. If they do not have such desires and are aware of
the truth of dtmd, which is identical with lsvara and not subject to change, how can they
desire a change in atma? Generally one performs various actions in order to bring about
a change in himself that will better his status in some way either by getting rid of
'Ghtd -5-15
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duhkha or by gaining some sukha. This is all based on looking upon dtmd as a karta
who engages in action in order to enjoy the result so that dtmd can be a bhoktd.
Both enjoyment and action imply modification. Action always brings about a
change and thus if I am impelled to do an action, I must necessarily have the notion that
dtma is subject to change. Now I am in one condition, duhkha, and engage in action in
the hope that I will become a sukhl. This will then imply that it requires a change on the
part of dtmd. Whereas, if I were to know that I am not subject to change, how can there
be any possibility of pravrtti, engaging in action or nivrtti, giving up actions? Only
when this doership and enjoyership are taken as the attributes of oneself, can one desire
to do an action. If that very dtmd, to which the doership and enjoyership are ascribed, is
understood to be free from doership and enjoyership, all the actions a person does are
only figurative, upacdra.Karma is mithyd for him.

Knowing that the self is not subject to change, he knows that it is impossible for
the self to be a doer, kartd, or enjoyer, bhoktd. This being so, it is not possible for him
to engage in an action for the purpose of enjoying its result. The ignorant alone engages
in all such activities, whether scripturally enjoined or secular. This is because it is he
who has the status of desiring the various results. The one who has the vision of dtmd as
not subject to change cannot have a desire to do karma in order to bring about a change
for himself. That kind of activity is resolved and because of his lack of pursuit he
appears to have a nivrtti. But this also is only figurative. There is no real withdrawal, but
rather a natural lack of pursuit, which from the standpoint of pursuit is called nivrtti.
Only activities due to his prdrabdha-karmaremain; there are no self-motivated
activities. He does not think that he is refraining from all activities. For that he would
require will and a sense of doership in which case itma would remain a kartl engaging
in nivrtti-karma. Krsna has already said that inactivity is not actionlessness because
there is an agent involved who desists from action. The wise man does not look upon
this withdrawal from pursuit as an action on his part. It is a very natural thing for him
because there is no condition of being the desirer of a result. He does not impose his will
upon the body-mind-sense complex in order to make it stop. It naturally ceases like a
pendulum, which, after swinging to and fro, finally comes to rest.
Those people who have knowledge of the Veda and perform various rituals,
though they are vaidika-panditas,are not considered panditas in para-vidyd because

they do not have the clear vision of atma as being not subject to change.
Then there are the dualists who, even after studying a verse in which Isvara says
clearly, 'ksetrajiiam capi mam viddhi sarva-ksetresu bhdrata-O!Descendant of

Bharata,may you know Me as the knower of the body in all the bodies,' conclude that
the jiva is not only other than the ksetra, but other than Isvara as well because he is
very well known as sukhi or duhkhi, subject to birth and death. But even the dvaiti
cannot accept sukha and duhkha; so, his pursuit is to resolve samsdra and gain moksa.
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For him the doership and enjoyership of the jiva, the world and Isvara are all real. To
get rid of samsdra he resorts to Isvara, knowing that no otherjiva can help him. Ksetra,
according to him, is what is created by the ksetrajha who is Isvara. According to him
the only way of being free of samsara is to go to lrvara by meditation upon him. And
the purpose of scripture is to give knowledge of ksetra and ksetrajia.Because the more
you know about hIvara, the more you can meditate upon him. And sdstra is required to
know Isvara because Ilvara alone can reveal himself. First you gain knowledge,
vijfiina, then you make use of it by doing meditation, dhyana, in which you visualise
IAvara as described in the sastra and through his grace gain the qualities, like beatitude
etc, of Isvara. And finally go to heaven to be with 1tvara. And this is moksa, freedom
from samsdra.
There are several difficulties in accepting this. When the jiva meditates upon
isvara, does he give up his condition of being a jva or not? If he does, is the condition
of being a jiva real or unreal? If it is real, how can he give it up? If it is not real, then,
you are accepting that there is only Isvara and no jiva in reality and duality is negated.
If, on the other hand, the iva is real, whatever he gains will be in keeping with being a
jiva. We have a Tamil proverb that illustrates this. If your finger swells, it can swell at
the most to the size of a lemon. It is not going to become as large as a pumpkin. Then
too, when the cause for the swelling disappears, it is going to deflate again. Similarly, the
jiva's attaining the qualities of Isvara will be conditioned by the limitations of being a
jiva. A small wavelet because of its meditation upon the ocean cannot become more than
a great breaker. Similarly, a jiva, a limited individual, no matter how inflated he
becomes, is going to remain limited.
Those who think otherwise have not understood Lord Krsna's statement,
ksetrajiam cdpi mrnm viddhi. Sahkara calls such people lowly panditas destroying
what Sruti says and imagining what it does not say. In order to make the sastra useful,
the dualist thinks that moksa must be real and for that, samsdra must be real. Not
knowing the consequences of this position, he destroys himself, says Sarkara. If
sarmsdra is real, how is he going to get rid of it? Since he has studied Veda, logic and
language etc., others are going to look upon him as a scholar and come to learn from
him. Being deluded, he will also delude others with the notion that the jiva is different
from both the ksetra and 7ivara and that you have to meditate upon isvara to gain what
they call aigvarya. That is moksa. Even though he has studied sastra,Sahkara says, he
is devoid of the meaning of the dastra that is held by the tradition, sampraddya. From
the beginning of creation down to Vydsa and then to Saikara,there is a sampradaya,
which states that the vision of the sastra is that you are Isvara. Only by following the
sampradiya can you get that vision. Without it, every sentence becomes different from
every other sentence making it impossible to get the total vision.
A dualist selectively focuses on statements that can be interpreted to support his
position and then struggles hard to justify his stand whenever he has to deal with
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statements like, tat tvam asi. No matter how hard they struggle, they can never establish
dvaita because it is not true. And at the end of it he gets nothing. He struggles so hard
only to find out finally that he is a samsari. His original complaint was that he was a
samssri and at the end of all his inquiry he concludes that he really is a samsariand at
the end of it he gets nothing. Then he hopes that through his meditation he will be able to
go to heaven, vaikuntha. Destroying what is said in the sistra and imagining what is
not said, not only are they deluded, they delude others too. The one to be resorted to
solve the problem of samsira is the sampraddyavit who understands that the jiva is
uncreated and is non-different from Idvara who is not other than all that is here.
All this is to establish the usefulness of sastra. But the validity of Slstra, its
having the status of being a pramana, is not established by saying that thejiva etc., are
real. As a pramana, it must be anadhigata,i.e., it should produce knowledge, which
cannot be gathered by sense organs and other pramanas based upon perception, and
abadhita that cannot be negated. If it can be negated it is not jiana.The validity of the
Sstra depends on whether it produces knowledge or not. When you say that there is a
difference between thejiva and Isvara, it is not something that you perceive. You do not
see Isvara as another person because of which you conclude that he is different from
you. So, by what means of knowledge do you establish a division? The duality is purely
imagination. You may say that you feel that you have a sense of individuality but you
cannot say that you are separate from isvara unless you see two individuals and identify
yourself as one of them but not the other. If you say that between jiva and creation,
jagat, there is a difference, we can analyse that and see how much of a difference there
is. But if you say there is a difference between jiva and Idvara, when did you see Isvara
to arrive at this conclusion? Sastra is the only pramana for Isvara and Bastra says that
there is no difference between the jiva and Isvara.
Even the jiva as the one who indwells physical body has no particular form that
you can identify and distinguish as different from Isvara. Based upon form, it is not
possible to establish a difference as we can between a pot and a cloth. What about
establishing the difference in terms of property? A lump of camphor and a lump of salt
are indistinguishable in form but have very different properties. Similarly, though there
may not be any difference in form between jiva and Isvara, perhaps there is some
difference in quality. The sastra says that Idvara is omniscient and omnipotent and our
experience of ourselves as individuals is of having limited knowledge and power. There
seems to be a difference in qualities. But the slstra also says that I1vara is free from all
attributes and of the nature of satyamjiinam anantam brahma.It goes on to say that
dtmd also is satyam jiidnam anantam brahma and is, therefore, not separate than

Ilvara. The difference in knowledge, power etc., between jiva and Isvara does not
establish a difference because that can be established only when there are two different
entities. If the two, in truth, are one and seem different because of the upddhi, that does
not constitute a real difference.
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lsvara cannot be a separate entity and still be omniscient, sarvajiiatua,because a
separate entity requires a body and a mind of his own. If he has a mind, he will have only
one thought at a time and ignorance of everything else and therefore, cannot have
omniscience, sarvajfiatva. Similarly, omnipotence cannot be established if TIvara is an
entity separate from you, because then he does not have your power. Now he argues that
though they are different neither in form nor in quality, they may still be two different
entities, like two identical pots. If YIvara is an entity, however, he cannot be, as sdstra
says, one alone and non-dual, ekam eva advitiyam. It is only through distra that we
know isuara and sastra gives no room for Isuarabeing an entity or for there being any
second thing. In fact, if you begin to analyse it, you cannot prove the existence of
another object at all in this world. The existence of another entity is all from a point of
view.
Let us take the physical body. Is it separate from the physical universe? If not, how
can you show that it is one entity and the physical universe another? So, it looks as
though it is separate from the physical universe. But in the physical universe, what is it
that you are aware of which is separate from the very vyrtti, because of which you are
aware of it? The object is not separate from the vrtti because of which you are aware of
the object. In this way you definitely cannot establish a second entity. If you then try to
establish a difference between the knower,jfiita, and the vrtti, you have to establish that
they are really two different things. But once you are able to appreciate that the nature of
both thejiidt and vrtti is one consciousness, where is the second thing?
Perhaps though they are the same, they have their own qualities like space and air.
of
Both these are elements but air has its own property, touch, sparsa,and space has it's
own property of sound, sabda. Similarly Isvara has all auspicious qualities, kalyaynagunas while the jiva has only some. This raises the same difficulties we saw before. If
Isvara has qualities, he becomes another entity. And §astra offers no support for the
idea that lsvara has qualities but on the other hand says he is nirgunaas is atma. Since
there are no qualities, there is no possibility of there being a difference in terms of
quality.
Then he suggests that though there is no difference in terms of form or quality,
perhaps there is a difference in name as between a ghata and kalasa, both of which
mean pot. Yes, that is acceptable. With reference to one upddhi, limitless consciousness
is called Isvara and with reference to another, he is jiva. It is exactly like the same
person being called father from one standpoint and son from another. Similarly the same
satyamr jiinam anantam brahma conditioned by a given antah-karanais called jiva

and conditioned by mdya-upadhi is called Isvara. The difference, however, does not
mean anything because you reckon only the vastu and not the avastu. Thus there is no
tenability of a difference between jiva and lkvara.
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As a further argument he says that the very fact that you find it necessary to
establish that there is non-difference between jiva and Isvara presupposes your
acceptance of difference. We answer this by saying that our acceptance is only
provisional, however. Because difference has been advanced, there is an occasion to
show that there is non-difference. From the vision of the ignorant, there can be a
difference between the jiva and Isvara and as long as there is this ignorance, there will
be the occasion for 9dstra to remove it.
Next he argues that when we say that Isvara is consciousness conditioned by
maiya or endowed with the upddhi called mayd while thejiva is the same consciousness
conditioned by antah-karana,we are accepting difference. To this, we respond by
saying that pure consciousness does not assume any attribute, no matter what
"conditions' it. When we say the antah-karanais an upddhi, it must be understood that
the upddhi is not another entity. Being mithya it has no existence without satya-dtmd.
Limitless consciousness cannot be limited by antah-karanaor any other upadhi. It is
only seemingly limited like limitless space is seemingly limited by a pot. If dtmd is
pumra, whole, how is it going to be limited by the antah-karanaor anything? It always
remains whole. You place your 'I' in the antah-karanayou then say, 'I am limited,' but
if you put your 'I' in consciousness, where is the limitation? Therefore, the limitation on
the whole is not real because the difference created by a pot or a room does not make
any real difference to space. Similarly if miayd-upddhi is different from antah-karanaupddhi, the difference is in the upddhi alone and not in the vastu. No vastu is made
different by upddhi. That is why it is called upddhi. If a crystal appears red because it is
near a red flower, the flower has not created any real change in the crystal. If it does
cause a change, it is not an upddhi.
Here we should note that when we dismiss the notion that there is a difference
between jiva and Isvara, we are not criticising a person who is prayerful and is
worshipping isvara. There is no problem in that. The difficulty is only in trying to
establish the reality of the difference. When a person is committed to that view and to
convincing the others of it, it has to be discussed because the assimilation of the vision of
non-duality does imply the dismissal of duality, dvaita.
Now Sahkara wants to introduce another topic. To do that, he first sums up what
has been said so far, because, on that basis a further argument is going to be raised. The
objection was raised earlier that if there is identity between Isuara and the ksetrajia,
then lsvara will become a samsdri. On the other hand, if there is this identity and
isvara is not a samsdri, there will be no samsara, which is against perception. These
two 'defects' were already answered by Safikara and here he summarises the situation
in one sentence. All this is possible because of the difference between knowledge and
ignorance. Even though jiva and Igvara are one and neither is a samsarl, if there is
ignorance of this fact, there is samsdritva. Therefore, there is no defect, dosa, and the
whole objection falls apart. It is in order to make the jiva recognise that he is not a
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saqmsari, that Bhagavan says, ksetrajiia cdpi mdm viddhi. The one who knows this
does not look upon himself as a samsdri. So, the difference between knowledge, vidyd,
and ignorance, avidya, is the difference between samsaritua and asamsdritva. By a
limitation, which is imagined due to ignorance, the vastu that is real is not affected. He
again cites the example of the mirage water by which a desert land is not rendered wet.
Similarly, if you imagine that there is samsaritva for atmd due to avidyd, that
sarmsdritva does not affect atma. Atma is ISvara before and after knowledge of that
fact. If you know, there is no samsdritva. But it is not that vhuara becomes ajiva and is
then released from samsara by knowledge. Even at the time of ignorance atma is not
affected nor does samsaritva become its property. But as long as there is ignorance,
dtmd is mistaken to be a samsad.

This repetition is an accepted method of teaching according to the maxim called
simha-aparoksa-nydya.When a lion walks, it takes a few steps forward and then looks
back over its shoulder. Similarly, after making a point, you look back and recapitulate or
say the same thing in a little more detail before you proceed.
Only due to avidyd is there a samsara for the ksetrajhia. In order to make this
knowledge more firm there is a further discussion here according to the
sthdnu-nikhanana-nyaya,maxim of shaking a pole. In order to erect a pole, you place
it in a hole and fill the hole with earth. To make it firm, you shake the pole and add more
earth. Similarly, when you establish a fact, you shake it a little bit by challenging it and
meeting that challenge.
Sahkara repeats all this here because he wants to clear another point by raising
the following objection. If you say samsdritva is all projected by ignorance, avidydkalpita, to whom does it belong? If avidyd belongs to the ksetrajha, how can this
person who has avidyd be identical with Isvara?
In accepting that there is samsara due to avidyd, you are accepting that the
ksetrajha has avidyd. That is a defect because once there is avidyd, there are all the
things that are created by it -

sukhitva and duhkhitva, birth, death, etc. Everything

that is directly experienced by us and that we complain about. Because of ignorance
alone we have these problems and thus if the ksetrajiahas ignorance, it is a defect.
Sahkara asks, 'Is this avidyd known or unknown?' If you know that dtmd is
sat-cit-dnandambrahma,you have no avidyd, if not, you have it; and if that is so, is it
known to you or unknown? If it is known, it is an object of knowledge and as was
previously shown, what is known is other than the ksetrajiia, the one who knows. 'I
have ignorance,' is a fact that is known to you and therefore, belongs to the ksetra. It is
not self-effulgent but inert and therefore, known to you like a pot. Later, when Krsna
describes the ksetra in detail he includes avyakta. This is mdya or avidyd. Anything
that is known to you belongs to the ksetra. There is no defect of it being an attribute of
the knower, ksetrajia or affecting the knower. It is not possible.
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Let us consider the physical body. It is subject to ageing but there is no ageing for
atma, the ksetrajiia because what belongs to the ksetra is the property of the ksetra. It
does not affect the ksetrajifa, the one who is conscious. As the sun is not affected by
what it illumines, the ksetrajiia is not affected by what it illumines, including avidya. It
remains always asaiga, Sahkara elaborates. Any little thing in the host of defects,
which does not exist at all in the ksetrajia,that you create, is the property of the ksetra,
not the ksetrajia, because it is known. Whatever you impose upon the ksetrajiiasukha or duhkha, mortality or fatness-cannot possibly belong to the ksetrajiia
because it is known and therefore, an object.
When you complain about a being a samssrl and having of sukhitva, duhkhitva,
kartrtva, bhoktrtva etc, are all these various defects that you superimpose upon dtma
known to you or not? If they are unknown to you, as in deep sleep, you have no problem.
If they are known to you, you have no problem because those defects belong to the
ksetra, not to you, the knower. Then how is it that we experience ourselves as having
samsara?That problem is due to lack of understanding of atma and anatmd. The entire
group of limitations, which is superimposed upon the ksetrajiia has the status of being
known. That being so, it is purely the property of the ksetra, not the ksetrajiia.
Perhaps it is possible due to association. Water, for example, even though it is
odourless and colourless, takes on the properties of the earth by association. Similarly,
perhaps the ksetrajiia, even though free from the ksetra, can take on its properties
because of association. The ksetrajiia is available in the body, the ksetra, after all.
Could its properties not get transferred to the ksetrajiia?No. You are conscious of not
only avidyd but of everything that is created by it and the one who is conscious, the
ksetrajiia, is not affected by anything that he is conscious of. Although we give the
example of the sun not being affected by what is illumines, there is no example that is
adequate to illustrate this because the ksetrajiia belongs to one order of reality, satya
and what is known, the ksetra, to another, mithyd. How is mithyd going to affect satya
upon, which it depends for its very existence? There is no association possible between
an object that is known to you and the truth of the knower. It is like an association
between you and your shadow. It is not possible because one is real and the other
apparent, mithyd.

Further, they are opposed to each other. What relationship can there be between
two things that are mutually contradictory? Between the meaning of the word 'I,' and the
meaning of the word 'this,' there is no association, because one is conscious and the
other is inert. The light that illumines an object does not combine with and assume the
characteristics of that object. On the other hand, because of the light the object is seen.
Whether you do a piijd or commit a homicide under the light, none of the consequences
fall to the light. Therefore, even by association, there cannot be any problem for the
ksetrajiia. Further, if there is an association, the object of knowledge becomes one with
the knower and the knower becomes known. When that is so, who is to know what? Any
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kind of association or identity is not possible at all because there will be no knower.
Suppose having avidya and its products, duhkhitva, sukhitva etc., are the attributes of
dtmd, then how, as the opponent claimed earlier, are they directly experienced? Atma is
the one who knows everything else. How can it be the knower and at the same time the
known? You cannot say that these things are directly experienced and at the same time
are the properties of dtma, the ksetrajiia.
Simply expressed, what we have to understand, Sahkara says, is jieyam ca
sarvam ksetram, ksetra is everything that is known. When it is ascertained that
ignorance and the status of being duhkhi etc., are the property, dharma of the
ksetrajia, then to say, 'It is directly experienced by me and is not possible. It is a
contradiction, which arises purely due to avidya. When you say you are a the samsari
says, it is due to avidya. The samsdra is centred on atmd and has its basis only in dtma.
Everything, the entire ksetra, has its basis in dtmd, itmd being satya and everything
else being mithyd. They are not parallel realities but only one vastu-satyam jidnam
anantam brahma. Being dependent upon dtmd, the vastu, ignorance is mithyd.
Otherwise It would not go. We are not saying that avidya has no existence. Depending
upon the dtmd, it exists as long as it is there. And being self-ignorance, it cannot go by
any pramdna other than sruti because any other pramdna is handled by the knower. He
has only perception, pratyaksa, and inference, anumdna, both of which can operate
only with reference to objects, andtmd. To know the svariipaof the knower, dtmd, you
are equipped with no means of knowledge and therefore, Aruti alone is the pramdna.
Another question is raised here. If the ksetrajia has the attributes of
sat-cit-dnanda,are they not known as objects? If they are not known by the ksetrajina,
they become non-existent. Sat, cit and dnanda, as we have seen are not the attributes of
dtmd. They are atmd. The word dnanda,which is synonymous with ananta is a source
of great confusion here. Ananda is not bliss but limitlessness. Wherever there is sukha
there is a certain fullness, which is the 6dstra's intended meaning of the word ananda.It
is not the dharma of atmd but its very svaripa. The sruti also points out that dtma is
free from attributes, nirguna. Further, if sat, cit and ananda become the attributes of
dtmd, what is the locus for these attributes? There must be another dtmd for that. Then
what is its suariipa? We have the same problem. The svarupa of &tmd is existence,
consciousness that is limitlessness.
The problem arises because dnanda, in the sense of happiness is experienced by
the knower. This dnanda cannot be the svarupa of the ksetrajia because it involves the
duality of the experiencer and the experienced. Wherever there is dnanda in the sense of
real fullness, there is no second thing. If there is, it is less than fullness. In fullness there
is no question of saying, 'I experience dnanda,' in the way that one can say, 'I see a
pot,' because dnanda never becomes an object. It is always the svaripaof dtmi. Even
in deep sleep or coma there is no knower, known and knowledge, so that, what is
'experienced' there is nothing but dtma, which is satyam jiidnam anantam brahma.
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But it is not recognised as 'I,' because there is no corresponding vrtti in the antahkarana. Otherwise, to get enlightened, you have only to go to sleep. Because the vrtti is
not there, one does not know, but at the same time there is only the svaripa of ltma
without the three-fold knower-known-knowledge difference set up by the antahkarana.

Whenever there is the experience of being pleased or happy, however, it is a
function of the antah-karana,because it assumes the form of a .rtti in which the
seeker-sought division is temporarily resolved. At this time the sukha experienced is a
property of antah-karana.Whereas the ananda that is present there is the suarupa of
dtmd. It is the same with any experience. The vrtti of a pot is the antahkarana-dharmaand the consciousness, caitanya, pervading the vrtti is the svaripa.
The ndma-rupa belong to the antah-karanabut the existence, satya, belongs to the
svarupa.Ananda that is present in any sukha-vrtti is also svaripa. Further, ananda is
always present; it is not experience of bliss. Any such experience is a particular vrtti of
the antah-karanain which ananda, limitlessness, is to be recognised as the suarupa.
Though we define dtmd as sat-cit-dnanda, it is purely an object-free consciousness in
which there is no knower-known knowledge. It has no particular attribute and is
invariable in all forms of experience. Sat, cit and ananda are not attributes of because
attributes are invariably ndma-ripa, which are dependent upon sat-cit-dnanda-dtmd
They are not known because they are riot objects. If anyone says that the ksetrajifa is
affected by the ksetra-dharmathat is purely due to avidya.
The questions, whose avidya is it, where does it exist, is it connected to andtmd
or dtmd, are all raised by the dualist in an attempt to dismiss avidya as the cause of
samsdra. This is because if all samsra is due to avidyd, everything becomes mithyd
and advaita is automatically established. But if avidyd is not accepted as the cause for
all this samsdra, then dvaita can be established and it therefore, becomes important for
him to show that avidyd does not exist and the world is created by Bhagauvn. An entity
called avidya, he will argue, cannot be located in dtmd because dtmd is defined as
asariga,not attached to anything and therefore, cannot be the locus of avidyd. Further,
the svarapaof dtmd isjiihna, consciousness or knowledge as such, which is opposite in
nature to avidya and therefore, cannot be the locus for it. Thus there cannot be any
relationship between dtmd and avidya. We also accept that. But for us this fact is an
ornament, bhuisana;for him it is a defect, diisana. Since avidyd is not connected in any
way to dtmd, and it exists only as long as it is there, it is mithyd. Because there is no
connection, he argues, you cannot say it is dependent upon the dtmd Then further, it
cannot be located in dtmd because it is inert and avidyd can exist only in a conscious
being. A table does not have any sense of being ignorant because to know one's
ignorance, one must be conscious. Since dtmd is pure consciousness it has no
connection to ignorance and since andtmd is inert it cannot be the location for
ignorance, which is possible only in a conscious being. Therefore, it is neither in dtmd
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nor in andtmd. Its existence cannot be denied, however, and therefore, it exists in its
own right as does atmd and we have two parallel realities. This is how he argues to
establish dvaita.
Saikara gives a very drastic answer to this. He says that this avidya belongs to
the one who recognises it. He does not say here that it is located in &tmdor andtma, but
simply says that it belongs to the one for whom the avidyd is seen. It is located only in
him. Then the opponent asks who that person is for whom it is seen? Sanikara responds
that this question is meaningless. Avidya belongs to the person who sees it, meaning, it
is located in that person by whom it is recognised. If ignorance, is seen, the seer of the
ignorance, the one who has avidya, is also recognised. Whether you say, 'I have
ignorance' or 'He has ignorance,' ignorance is seen. If you see someone with a stick in
hand, you need not ask who has the stick. The question is meaningless because both the
stick and possessor of the stick are seen simultaneously. Similarly, if the ignorance is
seen, the one who has it is also recognised. If you see the ignorance, you have it and to
ask to whom does this ignorance belong is improper. Sauikara gives an example. When
you see someone with a herd of cows, the question, 'To whom do these cows belong,'
does not arise, Similarly, once avidyd is recognised by you, you become the one who
has it. The very recognition of the ignorance is recognition of the person who has it.
Now an objection is raised against this example. When I see a man with cows, I
see both the possessor, the man, and the possessed, the cows. Whereas ignorance and the
one who has it are not seen directly by me. Then we ask how does he know that there is
ignorance. If they are directly perceived, he claims, the question will be meaningless.
But they are not. Naturally I want to know to whom does this ignorance belong. How
can you say my question is meaningless? Saikara responds to this with a question of
his own. If I answer your question and the connection between the ignorance and the
ignorant becomes known to you indirectly through my words, what is accomplished by
you? To which the opponent answers that if all samsdra is due to avidya, it should be
removed and therefore, he wants to know. Then Sahkara says, 'Since you do not see
ignorance directly, why do you bother about it? Whoever sees ignorance directly has to
remove it.' Then the objector acknowledges that avidya belongs to him and he wants to
remove it. That being so, SaAkara's original statement stands. You know avidyd and
therefore, you are the one who has it. How do you know you have it? If you see it
directly it certainly belongs to you and it is not legitimate to ask to whom does it belong.
If you ask how to remove the avidya, that is a valid question. Any ignorance whether it
is the avidya that is the cause of samsara or avidya of a particle will go in the wake of
knowledge. Therefore, all you need to ask is, 'What is this dtmd.'
If you say that you know you have ignorance, even though you do not see it
directly, because you infer it through its products like pain, etc., still you recognise both
ignorance and the ignorant. How do you arrive at the connection between avidya and the
atmd that has the ignorance? Atmd becomes ignorant only when there is a connection
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between the avidya and the dtmd. One should be the locus and the other should be
placed on it. In other words, the ignorant has ignorance. To recognise atma as having
ignorance, ignorance cannot be an object. If it is, it is not connected to atma. To know
that it is connected to the atma, atma has to be known by you as having this ignorance.
If you recognise atma as having ignorance by inference, it implies the presence of
another knower. For there to be a knower of the ignorant atma you require another
knower and so on. This will lead to the fault of infinite regression, anavastha-dosa.
Sahkara is driving him to accept that is self-evident. If the knower is self-evident, there
is no problem. You are self-evident and avidya is seen by you and exists as long as you
have it. Because you are the one who is aware of the avidya, it is also mithya and does
not in any manner affect the one who is conscious.
An infinite regression cannot be avoided if the knower is known. But atmS, the
knower is not known, it is the knower of everything. The knower is always the knower,
jiita,and the known is always the known, jieya. One does not become the other. When
this is so, ignorance and all its products like sorrow, etc., do not in any way affect the
atmd, who remains asahga.

Avidyd appears as an object of knowledge for the witness, sdksi-bhdsya, and
exists only as long as it appears. The self-evident nature of atma is established by the
fact that there is an object seen, not by any means of knowledge-neither by inference
nor by perception. When you say, 'I am ignorant,' dtmd is self-evident and ignorance,
though known by you, is superimposed upon dtmd to enable you to make this statement.
Ignorance is not located in the antah-karana,which is anatmd, because it is its
product. Though it is not literally located in dtmd, it is dependent upon it and is,
therefore, mithya. Only when avidyd is taken as satya do we have to find its location
and otherwise account for it. Because it is mithyd, it has its location in dtmd as do all
other forms of anatmd. It is not the property, dharma,of atmd. Due to avidyd, dtmd is

taken as the kartd, bhoktd and samsdrl and therefore, Sstra is resorted to for the
destruction of the avidyd.
We are not seeking knowledge of avidyd but of the vastu of which we are
ignorant. I take myself to be a doer and enjoyer. the Sruti tells me that I am
sat-cit-dnandamadvayam brahma. Thus we have two different visions. But what the

sruti says is highly desirable and therefore, I either want to know if it is true or accept
that it is true and seek to understand it. Either way, inquiry begins.
The Gltd says, 'Understand the Lord as the dtmd, the ksetrajiia, in all the
physical bodies.' This being so, I should try to understand it. If I have the experience of
samssra, it is due to ignorance of this fact-my ignorance. Thus it is not appropriate to
ask to whom does the ignorance belong. It is clear that it belongs to the one who is
asking the question. This is not a dismissive answer but a very appropriate one because
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we are not trying to establish ignorance here. We are trying to remove it. We are
Inquiring into the vastu.
Further, Ignorance is not a substance. It has only some sort of existence as long as
it is there, like everything else that is mithya. It is a substance, we can analyse it and
questions of its location, etc. have some validity. Moreover, ignorance is always 'of
something,' the original ignorance being that of atmd. We call it 'original' because it
sets up the problem of my taking myself to be a knower. You cannot inquire into
ignorance because it is not a substance. You can only inquire into the mtma-vastu.
Ignorance of that vastu is allowed to exist only by lack of inquiry, vicdra. The real
question to be asked is, 'Am I a knower?' When Krsna says that the ksetrajia is the
knower it is only a figurative knower that is meant here. The nature of dtma is pure
knowledge, ji8na; but because everything else is taken as known, jheya, we call it
knower, jhitd, which is to be understood as caitanya-dtmd. Anything regarding the
jiata that is recognised by you such as the seer, thinker etc., becomes known, jieya. The
realjiltd is caitanya and the word knower is purely figurative.
Ignorance is not definable as absolutely existent or non-existent, sad-asadbhydm
anirvacanlya. You can not say ignorance does not exist because a rope does get
mistaken for a snake. Its power not only to conceal but to create is proof of its existence.
Ignorance is not mere absence of knowledge but something, which has projected the
entire creation. Absence of something, including knowledge, cannot produce anything.
Because it is capable of producing, we have to concede that it has some existence. It
does not substantiate itself, however, but has to depend upon something else for that and
therefore, avidyd is not independently existent. Like everything else, we cannot say it is
satya, because it is not independently existent, nor is it non-existent because it creates. it
is purely mithyd and is therefore, located in the sadvastu, dtmd, which is the only thing
that can really be defined because, for one thing, it has no parts. If it had parts you could
always discover new parts and never arrive at one absolute substance. Final knowledge
is not possible except with reference to dtmd being Brahman and that knowledge is
complete because it is knowledge of the whole. It is not subject to improvement or
alteration.
Thus, if the conclusion that one is a samsrri has to go, avidyd has to be removed.
That conclusion is located in the antah-karana,which in turn is located in avidya and
avidyd is located in &tmd.That avidyd has to be removed for which a vrtti is required.
Vedanta produces the vrtti that removes self-ignorance. Atmd is self-evident and avidyd
is known and, like everything else, is located in atmd.
Now another objection is raised. The ksetra is full of defects. The body has the
problems of old age and pain, etc, the sense organs have their limitations, as does the
antah-karana, which in addition suffers sorrow. As itmd goes on looking at the
ksetrajia with all these limitations., is it not like a father seeing a son who is a criminal?
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When he looks at him, his blood pressure goes up. Similarly the ksetrajhia will be
disturbed seeing the ksetra so full of defects. Any ksetra has problems and therefore, he
argues, the ksetrajiia looking at the ksetra cannot be very happy. He is bound to be
affected by the very sight.
Saikara says that this is not true. Though dtmd knows the ksetra, it is only a
figurative knowing, aupacdrika-jiina.Because it cannot undergo any change, there is
no act of knowing for dtmd. it is an action, then dtmd must undergo a change in order to
know. The svaripa,nature, of atm is changeless consciousness and simply by nature it
illumines the ksetra. It does not perform the action of illumining. Saikara says, it is
like fire burning. Fire does not perform the action of burning but because it is hot by
nature, it bums. If it were an action it could sometimes bur, sometimes not. But any
object that comes into contact with fire invariably is burned or at least heated. Wherever
there is fire there will be heat. Saying that, fire bums, is what we call upacura. The
expression is relevant but not literal. Just as how fire bums without performing an action,
atmd illumines the entire ksetra. It does not decide to illumine and then do it; it just
illumines because its nature is consciousness. Any object will be illumined by it. When
we say that dtmd is a knower, it is important to understand that it is the knower's
svaripa. We call it knower because it illumines but since it undergoes no change, it
performs no action and therefore, does not have the problem of knowing. Seeing
something pleasant or unpleasant does not affect it in any way.
Bhagavin has shown elsewhere in the Gita that dtmd has no action, has none of
the factors necessary for performing an action and has no result accruing to it, kriyd,
karaka and phala do not belong to dtmd. Atmd is not the object of any action, nainam
chindanti Sastrdni, weapons do not cut it, nor is it an agent, ndyam hanti, it does not
destroy, nor does it enjoy any result in the form of sukha or duhkha; nadatte kasyacit
pdpam na caiva sukrtam vibhuh-the all-pervasive one does not take onto itself the
result of anyone's wrong-doing or good action. He does not become the recipient,
meaning he is not in any way affected by the result of any action, either punya or papa.
As you cannot pollute or beautify the space because being without form and
all-pervasive it is not, available for such actions, so too, no papa or punya is taken on by
dtmd.

When one of these exists in dtmd, one becomes a karta, etc., only due to avidyd.
But even when you think, due to avidyd, that itmd is a kartd, dtma does not undergo
any change. Bhagavdn has said 'ya enam vetti hantdram yascainam manyate hatam,
ubhau tau na vijanito nayam hanti na hanyate, the one who looks upon this dtmd as

the destroyer or the one who looks upon the dtmd as one which is destroyed-both of
these do not know.' Atmd is neither the agent nor the object of an action. Then again,
'prakrteh kriyamandnigunaih karmlni sarvaaah,all the karmas (are being done) by

the gunas of prakrti.' Actions are performed by the gunas of the upSdhi alone. There
can be an activity born of sattva and backed by rajas, an activity born of rajas and
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backed by sattva, one born of rajas backed by tamas or one born of tamas backed by
rajas. All our actions can be divided into these four categories, all driven by the gunas of
prakrti. The purusa, dtmd, obtaining in the upddhi called prakrti,performs no action.1

The one who knows atmd, does not perform any action. Actions only take place.
He says, 'pasyan srnvan sprSan jighran asnan gacchan svapan svasan pralapan
visrjan grhnan unmisan nimiSan api indriydni indriydrthesu vartante iti dhdrayan
aham na kiiicit karomi iti manyeta tattvavit-Even seeing, hearing, touching,

smelling, eating, going, breathing, talking, letting go, grasping, opening and closing the
eyelids, the sense organs move about among the sense objects, thus contemplating, the
knower of the truth would consider, 'I do not do anything.' 2 The Gitd also says in the 4 th
chapter, 'karmani akarma yah pasyet akarmani ca karma yah sa buddhiman

manusyesu, he who sees inaction in activity and he who sees action in inactivity, he
among men is wise.' 3 That I am a karta and the Bhagavan is the creator of the world is
all figurative, upacdra. I do not undergo any change at all and hence do not perform any
action. Similarly, Bhagavdn says, 'tasya kartdram api mam viddhi akartdram

avyayam-understand me as the kartd of it (this entire creation), also understand that I
am changeless and I am not an agent.'
In various places in the Gita this was shown by Bhagavan and again explained
by Sarkara and all the teachers of the sampradaya. All say the same thing because
knowledge is involved here. There is no 'way' of looking at it. It has to be understood.
One final problem is now raised, which echoes an earlier objection. When there is no
action, or things such as agent that are associated with action, nor any result, for dtma
these being purely superimposed upon atma due to avidyd who is to perform the
karmas enjoined by the sdstra. Only those who are ignorant will be eligible to perform
them and yet we sec that panditas perform karmas. Therefore, he says again, 'dstrais
useless in that it is only tor the ignorant.
To which Sahkara responds by saying that this is correct. Karma enjoined by the
sdstra is meant only for the avidvan, not the vidvun. The same distra that asks one to
do various karmas for varieties of results also says that if you want to get rid of this
punya and papa and the whole circle of karma, you have to get rid of doership,
kartrtva. That is not accomplished by surrender because the one who surrenders is
himself the kartd. In the wake of the knowledge that atma is akartd, kartrtva is
surrendered. For the one who knows this, there is nothing to be done. 'Atmani eva ca
santustah tasya kdryam na vidyate-for the one who discovers well-being in dtma

itself, there is nothing to be done.' That is fulfilment. Everything that is to be done is
done.
'GLt•- 5-13
2Gltd - 5-8, 9
Gita - 4-18
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The first verse, which said that this body is the ksetra and the one who knows this
body is the ksetrajia is a cryptic statement and therefore, has to be explained. Does it
mean that the body alone is ksetra or is the world also ksetra? Does it mean the physical
body or the subtle body, siksma-Sarira?There are two verses now explaining this
further and later there will be some more.
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tatksetramyacca yadrkca yadvikari yatasca yat
sa ca yo yatprabhduascatatsamdsename srrau
m
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ff tat ksetram yat ca -

and what is that ksetra; ZRTW

of what sort (is it); iftgiff yadvikari -

Verse 3
yld.rk ca -

and

what modifications does it have; z": W Z9

yatah ca yat - and from what (has it come); 7 E -9: sa ca yah - and who is he (the
tat
ksetrajiia) ZF T1ITE yatprabhava'ca - and of what glory he is; T? 7mTFT
samasena - that in brief; # Jj me 4rnu - listen from Me

And what is that ksetra, of what nature, of what modifications, from
what has it come and who is the ksetrajiia and what is (his) glory-(for)
that in brief, listen to me.
Now the nature of ksetra is going to be told as to, of what sort it is, yddrk, is that
ksetra, which was said in the first verse to be idam Sariram. Its nature is going to be
explained by describing its constituents. Not only that, what type of modifications is it
subject to, yadvikari, from what does it arise, yataica yat, what cause-effect
relationships there are within the ksetra itself, and what glories, what Saktis are there for
the ksetrajha with the upadhi, sa ca yo yat prabhdvah ca are all going to be told. We

know yah refers to ksetrajia here because the masculine gender is used and ksetra is
neuter. The ksetrajiia is purely satyam jidnam anantam brahma. It has no power to

create but with the mdya-upddhi it becomes everything. Who is that ksetrajiiawith all
these glories born out of various upddhis? All that Bhagavu n is going to tell briefly,
samdsena, here. He says to Arjuna, 'Listen to me.' He says this so that Arjuna will be
attentive and understand because he is going to be very brief.
In order to enthuse the mind of the listener regarding what he has to say about the
nature of the ksetra and ksetrajiia,he now relates a verse of praise.
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rsibhirbahudhagitam chandobhirvividhaihprthak
hetumadbhirviniScitaih
brahmasUtrapadaiscaiva

Verse 4
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WfT: .rsibhih-

by the rsis;

WJT
bahudha -

in many ways; Tfq gitam -

it is

sung; @itil: chandobhih - by the Vedas; 1fN*: vividhaih - differently; ip
prthak - as distinct; (Thzm gitam - it is sung;) sT i: hetumadbhih - by those
that are endowed with reasoning; fA•fA: viniscitaih - by those that are without
doubt; s
it:
-rq rT brahma-siitrapadaihca eva - and is indeed (explained) by the
sentences, which reveal Brahman by implication
In many ways it is sung by the rsis. It is also sung by the sentences of the
Vedas as something that is varied and also as something that is distinct.
And it is indeed explained by the sentences of the Veda, which reveal
Brahman, without doubt, by implication, and with reasoning.
Gitam, it is sung, meaning it is said in mantras or by using pleasant words,
bahudha, in many ways by the rsis. How have they said it? Through the Veda,
chandobhih, Chandas means meter and because the Veda is composed metrically,
chandas becomes a name for the Veda. By the mantras of all four Vedas this is said,
vividhaih, in different ways. The Taittirlyopanisadspeaks of the creation beginning
with the five elements as the ksetra and the ksetrajia, as satyam jihnam anantam
brahma. In other Upanisads the ksetra and the ksetrajiia are presented differently but

all of them speak of the nature of the ksetra and ksetrajha as distinct, p!rthak. One is
dtma the other is andtmd. One is cause, the other effect. One is satya, the other mithyd.
It is revealed by the words of those sentences, which reveal Brahman by
implication, brahma-satrapadaih.Pada is that by which you understand something,
padyate,jiiyate anena. These words indicate the nature of Brahman but then what
they say.is to be assimilated and understood without doubt. For that the Upanisad itself
gives a method of reasoning. It does not merely give a statement but it backs it up with
reasoning and thus the statements are hetumat-they have reasoning. The
Taittiriyopanisaddoes not merely state but proves that Brahman is satyam jhfinam
anantam brahma.To prove that Brahman is satya and the world is mithyd,

Chlndogyopanisaduses the examples of a pot and clay, ornament and gold, nail cutter
and iron showing how the form is mithyd and the substance is satya. Wherever example
is given, reasoning is involved. This is seen when the sZstra puts forth the arguments for
establishing the means of knowledge. The sdstra says, 'yathd iha karmajito lokah
ksiyate tathi amutrapunya-jito lokah kslyate-just as here (in this world) any result

of action is found finite, so too the results of action punya, in another world, are
destroyed." Whatever you do, the result will perish and thus action does not solve the
problem.

Chdndogyopanisad- 8-1-6
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How one gains this knowledge is illustrated in Chdndogyopanisadby a story of a
man from the city of Gandhdra who is abducted by dacoits, blindfolded, bound and left
in the forest. Luckily someone happens come that way and see him and out of
compassion for him removes his bonds and tells him how to get back to Gandhdra.
Being a thinking person, a medhvi, he is able to follow the sparse directions meeting
difficulties as they rise and reach Gandhdra, his home, which symbolically represent
moksa. With this example, the Upanisad illustrates how one is released from bondage.
Thus in the Vedas, along with reasoning, not only the essence of the teaching but various
methods and things that are necessary for moksa are pointed out.
By statements without any doubt, vinigcitaih, the Veda talks about the nature of
ksetra and ksetrajiia. They are vdkyas, which are capable of imparting definite
knowledge that aham brahmaasmi. The fact that the ksetrajiia is 1vara can be clearly

understood. The glory, prabhdva,of the ksetrajia,he is going to tell later and so, what
Arjuna is asked to listen to here is complete.
Having drawn his attention, Bhagaudn now says:
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mahdbhitdnyahaikarobuddhiravyaktameva ca
indriydnidagaikam ca paica cendriyagocaridh

Verse 5

RWIfMN mah/bhuitani - the (five) subtle elements; 3ST'T: aharkarah hiranyagarbha;ýf: buddhih - mahat-tattva,samasti-buddhi; 3TWqtI avyaktam
- unmanifest cause(mayl); lT4 - eva ca - and indeed; ýimfl1 T" indriydini daha

- the ten organs;
indriya-gocardh-

'T"WW ekam ca -

and one (mind); qT -

paica ca
Rýftq-4u:

and the five sense objects
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icchd dveuah sukham duhkham sargh/takcetanddhrtih
etatksetram samdsena savikdramuddhrtam

Verse 6

desire; t": dvesah - aversion; qFT- sukham - pleasure; J:'"
duhkham - pain; ¶T-l¶: sarghdtah- the physical body; FTRT cetand - cognition;
T etat ksetram - (all) this is ksetra; wmrI
ft-: dhrtih - fortitude; 7--f
samasena - briefly; 4iý|R
savikiram - along with its modifications; 3lTwi

Tri| icchd -

uddhrtam -

is stated
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The (five) subtle elements, the hiranyagarbha,the mahat-tattva or the
samasti-buddhi, the unmanifest cause (rmyd) and indeed the ten

organs' and one (mind) and the five sense objects, desire, aversion,
pleasure, pain, the physical body, cognition, fortitude-(all) this is
ksetra, which is stated briefly along with its modifications.
THE DEFINITION OF KSETRA
THE EIGHTFOLD PRAKRTI

These two verses together define the ksetra. Earlier in the seventh chapter
Bhagavan had said that his prakrti was eight fold. Now he enumerates them first when

he defines ksetra. The five subtle elements, mahabhMtani, the ahahikra,the buddhi
and avyakta, together form the eightfold prakrti-astadhdbhinnd prakrti.
THE SUKSMA-MAHABHOTAS

MahabhiWtni-herewe understand that he refers to the subtle elements, saksmamahdbhWtas, those that have not undergone the process of paiickarana,because later
he mentions the gross elements, sthila-mahabhutas,as the objects of the sense organs,
panca indriya-gocaras.The adjective mahat is used because the creation is nothing but
these elements and in this way they are all-pervasive. Further, being the subtle elements,
they are the cause for the gross elements; so, the adjective mahat is used to indicate their
status as cause, kdrana for everything that is going to come.
AHANKARA, HIRANYAGARBHA

Aharkara here does not refer to the individual ego, the sense of doership but to

the samasti-ahahkara,hiranyagarbha.And because the creation is going to come
now, ISvara, hiranyagarbha,Brahmaji, himself is called ahahkara here. And this

aharikarais said to be the cause for the five mahdbhiitas is of the nature the I-sense,
aham-pratyaya-laksanaat the cosmic level.
THE SAMASTI-BUDDHI, MAHAT-TATTVA

The cause of this ahahkarais the buddhi, the mahat-tattua.Here again the word
buddhi does not refer to the individual buddhi but to the samasti-buddhialso called
the mahat-tattva. The srsti is always said to occur in the following manner in the sruti.
' Fivejidnendriyas and the five karmendriyasput together make ten.
The five jiinendriasare, Srotra - the ears, the caksu - the eyes, tavak - the sense of touch,
rasana- the sense of taste, and ghrana - the sense of smell.
The five karmendrias are, vuk - the organ of speech, pani - the hands, pdda - the feet,
payu - the organ of excretion, upastha - the organ of reproduction.
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It is said first there was the sarikalpa on the part of fivara-so'kdmayatabahusyam

prajdyeya, he desired, 'Let me become many.' Then he brought to his attention all the
knowledge that is required for this creation-sa tapo'tapyata. Then after bringing the
knowledge to his attention created all this-sa tapastaptvu idam sarvam asrjata.' This
same sahkalpa of Ivara is said as tadaiksata in the Chdndogyopanisad.

Before the creation everything was unmanifest, avydkrta. For the creation to
manifest it self there should be a starting point. And that starting point is this sarkalpa,
which is due to this samasti-buddhi.The question that arises here is, 'Why should it all
start?' It could have remained so; i.e., as avydkrta, unmanifest. Then this manifest world
as we see it would have not been there! And all the problems of this world and the
individual jiva would have not been there! There is answer to this question. That is how
things are. We cannot ask IAvara as to why he woke up from his sleep, nirvikalpaavasthd, in which the creation was unmanifest. Why talk about Isvara? We can never
say why we wake up from our sleep on any given day. We have no freedom to decide
whether we should wakeup or not! We wake up from sleep driven by the karma-phalas
that are to be enjoyed by us on that day. Similarly the samasti-karma-phalaof all the
jivas that are waiting for fulfilmen' make Isvara wake up from his sleep and make this
sarikalpa.How does this thought arise. It may be because, Isvara being sarvajiia,may
decide that the time has come for the creation to manifest or the thought may just arise.
The thought that arises is, 'atha bahu sydm-now let me become many.' Once
this thought arises there is need for knowledge for the creation to manifest. And
knowledge requires an upIdhi. And that uptdhi of lsvara, which has the knowledge is
the samasti-buddhi, the mahat-tattva. Only with this upadhi does param brahma

become Isvara, hiranyagarbha,who is ready for creation, who is called ahahkdra
here.
The entire jiina of how the previous creation was is present in this samastibuddhi. This knowledge is called tapas by the sruti when it says, sa tapo tapyata. The

word tapas here does not mean physical austerities. It is jhina-mayam tapah. It is just
seeing the knowledge that is required, just bringing it to attention, so that, this creation is
exactly the same as what was before. Then the sruti continues and says, sa
tapstaptvd... and goes on to give the srsti-krama. This dose not mean that TIvara kept
doing one thing afer another like how we do. It is just to point out the order of creation,
the cosmic order. Thus the upddhi that is required to bring in the knowledge that is
necessary for the creation, the samasti-buddhi, the mahat-tattva is called the buddhi

here.

STaittiriyopanisad- 2-6-1
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AVYAKTA, THE KARANA OF MAHAT-TATTVA

The cause of even this mahat is avyakta-mahatahapi karanam. Avyakta is
said to be the cause of everything, sarvasya k/ranam. It is said to be so, only because,
before creation, everything is in an unmanifest form, avyakta form. The creation is
nothing but avyakta becoming vyakta, therefore avyakta is said to be the cause of
everything. This avyakta, or avydkrta is hivara's upadhi, lIAarasya sakti. It is also

called mdyd. Sarikara quotes here from the seventh chapter where Bhagavan says,
'mama mdya duratyaya-my mdyd is difficult to cross.' The quotation here is to show
that this avyakta or mdyd is Iv4ara's sakti. Only because of this sakti does param
brahma become Isvara. And only then thejagat-srstiis possible. Only then can we ask
for isvara-anugraha within the srsti. Sat-cit-dnandam brahma is Isvara. The

individual is also not different from that Brahman. But when one does not know that
thinks of oneself as the created then ISvara comes in to the picture. The status of being
Isvara of param brahma is due to mdyd, avyakta, and that is why this cosmic order is
given here with reference to the srsti.
THE SRSTI-KRAMA

The order indicated here is as follows. Before creation, there is only
sat-cit-dnandam brahma. Everything else is avyakrta and the iced, or the sarkalpa for

creation is born. Then, out of the avyakta comes the samasti-buddhi or the mahattattva and then comes Isvara and from Isvara are born the five siksma-mahAbh/tas.
Out of these mahdbhutas come the entire siksma and sthiila-prapaicas,i.e., this

entire manifest creation. From avyakta, which is the cause of everything at one level up
to the mahdbhitas is called the prak.rti, which was mentioned as the astadhd bhinnd
apardprakrti by Bhagavin in chapter seven.' This is described here in the first line of
verse 5. The second line and the next verse talk about the vikrti, or vikdra, or the further
modifications, which form the entire creation, is mentioned. And the lord says that this
prakrti along with the vikrti, savikdra is called the ksetra in short-etat ksetram
samasena saviktram uddhrtam.

Starting from the avyakta up to the manifest creation is the ksetra. The ksetraj/na
is the cause for even the avyakta and is the paraprakrti2 that Bhagavan mentioned in
the seventh chapter and that is going to be told very beautifully later in this chapter by
Bhagavin.

The avyakta undergoes a modification, parinaima to become the mahdbhutas,
which in turn become the cause for the suksma-prapan5ca and the sthuila-prapahca.

Once the antah-karanais there, we then have the five sense organs, the five organs of
SGlti -7-4
2Gl5 -7-5,
BaG vol 111-31
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action and one mind, indriydni dada ekam ca. The words ekam ca refer to the mind.
Without the mind these indriyas cannot function and therefore, it also works as an
instrument. It is another means for knowing, which undergoes the change in keeping
with the sense perception reported by the sense organ. And here when we say the mind,
the individual buddhi is also included. Then we have the objects of the five senses,
paica indriya-gocaras, which constitute the physical elements, sthalabhitas. With
this, everything is included. The sun, the moon, everything perceived as well as anything
inferred or believed to exist in the universe is indriya-gocara.
Then he enumerates some of the modifications of the antah-karana,so that we
understand that they are also ksetra, not the self as we commonly mistake them to be.
The ksetrajia is free from all these attributes.
THE ANTAHKARANA-VRTTIS ARE ALSO PART OF KSETRA ALONE

Desire, iccha, is a vrtti belonging to the antah-karana.Combining this with 'I'
one thinks, 'I am a desirer,' and therefore, Bhagavan wants to point out that it is only
the ksetra. Dislike, dvesa, also belongs to the ksetra, though one's behaviour is as
though it belongs to the ksetrajiia. The experience is not that the ksetra has a desire, but
'I have the desire,' not that the ksetra has a duesa but 'I am disgusted.' The word cetand
here means a given piece of knowledge such as the cognition, 'This is a pot.' Dhrti is
fortitude or courage. Along with this we should understand fear, bhaya, shyness, hri,
and all other emotions. Saighdta is the assemblage of all the organs of action and the
anatomical aspects of the sense organs together, the physical body.
In these verses the subtle body, suksma-garira,physical body, sthala-garira,and
the avyakta, the cause or karana Sariraas well as the world, indriya-gocara,have all
been included in the ksetra. Even though it is stated very briefly, nothing has been
omitted. All that remains is the one who knows the entire ksetra, and who is the basis,
the reality of every aspect of the ksetra. This ksetra, with its modification, savikara, is
stated briefly, udahrtam.
In these two verses, Lord Krsna describes the ksetra in general and after giving
the qualifications for knowledge, which are also called jiFna,' he talks about the
ksetrajia in response Arjuna's question.
THE VALUES AND ATTITUDES THAT ARE NECESSARY, ALSO CALLED JNANA
Rearranging the elements in Arjuna's question, Krsna now addresses the part of
the third question, 'What isjiihna?' The obvious meaning ofjii&na is knowledge. But
the word jiaina is also used to mean, the means of knowledge. Here not only the
' jfiyate anena iti jianam, i.e., means of knowledge-they are the indirect means for
knowledge.
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pramana but the entire antah-karana,the place where knowledge has to be gained is
called jina. With the presence of certain characteristics in the mind, a person becomes
qualified for the knowledge that the ksetrajia is ISvara, the cause of creation, jagatkdranam brahma. Because these characteristics, consisting of certain values and
attitudes, help you gain this knowledge, they are also called jiana.
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amdnituamadambhitvamahimsdksdntirdrjavam
dcdryopdsanam
raucamsthairyamatmauinigrahah

Verse 7

FTnF*A
amanitvam - absence of conceit; qfýq
adambhitvam - absence of
hypocrisy; 3ZfT ahimsd - harmlessness; 4fW: ksdntih - accommodation; a3wr
arjavam - straightforwardness;
14Ni1I4- dcdryoplsanam - reverence for the
teacher; At
Saucam - cleanliness; •T
dtma-vinigrahah - self-discipline

sthairyam -

steadfastness; ast-fWi#w

Absence of conceit, absence of hypocrisy, harmlessness, accommodation,
straightforwardness, reverence for the teacher, cleanliness, steadfastness,
self-discipline...
AMANITVA

Amdnitvam is the absence of mdnitva. The nature of a manl is mdnitva. A madn
is one who has mdna--mnah asya asti iti manl. Mdna means self-praise, dtmanah

dlaghanam. The mani is one who makes his virtues known to others and demands to be
respected for them. That he has qualifications is fine but why should others acknowledge
them? Only someone who has a value for a given set of qualifications will acknowledge
them-if he has no other problem. A pickpocket is not going to value your knowledge of
Gita. Your skills and accomplishments are going to be valued only by those who have a
value for them. There is no reason why others should acknowledge them.
Many of our problems are due to others not acknowledging our virtues. Wanting
recognition is very common and there is some legitimacy to it. If you have some
qualification, it is good for it to be recognised. The problem comes in demanding that
recognition. Since others also want recognition, if I insist on always being the recipient
of recognition, I am not in a position to recognise others properly and there is constant
tension in my relationships. Any respect must be naturally forthcoming. If I demand it, I
have an emotional problem.
Why should I demand that anybody acknowledge my accomplishments? It is
because, in my own opinion, I do not think I have really accomplished anything. Though
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objectively I know what I have accomplished, underneath, there is a feeling of not
having succeeded, which is carried over from childhood. This feeling persists because of
unhealed wounds caused by parental criticism, criticism by a teacher or any number of
things, which impaired the development of a healthy self-image. With a low self-image,
it is very difficult for me to acknowledge my own worth and often, a relentless striving
for accomplishments ensues to prove my worth. If others whom I consider very
important do not acknowledge my worth, I cannot handle it. This is to be intimately
appreciated. That I have mdnitvam is not a matter for condemnation and further
damaging of self-image. It is something to be understood. Why should I demand respect
from others? It is not necessary at all. Intimately seeing this will help to diminish the
demand for respect.
If I command respect, whether others give it or not is not a problem because I
respect myself. If I analyse as to what is lacking in me, I find, essentially dtma is
sat-cit-dnanda and nothing is superior to that. Everything else is andtma including all
these accomplishments. In apara-vidyd somebody can know more, somebody can know
less, but there is always a limit. You will be skilled in one thing; another person skilled
in another. One can write, another can sing. Who is superior, who is inferior? These are
all potentials that are given to me and much depends on what I have and whether I use
the opportunity to develop them. But whatever the gifts, may be, they belong to the
ksetra and are by nature limited. No matter how much I develop a particular capacity,
there is always a limit that I cannot exceed. Even if I become the world heavy-weight
champion, I cannot lift a mountain. Similarly, because the buddhi has the capacity to
know, I can always learn something more but never everything. Even a person who has
committed his life to the pursuit of knowledge will die with many books unread. It is
always incomplete. This ksetra, the physical body, endowed with mind and senses has
some powers but they are limited.
If I understand that, there is no comparison on the basis of which I will make a
judgement about myself. This body-mind-sense complex is something I am endowed
with. It has a limited potential to know, jiidna-Aakti; to desire, icchd-Aakti; and to do,
kriyd-Sakti, some of which I have tapped and therefore, have accomplished a few things.
Who is better or worse in all this? Different people tap different potentials; that is all.
You can develop the physical body or even the mind to a certain degree but all that really
counts in life is how mature you are. That is what makes you a person to be reckoned
with. A great scientist who is fretting and fuming because nobody acknowledges him or
because he did not get the Nobel Prize is just a child. Children love to show off their
accomplishments when others are watching. This is not to say that there is anything
wrong with developing your potential. You have certain gifts and they are meant to be
expressed as glories of vuara; but that expression alone does not make you a mature
person. That comes from doing something because you love doing it. If you do it in the
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hope that others will acknowledge you and through their eyes you are going to be
somebody, that is childish.
I must be somebody in my own eyes and that will be so, only when I am mature.
That is exactly what makes me a person, not whether I have money, etc., or not. It is how
I look at myself that counts. I respect my body; I respect my mind; I respect my sensesif this is my self image then I have no need to show off my accomplishments. This
ksetra is a beautiful instrument that is given to me and that is enough reason for me to
respect it completely. This is not simply 'self-respect' in the psychological sense but a
gratitude for something beautiful that has been given to me. There is a prayerfulness
about it. The body is a work of art. The skeletal structure is an engineering masterpiece,
the liver is a chemical plant, the skin an air conditioner, and the mind is just
extraordinary. We praise a computer for its capacities but it is the human mind that has
created that computer. The entire physical, sensory, mental complex is a beautiful
creation, which I have every reason to enjoy as it is and therefore, respect myself. Once I
respect myself, I do not demand respect. I accept it totally with a prayerful appreciation.
Prayerful to whom? Isvara, the Lord. We know that all that is glorious in this creation is
nothing but 1.vara's glory. Knowing this, there is a prayerful appreciation.
If I get into the details, I find this body has a beauty of great complexity. From a
simple undifferentiated form, this complex intelligent body arises. Everything is encoded
in the original material, which differentiates into a multiplicity of forms. The liver cells
are different from the brain cells and each of them is organised into separate organs. If
some brain cells had gone to the liver or liver cells to the brain, there would have been
serious problems. Then the brain requires a special protective covering and for that we
have a skull. When I see all this, it is meaningful poetry for me. With this simple
appreciation of lsvara's glory, I begin developing respect for myself and find that there
is no necessity to condemn myself.
This body is but an upddhi and if you accept it as such, there is nothing wrong
with it; if you do not accept it, nothing is enough because it is limited. But even the
limitations are a part of its beauty; because it is within limits that can be handled.
Suppose you want an ornament of precious stones. How big can those stones be and still
be something beautiful that you can wear? You cannot wear a stone weighing half a kilo
around your neck. What is beautiful is always something that you can gracefully handle.
This physical body, small and limited as it is, is a beautiful piece. Beauty is never
determined by magnitude. A mountain is a beautiful piece of creation but so is a small
diamond. The whole cosmos is infused with beauty once you see the meaningfulness and
intelligence in it. Thus the entire physical body, however limited, is a beautiful piece. If
that is accepted, I am acceptable to myself, sat-cit-dnanda-dtma is acceptable by its
own nature and the body also is acceptable because it is beautiful. If this is recognised,
there is spontaneous amrnitva born ofjidna. The ksetra has certain powers, which I
develop but I do not require to prove anything to anybody. Each one has his or her own
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ksetra through, which he or she is able to express himself or herself but the form of the
expression is different-and perfect-for everyone. What is really important is
acceptance of that, for that is maturity, the thing that makes a person beautiful. With that
acceptance one will never demand respect.
I want to repeat here that this is not to be made an ideal on the basis of which you
can condemn yourself. This is not for judgement but for understanding. Just see what it
takes to have amdnitva and it will become part of you without judging, without words,
without labelling. It is very easy to see the difference between people who idealise and
judge and those who do not. A person may be highly dhdrmika but is very conscious
that he is so, and has all his ideals itemised. There are Indian ashrams where you will see
slogans written on the walls such as: 'Silence is better than speaking,' 'Control of the
mind is better than control of a kingdom,' 'Service before the self,' followed by 'The one
who serves more gains more.' The second slogan contradicting the first! We are not
interested in converting words into ideals here but simply understanding them without
labelling. I just try to understand what it takes to have amdnitva.
ADAMBHITVA

Then there is adambhitvam. Again, we first need to understand dambha and then
see what it means for it not to be there. Sankara says that dambha is declaring one's
own glories that one does not have. Unlike manitva, it is demanding to be respected
without any qualification for it. This is done in small ways and big ways, making known
to others one's own imagined glories in order to gain approval and recognition. If one
needs to feel rich one will have rings on every finger even though everything belongs to
the bank. All this is because, one is not rich but needs to feel that one is. With actions,
with dress, with language presenting myself as something more than what I am is
dambhitva. Absence of dambhitva means having no pretensions. Any pretension also
expresses a non-acceptance of myself and if I do not accept myself, even others
accepting me because of what I pretend to be, is not going to reach me. This problem
also resolves only in the acceptance of myself.
AHIMSA

Ahimsd is not hurting the living beings. This begins with your own body and
extends to all living beings, even plants and trees. Ahimsd is the principal vow of a
sannyasi. Eating meat, for example, is impossible for someone who has taken this vow.
It is a difficult value to observe because it requires a great deal of understanding. There
are situations where you have to destroy, like war, for example, the situation here in the
Gitd. Krsna himself tells Arjuna to do his dharma,which implies a lot of destruction.
Ahimsd is a very dynamic concept and has to be interpreted from time to time and
situation to situation; but the basic spirit is to be very clearly understood. Do not
deliberately, for your own sake, hurt another being. That is ahimsa.
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How does ahimsa help you gain the knowledge that you are Brahman?Brahman
means the whole and to understand this, the mind must be as big as Brahman, at least
relatively. One's mind must be sensitive enough to understand others' pains. No human
heart is incapable of empathy but we generally shut it out. Just observe someone who
wins a tennis tournament. At the moment of victory he will throw his tennis racket in the
air and cry out in jubilation. In this state of ecstasy he approaches the net to shake hands
with his opponent. Just observe his expression as his eyes meet the face of the loser. The
smile goes. The ecstasy goes. He looks as though he is very sorry that he has won. Why?
Because the other person is sad and there is not a human heart, which is incapable of
understanding another's pain. He knows what it is like to lose, so, it is impossible for him
not to pick up that pain however momentarily. When we experience another's pain,
however, often it is put aside through rationalising and slowly a justification for himsa
develops. We become unmindful of the pain of another person purely because of a
certain kind of thinking overlaying the original sympathy, which is an expression of
ananda. Fullness related to another person becomes sympathy and that is manageable
only when you have mastered your own emotions. Otherwise, that pain becomes your
pain. Ahimsa is an appreciation of others' pain that gives you a profound respect for life
and allows you to let other living beings live as they were meant to. It is not even that
you allow them to live because that is not something over, which you have any say. Nor
is it a policy but something born of one's own understanding that every living being has
an inherent right to live. You live and enjoy others living. Then you find that ahimsa is
very simple. It makes you a person with a very high degree of sensitivity in whom the
original emotions of sympathy, etc., are not clogged by some wrong thinking contingent
upon your own priorities.
KSANTI

Ksantih, Sarikarasays, is remaining unchanged when one is wronged by another.
Whether verbally or by an action, which is against dharma, when one is harmed in any
manner, there is an impulse to retaliate. This reaction is called vikriya. It first occurs as a
mental modification and then is expressed in the form of either an oral or a physical
action. The absence of such a. reaction is ksanti. How can anybody remain without a
reaction when he has been wronged in his perception? Psychology will say a reaction is
legitimate. It is true in one way; but here we are going one step further. When we are
trying to gain atma-jhina such reactions are not appropriate at all. We do not say that
you should suppress anger but look into how you can get past the reaction. This is
possible only when you have an intimate understanding of the other person. What has
prompted him to act in this way? Each person acts or reacts in a given way because he
cannot act differently. If he could, he certainly would have. Generally we avoid people
whose behaviour we find difficult to handle. But that does not solve the problem of my
reaction. I have to look into myself and see why I am not able to allow the other person
to be what he or she is. Reaction happens only because of intolerance or, looking at it in
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another way, internalisation. When I feel hurt because of someone's action I internalise
that behaviour as though I had some responsibility for it. The reality is that as an adult I
am responsible only for my own emotions and actions. If they are wrong I can always
correct them. But I cannot afford to take responsibility for the emotions and actions of
others. The only thing I can do is accept each person with whom I am required to relate
exactly as he or she is. Every person comes from a given background. With the same
background, I would do the same thing. That consideration of another's background as
the basis of his or her responses is maturity.
There are laws governing the behaviour of the human mind. That is why it is
possible to have a discipline of knowledge called psychology. Certain backgrounds
result in certain types of behaviour. Who is responsible for that? If I can appreciate that,
I will have compassion, understanding, and a capacity to listen. Any action on my part in
response to what has happened will be born of an understanding of the person. This
requires great patience because it is not easy to understand another person. Sometimes it
takes years. People married for twenty years separate because there is a failure in
understanding. To understand another person we must be open to him and most of us are
not able to be so because of our own fears and anxieties. As a result, the communication
is not totally honest and consequently, neither is the relationship. Each one remains
closed in some areas and the behaviour is based on an anxiety to maintain the
relationship. Instead of making you mature, an intimate relationship causes further
problems unless you are able to be open and understand the other person. That openness
is what is called accommodation, ksanti. If you give that a very important place in your
value structure, you will find that you are open and easily able to understand people.
Then your action will be appropriate. If, for want of data, it proves to be wrong,
you can always correct it, but in a reaction there is no correction because there is no
learning, It just happens even against your understanding. In action, however, we can
learn. We cannot count on being informed enough to make every action successful but
we can always learn. With great intention I may deliberately act out of sympathy but the
other person need not take it as an act of sympathy. He can always misinterpret and think
that I am patronising. At this level, further communication is not easy. Even the most
communicative people find it difficult to communicate in this situation. But you have to
try. I can perfect the action or change the course of it as long as I am ready to understand
another person. And understanding another person is possible only when I have
accommodation, ksanti.
The example I always give for ksanti is the baby kicking his father. The father not
only does not complain, he is so proud that he shares with his wife, the joy of being
kicked. But if the child were to kick him fifteen years later, he would have an entirely
different response. There was no reaction to the baby kicking him because there was an
appreciation of the background from, which a baby kicks. The background is innocence.
Even when the older boy kicks there is a background. He may be under the influence of
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alcohol or drugs; there may be a hundred different reasons but if I do not have
accommodation, I can never understand that background; I only react. This value is not
an ordinary one. I would say it should occupy the most important place in the value
structure. If a person has ks.nti, he is a saint. All other values-amdnitva,
adambhitva, ahimsd, etc., will follow because that person tries to understand and not
make judgements about others or himself. If you are not critical of yourself, you can
understand others without being critical and if you can be kind to yourself, you can be
kind to others. To be kind to yourself you just have to enjoy yourself as a person. There
is nothing wrong with you as you are. Then, when Vedanta says that in spite of the
limitations of your body, mind, senses, you are prna, totally acceptable, it is
meaningful because psychologically you do not oppose that fact. If that vision is
understood thoroughly there is no problem. Any correction required in the behaviour
pattern is possible without self-condemnation.
Saint becomes a very big word because we give a saint an exalted stature so that
we can continue to be what we are. Everyone has to become a saint in as much as a
saintly person is a mature person. I have to take responsibility for my actions and
emotions and acknowledge that there is no outside force that influences me any more
than what I allow it to. I am the devil and I am the angel impelling my actions. I am
responsible for all my emotions and actions and others are responsible for theirs. If I
think their behaviour can be better, it is because I have not understood their background.
Seeing that is the only way to become mature.
If you go to a doctor with a headache, he does not treat you as a good person or a
bad person. He treats a problem. Even if you are an alcoholic he cannot sit in judgement
of your diseased liver. Or, if a person in the delirium of a high fever insults the doctor, he
cannot take offence and refuse to treat the patient. In exactly the same way a saint
responds to a person who has some behavioural problems. He does not judge because he
understands very clearly that nobody is bad or good. Everybody is a mixture of countless
different things-neither good nor bad. There are certain behaviour patterns based on
given backgrounds, which are highly predictable. With a certain kind of father, mother,
society, schooling, there will be a certain behaviour. But one great thing about a human
being is that this programming can be undone. As an adult I can create an antidote to
habitual behaviour patterns rooted in my childhood. That antidote is my value structure.
Understanding it intimately, I give priority to a value like ksdnti, accommodation. I
consider this the most important value in the moder world where there is so much
tension and competition and therefore, rancour. The only answer is to have a nrimary
value like ksanti. That is the way to become mature.
ARJAVA

Arjava comes from the word rju, which means straight. When there is an
alignment of thought, word and deed, this is Wrjava. The action is in keeping with the
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word and the word with the thought. The alignment is only in this direction. I need not
say or act upon every thought I have but my actions must be consistent with my words
and with my thoughts. This alignment is a value because with it there is freedom from
conflict. Whenever we say one thing and do another or think one thing and say another,
there is a conflict within ourselves, which we call vakratva, crookedness. Arjava is its
opposite. One aspect of it, satya, speaking truth is considered to be such a great value
that it is even mentioned in the Upanisads. I expect others to be truthful to me and I
reciprocate. This is arjava.
ACARYOPASANA

Acaryopdsana is a very important value for a student. The word dcarya means
one who himself understands, svayam dcarati, and makes others understand or follow,
anydn acarayati. Suppose the teacher says that anger is an enemy to you and yet he
himself gets angry, then what he says would not carry weight with the student. He must
understand what the sruti says and follow through behaviour so that not only by his
words but by example he makes others understand and follow. During his period of
study the student resides with the teacher and as an expression of gratitude for the
knowledge he is receiving, serves his teacher. This gurukula-vdsa, living in the family
of the guru, implies necessarily sharing whatever work that is there to be done. Let us
see why this is a value.
Between the sruti-pramana and the student isthe teacher
He carries the samprad6ya

The sruti is the pramdna and between the sruti and the student who wants to
understand the Sruti, is the teacher. He conveys the meaning of the sruti sentences
according to a well-established methodology, sampraddya, and without him, the Bruti
cannot be properly understood. In fact, it is said that jidna without the guru is never
adequate for moksa, because it is not the Bruti that conveys but the sampraddya.
Without it, the Bruti sentences will seem contradictory. The words have to come from a
person who sees what he talks. Then alone do they convey the meaning with such clarity
that both the person and the words disappear; the meaning alone remains. While reading
a book, however, you are operating the intellect as an agent, kartd, yet it is this very
kartd that has to be sublated by knowledge.
Your will is not involved here

In the operation of gruti-pramdna,you are not the kartd or even the listener. It
operates like the eyes. If they are open and there is adequate light and an object, without
any will or sense of individuality, you will see the object. There is only the pramana
and the object. Will does not enter into it. All the senses operate similarly and even in
inference, once the invariable concomitance is there, the conclusion takes place
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immediately. If you go outside and find water everywhere, you understand at once that it
has rained. This is how a means of knowledge operates. Sruti is also a pramana but it
does not really convey unless it is handled by someone who knows the sampraddya.
An implicit sraddha keeps the ahanikara incheck

An implicit trust in that teacher is required because when you are listening with
Araddha, your ahahkara is under check. If the teacher knows what he is talking about

there is no possibility of him having ahahkara so, there is no interference in the
operation of the pramdna. Ahahkdra remains only until you start inquiring. The
moment you turn your attention towards it, it disappears, like the uninvited guest at a
marriage feast. He will last only as long as no one inquires into his identity. The body
does not feel, 'I am the dtma,' nor do the sense organs or the mind, all of which are
means of knowledge. Atma is pure caitanya; so, what is this ahahkara?The moment
you start the inquiry, the first casualty is the inquirer. While listening, if the ahaikara
does not interfere, the pramanaoperates to negate its reality. The capacity to listen like
this is established by sraddha in the Sastra and the teacher. That keeps the ahahkara
suspended for the time being, which is essential because it has no role to play here.
Ahahkara has a function only when a karma is to be done but if it interferes here where
it has no role, it vitiates the operation of the pramana. The atmosphere wherein the
ahahkdra can be kept suspended is provided by Araddha. If the ahahkarais operating,
we only understand what we already know, not what the pramana has to offer.
Sraddha must be cultivated here because this is a pramana coming from outside,
unlike a pramana that is with you, in which you have an intrinsic sraddha. When you
see a form, you do not question the validity of your eyes as a means of knowledge to see.
Even if the form you see is distorted, you understand that some correction is required but
still you know that the eyes are the means for seeing. Just because you see a distorted
image with your eyes does not mean you will then try to see it with your ears. You have
complete sraddhain your eyes as the means for seeing.
Your sraddha in vedanta as a pramana is similar to your confidence in the fact that your
eyes can see

Since Vedanta is a pramdna, in order for it to work, you require exactly as much
sraddha as you have in your eyes. In fact it goes one step further. Your eyes, even
without being defective, can misinterpret situations. They see a blue sky, which is not
there at all. Or they can fail to see things, like microbes, due to their own inherent
limitations. But Vedanta, because it reveals the vastu, which is not subject to negation,
is a pramanathat deserves absolute sraddha.Because it is talking about the limitless, it
cannot be improved upon and since it is not reducible to something else, it is not a point
of view. While perception is the root pramana because all other pramtnas depend upon
it, sabda is considered to be the last pramana.All others, I operate; whereas this one
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comes from outside. If at all there is any 'I' that has listened to the Sgstra, it is one that
is imbued with sraddhd. The importance of sraddhd cannot be overestimated. Here in
the Gita Krsna makes a very bold statement about it--'raddhdvdn labhatejidnam,'

the one who has sraddhd gains knowledge. And in the Upanisadsit is said, acdryavan
puruso veda, the person who has a teacher knows. One who has a teacher and who has
sraddhd in the teacher and in the Sruti cannot fail to know the truth of Sruti.
When the vastu and pramana are both there with nothing to interfere, as the
knowledge emanates from the teacher it is just absorbed by the student who is all
attention without anxiety or indifference. With a love to know and a deep respect for the
source of knowledge he has everything necessary for knowing. This is &cdrya-upasana.
Literally it means sitting with the teacher. Upasana is also meditation wherein the object
is kept in view and one remains always connected to it by sraddha. Respect and love
together is sraddha.If there is intellectual respect for the teacher's scholarship but you
do not look up to him as a person or there is love alone and no value for his learning,
there is no sraddh&.When there is sraddhd, however, absorption takes place naturally
because the ahaikdra does not interfere. And to keep the ahankdra suspended, we
require Araddhd. And suspending the ahahkarais essential because the whole teaching
is meant to falsify the ahaikdrathrough the discovery of its own true nature, svaripa.
This is a 'catch - 22' situation. Unless the ahaikarais suspended, at least for the time
being, there is no knowledge and unless there is knowledge, there is no elimination of
the ahaikdra.The problem is circumvented completely by introducing sraddhd. That
keeps the ahahkdra under check, so that, it does not interfere with the operation of the
pramdna and knowledge just takes place. Afterwards, you find that the ahahkdra is not
there in reality, that it is mithyd.
SAUCA, INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL

Sauca means cleanliness or purity internally and externally. External cleanliness
begins with the external environment, your dwelling place, physical body and clothes.
Every day they gather dirt and therefore, have to be cleaned. Anything that is used
becomes dirty whether it is a car, your body, clothes or a vessel. Since the mind is also
being used constantly it is also subject to asauca. But while it is a simple matter to keep
the body etc. clean with varieties of cleaning agents, how are we to achieve inner
cleanliness?
First let us see what is inner asauca. Generally, this is anything that is not liked by
you or by others anger, greed, selfishness, hatefulness, and so on. The mind that is
exposed to various experiences naturally gathers some of these things. How do you clean
it?
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Gain of inner lauca isthrough prayer

One way is through prayer. Any prayer that is meaningful to you and is done with
the express intent of being freed from all the things that cause pain to yourself and
others, like jealousy, dishonesty, miserliness etc., is purifying. One that is commonly
done in India is to repeat after bathing while taking three sips of water, acyutdya
namah, anantdya namah, govinddya namah. Salutations to Acyuta, the Lord who

never wanes, who does not undergo any change. Unto that Lord who is eternal, my
salutations. Salutations to Ananta, the one who has no end, who is limitless and appears
in the form of the entire creation. How do we know he is Acyuta and Ananta? By the
words of the Sastra and therefore, salutations to the Lord who is known through words,
Govinda. Another prayer is, om bhah om bhuvah om suvah om mahah om janah om
tapah om satyam om tat savitur varenyam bhargo devasya dhimahi dhiyo yo nah

pracodaydt. As you repeat this mentally you breathe in through one nostril and out
through the other, generally ten times. This is called pr.ndydma. It brings about a
certain quietude and cleanliness of the mind.
Pratipaksa-bhavana

Another method to remove jealousy, hatred and various other painful emotions is
to bring in their opposite, pratipaksabhdvana. Suppose you feel hatred towards a
person and want to be free from that; then you deliberately cultivate a liking for him. The
problem is, when you hate someone, how can you like him? Try to see what it is about
the person that you hate. His nose? His eyes? You will find that there are a lot of things
about him, which you do not hate. Even in terms of behaviour, you will find that only a
certain behaviour invokes your hatred. Then, if you go one step further, why should you
hate a behaviour? You may say that it is wrong and that you do not know how to handle
it, but that does not mean you have to hate it, much less the person that has it. A person
is not a particular behaviour. If you say something hurtful while dreaming or in a
delirium, it is not fair to draw a set of conclusions about you based on that. Generally
you can question whether an action was appropriate or not; but not always. This analysis
of our behaviour can be useful but more often it is a nuisance because it leads to
self-criticism. In different degrees everyone has critical thoughts about himself or
herself. How do you manage them? First bring in the opposite. Find out the features in
yourself, which are definitely appreciable. Be kind to yourself. This self-criticism is a
habit developed in childhood and like any habit, especially a habit of thinking, it is a
die-hard. We have to learn how to be kind to ourselves because we have been taught to
be hurtful to ourselves. It does-not help. How kind you can be to yourself can be very
nicely appreciated if you see your responses when you hurt your hand. First you will cry
out from the pain but then you are so tender and caring to your own fingers. This is
exactly how your mind has to be to your own patterns of thinking. Being critical is
inimical to your psychological well-being; so, you remove that by its opposite. Because a
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habit dies hard, I must understand that it is a habit and not condemn myself on the basis
of it. I initiate a process of introducing the opposite in order to remove the habit. It is not
easy, but it has to be done. This is inner cleanliness.
EXTERNAL SAUCA

External Sauca is something over, which we have a better control and is important
as the beginning point of cleanliness. Once the environment is in order, it brings about a
certain order in the mind. As a prerequisite to inner cleanliness, it is essential because
you cannot sit in a place where things are lying in disarray and meditate or pray. Do you
feel like going to the garage and meditating? Nobody comes there, it is a quiet place,
why not? You know it is not conducive to meditation because it is dirty and filled with
junk. There is no inspiration there. Although you close your eyes, something tells you,
you are sitting in the garage. Your nose tells you. The dust tells you. That is why
external cleanliness is so important. In the sixth chapter we saw that for meditation the
body is to be placed in a place, which is clean. This is necessary whether you want to
write, read or sit and meditate. The place should be such that as you enter, you feel like
doing something reflective. When things are all in a mess, you feel like getting out.
So, I keep the physical environment clean, including my body, to provide
conducive conditions to bring about inner sauca, cleanliness of the antah-karana,the
instrument I require for sravana.
STHAIRYA

Sthairyam is commented upon in two different ways. Sahkara says it is
steadiness in one's commitment to the pursuit of moksa. By analysis of varieties of
purusdrthas, a person who has sthairya, has arrived at a well-ascertained conclusion
that moksa is the only thing that is important for him. He has discerned the human
problem and has determined that this is what he needs. It is a definite conclusion, which
is not shaken by anything. Such a person is likely to become a Swami because sannydsa
is nothing but this determination. You declare to yourself and the world that moksa
alone is what you want. The mind behind that, has, what is called sthairya,
steadfastness. He may do a hundred different things but behind it all, his pursuit is not in
any way compromised. Everything is for moksa. That is called sthairya.
Another meaning for sthairya would be commitment to one's own duties.
However difficult it is, I do the thing that is proper. This is one aspect of karma-yoga,
our conformity to dharma, the other aspect being our attitude towards karma-phala.In
karma-yoga we use karma not to fulfil but to neutralise rdga-dvesa. This is another
meaning for sthairya.Once I establish moksa as the thing to be accomplished, I will do
everything else necessary for that and sthairya in terms of karma naturally comes into
the picture. Sthairya is the ascertainment that moksa is the thing I want and the
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steadiness in that is what makes my life into yoga. Once my commitment is clear,
anything I do towards it becomes yoga.
ATMAVINIGRAHA

Atmavinigrahais control over the body-mind-sense complex so that, it is helpful
to you. Suppose you want the body to get up in the morning for study and it refuses.
Then you need to train the body-mind-sense complex to behave in a way that is useful to
you, so that, you do what is to be done for moksa. Kdliddsa at one place says, 'idam
Sariram ddyam dharma-sddhanam-this body is first, a means for dharma.'

Everything else is dependent upon this. By nature there is a certain slothfulness due to
tamas, which is a part of the body. The overcoming of this is dtmavinigraha.Tamas
expressing as procrastination, laziness, etc., is very natural. To overcome it we can get
out and run, do some &sanasand be intelligent about our diet. Whatever is necessary, we
do. If the body is inimical, we bring it to a condition in which, it is helpful. By nature we
want to do a lot of things. But there is only a certain amount of time available and
something very important to accomplish. If I spread myself thin, not only will I not do
any of my undertakings well, I will miss what I set out to accomplish. So, I do one thing
and do it well. Instead of dissipating my energies in different pursuits, I focus them in
what Sauikara calls the way of the wise, sanmargaand eliminate everything else. The
organs of action are all well-disciplined so that my energies are not wasted in
unnecessary activities and I can focus my attention where I want it. Again and again we
have to do this, because the pursuit of moksa is against the natural pursuit of the body,
mind and senses.
Atmavinigraha is setting this body-mind-sense complex on the track left by the
wise, sanmarga, following their example. Or we can say sanmarga is the way of
inquiry into sadvastu. If your mind and energy are engaged in the pursuit of knowledge,
this is sanmdrga. Naturally, it implies withdrawal from other pursuits but this is not a
withdrawal based purely on will. If it is, what you want to do is one thing and what you
profess to is quite another. You may be convinced that sanmarga is proper for you but
the desires also have to coincide with the conviction. If that conformity is lacking, the
resulting inner conflict vitiates this pursuit, which requires so much inner leisure. One
has to educate oneself with reference to priorities.
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indriydrthesuvairigyamanahaikaraeva ca
janmamrtyujaravytdhiduhkhadosdnudarsanam

Sfkirl¶ indriydrthesu dispassion; 3FTW

Verse 8

with reference to the sense objects; MTFW vairdgyam : TE W anaharAkraheva ca - and indeed absence of pride; •Tr-
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janma-mrtyu-jard-vyddhi-duhkha-dos.nudarzanam

- seeing clearly the defects of pain in birth, death, old age and disease
... dispassion with reference to the sense objects and indeed absence of
pride and seeing clearly the defects of pain n birth, death, old age and
disease...
VAIRAGYA TOWARDS THE SENSE OBJECTS

Through analysis of what is important in life, we gain an understanding that leads
to maturity in behaviour and a natural dispassion towards sense pursuits. Following
sanmarga is possible only when there is this dispassion, vairdgya, the condition in
which longing has gone away. One may have a desire but there is no longing based on
the belief that something is going to make one happy or more secure. The person from
whom that longing is gone is a viraga and his state of mind is called vairdgya. If you
have understood properly that no object is going to solve the problem, you may still have
a desire for an object but not a longing.
Some people are committed to money as though it is going to solve their problems.
Others have money but are ready to spend it in order to have power, thinking that it will
solve everything. All this is Aobhanddhydsa, a superimposition of a value upon a thing,
which it unfortunately does not have. Money is useful but if you think it is going to solve
the problem of inadequacy, unhappiness, restlessness, etc., you are going to be
disappointed. It is not the money that disappoints but an expectation projected upon it
that it cannot fulfil. We respect money because it is Laksmi but it has its limitations, if
one pursues it as though it is going to solve a problem, it is due to a value, which is
purely subjective.
In this world, there is nothing that can disappoint you except your own projections.
Suppose, looking at the sky, you conclude that it is going to snow and plan a ski-trip.
When it does not snow, it is not the weather that has disappointed you but your own
projections. The weather did not oblige your projection. If our projections happen to be
well-based, there is less likelihood of a disappointment. If they are ill-founded, there will
be repeated disappointments. Longing is generally due to projecting a value, which it
does not have, upon something. As you remove the projections there is increasing
vairdgya. It is important to understand that vairagya is not aversion to an object. That
only shows that one does not have a value for it. Vairdgya means understanding things
as they are for which inquiry is necessary. Nor is vairdgya the state of mind that often
arises when someone dies. Glimpsing the transitoriness of life, the distaste for
meaningless pursuits that follows is most often not real vairdgya. That will usually
dissipate as time goes on and regular affairs resume. Vairagya is an objectivity that
arises from a proper inquiry into and evaluation of priorities. Neither is vairdgya born of
disenchantment. Someone who has failed in his pursuits in life and having lost
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everything decides to be a sadhu does not have vairdgya. One may start like that, but
real vairdgya is that which is accomplished by removal of all false projections,
Sobhanddhydsa. Vairdgya, translated as dispassion, means a degree of objectivity. It
can only be complete when there isjii&na.
A certain objectivity is reached as one realises more and more clearly that moksa
occupies the first place in one's life. At a given time in our life, our top priority may have
been education, then perhaps money or success. Moksa was somewhere down the list.
With satsahga, analysis of experiences etc., it gradually occupies a higher and higher
position. As the desire for freedom intensifies, raga-dvesas get neutralised and as they
do, moksa becomes increasingly predominant until finally it is the top priority. The
desire for freedom gains a depth and dimension that becomes all-consuming so that
everything subserves that. Then you have uairigya.
When moksa is predominant, life becomes a process of growing. You make a
conscious effort to ensure that you are growing and this growth manifests in the form of
dispassion with reference to objects of the senses. You are able to make an intelligent
evaluation of the worth of sense objects both here and elsewhere. You understand that
they do not solve the fundamental problem. The most they can do is to keep you in good
humour for which you must always pay the price. The real problem of self
non-acceptance remains unsolved.
Sahkara glosses indriydrthdhas enjoyments both seen and unseen. Whether it is
something you see yourself or something you hear about, it has no appeal as a solution to
your basic problem. Vairdgya is not an aversion to sense objects either, but it is an
intelligent evaluation.
ANAHANKARA

The ahahikrais the sense of 'I,' 'me,' and 'mine.' The absence of these notions
is only possible in the wake of knowledge. Since anaharkdrais presented as a value
here, it cannot be the total absence of ahahkara, which is the aftermath of jiina.
Anahaikdra in the limited sense used here is absence of pride. What makes a person
proud? One may have physical beauty or accomplishment, or a good mind or some
possessions. Presenting oneself in the reflection of their glory is pride, A young man
wearing an unbuttoned shirt to show off his broad chest adorned with a gold chain is
proud. The chest he inherited from his father and the chain was given to him by his
mother; his only accomplishment is not buttoning the shirt. Because of some artistic or
intellectual endowments, which are purely in-born gifts, you may have some pride. Or it
may be because of some knowledge or skills you have acquired. If you find you have
nothing to boast of, you can talk about the greatness of your ancestors. All this arrogance
is born of ignorance of the fact that everything I have is given to me. The body, mind
and senses are given to me to develop the potentials that are given to me. Potentially I
BG Vol 111-32
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am capable of knowing and the faculty of thinking and a world full of things to know are
given to me. What I have accomplished is really nothing. When I understand this, there
is what we call absence of pride, anahahkara.
Lack of thinking alone makes a person proud. With even a little understanding you
are left with a sense of wonder, not pride. You will wonder, who has given you all this.
A very simple believer will say that it is God. That appreciation can be more informed
until finally he understands what God is. An agnostic will simply wonder who or what
has given all this and if he wants to know who that person is, that wonder converts him
into an inquirer, jijidsu. If he knows from his cultural background that the Sastra says
that Brahman is the cause of the world, he becomes a brahma-jijihsu.The direction of
the inquiry depends on how informed one is. Where is ahaikdra in this? There is only
inquiry involving a learning person, a doing person, an enjoying person and nothing else.
Pride has no place and thus there is anahahkdrain a limited sense.
SEEING THE LIMITATIONS OF LIFE IN GENERAL

The next value is seeing clearly that in birth, death, old age and disease, janmamrtyu-jard-vyddhi there is the problem of duhkha. AnudarSana means seeing again

and again very clearly. It is not simply a process of thinking but very intimately seeing
the limitations of all these. Thereby the desire for moksa becomes more predominant.
This is not cultivating a morbid view of the natural processes of life but seeing the
limitations of the human condition and making the most of the fact that one is alive and
functioning now. I appreciate that as a matter for celebration and thereby have a positive
outlook towards the moment.
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asaktiranabhisuangahputraddragrhadisu
nityam ca samacittatuamistdnistopapattisu

Verse 9

: asaktih - absence of ownership, anfii -: anabhisvahgah- absence of
3Tft;
putradara-grhddisu- regarding son, wife, house;
lw,^l
excessive affection; 9
samacittatuam - evenness of mind;
nityam ca - and always; mFkrim
is.tinistopapattisu - regarding the gain of the desirable and the
f•i•tlqfi

fiTM

undesirable
... absence of ownership, absence of excessive affection regarding son,
wife and house and always evenness of mind regarding the gain of the
desirable and the undesirable...
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ASAKTI

Sakti is attachment, in general, and it can also be longing or a sense of ownership.
Asakti means absence of ownership. This is a very interesting and important value.
Ownership is different from possession, something that no one can avoid. For one who
appreciates himself to be independent of the body, or even one who believes that he
survives the body etc., the body, mind and senses are possessions. For a sannydsi, the
few things he has, like a rudrdksamala, his books and a kamandalu, form his
possessions. So, while one cannot avoid possessions in one's life, one can totally avoid a
sense of ownership.
In fact, all we really have are possessions. If you have a piece of property and the
state decides to confiscate it, do you have ownership or possession? There is no such
thing as ownership, only temporary possession. Ownership is purely a sense based on
your relationship to an object. You can look upon yourself as its owner or you can see it
as something placed in your possession for the time being.
"Theproblem with ownership is that it is only one side of the coin. If I am the
owner of an apartment in a Co-op Society, in a particular area in a city, the other side of
that is I am not the owner of all the other apartments in that apartment building, all the
buildings in that area, all the areas in that city, all the cities in that country, all the
countries in that continent, all the continents on the planet, all the planets in the system
and all the systems in the universe. How am I going to feel about myself? That feeling is
not ordinary; and therefore, we have to look into ourselves and see whether there is a
sense of ownership with reference to anything because embedded in it is the sense of
being small and isolated. It does not go away completely until knowledge is clear but it
can be reduced to a very great extent by recognising the fact that I am not the owner of
anything; I am only a possessor. Everything has been given to me and because it has
been given, it can be taken away at any time. I am only a managing trustee of my body,
mind, senses and the few other things I find myself endowed with. Nothing is authored
by me and unless I totally author something, cannot say I am its owner. I cannot claim
total authorship of even my confusion, because there are so many others involved in it!
When I am not the author, I am not the owner in whom smallness, fear and anxiety are
all implied. I get rid of this sense of ownership by repeatedly looking at the fact that I
only happen to possess a few things; I am not the owner of anything. This is a mature,
objective way of looking at the facts.
ANABHISVANrGA, ABSENCE OF EXCESSIVE ATTACHMENT TO POSSESSIONS

Lord Krsna mentions a few of these possessions, putra-dara-gtrhdison, wife,
house, etc. Saikara adds the servant to this list and you can add a few more like car,
stocks etc. These are the things that are very dearly possessed by you and with whose
well-being your happiness and sorrow are connected. That is abhisuvagah.There is so
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much identity with them that when they are doing well you are happy, when they are not
you are miserable. Even when the person dies you feel that you might as well be dead.
This is abhisvarga,excessive attachment. It is not simply affection but an affection that
smothers you and the other person because there is too much emotional dependence. In
order to bring up a child or maintain an intimate relationship you must have care and
affection. These are healthy positive expressions that help a person to grow. The problem
is not affection but emotional dependence. Arjuna is not a sannyasi and over his
shoulders, Krsna is addressing all householders here. Although there is no affection for
the house there can be great care. This excessive caring for house, car, furniture to the
point of anxiety is abhisuaiga. It is a misplaced value. We have to understand how
much care is appropriate and where the care ends and the attachment begins. When it
causes you any kind of pain, it is attachment; not caring.
First we must see our absence of ownership. Then for some possessions there is a
natural affection because they require my care. It is here that I must be careful not to
develop attachment. Love and care are fine but not more than that. When it becomes
emotional dependence it creates a problem for me and for others. The one who is loved
becomes a source of pain. It is easy to talk about these things but in reality we must be
alert. There is a very fine line between attachment and caring, which is not easy to
discern. Our reactions are the indicators in this. This is all part of vairagya.
SAMACITTATVA, EQUANIMITY
Then in terms of attitude we have nityam samacittatuamista-anista-upapattisu,

always the sameness of mind in the gain of the desirable and the undesirable. We saw
before that sameness, samatva, is karma-yoga. This sameness is not with regard to
karma because neither karma nor its result can be the same. It is your mind that
responds to the karma-phala and there can be an evenness in that response whether
desirable or undesirable things come to you. There are different levels of desirable and
undesirable things-people, situations, health, food and even weather. At one level
things are fine, at another they are not. Ultimately everything is not fine because even if
all is well now, you know it may not be tomorrow. Generally, if the situation is
desirable, the mind, citta, is cheerful and if it is not, it is sorrowful. Things keep
changing and if the mind also changes along with them, becoming elated with the
desirable and depressed with the undesirable, there is continuous reaction. The problem
with this is that the reacting mind is not available for learning and our whole pursuit is
one of learning. No matter what the situations are, desirable or undesirable, you try to
maintain a composure. To enjoy composure, you do not require desirable or undesirable
things. If you know how to swim, does it matter what the depth of the water is?
Similarly, if you have composure of mind it does not matter whether the situation is
desirable or undesirable. It must be there in any situation.
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That composure is born of your acceptance of Ivara in your life by which you get
prassda-buddhi, knowing that it is given to you to act and the results come as they do
from Isvara. This is not an ordinary attitude and yet there is no other way of bringing
about samacittatva.

Therefore, the next line is
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mayi cnanyayogenabhaktiravyabhicdrini
viviktadesasevitvamaratirjanasamsadi

Verse 10

fq r mayi ca - and in me; Rfd: 3-&iTsRft bhaktih avyabhicdrini - an
unswerving devotion; 3Rff f
ananyayogena - not connected to anything else;
i
-t-i-irm
uiviktadeSa-sevitvam - the disposition of repairing to a quiet place;
aR-Tf: aratih- no longing for; swjif\ janasamsadi- the company of people
... and an unswerving devotion to me that is not connected to anything
else; the disposition of repairing to a quiet place, no longing for the
company of people...
AVYABHICARINI BHAKTI, UNSWERVING DEVOTION

Mayi, in me, the Lord, is a bhakti, devotion that is avyabhicirini,unswerving.
When there is devotion to something and yet the mind moves away from it, that is
vyabhicarnt bhakti. A contradiction also is called vyabhicdra.Avyabhicarini bhakti is

an abiding, unflinching devotion in which there is no moving away from the object of
devotion. You can look upon Isvara as totally separate from yourself or as the one who
is the cause of everything and non-separate from everything, even if it is not yet properly
understood. Because we are talking about jhina here, the devotion is to Isvara who is
sarvajia,all-knowing, sarvagaktimin,all-powerful and the creator and sustainer of the
entire creation as well as the one who resolves everything back unto himself.
This devotion is with total commitment to Isvara

This devotion is called ananyayogenabhaktih. Sahkara says this is the devotion
to the Lord that is backed by the understanding that there is no one who is superior to
Visudeva. He is not caused, he is the limitlessness beyond whom there is none. Another
meaning is, a bhakti that is backed by the knowledge that there is no refuge other than
Vdsudeva, in the sense that I want only to gain the knowledge of what Isvara is. The
mind is committed to general form of prayer. While there is nothing wrong with that,
here we are talking about a means, sddhana for gaining knowledge of ParameSvara.
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The other purusdrthas,dharma, artha and kama, for which a religious person invokes
Isuara,are resolved into moksa for which I require &tma-jidna,which is isvara-jiiana.

Therefore, for me, the Lord alone is the refuge and end of my pursuit. In this value, two
things are indicated. It shows that the purusdrtha-niscaya,ascertainment of what one
really wants, is clear and because of this viveka, the ahahkdra is not predominant. If
Isvara is the only refuge then one recognises one's own limitations, and this recognition
keeps the aharikdra under check. That can make one feel lowly but if one understands
that there is Isvara, one feels supported, as it were. It releases one from the sense of
helplessness. He understands that everything is given-the body, senses, mind, the
world-and therefore, there is nothing to worry about. Only if I am the author, can I be a
failure. When I am not the author of anything, there is no sense of failure or helplessness
and that helps in the gain ofsamacittatva.
Relinquishing the need to control the situations and surrendering to IJvara gives equanimity

When Isvara is recognised as the one who presides over all actions and gives their
results, the problem of controlling and manipulating situations to suit my needs
disappears. Even though we have no control over anything in reality, we want to control
because of fear of failure stemming from deep insecurity. No one wants to give up
control because there is a sense of being a loser. The truth is, it is not a sense, it is a fact.
Every individual is a born loser because there is no possibility of controlling all
situations so that they are to his advantage. When that is so, it is better to relinquish
control. Leave it to Bhagavan. He is the creator of all this and he can take care of it. I do
what I can, for that is also Bhagavin after all, but there is no necessity to attempt to
control. As an individual I have some free-will, which I can exercise in performing an
action but once I have decided upon a course of action, the result is taken care of by the
laws. Recognition of Iuvara as the giver of the results loosens me from a sense of failure
and the necessity to control situations. Then samatva is possible.
There is no other way of enjoying composure

There is no other way of enjoying composure. Although psychblQgical pragmatism
will give you a degree of composure, we have to go a step further here because we are
interested in reality and the reality with reference to karma is that the Lord is the giver
of the results of actions. Acknowledging this makes life easy and simple because it is a
fact. When you rub against a fact, you always get rubbed in the process. Eventually you
learn to accept the fact that Bhagavun is the giver of results. More and more intimately
you realise that you are the agent and he is the ordainer of the results of your action the
more composed you are, until you understand that everything is Isvara. To gain this
understanding you require a composed disposition. Seeing that you are the agent and
Bhagavdn is the giver of results permits you to have samatva and an unflinching
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devotion, avyabhicarini bhaktih. Without one the other is not possible. Evenness of
mind, samacittatva,is possible only when it is backed by devotion.
VIVIKTA-DESASEVITVA, SEEKING A QUIET UNDISTURBED PLACE

Vivikta-deSa, Saikara says, is a place, which is by nature free from causes for
fear. The one who repairs to such a place has vivikta-desasevitva. So, do not go to a
forest that is infested with reptiles and wild animals or you will be distracted in
meditation by fear, constantly on the alert for predators. It should be a quiet place but
one in which you have no fear. It can be a forest, which is more like a large park, or the
bank of a river, or a mountain or in India it can be a quiet temple. These are the
situations that a human mind generally accepts objectively, not wanting them to be
different. Or you can create a quiet place and if that is not possible, there is always a
time when everything is quiet. A place like this is required because you do not have to
deal with it. When you see a mountain, you do not want it to be different and therefore,
you do not have to deal with it. You enjoy it as it is, whether it is a bald mountain, or one
covered with trees. In situations, which you naturally accept, the mind gains a certain
quietude. The one who has a tendency to repair to a quiet place is called viviktadeSasevi and his state of mind is called viuikta-degasevitva. Because of that, the mind
becomes cheerful and disposed to contemplation. With a cheerful mind alone you can
think ofdtma because you have leisure. In the beginning it is a luxury and afterwards it
becomes your bread-and-butter. When I have so many things to do, thinking about atm&
is a luxury. But when you have nobody to contend with, you have so much time with
yourself and your mind will naturally go towards yourself to understand what this I is.
Then, study of the Ststra and contemplation is all possible. That disposition to enjoy a
contemplative life is vivikta-degasevitva. It is something that one has to cultivate
because generally we seek the company of people, jana-samsad.
ARATIH JANASAMSADI, SEEKING SOLITUDE

We have a need to talk to someone because there is such a build up of
psychological pressure. Sometimes it is necessary. But then that becomes a habit because
you are not able to sit with yourself. It indicates a tendency to escape from oneself.
Aratih janasamsadi means not longing for company. The word arati means 'not
having interest' and jana-samsadi means 'in the company of people.' Thus aratih
janasamsadi means 'not having an interest in the company of people.' It is not an
aversion to people but rather a lack of longing. Being afraid of company or needing the
company of people both indicate a problem of facing oneself. The one who seeks people
wants to escape from himself and the one who is afraid of people also does not want to
confront himself because, in the company of others he is uncomfortable with his own
sense of smallness. The disposition we want is to be neither afraid of people nor seeking
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people. That means you can be with yourself. And you are not going to be disturbed
when people are around.
If you are able to be with yourself, that means, you are not afraid of yourself and
are ready to face your problems. Only when you can acknowledge your problems can
you hope to solve them. If you want to escape from a problem, and yet make a conscious
effort to face it, you have already begun to gain a victory over it. Then it is a question of
understanding. Thus, vivikta-dehasevitua is a very important means forjhiana.
Value of satsaiga

Aratih janasamsadi does not mean going away from people but, Sahkara says,
avoiding the company of people who are a disturbance to your pursuit. Their ways of
thinking and values will not help you grow; because in their company, you can be
confused. Generally they are arrogant and often agnostic and can damage your sraddhd
with their arguments because you will not have all the answers to them. While such
company is to be shunned, one should not avoid the company of people who have
education and qualities like Sama, dama, etc., for, they will help you grow. Satsahga,
the company of the good, as we have seen, is very conducive for knowledge. Not
keeping the company of people who do not help you, who deter you, and maintaining an
association with other seekers and with teachers is very good. It is not that others are
bad; they are just not good for us now. While we are learning, we require a reflective
mind and as we find ourselves absorbed in the analysis of what the Asstra says, there is
not much inclination to deal with the atmosphere, which is not good for our pursuit.
Afterwards too, it tends to be the same. Even the mahatmds created colonies in
Rishikesh, Hardwar etc., so that they could be in the company of fellow seekers. Even if
you went there out of curiosity or some despair or frustration, you might become a
sadhu because of that atmosphere. It was once a place of learned sannydsis, any one of
whom, you could sit and study with. That is satsauiga.
These attitudes and values, which make the antah-karana mature are jiina
because with them knowledge is possible. But they do not make a person free. Now
Bhagavdn points out the real means for moksa.
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adhydtmajiinnanityatuamtatvajiidnrthadarSanam
etajjiinamitiproktamajiinamyadato'nyathd

Verse 11

always (dwelling upon)
adhydtma-jidna-nityatvam ziW-iTT-•l-mfrm
F* tattva-jidna-artha-darSanamknowledge centred on the self;,w--w-3#T etat jhdnam iti
7iF M
keeping in view the purpose of knowledge of the truth; Trd?
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-this is knowledge; m¶ proktam - told; A3Tit ajifanam yat anyathd - what is opposite; 3Tf: atah -to this

ignorance; 4

3R-TT

... always (dwelling upon) knowledge centred on the self, keeping in view
the purpose of knowledge of the truth-(all) this that was told is the
means to knowledge, what is opposite to this is ignorance...
THE REAL MEANS FOR MOKSA, ADHYATMA-JIANA-NITYATVA
Adhydtma-jiiAna is knowledge centred on the self-dtma-visaya-jiina.It can

refer to knowledge of one's body, prana,mind or, as it is here, pratyag-dtmd, which is
sat-cit-dnanda.Here it refers to the knowledge that atmd is Brahman. This knowledge
comes only through the Sdstra. Therefore, pramdna-pravrtti, i.e., operating the
pramdna, is necessary. Therefore, in the discussion of jihna-sddhanas, after
enumerating the values and attitudes necessary for preparing the mind, this sddhana of
pramdna-praurttiis mentioned. Even if one has all the qualities like anmnitua, etc.,
adhydtma-jiidna-nityatvain the form of dastra-pathana,with the help of the teacher
is necessary. Here, this .sstra-pathana
is referred to as adhydtma-jiftna-nityatva,and

is mentioned as jiidna,jiina-sddhana.The pursuit is thus well defined. There is no
room for vagueness here. And the word nityatva has the meaning of niratatva here.
Niratatva means, being constantly engaged in something with total commitment. The
sruti says, paunah punyena Sravanam kurydt--ravana has to be done repeatedly.

Each time it becomes clearer and clearer. There is a growing clarity. That is why the
topic ofjiihna-sddhanais not complete without the mention of this adhydtma-jiinanityatva. The qualities like amdnitva, etc., will make you a mature complete person and
having these is an accomplishment in itself. But knowledge is required for moksa. And
that knowledge is gained only through sastra-pathanawith the help of the teacher.
Understanding this, and having a value for this, and being constantly engaged in this
sAstra-pathana, is what is meant by adhydtma-jiidna-nityatva.Thus the one whose

attention is directed constantly towards the knowledge of this atmd, which is Brahman,
has adhydtma-jidna-nityatva. He is always engaged in Sravana or manana or

nididhydsana.He exposes himself to the teaching, analyses his understanding in group
discussions with peers and shares what he has learned with others who want to know,
tat-cintanam tat-kathanam anyonyam tat prabodhanam. That is the traditional

pastime of one who wants to gain clear knowledge of atmd.
The process of repeated dwelling upon this vidyd does have an effect, even
though, the content of the first lesson is also that of the last. The first lesson is that you
are Brahman, as is the last, and all the lessons in between. It never changes. Constant
exposure and thinking about this vidyd is required. That is why we have so much
literature on this subject. Our predecessors who had adhydtma-jiina-nityatvawent on
writing texts after texts as a sddhana,just to keep themselves exposed to the knowledge.
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Besides this there is the vast literature of those who knew and were moved to write for
our benefit. Thus we have enough material to spend as much time with the teaching as
we require. Even though the pramdna works immediately, not gradually, we do see a
growing clarity as we spend more and more time exposed to the teaching. The fruit of
this adhydtma-jiina is adhydtma-jiina-nistha.Sarikara does not say much on this,

but he does say that while the values like amdnitva are the means for jiina, the
knowledge of the truth, tattva-jiidna, is the means for maturity. When these values are
in place, veddnta-gdstra will give the knowledge and because of veddnta-sdstra the
values also become mature and the knowledge fructifies. Because of this reciprocal
relationship, there is increasing clarity. As one matures in the values, the knowledge
becomes clearer, and as the knowledge becomes clearer, one gains maturity in terms of
values. They are like two wings of the same bird.
TATTVA-JiNANA-ARTHA-DARtANA, CONSTANTLY KEEPING MOKSA IN VIEW

This adhydtma-jiana-nityatua, the total commitment to the pursuit of the
is present. Tattua-jindna
knowledge can be there, only if tattva-jihna-artha-darsana

is the dtma-jiina, the knowledge of the truth of the self. Tasya arthah, its result or
phala is moksa, the total freedom from all sense of limitations. Tasya darSanam, is
seeing very clearly that result, i.e., keeping in view this total freedom that can be gained
as a result of this tattva-jiina. If this result, phala, of tattva-jiina, the infinite

freedom is kept in view, then to put in the required effort towards gaining the qualities
like amanitva, etc., is not difficult. All these values and qualities will become very
natural, and even if some of them are lacking, gaining them will not seem difficult
because the end in view is well worth the effort. This is very clear to the person. This is
tattva-jiiina-artha-darsana.Thus, tattva-jfiana-artha-darsana is nothing
createsjijifds in the seeker.
mumuksutva. And this tattva-jitina-artha-darsana

but

Amanitva etc., are also meant for the same thing. But amanitva etc., culminate in
tattva-jiina-artha-darsanaand then, tattva-jiina-artha-darSanaculminates in

tattva-jiina and one gains moksa, which is in the form of cessation of samsdra. This is
said in so many words by Sarikarai when he says, when the amdnitva etc., are
cultivated adequately, bhavand-paripdka, the required degree of maturity of the
disposition is gained by the person. And this bhavand-paripakais the hetu, nimitta,
cause, for tattva-jiina.And the artha, result, of that tattua-jiinais moksa, samsdra-

uparama, cessation of samsdra. Repeatedly seeing this fact, and again and again
bringing this fact to the forefront, whenever the mind seems to swerve away from this
pursuit, is called daraana,alocana, here. The end is never kept away from view. This is
the final and the most important of all thejiiana-sddhanaslisted in this section because,
1
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when there is this constant dwelling on the value of pursuit, the seriousness involved
there, there is great commitment towards gaining the other values like amanitva, etc.
The commitment to the pursuit of the knowledge, through Sravana, manana and
nididhydsana, also increases and one is ready to do any thing and everything that is
necessary.
This desire for liberation has to be kept in view because there are so many other
desires in life that can consume your time and energy. Care must be taken to see that
moksa is never lost sight of, by continuing to analyse what you are really seeking, so
that the secondary things do not overwhelm the primary one.
Summing up, Bhagavan says, this, which has been told, etat proktam, beginning
from amdnitva to tattva-jiidna-artha-darSanais jii•na. They are called jidna,
individually, and together as a group, because they are a means forjiina.All of them
embellish the antah-karanaand form an indirect means for tattva-jiana.
THE VALUES AND ATTITUDES THAT ARE OPPOSED TO THESE
ARE CALLED AJNANA,
Having said it positively, he restates it in the negative-the opposite of this is
ignorance, ajiidnamyad ato'nyatha. The word anyathd has the meaning of 'that which
is opposed to' rather than 'other than' because there are some good qualities, which are
not mentioned-like compassion, dayd, friendliness, maitri, etc. The opposites are
mdnitua, dambhitva, himsa, aksanti, etc. These are not the means to knowledge, and
are to be negated. The values like amanitva cannot be cultivated because they are the
nature of your self. It is a matter of removing manitva, etc. It is not that we develop
ahimsd but that we remove the tendency for himsd. Sarkara says, they are to be
removed because they are the cause for the pursuit of samsara. Just look at a person
who does not care for these values. He cannot escape from a tendency to hurt. Even a
poor butterfly will be destroyed just because it has entered his living room. He wants the
whole world to behave according to his dictates; this is aksdnti, and there is no integrity
in his life; this is andrjava. He does all sorts of things that are not to be done, and is
impelled indiscriminately into various sense pursuits by his likes and dislikes; this is
asthairya. He does not learn from difficulties in life but complains about them
ceaselessly. He is deeply possessive of his wife, son, car, carpet, hair, etc. His mind is
buffeted about by the ups and downs of his life; and he is devoted to money or power,
not Bhagavdn; and he is always in clubs, theatres, etc., constantly seeking attention and
company because he is notable to be with himself. Even if he goes to the countryside, he
will take a few people with him. This is a very sad state of affairs. To understand the
value of maturity, even without the desire to know dtmd, is a great blessing. Eventually,
that desire will arise in a mature mind because these qualities are the cause for a natural
withdrawal from samsdra.
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By these qualifications, which are also called jiiana,what is it that is to be known,
jieya? These various behavioural norms alone do not constitute knowledge in that, what
is to be known cannot be known by them because they do not reveal a particular object.
They are all attributes of the antah-karana.Further, by a piece of knowledge, of which
the object is pot, another object, like fire, is not known. Thus, what is to be known is not
known by knowing the values like amdnitva, so, how can they he called jiihna?
Sahkara answers that they are a cause for jiiana because the mind endowed with all
these virtues will be able to gain this knowledge.
The maker and the material are the two main causes in any creation. Besides these
two there are instruments employed like the wheel in making a pot. They are aids. In
knowing, pramdna is the main cause and these values are aids.
Now he has to tell what is to be known, jieya.
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Verse 12

tat pravaksyami -

rFTI yatjiitdtva knowing which; a3T•R amrtam -

one gains; 3TFR

anddimat -

limitless; -TT lT tat brahma -

that I

deathlessness;

that which has no beginning; TWi

that Brahman; ;T 'T

existent (as an object); -T 3TW na asat- and not non-existent; 3Zt

na sat -

is not

ucyate - is said

What is to be known, that I will tell clearly, knowing, which one gains
deathlessness, that Brahman, which, it is said, has no beginning, is
limitless, neither existent (as an object) nor non-existent.
WHAT IS TO BE KNOWN IS BRAHMAN

Jieya, what is to be known, is Brahman. Although any object to be known is
called jieya, in the context and also from the standpoint of what is really to be known
and what really can be known, jieya here is Brahman. That, Bhagavdn says, 'I will tell
you clearly.' There are varieties of things to be known in this world, but knowing this,
one gains deathlessness, amrtam asnute. This restricts the meaning of jieya to
Brahman. Deathlessness here means not just freedom from death but freedom from the
cycle of birth and death. Though this body will die, there will be no rebirth and
consequently, no death. Only the one who dies can be reborn but the one who is eternal,
the dtmd, will not die. If knowing this, there is freedom from birth and death, what is
known, jieya, must be beyond the scope of time, eternal. But if you know an eternal
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object other than yourself, how will you be free from death? By knowing something
eternal you do not become eternal. If by knowing something you are to gain
deathlessness, that something can only be yourself. Atma happens to be eternal and
knowing that, you discover that you are eternal.
ONE NEED NOT CONSULT ANYONE TO KNOW THAT ONE EXISTS
IN MY UNDERSTANDING I AM A MORTAL AND IN THE VISION OF THE SRUTI I
AM ETERNAL

The difficulty here is that the one thing everybody knows is dtma. There is no
need to consult anybody about your whereabouts or your existence. But what you know
about yourself, is the opposite of what is said here. You know yourself as mortal. You do
not seek the help of the sdstra to establish that you exist, as you do, to help you establish
whether there is a heaven or not. Sastrajust establishes that dtma alone is eternal.
In the next line he says, how dtma is eternal, that is, free from death, amrta. What
isjneya is anddimat, it has no beginning. What has no beginning need not have no end
but here it is para, limitless, and therefore, without end also. It is absolutely free from
time. In other words, eternal. That brahma is to be known as dtmd And this param
brahma, he tells us further, is na sat-not an existent thing and tat na asat-nor
non-existent. All our cognitions are in term of 'It is' or 'It is not.' My hand 'is' but the
pot on it 'is not.' If it is something absolutely non-existent like a man's horn, there is no
purpose in saying it isjieya and then giving a description of it. That I cannot know and
need not know.
BRAHMAN IS NEITHER SAT NOR ASAT
IFIT IS NEITHER SAT NOR ASAT, ITCAN ONLY BE MYSELF

Therefore, he says it is not non-existent, na asat. By saying it is not 'sat,' all
existent objects are negated and we are made to understand that this is not an object.
Sahkara says, neither sat nor asat apply here because it is not an object for which there
is a cognition attended by either 'is' or 'is not.' Atmd is not an object that your senses or
mind can objectify. If it is merely na sat, there is nothing for you to know but since he
says na asat, you have to give it some thought. It is very clear that the only thing left is
you. Everything in the entire creation is either an object that 'is' or 'is not' both of which
are known to you. If what is to be known is neither, all that remains is the one who says
"it is' or 'it is not.'
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THAT THIS SELF EVIDENT ATMA IS BRAHMAN IS KNOWN BY §ABDAPRAMANA ALONE
GAINING THIS KNOWLEDGE ONE GAINS FREEDOM FROM DEATH, AMRTATVAM ASNUTE

The self-evident dtmd, which is not the object of the cognition, 'it is' or 'it is not'
is presented here as Brahman, the cause of creation. This fact, though it cannot be
known through the sense organs etc., is revealed by the aistra, which is independent
means of knowledge in the form of words. If it is beyond the senses etc., and yet it has to
be known, how am I to know it? Sabda is the pramana and though it operates in the
mind, because that is where all knowledge takes place, the mind alone cannot arrive at it
since it is not an object of inference. The Sruti, through gabda, creates the vrtti in the
buddhi, which removes the ignorance of dtmd being Brahman. It is not like a pot,
which is available for both 'is' and 'is not' cognitions. It is the subject, which happens to
be Brahman and is revealed as such by the Sdstra, and therefore, jiheya. It is to be
known because with that, one gains freedom from death, amrtam aSnute. Though it is
neither sat nor asat, because it is not an object of inference or perception, still it is to be
known, and for that we have Sabda-pramdna.
An objection can be raised that even Sruti says, it is beyond the known and
unknown, tad viditad ato aviditdd adhi,' so, how can it bejiheya?When what I have to
know, knowing, which I am free, cannot be known, nor is it unknown, how can I ever
know? Saikara says, it is like someone who, having begun a yajiiadla to perform a
ritual to go to another world, reads in the 0stra, 'Is there another world or not?'
Similarly, sruti says that there is something to be known and then says, it is neither
known, vidita, nor unknown, avidita. Sahkara answers that such sentences are
committed to showing the definite meaning whereas sentences like 'Is there another
world or not?' are statements that are parts of an injunction. All words, he continues, are
meant to reveal some sense. When the words are heard by the listener, he is able to
recognise an object, which is revealed by the word as belonging to a certain category of
objects-jati, an action-kriya, an attribute-guna, or a relationship-sambandha. The
word cow, for example, reveals a species; cooks-an action; white-an attribute; and
cattle-owner-a relationship. Brahman is not any of these. It does not belong to a
species and therefore, you cannot say 'it is' or 'it is not.' It is free from attributes,
nirguna and undergoes no change to perform an action, it is niskriya. Nor is it
connected to anything because it itself is not an object and there is no second thing to
which it can connect. When this is the nature of what has to be explained, what words
you will use? It is neither sat nor asat.
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It cannot be revealed by any particular word, and that is why gruti says, 'From,
which words return having not reached, yato udco nivartante aprapya manasa saha."
Having made their attempt and finding it not possible, words become silent. Where
words fail, the mind can appreciate certain things, like emotions. But here, along with
the words, the mind returns, manasd saha. To know the dtmd the mind has to reverse
itself. When it turns towards dtma it disappears in the sense that the mind is nothing but
vrttis and the vrtti with which dtmd is known has no form, akhanddkdra-vrtti. The
mind itself cannot make an attempt to know dtmd, nor can it have any experience of
ltmd because the mind is dtmd. To destroy the ignorance about dtmd you require a
simple vrtti, which itself goes away having dispelled the ignorance. That vrtti is created
by the veddnta-vdkya. Thus, when it says na sat tat, na asat, there is no contradiction.
Though the negation is complete with this, still positively it has to be revealed.
BRAHMAN IS THE CAUSAL UPADHI OF ALL BEINGS
Sankara introduces the next verse, saying. when it is not an object of the word
sat, as a pot is, there can be a doubt that it is non-existent. To remove that doubt, he
shows the existence of that which is to be known, jieya, by saying that, it is the causal
upddhi of all beings.

sarvatahpdnipddam tatsarvato'ksigiromukham
sarvatahSrutimalloke sarvamdivrtyatisthati

Verse 13

* tat - that; Ac: ql Iw1q sarvatahpdnipadam - the one who has hands and feet
on all sides; T-: a ffi-jWT sarvatah aksi-iiromukham - the one who has eyes,
heads and mouths (faces) on all sides; wa: qRTr
sarvatah Srutimat - the one who
has ears on all sides; ii
loke - in the people; JT alr4 sarvam dvrtya pervading everything; igFtr tisthati- it remains
That (jneyam brahma), the one who has hands and feet.on all sides, the
one who has eyes, heads and mouths (faces) on all sides, the one who has
ears on all sides in the (bodies) of the people remains pervading
everything.
Here Brahman is presented not as one of the objects in creation but, with upddhi,
as all objects revealing how it is na asat. In the next verse he will show how it is na sat.
Through superimposition and negation the entire creation becomes mithyd and
Brahman its truth, satya.
Taittirlyopanisad- 2,4
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WHEN YOU SAY SOMETHING EXISTS, THE EXISTENCE BELONGS TO BRAHMAN
The world is taken as existent, as something that 'is' and the existence, because of
which the world appears as empirically true, is Brahman, the ultimate reality,
paramdrtha-satya.Because of this satyam brahma, which provides the existence for
everything, the world is never taken as non-existent. This Brahman, which is to be
known, jieya, and has been revealed as having no beginning, anddimat. Therefore, it is
said here, tisthati, it remains without motion. This one word tells everything. It is
purna, whole, as was said before, limitless, para. Being neither sat nor asat it is dtma.
This world is non-separate from this Brahman, which we know from the next line, is
without attributes, nirguna. From this we understand that the creation is a
superimposition upon Brahman.
BRAHMAN EXISTS IN THE FORM OF EVERYTHING
The names and forms have no existence of their own, all their existence being
supplied by Brahman. If you analyse any given object, it will resolve into Brahman,
consciousness, dtmd. First, it is established that Brahman exists, but not as one of the
objects in the world. It is the whole jagat. Therefore, tisthati, without motion Brahman
remains. All motions take place within that, while it does not change, does not have any
motion. Being without motion, it remains pervading everything, sarvam avrtya tisthati.
With mdyd-upadhi, Brahman is transformed, as it were, into this creation. When you
analyse what any given object is, it disappears and consciousness alone remains.
Therefore, we understand that the whole thing is superimposed upon consciousness that
is Brahman. And this consciousness can shake off everything and still be, while nothing
can shake off consciousness and have a being.
That Brahman, which is to be known and which has already been unfolded as na
sat na asat anddimat param brahma, is said to have hands and feet on all sides,

sarvatahpdnipddam. Wherever there are hands and feet they are the hands and feet of
Brahman. One consciousness appears as the whole creation in the form of the five
elements, which have themselves become hands, legs, etc. Thus, all these are nothing but
param brahma. In purusasiikta, the same thing has been said elaborately-he has
countless heads, eyes and feet, sahasra-sirsa-purusah-sahasriksah-sahasrapdt.

Sahasra has the same meaning here as sarvatah.All hands and legs including mine and
those of a mosquito are nothing but Brahman. Then again, it has sarvatahaksih, eyes
on all sides. As many eyes as there are, not only on this planet, but elsewhere also are
his. And all the heads, and mouths or faces are his-sarvato'ksi-Siromukham;as well
as all ears in the world-sarvatah-Srutimatloke. Wherever there is a physical body,
which is nothing but an assembly of various limbs, that is Brahman. The mention of
eyes and ears implies not only the physical body but also the subtle body, and therefore,
the entire gross and subtle world is included. Pervading all this, Brahman, which is
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itma, exists; sarvam dvrtya tisthati. Therefore, we understand that it is parna.

Although everything cannot be mentioned, the entire vision is given in a few broad
strokes by saying that all the hands, legs, eyes and ears are Brahman's. Any vision,
including the vision of Vedanta, is always created in a few quick strokes. Gradually, we
analyse it afterwards. Sahkara says here that by the upddhis such as body, mind and
senses, the existence of the ksetrajia is established. Why has he chosen only the living
beings, why not mountains etc? If he includes mountains, rivers, etc., here, he has to
make the point that it is not inert. By saying living beings, he establishes consciousness
for Brahman.

BRAHMAN ALONE IS SATYA, EVERYTHING ELSE IS MITHYA
All upadhis are by nature mithyi because there is no conditioning factor, upadhi,
without the thing that is conditioned, upahitavastu. A crystal, for example, is
conditioned or transformed, as it were, by a coloured cloth, the upadhi. By establishing
the existence of the upadhi of all hands, feet, etc., for Brahman, the existence of
Brahman, the ksetrajiia, is established and its non-existence negated. Because of ksetra
alone it is called ksetrajiia. And it is not just one ksetra because he has already said,
'Know me in all the ksetras, sarvaksetresu mrm viddhi. When in all the ksetras there
is only one Brahman, and that is satya, everything else becomes upadhi.
Because of a host of particular attributes, the varieties of bodies, each having its
own peculiarity created by the differences in the upadhis, which are mithyd, Brahman
appears to be manifold. Since they are created by the mithyd-upddhis, they are also
mithya like a crystal appearing to have a colour because of the proximity of the cloth.
Here the colour in the crystal is mithya while the crystal is satya, relatively; but the
limitation of this example is that, ultimately the crystal is mithyd too. We cannot
therefore, extend this to say that the attributes of the upddhis are mithya while the
upidhi is satya. The upidhi is as mithyd as its attributes. The only point here is that
the attributes created by the differences in upadhis are mithyd. Because of these
differences in the physical bodies, minds and senses, there appear to be differences for
atma. One Brahman appears in the form of all the bodies with their attributes. This
Brahman is the reality of the ksetra consisting of the body, mind and senses, which has
already been proved as mithya. The physical body is reduced to cells and the cells to
DNA. You can keep on going until you arrive at pure existence, which cannot be
reduced. That alone is satya, everything else is mithyd. Once we understand that these
various attributes are mithya, we are negating the mithya and appreciating the satya.
WHAT IS MITHYA IS ALSO BRAHMAN
Clay has varieties of forms. When you see that all the forms are mithya, clay
becomes satya. Similarly, when you see that all the upadhis and their attributes like
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hands, legs, eyes, ears etc., are all mithyd, the vastu, Brahman remains as the satya of
this mithyd world. This is na sat, na asat. Even though what is mithyd is presented,
because mithyd cannot exist without satya, satya is also revealed. Whatever is mithyd
has its basis in what is real, its nature being such that it has to depend upon another thing
for its being. By presenting the world as the upddhi of Brahman the existence of
Brahman is presented. All the eyes and all the ears etc., being Brahman means that
none of them is separate from Brahman, but at the same time, they are not the intrinsic
dharmas of Brahman. They are purely incidental dharmas superimposed upon
Brahman. Those who know the teaching tradition, sampraddyavits,say the same thing;
adhydropa-apavddabhydm nisprapahcam prapaiicyate, by

the

means

of

superimposition and negation, that which is free from this five-fold world, is revealed.
All our hands, legs etc., are superimposed as though they are Brahman's qualities and
then negated.
ITSEEMS CONTRADICTORY
Here, there is an apparent contradiction. Brahman was first presented as neither
sat nor asat, which means, it has to be free from all attributes, nirguna. Any object,
which you appreciate as 'is' must have attributes. If it is neither an existent nor a
non-existent thing, we know that it is not zero because he has already said it is jieyam
brahma. Thus we understand this is &tmd, which is free from attributes. Then he says
this Brahman has all hands and legs, all eyes and ears, etc., and remains without motion
in the form of the whole creation.
THERE IS NO CONTRADICTION
THESE ARE LINGAS FOR THE EXISTENCE OF BRAHMAN

Sahkara says, these are all lihgas, indications for the existence of Brahman and
its powers. The hands and legs are not mere limbs ornamenting the body. They enjoy
certain powers and are meant for the sake of execution of certain tasks. So too, with the
eyes, ears etc.; each of them has a certain power, Sakti. In Brahman, the cause of
everything, is a three-fold creative power of mdyd-jidna-Sakti-the capacity to know,
icchd-dakti-the capacity to desire-kriyd-Aakti, the capacity to act, which manifests in

the product, karya. The hands are an expression of kriyd-Sakti, the sense organs, that of
jihna-Aakti. The very fact that we see these Saktis indicates that they exist in their
cause. An effect must have the properties of the cause. If there is a live being, it is born
of life. If it is a clay pot, it is produced from clay and has the properties of clay.
EVERYTHING CAN BE REDUCED TO SATYAM BRAHMA
In the various instruments that everyone has, such as the mind, the senses, and the
organs of action, all these powers are expressed and must necessarily be preceded by the
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powers obtaining in the cause. By the powers expressed by the eyes, ears etc., the powers
in the cause are inferred. Therefore, Brahman that has these powers exists. If all hands,
legs, etc., are Brahman's, Brahman exists not as any one object in the creation but as
the whole creation. It pervades everything without moving. This is not pantheism
wherein the cause becomes the effect. It is true that the whole creation is the Lord but the
Lord is satyam jiinam anantam brahma and therefore, free from all this. We do not

say that the cause has become the world but that, there is no world separate from its
cause. What we call the world is mithyd. When time-space is mithya, where is the
question of everything, that falls within the time-space framework, being anything but
mithya? For the word 'body,' for example, there is no particular object. The skin, flesh,
nerves, bones, marrow, each has its own object. If you take away those objects there will
be no physical body at all. Then each of these objects is also reducible to its own
substance. If you analyse marrow, only the substance that constitutes marrow remains as
satya. Everything will end up in particles, in concepts. What remains alone is satya.

What obtains at this moment when you see an object? For an object to be seen
there must be a vrtti, a thought, and there is a certain time involved for that vrtti to occur
and go. If you just look at the length of time of now, this moment, it reduces to no length
of time at all. That is the truth. In between, certain things happen, and that we call mayd,
the reality of which is mithya.
The following verse makes this point clear.
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asaktam sarvabhrccaivanirgunamgunabhoktr ca
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organs; \i44-f4

sarvendriya-gundbhasam-

Verse 14

appearing as the attributes of all the

iA: sarvendriya-vivarjitam- free from all the organs; arhW

asaktam - unattached; W1
IT 1T' sarvabhrt ca eva - and sustainer of all; ?T"|.
nirgunam - free from the (three) qualities; TJupT I gunabhoktr ca - and the

experiencer of the three qualities
(That Brahman) appears as the attributes of all the organs, is free from
all the organs, is unattached and is the sustainer of all, is free from the
(three) qualities and is the experiencer of the (three) qualities.'

Ssattva, rajasand tamas
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BRAHMAN APPEARS IN THE FORM OF ALL UPADHIS AND THEIR GUNAS
All the organs will include thejianendrias,sense organs and also karmendriyas,
organs of action. We also include the antah-karanawith its functions of mind and
intellect because neither the sense organs nor the organs of action can function without
it. The ears, and eyes, etc., become upadhis for you to gain perception, with the help of
the upddhi of antah-karana alone. The conscious mind must first be there and that
mind must identify with the senses before they can gain their individual capacities.
Sarkara mentions a few of these gunas. The particular feature of the buddhi is
ascertainment. Uncertainty, saikalpa and vikalpa, is the feature of the mind; the resolve
following this uncertainty, the nigcaydtmikd antah-karana-vrttiis the buddhi. What

shines, avabhdsate, in the form of the attributes or expressions of all these indriyas is
jieyam brahma, which has already been revealed as dtmd. Where is Brahman? In

every expression of the eyes, ears etc., Brahman shines in that form. When you see,
Brahman shines as the seeing function of the sense organ, eyes.
First it was said that Brahman appears as all the upadhis and here it is shown that
it appears in the form of upddhi-gunas also.

HOWEVER, ITIS FREE OF ALL OF THEM
The difficulty now is, if Brahman is always expressed in these forms, if all these
attributes are intrinsic to Brahman, and atmd is Brahman, I can never shake off seeing
or hearing or talking. Therefore, Bhagavdn says, sarvendriya-vivarjitam,free from all
organs; it is free from all the senses, organs of action and the mind. That is why they are
called upddhis. If a stone is naturally blue in colour then the blueness is not due to
upddhi. But suppose it is a crystal near a blue object. Then that object is upddhi to the
crystal accounting for its blue appearance. The attribute here is upddhi. Brahman
appears with the attributes of all the indriyas and at the same time free from all the
indriyas and their attributes. It is a paradox but the truth is such that it can be unfolded
only in this form. If the atmd is free from the body etc., how do I have a body? These
paradoxes exist only when you do not understand. This is all explainable and once it is
explained, there are no paradoxes. But these seeming paradoxes are important to reveal
the nature of infinite Brahman, which is not subject to time and upon, which everything
else depends for its existence. Firstly, by adhydropa, by superimposing the attributes of
all the organs, by saying sarvendriya-guna-fbhdsamand then, by negation, apavada,

showing that it is tree from all organs, sarvendriya-vivarjitam,the truth of Brahman is
revealed.
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THE CONNECTION BETWEEN SATYA AND MITHYA IS ALWAYS PARADOXICAL
Through the activities of all the indriyas, Brahman, which is inactive, is
seemingly active. Elsewhere Aruti says that dtmd 'as though' meditates, dhydyati iva,
and is 'as though' agitated, leldyati iva.' Both are mithyd. This extends to all activities
without exception. Brahman eats, as it were because it is 'as though' hungry. The
paradoxes arise because the whole thing is the connection between satya and mithyd,
where there is no possibility of connection. Though atma is not active, it appears to be
active through the expressions of the sense organs, organs of action and the mind. These
expressions are not possible without the presence of atma. That does not mean that there
are two entities and that you have to transcend all these indriyas to get to the itma.
Atma remains transcended in spite of being active. That is why it was presented as
abhdsa. It appears active in the form of the expressions of senses, mind etc. It appears
active but is itself not active. The difference must be very clearly seen; otherwise we will
have a duality of one entity, which is active and the other, which is not. These indriyas
do not exist without the existence, sattd, of dtma, and do not express without the
consciousness, caitanya, of atmd. The senses etc., partake of the consciousness, that is
the atmd, and the existence of any one of them is not away from the existence that is the
attmd.

Sankara explains further that Brahman, which is dtma, is not to be understood
as always as that which has activities. If that were so, you could not stop the activities
and still be. But you do stop and you also switch from one activity to another. That is
possible because atma is not active. Sruti also says, 'Without hands and feet (mtmd)
runs and grasps, without eyes he sees, apanipddojavano grahita pahyatyacaksuh.'2

That means, it is free from all the upddhis but always the expression is in keeping with
the upddhi. With the hands it becomes 'the one grasps,' with the legs, 'the one who
walks,' etc., with the ears 'the one who hears.' Thereby, the expressions sarvendriyaguna-dbhdsam and sarvendriya-vivarjitamare both perfect. There is no contradiction;

but until the meaning is understood, there appears to be one. Because we are dealing
with satya and mithyd, adhydropa and apavuda, is to be done. From the standpoint of
the upddhi, it performs all activities, from the standpoint of its svar1pa, it is free from
movement.
When, what sruti says does not seem possible then, we have to see the context.
We know that the sentence is meaningful because it is a statement of the sruti,so, it is
just a question of correct understanding. If an intelligent person says, 'The white runs,' I
cannot dismiss this statement as meaningless. By seeing the context I understand that he
is saying that the white horse is running. His original statement is one of implication, a

Brhaddranyakopanisad- 4-3-7
2 vSetasvataropanisad- 3-19
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laksana-vdkya. We understand sarvendriya-guna-abhdsaas a laksana for the laksya,

which is saruendriya-vivarjita.
BRAHMAN IS ASAKTA
Because it is free from all indriyas, it is asakta, totally detached. You are not
connected to your mind or senses, and therefore, are not connected to the world through
the mind and senses. Physically you can attach one thing to the other, like a ring to a
finger. Then, we have other forms of attachment to the world, like emotional
attachments. These are inevitable in life. But if, without a particular object, life seems
empty, we must understand that the object has become an obsession. First it is an
acquaintance, then an object of friendship, then love, then obsession. Up to it being an
object of love, we have no problem. It is the obsession that we call samslesa,
attachment. We get attached to the world through the body, mind and senses, but &tmais
sarvendriya-vivarjita. Since it is free from all senses etc., it has no way of getting
attached to anything. It is asakta.
EVEN THOUGH IT IS DETACHED, ITSUSTAINS EVERYTHING
Though it is detached, it is attached to everything, sarvabhrt ca eva, in that, it
sustains everything, sarvam bibharti, like the rope sustains the snake in the sense that
without it, there is no snake. All mithyd is dependent upon satya. When the mind is
functioning, consciousness is present there; so, it sustains the mind. It also sustains the
senses and the whole creation, being the adhisthdna,the basis, for the entire creation.
Everything has its being in saddtma, because in everything that you know, or do
not know, there is the 'is' cognition. First 'is' is established and only then, can anything
else be established. That 'is' is self-established, and everything else is only an object of
cognition dependent upon that existence. Sahkara says that even an imagined thing, like
mirage water, is not without basis. The snake that you see on the rope depends upon the
rope in that, the existence of the rope is the existence of the snake. Thus, because
everything is sustained, there must be a sustaining factor. That is Brahman.
BRAHMAN IS NIRGUNA
Now the problem that arises is that, since maya has its basis in Brahman, and
since maya consists of the three gunas, then, would not Brahman also have the three
gunas? To negate this, he says, it is nirguna. With the trigunatmikd mayi, Brahman
is the cause of creation, no doubt. But the svaripa of Brahman is satyam jiinam
anantam.Mdya, the modifying cause for the mithyd creation is also mithyd and thus
Brahman remains free from all the gunas, and is nirguna.

Chapter 13
AT THE SAME TIME ITIS GUNA-BHOKTR
At the same time, jieyam brahma is the experiencer of the gunas, guna-bhoktr.

The three gunas, sattua, rajas and tamas, create different types of experiences through
the organs of perception. Sattva can create some sukha, some pleasure or peace; rajas
can account for all kinds of agitation and tamas for delusion and dullness. Atma, which
is jiieyam brahma, is the enjoyer of all the various modifications of the gunas. Sattva,
rajas and tamas cannot be enjoyed directly. It is their modifications that we enjoy. This
means that we need not wait for Brahmanto become something else in order to know it.
Even when we are enjoying any particular experience, that experience is also jieyam
brahma. It is because of Brahman alone that the experience is possible. Its existence is
because of sat, the experience of it is cit, and any pleasure that is there is ananda.
Elsewhere it is said, asti bhdti priyam rapam nama ca iti amsapaicakam...' These

are the five 'parts' of Brahman, it is-asti, it is known-bhati, it is dear-priyam, and
there is a form and a name-rupam, ndma ca.

THE NAMA-RUPAS VARY BUT BRAHMAN IS INVARIABLE
There is nothing that is outside of this because everything is Brahman. The first
three are invariable because they are the svariipa of Brahman. The last two vary but the
first three invariably inhere in them. A flower, for example, exists, is known, is loved
and has a name and form. Even things that are not loved are priya because your aversion
to them only reflects the fact that the absence of ananda is against your nature. This asti
bhatipriyam is common in all objects; what differs is the nama-rflpa calledjagat.It is,
because of sat, known because of cit, and imbued with joy because of ananda.
Therefore, in any object, there is sat-cit-ananda. You need not wait for nirgunam
brahma to arise because you are not away from Brahman, the experiencer of all
experiences. There is no transcending everything to experience Brahman. Whether you
are sukhl, duhkhi or anything, it is alljieyam brahma.
Here we have a number of seeming paradoxes. A logical paradox can exist only
when we are dealing with two things of the same order of reality. Because these deal
with satya and mithyd, they are not true paradoxes. We will see two more such
paradoxes in the following verse.
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bahirantaScabhatandmacaramcaramevaca
siksmatuvttadavijfieyam dfrastham cantike ca tat

' Drgdrhyaviveka- 20

Verse 15
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*f: bahih - outside; a3?R: Twantah ca - and inside; IF-dN bhitdndm - of beings;
3Til{ acaram- what does not move; 91,I:
'EFcaram eva ca - and indeed what
moves; 7
.. slksmatvdt - because it is subtle; W'T3
R tat avijieyam - that
is not known; Wi rT ca tat - and that; V'R4. dlrastham - (is) far; W aFdt ca
antike - and near

And that (jieyam brahma) is outside and inside of the beings, it is that
which does not move and indeed what moves. Because it is subtle, it is
not known and it is far as well as near.
BRAHMAN IS BOTH INSIDE AND OUTSIDE
Generally, if something is inside, that means, it is not outside. Here, the jieyavastu, the thing to be known, is both inside and outside. The terms inside and outside
have no meaning unless you establish a reference. A car, for example, may be outside
the house but inside the compound.
When he says that jheyam brahma, which is dtma, is both inside and outside,
with reference to what, is it inside and outside? Saikara,very beautifully says here that,
'outside' is what is excluded from 'I,' keeping the body, up to the skin, as the limit. This
is what anyone refers to, generally, when he says, something is outside of him. Keeping
the physical body as the limit, what is inside, is antah, the prdnamayaetc. This is a set
up for thejiva and the jiva takes his body with the skin as the outer limit as his 'self-I,'
and everything outside of this limit as 'not I-not self' Brahman as jagat-kirana is
thought to be outside the physical body of all beings, bhitdnamd bahih, i.e., the entire
external world, known and unknown. But Brahman is not different from dtmd. Thus
Brahman, the caitanya-atmd,is both inside and outside. Being limitless and the cause
of everything, as the rope is the cause for the snake, whatever is outside is param
brahma, whatever is inside is also param brahma, giving its existence and
consciousness to everything.
BRAHMAN IS BOTH CARA AND ACARA
But the physical body itself has been omitted. By saying acaramcarameva ca, he
covers everything. Acara is that which does not move volitionally, like the mountains
etc. The whole cosmos is moving in fact, but the movement that is meant here is that
caused by volition. All the creatures, human beings and animals move, but not the trees.
They do have a particular movement due to growth or the wind; but they are rooted in
one place. Similarly, a river moves but we cannot say it is cara, because it does not
move of its own volition; it is a mechanical movement. When a mosquito flies, however,
this is cara. The physical body is also cara so, now, there is nothing left out. The
slksma-Aarira is identified with the physical body, and therefore, it is available for
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volitional motion. The dead physical body, however, becomes acara. As is said in
purusasakta,purusa indeed is all this, whatever was and whatever will be, purusa eva
idam sarvam yad bhiltam yacca bhavyam. There is nothing that can stand outside

existence, sat. Once I say an object 'is,' that 'is' is Brahman. How does it exist? As a
pot, as space, as time, as the sun, as the moon; this is a qualification, ndma-rllpa, which
is superimposed upon Brahman, like the snake upon the rope, or the pot on the clay.
The whole pot is nothing but clay, but then there is such a thing as ndma-ri2pa.
Similarly, the entire creation has its being in sadatma, which is satyam brahma.This is
how Brahman is to be recognised.
EVEN THEN BECAUSE ITIS SUKSMA, IT IS NOT KNOWN
tahkara then raises the following question. When I see a clay pot, I see the pot as
well as its cause, the clay. Here, however, I see only space, time, and various objects in
the time-space framework; I don't see Brahman anywhere. If Brahman is everything as
the cause of everything, how is it that I see everything except Brahman? Saikara says
that everything that is available for transaction is known. Then, why is this Brahman not
understood by all? Because Brahman is not 'this-idam,' it is 'aham-'I,' as well as
idam. But unless you understand the aham, you will not understand that idam also is
aham. If aham is not understood, the body-mind-sense complex alone becomes dtmd
and everything else will be opposed to it, distinct from it. Therefore, you have to count
yourself as one among the many.

How will you understand? Because it is in the form of aham, Krsna says, being
subtle it is not known, siksmatvdt tad avijneyam. Among the elements, space is
considered the most subtle because it has no particular form and has no parts. That is
why it is all-pervasive and also not affected by anything. This dtmd is even subtler than
space. There can be nothing more subtle than dtma, which is pure consciousness,
because of which everything is, and is recognised. When an object is known, it is
caitanya, consciousness, plus name and form, nama-rupa. Where is Brahman?

Brahman being atma, where is it not? It is everywhere.
TO ASK, WHERE IS BRAHMAN? ONE SHOULD HAVE ALREADY
CONCLUDED WHERE ITIS NOT
To ask, 'Where is Brahman?' one must have already concluded where it is not,
that is, that it is not locally available. When that is so, I would ask 'What is Brahman?'
If you understand that it is existence and the cause of everything, there is no question of
'where?' When every place is Brahman, where is the place that Brahman is not? It is
something like asking 'Where is space?' Space is everywhere, it has no location, other
than, as a concept in your consciousness. Brahman is your own self-evident suaripa.
But when you look for it, how will you recognise it? It is not an object, it is yourself, and
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it is all objects too. If you see something, that is Brahman. So is the sight and the seer.
The vrtti is Brahman, it is nothing but a name and form of consciousness. And the
knower of this vrtti, whose nature is nothing but consciousness, is also Brahman.
IT IS BOTH FAR AND NEAR
Being the most subtle, it cannot be known, avijieya, meaning you cannot know it
as an object. It is yourself. It is far, darastha,if you look upon it as an object and near,
antike, if you know, it is yourself. It is durastha,far, for the one who looks for dtmd as
an object. Sahkara says, it is far because it is not recognised as yourself. When you do
not recognise Brahman as yourself, how long will you look for it? If it is other than you,
you may stumble upon it but what is the possibility of stumbling upon yourself?
Therefore, Sahkara says, even in one thousand crore1 years, it is not gained. It is always
far away, like the horizon. As you go towards it, you do not come any nearer to it. If you
are a seeker of Brahman, you will be seeking forever because the notion that you are the
seeker will never go. Whether you look for Brahman inside or outside yourself, you will
not find Brahman because the one who looks for Brahman is Brahman. Thus, it is not

only diirastha,far, but antike, near, because it is atmd. Therefore, Sankara says, for
the wise, 'I am all this,' and 'Brahman is all this,' are the same thing.
This recognition has taken place, by a means of knowledge, the Sdstra-pramdna.
For the wise, vidvan, it is eternally known, because there is no question of memory
being involved here, only the removal of ignorance. An equation like E = MC 2 is a
formula that you can always forget. But satyam jifinam anantam is'not a formula. It is
yourself and your nature, svariipa, which does not depend on memory, which has its
very basis in that svaripa. Only the removal of ignorance is involved. Brahman is not
only the dtmi of the wise, it is the dtmd of the ignorant as well, and is therefore, the
nearest even for him. But because of ignorance, it is far away. For the vidvan, there is
nothing more near, for the avidvdn, there is nothing farther away.
How the same thing can be near and far away, at the same time, is illustrated in the
following story. Two men were sharing a compartment on an overnight train journey.
One had a lot of money and was counting it openly in the presence of the other one who
resolved to steal it. The thief waited for the wealthy man to retire and then searched all
his belongings but to no avail. In the morning, after returning from the bathroom he saw
his fellow-traveller sitting on the bunk counting his money again. In frustration he asked
him outright, where he had hidden his money during the night. The wealthy man
responded 'Under your pillow.' For the thief the money was very near, antike, right
under his own pillow, and yet it could not have been farther away, diirastha,because he
did not know it. Similarly, Brahman is the very nearest because it is yourself, and yet
nothing can be further away, if you do not know it.
' A crore is ten million
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avibhaktam ca bhWtesu vibhaktamiva ca sthitam
bhitabhartrca tajjieyam grasisnuprabhavisnuca

Verse 16

M itw W tat jieyam ca - and that is to be known; ai
m
avibhaktam ca and undivided; aq bhitesu - in the beings and elements; •"1IW(
W vibhaktam
iva ca - and seemingly divided; f
asthitam - remaining; %r
bhitabhartrthe sustainer of the beings; uifT grasisnu - the devourer; T4FP9 - prabhavisnuca
- and the creator
And that is to be known as the one who remains undivided in the beings
and who is seemingly divided, who is the sustainer of the beings and
elements, and who is the devourer and the creator.
ITIS UNDIVIDED BUT LOOKS AS THOUGH DIVIDED
It is undivided in all the beings, like space. Even though space seems to be divided
by the various conditioning factors like the walls of a room etc., it remains undivided,
relatively all-pervasive. Then, it is seemingly divided because of the conditioning
factors, upddhis. It is the 'seemingly' that makes the difference between knowledge and
ignorance. If you say, 'seemingly divided,' you know; if you say 'divided,' you do not.
This means that we need not remove any divisions that may be perceived, because there
are no real divisions.
IT IS THE CREATOR, SUSTAINER AND THE DESTROYER OF EVERYTHING
That Brahman is to be understood, jieya, as the one who sustains everything, all
beings and elements, bhWtabhartr. He is the devourer, grasisnu, the one who can
devour this entire world, meaning, at the time of dissolution everything goes back to this
cause. Then again, he is the creator, prabhavisnu, the one from whom all this comes
forth. Not only is he the devourer and the creator but also the sustainer, bhitabhartr.So,
this Brahman that is to be known is BrahmS, Visnu and Rudra, being the cause out of
which everything has come, by which everything is sustained, and unto which
everything goes back.
Jieyam brahma is unfolded by these verses, which are very precise and
complete. If you analyse them, you will see that the whole Sastra can be unfolded in
these verses. The paradoxes reveal satya and mithyd, the content of Vedanta. These
verses also determine the intention, tdtparya, of the Gitt. Sahkara introduces the next
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verse with a question. If Brahman is available everywhere, in all situations, because
there is no time, place, or object, which is away from Brahman, and yet it is not
perceived, is it some kind of darkness, tamas?

7k
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jyotisdmapi tajjyotistamasahparamucyate
jifdnam jneyam jindnagamyam hrdi sarvasya visthitam

Verse 17

T: jyotisam apijyotih dtp•m 3T i
- tat - that (jieyam brahma); - light;
Tfr': Wm tamasah param - beyond darkness (ignorance); 3<
the light of lights;
jiieyam - to be known; FFIMrI
jiianam - knowledge; *
ucyate - is said; Wll
hrdi sarvasya - in the
7 cf
jikinagamyam - what is arrived at by knowledge;
mind of all; faNf

visthitam - present

That (jieyam brahma), the light of lights, is said to be beyond
ignorance. It is knowledge, it is that which has to be known, it is that
which is arrived at by knowledge and it is present in the minds of all.
ATMA IS THE LIGHT OF ALL LIGHTS
That Brahman that is to be known is the light of all lights, jyotisam jyotih. The
sun, moon, stars and various other sources of light provide the basis for visual perception
by the eyes. You cannot visually perceive an object unless, that object itself is a source
of light or reflects light from another source. This situation, which we know is now
converted into an analogy to reveal the svaripa of itmd. An opaque object cannot
reveal itself. It requires a source of light. A source of light does not require another
source of light to illumine it, so, visually we can perceive a source of light by itself. Even
a glow-worm in the night reveals itself without the help of another light. Now, is a
source of light self-revealing? If it is, it should reveal itself even if you close your eyes.
But even the sun, such a powerful source of light, is not able to do that. No source of
light is self-revealing. Then how do you arrive at its existence? Only by perception. It
becomes an object, which is illumined by another source just as an opaque object is.
What is that source? The light in your eyes. The source of light is illumined by the light
in your eyes and therefore, is not self-evident. The eyes themselves are not self-evident
because if they are not backed by the mind, they will not see anything. An inferred
object like a particle also depends entirely upon your inferring mind. Then, what is
self-evident? The mind is not self-luminous, because if it were, it would not be able to
change and you would not be able to perceive any object. To see an object you must
have a vrtti in the form of the object. Therefore, the mind also has to be illumined by
something else.
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What is the final source, which is self-evident, self-effulgent, svaprakaSa? That
can only be dtmd. Thatjieyam brahma is the dtmd, which is of the nature of light. All
other lights depend entirely upon it. 'The light within, the light without, the innermost
light, which is beyond anything else, the light of lights, I am light, the self is light, I am
siva, antarjyotih bahirjyotih pratyagjyotih pardt parah jyotirjyotih aham jyotih
dtma-jyotih Sivo'smyaham.' By repetition you come back to the same point again and
again. That is nididhyasana.
This is the light that is said to be beyond ignorance, tamasah param ucyate.
Tamas is not darkness here. Light is the opposite of darkness; they are mutually
exclusive. This light of consciousness, however, allows everything, including darkness,
to exist. It is the light because of which you are aware of darkness. Atmajyotih is not
opposed to ignorance, much less knowledge. It will illumine both knowledge of a pot
and ignorance of the particles that constitute the clay. It is above the opposites,
illumining and lending its existence to both. It illumines ignorance with the same
efficiency as it illumines any vrtti of knowledge. It does not stand opposed to anything.
Atmd is the seer that never wanes, aluptadrk. Whether the mind goes to sleep, is
dreaming, is bringing in a sound or a taste, it illumines. And when the subtle body leaves
the physical body and also disintegrates; dtmd is ever illumining as pure consciousness.
Therefore, it is the light of all lights that is above the darkness called ignorance.
That light is jiina, which is above knowledge and ignorance, meaning pure
consciousness. It is alsojiheya, to be known as param brahma, the cause of everything.
And it can be arrived at through knowledge, jihna-gamya, consisting of the values and
attitudes already mentioned together with S'dtra-pramina.Where can it be known? As
present in various forms, visthita, in the intellect, hrdi, without being affected by any of
the many things that take place, it remains as pure consciousness.
In order to sum up what has been said so far, there is the following verse.
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iti ksetram tathdjiinamjieyam coktam samdsatah
madbhakta etadvijfiya madbhavdyopapadyate

Verse 18

q iti ksetram - thus the ksetra; MT tathd - so too; TIR jiWSnam - (means
of gaining) knowledge; *t' - jiieyam ca - and what is to be known; 3FT uktam has been told; -T'fl: samlsatah - in brief; TR'-: madbhaktah - the one who is
devoted to me; Ti
f1ýrT etat vijfiya - knowing this clearly; 'Tr w| 3wM
madbhdvdya upapadyate - is fit to gain the condition of being me
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Thus the ksetra, so too, the (means of gaining) knowledge and what is to
be known has been told in brief. The one who is devoted to Me, knowing
this clearly, is fit to gain the condition of being Me.

Here, Bhagavdn says that the following things have been told in brief,
samasatah. They are: the ksetra, that was said to be consisting of the five elements,
haankdra, buddhi and the unmanifest, avyakta, etc., extending to the entire creation;
jiidna consisting of values like amanitva; andjiieya, that which is to be known; param
brahma, which has no beginning and which is neither existent or non-existent. Here, he
does not mention the ksetrajiia separately because he has already established that it is
identical to jieya. Now Saikara says that he is summing up in this verse, the meaning
of the entire Veda and also of the Gitd.
MY DEVOTEE IS QUALIFIED TO GAIN ME, SAYS BHAGAVAN
For this vision ofjieyam brahma, who is qualified? Madbhakta, the one whose
devotion or commitment is to 'Me,' ParameSvarawho is all-knowing and the ultimate
guru. Because he is the initiator of this knowledge, he is the original and final guru. The
one who has given his entire mind, senses, everything to the pursuit of the knowledge of
Bhagavdn, is called madbhakta by Bhagavan.

When you want everything, you have to give everything. That is how it is. Even in
gambling, if you are very sure you are going to win, you will stake everything. But here,
there is no gamble because what you have to accomplish is already an established fact.
Therefore, there is no question of losing. Here, to the extent you give up, to that extent
you gain in the sense, that the more contented you are, the more you are able to give up.
The more dissatisfied you are, the less you can give up. Here, giving up is really growing
out of something, so that, every time you give up something you have grown out of it,
and therefore, there is no loss involved. Generally, whatever is given up is not lost in the
sense that it is subsumed in the knowledge of satya and mithyd. Thus, everything is
given up and the one who is ready to give up everything in order to gain this knowledge,
is called madbhakta by Bhagavan.

BY OFFERING EVERYTHING UNTO BHAGAVAN HE GAINS BHAGAVAN
He offers everything to the Lord-whatever he sees, whatever he hears, whatever
he touches etc. His mind is overwhelmed or pervaded by the appreciation that everything
is Bhagavdn. Bhagavdn says that such a person, knowing this clearly, etad vijldya,

knowing this jiieyam brahma that was told in the previous verses, becomes fit to gain
Myself-madbhdvya

upapadyate. Madbhdva, as said by Bhagavdn, is being

paramdtmd, recognizing one's identity with livara. This is accomplished by
madbhakta, like the tenth man 'becoming' the tenth man, once he knows he is the tenth
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man.' In order to know paramdtmd, you must have love for paramdtma-jlana.
Everybody loves dnanda,which happens to be atma but in spite of this, rarely does one
love tma-jiizina. This is what distinguishes a person as ajijilasu,and this is the bhakta
meant here, who is much more than a simple bhakta, who appeals to Bhagavan to assist
him in his pursuits within samsara.
Love for the knowledge of the Lord, nothing less, is real love. That love for the
knowledge of paramatmi is what takes you to paramatma because already you are
paramatma. What else can take you to, what is disowned by ignorance, except the love
of the knowledge of that? That love will bring in everything else, all the qualifications
etc., necessary for the knowledge to take place. You are not going to take anything less,
and therefore, you will create all the necessary conditions. That is love of knowledge.
Even if someone loves an object in this world, he will cross mountains in order to get it.
Naturally, once you have a love for this knowledge and know how precious it is, what
will you not do to gain it? In fact the love forjiiana is so, great that nothing is really
given up.
Useless things are left behind with a great relief, there is no sacrifice involved at
all. It is an all-consuming love for knowledge and anything inimical to it just drops off.
To such a person, this knowledge cannot be denied.
Saikara connects the next verse with the previous section, reminding us of the
two forms of prakrti, para and apara, discussed in the seventh chapter. We saw that
together they account for the whole creation. In this chapter, the ksetrajia-dtmd, which
is identical with Brahman is pard prakrti,and apardprakrtiis the ksetra.
Now, the question is raised as to how are the ksetra or prakrti and ksetrajiia or
purusa, the two causes for everything? The following verses answer this question. If we
take Arjuna's question into account, these verses answer what is purusa and prakrti,
and in the process, explain a few things, which were not explained while dealing with the
ksetra and ksetrajia.

1q4ia

'pigtk jft WfkrqTwa-q

I In II

prakrtimpurusam caiva viddhyanadi ubhdvapi
vikdrdrmca gunamrcaiva viddhi prakrtisambhavdn

Verse 19

3rt
yW 'Tf T prakrtim purusam ca eva - indeed prakrti and indeed purusa;
T3• A ubhau api - both also; fr viddhi - may you know; %Tif anddl - (are)
beginningless; i^f viddhi - may you know; fNcW|T - vikdrdn ca - and the
' See pg no 121
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modifications; FrF 17 - gunan ca eva prakrti-sambhavdn- are born of prakrti

and indeed the qualities; Thi--HtI9F

May you know that both prakrti and purusa are indeed beginningless.
And may you know that the modifications, and indeed the qualities are
born of prakrti.

THE PRAKRTI AND PURUSA BECOME THE CAUSE FOR EVERYTHING
Prakrti means that which is completely available for creation, prakarsena krtiyogyatvdt prakrtih. Clay, for example, cannot be really said to be the prakrti for
earthenware. It is a cause, which has a certain potential. While it can be the cause for a
pot, it cannot be the cause for a mirror. Prakrti however, means that which has the
potential to create everything, not alone, but with the purusa, which provides the very
existence, satta, of creation. Together, as IAvara, these two are the causes. Though both
have the status of being cause, purusa is the basis ofprakrti,mdyd.
BOTH ARE ANADI

Both, Bhagavan says here, are without beginning, anddl ubhau. Purusa has

neither beginning nor end because it is not bound by time. Prakrti,because it has its
basis in, and is entirely dependent upon this purusa, also has no beginning. If prakrti
had a beginning, prior to its beginning there would have been an absence ofprakrti. If
that is so, out of what was prakrti created? This leads us into an infinite regression and
the impossibility of creation. Therefore, prakrti is also anddi. From the standpoint of
the creation, it is maya accounting for the apparent, mithyd creation; and from the
standpoint of the individual, we call it avidyd. When the dissolution of creation takes
place, all that remains is Brahman with the unmanifest condition called prakrti. Both
are beginningless.
THE PRAKRTI CONFERS ON i&VARA THE STATUS OF JAGAT-KARANATVA

What makes Isvara the Lcrd is his status of being the twofold cause for the whole
creation. If fivara is only purusa,the efficient cause, nimitta-karana,and the material
cause, upiddna-kdrana,prakrti, is other than IAvara, then, Isvara is dependent upon

another factor. We can no longer call him Isvara because he has lost his status of being
all-powerful and all-pervasive. IAvara enjoys his status of being livara because both
prakrtis are with him. The ultimate cause, giving existence, sattd, to everything and
remaining unchanged, and the maya that undergoes change, are both Isvara. One, the
purusa, being caitanya-dtmd, is the svaripa of Isvara. The other, mdyd, is its
svabhdva. You can also say sat-cit-dnanda is your svartipa, and while being a doer,

your svabhdva is that of an enjoyer. Because of these two prakrtis, Isvara becomes the
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cause for the creation, sustenance and dissolution of the world. Together they are the
cause for samsara and neither of them has a beginning.
THIS ISNOT WHAT THE SAIKHYAS SAY

The Sditkhya will also say purusa and prakrti account for the creation but in his
view, purusa is the experiencer, bhokt5 and prakrti is the agent, karta, which creates
everything. They remain separate and both account for samsara in that the purusa
thinks he is the karta while in fact, prakrti is the kartd. For freedom from samsarathe
purusa has to appreciate that he is only a bhoktd. According to him, purusa is dtmd,
and is asaiga.And there are many dtmds, each one different from the other. Prakrti,
the cause for creation, on the other hand, is one. Behind each antah-karana,which is a
product of prakrti and is inert, is dtmi,
which is conscious. In dissolution, the
constituents of prakrti, namely sattua, rajas and tamas, are in equilibrium. When the
time comes for creation, this equilibrium is disturbed.
The question is, who creates this disturbance? It cannot be prakrti because it is
inert; nor can it be purusa because he is asariga.And there is no other thing. Further, if
prakrti is nitya and it creates everything, once it is created, creation cannot dissolve. If
it is dissolved, it will remain dissolved. Therefore, moksa is not possible. In fact, moksa
is not necessary. Prakrti is inert and does not require moksa and purusa is already
eternal, nitya, and is free from any association- is asahga.
If however, purusa and prakrti both constitute lSvara, there is no problem. That
means you are Isvara and the knowledge of that releases you from bondage. That is why
the Sdstra is meaningful. The Sdikhya's interpretation, however, is useless except as a
sparring partner.
THE JAGAT APPEARS TO BE MANIFOLD BECAUSE OF PRAKRTI
The prakrti has no independent existence

Then Krsna says, we must know the various modifications, vikaras, and qualities,
gunas, arising from prakrti,prakrti-sambhavdnca gundn ca viddhi. Later he will list

some of these modifications like buddhi, sense organs, etc., and the gunas, which
express as various modes of the antah-karanalike pleasure, pain, delusion, etc. All of
them, one must understand, are born of prakrti. It is TIvara's power to create, otherwise
called mdyd, which has inherent in it the qualities, sattva, rajas and tamas. This mndy
is the cause for the various modifications like the body, etc., and the manifold
expressions, like perception for the eye. They are all born from IAvara's prakrti. Lastly,
Sahikara says, prakrti is IAvara as the material cause that modifies into the world,
parindmi-upddina-kdrana.Purusais also the cause for the whole creation; but it is so,

without itself undergoing any change-it is the vivarta-uphddna-kdrana.These two
causes abide in Isvara in that, iJvara is purusa, and prakrti is not separate from him.
BG Vol III - 34
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Gita makes it clear here that it is prakrti that undergoes change-vikdrdmsca
gun.amscaiva viddhi prakrti sambhavan, understand the gunas and the modifications
as those born of prakrti. This prakrti depends upon purusa, the vivarta-upddanakdrana.

Introducing the next verse, Saikara asks, what are the modifications and qualities
born of prakrti?

kdryakaranakartrtvehetuh prakrtirucyate
purusahsukhaduhkhadntm bhoktrtue heturucyate

IF4-r-ri-q'j

Verse 20

kdrya-karana-kartrtue- in the creation of the physical body and the

instruments; ': hetuh - the cause; qf#r: 3"ii prakrtih ucyate prakrti; sI-:1--t sukha-duhkhadnm -of pleasure and pain; i1

in the state of being the experiencer; yww : k:
is said to be the cause

is said to be
bhoktrtve -

xZ purusah hetuh ucyate - purusa

Prakrtiis said to be the cause in the creation of the physical body and the
instruments, purusa is said to be the cause with reference to the state of
being the experiencer of pleasure and pain.
THE PRAKRTI ISTHE CAUSE FOR THE PHYSICAL BODY

Kdrya in general means effect but here, specifically, with the reading, kdryakarana-kartrtue, it means the physical body. This includes the five elements out of
which-the body is made because they are also an effect and also the world of sense
objects. These are all born of prakrti. Karanas are the sense organs, organs of action,
the intellect, ahahkdra and memory. All these are instrumenty, karanas, obtaining in
the physical body. The various attributes, which, as we saw in the previous verse, such as
pleasure, pain, delusion, etc., are expressions of the of mind, which is also a karana, an
inner instrument and are therefore, included in this expression. The cause for the creation
of all these is prakrti.

A second reading for this verse is that prakrti is said to be the cause in the
creation of cause and effect, kdrya-kdrana-kartrtue.Sahkara defines the kdrya as the

modified form of the karana, just as clay is the karana for the kdrya, pot. The
cause-effect relationship as we know it, is a very fluid one. The same thing from one
standpoint is a cause and from another is an effect, like clay from the standpoint of a pot
is a cause but from the standpoint of particles is an effect. Here, he says that the cause,
hetu, of the entire cause-effect world that we know is prakrti.
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THE PURUSA ISTHE CAUSE FOR JIVA BEING AN ENJOYER

Purusa,on whom this prakrti depends, is also not away from creation. Not only
does he create, he enjoys. The purusa, the conscious being that obtains within prakrti,
beginning with the mind, is the cause for being an enjoyer of pleasure and pain, which
are the gunas of prakrti.Prakrti is the set-up and the one who enjoys the set-up is the
purusa. Saikara says, the jiva, ksetrajia, and bhoktd are all synonyms of purusa.

Being an enjoyer implies being a knower too. The knower of this entire creation, the
purusa, is the one who becomes the kartd and consequently the enjoyer. He is the one
who becomes, in other words, seer, hearer, thinker, doubter etc. There is no kartd or
bhoktd without the purusa, but as we have been seeing, the purusa exists independently
of karta or bhokta. Purusaand prakrtitogether are the cause of samsdra.
BUT FOR THE PRAKRTI THERE WOULD BE NO SAMSARA
Sahkara says here that ifprakrti has not modified to become the physical body,
senses, world, the various attributes of the mind like pain and pleasure, and if there is no
conscious being to experience all of them, there is no samsdra at all. That is why in
sleep there is no experience of sarmsara, and also why sleep is very inviting. If prakrti
had not undergone these changes, there would be no world, no senses to report it.
Purusamust also be there, otherwise there is no conscious being, but then, what kind of
connection can there be between the two? The nature of the purusa is asahgatua,not
being connected to anything. Between purusa, consciousness, and the mind, for
example, what is the connection? A vrtti in consciousness is like a whiff of cloud
hanging in space. It leaves no trace upon consciousness but at the same time has no
being of its own. Then again, the urtti is inert.
THE CONNECTION BETWEEN THE PRAKRTI AND PURUSA ISMITHYA

Between the conscious purusa and the vrtti, a modified form of inert prakrti,
what connection can there be? Therefore, Sahkara says that the connection is due to
avidyd and is thus mithyd. The whole thing is superimposed. Because they are
connected by avidyd, whatever happens in the antah-karanaseems to be happening to
me, and thus, there is samsdra. Purusaaccounts for gaining the experience of knowing
etc., and prakrti accounts for what we experience. It is a perfect set up for a life of
sarmsra.

Now Sahkara asks another question. What is this so called samsdra? He
.describes it as the acute experience of sukha-duhkha. The one who enjoys samsdra is
called a samsdri, and therefore, it seems, the purusa becomes a samsdri.How does this
purusa who is a conscious being, unconnected to anything, become a samsdri?
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purusahprakrtisthohi bhuhkte prakrtijdngunýn
kdranam gunasango'syasadasadyonijanmasu

Verse 21

*

purusahprakrtisthah- the purusa (enjoyer, jiva)1
-ffdMe:
hi - because; T':
TpTf prakrtijdngundn - the attributes born of prakrti;
obtains in prakrti; Mfph
bhuhkte - (he) enjoys; 3TP RTJUT': asya gunasargah - his attachment to the
'
Q-3Tq-ý f- 'qi sad-asad-yoni-janmasu - for births in higher and
attributes;

lower wombs; RMwI

kdranam - (is) the cause

Because purusa (enjoyer, jiva) obtains in prakrti, (he) enjoys the
attributes born of prakrti.His attachment to the attributes is the cause for
births in higher and lower wombs.
BECAUSE OF IGNORANCE, THE JIVA BECOMES A SAMSARI
The purusa,the ksetrajiia, obtains in the prakrti, which has undergone change to
become the physical body, the sense organs and mind, and indeed the world. Just
because he obtains in the prakrti, he does not become a samsdri. For that, one must take
the prakrti as the svaripa of dtma.

Even though he is asaiga and not really involved

with anything, because of ignorance he identifies with the mind-sense-body complex and
takes himself as the bhoktd and karta. Then, because prakrti has become the dtma for
him, he enjoys, bhurzkte, the various conditions of the mind like sukha-duhkha, that are
born of prakrti. He does not experience them as this happiness or this pain but as 'I am
happy. I am in pain.' Because of an association due to avidyd alone, he takes the sukhaduhkha experiences as himself. There are further delusions, Sarkara says, like, 'I am
deluded, I am a scholar.'
The basic cause for these delusions is avidya. But what is the immediate cause for
assuming a particular incarnation? Why does this physical body have certain problems
and not others? Why this parentage and not another? There must be some particular
cause aside from the general cause of avidyd. There should be another level of
cause-effect and that level is what is called karma. The unique set of causes, because of
which a particular body is born, is called yoni. Some like the Gods, are born of pure
1Here the word purusa refers to the jiva as Sankarasays:
d^
ffT: r~d-:-ya
ui|raili
fanu^
F1r4
TI:, qMh, n~i1l1-II
ilVo smTIo
WT: " /
31Ti-mi
The purusa, the enjoyer obtains in the prakrti, which is of the nature of ignorance and
takes himself to be the (modification of the) prakrti.
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punya, sadyoni, others, like the animals, of pure papa, asadyoni. A human being is
born of a mixture of punya and papa, and thus, is sad-asad-yoni.Because ofpurnya, a
human being enjoys the faculty of choice. This is general. Then, there are other
particular endowments and comforts that are accounted for by an individual's punya.
The cause for these is his association with the gunas.
IGNORANCE IS THE CAUSE OF SAMSARA
The root of this attachment to the gunas is the notion that one is the body and
because of that there is kartrtva. Then, because the prakrti-gunasare taken as oneself,
the desire for sukha etc., is taken as oneself In order to become a sukhi, there is already
a conclusion that he is not a sukhl, and that conclusion is due to avidya. He can act to
accomplish this sukha, either in keeping with dharma, in which case he gathers punya,
or by circumventing dharma, and thereby gathering pdpa. Either way, this pu.ya-pipa
has to fructify, for which he must be born with another body. When he wants to become
a sukhi, and avoid being a duhkhl he has to do karmas and because of karma-phala,
he gains births in higher and lower wombs, sad-asad-yoni-janmasu. Therefore, this
wheel of samsara continues and the cause for it is association with the gunas,
gunasanga. This has to be negated only by knowledge of dtmd, which is attended by
dispassion, an objective evaluation of things.
Since the identification of the purusa, due to ignorance, with the modifications of
the gunas, is called samsara, it is clear that samsara does not belong to the purusa
who is dtmd. Prakrticannot have samsara because it has no bhoktrtva. Only dtmd can
be a bhokta, because it alone is conscious; but being asanga and nirguna how does
dtmd become the bhoktd with reference to the gunas ofprakrti? It is only because of
identifying himself with them due to avidyd. The negation of samsara takes place when
this false identification resolves in the wake of knowledge.
KNOWLEDGE OF THE PURUSA FREES YOU FROM SAMSARA
Therefore, knowledge of the purusa is necessary and that is given in this verse.

z<wrhMI--SfT- qat *TT *tv:

1

tlrqis~1f
#I#Stf#Pf¶i
: T: I I I
upadrastdnumantdca bhartd bhoktd maheSuarah
paramdtmeti cdpyukto dehe'sminpurusahparah
Wr
-

Verse 22

upadrasta- ultimate seer; 3TJRWT anumanta - permitter; " T ca bhartd
sustainer; 'itW bhoktd - enjoyer; r*V: maheivarah - limitless Lord (creator);
IqTIr-q
"3W: Ifk paramatmdca uktah iti and called 'limitless self; # a3rf
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34f dehe asmin api limitless

in this body also; 'p : purusah - the person; 'R: parah -

The ultimate seer, permitter, sustainer, enjoyer, limitless Lord (creator),
and also called 'limitless self,' is the person who is limitless, in this body.
This purusa is upadrastd.A drastd is a seer and the prefix upa means close, so,
he is the seer who is close. Sahkara gives an example. In a ritual, there is a yajamana,
the one who is having the ritual done and who has some actions to carry out in the
performance of the ritual. Then, there are the rtviks, the officiating priests who do the
ritual. Besides these there is another person sitting there who knows exactly how the
ritual is to be performed but does not do anything himself. Though he remains very close
to all the activity, he does not perform any action. Similarly, the purusa is not active
himself but in his presence all activities of the physical body, mind and senses take
place. The prefix upa is important here because it indicates that purusa is never away.
That is why, elsewhere it is called Srotrasya irotram, ear of the ear etc. Its presence is
there behind all the senses, organs of action, and the mind without itself performing any
action. This is dtmd.
A second meaning for the word upadrastd is the seer who is close in the sense of
innermost. The physical body is a seer in the sense that the sense of touch pervades it
and it can detect heat and cold etc. Similarly, the eye as a sense organ is a seer. The mind
is the seer of the senses, without which they cannot function. But the one who sees the
mind is the real seer, because of which the mind senses, etc., all see. That is the final seer
beyond whom there is no seer and who is called upadrastd. A third meaning is the one
who lights up the knower, knowledge, and known, jnat, jnina and jheya, because it is
always near and at the same time, the seer of everything. All meanings are equally
applicable.
Anumanta is the one who is the permitter, the one who approves. Whatever the
mind does, dtmd is satisfied. Being fullness by nature, it never lacks and is always
relaxed and happy, no matter what changes the mind is undergoing. Secondly, while
atmd performs no action, it is as though an accomplice to all the activities of the mind,
senses and body because without dtmi none of them can be active. The third meaning
given by Saikara for anumantd is the one who supports all the activities of the body,
mind and senses by lighting them up. It does not stand opposed to anything but is the
great permitter, the one who does not resist at all. If the mind is restless dtma will light
up the restlessness. When the mind is pleased, it will light up the pleased mind. It is not
against any condition because its nature is luminosity like the sun.
Bhartd is the one who sustains. The body, mind and senses exist and are
conscious due to dtmd. The eyes function as instruments of sight and the ears as
instruments of hearing because of dtmd. It gives existence not only to this body but to
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the entire prakrti. That prakrti, which is the cause of everything, is sustained by the
purusa who is caitanya-dtma. This consciousness is the sustainer of not only this
body-mind-sense complex but of the entire creation.
Bhoktd means the one who finally enjoys everything, being the very suariipa of
the bhoktd. If ahahkdra is the bhoktd, purusa is the one that sustains that bhoktd.

Another meaning is, the one who devours everything, samharana-kartd.Everything is
dissolved in deep sleep, except purusa and also at the dissolution of the entire creation,
everything is resolved into the purusa. All the ndma-ripas are resolved into the
prakrti-upadhi,which is rooted in the purusa. Therefore, purusa is called bhoktd, the
devourer, samharana-kartd.
Mahesvarah is the one who is limitless and is iSvara, mahdn ca asau l4varah, in

whose presence alone all activities take place. IAvara is also the creator; thus the purusa
with the prakrti is not only the sustainer-bharta, the dissolver-samharana-karta and

the enjoyer-bhoktd, but also the creator of all this as the nimitta-kRrana.
In the druti, this purusa is also called paramdetma, the one who is limitless and
who is the self. Kaivalyopanisad says, 'Knowing paramdtmd he becomes
paramdtmd." He is also the one who obtains in this physical body, dehe asmin
purusah, and is limitless, para, being the very basis of prakrti. Being limitless there is
only one self, not many in spite of the fact that there are many physical bodies. This
purusa who is the sustainer, destroyer and creator of the entire creation is paramdtmi It
is limitless and it is 'I.'
Thus purusa who is 'I,' the one who dwells in this body and is fullness, pUrna, is
also the ultimate seer-upadrastd, the great permitter-anumantd, and the sustainer,
destroyer and creator of all this--bhartd bhoktd mahevsarah.

ya evam vetti purusam prakrtim ca gunaih saha
sarvathd vartamdno'pina sa bhiyo'bhijdyate

Verse 23

4: yah - the one who; 'WR T'di.
-r purusam prakrtim ca - purusa and prakrti
r : W gunaih saha - along with its attributes;
TWq
-' evam vetti - knows in this
manner; -NIfT sarvathd - in all ways; wt•rr: 3a vartamznah api - even though
engaged; RT: sah - he; 'IT: bhiyah - again; 3T 4
· fTiR na abhijdyate - is not

born

Kaivalyopanisad- 27
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The one who knows in this manner, purusa, and prakrti along with its
attributes, even though engaged in all ways, he is not born again.

THE ONE WHO KNOWS THE PURUSA AND PRAKRTI IS NOT BORN AGAIN
The one who knows this purusa as just described is not reborn because he knows
that atma is not subject to time. Generally, when one knows something, there is the
object of knowing, jiihna-karma and the agent of knowing, jhina-karta.Whenever a
verb is used, as it is here, there must be an action and if there is an action, there must be
an agent. For that action, there will also necessarily be an object if the verb is transitive.
The verb 'to know' is transitive and thus, there is the one who knows and the object of
such knowledge. If one knows dtmd, does dtmd become an object of knowledge entirely
different from the knower? If so, who is the knower? How can I be the knower when the
object of my knowledge is myself? This is why, it is more accurate to say that with
reference to atmd, there is no ignorance, because knowledge of dtmd has removed that
ignorance. Once the ignorance has gone, dtmd is revealed as upadrastd anumanti
bharta bhoktd mahesvarah paramdtmd. All these words are meaningful to me as the

truth of myself.
Not only does he know the purusa in this way, he also knows prakrti, along with
its gunas, properties. As we have seen, prakrti accounts for the body-mind-sense
complex, kdrya-karana-sahghdta.The one who knows prakrti and its gunas and

knows purusa as upadrastd etc., even though engaged in an activity, sarvatha
vartamanah api, is not born again, na sa bhi2yah abhijayate. If he is a king, he may

continue to rule, like Janaka; if he is a sddhu he may teach or not; if he is a g!rhastha
he may remain with his family or walk out like Yijhavalkya. After gaining this
knowledge, he may live any type of life but the karmas done in living that life do not
touch him at all. Once his body has fallen, he does not assume a birth in another form
because he knows that he has no form and is free from time.
HE IS FREES FROM ALL KARMAS AND THEREFORE, IS NOT BORN AGAIN
While he remains in this body his prarabdha-karmatakes over and whatever is
there, will occur without any interference from his will. There is no adrsta-phalaof
these actions for him because there is no agent performing the actions, to whom the
results can accrue. The past accumulated karmas, sahcita-karma, have already gone
with the negation of the kartd All that remains is the prdrabdha-karma,which will
naturally get exhausted. The one who recognises that the nature of the purusa, the dtmtd,
is actionlessness and that the prakrti performs action, is freed from all karma and
therefore, has no rebirth.
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AN OBJECTION: THE SANCITA-KARMAS CANNOT BE DESTROYED
THEREFORE, HE WILL BE BORN AGAIN

An argument can be put forth that before knowledge there was a good amount of
karma gathered in this life for which he would have to take, if not many, at least one
birth to exhaust. Then, there is the vast amount of saiicita-karma accumulated in
countless prior births. These cannot be destroyed without fructifying because they have
already been initiated. Once an action is performed there is bound to be a result. Even
though he has knowledge, because ofprarabdha-karmahe continues to live. Extending
the same logic to the saiicita-karmathat he has already accumulated, should he not reap
their results? What is the difference between his prdrabdha-karma,which keeps him
going and the other karmas that he did before? If the prdrabdha-karmacan keep his
body going then, saiicita-karmashould bring him a new body. Then again, whatever he
did in this life before knowledge should be accounted for and even what he does after the
knowledge will produce some result for which a birth is required.
IFKARMA ISDESTROYED WITHOUT RESULTS WHY SHOULD ONE DO KARMA?

If karma can be destroyed without producing a result, why should anyone do any
karma? If you say that sometimes it produces a result and sometimes it destroys itself,
that undermines belief in the Sdstra, which says that for a specific karma there is a
specific result. The kartd must necessarily believe that he will enjoy the karma-phala
in order to have Sraddhd in the sdstra. Further, the entire karma-kinda-distrawould

become useless if karma can be destroyed without producing a result.
ANSWER: SASTRA ALONE ISTHE PRAMANA FOR THIS

Our answer to this lies only in the dastra. The very sdstra that tells us about
unseen results in the form of punya-pdpa also says, 'His karmas are destroyed in that
vision of the limitless, kstyante cdsya karmdni tasmin drste paravare.'"And the smrti
says 'The fire of knowledge destroys all karmas,jiindgnihbhasmasdt karute.'2 Once
he comes to know that &tma is Brahman, all the karmas are destroyed and he is not

reborn. Sruti also says, 'The one who knows Brahman is Brahman itself, brahma
veda brahma eva bhavati.'3 Since Brahman is nitya, there is no possibility of being

born for the one who knows this as the truth of himself because he is not within the
scope of time. And it says 'The knower of Brahman gains the limitless, brahmavid
dpnoti param.'4 Being limitless, he has no form that can take a birth, nor is there any
place where he is not, to be born therein. The destruction of all karmas for the one who
SMundkopanisad - 2-2-8
2 Gltd - 4-37
- 3-2-9
4 Taittirlyopanisad- 2-1
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knows himself as Brahman is stated everywhere in the sruti and also here in the Gita.
When the Sdstra says that, sarva-karmdni,all karmas, are destroyed, there is no reason
to restrict the meaning to only the karmas done after knowledge. When there is no basis
for restricting the meaning, sarva-karmanimeans, literally, all karmas.
KARMA-PHALAS ARE ONLY FOR THE KARTA

Reasoning also supports this. All karma and karma-phalas are for the one who
has ignorance. With that as a basis, there is a karta, the aharkdra, who performs
various karmas that are the causes for new births for him. Only for the one who has the
notion, 'I am the doer,' do the karmas produce results in the form of a birth, and the
experiences gained through that. But the karmas done without that notion do not
produce any results. Such karmas can produce a drsta-phala,an immediate seen result,
but no unseen result, adrsta-phala,in the form of punya-papa. They have to accrue to
the kartd and when that karta is not there, there can be no adrsta-phala.
SANCITA-KARMAS AND PRARABDHA-KARMAS ARE NOT SIMILAR

Further, he answers the argument that since prdrabdha-karmais not destroyed
because it has already begun, the saicita-karma,which has also been initiated, would
also not be destroyed. This physical body is like a released arrow. If the person becomes
a jiini, then, like an arrow that has already released, continues on its trajectory even
though he has no identification with it. The human body is meant for moksa. Once that
is achieved, how long it travels after that depends upon its momentum, the karmas that
have brought this body into being. When that is exhausted, then alone it stops. Even
though its purpose is accomplished and its existence is no longer really necessary, still,
the karma that has brought the body into being will run its course because knowledge
can only destroy an error, not an empirical reality. Knowledge that the sun does not rise
does not destroy the perception of it rising in the eastern sky. It does, however, destroy
any wrong conclusion born of ignorance. Nor will knowledge of a mirage destroy the
appearance of the mirage because the causes for that belong to Ivara.Knowledge need
not destroy these appearances either because it has already destroyed their reality. They
are recognised as being mithyd. Once the reality of the creation is destroyed, the reality
of duality is destroyed. That does not mean the perception of duality is destroyed, nor
does it need to be. If the duality were real, it could not be destroyed either. The so called
duality is destroyed because the truth of the object known, jiieya, the instrument of
knowledge, jiidna, and the knower, jidta, are all revealed as one param brahma. All
the three continue to exist but their reality, and hence the reality of their division, has
been falsified. It does not and need not destroy the jiiatd,jidna, and the jhieya. This
body, brought into being by karma, will continue as it was before knowledge,
undergoing experiences until the force of that karma is exhausted.
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What about saicita-karma?That karma is in the name of the karta, who has
been dismissed by knowledge, and therefore, it has no place to which it can fasten itself.
They are like the actions done in a dream. Once the person wakes up he is no longer
accountable for them. Sarikarauses another example to illustrate this. Suppose an arrow
is not released because the archer has lost interest in shooting. What will happen? The
arrow has no more targets to reach. Similarly, these various karmas, which have their
basis in the kartd, who is negated by knowledge, are also negated. They are rendered
incapable of producing any birth etc. Therefore, when the physical body df the wise man
falls, he is not reborn.
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in the mind;
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with self

sarikhyena yogena karma-yogena -
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by

by karma-

yoga

By contemplation in the mind some see the self with the self (the
prepared mind), others by knowledge and others by karma-yoga.
THE MEANS FOR MOKSA
afikara introduces this verse saying that regarding the vision of dtma, dtmadarhane,there are many optional methods and these are cited here. Sankara's use of the
word dargana, vision, is important and deliberate. The context is a dialogue in
Brhadaranyakopanisadbetween Ydjiiavalkya and his wife Maitreyl. He has decided
to distribute his wealth to his two wives and live a life of sannydsa for the purpose of
gaining moksa. Maitreyl asked him whether with all the wealth he was leaving her, she
could also gain moksa; and he responded that there was no hope of getting moksa by
wealth. Then she asked him for the means for moksa.
SRAVANA, MANANA AND NIDIDHYASANA
First, he makes her understand that love for anything is for one's own sake, and
finally, it is the self that is the most beloved. Therefore, he tells her, 'Indeed, my dear,
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dtmd has to be seen, dtmd va are drastavyah.. Drastavya, it has to be seen, means, it

has to be known clearly as if it were seen. For that what should be done? How am I to
see myself? Since any known means of knowledge is inappropriate to know oneself, the
knower, Ydjiavalkya says, 'Indeed, my dear, dtma has to be listened to, dtmd ua are
Arotavyah.' Listening, in the context, is inquiry into the veddnta-dgstrawith the help of
a teacher. Since I am here already, dtmd cannot be gained unless it is in terms of
knowledge, and therefore, this pramdna is necessary. After listening, there can be
doubts put forth by my own intellect or by others. A Buddhist will say that dtma is
Siinya and I have to see for myself, very intimately, how that is wrong; otherwise it is
my doubt also. Anything that is said against the vision of the sruti, which I have to come
to understand by proper Sravana, has to be very closely analysed and met with.
Therefore, Ydjiiavalkya says 'Indeed, my dear, the self is to be reflected upon, atmd va
are mantavyah.' Then, even if everything is very clearly understood, the orientation that
one is the body can still remain. This has been there for countless births, so that, even
though I know that I am not the body, being hostage to the past, the orientation does not
immediately get corrected. This knowledge is what we call knowledge with obstructions,
sa-pratibandhaka-jiina.Therefore, I have to contemplate upon this pratyagdtmd that

was unfolded by the Sdstra. Ydjiavalkya says, 'Indeed, my dear, the self is to be
contemplated upon, dtmd va are nididhyssitavyah.' It is to be done purely for the sake
of removal of obstructions. How long? How do you know when to stop eating? This is
the same. It will stop itself, you need not exercise your will to stop it.
SOME PEOPLE REQUIRE NIDIDHYASANA

This is the contemplation that is talked of in this verse when he says, 'By
contemplation some see the self, dhydnena pagyanti kecid atmdnam.' Again the word

'see,' pagyanti, is used. Contemplation is specifically mentioned here because it is very
rare for a mumuksu not to require it. Every person has obstructions to knowledge and
the majority have to spend time in contemplation upon pratyagdtmd being
sat-cit-dnandam brahma.,Saikara describes nididhydsana here as resolving the

sense organs from the sense objects into the mind, and the mind into pratyagdtmd,
which is nothing but consciousness, and dwelling upon that with a single-pointedness.
That is dhydna. As an illustration of how it is to be done, he says that one should
meditate without moving from that which is contemplated upon, just as a crane with its
beak in the water waiting for something to move, or like the mountains on the earth
standing motionless, seems to meditate.
Dwelling upon pratyagdtmd can be two-fold. As you see any object, either
perceptually or in your mind, you turn your attention towards pratyagdtmd who is
sdksi. This is drsya-anuviddha-savikalpa-dhydna.Then you bring in words that are
SBrhaddranyakopanisad- 2-4-5
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true to the nature of pratyagdtma, like caitanya,pruma, and see how meaningful they
are for you. This is Sabda-anuviddha-savikalpa-dhydna.How I can be purna? If I am

the body or a thought I cannot be purna. In order to meditate upon dtmd, you first have
to know what dtmd is, and that knowledge is gained from the Sastra. Meditation will not
reveal dtma because the meditator is dtmd, and therefore, whatever you know about
yourself will be the atma that is meditated upon. So, sravana is not an option here at all.
Because of that alone, these words are meaningful. We meditate purely for the removal
of obstructions to our clear understanding of Aastra, and therefore, it is a part of
sravana. The dhydna mentioned here is not updsana or prayer. That is something
entirely different and is meant for gaining a steadiness of mind and a certain grace.
Because Bhagavun has said, 'They see the self by the self (prepared mind), itmand
dtmdnam pagyanti,' dhyana here is nididhyasana.
If dhydna is taken as saguna-brahma-updsana,then Sarkara says, it is like the

flow of oil. As a ribbon of oil consistently flows from one vessel to the other, so too, in
dhyana there is the consistent undisturbed flow of the same vrtti or vrttis that belong to
the same species, sajdtlya-vrtti-pravdha.This can be japa or any type of meditation
upon ivara.This is also dhyana, and can precede nididhyasana,if necessary, in order
to steady the mind. Along with this, he continues to do Sravana.
Atmani means, in the buddhi. There, they see the parna-atmd,which means they
recognise dtmd as being pilrna. By seeing one by one that it is free from any particular
limitation-like being a seer, hearer, thinker, etc., free from all doership, enjoyership,
etc., and is pure existence, pure consciousness, and limitlessness-they see the parnaatmd. All this they see, as it was taught with a mind, dtmand, that is well-prepared.
Atma is not an object of the buddhi by its very nature, and therefore, cannot be seen as
we literally understand it. All you have to do is, to negate all the notions about the atma
and recognise the implied meaning, laksydrtha, of the words revealing the nature of
itm6. Thereby the notions of being limited, happy, sad, etc., are negated. In
contemplation we bring in the opposite of these notions until they finally drop off.
IFONE ISREADY ONLY VICARA ISREQUIRED

If one is ready, only inquiry, vicdra, is required. Thus Bhagavan says, 'Some see
the self by knowledge... dtmdnam padyanti... kecit sarikhyena yogena' By sravana

alone they know the reality ofpurusa and prakrti, and are liberated by that knowledge.
They have no other problem.
Since karma-yoga is mentioned separately in this verse, we have to understand
these people as sannysiss or qualified people who do not have any obstruction in
gaining this knowledge. That means, there is discriminating capacity, viveka, dispassion
or objectivity, vairFgya,and all the other qualifications like Sama, dama, etc. Then you
have an ideal situation for gaining this knowledge. All you have to do is Aravana.
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Saikara says, such a person sees the self as eternal, distinct from the properties of the
gunas-sattva,rajas and tamas, and in the form of a witness of their kdrya. When he

begins to yawn, he sees it as an effect of tamas, when he is agitated, that is rajas and
when he is very appreciative or contemplative, it is sattva. Since these are seen by him,
it is clear that he is distinct from all of them. Atma does not yawn, much less does it get
agitated or become quiet. It is always quiet, in fact, it is free from any change. All the
three gunas are seen expressing as qualities of the antah-karana.Not only that, they
account for the entire creation. The five gross elements, pahca-bhutas are born of
tamas of the subtle elements, which is why they are inert, jada. The organs of action
and the prdna are born of rajas; and organs of perception, jiidnendriyas and antahkaranaare born of sattva. Then, there are different vrttis brought about by these gunas.
Atmd is the witness of all these various products of the gunas, which amounts to the
entire creation. And it is nitya, which means it does not come into being. Atmacaitanya is always a witness, saksl, with reference to something to be witnessed; in and
of itself, it is of the nature of pure consciousness. And being distinct from all the gunas,
they do not bind him at all. This viveka is called sfikhya.
Since the next one is karma-yoga, this one and the one who must also do
contemplation, nididhyasana,should be taken as sannydsis. They have nothing else to
do but Aravana, manana, and nididhyasana. Among them are .those who have

obstructions, and those who do not. Those who have a strong orientation of being the
body have to eliminate that obstruction in order to recognise this clearly, and therefore,
they do nididhyasana.Those who do not, need only inquiry, Sravana and manana.
SOME REQUIRE KARMA-YOGA

Then, there are those who require antah-karana-suddhi,and for that the means is
karma-yoga. They may also be doing Aravana and manana but in addition, they
continue to perform karma, offering all their actions and the results of the actions to the
Lord. How can karma-yoga be the means for seeing the atma? It helps to prepare the
mind, so that in time they will see. Karma-yoga is not an alternative path. Those who do
karma-yoga also have to pursue knowledge. That must be always emphasised. Their
karma is an offering to Isvara because it is not motivated by their own likes and dislikes
but by the situation. Then, when the results come, they are received as coming from
IAvara. Thus, likes and dislikes get neutralised, and with their obstructions removed,
knowledge takes place.
Both, the sannyast and the karma-yogi, have to understand the sdstra's vision of
dtmd, and both suffer from the orientation of being the body, which is the opposite of
what they have understood, uiparita-bhdvana. Therefore, there is no option in sravana,
manana and nididhyasana.The 'object' of seeing, darSana, is dtmd, whose nature is

sat-cit-dnandam brahma. This can only be seen in the intellect as the content of every
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thought. As in all the notes of a flute, the sound of the flute is recognised, similarly in
every vrtti, you recognise paramdtmd.
Because he says, they see, paSyanti, it implies that paramatmd itself is
recognised by a vrtti. But it is not like the vrtti with, which a pot etc., is recognised.
This vrtti itself has no form, it is the akhanda-dkara-vrtti,and thus, the content of this
crtti can assume any form. Consciousness is present in every cognition, and if you see
that this limitless consciousness is 'I,' that recognition eliminates all the limitations from
consciousness. Having destroyed the ignorance with reference to dtma-caitanya being
limitlessness, that vrtti also goes away.
THOSE WHO DO JUST WHAT THEY ARE TOLD, SRUTIPARAYANAH

Then, there are others who have no viveka. They do not know what is dtmr and
andtmd, and when you try to teach them, they do not understand; yet they want moksa.
For them, we advise various disciplines to prepare the'mind. Those who follow such
advice are called Srutipardyanas,those whose commitment is to what they have been
told. The teacher who gives the advice may be a great veddnti but if he finds the student
does not have adequate intellectual discipline to understand the Sdstra, he will advise
him to study grammar or logic, and then teach him later. Or he may require some
updsana or astfdiga-yogato steady his mind. This is told in the following verse.
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Verse 25

3 FRT:
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who are committed to what they have heard; yq;Js mrtyum -

T4 atitarantieva - indeed cross

But others, not knowing in this manner, having heard from others (their
teachers), being committed to what they have heard, follow, and indeed,
they also cross death.
Tu is to distinguish this type from the three that were mentioned in the previous
verse. They may be karma-yogis or even sannydsis but the pursuit of knowledge is not
possible for them. Since the pursuit of knowledge is necessary, how should you advise
them in order to make them qualified to do vicara? If they do not have the type of mind
capable of enquiring into dtmd and anatmd, they are advised to follow what they have
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heard from their teachers. Here 'what they have heard' should be taken as the advice of
the teacher. Often, the advice may not seem to have any connection with dtma-jiina.If
he/she is asked to do a particular dsana daily, that may keep the body fit, but how, one
may wonder, is it going to help the person in listening to sastra? Or if one is put on a
diet, or sent on a pilgrimage, or asked to do pjad orjapa,or upasana.What has that got
to do with atma-jhina?Generally, the seekers are advised to do Gayatri-puragcarana,
which is repetition of the Gayatrl-mantraone lakh (100,000) times, the number of
syllables in the mantra. In the Gayatrl-mantra,there are 24 syllables, and thus, they
repeat it twenty four lakh (24,00,000) times. Chanting daily four to five hours, one can
complete it in two or three years.
Though the connection between this and atma-jiihna is not obvious, they do it
because they are committed to what they have heard from their teachers
Arutipardyanih.In time, they acquire the necessary mental discipline, and the teacher
begins teaching. Gaining knowledge, they also cross death-gain moksa. Because he has
used the word 'also,' it implies how much more efficacious this is for those who have no
obstacles. These are the discriminative ones who have no hindrance at all in
understanding the pramana.This connects to what he said in the beginning; 'I will teach
you what is to be known, knowing, which you will gain immortality, jieyam yat tat
pravaksydmi yajiidtva amrtam afnute.' The knowledge that the ksetrajiia-dtmd is in

reality Paramesvara, releases you from death, and therefore, from birth-in other
words, from samsdra.
How is that possible? By knowledge, some would argue, you can get bound.
Before knowing something, you would not have had a desire for it, but once you come to
know something very desirable, you can get completely obsessed by it. The argument is
that knowledge is binding because it creates desires in you. Once you have desires, you
have to fulfil them and in trying to fulfil them, there are always obstructions. To remove
them, you may go against dharma and incur pdpa, the results of which have to be
experienced. Therefore, how do you get liberated by knowledge? Knowledge is the basis
for desire, and desire is the cause for the action, for which you must reap the result.
The next verse is to show the reason why, by the knowledge of the identity of
ksetrajiiaand itvara,one gains moksa.
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wr-4i¶t• ksetra-ksetrajinatat viddhi - that, may you know; i
? ff,
samyogat - because of the connection between the ksetra and the ksetrajita; 'Wat?
bharatarsabha- Arjuna (foremost of the Bharatas)
As long as any existent thing, mobile or immobile, is born, that may you
know, Arjuna, is because of the connection between the ksetra and the
ksetrajiia.
As long as something that exists, whether mobile or immobile, is born, understand
that birth is because of the connection between the ksetra and ksetrajia.The separation,
viyoga, between the ksetra and ksetrajila is what is called moksa. How does this
connection take place? The ksetrajiia is dtma and the ksetra is anatma. What kind of
association is possible between atma and anatma?
SAMYOGA BETWEEN THE KSETRA AND KSETRAJNA IS NOT POSSIBLE
THE KSETRAJNA ISPARTLESS AND NOT AVAILABLE FOR ANY CHANGE

Sarkara says, it cannot be an associatin,.like that between a rope and a pot, both
of which have a definite form and have parts. A rope has twq ends, which you can tie to
the neck of the pot and thus bring them together. This kind of samyoga is not possible
between the ksetra and the ksetrajia, which part of the ksetrajiLa, which is pure
formless consciousness, will you connect to the ksetra? It would be like trying to attach
space to an object. It cannot be done because it is free from parts. This kind of
association of two different objects each having its own features is not possible for
ksetra and ksetrajiia. Nor can we say that there is an association like that between the
cloth and the threads because the cloth is the thread. Similarly, there is no association
between ksetra and ksetrajia because essentially, they are not two different things. Nor
does the ksetrajiiaundergo a change to become the ksetra because it is not available for
any change. If consciousness is blue, slowly it can turn into grey but consciousness is
formless, and thus, has no features that it can change.
THE KSETRA ISTHE OBJECT OF KNOWLEDGE AND K ETRAJNA ISTHE SUBJECT

The apparent association isone of superimposition
Further, ksetra is an object of your knowledge, and is inert; and the ksetrajia is
the subject, dtmd, which is pure consciousness. Between them there is no possibility of a
connection because, as arihkarahas said elsewhere, they are opposite in nature like light
and darkness. Yet one is mistaken for the other and the properties of one are mistaken for
the properties of the other. The ksetrajia and its nature are taken as the body, and the
attributes-of the body are taken for the ksetrajia-atmd.This apparent association is one
of superimposition, adhyasa, due to avidyd. It is purely a false cognition. When you
say, 'I am' meaning the body, the existence and consciousness of the body belong to
B.G Vol I11135
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dtmd. Then again, when you say, 'I am fat,' etc., the properties of the body are
superimposed upon dtmd. This is all due to adhydsa, the cause of which is the absence
of discrimination between the ksetra and the ksetrajnia. That establishes the connection
immediately. If there is no discriminative knowledge of an oyster shell, it is mistaken for
a piece of silver. Similarly, a rope is mistaken for a snake. Two different objects, the
rope and snake, have seemingly become one. How? By a connection, due only to
superimposition. Similarly, the association of ksetra and ksetrajiia is in the form of
adhyasa, superimposition, characterised by false knowledge. It is born of ignorance.
WITH THE HELP OF THE SASTRA ONE SEPARATES THE KSETRA FROM THE KSETRAJNA

The Sdstra reveals the nature of the ksetra and the ksetrajiia, and with this
knowledge, one is separated from the other. Previously, it was pointed out that the ksetra
is the body, the five elements, the ahahkara,the organs of action, the sense organs, the
sense objects, desire, aversion, pleasure, pain, and so on. Anything other than the
ksetrajiia ttmd is called ksetra. With the help of the sdstra, one separates ksetrajiia

from the ksetra, like one separates the stalk from the sharp edged muijd grass-with
alertness and care. In any object, one component is ksetra, another is ksetrajiia. The
name and form of the object are ksetra, while its existence is ksetrajnia. In the mind
also, the vrtti aspect is the ksetra, and consciousness is myself, the ksetrajiia, upon
which the vrtti is superimposed. Every moment the ksetrajia and the ksetra are
together and available, and therefore, have to be carefully separated.
Ksetrajiiahas to be recognised as Brahman, which is free from all the attributes
of the upddhi and which was said to be neither an existent thing nor a non-existent thing
but the basis of all concepts of existence and non-existence. The one who recognises this
fact also recognises that the ksetra is born of maya and has no real existence, like a
wooden elephant, Saikara says. This is a famous example to illustrate mayd. While
walking in the forest, a student saw a large elephant and cried out to his guru who was
with him, expecting the guru to stop. But the guru kept walking, and walked right up to
the elephant and started stroking it. Then the guru called to the student also to approach
the elephant. Out of Sraddha, he went towards the elephant and upon coming near it,
discovered that it was made of wood. In the knowledge of wood, the elephant
disappeared. This is mithyd. An object seen in the dream, or a city that you see in the
clouds, is also mithyd. Once you see the truth of it, it ceases to exist as a reality. It is not
independently existent. If you analyse the physical body, it reduces from one thing to
another and finally just melts away in your understanding, until all that is there is
consciousness. The whole creation is the same. It has its being in consciousness, the
sadvastu, alone. When you see the creation, the sadvastu, the ksetrajiia, is there; but in
the ksetrajiia there is no creation.
For a person for whom this is very well ascertained, false knowledge, being
opposed to this clear vision, goes away. He does not have the confusion of the ksetra
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being ksetrajina, and the ksetrajia being ksetra, and therefore, the cause for birth,
which is the connection between the ksetra and the ksetrajifa is gone. It was said before
that the one who knows what is purusa and what is prakrti along with its gunas... is not
born again, ya evam vetti purusam prakrtim ca gunaih saha... na sa bhiyo'
bhijayate. He knows that purusa is param brahma. Everything is superimposed upon
the purusa, which is ksetrajia, and there is no real connection, whatsoever, between it
and the ksetra, the ksetra being mithya while the ksetrajha is satya. For the person for
whom this is very clear, the cause for birth, which is false knowledge, is gone. He is
released.
Because the cause for samsara is the association, samyoga, between the ksetra
and ksetrajia, the release from samsara requires their disassociation, viyoga. Death
cannot accomplish this because, in death, you are released, only from one aspect of the
ksetra, your physical body. There is no dissociation from the subtle body, and therefore,
there will be rebirth. The dissociation of the ksetra and the ksetrajiiatakes place only by
the clear knowledge of ksetrajiaand ksetra. The result of this knowledge is the removal
of ignorance and because false knowledge produced by that ignorance, also goes when
its cause goes, samsara goes away. This is moksa.
The vision of the person, who has this knowledge, is unfolded in the following
verse.

R41 IrcWftg: q<A^cjjH I
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samamr sarvesu bhiitesu tisthantamparameivaram
vinacyatsvavinasyantamyah pagyati sa pasyati

Verse 27

74 of
sarvesu bhiitesu - in all beings; 7rq samam - the same; fdg
tisthantam - remaining;
vf
uinaoyatsu - among the things that are perishing;
3aqfr•q
avinaSyantam - as one who is not being destroyed; q i4r
paramesvaram- the Lord; T: VtR yah pasyati - the one who sees; WT: TiW
sah
pasyati - he sees
The one who sees the Lord, remaining the same in all beings, as the one
who is not being destroyed, among the things that are perishing, he alone
sees.
THE ONE WHO SEES IS THE ONE WHO SEES
Yah pasyati sah pasyati. 'The one who sees is the one who sees,' is an
expression to indicate that he sees something different from what others see. What does
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he see? He sees Paramesvara, the one who is limitless, param, and the cause of
everything, ISvara, not an entity situated somewhere in particular but the one who
abides as the same in all beings, samam sarvesu bhutesu tisthantam. In the very
beginning of this chapter, Bhagavan said the same thing, ksetrajiiam capi mar viddhi
sarvaksetresu bhdrata.Here sarvaksetresu is replaced by sarvabhitesu and mdm by

paramesvaram. The meaning is the same. The one who remains as sama, equal,
without any attributes, in all beings, is the Paramesvarawho is unfolded by the Sastra
as satya, that which exists and is the existence of everything in the form of jiiana,
consciousness, which is ananta, limitless.
IN ALL PERISHABLES HE IS THE IMPERISHABLE
Then again, among all these time-bound things that are continuously getting
destroyed, vinaSyatsu, he remains as the one who does not die, avinabyat. The body
dies; the mind dies as the thoughts keep dying one after the other; the whole time-bound
existent world dies. What does not die is satya. Only an object, ndma-riipadies away,
not the existence that sustains both its presence and its absence. When a pot exists, it 'is';
when it is broken, the broken pot 'is.' That 'is' is existence, which is Paramesvara;it
never goes away; it is always with one thing or the other. In the midst of all the things
that get destroyed, that which remains not dying is Paramesvara.Not dying, includes all
the changes, an existent thing undergoes, death being the last one. Any existent thing is
bom-jdyate, grows-vardhate, metamorphoses-viparinamate, declines-apaksiyate,

and finally dies-vinasyati. The one that does not die among the dying, does not decline
among the-declining, does not metamorphose among the metamorphosing, does not grow
among the growing, and among the things that are born is not born, but remains the same
in all of them, not undergoing any change, is Parameivara.
It is not another object that prevails as others keep perishing; but is like the water,
which does not die among all the waves, which are born to grow and die. Similarly,
among all these things, which are dying, Paramesvarais that which does not undergo
any change whatsoever. It is not born assuming a particular form whereby it can be said
that 'it is existent,' because it is always existent. It does not grow or metamorphose into
something, nor does it decline to die away. It is free from all change because it is not
time-bound. This is the very basis of time and all things in time. From the standpoint of
creation, it is the cause, jagat-kdrana,which is limitless atmd.
The one who sees this alone sees. The vision of others, Sahkara says, is like that
of a person who has a cataract. Where there is one moon he will see two. Similarly here,
because of ignorance, others see duality, which has no reality at all. Once there is duality
he sees himself as one thing, and the world as another, and being such an insignificant
creature in such a vast universe, he is on an endless pursuit to try and eradicate his sense
of limitation through various accomplishments and acquisitions. The problem is, any
accomplishment is limited, and is not going to remove his sense of limitation. That is
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possible only in seeing that he is the only one, the one who is the imperishable in the
perishables, vinagyatsu avinatyat.

Sahkara introduces the next verse, saying that the clear vision of purusa and
prakrti,otherwise called ksetra and ksetrajiia, as it was just described, is to be praised
by telling its result.
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samam paiyanhi sarvatrasamavasthitamisvaram
no hinastydtmandtmdnam tato yati pardm gatim
TRT samam -

same form;

iw

the same; T1-RilPi

isvaram -

samavasthitam -

Verse.28

the one who obtains in the

the Lord; •W sarvatra -

everywhere; tR
paSyan hi - because of seeing; a3TUcM dtmdnam - himself; 3T T dtmand - by
himself; 'r frfT na hinasti - he does not destroy; ?R: tatah - therefore; #n ydti
- he goes; •Trrr
Trparamgatim - to the ultimate end
Because of seeing the Lord as the same, the one who obtains in the same
form everywhere, he does not destroy himself by himself. Therefore, he
goes to the ultimate end.
HE SEES itVARA WHO IS SAME IN EVERYTHING
In all beings, he sees Ivara, the Lord, as the one who obtains very well,
samavasthitam,samyag avasthitam, as the attmd, and is therefore, in the same form,

samam avasthitam, in all beings. Without undergoing any change, Ivara,the Lord of
the entire creation, is recognised as the atmd of all beings. Seeing this, he sees himself
non-separate from isvara, and thus, does not destroy himself by himself. Because of
that, he goes to the ultimate end, which is moksa. It is the ultimate end in the sense that
it does not come to an end and there is no further end beyond that.
HE DOES NOT DESTROY HIMSELF BY HIMSELF
.ahkara explains what is meant by saying that he does not destroy himself by
himself. In the world, we see that nobody destroys himself by himself; so, what is the
purpose of saying this here? Only when there is a possibility of something, is there a
necessity to negate it. For example, there is no sentence in the Veda, saying not to drink
fire. It will say, not to drink alcohol because there is a possibility of it but there is no
necessity to prohibit the drinking of fire. Here Sahkara cites the vakya, na prthivydm
na antarikse agnih cetavyah. There is no prohibition for the sacrificial fire such as, 'do
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not set the fire on earth, in space, in the sky, etc.,' because the possibility for this is on
earth alone, not elsewhere.
Similarly what is the necessity to say that he does not destroy himself by himself,
unless others destroy themselves by themselves. What we see is just the opposite.
Everybody wants to live. Even a person who commits suicide really wants to live but he
cannot bear his unhappiness, and therefore, he puts an end to this body, thinking, that
will put an end to his sorrow. Everybody wants to live and live happily; nobody wants to
destroy himself. When that is clear, what is the purpose of saying, 'He does not destroy
himself by himself?' Sarikaraanswers that this is not a problem because it is proper to
say that all those who are ignorant are completely indifferent to the dtmd, and therefore,
are destroying themselves.
Everything else can stray from your sight but never dtmd; it is always self-evident
and never becomes remote. In spite of it being eternally present, because he is ignorant, a
person completely sets it aside, taking the anatma,the body-mind-sense complex, as the
atmd. Naturally, he becomes the karta, and therefore, a bhokta. Being a frightened
limited kartd, he is always doing both good and bad karma, and therefore, accumulating
punya and papa. Once his life here is over, he has accomplished nothing, and therefore,
has destroyed himself. Because of the punya-pdpa he assumes another body, which also
he destroys in time.
In Tamil, there is a verse, which says that in this great beautiful park, the world, a
beggar, thejiva went on asking the pot-maker, Jsvara, to make for him a pot, the human
physical body. Because of his prayers he was given a good body, a vessel, which is
meant to be filled with knowledge. He was so ecstatic about the pot that he put it on his
head and began dancing. Naturally it fell down and broke. He did not fill it up with
knowledge. Assuming new bodies, one after the other, the ignorant person keeps
destroying them because of abuse of his free will, the very endowment, which can
release him from samsara.It is something like a person who is bound up in ropes, being
given a knife, instead of cutting loose his bonds, he cuts his own throat. He destroys
himself by himself. Even though dtmd is the absolute reality, the only thing that is, due
to ignorance he is destroyed. This is because the result, moksa, that is already obtaining
as centred on dtmd, himself, he has denied himself.
On the other hand, the one who has the clear vision of dtmd does not destroy
himself. He has made use of his body and has not failed to recognise his identity with
ISvara and therefore, gains moksa.
EACH INDIVIDUAL IS DIFFERENT, AN OBJECTION
Now an objection is raised that it is not proper to say that one recognises dtmd as
the same in all beings because each person is different. Each one is a kartd and does his
own actions, which produce their own unique results for him to enjoy as a bhokta. Each
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one enjoys his own karma-phala, both past and present. There are numerous kartas,
each one distinguished from the other by his own attributes of punya-papa. The
following verse answers this objection.

TfZ q -qff" >r fRhmulih *W: I
-: Tqz&f mumrqqzFi

* w wq% I iR 11

prakrtyaivaca karmmni kriyamdninisarvaiah
yah pasyati tathdtmanamakartaramsa payyati

Verse 29

-q ca - and; fMT tý prakrtya eva - by prak'rti alone; •-w: sarvasah - in all
ways; Tqfj
karmdni - actions; fqM u||( kriyamanni - are being performed; I:
iN40 yah pasyati - he who sees; ?IT tatha - so too (he sees); f3RIMTm dtmdnam
- the self; ai3wl< akartdram- as a non-doer; (r ca - and; rT:
rqfd yah pa4yati
- he who sees); WT: q7MR sah pasyati - he sees

And he who sees that by prakrtialone, actions are being performed in all
ways, and so too, (he who sees) the self as a non-doer, he alone sees.
THE ONE WHO SEES ONESELF AS AKARTA ALONE SEES THE TRUTH
Svetisvataropanisad says,

'mdyZm

tu prakrtim vidyit

mayinam tu

mahesvaram-may one know mdya to be the cause, whereas the one who wields that
mayd is ISvara."1 Mdy
is the material cause that undergoes change, parinamiupddina-kdrana.ISvara, Brahman is the cause upon which this mryd is based and

which undergoes no change at all, vivarta-upddana-kdrana.By this prakrti alone,
Bhagavdn says, actions are performed. By saying eva, alone, he emphasises that it is not
by anything else. All the various karmas, both religious, vaidika, and secular, laukika,
are being performed by prakrti alone. And they are being done in various ways, i.e., by
various organs of action. Mdyd itself does not perform action but has undergone, change
to become hiranyagarbha,the total subtle body, and virdt, the total physical body. At
the individual level prakrtihas modified to become the physical body, senses and mind.
Therefore, when a person performs any action, it is because of caitanya, consciousness,
though consciousness itself performs no action. Because of the purusa, which remains
in prakrti without performing any action, prakrti gets vivified and performs all actions.
Thus, we have this peculiar connection, sarmyoga, which, as we saw before, is a
superimposition, adhydsa, due to avidyd.
Therefore, Saikara says, the karmas, which are initiated by the organ of speech,
the physical body sees that dtma, the purusa, who is pure consciousness, does not
perform any action. Atma remains independent of all the uptidhis, meaning, their
' Svetaivataropanisad- 4-10
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properties do not belong to dtma. This one verse states clearly, all that has been said
here. The one who sees this sees things as they are.
THERE IS NO PRAMANA TO SAY ATMAS ARE MANY
arikaraadds here that there is no means of knowledge, pramlina,to show that
there are different itmas. There is no tenability of a pramana for differences in a self
that is not a doer and is without qualities and attributes, like space. Being free from any
limbs it does not perform any action and being the same, non-dual there is no pramana
to establish differences in dtmd. Even your own perception denies this because what you
can objectify is the body and you cannot say, 'I am the body and at the same time I am
the one who is aware of the body.' On the contrary, A&stra says dtmd is witness
consciousness. It is free from attributes. Adksl cetd kevalo nirgunagca.1 And what the
Sdstra says cannot be denied because dtmd is you, self-evident pure consciousness. It is
free from attributes and not an object but the essence, the subject of everything. An
attribute is something because of which you recognise a substance and that which
distinguishes one object from another. How can you distinguish dtmd from any object,
when it has no attributes, and there is no object, which is separate from atmd?
In different words he says the same thing in the next verse.
I
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yadd bhitaprthagbhdvamekasthamanupa&yati
tata eva ca vistdram brahma sampadyate tadd

Verse 30

Mi yadd -when; %¶FJ2P|lc bhitaprthagbhdvam- the condition of distinction in
the beings; TWKI ekastham - as having its existence in one (dtmd); 37'm
anupasyati- one sees clearly; aT tadd - then; t: t ¶ tatah eva ca - and from

"that alone;

Tha|

vistaram - its projection;,

prai

brahma sampadyate-

he

gains Brahman

When one sees clearly, the condition of distinction in the beings, as
having its existence in one (dtmd), and from that alone is its projection,
then he gains Brahman.
ALL BEINGS EXIST IN ATMA ALONE
First Bhagavan said, 'The one who sees the dtma as the same in all beings,'
which means the immanence of dtmd is recognised. In this, the beings may be construed
]
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as separate from the dtmd, so, now he has to resolve that in order to show non-duality.
Here he says that he also sees this duality of the beings, as having their being in the
dtmd alone. Once you say dtmd is one and the same, all the minds and senses etc., have
their being in and are non-separate from that dtmd. The existence of each one of them is
non-separate from the existence, which is dtmd; only ndma-ripa is different. Every
ndma-rlpa reduces to existence alone, and therefore, he says they all have their being in
one dtmd.

Anupasyati Means, he sees in keeping with the distra as taught by a teacher. He
recognises himself being all, as it is revealed in the statements of nruti like, 'the self
indeed is all this---tmaiva idam sarvam.' That means, the status of existence for this
entire creation consisting of varieties of things has its being in the dtmd alone.
Not only does it have its existence in dtmd, from that alone is its coming into
being, its projection, tatah vistdram. Like pots have come from clay, all the ndmaripas have come from &tmd alone. All this creation blossoms forth from dtmd.
Therefore, dtmd is not only the conscious intelligent cause, nimitta-kdrana,but also the
material cause, updddna-kdrana.Thus, all this is nothing but dtma. tahkara quotes a
sentence here that says, from the dtmd is prdna, from the atmd is hope, from the, Otm&,
is memory, 'From the dtmd is space, from the dtmd is fire, from the dtmd is water, from
the dtmd is coming into being and disappearance, from the ditmd is food-dtmatah
prana dtmata dad dtmatas smara itmata dkdla dtmatas teja dtmata dpa dtmata

dvirbhdvatirobhdvdtmato'nnam.'2 In this way, everything is born of Me alone, has its
being in Me and disappears into Me. There is no other iSvara separate from me sitting
somewhere and creating something.
When a person is able to see this clearly, he gains Brahman, brahma
sampadyate, meaning he understands that he is Brahman. Seeing 'Of me everything
has come, I sustain everything existing in the form of everything, and everything
resolves into me,' is gaining Brahman. He does not become Brahman because even
before knowing it, he was Brahman. That is why, knowledge is all that is required.
Because he did not know that he is Brahman, Sruti had to say, 'You are Brahman.' It
did not say, 'You will be Brahman later.'
It has been clearly shown that dtmd is one non-dual consciousness in all the
ksetras, and nothing is separate from dtmd, which obtains in all the bodies and all the
bodies, are non-separate from dtma. Then, by association, will dtmd not have the
limitations of the body-mind-sense complex? In answer to this is the next verse.

Chdndogyopanisad- 7-25-.2
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andditvunnirgunatavtparamatmiyamavyayah
sarirastho'pi kaunteya na karoti na lipyate
-iT

kaunteya -

O! Kaunteya;

a3rrayam -

Verse 31
this; aTE.T:

avyayah -

imperishable;
w<ITqparamdtma - limitless self; 3lnflml andditvat - being
beginningless; 7uIr|
nirgunatvut - being without attributes; it'R': srq
Sarzrasthah api - even though obtaining in the body; r •if¶t na karoti - he does
not do; V"
R
na lipyate - he is not affected
O! Kaunteya, being beginningless and without attributes, this limitless
self is imperishable. Even though obtaining in the body, it does not
perform action, and is not affected (by results of actions).
ATMA HAS NO BEGINNING
A physical body is born, it has a beginning whereas atmar is without a beginning,
anadi, and therefore, does not have the problems inherent in something that begins.
Anything that has a beginning declines and is destroyed; because if it has a beginning, it
is subject-to time. What it was the previous moment is entirely different from what it is
now; so, for anything subject to time, destruction is inevitable. Atmd; however, is free
from time. Or, anddi can mean it has no cause, since it is the cause of the entire creation.
What is there in the beginning is the cause with reference to any creation. Before the
creation of the pot, there was clay, and thus, clay is its cause. Similarly, before the
creation was this atma, and thus, it is the cause that itself has no cause. That means it is
not an effect, and therefore, is not born.
IT HAS NO ATTRIBUTES
Then again, this limitless caitanya-atmn has no attributes, nirguna.If it has any
quality, then by contact it can become different. Milk, for example, has its own attributes
and if you pour some water into it which also has its own attributes, the milk becomes
thinned. Any object, which has an attribute, will change due to the attributes of another
object, which is in conjunction with it. For that to happen, it must be a substance
enjoying its own attributes. Then, because of association it will gather the attributes of
the object with which it is associated. But first that nucleus, which is a substance with
qualities is required. Now dtmd is entirely without attributes. Consciousness is not an
attribute and neither is eternality. If consciousness were an attribute, there should be
another substance in which consciousness is based. Is that substance consciousness or
non-consciousness? If it is non-consciousness, consciousness cannot be its attribute.
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Moreover, anything you think of becomes an object of consciousness, and therefore,
there cannot be a substantive, for which consciousness is an attribute. Nor is
consciousness a substantive because it is an attribute-free vastu. Everything else is an
object, and therefore, has attributes. Even maya has the attributes of the three gunas,
and therefore, is subject to change. Atma-caitanya, on the other hand, has no attributes.
Maya is also witnessed, sdksya while atmd is the witness, saksi. When even space
cannot take on any attributes, how can consciousness, the very basis of space, assume
attributes? Even though the mind is not separate from it, the problems of the mind cannot
be transferred to the atma. Nor can those of the body, the senses or the world with its
varieties of problems. There is no nucleus to attract them. Thus dtma does not undergo
any change. It is avyaya. If it were a substance with qualities, then those qualities could
change. A body, for example, which was once young is now old because having
attributes, it changes. Atmd, having no attributes, does not change and can therefore,
never be destroyed.
THEREFORE, EVEN THOUGH PRESENT IN THE BODY, ITDOES NO ACTION
ITIS NOT TOUCHED BY ANYTHING

This being so, even though it obtains in the body, atmn

does not perform action,

Sarirastho'pina karoti. When everything is atmd, why is it said that atma is obtaining
in the body, .arlrasthah? That is because the body is the place where atmd can be

recognised, the upalabdhi-sthdna.Generally, when action is performed by the body we
think dtmd is engaged in action. This is an error, as we have seen. Atmd is akartd and
has no action whatsoever centred on it, though in its presence, all activities take place.
Thus, even though it obtains in the body, it performs no action.
When it performs no action, it will not be affected by the result of action, na
lipyate. It remains illumining the results of all actions. As a desire arises, dtmd illumines
the desire, while having no desire itself, and it illumines the actions taken to fulfil the
desire, all performed by the upddhi with the various instruments at its disposal. When
the result comes, whether it is as expected or not, dtmd will just illumine it, not being
affected at all.
Satkara makes a statement here that the one who does an action is the one who is
affected by its result. If you think you are a kartd, you are accountable for your actions
and will have punya-pdpa, sukha-duhkha, the entire samsdra. In other words, the doer

is the enjoyer. In other words, as you sow, so shall you reap. Now when atmd performs
no action, the next question is, 'Who does this karma? Is there another atmd that
performs action while this one does not? If that is so, we have two dtmds and therefore,
duality. Then the problem is, sentences like, 'Know me as the ksetrajia in all ksetras,
ksetrajiam

SGltd- 13-2
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mdm

viddhi

sarvaksetresu,'

'One

alone,

non-dual,
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2
ekamevddvitlyam,' 'All this is this self, idam sarvam yad ayam dtma,' 'All this is
3 will have no meaning. Not only that,
indeed Brahman, sarvam khalvidam brahma,'

how are you going to establish a second dtma? If there is a seeing dtmd and a karta
atmd; in which one will you place 'I'? Is the kartd known to you or not? If it is not
known, how can you call yourself kartd? If you are aware of the kartd, how can you say
the karta is you? There is only one dtmd and that 'I' cannot be placed elsewhere except
in consciousness.
The experience is, 'I am the doer, I am the enjoyer,' and Oastra confirms that the
one who does is the one who enjoys the fruits of action. Now dtmd does not perform any
action. But somebody is doing it. Bhagavdn himself said it is the nature of prakrti to
engage itself in action, svabhdvastu pravartate.Prakrti,blessed by dtmd, enjoys the

consciousness that is reflected in the buddhi, and because of that, assumes the form of a
desirer, and then a kartd. Therefore, clearly, doership belongs to the antah-karana.
When a person says, 'I do,' it is due to avidya, ignorance, and that doership as well as
the enjoyership is only for the ignorant person, not for the dtmd.
If dtmd is understood as akarta, he understands that he performs no action but the
sense organs, mind, organs of action all do their jobs. If he is ignorant, they and their
activities are superimposed upon the dtmd and he will think that he performs action and
is affected by the result. In reality, there is only one paramdtmd in which there is no
action.
Those who understand this vision and have commitment in. it, do not have notions
of the dtma being a doer and enjoyer, and therefore, have no qualification for action.
Even though the Veda enjoins karma, it is only for the person who has ignorance, not
the one who knows atmd is akartd. Even if he performs action, he knows he does not
perform any action, 'Doing, he does not do, seeing, he does not see, hearing, he does not
hear, kuruannapina karoti pagyan na pagyati Srnvan na Srnoti.' The results of such

actions definitely do not affect the person who recognises the truth that atmd is akartd.
The next verse illustrates how he does not act and is not affected.
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yathd sarvagatamsauksmydddkUsam nopalipyate
sarvatrvdasthitodehe tathdtma nopalipyate

Sad eva somyedam agra dsid ekamevadvitiyam.
Chandogyopanisad- 6-2-2
2 Brhadaranyakopanisad- 2-4-6
3 Chandogyopanisad- 3-14-1

Verse 32
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WT yatha - just as; *M

sarvagatam- all-pervasive; *3 F'

akaasam - space;

'.ul l sauksmydt - being subtle; ; 3nf'MI na upalipyate - is not affected; iT
3TR'T tathd atmd - so too the self; 7f
saruatra - in all states; aif:mw: avasthitah -abiding; # dehe - in the body; T ;"JFi
na upalipyate - is not

affected
Just as all-pervasive space, because it is subtle, is not affected, so too, the
self, abiding in all states in the body is not affected.
LIKE SPACE ATMA IS UNTOUCHED
Space being subtle, meaning it has no form, is not affected by anything that
happens in it. You can erect walls, even throw debris, but space remains unstained. It has
no limbs or attributes, and therefore, is not affected by anything that takes place within
it. Having no form, it is also all-pervasive. Similarly, dtmd obtaining in the body in all
states, is not affected. Whether the mind is pleased or displeased, has a longing or
aversion, is angry or frustrated, the one who obtains in all these states, though never
away from them, remains unaffected. There is no necessity for the mind to be quiet, or
for thoughts to be dismissed, for dtmd to reveal itself. It obtains in all states, and at the
same time, is not affected at all. You may have any thought; it makes no difference to
dtmd. Therefore, no matter what the upddhi is undergoing, I am not affected. To
illustrate how one atmd can illumine all the ksetras, Bhagavdn gives the following
verse.

^TT

a\ii:

^9 t

:IFI

yathd prakdaayatyekahkrtsnam lokamimam rauih
ksetram ksetri tathd krtsnam prakdaayatibhdrata
TRm bhdrata ••
T•' T5'T

O! Arjuna

Verse 33

WT yathd -

just as; 7rW: Tk: ekah rauih - one sun;
prakdsayatifm imam krtsnam lokam- this entire world; miY9¶l

illumines; •IT tathd -

so too;

t ksetri- the one who obtains in the ksetra; F-rT

#-:t krtsnam ksetram- the entire ksetra; 91chw9l7

prakdsayati-

illumines

O! Arjuna, just as one sun illumines this entire world, so too the ksetri
(dtmd), one who obtains in the ksetra, illumines the entire ksetra.
LIKE THE SUN ATMA ILLUMINES THE ENTIRE KSETRA
One sun alone illumines the entire system. Similarly, the ksetri, the one who
obtains in the ksetra,illumines the entire ksetra. Ksetrl is atmi, the one for whom the
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body is a ksetra. This pratyagdtma is paramdtmd, illumining the entire ksetra, which
includes the mind, senses, body and this entire world. There is only one dtmd illumining
all this. Anything that you consider to be a second dtma is only the ksetra. When you
count another person what is it that you are really counting? It is only the body, not
dtmd. Atma illumines not only this body but that body also. Then again, if you are
aware of your mind, that is ksetra, and if you are aware of someone else's mind, that is
also ksetra. In no instance do you objectify another consciousness because it cannot be
objectified, in as much as, anything objectified is an object of consciousness; while the
conscious is the who objectifies, and is always the subject. If you try to establish a
difference between yourself and some person, the division between that body and your
body is arrived at by space, and that space itself is objectified by both of you. More
accurately, in consciousness is the objectification of space. Spatially there cannot be a
division for consciousness because when space itself is an object of consciousness, how
can it divide consciousness? All spatial divisions must exist within space, and
consciousness is not within space, but is the very basis for space.
THERE IS ONLY ONE CONSCIOUSNESS
The mind is also within time-space; there is no mind without a thought and there is
no thought that does not have consciousness as its content. Then, all the elements are
also from the same caitanya-dtmd alone, and are objectified by caitanya. Also, there is
no second consciousness. There is no pramdna for it and Sdstra also makes it very clear
that there is only one consciousness, ekam caitanyam. If you have any doubt, just close
your eyes and see how many consciousnesses are there. Anything you think of is going
to be an object of caitanya. Therefore, all that is there is one consciousness. Just as the
sun illumines the entire world that is seen by you right now, so too the one who indwells
the ksetra illumines the entire ksetra, all the subtle and gross elements, everything that
is known and unknown. As there is only one self-luminous sun, there is only one
self-effulgent dtmd. Then again, it is unaffected by whatever it illumines. If it illumines
the Gita, the sun does not become more exalted; and if it illumines Playboy, it does not
shrink. Similarly, litmd is not in any way affected by what it happens to illumine. Since
it is not subject to objectification, nothing in this creation can affect the dtmd. In order
for something to be affected, it has to be objectified by something else; and dtmd is the
one that illumines everything, and which nothing else can illumine. Nothing can touch it.
This last verse sums up the entire vision that was unfolded by this chapter.

ksetraksetrajiiayorevamantaram
jiidnacaksusd
bhitaprakrtimoksamca ye vidurydnti te param

Verse 34
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- those who ; 1TT evam - Sye
in this m anner; T-sez
: ksetra-ksetraji ayoh between the ksetra and the ksetrajiia; 3pf
antaram - the distinction; N ca - and;

T-fFfr--Tfrr bhata-prakrti-moksam - freedom from prakrti, the cause of all
beings; WRY T jifinacaksusd - through the eye of wisdom;
viduh - know; t
M param- ultimate end; zrT te yanti- they go

t':

Those who, in this manner, know the distinction between the ksetra and
the ksetrajiia through the eye of wisdom and (know) the freedom from
prakrti, the cause of the beings, they go to the ultimate end.
THOSE WHO KNOW THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE KSETRA
AND KSETRAJNA REACH THE ULTIMATE END
The difference between the ksetra and ksetrajiia is to be known, evam, in the
manner that has been shown in this chapter. This is important to note because everybody
knows that ksetra is the world and oneself is the knower of it, ksetrajiia. This is not
enough. When you say, 'I am ksetrajia,' this 'I' has to travel to dtma, the one who has
been shown to be the same in all the ksetras, who is fullness, pi2rna, and out of whom
everything has come, the one that illumines everything and itself is free from everything.
We have to know, in which way, ksetra and ksetrajia are non-different, and in which
way they are different, as it has been shown in this chapter.
By what do they know? By the eye of knowledge, jiiina-caksusu. Bhagavan
says, 'the eye of knowledge' because when you see something with your own eyes, your
perception is considered final. Even in a court case, the report of an eye-witness is
conclusive evidence. Sankara defines jiilna-caksu as the cognition by which you
recognise the svariipa of atma. How does it take place? He says, it is born of teaching,
through the grace of the sdstra and the teacher. Through the teacher the istra becomes
a pramana,whereby you gain immediate recognition of atma. The grace of Isvara is
necessary for the teacher and student to come together; and then, the grace of the sistra,
teacher, yourself and Isvara are necessary for you to be able to understand the meaning
of the Blstra. That knowledge alone is jiana-caksu. The eye is a good analogy here
because like an eye that has a cataract, the mind also is covered by ignorance. The
opening of the eye of wisdom is the removal of the cover of ignorance, which corrects
the person's vision.
This vision must be complete, and that is pointed out here by saying that they gain
release from the cause of all the beings and elements. For all the bhitas, the jiva, the
cause is miay or prakrti or avidylc-they are all synonymous. The cause for an
individual to continue to be born again and again is avidyd. That means, even if the
entire creation is dissolved, and all the karmas of thejivas are unmanifest, there is no
release from samsdra. That occurs only by jiina. The knowledge of the difference
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between ksetra and ksetrajiia must be such that it releases one from the cause of the
beings.
Those who know this, go to the ultimate end from which there is no return.
Usually when you go somewhere, you come back or keep going. But param means that
from which there is no coming back, or going elsewhere, and this can only be in the form
of knowledge. Knowing that he is the ksetrajiha, and that the ksetra is non-separate from
him, there is no question of his coming back. He does not take another birth. Living, he
is liberated, which is what we are interested in, but then, he does not return, which
means, from the standpoint of others, he is in the form of livara, while from his own
standpoint, there is only param brahma.All that he wanted to be, he is.
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om tat sat. iti Srimadbhagavadgltdsu upanisatsubrahmavidydydm
yogasdstre Srikrsnhrjunasamvdde ksetraksetrajiavibhdgayogo
ndma trayodaSo'dhydyah
Om tat sat. This indicates the end of the chapter. Om means Brahman. Tat satthat alone is truth. Iti srimad-bhagavadgitdsu upanisatsu, in the Bhagavadgitd,

which is equivalent to Upanisads, because it is a work revealing the identity of dtmd
and Brahman, brahmavidydydm, in this brahmavidyi, a SAstra whose subject matter
is brahmavidyd...

And it is not only brahmavidyd, which deals with realities, it is a yoga-hastra. It
talks about the antah-karana and karmas etc., telling what one has to do for
purification of the mind. And dharma, all disciplines, values, prayer etc., come under
yoga-Adstra. In this yoga-.dstra...

And this was in form of a dialogue that took place between Krsna and Arjuna Krsna-arjuna-samvada. In

this

dialogue,

Krsntrjunasamvdde,

is

this

trayodaSo'dhyayah, thirteenth chapter, dealing with the topic (yoga), of separation of
ksetra and ksetrajha or the discrimination between prakrti and purusa.
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CHAPTER 14
GUNATRAYA-VIBHAGA-YOGA
(THE DIVISION OF THE THREE GUNAS)

INTRODUCTION
The fourteenth chapter deals with the three gunas and the transcendence of them,
which is moksa. Introducing this chapter, Sahkara notes that anything that is created is
due to the connection between the ksetra and the ksetrajina. To show how this
connection accounts for what we call the creation, Bhagavdn begins the fourteenth
chapter. Alternatively, Sahkara says, it is to address certain questions raised in the
thirteenth chapter, particularly those raised in the 21st verse. There it was made clear that
the ksetra and ksetrajia have the status of being the cause of creation, and not an
independent prakrti in the presence ofpurusa, as proposed by the Sahikhyas. For them,
purusas are many,, each different from the other, and detached, asakga, from prakrti.
And prakrti,which is independent of the purusa, independently creates the world. We
have already said that purusa, however, is not remote even though asanga because he
always obtains in the prakrti. The apparent connection of purusa to the prakrti
comprising of gunas, which is due to avidya, is the cause of all samsra including
various types of births. Here Safikara, introducing the chapter, raises the following
questions: What are the gunas? How do they bind? How is one to be released from
them? What are the characteristics of the free person?
These are the topics discussed in the fourteenth chapter.
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Verse 1

ril Bhagavdn; lqM uvdca - said;
qfI7TT yat ji•iatvd - knowing which; I g•;l: sarve munayah - all the sages; iT:
itah - (going) from this (body); tW Tfuwii pardm siddhim - the ultimate success
(release); TrT: gatdh - had reached; (-i. tat - that); [TYFlWjhdndndm - among all
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Bhagavadgita

forms of knowledge; 'J3W
uttamam - the most exalted; 'T param - the ultimate;
fHljfiilnam - knowledge; 9f: bhuyah - again; 1qf14c1 pravaksydmi - I will tell

clearly
Sri Bhagavdn said:

I will tell clearly again the ultimate, most exalted knowledge among all
forms of knowledge, knowing (gaining) which all the sages had reached
the ultimate success (release) from this (body).
Here Bhagavan says, 'I will teach you again,' meaning that he will not only repeat
but elaborate upon what he has already said. Even though the vision of reality was
unfolded more than once in the previous chapters, he tells Arjuna that he is going to
teach it again and thus draws his attention.
THIS KNOWLEDGE IS THE ULTIMATE AND MOST EXALTED
Among the various disciplines of knowledge, this is uttama, the most exalted.
Such a status is not just due to its sanctity. All knowledge is sacred because it is
Bhagavdn. Accordingly, we do not consider one discipline of knowledge superior to
another. But brahmavidyd is uttama because its result is moksa, the most desirable and
desired end, for a human being. And it is the ultimate knowledge, param jfiinam,
because its subject is the limitless Brahman,param brahma.Among the various forms
of knowledge, only this is param. Everything else is apara-jiifna.But we do not
dismiss any apara-jninabecause it is a prerequisite to para-jina.Unless you have
developed a degree of intellectual discipline and certain fundamental attitudes, it is not
possible to gain the para-jiiana.The religious practices also belong to the category of
apara-jidnaand they are highly beneficial in helping one prepare for para-jidna.And
because para-jiainais knowledge of the truth of l9vara, turning one's attention towards
ISvara and invoking the Lord's grace can only be helpful in this pursuit.
Apara-jiianais so named not only because its subject matter is not para,but also
because it has no end. Chemistry, psychology, language, etc., can be explored endlessly
with out a final point of culmination. But that is not so with para-jifana.It is the end in
itself. It culminates in the knowledge of the tattva, the truth of everything. It is
knowledge of the whole and knowing it, nothing remains to be known in terms of
realities.
With these two words para and uttama, Krsna praises this knowledge to create
interest and enthusiasm in the listener. Arjuna is already listening to him and now he is
going to say again what he has been saying in the last thirteen chapters. To ensure
Arjuna's continued attention, Bhagavdn praises this knowledge in this verse.
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A muni is someone who has a capacity for thinking, that is, he is a manana-iila.
There have been a number of such discriminative people in India, like Vasistha, Vydsa,
and so on, in each generation. All these great sages had gained the ultimate successparam siddhim gatdh. Siddhi here refers to moksa. The word moksa is derived from
the root 'muc' which is used in the in the sense of 'release from bondage.' Whenever it
is used we must look to see what is the bondage from which one is released. ahikara
says, they are released from the bondage of the body, which is due to ignorance, the
desire that arises from that ignorance and the karma that is done to fulfil the desire, that
is, they are released from avidya, kdma and karma. Such a release is success, siddhi,
and the accomplishment of it is final, para.Any other thing you gain is subject to loss.
This is because, if you gain something, you are different from it, and at some time or the
other will be separated from it. Even the body will be lost at some point. Then, where is
the question of retaining things that are connected to the body? From any end or place
you reach, there is always a 'return' or a 'going away.' Moksa, however, is an end, gati,
that does not come to an end because it is not gained or reached. It has always been an
accomplished fact.
In the next verse he tells the completeness of this knowledge.

•

tI"f
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idamjiinamupdArityamama sddharmyamagatdh
sarge'pinopajdyantepralaye na vyathanti ca

Verse 2

Tz idam jhfnam - this knowledge; 3qif5r upasritya - resorting to; TW
1|Wi|U mama sddharmyam - oneness with Me; (4) •3•IT: (ye) dgatdh - those
Xi sarge api - even when there is creation;
1t
who have gained; (# te - they);
-q PMUdT na upajdyante - do not come into being; W5'" ' pralaye ca - and in the
dissolution (of creation); wT &2rt na vyathanti - do not perish

i
"ý

Resorting to this knowledge, those who have gained oneness with Me, do
not come into being even when there is creation, and in the dissolution
(of creation) they do not perish.
Saikara explains the phrase, jiinam updaritya, that is, resorting to or pursuing
this knowledge, as jhana-sidhanamanusthdya, that is, following the means for this
knowledge, which is sravauna-listening to the Adstra, attended by manana-analysis of
the adstra, and nididhydsana-contemplation. Following these means, the sages gained
this knowledge the nature of which Bhagavan describes here as mama sddharmyam.
Mama sadharmyam agatdh, means-they have discovered that dtma is nonseparate from ParameSvara.Here Saikara makes a note that, this is not the condition
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of having similar attributes, samdna-dharmatd.It is not, as some would interpret, that
they get some of Bhagavdn's overlordship, aisuarya. This is very significant that
Sa.kara dismisses this view even though Rdmdnuja, the major adherent to this view,
came later. That means it must also have been a contention at the time of Saftkara.
Throughout the Gitd, the identity of the ksetrajiia and Isvara is being unfolded;
difference is not accepted at all. Therefore sddharmya cannot mean just similarity of
virtues or attributes. It is the very nature, svardpa, of Bhagavan, which is satyam

jidnam anantam brahma. These munis understand that their own svaripa is also
satyam jiiznam anantam brahma. Thus they recognize their essential identity with

Isvara. The mention of the result here is for the sake of praising this knowledge.
Further, he says that even at the time of creation they do not come into being,
sarge api na upajdyante.Even though a countless number of people have departed from
this world, they remain in other places and after dissolution are born again in different
forms. When the creation manifests, some jivas occupy the positions of even the
presiding deities. For those who recognize their identity with Isvara, however, even at
the time of creation they do not come into being. They remain as Brahman; there is no
individual at all to assume any form. Naturally then, at the time of dissolution, they are
not destroyed, pralaye na vyathanti. When the mahapralaya takes place, even

Brahmaji loses his position as the entire creation resolves into an unmanifest condition.
These sages, however, do not get destroyed even in that mahd-pralayabecause they do
not exist as individuals. They are Brahman.
Why, one may ask, do we use the plural here? Are there many atmas? From the
standpoint of dtma, there is no plurality. All that is here is only one dtmd. But when we
talk about sages we are referring to the upddhi in which this recognition of being
Brahman took place for them-the forms for which there were the names Vasistha,
Janaka,Vamadeva, etc. Because they do not come again in other forms, we continue to
call them by these names and can even worship them as Parameivarabecause that is
what they are.
When the unmanifest comes to manifest, everything that existed before pralaya
comes into being except these sages who gained moksa. They remain as the cause of the
whole thing. When the creation is destroyed they are not destroyed because the whole
creation resolves into them. Therefore once 'gained,' there is no possibility of returning
from or losing moksa because it does not 'take place,' that is, it is not an event in time. If
it is an experience, you can recover from it. Since it is jiiana, it cannot be lost and its
gain is only figurative.
After praising the knowledge in the first two verses, he now begins the topic of
this chapter, which is, how the prakrti-gunasbind a person. First he points out the cause
for all these creations.
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Vq=K:

t -a* qq TMR 11411

mama yonirmahadbrahmatasmin garbham dadhamyaham
sambhavah sarvabhitanamtato bhavati bhdrata
nW

Tr:mama yonih -

My cause'; zrIq

mahat -

Verse 3

primordial cause; Wt brahma -

out of which (everything) grows and which sustains (everything); ?fwr tasmin - in
that; a•T TPr P*'ý aham garbham dadhdmi - I impregnate; rd: tatah - from
sarvabhiitandm- of all beings; FlrW: sambhavah--the coming into
that; *tjlfI,
being; W-Ff bhavati - occurs; 1'RT bharata- O! Arjuna

My cause (is the) primordial cause out of which (everything) grows and
which sustains (everything). That I impregnate. From that occurs the
coming into being of all beings, Arjuna.
EVOLUTION OF THE UNIVERSE FROM PRAKRTI AND PURUSA
Here Lord Krsna uses our language to reveal the coming into being of creation.

For a child to be born a mother and a father are required. Similarly, in the cause of this
entire world there is an intelligent cause and a material cause. We call the material cause,
prakrtior maya. As the child is born of the mother, similarly, prakrti is the material out
of which this creation is born. But the mother herself cannot produce a child without a
father and so too, the prakrti requires an efficient cause. As for a child, for this entire
creation, two causes are necessary.
Yoni is that out of which everything is born. Here it is prakrti. When Bhagavan
says mama yoni, he means my 'material cause' not in the sense of the cause of him but
as the cause belonging to him. That cause, maya, is non-separate from Paramesvara
because maya itself has no independent being. Prakrti is the cause of both the subtle
and gross bodies of all the beings. And it is mahad brahma. Mahat is the primordial
cause out of which everything has come. Brahma can have different meanings and here
it is not satyam jianam anantam brahma. Etymologically it can mean both that which

is big and that which sustains. Therefore here it refers to the prakrti,the material cause,
which grows into the entire creation. The word yoni is qualified by the two words,
mahat and brahma.The cause out of which everything has come is mahat, and because
of which everything grows and is sustained is brahma.
SThe word yoni is used to mean the prakrti,the material cause. It is itself mahat, more
pervasive than all its karyas, because it is the primordialcause out of which come all the
karyas and it is brahma, which sustains all the karyas. Here the words 'mahat brahma'
qualify the word yoni.
B.G Vol. IV-3
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This cause 'I impregnate-aham garbham dadhami,' Lord Krsna says. This
impregnation, he does, by lending existence and consciousness to this prakrti, so that it
has the capacity to create. Thereby, mdya becomes the cause of creation,jagat-karana.
It is important to understand how different this is from Shikhya philosophy,
which proposes that pradhdna or prakrti creates everything by itself. Here we say that
pradhdna based in or blessed by consciousness creates. Being mithyd, it depends
entirely upon consciousness, Brahman, in the sense of satyam jiinnam anantam

brahma. With reference to mdyd, Brahman becomes Ivara the creator and therefore
he says, 'In this mdyd, I impregnate.' Initially, something is necessary for the creation to
begin and this is expressed in other srutis also. Taittiriyopanisadsays, 'He desired,
so'kdmayata.' Elsewhere 2 it says, 'It saw-tad aiksata.' That desiring or seeing is the
impregnation. Once that occurs, midy is capable of undergoing all the necessary
changes to become this world.
From that source is the 'creation' or 'coming into being' of all the beings and
indeed the entire world, tatah sambhavah sarvabhi2tnam. All the various physical
bodies, all the worlds arise from that alone. Therefore the whole world is now in the
form of nothing but the prakrti, Paramesvara's prakrti. Is it separate from
Paramesvara?No, Paramesvara'spower is the mdyd-aakti and therefore the entire

creation becomes Paramesvara-itis Paramesvarafrom the standpoint of the material
cause, upiddna-kdrana.When you worship a given form, the worship always goes to
the intelligent cause, nimitta-kdrana. But in order to invoke that Lord, you use the
material cause, upaddna-kdranain a particular form, which has its own name. In this,
the father is Paramesvaraand the mother is maya.
In the next verse he tells more of the father aspect of the creator.

-W^HtdThj Q7qT flM IT:I I I
sarvayonisu kaunteya murtayah sambhavantiyah
tasdmr brahma mahadyonirahambijapradahpita

E1

kaunteya -

O! Arjuna;

4F sarvayonisu - in all wombs; lT: ¶k: yah
cf r sambhavanti - are born; 7MrM tdsdm - for

murtayah - forms which; T
them; -W t9I1i
: brahma mahadyonih -

cause; 3T6" aham seed

1 Taittirlyopanisad

Verse 4

brahma,prakrti, is the original (material)

I am; 4MiP: f4T bija-pradahpita - the father who gives the

- 2-6-1
2 Chandogyopanisad- 6-2-3
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O! Arjuna, for those forms, which are born in all wombs, brahma,
prakrti,is the original (material) cause. I am the one who gives the seed,
the father.

The various wombs in which these forms are born include, Saikara says, the
gods, the manes, human beings, domestic animals and wild animals. The forms are the
entire assembly of the bodies and are called mdrtayah because they have limbs, which
are subject to growth, murchita-anga-avayavah.For all these forms born in various
wombs, the original cause, mahadyoni, is Brahman, that which sustains everything and
is the material cause for everything and therefore is called mahat, the biggest. If one
were to ask, 'Then, who are you?' He says, 'I am the father, the one who gives the
seed--aham bijapradahpit.' He is the one who impregnates this mdyd and makes it
create everything. Mady itself has no real existence apart from the atma, which lends
existence and consciousness to it and the dtmd with maya, that is, livara, has
omniscience, sarvajiiatva,and omnipotence, sarvagaktimatua.Whatever takes place to
initiate the creation is called giving the seed and the giver of the seed is bijaprada.
Extrapolating our knowledge of what is needed for someone to be born, in the language
that we know from our experience, the cause of creation is described here in the
following manner-the father, the one who gives the seed being ParameSvaraand the
mother, the material cause, being prakrti.
The following verse is about the qualities of this material cause, and how they
bind.

wi~ ~rm
fTPrFT~
7

rR
T : yirdiFm: I
1 7 fF77ij^J | 1f1

sattvam rajastamaiti gunah prakrtisambhavdh
nibadhnantimahabaho dehe dehinamavyayam

Verse 5

wrT\

mahabaho - O! Long armed one, (Arjuna); •7Tý Tfrf P F
TirTr:
sattvam rajastamas iti gundh - the qualities, sattva, rajas, and tamas;7•ft't-PlE:
prakrti-sambhavdh- the qualities existing in prakrti;# dehe - in the body; 31IFW
avyayam - the changeless; *Rjq dehinam - indweller of the body; ftiTfM
nibadhnanti- bind
O! Arjuna, sattva, rajas, and tamas, the qualities existing in prakrti,
bind the changeless indweller of the body, to the body.
THE THREE GUNAS OF PRAKRTI
Sattva, rajas and tamas are the three component qualities, gunas, of the material
cause of creation, prakrti. Guna is purely a technical name given by the Adstra for
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certain phenomena; they are not attributes as we know, like big, small, circular, green,
etc., which can be perceived and are dependent upon and qualify a substance. Here the
guna is not something different from ndyd, the one who has the gunas. That means
mdyd is in the form of these three gunas-sattva,rajas, and tamas. They are its very
nature, svarupa. By these three gunas mentioned in the Sdstra, we are able to explain
certain conditions we experience. They belong to or exist in the prakrti, prakrtisambhavah. Because they exist in the cause of creation, we find that their expressions
manifest in the creation. An experience of sukha, or the gaining of knowledge is an
expression of sdttvika-prakrti,while desire and anger are rdjasa-prakrti.Dullness or
delusion are tamasa-prakrti.When prakrtimanifests as this creation, we find that these
three are also manifest in the creation.
Bhagavan says, they bind, nibadhnanti,and Sahkara is careful to note that they
seemingly bind, nibadhnantiiva. If they really bind, how is it possible to get released?
Later in this chapter, Bhagavun is going to show that you are released from all these
gunas simply by knowing that you are free from gunas, nirguna.
We have to be very careful whenever we introduce new words of categorization or
we will create new problems for ourselves. Someone who was complaining that, he was
dull, will now say that he is tdmasika and develop a complex. If you say, you are dull, at
least we can understand that, and do something about it. If you take a cup of coffee you
may become more alert. But if you say, you are tdmasika, the problem is compounded
and much more difficult to solve. We already have a tendency to categorize and label
people and now we are armed with three more words either to dub ourselves or another
person. All we are meant to understand here is that, everybody is a mixture of sattva,
rajas and tamas, which account for the various changes we see in our minds.
THESE GUNAS BIND THE DEHI
Where do they bind? In the body, dehe. Whom? The one who indwells the bodydehinam, who does not undergo any change-avyayam. These gunas seemingly bind

the one that does not die, who is always in the same form. Why seemingly? Because the
bondage is only due to ignorance. The entire prakrti is mithyd and therefore, from the
standpoint of &tmd, there is no prakrti at all and its gunas only seemingly bind,
nibadhnantiiva.

SFurther, when the existence of these three gunas depends upon dtmd, how can
they, at the same time, bind atmd? Only when the person does not know that these are
the gunas, the expressions of prakrti, do they bind him. They do not belong to him.
Without the discriminative knowledge of the ksetra and ksetrajiia, these gunas do bind
and with that knowledge, they do not.
Sankara explains the word mahdbdho that Krsna uses to address Arjuna here.

He gives two meanings, the one who has long hands or the one who has capable hands.
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Arjuna was an archer of very great skill and thus a mahabahu. Also, When he let his
arms hang by his sides, his hands extended up to the knees. This is an indication that he
is a person of special abilities in warfare, etc.
When this atma does not undergo any change, because, as was shown in the
thirteenth chapter, it is beginningless and without attributes, anaditvat, nirgunatvdt,
how can anything bind it? In fact, nothing can; but because of avidya, what is not
possible becomes possible. The infinite, eternal atmd apparently becomes finite and
time-bound. The atmd that is free from gunas seems to be bound by them all; this is
because of avidyd. Avidya, miya, can accomplish what is impossible. In the work
called Mdyd-paicakam, the refrain is, 'aghatita-ghatanapat.yasi mady-maya is

capable of making what cannot be made.' Therefore, all these gunas, sattva, rajas and
tamas, seem to bind the person who indwells this body-dehinam nibadhnanti.

One by one he now defines each of the gunas. Though these are all gunas, among
them there is difference as there is among gems. Every gem is a precious stone but there
is a difference between a sapphire and an emerald. As we proceed, there is going to be a
lot of discussion on these gunas here and in subsequent chapters. Sattva, rajas and
tamas are words introduced by the sastra and therefore have to be defined by that same
sdstra. In the next verse, sattva is defined.

t

h
^iVr^Mii rTmtr

II
I IFm

tatra sattvam nirmalatvdtprakdsakamanamayam
sukhasarigenabadhndtijiunasangenacanagha

Verse 6

anagha - O! Sinless one (Arjuna); ?f- tatra - there (among these); •-•a
3Tar
prakdiakam
sattvam - sattva; ýikrrl nirmalatvat- because it is pure; XWiPl
sukha,91
- (is) illuminating; a'fTRI animayam - (is) without affliction;

sangena - by connection to pleasure; qFto knowledge; fff

badhndti -

T"
jiiVna-safgena ca - and connection

binds

O! Sinless one (Arjuna), there (among these), sattva, which is
illuminating and without affliction because it is pure, binds by connection
to pleasure and connection to knowledge.
SATTVA EXPRESSES AS AND BINDS THROUGH PLEASURE AND KNOWLEDGE
Tatra means 'among these three qualities.' Now firstly let us take sattva. It is
defined here as anamaya, without affliction, because it is free from any kind of
impurity-nirmalatvdt. Sattva is able to reflect consciousness very clearly, it is
prakadaka, and therefore endows one with the capacity for clear knowledge. Being
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andmaya, without any affliction, it allows one to see without any confusion. Whenever
you are able to see things clearly; you must know it is an expression of sattva. Besides
clear knowledge, sukha is also an expression of sattva. Whenever you are cheerful or
experience a pleasurable moment, sattva is predominant. Though these are desirable
experiences, Bhagavan does not fail to point out here that they too are binding. Sattva
binds by giving the person the experience of sukha, a quality belonging to sattva,
whereby he takes himself to be a sukhl, and says 'I am happy.' Because the experience
of sukha, like any experience, cannot remain, he is priming himself for the conclusion,
'I am unhappy.' Whenever you are happy or peaceful, it is due to a vrtti in the antahkarana accounted for by the predominance of sattva, but like any vrtti, it is time bound.
Sukha is an object of an experience in the mind. When it is superimposed upon the
atmd it gives rise to the conclusion, 'I am happy.' Being happy is not inherently a
problem; but it becomes a bondage because it is not totally true. The sukha in the vrtti is
a property of sattva in as much as, it is dependent upon the predominance of sattva in
the mind. The nature of sattva is such that it reflects, or does not obstruct the ananda,
the fullness that is the real nature of individual, and niakes a certain sukha manifest in
the antah-karana.And later the manifestation of sukha diminishes, as it inevitably
must. This is samsara.
This kind of sukha is always connected to an object. If there is a reason for a
person becoming happy-because he got this or got rid of that-he has ignorance,
avidyd. When somebody is happy without any reason, he is either a madman or a wise
man. Even the madman has some object in his mind, so only the wise man is truly happy
without a reason. As long as there is an answer for the question, 'Why,' there is
superimposition of sukha on the self.
Similarly, if there is ignorance, the self which is akarta, free from any action, is
mistaken for an agent, karta. And when sattva is predominant, being a knower,
pramata, is superimposed upon the atmd. In this way sattva also binds through a
connection with knowledge, jidna-sauigena.Sankara says further, that, in order to gain
sukha, there must first be some knowledge. Either you perceive something and therefore
are happy or infer and become happy. Either way, some knowledge is necessary for you
to gain happiness and that vrtti-jiifna is also a bondage. And no matter what you know,
you also know that you are not omniscient, all-knowing; so, the sense of being a knower
is always going to be attended by a sense of limitation. That limitation is bondage. Thus,
knowledge takes place because sattva is predominant but same sattva binds through this
connection with knowledge.
Even in a mind which has primarily sattva predominant, there are times when

rajas and tamas become predominant. Every antah-karanahas all three gunas and

every guna binds you, as it were. If one knows that knowledge is a property of the mind
and not atmd but that the nature of atmd is pure consciousness and therefore has no
ignorance of anything, then sattva, by association with jiidna is not binding. In terms of
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sukha, atmd is sukha-svarupa and does not become sukhl at any time. If, with

reference to an object, a mind does not deny the nature of dtmd, which is dnanda, that
mind, we understand, has a predominance of sattva.
Then who has become the sukhl? If you say 'I am happy,' with the understanding
that it is your essential nature, then there is no problem. But if you say, 'I have become
happy,' that is definitely a bondage. It implies the superimposition of the attributes of the
mind upon the self. Atmd does not become sukhl; so, the notion that, one is now happy,
is due to ignorance and is a bondage. Even though atmd is in the form of sukha, it is
mistaken as one who is now sukh. Similarly, even though atmd is in the form of pure
knowledge, it is mistaken for a particular knowledge that is opposed to ignorance and
attributed to a knower. Atmd is no more opposed to ignorance than it is to knowledge. If
it were opposed to ignorance, it would not be possible to have ignorance. This fact is
contrary to our experience. Surely we all know that we are ignorant of many things.
Now he defines rajas.
TA <14l1N*

f~ft ^ll<^y

^=HJ

rajo ragdtmakam viddhi trsndsahgasamudbhavam
tannibadhndtikaunteya karmasaigenadehinam

#i?
IrIMEy

kaunteya -

O! Son of Kuntil; - f ftR rajas viddhi -

ragdtmakam -

Verse 7

may you know rajas;

to be in the form of a colouring (of the mind);

T7T--3Tiry-

Trff;z trsnq-dsahga-samudbhavam- to be cause of longing and well entrenched
attachment; ?TWtat - that; tFgT dehinam - the indweller of the body; -F•4-T
karma-sangena-

by connection with action; fwiar nibadhndti - completely binds

O! Son of Kunti, rajas, may you know, is in the form of a colouring (of
the mind), causing longing and well entrenched attachment. By
connection with action, that completely binds the indweller of the body.
RAJAS EXPRESSES AS AND BINDS THROUGH LONGING AND ATTACHMENT
Rajas which, literally means dust, is defined technically here as that, whose nature
is in the form of rdga, rdgatmaka.Raga is a disposition towards something that pleases
and entices you such that it colours the antah-karana.Sahkara says, it is like red chalk
used for dyeing cloth. When the original cloth is white, why should you dye it? Only to
make it attractive. Similarly, rdga completely colours the antah-karana,and sticks to it
also like how the dye sticks to the cloth. Once you have a rdga,it will not easily leave
you.
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This raga expresses as two things. One is longing, trsnd, the other is excessive
attachment, asanga. Sarkara explains trsnd as longing for an object that you do not
have and want very badly. There are many objects in the world most of which we do not
care for. But certain things loom large in the mind as desirable and this disposition
towards them is what we call rdga born of trsna. It can be with reference to things that
are visible, drsta and those that are not, adrsta, such as heaven. Then again, if we hold
on to something we have with an apprehension that we may lose it, that is also rdga born
of dsakti. There are many things, which we cannot happily part with, even when the
time comes. If losing something leaves a void, that is dsakti. It is not mere attachment,
sakti, but a desperate holding on to the objects, that is dsakti.
This expression of rajas also binds, nibadhndti. Note that the Lord has said
nibadhniti here, whereas for sattva he said, badhndti. With sattva there is culture,

sophistication, learning and a certain maturity in which there is bondage, a refined
bondage. Rajas, however gives rise to a more deeply entrenched bondage and therefore
he has said nibadhndti. This bondage is further confused because it leads to karma.
Once there is trsnd and dsakti, you have to do actions, whether what you want is seen,
drsta, or unseen, adrsta. In the process of doing these karmas, not only proper actions
will be done but also the improper ones too, which will attract papa. The pressure of
rdga makes it impossible to avoid actions. The expression of rajas is therefore in the
form of karma and through this it totally binds the person. Because of karma there is
punya and papa, and because of that, there is further birth. Because of the birth there is
further karma and the cycle goes on. Therefore one is completely bound by this rajas.
The rdga itself, which includes both likes and dislikes, is also binding. Even
though dtma is free from doership and enjoyership, if one identifies with the rdga,
which is purely a mental disposition, both get superimposed upon the self and one
suffers a sense of bondage.
Then lastly,

II/-II

d^^lM^i~TF~f N

tamastvajidnajamviddhi mohanam sarvadehindm
bhdrata
pramdddlasyanidrdbhistannibadhndti

Verse 8

fif tamas tu viddhi
TRfT bhdrata - O! Descendent of Bharata (Arjuna); ?rP a
- and tamas, may you know; 3•-iWmR ajihnajam- to be born of ignorance; •";T,
mohanam - to be that, which causes delusion; •-tCRWm sarva-dehinam - for all
those who have bodies;

f

tat -

that;

T•i-31ThT-f;lf-

: pramdda-dlasya-

nidrdbhih - by indifference, slothfulness and sleep; fGiPA nibadhndti completely binds
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O! Descendent of Bharata (Arjuna), tamas, may you know, is born of
ignorance and causes delusion for all those who have bodies. It binds (the
person) completely by indifference, slothfulness and sleep.
TAMAS EXPRESSES AS AND BINDS THROUGH INDIFFERENCE, SLOTHFULNESS
AND SLEEP
Here he says that tamas is born of ignorance, ajiinaja. When everything,
including sattva and rajas, is born of aji•na, why specifically mention tamas here?
This ajiria is called tula-avidya, not the milla-avidyd with reference to atma, which
is common to all. Whether a person has predominantly sattva or rajas, he is ignorant
until he knows the nature of the self. What is discussed here is not this self-ignorance,
mila-avidyd, but ignorance regarding what is to be done and what is not to be done. It
is the simple discrimination between right and wrong, dharma-adharma-viveka,that is
lacking. The person who has rajas has a better idea of what is right and wrong because
he is interested in pursuing success and sukha. When tamas predominates, the person is
not able to use his intellect, buddhi, at all. Because of that, there is delusion, moha.
Things appear different from what they are. There is no sense of what is right and wrong;
everything seems to be all right even when it is not. This is true for all those who have a
body, sarva-dehindm. For all jivas, tamas creates delusion and therefore, it is called
mohanam sarvadehintm. Value structures and priorities become confused and
distorted.
Tamas binds with its manifestations. One of these is pramada, incapacity to do
what one knows is to be done. In a situation that clearly calls for an action on one's part,
one is not able to act. If his shirt has a small tear he will not mend it but when it falls
apart, he will lament loudly. This is ilasya, apathy or slothfulness, which obstructs the
fulfilment of a raga. The raga is pressuring him to act but ilasya prevents him from
doing anything. Nothing is so urgent that he has to do it now. Everything can be done
tomorrow. Even cooking is a problem for him. He will cook for one week and keep
eating the same thing. This is a problem stemming from tamas. Another manifestation
of tamas is sleep. If it is predominant, a person will sleep too much. Also, if you are
overcome by inertia, you are going to look for short-cuts and all sorts of wrong actions
are inevitable. By these manifestations, tamas seems to bind atmnd. It only 'seems' to
bind, however, because atma does not sleep or become apathetic or procrastinate. It is
free from gunas.
The expressions of the gunas are now briefly restated in the next verse.
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sattvam sukhe saiijayatirajah karmani bharata
jihnamdvrtya tu tamah pramdde saiijayatyuta

Verse 9

TR- bharata- O! Bharata; WjT'
sattvam - sattva; -q sukhe - in the form of
pleasure; W9fr saijayati - binds; TT rajas - rajas;'Thi
karmani - in the
form of action; W•R - tamas tu - but tamas; -iW
3Trf jihinam dvrtya covering knowledge; Rm*pramade - in the form of apathy; 3lf 7rZf uta saiijayati
- indeed binds

O! Bharata, sattva binds in the form of pleasure, rajas in the form of
action. But tamas, covering knowledge, binds indeed in the form of
apathy.
Sattva-guna binds by impelling one in the pursuit of sukha and by giving sukha
also. Rajas binds a person in the form of action. But tamas, it is emphasized here, binds
having covered one's capacity to discriminate. The discriminative knowledge born of
sattva regarding what is to be done or not to be done is completely covered by tamas,
the nature of which is to cover or envelop in darkness. It commits a person to a life of
indifference, not doing things that are to be done. Every day there are situations in which
one is called upon to act whether one likes it or not. A person who is overwhelmed by
tamas will more often than not, be unable to do what is required of him. That is how
tamas binds him.
When everyone is a mixture of these three gunas, why is there the manifestation
of a given guna? That is because one becomes predominant over the other two. This
predominance can be occasional or more or less established. One person may be more or
less tamasika, another predominantly rdjasika or sdttvika. No one is endowed with
only one guna as we see that even the tamasika person has knowledge and therefore
enjoys the predominance of sattva occasionally. When do the gunas execute their stated
effect? The rule for that is told in the next verse.

TT: TF WRtll ?m':
a

'qiWi
flIq1TfI Io0 II

rajastamascabhibhiiyasattvam bhavati bharata
rajah sattvam tamascaiva tamah sattvam rajastatha

Verse 10

TfTM bharata- O! Bhdrata; 7W T sattvam - sattva; P(q
T 'E- rft-7T rajas
tamas ca abhibhiya - overwhelming rajas and tamas; qfr bhavati - arises; TrI
eva - and indeed; rTi rajas - rajas; 7TrT ?Tf 'f (3fh
) sattvam tamas ca
(abhibhiiya)- (overwhelming) sattva and tamas; (1t7bhavati -- arises;) ?if RTP
tatha tamas - so too tamas; WT T7
(a•qfrV) sattvam rajas (abhibhiiya) (overwhelming) sattva and rajas;(%-Ti bhavatt - arises)
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O! Bharata, sattva arises overwhelming rajas and tamas. And indeed
rajas (arises overwhelming) tamas and sattva. So too, tamas (arises
overwhelming) rajasand sattva.
Sahkara says, bhavati, means udbhavati-it arises, or it means, vardhate-it
increases. One guna becomes predominant, overwhelming the other two. When a given
guna becomes predominant, its own product begins to manifest. When sattva
predominates, its effects like cheerfulness, knowledge, Aama, dama, adherence to
values, etc., appear. Similarly rajas produces desires because of which, one undertakes
action. And when rajas and sattva are overpowered, tamas arises and produces its
results like dullness, apathy, sleep and so on. From these effects, we infer, which guna is
predominant.
From a different standpoint he points out the same thing in the next verses.

-Nsn^ *sfiThw~r O3qT;5

wr;f z ?mTq
ffuffq flTofit-a I1II I
sarvadvuresudehe'sminprakdgaupajdyate
jihnam yadd tadd vidyddvivrddham sattvamityuta

-rTyada - when; 3fn

asmin dehe - inthis body;

*07

Verse 11

sarvadvdresu- in

all the sense organs; rWpiT: prakdsah - illumination; wRw jiianam - (which is)
knowledge; 3431M upajdyate - is born; ? tadd - then; WFR fThý sattvam
vivrddham - sattva has increased; f 3WT iti uta - thus indeed; feiR vidydt may one know
When illumination, which is knowledge, is born in all the sense organs,
in this body, then may one know indeed that sattva has increased.
KNOWING THE PREDOMINANCE OF SATTVA
Sarvadvdresu literally means, 'with reference to all the gates.' tSaikara clarifies
the meaning by saying, that, these are all the gates of knowledge like the ears and so on;
in other words, all the sense organs. A light, prakada, which Sahkara defines as a
particular vrtti in the antah-karana,arises in all the sense organs in this physical body.
This is the light of awareness, otherwise called knowledge, that arises through these
sense organs. Because there is alertness and concentration, this knowledge is born. This
becomes the basis to infer that sattva is predominant. This happens for everybody, even
the person in whom tamas is primary.
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Then the indication of rajas being predominant is told in the next verse.
ThAU1l:W: TCqI
-tem MT hflumT:

r<Adii 7P

fttq

1iII
mrT i 1w

lobhah pravrttirdrambhahkarmandmasamahsprhd
rajasyetdnijdyante vivrddhe bharatarsabha

TRtiT bharatarsabha-

Verse 12

O! Foremost in the line of Bharata (Arjuna); *i: lobhah

31T'Tf: karmandm
-IT:pravrttih - physical restlessness; chuT
greed;
drambhah - undertaking of activities; 3TF-T: agamah - mental restlessness; ~TT
sprhi - longing; TfT etdni - these; Tuif f4# rajasi vivrddhe - when rajas has

increased; 7Tra jdyante - are born
O! Foremost in the line of Bharata, greed, physical restlessness,
undertaking of activities, mental restlessness, longing-these are born
when rajas has increased.
KNOWING THE PREDOMINANCE OF RAJAS
When rajas is predominant these effects of rajas become manifest. Lobha is a
desire to have the things that belong to others and it can also be miserliness with
reference to one's own wealth. The very desire to appropriate somebody's wealth, the
very thought of encroachment is called lobha. Once you develop greed, lobha, your
thinking changes to justify it. This is rajas. Another manifestation of rajas is
meaningless activity, pravrtti, like fidgeting, making knots and undoing them for no
reason, nail-biting and so on. A deliberate calculated undertaking to accomplish a given
end, drambha, is also a product of rajas. Even in a sdttvika person rajas can become
predominant at a given time because of which varieties of activities take place. In this
sense, rajas is a good thing, because it makes you act. Similarly tamas is good because
it gives you rest. The difficulty arises when rajas or tamas become predominant at the
wrong time.
The absence of Sama, tranquillity is another manifestation of rajas. It is, in other
words, mental restlessness as opposed to physical restlessness. It can even be a creative
restlessness. When sattva begins to predominate, ideas take shape and you create.
Sahkara says, it is activity to fulfil an ardent desire or longing for something. And rajas
also manifests as a longing, sprhd, for almost any object. These are the indications that
rajas is predominant.
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Then the indication of tamas being predominant is told in the next verse.

whrflir ^tF

i ¶j?7r^H11R 11I

apraka8o'pravrtticapramddo moha eva ca
tamasyetdnijdyante vivrddhe kurunandana

Verse 13

kurunandana - O! The joy of the Kuru family (Arjuna); Sl3Fi:W
cri^
t apravrttih ca - and absence of activity; Wrm:
aprakdsah - dullness; SFff:
" mohah eva ca - and indeed delusion; rlriF
pramddah - indifference; *i': i

etdni jdyante -

these; ff#f

ita

tamasi vivrddhe -

when tamas has increased; AT14i

are born

O! The joy of the Kuru family, dullness and absence of activity,
indifference, and indeed delusion-these are born, when tamas has
increased.
KNOWING THE PREDOMINANCE OF TAMAS
When tamas is predominant, these products are born. There is aprakdsa,absence
of alertness and discrimination, and pramdda, total indifference towards performing any
action. Even though there is something to be done, there is no activity, apravrtti.Even
beginning anything is a problem. If tamas generally predominates, this occurs not just
occasionally, but as a rule. Whenever someone has difficulty beginning something, it
means tamas is predominant whether he is generally sdttvika, rdjasika or tdmasika. Its

manifestation is evident when you try to get up in the morning. When tamas
predominates there is also delusion, moha. Either the mind is not capable of thinking, or,
if it is, it draws erroneous conclusions. When I do not want to do anything, I am going to
make conclusions based upon my aversion to activity and such conclusions will
necessarily be wrong. When tamas is predominant, there will be justification for the lack
of activity. Even the theory of karma will be used to justify inertia. This theory is meant
to make you responsible for what you did before and what you are doing now, not to
justify your incapacity to do what you are supposed to do.
THE SUBSEQUENT GATI IS BASED ON THE GUNA PREDOMINANT AT THE TIME
OF DEATH
Gltd goes on to say that a person suffers from the effects of the gunas not only in
this life but in subsequent lives. If sattva is predominant, he is going to be better off in
this life and also in the next one. Similarly, if rajas or tamas are predominant their
effects will not only be felt in this life but will be influential in determining the nature of
the next life. The result that the departed soul will gain is also born ofgunas.
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Therefore, Bhagavdn says:

d<^(cqj ima-Horj qdq.

I imd I I

yadd sattve pravrddhetu pralayamydti dehabhrt
tadottamaviddm lokdnamaldn pratipadyate
z-

- yadd tu -

kNfi

dehabhrt -

Tr4 ;

when;

sattve pravrddhe -

Verse 14

when sattva has increased;

the one who obtains in the body (the embodied one); Wr i zInf-

pralayam ydti - goes to dissolution, that is, dies; TM tadd - then; dTiHfaw|
uttamavidam - of those who know the highest; MRTF
Filt amaldn lokin -

worlds that are free from impurity; Aii

pratipadyate- he gains

When the embodied one dies, when sattva has increased, then he gains
the worlds that are free from impurity, of those who know the highest.
Dehabhrt, the one who obtains in this body, is the jiva. Tu in the verse is to
distinguish sattva among the three gunas. If his life had been predominantly sdttvika,
then sattva will predominate at the time of death. Even if people are reciting
'Ndrdyana,' into his ear at the hour of his death, if he has been rdjasika all his life, he
will only think of Narayana Iyer who owes him some money. The type of thinking that
has dominated your life all along will prevail at the end too. This verse is referring to a
person who has lived a sdttvika life. Therefore, yadd pralayam ydti, when he dies,
sattve pravrddhe, with sattva being predominant, then he goes to amalin lokin,

worlds which are not fraught with pain, like heaven. As everyone must, he has matured
to become sdttvika and naturally when he dies, he goes to the worlds of those who know
the highest-uttama-vidamlokdn pratipadyate.

These are the gods like Indra who, Saikara says, know the truth of this whole
creation.
What is the lot of a person who dies when rajas or tamas is predominant?

T-

w54i Trc

Tqif4\ k n ii

rajasipralayam gatva karmasaAgisujdyate
tathdpralinastamasimi2dhayonisu jdyate

<1t (-13
gatvd 7i

) rajasi (pravrddhe)- when rajas is predominant; Jgq
having died;

jiyate -

Verse 15

'r-T pralayam

4

Ffri karmasahgisu - among those committed to karma;
he is born; WT tathd - so too; -fT (M-c) tamasi (pravrddhe)-

when tamas was predominant; •Th: pralinah -

the one who has died; 4*f1
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miidhayonisu - in the wombs of those who have no discriminative faculty;
jiyate - is born

rgt

Having died, when rajas is predominant, he is born among those
committed to karma; so too the one who died when tamas was
predominant is born in the wombs of those who have no discriminative
faculty.
When, rajas was predominant in one's life, rajas alone will predominate at the
time of death. Such a person for whom rajas is predominant at the time of death, is born
among those who are committed to kararm-karma-saiigisujdyate. These are the
human beings committed to various means for achieving various ends, either here or in
other worlds.
So too, the one who died when tamas was predominant is born in the wombs of
creatures who are steeped in delusion, like the animals. In the animal forms, tamas is
always predominant and because of that they lack self-consciousness and all its
accompanying problems. A dog, for example, even though it is given an abundance of
dog food, will not hoard it because it has only a rudimentary sense of future and
therefore no greed. Human beings alone have this concern for the future. They go on
accumulating wealth not only for their own future but also for that of their children. This
is all due to the predominance of rajas.Every human being has enough sattva to make
him self-conscious, and enough rajas and tamas to cause confusion.
From this we understand that we can make one guna predominant over the other
two. Cultivating values and discipline, called yoga, helps to make sattva predominant.
The whole process of growth is nothing but making sattva predominant over the other
two gunas. Then it is easy to become one who is, gunatita,beyond the gunas, which is
to know very clearly that one is not bound by gunas.
Now he briefly summarizes what has been said in the last few verses.

Twq: Týlg:

m m|:;Tý5qiT iFii

qI :<IF
?RT: w-O I 1F II
karmanah sukrtasydhuh sdttvikam nirmalamphalam
rajasastuphalam duhkhamajiinamtamasahphalam
3

Verse 16

*qT `-Fa: sukrtasya karmanah - for the good actions done; T'• phalam - the
result (is); iRwqcR sdttvikam - sdttvika (connected to sattva); TAr
nirmalam(and) pure (free from any distress); T-T-:
rajasahtu - but of rajas; Tr5 phalam
- the result; :Tr-duhkham (is) pain; ?FlR: Trr tamasah phalam - the result of
tamas; 31T4W\ ajdianam - (is) ignorance
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They say, that the result for the good action done is sattvika (connected
to sattva) and nirmala (pure, a result that is free from any distress). But
pain is the result of rajas and ignorance is the result of tamas.
Those who are learned say, ahuh, the following. When the action done is good,
the result is sattvika, that is, born of sattva and nirmala, pure, devoid of distress,. All
his life he has done all the vihita-karmas that are enjoined by the Vedas and has done
the kdmya-karmas for collecting punya, again as prescribed in the Vedas. All these are
good actions born of sattva. Therefore the result is also sdttvika. As a result of this, he
enjoys a relative freedom from pain in this life. And after he dies, he enjoys a world free
from pain called heaven. He remains in those lokas for a length of time.
The result of a karma born of rajas,on the other hand, is duhkha. A person who
is impelled by rajas is under great pressure and because of that, he cannot always follow
the right means. Naturally he will incur papa. When rajas is predominant, pdpa is
unavoidable. Therefore due to the pressure and also the papa-karma, he will have
duhkha in the form of varieties of discomforts.
The result of the actions born of tamas is ignorance, ajiiana.One is born in forms
which have only rudimentary knowledge. Even to experience oneself as a samsari is
better than being a samsdri and not knowing it. A cow is also a samsari;but because
she does not know it, she cannot get out of samsdra. Such births are the result of a life
of karmas governed predominantly by tamas. That is the ajiidnahere.
What else comes from these gunas?

RTidwyq TTiH TrP-t *ýN 1:ý
$4HlOA MR* %rTqýST

i

q ýql 1ýý3 1I

sattvdt saiijdyatejiinam rajasolobha eva ca
pramddamohautamaso bhavato'jiianamevaca

Verse 17

RTo-•l sattvdt - from sattva; T91 jfnam - knowledge; wli# sahjdyate - is
born; 77R: T 'V rajasaheva ca - arid indeed from rajas; #6t: lobhah - greed;
pramada-mohau- apathy and delusion; rm': •EffT: tamasah bhavatah VR'-#t
are from tamas; 'W- eva ca - and also; 3Ifq ignorance

From sattva is born knowledge and indeed from rajas is greed. Apathy
and delusion are from tamas and so also is ignorance.
Having told the results of the gunas in terms- of further births, Bhagavan now
explains their results in this life. From sattva is born knowledge and since knowledge
liberates, sattva is therefore, to be nurtured by good karmas. From rajas, there is greed
and from tamas, indifference and erroneous conclusions. Likes and dislikes such as food
preferences also reflect the predominance of one guna or the other as do the different
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types of emotions. A love that is free, for example, is sdttvika. Whereas a love that is
obsessive is rdjasa and if it develops into hatred, that is tamasa. Even an action like
giving can be either sdttvika, rdjasika,or tdmasika.

He is going to elaborate on this in order to help us understand how to live a mature
life which we have to accomplish by a life of discipline and assimilation of proper
values. Analysing values is one way to approach this but here he analyses what falls into
the categories of sattva, rajas and tamas in order to help us organize our thinking and
life so that, sattva may become predominant. Then, being beyond the gunas,
gundtltatva, becomes easy because all that can be empirically accomplished is
accomplished and as a result, empirical reality, vydvahdrika-sattd, can be viewed as
empirical. And what is absolutely real, paramdrthika-sattd,becomes evident when one
gains the knowledge of the self. And then one is free from the bondages of the
vydvaharika-sattd.Then, one is said to be a gunltita.

Trau% Trem T-A ftWf% TrTf
T: I
T T: 11 1 I I
"l•'YI-UITltl am37t "'w5A

iirdhvamgacchantisattvasthd madhye tisthanti rdjasdh
jaghanyagunavrttasthdadhogacchanti tdmasdh

Verse 18

Tefq -I:sattvasthdh - those staying in sattva; 3izq rdhuam - higher up; lc
gacchanti - go; Trff: rdjasah - those belonging to rajas; Trt madhye - in the

middle: iafr
lj'I-T-T:

a.3:

tisthanti -

remain;

?TWRTI:

tdmasdh -

jaghanya-guna-vrttasthdh-

those belonging to tamas;

having the nature of the lowest guna;

•Tir adhah gacchanti- go down
Those staying in sattva go higher up, those belonging to rajas remain in
the middle and those belonging to tamas, having the nature of the lowest
guna, go down.

Those who live a life influenced primarily by sattva-guna, doing what is to be
done, avoiding what is not to be done, are those who are sattvastha, situated in sattva.
Such people, after death, are born in lokas which are superior in the sense that there is
more happiness. There they are endowed with a body-mind-sense-complex that can tap
greater degrees of happiness than this human body. In this life too they enjoy a greater
degree of happiness but what is referred to here is an after-life in which they are
definitely better off.
In the middle, madhye, is the world of human beings or their equivalent, where
those whose lives have been dictated by rajas, are born.
And the guna at the bottom, jaghanya, is tamas. Those whose lives have been
controlled by tamas go to the lowest, the undesirable. Rajas is in-between because the
B.G. Vol IV 4
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person who is rdjasika can become sattvika or tamasika. The person who is tdmasika,

however, cannot become sattvika straightaway, but have to become rdjasika at first.
The vrtta, the expressed condition of tamoguna, is sleepiness, procrastination, laziness,
apathy and so on, as we have seen. Those who live that kind of life go to births that are
lower in nature, like those of the animals.
This is said to praise the sattuaguna,so that, we will make effort to cultivate it for
our growth. But then it must be borne in mind that sattva also is a bondage, as are rajas
and tamas. How is one to get rid of the bondage of the gunas?
ASSOCIATION WITH GUNAS IS BONDAGE, TO BE FREE OF GUNAS IS MOKSA
In the previous chapter, while discussing purusa and prakrti,it had been said that
the cause of a given birth is the association with the gunas. The association between the
individual person and the gunas is due to false knowledge, mithyd-jiina and because
of this, the purusa appears to be connected to the prakrti. As a result, he experiences
himself as sorrowful, deluded, etc., not knowing that dnanda is the truth of himself.
These various experiences are the expressions of sattua, rajas,and tamas. Being lost in
them, a person says, 'I am happy, sad, deluded, etc.,' instead of, 'I am Brahman.' Even
though dtmd is asahga, because of erroneous understanding, it appears to be associated
with all these modifications of the gunas. That is the cause of the various desirable and
undesirable births. This was briefly stated in the previous chapter and has been
elaborated here in this chapter.
Having explained in detail how, due to erroneous knowledge, these gunas seem to
bind, Krsna now turns his attention on how to free oneself from this bondage. This is the
purpose of the chapter. Though the understanding of different types of behaviour as
expressions of the gunas and the striving to enhance sattvaguna is useful, sistra is not
interested in leaving the person bound with sattuaguna.He has to know how to be free
of that too. This is said in the next verse.
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ndnyam gunebhyah kartdramyadd drastdnupasyati
gunebhyagcaparam vetti madbhavam so'dhigacchati
ZW yadd 3T-W Fri

Verse 19

when; WgT drast&- the seer; tpr: gunebhyah - apart from the gunas;
anyam kartdram - another agent;
3r
a9F
na anupagyati - does

and; pTz: r t
gunebhyah param vetti - knows (himself as)
beyond the gunas; 7T: sah - he; 1R|
madbhdvam - My nature; 3afTr|fd
not see; -t ca adhigacchati-

gains
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When the seer does not see an agent other than the gunas; and when he
knows (himself as) beyond the gunas; he gains (understands) My nature.
THERE IS NO AGENT OTHER THAN THE GUNAS
Pahyati means 'he sees' and with the prefix anu it means he sees clearly in
keeping with the Sdstra, as taught by the teacher. As it is unfolded the person is able to
see because sstra is a pramdna in the hands of one who knows its meaning as the truth
of himself. Being a means of knowledge in the form of words, when the meaning of the
words is understood as it is meant to be understood, that is all that is required. With this
understanding he sees that there is no agent other than the gunas. Therefore, he does not
see the dtmd as the agent, kartd.
Action is done by the body-mind-sense-complex which is born of mdyd consisting
of the three gunas. It requires not only the agent but all the accessories for the
completion of the action which are again objects that consist of modifications of the
three gunas. And all the three states, waking, dream, and deep sleep, and their
expressions, are nothing but the gunas.
Here, the word yada, 'when,' does not indicate that this is an event. Salkara
makes this clear by saying, 'The seer, being wise.' Being awake to the nature of the
dtmd, the self, which performs no action, he sees that there is no agent other than the
gunas. Previously Bhagavdn said that the one who knows the truth, tattuavit, knows
that even while seeing, hearing, etc., he performs no action and the actions are nothing
but movement of the gunas among the gunas-gunahgunesu vartante.

The important thing here is that, he is very clear about the nature of the self.
Otherwise, even though the gunas do everything, if he considers himself associated with
them, he is going to be affected by their actions. A father whose son is a criminal is very
much affected even though he knows that his son, not he, committed the crimes. In order
to avoid this misconception about the self and the activities of the gunas, Bhagavdn
says that when one knows himself as above all the gunas-yadd gunebhyah ca param
vetti-he is not affected by what the gunas do. While being that because of which
gunas can function, he himself is not affected by their activities. This is similar to space
which accommodates everything but does not get sullied by what happens in space.
Sarikarasays, he knows himself as the witness of the activities of the gunas. The one
who performs no action always remains in the form of witness.
Bhagavdn says, the result for such a person is that, he gains the nature of 'Being
Myself,' that is Isvara-bhdva. That nature of being 'Myself is the cause for everything
and yet transcends everything. He is no longer separate from I7vara.The statement, 'tat
tvam asi-you are that,' is a reality for him. He assimilates that statement completely
and is able to say, 'I am that,' knowing that the agent, kartd, exists because of him, but
he is not the karta. A person to whom this is clear is one with the Lord.
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How does the individual, iva, become one with the Lord?

7- ?-r
^ ,1:
l:•sl
'- 1I Io 1I
gunanetanatityatrindehidehasamudbhavdn
janmamrtyujardduhkhairvimukto'mrtamasnute

Verse 20

it dehi - the embodied one; wTr etan - these; t "•rJp trin gundn - three
gunas; *--t4%Tq

deha-samudbhavdn -

that are the cause of the body; 3TftT

atitya - crossing over; jW-3%- T--:j: janma-mrtyu-jard-duhkhaih - from
birth, death, old age, and sorrow; fagi: vimuktah - released; ZS3T
Wr- amrtam
asnute -

gains immortality

Crossing these three gunas, that are the cause of the body, the embodied
one, released from birth, death, old age and sorrow, gains immortality.
ONE WHO CROSSES THE GUNAS IS FREE FROM BIRTH, DEATH, OLD AGE AND
SORROW
These three gunas are the causes for the creation of this body-mind-sensecomplex. That being so how is it possible to get rid of them while in this body? The
beauty is, dtmd is already free from all of them. So in crossing or going beyond these
gunas, there is no movement involved. It is just knowing the self to be free from all
three gunas. Thereby, the one who indwells the body, the dehi, is liberated from birth,
death, and everything in between including old age. These are the physical things he is
free from. Then among the mental afflictions, one word is good enough-duhkha. One's
whole life moves from duhkha to duhkha with a little sukha now and then. But it is the
duhkha from which we want to be free.
And this liberation is while one is alive. Liberation after death is not possible-the
bound dies. Any experience later is for the bound. Even the gain of brahmaloka is not
liberation. But being there the jiva is likely to be taught by Brahmaji that he is
Brahman. But then, that also is liberation right then, not later. While living one
recognizes the atmd to be free from birth, death, and everything undesirable. There is no
necessity to wait for death to gain this recognition because the self is free right now. The
one who knows this gains amrta, the eternal Brahman. After death there is no rebirth
for this person because he or she is not guna-bound, knowing the atmd as beyond the
gunas, gunatita. This is no longer a matter of belief for him. Knowing he is eternal,
where is the question of birth? Not being bound by time, how is the self going to subject
itself to rebirth?
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Arjuna slips in a question here. In the second chapter he had asked, 'What is the
description of a wise man?' A few chapters later, he asked the same question in a
different form. Sahkara remarks that the sentence, 'Having transcended the gunzas, he
gains immortality,' provides an occasion for Arjuna to ask a question. Because it is the
dehl, the embodied one, who gains this immortality, it is understood that one comes to
identify himself as ParameSvarawhile living.

TIfif1qmIqrdi I W11

fakBx: l*t

arjunauvdca
kairlihgaistringundnetanatitobhavatiprabho
kimdcdrah katham caitdmstringundnativartate

s'*:

T-t prabho TFFT

Arjuna; 3Wiq uvdca -

arjunah-

said;

O! Lord; +: fT': kaih lifigaih -

etdn trin gundn -

Verse 21

by what characteristics; 7inf

these three gunas; a3Tr: fR-

atitah bhavati -

does he

become the one who has crossed; fBt a3Tr: kim dcarah - what (is his) conduct;
etan trin gundn - these three gunas;
-qT - katham ca - and how; TWF •h 7"fp
go beyond
S(adh
ativartate- does he
Arjuna said:

O! Lord, by what characteristics does he become (recognizable as) one
who has crossed these three gunas? What (is his) conduct, and how does
he transcend these three gunas?
Arjuna wants to know by what indications he can recognize the person who has
transcended these three gunas. And further, what is his conduct, cadra? This is a more
general way of asking what he had already asked before. He had asked in the second
chapter while asking about the sthitaprajiia,'How would he sit? Would he sit? How
would he walk? Would he walk? How would he speak? Would he speak?' Here he asks
an important question in addition. And that is, 'How does he transcend these three
gunas?' Is there a way out? Even though there are three questions, Sahkara reduces
them to two. The first two are with reference to a description or a way of recognizing a
wise man. The third refers to the means of transcending these gunas.
In reply to the first part of this question the Lord says,

v*f

?tfem^Tiift;r
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gribhagavunuvdca
prakaham ca pravrttirnca mohameva ca pdndava
na dvesti sampravrttanina nivrttdni kd•ksati

Verse 22

f.qTR sribhagavdn-

Sri Bhagavdn; Z'EIT uvdca - said;
TRTU
pandava - O! Pdndava, (Arjuna); qmT 'a prakadam ca - brightness;
77RR -q pravrttim ca - and activity; Tftm 7
" moham eva ca - and even
delusion; mrIltl# sampravrttani- that have come to occur; -q f
na dvesti - he

does not despise; f-hMi
kdfksati -

nivrttdni -

those that have gone away; -fT; W

na

he does not long for

Sri Bhagavdn said:

O! Arjuna, brightness and activity and even delusion, that have come to
occur, he does not despise. Nor does he long for those that have gone
away.
THE GUNATITA NEITHER DESPISES NOR LONGS FOR THE MANIFESTATIONS OF
THE GUNAS
Prakd.a is the product of sattva such as alertness, a cheerful disposition, etc.
Pravrtti is activity prompted by desire and is the product of rajas. Moha, delusion is a
product of tamas and here we can include dullness, apathy, etc. When these come into
being, he does not loathe them, na dvesti. When they go away, he does not long for
them, na nivrttdni kdriksati.

They are clearly recognized as products of the three gunas. When he experiences
confusion or dullness, he knows that tamas has become predominant and makes no
conclusion about himself on the basis of the effect of tamas that he sees manifesting in
his mind. Similarly, when he finds restlessness and an inclination to pursue activity, he
knows this only as the effect of rajas. When he experiences sukha, he knows sattva is
responsible and does not get bound by it. He is neither repulsed nor attracted by these
experiences because of his very clear understanding that they are all products of the
gunas. As they occur, sampravrttdni,he does not judge himself because he does not
include himself in them. The mind is subject to gunas and therefore it will sometimes be
dull also. When a jiiani is yawning, he does not think he has fallen away from his
svaripa as sat-cit-dnanda. When he yawns he recognizes that there is yawning.
Nothing more than that. When there is dullness, the mind is dull; when the mind is
bright, he recognizes that it is bright and when it is rather restless, he sees that the mind
is restless. Being beyond the gunas, he has no problem at all.
The attachment or involvement of the dtmd with the gunas is like the involvement
of the space with a pot. Whether the pot is small or large, space is not in any way
affected. Similarly, dtma, though very much present in the mind, remains unaffected.
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The sense of 'I' for one, who knows this, is in sat-cit-dnanda-atmd,not in the thought
modifications. Therefore, he has no anxiety about a particular mode of the mind. If it
goes, it goes; if it comes, it comes. He does not bother about it because he is beyond the
gunas, gunatita. Whatever the gunas present is fine with him. In this, there is nothing
good or bad.
KNOWING THE DEFINITION OF THE GUNATITA IS NOT FOR JUDGING OTHERS

It is important to understand that this is not meant for judging but for
understanding yourself. Nor can you determine whether someone else isgunatita or not,
because, Sarikara says, it is not perceivable by another. Unless you can see someone
else's atmd, you cannot know whether he is gunatita or not. The condition of
gunatitatva is identical with the svartpa of atma and the knowledge of the atma is
that it is gunatita. Sahkara says, it cannot be known by another because it is known
only to oneself. Only you can know whether you have gundtitatva or not. If you judge
yourself on the basis of your mind, you have to understand the reason for such a
judgement. Being gunatita is nothing but absence of judging yourself on the basis of
your mind or any other thing. With reference to money, one is rich or poor. From the
standpoint of the body, one is old or young. All these judgements are within the gunas.
To be a gundtitais to recognize the self as it is.
For a mumuksu, not judging oneself on the basis of the gunas is very useful as a
means to becoming prepared to know the self One has to learn to look at the disposition
of the mind as simply the mind. It keeps changing and that is the nature of the mind.
When you see that, you have space to look at yourself as gunatita.We are not interested
in changing the mind; we are interested in seeing it for what it is. This is for a
mumuksu.

Before that, there can be a stage in which the intensity of the mental dispositions is
very great due to unresolved childhood pain. That must be dealt with differently. First,
we reduce the subjective to the objective. The responses to current situations are rooted
in childhood problems and have nothing to do with realities. The subjectivity has to be
removed and things should be looked at objectively. Then the mind can be seen as
subject to three gunas-sattva,rajas,and tamas. Once that is clear, you can appreciate
dtmd being gunatita.

These are the characteristics of a wise person but how does he express himself in
the world? That is pointed out by a few verses here.
THE CHARACTERISTICS OF A WISE PERSON

d
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uddsinavaddsinogunairyo na vicelyate
gund vartantaityeva yo'vatisthati nehgate

Verse 23

RUqW:-ci iA qcbi-: I

qfrtqtit % ftriRtrr:

II

II

samaduhkhasukhah svasthah samalostdSmakdicanah
tulyapriyapriyodhirastulyaninddtmasamstutih

Verse 24

Iq^-ljjq4-jl rkq;RU
fq
^:i
-jTRfq

iq j 11?h\
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1I

mlndpamdnayostulyastulyo mitraripaksayoh
sarvarambhaparitydgigundtitah sa ucyate

7: yah -

he who; d3l4lT

aisTf:

Verse 25

uddsinavat dsinah -

remaining seemingly
na vicalyate - is not shaken; T4:

indifferent; TJ*: gunaih - by the gunas; ffllO
yah - he who; 'rFT: -qA f 7 gundh vartante iti eva acting,' thus (thinking); 53f4Rk avatisthati- abides; T

'The gunas alone are
vna ihgate - the one

who does not move (from the vision of himself)...

ift: dhirah - a wise man;

-'-:W•-j: sama-duhkha-sukhah - who is the same
with reference to pleasure and pain; FW-: svasthah - who abides in oneself; BT-•te-

3TFT*-TT
FT sama-losta-aSma-kdiicanah- who is the same with reference to a clod of
earth, a stone, or gold; •Tq-ftR-alfgT: tulya-priya-apriyah- who is same in pleasant
: tulya-nindd-atma-samstutih and unpleasant (situations); 'T-fT•Wl-3wIT-ti:who is the same with reference to censure or praise of himself...
rFT-3TTqFt:

T4-: mdna-apamanayohtulyah - who is the same towards respect and

insult; f•T-aif-'wTR : T4": mitra-aripaksayohtulyah - the same towards the views
of a friend or an enemy; faT-S••s•-rrtl1TR
sarva-drambha-parityigl- the one who
has given up all undertakings; T-ur-3wTf: guna-atitah- one who is beyond the gunas;
RT: w-l sah ucyate - he is called
He who, remaining seemingly indifferent, is not shaken by the gunas;
and he who abides (in himself), (thinking), that the gunas alone are
acting, and the one who does not move (from the vision of the self)...
The wise man, who is the same with reference to pleasure and pain,
abiding in himself, the same with reference to a clod of earth, a stone or
gold, the same in pleasant and unpleasant (situations); the same with
reference to censure or praise of himself...
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Who is the same towards respect and insult, the same towards the views
of a friend or an enemy, who has given up all undertakings - he is called
the one who is beyond the gunas.
REMAINING SEEMINGLY INDIFFERENT HE IS NOT SHAKEN BY THE GUNAS
A person who is uddsina remains uncommitted to any particular stand. When two
people are arguing, a third person who is just watching without joining either side is
udaslna. He is merely a witness, indifferent to both views without any opinion to offer.
We all have this disposition towards many things. To a bush growing on the wayside,
you are likely to be absolutely indifferent. Even regarding certain topics, you are
uddslna because you do not have an opinion to which you are committed.
Asina literally means sitting or seated but in the context here, it means being
committed to the means of accomplishing gunSititatva, transcendence of the gunas.
Whether sattvaguna, rajoguna or tamoguna is predominant, he does not want to
change it. He accepts the mind as it is, allowing the gunas to manifest without any
interference or identification on his part. Having no preference for any one of them over
the other, he is like one who is indifferent, uddslnavat.
That sannydsi, who knows the atma and is therefore a wise man, is not taken
away from his knowledge by the expressions of the gunas. If anybody complains that
rajoguna or tamoguna robs him of his knowledge, that is not the knowledge we are
talking of here. The gunas affect only the body-mind-sense-complex, never the dtmd
and therefore never the vision of atmd, once it is clearly known.
KNOWING THAT GUNAS ALONE ACT HE DOES NOT LOSE VISION OF HIS SELF
As he says in the next line of the verse, the gunas are active-guiý.h vartante.
Here this means that the gunas have modified themselves to become both the world and
the body-mind-sense-complex. Rajoguna accounts for the prdna and the organs of
action, sattvaguna for the organs of knowing and the antah-karana;and the tamoguna
has converted itself into the five elements which have undergone bifurcation and fivefold
combination to become this whole physical creation. So everything here that we know is
nothing but the three gunas. Whatever you perceive or infer or even imagine is a
manifestation of guna. And these gunas transact business among themselves. You are
not involved at all, in reality. Though you are very much with all of them, you remain
unaffected by all of them. That is the truth that the sastra reveals. The one who abides in
that-avatisthati,does not move-na ihgate, from the nature of himself, he is free from
all these gunas remaining as himself alone undisturbed by the changes that the gunas
undergo.
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THE CONDUCT OF A GUNATITA
Here is a person for whom pleasant and unpleasant are the same, sama-duhkhasukhah. Certain situations are conducive for happiness, sukha, and certain others for
pain, duhkha. These two types of situations, born out of one's present karma or
pervious karma keep presenting themselves to any person. How is one going to face
them? For one who knows the self, they are the same. This is not purely an attitude
which we cultivate as a sddhana. We learn to appreciate the sukha and duhkha as
factual and take them not just objectively but as prasada.Because of the appreciation of
Isvara, there is a glad acceptance and an appropriate response in terms of action. This is
karma-yoga. Here, however, Krsna is talking about a gunartita.If there is a sukha seen

in the mind created by sattvaguna or duhkha created by rajas, all of which are possible
for him because of the various situations that present themselves, he takes them as the
same. He is not affected by either.
Svastha has two meanings. The one who abides in oneself, sve Ztmani tisthati.
His appreciation of'I' is in sat-cit-dnanda-dtmdwhich is beyond the gunas. The other
meaning is the one who is happy, where svastha means to be contented or happy. It
means svasmin tisthati-that is, no matter what happens in the mind or in the external
world he is happy with himself.
Sama-lostadma-kiiicanais an expression we saw in the sixth chapter. Losta, a
clod of earth, asma, a stone, or kiiicana,gold are all the same for him. All belong to the
earth and in his vision, there is no difference between them. It is very clear to him that
any value that one has over the other is superimposed and subjective. He recognizes that
gold is a rare, malleable, shining metal. But it does not offer him any more security than
a rock. It is not going to improve his gulntitatva.
Further, he is the same in desirable and undesirable situations, tulya-priya-apriya.
The pleasant and unpleasant situations, priya and apriya, do not disturb this wise man,
not because of his attitude but because of his wisdom. And whether he is subject to
censure, nindd, or praise of himself, dtma-samstuti, he does rot feel diminished or
flattered. He is the same. Atma cannot be flattered by any concept of greatness nor can it
be damaged by any misperception of it.
He does not undergo any change, remaining equal in mana, respect, and
apamdna, insult or rejection. Every individual will experience these two things without
exception because people praise or criticize others according to their own understanding
and value structure. Whether a person is wise or not he is going to be exposed to censure
and praise. In the same way, people may physically pay him respect or insult and reject
him. But one who is above the gunas does not subject himself to their influence and is
therefore the same whatever comes, nindd, or stuti, nmdna or apamdna.
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Further, he is equal to the view of a mitra-friend, or an ari-enemy-tulya mitraari-paksayoh.The question here is, how does he create an enemy. Flattery and censure
are possible because of differing value structures; but how can a wise man become an
enemy to somebody? Sakara, anticipating this, makes a note here. Even though the
wise man is impartial due to his own disposition and therefore has no enmity towards
anyone, still, others who relate to him can look upon him as a friend or enemy according
to their own disposition. However they view him, he does not internalise the emotions
and actions of others, because he knows these are all products of their own gunas;
neither he has anything to do with them, nor have they, in essence. Therefore, there is no
enemy or even friend for him in the sense that both are the same in his vision.
Then a very interesting thing is said of this wise man. He is one who renounces all
undertaking-sarva-drambha-paritydgi.Arambha is something that is begun, a

particular course of action for the purpose of some achievement, which will make the
person different. Being dissatisfied with himself or herself, a person seeks satisfaction
through some form of success. Varieties of desires stem from this sense of dissatisfaction
and there is a demand for them to be fulfilled. Because of this pressure there is an
arambha;something is begun by one's will in order to accomplish an end. The wise man
is one who has given all these up. Giving up, as we normally understand it, implies a
sense of loss.
On a pilgrimage, it is customary to give up something you like. That is why, when
people visit temples like Tirupati, they remove their hair completely as an offering to the
Lord. Because there is so much ego involved in one's hair, it is a very appropriate and
also a difficult offering to make. Even though a devotee has given up his hair and is
therefore a tyagi, you will find him wearing a cap for some time. Why? Because there is
a sense of loss. Now a parityagi is a person who does not have any such feeling. When
you put out the garbage for collection what sense of loss do you have? That kind of
giving up is possible only when the self is not seen as wanting but as a complete being.
Without that, there is no possibility of remaining free from a sense of want. The one who
is above all three gunas finds that one is complete and therefore without a need to begin
any undertaking.
But we do find Salkara writing a commentary here. So here is an drambha for
him. Verse after verse he comments upon for seventeen chapters. And before that, he
wrote an introduction. Besides this commentary, he wrote a monumental work on the
Brahma-sutras arguing consistently for every sutra, and commented at length on the
ten Upanisads in addition to composing other prakarana-granthas.How could he do

all this without beginning, drambha? No one, not even Krsna teaching Gitd, can do
anything without drambha.
Whether one is a gunatita or bound by the gunas, he has to undertake to do
things. No one can therefore be without an arambha. Therefore, drambha, an
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undertaking, is here restricted to mean an undertaking, which has its roots in a sense of
dissatisfaction and is meant to make the person better than what he or she is now. The
undertakings of one who is a gunatita,apart from those to maintain his body, are purely
for the welfare of the people, lokasafgrahartham.That is why in India the authors of
so many great works are not known. They did not care for history because they were
concerned with eternity. It was all regarded as Bhagavdn's history, in the sense that it is
all an expression of his glory. Many works were out without signature.
Any wise person undertakes a work not for personal glory, etc., but purely for the
benefit of others. There is another way of looking at it. You may say that it is his
prdrabdha.From the standpoint of the benefit derived by people you can say Sahkara
wrote all his works for their benefit or, from his own standpoint, it is his prdrabdhakarma to serve in this particular form. He was endowed with certain faculties, which
express themselves either because of his prdrabdhaor our good prdrabdha.The point
is, he does not gain anything from it.
Lord Krsna has said this very well in the third chapter, 'For Me, there is nothing at
all to be done in the three worlds, Arjuna. There is nothing, not yet gained that is to be
gained with reference to karma and yet I am engaged in activity-na me pdrtha asti
kartavyam trisu lokesu kificana na anavaptam avaptavyam varta eva ca karmani.'

Some people, though they have nothing to accomplish in this world, are busy here
preparing to go to the next world. But Krsna has nothing to gain anywhere at any time
and yet he is always engaged in activities. It is the same for a wise man. That is freedom
more in action than from it.
These four verses point out the spontaneous expressions of a gundtita. They can
also serve as guidelines for a mumuksu. Anything that is lacking in terms of such
expressions has to be accomplished by the appropriate effort combined with inquiry,
vicara. That is the means for gaining gunatitatva. When all these various qualities
mentioned here are very clear to him, there is no difficulty in gaining the knowledge that
he is beyond the gunas.
Wherever the characteristic expressions of a wise man are pointed out, they are to
be followed by a mumuksu along with his vicdra and prayers as part of his sadhana to
become prepared for the knowledge that will fulfil his desire for freedom, mumuksd.
One particular means by which he becomes a gunatita is pointed out in the next
verse.
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mam ca yo'vyabhicdrena bhaktiyogena sevate
sa gundnsamatityaitdnbrahmabhiiydyakalpate

4 h: ca yah -

and the one who;

W mam -

Verse 26

Me; aaMrt

4-al

sevate with unswerving devotion; *^
avyabhicdrena bhakti-yogena etan gun n - these gunas;
worships/seeks; T: sah - he; TmrT'TFlp
brahmabhiaydya - for being
samatitya - having properly crossed; Wi9T•M
Brahman;•FF• kalpate - is fit for

And the one who with unswerving devotion worships/seeks Me, he,
having properly crossed these gunas, is fit for being Brahman.
ONE WITH UNSWERVING DEVOTION IS FIT FOR BEING BRAHMAN
As we have seen, with a single exception, wherever, Krsna uses the first person
singular, as he does here with mdm, he is referring to himself as i6vara. And that could
be as saguna-brahma,nirguna-brahma,or pratyagatma.Sahkara says here that the
karma-yogi or sannydsi who worships, seeks, .ivara,who obtains in the buddhi of all

beings as consciousness, with unswerving commitment, avyabhicarenabhakti-yogena,
gains Brahman. Even in an insect there is the presence of consciousness and in the
human being it is in the form of'I.' The one who serves Bhagavdn with a commitment,
in the form of devotion, bhakti, can be either a sannyasi or a karma-yogi. These are the
only two types of lifestyles whereby a mumuksu can pursue knowledge of Bhagavan.
tSaikara adds that it is a bhakti in the form of clear knowledge and inquiry. When you
inquire into what is true you are a bhakta because the subject matter is livara. Pursuing
the Lord can only be in the form of inquiry because he is always existent and never away
from you. We are not searching for Bhagavdn here; we are just trying to see what is.
Bhagavan is not someone who is going to arrive later either in terms of time or space.
In Hindi, there is a beautiful song', which calls to the Lord to reveal himself by
lighting a lamp in the temple of the mind. In the temple of the mind as in any other
sanctum of a temple, it is dark, and therefore, a lamp must be lighted to see the Lord's
glory. The song implies that she knows that the Lord is not away from her but already
present in the temple of her mind, which is plunged into darkness. The light required to
illumine the Lord's presence is knowledge. She begs the Lord to stop the game of hide
and seek and quench the thirst of her eyes for the vision of the Lord. It is hide-and-seek
because now and then the Lord does appear whenever one is happy and appreciative.
Where there is love, understanding, or some moment of joy, Bhagavan's glory
''Darhan do ghanayaymandtha...' a bhajan by Mira Bai.
Mira Bai (1500-1550), was a princess of Rajasthan, in northwest India, and is celebrated
for her lyricalpoetry and compositions of songs of worship devoted to Lord Krsna
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manifests. She implores Bhagavdn to open the gates of his grace, which can make the
blind see. Blindness here is purely ignorance of dtma and anatma. If there is grace,
jijiiFsd,the desire to know the truth, will be born and his blindness will be removed.
A real bhakta is one who wants to know what is. He is not pursuing Bhagavdn as
something separate from himself but as the content of his own thoughts. Whatever you
see here is Bhagavdn. So, it is not a question of pursuing but of seeing. Being
all-pervasive, Bhagavan is not elsewhere. Being eternal, he is not away in terms of time.
Then, where is the question of searching or waiting?
A person who knows this has transcended the gunas properly-without any
motion but purely by knowledge. In fact, it is not even transcending because atma, 'I,'
remains always transcendent and always immanent, like space. Such a person who
knows himself as this dtmd, becomes one who is fit to be Brahman because Brahman
is not separate from dtmd. Thus, 'brahmabhiiydya kalpate-is fit to become
Brahman' means he is Brahman.
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brahmano hi pratisthdhamamrtasyavyayasyaca
sdsvatasya ca dharmasyasukhasyaikantikasyaca

Verse 27

f

hi - indeed; 3TIa aham - I am; a3TfR amrtasya - immortal; a•T5T4
W
avyayasya ca - which is not subject to change; WTTWRT4 %
'dE sivatasya
dharmasya ca - of the eternal dharma,the basis of everything;
ld-irchm T
aikdntikasya ca sukhasya - which is of the nature of happiness that is not subject to
negation; •lUT: brahmanah- of Brahman; %oT
pratisthd- the basis

I am the basis indeed of Brahman which is immortal, not subject to
change, the eternal dharma,the basis of everything, and which is of the
nature of happiness that is not subject to negation.
It was said in the last verse, that the one who seeks Me with unswerving
commitment,

avyabhicarena bhakti-yogena,

is

fit

to

become

Brahman,

brahmabhiiydya kalpate. Bhakti here is a commitment to the pursuit of knowledge.
And the root sev typically refers to service or treatment that is undergone. Both involve a
commitment. But here it means to seek with commitment. Here in this verse Bhagavdn
gives the reason why such a bhakta becomes Brahman. Here the one who pursues
pratyagatmd is Paramesvara.He has the discriminative knowledge that dtmd is
sat-cit-dnanda,which is Brahman, the cause of creation. Therefore everything here is
dtma.
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To account for all activities when sat-cit-dnanda-atmais unable to perform any
action, we say that it is the very nature of the prakrti,that is composed of the gunas, to
engage in action. So, we say, svabhauah tu pravartate, that is, it is the svabhava,

nature, of the gunas to change constantly, engage in actions. The gunas are transformed
into the body-mind-sense-complex through which all actions take place. Knowing this,
the one who has transcended the gunas does not get involved in their activities Knowing
that atma is gunatita he 'becomes' Brahman because dtma is Brahman.Atmd is the
very basis, pratistha, of satyam jiidnam anantam brahma. Elsewhere it is clearly

stated that Brahman is the pratistha of everything and here Bhagavan says, 'I am the
basis of Brahman.'

Sarikaraelaborates for us here. It was said that the one who recognizes that atmd
is free from the gunas is fit to become Brahman. That is because the meaning of the
word 'I' is the basis of Brahman. Later also the Lord is going to say, 'I have entered
into the heart of all the beings-sarvasyaca ahaqJslrdi-senivistah.'And he has said
in the thirteenth chapter, 'And know Me also, Arjuna, as the knower of the field in all
the fields-ksetrajiiamca api mdm viddhi sarua-ksetresu bharata." The ksetrajia is

pratyagatmd, who is not an 'I' that is different from the 'I' of Krsna. Nor is it really
inner in the sense that it is not away from anything. The body and all that is known by
the body-mind-sense-complex is also atma, the meaning of 'I.'
'I' is the basis, pratistha of Brahman because in 'I' alone is Brahman. That
means 'I' is Brahman without any basis-based relationship. Brahman, as it is revealed
by the Sruti,has no pratistha,as it is not one of the objects in the world. Heaven is also
revealed by druti but it has its basis in the world in the sense that it is part of the world,
existing as it does in time and space. Similarly a tree has its pratisthd in the earth as the
pot has its pratisthain the clay of which it is made. If Brahman is one of the objects
revealed by the sruti, like heaven, its pratisthdwill be in the creation. But Brahman,
though it is revealed by the words of sruti, has its pratisthd not in the creation but in
dtma.

In the sruti, Brahman is not presented as other than dtma. Anything other than
atma is andtmd. Being not one of the objects, you can find Brahman only in the atma.
If it is not atma, it can only be anatma and will necessarily always be remote, nityaparoksa. You can never reach such a Brahman for it is not a given place like heaven,
nor is it a given object that you can gain possession of.
In the beginning of the chapter, Brahman was used in the sense of mdya--tsadm
brahma mahad yonih aham bijapradahpita. Why not take it that way here? 'I am the

pratistha,the basis, of Brahman, that is, I am mayd.' That is not possible here because
Brahman has a number of adjectives in this verse that are applicable only to satyam
Gitd - 13-2
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jii&nam anantam brahma, and not to mdyd. Also this verse is connected to the

previous verse in which it was said that the one who has transcended the gunas becomes
fit to become Brahman. Due to that reason also this cannot be mdya because mdyd
consists of the gunas and without any knowledge at all one already identifies himself as
a product of mithyd.
This will be clear when we look at the adjectives that qualify Brahman in this
verse. This Brahman is amrta, never dead. Sahkara says it is not subject to
destruction. Though it does not get destroyed, perhaps it is changing all the time. As you
recognize the same person though he continues to change over the years, perhaps it is the
same with Brahman. No, Brahman is avyaya, it never undergoes any change.
Sdavata means it is always there tomorrow, that is, in the future and nitya
indicates that there was not a time in the past when Brahman was not. And that timeless
Brahman is the one who has all knowledge of dharma. Dharma also has another
meaning-dhriyateiti dharmah,that which sustains everything. Saikara says that it is

that which can be obtained through jhana-yoga.
Further, it is sukha. There is no object in the world called sukha and therefore
sukha is an excellent word to use here. Its very nature, svarupa, is sukha, that which is
free from any sense of want or imperfection. Otherwise called pirna, fullness, and
therefore glossed by Saikaraas that whose nature is fullness, dnanda-rupa.
Aikdntika means that which is never negated because it is satya and therefore not
subject to contradiction. Everything else is mere name and form, ndma-ri2pa, and being
mithyi, will change. Satya will not. That Brahman, as described here, is to be
understood as the nature ofpratydgdtmd. This is the pratisthdhere.
By being gunatita how can one be Brahman?JIvara is Brahman with the power

of myad. I am that Brahman which enjoys this power, Sakti, that is also non-separate
from Brahman, myself. If Krsna is taken as IAvara, who is nothing but paramdtmd

and sakti together, between the power, Sakti, and the one who has the power, saktiman,
there is no difference. Therefore, this isvara who has the power has his basis, pratistha,
only in the atmd. If Brahman is looked upon as the cause of the entire world, that
Brahman has its pratisthd in dtmd alone.

Thus, this is called brahma-bhavana,the condition of being Brahman without
the implication of any process of becoming. You cannot become Brahman because you
are the very basis, pratisthd,of Brahman.
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om tatsat. iti Artmadbhagavadgitisuupanisatsu brahmavidydydqm
yogasdstre rikrsndrjunasamvddegunatrayavibhigayogondma
caturdaso'dhydyah

Thus ends the fourteenth chapter that is called guna-traya-vibhdga-yogain the
trimad Bhagavadgitd, which is likened to the Upanisads, whose subject matter is
brahma-vidya, which is also a yoga-Zistra,' which is in the form of a dialogue between
Sri Krsna and Arjuna. Om tat sat.

1Here the word yoga refers to anything a person needs in terms of preparationof the mind,
antahkarana-uddhi,etc., that is needed for the assimilation of this knowledge. Since the
GitO discusses all these along with the brahma-vidyd, it is also referred to as a yogadastra.

B.C.Vol IV -

CHAPTER 15
PURUSOTTAMAYOGA
(YOGA OF THE WHOLE PERSON)

INTRODUCTION
At the end of the previous chapter, it was said that those who worship or pursue
Bhagavdn with devotion transcended the gunas. They were said to be gunatitas.
Sahkara introduces this chapter by pointing out that not only is the result of
action dependent upon iSvara, but also the result of the pursuit of knowledge, moksa.
Even though the acquisition of knowledge requires only an adequate means of
knowledge and the availability of the thing to be known, many other factors are required
to create conducive conditions both for the pursuit of knowledge and for it to take place.
The mind, antah-karana,where the knowledge has to be gained, must be prepared, and
that preparation, depends on IAvara's grace. Because of that, Bhagavun says that those
who worship him with devotion first gain mental purity, antah-karana-Buddhi,and
then knowledge, both by his grace. Being free from the gunas, they gain moksa. Even
people who are not ready gain knowledge by Isvara's grace. What have we to say about
those who know clearly the truth of the self, atma-tattva! This truth of the self is
presented in this chapter.
Here, firstly Krsna talks about the nature of samsdra in order to help Arjuna
develop dispassion, vairagya, towards it. It is very important to see that there is no
moksa within samsara. Wanting to go to heaven or gain security-which is only
prompted by self-dissatisfaction-is trying to gain moksa within samsara. When
moksa, however, is freedom from samsdra, how can we possibly achieve it within
samsdra? Here there is a catch. We must have dispassion to appreciate that there is no
moksa in samsdra and conversely, we must understand that there is no moksa in
samsdra in order to have dispassion. To resolve this dilemma and help us develop the
necessary dispassion, the essentials of samsdra are first presented, using the imagery of
a tree. Then, since samsdra implies erroneous knowledge about realities, which is
caused by ignorance of oneself, Krsna teaches the truth of the self, the dtma-tattva.
This chapter shows that everything is the self, sarvatma, and is therefore, a very
important chapter. It deals with the world, jagat, the individual, jiva, the root cause, the
jiva's lot of birth and death, the siiksma-garira,the subtle body, and the daily activities
like eating, etc., in terms of what is eaten, the one who eats, etc., revealing that all these
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are nothing but paramdtmd. In addition, it talks about the qualifications, which enable a
person to cross samsara.It is, thus, a complete chapter.
Although Arjuna did not ask a question to prompt this teaching, wishing to speak
about the truth of atmd, Bhagavdn says,
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Sribhagavdnuvdca
irdhuamalamadhah•dkhamaSvattham prdhuravyayam
chandamsi yasya parndniyastam veda sa vedavit

Verse 1

ribhagauvn- Sri Bhagavan; 3aM uvdca - said;
asvattham - the asvattha tree; 3-%ý-4-o5 irdhva-milam -

whose roots

are above; •:•rtTq adhahs!kham -

avyayam
whose branches are below; 3J-,aPT

parnini
- imperishable; VTr: prahuh - they say; zeTP yasya - whose; wMiif iif
chanddmsi - leaves are the Vedas; ?P tam - that; Z*: W yah veda - the one who
knows; T: sah - he; !-ff'vedavit - is a knower of the Vedas
Sri Bhagavdn said:

They say the imperishable asvattha tree has its roots above, its branches
below and the Vedas are its leaves. The one who knows that is a knower
of the Vedas.

THE TREE OF SAMSARA
The vision is presented through the imagery of a sacred ficus tree, asvattha,that is
likened to samsdra.Asvattha literally means that which will not be there tomorrow.' It
is changing all the time and yet perpetuates itself through its own bija, seed, and
adventitious roots. Called ficus religiosa, it belongs to the same group as the banyan tree.
Like the Asvattha tree, the samsara is also such that, it will not be in the same
form tomorrow. It is constantly changing relative to the root, the basis, adhisthdna,
which is Brahman, which never undergoes any change. Though samsara is asvattha,
that is, it will not be there tomorrow, it is also avyaya; it keeps changing but does not die
away. That is, the names and forms go on changing; but even when everything is
dissolved, it remains in an unmanifest form, returning and again resolving with every
cycle. Thus, it has no beginning, only manifestation and unmanifestation. This

i '13,ToW: I •r oTo II
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That which will not stay tomorrow is called asvattha.
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manifestation and unmanifestation is like our daily dissolution into sleep and waking up.
But this samsdra can end with reference to an individual once the ignorance of the root
is removed. Otherwise it is avyaya, imperishable.
Samsdra is likened to a tree for a number of reasons. Even though we do not
generally see the roots of a tree, we appreciate that it is standing because of its roots. We
have the cognition, 'it exists,' that is, asti iti buddhih asti. Similarly, the root of
samsdra is beyond our comprehension, in that, we do not see it. But we infer its
existence because of the observation of samsara.That is, we see only the effect, karya,
not the cause, ktrana, and infer the existence of the cause from the presence of the
effect. This is true for the kdrana-kdrya-sambandha,cause-effect relationship, of
everything within the samsdra. If the cause is other than myself, it is possible to see the
cause in the effect. But if it is myself, how am I to see it? I must be able to see myself in
order to appreciate the cause since it is nothing but me. Not knowing this, I will see only
the creation which is within the time-space framework. Its cause, not being known to me,
is lost within myself, beyond time and space. As the tree has roots which are not seen, so
does the world, whose roots are hidden in the seer.
ITS ROOTS ARE ABOVE AND BRANCHES ARE BELOW

Sankara says' that the root is above because it is subtler than even time. Time is
not perceptible as an object but is appreciated purely by the mind. But here, we are
dealing with something that is even subtler than the mind, the very basis or cause,
kdrana, of the mind and everything within time and space. In the sense that, it precedes
the creation as its cause, it is above, urdhva. Further, it is eternal, nitya. As long as the
root survives, the tree, even though felled, will regenerate. In Calcutta, there is a tree of
this sort, which spreads for thousands of square feet. In one spot there is a sign denoting
the place where the original trunk once was. Even though it is gone, the tree remains
because of the thousands of adventitious roots. The tree is a mere kdrya, effect, that
continues to exist as long as its cause, karana, root remains. Similarly, the tree of
samsira is a non-eternal effect rising out of its cause, which relative to it, is eternal,
nitya. From the root, it can come again. While the entire creation is anitya, its root is
nitya. It is also irdhva because it is limitless, mahattvdt irdhva. Brahman-with

m•yd-sakti, the cause of this entire world, is the root of the tree of samsdra.
While its root is above, its branches are below, adhah. All the physical and subtle
elements are the branches, S khds, and they are below, adhah, because they are within
time and space.
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Brahman which has the mdyd-akti is the mula, the root which is said to be above because
it is subtler than time, the final cause of everything, eternal and limitless.
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THE VEDAS ARE ITS FOLAGE

The foliage of a tree is an important protective covering and source of vitality. If
you keep on clipping the leaves, the tree will die. Similarly, the tree of samsarahas the
Vedas, chandamsi, as leaves to protect and sustain the jivas and perpetuate samsdra.
The Vedas spoken of here are Rk, Yajus and Sama. Like the leaves, they protect and
sustain thejivas and perpetuate samsara because they provide knowledge of the means
and ends connected with rituals. Vedanta is omitted here because to sustain samsara,
you need only karmas. Vedanta will destroy it. Even those who have no knowledge of
the Vedas perform actions, and thus, perpetuate samsara. That being so, why are the
Vedas considered the leaves? They contain knowledge of the most auspicious karmas
and therefore, they protect samsara.When even the sacred Vedas only protect samsara,
what can we say about worldly karmas? The Vedas represent all means and ends. They
do not release you from samsara, but rather, protect and perpetuate samsira like the
leaves of the tree. How? Through the knowledge of means and ends. The jiva uses, or
fails to use, the various means prescribed to achieve his ends and thus gathers punya and
papa. Because of these punya and papa, he takes another birth and samsara continues
for him. In a larger sense, the punya and the papa of thejiva cause his world to manifest
and thus, punya and pipa, rooted in the Vedas, form the basis of creation. As the leaves
keep the tree alive, karmas keep the tree of samsdra going.
A tree, however, can be felled and so can samsara.The tree of samsarais born of
ignorance, ajiinna. In order to remove it, I must know that the root is myself and the
tree, the effect, is also myself. Then there will no longer be identification with a single
physical body, etc. First, the tree must be felled. To do this, I give up the I-sense, atmabuddhi, in what is 'not-I,' anatma. Then the root must be removed exactly as in cutting
a tree. First you fell it with a saw, then dig up the root.
Sruti also uses this illustration. In Kathopanisad,'samsara is described as a tree
with its roots above in Brahman and branches below within the time-space framework.
It has no beginning; it is anadi, because it is cyclical. Even if it becomes unmanifest at
the time of dissolution, like a tree in a seed, it manifests once again.
In his commentary on this verse, aakkara cites the use of this imagery in the
2 There it says that it is produced from the unmanifest (abiding in
Mahabharata.
Brahman), because of whose grace alone it has risen up. Like a tree is born from its root
and is sustained by it, this tree of samsara not only arises but is also sustained by
lRvara, without whom it has no existence. Its trunk is the intellect, buddhi, and its
apertures are the physical aspects of the sense organs. The branches are the five elements
and the various sense objects are the leaves. Dharma and adharma, meaning punya
and pdpa are its flowers which give rise to fruits in the form of pleasure and suffering,
1Kathopanisad- 2-3-1
2Mahabhdrataadvamedha-parva-

14-35-20 to 22
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sukha and duhkha. As the birds live in the tree, the jiva depends entirely upon this tree
of samsdra.

Its original root is Brahman and so is its expression. It is non-separate from
Brahman. Not only is one tree Brahman, there is a whole forest of trees, which is
Brahman and the one who roams in the forest of Brahman is also Brahman. But he
does not know it. Therefore, the tree of samsdra is to be destroyed by the sword of
knowledge. Then one gains the state of revelling in oneself and from that he does not
return.
All three principal sources of brahma-jiidna use this illustration. In the druti we
see it in Kathopanisad;in the smrti, here in the Gitd. And Sankara has quoted the
itihdsa-purdna,Mahdbhdrata,where it appears. Mahdbhdratais an epic, itihdsa, but

it can also be called a purana.A purdna,however, is never called an itihdsa.
'The one who knows this tree is a knower of the Veda-yah tam veda sah
vedavit,' says the Lord. The main thing the Veda wants to convey is that Brahman, the
substratum of samsdra, is you. The one who knows this tree along with its root,
Brahman, knows that, everything, the entire samsdra, is mithyd and the root is satya.
He is the vedavit, the one who knows the ultimate truth that the Vedas convey.
This is the opening statement, pratijii, of the chapter. By knowing this tree of
samsdra, along with its root, everything is known. The remainder of the chapter is to
establish this and is, therefore, an elaboration of the original statement.
Other limbs of the tree of samsdra are explained now in order that we may
understand what it is and how, by knowing it, one becomes the knower of the Veda.
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adhahcordhvamprasrtdstasyagdkha
gunapra.rddhdvisayapravdildh
adhasca miflanyanusantatdni
karmdnubandhinimanusyaloke

Verse 2

"?Ittasya - its; Wai: Skhdh - the branches; 7T-'TiiFsT: guna-pravrddhdh- that
are augmented by the gunas; f•4-T-U'r: visaya-pravdlidh- with the sense objects as
shoots; W3: 3;,T W adhah
kirdhvam ca - below and above; -ir: prasrtdh - are
spread out; W3T:
adhah ca - and below; .E -tE manusya-loke - in the world of
mortals; 9iiT mlldni - the roots; ir-3
-@iti
karma-anubandhini- as karmas
9
that bind; 31j1?nui anusantatdni- are diffused and spread out everywhere
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Its branches that are augmented by the gunas, with sense objects as their
shoots are spread out below and above. And below, the diffused roots are
the karmas that bind in the world of mortals.
THE BRANCHES OF THIS TREE OF SAMSARA

What are the branches of this tree of samsara? Some are extended, prasrtah,
downward, adhah, while some of them go up, iirdhuam. Above are all the celestial
beings. This means that even Indra, Brhaspati,Prajdpati,and all other devas up to
Brahma, (Brahmaji), are within samsdra. In Taittiriyopanisad,they are contrasted
with the wise person who is not destroyed by desire and is therefore, free from
samsdra.' Some of the branches, on the other hand, grow down. These are the human
beings, animals, and even stationary living beings like trees. All of them, those that
extend up and down, are nourished by the three gunas-guna-pravrddhdah.The
constituents of mdyd with Brahman is their material cause. 2 Because of the gunas,
there are karmas and because of the karmas, one acquires bodies. Whether they are
above or below, they are all sustained by the gunas.
On a branch, there are nodular buds from which new branches can begin. These
are the pravdlas. In the tree of samsdra, the sense objects, visayas are the pravalas.
Desiring these sense objects, one will undertake new karmas because of which one will
gain a new body. All the sense objects become nodular buds, uisaya-pravlas, which
are potential branches leading to the acquisition of new bodies.
The taproot of this tree of samsara,as we have seen, is Brahman with the power
of mdyi. The secondary roots coming down from the branches, adhah ca mulani,are
the binding karmas, karma-anubandhini,in the world of mortals, manusya-loke. All
the accumulated favourable and unfavourable karmas waiting to manifest, and the new
karmas being done now form the secondary roots. These are the karmas born of rdgas
and dvesas, yielding unseen results, adrsta-phalas, which must fructify. They are
extended everywhere, anusantatdni,and keep this tree of samsdra alive.
It looks as though the tree of samsdra is deeply rooted but fortunately, it is like a
dream-that is, it is mithyd. Only the root, Brahman, is satya, everything else is
mithyd.

'Taittirlyopanisad- 2-8-1 to 4

is the material cause that has undergone change to become this entirejagat
-parinmni-upddana-kdrana. But mdyd has no independent existence apart from
Brahman. Therefore, Brahman is the material cause that lends existence to mday itself
and the entire jagat without itself undergoing any change. Therefore, Brahman is called
the vivarta-upiddna-karana.

2Mdyd
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Bhagavdn shows the real nature of samsdra, and how it can be uprooted in the
next verse.

| 1T1I
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^mT
3Tam TT
r)t ;
na rapamasyehatathopalabhyate
ndnto na cadirnaca sampratisthd
asvatthamenamsuviriZdhamulam
asangagastrenadrdhena chittvd

Verse 3

i
MT iha tathd - as it is here; 3T asya - its; T
riCpam- form; • dq0
na
upalabhyate - is not perceived; (3T1") . 2T-T: (asya) na antah - it has no end;
3*fi: na ca adih - and no beginning; 1 ' kl"i na ca samapratistha- and no
continuance; #q-'-- 1 q suviridha-miilam - (its) roots are well entrenched; T1r,
3-TrT
enam asvattham - this ASvattha tree; 1i drdhena - firm; 3Tý'W-^7I
asariga-gastrena- with the weapon of detachment; fO T chittvd - cutting...
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tatahpadam tatparimargitavyam
yasmin gatd na nivartanti bhayah
tameva caddyam purusam prapadye
yatah pravrttihprasrtdpurani

?'T: tatah pravrttih -

Verse 4

after that; "T: yatah - from whom;
Auf purdni - ancient; iqfr:
the creation;
IlT prasrtd - has come forth; 74Fr yasmin - into

which; Tl"T: gatdh -

those who have gone; %q:
bhiuyah -

again;

iT T

1j

na

nivartanti- do not return; ?R
iT
at3 T
tam eva ca ddyam purusam - to
that person alone who is in the beginning; Tiqk prapadye- I surrender; ? tat - that;
TrT padam - end; Tr1iTffll(l parimdrgitavyam- is to be properly inquired into

Its form is not as it is perceived here. It has no end, no beginning, and no
continuance in between. After cutting this asvatthatree, whose roots are
well-entrenched, with the firm weapon of detachment, then that end, into
which those who have gone do not return again, is to be properly inquired
into (with the attitude that) I surrender to that ddi purusa alone, from
whom the ancient creation has come forth.
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THE REAL NATURE OF THIS TREE OF SAMSARA

The form of this tree is not known. Even though we describe it in detail with its
roots, branches and leaves, if we begin to analyse it, there is no tree at all, only name and
form, nama-ripa. This is true of any object. Take space, as an example. Without a
reference like a ceiling or floor, there is no space. At least one object is required as a
reference point to establish the concept of space. In no sense does it have any existence
of its own. If you analyse it, you will only find one consciousness, caitanya. Then take
up the analysis of air-is it hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, or carbon-dioxide? On inquiry,
it too has no real existence. But we cannot dismiss the tree of samsara as non-existent;
otherwise, there would not be a description of it. At the same time, we cannot say it has
an independent existence.
.ruti's intent is not to describe the tree of samsara but to point out that it is

mithya and unfold the one satya upon which it is based. If you know this, the kdrana,
you know everything. Sankara says, samsara is like a dream, mirage water, magic or a
city seen in the clouds. In its own time, it appears to be real, but when you analyse it in
terms of reality, it has no being. At the same time, you cannot say it is rootless for its
root alone is the truth. Everything else is a superimposition upon that and therefore,
mithya.

Thus, Bhagavan says that in the form in which it has been described, this
samsdra is not available, na ripam asya iha tathd upalabhyate.This can be viewed in

two ways. If we look at it from the standpoint of param brahma, there is only one
vastu. Any name and form, nrama and ripa, on inquiry, resolves into this vastu, and is,
therefore, from the standpoint of the vastu, purely a projection. Name and form, the
sense of agency and so on are superimposed upon dtmd due to ignorance and considered
different from dtmd. Seeing the known world as different from the knower and the
knowledge, the differences, which constitute samsara,is but a projection.
Now, from the empirical, vydvahdrika, standpoint, viewing the world, along with
its elements, laws, punya-pdpa, karma, the results of karma, the body, hunger,
knowledge and delusion, etc., as though it is satya and meant to bind you is not true.
Then there is 19vara, a material cause, an order, karma, karma-phala, knowledge,
ignorance, waking, dream, sleep, etc. All these are possible when you look at the tree of
samsara, as described, from the empirical standpoint. From the standpoint of the
absolute reality, none of these exists. Brahman alone is.
Further, this samsara has neither beginning nor end nor continuance in betweenndnto na cddir na ca sampratisthd. Gaudapdda has said, 'That which did not exist

before and that which will not exist later, does not exist now--dd-vante ca yat nSsti
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vartamdne api tat tatha." For example, before the pot was born it was not there; after
it is destroyed, it is not there. In between, it cannot really exist. It only seems to exist.
The projected samsara,in which the differences of knower-known-instrument of
knowledge, jidtr-jiieya-jiiana,are superimposed upon dtmd, the one vastu, certainly
has no beginning or end. Between dtmd and the creation which is mithyd, the
connection is a superimposition which has no beginning because it is rooted in
ignorance. Nor does it have an end (since it is not there to begin with). With no
beginning or end, naturally, it is not there in between. A pot, for example, on inquiry
reduces to pure consciousness, caitanya. It disappears on analysis, because it has been
erroneously projected on Brahman. From the standpoint of Brahman, everything other
than Brahman is superimposed and therefore, has no beginning, no end, nor any being
now.
Empirically, it is true and not true from an absolute standpoint. In mistaking a rope
for a snake, the rope is true whereas the snake is not. But you cannot arrive at the
unreality of the snake unless the rope is more real. Thus, we have what we know as an
empirical reality, which behaves according to a certain order. From the standpoint of the
empirical world, Brahman becomes satya, while the world is mithyd. When looking at
the world as something entirely different from Brahman, duality is real, the jiuas are
many, each one different from the other, and therefore, the world becomes the cause for
fear. Death and disease and everything else become real, not mithyd. If the world is seen
as mithyd, it is true empirically, but it is not satya. Without that vision, there is
samsara.

How can samsdra be negated? By seeing its true form. Saikarasays, its nature is
such that it perishes as it is seen---drsta-nasta-svabhdva.Even as we are seeing it, it is
gone. We have no way of keeping an object in the same form as it is at this moment. In
the next moment, it will inexorably change. Because of this also, it has no beginning, no
end, no being of its own. From the standpoint of Brahman it has no reality whatsoever.
Once you analyse an object, it disappears, into the vastu.
Although we may say that this body was born at a given time, we cannot say
samsdra was born. Even empirically, since the creation passes from unmanifest to
manifest and again to unmanifest and so on, it has no beginning, much less a being of its
own. When you go to sleep, the whole thing disappears and even while awake, it is never
the same. It keeps changing and disappearing.
Even though he has said it has no continuance, in the next line Krsna says it is
very well rooted, it is suviriidhamiula.Until inquiry starts and finishes, it has very good
roots, since there is no better rooting than in ignorance. Everything else will be uprooted
in time but ignorance can only be uprooted by knowledge, jiidna. Time can merely
' MdndFkya-karikd - 2-6
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provide sufficient experiences of pain to perhaps develop jijidsd, a desire to know,
which can spark an inquiry leading to the knowledge that uproots the ignorance. Being
rooted in ignorance, samssra has no real form, but, being rooted in ignorance, it is very
well rooted-it is suviriidhamlla.
DETACHMENT IS THE AXE TO FELL THIS TREE
To fell it, a particular axe is required, the axe of detachment, asafga-Aastra.By
distinguishing between the subject and object, the erroneous identification of oneself
with the physical body, senses and mind is withdrawn. The axe of detachment is the
inquiry into the nature of the self and not-self. With this, the tree of samsadra is felled.
This detachment, asafga, must be firm, drdha. Asahgatva begins with the
external world and Sahkara mentions one's son as-the first towards whom one should
develop asahgatva. The very expression, 'my son' means there is an attachment.
Friends are another source of attachment. One may want to renounce, but may find it
difficult to leave one's circle of friends. It is true that this is not easy and takes some
time. But later, you find that when you are with them, there is no common topic of
conversation. They talk about clothes, movies, and other things that no longer hold your
interest. And you cannot open your mouth about what interests you!
So you just stay with them, have a cup of coffee and walk out. Money, or any type
of material wealth, is something else that is often difficult to give up. Last thing to be
given up is the desire to go to heaven. Not by running away, but by proper inquiry,
looking into oneself, one can gain a detachment from all these. After all, they are not
physical; they are purely in the form of thoughts. Statements of the sruti, such as,
'Everything becomes beloved for the sake of oneself alone-dtmanastu kdmniya
sarvam priyam bhavati," help us in this type of inquiry. Binding love, like infatuation
or even obsession for a person can be converted into a simple love for yourself expressed
through love for that person. In this way, through inquiry, attachment is lessened with
reference to a sense of ownership, mamakdra. Closely following this sense of
ownership, mamakdra, is an erroneous sense of 'I,' the ahahkdra. These are the
adventitious roots of the tree of samsara.
The principal root remains, however; and to remove it, the self has to be known.
For this we need a proper inquiry, parimdrgana.The prefix pari indicates how this
inquiry has to be done-that is, with the help of the hastra and the teacher. In this
manner, with the help of the teacher, the Adstra-vdkya, mahdvdkya, equating
Brahman, the cause of creation, with the self, has to be properly inquired into and
understood. This is what is meant by the advice-tat padam parimdrgitauyam.

1Brhaddranyakopanisad- 2-4-5
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THE AXE HAS TO BE SHARPENED WITH VIVEKA AND STRENGTHENED BY PURUSARTHANISCAYA

Mere detachment is not enough. Without something positive, there is repression
and you will find yourself detaching from one thing only to get attached to something
else. Given the nature of the pursuit, this is likely to be something unhealthy like an
ideal. So Saikara says firmness is required with reference to purusartha,the human
pursuit. Living in samsira,you cannot release yourself from samsara. Husband, wife,
children, etc., are not going to solve the problem. They can give you some maturity if
you are intelligent and ready to learn. Otherwise, they can intensify your problems and
entrench you further in samsara. If you are lucky, in the process of growth you may
realize that moksa is what you want. This still is not enough. That desire to be free must
be converted to a desire to know, jijiidsa. This, Sarikara says, has to be the
commitment, niscaya. The understanding that moksa is in the form of the knowledge is
not an ordinary thing and is arrived at only with a lot of viveka. A desire to be free is
converted into a desire to know.
That is why the analysis of the vedanta-sdstra, that is, the uttara-mimamsd,'
begins with 'Athato brahma-jijiasd,'as the first sutra. It means, 'Thereafter, therefore,
an inquiry into Brahman (has to be done).' 2 It is significant that this siitra does not
begin with mumuksd. This means mumuksd is included in the first word atha,
meaning, 'thereafter.' After gaining all the necessary qualifications, for the sake of
moksa you should inquire into Brahman. That alone is moving away from samsaraand
about this, one must be very definite, d.rdha.
Then one will be definite about the necessity for discrimination between the self
and the not-self. As a single stroke with an axe is not enough to fell a tree, a single
attempt at discrimination between mtma and andtmi is not enough to free one from
samsara. Repetition, abhydsa, is required. How much? Until samsara is gone. This is
not an ordinary tree. It is avyaya, relatively imperishable, and without end or beginning.
Repeatedly we look at the fact that dtmd is not the body, the sense organs or any
function of the mind. Once this is understood, having felled this tree of samsara by
dismissing all that is anatmd, we have to see what is atm6.
THE END, GAINING WHICH THERE IS NO RETURN, SHOULD BE INQUIRED INTO
Now we are looking at the meaning of the word tvam, you. Only here will the
teaching work. Satyam jfiinam anantam brahma has to find its mark only in the
1 Brahmasiltra

2Athdto brahmajiji&sd(Brahmasitra1-1-1)
atha-thereafter= aftergaining sddhana-catustaya-sampatti;atah-therefore= because one
seeks nityatva, limitlessness, and that is not gained through acton; brahma-jijiasa =
inquiry into Brahman; [kartavya-isto be done]
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innermost self, pratyagdtmd.Then, the end that is achieved, is one from which one will
not depart. Otherwise, the jiva, no matter where he goes, is always a nomad. Even if he
sets up a residence in heaven, he will eventually leave and go somewhere else. Here,
however, there is no further travel. Therefore, the Lord says, 'yasmin gata na
nivartanti bhiyah-those who have reached this end do not return again to this
samsara.'

That Brahman, which is the end to be achieved, from which there is no return, is
adya, the one who is in the beginning, before all creation. Just as before the pot there
was clay, all this was existence alone in the beginning. That existence is the person,
purusa, out of whom everything has come. By using the word person, purusa,
Bhagavdn establishes that it is a conscious being and at the same time, complete,
purusa. The person who obtains in this body is the unborn person that was there before
the creation. To him, thejiva says, 'I surrender, prapadye.' If that surrender is complete,
only the purusa is there.
That false person alone can be surrendered, not the real one. Once the negation of
andtmd is done, only the innermost self, pratyagatmd, remains who is nothing but
param brahma, called here, purusa. This is the person from whom the creation is sent
forth, pravrttih prasrta.This ancient, purdnl, beginningless creation has come out of
this purusa. By surrendering to him, one may successfully inquire into the nature of
oneself. First dismissing all that is not the self, the very inquirer surrenders to the purusa
from whom everything has come.
Who are the people who surrender to or seek this purusa? The end they gain is
one from which they do not return, na nivartantibhuyah. What are the qualifications of
those who can gain such an end?

fý13*0 1CSI

znT
NtT fr(<I:

I

nirmanamohajitasaitgadosa
adhyatmanityd vinivrttakdmdh
dvandvairvimuktah sukhaduhkhasanijiiair
gacchantyamiidhdhpadamavyayam tat

Verse 5

i*i-i+tf: nirmana-mohah- those who are free from the demand for respect; mrF-gt: jita-sahga-dosdh - those who have conquered the fault of attachment;
a3Tzl-fNiT: adhyatma-nityah - those who are always focused on the self; fiT-lpmT:
vinivrtta-khmah - those from whom desires have completely gone; -aM:
:
"t: sukha-duhkha-saiijiaihdvandvaih - from the opposites known as pleasure and
suffering; Bk"r-: vimuktah -

those who are totally free; 3T[T: amudhah -

those
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who are not deluded; -f tat - that; aTa-Rfuy
Trmf

gacchanti-

avyayam padam - imperishable end;

they go to (gain)

Those who are free from the demand for respect and from delusion, who
have conquered the fault of attachment, vho are always focused on the
self and from whom desires have completely gone, who are totally free
from the opposites known as pleasure and suffering and are not deluded,
go to (gain) that imperishable end.
WHO ARE THE ADHIKARIS WHO GAIN THIS END?
In this single verse, Bhagavdn captures all that was told in the thirteenth chapter,
and elsewhere, with regard to qualifications.
Nirmdnamohas are those who are free from mdna and moha. Mana, as we have

seen, is demanding respect from others. To be free from this, we have to analyse why we
demand respect. There are reasons for it. We may be so critical of ourselves that we
cannot bear even the suggestion of criticism from others. Even though we may have
qualifications that are worthy of respect, if we do not have an adequate sense of
self-worth, we will seek it externally. This can express itself in a number of ways and
one of them is a demand for respect. To overcome this, a relative level of self-worth
must be arrived at through healing one's damaged self-image.
Finally, we have to ask, 'What is self respect?' When I am the only self that is
available, who is to respect whom for what? There is nothing to compare oneself with
and nothing to prove, nor anyone to prove it to. This is a fact to be recognized. I am satcit-anandambrahma and everything here shines after me, has its being in me.
Moha is attributing false values to things. We superimpose upon objects and
situations values, which they do not have and thus, eventually feel disappointed. Due to a
delusory set of values, we look at the world without being dispassionate. By vicdra,
proper inquiry, we can gain a capacity to see things as they are. Thus, those, who have
freed themselves from a demand for respect and from non-objectivity, are called
nirminamohas.

Jita-sahga-dosasare those who have conquered the fault of association. Any
object, without which you feel incomplete, is one to which you have sariga, attachment.
It can be conquered only by inquiry and growth. The use of the word jita, conquered,
indicates that there is a battle to be fought. This is true. But it is purely a cognitive battle.
We do not really know all the things that we are attached to. Only when we lose them do
we realize how integral they were to our sense of well being. As they keep surfacing, we
try to understand each one as an attachment, which is purely a thought. There is no real
attachment if you analyse it. A particular way of looking at things and yourself created
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an attachment, infatuation, or even an obsession, all of which are binding in nature.
Those who master these by proper vicdra, inquiry, are called jita-safga-dosas.
Naturally they are vinivrtta-kdmas, those from whom all binding desires have
gone. The prefix vi here indicates that the desires have gone in a particular way.
Generally, desires wane leaving something behind. Vinivrtta means nothing remains.
When you eat onion or garlic, even though you wash your hands and rinse your mouth,
something remains in the form of odour. Similarly, even though desires may go away
they leave some residue. There is a feeling that one has given up something, a subtle
longing remains. Though he may have behaviourally given it up, he has not grown out of
it completely.
Whether I have given up something or grown out of it, I am without the object.
But outgrowing is the only real giving up. That is sannyasa. For that I have to be
adhydtmanitya, one who is always committed to seeing the real nature of oneself.
Otherwise, giving up things that I have not outgrown will leave a vacuum into which all
sorts of new desires will rush. In reality, it is not so much a giving up as a dropping off,
as something more compelling occupies more and more of one's time and attention. This
is a commitment to always seeing the real nature of myself, adhyltma-nityatva.
With this kind of a positive pursuit there is direction, discovery, and growth. All
these take place naturally. The commitment is total. Commitment is not even the word.
What commitment does the lovelorn person have to dwelling on his beloved? It is
natural. He cannot do anything else. No matter what activities, conversations, etc., he
may be called upon to participate in, his attention is always on the one he loves. This is
the life of a seeker. It is not mere dwelling on oneself. Any depressed person does that.
This is a consistent proper inquiry into the nature of paramdtmd through Sravana,
manana,and nididhydsana.

The people under discussion here are those who are totally free from the pairs of
opposites, which can be reduced to what we call the pleasant and the unpleasant, sukha
and duhkha. In all situations, they enjoy a mind, which is composed and capable of

facing facts as they are. As a result, they are free from error, they are not deluded
anymore-they are amudhas. They go to that end which is imperishable-tat avyayam
padamgacchanti.

More about this end is told in the next verse.
7T (1-4ltH
-qfkt
71Tk

Tft ;r w1^11^1-q^Tlw: I
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na tadbhasayatesiryo na gasariko na pdvakah
yadgatvd na nivartantetaddhdmaparamam mama

Verse 6
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TcrT yat gatva -

return;

Wr

tat

na nivartante-

having gone to which; 7 ftoir

-

that';

-4:

na bhasayate - does not illumine; r
;Fqtfl: na pduakah - nor fire; W tat - ultimate; qT dhama - abode

suryah

-

the

they do not

sun;

W

na gadrikah - nor does the moon;
n7l•:
that is; WE mama - My; ••R paramam

Neither the sun, nor moon, nor fire, illumines that which, having gone to,
they do not return. That is My limitless abode.
THE LIMITLESS ABODE OF §,VARA FROM WHICH THERE IS NO RETURN
Dhaman is a place, an abode. The use of the words pada and dhaman in these
verses reflects the vedic background. The scriptures of any religion, including the Vedas,
promise a place or places to which you can go after leaving this world. Heaven, for most
religions is the ultimate destination and in the Veda, words like padam and dhaman are
used for the end that is being promised. Since these words are common expressions for
the desired end, the same words are used for moksa. But while heaven is a place to
which people go and then return, moksa is not.
Thus, whenever we see one of these words used with reference to moksa, it is
often qualified by 'They do not return-na nivartante.' He could simply say that
knowing this, they become Brahman. But the use of the familiar words for heaven
invoke a metaphor and also imply going to heaven is not an end in itself. Coming back is
involved in every going except for 'this one. That means the going here is figurative,
upacWra. You do not go at all. You are that Brahman.
What you are, is Brahman. That Brahman is this 'abode-dhdma,' a place which

neither the sun, nor moon, nor fire can illumine-na tad bhdsayate siryah na asilkhko
na pavakah.' Is it then so dark that nothing can illumine it? No. All other light is
eclipsed there because it is of the nature of light. And it is limitless, parama. That
limitless consciousness, which is Bhagavin, illumines the sun, moon, fire, and
everything else. What can possibly illumine it? Even though the sun has the capacity to
light up the whole earth, it does not light up the Lord's abode. When the sun cannot
illumine it, how can the moon, or the fire, which includes all other sources of light,
illumine it?
Consciousness does not require any light to illumine it. In fact, it illumines all
other lights even though one light cannot normally illumine another. Every other form of
light comes to light because of this consciousness. Even the mind and senses are not
required, for this is a light from which they have a borrowed existence. Consciousness
lends its existence to the mind, the senses, and to the whole world. When everything is
1The word tat connects to the word dhama in the second line.
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myself, how is there any possibility of returning, or even going to that place? Thus, those
who 'go' there do not return-na nivartante.
The content of this verse is expressed in another verse that is present in
Kathopanisad, .vetdavataropanisad and Mundakopanisad.' It says, 'There the sun,
moon, and stars do not shine. This lightning does not shine (there), what can we say
about this fire--na tatra suryo bhdti na candra-tdrakam nema vidyuto bhdnti
kuto'yam agnih?'
The sun illumines everything, thereby making it possible for the eyes to see. They
cannot see an object unless it reflects light. In this sense, Sarkara says, it is the one
which illumines everything-sarva-avabhdsaka.When we perceive any object, it is
true that the sun or any other source of light illumines it for us. But that light is useful
only in illumining it for the eyes. But that is not enough for the purpose of the perception
of the object by the mind. There, the contact of the eyes with the object brings about a
thought form, vrtti, which when perceived by the mind, destroys the ignorance of the
object. In the mind that thought form, vrtti also has to be illumined; only then, the object
will be seen by the mind; and there, the sun, moon, etc., have no access. Only dtmd can
illumine the vrtti, and is, therefore, the real source of illumination.
By what can this dtmd be illumined? When the sun does not illumine even the
vrtti, how is it going to illumine dtmd, the one who illumines the vrtti? Atmd is
self-effulgent; it is the light because of which even the sun is known. This limitless light
is 'I, the atmd,' which Bhagavan says, is 'My dhdman, abode.' Going there, meaning
recognizing that as themselves, people do not return, na nivartante.They have no more
ignorance about dtmd.
As long as self-ignorance persists there is an agent, kartd, and an experiencer,
bhoktd, and therefore, there will be coming and going.
Introducing the next verse, tahkara raises an objection. It is well known that
every condition has an arrival and an end. The Sdstra itself says that things that are
joined are separated in the end, samyogdh viprayogdntdh.2 Marriage will necessarily
end when one partner passes away, and even the subtle body will eventually dissociate
from the physical body. Anything put together will fall apart. This also applies to
movement from one place to another. If you leave this place, and go to another, by the
same logic, you will leave that place and go to yet another. Since any going implies
1

Kathopanisad- 2-2-15, Mundakopanisad - 2-2-10,
hT: WWMII j~Fl: I
2 ^ OT g
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vSetaAvataropanisad - 6-14
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This is said by Rama to Bharata. This is also found in the tSntiparva of the Mahdbhdrata
17-30, where Vydsa said this to Yudhisthira who was sorrowingafter the war.
B.G. Vol. IV -6
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leaving, how can you say that those that go to the abode of Bhagavan do not come
back?
*^"o-fi •-q-O• •f "•T: •q-gr-^-: I
mamaivamso jivaloke jivabhutah sandtanah'

Line 1, Verse 7

Tq mama - My; 3at: 7rT amrah eva - only a part; fitwct* jivaloke individual's world; WTfFr: sanatanah- (is) eternal; zift-c : jivabhutah -

in the
in the

form of ajiva

In the individual's world, a part of Me alone exists as the jiva, which is
eternal.
AN AMtA OF ME EXISTS AS THE ETERNAL JIVA
Briefly, Bhagavan says here that, they do not come back because they are himself.
The 'going' is nothing but recognizing the self to be the Lord. When the Lord is
everything and is eternal, how are they to go away from him? Where will they go and
how can there be any question of movement when there is no time?
Amsa means fraction. The one who has become a jiva, jiva-bhuta, is like a part,
amsa of Bhagavan. This statement is not to be misunderstood. Here when we say the
jiva is an amsa of Bhagavan, it only means that the jiva is not another object, another
entity. As we do not think of our hand as an object other than ourselves, the jiva is not
other than Bhagavan. If he is, we cannot say that he is a part of Bhagavun. As another
object, he can go and come back because when two things are brought together, they will
dissociate. But here, Lord Krsna says that it is not so. The jiva is a part of him.
But if the Lord is whole, piirna,how can he have parts? And if he does consist of
parts, he would be subject to disintegration. In that case, either this is a mistake or it is an
expression that requires understanding.
Jiva-loka is what is experienced by a given jiva. It is not the world ofjivas but
the world of a jiva. He thinks of himself as an agent and even though he may have
studied the Veda and may be doing vaidika-karmas, he is nevertheless, ignorant of the
nature of himself. In this world he understands himself as an agent, karta, and an
experiencer, bhokti, with reference to a given body. Because it is the atma, that
assumes the status of karta and bhokta, this jiva is sandtana, eternal. Jivatva goes

only in the wake of knowledge of the dtma, that is eternal.

The second line of this verse has been taken along with the next verse because it connects
with that.
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THE AMSA ISLIKE A REFLECTION

Here as well as in the other worlds, we have an infinite number of doers and
enjoyers. Are they separate from niravayava-brahma?No. Then how do we account for
this number? They are only a fraction, amra of Brahman. Sahkara says, it is like the
reflection of the sun in water. No matter how many reflections there may be, there is
only one sun, because of which, there can be the appearance of many suns in the water.
The reflection is totally dependent on the sun while the sun is independent of the
reflections. And further, in a reflection, the totality of what is reflected is seen. You do
not see merely a part of it. Nor are there two things in reality. One is satya, and other is
mithyd. So, now we have to account for that mithyd.
There are an infinite number of jivas and all are paramdtmd. All the subtle
bodies, the loci of the agents and experiencers, are nothing but paramdtma, and the
reflection of the consciousness there, is also paramdtmd. An agent is not an entity; it is
nothing but a notion, a thought, which exists only as long as the mind is present and
ignorant. If you go to sleep, the agent is gone; the moment you wake up it returns. Where
did the notion of being an agent go? It does not go anywhere; it merely resolves into
consciousness. That is why we say that the agent is mithyd and not satya. And the
consciousness, into which it resolves, is satya. When the pot is destroyed, it does not
walk away from the clay. Where can it go? Similarly, the agent, whether in sleep or on
the removal of ignorance, does not go anywhere. It just resolves into the dtma. Atma is
never opposed to the agent, but is the very substratum of the agent. Therefore, the jiva
exists for eternity, given sattf, existence, and sphirti, manifestation, by dtmd. Because
there are so many agents and only one paramditmd,they are each looked upon as a part,
as it were.
When even the notion of being an agent is illumined by dtma, how can dtmd
possibly be the agent? Further, the sense of agency comes and goes. If it is the nature of
the self, it cannot be given up. There is no agency at all in the dtmd. In the wake of this
knowledge, kartrtva, the sense of agency, and all the experiences of the samsdri,
become one with the atmd; there is no return.
A MA IS LIKE THE SPACE LIMITED BY AN UPADHI

Sahkara further illustrates how the jiva is said to be a 'part' of paramitmd with
another example. Space enclosed by a pot or a room, etc., is looked upon as a part of
total space from the standpoint of the object by which it is circumscribed, its upidhi. In
reality, the space is never divided. When the space is seen in its own right, and when
from that standpoint, the upidhi is 'gone,' the total all pervasive space is reached, in
terms of understanding. Having reached that vision of space, one does not return to
seeing it as circumscribed.
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Similarly, having reached the limitless self, in terms of understanding, it is proper
to say that one does not return from there, in the sense that one does not go back to
seeing it as limited. Even though such a person has gained knowledge, since the upadhi
remains, we still call him ajtva, but a liberated one, the jivanmukta. He knows that the
jiva, in fact, alljivas, are in him; but he is not in thejiva. He knows that he is the self of
all, and at the same time, free from everything. Thus, he is liberated while living, a
jivanmukta. When his prdrabdha-karmais exhausted, and the body falls, and there is
no further assumption of a body, with which he might return.
Only an entity that is limited can form an association with another object. Being
within the same order of reality, they can come together. That association has a certain
longevity, upon the expiry of which, dissociation occurs. But here, it is different. By
ignorance, a set-up is established wherein there are two different orders of reality; one is
satya, the other, mithyd. The jiva is a notion entirely centred on the paramatmd.It has
no independent existence.
If the pot realizes it is clay, even if it is destroyed, it will not reappear in another
form. If, however, it passes away with the notion that it is a pot, it will come back again
in some other form-as a saucer, a cup, a jar, and so on. In between, it may have some
pleasant experiences in some other loka, but eventually, it will come back. Because the
loka and the notion of being a pot are all within the same order of reality, the principle of
association and dissociation applies. But here, two orders of reality are involved. The
jiva, who is false, mithyd, recognizes the fact that he is, essentially, the reality of
everything. From this recognition, he cannot return, because ignorance can only go; it
cannot come back. Therefore, it is proper to say that those who know the reality of the
self do not come back, na nivartante.
HOW CAN THE LIMITLESS PARAMATMA HAVE PARTS?
IFSO, ITWOULD ALSO BE SUBJECT TO DISINTEGRATION

Here Safikara raises another question. How can the partless datmd have a given
part, like an agent or an experience? If it does, then it will disintegrate because anything,
which has parts, is subject to destruction. Therefore, we cannot say that paramatmahas
parts. Nor can we say that the partless atma can become a given jiva, an agent, kartd, an
experiencer, bhoktd. How, then, are we to understand the use of the word amia, part,
here?

This is not a problem because, created by avidyd, a part is apparently seen. This
was shown also in the thirteenth chapter in detail. It is only through ignorance that you
can say that dtmd is limited. Because of the upddhi, every kartd is part of Bhagavdn.
Once you recognize Bhagavan as the atma, the sense of the agency and sense of
enjoyership go, and thus, having 'reached' the abode of Bhagavun, you do not return.
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How do they not come back after having gone to Bhagavdn? They are not
separate from him at any time and were only seemingly a part of him until they realized
this. The timeless 'part' seems to be time-bound for the time being. Once you realize, 'I
am Brahman,' there is no amra; there is only one vastu. When the ignorance is gone,
the product is also gone.
For the one who is liberated there is no real amhatva, because he knows he is the
whole. As long as the prarabdha-karmais being exhausted, the physical body, mind,
sense complex, etc., seemingly enclose Brahman. When that falls away, there is only
Brahman. Even before it falls away, once you understand that it is only an upadhi,
there is only Brahman. And that can be understood only by knowing the vastu. It is like
understanding that a crystal appears to be blue because of something blue in its vicinity.
Once you know it is a crystal, even if you happen to see it appearing as blue, your
knowledge of the clarity of the crystal does not get affected in any manner. Because you
know it is due to upddhi. Knowing that atmd is not an agent or an experiencer, but
satyam jiinam anantam brahma,you are not in any way affected by the limitations of
the body-mind-sense-complex.
The concept of upadhi explains Brahman appearing differently-as though, an
agent, kartd, as though an experiencer, bhokta, as though a samsari. Upddhi
establishes that the nature of Brahman is unsullied. If you are dnanda, you are always
dnanda. Knowing that changes are due to upddhis, you do not accept a real change in
yourself at any time.
The first line of this verse connects with the previous verse as an explanation of
the statement, yadgatva na nivartantetad dhama paramammama. The second line is
to be read with the next verse.
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sariram yadavdpnotiyaccdpyutkrdmatiSvarah
grhitvaitdnisamydti vdyurgandhdnivduaydt

Verse 8

tivarah - the one who rules (the body); f YJ a•ft yat ca api - and when;
hrikfa utkrdmati - departs (from this body); itlifti prakrtisthdni- those that
11 manahsasthdniindriydni abide in prakrti, (the material cause); qHW:qfiT
the sense organs with the mind as the sixth element; Tif^ karsati- draws to itself; ZT
yat - when; w|#R a31 ithd ariram avdpnoti - (he) obtains a new body; T•: vdyuh iva - like the wind; T;W a3TrTlrd gandhdn dzaydt - (would carry)

fr:
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fragrances from (their) source, (the flowers); IlTi# etni - these (sense objects and
mind); 1J
grhitva - taking; *w\f sanydti - (he) goes
And when the one who rules (the body) departs, he draws to himself the
five senses and the mind, the sixth, obtaining in the body, and when he
obtains a new body, he goes, taking these (the sense organs and the mind)
with him just as the wind (would carry) the fragrances from their sources
(the flowers).
The jiva has to be recognized as only seemingly an agent and experiencer, karta
and bhoktd, and not subject to birth and death because the jiva is essentially
paramdtmd. The death of the jiva is spoken of only with reference to a particular
physical body. Even as a jiva with ignorance, he does not die until knowledge takes
place. He is born again and again in different bodies. Since the status of being ajiva is a
superimposition, there is no jiva to die. Only the condition of being a jiva, jivatva,
which is superimposed upon the dtmd goes away.
When the jiva leaves the body, what departs is the subtle body, consisting of the
five senses and the mind, without which the senses cannot function. All these exist in the
prakrti, which here refers to the physical body. Each sense organ abides in its own place
in the body, which is made up of prakrti. It exists and operates when the jiva is alive
and identified with the body. Then, at the time of death, each one leaves and the place
where it once functioned, no longer functions as it did. This jiva, who is a kartd and
bhoktd due to ignorance, though he is really of the nature of ParameSvara,now leaves
this body behind and travels assuming a certain subtle form, as we do in a dream.
Here the word, karsati, means, 'he draws to himself.' And the word, Isvara,
means 'the one who rules,' the word coming from the root, 'is' to rule. Here, he is the
one who is the ruler of this body. This 'part' of Ivara,in the form of kartd and bhoktd,
moves away from this body at the time of death. When he does, he takes with himself all
the subtle components of the five sense organs and the mind.
When he moves to a new body he takes them all with him. Just because we do not
see it, does not mean it does not happen. As we do not see air gathering molecules of
scent from a flower, we do not see the jiva gathering the mind and senses and moving
away. Both are subtle and therefore, not perceptible to our senses. We can only make an
inference based on what we can perceive. In the case of thejiva, we can infer that he is
no longer there in the body because the mind and senses of the person who is dead are no
longer functioning.
When thejiva assumes another body, he enjoys the sense objects again with all the
sense organs, he has brought with him, because he must have the means to enjoy the
sense objects. How does he enjoy them?
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Srotram caksuh sparsanamca rasanamghrdnameva ca
adhisthdya manascdyam visayanupasevate

Verse 9

-T sparsanamca - and the
RjN srotram - the ear; 1W: caksuh - the eye; F7+
r t ghrdnam eva ca - and the
touch; TTr
rasanam - the sense of taste; TT 1T
sense of smell; F-: - manah ca - and the mind; qaET adhisthdya - presiding
over; 3rTi ayam - this person; J•q
visaydn - the sense objects; 3Wtq
upasevate - experiences

Presiding over the ear, the eye, the senses of touch, taste, and smell, and
the mind, this person (jiva)experiences the sense objects.
The subject, the conscious being, pervades the sense organs. In the situation where
a snake is erroneously perceived on a rope, the snake is pervaded by the rope. There is
no snake without the rope. The rope is the adhisthanaand there is no reality for the
snake, which is adhyasta on the rope. Similarly here the sense organs are pervaded by
and presided over by the subject. As the eye of the eye, the ear of the ear, and so on, the
adhisthatris the one who is behind all the senses. And he is also the subject presiding
over the mind. Who is he? A 'part' of Nardyana who is jiva due to ignorance, avidyd.
Now, in the new form, he enjoys the sense objects exactly as he did before. The truth is,
the form is nothing but Paramesvara.He is the agent and the experiencer. But this may
or may not be known.
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utkrdmantam sthitam vdpi bhufjdnam vu gunanvitam
vimudhd nInupasyantipasyantijilinacaksusah

Verse 10

\rqFim;utkrdmantam - the one who is departing from (the body); f1w -T aTTf
sthitam ud api - or even remaining (in this body); Tr-I-aimguna-anvitam endowed with gunas; T-l4R ET bhuijdnam vd - or experiencing; ic'Pl: vimildhdh
na anupahyanti- do not see; TF-7reT: jindna-caksusah
- the deluded; 3T1f
- those who have the eye of wisdom; q*zr? pagyanti - see

The deluded do not see the one who is departing (from the body) or even
remaining (in this body), experiencing or endowed with the gunas. Those
who have the eye of wisdom see.
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THE DELUDED DO NOT SEE PARAMATMA
'Na pasyanti,' means 'they do not see,' and with the prefix anu, 'na
anupasyanti' means, 'they do not see in keeping with the sastra, as taught by a
teacher.' Lacking discrimination, they are thus deluded, vimidha, not knowing thisjiva
is only an amsa, 'part,' of paramdtma. But the word 'part' is used for ease of
explanation only, because in reality, paramatma cannot be divided. The assumption of
kartrtva, agency, by the paramatmain the form of the jiva, is only mithyd. In reality,
thejiva has no real existence apart from paramatma.
The point here is that death does not solve the problem of being ajiva. There is a
common misconception that moksa follows the release from the physical body. The Gita
denies this. If, while living in this body, he does not see that he is paramdtma,he will
give up this body only to assume another. Though it is paramdtma that is seemingly
enjoying all the sense objects and endowed with sukha-duhkha, rdga-dvesa, etc., they
do not see him. Sahkara says that this dtmd who is available for easy comprehension,
being self-evident behind every sense organ and the mind, is not seen only due to
delusion in the form of lack of discrimination. The lack of capacity to discriminate is due
to the sheer strength of the love for seen and unseen enjoyments. We say such a person is
deluded because he does not recognize what is self-evident and so easily available.
While every human being has pain and the desire for a solution for it, not everyone
finds the solution. The human form is adequate for moksa because it has pain and the
capacity to discriminate. Everybody knows the problem, but sufficient discrimination
does not arise to solve it because they are completely possessed by the things they want
to accomplish now and later. Among them are included those who want to go to heaven.
We say, they are completely deluded because all these things are decoys. Even though
they took a human form and came here for a purpose, which only a human form can
accomplish, they are waylaid by the dacoits of binding likes and dislikes, rdga-dvesa.
What a lot for this jiva! He is paramdtmaand can enjoy the freedom that is his nature,
but he waits for the benevolent hands of chance to shape a few moments of happiness for
him.
THOSE WHO HAVE THE EYE OF WISDOM SEE
On the other hand, there are those who do see the nature of themselves clearly.
How? Through the eye of wisdom, jizdna-caksus. Those who have knowledge born of
vedanta-pramdna have a clear vision of dtmd and anatmd. They know the agent,
kartd, is nothing but paramdtma. They alone see.
First, by discriminating between the seer and the seen, everything that can be
objectified is determined as 'not-I.' In the thought forms of agent, kartd, and enjoyer,
bhoktd, the sense of 'I' is superimposed. In reality, they are all observable, and so I have
to discern that I am distinct from all of them. It is not merely logic but seeing this fact.
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The I-sense is dependent upon consciousness, the real meaning of the 'I.' With the
immediate recognition of 'I' being self evident consciousness whenever I use the word
'I,' I mean that consciousness, which apparently assumes various incidental forms. As a
driver of a car says 'I did sixty miles per hour,' knowing that he did not, in the same
way, recognizing the self as akarta, I may still say that, I said or did this or that; but I
know that I am not the agent, kart. There is a clarity about the 'I' here.
Sahkara introduces the next verse with, 'Some, however,' to make it clear that
these people are unlike those of the last pdda of the previous verse whose eye of
understanding of dtma has been opened by the Sastra-pramdna. The people under
discussion here have been taught the mahavdkya by a qualified teacher, but they still
need to put forth a certain effort.
Yidjiavalkya tells Maitreyi 'Everything becomes dear to you because of the love
of yourself alone--tmanastu kdmdya sarvam priyam bhavati,' and immediately
follows with, 'The self is to be seen, heard of, reflected upon, and contemplated upon.' 2
Atmd has to be seen, drastavya, by you. How? Through the eye of wisdom which
has to be opened by a pramdna. For that, we require sruti and therefore, Yjjiavalkya
says, atma has to be listened to---rotavya. Once a person is adequately qualified, this is
enough. If that is not the case, listening has to be followed by manana, reflection, and
nididhydsana,contemplation.
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yatanto yoginahcainampasyantydtmanyavasthitam
yatanto'pyakrtdtmdnonainam pasyantyacetasah

Verse 11

Wr--T: Zift: 7 yatantahyoginah ca - and the yogis who are making an effort; %TfrT
'tRenam - this
avasthitam - obtaining;
atmani - in the buddhi; a3 ff1
(atma); 7q4 pasyanti - see; 3%flrEm : akrtdtmdnah - those whose minds are
: acetasah - those who do not have discrimination; iRT-: 3
not mature; djai
r w7M enam na pasyanti - do
yatantah api - even though making effort; T-W
not see this (dtmd)
And the yogis, who are making effort, see this self-obtaining in the
buddhi. And those whose minds are not mature and who do not have
viveka, do not see this (dtma) even if they are making effort.

'Brhadaranyakopanisad- 2-4-5 and 4-5-6

4-5-6
- 2-4-5 andSBrhaddranyakopanisad
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The word yoginah used here implies that their minds have been made tranquil and
receptive by proper efforts. Thus, they are people of effort, yatantah. By a life of
contemplation, nididhydsana,they see.
What is the meaning of the locative case of dtmd in the word, dtmani, here? It
cannot mean, 'in dtmd' because everything is located in the dtmd. Here it means 'in the
buddhi.' These yogis recognize the dtmd obtaining in the intellect. It is not that they see
dtmd in the intellect, but rather, they recognize directly, 'I am the consciousness
obtaining in the intellect.' Further, this consciousness is recognized as identical with
satyam jfiinam anantam brahma, not something endowed with the attributes of the

body, mind, sense complex, all of which are superimposed upon ltmd.
An indirect knowledge of Brahman, the cause of the universe, can be conceived
of, but there is no possibility of having indirect knowledge of itmd, because it is always
directly experienced. We cannot even really have indirect knowledge of what is said
about dtmd in the sdistra. We can only say that we do not recognize the truth of what it
says. One thing that we can all appreciate is that it is always self-evident, and everything
else becomes evident to the self.
Both direct and indirect knowledge of anything, are illumined by dtmd. You are
the one who lights up both a cognition arising from perception and one born of
inference, etc. Whether the object is directly or indirectly known by you, you light up the
relevant thought form. This self-evident dtmd that illumines everything has to be
recognized as param brahma.

Most seekers must make effort for nisthd in this knowledge. That is why
Ydiijavalkya mentions all the three--ravana, manana and nididhydsana-as the

means to seeing the itmd. Only a very few require just gravana, that is, only the
exposure to the pramdna. This was the case for Svetaketu in the Chandogyopanisad.

Though he was shown the truth through the statement, 'tat tvam asi-that thou art,'
nine times by his father, that alone was adequate for him to gain the knowledge. Even
the six students of PraSnopanisad understood immediately, what their teacher
Pippalidatold them. Similarly, when Ndrada went to Sanatkumdra, he understood
the bhumavidya, the knowledge that I am Brahman, immediately on being taught. All
these students recognized this immediately. But then, we also see people being described
in the sdstra as doing meditation, updsana, and practising austerities, tapas. Those of
the first group are the most highly qualified, uttama-adhikdris and the others are
simply qualified, adhikdris. They must make effort.
THOSE WHO LACK MATURITY DO NOT SEE IN SPITE OF EFFORT
Mere effort is not enough however. A certain type of mind is required for those
efforts to be meaningful. Though one may make all the prescribed efforts, one has to
gather the capacity to inquire properly. That itself is a discipline. Further, one must have
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withdrawn from a life of improper activities. By a life of discipline, gaining a mastery
over the senses, the other organs, and the mind, one's pursuit is not hindered by these.
Bhagavan says, 'Even though they make effort, they do not see.' Why? Because they
are akrtdtmanah,not gained proper antahkaranaguddhi,through a life ofkarmayoga,
and are acitasah, lacking in vivika. The word ac&tasah, literally means those who do
not have a cetas, mind. But there cannot be any one who does not have a mind.
Therefore Sankara glosses this word as avivukinah, those lacking in vivuka,
discrimination.
Since Vedanta works in some cases and not in others, we have to understand that
something more than pramana is required, a prerequisite. As in seeing, mere eyes are
not enough but eyes that are free from defects are required. Then the eyes are a
pramdna. Since there is only one atma, there is no possibility of dtma being different
in the vision of Vedanta. If Vedanta is a means of knowledge, whoever listens should
see the same sat-cit-dnanda-dtma.But it does not happen that way. Therefore, if one
person sees this and another does not, and if Vedanta is looked upon as a pramdna,then
the problem lies with the one who wants to understand. If Vedanta is not looked upon as
a pramana, it becomes a mystical experience. Once it is a pramana, Vedanta should
reveal the nature of the immediately available atmd, because the samsara, that this
knowledge is supposed to resolve, is also immediately available, aparoksa. If I have
committed a mistake that is aparoksa, the correction of that mistake must also be
aparoksa.
Atmd cannot be known by perception or inference because, being yourself, it
cannot be objectified. The only pramana that will work is sabda. Here the statements
like 'tat tvam asi,' are laksana-vakyas and they produce immediate knowledge. They
are similar to the statements such as, 'This is that Devadatta' or 'you are the tenth man,'
which produce immediate knowledge, aparoksa-jiana. If that recognition is not
immediate, and if you do not understand that Vedanta is a pramana,you will conclude
that atmd has to be experienced. Those who know the sastra say that Vedanta is a
pramdna, but very few know how to handle it. As a result, there is a tendency to
conclude that one has to experience something and that Vedanta is the theory, which is
the basis for that experience.
Then Vedanta ceases to be a pramana as far as dtma is concerned. If Vedanta
does not give you immediate knowledge of the self evident atma, which is always
available and which is the basis for every experience, then Vedanta is not a pramana
for aitma.
Since some people gain the knowledge and others do not, in spite of being exposed
to the pramdna that is Vedanta, it is clear that some other factor is necessary Instead of
taking into consideration the qualifications of the student, the idea of experience was
conceived of by some people. This problem is compounded by the use of the word
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anubhava in the sastra, typically translated as 'experience.' This word, however, is
used by the sastra in the sense of 'seeing-dargana,'indicating immediate knowledge.
The problem of anubhava arose long ago when it was suggested that the study of
0sstra had to be followed by a special 'other-worldly' cognition, laukika-pratyaksa.
But this was much more well thought out than the modem contention that first you must
get the theory of tmd from the sdstra and then, through practice, experience it.
This problem of not seeing the nature of dtmd can either lead you to the
conclusion that dtmd is yet to be experienced or that you should look into your
qualifications. Since moksa is in the form of knowledge, there are definitely
requirements for it. Fulfilling those requirements is the nature of the effort that is made
here.
The emphasis is on purity of mind, antah-karana-Suddhi,which is accomplished
by a life of karma-yoga and the cultivation of values. The most important thing here is
inquiry. All false values and improper attitudes are due to a lack of understanding of
certain relative truths. It is, therefore, important to continue to listen to the sistrawhile
living a life of karma-yoga.
Yogis, who are referred to here then, can be either those who are contemplating or
those who are living a life of karma-yoga. Whatever is required, karma-yoga or a
simple life of contemplation, they do that. They will certainly see.
SARVATMATVA OF ItVARA
The next four verses show that dtmd is the self of all, sarvatma, and the basis of
all transactions. With these four verses, the vibhitis, glories, of Bhagavan are briefly
told.

*49H Vfrrft -Atfft TIP44751 RR I I
yadddityagatam tejo jagadbhasayate'khilam
yaccandramasiyaccdgnau tattejo viddhi mdmakam

Verse 12

ddityagatam - obtains in the
4f ýt: yat tejah - that brilliance which; 3iTI l
sun; 3T
Wtrakhilam
7Mr
jagat - the entire world; qTFlr bhdsayate - illumines;
'
3ad yat ca agnau Z
EIff rl yat candramasi- that which is in the moon; WT
and that which is in fire; aT
"T:tat tejah - that brilliance; ITZ| mdmakam -

belongs to Me; flt

viddhi - may you know
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May you know that the brilliance that obtains in the sun and illumines the
entire world, that which is in the moon, and which is in the fire, belongs
to Me.
AS THE ALL-ILLUMINING LIGHT

The word yat, stands for 'that end,' padam, to be reached, which is itntm. Though
it illumines everything, it cannot be illumined by aditya-the sun, agni-fire, etc. All
these various sources of light do not illumine the one who illumines everything.
Mimaka means 'that which belongs to Me.' Any glory anywhere is Bhagavdn's
glory. A few of them, the basics of our creation, are quickly and beautifully presented
here.
The brilliance, tejas, that is in the sun, which lights up the entire creation,
Bhagavan says, is 'Mine.' And also the brilliance in the moon-yat candramasi,and in
fire-agnau, the brilliance of all these luminaries, because of which we see all things,
belongs to Bhagavan. This can be taken in a twofold way. The light that you see in the
sun is the light of ParameSvara,because the sun itself is Paramesvara,as are the moon
and fire. Each one, according to its upadhi, manifests the glory of Paramesvara.That
because of which the sun and fire emit heat and light and the moon is cool and reflects
light, is Bhagavan.

These words, dditya, candramas, and agni, can also be taken to refer to the
presiding deities of the sun, moon and fire. The consciousness manifest in the deities
called Aditya, Candramas,and Agni, because of which each one is capable of its own
unique function, is not separate from Bhagavan. Here a question could be raised. If
consciousness is all pervasive then it expresses equally in every upadhi, then why the
special mention of Aditya, etc.? That is because they are luminous, endowed with
brilliance, and are capable of illumining other objects with that brilliance. This is
because they have sattva-ddhikya, predominance of the sattva-guna. They have more
knowledge and happiness than human beings because of their high degree of sattvaguna. In the deities of the sun, moon and fire, the glory that we see is Bhagavan.
Or you can go one step further and see Isvara from the standpoint of these
phenomena. His form is the sun, moon, fire, etc., and their brilliance.
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gdmavisya ca bhitdni dharaydmyahamojasa
pusnami causadhihsarvah somo bhatvd rasatmakah

Verse 13

- ca - and; TIm gam - the earth; 3ff44 advisya - having entered; 3ia t ojasd bhutdni - the beings; 3ZTt %Trfi aham dhdraydmi - I
with strength; i'FrT
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sustain; TlMTh: rasdtmakah - that which is in the form of the essence; O'T: somah
- the soma; 'T
bhitvd - having become; 7a6: sarvah - all; Afwft: osadhih the vegetation; rTif - pusnami ca - and I nourish
And having entered the earth, I sustain the beings with strength, and I
nourish all the vegetation, having become soma in the form of (their)
essence.
AS THE SUSTAINING ENERGY

Having entered the earth, Bhagauan sustains all the beings with his strength. As
we saw before, this strength is free from binding desires. And with this strength, he does
not overburden the earth but nourishes it. The Veda says this is the one because of whom
the heaven, the earth, and all the planets remain where they are. They remain firm
because of the one who is the sustainer of the earth.
How does he sustain the beings? We see them gathering their own food and taking
care of themselves. That they are able to obtain food is because of his power and the
nutrition in the food is him. Therefore, he says, '1 nourish-aham pusydmi.'
How does he nourish? The Lord says, 'somo bhUtvd-having become soma.' The
word soma has different meanings. It refers to the juice or sap of anything; the value or
essence; a particular plant or the moon. All these are called the soma. Here the meaning
is clear because of the word, 'rasdtmaka-inthe form of essence,' that goes with it.
Bhagavan makes all the fruits and vegetables nourishing and tasty. As soma, he is the
reservoir of all their essences.
The vision being portrayed here in these four verses is, 'I am the self of
everything-aham sarvdtmd.' Thus he says, I am the brilliant sun that makes life
possible. The moon is Me and so are the earth and fire. I enter into this earth, and, with
My strength, make it capable of sustaining life. The food that is necessary for the
sustenance of the beings is also Me, and I fill up all these plants and trees with
nourishing factors and tasty essences.
If Bhagavdn is the food, are we not eating Bhagavan? No, that is not so. The
eater is also Bhagavun.
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Verse 14

vaigvdnarah bhiztvd - having become the digestive fire; -IfuI(
of the living beings;
T 3•Tf•lFa: deham adritah - obtaining in the
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bodies; •1T1t-aT3TqFTR--T: prdna-apdna-samdyuktah 1qtcaturvidham- the four-fold; f-T
and apdna;
aham pacdmi - I cook

being endowed with pr.na
annam - food; (3Tf vlufi

Having become the digestive fire obtaining in the bodies of living beings,
endowed with pranaand apdna, I cook the four-fold food.
AS THE PRANASAKTI IN ALL BEINGS

Bhagavdn 'becomes' the very vaivadnara,the digestive fire. Sahkara quotes the
Sruti that says, 'This vaivdlnara fire is that which is inside the person and by which the
food is cooked." The cooked food that is eaten is cooked again by Bhagavdn in the
form of the internal vaisvdnara fire obtaining in the physical body of the living beings,
pranindm dehamdsritah. While the vaisvdnara fire is the main thing, it is linked to

some other things, which are necessary for digestion and assimilation of food. Prdna is
the respiration and the general przna-sakti which includes the functions of digestion,
circulation and assimilation and apdna is the function of evacuation. Endowed with
these, the vaisvdnara fire cooks the four types of food consisting of what is drunkbhojya, masticated-bhaksya, licked-lehya, and sucked-cosya.
Brahman is in the form of all these functions. That is why, when we eat, we offer
the first mouthfuls of a meal to pradna-respiratoryfunction, apana-the evacuation,
vyana-the circulation, samdna-thedigestive system and the uddna,the force that keeps
the prdna in the body until the prarabdhais exhausted, and then at the end when the
prdrabdhais over ejects the siksma-Aariraout of this body, and finally to Brahman,
Hiranyagarbha,who obtains as the life force in every living being. We make this
offering because eating always implies killing, even for a vegetarian. Life lives upon life,
and taking a life, naturally, involves papa. Therefore, we say we are not the eaters. Lord
Krsna says he is the eater. Any papa that is there, goes to him, not to us. Only the agent,
karti, can be the enjoyer, bhoktd. Therefore, let Bhagavdn eat. What he eats is also
himself and, therefore, there is no pipa. He is both the eater and the eaten. Therefore, he
is neither of these. It is all mithyd. If you know that everything is Bhagavdn, there is no
problem for you also.
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W aham ca -

and I am; V4-rsarvasya -

of all; & h'rdi -

in the heart;

i9: smrtih fTFA: sannivistah - have entered; qTI: mattah - from Me;
apohanam ca - and forgetfulness;
jiidnam - knowledge; 3TriqF
memory; •qr

kt:

W sarvaih vedaih ca - and by all the Vedas; ft: vedyah - the one to be
veddntakrt - the author of the
known; 3T"q iM aham eva - I alone am; ATM•g

TO:

Vedanta (veddnta-sampraddya); *4f
knower of the Vedas; 3T'Tg aham - I am

- '-9 vedavit eva ca -

and indeed the

And I have entered the hearts of all. From Me (have come) memory,
knowledge, and forgetfulness. I alone am the one to be known by all the
Vedas and I alone am the author of the Vedanta (veddnta-sampraddya)

and the knower of the Vedas.
AS THE SELF IN ALL HEARTS

The basis because of which all transactions take place, and which is all that is
there, is told in the three verses beginning with yadddityagatam tejah...' The Lord
says, I am the brilliance in the sun, I am the light in the moon and I am the tejas in the
fire. I sustain the earth by My power and I am the one who fills up the entire plant
kingdom with the nourishing nutrients. Therefore, I become the food. Again, I am the
digestive fire endowed with prdna and apdna, etc. Since food is Bhagavun, the
food-born body and the external world are also Bhagavdn. What is left out? Nothing;
everything is Bhagavdn.
In this verse, he says, 'In the hearts of all, I have entered-sarvasyaca ahamt hrdi
sannivistah.' He has already said that he is the ksetrajiia, the atma, in the mind of
every living being. He is the one who obtains, having entered, sannivista, as the ittma.
In Taittiriyopanisad,it is said, 'tat srstvd tadeua anupravisat-havingcreated that he

entered into it.' He enters into his very creation in the buddhi, as the dtmd. That is what
is meant here by, 'aham sannivistah.' 'And having entered, I remain there as the
atma,' says the Lord. Therefore, dtmd is iSvara. There is no separation at all between
the jiva and Iguara. When Bhagavan says, 'aham sannivistah-1 have entered,'the

meaning of 'I' is nothing but consciousness, caitanya. There is only one caitanya the
dtmd, and as the atmd he has entered. A second itmi cannot be established. There is no
pramana for it. From the sruti and also from reasoning, yukti, we understand that no
second consciousness is possible. As one space is conditioned by various upddhis,
consciousness, seemingly conditioned by the knower-known-means of knowledge is one.
It is nothing but paramdtmd. Conditioned by the mind, it becomes the knower,
pramdtd, due to a superimposed attribute, viSesa, upon dtmd. But from its own
standpoint, that consciousness is Suddha-pure, ekah-one, limitless consciousness. With
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reference to a given mind it is a knower, with reference to itself, it is limitless. When I
say, 'I,' aham, it generally means the knower, pramatd. The teaching, upadega, that I
am Brahman is for that knower alone. The consciousness that obtains in the knower is
indeed the only consciousness, caitanya, which is IAvara.
FROM ME ALONE ARE MEMORY, KNOWLEDGE, AND FORGETFULNESS

Without this consciousness, there is no knower at all, and therefore, no knowledge.
Thus he says, 'From Me is knowledge-mattah jiinam' From Me, the dtmd alone,
knowledge is possible. Without caitanya, there is no knowledge. Further, the particular
possibility of knowing a given object is all an expression of mdya, and therefore, from
Jivaraalone is the faculty of knowing. We can look at it in two ways. The first is, from
Me, caitanya-dtmd,who is Isvara with maya as upddhi, is this knowledge. Or it could

be taken to mean, from Me, the caitanya-dtmd alone, is knowledge possible.
Similarly, memory is also possible only from caitanya or from lsvara. From the
standpoint of the faculty of remembering, it is Avara. From the standpoint of memory,
smrti, it is pure consciousness, caitanya. Apohana means forgetfulness. Even this
forgetting of memory, smrti, and knowledge, jidna, Bhagavdn says, 'is due to Memattah.' Sahkara says here that it is because of punya and papa that one has this
capacity to remember and forgetfulness. If there is pu~nya you have smrti andjihdna;but
if there is papa, they are denied. This is one way of looking at it, by putting karma in a
very high position. In one way it is true. At the time of writing an examination, you may
not remember all that you studied, but you remember it afterwards. Why? May be due to
some papa.

We can also look at it another way. 'From Me alone-mattah,' not as the giver of
the results of actions, that is, as IAvara, karma-phala-data,but from the standpoint of
consciousness, caitanya, is this remembering, knowing and forgetting. Where is the
possibility of forgetting without caitanya-atma,if remembrance is also due to caitanya
atma? When you say, 'I forget,' it is knowledge. You know that you forgot! You know
that something has gone into your head, and is there in your list of known things, and
you also know that it is not retrievable right now.
APOHANA, FORGETFULNESS, ISA BLESSING INDEED

Not only this; I' would also say apohana, forgetfulness, should be taken as the
capacity to bracket all one's ideas and prejudices and keep them under suspension, so
SSwamiji
Please see: Here in the Gitd, Bhagavan is talking in the first person many a times. And
when Swamiji uses the first person too, there could be a possibility of a confusion.
Therefore, wherever the first person usage denotes Swamiji, we have given a footnote to the
BG- Vol IV - 7
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that, new knowledge can take place. In this sense, apohana is one of the greatest
blessings. If all that one knows is always remembered, how can one learn anything new?
So apohana is not only forgetting, but the capacity to suspend all ideas and relegate
them to the background and keep the mind free. Any new discovery takes place only
when one's conclusions can be suspended. How can one otherwise learn something
which entirely contradicts what one has been holding all this time? This is particularly
important in the study of Vedanta, which has to negate every notion one has about
oneself, the world, and God. How can they be negated completely if the old notions
occupy one's mind? For new ideas to come one has to suspend the current ideas. They
need not go away, but they should not disturb one's capacity to listen. Various ideas or
opinions one has about God, oneself, one's pursuits, purusdrtha, all have to undergo a
total transformation, and in their place, a new vision has to take place. That is not
possible ifapohanais not there.
In the same way, one's capacity to pick up a moment of joy is also not possible
without apohana. If one remembers all one's problems, how can one laugh even for a
moment? That, one is capable of laughing, even for a moment, proves the point that one
has apohana.This is the greatest grace of Bhagavdn. Otherwise, we would always be
under the spell of duhkha. There would be no way of picking up the small joys, which
make living worthwhile. So, apohana need not be translated only as forgetfulness; it can
also mean the capacity to suspend, at a given time, all one's ideas. In this sense, it is the
basis for memory, smrti, and knowledge, jiidna; because without this apohana, they
cannot occur. Because of consciousness alone, one is capable of forgetting and the
'forgetting mind' is illumined by consciousness. Therefore, Bhagavdn says, 'mattah
smrtih jiidnam apohanam ca-from Me, the consciousness, are memory, knowledge,
and forgetting..' All these, smrtih jfidnam and apohanam are not possible for an
individual without consciousness, the caitanya-atma.And there is no IAvara without
caitanya-dtma; so, from me, consciousness, which is not separate from Isvara,
knowledge is possible, memory is possible, forgetfulness is possible.
I AM THE ONE TO BE KNOWN THROUGH ALL VEDAS

By all the Vedas, the one that is to be known is Isvara. How can we say that?
Many things are told in the Vedas-various rituals and deities and so on. By saying 'I
alone am the one to be known by all the Vedas-vedaih sarvaihaham eva vedyah,' we

understand that everything that is said in the Vedas is nothing but isvara. Agni, Indra,
Varuna and other devatas are all ParameSvara,as the one who gives the results of
action, karma-phala-data,and the one who presides over the law of karma, karmaadhyaksa. The karma-k•nda of the Veda reveals Isvara as saguna-brahma in all

these forms as well as the form of the agent, karta, all worlds and all objects. When you
effect. - Editor's note.
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refer to a pot, ghata, it is nothing but consciousness conditioned by the name and form,
ndma-rupa, called ghata. For a wise man, every single object is non-separate from
Isvara and that Isvara is recognized by the Vedas.
I AM THE AUTHOR AND KNOWER OF VEDAS

The next question is who is the author of the Vedas. He must be even greater than
the one who is known through the Vedas. No, that is not so. That is why the Lord says, 'I
am the author of Vedanta-aham vedantakrt.' The one who is the initiator of the
sampraddya or the tradition of teaching of Vedanta, is Isvara. In this tradition, the
original guru is called Ndrdyana. Naturally, he is the one, who knows the meaning of
the Veda, vedavit. Bhagavdn says, 'The one to be known is Me, the one who initiated
the Vedas is Me and the one who knows the Vedas is Me.' The one who knows the
Vedas is the one who knows what is to be known by the Vedas. That isparamdtmd.
It is complete. The food that is there in the vegetation is Me, the prdna and the
body, which is nothing but modified food is Me. The earth that produces the food is Me
and the sun, and planets are all Me. Because of Me alone all activities are possible.
Without Me, there is no memory, no knowledge, and no forgetfulness. A brief
description of the glories of Isvara is given here with reference to some important
upadhis. There are many upddhis, but only the special ones like the sun, moon, fire,
etc., are mentioned in these four Blokas.
For the same Paramesvara,there are two types of upddhis, ksara, that which
perishes, and aksara, that which does not perish. These are two different ways of
looking at the Lord in order to ascertain the truth, which is free from ksara and aksara.
This is done by first creating a superimposition, adhydropa, and then by negating that,
apavdda. For this, two upadhis are presented by the sistra. The ksara-upddhi we
know, though we do not know it as an upddhi, and the aksara-upddhi is revealed by
the sAstra. These two different upadhis for Brahman having been mentioned, the aim
is to point out the vastu for which.these two are upddhis. Without the attributes of the
upadhis, the vastu is revealed by the method of adhydropa-apavdda,superimposition
and negation.
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Verse 16
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(are called) ksara;7fZE
is called the aksara

: kiutasthah - the changeless; 3w:
A-:

l aksarahucyate

These two persons, the perishable and the imperishable, (exist) in the
world. All beings and elements are called the perishable, the changeless
(is called) the imperishable.
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Verse 17

the changeless; Wi-: isvarah

- the Lord; tq-wrqT lokatrayam - the three worlds; 3Tifl
dviiya - having
entered; fjRT bibharti - sustains (them); mTh": Ty : uttamah purusah - the
superior person; 3WT: anyah - is the other; RTWFl1T *f
uddhrtah-who is called the paramdtmd

I':

-

paramitmd iti

But the other superior person is called paramatmd,the limitless self, the
changeless Lord who, having entered the three worlds, sustains (them).
In the first verse he says, there are two purusas, one that is destroyed, ksara, and
the other that is indestructible, aksara. In the next verse he tells us that there is still
another one who is uttama or above these. He is the one who enters, pervades, and
sustains all the three worlds, lokatraya. This is ISvara. Both ksara and aksara are
sustained by that purusa who is paramdtma. The aksara-purusahere, is nothing but
maya, the unmanifest, while ksara is the manifest form ofthejagat. Thus, everything is
purusa. Nothing is separate from that. But who is the real purusa? The second 9loka
tells us that he is other than both ksara and aksara, and is therefore called uttama
purusa. He is very well known in the world and in the Vedas as purusottama, that
which is the truth of everything. He is nirguna,without the qualities of ksara or aksara.
Ksara is continuously subject to destruction, and finally resolves into the unmanifest
avyakta, aksara. Then avyakta undergoes a change to become the manifest, which
keeps on changing and finally resolves again into the manifest. This goes on. One is
called ksara and the other is called aksara, whereas dtma sustains both. The basis of
both is not subject to the attributes of ksara and aksara. Both are superimpositions on
dtma, and therefore he is called uttama-purusa.

Why is dtma called purusa? Because there is nothing separate from itmd.
Whether insentient matter or sentient, caitanya-dtmd is present in everything. That is
why the word purusa is used. The entire world consisting of the five elements and
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elementals, all these physical bodies are only ndma-rupa and the entire ndma-ripa is
nothing but the purusa.
That purusa is absolutely free from all attributes, is nirguna, but when we talk of
the same purusawith attributes, it can be divided into two. One is called ksara-purusa,
and the other, aksara-purusa.The one, which is, ksara is constantly subject to change
and also to getting dissolved into its own cause. From the standpoint of the manifest
world, your own physical body, or the entire jagat with the five elements, like space,
etc., it is called ksara-purusa.Generally, we deal with this jagat as inert, jada. But here
we are not separating it as something existent, independent of the vastu, the purusa.
There is no object that exists apart from satyarm jidnam anantam brahma, the

adhisthana or the cause for everything. That is why the word purusa is used. The
ksara-upddhi, the manifest world, becomes unmanifest resolving into the cause, the
aksara,and again comes into manifestation. One is subject to dissolution and the other
is the cause into which it dissolves.
THE KSARA AND AKSARA PURUSAS
The mdyd-sakti of Bhagavdn is here called aksara-purusa,because there is no
mayai-akti without purusa. With reference to the causal upadhi, kdrana-upddhi, it is

called aksara-purusaand with reference to the effect, the karya-upadhi, it is called
ksara-purusa.When the jagat is manifest, it is the kdrya-upddhi of Bhagavan. Thus,

in samsdra there are these two purusas. When the ksara is not there, that is, the world
is not manifest, then it is in the form of aksara-purusa,or maya, which is the seed for
this creation. It is the basis for all samsdra, the one in which the entire creation has its
basis, aZraya.
The ksara-purusa, Bhagavun says, is all the elements, sarvdni bhaitni.

Sahkara says, ksara is all the modifications in creation. From the subtle and gross
elements your body-mind-sense-complex is born. The subtle elements, siksma-bhitdni,
account for the entire subtle body, siksma-arira,consisting of mind-antah-karana,
senses-jiidnendriyas,physiological functions-prana, organs of action, karmendriyas,

and the gross elements, sthalabhitani,account for the physical body, sthala-sarira.
Not only for you, but they account for all, samasta-vikdra-jdtam-everyexistent thing,
which is but a modification.
The aksara-purusa,on the other hand, is kiitastha; it remains like a changeless
mass, radi, says Sankara. The word, kutastha, is a technical word usually used for the
&tmd. Here it is used to indicate something that does not die. The effect, karya, dies,
while the cause, karana, does not. It is like how the pot dies, but the clay does not. So,
the word kltastha is used here to refer to that kdrana that does not die. Therefore, here,
it has a relative, not an absolute meaning.
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Generally in the sdstra, it is used in the absolute sense only for the dtma, which is
free from attributes, and therefore, does not change. In that sense, the meaning of this
word, kuitastha is as follows. The word, kuta, means an anvil, which itself does not
undergo any change, but allows all changes to take place on the piece of iron that is kept
on it and beaten.. Atma is kuitastha because it is immutable like an anvil-kiutavat
tisthati iti ki.tasthah. That is the adhisthana-dtmd,the basis or truth for everything

that is mithyd. Another meaning for the word kitastha is, that which obtains in mdyd,
as the truth of that mdya. Here the vyutpatti of the word would be, klte tisthati iti

kutastha. That is nothing but atmd, Brahman. Just as in the snake is the rope, in the
mayda is dtmd.

Sahkara first gives the meaning of kuta, as that which does not die. Then,
because we are talking of a purusa conditioned by mayd, and then optionally gives
another meaning is given here, saying, mdya, vaiican, jihmatd, or kutilatd all the four
words meaning the same, that is, deceit. Mayd deceives you because it just reverses your
vision. Being capable of being various forms, it can confuse you. Sarikarathen makes a
note that this seed of samsdra can go into a state of unmanifestation, but it does not
come to an end. It can again manifest and again resolve into the unmanifest. Just as in
deep sleep your awareness of the body-mind-sense-complex, your individuality, and the
world are dissolved. Then you create the dream world; you are in the form of the dream
world. This is called ksara-purusa. Then again, you go to sleep, and become
aksara-purusa.That does not mean the dreamer is gone. He is only unmanifest. This
entire created world, kdrya-prapaica, is called the ksara-purusaand the same purusa,
along with the kdrana-upddhi is called aksara-purusa. Both kdrya-upddhi and
kdrana-upddhi are nothing but an adhydropa, superimposition, upon the purusa,

seemingly qualifying the purusa with their attributes. If this is the set up, then who is the
purusa? When we negate anything that is superimposed, what is left is purusa. From
the standpoint of the two upddhi, purusa is two, but then if you negate both the
upddhis, there is only one purusa.

Here the methodology of adhydropa-apavddais directly used. This method of
teaching is to prove that the same purusa continues to be purusa, while there is nothing
in the whole ndma-ripa, which is independent of it. It is the cause, kirana, of
everything, and at the same time, has not undergone any change whatsoever. The
upadesa is always given by using this method of adhydropa-apavdda. Those who
know what it is all about use it consciously, creating a set up and then negating it. Here
the ksara-aksara-upadhiwas pointed out and in the next verse the purusa, free of
upddhi is shown.

THE UTTAMA PURUSA
Other, anya, than these two, ksara and aksara-purusa,is one who is independent
of them both. This one is entirely distinct from these two, untouched by all the attributes
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belonging to the upddhi, the one, who, according to Sahkara's favourite expression,
nitya-Suddha-buddha-mukta-suabhdvah, is always enlightened, that is, free from

ignorance, always free from any impurity like punya and pdpa, cause and effectkdrana-kdrya,agency-kartrtva, and enjoyership-bhoktrtva. Who is that? Uttama, the

most exalted. What does that mean? Sahkara says it is entirely distinct from the ksara
and akSara-purusa,beyond whom there is no one, and knowing which alone you are
free. That uttama is the basis of the entire samsdra, but beyond cause and effect, the
kdrya-upddhi and the kdrana-upadhi. The whole thing is dtmd. Being complete,
parna, it is called purusa. Or, residing in the body, purau usati iti, it is called purusa.

Having created the entire world, Bhagavdn entered this body in the form of
pratyagdtmd,because of which alone things have their being.
It is called the limitless self-paramdtma iti uddhrtah.Para is that which is the
basis, adhisthdna, of the ksara and aksara-upddhi.From different standpoints, we

have various selves, like the body-self, deha-dtma; the physiological self, prana-dtma,
the mental self, mano-dtmd, etc. They are all dtmd, but this dtma alone is paramdtma.
It is the one, which is available for you to know the other dtmds. The one who is above
this ksara-aksara-upddhi,is the one dtma, which is the inner conscious being of all
beings. So it is para and it is dtmd, paramdtmd. It is this dtmd, which provides
existence to everything, and is the being of anything. After the superimposition,
adhydropa, is negated, you get atma free from all that was gathered unto it. It is that
dtmd we call paramdtmd.

That paramatmd, with its mdyd-Aakti enters into the three worlds, bhiih,
bhuvah, and suvah. The mention of bha includes all seven worlds below-that is,
atala, vitala, sutala, taldtala, rasdtala, mahdtala and pdtdla. Bhuvah includes all

that is in between and suvah includes all the worlds above-that is, mahah, janah,
tapah, satyam. Thus when we say lokatraya all the fourteen worlds are included. How
does paramatmd enter into the world? Only as the cause, kdrana. How does
sat-cit-dnanda-paramatmd,become the cause? With his mdyd-Aakti alone, he enters

into and becomes the whole world. Just as the clay enters into the pot, this cause,
kdrana, paramdtmd, entering into the effect, kdrya, the entire jagat, thereby sustains,
bibharti,the whole creation. How? Merely by its nature, which is existence, svaripasadbhdva-mdtrena.Having entered the creation, it sustains it by its own nature, sat-cit.
The creation is, because mdyd is, because sat-atmd is. That 'is-ness' sustains the entire
creation.
When we think of time, we say any given unit of time, like a second, 'is.' The 'isness' is the real content of time. If you go on dividing time, the minute 'is,' the second
'is,' the microsecond 'is,' finally your concept of time itself disappears. 'Is-ness' alone
remains. That 'is-ness' that remains is the real nature, svarapa of time. That is always
there in anything present and anything experienced. That paramdtmd who provides that
'is-ness' 'is.' It is present always as the existence of everything and is therefore, avyaya,
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not subject to change, not subject to time. This paramdtmi is the uttama-purusa,the
cause of all creation. Therefore, atmd becomes Isvara, the cause of all creation, jagatkdranam brahma. There is no other factor. Paramatma, is the atma who is called
Ivara.

This uttama-purusa is complete. As paramdtma, he transcends everything; as
kdrana-purusa, he is immanent.

cottamah
yasmitksaramatito'hamaksarddapi
ato'smi loke vede ca prathitahpurusottamah
rFM yasmat -

because; 3TT aham -

the destructible; a3Tmqwf 3TFr
indestructible; --f: uttamah -

I am; W

Verse 18

-WftMr: ksaram atitah -

beyond

aksardt api ca - and as compared to even the
above; 3Sd: atah - therefore; -^t loke - in the

i vede ca - and in the Veda; T-di
world; *
1fW: prathitah- renowned; 3af asmi - I am

: purusottamah -

purusottama;

Because I am beyond the destructible and also above the indestructible
too; therefore, in the world and in the Veda, I am renowned as
purusottama.

I AM KNOWN AS THE PURUSOTTAMA WHO TRANSCENDS EVERYTHING
Yasmdt, because purusa remains transcending or untouched by the ksara or the
aksara-upddhi,he is uttama, the most exalted or the highest, even above the aksara,
the cause of samsdra, mdyd. From the standpoint of the causal upddhi,
kdrana-upadhi,Bhagaudn says, 'I am uttama, that is, I transcend it. I am too far away
for it to touch Me.' How far away? As far away as the rope is from the slimy snake
projected on it! The snake is not able to leave its sliminess on the rope! That is how far
away the caitanya-dtmd is from your thought. What does the thought leave on
consciousness? Whether it is a pleasant or unpleasant thought, it leaves no trace upon
consciousness. You are a conscious person who sees these words on the printed page.
When the words go, what happens to the consciousness? Nothing. What footorints are
left behind on consciousness? Suppose you experience something hot. Your
consciousness does not get heated. Nor does it become cold when you are aware of
snow. Heat-consciousness does not increase the temperature of consciousness; coldconsciousness does not decrease the temperature of consciousness. Nothing leaves an
imprint on consciousness. This is what is meant by being above everything, uttama.
Between the thought and consciousness, there is no distance. But being the untouched, it
is the basis of everything.
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Atah, therefore, I am the truth or basis ofksara and aksara,untouched by all, and
therefore, purusottama. This is the purusa that is renowned, prathita, in the Vedas,
vede, and in the world, loke, by poets, and by devotees as Ndridyana.
Summing up the chapter we have the next two verses.

T ciftgzn * 0q0-1 wm IIn I I
yo mdmevamasammiadhoj ndti purusottamam
sa sarvavidbhajatimmr sarvabhdvena bharata

Verse 19

TiT bhdrata - O! Descendent of Bharata; 7: yah - the one who; '3T• :
ir purusottamam mdm - Me, the
asammadhah - not deluded; y lfmj
purusottama;TW Tlft• evam jandti - knows in this manner; -: sah - he; -*$of
sarvabhdvena
sarvavit - the knower of (that which is) all; wt mam - Me; ^49*ti
- as the self of all; s[im bhajati- gains

The one who is not deluded, who knows Me in this way, he, (becoming)
the knower of (that which is) all, gains Me as the self of all, Arjuna.
THE GLORY OF THIS KNOWLEDGE
The one who is no longer deluded does not take dtma to be other than
purusottama. 'Being one who is free from delusion, he knows Me,' Krsna says, 'in this
way, evam-meaning as it was told earlier, as the ksara-purusa,the one who perishes
and the aksara-purusa,the one who is changeless, and the purusa who is free from
both ksara and aksara-gains Me as the self of all.' This is purusottama. The
ksara-purusais purusa with reference to the effect, kdrya-upddhi, and aksara-purusa

is the same purusa with reference to the cause, kdrana-upddhi. Purusa himself is
uttama, transcending both. Only because of upddhi is purusa called ksara-purusaand
aksara-purusa.
The one who knows Me, yah mam jandti, in this way, evam, as purusottama,the

one who is the root, the cause, the truth of the tree of samsdra, is not deluded,
asammiidha. Because of the knowledge of purusottama, he becomes sarvavit,

omniscient, the one who knows everything. How does he become all-knowing by
knowing the purusottama? Will he know electronics and French, and all other
disciplines of knowledge? There are two types of omniscience. One is with reference to
knowing every detail, sarvavittva, the other is with reference to realities in general,
sarvajhatva. In general, all that is here is one thing, satya-vastu, purusottama,who
alone is this entire jagat, as ksara-purusaand aksara-purusa.Therefore, by knowing

the satya-vastu you also appreciate what is mithyd, and this appreciation of satya and
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mithyd makes you a knower of everything. You don't need to know any detail because
every detail, every ndma-rupa is mithyd. There is only one satya-vastu that counts and
that is yourself. When a person knows, 'I am the self of everything, aham sarvdtmd,' he
becomes the knower of everything, in general. Here, the word used to express the one
that has this knowledge is sarvavit.
In Mundakopanisad, IJvara is called, 'sarvajiiah sarvavit.' He is sarvajia
because he knows everything in general, sarvam jindti sdmanyena, and sarvavit

because he knows everything in detail, sarvam jdndti visesena, because of his mayaupddhi. The sarvajhatvais purely in terms of being the witness of everything, knowing
the truth of everything, knowing the satya and mithyd. That is why the Upanisad says,
'When one thing is known, everything is as well known-ekasmin vijiidte sarvam
vijidtam bhavati.' I' always add 'as well' because if you just say, 'when one thing is
known everything is known,' it amounts to knowing all the details, which is not possible.
We cannot even know any one thing thoroughly. If you examine a leaf, for example, not
everything about it is known. So we have to understand here that when one thing is
known, everything is as well known, in the sense, all that is here is one satya-vastu and
if you want to add something to it, that is nama-ripa,which is mithyd, and therefore,
not other than satya. Therefore, for a wise person, there is not going to be any surprise at
any time. If you show him a new object, he will see only satya plus the nama-rupa.
There is only an added appreciation of Isvara's glory. It is not going to add to his
fullness. The knowledge because of which there is fullness, we call omniscience. The
one who has this knowledge is sarvavit. If both sarvajiia and sarvavit are mentioned,
sarvavit means the one who knows in detail. But because only sarvavit is used here,
and because of the context, we understand that he is the one who knows in general, that
is, knows satya and mithyd. The; one who knows, yah veda, is free from samsdra

because he has no delusion, he is asammiidha.He knows that only Isvara is here, who
is non-separate from himself, atma.
What is the result of this knowledge? Bhagavdn says, 'He gains Me-sah mdm
bhajati.' The knowledge and the gain are identical because I am already the
purusottama, which is everything. How does he gain identity with Me? By being the
self of everything, sarva-bhdvena, with a vision of himself in which nothing is separate
from him. Because he is the ksara-purusa and the aksara-purusa, everything is
accounted for. This is moksa, this is jivanmukti. Suppose he dies away? 'He' is
meaningless. What dies away? Whatever dies away dies away; whatever 'is,' is. That 'is'
is the dtmd. The particular upddhi dies away and all that is there is the vastu, which is
Isvara who is worshipped by everybody. Even living, the person who knows this is
sought after because he is not different from Isvara.
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The result of knowledge was told in this verse. Now the whole teaching is summed
up as Bhagavdn praises this knowledge.
Sahkara introduces this verse saying, 'In this chapter, the knowledge, which is the
truth of Bhagavan and which has moksa as its result has been told.' Now, he praises
that teaching.

^T TriR l|r5~rf zTfm
I

wff

TwrTrT ^TH^TT^^T^^ ^Tl
i Ro 1
iti guhyatamam Sdstramidamuktam maydnagha
etad buddhvu buddhimdn sydt krtakrtyahcabharata
37lr anagha -

O! Sinless one;

tfr

iti -

Verse 20

thus; TJRt guhyatamam -

most

profound; i'T idam - this; |lw sastram - teaching; iTrmayd - by Me; 3Th
uktam - has been said; Wr
bharata- 0! Descendent of Bharata; 7•T I
etad
buddhvd - knowing this; ji7qn buddhimdn - endowed with wisdom; ?rWf': krtakrtyah ca - one who has accomplished all that has to be accomplished; TiT sydt
- would become
O! Descendant of Bharata, O! Sinless one, thus, this most profound
teaching has been said by Me. Knowing this, a person becomes one who
has buddhi; and who has accomplished all that has to be accomplished.
'This teaching told by Me-idam s9stram uktam mayd,' Bhagavan says, 'is the
most secret-guhyatamam.' There are a few types of secrets. Something can be a secret
because you do not yet know it. This is the kind of secret that you pick up from the
gossip columns. There is another type of secret, which remains concealed because you
have no way of knowing it. Unless it is properly taught, you cannot know it, and because
of the absence of an appropriate and adequate means of knowledge, it remains a secret.
The third is that, even if you have a way of knowing something, it can still remain a
secret because you do not understand it when it is revealed to you. If a mathematician
reels out all his mathematical theorems to someone who is still struggling with five plus
four, those theorems remain a secret to that person. A fourth type of secret is so, not
because it is not known, but because it is too sacred, and therefore, kept hidden, like a
precious gem.
You do not carry a one million dollar gem in your handkerchief or keep it on a
table. There is a huge diamond known as the Koh-i-noor diamond, which is now in the
British crown. A stone like this cannot be used as a paperweight. If it is, its owner must
either have a mountain of diamonds, or be a fool. Only Kubera, the presiding deity of
wealth, can afford to use the Koh-i-noor diamond as a paperweight. Because it is so
precious, it is hidden away. Anything that is precious, either because of its sanctity, its
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monetary value, or its sentimental value, is kept secret. Your great grandfather's copper
ring that has been coming down through generations is of great sentimental value to you
and therefore precious. Even though you cannot even get ten cents for it in the flea
market, you keep it in a safe place. It is kept hidden away purely because of sentimental
value. Other things have value because of their sanctity, like a salagrama stone. It is a
simple fossil rock, which is picked up from a riverbed, but because one has been
worshipping it, it becomes sacred. The worshipper of that sdlagrama will not allow
anyone to touch it unless he is satisfied that he is qualified for that. Thus, because of its
sanctity, it is hidden away. These are all value-based secrets.
Now what is purusottama?It is everything. There is nothing more sacred because
knowledge of purusottama liberates me and there is nothing more valuable, because
knowing purusottama makes me the whole creation. This knowledge releases me from
insecurity, tears, sorrow, and limitations. And, while all that is valuable is meant to keep
me in good humour, here in purusottama is the source of all humour, all wonder, all
dnanda, and security. There is nothing more valuable. In fact, there is no other value.
Everybody's dnanda is a fraction of this dnanda alone, and therefore, this value is
absolute. In terms of sanctity also it is absolute. Anything sacred purifies, and in
samsara there are many purifying agents. But this purifies me from samsara, by
removing my ignorance, ajiaina. Therefore, there is nothing here more purifying than
this knowledge-na hi jiidnena sad.ram pavitram iha vidyate. In terms of holiness,

this is the abode of all that is holy. All holiness is from 'I,' alone and this 'I' is
purusottama.

This knowledge of the nature of 'I' cannot be known by any means of knowledge
except the gastra, the Upanisads. Because the subject matter of the Gitd is the same, it
is also looked upon as Upanisads.Further, the Upanisadsare from Bhagavan, and so
is the Gitd. If one has that graddhi, this has the same sanctity as the druti. The
Upanisadsare from Idvara in that, it is not authored by anybody. The Gitd is authored
by Krsna and for one who has sraddhd,that Krsna is Idvara, this is also Upanisad.If

Krsna is only a creation of Vydsa, the Gltd becomes a smrti, not sruti. But even then,
because the subject matter of the Upanisads is presented very cogently through the
mouth of Krsna, it is like an Upanisad.That is why at the end of every chapter it says,
bhagavadgitdsuupanisatsu-inthe Bhagavadgita,which is Upanisad.

This distra, meaning sruti, is the only means for this knowledge and therefore,
being not available for any other means of knowledge, it is a secret. How am I going to
figure out that I am purusottama? Since it is only revealed by the distra, it is secret,
guhya, because of its sanctity it is guhya, and because of its value it is guhya. And
again, even if it is taught, it remains guhya, like calculus for someone who has a doubt
about whether five plus four is seven or eleven. Even if you teach him calculus for three
hours in the morning and three hours in the evening, calculus will still remain a secret. It
is not that he is not capable, he is just not ready, and therefore, it remains a secret.
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Though there are many secrets in the world, there is nothing like this secret in
terms of its sanctity, nature, and value. Therefore, it is the most profound secret,
guhyatamh. The greatest secret is one that you cannot figure out by any means because
it is so well hidden. Now, which is the best hiding place in the world for the most
precious object? The seeker himself. Here also, by a process of negation and discovery,
we find out, at one time or another, what the secret is. The best hiding place for
Bhagavan, the one who is sought after in life, is in the very seeker. The seeker who goes
about searching is the very sought. This is why the sruti has to stop us and say, 'You are
the sought.' Otherwise, we will be forever seeking. Whether we search within or outside,
it remains hidden because in the very seeker is the sought. There is no purusottama
beyond the seeker. The searcher, the knower, pramdta, is the sought. The one who
wants to be free, the mumuksu is indeed the freedom he seeks, moksa. Look at the
situation. He cannot give up the search unless he discovers the sought and as long as he
is searching, he cannot discover it. The helplessness becomes evident. That is why we
require something from outside to tell us to stop the whole search and make us see that
we are the sought. It cannot come from.the knower, pramdtd, himself; but only from an
outside source, apramdna,which, being a means of knowledge, is capable of producing
a jiina-vrttithat gives rise to the destruction of the ignorance of your being the sought.
It does all that without depending upon your will. Whether you like it or not, it just
operates. Therefore, this knowledge is guhyatama, the most secret.
Sankara glosses guhyatama as gopyatama, which also means most sacred. This
sastra, which is the most sacred and secret is praised here. Even though the entire Gita
is called sastra, here Lord Krsna refers to this chapter as the guhyatamam sistram in
order to praise it. Why is this chapter so important? Sahkara says it is because in this
particular chapter, the meaning of not only the entire Gita, but of all that is to be known
by the Veda is presented briefly and completely. Idvara is discussed here, as is yoga and
the qualifications for this knowledge in the statement-nirmdna-mohdh
jitasaiga-dosdhadhydtma-nityah vinivrttakdmah. Further, it describes samsdra and

its basis, as well as how it functions and perpetuates itself. How the subtle body moves
about from place to place and how the deluded do not see-mudhah na anupagyanti,
while those with the eye of wisdom see-padyantijidna-caksusah,and how to fell this
tree of samsdra by cutting it with the weapon of detachment-asahga-gastrena
drdhena chittva, are all pointed out.

Then again, mtma being everything, sarvdtmatva is shown. The Lord says, 'I am
the brilliance in the sun and in the moon and fire; I am the one who blesses the plants
with the nutrients-pusnlmi ca ausadhihsarvdh, and the essence of food. The eater of
the food is also Me; I am present as the digestive fire in the living beings and being
endowed with the prana and apdna I digest the four types of food-aham vaivaunaro
bhiitvu

pranindm deham adritah prdna-apdna-samdyuktah pacdmi annam

caturvidham.Then, the body born of food is also Me, including the subtle body and all
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the sense organs, and therefore, memory, knowledge, and forgetting, also are from Me
alone-mattah smrtih jiinam apohanam ca. In other words, I am the one who

perishes and also the one who is changeless-ksarah ca aksarah eva ca. I am the
uttama-purusa,the one who is everything, and the one who knows everything. I am the
one to be known by all the Vedas-vedaih ca sarvaih aham eva vedyah.'

There is nothing more. This is the gita-tdstraand the entire veddnta-Sdstra, all of
which has been summed up in this chapter. In the first verse, we saw that the one, who
knows this, is the one who knows the Veda-yah tam veda sa vedavit. He knows this
entire samsdra-vrksa along with the root, Brahman. This very chapter is called 4dstra
because the entire meaning of the sastra is presented here.
Thus, Lord Krsna tells Arjuna, 'This sdstra is told by Me to you-Sdstram idam
uktam mayd.' Here Lord Krsna calls Arjuna, 'anagha, O! The sinless one.' Agha

means papa or wrong action. The one for whom there is no wrong action is called
anagha. Knowing this Sdstra, etat buddhov, understanding the meaning as it was
shown, he becomes buddhimdn. The affix mat is used to indicate possession, so
buddhimat is one who has buddhi. This applies to every human being. Why then, is the
person who has gained this knowledge called a buddhimin? A person is called
dhanavdn, a rich man, only when he has money to spend on others and himself. If he
has a lot of money but cannot spend it, he is not rich, only moneyed. Whether or not one
is moneyed is determined merely by bank balance or real estate. Being rich is a matter of
heart. If one has two rupees and gives one to someone who needs it and spends the
remaining one rupee on himself and survives, he is richer by one rupee in his thinking.
Similarly, though one may have a buddhi, we do not call that person a buddhiman
unless he uses it. Buddhi is not mere intellect but the capacity to discriminate, viveka. A
cow, because it is programmed, does not require viveka. It does exactly what it is
supposed to do without any deliberation. A human being, however, because he has a
greater element of choice regarding his actions, has to exercise discrimination to make
the proper choice. A person who has discriminative knowledge, viveka, of what is to be
done and what is not to be done is a buddhiman. This viveka leads him to a clarity
about what is really desired by one in life, purusartha-viveka,which in turn leads him
to the knowledge of what is real and what is unreal, nitya-anitya-viveka, or
atma-andtma-viveka. A person who has all these is a buddhiman. Once you have

itma-andtma-viveka, the buddhi has served its purpose. Even if one suffers a memory
loss because of an accident, for example, and cannot remember satyam jiidnam
anantam brahma, he is still free from self-ignorance and will not take another birth. In
the wake of the knowledge, all his karmas are destroyed because he no longer has the
notion that he is an agent. If he is alert, he will continue to teach. But if all his faculties
fail, he will remain in a vegetative state till the prirabdha-karmais exhausted and the
body falls. Either way he is a buddhiman. The buddhi has done its job, and afterwards,
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it is all grace. The mind and body still continue, with their own special features. They
express themselves and the person is free. This person is called a buddhimdn.
Then this person becomes krta-krtya, one for whom all that is to be done is done.
Sahkara says even all that is to be done by the best brdhmana is accomplished by him.
Whatever his station in life, all the enjoined karmas that are to be done by one who is
born in a brdhmana family are as though done by him. When dtmd is not born, to ask in
which family he is born is meaningless. It is like asking the height of the son of a woman
who never gave birth to a child. Knowing that dtmd, all karmas are done by this person,
the buddhiman, who has made use of his will and his capacity to discriminate. Having
done their job, they become cancelled, badhita. It is something like the stick used to
push the body into the cremation fire until it is completely consumed. After the body is
burnt, the stick is also thrown into the fire. So too, the jiva uses its will, in a final fling,
to go to the teacher and learn, doing sravana, manana and nididhydsana.By the end
of the process, the will has used itself up and has no purpose to serve. Then prdrabdha
takes over and things happen as they should happen, bhavitavyam bhavati eva. Only
for a wise man is there pure prdrabdha.Anyone else, has to go by purusdrtha,because
prdrabdhais mixed with purusarthaand we do not know which is which. To think of
things in terms of prarabdha is helpful as a shock absorber to assimilate difficult
situations, or to appreciate conducive situations. Besides this, those who are in pursuit of
this knowledge have no use for prdrabdha.Therefore, the will alone is the last stick
with which the jiva is cremated in the fire of knowledge, and with this, the will also
goes. The person for whom this is accomplished is called krta-krtya.
Sankara says that without this there is no way of accomplishing all that is to be
accomplished, and he himself quotes what was told in the fourth chapter, 'sarvam
karmdkhilam pdrtha jiiine parisamapyate-allkarmas, O! Pdrtha, Arjuna, are

resolved only in knowledge."
He then quotes Manu, who says, 'For a brdhmana, a mumuksu, this knowledge
indeed is the main purpose, the fulfilment of his birth. He may have accomplished many
things, but that twice born seeker finds fulfilment of all that is to be done by knowledge
alone, not by any other means.' 2
Lord Krsna further says, 'Because you have listened to this paramdrtha-tattva,
the ultimate truth, from Me, O! BhArata, you are a man of fulfilment.' Bhdrata can
mean the one born in the family ofBharata,or the one who revels in brahma-vidyd. He
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is anagha and also Bhdrata, and thus, the Lord praises Arjuna by using these very
appropriate epithets.
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This is the fifteenth chapter entitled purusottama-yoga.The word yoga here, as at
the end of every chapter, is used in the sense of topic. Here purusottama,the paramapurusa, who is the perishable, ksara, and the changeless, aksara, and who transcends
the ksara and aksara, is the subject matter. He is the Lord who, having entered all three
worlds, sustains them without undergoing any change-yo lokatrayam dviaya bibharti
avyayah lsvarah. This is the yoga or topic for this chapter.
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CHAPTER 16
DAIVASURA-SAMPAT-VIBHAGA-YOGA
(DESCRIPTION OF BECOMING AND UNBECOMING DISPOSITIONS)

INTRODUCTION
In the ninth chapter, we have a verse1 about those who are entrenched in a
disposition, which deludes. These are people of false hopes-moghad4h, of actions that
are not proper-mogha-karmdnah, of knowledge that is nothing but error-moghajihnah, and those who have a total lack of discrimination-vicetasah. Their disposition
is that of an asura or a rdksasa.The next verse on the other hand, describes those who
are committed to a divine or spiritual disposition. Being mature, they seek Bhagavdn,
the truth of everything. These dispositions, the daivi and the dsuri are explained further
now. awikara introduces this chapter reminding us of the daivi, raksasi and dsuri
dispositions briefly mentioned in the ninth chapter. We will not translate these words for
the time being except to say that raksasi and dsuri are opposed to daivi. In order to
show these in detail, this chapter is begun.
This disposition, which is called divine, daiv, is meant to help you gain freedom
from samsara; whereas the dsuri and raksasi dispositions bind you to samsira. In
order to cultivate the values that constitute the mind of a person with a spiritual
disposition, certain virtues are presented. The qualities and consequences of the dsuri
and rdksasi dispositions are also told in order that we may avoid them.
Both these types of qualities, daivl and dsuri, appear to be very natural in one
individual. Even a rank criminal has sympathy, friendliness, and affection under certain
circumstances. Although in this way, the opposite qualities seem to be very natural, they
are really not, because they are not in keeping with the nature of atmd. How unnatural
they are has to be seen by first understanding the values and then being very alert about
cultivating them. In keeping with the understanding, one has to nurture the new values
and break the habits that are rooted in the old understanding. The purpose of the
sixteenth chapter is to help us do this.
A rdksasa is someone from whom you have to protect yourself. This is a person
whose value structure makes his behaviour damaging to the well-being of others.
Naturally, you have to protect yourself from such a person.
SGt - 9-12
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An asura is one who finds enjoyment only in the sense-objects. He has no real
aesthetic appreciation or interest in anything profound, and consequently, only dissipates
his time and energy. Also, for him, the end is the important thing, so he will compromise
the means, if necessary. Small ends, like power, name, pleasure, etc., are so important
that in the process of gaining them, he does not mind harming people. This is an asura.
It is their modes of thinking and value structure that constitute the disposition of an
asura or a rdksasa.

The purpose of this chapter is to help one cultivate daivi-sampat,spiritual wealth.
The values are shown, not for self-judgement, nor for judgement of others, but to
understand each one of them so well that the understanding and yourself are one and the
same. Then, if there is any particular tendency that is against that understanding, it is
made to conform to your understanding of the value structure. Values are not to be kept
as an ideal, but understood thoroughly. Then, an attempt to conform to them is a
necessity only to the extent that an old tendency persists. This does not mean that we
never make choices that are convenient. As long as the choice is not against our
understanding, we must certainly adopt it. But convenience is not the main criterion for
choice. If it goes against certain values, we do not do what is convenient, but do exactly
what is to be done. This is the discipline.
DAIVI SAMPAT
Those values that we are to cultivate, the Lord tells us in the next three verses. The
three verses are to be read together because bhavanti, the verb for all three, is in the
third verse.
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Sribhagavanuvdca
abhayam sattvasamruddhirjhinayogauyavasthitih
danam damagcayajiiascasvddhydyastapa drjavam

Verse 1

S

hTiPw•pribhagavdn - Sri Bhagavdn;
uvdca - said;
uaT
3PTnR abhayam - freedom from fear; W•F-*Jt: sattva-samSuddhih -

mind; ýrFT-gpT--aI

purity of

-I:jiinna-yoga-vyavastithih- steadiness in contemplation; 7ritm
ddnam - charity; Wr: W damah ca - and judicious restraint; ZW: - yajiah ca and the rituals; TWhTIM: svddhydyah - recitation of one's own branch of Veda; ?rTf
tapas - austerity; lwdarjavam- alignment of thought word, and deed
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ahimsd satyamakrodhastydgahSdntirapaigunam
dayd bhutesvaloluptvam mnrdavam hrlracdpalam

Verse 2

ahimsd - absence of hurting; •WqT satyam - truthfulness; 3Tf1': akrodhah
- resolution of anger; TqT: tydgah - renunciation; i9F: Adntih - resolution of the
mind; 3r-TRk apaigunam - absence of calumny/slandering; a'l bhltesu - with
aloluptvam - absence of
regard to living beings; 'TWdayd - compassion; 'Wl k
ardent longing; Trir
mdrdavam - softness; *: hrih - modesty;
fifq
acdpalam - absence of physical agitation...
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tejah ksami dhrtih Saucamadroho ndtimdnitd
bhavanti sampadam daivimabhij&tasyabhrata

Verse 3

#uM tejas - brilliance; 4TT ksamd - composure; %ft:dhrtih - fortitude; *frq
.aucam - cleanliness; a3t': adrohah - no thought of hurting; ;-T ffIfRna
atimanitt - no exaggerated self-opinion; 1f fvTnq daivim sampadam - (to) the
wealth ofdevas; aftNiThT abhijdtasya- for the one who is born; q7%r bhavanti -

are there;

iTRr bhdrata- O! Bhdrata (Arjuna)

Sri Bhagavan said:
Freedom from fear, purity of mind, steadiness in contemplation, charity,
judicious restraint, performing rituals, recitation of one's own branch of
the Veda, religious discipline (austerity), alignment of thought, word, and
deed, absence of hurting, truthfulness, resolution of anger, renunciation,
resolution of the mind, absence of calumny, compassion for living
beings, absence of ardent longing, softness, modesty, absence of physical
agitation, brilliance, composure, fortitude, cleanliness, no thought of
hurting, and no exaggerated self-opinion, are there for the one who is
born to the wealth of devas, Arjuna.

Each word here is a quality for the one who has cultivated or is born into, the
spiritual wealth-daivim sampadam abhijdtasya. Each one of these has to be
understood thoroughly.
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FEARLESSNESS

Abhaya is fearlessness. This is not the absolute abhaya of the wise man, which is
freedom from the sense of duality. That is born of knowledge and is not what is
discussed here. Here we are looking into an attribute of the mind of a seeker. And this
fearlessness is with reference to a number of things and it depends on the sources of fear.
What are the sources of fear? The primary one is death. This is not an ordinary
thing and can only be eliminated by knowing, cognitively, that dtmd is not subject to
time. Fear is an emotion, and like any emotion, it is always preceded by a thought that
we normally fail to recognize. That thought is the missing link, which has to be
discovered. The fear of death is a particular thought that is always backed by a certain
relevant emotion, because the love for survival is instinctive. This very natural love 'to
be' is inbuilt in the creation. No living organism wants to die. An animal always runs
from a predator, because instinctively it knows it will die otherwise. The fear here is
instinctive, born of a love for survival.
Cognitive appreciation here of the fact that 'I,' atma, am not subject to death, can
neutralize the thought, which precedes the emotion of fear. The thought 'I will die' is not
seen by you, only the emotion of fear is seen. If you can detect the thought, 'I will die,'
you can begin to inquire into it. What is it that is going to die? The body? It is definitely
going to die; nothing can stop it. That which dies always dies, and what cannot die, does
not. This is anityatva-vicara. It is not that suddenly one day the body dies. It keeps
ageing, because, like anything in the creation, it has an inherent disintegrative factor,
entropy, which drives order to disorder. Being put together, it has a natural tendency to
fall apart and is, therefore, meant to die like your car. The more you understand this, the
better you can appreciate being alive today. You can celebrate life. All you have to plan
for is one day, today. And since you only need to concern yourself with today, you need
not spoil it by quarrelling with anybody. It is something like travelling. There are always
some people who create problems. You just put up with them. After all, it is just for a
few hours. Similarly, for one day only, every day, I celebrate living and I am not afraid
of death.
This technique of neutralizing a thought or a pattern of thinking by its opposite, is
called pratipaksa-bhdvand.Thereby, we bring about a cognitive change so that the
thought of death either does not come, or, if it does, the neutralizing thoughts arise along
with it. We have to create such 'anti-bodies' in our minds in order to deal with these
fears as they arise. As the thought, 'I will die' arises, it is met with the thought, 'The
body will die; that is inevitable. But that I am alive today is a matter for celebration.'
When this body will die is anybody's guess. Ask anyone in the emergency ward if he
plannedto come there. Then you will understand. Some grace has to operate to keep us
alive, and therefore, that we are alive today is a matter for celebration. One good thing
about death is that it has to be dealt with only once. When it comes, we will see what we
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have to do; till then, it is not a real problem. By the time it comes, we may be ready to
go. We may welcome it!
A story is told of an old Swami who had lived for more than thirty years in
Uttarakashi and Rishikesh. When he fell ill, his devotees wanted him to come down to
Delhi or Dehradun so that he could receive proper treatment. One day, the Swami said to
one of his disciples, 'Suppose you are a busy man, talking to a group of people. An old
man walks into the gathering, and finding you very busy, he sits in one comer evidently
waiting to talk to you. He is sitting far away and not interested in the satsaiga,but is
just waiting to talk to you. Gradually all the people leave, one by one. Now will you get
up and go to your room, or will you call the old man and ask him, what he wants?' The
disciple responded, 'I would definitely talk to him and perhaps finish with all the other
people in order to do that.' Then Swami continued, 'Similar is the case here! Ever since I
came into this world, I have been busy doing one thing or the other. And this old man,
Mr. Death, who came along with me, has been waiting very patiently all this time. Now
he thinks that, this is the time to come to talk to me. Should I give him an interview, or
should I escape from him? Since he has beenpatiently waiting for so long, it is only right
that 1give him an interview now. It is time now!'
Death is always around the corner, mobile in the form of every vehicle, and
stationary in the form of microbes and so on. There is no escape from him; for it is the
nature of this body to die. It is put together, and is therefore, subject to disintegration.
The more intimately you understand this, the less of a problem death becomes, and the
more disposed you are to celebrate life. You are fearless with reference to death-only
when you celebrate today. Each morning that you wake up is like a new birth. After all,
what guarantee is there that you will wake up in the same body? That you do is a matter
for celebration. Perhaps, for one more day, you can do something useful. You plan well
for only, one day at a time. Even a plan for the future is only today's plan; to-morrow
you may change it if the changing circumstances require that, but for today, you have a
plan. If you live like this, you can laugh at death, or at least face it squarely.
Besides death, there are many other things we fear, particularly the future. But if
we look back, we have been surviving all these years, in spite of our fear. The fear has
not only been useless, it is something we definitely would have been better off without.
To neutralize this fear too all we have to do is, to understand that we need only to deal
with one day at a time.
One very rich person I know was always afraid of his future. To help him get out
of this fear, I gave him an exercise. Though he had three cooks at home, I told him that
he should cook for himself for a few days. For each meal, he was to cook only what he
required for that meal. Nothing was to be saved. The first time he cooked too much, the
next time he had to reduce the quantity. As he did this, he discovered that the amount of
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food he needed for one day could be gathered even by begging, and his anxiety for the
future was gone.
What is really required to overcome fear of the future is the inner strength, the
'spiritual strength' of knowing just how little you require to survive. Then you have no
fear. Just to live is not a major accomplishment. Even a mosquito lives. Go to a jungle,
and see how many creatures there are. It is teeming with millions of life forms. What
retirement plan do they have? They all live day to day, and in doing so, keep teaching us
how to live. You may be worried, but the millions of bugs living in your own stomach
are not concerned at all. They keep multiplying geometrically, living a good family life,
with their children, grandchildren, and great grandchildren, as long as you are alive! This
fear of 'what will happen in the future' is meaningless.
Another way of approaching this is to look at what happens if you lose something.
So much of our fear is centred on loss-loss of life, loss of name, loss of power, loss of
hair, loss of teeth, loss of health, loss of possessions, loss of relationships, etc. Suppose
you lose some power that you have. Just look at yourself without power. If you strip
yourself of whatever power you have, you are still there very much as a person.
Essentially, nothing is lost. And look at the person who has power. See what problems
he has, centred on his power and his fear of losing it. Cognitively, by inquiring into this
in this way, we locate the thinking that triggers the emotion of fear and then neutralize it
by further inquiry. One has to do that. It is a kind of a job to be done, so that, the
antibodies arise even as these thoughts arise. It is just intelligent living.
SATTVA-SAMSUDDHI
Sattva-samSuddhi means purity of mind, antah-karana-suddhi.If all the values

are properly understood, there will certainly be antah-karana-duddhi.But here it is
mentioned separately as a value. It means clean thinking, which is expressed very
beautifully by Sahkara as giving up of deceit, cheating, and falsehood in your
interactions with people. If you are free from these in your thinking, there is naturally a
certain cleanliness in your interactions. You have sattva-samsuddhi.
JNANA-YOGA-VYAVASTHITI
Jiina-yoga-vyavasthitimeans steadiness in contemplation. Jiiana, knowledge,

here is self-knowledge as received from the sastra and the teacher. The meaning of the
word dtmd and of the word Brahman has to be properly understood. Every word has a
relevant reality, vastu; so, the reality of these words has to first be cognitively
appreciated from the sastra and the teacher. Then, that understanding has to be released
from any obstruction it may have, due to a certain lack of preparedness. This is taken
care of by nididhyasana,contemplation on what you have understood, and this is called
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jidna-yoga here, where yoga is meditation. That meditation releases the knowledge
from obstructions, which deny you its fruits.
To assimilate your own knowledge as something that is very much with yourself,
you have to contemplate upon yourself, with a certain mastery over the senses, etc. That
is why one-pointedness, ekagratd, etc., is implied in meditation. You make that same
knowledge gathered from the teacher and the Aistra very immediate, very well-known,
with no doubt at all. In other words, free from all obstructions. You stay with-the
knowledge until a time comes when you do not need to stay with it because it is yourself.
There is no need to stay in yourself Till then, there is a seeming attempt to stay. This
tendency to spend time in contemplation is very natural to a person who has spiritual
wealth, daivi-sampat. Even the choice to gain spiritual knowledge is due to daivisampat.

Before he proceeds, Sahkara makes
vyavasthiti is the most important one among
And says, daivi sampat is a wealth, which
sattviki sampat. And for the word sattviki,

a note here. He says, this jfdna-yogaall the others that constitute daivi sampat.
consists of sattva-guna, and is therefore,
he gives a general definition in a brief but

important statement-yatra yesdm adhikrtdndm ya prakrti sambhavati, sdttviki sd

ucyate. When the pursuit is only of things that are to be done and nothing else it is said
to be sdttviki.

In the Vedic society we had varna-agrama-dharma,a code of conduct that is
defined according to what particular group a person belongs to. All activities required to
maintain the society were divided into four groups, and the people were also divided
accordingly. The duties a person was qualified to perform were determined by the group
he belonged to and were all well-defined. The concept behind this is that a human being
is here to accomplish the particular end of moksa. Whether one discerns it or not, this is
what everybody wants. Nothing less will satisfy the human heart. Since the basic
problem is one of self-non-acceptance, acceptance is possible only when a person
discovers the self to be free from any lack, in other words, complete. And the self
happens to be complete. Discovering this fact releases the individual from his erroneous
sense of imperfection. When this is the ultimate end, all activities are reduced to duties.
Then, by conforming to these well-defined duties, one can neutralize the likes and
dislikes, rdga-dvesas,that disturb the basic pursuit of moksa. Certainly there is sacrifice
and yielding, when the riga or dvesa is not in keeping with dharma,but every time you
give up, you grow because what you give up is less than what you are. As this inner
growth takes place, one gains a certain amount of dispassion or objectivity, which
becomes natural in time. Therefore, to make a person emotionally, spiritually, and
ethically an adult, you require a suitable infrastructure. This was provided in the Vedic
society by what we call, varna-adrama-dharma.
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In this system, each person has a given occupation determined by the family into
which he was born, varna-dharma,and certain behavioural norms dictated by his stage
of life, adrama-dharma-as a student, householder, one who is preparing for
renunciation, and a renunciate. One who conforms to this is called an adhikrta-purusa.
He is enjoined to perform certain duties. What is to be done in a given situation is
usually very obvious. That is duty. When one's pursuit is only towards that, even though
there may be the tendency to do something else, what is done is duty.
As a result, the person becomes a master of his own raga-dvesasand enjoys what
we call daivi-sampat.Whether he is defined as a brdhmana, a ksatriya, a vaisya or a

sudra in terms of his vocation, he is a brdhmana by quality. This is reflected in his
disposition and attitude. The qualities of such a person are described in these three
verses. They are either natural to him or he is mindful of his activities in terms of these
values.
To develop a disposition in which sattva is predominant, a duty-based structure is
helpful. By doing your duties, whatever they are, you become a brahmana.In a society
in which everybody is trying to become a brahmanaby doing what is to be done, there
is no competition. Until recently, the concept of duty was very much a part of Indian
culture. Today, of course, the society is changing and the varna-srama system is
breaking down. But the spirit is still valid. Any given situation presents itself in a form,
which necessitates an appropriate action. That action becomes duty.
In every society, the duties and responsibilities are very clearly spelled out.
Without that, collective function is not possible, whether at home or in society at large.
What one should do must be clear, even if there are only two people involved. The one
who does just what is prescribed, not only in terms of actions but also in terms of
attitudes that reflect proper values, is able to do so because he has a disposition that is
predominantly sattva. One of the actions that characterize a person of such a disposition
is ddna, giving.
DANA

Saikara qualifies dana by saying that it is giving according to one's capacity, a
proper distribution. In giving, it is important not to place yourself in a position of having
to receive later. Your giving must be responsible; it should not exceed your capacity.
There is a limit, which you stretch as much as you can, but you never exceed it. If,
because of excessive giving, somebody has to give to you later on, that charity is
meaningless.
Charity must also be given to a worthy recipient, and the one who gives must have
a proper attitude. In the Sdstra it is said that if something is to be given it is to be given
with sraddha--raddhayd deyam; it is not to be given, without sraddhd-

agraddhaydadeyam. You must know to whom to give, and in the giving, both the giver
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and the given should feel blessed. That is called dana. If you give and make the other
person, feel obliged to you that is not giving. You give in such a way that the person who
receives is happy and does not in any way feel small. That is real giving.
Certain attitudes are important with reference to giving. If somebody gives you
something, however small, you remember it always. Your gratitude never diminishes.
But if you give, you forget about it. You may remember and feel fortunate that you had
an opportunity to give, but that pride 'I gave' is gone. You consider it an opportunity
because you know very well that the situation could be reversed. Thus, if you can give
without making the recipient feel small or obliged, it is giving.
Everything is like that. Suppose it is your job to manage people. If you make them
feel that they are not managed, that they work along with you, you are a good manager.
If you can manage them without giving them a complex, you are a great manager. This
cannot be contrived. It must be a genuine attitude towards your fellow human beings and
certain facts. Jobs differ. Somebody is in a position to say, 'Do this.' Somebody is in a
position to do it. But one is not superior to another. Duties differ. This is all there is to it.
Why should you give? What do you get out of this dana? In giving, you part with
something; therefore, naturally, there is a loss. But there need not be a sense of loss.
When you give away, something, you may be diminished materially, but you do not
become less than you were. In fact, you gain. In giving a gift, there is surely an element
of joy. And further, even though there is a giving away, there is always a gain, in that
you are bigger than what you gave. Then again, to the extent that you can happily part
with the things you love, you are free. Someone who does not have anything that he
cannot happily part with is totally free. Your attachment to things is not such that you
cannot happily give them away when there is a deserving person. Thereby you grow
richer.
In India, dana is very common even today. There are hundreds of dAramas in
Rishikesh, and all of them are run by public charity. Similarly, there is always abundant
distribution of food, because dana is a deep-rooted cultural value. In the village where I
grew up, except for the rice paddy, food was never to be sold. It could only be
distributed. I remember it being a small scandal when one woman sold ghee. It was
considered a great sin. Once, there was a proposal of marriage to one of the girls in our
village from a rich family in the nearby village of Mayavaram. But neither the father nor
the mother of the girl would accept the alliance because the father of the boy was
running a restaurant. That meant he sold food and the money earned from that was
considered pdpa because food should only be distributed. Even today, in villages in
Andhra, they will not sell any milk or milk products. Food is to be distributed. Never
sold. Also, the ksatriyas in the West Godavari district are not supposed to sell milk
products. They consider it below their dignity, even improper to sell them. In Punjab,
you will never see a beggar because food is distributed every day in the Gurudwaras.
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And it is rich substantial food. The value for giving is very great in India. Even a poor
person gives whatever he can, for a value for ddna is ingrained in all people. It is so
important because giving is part of growing up.
DAMA

Dama means control at the level of the sense organs and organs of action. You act
deliberately and are not led away by your fancies. It is alertness with reference to your
mind. It is purely a will-based value. Dama should be there in everything-talking,
walking, eating, moving around. Every expression must be appropriate. This is dama.
YAJNA

Yajiia is performing daily rituals, which are of two types. One is called grautakarma, and consists of Vedic fire rituals, like the agnihotra,which are performed daily.
The other is called smartakarma,which consists of prayers, daily puja, chanting, japa,
and so on.
SVADHYAYA

Svddhydya is the daily recitation of the Veda and is considered a prayer that
produces punya. According to the Sdstra, punya can take you to heaven, etc., but it can
also remove old pdpas which can hinder your spiritual pursuit. This is the type of punya
that is sought here. Recitation of Veda, veda-pardyana, is considered to be a spiritual
karma, meant to produce a special punya, which is converted into an atmosphere or
situation wherein you can spiritually grow.
TAPAS

Tapas here refers to any religious.discipline. In the 10 h chapter,' Aankara defined
it as indriya-sarnyama-pirvakamSarira-pidanam,practising various disciplines at

the body level backed by a control of the sepseorgans. Many kinds of such tapas,
disciplines, become a part of the sddhana that a jijidsu undertakes. Now here in the
16" chapter, after almost completing the entire teaching of Veddnta, Bhagavan again
picks up the values that a jijiidsu has to cultivate for the assimilation of the knowledge.
And in this context, he talks of tapas and is going to elaborate on the threefold tapas
later in the 17th chapter. So here, Sankara just says that this tapas will be elaborated
later and proceeds.

SGitd- 10-5
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ARJAVA

Arjava, as we saw in the 13t chapter,' is an alignment between the mind, the
word, and the action. It is speaking what one thinks and doing what one speaks. And this
becomes complete when combined with satya and rta, where one has the value in
constantly ensuring what one thinks is right in addition to speaking what one believes is
right. There in the 13t chapter, Saikara defines arjava as rju-bhdvo avakratvam,
straightforwardness and absence of crookedness. This is an important value for a
jijhiasu, because any compromise in drjava one does only due to raga-duesas.And as
long as rdga-dvesas determine one's actions, the assimilation of the knowledge cannot
take place. That is why Bhagavan mentions arjava in the 13th chapter, where he is
enumerating the jina-sddhanas.And he considers it so important that he reiterates it
here and again in the 17 th chapter.
AHIMSA

Ahimsd is the absence of hurting any living being. Here, not hurting is not only
limited to human beings but extends to all living things, including trees, and so on. A
hurtful act, like any action, can be threefold, according to the means used-physical, oral
or mental. We deliberately avoid hurting any living being by a physical action. Although
speech is also one of the organs of action, it is treated separately here. Mentally also, one
can perform an action, like meditation or prayer. Although one may have stray unkind
thoughts about a person, if they are entertained volitionally, it becomes a mental karma.
A mere thought does not become a karma unless it is backed by an agent who is
deliberately using his will.
SATYA

Satyam here refers to speaking truth. Because words can be so hurtful, one is
advised to say not only what is truthful, but what is also pleasing and beneficial. We
have a mandate 2 to speak only what is truthful, satya. But while doing so, we may say
something hurtful. So, we are enjoined to say what is pleasant, priya. And while it is
important to say what is pleasant, it should not be at the cost of what is true. It should not
be false, anrta. Why does anyone tell lies? It is only due to fear of facing certain facts
about oneself. But not being truthful only makes a person weaker and weaker. Therefore
honestly facing situations and the facts as they are, and then being honest in conversation
is the way to overcome some of these fears. In speaking about something, our words
Ghdt-
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priyam ca ndnrtam brtyddesa dharmah sandtanah
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should convey the sense of it exactly as it is, that is, it has to be yathartha, with no
omissions or embellished merits. What is satya and even priya may also sometimes be
useless. We, therefore, try not to use words which do not serve any purpose. This implies
care in using adjectives and in choosing words that most accurately convey what the
thing or situation is. If you restrict your speech to what is useful, naturally, you become
conscious about what you say.
AKRODHA

Akrodha means absence of anger, but Sahkara defines it very beautifully here as
the resolution of anger. This implies an acknowledgement of the existence of anger. We
are already angry, and a given situation evokes it. Anger comes from anguish arising
from unfulfilled expectations. Every human being has it because from childhood there
have been numerous disappointments. Based on some conclusions drawn from these
experiences, one gathers anger towards oneself and the world. We have to resolve this
anger born of anguish, or we will continue to be vulnerable to it. New situations do not
remove the anger but only serve to make us angrier because we are already angry. And
an angry person does not accomplish anything worthwhile; he only damages himself and
others. But a person who acts has a chance of salvaging even a potentially damaging
solution. Once, while travelling, I saw someone who was so angry when the airhostess
brought him the wrong drink, that his shouting could be heard all over the aircraft. He is
a guest for just two or three hours. If he wants something else, she is going to oblige him
surely. Then why such intense anger? He is already angry! The angry man becomes
angry. Do not think that you cause anger in anyone else either. It was all caused long
ago, and is just sitting there waiting for some occasion to make it manifest. That is the
truth about anger. How can you resolve it? By various types of proper vicdra and by
resolution.
Cognitively we can change, because anger, like every other emotion, is preceded
by a thought more often than not, a conclusive thought, like, 'This is never going to
happen to me,' or, 'I can never make him understand.' Thoughts like these are the
missing link between old anger and the current situation. The thought usually goes
undetected, and is what I call 'mechanical thinking.' Without permission, it takes place.
Any situation, which reminds you of the cause of your original anger can trigger the
thought, and once the thought has come, the anger is there. There is no feeling without
these conclusive thoughts. They hold the anger, and therefore, by proper inquiry we can
neutralize it.
First, you must isolate the conclusion. This recognition of the conclusive thought
makes it no longer automatic. Then, the more you recognize the thought, the less
mechanical it is, because you are conscious of it. A time comes when, between you, the
knowing person, the pramata,and this automatic thinking, there is some space. As the
thought comes, we should be able to recognize it. In the beginning, we recognize it only
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after it has come. Then we recognize it as it comes, and eventually, we recognize the
occasion in which it can come and find that it does not come. At every stage, it is a
question of recognizing the thought, and thereby, resolving the anger.
If there is excessive pressure from old anger, there are harmless methods of
releasing it, like beating the floor with a wet towel, or writing out all that you feel.
Sakkara only says krodhasya upagamana, resolving the anger should be done. How
one resolves it, can vary from person to person.
"TYAGA
Tydga, Salkara says, is either a lifestyle of sannydsa, or karma-phala-tydga,
which is giving up all results of actions, in order to know yourself. Once you have tyaga,
all results that come under artha and kdma do not interest you. You perform action as a
thing to be done only for the purpose of antah-karana-Auddhi.Whether you physically
renounce the world or not, you have the spirit of tyaga, absence of ownership and
attachment. This vairdgya, dispassion, born of maturity, is sattviki.
SANTI

tdnti is resolution of the mind, antah-karana.This is possible only if there is no

self-judgement. The mind has various phases, and if there is self-judgement, it can create
problems in a vicious circle. If, for instance, the mind is restless, and you judge yourself
as restless, the mind will only become more restless. To then resolve that restlessness is
very difficult. So, you avoid creating the vicious circle by refusing to judge yourself on
the basis of the mind. This is a very important thing to know. The mind has its own
logic. Suddenly it will think of something that seems to have no connection to anything.
We can inquire into the logic of it, but it is enough to know that the mind has a logic of
its own. I do not know why it thinks the way it does nor do I need to know. The
important thing is, I do not judge it but enjoy it as it is. As long as it is available for me,
whenever I need to use it, why should I bother about what it does on its own time? It is
important, also, to give the mind enough time off. If I do not, then it will take the time
anyway, without my permission, and not be available when I need it. Even if this is the
case, as long as I do not make a judgement about it, there is no problem. Everything,
including psychological issues, ceases to be a problem if I refuse to make a judgement
about myself on the basis of my mind.
Such a judgement can undermine the understanding of Vedanta. The problem is
often expressed by the statement of a mumuksu, 'Vedanta says I am sat-cit-dnanda,
but I do not experience it.' Sat-cit-anandais not something to be experienced, it is to be
understood. The vision is that you are sat-cit-dnanda, the reality of everything and
independent of everything. If you say that, you do not understand this, that is a legitimate
problem. That is why we have so many texts. Saikara would not have written such
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elaborate bhasyas if people could easily understand. For someone who is studying, not
understanding should not be a problem. It just means I have to understand, and so I keep
trying to understand till I understand.
Sdstra says, you are sat-cit-ananda in spite of your mind, in spite of all the
desirable and undesirable characteristics of your upddhi. Even if you consider a
brilliant, pure mind to adumbrate sat-cit-dnanda, when we are talking about
sarvajiatva,and so on, it is insignificant. It is something like decorating a broomstick
with precious ornaments. No matter how wonderful the upddhi may be, it is not
limitless sat-cit-dnanda. Comparison, therefore, has no meaning here. There is no
comparison with sat-cit-dnanda, because in the final analysis, there is only
sat-cit-dnanda.And differences in upddhis are a matter for resolution, not comparison.
When I have to negate even the difference in the manifest form of the Lord and the
individual, jiva-idvara-buddhi-bheda,how does it help me to turn my attention to the
differences between individual and individual? The rruti talks so much about negating
any difference what so ever! When the Sdstra is urging me to drop various things in my
vision of myself, why should I want to have additional features? It is something like
wishing that a dead body should be slim or fat for burial or cremation. When I have to
give up my sense of being the body, mind, and senses, how many embellishments should
they have? The properties of the upddhi are irrelevant here because the whole teaching
is, that you should not judge yourself on the basis of your upddhi.
If that is clearly seen, even relatively, it gives you some space. Suppose you find
yourself frequently judging yourself, you can see that the very judging is a thought, one
particular type of thinking. Then you try to find out how the judging takes place, with a
readiness to accept what is there. When you no longer refuse to accept a fact, resolution,
S4nti, is natural. A factual problem may remain, which you can always attempt to solve,
but there is no problem due to non-acceptance of a fact. By rejecting a fact, we are never
going to solve any problem. If not today, tomorrow we have to accept it. And the more
we learn how to accept facts, the more we find there is Sdnti. Various disciplines like
prandyama can also help us gain a relative measure of nti.
APAISUNA

Looking for omissions and commissions in the thinking or behaviour of others,
and making sure everyone else knows of these limitations is called paiduna. And
absence of paiduna is apaiduna. It is all right to talk about the good qualities of one
person to another; in fact, it is good, because it confirms what is good in you and in
others. But talking about the defects of others, looking for problems and then
exaggerating them and presenting them out of context, in other words, gossiping, is
paisuna. This is not helpful to us. We gossip because we are not happy with ourselves.
And it is often a way of trying to handle jealousy. By talking about the limitations of
someone I am jealous of, I may keep my jealousy under control. But I am not dealing
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with it. I am only creating additional problems for myself. Through gossip, I try to
escape from myself. There are many means of escape, like excessive eating or working,
but, gossiping, more than the others, spoils both my mind and the mind of the person
who listens to me. It is destructive. It is better to stay with myself and look at the
problem that is creating the pressure for me to talk about someone else. That will lead to
apaisuna.
DAYA

Dayd is compassion towards another being who is suffering or in pain of any kind.
This includes not only a human being but any other kind of living being. Whether it is a
tree, a creeper, or a frog struggling to survive, or a person suffering from an emotional or
a physical pain, one feels sympathy towards that living being. This is dayd. This is
another form of love that expresses because of empathy, because of identifying with the
pain of another. The capacity to empathize is innate to a human being and it is important
not-to repress this very natural response. If, without subjecting yourself to pain, you act
upon this empathy, that is dayd. It must always be active in expressing one's daya,
because, passive dayd is useless to the person who is suffering and only creates
problems for you. Once you respond to your empathy with a helpful action, it is over.
Otherwise, you develop guilt for not acting on that empathy, and as result of that guilt,
you try to justify your refusal to act. This justification requires a distortion in your
thinking and a denial of what is spontaneous and very natural.
Dayd is an expression of love. When the object of love is a living being in pain,
the love expresses in the form of dayd. Everyone has dayd When your finger is hurt,
you are full of dayd for that finger. And you expect it from others too. It is an emotion
that everyone knows. But most often, it goes unexpressed. Therefore, we have to
cultivate it by refusing to suppress it. And surely, sometimes its expression has to be
properly edited. Even if it is a situation where you are helpless to act, at least you can
make a prayer for the person. But it has to be acted upon. Dayd cannot be kept inside; it
has to be expressed. That is why everyday we pray, 'lokah samastah sukhino
bhavantu-may everyone be happy.' Because I do not want to be unhappy, I understand
that nobody else wants to be unhappy either. The more we pay attention to our empathy,
the more sympathy we will have in our expression of thought word and deed.
ALOLUPTVA

Aloluptva is an absence of longing in the presence of desirable sense objects. It is
one thing to be unmoved in the absence of objects, but quite another to remain so in their
presence. That is why, when we go to a big departmental store, we come out with more
than what we intended to buy. Buying just what you wanted takes a lot of self-control. In
cultivating this value of aloluptva, practice is important. Without removing the sense
objects, though perhaps that may be helpful in the beginning, you appreciate all of them
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without a longing arising in you. Even if a fancy occurs, you do not respond to it. In
shopping for instance, you allow all your fancies and impulses to arise, but purchase
only what you really need. This is considered sattvika because it requires a
discriminative mind. If that is not operative, you become subject to longing, and, in this
instance, impulsive buying. This is what we call loluptva, an expression of rajas.
MARDAVA

Mardava is absence of cruelty. It comes from the word mrdu, which means soft.
The petal of a flower is mrdu. A softness, a kindness in attitude is what we call
mdrdava. People should be able to talk to you freely, happily, without fear of harsh
words. This is mardava. There are some people who are kind but very harsh in their
expression. There is a story that illustrates the different types of people. An old
brdhmana arrived in a village just at lunchtime. One person spoke to him very nicely
for about five minutes, and then asked if he had eaten. When he replied that he had not,
the villager lamented that his household had just finished their meal and directed him to
another house. His words were all spoken softly-like a knife going into butter! When
the brdhmana went to the other house, he was greeted curtly but fed abundantly and
was invited to rest also. These are the two types; one non-giving and soft, the other, very
giving but very harsh. The second is definitely better, but we need to be both-giving
and soft. The softness is very important because it implies accommodation, accepting the
limitations of others, and understanding from where they come.
HRI

Hrl is a.particular kind of shyness. This is not a general shyness but a shying away
from praise about yourself, and from extolling your own glories. Sometimes you have to
tell your qualifications, but then you remain objective, not flattering yourself. It is a very
natural modesty, or humility.
ACAPALA

Acdpala is another important thing. It is the absence of activity of speech, hands,
legs, etc., without a purpose, says Sahkara. This means living a purposeful, and very
alert life in which your actions become deliberate. That brings about a change in the
mind because cdpala is an expression of agitation. With practice, acdpala can be
accomplished easily, but it takes some attention. It is very important that it be done
without tension, so that the mind is relaxed enough for proper Aravana. With knowledge
of dtmn, acapala becomes very natural, but without inner freedom, alertness needed to
maintain acapala can create tension. It is advised as a practice here only as a discipline
leading to the discovery of inner freedom, not as an end in itself. This acdpala is very
natural to a sattvika mind. One may be sattvika but still have agitations. If that is so,
some external discipline will reduce the disturbance.
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TEJAS

Tejas means brilliance, not the shine of your skin, but inner brilliance, says
Saikara.He defines it as the capacity to face difficult challenges with self-confidence.
KSAMA

Ksama means composure. Even when you are addressed by someone who is angry
or assaulted in some way, there is no change within you. This is possible because you do
not internalise the other person's behaviour, but just allow him to be what he is and wait
for the disturbance to pass. No angry response arises in you. If anger arises and you
resolve it, that is called akrodha. If anger does not arise, it is ksama. This is an
accommodation, which permits you to understand the other person. Unless you have the
readiness to allow a person to be as he or she is, there is no way of understanding him or
her. Making another person feel understood is not an easy thing. It takes a lot of ksama.
DHRTI
Dhrti is generally translated as fortitude. But here Sahkara is more explicit. He
says that when the body and sense organs are tired or in pain, due to illness, or age, or
some defect, the attitude that makes you not mind the pain, is what we call dh.rti. Even
though there is pain, there is a capacity to happily put up with it, not yielding to
expressions of complaint.
SAUCA

Sauca, cleanliness, is of two kinds, inner and outer. External cleanliness means
keeping the body, clothing, and the environment clean. This is an important discipline
because it helps create a healthy frame of mind. Inner cleanliness is a mental disposition
that is the opposite of one assailed by emotions like hatred. Whenever these disturbing
emotions are detected, they are replaced by their opposite. If there is enmity, we replace
it with understanding, and, if possible, friendliness. If there is hatred, we analyse what it
is that is hated and try to understand it. If the understanding is complete, love or
compassion will naturally arise. If it is not, we deliberately introduce these emotions,
shifting our attention to what is lovable about the person, or why he or she is deserving
of compassion. One has to look into one's own mind, and as these emotions arise, create
the opposite attitude, pratipaksa-bhavana,and thereby develop a mind, which is
predominantly sattva. Other important ways of bringing about inner cleanliness are daily
prayers, japa, and meditation. These are all cleansing acts because there is surrender
involved. Anything the mind might have gathered is dropped in prayer. What sorts of
things does the mind pick up that it needs to be freed from? Sahkara lists deceit, and
being under the spell of likes and dislikes. Having likes and dislikes is not a problem, but
when under their spell, we act against dharma. If your likes and dislikes happen to
B.G Vol IV
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correspond with right and wrong, you are totally free. But, if one goes against dharma
to fulfil likes and dislikes, we are constrained to say that the person is under the spell of
rdga-dvesas. This is the impurity and it has to be cleansed by prayer and pratipaksabhdvana.
ADROHA

Adroha is absence of hurting. Since we have already discussed ahimsa, and have
defined it as absence of any harmful action, adroha is to be taken as the absence of even
a thought of hurting another. The word ahimsd can itself include absence of even
thoughts of hurting if there is no special mention of another word like adroha.But since
adroha is cited separately, the meaning of ahimsd is restricted to the absence of oral and
physical actions of hurting. With adroha, the harmful thought is also dismissed. When
there is not even a desire to hurt another, that is adroha.
NATIMANITA

Atimdnitd is pretentiousness, with a demand for respect. A certain amount of
manitd, self-respect, is necessary in order to be together as a person. It is healthy.
Otherwise, you will undermine yourself with self-criticism. Atimanitd, pretentiousness,
demanding respect from others, is what is negated here. It is an excess of mdnitd. The
absence of this attitude is natimdnita.It makes for just a simple person.
All the virtues mentioned in these three verses, beginning from abhaya, are the
characteristics of the devas. When human beings have them, they are said to have
daivi-sampat.If they die without the knowledge of the self, they will become devas but,
if they are exposed to vedanta-pramana,they will definitely discover that they are free.

ASURI SAMPAT
Now Krsna begins a description of the dsuri-sampat,first briefly, then in detail.
These characteristics are told here so that we know what to avoid. The idea is that in the
avoidance of the negative, the positive is also cultivated.
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dambho darpo'timdnascakrodhah parusyameva ca
ajiidnam cdbhijdtasyaparthasampadamasurim

Verse 4

72 partha - O! Partha; 3TR -qPTq-u dsurim sampadam - to the wealth of an
asura;aTH
3
T abhijdtasya- for the one who is born; W'T: dambhah - hypocrisy

with reference to dharma; 14: darpahto demand respect; W1%.: krodhah -

pride; 3•iadq: W atimanah ca - tendency
anger; r1m
17 T pdrusyam eva ca - and
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and a lack of discrimination; (,F% santi -

there are)
Arjuna, the one who is born to the wealth of an asura, has hypocrisy
with reference to dharma, pride, a tendency to demand respect, anger,
harshness, and indeed, a lack of discrimination.
Asurl means that which belongs to an asura. All our literature is replete with the
altercations between the devas and the asuras, who, as you can see now, represent our
internal conflicts. Everybody enjoys the qualities of a deva to an extent. Absence of
hurting, compassion, love, and so on, are all very natural, at least towards oneself under
certain circumstances. And the qualities of an asura are also there. These two are always
at loggerheads, and are portrayed in our stories as battles between the devas and the
asuras. Even if there is a person who seems to embody the qualities of an asura, it is
not because he is bad but because his thinking is wrong. All conflicts first happen within,
and then express themselves in the external world. Every war is first waged in the mind.
If it cannot be resolved there, it expresses itself externally. With proper inquiry, these
conflicts get resolved as they arise. We are not trying to avoid their occurrence; that is
natural. But we resolve them within so that they do not find an external expression. If
that resolving capacity is not there, or the people around do not help the resolution, but
inflame the conflict, a war erupts.
The Mahdbharatawar could not be avoided only because of this asuri-sampat.
It is very pertinent for Lord Krsna to talk about dsuri-sampat here because it has
brought the war that Arjuna is facing. All the problems are because of Duryodhana's
thinking, which is here called dsurl-sampat.Here we must understand that there is no
person who has only these qualities. Everyone has some measure of daivi-sampat too.
The dsuri-sampat is being detailed here only to understand what it is.
DAMBHA

Dambha, Sankara says, is hypocrisy with reference to dharma, dharmadhuajitva. Someone who has dambha proclaims himself as one who follows dharma,
doing noble actions, not for the benefit of others, but for his own recognition. In giving
charity, for instance, his motive is not charity, but to build up his own image. He is not
giving charity, in fact, but investing money for self-promotion. Whether he has them or
not, he proclaims his own glories. This quality in him, which makes him do that is,
called dambha.
DARPA

Darpa is pride. Because of some knowledge or skill, or some wealth, either
inherited or earned, or perhaps because of being born in a good family, or any of a
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number of things, not understanding all the factors responsible for what he has, he has
garva, pride.
ATIMANA

Atimdna, we have seen, is an exaggerated opinion about oneself, or demanding
respect from others.
KRODHA

Krodha is anger. Because you are not able to accomplish something, there is an
anguish born of disappointment. This anguish can develop into krodha, anger. Once a
person is overcome by anger, he forgets all that he knows about what is to be done and
what is not to be done and will repeat the same actions that brought him such dire
consequences before. His behaviour is destructive, not only to himself, but to others. We
have seen this in detail earlier.
PARUSYA

Parusya is the opposite of mardava, softness, in speaking, etc. It is harshness in
speech, talking in a manner that is hurtful to others, especially with sarcasm or a derisive
laughter. aiakara says, it is calling someone who has one eye, or any other defect,
beautiful. This criticism in the form of sarcasm hurts people. Using words without any
sensitivity for the damage they can do is pdrusya. That is why we pray everyday, 'jihvd
me madhumattama-may my tongue (speech) be most sweet.'
AJNANA

Ajiihna means an understanding that is without proper discrimination. Ignorance
is not a problem, but the conclusions that are distorted with reference to right and wrong
wreak havoc. Unethical behaviour is justified as, for example, pragmatic business
practice. This is what we call moral decay. It is all due to the pressure to have money,
based on the wrong conclusion that money will provide security. It is one thing to find
yourself doing things that you wish you could avoid, but it is another to make a
philosophy out of it. This is what is meant by ajiidna here. It is not simple ignorance but
a false perception attributing to something, a value which it does not possess, like seeing
security where there is no security at all. First there is a confusion of value, and then,
naturally, a dharma-adharma-aviveka,a confusion of priorities. The atma-anatma-

aviveka, a confusion with reference to atmd and andtmd can also be called ajiidna. But
since we are talking about asuras, here we are not dealing with dtma-andtma-ajii na,
but with ajfidna with reference to dharma and adharma.
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These are the qualities of someone who has the wealth of an asura,asuri-sampat.
In the next verse, Krsna talks about the lot of the two types of people-those who have
the wealth of a deva, or spiritual wealth, and those who have the wealth of an asura.
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daivi sampadvimoksaya nibandhaydsuri mata
md sucah sampadam daivimabhijdto'sipdndava
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Verse 5

daivi sampat - the spiritual wealth; ftffTuvimoksdya - is for freedom;
31ft dsuri - (the wealth) of an asura; Tsw|r nibandhdya - is for bondage; qTr

t-t 9'

matd - is considered (to be); •Tq, panduava - O! Son of Pandu;-R -*j:mad ucah
daivim sampadam - the spiritual wealth; a;PTifR: af
- do not grieve;
H TRifq
abhijdtahasi - you are born to

Spiritual wealth is considered (to be) for freedom, (the wealth) of an
asura, for bondage. Do not grieve; Arjuna, you are born to spiritual
wealth.
DAIVI SAMPAT LEADS TO MOKSA AND ASURI SAMPAT LEADS TO BONDAGE
The accomplishments of a deva, daivi sampat, are for the purpose of freeing
oneself, moksa. The prefix vi here is for emphasis. Nobody wants to be free from
something that is desirable. Freedom implies a bondage, without which, there is no
freedom. What is this bondage? It can be physical, and it can also be emotional. There
are things that I cannot leave. Even though I think that I have them, in fact, they have
me. In the beginning, perhaps, I held them, but in time, they begin to hold me.
In a prison, though you are physically bound, you need not feel bound. The entire
physical world, including your own physical body, mind, and senses should not be able
to bind you. The freedom we are seeking is from the original bondage, the notion 'I am
bound' expressing as, 'I am wanting. I am limited. I am mortal. I am other than Ivara.'
The moment I see myself as different from anything, there is fear and a sense of
bondage. The one who sees no division is free, not only from fear, but from everything.
The moksa we are seeking here is not any relative moksa within samsdra that will only
last for some time, but moksa from samsara.
This daivi sampat is the basis for jiina that is moksa.
The dsuri sampat, on the other hand, is meant for bondage. It does not create
bondage, because the notion of bondage already exists, but with these characteristics, of
dsurl sampat, the bondage is perpetuated. To get released from samsara, we require
daivi sampat, to remain in it, we require dsuri sampat.
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Though it is not mentioned, Sahkara includes raksasi sampat in his commentary.
A riksasa is someone from whom you have to protect things-your belongings,
self-respect, children, your very life, even your punya. Someone who does not even
allow you to perform good actions is called a rdksasa.
Rdksasi sampat is not really much different from dsuri sampat, so only dsuri

sampat is discussed here.
Whenever we make divisions like this, people wonder to which category they
belong. This self judgement is our natural tendency. Arjuna may have been the same. To
reassure him, Krsna says here, 'ma aucah-do not grieve, worry.' If we analyse
ourselves, we all find that we have some daivi sampat and some dsuri sampat.Arjuna
is no exception. Krsna does not want him to entertain any doubt about his qualifications
and so he tells him, 'You are born to daivi sampat.' And in addressing him as
Pdndava,he reminds him that he is the son of Pandu,a great man, and hence has all the
virtues of a deva which equip him for moksa.
Now Krsna is going to continue to talk about asuri sampat. The portions that are
coming are very relevant to moder thinking, especially the whole corporate mentality
and market psychology. The corporate mentality is expressed as, 'Today I got this,
tomorrow I will get that.' And the psychology of the market is how to convince someone
to part with his money. All that is being discussed.
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dvau bhutasargauloke'smin daiva asura eva ca
daivo vistarasahprokta dsuram pdrtha me s rnu

Verse 6

Sasmin
loke - in this world; t Jffr
dvau bhiitasargau- (there are)
two types of created beings; t4: daivah - those that belong to the devas; X3T-T: TM l
asurah eva ca - and those that belong to the asuras; i14 pdrtha - O! Pdrtha; -k:
daivah - that belonging to the devas; NfItq : vistarasah - extensively; tiF:
proktah - was told; 3Tr4dsuram - the characteristics belonging to the asuras; 4

""U me srnu - listen to Me
In this world, there are two (types of) created beings, the daiva, divine,
and dsura. The divine have been extensively spoken of. Listen to Me,
Arjuna, about the characteristics belonging to the asuras.
TWO TYPES OF BEINGS-DEVAS AND ASURAS
In this world, the created beings referred to here, Sarikarasays, are human beings,
those who are subject to karma and look upon themselves as doers and enjoyers; in
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other words, the jivas. Of these, there are two types, those endowed with divine virtues
and those with the attributes belonging to the asuras.As anikara presents it, some of
them are born with these qualities because, according to the Aruti, those who are born of
Prajdpatiare twofold, the devas and the asuras.' Since the beginning, these two types
have been here. And we do see that from birth, some people show certain tendencies. Of
these two, the qualities of a deva have been explained. Now Krsna is going to give a
detailed description of the characteristics of an asura, and he says to Arjuna, 'Listen to
Me-me .rnu.' Generally, when we draw someone's attention like this, it is to say
something positive. Why should Krsna invite Arjuna to listen to this description of all
the asurl qualities? Sarikarasays it is for the purpose of avoiding those very things. It is
as important to know the 'don'ts' as the 'do's' here. Till the end of this chapter the dsuri
sampat is going to be detailed, nothing else, because it is possible to give up these
attributes, only when they are very clearly known. Therefore, there is an elaborate
description of them starting in the next verse.

-rr 7ht qf-rý -;rT Te fAl fik:i
pravrttim ca nivrttim cajandna vidurdsurah
na Saucam napi cacdro na satyam tesu vidyate

Verse 7

i
3TT: iRT: dsurdh jandh - those who have the qualities of an asura; y
-rf
T nivrttim ca - and what is to be
pravrttim ca - what is to be done; f
withdrawn from; T • : na viduh - do not know; • tesu - in them; W-f;aýaucam
- inner cleanliness; 'r; if na vidyate - is not there; r 1T "a 3r T-r: na api ca
acarah- nor proper conduct; r•twm na satyam - nor truthfulness
People who have qualities belonging to the asuras do not know what is
to be done and what is to be withdrawn from. There is neither inner
cleanliness nor proper conduct, nor truthfulness in them.
THE DISPOSITION OF ASURAS
The person that we know as an asura,who is not able to see anything beyond the
enjoyments that one can command through sensory perceptions, does not know pravrtti
or nivrtti. These are technical terms for the two types of karmas, those that are to be
done and those not to be done. Some are vaidika injunctions, which are concerned with
rituals, prayers, and ethical conduct, while others involve laukika activities like cooking,
eating, and even charity, etc. Apart from what is prescribed, we all know, by common
sense, and by our expectations of how we want others to behave towards us, what is
g W1rT
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proper and what is improper conduct. Sahkara connects it to the means for gaining what
is desired, purusdrtha.Whether one wants artha, kdma, or moksa, there is something
to be done, and something not to be done, to achieve the desired end. Those of an dsuri
disposition do not know what is to be done and what is to be refrained from. Or they
know, but do not give any heed to their knowledge. Which thief does not know, for
instance, that he should not steal? He knows it very well, because he does not want
anything to be stolen from him. But at the same time, he lacks assimilation of that value
of not stealing. He knows the value, but not the value of the value. He does not
understand that his behaviour is not good for his own well-being, but is, on the other
hand, the cause for what is undesirable; he does not know that it is anartha-hetu.
Further, they do not know how to keep the mind clean, that is, there is no inner
cleanliness-na 4aucam. That is, they do not know how to avoid hatred, etc. They also
lack religious discipline and proper conduct in interacting-na api ca icarah. Their
speech is lacking in truth, na satyam. Once you tell a lie, you are committed to a pattern
of falsehood, because to defend that one lie, you invariably have to tell another one and
so on. Nobody tells just one lie and is able to leave it at that. A lie has to be protected,
and therefore, one lie is always followed by a few more. And they have to be protected,
so there are a few more to be told. Telling one lie is like trying to pick up one noodle. It
does not happen that way. Therefore, Saikara calls these people myavis, deceitful
people, which he explains as anrtavddis,those who speak untruth.

,~3TM tRW\
ftF;-qrc
qchqJ IC 11
asatyamapratisthamtejagaddhuranisvaram
aparasparasambhutamkimanyatkdmahaitukam

7RTf jagat -

this world (of people); Sm<tw asatyam -

Verse 8

(is) untruthful; 3#lrrj

apratistham - without (an ethical) basis; aTf-WrT anisvaram - godless; 3aTqTr
1
N-1f T aparaspara-sambhutam- born of the union of male and female; wFm-'qf'T

kdma-haitukam -

caused by passion; fi

3fT: (iti) te dhuh -

(thus) they say

3T_
Tr kim anyat -

what else; (AT)

*

They say, this world of people is untruthful, without (ethical) basis,
godless, and is born of the union of male and female, is driven by passion
and nothing else.
Not only do they live such a life, they also hold certain opinions and are very
vociferous in making these opinions known to others. People, jagat, they say, are
untruthful, asatya. The word jagat here does not mean the 'world,' but 'people.'
Because they themselves tell lies, they expect that others also lie. Their own behaviour
colours their perception of the world. For them, the only question is, 'Who lies better?'
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This is because, they believe that, lying is necessary for survival. Further, they consider
that people have no ethical basis for their behaviour. Actually our interactions are based
on dharma and adharma, on the understanding that there is proper and improper
behaviour leading to desirable and undesirable results, punya and papa.These people do
not think so. They subscribe to the philosophy of materialism expressed in the statement,
"As long as one lives, one should live happily, incurring debt and drinking ghee. From
where is the return for the body that is reduced to ashes?' 1
In their thinking, the end of securing happiness justifies any means and there is no
retribution for the means employed. These are called the lokdyatikas, the naturalists or
mechanical materialists. You can incur debts, load your credit cards, and not worry about
paying them back. Since punya and papa are not visible, adrsta,they do not believe in
their existence. You can get away with anything because once this physical body is
destroyed, from where does the person return to account for his behaviour? Life, they
believe, is meant for enjoyment. If punya and papa are accepted, we are accountable for
our actions, and will have to pay later in another life. But for them, there is nothing
beyond this life; so, there is no basis for dharma-adharma.Happiness is dependent
only on what you get and what you can get here in this world. So, any method is valid;
the end justifies the means.
If, on the other hand, you accept punya and papa, you have to accept a law, and
necessarily, an ordainer of that law. In other words, an order under which this universe
functions and a God who gives the results of action, according to dharma and
adharma,have to be accepted. Such a God does not exist for these people who have
dsuri-sampat.It is inimical to their philosophy, and therefore, they claim that there is no
law or an ordainer of that law. They say the world is aniEvara.
If there is no dharma-adharma,and punya-pdpa, how are people born? The only
cause for them to be born is the coming together of male and female, driven by lust,
kamahaituka. In their opinion, a person is, the way he or she is, only because of
genetics. There is no consideration of a selection of parentage based on punya-papa. It
is all natural selection. Because punya-pdpa, or the order of Ivara are not seen in the
act of creation, they are presumed not to exist. Since all that is seen is the coming
together of male and female driven by their passions, that is the only cause they
acknowledge, nothing else, and then say, 'kim anyat, what else?' In their opinion,
Saikara says here, 'Passion alone is the cause of living beings.'
In this philosophy, where there is no punya-pdpa, there is nothing to account for.
Therefore, the pursuit will be to grab as much as you can, as quickly as you can. There is
no time to waste because if your life is cut short you will be deprived of enjoyment and
1
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if you grow old, you cannot enjoy either. The entire philosophy is, in the few years you
have, paint the town red. The prevailing law is survival of the fittest, and the one who is
the most fit is the one who is most deceptive and manipulative. This is their philosophy
of life.
Tq
q(tW&

ndwlrm:

I

P4WT1n5R4Urd: WTIr~T WtrtT: I I I
etdm drstimavastabhyanastdtmdno'lpabuddhayah
prabhavantyugrakarmdnahksaydya jagato'hitah

Verse 9

4RF etdm drstim - this view; 3T169 avastabhya - having recourse to;;'MdTr
3TmCH: nasta-atmdnah - those whose minds are destroyed; aSTý : alpaugra-karmdnah - those
buddhayah - those who are of meagre thinking; '3'-il:
whose actions are cruel; (7T'?:) #frT: (jagatah) ahitdh - the enemies (of the world);

wT : UrM jagatah ksaydya - for the destruction of the world;
-

rT prabhavanti

are born

Having recourse to this view, (these) enemies of the world whose minds
are destroyed, who are of meagre thinking and cruel actions, are there
very nuch for the destruction of the world.
THEY ARE NASTATMAS
For people who have this view, Saikara says, there is no means to attain another
world, no thought that there could be another birth. This is because their minds are
destroyed, they are nastdtmdis, meaning they have no discrimination, either about what
is real, or about what action is to be chosen in a given situation. Even in simple matters,
there is great confusion. Because they have fallen from dharma and adharma, and
therefore, are going to suffer later, they are considered nastatmas.
And they are alpa-buddhayah, of meagre thinking. SaAkara says their mind is
committed to nothing beyond sense perception. What they see alone is the truth, and
anything more than what the senses can enjoy has no reality. Alpa means little. We
cannot say they are completely lacking in intellect because they do make choices, but the
discrimination behind their choices is very limited. If they'have no capacity to chooselike the cows who know exactly what they should eat and what they have to do to
survive-the Sdstra need not address them.
Further, they are people whose actions are cruel, ugra-karmanah.When the end
justifies the means we become cruel. This is because our end is so important to us that
we do not worry about our impact on others, or about their needs and wants. My end
alone becomes so important that when there is a choice of means, my only consideration
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is how beneficial it is to achieving my end. By fair means or foul, I will achieve it. This
makes me a person of cruel actions because I do not mind hurting others as long as I can
get something for myself.
The word jagatah in this verse can be connected to the word, ahitzh, and to the
word, ksayaya. When a word is placed between two words and can be connected by
both, it is analogous to a lamp on a threshold that illumines both the outside and the
inside.1 Ahita means those who are inimical to the world. This behaviour is destructive
to the well-being of others. They are born and are there very much around, prabhavanti,
to create problems for the world, and thus, for the destruction of the world, jagatah
ksaydya. Their thinking is very calculating, always reckoning what they have and
planning what they will get, not minding that it is at the cost of the happiness of others.

wnFlf^T nt ^pHnhwflMn: I
*rtiT' '$lmWplWE 7&cTA*

I:

T: I Io I

kdmamaiiritya duspilramdambhaminamadanvitah
mohad grhitvdsadgrdhinpravartante'sucivratah

Verse 10

j
.. duspiZram - difficult to fulfil; wTrt kdmam - desire; a31f8Tr dsritya having committed to; r:-TT-i-R-m : dambha-mdna-mada-anvitdh- riddled
with pretension, demand for respect, and pride;
rIN mohat - due to delusion;

jlt-wr•T:
3MTWpWr T'j#T asadgrdhdn grhitvd - having adopted false purposes;
asuci-vratdh - whose pursuits are unbecoming; ii
pravartante- they engage
themselves
Resorting to desire that is difficult to fulfil, those who are riddled with
pretension, demand for respect, and pride, whose pursuits are
unbecoming, having adopted false purposes due to delusion, engage

themselves (in various actions).
THEY ENGAGE INACTIONS FOR FALSE PURPOSES

The three words dambha, mdna, and mada have very little difference in
meaning, but when they are used together, we have to discern the distinct sense of each.

Dambha, as we have seen, is making one's own glories known to others, whether one
has them or not, by self-glorification through speech, dress, etc. Mdna is the attitude, 'I
am praiseworthy and demand your respect,' that is very evident in the behaviour of the
person whether it is verbalized or not. Mada is a particular kind of pride. Because of
some form of wealth, knowledge, or skill, which you find lacking in others with whom
'This is called the dehali-dipa-nydya.Thus by this nydya, the word 'jagatah' connects with
the word 'ahitdh' and the word 'ksaydya.'
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you compare yourself, you have a certain inappropriate pride, instead of gratitude and
humility. The people under discussion here are riddled, anvita, with all of these. As a
result, they are committed to pursuits and ends, which are not becoming, asuci, not
clean.
They are committed to desires which cannot be fulfilled at all, kamam duspiram
adritya, in the sense that their desire has no limit. This is why we liken desire to fire,
called, anala, the one who never says 'enough.' Fire will never say 'enough,' no matter
how much fuel you pour upon it. It is always ready with its tongues out for more. There
is a statement, 'Desire is never quelled by enjoyment of objects of desire-na jdtu
kdmah kdmindm upabhogena Samyati.' If you throw fuel in the fire, it will not die,

but burn more brightly. Similarly, by gaining desired objects, desire never gets
quenched. Like the fire, desire is not satisfied by any oblation you offer. It only grows
and demands either a repetition of the experience or a better experience.
Following this insatiable desire, these people engage themselves, pravartante,in
various activities. Why? Because of moha, false values and priorities based on a lack of
discrimination. They attribute to something a value that it does not have. Seeing security
where there is no security, joy where there is no joy, help where there is no help, they
pursue these ends with commitment. First they arrive at improper evaluations of things,
and then they pursue them, asadgrdhdn grhitvd pravartante. Due to lack of

discrimination they take what is devoid of value to have value, and then they are
occupied. Unbecoming pursuits are not barred, because everything is all right as long as
it works. Convenience is the rule.
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cintdmaparimeyamca pralaydntdmupdSritdh
kdmopabhogaparamdetavaditi niscitah

Verse 11

W pralaya-antlm ca - until
3frTtrq aparimeyam - immeasurable; WTr-t-3TT•F
cintdm - concern; 3"iff'·l: upadritdh - those who are
their end (death); WMf
T
kdma-upabhoga-paramdh- who are intent upon
--OrT:
committed to; "i'-3tp

enjoyment of objects of desire; d'•'ft

etduat -

it is this much alone; 1

if'fr-T: iti

nihcitdh - who have concluded thus
3M1 IM

«6*9;1Rtqs:

I

iiipdsadatairbaddhah kdmakrodhapariyanah
ihante kimabhogdrthamanydyendrthasaiicayan

Verse 12
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,ST•WT--:
ad-pasa-Aataih - by hundreds of fetters of hope; -4T:baddhah bound; R-I-TI-r|quil: kdma-krodha-pardyandh- who are committed to desire and
anger; m-"9-4tRi
kdma-bhogartham - for the enjoyment of objects of desire;
arthasahcaydn - accumulation of
3•FT4T
anydyena - illegitimately; 3zTi
wealth; *4 ihante- they engage themselves in
Those committed to immeasurable concern until death, intent upon
enjoyment of objects of desire, having concluded, 'It (life) is this much
alone,' committed to desire and anger, and bound by hundreds of fetters
of hope, engage themselves in the accumulation of wealth illegitimately
for the enjoyment of objects of desire.
THEY DO NOT THINK BEYOND THE FULFILMENT OF THEIR DESIRES
These are people whose concerns have no limits, aparimeya. They are full of
anxieties. At least, one would think, they could give up their concerns in old age, leaving
their affairs to their children, and live a contemplative life. But their worries continue
right up until the time of their death, pralaydnta.Until then, they are worried about their
possessions, who owes them money, their children, and so on. Given to these concerns,
they are intent upon enjoyment of sense objects. That alone is foremost, nothing else. No
dharma, no moksa, no viveka, only enjoyment. To the extent that objects are available
to their satisfaction, they can be happy. And their pursuits are backed by the philosophy
that there is nothing more in life. Life is this much alone, this much alone is the human
end, there is nothing beyond it-this is their conclusion, etdvat iti niscitah.
They are bound, baddhah, and the binding material is hope and greed. If it is a
single binding hope, one can perhaps free oneself from it, but they are bound by
hundreds of aspirations, asa-pdaa-Aataihbaddhah.Once one is fulfilled, another arises,
and thus, there is no hope of fulfilling these hopes. And they are committed to desire and
anger, kdma-krodha-pardyandh. Everybody has kama and krodha, but they are
paramount for these people. We try to find means to be free from our anger, but anger is
a value for them. It is a means of controlling people and getting whdt they want. The
basis of their thinking and the activity born of that thinking is only in kdma and krodha;
not in dharma and adharma or nitya and anitya. These things do not come into the
picture at all for them. Then what do they do?
They engage themselves, ihante, for the purpose of enjoying desired objects,
kdma-bhogartham, first of all, in the accumulation of wealth, artha-saicaydn.How?
Not by following legitimate means, but those that are anydya, illegitimate, not
sanctioned either by sAstra or society. The means they employ are both unlawful and
unethical. Sahkara explains that it is robbing other's wealth, occupying other's property,
etc. Encroaching upon land occupied by someone else, you may call yourself a pioneer,
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and anyone who comes later is an immigrant. But it is acquiring property illegitimately,
anydyena. Wealth is gathered by these people, not for distribution, but only for their
own enjoyment. After a point, it can be purely egoistic also. Once you have whatever is
necessary to live comfortably, further accumulation of wealth is different. You cannot
travel in more than one car at a time. Even in one car, you can only occupy one seat.
Similarly, even if you have many houses, some having even twenty-five rooms, you can
only sit in one room in one house at a time. Then again, you can feed only one stomach.
And generally, people who have this kind of wealth, have digestive problems because of
all their anxiety, cintd. They cannot enjoy their food at all. Once you have achieved a
certain buying power, further amassing of wealth is purely ego inflation. You want to
have more and more so that you can compare yourself favourably with others.
Further, they have a characteristic way of thinking.

idamadya mayd labdhamidamprdpsye manoratham
idamastidamapime bhauisyatipunardhanam

Verse 13

today; TT mayd - by me; Tlq a idam labdham - this is gained;
idam manoratham- this that is pleasing to the mind; TRi prdpsye -- I
-Tlq T-i
will gain; W'T Tv7 idam dhanam - this wealth; (f) :3TfT (me) asti - I have; 1-J:
punah - later; W- 3TFT idam api - this (wealth) also; 4 qFui
me bhavisyati 3U adya -

I will have
Today, this is gained by me. I will gain this that is pleasing to the mind.
This wealth I have; this wealth also I will have later. (So they think)
The pattern of thinking is very calculating. Such a person is conscious of what
wealth he has today in the form of money and property, both movable and immovable.
Every day he counts what he has gathered. And he measures it against his plan for all the
things he has to accomplish to please his mind, manoratha.He has a day-to-day plan, a
weekly plan, a monthly plan, an annual plan to gather what he thinks he needs to please
himself. He adds up the wealth he has, 'idam dhanam asti me-I have this wealth,' and
calculates how much he will have later according to his plans, and says, 'idam dhanam
api me bhavisyatipunah-thiswealth also I will have later.'

In this verse, our corporate philosophy is articulated very well. The whole aim is to
accumulate wealth. With an eye on their current assets, corporate magnates plan for
further profit and aspire to build huge corporations with astronomical holdings.
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But to get this wealth is not easy, because there are other asuras out there in the
market that they have to contend with. Naturally, they have to destroy some people but
that is not a problem for them.
afRT

T:

-t qNT^fN I

asau mayd hatah 6atrurhanisyecaparanapi
iSuaro'hamahambhogi siddho'ham balavdn sukhl

Verse 14

af# T:
69

asau hatruh - this enemy; Wr mayd - by me; W': hatah - destroyed;
'EJ hanisye ca - and I will destroy; aTpr
31FP apardn api - others also; a3Tq

fa: aham isvarah - I am the ruler; T' IjTrf aham bhogi - I am the enjoyer;
i' : Tfrzsiddhah aham - I am accomplished; •Ac - powerful; if - happy
This enemy is destroyed by me and I will destroy others also; I am the
ruler; I am the enjoyer; I am successful, powerful, and happy.
I AM THE LORD OF ALL THAT ISURVEYI-THIS ISTHEIR THINKING

Boasting, 'This enemy, who was my competitor and who was standing in my way,
I have eliminated,' he celebrates that destruction with a few others like himself. Then,
there are others also, and he declares 'I will destroy them too-hanisye ca apardn api,'
Sankara calls these others whom this person plans to destroy as varakas, pitiable
people. Such a person is like the current-day loan sharks, who take advantage of people's
vulnerability. They do not mind ruining even poor people to get money from them,
because the only goal is to amass wealth. When this type of mentality rules the economy,
the poor become poorer and the rich become richer. People of this asurl disposition are
willing to destroy not only their competitors, who are their equals, but also those who are
poor, who do not compete with them.
Their opinion of themselves is that there is no one equal to them. Such a person
was personified in Hiranyakasipu,Prahldda'sfather, who told his son, 'I am Ilvara,
there is no Lord other than me!' And he reprimanded Prahladafor chanting the name of
Lord Ndrdyana. The thinking of such a person is that he is the 'Lord' of all the people
and everybody should look up to him. He will dole out their wages according to the work
they have done. And he considers that he is the one who should have all the enjoyments
at his feet; so, he says, aham bhogl. Then again, whichever way he looks at himself, he
considers himself successful, siddha, accomplished. Because of his wealth, people court
his friendship, and further, Sankara adds, he has sons. If one has wealth and no sons, he
is not considered successful because there is no one to carry on the family name. Thus,
he considers himself rich in every way. He has children, grandchildren, and all his
relatives around him, besides the people who work for him.
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One may have all this but still not be able to enjoy any of it because of physical
ailments. If you have stomach ulcers, or are deaf or in a wheelchair, what can you enjoy?
But not this person. He is sukhi. All his senses and physiological functions are active
and therefore he considers himself the happiest person. Again, it is possible to have all
this, but lack power and influence, and therefore be harassed by the authorities. When a
person uses any means to acquire his wealth, he can be in a lot of trouble. All the judges
and senators must be with him. And since this person sees that they are, he boasts that he
is powerful, balavdn.
What about others? Sahkara says that he considers that they only add weight to
the earth. They have no stature and are not worth reckoning, in his view.
Further, he boasts:

rnwfts^R^Rfw

isfthfuT
wt

Ift

r I

ddhyo'bhijanavanasmi ko'nyo'sti sadrso mayd
yaksye ddsydmi modisya ityajhinavimohitdh

3lTrU: 3TqT adhyah asmi -

Verse 15

I am one who has wealth; 3TIrf^I

(3Mq1)

abhijanavan(asmi) - I am born of a very good family; TWT riT: mayd sadrSah equal to me; W: 3T-: kah anyah - who else; S3TT asti - is there; ZR yaksye - I

will perform rituals; 77T¶ U dasydmi - I will give;
iti -

thus (say)'; 3rTir-fEiN

#1R4 modisye -

l: ajiina-vimohitah-

I will enjoy;

'T

those who are totally deluded

due to lack of discriminatiod
Those who are totally deluded due to lack of discrimination say, 'I have
wealth. I was born in a very good family. Who else is there who is equal
to me? I will perform rituals. I will give. I will enjoy.'
'THERE ISNO ONE EQUAL TO ME'-THIS ISTHEIR ATTITUDE

Adhya here is the one who has wealth, though in a different context it could also
mean one who is praiseworthy. The only merit of the person under discussion here,
however, is that he has made some money. He may think he is praiseworthy, and even
write a book on, 'How to be successful in life,' out of which he will, of course, make
more money, but whether he writes a book or not, he proclaims, 'I am wealthy.'
And, whether it is true or not, he also boasts, 'I am born in a very good familyabhijanavdn asmi.' What kind of a family? Sahkara says it is a family that has had
The word 'iti' indicates direct speech here and standsfor the two quotation marks that
enclose any direct speech.
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very well informed scholars for seven generations, sapta-purusam Arotriyatvddisampannah. Even if it is true, what good has it done him? This person is an asura.
Everybody in India will claim to be born in the lineage of a sage, gotra. But if he is an
asura in terms of his behaviour, his family background is meaningless. Such claims are
made by these people just to establish their superiority. The idea is, 'No one can claim to
have more than me, even in terms of family background.' And it is not only a mute idea,
it is openly expressed as, 'Who else is there equal to me-kah anyah asti mayd
sadrgah,' meaning, of course, that there is nobody.
Further, he brags, 'I will perform rituals.' The purpose is not for anything noble,
but to destroy some enemy, or at least gain some fame. Like all his other actions, this
also is only for his own glorification. He wants to stand out and overpower people, and
he does not mind using rituals for that purpose. Ravana did great tapas only for the
destruction of others. He was a brdhmana who used to chant Sdmaveda, a very
religious person in some respects, but because he did everything only to gain power to
destroy, he was a raksasa.
He also promises, 'I will give money--dsydmi,' not for charitable causes, but for
dancing girls and other enjoyments, or to establish his own superiority, because he says,
'I -will enjoy-modisye.' He seeks his pleasure in hundreds of different ways-with
grand parties, a swimming pool and all the comforts he can command. Such people are
totally deluded, vimohitah, all due to lack of discrimination, ajiidna.' The manner in
which they look upon themselves and their life achievements indicates one delusion after
another stemming from confused values and attitudes.

3mfaT: w4'41l qI1F T4si

jIIrl:I

anekacittavibhrdntamohajalasamdvrtdh
prasaktidhkarmabhogesu patanti narake'sucau

•

t\-frT-fr'fTf-

: aneka-citta-vibhrdntdh -

many types of thoughts;

-iW-•r•

Verse 16

those who are completely deluded by

IT: moha-jdla-samdvrtah -

who are covered

kama-bhogesu - in the
by the net of delusion (lack of discrimination); "F;m-'tenjoyment of desirable objects; TW•l: prasaktidh - who are totally engaged; a3lft
9i4 aSucau narake - into unclean naraka(places of pain); 7fd patanti-

they fall

Those who are completely deluded by many types of thoughts, covered
by the net of delusion (lack of discrimination), and totally committed to
the enjoyment of desirable objects, fall into the unclean naraka (places
of pain).
Sajidfnena vimohitdh - ajidina-pimohitah
B.C. Vol. IV - 10
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THESE WHO ARE THUS DELUDED GO TO NARAKA
From the manner in which these asuras are described here, we understand the
nature of their thinking. They are completely deluded, by varieties of thoughts, anekacitta-vibhrdntdh,in the form of concerns, anxieties, desires, anger, and so on. They are
caught and covered by the net of delusion caused by lack of discrimination, moha-jalasamadrtdih. A net both covers and catches an object. As an animal gets caught in a net,
people get caught in the spell of ignorance, ajiidna, which means, here, failure to
discriminate. That being the case, they are totally committed, prasaktdh, to the
enjoyment of objects of their desires, kdma-bhogesu. They are deeply entrenched in the
experiences of these desirable objects. Since the commitment is to fulfilling desires, they
will certainly compromise the means, and thus, accumulate a lot of pdpa. As a result,
they fall into naraka, which is best understood as a place of pain. The word 'fall,'
patanti, is used here because nobody wants to go there. They slip helplessly into pain.
There are different types ofnarakas,but like heaven, they are only temporary. Any field
of experience is temporary, whether it is painful or pleasant. So we have to understand
that there is no eternal hell or heaven.
8•ir-•licld:

-

TT
V-MqHq•-

4-l: I

dtmasambhdvitdh stabdhd dhanamdnamaddnvitdh
yajante ndmayajiiaistedambhendvidhipurvakam

Verse 17

3TT9-TrlTiA: dtma-sambhdvitdh - those who are self-glorifying;
FWT: stabdhdh
- who are vain (conceited); f-R-TTF[-T-rfTK : dhana-mdna-mada-anvitdh- who
are filled with pride and arrogance because of their wealth; - te - they; WqT
dambhena - out of pretension; rTR-T#: ndma-yajiiaih - with rituals that are rituals
in name only; 3?iT-T4qT
avidhi-purvakam ZFM yajante - they perform the rituals

and not according to stipulation;

Those who are self-glorifying, vain (conceited), filled with pride and
arrogance because of their wealth, perform rituals that are rituals in name
only, not according to stipulations (but) out of pretension.
They look upon themselves as endowed with all the noble attributes, dtmasambhavitah, and speak of themselves in this way. Even though they do not have the
virtues, they praise themselves, as people possessed of divine virtues. They proclaim
themselves as wonderful, do not have any respect for the people who are qualified to
evaluate their merits. Naturally, they are very vain, stand, demanding praise from others,
and, at the same time, themselves not able to bend down to any one, either physically or
mentally. Their own lack of humility and lack of respect for others prevents them from
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bending down to anyone else. As a result, they have no reverence for anything. Even if
God were to appear to such people, they would not surrender unto him nor offer their
devotion, because they consider themselves as livara.
Though they do not respect anyone else, they think everyone should respect them.
They are filled with pride because of their wealth, dhana-mdna-maddnvitdh.Mdna, as
we have seen, is the attitude, 'I am to be worshipped,' and mada is arrogance born of
one's wealth, conceitedness. And they also perform rituals, which are rituals in name
only, yajante nama-yajiiaih.When you perform a ritual, you must have Araddhd, and
follow the procedures prescribed by the Vedas.' But the rituals done by them are not
done according to the stipulations, they are avidhipiirvakam. Why do they do them?
Because of pretension, dambhena. Their aim is only self-glorification, self promotion,
showing off oneself as someone who does all the rituals. Since there is some fire
involved, something offered, and some giving away of food, etc., it is called a ritual, but
it is not really a ritual unless all the rules specified by the Veda are followed. Even if all
the rules are not followed, but there is adequate sraddhd, it is acceptable, but here, there
is no sraddhd either.

3TWi wk 0 T NtO-q*t - :I
s'•T-rfi
Twr I 1 II
wI~r4t"l¶, q
ahahkdram balam darpam k2dmam krodham ca sambritah
mmdmtmaparadehesupradvisanto'bhyasiyakah

Verse 18

ahaikaram - egoism; w9M balam - (brute) strength; -*R darpam kdmam - enjoyment; 0 W4T krodham ca - and anger; 4ffTT:
insolence; TFWT
atma-para-dehesu samsritdh - those who are completely given to; aTFq'-Tl-

SWT-•

in their own and others' bodies; 9W fgrI r: mmn pradvisantah - those who despise
Me; 3IqVR

l: abhyasaiyakdh - those who are great cavillers

Those who are completely given to egoism, (brute) strength, insolence,
enjoyment, and anger, who despise Me in their own and others' bodies,
who are great cavillers...
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tanaham dvisatahkriirdn samsaresu narddhamdn
ksipatmyajasramaSubhmndsurisvevayonisu

Verse 19

SThe technical term used in the BSstra for the prescribedrules of any ritualis
"itikartavyatd.'This 'itikartavyatd' is given in great detail in the Veda itself along with
each ritualand all the rules have to be followed meticulously.
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?r fE T: tan dvisatah - those who despise; 3TPF kriirdn - who are cruel; a3TlTF
nara-adhamdn - the lowest of men;
agubhdn - who are wrongdoers; rf-a3r*T

xTFt
-

samsdresu -

into a life of transmigration; 3Tftf

only in dsurl wombs; 3Trw ajasram I despatch

1T iF

perpetually; 3T6

dsurisu eva yonisu

f4limf

aham ksipdmi

Those men, who are hateful and cruel, who are the lowest of men, who
are wrongdoers, I despatch repeatedly into a life of transmigration only in
dsuri wombs.

I DESPATCH THEM INTO ASURI YONIS AGAIN AND AGAIN
All these people are completely given to these things, samsritah. Ahahkara is
what accounts for the sense of individuality. In general, it is in the form of a
superimposition of kartrtva, the sense of agency, and bhoktrtva, the sense of
enjoyership, upon dtmd that is responsible for this individuality. So, based on this
superimposition one concludes that he is a sukhi, a happy person, or duhkhi; an
unhappy person. The notions which are superimposed upon the dtmd, and which have
their root in ahahkdra,are the basis of all our problems and drive all our pursuits, both
legitimate and questionable. But in the sense in which it is used here, there is a lot of
subjectivity involved, and it is therefore, very well entrenched. Because it is well
entrenched, and given a lot of validity, there is egoism which make these men, cruel
people. And these people have bala, strength of the body, mind, etc., a brute strength,
that serves only to trouble others. Sahkara says, it is a strength which is backed by their
rdga-dvesas, that is used to overpower others-pardbhava-nimittam kdma-rdga-

anvitam.1 And they have darpa, insolence, which makes them cross the bounds of what
is proper or improper. Being committed to objects of enjoyment, kdma, naturally, there
will be anger, krodha, when they are not fulfilled. Once this type of ahahkdra is there,
these few things-darpa, kdma, and krodha-will automatically come along with it. It
is like a kingpin of the underworld, wherever he goes, you will find his henchmen. Here,
darpa, kdma, and krodha are the henchmen of the well entrenched, rajas predominant,
ahahkdra of this type.

Even if such people come to know that all the things they are pursuing will not
help them gain what they really want, and that there is only ParameSvara,indwelling
their -own and other bodies, knowing whom their problem will be solved, they oppose
and despise, that very one who obtains in their own body, as well as in all other bodies,
as sat-cit-ananda.That being so, that is, despising ParameSvara,pradvisantah,they
SThis bala is unlike the one that Bhagavin said was himself, when he said,
'balam balavatdm ciaham kimardgavivarjitam,'Gita - 7-11
There Bhagavan refers to the strength that is without kama and rdga.
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transgress the universal mandates of Thvara. What is to be done and-what is not to be
done is very easily appreciated just through common sense. Since it is not created by any
human being, but innately known by all, we call it the order of 9vara. The people being
discussed here transgress these universal ethics, and, of course, those that are mentioned
in the isstra. The transgression is considered the hatred of Isvara, and conversely,
following dharma becomes a kind of worship of Iuara.All ethical people, though they
may not recognize Isvara, are worshippers of Ivara.
Further, those people of asurl disposition, are great cavillers, abhyasilyakh. If
someone has some virtues, they will try to find, and point out, some defect. Seeing the
merits of others makes them feel small, and to counteract that, they will look for what is
lacking in the person. They particularly cannot tolerate the qualities, lifestyle,
disciplines, and values of people who are spiritual seekers and who follow dharma.
What does lsvara do with such people? All these people, who live a life opposed to
dharma and are inimical to the people who are following a life of dharma, Iuvara
despatches them to a life of samsara. It is not that he despises them, as they do him, but
they have earned these results, which are given to them in full measure. These people
who transgress Ilvara's mandate, are cruel, krira, and are the lowest of men,
naradhamas,because they do not make use of their viveka, capacity to discern what is
right and what is wrong. The plural, samsdresu, indicates the many different births they
will take, one after the other, ajasram,perpetually. Because they have gathered so many
karmas, they cannot fulfil all of them in just one birth, janma. Even if you are born as a
human being it is also samsdra, but for some time, these people will be born only in
dsuri wombs, asurirsu eva yonisu.
Because, in their human birth, they pounced like tigers and kicked like donkeys,
stung like scorpions and gobbled voraciously like varieties of animals, they get a chance
to live in a form where they can exhaust that very cruelty. They will become objects of
fear. Anything which frightens you legitimately, like a snake which is poisonous and
merciless, is an dsurl yoni. As a human being with a capacity to think and to choose, I
am supposed to heed my conscience and follow dharma. If, instead, I become a terror
for everybody, the law of karma, which is perfect in its justice, will place me in an asuri
yoni next time. Therefore, the Lord says, 'I despatch them in to dsuri yonis again and
again-ksipdmi ajasramdsurisu eva yonisu.'
"aitT

jTftHmqTT H

qT 7f#f;TI

rfrI IRo II
ft qrTw t To
AlsMlC 44;M fT
surim yonimdpannd midh janmanijanmani
mamaprdpyaiva kaunteya tato yintyadhamr•)i gatim

#l-•

Verse 20

yonim - the
lf#
a#
disurim
kaunteya - O! Son of Kunti, Arjuna;
womb of an asura; TWW\: apanndh - those who have obtained; rfiT 'q'Iti
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janmani janmani - in every birth; sT: miidhah - those who lack discrimination;
T¶ 3aTwlt iT mam apripya eva - certainly not reaching Me; ?
3qr
3T:
tatah
adhamim - lower than that; T{?q gatim - an end; #i4 yanti - go

Arjuna, these, who lack discrimination, obtaining the womb of an asura
in every birth, certainly not reaching Me, go to an end that is even lower
than that.
These are people who lack discrimination even with reference to what is to be
done and what is not to be done. Such people obtain births in the wombs of asuras,not
once, but repeatedly, because they have gathered so much papa, that one birth is not
enough to exhaust it. Thus, they are born as carnivorous animals, or some other form in
which tamas is predominant, in order to experience cruelty. In such forms, there is no
viveka. The tiger does not think it is cruel, nor does it want to change. This type of
discrimination is the privilege of a human being, which they did not exercise in their
human births, and therefore, they keep going to lower and lower wombs, where there is
no viveka. This goes on for some time until all the consequences of their wrongdoings
are exhausted. Because of their behaviour in their human birth, there is no question of
gaining Isvara.

Saikara says there is no suspicion or a doubt that they do not gain Isvara. He is
far out of reach for these people. First, they have to begin to follow dharma, which is
enjoined by Isvara and found in the Veda. At this point, they are lost in other ways. And
in order to create a dispassion towards such tendencies, Krsna says they go to a still
worse end, tatah adhamdim gatim ydnti.

These are the general features of an asura'snature, though among them, there are
many differences in their manifest behaviour. One might be predominantly cruel, another
more disruptive, but all of them have three basic things. All of the manifold
manifestations of an dsurl disposition can be avoided if these three things are taken care
of. They are the root cause of all that is undesirable, anartha.Krsna enumerates them in
the next verse and asks one to avoid them.

TW: #%1iZer
#tWT fl~H4 i
t I? I I
trividham narakasyedamdvaram naganamdtmanah
kdmah krodhastathalobhastasmadetattrayamtyajet

i1m

trividham -

threefold;;Rwit

narakasya-

Verse 21

of naraka (painful experience);

Trtriidam dvdram - this doorway; 3T7T?: W71 atmanah nasanam - which
is the destroyer of oneself; Wm : kdmah - desire; #fT: krodhah - anger; M '-hT:

-
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tatha lobhah - so too, greed; ff
tasmat this triad; Ný'tyajet - one should give up
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therefore;
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qz

etat trayam -

This doorway to naraka (painful experiences), which destroys a person,
is threefold-desire, anger, and also greed. Therefore, one should give up
this triad.
THE THREEFOLD DOORWAY TO NARAKA
Naraka is any experience of pain. One can enter it through any one of these three
doors, dvara; all of which are the destroyer of a person, atmanah nabanam. anrkara
says that just entering into this gate you will find you are destroyed. It is like stepping
into a trap. It swallows you up immediately. As an animal is caught in a trap by baiting it
with what it likes, a human being is caught and destroyed by these three things. He is
destroyed in the sense that his mind is so disturbed that he is no longer fit for any
purusdrtha,leave alone moksa. Even the simple sukha that he had hoped to get is lost
because of these three.
Kama, a binding desire or longing for something, is what makes one enter into the
trap. Once this is there, anger, krodha, and greed, lobha necessarily follow. Conversely,
if you can manage kdma, passion, then anger and greed are automatically taken care of.
If you are able to take care of your anger, you will find that kdma can be contained. You
can deal with it effectively. Greed is mentioned lastly, because when there is greed,
anger is unavoidable, but if the greed is taken care of, anger can be taken care of, and
later the kdma too. It is important to discern where greed begins and a simple binding
desire ends. A desire is binding if its non-fulfilment makes you angry. We have to
discover where the greed begins. If there is something that you do not need, that you can
manage easily without, and you want it anyway, that is greed. In fulfilling a desire, if one
crosses the ways of dharma,that desire itself becomes greed.
All three of these, desire, anger, and greed, are portals to painful experiences, and
therefore, the cause for self-destruction, dtmanah n&danam. No intelligent person wants
to get destroyed, so naturally, one should give up, these three-etat trayam tyajet. If
you can manage these, the rest of the asuri sampat will be taken care of. The
description of the dsurl sampat is given in such detail here that it may seem
overwhelming, and therefore Krsna reduces the whole thing to kdma, krodha and
lobha. Even these three can be reduced to kdma. Because in the final analysis, that is the
root cause of all anarthas.
One has to give them up, but how? They are not something I can give up; they are
me. Therefore I require prayer, certain disciplines, and also inquiry, vicara, in order to
give these up. Cognitively, I can change my priorities; so that, what seems big assumes
an appropriate proportion. This is how we grow. When, as a child, my balloon burst or
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deflated, it was a big problem for me, but now it does not bother me at all; because I
have become mature with reference to balloons. When my stock crashes, however, it is a
huge problem. We even find people committing suicide or having heart attacks because
of stock fluctuations. From this it is very clear that our problem is kdma. By vicira we
can surely help ourselves to grow out of it, since we have grown out of so many things.
By prasdda-buddhi,as we have seen, our riga-dvesas, otherwise called kMma, can be

neutralized. If that is effective, krodha and lobha are automatically taken care of
because they do not arise when there is no kama.
The giving up of these three is praised in the next verse.
ti
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etairvimuktah kaunteya tamodvdraistribhirnarah
dcaratydtmanahSreyastato ydti pardm gatim
#1#q kaunteya -

Verse 22

O! Son of Kunti, Arjuna; {: fhiT: etaih tribhih -

by these three;

;-i:
T: vimuktah narah - the man
T#t-iT: tamo-dvuraih - gates of darkness; i
who has been freed; 3TFTF: 4qPT dtmanah Sreyas - what is good for oneself; 3amTRl
dcarati -

follows; ?Td: tatah -

end; ThiT -

because of that; TWTlRR

pardm gatim -

higher

reaches

A man who is free from these three gates to darkness, Arjuna, follows
what is good for himself. Because of that, he reaches the higher end.
ONE FREE FROM KAMA, KRODHA, LOBHA GOES TOWARDS SREYAS
Naraka is called darkness, tamas, here because it is a place where viveka is
obscured; so, there is delusion, and therefore, pain. In Ihdvasyopanisadit is said, 'Those
people who are self destructive go to the worlds called asuryd, that are covered with the
darkness of a blind man." It means there is a predominance of delusion and therefore, no
sukha. If the individual becomes a rat, what viveka will he have? The capacity to think
and understand is all very rudimentary and this is what is figuratively called the darkness
of a blind man. Where there is no viveka, the mind is altogether different. It has the
advantage of not having the problems that we have, but then, it also cannot read a line. If
you throw a book, even the Gitd, before a donkey, it will eat the whole thing. It has only
food value for it. Similarly, if you load a donkey with sandalwood, it carries only the
load, not the sandalwood, bhdrasya vdhi na tu candanasya, because it has no

appreciation of its value. This is aviveka. In such births, where there is such limited

' Iavusyopanisad - 3
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viveka, there is also no sukha. And kdma, krodha and lobha are the gates to enter into
such situations.
The person, nara, discussed in this verse, is totally free with reference to these
three gates to pain. Nara means a human being, by definition; he is the one who does not
get destroyed, na riyate iti narah. This very definition tells you that he is the
imperishable dtmd. This nara if he is not assailed by kdma, krodha and lobha, he is
able to use his viveka, and therefore, lives a life of proper conduct, that is, lives a life
that will lead him to his ultimate good, greyo-mdrgam dcarati.In contrast to the path of
self-destruction, dtmanah ndranam, of the previous verse, this person follows a course
of action which is good for oneself-dtmanah &reyasdcarati.' This is possible because
he is free from the inhibiting factors of kdma, krodha, and lobha that previously
impelled him to do wrong actions. When one is dissipating all one's energies through
these three, what viveka can he have? He has no time to think properly. Even to begin to
free oneself from kdma, krodha and lobha, one must have some viveka. Then, once the
process has begun, he does not have to be taught that it is good for him, because he now
enjoys an inner leisure that was previously denied to him. All because of viveka. To
have kdma, krodha and lobha, is very natural. Every child is in touch with all of them.
To be free of them, however, requires a lot of viveka.
With sufficient viveka, a person can pursue what is good, sreyas, for him, whether
it be artha, kdma, dharma or moksa. All are good for him, no doubt, but the real
sreyas is moksa. Security, artha, for example, is not going to be found in gaining and
protecting things that must inevitably be lost. The real security is not being afraid of
anything, and that is only moksa. Similarly, if we analyse the pursuits of kama and
dharma, we see that they are only really fulfilled in moksa. It is the real purusartha
that is behind every pursuit. Previously, kama, krodha and lobha were shackling him so
much that he could not pursue any purusartha successfully. When your hands are
shackled, how can you even scratch yourself properly? But now he is free, vimukta and
is able to follow proper conduct. Because of that, tatah, he gains the most desirable end,
ydti pardm gatim, which, Saikara says, can even be moksa. Once he is not bound by

kRma, krodha and lobha, if he is able to discern that what he is seeking is moksa, he
can certainly accomplish that. If, however, one is not able to gain mastery over these
three, they bring undesirable ends.
What is the cause for his giving up these three, and all the dsuri sampat, and
following what is good for himself, the path of dharmaand moksa? The next verse tells
us that sastra indicates what is to be done and what is not to be done, what is for one's
own good, sreyas, and what will bring suffering, duhkha. And it is also the means for

SHere the word sreyas means, the path of Areyas, sreyomdrga; only then will it connect with
the verb dcarati.
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moksa. The next verse also talks about what happens if one does not look to the Agstra
for these matters.
T: miFTf?^^
-ff -9 fMft~
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yah aBstravidhimutsrjyavartate kdmakdratah
na sa siddhimavdpnoti na sukham na pardmgatim

Verse 23

mT:

yah - the one who; TWi-f•wfT sdstravidhim - the injunctions of sdstra; 3?q
utsrjya - casting away; •Tim•EWl: kdmakdratah - being impelled by binding desire;
Mt vartate - engages; i: sah - he; fiiRq siddhim, - the accomplishment (of
;T
na sukham - nor
maturity); q 3TE1 imT na avdpnoti - does not gain;r
happiness;

1'T

T Ri
f

na paramgatim - nor a higher end

The one who, being impelled by binding desire, engages himself casting
away the injunctions of Adstra, gains neither maturity, nor happiness
(here), nor a higher end.
ONE WHO CASTS AWAY THE INJUNCTIONS OF THE SASTRA
GAINS NO PURUSARTHA
This is a person who is completely given to binding desires; and because of that,
kdmakdratah, he lives his life, vartate, totally committed to their fulfilment, but
without regard for the injunction, vidhi, of sastra. Sastra here means the Veda, our
source of knowledge of what is to be done and what is not to be done. It contains both
positive statements of what to do and negative ones of what to avoid. These are its
vidhis. Even though we have innate common sense knowledge of universal 'do's' and
'don'ts,' we do not know all the consequences involved in heeding or ignoring our
common sense norms of behaviour. Sdstra becomes very important here in letting us
know the consequences of our actions. Even if a wrong action is not detected or
punished here, the perpetrator does. not escape the law of karma-so says the Adstra.
Here we have a person who has cast away the dictates of gastra and is driven purely by
his kdma.
He does not gain siddhi, sah na siddhim avdpnoti. Siddhi, here, Sankara says,

is fitness for the pursuit of what is good for a person, purusdrtha-yogyatd. This is
maturity. The first accomplishment for a human being is the capacity to take proper care
of himself; the second is education in which he acquires an intellectual discipline and a
certain emotional discipline. This is not an ordinary thing. If you have survived teenage
without damage, that is one of the greatest things you can ever accomplish in life. It is
such a difficult age. If you make proper use of it, you can gain the capacity to pursue any
of the ends considered good for a person--artha, kdma, dharma or moksa. For
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pursuing any purusdrtha, maturity is necessary. If one disregards the injunctions of
sdstra, it is just not possible to gain this maturity. And when there is no maturity, it is
not possible to have any worthwhile pursuit or accomplishment in life. When this is so,
there is not going to be any happiness, na sukham, in this life. To have sukha you have
to be mature, otherwise, any small thing will upset you. Not only will there be no sukha
in this world, you will not gain a better end, pardgati, whether it is heaven or moksa.
In youth, all your faculties are at their peak. It is the time when you can learn and
remember so well. Once it is gone, you do not get it back; so, it is important to make
proper use of it. Later, you will be busy earning and doing a hundred different things. If
you dissipate your energies in sense pursuits at this time, later, all you will remember is
your hurts and disappointments, and feel that you have accomplished nothing. By the
time you reach your forties, you will feel that you are finished. Without gaining
intellectual and emotional maturity, the very sukha that you are so assiduously pursuing
is denied. What a bad bargain! Therefore, the Gitadcrya wants us to gain mastery over
these three dsuri tendencies, kdma, krodha and lobha, which are in everybody's heart,
in different degrees, not only in those of the asuras.

WMiT MW1T-f*iit
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tasmacchdstrampramgnam te kdryakdryavyavasthitau
jidtvud s-stravidhdnoktam karma kartumihkrhasi

Verse 24

WqnR' tasmat - therefore; T-34-nrT-•i-lh kdrya-akdrya-vyavasthitau- in the
determination of what is to be and not to be done; A te - for you (Arjuna); rsr
MRPmf sastram pramanam - sdstra is the means of knowledge; Tml-f1F-!-H'
Sdstra-vidhdna-uktam what is said by the mandates of the sastra;
karma action; W iha - here (in this world); WrT jiidtvu - knowing;
,5t31ft kartum
arhasi - you are obliged to do
Therefore, sastra is the means of knowledge for you (Arjuna), in the
determination of what is to be and not to be done. Knowing what is said
by the mandates of the sastra,you are obliged to perform action here (in
this world).

SASTRA IS THE PRAMANA FOR PROPER CONDUCT
Sdstra, meaning the Veda, is a pramana,not only for Arjuna, but for everybody.
pramanais a means of knowledge, not, as it is often translated, a guide or authority. The
word itself reveals the meaning; pramd-karanam pramanam, that which is
instrumental in giving rise to, pramd, knowledge, is pramdna. What kind of
knowledge? The knowledge required in determining what is to be done and what is not
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to be done in a given situation. Whenever I want to know whether it is proper for me to
do something or not, what kind of prayers I have to do when, and the method of doing
them, how much wealth I can have, and how much I should distribute, and so on, I will
find it told in the injunctions of the Fistra, Adstra-vidhdna-uktam. A vidhana is what

is mandated, or enjoined. For example, it is said by the sastra,'Do not hurt-himsham
na kurydt,' and, 'Do not speak falsehood-anrtam na bruydt.' And the karma for

each varna and agrama is very clearly mentioned in the sastra. But today, because of
the breakdown of those systems, we have to convert these injunctions with reference to
varna and asrama into what is to be done and not to be done, in general. Sastra tells us
one's actions attract punya and pdpa, which are the adrsta-phalas;and therefore, one
has to be mindful of one's actions.
Here, iha, in this world, you stand to do karma-karma kartum arhasi. The

mention of iha here is to draw attention to the fact that on this earth, as a human being,
you have the freedom to act or not to act. In other worlds, like heaven, svarga, on the
other hand, you do not have this freedom, you can only exhaust karma you cannot do
more karma and gather punya or pdpa. Even on this planet, there are shades of
difference in that India is considered a better place to gather karma-phala, a karmabhumi, while the United States of America is looked upon as a place where one
predominantly experiences the result of karma, a bhoga-bhumi. But everywhere on this
planet, as human beings, we do enjoy the freedom to choose our action and learn. In
gandharva-loka,on the other hand, all the time is passed in enjoyment of music. What
can one learn there? This human birth, in which we have that freedom is very rare, and
precious. And that freedom to learn and do karma and earn karma-phala here in this
world is to be used, not abused. If you analyse the sastra,this is the essence of what it
says about actions. Knowing the karma that the sastrahas enjoined, you stand to do it,
kartum arhasi.

Thus Bhagavan concludes this chapter in which he talks about daivi-sampat and
&surlsampat, and concludes by telling Arjuna that he should always go by the sastra
in deciding what is to be done and what is not to be done.
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om tat sat. iti Arimadbhagavadgitdsuupanisatsubrahmavidydydm
yogasdstre srikrsndrjunasamvade daivdsurasampadvibhdgayogondma sodaSo'dhydyah

The subject matter of which is knowledge of Brahman, and also yoga, is this
sixteenth chapter known as daivdsura-sampad-vibhdga-yogain which the becoming
and the unbecoming dispositions are described.

CHAPTER 17
SRADDHA-TRAYA-VIBHAGA-YOGA
(YOGA OF THE THREE4FOLD SRADDHA)

INTRODUCTION
In the last verse of the last chapter, it was said, 'Therefore, with reference to
knowing what is to be done and what is not to be done, hastra is the means of
knowledge for you-tasm&t 9dstram pramdnam te karydkdrya-vyavasthitau.' Even
though common sense gives rise to the knowledge of what is right and wrong, still, we
do not find people doing what is right and refraining from what is wrong. It is not out of
ignorance. Everybody knows stealing, for example, is wrong; but there are thieves. And
the thief also knows that stealing is wrong because he does not want his own goods to be
stolen. Furthermore, when he steals, he uses stealth, because he knows it is not proper.
Therefore, I would say, his knowledge of the impropriety of stealing is not completely
assimilated. He knows that his property should not be stolen and that another person
does not want his property to be stolen. He knows what he gains and he knows the risks
involved. At the same time, he does not know what he loses if he steals. Only by gastra
can we understand this properly.
We cannot escape the consequences of an action, because the faculty of choice and
the law of karma go together. Choice presupposes a set of norms that determine which
option we choose. We must understand this well. I can steal, or I need not. I can hurt, or
I can refrain from hurting. I can tell a lie or I can tell the truth. I can give, or I need not.
Once this choice is there, on what basis do I make it? Choice means the possibility of
right and wrong and this also should be known to me. I must be able to gather an
understanding of what is right and wrong, and I am able to, through a common sense that
has been given to all of us. This universal sense of right and wrong is what is called
dharma. It is known to everyone without being taught. It is sensed by all of us
commonly, like any other natural law. Without knowing the law of gravity, even a baby
monkey knows that it will fall to the ground if it lets go of its mother while she is
swinging through the trees. Like the law of gravitation, this law of dharma, right and
wrong, which is commonly sensed, is also not created by us. This is a very important
thing to understand. If it is man-made, it can always be different. In America, we drive
on the right side of the road, and in India on the left. Taxation, what constitutes a crime,
punishment for crimes, is all man-made. These laws are different from the dharmika
fabric, the law of right and wrong that is part of the creation.
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This law of dharma already exists and is known to me. And I have a faculty of
choice, called free will, with which I am going to choose an action. If I choose an action,
which is in keeping with or is against the law of dharma, that very law must impact me
appropriately. If I go against a law, then I must experience the friction it causes; if I act
in keeping with the laws, I must experience the result of that. This is how laws are. If an
object is dropped from a height, it will fall, no matter what the object is; that is the law.
The law, which we call the law of dharma at the level of choice, and the law of karma
at the level of action is the same. There is no way you can escape from a natural law,
unlike a law created by man. You can always avoid the sight of the traffic officer and
drive seventy-five miles an hour.
There, you can avoid detection, and therefore the consequences. But you cannot
avoid the detection, or the result, of an action, which is against a natural law. If you have
any doubt, touch a live wire and you will understand. Even if you are in charge of the
hydroelectric scheme, you will be electrocuted. No one is exempt from a natural law. If
you touch fire, you will be burnt, and similarly, if you rub against the law, you will be
rubbed in the process. This law of karma is centred on the law of dharma and is
connected to your free will, your sense of doership, kartrtva. This is the unique
privilege of a human being. Other living beings, including the gods, are only equipped to
experience karma, not to generate any new karma-phala, because they have no free
will. Where there is a sense of agency, kartrtva,there should be freedom to choose.
You have the freedom to perform an action, or avoid it. When you can avoid an
action that should be avoided, but you still do it, you definitely get the result. Why do
people cut corers when they know what dharma is? Because they do not know what
they stand to lose. They know very well what they gain. By robbing somebody, I get
some money and it is very clear to me what money can do for me. But what I lose, I do
not know, and that is where sastra educates me. It tells me that there is such a thing as a
law of karma, which generates an unseen result, adrsta-phala,for every action, and it
also tells me what is to be done and not to be done. Sastra,the scripture, is the means of
knowledge for this. Krsna tells Arjuna in the last verse of the previous chapter,
'Therefore, with reference to knowing what is to be done, and what is not to be done,
sastra is the means of knowledge for you,' This becomes the basis of a doubt for
Arjuna. He raises the following question.
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Trfr: arjunah- Arjuna; ZM\W uvaca - said;
mT krsna - O! Krsna; - ye - those; qIT'-MT sistra-vidhim - what is
stipulated by the sastra; 3q
uts.rjya - giving up; - tu - but; N1WT sraddhayd with sraddhd; 3TfaT: anvitah - endowed; lr# yajante - perform rituals; tRm
tesam - their; fTst nistha - basis; JI ka - what; 7rT
sattuam - (is it) sattva;
aIJt dho - or; TrF rajas - (or) rajas;f•rm tamas - (or) tamas
Arjuna said:

O! Krsna, those who perform a ritual giving up what is stipulated by the
gastra, but endowed with sraddhd, what is their basis? Is it sattva or
rajasor tamas?

ARJUNA'S QUESTION
This is a very interesting question. Arjuna Addresses this question to Krsna, and
asks, 'What about a certain group of people who offer worship or prayer to the deities,
without following the various stipulations laid down in the sastra about how they are to
be done? What is the basis of such rituals? Is it sattva, rajas,or, tamas?' In the Sruti,
the Vedas, and the supporting smrtis, we have varieties of forms of worship, with rules
about how they are to be done. Suppose there are some people who do a Vedic ritual like
agnihotra,or a smdrta-karmalike puja, prayer, or any action where a deity is invoked,
but do not follow the stipulations of the Aastra. Sdstra-vidhim utsrjya yajante-giving
up the stipulations of the sastrathey perform these rituals. Here the word uts.rjya, means
not only, 'giving up' but also, 'not following exactly, or completely.' We cannot say
they don't follow dastra; otherwise, we wouldn't call it worship. They follow a number
of rules, but they do not follow meticulously all of them that are stipulated by the s'stra.
In a ritual to worship a particular deity, there is no immediate result. Generally, we
take short cuts only when there is an immediate result, and we are under some pressure
to complete the action. But here, nobody pressures me to offer a prayer or perform a
ritual. I can do it, or I need not do it. I know this is an act of worship because the sastra
tells me, and it also tells me the manner in which it has to be done. Why should I do it
without following the prescribed method? After all, I need not do it at all. When I have
chosen to do it, why would I not follow all the rules? Why should anybody perform a
ritual without following the rules?
There are two possibilities. One is that they do not know. This is often the case
with piija or other rituals. People know it is to be done, but have learned how to do it
from seeing it done-either by people in the family or elsewhere. They just follow the
convention, dcara, without studying further. Why? Because of sraddha. They perform
the worship, following convention, because they have Araddhd, but they do not know all
the stipulations, and therefore, do not follow them. The other possibility is that a person
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knows the stipulations but does not follow them. In that case, there is no sraddha. Why
do they do the ritual then? Only for some name or fame. The people under discussion
here, however, do have Araddha.
Arjuna wonders what is their nistha, their basis for operation, their commitment?
What is the disposition of their antah-karanain terms of the three gunas? Is sattva the
basis of their operation, or rajas or tamas? Sankara says, the question is whether the
worship they offer is sdttvika, rdjasika, or tdmasika. There are different types of
worship depending on who is worshipped, and the attitude and intent of the worshipper.
Ravana's prayer, and black magic, which is also prayer, are tsmasika. Of which type is
an act of worship, not done in the specified way, but with Sraddhd? Krsna can answer
this in one sentence, and say, 'It is sdttvika.' But Arjuna's question arises from his
incomplete understanding of the nature of sraddha. Sahkara introduces the answer of
Bhagavan by saying that one should not answer a general question on a subject without
dividing it into the component parts, in order to make it more specific. This is a very
important thing in understanding any topic. If someone goes to a doctor complaining that
he is in pain, the doctor will ask specific questions to find the location and the nature of
the pain. This is called pravibhdga. You keep on negating until you localize the
problem.
Sraddha is of three types when looked at on the basis of the gunas, sattva, rajas,
and tamas. The topic of this whole chapter is the division of the threefold sraddha,
sraddha-traya-vibhdga-yoga.The type of sraddha a person has is going to decide even

his eating habits and a number of other things. Thus, the various manifestations of
different types of sraddhaare also going to be told in this chapter.
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Aribhagavdnuvdca
trividhd bhavati sraddha dehindm sa svabhdvajd
sdttviki rdjasicaiva tdmasi ceti tim Arnu
srimbhagavdn AihnM A

Sri Bhagavdn; Z\R uvaca -

Verse 2

said;

t-t-T dehindm - for the embodied beings; 7TwT svabhdvajd - that which is born
sdttviki of the nature of the mind; 7T sT sd raddha - that sraddhi; ifq
sattvika; TPrf r 17 rdjasi ca eva - and rdjasika; r!TRf •I tamasi ca - and
tdmasika; tr iti - thus; fiF*Tr wTC trividhd bhavati .rnu- listen to that (three fold Araddhd)
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Sri Bhagavdn said:
The Araddhd of the embodied beings is born of the nature of the mind.
As sattvika, rdjasika, and tamasika, it is threefold. Listen to that
(threefold .raddhd).

Sraddha is one, but the shades of differences in its nature can be viewed as
threefold, trividhi. Like bread is one, but then, there are different types of breadFrench, sourdough, etc. Unlike bread, however, Araddhd is not an external object; it is in
your mind alone. Though you may call it faith, sraddhd is more than that. It is the whole
person. Sraddhd is not your belief system, but your whole attitude towards life. Your
attitude towards your body, towards wealth, towards people, towards acts of worship,
food, altruistic acts like charity, etc. All these have implications for your sraddhd
towards livara. Even how a person dresses, reveals so much about his or her value
structure and attitudes. It can be ostentatious, sloppy and tasteless, or neat and refined.
From the very dress we can understand whether he is sattvika, a thinking person, whor
has some values and really wants to know something more, whether there is some depth
to the person. The whole demeanour of the person, his actions, the way in which he
keeps the house, all indicate the type of sraddha he has towards everything in life. It
overflows from inside into everything you do. Sraddhd is not outside; it is in your
thinking, your understanding, your value structure, your priorities. All these are implied,
and thus, it is, not an ordinary word. Therefore, we have a whole chapter dedicated-to
understanding sraddhd.
For whom is the sraddhi?Dehindm, for those who have a body, a human body.
The individual human being is the one who has this threefold, trividha, sraddhd. What
determines the type of graddhd a person will have? It is born out of the nature of antahkarana, therefore it is svabhdvajd. The type of mind you have determines the type of
sraddha you have. That is more appropriate than considering that one is born with
certain propensities that determine his sraddhd. Then you may consider that you are
rajasika or tdmasika by nature and have to resign yourself to that. It is not like that,
because one can become sdttvika. The whole teaching is meant to make you sdttvika,
not to categorize people. Therefore, the meaning of svabhdva here is the nature of the
antah-karana.There are three types of sraddhd depending on the nature of the antahkarana,the mind one has, in which one can bring about a change.
Before going into detail about the three types of sraddha,Krsna makes a general
statement about sraddhd and the person.
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sattvdnurupd sarvasya Araddhd bhavati bhdrata
Araddhrmayo'yaml puruso yo yacchraddhahsa eva sah
B.G. Vol. IV - 11
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RMT bhdrata - O! Descendant of Bharata,Arjuna; 4sarvasya - of everyone;
-F T sraddhd - sraddhd; WTr-3T•j
' sattva-anurupa- in keeping with the mind;
%Tf-bhavati - is; aqTf-ý": ayam purusah - this person; NTtITK: raddhdmayah
- who is permeated by sraddht; 7: T-f-: yah yat-sraddhah- he who, whatever
Araddha he has; T: 174r: sah eva sah - he is that (sraddhd)alone

O! Descendant of Bharata,Arjuna, sraddhd of everyone is in keeping
with his mind. This person who is permeated by sraddhd, whatever is his
sraddha, he conforms to that sraddhd.

THE PERSON IS PERMEATED BY HIS ,RADDHA
Though sraddha is commonly translated as faith, since it is so much more than
that, as we have seen, let us leave it untranslated. Sattva here is not the guna but the
antah-karana,the mind. A person's sraddha is sattva-anuriupd, that is, according to

the disposition of his mind, its tendencies and value structure. It assumes a form in
keeping with the type of mind you have. And it can be changed, for the mind means
thinking and once your thinking is changed, everything is changed. The cognitive change
will bring about a change in your attitude, and that will have an impact on your sraddhd.
The tendencies and understanding you have, all determine the type of sraddhd you have.
A person is permeated by his sraddhd-purusah sraddhd-mayah. Whatever

type of Araddhd he has, that is exactly what he is. Here, the suffix mayat in the word,
sraddhd-maya is in the sense of pracurya, saturation. The person is nothing but an
expression of his sraddha. Sahkara makes it clear that purusa here is the individual,
the samsdri,jiva, and not dtmd. Whatever a person's sraddhd is, that is what he is. If
his sraddhd is sdttvika he will be sattvika, and so on. All his activities, his whole life,
will be a manifestation of his Araddhd.
Forget the term sraddha for the time being and just think about what determines
the expression of one's life. It is going to be in terms of one's value structure and
priorities. Suppose you ask someone to go to a movie and he says he has no time beoause
he has to play bridge. The priorities are clear. One is more important for him than the
other. Another person may go with you, and another may not because he is going to the
dgrama. I see this all the time when I give public talks. If they are for three nights, I will
never get the same people the second night, even though I deliberately leave them with a
cliffhanger. There is no way they can figure out the topic I am going to unfold, and yet,
they do not come the next night. Why? Priorities. Some other engagement was more
important-a dinner, a concert, etc. Even if God were to come, he would have to wait for
one more day. A person is nothing but his priorities. That is why you have to understand
how important it is. The whole change takes place only when the priorities change. That
rearrangement as to-which is more important, which is less important-really brings
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about the change in the person that sets him in a new direction. That prioritising of
values and pursuits indicates the type of thinking a person has, the type of sraddha he
has. And therefore, Bhagavan makes a sweeping statement here, which is applicable to
any person anywhere, 'Whatever is a person's Araddhd, he is indeed the personification
of that sraddha;that is, he conforms to that sraddhe-yoyat sraddhah,sa eva sah.'
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yajante sdttviki devan yaksaraksdmsirijasah
pretan bhdtagandmscdnye yajante tdmasdjandh

Verse 4

\0lWT: '7r: sttvikdh jandh - the sdttvika people; -k'W devdn - the devas; ZF
yajante - worship; 'TfT:rdjasih- the rdjasikapeople; W-Tefiuf yaksa-raksdmsi
- the yaksa and raksas; 3T1 anye - (and) others; •TMRM: tdmasah - the tdmasika
people; iaMT pretan - ghosts; iT-Tru IT bhuta-ganýtn ca - and the bhitaganas;
^-\ yajante -

worship

The sattvika people worship the devas; the rdjasika (people) worship
the yaksa-raksas,(and) the other tdmasika (people) worship ghosts and
bhitaganas.

THREE FOLD SRADDHA-SATTVIKA, RAJASIKA AND TAMASIKA
From different standpoints, we can see what kind of Araddhd a person haswhether sattua, rajas or tamas. One way of determining this is by the deities he
worships. If he worships the devas, like Indra, Varuna, and Agni, who are mentioned in
the Vedas, or Brahma, Visnu, or Siva, his sraddha is sdttvika. Then there are those

who worship a yaksa, a certain kind of celestial, or a raksas, a goblin or a spirit. Their
worship is considered rdjasika. And those who invoke pretas, ghosts, or harmful spirits
to worship have a sraddha that is tdmasika. A preta is the departed soul of a person
who did not follow proper conduct during his life and has to exist in that form for some
time before he proceeds. These are the ones worshipped by people who do black magic,
and such worship reflects a sraddhathat is tdmasika.
In prescribing what is to be done, vidhi, and what is not to be done, nisedha, the
Veda follows a method_of stating a general rule, utsarga,and negating or qualifying it,
apaveda.For example, it is a general rule that no one should hurt another living thing; it
says. 'hirmstm na kurydt.' But where there is justice involved, himsd is allowed.
Somebody is hanged because he committed a homicide. Thus, there is no rule which
does not have an exception, not even the rules of Bhagavfn.
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There are general rules in the Sastra about how the various devas like Brahma,
Visnu, Siva or Indra, Varuna, Agni, etc., are to be worshipped. From this standpoint a
form of worship may or may not be said to be sattvika. But even among who worship
the devas only a rare one is committed to sattva and does a sdttvika form of worship,
says Sahkara. Now Krsna uses the criterion of the motive of the worship to classify it
as sdttvika or rdjasika or tdmasika. Among the many who are committed to the
worship of the gods and so on, only some are based in sattua. Of these, some are
jijiisus who want only antah-karana-suddhi,in order to gain knowledge of their
identity with ISvara, as a result of the worship of the devas according to the prescribed
vidhi. This kind of worship is surely sdttvika. But generally, most people who are
committed to the specific results of prayers that are offered to these devatas are
generally given to rdjasika or tdmasika worship. Why? Because they seek power and
other ignoble ends within samsdra, through the worship.
How?

31gw EF0t 7?* -4 * uHT: I
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adgstravihitamghoram tapyanteye tapojanah
dambhdhahikrasamyuktdhkdmaragabaldnuitdh
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Verse 5
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kargayantahgarirasthambhutagrdmamacetasah
mdm caivdntahSarirasthamtanviddhydsurani4cayan

Verse 6

dambha-ahahkirat WR: ye jandh - those people who; 'ET-3T-ig -ThI:
samyuktah - riddled with pretension and egoity; -Wc-TFT-W5-3TIP : kdma-rlga-

bala-anvitdh -

endowed with strong passion and longing; 3•-f-:

acetasah -

rarirasthambhuta-gramam- the sense
" antahsarirasthammdm ca - and
WR<T7
organs obtaining in the body; 3T;?T:7tr1
: karsayantah - emaciating;
Me, obtaining within the body; t7 eva - also; C:h,4
asistra-vihitam- not enjoined by the idstra;VTTu ghoram - terrible;
3TUI -f-tFm
q-[ tapas - religious disciplines; 7 3 -r tapyante - perform; -Tff' tin viddhi lacking in discrimination; WITETh

'T-Trqr

know them to be; 3•lT-1T-*# F asura-niscaydn- of dsura conviction
Those people who riddled with pretension and egoity, endowed with
strong passion and longing and lacking in discrimination, perform terrible
religious disciplines not enjoined by the sdstra, emaciating the sense
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organs obtaining in the body, and Me too, who obtains within the bodymay you know them (to be) of sura conviction.
These two verses have to be read together to form a complete sentence. Tapas
here is religious worship that may consist of prayers, rituals, etc. The tapas that these
people do is not enjoined by the Sastra, agdstra-vihitam.And it is ghora, afflicting
one's own body-mind-sense-complex. Not only that, when such people worship, others
are also afflicted. Many animals may die, as on Thanksgiving. Just because you want to
give thanks to the Lord, so many turkeys have to die. First, you call them dull, then you
kill them and eat them. If they are so dull and foolish, why do you eat them? How
intelligent does that make you? They have as much reason to live as you do. When some
wrong-thinking people become religious, a lot of others suffer. They afflict themselves
and bring affliction to others.
These people who do tapas that is not enjoined by the dastra, are riddled with
pretension and egoity, dambha-ahaikara-samnyuktah.Their religious activities are
meant to declare to the world that they are religious. This is dambha. And it is also for
the sake of ahaikira,pride, egoity. And they are endowed with a very strong longing,
kdma-rdga-bala-anvitdh.A general want is called kdma; if rdga, attachment, is there,

it becomes longing. Or, kRma can be taken as passion and rdga as longing. Out of the
sheer force of kdma and riga, passion as well as longing, they perform these various
rituals, etc. Any tapas implies a certain self-affliction, a certain self-discipline. But the
motive determines the nature of the tapas. When Rdvana did tapas there was certainly
a lot of self-affliction, but it was not for mental purity, antah-karana-Auddhi,or mental
steadiness, antah-karana-naihcalya,for the sake of moksa. He wanted power to

destroy. Similarly, Hiranyakasipugained a boon by his great tapas that nobody would
be able to destroy him during the day or in the night, either inside the house or outside,
either on the earth or in the space. Nor would he die by an animal, or a human being, or
any weapon. He thought he had covered everything. But because no one can escape
death, the Lord came with a lion's head and a human body-neither animal nor human;
at twilight-neither day nor night; and placed him on his lap-neither on the earth nor in
space; on the threshold of the house-neither inside nor outside, and killed him with his
claws-not a weapon. In every rule, there is a loophole-always. People like Ravana
and Hiranyakasipudo formidable tapas out of the drive of ambition and lust, kdmardga-bala-anvitdh.

When the tapas is so difficult and the results are ultimately so disastrous, why do
they do it? They are acetasah. They do not think properly. Lacking discrimination, they
emaciate themselves by not feeding the sense organs their sense objects out of sheer will.
Where do they get the will? They are driven by kdma; and by rdga. I always admire the
will of a person who contests the nomination for the presidency of the United States and
keeps that will going. That is not an ordinary thing. To do the amount of work required
even to be nominated, he must be driven by a great ambition. Otherwise, it is impossible.
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Denying the group of sense organs all experiences, they do great tapas. A
sattvika person also denies feeding the sense organs, lives a disciplined life, and does
his meditation or prayers. The difference is, the sittvika person wants nothing but
moksa, while the other one is driven. One has viveka, the other does not. Even among
those who are not seeking moksa, there are two types of samsaris, those who have
simple ambitions and those who are driven by kdma, rdga, ahafikara,highly ambitious
people. They are not just ordinary samnsrls; they are driven. And among them, there are
shades of differences. Some are legitimately making efforts, and others, the asuras, do
not follow any rules. Anything convenient will do, because they lack viveka. All of them
undergo severe privations to achieve their ends.
Not only do they afflict the body and sense organs, Lord Krsna says, 'They are
afflicting Me, who obtains in the body-mdam ca antah-Sarlrasthamkarsayantah.' In

the form of the witness obtaining in the body, Lord Ndrdyana as the dtmd is observing
all that is going on. How can they afflict atmd, which is not an object, karma, of
anybody's action? We have seen that dtmd is not destroyed even when the body is
destroyed, na hanyate hanyamdne sarire.How can anyone do anything to the dtmd? It

is purely a figure of speech. So how do they afflict Bhagavdn? Sarikara says it is
nothing but not following what is to be done according to the mandate, anusdsana,of
Bhagavdn. Not conforming to dharma and adharma is afflicting Bhagavdn, and in

this sense, Krsna says, 'They are afflicting Me.' These people are to be understood as
those whose conclusions and convictions are dsura. Therefore, they are called dsuraniscayas. I2 do not want to translate isura as demonic because you have your own
concept of demons, which does not exactly fit the description of an asura, and I won't
use the word evil because there is no such thing as evil. An asura is driven by wrong
thinking or lack of right thinking. There are a lot of people who lack the capacity to think
and are harmless. But an aqura has wrong thinking, and is driven also. Why should
Bhagavdn say 'May you understand-viddhi,' here? Why should we know this?

Saaikara says, it is because any trace of that type of thinking and behaviour, if it is
present in us, has to be negated. For that purpose it is said here that one should know the
asura-niscaya.

Not only is the expression of graddhathreefold, even the food you like, the rituals
you perform, religious disciplines that you practise, and charity, can be threefold in
nature-sdttvika,rdjasika, and tdmasika. The latter two are told in order to avoid them

and cultivate the sdttvika quality. Some of them can be practised, and like a quality,
some of them have to be understood and lived up to.
There are three types of food-sdttvika, rdjasika, and tamasika. And your

preference for them is determined by the predominance of sattva, rajas and tamas in
a'surah nikcayah yesdm te dsura-ni6caydh.
2 Swamiji
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your disposition. Some people love things like blue cheese, and others will not go near
them. People like different types of food, but here we are not simply categorizing three
different types of food. Two of them are to be avoided. The hope is that if your food is
more sdttvika, that. will perhaps help you to think properly. There is no absolute
correlation here because you may be an eater of sittvika food, and also be very cruel.
Godse was a vaisnava brdhmana,a great vegetarian. And he shot Gandhiji! It is silly to
think that if you are a vegetarian, your thinking will be wonderful.
It is not true. But, on the other hand, the food that is eaten does affect the mind.
We have to understand this relatively, not absolutely. Otherwise, you will simply
condemn some people based on what they eat, and this has no validity. I have seen
people who are non-vegetarian, and at the same time, contemplative. But generally, one
has a degree of insensitivity when one eats things that want to live-things that have legs
in order to run away from you. The day an eggplant develops legs and horns and a
pumpkin develops feet, we have to consider whether we should eat a pumpkin or a goat.
This is mentioned here because for a seeker, a person who is serious about his antahkarana-duddhi,it is necessary to have a sensitivity about all his actions, including his
choice of food. Similarly, performing rituals, religious disciplines, and charity can be
purely sdttuika, rdjasika, or tdmasika. The Gitd spends so much time on this kind of
division just so that we can follow the sattva and avoid the other two.

WgTrwq 744T f~rfat- orcr ftr: I

*2srRC

Wfti ^;Fii

3n7M1

|\s 1I

dhirastvapisarvasya trividho bhavati priyah

yajhastapastathddanam tes.dm bhedamimamnrnu

q

•ls tu api -

and also; W«h^ sarvasya -

Verse 7

for everyone; ft;r: priyah - that is liked;

3n'T': dhdrah - food; ffer: trividhah - threefold; qTfi bhavati - is; WT tathd
- so too; 1W: yajiiah - ritual; -Tam tapas - religious discipline;
dm,
danam charity; rm• tesdm - of them; ^mW" t imam bhedam - this difference; T[J srnu
-

listen

And also, for everyone, the food that is liked is threefold, so too, are
ritual, religious discipline, and charity. Listen to this difference of theirs.
The word tu is used to distinguish this topic from the previous topic of Araddhd.
Like graddhd, other things are also threefold. A few of them are mentioned here. Ahdra
means what is taken in, eaten, dhriyate iti dhdrah. It can even refer to the sense objects
because they are all taken by the senses. But here dhdra means food, what is eaten or
drunk by you. For everyone, sarvasya, food is threefold, dhdrah trividhah.How? Is it
in terms of nutritional value? Should everyone take threefold food, like protein,
carbohydrate and fat in a certain proportion? Or should we take a little bit of sdttvika
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food, a little bit of rdjasika food and some tdmasika food? It is not threefold in these
senses but in terms ofguna, and it is so according to what is liked, priya, by people.
'Listen to this difference among them, tesam bhedah imam srnzu,' saying so
Bhagavdn enumerates them.

TýM: finmT: fmT T 31l:1T:

rf^TR

l: i ic I I

dyuhsattvabalarogyasukhapritivivardhandh
rasydh snigdhah sthird hrdyd ahardh sdttvikapriyah
•3T^:rtstlj:i4l'c4Yoi'-l:

Verse 8

i:yuh-sattva-bala-drogya-sukha-priti-vivardhanah-

those which increase longevity, mental clarity, strength, health, pleasure in taste,
aesthetic pleasure; T'fT: rasyih - succulent; ftwT: snigdhah - oily; f 'T: sthirdh
-

fortifying; Wi: hrdyah -

ftw-f•s

pleasing (to the heart); 3TITR: ahdrah -

(are) the foods;

T: s6ttvika-priydh - that are loved by the sdttvika people
Succulent, oily, fortifying and pleasing foods, which increase longevity,
mental clarity, strength, health, pleasure in taste and aesthetic pleasure
are loved by sdttvika people.

Ayuh is the duration of life, longevity. Sattva is the development of your mind. If
you take too much coffee or sugar, you find that it is difficult to have steadiness of mind,
citta-ekdgratd, so it is clear that food does affect the mind. Whatever you ingest that
contributes to your steadiness of mind, tranquillity, and capacity to think, is what is
meant here by food that is sattva. Food can also give you strength, bala. And there are
things that you eat which are purely healthy, drogya. Then it should also be tasty; it
should give you some pleasure, sukha, and it should be aesthetically pleasing, pritivivardhana. Even if you look at some food, it spoils your appetite, though it may be
very good for you. Thus, the food that enhances all these is liked by those whose
disposition is predominantly sattva, that is, it is sattvika-priya. Again, the food that is
eaten is divided according to its nature. Some food is rasya, succulent, juicy; some are
snigdha, creamy, oily, and some are sthira, that is, they remain for a long time in the
body; like that meant for building bone, etc. All these varieties of food should be
pleasing to your mind, hrdya. The presentation of the food, how it looks, is very
important because the very sight of the food should please you. These are the foods,
which are considered desirable by sdttvika people. That is, these are sattvika-priyadhdras.
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Then what is rdjasika-dhdra?That is mentioned in the next verse.

aWTRT wrMtW^Ir

i:WftRl3l4
WI: 11 1I

katvamlalavanityusnatiksnaruksaviddhinah
dhdrd rdjasasyestiaduhkhasokdmayapradah
•'•-gp ^-T^cau|-<T-•-5

t-^p7--fBr-{;|:

Verse 9

katu-amla-lavana-ati-usna-tiksna-riikqa-

viddhinah - those which are very bitter, very sour, very salty, very hot, very pungent,
astringent, and causing inflammation; 7: -ft•-34l4 : duhkha-soka-dmaya-praddh
- that give pain, sorrow and ill-health; anTIRT: ihardh - (are) foods; <rqTIW WT:
rdjasasyaistdih -

that are highly desired by rdjasikapeople

Foods, which are very bitter, sour, salty, hot, pungent, astringent, and
burning, that give pain, sorrow and ill-health are highly desired by
rdjasikapeople.
Saikara says that the prefix ati, which intensifies the meaning of the word to
which it is added, should be applied to all the words in the compound, kaptu, amla,
lavana, usna, tiksna, raksa, viddhl. This has to be said because all these things are

necessary for all for good health, and even prescribed in Ayurveda. But they have to be
used in moderation. But a rdjasika person goes to the extreme with these. What is said
here is that they are to be avoided in the extreme. Ati-katu is what is highly bitter, and
ati-amla is very sour, like yoghurt that is fifteen days old. Ati-lavana is excessively
salty, and ati-usna is so hot you cannot touch it without burning your tongue, or
shedding tears, like red chillies or jalapeno peppers. Food that is ati-tlksna is
excessively pungent, and ati-riksa is very astringent. Any burning food that causes
inflammation is viddhl. This is all food that is highly desired by rdjasika people,
rdjasasya istdh. And these give pain, sorrow and ill-health, duhkha-soka-dmayapraddh. In spite of that they love to eat that food!
Then there is a third type of food, the food that is desired by the tdmasika people.
Bhagavanenumerates them in the next verse.

:3fn
I
t4_'uT

14Mit 4-1 Iko I

ydtaydmam gatarasampiti paryusitam ca yat
ucchistamapicdmedhyam bhojanam tdmasapriyam

Verse 10

z--M9
'
ydta-ydmam - that which is three hours old or inadequately cooked; r'-T••
gata-rasam - that from which the essence has gone; ft piti - putrid; 74fFR
paryusitam - day-old; 3TRT - api ca - and also; 3%aRp ucchistam - leavings; TE
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7

f ca yat - and which; lAmTAT amedhyam - unfit as an offering; IrH q bhojanam
- (is) the food; ?m -flT9 tEmasa-priyam - that is beloved to a tdmasika person

Food which is old or inadequately cooked, from which the essence has
gone, which is putrid, day-old, leavings, and also unfit as an offering, is
beloved to a tamasika person.
The word ydta-yama qualifies the food; and it means the food for which one
yama has passed. One ydma consists of about four muhurtas, forty-eight minute
periods, totally amounting to about three hours. When there was no refrigeration, cooked
food that had been standing for three hours in a tropical climate would be teeming with
bacteria and is therefore, unfit for consumption. Sahkara says the word can also mean,
'manda-pakva-inadequately cooked' because the next word, gata-rasam,covers stale
food. Here the word ydma will mean the prescribed length of time for which the food
has to be cooked and that is not observed therefore the food is called ydta-yima. Food
that is gata-rasahas lost the taste, essence, it once had, and therefore, its nutritive value.
And usually the stale food has lost all its nutritive value. But even though not stale, white
rice is useless; it is gata-rasa,because its capacity to nourish is gone in the process of
polishing it has undergone.
Puti is foul-smelling, and paryusita, Sahkara says, is cooked food that has been
kept over night-yesterday's leftovers. It includes all fermented things, which are
sometimes used as medicine, as kaSdya, but are not good for you as food. Ucchistam
means what is left over after somebody else has eaten. If the food you eat is such
leavings, it is ucchista. Then amedhya means food that has not been or cannot be
offered to the Lord. Food, bhojana, of this sort is beloved to a tdmasika person,
tdmasa-priyam. From this, do not conclude that because somebody is eating food of
this sort, he must be tdmasika. It is not like that. It can be just a habit. These tdmasika
foods are mentioned here so that you can avoid them.
After mentioning the three types of food, the three types of worship are going to be
told now.
^&I#ll^fk

R:

fafR^T ;Tf

i1

qP4:*ýl TRO WRVMT1 -9 Mifat: I19 11
aphaldkdhksibhiryajiovidhidrstoya ijyate
yastavyameveti manah samddhdya sa s4ttvikah

Verse 11

.f : aphala-ikdhksibhih- by
-: 7W: yah yajhah - the ritual which; 3•t7 ýt.'
those who do not expect a result (other than antah-karana-guddhi);fWfi--: vidhidrstah - that which is known through the adstra; Z
4q
T1 yastavam eva - 'This
ritual is just to be performed'; OR iti - thus; TI: lTW
manah samddhaya -
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making up the mind; Ta
(ritual) is sattvika

{ijyate -

is performed;

RT:
RfW:

sah sattvikah -

that

That ritual, which is known through the sistra and is performed by those
who do not expect a result (other than antah-karana-suddhi), by
making up the mind, 'This ritual is just to be performed,' is sattvika.
The root yaj, from which the word, yajha is derived, is used in the sense of
worship of a god. But generally, the word yajiia refers to a Vedic ritual. Here the
adjective qualifying yajiia is vidhi-drsta, what is known through the sastra. In the
sastra, there are statements enjoining one to perform rituals. Some are to be done daily;
they are nitya-karmas.And some on specific occasions; they are naimittika-karmas.
By whom are they performed? These rituals that are sattvika are performed by
people who have no result in view, aphala-dkdhksibhih.H)w can anybody perform a
karma without expecting a result? We have to understand this word to mean that they
are doing it only for antah-karana-Auddhi,to neutralize pipa and as an offering to
Ivara.

The attitude with which it is done is given here in the statement, 'yastavyam eva
iti-the ritual has to be performed.' That is the person has this attitude that this ritual has
to be performed by him. Sahkara says, that the ritual is brought to manifestation. Why?
Because it is enjoined by the sastra.Even though each ritual has its result, here it is not
done for the specified result, but just for the sake of doing it. And doing with this attitude
gives antah-karana-Auddhito the doer. So it is done for antah-karana-duddhialone.
And it is done with the resolve, 'No end, purusdrtha,is going to be accomplished by
this.' This karma is not for one of the human ends such as artha-security, kdmapleasure, or dharma-punya.
He is not interested in any of these, but on the contrary, is seeking the knowledge
that will free him from all of them, moksa. When that is the aim, the most that any
karma can give is a mind that is prepared to gain this knowledge. So he undertakes the
ritual resolving the mind, manah samadhaya, that is, with reference to the purusdrtha
he is very resolved that he has nothing to really gain from this ritual. Or, manah
samddhdya, can mean making the mind tranquil. This means there is a certain
cheerfulness. Otherwise, if you are not interested in artha, kdma, or dharma, and are
asked to do a ritual, there can be a reluctance or lack of enthusiasm. With such an
attitude, that karma is not going to be sattvika. Therefore, what is meant here is that it is
done with a composed, cheerful mind. The mind will naturally be tranquil when he is
clear that the purusdrthais moksa. He performs the ritual not being swayed by other
desires. Such a ritual is considered sattvika.
A ritual is sdttvika when it fulfils all these requirements. It should be done by a
person who is interested only in antah-karana-suddhi,for moksa, not anything else.
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The mind is therefore resolved on that, that is, there is manah-samddhana,and the
attitude is, 'It is to be done by me.' And he also understands that, further, it should be
done in keeping with what is laid down in the Sastra.
In this one verse, Krsna points out the essence of all that he has been saying about
karma-yoga. Generally, karma means a Vedic ritual, which is normally performed for
the sake of getting punya. If it is done only for antah-karana-suddhi,it becomes
karma-yoga. When we talk about karma-yoga, the meaning of karma is extended to
include duties. Otherwise, this cannot apply to Arjuna. He is not being asked to perform
a ritual, but to fight a battle. Therefore, karma here covers not only Vedic rituals, but
also all duties and interactions with people.
Now Bhagavan describes the rdjasa ritual in the next verse.

abhisandhdyatu phalam dambhdrthamapicaiva yat
ijyate bharatagresthatam yajFiam viddhi rdjasam
^ tu -

on the other hand; wTf-tg bharata-Arestha-

Arjuna; TO'T 3TfWlT

phalam abhisandhdya -

Verse 12

most exalted of the Bharatas,

keeping in view, a result; "Wfl2

3Tfq - dambhdrtham api ca - and also to proclaim one's own religiosity; 1T eva alone; zI fq* yat ijyate - the ritual which is performed; TPT Z-g tam yajiiam -

that ritual; TiT•

fe• rdjasam viddhi - may you know as rajasa

On the other hand, may you know that ritual which is offered keeping in
view, a result, and also just to proclaim one's own religiosity, is rajasika,
Arjuna.

The word, tu distinguishes this kind of yajiia from the sattvika ritual of the
previous verse. This is also performed as it is enjoined by the sastra,but the attitudes are
different. The attitude, with reference to result, of the one who does this ritual is just the
opposite to that of the sdttvika ritual. It is done expecting a definite result, phalam
abhisandhdya. Whether it is wealth, some pleasure, or accumulation of punya, to be
enjoined in either this world or in some other world, the ritual we are talking about here
is performed keeping a certain result in view. When it is performed with that intention,
the ritual, understand, viddhi, is born of rajoguna.
And again, it is done for the purpose of proclaiming one's own religiosity,
dambhdrtham. Unlike the sdttvika ritual, which is done just because it is to be done,
yastavyam eva iti, this is done for one's own glory. These are just the opposite of one
another. A ritual done to gain recognition as a religious person is rdjasika.
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Then what is the third one? Bhagavan describes in the next verse.

vidhihinamasrstdnnammantrahinamadaksinam
graddhdvirahitamyajfiam tdmasam paricaksate

Verse 13

Wf--Aw vidhi-hinam - that which is bereft of the stipulations of astra; •-Va-3Tr,
mantra-hinamasrsta-annam- that which is without distribution of food; RIA
adaksinam - that which
that which is without proper recitation of mantras; 3ffi a

is without distribution of wealth;
without Araddha; zPJr yajiam ftff•i• paricaksate- they say

Sraddha-virahitam - that which is
-STT-IF
r
tdmasam - (is) tamasika;
the ritual; ?flH

They say that a ritual, which is bereft of the stipulations of Sdstra,
without distribution of food, without proper recitation of mantras,
without distribution of wealth and without Araddhd, is tamasika.
Those who know the Sdstra say, paricaksate,the ritual described by this verse, is
born of tamoguna. All the words in the verse are adjectival to yajifa. A ritual is
supposed to be performed according to vidhi, the injunctions of Adstra. That means the
vidhi is fulfilled without exceeding or failing short of what is prescribed by it. Exactly as
it is enjoined, it is performed. Here, however, it is the opposite. He performs the ritual all
right, but does not follow all the rules. He wants to do it, but does not have enough
sraddhato do to it properly.
The other words here refer to some of the stipulations for a ritual. When you are
performing a ritual, you are supposed to feed the people. The brdhmanas, and the
priests who come, are to be given food. It is part of the ritual. A ritual, which does not
have this mandatory distribution of food, is asrsta-anna.Then again, either he does not
recite all the mantras, or he recites them improperly, by omitting some letters or
pronouncing them with incorrect svara, accents. And a mantra without proper svara is
not a mantra. When the mantras of a ritual are chanted like this, the ritual is considered
mantra-hinam.Then, as a part of every yajia, a certain daksind is to be given. There
are different types of daksinas, like money, land, or some cattle, but wealth in some
form has to be distributed to officiating priests and deserving others. Without it, the
ritual is adaksina, and is considered incomplete.
The central problem with this type of ritual, and the reason for all the others, is that
there is no sraddha-itis graddhd-virahita.If something is missed in the performance
of a ritual, graddha will make up for it. But here there is no draddhd. Or, he has the
tamasika-sraddhathat we have seen before. He only invokes pretas, spirits, etc., or
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performs black magic. Thus Bhagavan has finished what he has to say about the three
types of rituals.
Now we have three very interesting verses describing three types of religious
discipline meant for brahma-vidyd. Even if a person is not seeking brahma-vidya, this
is the greatest tapas one can do, because it makes one mature.

o"404ir

-q~r
x
ffq zT

ik-e ii

devadvijaguruprdjiapi2janam zaucamarjavam
brahmacaryamahimsdca sdriram tapa ucyate

Verse 14

worshipping gods,
-Wdeva-dvija-guru-prdjiia-plijanam -i T-Tg-3-T5brdhmanas,teachers and wise people; hm•- Saucam - external cleanliness; 3TPiW(
arjavam - straightforwardness; Wg4q brahmacaryam - self-discipline; s3qM ahimsd ca - and not physically hurting (any living being); (iTh?
- the discipline of the physical body; 3--• ucyate - is called

,Rdrirramtapas

Worshipping gods, brahmanas, teachers and wise people, external
cleanliness, straightforwardness, self-discipline, and not physically
hurting (are all collectively) called discipline of the physical body.
Tapas, religious discipline, is viewed as threefold from the standpoint of the
primary means used to perform it. It can be predominantly physical-Adriram or
kayikam tapas, oral-vdcikam tapas, or mental-mdnasam tapas. They are all meant

for purification, Buddhi. As we clean any instrument, karana, before using it, like
cleaning eyeglasses before using them to see, we prepare all our karanas by these
disciplines so that we can know. Only when all the karanas are clean, are things clear.
The disciplines told in this verse are centred mainly on the body. Therefore they
are called the cariram tapas. The first to be listed among them is pijana, devotion,
worship, respect, etc. This is a very important thing. Daily offering of worship to Ivara
in some form or the other is deva-piujana.This is a must. When you never fail to do this,
on a daily basis, it is tapas. Otherwise, it is not. Tapas means that you take a vow, and
then fulfil it. No matter what happens, you do it.
Then, due respect is also to be given to brdhmanas and teachers. Anyone who
teaches is a guru, and we find that in life, there are three types of teachers. The parents,
father and mother, are our first teachers. Then, there are all the teachers who have taught
us various disciplines of knowledge and those from whom we have learned important
lessons of life. Finally, there is the spiritual teacher who may initiate one into mantrajapa or give brahmopadesa. Because they are teachers, they all deserve reverence.
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There are certain things we can do to show our respect, and, as a tapas, these are done
without fail.
Prajfia,a person who is wise, or a scholar, is also to be respected. Because sariratapas is being discussed, acts of respect like offering flowers or some service are
implied here. As the occasions arise, we can offer an act of worship in the form of
service.
Cleanliness, Aauca, is another important discipline. Here external cleanliness is
meant because this tapas is centred on the body. Later he will discuss internal
cleanliness, dntara-gauca under mental discipline, mdnasam tapas. Keeping the
external environment and the physical body clean implies regular care and is important
in providing a conducive atmosphere for any pursuit, especially that of a spiritual seeker.
Then he mentions arjava, which is straightforwardness in dealing with people.
When the pursuit is of truth, honesty in the seeker is crucial. A commitment to being
straightforward in all his interactions is the tapas here. It necessarily means a perfect
alignment of thought, word and deed. While this certainly involves the mind and speech,
it is considered sdrira-tapaswhen it primarily involves actions.
Brahmacarya the next to be mentioned is definitely restraint at the level of the
external organs, bdhya-indriya-nigraha.It is a form of dama. Ahimsd is non-hurting.
How can non-hurting be gdrira-tapas,when it is not an action? Even though it is not an

action, hurting is, and the tapas here is curbing the tendency to hurt physically. When
this tendency to hurt is there, I can hurt anything, even though it has nothing to do with
me. If I do not like to have an insect in my room, I quietly pick it up and put it outside,
without harming it. This is ahimsa. It is Adrira-tapas because the physical limbs are
involved in the restraint from causing hurt to any living being. No doubt, the senses and
mind are also involved, but the role of the physical body is predominant, in the sense that
it is the place from where actions emanate. Conventionally, therefore, it is called 'ariratapas.
Then we have discipline at the level of speech, vdktapas. Here it is presented very
clearly in one sentence.

T*i i

jq cuzi4m-ffq I 1?1PT
I II

anudvegakaramvdkyam satyam priyahitam ca yat
svddhydydbhyasanam caiva vuamayam tapa ucyate

Verse 15

'• qmR yat vdkyam - the speech which (is); Sg-jchf4 anudvegakaram- which
does not cause agitation; 1?S satyam - which is true; fa
"-priyahitamca and which is pleasing and beneficial; (TE' tat - that);
rIlT-Pqml_ "t- Tr
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and also daily repetition of one's own Veda;
va&dmayam tapas - the discipline of speech; WirA ucyate - is said

svddhydya-abhyasanam ca eva MT--RW f

Speech, which does not cause agitation, which is true, pleasing and
beneficial, and daily repetition of one's own Veda, are ( collectively )
called discipline of speech.
When you talk to another person, what is the reason for talking? Whether you
want to convey something, or share something, like your knowledge or your experience;
there is definitely an intention, vivaksa. Sahkara says a sentence is used for creating a
cognition, an understanding in another person. If that speech is to be tapas, it must have
certain characteristics.
In speaking, using words that do not cause any kind of pain to another person, that
is, those that are anudvegakara,' is very important. When I speak, what I say or how I
say should not invoke irritation in the person I am addressing. Then again, what I say has
to be also satyam, true. And it should bring happiness to the person immediately, as it is
being said. That is called priya. Not only that, it should bring happiness in the long run
also. That is, it should be beneficial to that person, hita. Here Sahkara spends a lot of
time analysing these words. Sahkara says, the word, 'ca-and,' here means that all four
things that are mentioned here have equal status. Only if the speech includes all of them
is it vrimayam tapas. If it is lacking in any one or two or three of these, it is not
vaimayam tapas. What I say may be very pleasant, priya, and not at all irritating,
anudvegakara, but it may not be true, satya, at all, and therefore, certainly not
beneficial, hita. Or, it may be pleasing, priya, and even true, satya, but not good for the
person, hita. It may be pleasing to hear, for example, that the admission is free at the
local race track today. And it is true too. But it is not hita if it is said to a compulsive
gambler. He will be very happy to hear it, but it is not good for him at all. Then there is a
statement which is absolutely truthful, but is very painful to hear. My friend may not be
very intelligent, but if I tell him so, it will definitely cause him pain and it will not do
him any good either. Such a statement may be satya, but is not anudvegakara,priya or
hita. This type of speech is not vaimayam tapas

A sentence that will fall under the definition of vahmayam tapas has all four.
Saikara gives an example: 'santo bhava vatsa! svadhyayam yogam ca anutistha,

tathd ca Sreyo bhavisyati-My dear boy, may you be at peace. Follow the daily study
of your Veda and karma-yoga; then you will have moksa, freedom.' See how beautiful
this sentence is. Even as he is told to calm himself in this way, 'sdnto bhava vatsa,' his
mind quietens. It is anudvegakara. Generally we get angry and say, 'Keep quiet,' or
'Enough.' That does not work. The person may become quiet, but definitely not calm.
Sudvega means agitation; udvegakara is that which causes udvega; and anudvegakarais
that which is not udvegakara.
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That statement is udvegakara. Then he tells him to study the gsstra and follow a life of
karma-yoga. This is something that is good for him right now, priya, and also good for
him later, hita. And he tells him that if he does all this, he will get moksa. It is true,
satya, and also good for him, hita. Even if he fails to get moksa here, it will produce a
better life for him next time, where he will pick up the thread and continue. There is no
problem here; it is good for him now, and in the future. In this life itself, he will get
relative freedom from the hold of his likes and dislikes. A sentence like this, whicf has
all the four characteristics is vuaimayam tapas.
Discipline at the level of speech also includes the repetition of one's own Veda,
svddhydya-abhyasana.Daily one has to repeat one's own Veda, or at least a portion of
it. If he cannot repeat even a portion, he repeats the gdyatri mantra because it is
considered to be the essence of all Vedas. If he cannot repeat that too, it is enough to say,
'om tat sat.' About this, he is going to talk about later. Wherever there is karma
involved, there are options, but at the same time, it has to be done in one form or the
other. This svddhydya-abhyasanacan be converted into the daily study of the scripture.
The daily study or repetition of some verses of praise, or .a mantra is also svddhydyaabhyasana.But to do it, without fail, every day, is very important.
All these together form vaimayam tapas. Then, what is mental tapas?

TFO79K: ORF# *HITHM9qF
-RitMr
wTIt) Hw
' i PjI

4,1: I
I lk-1, I1

manahprasadahsaumyatvam maunamdtmavinigrahah
bhdvasamruddhirityetattapomdnasamucyate
manahprasddah -

TR:lT-:

mental

cheerfulness;

•4

Verse 16
saumyatvam -

cheerfulness in expression; frnmaunam - absence of pressure to talk; aT$-i-f•IrW:
dtma-vinigrahah- mastery over the mind; T-Tgit: bhdva-samsuddhih - clean
Trm manasam tapas - mental discipline; 3mt
intent; *f ýr-- (all) this; fIw;r
ucyate -

is called

Mental cheerfulness, cheerfulness in expression, absence of pressure to
talk, mastery over the mind, clean intent-this (these together) is called
mental discipline.
Manahprasddais mental cheerfulness. The word, 'mental' is used deliberately
here because, sometimes you can put on an appearance of cheerfulness, but not be
mentally cheerful at all. A discipline, which helps you acquire and maintain mental
cheerfulness, is called tapas. It involves a prayerful attitude, and an acceptance of
yourself and of the situation in which you find yourself. This includes acceptance of the
past, and of the world as we find it. Futuristic conjectures are also resolved in an attitude
B.G. Vol. IV - 12
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of surrender and simple appreciation. If an ant can live its life. I can also live my life
cheerfully. I do not need to prove myself to anybody.
These are all simple things. But then, these things count a lot, because, it is the
simple things that bring about cheerfulness. It involves living one day at a time. And that
is a life in keeping with reality. Today is real; tomorrow I may not be here at all. It is not
that I worry about what will happen tomorrow. Today I am alive, and what is to be done
this day, I just do. The future can take care of itself If I can manage today, tomorrow I
have only one day to manage. This is the truth about life. Your whole life, all you have
to manage is one day. You have to find food and cook for one day. In fact, it can be
reduced to one meal. One day is too long, really, but that is good enough to understand
this. Even if you are worried, your worry is only for one day. Yesterday's worry is gone.
What happened yesterday was yesterday. It is not today. If yesterday, you made a
mistake, that is fine. You are wiser for it. If you are worried about it today, not only
yesterday was spoiled, today also is wasted in worrying about what happened yesterday.
With reference to the result of action, and what is to be done, a certain surrender allows
you to live happily.
The life of an ant is a good example. It is very busy, and it has its own time off
also. You can see it just sitting there in one place for some time, and then getting busy.
Then, it seems to communicate something to another ant who is approaching, and that
one turns around and they go off together for some exploit. Both of them, or a gang of
them, go and attack some sugar crystal. It is too big for one of them to manage, but
together, they can pull the sugar crystal to where they want it, and finish off the whole
thing. In between, the ant stops; it takes its own time. It does not seem to worry much,
even though people are walking nearby. It can die any time, but it does not seem
concerned. It just keeps busy. If that ant can survive-not only one but teeming
millions-right on the sidewalk, living as I am in this vast world, I can easily find my
livelihood. The future will take care of itself. I may plan for the future, but I do what I
can do today. That is all. Today's plan is like this, and tomorrow's plan may be the same,
or 1 may revise it. This 'one day at a time' never goes away. These are the attitudes that
bring about surrender.
Then there is a law that 'What will be, will be-bhavitavyam bhavatyeva!' This
is an important shock absorber. What is to happen will happen; I do what I can. That is
the truth about living. Did you ever think you would be where you are today? It all
happens, thanks to one thing or the other. You find yourself in a given situation because
there is a certain plan going on underneath. Let it unfold itself. You take things day by
day and shape whatever comes your way. You do not allow yourself to be like
driftwood; you hold the gear alright, but at the same time, you recognize that there is a
certain unfoldment taking place in your life which has its own meaning. That meaning
you can discover, and face, as it unfolds. Let life be full of surprises. If you know that
everything will happen according to your plan, you need not even live. Just imagine if
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you know everything that is going to happen! All the menus for your whole lifetime,
what you are going to eat for breakfast, lunch and dinner, everything is completely
mapped out and made known to you. There is no fun in this! There are no surprises, no
turns of events. If you want to have some surprises, make your plans, do what you have
to, and leave the outcome to the factors that shape the unfolding of events. What is to
happen to you, your own prdrabdhaand that of others, are all intertwined. This is how
things happen. If you have understood and assimilated even what has happened so far,
you have an attitude that is ready for surprises. That is mental cheerfulness,
manahprasdda.
A number of things are involved in this. Whenever concern or anxiety arises, we
resolve it by bringing back the proper attitude. Just remind yourself that it is nice being
yourself. Say to yourself, 'It is nice being myself.' In whichever area you have to
change, make efforts to change. If necessary, take help, even the help of Bhagavdn, in
the form of prayer. I do not have to prove myself to anybody. If another person thinks ill
of me, it is his problem. I just accept myself as I am. 'It is nice being myself.' Have a
sentence like this and repeat it now and then like a mantra. You will find that you are
together as a person. That is, at least psychologically, the result of the teaching.
Of course, essentially there is nothing but yourself. You are the only one here, and
therefore, there is no problem. But even psychologically, it is just nice being myself. I
accept myself, as I am, totally; I do not need to prove anything to anybody on this earth.
Not even to God. If I have to prove myself to God, then, his acceptance of me would
become conditional. Then he is not God. He is like any other person. If the person who
does not accept you, as you are, is someone who cares for you, and therefore you care
for his opinion, what kind of care is that? When someone cannot accept you as you are,
what is that care? Suppose a nurse taking care of a patient, does not accept him as he is.
She complains that he goes on scratching. But that is his problem! That is why she is
taking care of him! She can tell him not to scratch too much, or put some gloves on him,
or cut his nails so that he does not create new problems for himself. But she has to accept
him as he is. That is what care is! If someone cares for me, he must necessarily take me
as I am. That is what counts. Those who really care for you, do not have any opinion
about you; they just take you as you are. If someone mistakes you, it is his problem. Just
remember, 'It is nice being myself.' When you get up in the morning, acknowledge that
it is nice being alive. You do not take life for granted. It is one more day for celebration.
Plan how you will celebrate today. Even under the shower, you can start celebrating.
Like this, celebrate the day with what you are doing. It does not mean that you must bake
a cake everyday. Anything that you do is a celebration. 'I am alive today. It is nice being
alive. It is nice doing what I do.' That is what the attitude is. This is manahprasdda.
When the mind has this attitude, there is saumyatva. This is an expression of the
frame of mind, the antah-karana-vrtti.Sahkara says it is clarity, svacchatd, which is
also cheerfulness. Sahkara says something very interesting here. Suppose a father's
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eyebrows are raised when he looks at his son. From this external indication, the boy
understands his father's mental state-that he is angry. Then, as a son, he tries to please
him. Once the father is pleased, what happens? He has a smile. From this smile, the child
is able to understand that his father is okay now. The facial expression reveals what is in
the mind. That pleased frame of mind, vrtti, reflected in the face is what is called
saumyatva. Thus, Sahkara says, 'From the cheerfulness of the face, etc., the frame of
mind is inferred.' When manahprasddais there, there is an external expression evident
on the face, and that is what they call saumyatva. It reveals a cheerfulness in the mind.
From the mouth, eyes, eyebrows, words, the whole demeanour of the person, you infer
that he is pleased. The tapas here is, when you are displeased, you bring back a pleased
condition of mind, which will bring about a smile. This is not a behavioural
modification, but a change that comes about by a process of thinking.
Mauna is restraint in speaking. Even though it is a discipline of the organ of
speech, and might be included in the discussion of vaktapas, here it is considered as a
mental discipline. Why? Speaking properly, and sometimes not speaking, is possible
only when you have mauna inside. When there are certain words that you want to say,
and you refrain from saying them, that is mauna. If the thoughts themselves do not
arise, that also is mauna. Even if they do, by proper thinking you eliminate the necessity
to express them. In this way, the pressure to talk is not built up inside. The effect of the
absence of a necessity to talk is externally expressed as mauna. Generally there is
always a pressure to talk. We build it up. The absence of such a pressure to talk to
another person is what is called mauna. This silence at the level of speech is because of
the mind being silent. It is a tapas because it can be accomplished only by discipline.
There is an attempt involved, by proper thinking, to bring about mauna.
Atmavinigraha is mastery over the ways of the mind, in general. There is no
ambiguity about the meaning of the word dtmd here. Since the topic is mental tapas, it
can only mean mind. Mauna is a particular aspect of this tapas with reference to speech.
But atmavinigrahais mastery with reference to everything. By proper discipline, one
gains a certain mastery over the ways of thinking and is not carried away by a thought
process. Whatever is necessary in following this discipline is called tapas. Any writing
that you do to give expression to a feeling that you do not want to verbalize to someone,
or any kind of therapy you undergo, is also dtmavinigraha.It includes anything you do,
which is useful in getting rid of some pressure. All your emotions have to be put in
order, and whatever you do to accomplish that comes under dtmavinigraha.Anything
you do for the sake of mental health is a sddhana. It is not outside yoga.
Bhdva-samSuddhi is a particular technical expression. Clean intentions when you
are dealing with people is bhdvasamruddhi. Whether your motives are understood by
others or not, they are clean. The motive is at the level of the mind, not action. If the
motive is not clean, we analyse why this is so, and thereby, get rid of the particular type
of thinking that allowed such a motive to come. Safikara explains this
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bhdvasamsuddhi as amaydvitva, absence of deception. Mdydvi means, in this context,

a cheat. He does or says one thing, and thinks something entirely different. This nature
of a miyavi is called mdydvitva. The one who is free from this mdyavitva, one who is
totally free from any deceit in his interactions with people has bhdvasamc uddhi. All
these together constitute manasam tapas.
Now this threefold tapas-kiyika-physical, vdcika-oral, and manasa-mental, is
going to be further categorized as threefold, depending on the disposition of the one who
is doing it. The same thing can be done, but the way in which it is done, and the purpose
for which it is done determine whether it is sdttvika-tapas, rdjasika-tapas, or
tamasika-tapas.

^TT WT ?TH da^Thr¶ -: I

a1T lflr~irfcr1f

: lrlir

tft^i i I I I

sraddhaya parayi taptam tapastattrividhamnaraih
aphalakdhksibhiryuktaihsdttvikam paricaksate

?T fiw

i

tat trividham tapas -

aphaldkdaksibhih naraih -

that threefold tapas; 3T

Verse 17

5Wp5

.I: 7:

by the people who have no expectation of results (other

than mental purity); ;-: yuktaih - who are composed; WT STI - with total
sraddhd; fq
taptam - observed;
lf#rciqh
sdttvikam - sattvika; *fip
paricaksate- they call

That three-fold tapas, observed with total sraddhd by people who have
no expectation of results (other than mental purity) and who are
composed, is called sattvika.
Sraddhayaparayd means, 'with a sraddhd, which is complete.' It lacks nothing.
With full braddhd, the tapas, discipline, is observed, taptam. In what is this sraddhd?It
is the sraddhd that, what the sdstra says is true, dstikyabuddhi. Because of this, all the
stipulations that are mentioned in the dastra are followed, without compromise. Not only
that, he has the same dstikyabuddhi in what the guru says. The words of the teacher are
looked upon as true by him. If he does not understand them, he tries to understand them
with the assumption that they are true.
This tapas is observed by human beings, naraih, in a threefold way, trividham,
that is, kdyika, vdcika, or mdnasa.

Who are the people by whom the tapas, being discussed here, is done? They are
not doing it for the sake of a result like security, pleasure, or punya to be enjoyed later.
They are free of all such expectations with reference to results, they are the
aphaldikdiksis, and are doing it only for mental purity, antah-karana-suddhi.They
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have a mind, which is composed and committed, yukta. Those who have been
well-taught say, paricaksate,that tapas of this sort done by people like this, is sattvika.
Next, Bhagavdn talks about rdjasika-tapas.

1tr ^f¶

ft TrT# -R!cT

In 11I
satkdramdnapujdrthamtapo dambhena caiva yat
kriyate tadihaproktam rdjasam calamadhruvam

Verse 18

f9i-Tw-T-1p-T
satkdra-mdna-pijdrtham- for the sake of (receiving) honour,
respect and worship; T1Ti ca eva - and indeed; Lt'r dambhena - with ostentation;
- ?WRfR yat tapas - the tapas which; ff#l kriyate - is done; T tat - that; F"C
calam - (which is) unsteady; a3t••q adhruvam - not lasting; 7 iha - here; TI
7miTr rdjasamproktam - is called rajasika

That tapas, which is done for the sake of (receiving) honour, respect, and
worship and with ostentation, which is unsteady and not lasting, is called
here rdjasika.

This type of worship is done by people, not for antah-karana-Auddhi,but purely
for satkdra, that is, for the purpose of being considered a good person by others.
Saikara says, it is done so that people will say, 'He is a good person, an ascetic, a
brdhmana--ayam sddhuh tapasvi brahmanah.' He wants to pass as all of these. He

practises austerities so that people will say, 'Look how disciplined he is, how nicely he
talks, how he eats so sparingly, etc.' This is exactly what he wants. He is doing tapas for
no other purpose. It is just another form of proving oneself. This is called satkdramana-piujrtham.

He will also appear in a particular form that will reveal that he is a great tapasvi.
And he will not do his tapas quietly sitting at home, but in a public place, where he can
be noticed. He will have the accessories of a sddhu, like a kamandalu in his hand and
will demand that, when he walks in, everybody should get up. This is mana. He makes
sure that everybody recognizes him as a tapasvi and that they all prostrate to him and
receive him with respect. And he will insist that the highest seat is offered to him. If he
sits lower than anyone, he will think he is disrespected. This is called mdna.
He is a tapasvi so that everybody will worship him; and he keeps his feet ready
for that. Pddapijd,that is, washing, anointing, and offering flowers, etc., to the feet is
something people generally do to sddhus. But this person poses as a sddhu in order to
get that done. It is exactly the reverse of what it is supposed to be. Some people really
want that kind of result for their efforts. I knew one person like that. In one particular
month, Mdrgasirsa,we used to go round the town every day, early in the morning and
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sing bhajans. There is one chief, the organizer who walks in front of the group.
Sometimes, as we went round, people would come and offer namaskdras. The leader
seemed to enjoy it and look forward to the namaskaras.Some people love it. This is not
something that is only for discussion. It is all true. There are people like that. They want
respect to be shown to them. This is all because they have no self-respect.' This type of
tapas is done by this person, out ofdambha, just so that he can get recognition. Just to
make people know that one is a tapasvi so that he can get all these honours. When he
does tapas, he makes sure he has an audience.
That tapas is called rdjasika here in the sdstra-tat tapah rAjasam proktam
iha. This is a tapas that is born of rajoguna.

It is calam, unsteady, and not lasting, adhruvam. People may give him some
respect for some time, but later they will find out that he is not a real tapasvi, not a
highly disciplined, evolved religious person. Whatever opinion they had, will change.
This is because, when one is not a tapasui, and poses as one, the responsibility is too
enormous to maintain. One day or the other he will burst out. Somebody will fail to
respect him the way he wants, and he will get angry. Then people will understand what
tapas he has. Therefore, that tapas is not going to last-neither in terms of its practice,
nor its result.
Understand all the problems that people can have! If one is concerned about all
this, and wants this satkdra, mdna, and pirjd, what about the real thing that is there to
be studied, to be understood? To assimilate it, there is so much to know. Those things all
go down the drain, when one is worried about these small things.
Next Bhagavan talks about the tdmasika-tapas.
qt-.Ii
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Verse 19

Vip-jt
miidha-grdhena - due to deluded understanding; 3•lrl': 4trl dtmanah
pidayd - by afflicting one's body; T vd - or; tWx parasya- of another; dMRIVIT
utsddandrtham - for the sake of destruction; ( ?mT yat tapas - the tapas which;

fai

kriyate - is done; if?
uddhrtam - is called

tat -

that; •fl•f

tdmasam -

tamasika; 3•iWl

SIf you don't respect yourself,you want others to respect you, so that you can see yourself as
respectable. And there is always someone to show that respect to you! But there is no
growth and no possibilityof antahkarana-guddhihere.
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That tapas, which is done, due to deluded understanding, by afflicting
one's body or for the sake of destroying another, is called tamasika.
Mudhagrdhena means, 'with a perception that is deluded.' This is because of a
lack of discrimination about oneself, about what is to be done, and about what is proper
and what is improper. None of this is very clear. With this lack of discrimination, one
afflicts oneself, atmanah, one's own body, with tapas. It afflicts not only the body, but
also the mind, and does not produce very much of a result. Standing on one leg for a
length of time, or lying on a bed of nails is the type of tapas referred to here. Of course,
there should be a lot of people to watch him! Only then will he do that! You can see all
these types of tapasvis at a Kumbhamela.
Further, such tapas is sometimes done for the purpose of destruction of another
person-parasyautsddandrtham. People, who have the disposition of an asura, or a

rdksasa,like Ravana, do a lot of tapas just for the destruction of their enemies. Such a
person wants to gain some power or get hold of some spirit so that he can send it to
destroy people. This is what is commonly called black magic. There is a mantra-9astra
for all this; but I do not think it works these days. Some extraordinary asura-tapasis
required for that, and I do not think anyone is doing it now. Tapas like this is called
tdmasa.
Now the three types of tapas, sdttvika, rdjasa and tdmasa, in terms of the guna

that is predominant in their performance, have been told. Two types of tapas, rijasaand
tamasa are mentioned, so that, we can avoid them, and only one, sdttvika-tapas, is
really tapas.

In the same way, giving charity, dana, is also threefold in terms of guna. That is
being enumerated from the next verse onwards.
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ddtavyamitiyaddanam dlyate'nupakdrine
dege kale ca patre ca taddanam sdtvikam smrtam
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the charity which;
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ddtavyam iti -

Verse 20
(with the

attitude that) 'It is to be given'; 3Tlirlf

anupakdrine- to one from whom one does
in the proper place; WA"kale ca - and at the proper

not expect a return; *t dese time; r$t ' pdtre ca - and to a worthy recipient; *i
diyate - is given; T1T9i tat
danam - that charity; fl'R-•a•rtt
sdttvikam smrtam - is considered sdttvika

That charity, which is given thinking, 'It is to be given,' to one from
whom one does not expect a return, in the proper place, at the proper
time, and to a worthy recipient, is considered sdttvika charity.
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Charity that is given with the attitude, 'It is to be given-datavyam iti,' is
sdttvika-ddna. A particular situation calls for giving and that gives rise to the response,
'This is to be given by me.' Like the appreciation of karma-yoga, 'This is to be done by
me.' The same attitude extended to giving when it is to be done is charity. This is also,
therefore, karma-yoga. What is given may be some article, or it may be some help
extended in the form of effort. It is the attitude with which it is done that makes giving
sattvika.

Whether it is sdttvika or not is also determined by the kind of person to whom it is
given. Charity that is sdttvika is that given to a person, whom you do not expect to help
you in return-anupakarineyat diyate. Saikara says this can be a person who is

incapable of returning your help. Like someone very old, or feeble, or impoverished,
whose circumstances are not likely to improve much. It is clearly a one-way giving. But,
he says that this type of charity is also given to someone who is capable of returning the
aid, with no expectation of return. Even though he is capable of giving, you don't expect
him to return your help. That is called dana. Otherwise, it becomes an investment. Only
dana,that is given without any expectation of return, even thanks, is real giving. People
often complain, 'I gave him a gift, and he didn't even thank me.' Or they say, 'He never
remembers me. He never writes.' This attitude is a problem. Here, however, even though
the person to whom you give is capable of giving back, that is not the expectation. It is
said that when you give with the right hand, the left hand need not know. What is given
is totally forgotten. That is real giving, and is called here sdttvika-dena.
It is also important that the person should be a suitable recipient, patra. Pdtra
literally means a vessel, and the one who receives is like a receptacle; therefore, he is
also called a patra. The person should deserve the help that you extend or the gift that
you give. You cannot simply give just because somebody asks you. You have to see
whether the person deserves it or not. Sahkara also says that it should be given to
sadaiga-veda-pdraga,a person who has the knowledge of the six disciplines auxiliary
to the study of the Veda.
Not only that, giving is to be done at the right place and right time, dese kdle ca.
This is part of the religious culture. Safkara says, it is to be given at a place like
Kuruksetra, which is considered a place where one can accumulate punya, that is, it is a
punya-ksetra. In such places, people come to take a bath on certain days. Kuruksetra is
a place near Delhi where there is a large pond that is considered sacred, in which people
take a religious bath, especially on the day of a solar eclipse.
And every twelve years, when Jupiter moves into Aries, there is a Kumbhamela.
Thousands of people come there for a bath at that time. And wherever there is a temple
or a place of sacred bathing like a river, it becomes a place of pilgrimage and is
considered a punya-ksetra. Rishikesh is a punya-ksetra because it is at the foothills of
the Himalayas where the river Ganga comes down to the plains. Similarly, Hardwar and
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Varanasi are punya-ksetras. And a place of confluence, praydga, like Allahabad where
the Ganga meets the Yamuna is a punya-ksetra. Sometimes, by association a place
becomes a punya-ksetra, like Ayodhya by association with Sri Rdma, Vrindavan by
association with §ri Krsna. Or, because of association with a saint or some event
recorded in the puranas,a place is considered sacred in the minds of people. There is a
whole literature on the various ksetras in the Indian culture. A holy place has its own
sthala-purdnarelating the events that make the place sacred. Any sacred place is the
appropriate place for charity. In fact, it is mandatory that one give dana at such sacred
places. So, the dana, given at such places to the right person at the right time is
considered sdttvika.

It is also important to give at the right time. Help must come on time. It is of no
use giving first-aid treatment after seven hours. The person has to be attended to
immediately. Charity also has to be done when it is needed. There is also a religiously
appropriate time to give. Saikara mentions the punya-kala for giving dana, as
sahkranti,the time of the winter solstice, when the sun begins to travel north, etc. This
makara-sankrantiis considered a good day for distribution of food. Grahana,the time
of an eclipse, is also a very sacred time for distribution of money. This is done even
today. Dana is a very important thing in the Vedic tradition. Even today food, cattle,
land, house, and clothing, are given as part of a ritual, and lastly, a daughter is given
away in marriage. That is the highest dana of this type. But vidyd-dana, giving
knowledge, is higher than that too.
Now Bhagavdn describes the rijasa-ddnain the next verse.

yattu pratyupakdrdrthamphalamuddigya uv punah
diyate ca pariklistam taddanam rdjasam smrtam

Verse 21

Stu - on the other hand; '
WU-TZ" yat danam - the charity which; W
|TR|I
pratyupakdrdrtham- for the sake of being helped in return; ZIT -y: va punah - or
again; wq't-F
4 phalam uddisya - keeping in view, a result, (punzya); •-•-g
-q
pariklistam ca - and that which is fraught with pain; 4ý
diyate - is given; f tat
- that; TWqf:R
rT rajasam smrtam - is considered rdjasa

On the other hand, that charity, which is given for the sake of being
helped in return, or keeping in view, a result, (punya), to be gained later,
and that which is fraught with pain, is considered rdjasika.
Ddna that is given with the expectation that one will be helped in return,
pratyupakirrdrtha,is rdjasa.He gives at the right time, when it is needed. But he thinks
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that when the time comes, the person to whom he gives will help him. That is why he
gives. He does it to make the person feel obliged and with the expectation that he will
get something in return. It is also giving, but because there is an expectation of receiving
something in return, it becomes more of an investment than dana.
He gives keeping a result in view-phalam uddisya. Earlier it was said that he
gives expecting something in return, that is a phala, a result. Then, why is this mentioned
separately? This is to indicate that he has a long-range plan. The result that he is keeping
in view here, is an unseen result, adrsta-phala,in the form of punya. He wants to reap
the benefit of this punya later-either in this life, or in the next.
Then again, it is given with some pain, pariklistam diyate. Whenever you give
something, there is a sense of loss. Perhaps you do not really want to give, but you do
not want to be called a miser, and therefore, you give. You do it to preserve your name.
Money that is given this way is sticky money because it does not leave your hand easily.
When there is pain in giving, it is very clear that the giving is born ofrajoguna.
The third type of dana is:

amTmiwS
^tWTT^

^h^ I

s'm-dr^W-lldmtTYlFll
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adegakaleyadddnamapdtrebhyascadiyate
asatkrtamavajilatamtattdmasamuddhrtam
mWi- yat danam -

the charity, which; *aT--Wq

and wrong time; •qlT¾rT: W apdtrebhyah ca asatkrtam -

ftA
-

diyate -

adeSa-kale -

at the wrong place

and to unworthy recipients; 3T.WR

without respect, (improperly); 3Eia d

is given; W tat -

Verse 22

that (charity); fiS

avajiihtam -

3•ia

contemptuously;

tdmasam uddhrtam

is called tdmasa

That charity, which is given without respect, (improperly), and
contemptuously at the wrong place and wrong time, and to unworthy
recipients, is called tdmasika.
Dana given in the wrong place at the wrong time, adesa-kdle, is tdmasa-dana.
Sahkara says, it is a place, which is not clean. There is no wrong time to give charity
except when it is too late to be of any help. It should be given in time. And it should not
be given to the undeserving, apdtrebhyah. Who are they? Baikara says, they are people
who cannot handle money, thieves, etc. The problem with giving to a person who cannot
handle money is that he will squander what you give and come back to you again and
again for more. Once you begin giving to such a person, you have to keep giving all the
time. If you do not give, he will malign and abuse you. He does not quarrel with those
who do not give. But if you give to him twice, thrice, and refuse the fourth time, you
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become a bad person. Similarly, one should not give to a thief, or a drunkard, or a
gambler, or anyone else who will not use the gift properly. A gambler always thinks he
will win tomorrow, but is never able to repay his debts. Giving to such people is not
proper. It is not ddna at all.
Even though the person to whom you give is deserving, it is not real dana, if it is
not given properly, asatkrtam. In India, there is a religious protocol that must be
followed which includes pleasing words, and on certain occasions, washing the feet of
and offering dana to the recipient. If you give some money to the right person at the
right time and place, but give it improperly by just throwing it at him, that is without
honour, it is a tdmasam ddnam.

Avajiiata means making the person feel ashamed that he came to you and asked
for help. It is absolute discourtesy. Though you give, it is only after criticizing the person
for half an hour. Giving with such disrespect, and even contempt, is avajiiatamdanam.
This chapter began with Arjuna asking a question about a person who performs
rituals without following the sastra-vidhi, but with Araddha. How do we view those
karmas, in terms of gunas? Are they sattvika, rajasika, or tdmasika? Now Krsna

answers that question.
He says that, if a person has draddha, and performs the karma saying, 'Orm tat
sat,' at the beginning and at the end, that is enough to make the karma sdttvika, even if
he does not follow the Sastra-vidhi completely. If there is an omission, either due to
ignorance, or haste, or some distraction, or unavailability of certain materials, that can be
made up by simply saying 'Om tat sat.' These words, said at the beginning and at the
end make the karma complete. How do we know this? It is purely from sastra. Saying
'Om tat sat,' makes the karhta efficacious. Even in a pija, one offers aksatd1 as a
substitute for clothes, ornaments, and so on. This will never work in human transaction.
But in a ritual, we have options, and one of them is saying, 'Om tat sat,' to make up for
any omissions or commissions. The complete sentence, though just indicated in the
verse, is 'Om tat sat isvardrpanamastu-Let this be an offering unto the Lord who is
Om tat sat.' At the beginning of any ritual, and then again at the end, it is a common
practice to say, 'Om tat sat.' In this way when the karma is dedicated unto Ivara, it
makes the karma sattvika, and therefore, more efficacious.
iF
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om tatsaditi nirdeso brahmanastrividhahsmrtah
brahmandstenaveddAca yajiFidca vihitdh pura

' Rice grains made auspicious

Verse 23
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T TF- om tat sat iti -

Brahman;

W:

saying, 'Om tat sat'; •IJ:

f-TT: trividhah nirdehah -

brahmanah -

of

the three-fold mention; "TEf: smrtah

is thought about; fr tena - by that; wrrT: brdhmandh - the brahmanas; b*:
Svedlih ca - and the Vedas; WiT: W yajiidh ca - and rituals; 'r pura - in the
beginning; fMgf: vihitdh - were created

-

'Om tat sat,' is the three-fold expression of Brahman. By that, the
brdhmanas,the (four) Vedas, and rituals were created in the beginning.
A meaningful word, any thing that reveals something is called nirdeha. It is an
expression that reveals something. In that sense a name is also called a nirdesa,because
it stands for the object and reveals that object. The three-word expression, trividhah
nirdesah, 'Om tat sat,' is mentioned, smrtah, in the ueddnta-sdstra,and by those who

know the veddnta-dastra.Like any nirdesa, these words reveal an object, the nirdegya.
What is that? The three words, 'Om tat sat,' reveal Brahman. The word tat indicates
Brahman, as it does in the sentence, 'tat tvam asi.' Om also is Brahman, as stated in
the upanisad-vakya,om iti brahma,2 and am iti etad aksaram idam sarvam.

Then the word sat is used for Brahman as the cause of creation, sad eva somya
idam agre dsit ekam eva advitiyam.4 All three words, independently and together,
reveal Brahman. In this expression, brahmandh vecddh yajiidh ca vihitdh pur--

brahmanas, vedas, and yajiias were created, the word brdhmana can be taken as
denoting the varna, that is, brdhmana, and thus standing for all four categories of
people mentioned in the Veda. Or it can be adjective to the word, vedth, meaning the
Vedas that are called brahmanas.This includes all four Vedas. They all begin with Om.
Yajias are the rituals mentioned in the Veda, like agnihotra,as well as any form of
worship to the Lord, like pijd. All these brdhmanas,vedas, and yajnias were created by
saying 'Om tat sat.' Because by saying this, Brahmaji created everything. These words
came out from Brahmaji in the beginning, pur&; then everything was created, and
therefore, they have become very important words. Just by saying them, you create a
certain force that neutralizes any wrong action committed, and makes up for any
omission of a prescribed step. One must also have Sraddha in the efficacy of saying,
'Om tat sat.' If you simply say it without Araddhd, it is meaningless.

1 Chandogyopanisad- 6-8-16
2 Taittirlyopanisad- 1-8-1
SMandi•kyopanisad - I
4 Chdndogyopanisad- 6-2-1
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Now he is going to deal with each one of these words severally. First, he takes up
the word, Om.
1Wi••f%*

:d:
rcT::

I

tasmddomityuddhrtya yajiaddnatapahkriydh
pravartantevidhdnoktdh satatam brahmavddinam

Verse 24

7Rwi tasmat - therefore; %ýilTftl brahmavddindm - for those who know the
Veda; fVn-3T•: vidhdna-uktdh - mentioned by injunctions (of the Veda); z--gRTR:-f•iT: yajia-ddna-tapah-kriyah- the activities such as rituals, charities, religious
disciplines; WFXý satatam - always; sftT fT
'
KiMt om iti udahrtya - by

pronouncing 'Om'; Toim

pravartante- begin

Therefore, for those who know the Vedas, the activities such as rituals,
charities, and religious disciplines, mentioned by injunctions (of the
Veda), always begin by pronouncing 'Om.'
At the beginning of a ritual, Om is recited by the priests, rtviks, and only then is
the ritual begun.1 Then, and throughout the performance of the ritual, omkdra is
repeatedly pronounced. Various forms of charity, ddna, are also undertaken, first saying
Om to ensure their efficacy. We have seen that there are three types of ddna, but what is
meant here is only sdttuika ddna. Merely reciting Om will not improve the quality of
rdjasika or tdmasika dana. The three types of tapas, kdyika, vdcika, and manasa,can

also be made proper by first reciting Om. That makes all these things as effective as if
they were done exactly as mentioned in the mandates of §dstra, vidhdna-uktdh. For
whom does the undertaking, begun by saying Om, have this effect? For those who have
the qualifications to know and recite the Veda, the brahmavudis. For those who know
the Veda, all the yajia-ddna-tapah-kriydsbegun by reciting Om, become as good as if
they were done according to the stipulations of gstra. When do they begin in this way?
Not occasionally, but always, satatam. It is not that certain karmas begin like this, and
others do not. Any mantra or arcana always begins with Om. Similarly, any yajha,
ddna, or tapas always begins with Om. Why? Om purifies everything. It is such a
sacred sound, that by simply pronouncing it, even the speech, vdk, is purified and the
action, kriyd, you do becomes complete.
It is the same with reference to the word tat.
STaittiro
anisad- 1-8STaittirlyopanisad - 1-8-1

mi

I

Chapter 17
tadityanabhisandhdyaphalam yajFiatapahkriyah
ddnakriyadca vividhdh kriyante moksakd&ksibhih

R "•T tat iti -

saying tat;'W -T f

: moksa-karksibhih -
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Verse 25

by those who want

moksa; T RT 319IP rNphalam anabhisandhaya - without expecting a result
(other than antah-karana-suddhi);f4fWi: vividhah - various; 'T-fT:-iqfT:yajiia-

tapah-kriydh - activities (such as) rituals and religious disciplines; IF-f•^•5T: -9 ddnakriydh ca - and charitable activities; TMhr kriyante - are performed
Saying tat, various activities (such as) rituals and religious disciplines
and charitable activities are performed by those who want moksa,
without expecting a result (other than antah-karana-suddhi).
Here, we have to bring in the word 'udchrtya,' which means 'pronouncing,' from
the previous verse. Even though tat, that, is a pronoun, which can refer to anything,
when there is no reference mentioned, it indicates only 'tat,' which is param brahma,
the cause of everything, the tat in the vdkya, tat tvam asi. Like Om, tat is the word
symbol for param brahma, and has the same effect if it is used in that sense with
Sraddhd. Both Om and tat are meant for mumuksus. It is used by those who want
moksa, that is, those who want to be free, moksa-kadiksibhih. When they perform
various activities, vividhah kriydh, whether they be rituals, yajiia, religious disciplines,
tapas, or charitable activities, ddna-kriydh. All of them are performed without
expecting a result such as punya, anabhisandhayaphalam. No one can perform an
action without expecting a result, but they only want antah-karana-Auddhi,which is
not considered a phala. A result like punya, etc., is not the end in view. These karmas
are performed purely for antah-karana-Auddhiwith the attitude that it is an offering to
iSvara, isvara-arpana-buddhyd.And they are also performed in order to please Isvara,

isvara-prityartham.They are done by people who want to be free and are begun by
pronouncing these auspicious words. Generally tat is not used alone, but in the
expression, 'Om tat sat,' Om is used, without the other words following, at the
beginning of any undertaking. But what is said here is that each one of them is
efficacious. Using these words, any of these activities becomes sdttvika.
The application of Om and the word tat have been told. Now he tells how the
word sat is used in the same way.

SW* -Afti-a
T N R 0: TEpo jrzo I RFlII
sadbhdve sddhubhvue ca sadityetat prayujyate
prasastekarmani tathd sacchabdahparthayujyate

Verse 26
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^sill sadbhave - with reference to bringing into existence; Tflj-WO sddhu-bhdve
ca - and with reference to a righteous life; m_
7fr
VT sat iti etat - this 'sat'; prqd
prayujyate - is used; qVi partha - O! Son of Prthd; WeTtatha - so too; T--r:
wrfur pragaste karmani - with reference to a
sat-gabdah - the word sat; Wr
sanctifying karma; z7j•ryujyate -

is used

This 'sat' is used with reference to bringing into existence and (with
reference to) a righteous life; so too, Arjuna, the word sat is used for a
sanctifying karma.
The word sat is used in different senses, all of which are good. Sadbhdva means
bringing into existence something that was not there before. Sahkara gives, as an
example, the birth of a son. The previously non-existent son is born to a given person.
For that son, the word sat is used; now the son 'is.' The word sat is used for any object
that exists-a pot exists-ghatah san, the cloth exists-patah san, etc. Since it is used in
the sense of existence, and the only existence is ParameSvara,the word sat is purifying,
it is pavitra.When you say the pot 'is,' or the cloth 'is,' that 'is' is sat, param brahma.
Sddhu-bhdva means a righteous life, a life lived in keeping with dharma. One
who follows dharma is called saddedra, or satpurusa. And association with such a
person is satsakga. Anyone who lives a life of dharma, or knows the sadvastu, is
called satpurusa.In that sense also, the word sat is used, prayujyate. And it is also used
with reference to a sacred karma, prasaste karmani. Sahkara cites marriage, vivdha

as an example. This is considered a good karma, satkarma, as is upanayana. Any
important karma which sanctifies a particular event in your life is called satkarma.
Further,
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yajiie tapasi dane ca sthitih saditi cocyate
karma caiva tadarthiyamsadityevdbhidhiyate

Verse 27

qff# tapasi - with reference to a religious
-t dane ca - and with reference to giving; fsrr: sthitih discipline;
commitment; qT *E7a uz•Tý sat iti ca ucyate - is called 'sat'; 54 q - karma ca
eva -and indeed a karma; JV4fq tadarthiyam - for their sake; T RffT
7r
t yajie -

3*rf:iR

with reference to a ritual;

sat iti eva abhidhiyate-

is also called 'sat'

A commitment with reference to a ritual, a religious discipline, and
giving is called 'sat,' and a karma for their sake (or for the sake of
I9vara) is also called 'sat.'
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Sthitih means a state of remaining committed to some pursuit. A pursuit of, or
commitment to the performance of a ritual-yajiia, a religious discipline-tapas, or giving
charity-dana,is considered to be sat. It is a proper pursuit, provided of course, that it is
done with sraddhd and the appropriate attitude. Similarly, any karma that is
tadarthiya,done for the sake of these, that is, yajia, ddna, tapas, etc., is also called
sat. Or the word, tadarthlya can mean, 'for the sake of Isvara.' Any action performed
as a dedication to Isvara is considered satkarma. This can even be a non-religious
activity, laukika-karma, that is done in conformity with dharma. Since the dharma
itself is Paramehvara,naturally, an activity in keeping with dharma becomes a karma
offered to Isvara.It is satkarma.

Saikara says that even if the karma is not sattvika, or is incomplete, by using
these three words, 'Om tat sat,' it becomes sittvika and complete, of course, when it is
done with draddha. All the omissions and commissions are made up for. If there is a
lack of proper attitude, making it asattvika, or if certain steps are omitted or mistakes
are made, 'Om tat sat,' is an expression which will make up for everything. Finally, he
says that even saying, 'Om tat sat,' without any sraddha is useless. Sraddhd is the
most important factor. If it is proper, it makes the karma sattvika. This answers
Arjuna's question. The efficacy of all these karmas is entirely dependent upon what
kind of graddhdyou have. Sraddhd makes it work. Then everything is accomplished.
Therefore,

3T9ItT

-r -qmcTR* w iR1

agraddhaydhutam dattam tapastaptamkrtam ca yat
asadityucyatepdrtha na ca tatpretya no iha

Verse 28

r yat -

that which is; TNIWT asraddhayd - without sraddhd;pq hutam - is
offered (in a religious ritual); T-Wdattam - is given; fIw ?I'( taptam tapas -

•ff
religious discipline performed; flR q krtam ca - and that which is done; 3Tf
""Ur asat iti ucyate - is called asat,that which does not serve its purpose; q14 pdrtha
- O! Son of Prthd, Arjuna;'
(fruitful) after death; E3 na u -

na pretya - tat ca - and that; T 3
and indeed not; W iha - here

(is) not

That which is, without sraddhd, offered (in a religious ritual), given (as
charity), performed as a religious discipline, and that (karma), which is
done is called asat, that which does not serve its purpose, Arjuna. And
that is not (fruitful) after death and indeed not here.
There is an upanisad-vakya that says that what is given is to be given with
Araddhdi; without sraddhd, it'is not to be given, Araddhayd deyam asraddhaya
B.G. Vol. IV - 13
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adeyam.' Any charity given or a religious discipline performed without sraddha is
considered asat. This is what is said later in the same Upanisad, 'asanneva sa bhavati

asad brahmeti veda cet-he becomes (as good as) non-existent, if he considers that
Brahman is non-existent.' 2 Any of these actions done without sraddha in the existence
of Paramesvara,and in the truth of the words of the Bdstra, are as good as not done,
asat. Hutam means what is offered, usually, an oblation that is offered into the fire. If,
even as he is offering ghee into the fire he is thinking, 'I am wasting this ghee by
offering it here; there are poor people who could be using it,' then that offering is
useless. Some people do argue that instead of offering kilos of ghee into the fire, we
should give it to the poor. But generally, tins of ghee are not offered unless the ritual is
meant for the good of the people-poor and rich. If this is not understood, such
arguments can undermine one's Araddha as one is making the offering.
Then there are others who just make an offering because of religiosity, or because
they are compelled to do it. Because his father or mother asks him to do it, he does the
ritual to oblige them. Or the opinion of society may be motivating him. 'What will they
think if I don't do it?' To get a good name, or out of fear of condemnation, he makes his
ritual offering. He is a non-believer, ndstika, who wants to pass as a believer, astika,
and therefore, he may offer. Similarly, a person may give money, but without sraddha.
Or he may do some tapas, perhaps to gain some name, but not out of draddha.
Similarly, any other karma, like singing in praise of lvara,or doing namaskara, may
be done entirely w:thout sraddha, merely as a convention. All these actions are asat;
they are incapable of producing any merit. They are as good as not done.
Saikara says, such karmas are entirely outside the means of gaining lSvara.
Karma done properly helps you gain antah-karana-suddhi,and with a prepared mind,
you can understand your identity with Igvara. The gain of lvara is by this knowledge,
and being knowledge, it depends upon antah-karana-Auddhi,which is accomplished by
doing karma with a proper attitude. When there is no draddha, even though, it is done,
it is of no use. Therefore, what is important is sraddha.In gaining knowledge, sraddha
is very important. As we have seen, 'sraddhavan labhatejiidnam-the one who has

sraddha gains knowledge.' Even though all these karmas imply a lot of effort, they do
not become means for gaining a result after death, pretya-going away from this life,
because they do not produce punya. Even now, in this life they do not produce a result.
You only lose whatever you offer. How do we know such a karma is not useful in
producing any result here or hereafter? Because it is censured by the sadhussddhubhih ninditatuat.Sddhus are those people who know the Bdstra. These that are

done without sraddha are not considered to be proper rituals; and it is not considered
efficacious by them.
' Taittirlyopanisad- 1-11-3
2Taittirlyopanisad- 2-6
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What is the karma that Arjuna is being urged to do here? To fight. Now we can
look back to the second chapter where Krsna said, 'Therefore, prepare yourself for
battle-tatoyuddh5ya yujyasua.' Because, to fight such a battle is his own dharma,
done with a proper attitude, it will bring antah-karana-suddhi, and with that,
knowledge of his essential identity with Igvara is possible.
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om tat sat. iti srimadbhagavadgitdsu upanisatsu brahmavidydy.dm
yogasdstre Srikrsnarjunasamvade Araddhdtrayavibhdgayogondma
saptadago'dhydyah
Om tat sat. In the Bhagavadgctd, which is nothing but the Upanisads, the

subject matter of which is knowledge of Brahman and yoga (karma-yoga), in the
dialogue between Krsna and Arjuna, is the seventeenth chapter called, Sraddhd-trayavibhdga-yoga, topic of the division into threefold Sraddha.
From this it is clear that the GQta is not a pep talk to get Arjuna to get up and
fight. It is a Sdstra, which reveals the knowledge of Brahman. And it also deals with
karma-yoga, which includes all that is necessary for gaining the knowledge. In this
regard, it talks about values, attitudes, and what is to be done and not to be done. In the
seventeenth chapter of this dialogue between Krsna and Arjuna, the topic is
predominantly the threefold Sraddha.

SGlt - 2-38

CHAPTER 18
MOKSA-SANNYASA-YOGA
(YOGA OF MOKSA AND SANNYASA)
INTRODUCTION

This last chapter is a long chapter. Though nothing new is said, there is some
additional elaboration of the various topics already unfolded in the gitd-s&stra.
Therefore, introducing the eighteenth chapter, Sahkara says, 'Summing up the meaning
of the whole gitid-dstra in this chapter, the meaning of the Vedas has to be told. Only
for this purpose, this chapter is begun.' The subject matter of the Vedas is the subject
matter of the gitd-gastra, which is two-fold-brahmavidyd and yoga-gastra.
Brahmauidyd is the understanding of,the mahdvdkya, 'tat tvam asi,' which reveals the

identity of the jiva, the individual and Isvara, the Lord. And yoga-gdstra is the means of
preparing the individual for brahmavidyd. Thus yoga includes any karma that is in
keeping with dharma, and done with a proper attitude, with devotion, bhakti. It also
includes a life of renunciation, sannyasa.
We have seen that there are two lifestyles mentioned for the pursuit of moksa, one
is sannyfsa, a life of renunciation, the other is a life of karma, activity. This life of
activity, however, cannot be a means for moksa if it is not attended by a proper attitude.
While everybody does karma, if it is to pave the way for moksa, it has to be done with
the attitude of a karma-yoga. This attitude, bhakti, an appreciation of Isvara with a
commitment to moksa, has to be there not only for the karma-yogi, but also for the
sannyasi.

Even a person who is doing karma purely for a result would offer a prayer to the
Lord asking for that result. He also has bhakti. Devotion is common to anyone who
recognizes Isvara, but then, if moksa is not the end in view, Isvara is made into an
accomplice for your ordinary exploits. If you want to gain some money or power, you
ask God also to chip in a little bit. Though the prayer is directed towards Isvara, Isvara
is not the aim of that prayer. In this situation, we understand that there is a confusion
with reference to purusartha.Artha, security and kdma, pleasure, become so important
that, naturally, you require Isvara's help to accomplish them. About this type of
devotion, Krsna had said, 'mama vartma anuvartante manusydh pdrtha sarvasah,
kdhksantah karmanlm siddhim yajanta iha devatdh, ksipram hi mdnuse loke

siddhir bhavati karmajd,' which we can paraphrase as, 'People are all following Me
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alone, but they don't know it, and therefore, they invoke other devatas to get some small
results in this world." Thus we have a devotee in distress, arta, who, whenever he is in
trouble, raises his hands and says, '0! Bhagavan, please help me; where are you?' Then
there is a devotee who uses JIvara's grace as a means for accomplishing what he wants,
the artharthl.Between the cup and the lip, there are many slips, and he wants to make
sure he has the Lord's grace so that there are no slips. There is nothing wrong with either
of these. But then, we have a third bhakta who does not want something from Idvara; he
wants 1vara. He is a mumuksu, and therefore, a karma-yogi. He is not simply
someone who wants to accomplish; he wants to be free and for that, he wants to know.
What he wants to know is his identity with Isvara, and therefore, he is also a bhakta.
For the same reason, the sannytsl also is a bhakta. There is no separate bhakti-yoga.
The sannyasi is absolved from the obligatory duties which the Vedas enjoin a
person to perform when he takes the vow of sannydsa. He completely frees himself
from all obligatory duties in order to pursue knowledge to the exclusion of everything
else. The karma-yogi retains his obligatory duties but gives up all actions that are meant
to produce some punya, or something because of which he will be more secure. He has
seen through all that, and therefore, does only the things that are to be done with proper
attitude, while pursuing knowledge. The sannyasi has no duties to perform; the karmayogl has only duties to perform. There is no third person called a bhakti-yogi. If there is,
does he do karma or not? If not, he becomes a sannyasl. If he does, he is a karma-yogi.
Whether it is a ritual, a pija,or even meditation, it is still an action and the one who is
doing it is a devotee, bhakta. The same actions that are done for the gain of security or
pleasure, can be done for antah-karana-.uddhi.If they are done for the sake of getting
small results, that is also karma, but it cannot be called yoga because the purufsrtha is
very limited. In any case, whether he is a karml or a karma-yogi, he is a bhakta.

Only two types of commitment, nisthas, karma-yoga and sannydsa, are pointed
out in the gitd-sstra. Karma-yoga includes the exact karma that one must do and the
attitude with which one has to do it. Other disciplines like meditation, updsana, gaining
a value structure, including amdnitvadi qualities, piuj, etc., are all included in karmayoga. If you analyse all the eighteen chapters, you will find that neither karma-yoga nor
sannydsa is predominantly emphasized over the other. Both occupy sufficient space in
the GitE format to indicate that the Gitdcdrya recognizes the importance of both as the
means for moksa. Karma is also mentioned in the karma-kdnda of the Vedas in the
form of injunctions to perform specific rituals like the agnistoma. 'A brahmanashould
perform the agnistoma ritual-brahmanenaagnistomena yajeta,' it is said. For what

purpose? It can be for heaven, svarga, or, for antah-karana-suddhi.Therefore, the
karma-kdnda is not just for a person who wants limited ends, a kdmi. It can be meant

LGta- 4-11, 12
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even for a mumuksu; and therefore, it is not completely dismissed as useless. But the
karma done should be used as a yoga. That is the emphasis.
A BIRD'S EYE VIEW OF ARJUNA'S QUESTIONS
From what Saikara says in his introduction to the beginning of the eighteenth
chapter, we understand that Lord Krsna seems to have decided to sum up the whole
gita-dgstra and the meaning of the Vedas in this chapter. At this point, Arjuna asks a
question. He wants to know the difference between sannydsa and tydga. His asking tells
us that he does not see the difference' between the two. Look at Arjuna's questions.
Originally, in the third chapter, he wanted to know which of the two, sannyasa and
karma, is better. 'If you consider knowledge is better than action, Krsna, why do you
enjoin me to do this terrible action, Kesava? By these contradictory statements, you
seem to confuse my mind. Tell me for certain the one thing by which I will gain
liberation." In the fourth chapter, his question was entirely different. At the beginning of
the fourth chapter, Lord Krsna tells Arjuna that the knowledge he has just revealed is
not anything new. He says that he had himself told it long ago to Vivasvdn.2 This is
confusing to Arjuna and he wants to know how he should understand that Krsna had
told Vivasvan at the beginning, since Krsna's birth was after that of Vivasvan. Then
Krsna explained that he was not born in the ordinary sense. He created a body for
himself out of his own mday, sambhavdmi dtma-mdyayd. Although, like Arjuna, he

has had many births, he knows them all very well, while Arjuna does not.4 After that, he
talked further about jidna and praised both jiina and sannyasa. Then, in the last verse,
he exhorted Arjuna to get up and take to a life of karma-yoga-yogam dtistha,

uttistha.Arjuna had a problem with this and said to Krsna at the beginning of the fifth
chapter, 'You are praising both renunciation of action and karmayoga. Please tell me
definitely which is better.' 5
Arjuna does not want both because they are two opposite things. Karma is to be
followed, anus.theya, and jidna is something that has to be gained by pramdna. Since
they are two different pursuits altogether, how can sannyasa and karma-yoga be
identical? If they are not identical, why are you praising one and asking me to do the
other? Then Lord Krsna again talked about sannyasa and karma-yoga, saying that,
what is gained by a sannydsi is gained by a karma-yogi-yat sdikhyaih prdpyate

sthdnam tad yogairapigamyate.6 Therefore, both of them are one and the same-ekam
saihkhyam ca yogam ca. But still, sannyasa is difficult to accomplish for the one who
' Glta-3-1, 2
Gltd -4-1
3Glta -4-4
4 Glta - 4-5
5Gita- 5-1
6
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has no yoga-sannydsastu mahdbaho duhkham aptum ayogatah, while if you have
karma-yoga, it is easy-yogayukto munir brahma na cirenddhigacchati.' Then,
Krsna again talks about sannydsa and karma-yoga defining real sannydsa as not mere

renunciation of karma but renunciation of all actions through knowledge, jiUnena
sarva-karma-sannydsa. Arjuna was silent, but Krsna, knowing that he did not

understand, did not leave the topic, pointing out that the one who does the karmas that
one has to do (under the given circumstances) without depending upon the results of
those actions is truly a sannydsi, he is a yogi too. The one who merely gives up the
ritualistic karma or the secular activities (without the proper attitude) is not really a
sannysi--and4ritahkarma-phalam kdryam karma karoti yah, sa sannyast ca yogi
ca na niragnih na ca akriyah.2

After this, he talks about, meditation saying that one should not think of anything
else except dtmt--dtmasamstham manah krtvd na kificid api cintayet,3 and likens

the mind in meditation to an unflickering lamp in a windless place, yathd dipo
nivatastho neigate sopamd smrtd.4 Arjuna complains that his mind is nothing but

agitation, 'cahcalam hi manah Krsna,' he says and considers it to be as difficult to
control as the wind, 'tasydham nigraham manye vayoriva suduskaram.'5 Lord Krsna

validates his problem saying that there is no doubt that the agitated mind is difficult to
manage, asamgayam mahdbdho mano durnigrahamcalam, and then assures him that
it can be handled by practice and by dispassion, abhydsena tu kaunteya vairdgyena ca

grhyate.6 Dispassion is nothing but objectivity, appreciating what is what. It is all
cognitive. And practice, abhydsa, is nothing but a discipline in the light of an awareness
about the mind and its ways of thinking.
Then Arjuna had another problem. Suppose a person, endowed with trust in
I[vara, starts this pursuit, but makes inadequate effort, and his mind wanders away from
this yoga not gaining success in yoga, what would be his lot? 7 Would he not die away
without accomplishing anything? He had denied himself a lot of small, worldly pleasures
thinking he was going to get some paramdnanda.But suppose he did not gain it, then
being denied of both, becomes ubhayavibhrasta, and then died away, what would
happen? Would he not be like one of those cloudlets that moves away from the larger
cloud mass and perishes?8 The large cloud mass is moving slowly, and this cloudlet
separates from the mass in order to arrive at the destination quickly. But it dissipates and
SGit- - 5-6
2 Git - 6-1
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fizzles out. Is it not the same with this person? He is neither here nor there, so what will
happen to him? Lord Krsna answers him with a wonderful assurance. Once you have
started on this track, there is no way of going back. Anyone who makes an effort for
moksa does not go to a bad end-na hi kalyanakrt kascit durgatim tdta gacchati.' If

at all there is any lapse, it will only be to enjoy, for a length of time, some pleasant
experiences created by one's punya. Then one will pick up the thread, born in a place
where there is wealth and culture, or in the family of well-informed karma-yogisprdpya punyakrtdn lokdn uSitvd gdSvatih samah, Sucinam Srimatdm gehe yogabhrastobhijdyate,2athavd yogindm eva kule bhavati dhitmatdm.

There, one's mind will get connected to what one had gathered in one's previous
4
body, tatra paurva-dehikan buddhi-samyogam labhate. Something happens which

triggers one to get connected to whatever was achieved in the previous body. One picks
up the whole thing with the sense that, it is exactly what one is meant for. One loves
what one does, and thus, pursues further and gains jiidna. One will pick up the thread
and continue one's journey, and therefore, nothing is lost.
Most ofArjuna's questions are simple contextual questions. Only three or four are
real. When he asked what the characteristics of a wise man are, sthitaprajffasya kd
bhdsd,5 that is a real question. Similarly, Arjuna, asks this question at the beginning of
the third chapter, 'If you think knowledge is better than karma why do you impel me to
engage in this terrible action?' 6 This is another real issue. And in the fifth chapter, he
asks the same thing in a different form. 'You praise both renunciation of action and
yoga, Krsna. Please tell me which one of the two is better?'7 Now, after all these
chapters, he asks the same question in different words.

3TZq
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arjunauvdca
sannyasasyamahabdho tattvamicchdmi veditum
tydgasya ca hrsikesaprthakkesinisudana
qlN uvdca - said;
T-lT: arjunah-Arjuna;
IW0 mahdbaho - O! Mighty-armed (Krsna); i471
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O! Lord of the
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sannyasasya- of
kegi-nisidana - O! Slayer of Keei; r9PWF
senses; f'r-fN't
-qT tydgasya ca - and (that) of tydga;
sannydsa; ?rr^ tattvam - the truth; fpT1
iuii veditum icchdmi - I want to know
prthak - distinctly; ký
1%
Arjuna said:
O! Mighty-armed (Krsna), I want to know distinctly the truth of
sannyasa and tydga, O! Lord of the senses, slayer of KeEi.
THE BASIS FOR ARJUNA'S QUESTION
Both the words sannyisa and tydga mean renunciation, and Krsna tas used both
throughout the Gita. Now Arjuna wants to know what, if any, is the distinction that
Krsna is making between sannydsa and tydga. There is a basis for this question. When
Lord Krsna says, 'tyaktvd karma-phala-asargamnitya-trptah nirAgrayah...'" he
speaks of the one who, giving up his attachment to karma-phala, and thus being not
dependent upon anything else, is happy with himself. Here, tydga is the renunciation of
karma-phala. But when he says, 'nirdsiryata-cittdtmd tyakta-sarva-parigrahah...2
he talks about the one who has given up all ownership towards the objects in the world,
the word tydga is used in the sense ofsarva-karma-sannydsa.
3
In another place, when he says, 'yoga-sannyasta-karmdnam-- the one who has
given up all karmas by yoga,' the word sannydsa is used in the sense of4 the
renunciation of karma. In, 'jieyah sa nitya-sannydsiyo na duesti na kMiksati,' he
defines the sannyasi as the one who neither despises anything, nor yearns for anything.
Here a karma-yogi is referred to as a sannydsi. In the instance where he says, 'yuktah
karma-phalam tyaktvi sintim dpnoti naisthikim,' the word tyaktvd is used to
indicate the renunciation of the karma-yogi, who, giving up the results gains lasting
peace.
Then again, when he says, 'sarua-karmdni manasd sannyasya dste sukham
6
vail-giving up all karmas by knowledge, the one who has self-mastery rests happily,'
he uses the word sannydsa in the sense of sarva-karma-sannydsa,born of knowledge.
But the verse, 'andsritahkarma-phalam kdryam karma karoti yah, sa sannydsi ca
yogi ca na niragnih na ca akriyah,'7 tells us that the one who performs action because
it is to be done, not motivated by the result of action, is a sannyasi and not one who has
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merely given up the fire rituals or other secular actions; he is the real sannydsi and he is
the karma-yogi. Here the karma-yogi is equated to the sannydsi.

And again the same idea is conveyed in the following verse, 'yam sannyasam iti
prahuh yogam tam viddhi pdndava-O! Arjuna, what is called sannydsa is also
called yoga."

The following instances refer to a karma-yogi:
No one who has not given up all his satkalpas becomes a yogi-na hi asannyastasaikalpahyogi bhavati kaScana.

The one who has given up all sahkalpas is called an accomplished yogi-sarvasaikalpa-sannydsiyogarudhah tadd ucyate.3
Completely giving up all karmas born of sahkalpa..., saikalpa-prabhavankaman
tyaktvd sarvdn aSesatah...4

With a mind endowed with sannydsa-yoga, being free, you will come to Mesannylsa-yoga-yuktama vimuktah mdr upaisyasi.5

Those who are committed to Me, giving up all action..., ye sarvuni karmdni mayi
sannyasya matparah.6

Gaining self-mastery, then give up the results of all actions-sarva-karma-phalatydgam tatah kuru yatdtmavdn.7

The following instances refer to sarva-karma-sannyasa:
Renouncing all karmas unto Me, by knowledge..., mayi sarvani karmdni sannyasya
adhydtma-cetas...8

My devotee who has renounced all undertaking is beloved to Me-sarva-drambhaparitydgiyo madbhaktah sa me priyah.'

The one who has renounced all undertaking is known as 'the one who has gone beyond
the gunas-sarva-drambha-parityagi
gundtitah sa ucyate.'1 0

All this looks confusing. The words sannydsa and tydga are sometimes used
identically, sometimes differently. Further, if tyaga means giving up of action, that is,
karma-tydga, there can be no connection to yoga, because karma cannot be given up in
karma-yoga. Doing the anustheya-karma,the action that is to be done, is part of yoga.
1Gita - 6-2
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If tydga is giving up of karma, between tydga and yoga there is opposition. Yoga is
something that one has to do and tydga is giving up. How can I give up karma and
make it yoga? If I give up karma, it becomes sannyasa. Naturally, Arjuna has a basis
for a doubt!
Both sannyasa and tyaga mean renunciation. However, we find that Lord Krsna
uses the word tydga, more often than not, in association with yoga. For example, in this
instance when he says, 'yoginah karma kurvanti saigam tyaktvd dtma-Suddhaye-

the karma-yogis, giving up attachment, perform action for purification of the mind.'
This is a very clear statement. Karma cannot create atma-Auddhi, but if it is backed by
renunciation of attachment to the results of action, saigam tyaktvd, it can. Otherwise,
karma can only bind you; it cannot release you. And he says, 'Brahmani adhaya
karmani safgam tyaktvd karoti yah, lipyate na sa papena padmapatram

ivdmbhasd-like the lotus leaf is not affected by water, the one who performs actions
giving up attachment offering them to Brahman, is not affected by any action.' 2 In
instances such as these, the word tydga is often used in the context of karma-yoga. At
times the word sannyasa is also used in the same sense. We will see that the word
sannyasa generally means renunciation of action, karma-sannydsa, and tydga,

renunciation of the results of action, karma-phala-tydga.Later Krsna is going to say,
'Giving up all dharma, sarvadharmdnparityajya,3 take refuge in Me.' Here the word

tydga means renunciation of all actions, sarva-karma-sannydsa,which is based on pure
dtma-jiana,knowledge of the self.
In order to gain that knowledge we have two lifestyles, sannydsa and karmayoga. Here sannyasa is karma-sannydsa, the giving up of all obligatory karma also
called vividisd sannydsa. And karma-yoga is tydga, renunciation of the result of

action. This renunciation of results of action is called yoga because it is an indirect
means for gaining the knowledge through antah-karana-guddhi.Therefore, tydga and
yoga go together here.
Because Arjuna does not see the difference between sannydsa and tydga, he has
a lingering doubt which is expressed in his question here. His doubt always is, which of
the two lifestyles, that is vividisd sannyasa or karma-yoga, he should opt for. This time
he does not ask which of the two, is better; but that is not because his confusion on this
issue is resolved. He puts the same question differently, presenting it as a desire to know
the difference that exists between sannydsa and tydga.
Krsna understands the spirit of the question very well, and therefore, gives an
elaborate, all inclusive answer. Certain questions do not have snap answers, and this is
one of them. When Arjuna asks, 'Which is better? Sannyasa or karma-yoga?' it is very
SGit5-5-11
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clear that he does not understand either. The question itself shows the vagueness in his
understanding. If you ask me what is the capital city of a given state, I can give a snap
answer. But this is an entirely different question. It stems from a vast vagueness of the
whole subject matter and therefore, it has to be answered with care. Arjuna's question
here comes from the same vagueness that made him ask similar questions in the previous
chapters. Lord Krsna has spent a lot of time on this issue and Arjuna definitely must
have understood it better each time, but still, it is not clear. This time, instead of asking
about sannydsa and karma-yoga, he asks about sannydsa and tyaga and hopes to hear

about his real issue, karma-yoga and sannydsa. And his hope was fulfilled by Krsna.
Here Arjuna addresses Krsna as, 'O! Mighty-armed, mahdbdho,' because Krsna
was a man of valour. 'I want to know, veditum icchdmi,' he says, 'the nature of
sannydsa, sannydsasya tattuam.' Not only that, he wants to know the truth of tydga

separately, tydgasya ca prthak. He addresses Krsna here with two more words; as
hrSikesa, the Lord of all the senses, the one who is the self of all and because of whom
the senses exist and function, and again as, kesi-nisudana, the destroyer of KeSi, an
asura who was in the form of a horse. He makes it clear that he wants to know, prthak,
separately, what is sannydsa and what is tyiga. Because he finds that Krsna uses these
two words entirely differently, and yet, they seem to have the same meaning. Sannydsa
means renunciation but it also has a separate popular meaning. Since he is using these
words differently, Arjuna wants to know more about the truth, tattva, of tydga and
sannydsa in the vision of Krsna. Although he only says, 'veditum icchdmi-I want to

know,' we understand, because of the context, that what is implied here is a request,
'Please teach me.' Lord Krsna teaches him; and thus, we have the eighteenth chapter
which elaborates extensively on sannydsa,
Apart from sannydsa, Krsna also talks about the laksana of a brdhmana, a

ksatriya, a vaigya, and a 9idra. Then again, he talks about the three gunas, sattva,
rajasand tamas. All these we will find in this chapter.
Sahkara introduces the next verse saying that here, in the gitd-sdstra, the words
sannydsa and tydga, have both been used, but not directly commented upon and
therefore, their meaning is not clear. In order to establish the meaning of the words
sannydsa and tydga for Arjuna, the questioner, Bhagavun continues:
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m gribhagavdn- Sri Bhagavan; wN uvaca - said;
e$PT
w'm: kavayah - the wise; wisMIi a41i14 kdmydnam karmanam desired objects; ;ZIWl

nyasam -

renunciation; 7qi<Tm sannydsam -

ft: viduh - know; •Eui-T: vicaksandh - the learned people;
sarva-karma-phala-tydgamM3T: prdhuh - they say

of actions for
as sannydsa;

4-i'-tF"5-qTrl¶

the renunciation of actions; Mfl1T tydgam -

is tydga;

SrZ Bhagavan said:

The wise know, sannydsa as renunciation of actions for desired objects;
the learned people say renunciation of the results of action is tydga.
THE KARMAS TOLD BY THE VEDA
There are different types of karmas, those enjoined in the Vedas as mandatory,
nitya and naimittika-karmas, and those that are optional, kdmya-karmas. Punya is

accrued by all of them, but even a nitya or naimittika-karma done for the sake of
security or pleasure, artha or kama, is considered to be a kImya-karma. Among the
karmas that are mentioned, in the Vedas, some very simple like agnihotra,and some
very elaborate like aSvamedha, can be considered as kdmya-karmas because they all
produce results in the form of desired things. A nitya-karma is to be performed daily.
The sandhyd-vandana,for example, is done everyday at sunrise, noon, and sunset by a
person who has been initiated into the Gdyatri mantra. Once he gets married, the
agnihotraand other karmas come into the picture. These are all nitya-karmas.
Then we have the naimittika-karmas,those that are done on a given special
occasion. On the day of an eclipse, for example, a certain karma is enjoined. Similarly,
when there is a particular configuration of planets in the zodiac, or on the death
anniversary of the departed soul, there are prescribed rituals. These are called
naimittika-karmas.These are mandatory. They have to be done.
A kdmya-karma on the other hand, may or may not be done. If you have a desire
for a son, there is a ritual prescribed for that, the putrak mesti. But if you do not want a
son, or if you are not wealthy enough to perform the putrakamesti, you need not do it,
and the injunction is not violated. Similarly, there are any number of rituals, which you
can perform if you are interested in a given end. All of them are kdmya-karmas and are
purely optional. There is no mention made in the Vedas of the results of the
nitya-naimittika-karmas, but they also produce results, because they are karmas.
Whenever the result is not mentioned in the Sastra, there is a general rule that the result
is heaven. These nitya-namittika-karmasalso can be performed keeping that result in
view, and will therefore, be kamya-karmas. Or, they can be done for antahkarana-Suddhi. Though this is also a result, a karma done with this intention is not
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considered a kdmya-karma. Even a so-called kdmya-karma can be performed for
antah-karana-§uddhi,in which case, it is no longer considered a kdmya-karma.

There are two more types of karma we should know about. One is nisiddhakarma, an action that we are not supposed to do, and which is therefore, prohibited. We
are not supposed to harm any being and therefore, it is said, 'himsam na kurydt-do
not hurt.' These actions are prohibited because they produce papa, and sastrabeing our
well-wisher, hitaisi, it has to tell us this. The kdmya-karmas are not prohibited. They
can produce desirable results for you, but those results will be limited in nature. Then we
have a fourth type of karma, a prdya4citta-karma, which you do as an antidote for
wrong actions done in the past. This completely absolves you from the result, karmaphala, of those actions. That is also vihita, enjoined in the Vedas. If what you want,
your purusdrtha,is very clear, then you will naturally drop kdmya-karmas and perform
only nitya-naimittika-karmas.This is renunciation, nydsa.

WHAT IS SANNYASA?
Sannydsa, however, is the giving up of even the nitya-naimittika-karmas.Now

karma is not something that can be given up, like, chocolate. You can only stop doing it.
And when you do, that can be laziness, or adharmabecause if what is to be done is not
done, it creates problems, especially in a society which is based on duties. It is
something like a piston saying, 'I am not going to work today.' If the piston were to stop
working, the whole engine will malfunction. Similarly, if the duty enjoined in a society
in which everybody is supposed to perform, is not done, the whole society comes to a
standstill or becomes a mess. Therefore, we have to say here that sannydsa is the giving
up of nitya-naimittika-karmas in accordance with a vidhi. First, he has to go to a
teacher with a clarity about what he wants, with purusrtha-niscaya.He must know
exactly what is time-bound, anitya, and have a dispassion towards that, vairdgya. Then
he must have a love for what is not time-bound, nitya, and want only knowledge of that,
nothing else. If he goes to a teacher and lives with him for some time until he
understands what is going on, the teacher gives him sannydsa. Until then, he is
performing karmas, but when he takes sannydsa, he releases himself from all
obligatory duties by a ritual enjoined in the §sstra. That is sannydsa. In a duty-based
society, this is not an ordinary thing. A ritual is performed whereby you absolve yourself
from playing all roles and performing all duties. Society accepts that; the Vedas also
accept it.

How do we know this is sannyasa? The kavis say so. A kavi is a person who
knows the sistra, sastrajiaa,a wise person who sees things clearly, dirghadari.Some
of them understand the non-performance of kImya-karma and nitya-naimittika-karma

to be sannydsa, known as vividisd-sannydsa, renunciation of action backed by a desire
to know. Real sannydsa is sarva-karma-sannyasa,which is purely knowledge. It has
nothing to do with giving up karma but is purely in the form of the knowledge, 'I
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perform no action.' This is what we call sarva-karma-sannyasa.Here, however,
sannydsa as a lifestyle is pointed out.
WHAT IS TYAGA?
Now, what is tydga? Other learned people, vicaksanas say, it is renunciation of
the results of all actions, sarva-karma-phala-tydga.This rules out kdmya-karma. No
one is going to perform a kdmya-karma for the sake of renouncing the karma-phala.If
he does, it is not a kdmya-karma. I may perform the same karma, like agnihotraor
jyotistoma, but without expecting a result other than antah-karana-4uddhi.This is not
looked upon as a result because it is not something other than myself. In any other result,
some obtaining, prdpti, is involved; punya is acquired and encashed as artha or kdma.
Rituals do not produce artha and kdma directly. Even though I may perform a given
ritual in order to get some money, the performance of the ritual itself does not
immediately produce the result. In fact, money in the form of materials is made into
ashes in the ritual. But the idea is that, out of the ashes will come something unseen,
adrsta,which will produce situations that will perhaps help me gain what I want. That is
punya, grace. Prayer has this capacity to produce what is adrsta,not visible, but which
will accrue to the one who performs the karma and to the one who has the karma
performed on his behalf, the yajamdna. That will transform itself into situations
conducive for his achieving what he wants.
Here, however all the karmas are performed for the sake of antahkarana-suddhi,which is not something other than myself, that has to be accomplished
by an action. When the jiva, retaining his individuality, wants to accomplish something
connected to himself, then he gains what we call karma-phala. This antahkarana-suddhi,however, is not a karma-phala,because the very prayer itself is able to
give antah-karana-Auddhi. In our Sastra, doing a prayer or ritual for antahkarana-Auddhi, because it is not considered a karma-phala, is called karmaphala-tydga. There is no phala kept in view, neither heaven nor artha,security, nor any
form of kdma, pleasure. What is kept in view is moksa, and moksa is yourself.
KARMAYOGT'S PUNYAPHALA IS CONDUCIVE TO HIS SPIRITUAL PROGRESS
Although the one who works purely for antah-karana-Auddhihas already given
up all the karma-phala, still, karma-phala will be there. Suppose he performs all his
nitya-naimittika-karmas, only for antah-karana-suddhi and then dies without
gaining knowledge, then what will happen to the results of his karmas? Even though he
did not want them, the result will be there in the form of spiritual punya. This can give
him a situation from where he can get a better start in his pursuit. For everybody except
the jiidni, karma-phala is always there. Even though the karma-yogi has karmaphala, there is no question of his obtaining a lower birth, adhogati, in spite of the fact
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that in his saicita-karmathere are infinite possibilities. Theoretically, even the karmayogi can take any kind of birth, so what is to prevent him from taking a birth as a
cockroach or a reptile? The karma done by him as a karma-yogi is predominant. In your
own store of karmas certain ones come to the forefront because they have waited for a
long time and now have to express themselves in the form of the birth of a given body.
But if you have started this kind of a spiritual pursuit following a life of karmayoga and
then die without gaining knowledge, these karmas cause all previous karmas to be
overlooked completely and come to the forefront. The karmas done as a karma-yogi are
predominant because they are spiritual. That is why it was said, 'Gaining the worlds
created by punya, living there for innumerable years, the one who is not accomplished in
yoga is born in the home of the pure and wealthy or in the family of wise yogis-prdpya
punyakrtdn lokdn uSitvd SdSvatih samdh, Sucindm rrimatam gehe yoga-bhrasto
abhijdyate athavayogindm eva kule bhavati dhimatdm.' His mind gets a connection

to what he had started before in a previous body, buddhi-samyogam labhate
paurvadehikam,and he continues the journey.
This type ofpunya is different from that which fructifies as artha or kama. That
is why astrologers will say you are in a bad period if you are in a situation conducive for
a spiritual pursuit. From the material standpoint, it is true. You may be displaced from
your home or have no job. But I would say it is a punya-kdla, a good period for you to
learn, to grow. In all other periods, you are just drudging, breathing. If you do not
accomplish something worthwhile, I would say the whole period is just a period of
survival. But this is the period where a person has the luxury to look at himself. That is a
great luxury. Any other thing, like a big house, etc., is not a luxury at all. If you have
time to look at yourself, that leisure is the greatest luxury that one can have.
One is given to this pursuit due to some punya created by certain special karmas.
They can be the results of nitya-naimittika-karma done by a seeker who has not
accomplished what he has to accomplish. His prayers have a spiritual content. If what he
wants to accomplish is free from artha and kdma, it is definitely a spiritual desire. If he
wants to change, that is also a spiritual desire. This is not an ordinary desire, because
people do not want to change. They want the whole world to change so that they can be
comfortable. But if 1 want to change myself so that I can be comfortable with myself,
that is an urge for a spiritual change. And this urge has to come from somewhere. Why
doesn't everybody have it? It is not driven merely due to mental pain, because not
everybody who has mental pain turns spiritual. He can turn to drugs and alcohol or
crime, or end up in the hospital. Or he can be a vagabond. There are hundreds of options.
The process of change implies a certain pain. Perhaps the painful situations themselves
are a part of the whole game plan of change. But the urge to change is born out of
nitya-naimittika-karmasthat have been performed previously for the sake of antah'Gt
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karana-suddhi. Any prayer to change oneself is a spiritual prayer. In Alcoholics
Anonymous, one of the steps is to accept a greater power than yourself, and another, is to
hand over everything to that power. They have sayings like, 'Let go and let God.' This is
an attitude that involves letting go of your attempt to control situations, and letting God
decide. Now this is a very difficult thing, for he does not know what God is. This prayer,
I would say, is spiritual. It is not for arthaor kama; it is for change. That is a real prayer
born of a mature heart. And that prayer itself is born of some punya. Therefore,
nitya-naimittika-karmadone purely for antah-karana-Suddhiis called tydga.

In this verse, Bhagavan has briefly answered Arjuna's question about the
difference between sannydsa and tyaga. Sannydsa is the giving up of all kdmyakarma and tydga is the renunciation of the results of all actions. Now there is a
contention, which is introduced by Bhagavun himself.

p

Thtq iiuq4 y

Tpi:
tri I

tydjyam dosavadityeke karma prdhurmanisinah
yajiaddnatapahkarmana tydjyamiti cdpare

-Wcff,

Verse 3

cT dosavat karma - action which is inherently defective; 1riw[ tyajyam -

is to be given up; f Mn: iti prahuh - thus say; #T eke - some; &wifirl:manisinah
- wise people; Rft T apare ca - and others; Zr1-^HT-Tq:-5' yajia-ddna-tapah-

karma -

an action which is a ritual, charity, or religious discipline; "

tyajyam -

should not be given up; f

iti -

lA na

thus (say)

Some wise men say that action, which is (inherently) defective, is to be
given up, and others say that an action, which is a ritual, charity, or
religious discipline should not be given up.
TWO CONTENTIONS ABOUT GIVING UP KARMA
Manisinah, Safikara says, are learned people who have the vision of sdakhya
which is knowledge of the atma. Some, eke, of these wise people say, prdhuh, that for
the sake of moksa, karma is to be given up, tyajyam karma. What kind of karma?

Karma, which has an inherent defect, dosavat karma. Karma is considered to have a
defect, Sahkara says, because it is the cause of bondage. This means all karma should
be given up and one should take to a life of sannyasa pursuing only knowledge, jfidna.
Only then can one get moksa. Bhagavan's vision is that you can either give up all
karmas for the sake of moksa, or live a life of karma-yoga for the sake of moksa
Sarkara gives another meaning for dosavat karma. Here the suffix vat has the
meaning of 'like,' tulydrtha, rather than possession. A dosa is any defect. Just as you
B.G. Vol. IV - 14
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would give up anything that is defective, like a piece of fruit, which is rotten, for
example, similarly, you should gives up karma. Like how a dosa is to be given up, all
karmas must be given up because they are causes for bondage. They say that every
karma produces papa and punya and thereby, just keeps the wheel of samsdra going.
You can never get out of this cycle by doing karma, and therefore, all types of karma
should be given up if you want moksa.
Some people are very vehement about this; while others, apare, contend that some
karmas are not to be given up, na tydjyam. What are they? Rituals-yajiia, charitydana, and religious discipline-tapas. Dana, sharing what you have with others, seems
to be an especially important karma, a thing to be done. Only when these three things
are not given up, can you gain antah-karana-guddhiand thereby, jiidna, according to
some learned people, vicaksanah. This is in keeping with the position of Bhagavan
also. If you are not ready, karma should not be given up. If, out of delusion, moha, you
give up these karmas, you will be neither a sannyast nor a karmi, but one who has
fallen from both, ubhayabhrastah.If you are ready, you can give up karma, but this
sarva-karma-sannyasa,is an entirely different thing.

The Gitdcdrya presents two stands here. One is that you must give up all karmas
if you want moksa and the other, that you must give up kdmyakarma but do yajiia,
ddna, and tapas. Here the choice is between sannyasa and karma-yoga, but it is only a

choice for those who, being ignorant, think that they are supposed to perform these
karmas. They alone are kept in view here. Real sannyasa, sarva-karma-sannydsais

not the subject for discussion because the contention here is not whether one should
become a sarva-karma-sannyasifor moksa or should one be a karma-yogi?' This

problem does not arise at all because sarva-karma-sannyasais knowledge, jihna.That
is moksa and therefore, that sannydsa is not under discussion. We are only considering
here sannyasa as a lifestyle for the purpose of knowing, vividisa-sannyasa.This and
karma-yoga are open to choice. That is why, in the very beginning, Bhagavan said
there are two committed lifestyles for moksa-either you can give up all the obligatory
karmas, or you can perform karmas with a proper attitude. Both are means for moksa.
This is Bhagavan's and the Sistra's contention. Though sarva-karma-sannydsais not

open for discussion in this context, both the karma-yoga and the sannyasa have to
culminate in sarva-karma-sannydsa,which is nothing but knowing dtmd to be akarta

and abhoktd-not an agent or an enjoyer. Those who have come out of samsdra
through knowledge, are free from the three major desires putraisand,vittaisand and
lokaisand-thedesire for progeny, the desire for wealth and the desire for heaven. That
is called vidvat-sannydsa,and is not the sannyasa under discussion here.
This discussion is with reference to vividisd-sannydsa and karma-yoga. Between
these two, there is definitely a choice possible.
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When there are these choices, Bhagavdn Krsna says here:

nrftn *
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nidcayam *rnu me tatra tydge bharatasattama
tydgo hi purusavydghratrividhahsamprakirtitah

Verse 4

<rTllFR bharata-sattama- O! The most mature of the Bharatafamily; ?I tatra there; ?Mft tydge - regarding this renunciation; P srnu
r - listen; t fITW
me
niscayam - to My ascertained opinion; yEW-Z'rr purusa-vydghra- O! Tiger among
men; nUT: tydgah - renunciation; W hi - indeed; fMfiT: trividhah - threefold;
R1-9-m dF: samprakirtitah- well-stated
O! The most mature of the Bharata family, listen to My ascertained
opinion about this renunciation. 0! Arjuna, tiger among men,
renunciation is well-stated as threefold.
Krsna draws Arjuna's attention here, saying, 'Listen! Arnu,' because he wants to
be understood by Arjuna properly. When there are contentions like this, we have to
know what is Bhagavun's ascertained opinion, nikcaya, because our inquiry has to lead
to the truth. It is not like some academic discussions w here you simply state the various
contentions without arriving at which one is true. Arjuna is not interested in this. He is
not a philosophy student, he is a fellow who is facing death. He is interested in how to
get rid of his sorrow, his conflict of dharma. For him, what he is listening to has a
personal value. So he is not interested in what the others say, he wants the truth. Nor is
Krsna interested in telling what others say. He only prefaced his teachings with what
others say, knowing that both are right, and both are not totally right. Both sannydsa and
karma-yoga are equally efficacious in gaining moksa. It all depends on the person who
makes this choice.
For the person who is not ready for it, who being motivated by fear of doing
karma wants to give it up, sannydsa is not conducive. Karma implies a lot of effort.
One has to get up early in the morning, take a bath, etc., and collect all the materials to
perform the daily karma. Why talk of ritualistic karma, even ordinary daily chores are
not easy. Getting up in the morning and shaving every day is not an ordinary thing.
Then, you have to make sure your clothes are properly laundered, that the shirt you wear
is pressed-and you have to do this every day. What you wore yesterday, you cannot
wear again today. It's all a nuisance. You have to catch the bus and it is bulging with
passengers, or you have to start the car, but if it is winter, first you have to clear the
snow, etc. If there is no work, however, you will be free of all this. As a sannyasi, you
have no wife or children, no obligations. Everything is given up totally. That seems to be
the easiest way because you need not do anything. There is no job to go to, nothing to be
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done, no karma like agnihotra,which has to be done at a specified time, so you can get
up any time in the morning. You can get up at eleven-thirty and convert breakfast into a
brunch. Or, you can go to somebody's place and get some bhiksd. And it will not take
you time to get ready because you need not shave and all your clothes are the same, so
you need not match anything. So, sannydsa is the easiest life. This is moha, delusion. If,
out of fear of doing karma, a person gives up nitya-naimittika-karmas,he has not
accomplished anything. We have to understand that karma is not to be given up out of
delusion, mohdt na tydjyam.
Bhagavdn's vision is going to be told here, for which he courts Arjuna's
attention. He wants him to understand definitely, nigcayam, what he has to say with
reference to this renunciation, tatra tydge. He addresses Arjuna as bharata-sattama,

the most mature among the members of the Bharata family. By asking for this
knowledge, Arjuna shows his maturity. Duryodhana did not ask. Even though he also
faced all the people on the battlefield, he did not have the problem that Arjuna had
because he did not have Arjuna's compassion. Arjuna was mature, and thus, Krsna
calls him bharata-sattama.He also calls him purusa-vyaghra, a tiger among men,

meaning the one who is fearless.
Krsna tells Arjuna here that tydga is threefold, trividha. How do we know? It is
well said, samparikirtitain the Gita. Sahkara reminds us here that this threefold tydga
is only for the one who does not know the self and is supposed to do karma. Only for
him is this threefold renunciation possible, not for the one who has the vision of atmd.
The person who is qualified to do karma has to know the nature of the renunciation of
karma.
7¶FýhW'4
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yajiiadinatapahkarmana tydjyam kdryameva tat
yajiio danam tapascaivapdvandni manisinam

Verse 5

"^-W-?'-t:-W4 yajHa-ddna-tapah-karma - an action that is ritual, charity, or
religious discipline; Tff T na tydjyam - is not to be given up; ?T tat - that; ^TI*
1

kdryam eva -

T•i

is indeed to be done; IM: yajaah -

ritual; l4'. ddnam -

charity;

tapas ca - and religious discipline; jrfirniw manisinam - for those who are

capable of discriminative thinking; qicMjP T•- pdvandni eva - are purifying indeed
An action that is a ritual, charity, or religious discipline is not to be given
up; that is indeed to be done. Ritual, charity, and religious discipline are
indeed purifying for those who are discriminative.
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The karmas in the form of ritual, charity, and religious discipline, yajfia-danatapah-karma, are not to be given up, na tydjyam. This is Bhagavdn's contention.
Yajia is the daily ritual worship to the gods, and any similar form of prayer. Ddna is
giving appropriately at the right time and place. Tapas is any form of religious
discipline. None of them should be given up. On the other hand, this kind of karma is to
be done, kdrya. Why? Because it is capable of purifying the antah-karana,the mind, of
those who are discriminative, manlsindm. This qualification has to be made because
yajia-ddna-tapah-karma need not bring about antah-karana-Auddhi if you are
interested in any other result. They can produce some kind of antah-karana-Auddhi,
because they are religious karmas, but definitely not the kind of antah-karana-suddhi
which is the basis for moksa if the person is interested in something else. For people
who are not interested in any other karma-phalaexcept antah-karana-suddhi,these
karmas become a means for self-purification.
In the next verse he clarifies this.

dmiM-*-q -^qf -fq -eqzý TI&~-\
tflT7 l 1ý II
00 \^K4
1AM -4 * t Mi
etdnyapi tu karmdni saigam tyaktvd phaldni ca
kartavydniti me pdrtha nihcitam matamuttamam

Verse 6

1 pdrtha - O! Son of Prthd; tu - but; Ti fiq'ifT
3# etdni karmani api MO
but even these actions; -ip sahgam - attachment; •TF W phaldni ca - and the
tyaktvd - giving up; EcAfil katavydni - are to be done; fýT 4 iti me
results; ?4
- this is My; WIfvRFniscitam - clear; 3mtr uttamam - proper; Tdq matam vision

But even these actions are to be done giving up attachment and giving up
the results. This is My clear, proper vision, Arjuna.
These three, yajiia, dana, and tapas are nitya-naimittika-karmas.Ddna can be
a daily karma or a naimittika-karma.All three are capable of purification, but there is
one thing you must note here. Even these karmas, etini karmdni, in order to be a
means for self-purification, have to be done with a certain attitude. Attachment, saiga,
to ahahkdra, is to be given up. The attitude is, 'They are to be done, kartavydni.' It is
given to me to perform these rituals. If I were ill, I could not do them, and therefore that
I can perform them is given. These karmas are enjoined by the Vedas and are to be done
for my own purification, my growth. And the results, phaldni ca, are also to be given
up. For any meritorious action, there is an enjoyable result, like heaven. But if there is no
thought that I will gain heaven or earn some punya, then phala is given up. Only then
do they become means for self purification. Besides other duties involved in day-to-day
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life, these yajiia, ddna, and tapas are duties to be performed by me. No matter what
happens, I don't stop my daily prayers.
'This is My vision, me matam,' Bhagavdn says. And what kind of vision? It is
not a vague vision, but a clear vision, niscitam matam, and it is proper and final,
uttamam. These karmas are the cause for antah-karana-Auddhi,and therefore, they

have to be performed.
Some people read etani karmani to mean kamya-karmas. That reading is

criticized by Saikara here and he makes it clear that eatani karmdni means yajiia,
ddna, and tapas. If someone is interested in karma-phala, he will get punya, not

antah-karana-Auddhi.How will he get out of the hold of ragaand dvesa when the very
karma he does is prompted by raga and duesa? Every action that he performs is meant
to produce a given result whereby he thinks he is going to be better off, and thus, he gets
rid of desire only by fulfilling it. But what happens by fulfilling a desire? You only want
a repeat performance. In the wake of a fulfilment of the desire there was sukha, and just
to get back same sukha, you want to repeat the course of action that led to it. Naturally,
you have to do it again. Or, if the desire was fulfilled but did not produce sukha, you
find that the desire begins to wane. And if you got the opposite result, you have an
aversion, a dvesa, which is another form of desire. The pain is so great that you do not
want to try it again. When do you fulfil a particular desire completely? More often, in the
fulfilment of any desire, a few more desires are left behind. No rdga just goes away
without leaving progeny. And, if even yajiia, ddna, and tapas are done in order to get
some results, how are you going to get rid of the hold of rdga-dvesas? There is no way
you can do it because you are doing the wrong thing! And without getting rid of the hold
of raga-dvesas there is no antah-karana-suddhi.Therefore even these karmas have to

be done giving up the phala. Then alone they become the cause for antahkarana-4uddhi.

This is Bhagavan's final conclusion, and there is no doubt about the fact that
yajiia, ddna and tapas should not be given up unless you have antah-karana-guddhi.
Once you have been freed from the hold of rdga-dvesas you can give up all karmas and
do whatever you like. Your prdrabdha-karmawill take care of you. If you feel like
giving up all karmas, there is no problem; sannydsa will stick to you. But you cannot
give them up just because they are painful. Giving up the painful and going for the
pleasant is not, in the end, a pleasant thing, because there is no antah-karana-suddhi.
Therefore, Bhagavan says,

f94pkl q q Rwr: w4uft AqlqVý I
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niyatasya tu sannyasah karmano nopapadyate
mohdttasya paritydgastdmasahparikirtitah

Verse 7
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Stu
- but; fpl4q
i4'Ef: niyatasya karmanah - of enjoined action; Tpmzl:
sannydsah - renunciation;T 3-q
na upapadyate- is not proper; #Mrid mohdt ?i

out of delusion; ?TT TfIFT: tasya parityagahtdmasah parikirtitah-

renunciation of it; MTTn': trif

d-:

is called tdmasika

But renunciation of enjoined action is not proper. Renunciation of it
(enjoined action), out of delusion, is called tamasika.

TAMASA-TYAGA
Niyata-karmasare those that are enjoined by the Vedas, to be done obligatorilythe nitya and naimittika-karmas.Giving them up, tasya sannydsa, is not proper, na

upapadyate. Sahkara says here, 'Because they are desirable for the purification of the
one who does not know.' If someone who is ignorant gives up this niyata-karma,under
the spell of likes and dislikes, raga-dvesas, that sannyasa is not proper, because for
such a person, it is desirable to have a means for purification, and the
nitya-naimittika-karmas are the means. If, because of some delusion, moha, some
fascination or romanticism about sannyasa, he gives up his daily prayers, etc., that
giving up is called tamasika, tamasah parikirtitah.So many karmas are mentioned in

the Vedas because karmas can purify the antah-karana.
Sannydsa is not totally dismissed here; only the renunciation of enjoined karma
is dismissed. Once you say it is enjoined, to renounce it is a contradiction. Why can it
not be given up? Because it is enjoined. Sannydsa is possible, if you are ready for it, but
it is the exception, not the rule. The sannydsa out of moha is called tdmasa-sannydsa.
Now he tells about the rdjasa-sannydsa.

Us-C&ACi
TT4 ChNOMMTiff
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duhkhamityeva yatkarma kdyaklesabhaydttyajet
sa krttvd rdjasam tydgam naiva tyagaphalam labhet

Verse 8

'T F yat karma - the karma which; W'rW-I-?W- kaya-klega-bhaydt - out of
fear of affliction to his physical body; S.T '4duhkham eva - as indeed painful; I
(thinking) thus; rn
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tydga-phalam - the result of renunciation; ;r 74
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certainly not gain
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One may give up the karma as indeed painful out of fear of affliction to
his physical body. Having done that rdjasika renunciation, he would
certainly not gain result of renunciation.
RAJASA-TYAGA
Why would one give up the niyata-karma?Because it is painful. Getting up early
in the morning daily to do karma is not an easy thing. Out of fear of affliction to his
physical body, kdya-klefa-bhayat, he would give it up, tyajet. What kind of tydga has
this person done in giving up the niyata-karma in this manner? Rdjasam tydgam, a
tydga born of rajas, born of sheer desire. Having done this kind of renunciation, he
would not gain the result of renunciation, tyiga-phalam na labhet. Generally, Sahkara
takes sannydsa as preceded byjiidna, or at least viveka. For that sannydsa, the result is
moksa; it is meant for moksa. If he gives up all karmas with this motivation, that is, of
avoiding the affliction to the physical body, he is not living a life of sannydsa, he is
lazy, and will certainly not gain the result of renunciation.
Having shown both tamasa and rdjasa-tydga, Bhagavdn now tells us what
characterizes sdttvika-tydga.
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kdryamityeva yatkarma niyatam kriyate'rjuna
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Verse 9

thinking, 'It is to be done';

the enjoined karma; J-r^

and also the result; cTa

l tyaktvd -

sangam
giving up;

sa tydgah eva - that renunciation alone; TTifph:

is considered sattvika

'It is to be done,' thinking thus when only the enjoined karma is done
giving up attachment and result, O! Arjuna, it is considered to be a
sattvika renunciation.

SATTVIKA-TYAGA
Niyatam karma is the karma that is enjoined by the idstra as a thing to be done
necessarily, not optionally. This includes all duties, both scriptural and secular, vaidika
and laukika. And for those karmas to be sattvika, they must be done with a certain
attitude, 'It is to be done-ktryam iti.' The only purpose in doing this type of karma is
obeying the mandate of the Adstra, that it is to be done. Although it is done for antah-
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karana-guddhi,that is not really considered another purpose because, as we have seen,
it is yourself. Further, it is done giving up attachment to the very ritual, sargam tyaktvd.
Generally a ritual is done with the thinking, 'I am doing this,' and in this kind of doing,
there is egotism, ahaukara,involved. Instead of that, when the thinking is, 'This is to be
done by me; therefore I do it,' then this what they call surrender. At this time and place,
this action is necessary; it has got to be done. I have no choice in this; let it be an
offering to Isvara. Doing action with this attitude is sattvika-tyaga. Giving up the
result, phala-tydga,means, it is not done for the sake ofpunya, or fame or power. An
action done without those motives, purely for antah-karana-Auddhiand lAvara-priti,
to please the Lord, is the one in which the result, phala,has been given up. Karma is not
given up, only the karma-phala. That is considered to be a sattvika-tyaga. In rdjasa

and tdmasa-tyaga, giving up karma is involved, due to fear of doing action or delusion,
but here, karma is done, and the result, karma-phala, is given up.
Saakara makes a note here that he has told us that the nitya-karmas do have a
result. Bhagavzn himself has said so. He reminds us of this because there is a contention
that nitya-naimittika-karmasdo not produce results, but are to be done because in not
doing them, you incur fault, akaranepratyavaya.That is not true; all karmas including
nitya-naimittika-karmas,produce results. That is why they can be given up. The
nitya-naimittika-karmaswill produce punya all right, but you have no desire for that
type of punya and are not doing them with that intention, sankalpa. Your expressed
intention is only for antah-karana-Auddhi.

Then he presents the other stand, seemingly accepting this argument of akarane
pratyavdya, to make the same point. An uninformed person may do a karma thinking
that even though the result for a nitya-karma is not mentioned in the gruti, still the
nitya-karma that is done creates the result, for oneself, of purification of the mind or
removal of the ill effects of not doing it. If he gives up even that, Saikara says, that is
phala-tydga. Why does he do the karma? Purely for Isvara-priti.This is Araddhd. He

does not even care for antah-karana-suddhi.dstra has asked him to do this, and
therefore, he does it. He does not care whether it produces antah-karana-suddhior
anything else. He does it to fulfil the dstra's mandate, which is fulfilling Iuara's
mandate. That is enough. That kind of attitude, sraddhd,makes the tyaga, sdttvika.
Whenever we perform the karma, we declare that we are praying for the sake of
pleasing JIvarathrough the destruction of all the effects of our wrong actions. We say it
in so many words in the saikalpa that is done at the beginning of a ritual-mama
upatta-samasta-durita-ks.aya-dvird sr-parameSvara-prityartham aham

idam

karisye. This is karmayoga. Pleasing the Lord is not to keep him in good humour, but
purely to fulfil the mandate of the I4vara. That is isuara-priti.Naturally, it is a means
for purification of the mind because the Sistra accepts that nitya-naimittika-karmaas
the capacity to neutralize accumulated papa. Even the desire to neutralize the
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accumulated papas can be given up, and one can do it only because one is asked to, and
one can enjoy doing it. If you can do that, the result will certainly be there.
Sahkara raises a small objection here. It was said in the beginning that the
renunciation of action, which is sannydsa, is threefold. But, as they have been
described, two of them are karma-tyaga, renunciation of karma, and one is phalatyaga, the renunciation of the results of the action. Two are karma-sannydsa and the
third is karmayoga. How can these be classified together? Someone says, 'Three
brdhmanas have come, but there are two brahmanas who know the Vedas along with
the six auxiliary branches of the Vedas, sadlahgas,and the third is a ksatriya.' How can
he then say that there are three brdhmanas? Here too, we have renunciation of karma
out of delusion, tdmasa-tyaga, renunciation of karma out of fear of physical affliction,
rajasa-tydga, and then, renunciation of the result of action, sdttvika-tydga. Two are
renunciation of karma whereas the third is renunciation of result! Sahkara says this is
not a problem because we are not talking about renunciation of karma, we are just
talking about renunciation. Renunciation being common in all of them, this amounts to
praise of karma-phala-tydga, because it is the one that is identified as sdttvika.
Renunciation born of delusion or out of fear of doing work was completely negated as
tamasa and rajasa. That type of characterization of the renunciation serves as a
criticism, and then, something else, karma-phala-tyiga, is praised by calling it
sattvika. The idea is, it is better to keep doing karma and give up karma-phala.
Thereby you can gain antah-karana-guddhi.

Introducing the next verse, Sahkara says that the person who does karma giving
up egotism and attachment for results, his mind being unsullied by longing for results, is
purified by nitya-karmas. Whatever rdga and duesa he may have had, gets cleared.
Also, by doing nitya-karma, and avoiding kamya-karma, he does not get further
entrenched in rdga-dvesa. The more kdmya-karmas you do, the more entrenched the
raga-dvesas become. By avoiding them and performing the nitya-naimittika-karmas

with the proper attitude, his mind becomes subject to this process of purification, and
thus becomes pure. That mind, now rendered cheerful, is qualified for the vision of
atmd. That is, it is capable of dtma-anitma-viveka without any hindrance. The person
who lives a life of karma-yoga, and is committed to knowledge of dtma for moksa
gains this antah-karanawhich is more or less pure.
For him, the clear knowledge of dtma takes place gradually. This has to be told
and thus, Bhagavdn says:

;f anpliý -CF4 T 5-^
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na dvestyakukalam karma kugale nanusajjate
tydgi sattvasamwaistomedhavi chinnasamrayah

Verse 10
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one who is endowed

medhavi - one who has discriminative knowledge; febr-Tql:

chinna-samrayah - one whose doubts are gone; afiTW Fw akusalam karma inauspicious karma; *e
f
ra duesti - does not cling to; i\1' kubale - with
reference to auspicious karma; r 3T;
na anusajjate- does not get attached

The renunciate (of the results of actions), (being) the one who is endowed
with a pure mind, (then being) the one who has discriminative knowledge
and whose doubts are gone, does not despise inauspicious (kdmya)
karma, nor does he cling to auspicious karma.
SATTVIKA-TYAGA LEADS TO AND IS CONDUCIVE FOR JNANANISTHA
Let us consider the sdttvika tydga first. His tydga, as we have seen, is karmaphala-tyaga and tydga of egotism. He does his nitya-naimittika-karmas with

surrender to Isvara and without the intention of gaining a particular result. Then he
becomes a sattva-samdvista, one who is endowed with sattva. His mind is not
dominated by rajas and tamas. Saikara says he is sattva-samivistawhen he is filled,

samdvista, with, sattva which is the cause for the clear discriminative knowledge of
dtmd and andtma. Because he is a tydgi, a karma-yogi, has a sattva, an antah-karana

which is pure, and because of that, he can discriminate between dtmd and andtmd.
There is an order here. First he lives a life of karma-yoga, and because of that gains
sattva-samruddhi,and then has the capacity to do dtma-andtma-viveka. If he has that
discrimination, he is called medhavi. The one who has this knowledge, medhd, is a
medhavi. First he is a karma-phala-tydgi, and because of his practice of karma with

this attitude he becomes qualified for this knowledge, that is, becomes a sattvasamlvista. Then he becomes the one who has the knowledge, medhavi.
Once he has the knowledge, he becomes a chinna-samgaya,the one whose doubts
are gone. The doubts are many. Some of them can be enumerated here. They are:
Whether dtmd is free from time or time-bound, nitya or anitya.
Whether it is Brahman or not, whether it is real or not real, satya or asatya.
Whether its nature is fullness or sorrow, dnanda or duhkha.
Whether it is the doer of action and the enjoyer of the result, karta and bhoktd or it is
akartd and abhoktd.

Whether livara is different from me or is myself.
All these doubts are gone because of inquiring into dtma and andtml and gaining the
knowledge of dtma.
A doubt is born only of ignorance. Once he is a medhdvi, naturally, all doubts are
gone because knowledge and doubt cannot co-exist. This is said in the distra also,
'bhidyate hrdayagranthih chidyante sarva-samaaydh ksiyante ca asya karmdni
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tasmin drste pardvare-the knot of the heart is resolved, all doubts are gone and all
karmas are destroyed in this non-dual vision." The knot of the heart is a technical term
for avidyd-kdma-karma-ignorance, therefore desire, and therefore action and its
result. Because of this, there is perpetuation of samsara.How can he get out of it? First,
he neutralizes all the kdma by karma-yoga, thereby taking care of karma itself at that
level. Then, with this preparation, by inquiry into dtmd, he eliminates ignorance;
thereby, this three-stranded knot called hrdaya-granthi,gets resolved, bhidyate. This
means all doubts clear away, then, all the karmas also fall apart because there is no
individual to sustain them. When does this happen? When he has the knowledge that
Brahman, which is both cause and effect of this entire creation, is dtmd, myself.
Saakarasays here that, the means for moksa is nothing but gaining a clear knowledge
of dtma.

After gaining this knowledge of the dtmd, he will not have the problem of feeling
that it is not enough. He has no doubt about whether he has reached moksa or not, and is
not going to ask anyone, 'Do you think I have gained this knowledge?' All such doubts
are taken care of, when he is a medhdvi. Someone could challenge him, 'You have only
knowledge of Gitd, but you have not gained Vaikuntha (heaven), which is moksa.' The
concept here is that self-knowledge makes you fit to go to heaven, the abode of Visnu.
Even though people may say this to him, it will not cause any doubt in him. He will not
question whether he has moksa or not. There is no doubt about it. And fanatics will
come and say to him, 'What do you know?' When he says, '1 know myself,' they will
say, 'That's not enough, you are still a sinner and will go to hell,' without batting an
eyelid. When they say these kinds of things, are they going to create any doubt in him? If
they do, he is not a medhdvi. If he is a medhdvi, he is free from any kind of doubt, he is
a chinna-samraya.
Being a medhdvi, a wise man, what does he do? Na dvesti akusalam karma, he

does not despise karma that is not auspicious, that is, he does not despise kdmyakarma, Sankara says. Why are kdmya-karmas inauspicious? Even though they are
rituals, they are performed for the sake ofpunya, so that one can get some results later,
and in order to enjoy thatpunya, you must have a body. The karma, therefore, becomes
the cause for beginning a new body, and thus, for the perpetuation ofsamsira. Because
it perpetuates samsdra, kdmya-karma is called asubha, inauspicious karma. Having

become a jii&ni, a wise person, he does not despise even kdmya-karma. When
somebody performs a kdmya-karma, whether laukika or vaidika, he will not detest
that karma on the basis of the fact that it does not help in the pursuit of moksa, but only
reinforces samsdra. If he does, he has a problem. When somebody is doing karma, why
should you bother about it? He has a desire, and that is why he does it. Why should you
look down upon it or despise it? There is no necessity to hate any karma.
SMundakopanisad- 2-2-8
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Further, kusale na anusajjate, he does not cling to auspicious karma, the
nitya-karma, done for the sake of moksa. Previously he had a certain commitment to
that karma. Now he is no longer bound to it. He may do nitya-karma, but he does not
adhere to it with a clinging attachment. Even though that karma was once useful for him
for gaining moksa, because by doing it he got sattva-buddhi and because of sattvabuddhi, he got the knowledge that is moksa, he does not look upon it as something very
beloved. Why? Like a bandage, it no longer serves him. For some time, the bandage
protects you, saving you from further hurt and from infections, and helps you to heal.
Then you remove it. What is your attitude towards that bandage? Is it beloved to you?
No. You just discard it, because it has done its job. Similarly, once this nitya-karma was
useful to him, no doubt, but that does not mean it remains beloved to him. He has grown
out of it. He may even still be doing it, but he does not look upon it as a means, because
there is no purpose. The final purpose of doing nitya-karma is atma-jii&na, which he
has gained. Therefore, not seeing any usefulness in it, he does not look upon it as
something particularly beloved, na anusajjate.Nor does he hate, na doesti, the kfmyakarma. We have seen before in the fifth chapter, 'jieyah sa nitya-sannyasi yo na

duesti na kdaksati-asannylsi is to be known as the one who does not have hatred or
longing.' He is neither after something nor repelled by something. This is what is said
here again.
In reading this verse, it is important to read the second line first, as we have done.
Otherwise, it can be and has been for other commentators, very confusing. There is an
order here. First he renounces the results of actions and does what has to be done, and
becomes a tydgl. As a result of that he gains antah-karana-huddhiand becomes a
sattva-samdvista. After that he gains Ltma-jiihna and becomes a medhavi, and later

eliminating all his doubts and assimilating the knowledge completely he becomes a
chinna-samraya.Being this, he is a free person, who has no hatred for inauspicious
action or any clinging to auspicious action. As a tyagi, even though one is a sattvasamavista, he is still a karma-yogi and not completely free. Sahkarahas something to
say here. The one who is enjoined to do karma, the karta, who has the notion, 'I am the
doer,' is the person who is under discussion. By living a life of karma-yoga, and in time
being one whose mind is purified, the one who is awake to the self becomes free. He
gives up all karmas with the knowledge, 'I do not perform any action.' Thus knowing
the self that is free from all action, which is not subject to birth and death and all the
modifications in between, not doing any action himself, nor causing someone else to
do-naiva kurvan na kdrayan-gainsajiidna-nisthacharacterized by actionlessness.

Atmt is free from all action. And knowing this, he is one whose svarupa is
actionlessness.
Then who gains punya? For the actor there is punya, not for the action less.
Action less atmd never acted and therefore, does not gather either pun.ya or papa. What
about the ones gathered before? Thus, another question can be raised. Now he has gained
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knowledge, and therefore can accumulate no new karma-phala, but what about the
previous karma-phala. It is something like an alcoholic who has damaged his liver.
Now he is no longer taking alcohol, and therefore does no further damage, but what
about the old damage that is already there? He still has to suffer digestive problems
because of the old damage done to his liver. The same argument is used here. He has
gained knowledge now, but he had already gathered a lot of safcita-karma and has to
account for all that. Who do you mean by 'he'? If 'he' is the one who has understood
that dtmd is niskriya, where is 'he'? You are speaking as though there is an dtmd,
which he had understood and then there is 'he,' who is separate from the dtmn. The truth
is this. The one who understood the dtmd is the dtmd, which has always been niskriya.
Even before, it did not gather punya-pdpa. Nor does it now. He thought he gathered it
before; now there is no 'before' nor 'later.' He discovers himself to be action less; so all
the old karmas evaporate, like those of a dreamer waking up. There is no old karma, no
new karma, no future karma. That is called moksa. The bondage of karma, which is
called samsdra, is not there for him.
Thus, by this verse is told the purpose of the previously mentioned karma-yoga.
That is moksa. What about the purpose of the lifestyle of sannydsa? That is also moksa.
So it was said, 'The one who sees the lifestyle of sannydsa and karma-yoga as one, he
sees; he sees the truth of both of them-ekam shikhyam ca yogam ca yah paSyati sah
pasyati.' Why? Because as the Lord says in the fifth chapter, 'Real sannydsa is

difficult to attain without karma-yoga, O! Arjuna. The wise person who is committed to
karma-yoga reaches Brahman before long-sannydsastu mahdibho duhkham
dptum ayogatah, yogayukto munirbrahma nacirena adhigacchati.2 Karma-yoga is

presented here as a means in sequence, kramena. That word kramena must be
understood. Karma-yoga is meant to give antah-karana-Suddhiand prepare you for

knowledge. That is why he says, finally, through assimilated knowledge one becomes a
medhdvi and a chinna-samdaya.He is the one who does not revile inauspicious karma
or cling to auspicious karma because he is above rdga-dvesas. He is a sarvakarma-sannydsi. All this is very clear. What was said earlier is again repeated here.
This bears repeating because it is the vision of the whole sdstra, and therefore, should be
understood well.
In the next verse, Bhagavdn says,
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indeed, by the one who sustains a body; qiPET karmani frT
WIRT tyaktum na Makyam - it is

actions; ,Ttwr: aSesatah - completely; 9-rR
not possible to give up; • tu - but; -4: ir-lTftF-

yah karma-phala-tydgl- the one
who is a renunciate of the results of action; -T: sah - he; TAEft i 3*a
Tft
tyagi iti
abhidhiyate- is called a renunciate

Indeed actions cannot be given up completely by the one who sustains a
body; but the one who is a renunciate of the results of action is called a'
tydgi.

AS LONG AS ONE IDENTIFIES WITH THE BODY, ONE CAN ONLY RENOUNCE
THE RESULT BUT NOT THE ACTION
The person in question is one who is enjoined to do karma, who is further
explained as the one who identifies himself as the body and the body as himself. By this
very identification, he sustains the body, he is dehabhkrt. His conclusion being that he is
the body, and therefore an agent, he is ignorant; his understanding of the self as a doer is
not negated. This conclusion, 'I am the doer,' is so very well-rooted that it is not possible
for him to completely give up all karma, na sakyam tyaktum karmani asesatah,even

if he takes sannydsa. He may give up a few karmas, like duties, etc., but he will still
look upon himself as one who has given up all the karmas. Who gives up karma? Not
sat-cit-ananda-dtmd;it never had any karmas to give up. The one who says 'I have
given up karma,' is the one who looks upon himself as the agent, karta. He can never
give up all karmas, but he can give up the result of karmas while doing all the enjoined
karmas. That is the tydga that is relevant to him.
He retains the kartrtua,doership, and at the same time converts his daily life into
yoga by acting, not according to his rdga-dvesas,but in keeping with dharma. 'Perform
the enjoined karma, because action is better than inaction-niyatamkuru karma tvam
karma jydyo hyakarmanah,' so says Bhagavdn.l Though there is karma, because

there is no commitment to the results, raga-dvesas get neutralized. The internal pressure
is gone, and he is cheerful, not because he gets what he wants and avoids what he does
not want, but because of his attitude. In fact, what he does not want keeps happening,
and what he wants does not happen. When he takes care of that by karma-yoga, his
mind becomes cheerful. This is the tydga that he is qualified for, not sarvakarma-sannyasa. Let him work for jiadna, for which doing karma with this attitude
and not renunciation of karma, is necessary.
Sarva-karma-sannydsa is not mere renunciation of action, karma-tydga; it is

renunciation of doership in the atma. That takes place in the wake of the knowledge that
Gta - 3-8
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dtma is not the doer. There is no renunciation, really speaking, but it is a fact that, dtmd
is akartaand doership is superimposed upon the dtma due to ignorance, avidya. When
that superimposition goes, in the wake of knowledge, naturally one becomes akartd.
Even performing action, he does not perform any action, kurvan api na karoti. That is
called sarva-karma-sannydsa,which is the same as knowledge. To prepare yourself for
that knowledge to take place you can either be a karma-yogi or a sannydsi. Here the
karma-yogi is praised and his tydga is karma-phala-tydga.Being ignorant, he cannot

give up all karma and live a life of a bhiksu. He still has identification with a given
body-mind-sense-complex; and with this identification, he not only sustains this body,
he sustains the next body also. When this body is gone, he will assume another, because,
being a karta, he is also a karma-phala-bhoktd.To enjoy the karma-phalathat he has

gathered, he has to assume new bodies. Then, when he assumes a human body or its
equivalent elsewhere in this universe, he again becomes a kartd, and naturally, a bhoktd
for which he has to assume another new body. This is what they call samsdra-cakra,the
wheel of samsdra. What is said here is that the person who identifies himself or herself
as the physical body is not a person with discrimination, that is, he is not a viveki. For
that person to give up karma totally is not possible.
The viveki on the other hand, has no problem; he has no erroneous sense of
doership, kartrtva; and there is no question of any karma being done by him. How does
he perform an action or cause anybody to perform any action-even killing? He neither
kills, nor causes someone else to kill because he has no kartrtva whatsoever. Krsna has
said earlier, 'veddvindainam nityam ya enam ajam avyyayam katham sa purusah
pdrtha kam ghatayati hanti kam-the one who knows this indestructible time-free,

unborn, imperishable (self), how or whom does that person destroy or cause to destroy?'
Whether I do something or I prompt you to do it, it is all the same. I am the agent, kartd.
The one who knows the self, however, neither performs, nor asks someone else to
perform an action. That knowledge is sarva-karma-sannydsa.
This sannydsa is not possible as long as you are identified with a body; karma
cannot be completely given up by the one who is identified with a body-na hi
dehabhrtd gakyam tyaktum karmani agesatah. Since he is ignorant and has the notion

that he is a doer, he is enjoined to do karma. That being so, sarva-karma-sannydsais
not possible; but he can do karma making sure he is a renunciate of karma-phala. He
does all the nitya-naimittika-karmas,giving up the kdmya-karma, not for any artha

or kama, but only for antah-karana-Auddhiand through that for moksa. If there is no
attachment for security or pleasure, including heaven, in all his actions of prayer, rituals,
etc., he has karma-phala-tydga.Because he is a tyagi, he will gain an antah-karana
ready for knowledge, and thereafter, sarva-karma-sannyisais possible. This does not
mean that he will not get karma-phala.That is unavoidable; because karma-phala is
Glt - 2-21
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rta, avasyambhdvi, that which will surely happen. It is an unalterable fact that karma
necessarily yields a result. Even though he does not want it, it will come to him. But
then, he has no attachment with reference to it.
This is an oft-quoted verse in praise of karma-yoga. Even though he does karma,
still he is a tyagi. Total renunciation of karma is possible only by a person who has the
vision of the dtma, which is akarta. Naturally, he has no identification with' the body
and is, therefore, not one who sustains the body, dehabhrt. He is not dead; it is just that
he does not have the confusion that 'I' is the body. This is real sannyasa. But as long as
there is identification with the body, as long as you are a dehabhrt what should you do?
In this verse, Krsna says you should be a karma-phala-tyagi.
Now suppose the person is able to give up the identification with the body and
gain sarva-karma-sannyasa,what would be the result? That is told in the next verse.

-ri pipF: TF I
3*r^&fft 8fA8i
P
i;T
; _q WtflMJi TRRWl IýR I1
94Mcftý
anistamistammisram ca trividham karmanahphalam
bhavatyatydgindmpretya na tu sannyasinamkvacit

ainiiHw atydgindm anistam -

W40T: 'T
bhavati -

undesirable; 1S9

for the non-renunciates; tM pretya istam -

Verse 12

after death; 3#aT(

desirable; ftr-F Wr misram ca -

and a mixture;

karmanah phalam - the result of action; fThf1sW W#F trividham
exists as threefold;
q r ffr na tu kvacit - but never; TWRif*^

sannyasindm -

for the renunciates

Undesirable, desirable, and a mixture, the threefold result of action, exists
after death for the non-renunciates, but never for the renunciates.
THE THREEFOLD RESULTS OF ACTION
The result of karma is threefold: anista, undesirable; ista, desirable; migra and a
mixture of the two. The anista-karma,Saikara says is characterized by a sojourn in
naraka,which is a temporary experience of pain, or by taking a birth in the form of an
animal or some other life form lower than that of a human being. The karma, which is
ista is characterized by birth in a form higher than a human being, like a god, a mane, a
gandharva,etc. In Taittiriyopanisadwe have a list of these forms in ascending order.
Each one is better than the other because it enjoys a hundred times more happiness.
Brahmaji and the denizens of brahmaloka are the last mentioned. If you have made it
there, you have reached the top of samsdra and there is no return from there and one
gains krama-mukti there. Then we have misra, the mixture of desirable and
undesirable, as in this human birth. That is why for the human being the morning is
BG Vul. IV - 15
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wonderful, and the evening turns out to be a problem. Because he is a migra; the karma
keeps on changing minute to minute. Some things are good, some are bad. Look at the
President of the United States. He is the most fortunate person in the sense that he has
the biggest job on this planet, but, he may not have the leisure to take a serious book in
hand and read it; that is not possible while he is in that position. This is what they call
mixture of ista and anista.Every human being is a mixture of these two, a misra.
WHO ISTHE ONE WHO GAINS THESE RESULTS?

Thus karma-phala, the result of karma, is threefold, trividham. Even though

there are really only two results, punya and papa, from the standpoint of the births one
can take, the result is threefold. Any one of these three exists for whom? Only for
atyagis, those who are not renunciates. After dying to the obtaining body, pretya, that is
going away from this obtaining body, they will have to assume other bodies to enjoy one
or more of these three types of karma-phala. For the renunciates, tyagis, this is not
possible. These are the tyagis who have become sarva-karma-sannydsis by
understanding that dtmd is akartd. For them, there is no karma-phalaat all.
Sarkara makes a note here about how this karma-phala is produced. It comes
from action and a number of factors necessary for performing the action-the agent,
kartd, the thing acted upon, karma, the instrument used to perform the action, karana,
and so on. All of them are born of ignorance. You cannot look at yourself as an agent
without ignorance, avidyd. This is the root of all action. Seeing another thing to be acted
upon, and a means for doing the action are also avidyd. Naturally, the result of action is
set up by ignorance. Sahkara says it is like magic, in that it is not really there, and
creates great delusion. It seemingly binds the innermost self, pratyagdtma. This result is
called phala because it quickly perishes. The word phala refer to a fruit because it is
subject to perishing. Like all fruits are labelled 'Perishable,' the human body, all results
of action and everything else in this creation should also have such a label.
THE PARAMARTHA-SANNYASI DOES NOT GAIN KARMAPHALA

All real sannydsis will have no karma-phala. A karma-phala-tydgi, however,

will have karma-phala because he is still a karta. But because he has started on the
journey, he is a kalytakrt, and even if he does not get moksa in this life he will pick up
the thread in the next and continue. Once he is a karma-yogi, he is a mumuksu and
there is no going back. He will know later, if not now.
Here the gitd-hastra uses the word sannyasi instead of tyagi to show that the
tydgi should become a sarva-karma-sannyasi. Sarikara makes a distinction here

between an aparamdrtha-sannydsl,the one who is not in reality a sannydsi, but is a
karma-yogl, and a paramdrtha-sannydsi,who is a sannyasi in reality, because he is a

sarva-karma-sannyasi, and does not look upon himself as kartd, the doer. His
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commitment, nisthd, is in the knowledge of the dtmd which is non-dual, and for him,
there is no karma-phala. The clear vision of non-dual atma completely removes the
cause of samsara.
TOTAL RENUNCIATION OF KARMA IS NOT POSSIBLE WITHOUT CLEAR VISION
OF ATMA
From these two verses we understand that total renunciation of all karma takes
place only for those who have the clear vision of dtma. This is because, the notion of
dtma being a doer, enjoyer, etc., is superimposed on the atma due to ignorance. If the
knowledge that, he is not the doer is not there, then, no matter what he does, whether he
is living the lifestyle of a karma-yogi or a sannydsi, he is still subject to karma. If he
has not accomplished what is to be accomplished as a karma-yogi or a sannyasi in this
life, he will pick up the thread in the next. There is no question of a lower birth for him.
Even though karmaphala is threefold, trividha, and there may be many types of
karmas accumulated in the form of saicita-karmafor him, which can fulfil themselves
only through bodies such as a mouse, rabbit, etc., still, those karmas will not have
precedence over the karma of a mumuksu. Once he has developed a desire to be free,
mumuksutva, which is again because ofpunya, it is all one-way. There is no possibility
of his going back to a lower birth. Suppose he dies away while seeking, and then a
karma to be a cockroach fructifies, will he become a cockroach, a silent meditator in
somebody's cupboard? It is meaningless to say so; and Lord Krsna says it is not
possible. He may spend some time in heaven but then, he will definitely take a birth
where he can continue his pursuit. Or, he may be born directly in a karma-yogi's family.
We have an assurance there, which is understandable. If there were to be such a thing as
karma, etc., then this would be logical within that. Though these people are karmayogis in this life and complete renunciation of karma does not take place, it will take
place in a subsequent birth; because once started, there is no going back.
Once a person develops this mumuksutva, he cannot push it back any longer.
That itself is going against the general flow, and to reach that point, to question the very
pursuer is not an ordinary thing. This mumuksutua is reversing the whole process. Once
the person's karma has gained such a momentum that it has reversed the process, there is
no question of stopping it. The punya is such that the process will get reversed.
Generally, the flow is towards samsdra, seeking more security and pleasure. Even if one
becomes religious, one only wants to go to heaven. But here, all the charitable actions,
prayer, etc., have created the momentum to inquire in to the truth of oneself. 'Who am I?
Am I seeking correctly? This question is not just a million-dollar question; it is a
million-life question. The Gtad says, 'One among thousands makes an effort for gaining
oneself, manusydndm sahasresu kascid yatati siddhaye,' and 'at the end of many
1Glt - 7-3
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lives the one who gains this knowledge gains Me-bahundm janmanam ante
jiidnavun mdnm prapadyate." If that question, 'Who am I?' has arisen, there is no
question of going back.
Whether he is living the life of a karma-yogi or a sannydsi, one thing is certain.
The real sannydsa is the vision of reality, paramdrtha-darsana.And that takes place
purely by knowledge, jinina. Both karma-yoga and sannydsa are for knowledge and
there is some choice with reference to the lifestyle one is going to adopt. For Arjuna,
karma-yoga seems to be more appropriate, because, he is a ksatriya and not a
brahmana. The society accepts that a brihmana is only suited for sannydsa or
performing rituals like agnihotra.It is not that a ksatriya cannot take sannydsa, but it is
not expected that he will. If a brahmana takes sannydsa nobody bothers. But ifArjuna
takes sannydsa, it is front page news. Then too, if a brahmana takes sannyasa, as a
sannydsi he will still be teaching, praying, etc. There will not be much change in his
activities, and therefore, not much disruption to the society. But the activity of a ksatriya
is entirely different. It is predominantly karma oriented, for the benefit of the people.
His taking sannydsa, therefore, has a lot of other ramifications. That is why Krsnia said
in the second chapter, 'For a ksatriya, there is nothing better than a battle in keeping
with dharma-dharmydtyuddhdt sreyo'nyat ksatriyasya na vidyate.'2 Here he is

talking about a lifestyle sannydsa.
But here in this verse, he is talking, not about a lifestyle, but real sannydsa,
paramdrtha-sannydsa, which is possible only by the vision of reality,
paramartha-daraana.That has nothing to do with varna or israma. That is, it is

immaterial whether you are a sannydsi, a grhasthaor a brahmacdrl.Nor does it matter
whether you are a man or a woman, an Indian or an American-these things do not
count at all, since we are talking about jiina. If they count, it is not jidna. The
qualifications for jiina are viveka, vairigya, gama, dama, uparati,titiksa, Sraddha,

samddhana and mumuksutva. Any human being or an equivalent being can develop all
these. In the Rdmdyana, Hanumdn is presented as a great inquirer, jijhisu, to show
that it does not make any difference whether you are a man or a vanara. Knowledge is
dependent on nothing but the object of knowledge. To know, you require only a certain
type of mind. If you have the qualification, you can have the knowledge. Nothing else
Smatters and nobody can deny it to you.
For the ignorant person who looks upon the agent, etc., as atmd, sarva-karmasannydsa does not take place, whether he is a karma-yogi or a sannyasi who has no
knowledge. There is only one way one can have total renunciation of all actionknowing dtmd to be akartd, the non-doer. The verses that follow show this.

Gitd- 7-19
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paiicaitdnimahdbdho kdrandni nibodha me
sarikhye krtdnte proktdni siddhaye sarvakarmandm

Verse 13

fTF4 sarvakarmanam
I#\ I mahabaho - O! Mighty armed, Arjuna; i4U1*i1
Mf
l sa7khye krtdnte - in
siddhaye - for the accomplishment of all karmas; fi'\
proktdni - are told; aTfi etani
the sdstra at the end of the Vedas (Vedanta); 'ftiF
- these; tl paica - five; -,iM A kdrandni - causes; t *Tw me nibodha -

understand from Me
Understand from Me, Arjuna, these five causes for the accomplishment
of all karmas, told in the sdstra at the end of the Vedas (that is,
Vedanta, which is the point of culmination of all karma.)
Krsna, addressing Arjuna as the mighty-armed one, mahdbaho, says 'nibodha-

please understand!' This is said not only to draw the attention of Arjuna, but also to
indicate that the subject matter changes now. It is connected to what has been said, no
doubt, but still, there is a turn in the flow of his teaching. In order to show that the turn is
taking place here, he says nibodha,please understand.
For the accomplishment of all forms of action, sarva-karmandm siddhaye,
whether scripturally enjoined, vaidika, or worldly, laukika, these are the five causes,
panca etdni kdranini.He says these, etdni, keeping in his mind what is going to come.
As we do today when we say, I met this man. You have not previously mentioned him.
So, a pronoun is not appropriate and to use one is grammatically incorrect. Still, this has
become common parlance because you have him in mind and are going to talk about him
in more detail. It is the same here. These five types of causes are told, proktdni. Where?
In the veddnta-gdstra.

ALL KARMAS FIND THEIR CULMINATION IN ATMAJNANA
By way of praise of these causes, he says that they are told, proktdni. in sdakhya,
which Sahkara says is the sastra that enumerates various things to be understood-in
other words, Vedanta. That sdstra has an adjective here, k.rtnta. What is done, krta, is
called karma. The end, anta, or culmination of that is krtdnta. This is the s•stra where
all karma culminates in the knowledge ofdtmd as akarta.Or, because the first part of
the Vedas deals with karma, this is the sastra, which is at the end of the enumeration of
all these karmas. It is also that in which all the karmas resolve, having brought about
antah-karana-Auddhi.How do all karmas end in knowledge? Sahkara quotes a part

of an earlier verse. Just as a well is useless when everything is flooded with water, so are
all the Vedas for the wise--y•vanartha udapdne sarvatah samplutodake tvidn
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sarvesu vedesu brahmanasya vijdnatah.' The various rituals, etc., mentioned in all

three Vedas are of as much use to a wise man as a well is to anyone when there is water
everywhere due to flood. When the well itself is underneath water, of what use is it?
That is how useful the karmas in all three Vedas are for the wise man. All the karmas
are meant to make him happy, but he has discovered that happiness is his nature. There
is nothing to be gained further. Everything that is to be done is done by him because
when atma-jiidnais born, everything else is accomplished in that all the karmas resolve
into his knowledge. Therefore, Veddnta is called krtdnta, the end of all karmas.
In this sastra, the five factors that are necessary for the performance and
successful completion of a karma are told. They are those factors because of which
actions are accomplished, from which alone the karmas emanate. They are to be
understood because if you know which are the causes directly involved in all these
actions, atmd will stand out as akartd. It is only to point out that dtmd is not one of
them, but is independent of all of them, that he shows all these factors involved in an
action.
What are they?

3TfMH- ^TT f7W

^-qF
TTFiRýKI

adhisthanamtathd kartd karanam ca prthagvidham
vividhdsca prthakcjstddaivam caivdtrapaiicamam

Verse 14

34 4IT"F adhisthanam - the physical body; W tathd - so too; cf*kartd - the
agent; cT^uW T1-PT
karanam ca prthag-vidham - and the separate, manifold
means; f-rTT:
E4
TW vividhdh ca prthak - the distinct and diverse; _ET: ces t.h activities (of the pranas); 3fl atra - here; k.R
TjT daivam ca eva - and daiva

(the presiding deities) is indeed; r9•p

paicamam - the fifth

The physical body, so too the agent, the distinct and diverse activities (of
the pranas),and indeed, daiva (the presiding deities) is the fifth here.
THE FIVE FACTORS INVOLVED IN KARMA
The place where all accomplishments are possible, where you can fulfil a desire by
taking action is the adhisthana.This is the place from where you operate in the world to
gain experiences, the locus of enjoyment, bhoga-dyatana,the physical body. Centred on
this are all actions, because in it are placed all the karmendriyas, the organs of action.
The word adhisthana means basis and is used in a different context when we refer to
the dtmd as the very basis, the satya, of the world, like the rope is the adhisthana for
'Gtd - 2-46
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the snake projected on it. Here adhisthdnameans the basis for performing action, since
the subject matter under discussion is karma. One of the factors necessary for
performing action is the physical body. Sahkara say that, it is the basis for the
manifestation of desire, aversion, happiness, sorrow and knowledge. Desire manifests in
the form of an effort to fulfil it; aversion manifests as an action of repulsion; all the sense
organs bring in the data on the basis of which you experience sukha and duhkha, and
each sense organ is placed in the physical body in its anatomical location. The eardrum
is purely a physical thing, but it is absolutely necessary for hearing. Similarly, for every
perception there must be a physical locus in which the relevant sense organ can operate.
For knowledge, perception is necessary and that perception takes place only through
sense organs, which are placed in the physical body. Even though knowledge is gained
by the sense organs, the basis, the locus for all these sense organs, called adhisthana,is
the physical body.
Who does the action? The one who takes the initiative for an action with a certain
intention, sahkalpa, performs the action and owns it up, is the agent, the karta, and is
the second requirement in performing an action. Otherwise called ciddbhdsa or
ahahkkra, he is the one who does the karma and enjoys its results. With reference to
what is done, he is called karta, with reference to what is experienced, bhoktd.
Then, there is the means, karana, the instrument with which the action is
performed. This includes the five organs of action-karmendriyas, the five sense
organs-jihnendriyas,the mind-manas, that entertains the fancy to do a given action,
and the buddhi that resolves to do it. First desiring, then deciding, 'Yes, I will do it,' and
then using the eyes, etc., the hands and legs, etc., one does the action. These means are
manifold and diverse, each one being distinct from the other, prthak. The mind also is a
karana,called antah-karana.All of these have their own distinct activities.
The fourth essential factor is prdna which makes all these activities possible.
Without the prdna the body will not hold the subtle body, which has the functional
aspect of all these karanas. The activities, cesds, of this prna are manifold vividhdh,
each one distinct, from the other with its own separate function. There is respiration,
consisting of inhalation and exhalation, prdna; and evacuation, apdna; circulation,
vydna; digestion, samana; and the reversal of the physiological functions, uddna.
These five, together called as the prana, form the fourth factor necessary for performing
an action, without which, there cannot be any action. For any action you require energy
and that is supplied by the prana.
Then there is a fifth factor. The presiding deities of all these functionaries
collectively called daiva form the fifth factor. Wherever there is function, there is a law
involved. Otherwise it cannot operate. Why should the eyes see, not the ears? Why
should the eyes not hear? There must be some law. What is it? We know that it governs
not only your pair of eyes but every pair of eyes. That is why there is an
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ophthalmologist. The function of every eye follows certain rules that do not change. That
means there is Isvara in the form of eyes and in the form of laws that govern the eyes.
There is a lord governing the law of hearing, the law of smelling, the law of tasting, the
law of thinking, even of sukha and duhkha, etc. All these are absolutely logical.
Otherwise there could not be a subject called psychology or any other discipline of
knowledge centred on the body. These disciplines exist because we can generalize that,
if these are the conditions, then the following will be the outcome. When one thing takes
place, the other necessarily happens. Thus, we have laws.
The physical body, the pranas,the sense organs, and the mind are all nothing but
laws. If we look at 1ivara through those laws, each law becomes a devatd. The devati
for the eyes is the Sun-dditya; for speech, Fire-agni and so on. Whenever there is a
problem with the eyes, we propitiate the presiding deity of the eyes, the Sun. Nothing is
taken for granted. The fact that a particular amount of strength is necessary to lift a
particular object is part of this law. That law which governs this and all actions, is daiva.
If a given sense organ or organ of action is employed in the successful performance of
that action, there is a presiding factor, the presiding deity, which is the law itself looked
upon as a deity. For any karma to be accomplished, there must be daiva. If you
recognize that, you are called an astika. If you do not, you are a ndstika. According to
us, the one who accepts the Sdstra is an astika. And the one who does not is a ndstika.
But when you accept the dastra, you accept the devatas also. These presiding deities,
that preside over and bless the eyes and so on to make them what they are, form the fifth
factor called daiva.
These, then are the five factors necessary for the performance of any action. What
kinds of actions are done by them?

7nw 'qT fqq

W 4 ?Wr %Tq: I1k i I
-qT

sariravahmanobhiryatkarma prarabhatenarah
nydyyam vd viparitam vd paicaitetasya hetavah

l4UtT Trnydyyam vd - whether proper; fNqam
ZT4

yat karma -

tasya - of that; 7i t

T viparitam vd - or the opposite;
Sarira-vati-manobhih
sT'-WW-TNilff:

that karma which;

with body, speech or mind; r': narahete pafca -

a man;

Verse 15

mr-A

prdrabhate- undertakes; ?W

these five; tt-: hetavah -

are the causes

That karma, whether proper or the opposite (improper), which a man
undertakes with body, speech or mind, has these five causes.
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THESE FIVE FACTORS ARE THE CAUSE FOR ALL THE THREE TYPES OF KARMA
The word nara, etymologically means the one who does not die-na riyate iti
narah. Here, it refers to a human being, because by doing karma, he perpetuates
himself This human being undertakes, prdrabhate,various forms of activity, karma,
which are divided into three groups from the standpoint of the three means used to
perform them. A physical activity, kayika, is done by the physical body, an oral action,
uvcika, by the speech, and a mental action, manasa, by the mind. These are the three
types of activities divided on the basis of the three means of action.
The type of karma done by these three means is again divided into two. An action
that conforms to the moral order is called nydyyam karma, and that which does not,
which goes against the order is called viparitam karma. A system of logic is also called
nydya, meaning that which is proper, rational. For the same reason, justice also is called
nydya. Orally you can perform a proper or an improper action. If you verbally abuse
someone, it is a viparitam karma, while the proper use of words is nyayyam karma.

Similarly, actions that hurt, such as stealing and so on, are viparita, at the level of the
physical body, kdyikam viparitam karma and even thinking ill of another person is a
manasam viparitam karma. Sankara says nydyyam karma is that which has the

sanction of the sdstra, while viparitam karma does not. Some of these actions are
voluntary, and some are not; but are necessary for living, like breathing. Every one of
them, voluntary and involuntary, has these five causes, panca ete tasya hetavah. Here
the attention is drawn to what was originally stated, that five factors are responsible for
all kinds of activities. Though the types of karma are three-fold from the standpoint of
the means used to perform them, the factors necessary for their performance are five.
Why is this said here? The intention is not really to understand the nature of
karma, but to lift your vision, to see whether dtmd, yourself, is really involved in action.
That is the intention, tatparya. When all these factors are required for a karma, how do
you take dtmd as the agent, karta? Even the ahahkaracannot be the karta because it is
only one of the five factors required for a karma. Neither can any one of the other
factors be the karta for the same reason. The sense organ itself is not the karta; the
mind alone is not the karta; the body is not the karta; nor is any organ of action or the
buddhi. If any one of them is not the agent, karta, then who is? Nobody is the karta. If
you say all of them put together is the kartd, that kartd is clearly mithyd, dependent on
something else. The aim is only to point out that dtma, the 'I' is free from all
activities-always. When the nature of karma is defined, atmd is not at all defined or
included in any way, because it is not the cause for any action. It is not an active element
in karma but the witness as well as the truth of karma, without which there is no
karma.
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?¶¾ ^T~wdUkrmm t^

a `: I

tatraivamsati kartaramdtmdnamkevalam tu yah
pagyatyakrtabuddhitvdnnasa pasyati durmatih

TM TT'rfT
-4-'lm

tatra evam sati -

akrta-buddhitvat-

when this is so; - tu -

Verse 16
on the other hand; 3T-?--

because of immaturity of the mind; zT: yah - the one
the dtmd; tqFf kevalam - (which is) pure; d

who; 3mFTFR datmdnam kartaram- (as) the karta; TMf padyati - sees; Rt: Jrh: sah durmatih one whose thinking is distorted; T w* na pasyati - does not see (the truth)

that

When this is so, the one who sees, on the other hand, the self, which is
'pure,' as the agent, because of an immature mind, that person whose
thinking is distorted does not see (the truth).
THE ONE WHO SEES THE ATMA AS KARTA DOES NOT SEE THE TRUTH
'When this is so, tatra evam sati,' means when these five factors just mentioned
are the causes for karma. This being the case, one who sees the self as the agent is a
durmati, one whose mind sees other than what is. Such a mind does not see things as
they are, but sees everything in a distorted manner. Sahkara says the mind sees things
so wrongly that it subjects itself to birth and death by subjecting itself to karma and
karma-phala. When you see external things wrongly, no great harm may be done; but
when you see yourself wrongly, it is a problem. You cannot afford to see yourself
wrongly because if you do, everything else gets distorted. The self is pure, kevala,
meaning it performs no action whatsoever, and while it does not undergo any change, in
its presence all activities take place. If one sees that self as the doer, karta, there is a
distortion. Why does he see this? His mind is distorted, he is a durmati.
What is the cause for his distorted thinking? He is a person whose mind has not
matured; he is an akrtabuddhi. His mind is not 'done very well,' in that, it has not
undergone the necessary process of learning, of purifying itself from all distortions.
Sarikara says it has not undergone the teaching of Veddnta through a teacher in the
proper way. It is enough to study the vedanta-dastra.If there is any pratibandhaka,
any doubt or any kind of obstruction, it must be met with, with the help of the teacher
and understood properly. It has to be subjected to proper inquiry by reasoning, by
vicara, for the knowledge to be assimilated. It is something like solving a puzzle. You
may solve it, but you have to assimilate the solution to be able to solve it again. If
someone gives you a word puzzle, for example, after trying for some time you may
discover the word. But then, the person who gave you the puzzle has only to disturb the
SHere the word kevala means 'pure,' untouched by anything.
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whole thing and ask you to do it again! Another three days are gone. You may do it, you
may not do it at all. You know there is a solution, but you do not know how you got it
because the solution has to be assimilated. The person who gave you the puzzle has
assimilated the solution by properly observing, analysing, and understanding the very
solution itself. Let the pieces be anywhere; for him there is no problem. This process of
assimilation is called vicara, or nydya, reasoning, as Sahkara says because it is a matter
of knowing, not a matter of belief. If this process is not complete, he will see dtma,
which is 'pure' as an agent, kevalam atmdnam kartarampagyati.

ahikara adds that even the astika, who believes in the survival of the soul after
death, and therefore that itma is independent of the body, looks upon the dtmd as an
agent. He believes in the Bistra but does not recognize that the essential nature of dtmd
is totally free from action. Therefore, even though he is a great scholar of the Vedas, as
the PFirva-mimdmsakasusually are, still, he is one whose mind is not mature, he is an
akrta-buddhi,not having undergone the process of learning properly. Because of that he
is called a durmati. He neither sees the truth of dtmd, nor that of karma. These five
factors, which were enumerated, are the things which account for all karma. Atmi is not
involved in this, even though it is very much there. Atmd always remains akartd, but
this, he does not see. Sahkara says, 'Even though he sees, he does not see, pagyan api
na pasyati.' Even though he sees the dtmd as something distinct from the body, still, he
does not see at all because he commits a mistake. Sahkara gives an example. It is like a
person suffering from a cataract who sees more than one moon even though there is only
one moon, or a person who sees the moon moving when the clouds are moving. Things
are not seen as they are. Even though dtma obtains in the physical body as the very
witness, saksl, of the buddhi, it does not perform any action. Even though it looks as
though atma performs the action, it performs no action, kurvan api na karoti. The
presence of atmd is there in all seeing, doing, hearing, and thinking; but it performs no
action.
Having pointed out the durmati, he now talks of the sumati, the one who has a
clear mind.
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The one who has no I-notion, the one whose mind is not affected, he,
even killing these people, does not kill, nor is he bound.
THE ONE WHO SEES THE ATMA AS AKARTA IS NOT BOUND BY KARMA
The person who has undergone the proper process of learning with the help of the
teacher and the Sastra does not have ahahnkrtah bhdvah, that is, the notion that 'I am
the doer.' Such a person understands that, 'Even though the doer is dtmd because there
is no doer without the dtma, in reality dtmd is not the doer.' Safkara explains how he
gets this particular discriminative knowledge which takes the form of the cognition, 'I
am not the doer.' The five factors, such as the physical body, senses, mind, etc., are
superimposed upon the atma by ignorance, avidya. Ignorance is the connecting factor,
which makes it look as though atmd has a body, a set of senses, a mind, etc., even
though it is independent. He has the understanding that, these five factors are the
performers of all the actions-gunah gunesu vartante, the gunas move about among
the gunas and not 'I.' I am the witness of all these activities. To illustrate, Saikara
quotes the Aruti here, 'aprdno hyamandh Subhro hyaksardt paratahparah-the one

who is free from prdna, free from the mind, (and therefore) always pure, and above
aksara,the cause of all causes.'1 He is the one who is the very basis of mayd. That self
is free from any modification or action. The person who sees this is clear in his thinking.
He is the one whose mind is not affected at all, buddhih na lipyate. He has no
regret or remorse, and therefore does not say, 'What good did I not do? What wrong did
I do-kim aham sddhu na akaravam kim aham papam akaravam iti.'2 He has no

guilt whatsoever and he is not plagued with the fear of retributions for all his omissions
and commissions, thinking, 'Why did I not do the right thing; why did I do the wrong
thing?' People are always regretful in this way. But here is a person whose buddhi is no
longer affected by any such guilt. This is a very important thing, because every feeling of
guilt is centred on 'I.' Things that were supposed to have been done by me were not
done and things that should not have been done at all were done. This is the lot of
everyone. There are varieties of omissions and commissions even in terms of
accomplishment, education, skill, and so on. People regret, 'I should have gone to the
medical college. I should have studied engineering. I should have learned music. I
should not have learned music. Why did I become a teacher, of all things? I should have
gone to the industry,' etc. People can always be regretful of what-they did or did not do.
All these are based on one's own action. But action itself does not cause guilt; it is action
centred on 'I' that causes guilt. Guilt and 'I' go together. Fortunately, however, 'l' is free
from any action. You may say a hundred different things, but 'I' performs no action. If
that is so, what good or bad action is there for atma? It never did anything, and is
SMundakopanisad - 2-1-2
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therefore, free from guilt. Naturally, if one has this vision of atmd, his mind is not
affected in any way by regrets and remorse, tasya buddhir na lipyate. Repentance may
be useful in management of your emotions, etc., but it is only for the person who looks
upon dtmd as the kartd. We are not dismissing repentance here, but we are going one
step further and saying that dtmd is akarta, and therefore, nothing that was ever done or
not done by him can be repented.
EVEN IFTHE JNANI KILLS HE DOES NOT KILL

The one who sees this is the person who thinks clearly. The wise person who sees
that, even destroying all these people assembled on the battlefield, he does not perform
the act of destruction-hatvdpi sa imdn lokdn na hanti. When he destroys all these
people in the battlefield, how can you say he does not destroy? Sahkara says from the
standpoint of an onlooker, the person seems to perform the action; but in fact, ltma
performs no action. Therefore, he is not bound by the result of any action, na
nibadhyate. It comes from the five factors including the body, but not from the atmd
directly. Atmd is only the witness, sdksi the very basis, adhisthdna,of the body and all
actions, but itself performs no action. It is the person alone that counts here, and that
person performs no action whatsoever. What is to be done is done. When a judge issues
a judgement for a person to be hanged, can we say he is guilty of taking a life and
therefore has to be given capital punishment? No, because it is the thing to be done. He
has no guilt whatsoever, because he knows that he is just an instrument in the execution
of the law. There is no ego there.
This is not a sanction for killing. But by dealing with the most difficult, improper
action, all other actions are dealt with. This is called prathama-malla-nydya. If you
want to become the heavy-weight boxing champion, you only need to defeat the current
champion. Similarly, here, by pointing out the action of killing, he has pointed out all
other actions. We have seen, 'How can the person who knows this indestructible, eternal,
unborn, imperishable kill anything or cause anything to be killed-veda avindsinam
nityam ya yenam ajam avyayam katham sa purusah pdrtha kam ghdtayati hanti

kam?' 1 And also, 'He does not kill nor is he killed-niyam hanti na hanyate.' And,
'This unborn, eternal, ancient one is not killed even when the body is killed-ajo nityam
davvatoyam purdnah na hanyate hanyamone sarire.'3 It is not an object of action,

much less subject.
In the previous verse it was said that the one who has not undergone the discipline
of learning properly looks upon the self which is action less, as the agent, kevalam
dtmdnam kartdrampasyati. that is, kevalah ltmd kartd iti pasyati. Before that it was
SGit - 2-21
2 Gh - 2-19
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said that there are five factors necessary for any action-karana, karta, adhisthana,
prdna and daiva. While the karta, the doer is dtma, dtma is not the doer. We are not
presenting a karta other than the dtmd, in fact, we are not presenting anything other than
atma. The karta, being atmd, is nothing but sat-cit-ananda,which is completely free

from doing. This is not seen unless one removes that ignorance about atma. Therefore
the person who does not have clear a understanding about the atma, thinks that dtma is
the karta.
EVEN IFATMA BY ITSELF ISNOT THE KARTA, WHY CAN ITNOT BE A KARTA ALONG WITH THE
OTHER FACTORS?

A pertinent doubt is raised here by Sahkara.Perhaps the verse means that the one
who is not well informed, looks upon atma alone as the agent, kartdram dtmdnam
kevalam pasyati durmatih, not taking into consideration the other four factors required
for an action. Without them, there is no possibility of karma. Although atma by itself
has no agency, kartrtva, in conjunction with the other four factors it has. Therefore, this
does not mean that atma is akarta, it is still a karta, but not by itself. Kevala dtmd is
akartd. But in association with the body, etc., it becomes the kartd. Everyone knows
this. Nobody looks upon atma alone as a karta. Who thinks that he is independent of the
physical body and yet performs an action like walking without the physical body?
Nobody commits that mistake. If he does, he is a durmati. Why not take the verse this
way?
Sahkara says that this is not difficult to answer. If dtmd in association with the
physical body, etc., becomes the karta, how does itmd establish this association with
the physical body, mind, and senses? Atma itself does not undergo any change to be able
to form an association; it is avikriya. Being pure awareness, it has no part to associate
with something, it is niravayava. How is pure awareness going to associate itself with
anything? How can something which has attributes, like the physical body, be associated
with another thing which has no part at all? If there are two objects, each having a
certain form, association is possible. But when one is absolutely free of attributes how is
it going to associate with the physical body, which has attributes? It is not possible.
KEVALA-ATMA CAN NOT DO ANY ACTION

Then what is the meaning of the word kevala? While it can be used in the sense of
'merely,' as it has been taken by the objector, it can also be used in the sense of 'pure-it
alone exists, nothing else.' It is by nature free from any modification or attribute. The
word, kevala here should be taken in this sense of purity, restating a fact about the self.
Therefore in the previous verse kevalam atmdnam kartarampasyati durmatih, does

not mean that dtmd alone is seen as the karta. That is not the meaning and the next
verse confirms it.
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That the self does not perform any action is very well known in the sruti, the Gita
itself, the smrti, and it is also reasonable. Gita says, dtma is not subject to modification,
it is avikriya. Actions are done by the gunas, gunaireva karmani kriyante. Even

though obtaining in the body, Arjuna, dtma does not act and is not touchedSarirastho'pikaunteya na karoti na lipyate.' The same thing is said in the sruti, 'He

seemingly meditates and seemingly moves away, dhydyati iva lelayati iua.' 2 Atma does
not do any act of meditation; nor does it get agitated and move away; it only seems to do
so.
BY REASONING ALSO WE CAN SEE THAT THE SELF ISAVIKRIYA, ACTION LESS

By reasoning also, it can be established that the self is without parts, not dependent
on anything else, and not subject to modification. Atmd is the one thing that is
self-evident; and therefore, does not depend upon any other thing for its existence.
If dtmd has parts, they must exist in a locus, and a locus is necessarily an object,
and therefore, anatmd. Parts of dtmd residing in andtma is untenable, and therefore,
dtma having parts cannot be supported by reasoning. Also because it is self-evident, in
the form of caitanya, everything else becomes evident-to the self, including, limbs and
attributes. They are not self-evident, and therefore, not dtma. If you say dtmi is subject
to modification, how do you know this? There should be another dtma seeing the atma
that is undergoing changes. And if we accept this we will get into infinite regressionsecond dtma to see the first and the third to see the second and so on. Even if by some
stretch of imagination you are able to say that dtma is subject to modification, you still
cannot establish that atma is the kartd, the doer. What would be its action? It could only
be a change centred on atma. If the physical body, mind, senses, etc., are performing
action, it is their action. How can their action be the action of the atmd? Even accepting
that dtma is subject to change, the actions involved in bringing about that change are not
the actions that emanate from the physical body, mind and senses. Further, if you accept
that dtma is independent of all of them, then that dtma cannot be the agent, kartd, of
actions done by the body, etc. When the physical body, mind and senses perform their
actions, how can dtmd become the kartd even if it is subject to change. The action done
by one person cannot go to another person who has not done that action. It has nothing to
do with him. A given person's action belongs to that person alone and no one else can be
held accountable for it.
You may argue that though the physical body performs the action, you have
identification with it and take the physical body as yourself. Consequently, due to the
ignorance now obtaining, karma that is done can go to dtma. If you say this, I will say
'Live long! dyusmdn bhava,' for that is exactly what I am saying. Even then, dtma does
SGta - 13-31
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not become the karta. If, due to ignorance dtmd is taken to be a karta, that agency,
kartrtva is not real. Sarikara gives an example. A shell that is mistaken for a piece of
silver does not become silver. If you see silver due to your own ignorance of the fact that
what you are looking at is a shell, you see a silver, which is not there at all. Similarly, if
you see an action in atma due to your ignorance of the actionlessness of dtma, that does
not in any way belong to &tmd. It is like cloud forms seen as palaces and dust seen in
space (sky) by children, not knowing that these things do not belong to the space.
It is impossible to perform an action without bringing about any change. That is
the basis of Sahkara'sargument. Without change on the locus of action, there cannot be
any action. Conversely, wherever there is an action, the locus of that action must subject
itself to some kind of change. Without action, you cannot even close or open your eyes.
Even deliberately not opening the eyes implies a mental activity. Action always implies
some motion, some change, and the changes that take place in a given part of the body,
etc., belong only to it, not to atmd. What is said here in this verse is proper-yasya
ndhahkrto bhdvo buddhir yasya na lipyate, hatvupi sa iman lokdn na hanti na

nibadhyate. The mind of the one who has no notion that he is a doer is not affected.
Even killing these people, he does not kill and is not bound. His mind is not troubled
with remorse about what he did and did not do because there is no sahkara, mix up.
That wise person does not do the action of killing nor is he bound by result of action.
Sahkara points out the statement in the second chapter of Gitd. 'He does not kill
nor is he killed-na ayam hanti na hanyate.' That is because, it is said, 'He is not born,
na jayate.' This statement reveals the changelessness of dtmd. The entire view of the
gitda-dstra is presented here properly. Both, the one who looks upon the dtmd as an
object, which can be destroyed, and the one who looks upon the dtmd as the subject of
the action of killing, or any other action, do not know the dtmd-ubhau tau na
vijdnitah.1 Atma does not perform the action of killing or become the object of
somebody's act of destruction. You cannot objectify the atmd to destroy it, and
therefore, Bhagavdn went on to say, 'nainam chindanti Sastrani-weapons cannot
destroy it.' I cannot objectify you, the dtmd, in order to destroy you, nor can you as
dtmd perform any action. It is not possible that dtma is either the subject or the object of
an action. Having made this initial statement, he gave the reason why atma is not subject
to death, decay, etc. It was never born, na jdyate. There was never a time it was not
there; nor having been there, later it will not be-na ayam bhiitvd bhavitd va na
bhuyah.2 This kind of a problem does not exist for atmd, because atma is not subject
to time. It is unborn, it is eternal-ajah nityam. By giving these statements of reasoning,
he tells us that dtmd is not subject to modification-it is avikriya.
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What kind of action can one perform? There are two types of actions; one that you
do and one that you prompt someone else to do. Both are your actions. But the one who
knows this indestructible, eternal, unborn, imperishable dtmd does neither of the actions.
How or whom will that person destroy or cause to destroy?' He does not perform any
action whatsoever. This is sarva-karma-sannydsaby knowledge. Such a person is no
longer enjoined to do any karma because he is not a kartd. Having said all this briefly at
the beginning of the sdstra, in the second chapter of the Gitd, Krsna elaborates upon it
wherever there is an occasion in the Gita. Even while doing he does not do. He says,
seeing, hearing, touching, smelling, eating, going, sleeping, breathing, etc., he does not
think he is doing any action-naiva kiicit karomi iti yukto manyeta tattvavit, pagyan
rnvan sprhan jighran agnan gacchah svapan gvasan...2 He also says, 'The one who
sees inaction in action and action in inaction, karmani akarmayah pasyet akarmanica

karma yah,3 he knows the truth.' And says in the thirteenth chapter, 'Even though
obtaining in the body, Arjuna, he does not act.' 4 We have seen varieties of verses like
this in the Git showing that dtmd does not perform any action. Now he sums up the
vision of the entire sdstra to bring it all together in one place. It is something like
gathering rice grains that are scattered all over into one heap. Krsna knows he is
reaching the end of his teaching and therefore sums up the whole topic under discussion
by saying here, that the wise person, the one who knows atmd, does not destroy, nor is
he bound.
THE WHOLE GITA SASTRA DEALS WITH PRAVRTTI AND NIVRTTI
The whole gitd-gastra is dealing with karma and sannydsa. Sankara also makes

it clear in his introduction that it is centred on pravrtti and nivrtti. And Lord Krsna
himself says, 'Arjuna, in this world, a two-fold commitment was told by Me before,
knowledge for the renunciates and karma for the karma-yogis-loke asmin dvividhd
nisthd purd proktd mayd anagha, jihna-yogena sdfakhyanam karma-yogena

yoginam.'5 In this chapter you will see again how clearly the sdstra unfolds what is real
sannydsa, what is the lifestyle of sannydsa and what is karma-yoga. The entire Gitd

revolves around these three topics. Sarva-karma-sannydsa is the main thing to be
accomplished, for which you can live a life of either karma-yoga or karma-sannyasa in
which there is no other pursuit but knowledge. In both these pursuits there is karmaphala-tydga, renunciation of the results of actions, because actions are not done for
punya, but for moksa.
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The one who has the knowledge of the atma is completely tree from karma
because he no longer has any sense of agency, kartrtva, and therefore, no identification
with the body. It is very clear to him that he performs no action because all sense of
agency and actions stemming from that are caused by ignorance. When this is so, there is
total renunciation of all actions in the form of knowledge, and therefore, the three types
of results of karma, ista, anista and miSra do not exist for him. Just five verses ago it
was said, 'After death, there is a threefold result of karma, desired, undesired, and a
mixture of the two, for those who have not renounced (their sense of doership) but never
for sannyasis.' As long as there is an identification with the body, and therefore, a sense
of doership, it is not possible to avoid karma-phala. It will stick to you because you are
the doer of the action. Sahkara himself says here that this is the essence of the meaning
of all the Vedas, and that after properly analysing it, it should be understood by learned
people who are capable of discrimination and inquiry. These are those whose mind is
rendered subtle, and can therefore probe into the subject matter.
Wherever there was an occasion for it, the difference between karma, sannydsa
and sarva-karma-sannydsawas shown keeping in view the entire sIstra as well as
reasoning. Reasoning is important as a support for the assimilation of the meaning of the
sdstra, because there are other possible interpretations. What the sastra says can be
above reason, no doubt, but it cannot be irrational.
The whole tradition is presented very clearly here. The Vedic tradition it centred
on karma. Either one does enjoined karmas and kdmya-karmas, in keeping with
dharma. When moksa is established as the end to be accomplished, one gives up
kdmya-karma and does enjoined karmas as karma-yoga while pursuing knowledge.
Or, one gives up even the enjoined karmas and pursues only knowledge. All this one
does for moksa, which is the complete giving up of doership-something that is possible
only by knowledge. You don't do anything in reality. In the wake of knowledge atma is
discovered as one which is incapable of action, and in that sense, the renunciation of
doership takes place. Therefore, there are no by-products of karma for this person-no
karma-phala, no more birth and death. In these few lines, the whole gita-dastrahas
been summed up.
Previously we saw the fivefold constituents of an action, adhisthana, etc., and
then the grouping of the actions themselves under three heads, kdyika, uacika, and
manasa. Now, what exactly impels one to do this threefold karma? This Krsna tells in
the next verse.
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lEf ji-nnam - knowledge (the vrtti corresponding to an object); 't jieyam f
4-iTl
object of knowledge; MftTT parijidtd- knower; (*T iti - thus;) f-uT
trividhd karma-codand - (are) the threefold impellers of action; TuR karanam iti - thus;
the instrument; w4 karma - object; wi karta - the agent;
fa: 4: karma-saigrahah trividhah - are the threefold constituents of
W•-ikarma
Knowledge (the vrtti corresponding to an object), the object of
knowledge, (and) the knower are the threefold impellers of action. The
means of doing (instrument), the object of the action, and the agent, are
the threefold constituents of karma.
KNOWER, KNOWN, AND INSTRUMENT OF KNOWLEDGE, TOGETHER IMPEL
ONE INTO ACTION
The statement in the Vedas, which enjoins you to perform an action, is called
codana, in general. But here, codani means that which impels you to do action. Only
these three things impel you to act. The first is jiidna, that by which something is
known, jihdyate anena iti jiiAnam. Here it means that by which one comes to know, the
vrtti. It is not the jnfna that comprises the values such as amrnitua,etc. There also it is
in the sense of a means for knowledge-an indirect means. Nor is it the jiLdna that is
mentioned in the statement satyam jidanam anantam brahma. There the word, jiiana,
refers to. pure awareness that is identical with atmd. Here it is simply the thought
modification, vrtti, by which you gain a certain knowledge of objects. How do you come
to know an object? If you were to look at a flower, the thought form of the flower, urtti,
that occurs in your mind, for which the object is the flower, is referred to here asjiidna.
This jiina is the basis for karma because without knowledge of the action, and what is
gained by it, how are you going to do any action? Whether the karma you do is a Vedic
ritual, or a secular action, you must necessarily know what it is and what you are doing it
for. Without the knowledge, jiidna, that this is the means for a given end, no action is
possible. You do karma because you want to accomplish something, and you want to
accomplish because you know there is something to accomplish. Then further, it is not
enough to know what you want; you must know how to get it, so knowledge of the
prescribed means to accomplish a given object is also necessary. Without that also, there
can be no action. More often than not, we make use of knowledge to get things done.
Even fundamental research is meant to gather knowledge that can be used, which is
where technology comes in. Research into the mechanism of a cell, for example, is not
just for the knowledge of the cell, but so that I can repair the cell if it is defective or
affected in some way. Like a vulture, no matter how high it may soar, always has its eye
open upon its prey, every human being has a relentless outlook for making use of things.
Therefore, Bhagavdn says here, that even our knowledge is only for karma's sake. It
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doesn't help you get out of karma unless you make use of it differently. We will see that
later.
Then we have the object of knowledge, jiieya. Why is it separately said? Every
jiLeya later becomes jiina. You want a given object of knowledge, jiieya, only when
you come to know about it. Therefore the object, jieya also makes you perform an
action. How do you come to know, 'I want this?' Because there is an object of
knowledge, jiieya. Without that, no knowledge, jiiana, is possible. Known objects
present themselves as very desirable and therefore, you do karma to get them. These
two things then, jiina and jnieya, are necessary for action. The third is the one who
knows, parijiiata.These three things together become the cause for action. The knower,
jiita,knowledge, jiiana,and the thing to be known, jiieya, are the factors that instigate
karma.

AGENT, OBJECT, AND INSTRUMENT, ARE THE THREE CONSTITUENTS OF
ACTION
Earlier, we saw the threefold karma and the five factors necessary for an action,
but here is another way of looking at karma from the standpoint of kdraka. What are
the things involved here? One is the means used to perform an action, karana.Sahkara
says karana is that by which something is done, kriyate anena iti karanam. It may be

physical limbs, it may be the mind, organs of perception, organs of action-all of them
are called as karana,the means, instrument, of doing. Then there is karma, which is not
action here, but is defined by Sahkarausing the grammatical terminology of Pdnini.He
defines karma as ipsitatama, that which is the most desired by the agent. When a
person wants to cook something, though the action he is performing may be cutting
vegetables, it is not the most desired object. The most desired object with reference to
cooking is the cooked food. Or, if he wants to go to New York, though he may get into
his car, the ipsitatamam karma is not the car, but New York. There can be a secondary
object for an action and a primary object. The primary, ultimate object is the real karma.
Finally, we have the agent, kartd, of the action. If the kartd is there, everything else will
follow. If he is asked why he does an action, his answer will reveal that he has
knowledge of a given thing and wants to gain it. These three are the constituents of
karma, action, called as karma-sarigrahahere.

Even though there are more factors involved in an action, these three, karti,
karma and karana,the doer, the object and the means of doing, form the basis because
they are the minimum requirements for performing an action. If any of them is missing,
there cannot be an action. Whatever type of karma one does, mental, oral, or physical,
manasa, vdcika or kdyika, these three factors are involved.
In the beginning Krsna talked about the five factors involved in an action and
summing up here, he tells us the basic three factors involved in an action. Now he is
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going to talk further about all these things. The action, the factors involved in performing
an action and the result are all in the form of the gunas without which, there is no
karma. How? All karmas are born out of the body-mind-sense-complex, which in turn
is born of mayd. Mdyd itself comprises of the three gunas, therefore is trigundtmika.
Therefore, the three gunas, sattva, rajas and tamas are present in all of them. An
explanation of how each one of these is divided in a threefold way is now begun
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jiinam karma ca kartd ca tridhaivagunabhedatah
procyategunasahkhydneyathdvacchrnu tdnyapi
mqfr jinam -

knowledge;

4 ¶ karma ca -

Verse 19

and action; •f a karti ca -

and

the agent; FuiTp: gunabhedatah - according to the differences in guna; 1rT--f#
guna-saikhydne - in the (dastra of the) enumeration of the gunas; TuT 1' JiTi \z-4yathdvat -just
3 tdni api - and those;
is said to be as only threefold; NfiT
as it is (unfolded); -5 4rnu - listen
Knowledge, action and agent are only threefold according to the
differences in guna, it is said in the sistra of the enumeration of the
gunas. Listen to those also just as it is (unfolded.)
THE FACTORS INVOLVED IN AN ACTION LOOKED AT FROM THE STANDPOINT
OF THE THREE GUNAS
Jiiana-knowledge, karma-action,and kartd-the agent, are the three factors that
are considered here. Here, unlike before, karma does not mean the object of action, but
the action itself. Each one of them is said to be only threefold, tridha eva procyate,
based on the differences in guna, guna-bhedatah.Sahkara says the word eva is used

here for emphasis in order to show the absence of any other type of knowledge, action or
doer. Each of them is predominantly either sattva, or rajas,or tamas. There is no fourth
possibility. Within these three you can get hundreds of different shades but in terms of
predominance, there are only three possibilities.
Where is this mentioned? In the place where gunas are encountered and properly
discussed, guna-sahkhydne procyate. Sahkara explains here that it is in the sdstra of
Kapila, the author of the saikhya-siitras.Sahikhya, as we have seen, is a school of

thought which accepts the Vedas as a pramana,but has a contention that there are many
dtmas and that the cause of creation is an inert pradhana.Kapila's contribution to the
sdstra is an elaboration on the gunas, though they were certainly known before him.
Sahkara notes that even though the sdstra of Kapila contradicts the oneness of dtmd
and Brahman, which is the real vision unfolded by the veddnta-sstra, still, those who
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follow the Kapila-Sgstra are experts in explaining the activities and products of the
gunas. Therefore, we accept them in that area. This is typical of the tradition of
Vedinta. If you were to talk to Sahkara about the binary language of computers, he
would accept that because in your area you are an authority. In their own spheres, we
totally accept even the people who oppose us. Sahkaraargues against the sdhkhya from
the.fifth sitra onwards in the fifth adhikaranaof his Brahma-sztra-bhdsva.but still,

he accepts their exposition of the gunas as useful and valid.
Why should Krsna mention the Kdpila-sdstra?In order to praise the topic he is
going to talk about. He says, 'Listen, Arnu' to those, tdni, threefold things which he has
already mentioned, just as it is unfolded, yathdvat, that is, listen to the three types of
knowledge, three types of action and the three types of doer as they are unfolded.
THE THREEFOLD NATURE OF KNOWLEDGE
The difference is determined by the differences in gunas. First, the threefold
nature of knowledge is being explained.
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sarvabhiitesuyenaikam bhdvamavyayamiksate
avibhaktamn vibhaktesu tajjfdnam viddhi sdttvikam

Verse 20

1ET4¶ vibhaktesu -

among the divided;
•TI
sarva-bhutesu - in all things;
3TqrfsTf avibhaktam - undivided; 3ET
avyayam - changeless; TaTWTT
F
ekam bhdvam - one existence; 4T yena - by which (knowledge); -8 iksate - one
sees; cT
77 \^ tat jidinam - that knowledge; WT¶II-P fVf sdttvikam viddhi -

know it to be sdttvika
That knowledge by which one sees one changeless existence in all things
undivided among the divided, may you know is sdttvika.
SATTVIKA KNOWLEDGE

We should make a note here that this verse is not from the siihkhya-S4dstra. First
let us take the phrase, yena iksate; it means, 'by which one sees, appreciates.' Seeing
here implies jina, that knowledge, by which a person sees something is sdttvika. What
does he see? If one sees many things in the world and takes them as many, is it sdttvika?
No. The knowledge by which one sees many things but at the same time, sees the one in
the many is sattvika. In all things, sarva-bhitesu,beginning from the unmanifest to the
manifest and within that, all the non living and living beings, from the stationary plants
to the most exalted beings like Brahmaji, he sees one existence alone, ekam bhdvam
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iksate. That knowledge by which one sees only one existence is sattvika. Sarikara
makes a note that even though the word bhava means 'that which is existent' and can
refer to any existent object, the word bhava, here means the one vastu, which is atma.
This is because he has also said, sarvabhutesu-'(existent) in all beings,' as a
qualification to the word bhava. And it is not one thing that has modified into all this.
Previously it was one, and now also it is one, and therefore, he says, avyaya, changeless.
In all beings, the one that has not undergone any change whatsoever, in itself or in terms
of attributes and upon which all nama-ripa is a superimposition, is the changeless,
avyaya, the basis of everything.
Not only that, it remains undivided among the many divided things, avibhaktam
vibhaktesu. The bodies differ, but it does not stand divided at all. Sahkara says it is like
space, which has no holes or pockets. A body is there, a body is here; in between there is
no body, and therefore, one body is different from the other. But it is not so for atma.
Like space, there is no such place where the atma is not. As space does not stand
divided, so too, dtma remains one whole pirna-dtmdamong the many divided things.
By a knowledge that is sattvika, one sees this, iksate. This is a wonderful word.
He does not speculate but sees. It is clear for him because it is his nature, svarapa of
himself. In himself alone is everything, while he remains an undivided whole. The one
who sees this has no ignorance about it. Once I say undivided whole, there is no
subject-object in this seeing. The subject, agent, is dtmd and so is the object, karma.
The knowledge, because of which one is able to see the paripurna-atmais called
sattvikam jiidnam. In fact, only this is knowledge because it alone releases you from
karma; everything else is ignorance and useful for karma, not moksa. Instead of
delivering you from bondage it only becomes a knowledge of means and ends and makes
you go chasing one thing or the other and puts you further into bondage. What frees you
is the knowledge of the one changeless existence, ekam bhavam avyayam in all things,
sarva-bhiitesu.This is sdttvikam jidnam.

A question may be raised here. How can we qualify knowledge as sattvika, etc.?
This classification is understandable with reference to something like food. Knowledge
can take place only in an antah-karanawhich has a predominance of sattva. If the
antah-karanais not sattvika, knowledge cannot take place. Therefore, it is true that any
knowledge is sdttvika. That being the case why call this alone as sdttvika? That is
because, here, when considering this knowledge, the word sattvika, has a particular
meaning. A mind, antah-karana,is considered predominantly sattvika, in this context
when it has qualities such as absence of demand for respect-amanitva, absence of
pretence-adambhitva, not hurting another-ahimsa, accommodation-ksanti, straight
forwardness-arjava, and so on. All these qualities are the qualities of a sittuika-antahkarana, and therefore, the knowledge that takes place in such a mind is qualified as
sattvikam ji•inam.
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Similarly, if the antah-karanais predominantly rajas what would be the type of
jinnathat is there?
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prthaktuena tu yajjfinam ndndbhavunprthagvidhdn
vetti sarvesu bhiitesu tajjifinam viddhi rajasam

Verse 21

^ tu - on the other hand;
-Tm yat jianam - that knowledge by which; W-9
%- sarvesu bhitesu - with reference to all beings; lyZi-f84p prthak-vidhdn - of
different kinds; ;Flr-fl- ndnd-bhdavn - manifold natures;
T prthaktvena -

separately; iT vetti - one knows; ? 'i3R tat jhdnam ifr rdjasam viddhi - may you know it to be rdjasa

that knowledge; ifTl

On the other hand, knowledge by which one knows distinctly the
manifold natures of different kinds of beings, that knowledge, may you
know as rdjasa.
RAJASA KNOWLEDGE

Duality will be the reality for those whose mind is predominantly rajas, whereas
the knowledge by which one sees the non-dual is sdttvika. As before, even though the
subject of the sentence, 'yat jiidnam vetti' is jiina,making the literal meaning, 'which
knowledge knows,' we understand the sentence to mean, 'by which knowledge one
knows.' What does one know? Every dtmd is seen as separate, prthaktvena, from every
other dtmd. All the bodies being different, and dtmd being taken as the body, one sees
only the many and distinct, ndndbhaudn, prthakvidhdn. Nobody, one could argue,
takes another physical body as himself. And someone who holds this conclusion
supports it with the reasoning that when he wants to get up, only his body gets up, not
other bodies. Therefore, since the I-sense is confined to a given physical body and does
not extend to any other, it is clear that the physical body is itmd.
Even if one appreciates an dtma other than the physical body, which survives the
death of the physical body, still everyone thinks that dtmas are many. Every religious
person accepts an dtmd that survives the death of the body. And therefore, he does
consider the itma as something different from the physical body. At the same time, he
does not recognize the non-dual nature of the dtmd and therefore for every physical
body there is an individualized atmd different from every other atmd. In other words, he
recognizes the mtmds as separate, prthak. He knows as separately, prthaktvena, the
different beings or objects, ndndbhavdn. Not only are they many, they are varied. Each
one has his own likes and dislikes, joys and sorrows, sukha and duhkha. Everybody is
different from everybody else, because knowledge differs, desires differ and tastes differ.
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Thus Lord Krsna says, 'The knowledge by which one recognizes separateness with
reference to all beings or recognizes the atmd in all beings as separate, may you know
that knowledge to be rajasa-tatjiidnam viddhi rajasam.' It is born of rajo-guna. So,

an antah-karana,which has predominantly rajas can have only this kind of rdjasa
knowledge.
What is tdmasam jifnam? That is pointed out in the next verse.
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yattu krtsnavadekasmin kdrye saktamahaitukam
atattvdrthavadalpamca tattdmasamuddhrtam

Verse 22

T1h ekasmin kdrye - in
whereas that (knowledge by) which; qchr*
-T'FX saktam ?o;yl
krtsnavat - as though it is everything;
one object;
committed; aF7wi• ahaitukam - that which is without reasoning; ad1TqliQ
atattvarthavat- that which is without truth; 3TqF - alpam ca - and very limited;
magr tdmasam uddhrtam - is said to be tamasa
Stat - that; mR
"" - yat tu -

Whereas that (knowledge by) which (one is) committed to one object, as
though it is everything (and) which is without reasoning, (illogical,)
without truth, and very limited, that (knowledge) is called tdmasa.
TAMASA KNOWLEDGE

To distinguish this jhana from the other two that is sdttvika and rdjasa,he uses
the particle tu-whereas. Here, one is committed, sakta to one object, kdrya, such as the
body or anything else, as though it is everything, krtsnavat. Everything seems to end in
a given object and nothing beyond that is seen because feeling is the basis of all
conclusion. For example, that given object could be the physical body. A person who
has this kind of knowledge thinks that there is nothing other than that. He thinks that the
physical body has some qualities and one of them is consciousness. Since everything is
in one physical body, when the body is gone, everything is gone. The conclusion here is,
when the body is gone, 1am gone; When the body is fat I am fat; when the body is tall I
am tall. The body is the dtmd and dtmd is the body. There is nothing more than that.
This is the contention of a carvuka, a materialist. And therefore, such a person sees
different beings as having distinct features, distinct bodes, distinct karma, distinct
experiences of sukha and duhkha, etc., even if he may recognize an atmd surviving the
physical body.
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Sahkara mentions some other possibilities here. If the person is a devotee and
worships a particular form, perhaps in stone or wood as though it is the only form of the
Lord that is also tdmasam jfianam.

Now for the sake of worship we have an altar, something we consecrate, installing
the manifest presence of the Lord there.1 And if anyone worships a given form,
completely committed to that one object alone, krtsnavat ekasmin kdrye, thinking that,

that particular form alone is God, he also has tdmasa-jiidna. The capacity to
discriminate, viveka, is lacking.
AS EXPERIENCES ARE DIFFERENT, ARE NOT ATMAS ALSO DIFFERENT AND MANY?

A question may be raised here: Is it not true, after all, that the experiences of
sukha and duhkha are different for everyone? Your pain and pleasure belong to you;
my pain and pleasure belong to me and therefore, they are definitely different. What is
wrong with that? It is valid knowledge of things as they are. There is no erroneous
perception here. How can you say that it is rajasamjiinam and is therefore distorted?
That is what the truth is. If on the other hand, dtmd is one and the same, then everybody
should have the same experience. If I have sukha, everybody should have sukha; if I
get liberated, everybody should get liberated; if I have duhkha, everybody should have
duhkha. But that is not how things are. One is happy, sukhi, another is sad, duhkhi; one
is enlightened, jiinl,the other is ignorant ajiidni, therefore differences do exist, how
can you say this is distorted knowledge?
INSPITE OF DIFFERENCES, THE BASIC VASTU ISONE

It is true that sukha, duhkha, and so on are all different attributes of the antahkarana. There are attributes and they are different; but in spite of all the differences,
there is only one thing that is there-the nirvikalpa atma, the self without attributes.
See the difference! In spite of all these differences, there is only one vastu that is there,
which is dtmd. And knowing that is sattvika-jiiana,while seeing difference, is rdjasa-

jiiana. Just because one antah-karanahas this perception of difference, it does not
mean that vastu is not one. Just because different vessels have different volumes, it does
not mean that space is divided into many parts. It remains one undivided whole. So too,
clay is the same even though the forms it assumes are different. And similarly here the
vastu is the same and the ndma-ripa,the names and forms differ. What differs is called
andtma-dharma.It is not the essential nature of dtma. We are not shy of the perception

of duality because in spite of this perception, there is non-duality. That is sattvikam
jidnam. In spite of all the differences, there is non-duality alone. The so-called
differences are not really differences at all; they are mithyd and therefore, the vastv is
SIn fact, what we are worshippingis not the idol, we are worshipping IHvara. It anybody
condemns you as an idol worshipper,he does not understand what we are worshipping.
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only one and that is myself. This is jirana. When this is the truth, if only difference is
seen, we have to say that it is rdjasa-jidna.
But when one sees only one thing as though it is the whole, that is tamasam
jfilnam. This person does not know what he is doing. Some devotees of Lord Krsna are
an example of this. The mantra they chant originally appears in the
kalisantaranopanisadas 'hare rama, hare rama,rama rama, hare hare; hare krsna,

hare krsna, krsna krsna, hare hare.' But they will reverse the order and chant the name
of Krsna first, because of their commitment to the belief that Krsna alone is the supreme
Lord. And a fanatic has no understanding of what the ISvara is and you cannot make
him understand either. It is like talking to a wall. Nothing happens. This is tdmasam
jiianam, meaning, it is born of tamoguna. Either he thinks that the physical body alone
is dtmd or that one given form alone is the Lord. Both are included here.
ILLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE

Sahkara mentions here a sect that holds that the body has to be purified in order
for one to be released from all karma. They look upon the dtma as other than the body
but then, consider it to have the size of the body. As the size of the body increases, dtmd
goes on enlarging. In this view again, dtmd is as good as the body. Even though they say
it is distinct from the body, if it has the size of the body, if it has limbs and so on, then
that means, it is only as good as the body. This is tdmasam jiidnam. You can't say dtmd
is distinct from the body and subtler than the body, and at the same time say, it has the
size of the body. What is that dtmd that is other than the body and still has the size of the
body? That means you are attributing limbs to the atmr. If it has no limbs, then it does
not have the size of the body. It makes no sense and therefore Krsna says it is
ahaitukam, without reason, illogical. There is a no thinking involved in such views.
Then again such knowledge is atattvurthavat,knowledge, which has no element
of truth, though it is held to be true. This kind of knowledge is not knowledge at all; but
those who subscribe to it hold it very dearly as though it is knowledge. That is why it is
said to be tdmasa-tamasam udahrtam. There is another word used to describe this
knowledge--alpam. Sankara says that because it is without reason, ahaituka, it is
alpa, precious little. Or, we can say it is alpa, because the result of it is very limited. It
does not lead one anywhere. If you say the body alone is atma, it will only lead to
sorrow, because the body cannot be maintained. It goes on ageing and finally dies.
Anyone who holds this belief cannot avoid the fear of mortality. Therefore, the result he
gets out of this knowledge is very little, alpa. Then again, the knowledge is limited
because he does not see anything beyond the physical body. His knowledge covers only
a limited sphere of perception.
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THREEFOLD DIVISION OF KARMA
This is the threefold knowledge Bhagavan Krsna promised to talk about. Now he
is going to discuss the threefold nature of karma.
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krtam
niyatam sahgarahitamaragadvesatah
aphalaprepsundkarma yattatsattvikamucyate

Verse 23

7i
l:F4 yat niyatam karma - that enjoined action which;
-3Tq-ftT
aphala-prepsund- by a person who has no (binding) desire for the result; W-TdfT
: ardga-dvesatah- without being
saiga-rahitam- without attachment; 3T-T-qi
krtam - which is done; T tat - that;
impelled (purely) by likes and dislikes; •fa

1rtrt•-!
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A sdttvikam ucyate -

that is called sdttvika

That action, which is enjoined and which is done without attachment
without being impelled (purely) by likes and dislikes by a person without
a (binding) desire for result, is called sdttvika.
SATTVIKA-KARMA

Niyatam means that which is enjoined by the Veda. And in terms of the Vedic
karmas, niyatam karma would be the nitya-naimittika-karmas.It can also mean any

duty that is very evident; any job that has to be done in a given situation. That also
becomes niyatam karma. This is sdttvika-karma, the karma done by a person whose

mind has a predominance of sattua. And while describing it the definition of
karma-yoga is given here. Any karma that is to be done which is performed without a
certain kind of attachment, sahgarahita,is sdttvika. It is free from such identification
as, 'I am the one who is doing this.' It is done without ego, without attachment, sahgarahita.

Then again a karma that is done without being impelled by rdga-dvesas, aragadvesatah krtam, is a sattvikam karma. Generally, the suffix tas indicates the fifth case,

but it can also stand for any case, and here Saakara takes it as the third case. A karma
that is done purely out of rdga or dvesa, not taking into account dharma and adharma
is called rdga-dvesatah krtam karma. Any karma will have an element of raga and

duesa, because nobody can perform an action without the expectation of a result. But at
the same time, karma can be prompted by a rdga or dvesa without conforming to
dharma and not eschewing adharma.So when we say, rdga-dvesatah krtam karma,

we mean only that karma, which does not take cognisance of dharma and adharma,
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what is right or wrong. But the sattvikam karma is the opposite of that, aragadvesatah krtam, not done impelled by rdga-dvesas alone.
People do karmas, religious-vaidika, and secular-laukika, to amass merit,
punya, so that they can enjoy heaven and other improved situations later. But the karma
spoken of here is done by one who is not desirous of that kind of result, phala. He is
called aphala-prepsu--one who is not desirous of gaining a particular result of an
action. He is a karma-yogi and therefore interested only in karma for purifying his
mind, antah-karana-Suddhyartham,and for pleasing i9vara, isvara-prityartham.
Both are for the sake of moksa. That kind of karma, the action done by a person not
desirous of a result, aphala-prepsunakrtam karma, is called sattvikam karma.
How nicely the Sdstra defines this karma! The more understanding you have of
what is sattva, rajas and tamas, the more subtlety you have in your appreciation of
karma. You become more alert. That is why these divisions are made. It is something
like appreciating the subtle nuances of colour. If you do not know the names of different
shades you cannot even distinguish them properly. The more names you have the more
subtle is your appreciation of the difference between one shade and another. Similarly,
the more you understand varieties of things like emotion, renunciation, food, giving
charity, and so on, in terms of sattva, rajas and tamas, the more subtle your
appreciation and your action becomes. We have seen how every action is divided in
terms of sattva, rajas and tamas. Here actions in general are divided in terms of these
three gunas and the sattvikam karma has already been defined.
Now Bhagavan goes on to define the rdjasamkarma.
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yattu kamepsuna karma sdhaikdrenavd punah
kriyate bahuldyasam tadrdjasamudahrtam

Verse 24

'ffq i4 yat tu karma - but that karma which; cT9IT kamepsuna,- by the one
T lj: sdhahkdrena vd punah
0
who has a (pronounced) desire for the result; 1i6*T
I bahula-dyasam- with a lot of effort; T5q
- or again with arrogance; |-3afT;q•-dP rdjasam udahrtam - is called
kriyate - is done; MW tat - that; Tqf
rajasam

But that karma which is done by one who has a (pronounced) desire for
the result or again with arrogance (and) a lot of effort is called rdjasa.
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RAJASA-KARMA
Again, the particle tu distinguishes this karma from the sdttvikam karma

described in the previous verse. The word kdmepsund has the same meaning as the
word phalaprepsund-bythe one who has the desire to obtain results. Kama is what is
desired by you, the karma-phala.One wants punya so that he can improve his lot either
here or elsewhere.
SaAkara says the word punar in this verse has no real meaning, and is only used
to fill up the metre, or you can take it in its own meaning of 'again.' It will not hurt the
sense that the verse conveys. Again, this is karma done with ahaikdra-ahaikirena.
This use of ahaikdra here is not in the sense of agency which is in contrast to a jifni,
who does action without any sense of doership, anahaikhrena. Here the word
ahahkara has the meaning of pride. Let us consider a person who is well informed, a
Srotriya, who has knowledge of the Vedas, and a lot of other good qualities also, but
does not have atma-jiina. He is humble naturally because the more knowledge you
have, the more you realize, how much you do not know. Relatively we say he is free
from ahaikdraby which we mean free from a certain pride. This is a karma-yogi as we
saw in the last verse. One who is with ahaikdira,sdhaikdra,is the opposite. He has a
strong identification, such as I am a great ritualist, I am a brdhmana, I am strong, etc.
This is not just a healthy self-image but arrogance. This is a pride related to his being a
vaidika. If you perform a huge ritual, like a somaydga you get a name as a somaydji
and some people get very inflated opinions of themselves as a result. In a non-vedic
context, this is the type of person who shows off his riches. It is the same thing in a
different form. Whether it is religious snobbishness or secular, it is ahahkara.
Then further, this karma is done with a lot of effort, bahuldydsam krtam. A
person who does this type of karma will make elaborate arrangement and make it
known that he is doing a great karma. This is called rdjasam karma. It is born of rajas.
The third one is very interesting.
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anubandhamksayam himsamanapeksyaca paurusam
mohdddrabhyatekarma yattattdmasamucyate

Verse 25

anubandham- natural consequence; t-- ksayam - loss; fmR himsdm
- injury (to others); 4thr
r paurusam ca - and one's own capacity; 3Tq
anapeksya - not taking into account; *Tfrmohdt - because of delusion; ? ':4
ZT ý yat karma arabhyate - the action which is begun; • tat - that; ?fIF
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3T7 tamasam ucyate -

is called tdmasa
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That action, which is begun not taking into account the natural
consequence, loss, injury (to others) and one's own capacity because of
delusion is called tdmasa.
TAMASA-KARMA

Action-which is begun without seeing or taking into consideration certain things is
a tamasam karma. In such a karma one does not see the natural consequence,
anubandha.takkara glosses the word anubandhaas the thing, which comes later as a
consequence of the action. What is consequential to an action is not taken into account at
all in an action like stealing, for example. Further one does not consider the losses,
ksaya. Exhaustion of resources like money or loss of energy and effort, loss of
credibility and self-respect are not taken into consideration in this type of action.
Gambling is a good example of this. There especially, losses are not taken into account
nor are the negative result that will come. A gambler always believes that he will
succeed. Then again in a tdmasam karma, one does not consider how the action will
affect other people, particularly, the harm, himsd, it may inflict on others. One must
know what one is capable of and what one can complete successfully, for which one
requires a proper recognition of one's own resources, strength, skills, man-power and so
on. All these have to be taken into account when you perform an action and if they are
not, it is a tdmasam karma.
Why would a person begin an action without taking into consideration these
factors? It is due to some kind of delusion, mohat. The incapacity to properly
discriminate is because of some grandiosity or false hope. We call it foolhardiness. One
who undertakes such an action is embarking upon an action that is called tdmasam
karma.
THE THREE TYPES OF KARTA
This is the threefold karma. Previously we saw the threefold jiina,and now, how
the doer himself, the karta, is threefold is told here.
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muktasango'nahamvudidhrtyutsahasamanvitah
siddhyasiddhyornirvikdrahkarta sattvika ucyate

Verse 26

F-T¶y: mukta-sahgah - the one who is free from attachment; 3
anahamvddi - who has no egotism; *fr-Fdl--piR:
dhrti-utsdha-samanvitahthe one who is endowed with resolve and enthusiasm; fft-3f-ýtl-: sidhi-asiddhyoh
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in success and failure;

thchm:

Z34- sdttvikah karta ucyate -

nirvikdrah - one who is unperturbed;

Fi:

mTf

is called a sattvika-kartd

The one who is free from attachment, who has no egotism, who is
endowed with resolve and enthusiasm and is unperturbed in success and
failure, is called a sdttvika doer.
SATTVIKA-KARTA
The sdttvika-karta is one whose mind is sattvika. Once the mind is sattvika,

everything becomes sdttvika; both the knowledge and the action become sdttvika.
Therefore, all you require is that the antah-karanabe rendered sattvika. But, for that,
you must first know what is sattva. This is not any kind of a physical change but a
change in thinking, which involves an attitudinal change.
The agent, kartd, here has a sattvika mind, a mind that has sattva as its
predominant nature, and is mukta-sahga, one who has no attachment to what he does,
and is without pride or egoism. He is said to be an anahamvudi. He has no false
expectations of accomplishment or any commitment to the result of the action that he is
doing. He does not have any sense that 'I am a big person and 1 am performing this
action. By this 1 will get name and fame, etc.,' even when he does a great sacrifice. On
the contrary, his attitude is, 'It is given to me to act, so I am doing this.' Even though he
may be in a privileged position, he sees himself in the position of giving and not taking,
because he understands very well that he can as well be at the other end. He appreciates
fully that everything is given to him, and therefore, has no ahahikra.One who does not
have the arrogance born out of ignorance recognizes that everything is given; the body,
the mind, the senses, the resources, the world and all the opportunities.
L ven if he wants to give something to somebody, he recognizes that somebody
must be able to receive it. That also is given. Without it, he would be denied the pleasure
of giving. An appreciation that things are given, even the situations of giving, telling or
doing, is what we call humility and it is born of understanding. This is not the false
humility of self-devaluation. Real humility does not mean you should not recognize your
virtues, but in recognizing them you also acknowledge that you are endowed with them.
They are given to you. That is an entirely different attitude. 'It is given to me, I can as
well be any other person who was not given these gifts and opportunities.' That attitude
makes this person anahamvddi,one who does not boast about himself.
Further, he has dhrti, resolution or perseverance. There can be different resolves;
one can resolve to destroy somebody and that is also dhrti. Hitler had dh.rti, great
resolve, but with his wrong thinking, it became very dangerous. Anybody can have dhrti
and it can as well be rdjasl or tamasi, but the person under discussion here being
sdttvika is going to have a dhrti, resolve, that is good for him and for others, because
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his thinking is proper. His resolution is for his antah-karana--uddhi,etc., for the sake
of his own moksa. A dhrti like that of Arjuna or Dharmaputra,which does not run
against dharma is sdttvikl. The word itself comes from the root dhr, to sustain, and thus
dhrti is that which sustains a thing. If you start something, and then later relax your
efforts or give it up there is no dhrti. We start nicely, like freshly pressed pyjamas but
then, we soon find everything becomes loose and in disarray. There are no tight, creased
pyjamas. After five minutes, it is 'pyjamas.' Certain minds are like that; they lack dhrti.
Even if there is dhrti, it must be backed by utsaha, the energy, the enthusiasm. Proper
and adequate effort is required for the fulfilment of even a firm resolve. The one who is
endowed with resolution backed by effort and enthusiasm, dhytyutsaha-samanvitah,is
a sattvika-karta.
Further more he is not subject to any emotional turbulence in success and its
opposite, failure-siddhi and asiddhi. Whether he achieves victory or meets with
defeat, there is no elation or depression. A good example of the opposite of this is the
response of some people to competitions in sports. Whether it is basketball, baseball, or
football some people will go on a rampage if their favourite team loses. They say that in
San Francisco the crime rate increases if the San Francisco 49ers' lose and if they keep
winning it goes down. Some people get very angry and they go about looting and
vandalizing. Then there are the coaches and the managers; they go crazy shouting and
waving their arms. These emotional upheavals are not ordinary, and it is all because of
too much of identification with the team and a strong commitment to winning.
Nowadays it is no longer a game but a commercial venture in which not only money but
name, power and a hundred different things are involved.
What is a game? It is something without all these. If there is success, it is taken
nicely, just as defeat is accepted graciously. Similarly, if one has the proper attitude
towards 'The game of life,' there is not much emotional change in success and failure.
That does not mean you should be grim in success. There is a naturally manifest fullness
in the wake of any success, but it will be a contained nanada, not an eruption of joy. If
there is such an eruption, it will not take much time to reach the antithesis. In yoga, we
cut down the intensity and duration of these mood swings so that there is no elation or
depression beyond what is manageable. Some modification will be there but it will be
appreciable because of the recognition that there are so many factors contributing to
success or failure. If you look at success as something that happened to you because of
many factors, and keep in mind, 'Everything went well for me this time, therefore I
succeeded,' you will have a joy of success that is contained and satisfying without the
eruption and the following depression.
A devotee can say, 'I am grateful to the Lord.' It is not that the Lord decided to
give this fellow success today. That would mean that he was kind to him today and
1A
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unkind yesterday-like his uncle. When we say that God is kind we mean that a number
of factors, including your own karma, happen to be good. Because of that, you happen
to meet a friend for tennis who usually has a wonderful forehand but that does not work
for him today. The ball either goes to the net or out of bounds, and you happen to win the
match. What can you say? Everything went well for you and things did not go well for
him. That does not mean that he is going to lose the next time, because his stars may
change. There is always an element of luck, as you may call it, or our own past karma;
sometimes it runs along with our pursuits and sometimes it runs counter to them. This is
what we call livara's grace. It is the result of one's own prayer, one's own attitude, one's
own karma, past and present. Since we cannot pin-point any one as the cause for
success, we say it is all Bhagavan's kindness. In fact, it is all your own karma.
Bhagavdn does not go about distributing success to someone today, somebody else
tomorrow. It is our own karma and we call it grace. We can also see that the whole thing
is iSvara. Every law is Ilvara, and therefore, it is God, no doubt. This is how it is to be
understood, otherwise we will have a lot of problems trying to account for why God is
very kind one day and unfair another. This kind of appreciation of God as some kind of a
tyrant is very dangerous. How are you going to relate to that God?
Here we see the disposition of a person who has a mind, which is containable,
which is manageable, in success and failure. It is all karma-yoga which is addressed
here. Further, Safkara adds that this is a person who is engaged only in activities which
are in keeping with the sastra, in keeping with dharma,not those that are for the sake of
getting this or that. Such a person is called sattvika. In other words, he is a karma-yogi.
We are not talking about the jinni here, only the karta. The attitude of a jiidni is not
going to be very different from this, but for him, it is spontaneous.
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ragl karmaphalaprepsurlubdhohimsdtmako'gucih
harsagokdnvitahkartd rdjasahparikirtitah

Verse 27

Tf ragi - one who has a predominance of raga; -A44to : karma-phala-prepsuh
- one who has predominant desire for the result of action; rT: lubdhah - greedy;
: himsatmakah - one whose nature is to hurt; af4-: asucih - one who is
fr7lcs

not clean; 0-w;t-3Pt--f: harsa-doka-anvitah- one who is subject to elation and
rdjasah kartd parikirtitah- is called a rdjasadepression; T-Tl: *f qftd:
kartd

The one who has a predominance of rdga and a predominant desire for
the result of action, who is greedy, whose nature is to hurt, who is not
clean and who is subject to elation and depression is called a rdjasa doer.
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RAJASA-KARTA

This describes the doer who is rajasa and he is called a karma-phala-prepsu.
Why is he called rajasa-kartd?Because he is a ragl, one who has a predominance of
rdga. Because of rdga and dvesa alone, he performs all secular actions, laukika-karma,
and if he performs any vaidika-karma, it is purely for the result of that karma. Because
he has a pronounced desire for the results of actions, he is called a karma-phala-prepsu.
He wants only dharma,artha or kama, and therefore is not a karma-yogi but a karmaphala-prepsu.
Then again he is lubdha, greedy or miserly. Sakkara says that he is the one who
has a desire for somebody else's wealth. This is what we call greed. Coveting another
person's riches or property makes him a lubdha. Not only that he does not give in
situations where it is appropriate to give, but also actively covets another person's riches.
Generally, people distribute money when they go to places of pilgrimage in India. Even
that, this fellow will not do. He is a miser, lubdha. He covets the wealth of others and is
incapable of spending money on himself or on others. Not only does he not give, he also
tries to stop others from giving. It is all because of confused values. His heart is lost
somewhere in some figures, in some particular column of a financial journal or in some
property somewhere in Tanzania. His heart is invested all over except here. This person
is called a miser; he has to undergo a lot of change in his thinking.
Then again, he is one whose nature is to hurt another person, himsatmaka, and in
that he finds some joy also. Because he is unhappy, he makes others unhappy, either
deliberately or unmindful of the damage he is doing to others. And he is an asuci, not
clean, either inside or outside. There are people who do not bathe for days and then try to
cover the odour with perfume. This person is externally and internally auuci. This
internal uncleanliness expresses as anger, hatred and so on. When one has a tendency to
hurt others, and powerful likes, naturally he is not going to have internal purity. But at
least he can be clean outside. Even that is not there. Sahkara says he is devoid of
cleanliness inside and outside.
Further, he is just the opposite of the person who has a certain contained emotion
in success and failure. The person under discussion here is harsa-Aoka-anvitah, one
who is subject to elation and depression when things go well or badly for him. He is
called a rdjasa-karta.
Then the third type ofkarta is being described.
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Verse 28
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3TFF: ayuktah - the one who is disturbed; 1"-: prakrtah - immature; -MWT:
stabdhah - irreverent; 71B: sathah - deceptive; #fi1": naiskrtikah - cruel;
i dirghasitrica visddl - given to sadness; Kf
a3F;T: alasah - lazy; fi
3iz
d• tmasah kartd ucyate - is called a ttmasaand a procrastinator; qflP T:
kartd

The one who is disturbed, immature, irreverent, deceptive, cruel, lazy,
given to sadness, and a procrastinator is called a tdmasa doer.
TAMASA-KARTA

The word yukta refers to 'one who is not together'-a person who is disturbed. He
cannot apply his mind properly, and therefore, his thinking and behaviour are improper.
And he has a mind that is prdkrta, immature. Even though he may be in his forties, his
mind remains like that of a child because he has not undergone adequate educational
discipline, the discipline of proper thinking, etc. When this is the situation, it would be
natural for him to be very humble. But he is not; he is stabdha, irreverent. Saikara
says, 'Remaining like a stick, unbending, he does not prostrate to anybody-dandavat,
na namati kasmaicit.' There is no question of any kind of surrender to anything
because, he is absolutely irreverent. Then further, he is a Sa.tha, very deceptive. He can
be so deceptive that he can present himself as though he is not deceptive. In other words,
he is an impostor. And he is naiskrtika, which Sahkara says is someone who is intent
upon destroying somebody. He is cruel. Morose is another meaning for naiskrtika, but
cruel is more appropriate here. Moreover, he is alasa,completely lazy. He is not capable
of doing the things that are to be done.
And be is visddi one who is always given to sadness. Sadness is not a bad thing as
long as one is addressing it. In that case the person is sdttvika. But if you don't address
the problem, tamas is predominant. Here we have a person who is more or less always
depressed but does not do anything about it. Even if someone tells him what to do about
it he will postpone doing that because he is a dirgha-sitri,a procrastinator. The things
that are to be done, he does not do, but postpones day after day, indefinitely. Saikara
says that what is to be done today or tomorrow, he does not do even in a month. This is
all because he has a disposition, which is dull and he is called a timasa-karta.
Having talked about the three kinds of karma-action, and karti-agent,and also
the three kinds of jiidna-knowledge, Bhagavdn is now going to discuss that very
faculty, the buddhi, where the knowledge exists, in a threefold way. Earlier, he had
mentioned dhrti, resolve, as a quality of a sdttvika-kartd. There we had noted that dhrti
need not be sdttviki; it can as well be rdjasi or timasi. What he has resolved, what
exactly he is committed to, determines whether it is sdttviki, rdjasi, or tamasi. In these
verses we are just getting into the mind and seeing its various conclusions, its knowledge
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and its thinking processes in terms of motives, etc. If you go into all the different
possibilities in terms of sattva, rajas, and tamas, that have been laid out in chapter
sixteen, and chapter seventeen, and here in chapter eighteen, you will find that, it is a
beautiful analysis of various attitudes and their outcomes such as, what is a good process
of thinking, what is wrong thinking, what is no thinking, etc.
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buddherbhedam dhrteScaivagunatastrividhamsrnu
procyamdnamasesenaprthaktvena dhanaiijaya
%RTW dhananijaya - O! Dhananijaya; a3Tu a
prthaktvena - severally; Rlwqmm procyamanam -

Verse 29

eesena - completely;
mzh
being told; TURT: gunatah -

according to guna; 4: buddheh - of the mind; •-: -f 1- dhrteh ca eva - and of
the resolve; fW
trividham - threefold; 'q bhedam - difference; ' i.rnu
rJ please listen
O! Dhananijaya, please listen to the threefold difference according to
guna of the mind and of the resolve that is being told completely and
severally.
Here Bhagavan addresses Arjuna as Dhanaiijaya,the one who has won a lot of
wealth. Arjuna earned this title by winning many battles from which he amassed not
only worldly wealth, but celestial wealth like the padupatastra.Addressing him thus,
Lord Krsna tells him, procyamdnam 9rnu, please listen to what is being told now. What
is being told now is the threefold difference in the buddhi, buddheh bhedam
trividham.
Previously we saw how knowledge was divided into three types. Now the buddhi
is being divided. And buddhi is after all, jiina; so here a doubt is possible. Have these
difference not already been told? What is the difference between buddhi and jiina
here? Sankara clarifies this for us. Buddhi is the faculty of thinking, whilejiina is the
actual thought modification, vrtti, which obtains in the buddhi. Even though there is no
buddhi without vrtti and no vrtti without buddhi, there is a thinking faculty in general,
and therefore, we make this distinction that jizna obtains in the buddhi while the
buddhi hasji ana in the form of a vrtti.
Then again, the dhrti, resolve, is also threefold. This dhrti that he is going to talk
about later is also another vrtti obtaining in the buddhi. These two things, then, the
mind and the resolve, buddhi and dhrti are being explained in a threefold way, based on
guna. This is now being told, completely without leaving anything to be desired,
asesatah. Here we have an introductory verse on what he is going to tell in the next
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three verses about dhrti and buddhi. We will see, in general, what kind of buddhi and
dhrti are sattviki, etc.
THREEFOLD DIVISION OF MIND

First the sdttviki buddhi is being told. How does it think?
wroftý¶fqT jf thmichOwr%

AM#4i

Vpti *# W-qr*t ýft m
-,TmeP 4c1NA I Po II
pravrttim ca nivrttim ca kdryakdrye bhayabhaye
bandham rmoksam ca yd vetti buddhih sd pdrtha sdttviki
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O! Arjuna; 14T ý':

yd buddhih -

Verse 30

that mind which; Wf-m W

pravrttim ca - the pursuit of karma; ThTitq -4 nivrttim ca - and renunciation; -CO3a1r4 karya-akdrye - what is to be done and what is not to be done; fl-a3N- bhayabandham abhaye - what is to be feared and what is not to be feared; NW
bondage; i
l moksam ca - and freedom; di
vetti - knows; W (4F:) sd
(buddhih) -

that (mind); illf'ri

sattviki -

is sdttviki

The mind, which knows the pursuit of karma and renunciation, what is
to be done and what is not to be done, what is to be feared and what is not
to be feared, and bondage and freedom, that (mind), Arjuna, is sdttviki.
SATTVIKA MIND

The buddhi that knows these few things is sattviki. What does it know? It knows
that pursuit of karma,praurtti,is the cause for bondage. But when it is done as karmayoga, pravrtti is the cause for moksa because it involves karma-phala-tydga,

renunciation of the result of an action. Then it is not really pravrttibut nivrtti because,
where there is renunciation there is nivrtti, even though the person may be engaged in
many activities. When these activities are done for the sake of mental purification,
antah-karana-guddhi, with an attitude of making an offering to ISvara, isvara-

arpana-buddhyd, then moksa, release from bondage is the result, which is not a
karma-phala, really speaking. The mental purification, antah-karana-Auddhi,is only

the removal of the antah-karana'simpurities because every mind is already clean by
nature. That is why everybody has sympathy, compassion, love, etc., which are the
qualities of a pure antah-karana.

Nothing has to be created here; we only have to remove, in general, rdga and
dvesa. This is the term that we use for all the impurity, like guilt, hurt, anger, and so on.
Removing all of them is not a real result because it is a 'getting rid of and therefore, a
kind of tydga. Sannydsa, of course is nivrtti, but even a karma-yogi is not doing action
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for punya, for the sake of heaven or anything else. If he has moksa as the ultimate end in
view, his buddhi has discrimination, and is, therefore, sdttviki. He knows exactly what
he is seeking, purusartha. What is aimed at can be simple security or pleasure or
dharma, to be exchanged later for security and pleasure. It is all the same. In order to
get to and remain in heaven for some time, you must have the capital, which is punya.
And again, you are going to enjoy heaven in terms of pleasures like music, dance, etc. It
is the same old thing; all of them come under the bracket of samsara.He knows he is
not seeking any of these; he is seeking moksa and this clear ascertainment of his pursuit
leads him to the knowledge that the cause for bondage is pravrtti.But knowing this, one
may not know what is the cause for moksa. Since his buddhi is sdttviki, he also knows
that the cause for moksa is nivrtti, which means knowledge, jifdna, preceded by
karma-yoga or sannydsa. He knows exactly how to gain this knowledge.
Why do we not take praurttiand nivrtti as 'do's' and 'don'ts'? That is a possible
reading but not here because Krsna has separately said, kdrya-akdrye. IKrya means
those actions that have to be done such as enjoined karmas, vihita-karmas and akdrya
means those that are not to be done, prohibited actions, pratisiddha-karmas.There are
worldly 'do's and don'ts' such as traffic rules, tax laws, social norms and vaidika 'do's
and don'ts,' including not only rituals but the universal values like truthfulness, noninjury, not stealing, etc. There again, we require value education. If that is missing, a
person may do the right thing and avoid the wrong thing, not because of proper thinking
or conviction about right and wrong, but just because he is afraid of being caught. If you
ask him a few questions about why he acts as he does, he eventually has no answer. In
terms of worldly 'do's and don'ts,' there are certain things that depend upon the time and
place. What is acceptable at one time and place, may not be at another and sometimes
subtle discrimination is required to determine this.
The Sstra says one should not harm anyone, himsdm na kurySt, as does any
government. But in the hunting season in Pennsylvania, you can get a license to hunt
deer for three months because of overpopulation of the deer. Just imagine! Suppose the
deer population talks it over and decides, 'Pennsylvania is getting overpopulated with
humans; we should do something about it,' and they start coming after the people with
guns! Then we will understand how illegitimate this kind of thinking is. If we are at the
other end, being hunted even for a day, we will understand what it means to be hunted. If
you hunt you can be sure somebody will hunt you later. Perhaps these deer were all
Americans hunting deer before. We do not know. Any universal rule cannot be
categorical; we have to interpret it according to time and place, taking into account a
number of factors. Even a prescribed ritual cannot be done on any day at any time, or
with any oblation or mantra, or in any sequence. People who are religious should know
exactly what is to be done and what is not to be done, if they are interested in punya and
papa, etc. If they are interested in moksa, the knowledge of kdrya and akdrya is much
more clear and intimate because of the predominance of sattva in the mind.
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Then again, this is a person who has a mind that knows what he should be afraid of
and of what he should not be. It means not being foolhardy in situations where you
should be cautious. You cannot just say, 'I do not care, I am not afraid,' when you are in
a dangerous situation, like facing a thief or a tiger. You cannot just say, 'I can manage
the tiger. After all, a tiger has no hands; it has only four legs, while I have hands and
legs!' An intelligent person should know how to manage a tiger.
Ten fellows were walking in the forest. One fellow saw a tiger and called out to
the others, 'There is a tiger! Come on, those who are afraid of the tiger, please lie down
on me!' That is called management! Then too, one should not create a situation, which is
difficult to manage. If you are going into the forest, go in a jeep; otherwise do not go. If
there is something that is dangerous and that you should be afraid of, stay away from it.
It is foolish, for example, to go walking in certain sections of Manhattan after dark, even
if you know karate. A mugger is not going to engage you in a bout of karate following
all the rules. He hits you with a baseball bat or shoots you with a gun and you are
finished. Going to places where you should not go, because of a false courage is
dangerous. In the movies, it is fine; in real life, it does not work. It is not that you are
afraid; you are prudent. From things that we should be afraid of, we should keep away.
There are visible things, and there are also invisible things, which are not seen, of which
we have to be afraid and from which we have to keep away. Invoking some
ksudra-devatd to gain some power, in other words, black magic, is dangerous. This is
not the adrsta-phala,one should seek; one should seek only grace, punya.
A person who is very clear about what is to be feared and what is not to be feared
knows what is bhaya and abhaya. The buddhi, the faculty of thinking that knows what
is proper and improper, what should be feared, what should be avoided, and what should
be pursued, is a sdttvikl buddhi.

Then further, he knows what is bondage, bandha, and what is freedom, moksa.
People often think bondage means having a job, a house, a wife, and children. Some
people think having to cut your hair or shave is bondage. People have varieties of
notions of bondage. But here is a person with a buddhi that knows that ignorance is
bondage. The life of becoming, samsara, born of self ignorance, is the bondage from
which one seeks release. Moksa, therefore, is self-knowledge. The buddhi that knows
this, is called sattviki.
Now, what is rdjast buddhi?
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yayd dharmamadharmamca kdryam cdkaryameva ca
ayathavatprajdnatibuddhih sa pdrtha rdjasi

Verse 31
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n4 partha- O! Arjuna; ;T1 (--IT) yaya (buddhya) - the mind with which; 4T ¶
3 rr -7 dharmam adharmam ca - dharma and adharma; \W T 37w
lTa* T -t

karyam ca akdryam eva ca -

what is to be done and what is not to be done; 3:Rn

wrongly; 11MPfD prajdndti-

ayathdvat TRf rajasi-

knows; w9T f-: s& buddhih - that mind;

is rdjasi

That mind, with which one wrongly knows what is proper and improper,
what is to be done and what is not to be done, Arjuna, is rajasi.
RAJASA MIND

This is the buddhi by which a given person knows certain things such as, dharma
and adharma, what is enjoined by the sastra and what is not enjoined by the sastra,
what is negated, pratisiddha,by the sastraand what is not, what is to be done and what
is not to be done, kdrya and akarya. Looking at the list, it looks as though Krsna is
repeating what he said in the previous verse. But with one word in the second line, he
just changes the whole thing. How does one know all these? He knows them wronglyayathdvat. To know something yathavat, is to know it as it is; ayathMvat is to know
these things, not as they are intended, but wrongly. He quotes and reads the sastra
wrongly, interpreting it according to his convenience. Sahkara says that this person
interprets the sdstra without completely ascertaining what it is all about. Therefore, he
not only knows, jdnati but he knows with conviction, prajdnati, that is, knows
improperly.
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adharmam dharmamitiya manyate tamasdvrtd
sarvdrthanviparittmdcabuddhih si pdrtha tdmasi

Verse 32

qpr pirtha- O! Arjuna; zIT (p;:) yd (buddhih) - that (mind) which; W-I 3"TIrT
tamasd avrtd - (being) covered with ignorance; 3T* adharmam - adharma;
'w sarva-arthanca - and all things;
1 "t
# ý dharmam iti - as dharma; *-T-f
fatifli viparitan - as opposed (to what they actually are); g-7 manyate -

considers; wr

lf•:

sd buddhih - that mind; iTft

tdmasl -

is tamasi

The mind, which covered with ignorance considers what is improper as
proper, and all things the reverse (of what they are), that (mind), O!
Arjuna, is timasi.
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TAMASA MIND

The person in the previous verse, with rajasE buddhi, knows but not properly. He
may know a value, but not the value of the value; therefore, he compromises. But the
person under discussion in this verse knows things as just the reverse of what they are.
He will argue and present what is adharma as dharma. He will say, 'In this world you
cannot survive unless you do these things. You have to be aggressive, you have to
compromise, etc.' Adharma even seems to pass as a virtue for him! Or, he will say,
'You have to lie. Without lying you cannot survive.' If somebody wants to tell the truth,
he will advise, 'It will not work, my dear! You have to learn this. You have no worldly
wisdom at all. We all have learned it the hard way. You have to lie judiciously.' The
buddhi that understands all this as dharma is tamasi. What is not to be done is done;
what is improper is taken as proper.
And further, sarvdrthanviparitdnmanyate-he considers everything opposite of
what they are. All things, sarvdrthas,that are to be known in the world are understood
as the reverse, of what they are, giving them more value than they have. Why is
everything mistaken like this? Because the mind is covered by dullness or ignorancebuddhih tamasd dvrta.
Here the three types of antah-karanasare told-sattvika, rdjasa and tdmasa.

But this does not mean they are permanently confined to that. The person who has a
tamasl buddhi has to be brought to a condition of more rajas. For that we make him
work, or get up and run a mile every day. Some education, some discipline is required
and then tamas will go away. Sports is the best thing. You will find the fellow becomes
bright, then developing sattva is easy. We have to understand that this sort of
classification is not to judge anybody but just to know what is rajas, what is tamas, and
what is sattva. Everybody is a combination of these three gunas and here and there,
there will be some adjustments to make. Where there is a problem, one can always
change. That is the whole idea.
THREE TYPES OF DHRTI-RESOLVE
Now we will look into the three kinds of resolve, dhrti. First the sdttviki.
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dhrtya yayd dhdrayate manahprdnendriyakriydh
yogendvyabhicdrinyd dhrtih sd parthasattviki
Tf pdrtha -

O! Arjuna; WTT yayd -

by which; 3Ta-qTfrlhT

Verse 33
T T avyabhicdrinyd

dhrtyd - unflinching resolve; Tr:-w'T-T-hil-T: manah-prana-indriya-kriydhthe activities of the mind, prdna, and the sense organs; -iT yogena - by practice;
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DrWr dharayate- one sustains; TfT

-ft:sa dhrtih -

that dh.rti; lfrdwl sdttviki -

is sattviki

The unflinching resolve, with which one sustains, by practice, the
activities of the mind, prdna, and organs of action and knowledge, that
resolve is sdttviki, Arjuna.
SAT•VIKA RESOLVE

Dhrti, as we have seen, means resolution. The dhrti that is sdttviki is one that is
steady, not subject to change. With an unflinching resolve, avyabhicdrinyd dhrtyd, a
person sustains, dharayate, the activities of the mind, the physiological functions, and
the organs of actions and knowledge, manah-prdna-indriya-kriydh.This means that,
he is able to discipline their activities, keeping them within certain bounds. Those
bounds are determined by the way of life enjoined in the dastra, in other words, a life of
dharma. This is a person who is able to keep himself from going towards a life that is
not in conformity with the sAstra. For this you require resolve, because the tendency to
do things, which are against dharma is very natural, svabhdvika. Given proper
understanding, the tendency to do the right thing is also svabhdvika. But as a child
innocently grows in the society, he or she picks up certain tendencies, which are against
the basic nature of a human being, and after some time, they seem to be natural. And
then, what is natural to a human being is also what is enjoined in the sdstra. This is
because one inherently knows what is right. Thus, naturally there is also a tendency to
follow dharma and eschew adharma.

These two tendencies-the natural one that makes one follow dharma and the
other one picked up that makes one go for adharma-arealways at war with each other.
In all mythologies, all over the world, the battle is always between the gods and the
demons-right and wrong. Destruction is rampant in Sanskrit literature, which is
reflected by the fact that there are a number of Sanskrit roots, which have the sense of
destruction. This is because the whole life is meant to destroy things that are improper.
Everyone faces the conflict of whether to stay within the bounds of dharma or to cross
them, and it requires resolve, in the beginning, to stay within the bounds of dharma.
This resolve is born of one's understanding of the value of what is proper and improper,
and it becomes firm by practice, yogena, by a life of discipline, attitudes, etc. This
includes karma-yoga as well as meditation. A person who is able to control, with a firm
resolve, these activities of the body-mind-sense-complex, by the practice of discipline,
etc., has a resolution, dhrti which is sdttvikl. It reveals the predominance of
sattva-guna in the antah-karana.

The person who has a predominance of rajas also has a dhrti. Even the raksasas
and asuras have a firm resolve. Bhasmdsura had such a great resolve that he got Lord
tiva to appear in front of him. He had to have tremendous dhrti, otherwise Lord Siva
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would not have come. But when Lord Siva asked him what he wanted, this fellow said,
'Whomsoever I touch should be reduced to ashes.' What kind of resolve is that? A few
people in the business world have this kind of dhrti, that is meant to destroy everybody
else. Very few can really come to the top of a big corporation, and those who do, with a
few exceptions, have a lot of cunning and do a lot of cheating. They cheat the
government, they cheat the public, they cheat their co-workers. They even write books
on, 'How to be Successful,' and again become successful from the book sales. These
people all have great dhrti. But that dhrti is not sattviki but rdjasi. Having great
resolve does not make a person great; you have to find out what motivates his dhrti.
Therefore, to make the difference between the sattviki and the rajasidhrti clear,
Bhagavan begins the next verse.

IT7T

q7 chrlfft

^ qrT
T

I I Iirft

yaya tu dharmakamarthandhrtya dhdrayate'rjuna
prasaigenaphaldkdhksi dhrtih sa partha rajasi
T4 partha-

O! Arjuna; I tu -

Verse 34

on the other hand; TffT prasahgena-

according

to the circumstances; tl-3f-Twft phala-dkdaksi - the one who has a longing for
result; %'4-WIT--3iT41 dharma-kdma-arthdn- religious merit, pleasure, and security;
TT yayd dhrtya - by which resolve; qM dhdrayate - sustains; 3
O! Arjuna; -9 ttf: sd dhrtih - that dhrti; TFIM rajasi- is rdjasi

ZWT

-

arjuna

Whereas, Arjuna, the resolve, with which the one who has a longing for
result according to the prevailing circumstances, sustains (activities for)
religious merit, pleasure, and security, that resolve is rdjasi.
RAJASA RESOLVE

This is the resolve with which one sustains; that is, engages in activities of the
mind, senses and the body that are meant for dharma, artha, and kama. Dharma
means punya here, religious merit. Here we are discussing a person who spends his time
planning how to get more punya, and how to get it more easily. Why? So that he will get
better security, artha, and pleasure, kdma, later. He plans and schemes and does all the
necessary activities because of a certain resolve, paying attention to dharmaonly for the
sake of artha or kdma, not moksa. Then again, he is desirous of gaining a result,
phalkdakksi, whenever there is an occasion. As the occasion arises, he becomes
desirous of the result involved, that is, he tries to convert every opportunity into
something beneficial to himself. And the benefit here is not antah-karana-Auddhi,not
moksa, but dharma, artha and kama. He exploits every opportunity to serve his own
ends. Thus, he is an opportunist. He does not miss an opportunity to acquire dharma,
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artha and kdma, because of his very sustained resolve, dhrti. Without that he will miss
some opportunities; but while others are missing out, he has a vulture's eye on how he
can benefit from a situation.
A vulture's eyes are always on the ground below, looking for something dead, no
matter how high it soars. Flying so high, it looks unconcerned, as though it does not care
what is happening down on the earth. But then you will find that suddenly it zooms
down, as soon as there is a dead carcass anywhere, because its eyes are always looking
for that. Similarly, this person also has eyes like those of a vulture, looking for
opportunities to 'make a kill.' According to the conducive situation, prasahgena,he is a
desirer of the result, a phalakadksi. And the sustained, unflinching resolve that makes
him an opportunist, always thinking about dharma, artha and kdma, is called rajasi
because it is born of rajas.As it was already said, the dharma here is religious merit for
more security and pleasure.
Now the third type of resolve, the tamasi dhrti is being told.

zmT -tR
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yayd svapnam bhayam sokam visddam madameva ca
na vimuiicati durmedhd dhrtih sa pdrtha tamasi

Verse 35

M4 pdrtha - O! Arjuna; "IT:durmedhah - the one whose thinking is improper;
"ZQT (qlT) yayd (dhrtya) - by which (resolve); TIT svapnam - sleep; ¥W1
visadam - depression; T T yq
hokam - sorrow; iTqTf
bhayam - fear; it
na vimuFcati - he does not give up; MT
madam eva ca - and intoxication; - f%11
ett: sa dhrtih - that dhrti; TTif tamasi - tamasi
That resolve, by which the one whose thinking is improper does not give
up sleep, fear, sorrow, depression and intoxication, is tdmasi, Arjuna.
TAMASA RESOLVE

Here is another person who also has dhrti, a very well committed resolve, but it is
because he does not give up, na vimuncati, certain things. If he does not give up these
things even though you try to make him a little different, his dhrti, must be very firm.
He has some kind of commitment that does not allow him to give them up. For example,
no matter what happens, he will not give up his sleep, svapna; it is very important for
him. It is interesting that Krsna uses the word svapna here, which can mean dream as
well as sleep. From this we can understand that not only does he sleep too much, when
he is awake, he spends his time daydreaming. If he does not sleep, he daydreams, and
thus, we say he does not give up svapna.
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We saw in the sixth chapter that there is no yoga for the one who sleeps too much.
And it is yoga that destroys duhkha, pain, or sorrow. But for this person under
discussion, who has tdmasi dhrti, there can be no yoga. Because when he is awake, he
always has fear, bhaya, of one thing or the other-fear of death, naturally, and fear of
losing money and the other resources. He cannot give up this fear because he will not do
anything to get rid of it. You must do something to give up fear, and for that, a certain
type of resolve is required, which he does not have. As long as he does not address the
problem, the fear does not go. For the same reason, he cannot give up sadness, Aoka. He
will not do anything to address his sadness and if you talk to him for two minutes, he
will make you also sad. He has such an infectious sadness that anybody coming
anywhere around him becomes sad. Not only will he not give up this sadness, he will
have some philosophy to justify it also. Besides soka, tangible sorrow, he cannot give up
his depression, visdda, which generally pervades his entire daily activity. He is like
someone who is under the spell of intoxication, mada, always pursuing simple
gratification of the sense organs, because that is the only thing, which can keep him in
good humour. At the same time, he will not listen to anybody, otherwise he would
change.
This is also the dhrti, of a person who makes light, the achievements of other
people, while inflating his own. Because he is intoxicated by vanity, fighting his own
inferiority complex, he puts on a superior air. Otherwise, he has to face himself and that
is very painful. When he sleeps too much and has fear-bhaya, sorrow-Soka, and
depression-visada, what kind of self-opinion will he have? How is he going to avoid an
inferiority complex? It is impossible. But how does he fight that complex? By dismissing
the whole world! That appears in the form of an air of superiority, which means he has
no way of learing. Therefore, we say, he does not give up his intoxication, madam na
vimuicati. If he would listen to somebody, he might change. Because of mada, the
fellow cannot bend down to anybody. This arrogance is the expression of his ignorance.
And when he thinks, his thinking is not proper; he is a durmedha. This resolve of
a person whose thinking is distorted, is called tdmasi dhrti.
THREEFOLD DIVISION OF HAPPINESS
Thus, the various activities, karma, and their accessories, the doer, knowledge,
mind and resolve, kartd, jiiina, buddhi and dhrti have been shown to be threefold
based upon the three gunas, sattva, rajas and tamas. The sukha, pleasure or joy that

you get out of various actions can also be threefold depending on how you got it, how
long it lasts, and the degree and nature of the sukha. All of these determine whether the
sukha is sattvika, rdjasa or tamasa.
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sukham tviddnim trividham drnu me bharatarsabha
abhydsddramateyatra duhkhantam ca nigacchati

Verse 36

yattadagrevisamiva parindme'mrtopamam
tatsukham sdttvikam proktamitmabuddhiprasddajam

Verse 37

'q:W
bharatarsabha- O! Arjuna; WI4WE I iddnim tu - now; fTf
•4qT
trividham sukham - about threefold happiness; ft7 me krnu - listen to Me; z
abhydsdt - by repetition; TRA ramate - one discovers
yatra - in which; 3SaTdrI
-•1miR
-r duhkhantam ca - and the end of sorrow; riW1Ft nigacchati - one
joy; :
?iR yat tat - that which; *3fagre - in the beginning; fWR "f visam iva
gains;

pariname - when there is transformation; a•?Tf-3tfq
atma-buddhi-prasddajamupamam - is like nectar; 3T•l -TF-7mi
the clarity of self knowledge; ?TWT 'WfR tat sukham - that happiness; <lfi-•
-

like poison; rifRr

amrtaborn of

*,itpT

sdttvikam proktam - is called sdttvika

Listen to Me now, Arjuna, about the threefold happiness. That in which
one discovers joy by repetition and gains the end of sorrow, which in the
beginning is like poison (and) when there is transformation, is like nectar,
that happiness is called sattvika, born of the clarity of self-knowledge.
SATTVIKA HAPPINESS

Arjuna is addressed as bharatarsabha,the one who is the most exalted in the
family of Bharata. The word tu is used to indicate a new topic. 'Now, iddnim,' Lord
Krsna says, 'listen to Me,' drawing Arjuna's attention to the new topic of the threefold
happiness, trividham sukham.

The sdttvikam sukham is that in which one revels in by practice, abhyasdt
ramateyatra. The joy that one discovers by the repeated practice of Aravana, manana,
and nididhydsana is sdttvikam sukham. In all these, a certain repetition is involved,
and that repetition brings not boredom, but a sukha, a sdttvikam sukham. And it is not
discovery of a joy, which will be lost in time, but one in which one gains, a resolution of
sorrow that is centred on the dtma, duhkhantam nigacchati. There is no sadness

without the dtma, because in every sense of sorrow, there is 'I.' And as this 'I' is
released from the various notions that give rise to a sense of sorrow, the sorrow comes to
an end, by recognizing that the nature of oneself is sukha.
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THE PURSUIT OF SATTVIKA HAPPINESS MAY BE PAINFUL INTHE BEGINNING

The beginning of a sukha which is sattvika is said here to be like poison, visam
iva. When a person begins this pursuit of self-knowledge, which is moksa, he finds it
difficult because he is beginning to address himself. Prior to beginning his pursuit, he
kept himself busy doing one thing or the other, which always brought him some
gratification. When you gratify yourself with various things, you do not see the pain,
which drives you to search for gratification. That is why, when you begin to turn your
attention towards yourself, you always feel you were better off before. But that is not
true. If you were better, what is wrong now? After all, you are still yourself; that has not
changed. In fact, you were not better; you were just not addressing your problems. Now
when you turn your attention towards yourself, all the sorrows you never gave a thought
to, the thoughts you never even thought you had, all come up because you are addressing
them. It is like poison in the beginning because you require vairdgya, maturity,
dispassion, objectivity, understanding your mind, etc., as it is, and dropping all of the
past in handling all these that come up. All these things are not ordinary. They require a
lot of self-searching, which is not easy; it is a painful process. Therefore, in the
beginning a spiritual pursuit is fraught with pain. No spiritual seeker underwent a spell of
seeking without some kind of pain. That pain is likened to poison which tastes vile and
seems as though it is going to destroy you. You do not want to take it. But we have to
gain knowledge, dispassion, and a capacity to contemplate, for which a lot of effort is
required in the beginning, and therefore, it is painful.
Then again, we have to follow values, which is difficult initially, but then it
becomes natural. And becoming a vegetarian can be another problem. Everything is
different. Getting up early in the morning, attending the classes, and then, there is no
progress in the subject matter! The first day the Swami said you are Brahman and after
three hundred classes, he says the same thing. If you stay with me for twelve years, I
will be saying the same thing. Only titles and verses change, but the content is the same.
And this study also implies sitting with yourself in meditation. That is all right for five or
ten minutes, but suppose you have to sit for one or two hours, it is a problem. And so we
say in the beginning it is like a poison. But once you have come to terms with yourself
and are happy with yourself as you are, and have learned to live a disciplined life, there
is maturity. You have taken care of your emotions, let go of the past, and can just be with
yourself as you are. When whatever is to be done has been taken care of, what happens?
ON TRANSFORMATION, ITIS LIKE NECTAR

Parindme, when there is this change, in the antah-karana,there is a happiness
which, Saikara says, is born of maturity in terms of understanding, dispassion, and so
on. This dispassion, vairdgya, is not a will-based denial but a natural objectivity born of
SSwamiji
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understanding. The happiness, sukha, that is born of that maturity is like nectar,
amrtopama. Nectar, amrta, is something associated with heaven that we have only
heard about in the Sastra but have not seen. This is an unusual example. How can
something, which we do not know at all, serve as an example? Though like most
examples, it is not something seen before, drstapurva,still, it has been heard of before,
hrutapurva. Only occasionally is an illustration used in this way. There is a lot of
description about amrta in the Puranas,where it is presented as a kind of milk. If you
take even a little of it, you become immortal. If this is literal, that nectar can only be
knowledge, jihdna!
This sattvikam sukham is equivalent to nectar, amrta, because it immortalizes
you. It never goes away because it is atma-buddhi-prasddaja,born of the clarity of
knowledge of the dtmd, which is free from time. If it is born of an object, it will
definitely go away in time. Atma-buddhi means a mind which has knowledge of the
dtmd, and because of the atma-buddhi, there is a prasada, a clarity like that of pure
placid water which is so clear that you can see the sand and all the pebbles of different
colours on the bottom, which are somehow not so colourful when they are dry. This is
the purity of the antah-karana.So too, it is like the water that flows, finding its way no
matter what comes in its path, not resisting anything. Even if there is a big stone in the
way, the water goes around it, and if there is a big valley, it just fills it up and proceeds.
It does not bother about what is in front, but keeps going, never being caught up
anywhere. The purity, the fluidity of this water is such that it lives a life of absolute
non-resistance. A mind with this kind of purity does not resist anything, even itself. It
has the attitude, 'Whatever it is, it is alright; let it be so.' That is dtma-buddhi-prasdda,
the glad acceptance of whatever is. Self-knowledge itself is the prasdda, the blessing,
and the sukha that arises from that is not dependent upon any object or even a condition
of the mind, because it is knowledge, jiidna. All that is necessary for that jiifna has
been taken care of, which is why, in the beginning, it is said to be like poison, visam iva.
Later, however, after the change in the antah-karanahas taken place, it is like nectar,
amrtopama. That sukha, in terms of the mind is called sdttvika because the
predominance of sattva-guna in the antah-karanais responsible for it.
Now the rajasikam sukham is being told.

*ifftur4 jqft acjr4 tzn4 ~?r~j
visayendriyasaýyogtidyattadagre'mrtopamam
parinamevisamiva tatsukham rdjasam smrtam

*qf-rT yat tat -

that which;

Verse 38

'$W-#f T-ti'lE visaya-indrya-samyogat-

from the

contact of a sense organ with its object; 3f4 agre - at the beginning; 3PTh"-B3x'q
amrta-upamam - is like nectar; tfiuf pariname - when it changes; W7 3i
BG Vol IV -
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visam iva -

is like poison; a

rdjasam smrtam -

'qx tat sukham -

that happiness; <MTm •-T

is considered rajasa

That happiness from the contact of a sense organ with its object, which in
the beginning is like nectar and when it changes is like poison, is
considered rajasa.
RAJASA HAPPINESS

Rajasam sukham is the simple kick that you get because of the contact of the
sense organs with their sense objects, visaya-indriya-saqmyogdt.If those sense objects
are desirable, sukha is born. In the beginning it is like nectar, agre amrtopamam, in the
sense that it is easy. After all, the contact of the sense organs with desirable objects does
not require any preparation of the antah-karana.It is purely a perceptual sukha, which
even an animal can pick up. Because it is so very simple and very desirable, it is said to
be like nectar, amrtopama.
But then, a change takes place. This kind of enjoyment destroys the very capacity
of the body to enjoy. Sahkara says that these enjoyments cause the destruction of one's
strength, beauty, knowledge, wisdom, wealth, and enthusiasm, bala-virya-rupa-prajiidmedhd-dhana-utsdha-hani-hetutuvtpariname visam iva. A person who indulges in

sense pursuits destroys his strength both in terms of his health, bala, and the powers of
the sense organs, virya. As a person ages, there is a natural loss of health and of the
power of the sense organs to enjoy, which is accelerated if one abuses the body. Even
though sensory pleasures seem to be very simple to acquire, in the long run, they are not
easy to get at all because the sense organs, on which they entirely depend, are not as
powerful as they once were. And eventually, that sukha will not exist at all because, of
course, the sense organs will finally depart altogether.
Then again, one can get a certain sukha if one has beauty, rilpa. A type of
self-worth is generated from the admiration of others. But the beauty on which that is
based cannot be retained and in the very process of enjoying it, you lose it. A person
engaged in sense-pursuits will hardly find any time to think about anything of dharma
and adharma, atmd and anatmd; and therefore, there is a loss of discriminative
knowledge, praji4d, and in the process, memory, medhd, the capacity to retain things is
also destroyed. Then of course you have to pay for your pleasures, so wealth, dhana, is
destroyed. Enthusiasm also goes away because either you cannot get the same thing
again or you have to make further effort to get it again, and when you do get it, there is
an anticlimax. It is never like the first time. Or, you do not want it again and you have to
look for something else. It is amrta in the beginning, when you get it, but later it is lost,
momentary experience being what it is, and that leaves you with a duhkha.
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Then the capacity to make effort for sense pleasure becomes depleted; it wanes
away. When the change, parindma, takes place, it becomes like poison, visam iva.
Once the antah-karanais incapable of enjoying, or the sense organs, or the body, or
things that are necessary to enjoy, like money, are not available, sukha is not possible.
And since one does not develop viveka in a life of sense pursuits, when one reaches sixty
or seventy years of age, there is no capacity to appreciate the leisure of old age. At that
time, you cannot suddenly develop the viveka required to make retirement a blessing. If
you maintain viveka, throughout your life, retirement will help; otherwise, it will be a
tragedy.
This is rajasam sukham, like nectar in the beginning and like poison when it
changes-agre amrtopamam, pariname visam iva. While the sdttvikam sukham is
like poison, visam iva, in the beginning in the sense that it is unpleasant since it implies
a certain discipline on the part of the person, it ends in the form of nectar, amrtam iva.
This rajasam sukham, on the other hand, is very desirable in the beginning, but painful
in the end. If your only pleasures are sense pleasures, you have to get them, no matter
what and inevitably, there will be compromises in dharma. The consequences of those
compromises can only come in the form of duhkha. Therefore, Safkara says here that
these pleasures are like poison in the end, because they are the cause for unpleasant
experiences born of wrong actions, adharma.
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yadagrecdnubandhe ca sukham mohanamdtmanah
nidralasyapramddotthamtattamasamudahrtam

Verse 39

nidrd'-3• •-WlP-'Wq-3t
alasya-pramada-uttham- born of sleep, laziness and indifference; a3t " agre ca -i'p,.dtmanah
- anubandhe ca - and at the end; 3•F•r:
in the beginning; 3T*
mohanam - is self-deluding; MTtat - that; mfTf 3TFfs tdmasam uddhrtam - is

W ";t'SWyatsukham - that sukha, happiness, which;

called tdmasa

That happiness, which in the beginning and at the end is self-deluding
(and) born of sleep, laziness and indifference, is called tamasa.
TAMASA HAPPINESS

This is a happiness, which initially, agre, and later also, anubandhe ca, involves
the delusion of the person, mohanam atmanah. It is the happiness one experiences in
sleep, nidrd. Though there is some sukha in sleep, the mind, antah-karana,is not
awake to experience it. We cannot say there is no sukha in sleep, but at the same time, it
is completely overwhelmed by tamas, total ignorance, and therefore, there is no positive
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appreciation of sukha, even though we can say there is absence of duhkha. In deep
sleep, you become one with your own nature, svarupa, because you are the only person
that is there; dtma-ananda alone is there. Even though you become the dnanda which
is nature, svarilpa, of yourself, at the same time, there is no recognition of that
whatsoever because the mind is overcome by tamas. Therefore, this is called tdmasam
sukham.

Then there is another sukha which is because of laziness, ilasya. When you exert
no effort, you are free from the pain, duhkha, which is implied in doing things. That is
also tdmasam sukham. There is a similar kind of sukha born of indifference, pramdda,
towards things that are to be done. And often this is accompanied by a justification that
you should not put pressure on yourself, that you must always have enough time for
yourself. If not doing what is to be done is able to give you sukha, that definitely is
tdmasam sukham. An incapacity to do a certain thing that is to be done is a different
thing altogether. But when one is indifferent to what one can do, and does not even
worry about it, that is tdmasam sukham. There is some sukha because you are avoiding
the pain of doing it.
Now we have a verse summing up this section of the threefold division of varieties
of things.
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na tadastiprthivydmn vu divi devesu vd punah
sattvam prakrtijairmuktamyadebhih sydt tribhirgunaih

yat (sattuam) - that (existent being) which; iFR: ebhih - these; TOfOi:
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Verse 40

Tf1r

muktam sydt -

being; _•-fIr
heaven; tt

from these three gunas;
"•T( tat sattuam - that existent

born of prakrti; faT: TJ#: tribhih gunaih -

prthivydm -

wTT

would be free; -c

either on the earth;

: devesu vu punah -

"T
ud-

or again; 1ik

or again among the gods; f 3Tfi

divi -

in

na asti -

is not there
There is no existent being either on the earth or, furthermore, in heaven
among the gods; who is free from these three gunas born of prakrti
(nature).
THERE IS NO EXISTENT BEING FREE FROM THESE GUNAS OF PRAKRTI

Sattva means an existent living being. There is no existent living being which is
free from these gunas. Where? On the earth, prthivydm; here Sankara adds, the
reference is to human beings on earth, or in heaven, divi, with reference to the gods,
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devesu. There is no existent being in the form of human beings, etc., on the-earth, or inL
the form of gods in heaven which is free, mukta, from these three gunas-ebhih
tribhih gunaih. All these three gunas-sattva, rajas, and tamas, are born of prakrti

which is mayd, and there is no existent thing that is totally free from them. Sahkara
takes this as any living thing, but we can extend it to any existent thing, Nothing is free
from these gunas. It may be totally tamasa, like a rock, or predominantly tdmasa, like a
tree or an animal, among which, again, there are certain differences.
The human beings also may have any one of these three gunas predominant,
giving us four basic possibilities, but there again, there are millions of shades of
differences. From the standpoint of the gunas and also on the basis of karma we have
four groups. The division on the basis ofguna is something universal, while division on
the basis of karma is a system conceived of by the Vedas for one's growth. This is the
division that is going to be told now. It has to be interpreted according to the current
society; but in the context of the Gitd, the qualities and tasks of a brahmana,a ksatriya,
a vaisya and a sddra are binding. A brdhmana could be a brdhmana from the

standpoint of his karma or from the standpoint of his gunas. Ideally, they coincide and
assuming that they do, Bhagavdn is going to discuss here first the guna, then the karma
of each of the four. This is applicable to a society which has this system of division of
labour, but the division on the basis of quality, guna, is universal. Even in India the
division according to duty is largely gone; only some vestiges remain. A ksatriya can be
a professor, or a vaisya by birth, may be the commander of the army. We even have
brahmana in leather business. So today that system is gone, but in the vision of the
Gitd, it is still there.
ANIKARA'S INTRODUCTION TO THE NEXT SECTION
Sakkara introduces this fourfold division of people on the basis of guna and
karma by saying that samsdra,a life of becoming which is characterized by activity, the
causes for the activity and the result of action, has been told in the fifteenth chapter by
the illustration of the tree with its roots upward, iirdhvaminla.Because of the result of
actions, there is the birth of a body, and because of that, there is activity, which has a
result that again leads to the birth of another body. Naturally, this is samsdra. And it is
in the form of three gunas, because all these consist only ofsattva, rajas and tamas in
different proportions. For whom is this samsara? It is only for the dtmd, because
samsdra does not exist without 'I,' dtmd. Though it is not the cause, 5tmd is the basis
for samsdra. How can sat-cit-ananda-dtmd be the basis for its opposite, samsara?

Well, the samsdra is superimposed on dtmd by avidya, ignorance. That I am a doer and
the enjoyer of the results of actions is purely ignorance, and this ignorance is the root of
all samsdra.And it is undesirable because it is not moksa. In the previous verse we saw
that all beings are subject to these three gunas and this is anartha,it is samsdra. Even
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if you became a celestial, a deva, you would be within samsdra because you would not
be outside the three gunas.
Further, it was very clearly pointed out earlier in the fifteenth chapter, by
illustrating samsdra as a tree whose roots are above and by saying that this samsdra has
to be felled only by the axe of detachment, asarga Sastrena chittvd. This means
ascertaining clearly what is not the self, andtmd, and knowing what is, dtma. Then one
should gain that end, gaining which there is no return, tatah padam tat
parimdrgitavyamyasmin gata na nivartanti bhiiyah. Everybody is under the spell of

these three gunas and wherever you go you will be within them. If you want to get rid of
samsdra, you have to get rid of these three gunas because samsdra consists of these
three qualities, sattva, rajas and tamas. As long as you are under the spell of them, you
cannot get rid of samsdra. Either you will have a golden shackle called a sdttvika
shackle, or a silver shackle called a rajasa shackle, or some pig iron shackle called a
tdmasa shackle. There is no possibility of getting released from the samsdra by
bringing about a change. I can only change the shackle. I can change my form from this
form to that of a deva, for example, and then have some celestial complexes such as,
'That one has golden wings; I don't have wings at all.' Release from samsdra is
untenable by any of the means which we know, and therefore, how to get released from
this samsdra consisting of three gunas has to be told. For this, a new section begins.
The vision of the entire gitd-sistrahas to be summed up also, for this much alone,
Saikara says, is the meaning of all the Vedas and smrti and this has to be pursued by
those people who are interested in the purusdrtha which is moksa. For this purpose
alone divisions of brdhmana, ksatriya, vaisya and uiidra are told. These divisions are
connected, of course, to the gunas, but at the same time, it is a new topic.
THE DUTIES OF THE FOUR VARNAS ACCORDING TO GUNAS
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brihmanaksatriyavigam iidrdntm ca parantapa
karmanipravibhaktanisvabhdvaprabhavairgunaih

Verse 41

T{rq parantapa- O! Scorcher of enemies, Arjuna; Flurl-Ff
T-i-fll brdhmanaksatriya-viAdm - of brdhmanas,ksatriyas and vaigyas;-qPT dsudrdnrzm ca and of the siidras; FZTi-TT-k: svabhdva-prabhavaih - born of svabhdva (ISuara's
mayd, one's nature and one's karma); T#: gunaih - as per the qualities; 4ifUh
karmdni - the duties; RNMTIF
pravibhaktdni- are divided
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The duties of the brdhmanas,ksatriyas, vaigyas, and sudras, Arjuna,

are divided according to qualities born of svabhava (Isvara's mdyd,
one's nature and one's karma).
This is the division of duties for brdhmanas,ksatriyas, vaiSyas, and also for the
uidras. While brdhmanas, ksatriyas and vaigyas are all listed in one compound, the

iidras are mentioned separately. Why is it so? Saikara says that although all of these
are classes and could be included in the same compound, the iidras are considered
unqualified for Vedic study and are therefore, mentioned separately. The separate
mention could be purely because of the metre, or because of this convention that is
pointed out by Sahkara. The duties of each one of these groups is different from those
of the others. The duties of a brdhmana are different from the duties of all others, as are
the duties of a ksatriya, and so on. They are mutually distinct from each other. How are
they divided? Originally it was on the basis ofgunas, which is how it is described here.
And these gunas are svabhava-prabhava,born of svabhdva, which, Saakara says, is

Isvara's mday. So they are divided on the basis of gunas, which are the three qualities
of 1vara's upddhi. That upadhi, which we call mdyd or prakrti,is the cause for these

qualities.
What are the duties, karmas, for one in whom sattva is predominant, or for the
one in whom rajas,or tamas is predominant? If sattva is predominant, there is a natural
duty prescribed for him. If rajas is predominant, one has to do the karma prescribed for
him with a proper attitude and he will become sittvika, the one in whom sattva is
predominant. If a person has tamas as the predominant guna, he has do his karma with
the proper attitude and become rajasikainitially, and finally, sdttvika. It is a method to
grow into a more sdttvika, mature, person. In this way, everyone is meant to become
sdttvika. A person who is sdttvika is a brdhmana by guna. But that alone is not

enough. Having thus become a brdhmana by guna, then one can accomplish what is to
be accomplished.
Then Sahkara gives another meaning for svabhdva-one's nature. One's nature,
svabhava, is the cause for the given activities, and the cause for that nature is the
proportion of the gunas. The disposition of a brdhmana is born of a predominance of
sattva, while that of a ksatriya is due to a predominance of rajas, with sattva as the
secondary. A vaisya will also have a predominance of rajas, but for him, tamas is
secondary, and a tidra will have a predominance of tamas with rajas as secondary.
This is the real definition of a brdhmana,or a ksatriya, or a vaisya, or a sJdra, because
it is based on the disposition of the person and it is universal.
Which society does not have these four types of people? How do you know
whether a person has sattva, rajas, or tamas predominant? His behaviour gives some
indication. When sattva is predominant there is tranquillity, composure, where there is a
predominance of rajas, there is leadership. Wherever you put the person who has rajas
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predominant with sattva second, he will be a natural organizer. Then, where there is
selfishness, greed, etc., we know that rajas is predominant with tamas secondary, and
where there is delusion, dullness, etc., tamas is predominant. The gunas are the causes
of these dispositions and the dispositions, in turn, prompt certain types of activity.
Sahkara gives yet another meaning for svabhava, that is prdrabdha,where the
problem all started. Why should one be born into a brdhmana family? There must be
some karma standing in his account that determines exactly where he should be born,
why he is born into a situation where he is, going to be called upon to perform certain
duties. In a duty-based system, duties exist and prdrabdha-karmadetermines where
you are born in that system. Unless you believe in karma you cannot follow these things
properly. If the system is not there, like in America, you do not have a problem of
duty-based classification. You consider only guna. But where there is this system,
prarabdha-karmais applicable. Duties are defined and each one has to perform his
duty. Lord Krsna has said earlier in the third chapter, 'svadharme nidhanam Sreyah
para-dharmo bhayavahah-even it is better to die doing one's own duty than being
alive performing some one else's duties, because another's duty is fraught with fear.' If
such a system is available, karma will be governing the birth of a child into a family
where he has to fulfil certain duties to exhaust certain karmas. The gunas that manifest
in the form of certain dispositions are because of svabhdva, one's own previously
gathered karma. Even where the system of varna-d.rama-dharmais not operative, we
can take it that one is born into a situation according to one's prdrabdha-karma.
Whatever situation one is born into, one has to change to gain the disposition of a
brahmana. A person may be a ksatriya by birth and by duty, but rajas need not be
predominant. He may be a soldier, but he may be a brdhmana in his disposition. That is
what Krsna is saying here to Arjuna. Do your duty with a proper attitude and you are a
brdhmana; but by changing your duty you do not become a brdhmana. Wherever you
are and whatever you are doing is good enough to become a brahmana It is not a
change of place or change of duty but the change of attitude that changes a person. That
is the whole contention, as we will see now.
If a person has a predominance of sattva-guna, what will his expression be?
Krsna answers in the next verse.

Samo damastapahSaucam ksdntirdrjavamevaca

jihnam vijiitnamastikyam brahmakarmasvabhdvajam

'Gta -3-35

Verse 42
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FT: .amah - composure; "T: damah - restraint; ?Pf tapas - religious discipline;
.ftfP Saucam - (inner and external) cleanliness; Tr-[T: ksantih - accommodation;
ra d&rrjavam eva ca - and indeed, straightforwardness; yi\p jii nam Tj
knowledge; fiRtr- vijiiinam - assimilated knowledge; 3TRifEW dastikyam accepting the veracity of the Vedas; W\P' s svabhdvajam - born of nature; T-'jf
brahma-karma- (is) the duty of a brahmana
Composure, restraint, religious discipline, (inner and external)
indeed, straightforwardness,
and
accommodation,
cleanliness,
knowledge, assimilated knowledge, and accepting the veracity of the
Vedas is (collectively) the duty, born of nature, of a brahmana.
THE DUTIES AND DISPOSITION OF A BRAHMANA
Notice that there is no particular karma involved in this description, only a
disposition, guna. In the vision of the sdstra, everyone should become a brahmana by
quality. The Sdstra's intent is not to define karmas, but to help a person grow. In its
vision, as you will see, everybody should become a brahmana in disposition by doing
his or her own karma with a certain attitude. Later Krsna will say that the one who just
goes about happily doing what is to be done in his own situation, becomes mature--sve
sue karmanyabhiratahsamsiddhim labhate narah.' Whatever karma is given to you
by birth is good enough to make you mature, if that is what you want. If you want to
make money or gain some power, you may have to change your situation to accomplish
that, but if you want maturity, it is all available right where you are. You need not
change your position or your profession in order to mature, because when your aim is
maturity, the development is all internal.
The sruti offers a method to achieve this maturity, and that method, which is
unfolded here, is universally effective. In personal growth, a given method may be
effective for one person with a particular type of problem, but not for another. Here,
however, we have something that is universally effective. Whatever you are called upon
to do, you do, and you do it with a proper attitude, offering it to Ivara for your antahkarana-Auddhi. This is karma-yoga and the one who practises this, the karma-yogi,
will mature because all his likes and dislikes, raga-dvesas,will come under his control.
And he will be a brdhmana by disposition. What are the things he has to pay attention
to in order to accomplish that? Those are enumerated in this verse under the name
brahma-karma.
In this verse, brahma-karma means that which belongs to a brahmana, that
which makes one a brdhmana. It is what he has to cultivate as a brdhmana.And all
these are born of his disposition, svabhdvaja. What are the things that constitute the
SGttd- 18-45
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disposition of a brahmana? The first is Sama, which, as we have seen before, means
mastery over the ways of one's thinking. We have to gain enough space between our
thinking patterns and our own understanding so that we do not get easily carried away by
any particular emotion or fancy. If one enjoys that space, he has Aama. It is important to
understand that this is not elimination of a process of thinking-which is neither
necessary nor possible. Thinking goes on, but if one does not identify with a line of
thought and can choose to act upon it or not, he enjoys what we call gama. When one
practises and enjoys that quality, it becomes his own disposition, svabhdva.
Similarly dama, as we have seen, is exercising restraint with regard to impulses
that need to be checked, and tapas, as was previously pointed out, is any religious
discipline with reference to speaking, action, etc.
Then, cleanliness, sauca, not only external but also internal, is to be practised.
Internal sauca is neutralizing hatred and other painful emotions by bringing the opposite
value or emotion to the mind. This is also to be practised by a brdhmana. These are
things that have to be done every day. Just as the body has to be cleaned every day,
similarly the mind also has to be kept clean. You cannot take sauca for granted. If there
is hatred towards someone or something, you neutralize it by some kind of
accommodation, or understanding. Later, it can develop into love, friendliness, etc., but
in the beginning, it is simple accommodation, understanding people, as they are, without
wanting to change them, or control them. Generally, we want the whole world to behave
according to our own criteria. But if we really analyse those criteria, we find that we
have to change ourselves first. Sometimes you may seem to be totally right, but then, the
other person is also right from the standpoint of his own disposition and background. He
behaves the way he does because he cannot behave differently. If he could, he would. It
is as simple as that. Even if you say, he can behave differently but he does not want to.
Well, his not wanting to behave differently is just another behaviour pattern that is a
product of his disposition and background. It is all included. You will find that if you let
people be as they are, you can have peace. If you do not want peace, then worry about
what others do.
Arjava means an alignment between thought, word, and deed. All that you think
need not be told, but what is told must be true to what you think. And what you do is
exactly what you said you would.
JNANA AND VIJNANA WITH REFERENCE TO DHARMA

Jiana,here is knowledge of what is right and wrong, which is derived from the
Sdstra. We all have knowledge of values but mere jiiana is not enough. It should be
assimilated knowledge, uijihna. Any assimilated value is yourself, and being not
separate from yourself, it does not cause any conflict. But mere knowledge of a value, if
it is not assimilated, remains an ideal for others to follow, and not for oneself. In terms of
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expectations of other's behaviour, everybody is one hundred percent ethical. That means
everybody has jn-dna. But, when it comes to my behaviour, there is a problem. More
often than not, it is due to lack of assimilation of a given value. I' say more often than
not because, even if you assimilate the value, there can be a residual habit that is
contradictory to the value. However, once the value is really assimilated, it is easy to
break the habit. If it is not assimilated, the knowledge, jiiana, of the value creates
conflict when my behaviour contradicts that knowledge.
Then, why not dismiss the value and avoid conflict? If somebody raises an
objection like this, just try standing on his bare toes with your ammunition boots for a
few seconds. It will not take time for him to understand the value of ahimsd! 12 can
accept his argument if he can accept my standing on his toes with ammunition boots. If
he does not want me to stand on his toes, this shows that there is a common value, which
is shared by, and extends to, all living beings. It is not a particular personal value
imposed upon anyone by society, but a commonly recognized value, which is part of a
universally appreciated value structure that forms one basic fabric. Our behavioural
expressions of a value may be different, but the value itself, the dharma, is one. And
anything that goes against that existing order, that is in conflict with the underlying
harmony, is what we call adharma. Therefore, there is such a thing as dharma, and
there will be conflict if it is not assimilated.
JNANA AND VIJNANA WITH REFERENCE TO ATMA

When there can be this difference of jidna and vijiana with reference to
dharma, what can we say when it comes to knowledge of atmd? These two terms,
jihna and vijifina used in connection with the knowledge of itmd, have been a source
of misinterpretation of Vedanta both historically and in recent times. In modem times,
certain people who claim to be veddntis say, that you should first gain indirect
knowledge of atmd from the sruti and then you should 'realize' that dtmd. In fact, there
is no dtmd to realize; there is only you-tat tuam asi. The gruti does not say that you
have to 'realize' Brahman, but that you are Brahman, which is an entirely different
thing. But then, these modem veddntis will say that there is an dtma which is all bliss,
and which you have to realize. That is not how it is.
The sruti says that there is a cause of creation, called Brahman, and that
Brahman is this dtma, the self-evident 'I.' Knowledge of that has to be immediate
knowledge; it can never be indirect. Some people say that initially one gains an indirect
knowledge in the form of the understanding, 'There is an entity called Brahman, which
is the cause of this world.' They call this paroksa-jiiana.And they say, later, one has to
realize that Brahman as oneself. This they say is the aparoksa-jhina.But this is not
SSwamiji
2 Swamiji
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very correct. If I understand only the fact that Brahman exists, though one may call it
indirect knowledge, paroksa-jiidna,it is really only sraddha. Some logic is given, no
doubt, but still, Brahman is not understood because Brahman is dtmd, myself, and that
being so, how will I understand Brahman indirectly as an object? There is no object
called Brahman, nor is there any understanding of Brahman other than dtmid.
If Brahman is just known as a word that means the cause of creation, that is not
really knowledge but simple sraddha, just like a belief in the existence of heaven. The
difference between these two beliefs is that I have to find out later whether heaven exists
or not, but since the world is Brahman right now, by understanding that, I can know
Brahman right now. When I say that I don't understand how the world is Brahman., that
I see only the world but not Brahman, it is still sraddhd. Even if I say that Brahman is
the cause and this world is the effect, I have some more understanding about it, but not
real knowledge, jiina, because Brahman happens to be myself. Therefore, this
knowledge has to be converted into immediate knowledge, aparoksa-jiidna,of myself
as Brahman. Then, if in spite of having this knowledge, there is some doubt about
myself or I believe just the opposite, about myself, this viparita-bhdvanahas to be
taken care of by analysis, manana. And if there is a habitual error that makes me take
myself to be other than Brahman in spite of clear knowledge, that has to be removed by
contemplation, nididhydsana. This will make the knowledge clear and free of doubt,
vagueness, error, and any habitual orientation that is opposed to the knowledge. This
clear knowledge is called vijiidna. This is the distinction between jiidna and vijhdna
with reference to dtma.
What we have seen here is the karma of the brdhmana.He has to do everything
that is necessary both to gain knowledge, jiidna, and to convert it into vijdina. This
involves going to a teacher, sitting with that teacher, spending time in study, and doing
whatever is to be done to gain clear knowledge, free from doubt, vagueness, and error.
Knowledge will not just descend from heaven: there are certain things that have to be
done.
ASTIKYA-BUDDHI

Naturally, all this presupposes an dstikya-buddhi, an acceptance of Sdstra as a
valid means of knowledge. Without that you cannot gain jiidna and vijhidna. But this
dstikya-buddhi does not necessarily include the appreciation of dtmd as
sat-cit-tnanda.A person with dstikya-buddhi may have only the understanding that

there is an atmd, which survives the death of this physical body, and that there is an
unseen result, adrsta-phala,for an action in the form ofpunya and pipa. And he also
has the understanding that without the clear knowledge, that dtmd is sat-cit-dnanda,
this adrsta-phalaaccrues to him in another life. This is also a good start because, due to
this he will have a value for leading an ethical life and consequently gain the maturity
that will lead him to inquire into the nature of himself. Being an dstika, he will look up
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to the sdstra as a means for that. Even though he may not understand what sdstra says,
what it says is accepted as true and he makes an attempt to understand that. Once he
understands what it says about atmd, he no longer has simply an astikya-buddhi, but
knowledge. Some astikya-buddhi will continue with reference to things that will always
be remote, nitya-paroksa,like heaven, etc. But once you know the nature of atmd, the
graddhaone has now is different.
This sraddha is different from the sraddha of the dstikya-buddhi, because there
is no promise here that you will become Brahman later. The adstra says you are
Brahman. If you don't think so, well, that is why the sastra is telling you. The one who
has this dstikya-buddhi will try to understand that, and naturally, it is a thing to be
understood right now. Therefore, this sraddha with reference to dtma being Brahman
is a different type of sraddha. It is the sraddha in the pramdinya of the sastra, which is
nothing but the sraddha in the veracity of the Adstra and in its capacity to reveal dtmd.
This gives me the attitude to allow the words of the sdstra to operate and do the magic
that they have to do.
Being a means of knowledge, pramdna, the Adstra has to work independently of
every other pramSna. This is true of any pramana.Only the eyes can see, and only the
ears can hear. And just because the eyes see, that does not mean the ears do not hear. Just
because the ears hear, that does not mean that what the eyes see is wrong. They operate
independently. Ears bring in only sound, while eyes bring in only form; each means of
knowledge works independently, without your consent. Whether you like it or not, a
given sense organ will bring in data about a given sense object. When one is trying to
meditate, who wants to hear the garbage truck of all things? But it is heard. Thus, the
ears do not take your permission to report sound. They operate independently. Even
inferential knowledge is automatic, once you have knowledge of the invariable
concomitance. When you see smoke, you immediately know there is fire, or if you hear a
particular sound, right away you know a car is passing by. The conclusion is immediate.
This knowledge, as any other knowledge, has to take place in the mind, not
anywhere else. Some say that you have to transcend the mind and experience the dtmd,
but if you transcend the mind, you will go to sleep, you will not get knowledge! How
will you experience the dtma, who is the experiencer of everything? If transcending the
mind is enlightenment. I would have woken up from sleep as a wise man, a buddha,
long ago. Nobody became wiser just because he slept. Knowledge has to take place in
the mind, nowhere else. Atmi itself does not require any knowledge because it has no
bondage to get rid of by knowledge. It is always free. The body also has no problem
about being mortal, etc., because it does not have any I-sense, dtma-buddhi. Being
inert, jada, it has no problem. Nor does the mind have any problem. It is purely an
instrument for knowing and is free from the problem of being small or limited in any
way. Then who has the problem? It is the confused pramatd, the knower, who does not
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recognize dtmd as it is. The buddhi has confusion and that is the problem. How are you
going to solve this problem?
Experience alone does not teach you anything. You can only learn from it to the
extent that you can interpret it properly, and that depends on what you already know. It
is not possible to interpret any experience beyond the understanding you already have. If
I only know myself as an idiot, every interpretation I make will only confirm how idiotic
I have been. The helplessness is very clear. Therefore, the Veda has to be taken as an
independent pramdna. How? Suppose I hold up a crystal and say, 'This is a rabbit.'
Now, you want your Swami to be right, because you want to think that at least somebody
can be right. But then, not only do I say it is a rabbit but I go on and on describing its
colour and so on and asking it to sit still. What will you think? As much as you may
want to believe it is a rabbit, you cannot. Why? Because it contradicts you perception.
When there is a doubt about anything, only a pramdna is valid, and here, what is being
said contradicts the pramdna of sight.
Look at your attitude towards your eyes here. That should be your attitude towards
the Vedas. That is, you should be as sure of the capacity of the Vedas in revealing the
truth about yourself as you are of your eyes revealing form and colour. This is called
Sraddha, and only with this kind of sraddhd can the words do their job. The dgstra
itself says, 'The one who has sraddha gains knowledge--raddhdvdn labhate
jiidnam.' Sraddha is not blind faith, but an attitude towards the pramdna, which we
call dstikya-buddhi, that over-rules everything you may have concluded about yourself.
I thought I was a mortal, then when I listened to the words of the sdstra, I see that I have
been wrong. Even though, my mind may have been telling me for ages that I am this and
that, at one stroke knowledge changes everything! The entire humanity thought that the
sun travelled from East to West. Only one person said, it was not true, but he was right.
Thus, an opinion that has the support of the majority is not necessarily true, while
knowledge of one person, even though it is against what the entire humanity thinks, it is
still valid because it is knowledge. Even if God were to come and tell me that the sun
moves from East to West, I would only try to educate him. That is the attitude of the
person behind a valid pramdna, and that should be the attitude with reference to the
adstra. This is astikya-buddhi

This is the difference between Vedanta and religious theology. According to one
theology you have to believe that you are a sinner, not because of what you did, but
simply because your birth was not immaculate. Then, once you believe this, you have to
believe that you can remove this sin by baptism. Or, that you can remove the sin of the
wrongs you have done here through confession and penance. Generally, people have a
firmer belief in the first part than the second. I' once had someone consult me who, in
spite of going to confession, still felt guilty. He came to me to find out how to get rid of
Swamiji
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his guilt. That means he did not have the same degree of faith in the efficacy of
confession as he did in his being a sinner. Both are created by the theology. Then there
are beliefs that you have to be buried after dying in order to get to heaven, or that if you
do not accept a certain belief, there is no possibility of going to heaven, or that after
dying, God is going to sit in judgement of you. I thought God was one person who
would not be judgemental, but would be someone I could go to, with an open heart, just
as I am, and be totally accommodated. Now I learn that even though he has created all
this, he judges whom he is going to save and whom he is going to condemn. We would
be better off without such a God. A simple human being is better than that.
All these attributes that we have been discussing belong to a brahmana.Now you
can understand why a brahmanais the one who is considered qualified for Vedanta. It
is said in the Sruti1 that a person, who is a brahmana, discovers in himself a dispassion
towards the general pursuits. After examining carefully the experiences gathered through
action, he understands that what is not created is not going to be accomplished by action.
He understands very well that what he seeks is entirely different from what he is doing.
All the activities of a brahmana are meant only to create this understanding. Everyone
has to arrive at this.
In the meantime, there are various combinations of the three gunas, which dictate
the duties and disposition of a person. Let us see what they are for a ksatriya, for whom
rajasis predominant and sattva is secondary.
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sauryam tejo dhrtirddtksyamyuddhe cipyapaldyanam
ddnamlivarabhdvascaksatram karma svabhdvajam

Verse 43

kfi:

RM tejas - brilliance (born of self-confidence);
Wtiq Aauryam - valour;
W TF* yuddhe ca api - from a
- adroitness;
y
dhrtih - resolve; ••T1 diksyam
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apaliyanam- not running away; •'(q dinam - giving; i
w ¶iqsvabhdvajam - born
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battle; 33qFFim

f
of nature; 4TrhI

4 ksdtram karma -

is ksatriya-karma

Valour, self-confidence, resolve, adroitness, not running from conflict,
giving, and overlordship (leadership) are the naturally born duties and
disposition of a ksatriya.

SMundakopanisad- 1-2-12
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THE DUTIES AND DISPOSITION OF A KSATRIYA

A person who has gaurya is highly skilled and brave in warfare or any dangerous
situation. When it is called for, he will exhibit heroism. ahikara takes tejas as the
brilliance born of self-confidence, and dhrti as sustained enthusiasm. This is a person
who is resolute in all situations, which are not very pleasant, which are even sometimes
very inimical. Because of his resolve, he does not get depressed or easily frightened, and
his enthusiasm does not get dampened.
Then again, he is a person who does not postpone, but does what is to be done at
the right time and is even ready for a surprise. If a situation suddenly arises, which was
not expected at all, he could regroup his resources, entirely change his plan and then face
the situation without being confused. In the battlefield, this happens all the time, and life
itself is a battlefield. Some people can only operate when they have a plan and
everything happens according to that plan. If the plan is changed, they get completely
unnerved and are incapable of facing the new situation. Unless they are able to control
the situation, they panic and cannot function, because of a deep-rooted fear and
insecurity. The readiness to change, completely reshuffle your ideas, marshal your
resources, and face the situations as they arrive is what we call daksya. This is the
capacity to face a situation however unfamiliar it is, however threatening it is, and just
do what is to be done. Sometimes you have to retreat. You may lose the battle but still,
you win the war.
Another duty, or disposition of a ksatriya is not running away in a situation where
he has to fight it out, yuddhe apaldyanam. Because he is a ksatriya, a soldier who is
supposed to defend dharma, or a ruler who has to wield the sceptre of justice, he should
not run away. Sahkara characterizes it as 'not showing his back.' This is a very
important thing in a battle. In Rajasthan, the Rajput women who receive the wounded
soldiers from the battlefield first see whether the wound is in the back or front. If it is in
the front, he will be received at home. If it is at the back, he will be sent away. Not
retreating from any conflict is a very important thing for a ksatriya.
Giving, ddna, is also very important. Satkara gives a beautiful description of
dana here. He defines it as deyadravyesu. muktahastatd, the nature of having a free
hand with reference to things that are to be given. In general, dana means giving, but as
we have seen, there are a number of factors involved. Giving implies certain things that
are to be given, the appropriate time and place for it, and the people who deserve to
receive from you. When you give in these situations, your hands should not be tied. You
give with a free hand; no strings attached. Because you are not tied down by any kind of
consideration, you can be reckless. This is dana. If you are always worried about what
will happen, it is impossible to give in this way. You have to be a little bit reckless,
though not totally reckless; because then you will have to beg for yourself. But a certain
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degree of recklessness is necessary when somebody has to part with something, and that
recklessness is called by Sahkara,free-handedness, mukta-hastatd.
A ksatriya is a natural leader, and thus has a svabhavaja, natural, overlordship
which Saikara says is making his ruling power evident to those who are to be
governed. As a ruler, he has to make it clear that he is in charge and see to it that his
intentions are understood. The duty of a ksatriya is definitely to govern, and if he is a
ksatriya by guna, this is very natural to him. When rajas is predominant, and sattva is
second, it would be his natural tendency to rule. Because he has sattva, he will not be
self-centred, but will have a community ego or an ideological ego. He will be ready to
sacrifice his family and his own comforts to fulfil that ideology. Any idealist is a
ksatriya if he acts upon his ideology. The problem is, he does not see beyond the ideal,
but thinks that, it is everything. There is nobility in his thinking because of sattva, but it
is not complete because of the presence of rajas.
This is the nature of a ksatriya from the standpoint of guna, and that can evolve.
But from the standpoint of duties, there is definitely enjoined duty, vihita-karma, for a
ksatriya. Being born in a particular family, you know exactly what is to be done. It
becomes very visible, even when you are young, and therefore, you do not have the
problem of competition, or aggressiveness. It is an entirely different disposition wherein
you do what is to be done and grow to be a brahmanaor a ksatriya by guna. That is an
excellent system for inner growth. The structure, which made this possible, is not
available now, so we have to edit the meaning of these verses properly, and understand
the spirit of it. What is to be done in a given situation, I do and do it as yoga. Bhagavan
will talk about this later. First, he talks about the duties, and later about the usefulness of
those duties.
Now we will see the duties and disposition of a vai4ya.
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krsigauraksyavanijyamvaigyakarma svabhavajam
paricaryatmakamkarma Siidrasydpi svabhavajam

Verse 44

agriculture, tending cattle,
-- 1fPqFT krsi-gauraksya-vanijyam commerce; 1WrR svabhdvajam - born of nature; tT--• 4 vaigya-karma - (are)
7*- 4
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ST drasya api - of aSidra also; R4-fri'-3
the duties of a vaisya; 7p
-fIRT

paricarya-dtmakamkarma -

duty in the form of service;

'TlcWTsvabhdvajam-

(is) born of nature
Agriculture, tending cattle, and commerce are the natural duties of a
vaisya. And the natural duty, of a idra, is in the form of service.
BG Vol. IV- 19
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THE DUTIES AND DISPOSITION OF A VAISYA

Krsi is any activity connected to cultivation. Sahkara mentions ploughing
specifically, but it includes all agricultural efforts. Then there is gauraksya, protection
of cows. This is a very interesting expression. Instead of saying cow-farming, he says
cow-protection. What is the difference? Cattle farming means raising cattle for slaughter,
and before that, subjecting them to cruel conditions to maximize their body weight. That
is not the case here. The cattle are protected, based on the principle that what is protected
protects you in turn. If dharma, for example, is protected, it protects you, dharmo
raksati raksitah. Similarly, if a cow is protected, it protects you. An agriculturalist
requires the help of heads of cattle, so their protection is part of his daily chores. Another
duty of the vaisya is commerce. All traders, manufacturers, industrialists, etc., are
engaged in vaiSya-karma. Again, it is born of guna, and therefore, is natural,
svabhdvaja. For a vaisya as with the ksatriya,rajas is predominant. Here, however, not
sattva, but tamas is second. Naturally, he is going to be selfish; but if he converts his
activities into duties, he can develop more sattva.
THE DUTIES AND DISPOSITION OF A SUDRA

Then we have the d•dra, in whom tamas is predominant and rajas is second. His
activity consists of any type of service, paricarya, which generally involves a lot of
running around. Paricarydtmakamkarma means activities in the form of serving other
people. Every society has this group of people who provide the hands and legs behind all
the different functions. But whatever the activity is, it has to be converted into a duty.
That is the point here.
THE RESULT OF PERFORMING ONE S DUTIES WELL

Sahkara says that those who perform well tne duties enjoinec for their class,
naturally gain heaven as the result, and he quotes the following from the
dpastamba-smrti. 'Those who are committed to following their own duties according to
caste and stage of life, experiencing the result after death, because of the remaining
(punya), gain a birth that is better in terms of place, caste, family, duty, longevity,
learning, profession, wealth, happiness and intelligence-varnzah SEramah ca
svakarma-nisthah pretya karmaphalam anubhuya tatah Aesena vidista-deaa-jitikula-dharma-&yuh-Aruta-vrtta-vitta-sukha-medhasahjanma pratipadyante." There

is no functional system of varna-dgrama today, either in India or the West. We just
have to understand the people discussed here as those who are committed to doing the
duties expected of them. After death, because they have been following what is enjoined,
they experience the result of their life of duty, which is heaven. When that is over, they
still have some leftover punya-karma,because everything cannot be enjoyed in heaven.
' Apastamba-smrti- 2-2-2-3
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And due to one's remaining merit, one is born in a better place, either a better
country, or, within a country, a better area where there is more culture. Even if the place
is all right intrinsically, he should not be born during a depression or a war, which are
not helpful if a person has to grow spiritually; so, the time in which he is born in a given
place is also important. Then he should be born in a class and a family where there is
more culture, more appreciation of spiritual knowledge and better parental guidance.
And he should be disposed to a life that is more in conformity to dharma. This birth will
also have better longevity, better opportunities for learning, a better profession, and more
economic freedom. Naturally, when all these things are there, he is going to be happier.
Besides all this, he will have better intelligence, better capacity to grasp and retain. Thus,
the smrtis and purdnas tell of the particular different results in terms of loka gained by
those who follow the dharma of the fourfold varnasi and dsramas.2There are different
and particular results according to each one's conformity to the enjoined duties.
These duties are mentioned not just for showing how one can get to heaven. There
is another reason for it. They can be done differently, and because of that, there will be
different results. The same karma can be converted into yoga if it is not done for a better
birth or going to heaven or for giving anything that is to be enjoyed later, but for what I
will get out of it now, in this life. That is what he is going to talk about now.
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sue sue karmanyabhiratahsamsiddhim labhate narah
suakarmaniratahsiddhim yathd vindati tacchrnu

Verse 45

TOUffT sve sve karmani - in his own duty; afiRET: abhiratah - who is totally
S*
samsiddhim - success; 5t labahte :f¶f
involved; 9': narah - the person; `
gains; Tq4--7f: suakarma-niratah- the one who is devoted to his own duty; W
yathd - how; #'-gq siddhim - success; fuR
vindati
- finds; -Ta tat - that; r'i
srnu -

listen

A man who delights in his own duty gains success. Listen to how one
devoted to his own duty finds success.
COMMITMENT TO ONE'S OWN DUTY LEADS TO SUCCESS
This is all a part of karma-yoga. Saýhkara takes abhiratias commitment. Sue sve

karmani abhiratah is a person who is totally involved in his own duties with
commitment and enjoyment. Here is a person who is committed to doing his own duty
Sbrahmana,ksatriya, vaiSya and Sdra
2 brahmacarya,grhastha,vanaprasthaand sannyasa
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and enjoys doing it. Not only does he experience the satisfaction that comes from doing
what he is supposed to do, he is really happy in what he does and doesn't want to do
somebody else's job. Naturally, he gains samsiddhi, success, which is antahkarana-suddhihere. It cannot be moksa because karma is involved, and only the one
who gains knowledge of tma gains moksa.
What is success for a human being? First, it is to be a mature individual. Just
imagine a forty five year old crying because his or her balloon bursts. What will you
think of this person? It looks ridiculous, but all of us have this kind of a child in us. I
chose a balloon so that you can see what it is to be an adult, but we all have things that
are equivalent to a balloon. The one who is mature sees all karma as the same. He
doesn't think that some other job is better than the one he is doing because any karma
comprises the three gunas, trigundtmaka, and therefore, is potentially binding. Finally
speaking, any occupation, whether it is that of a brdhmana,ksatriya, vaiSya or a sidra
will have a result that has to be experienced. There is no way of escaping from this
natural defect of karma and no change of karma can bring about the necessary change
in your heart.
Whenever I want to change what I am doing, the problem, more often than not, is
not with what I do but with myself. I cannot accept myself in a given situation and think
that I hate my job when in fact, I hate myself. When this is so, whatever I do will be
problematic. It has nothing to do with the job, even though some jobs can be more
suitable than others for any given person. In the vision of the Gita, though, this is not
accepted, because the system of varna-adrama is accepted. Once the concept of duty
takes hold in your psyche, anything is fine. If that concept is not there, we have to work
it out differently, addressing the problem objectively, pragmatically, and at the same
time seeing whether or not it is the job that is at the bottom of my dissatisfaction.
Generally, it is not the job, but something else that requires attention.
Though there is no concept of duty in the West, as there is in India, there is still
appreciation of what is to be done which has to be discovered in every situation. It is a
day-to-day affair. And we need not despair if we do not have this system because we do
not need it; we need only the spirit of it. The system is meant to be grown out of anyway,
and if we imbibe the spirit of it, we can grow out of it. Once you begin to enjoy the job
that you are doing, you can give up any job, but switching does not really work. If the
switching is frequent, it is very clear that the problem is elsewhere. If I keep on changing
situations and still find myself not liking any one of them, that means the problem is
myself. It has nothing to do with the situation. The invariable is me, no matter where I go
or what I do, because wherever I go I am the same discontented person. The whole
problem is nothing but 'I.' That is why I can solve it also. If something or somebody else
is the problem, it is impossible to solve.
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The one great blessing in this is that when I can see that the problem is me, the
solution is available for me. I can simply change my attitude about myself. This body is
just a vehicle meant for carrying me around. It is a simple counter for experiences,
something that I handle. If I ask the body to get up, it just gets up, even though it has
some problem like a back pain or knee pain. Until it is incapable, it always obeys. Who
will work for me like this? I abuse it, or hardly use it, and yet, it keeps on obliging me. If
one day it gives up, I would say it is legitimate. What basis do I have do judge myself
from the standpoint of the body? Why talk of the body? People even judge themselves
on the basis of their cars! It is just amazing to me how we are moving away from
ourselves. We start with make up, then go on with dyeing the hair green and so on, and
finally come to what kind of car or house we have. We have all sorts of things through
which we judge ourselves. It is amazing! And adstra says do not judge yourself on the
basis of even the physical body which is only a vehicle, a simple counter for enjoyment.
We have to use it; be grateful for all that it does and enjoy it, without judgement. The
problem is looking at oneself and judging oneself from the standpoint of the body, mind,
etc. We cannot afford to be self-critical and judge ourselves from the point of view of the
body, mind, etc., and feel limited.
If the body and mind are not legitimate bases on which to judge myself, even less
so is the duty I am assigned. Since we do not have a functional varna-dsramasystem
today, the interpretation of the words of the Lord, 'sve sve karmani abhiratah' should
be in keeping with exactly what is available right now. What is expected of me now, I
just do, and enjoy doing it. The one who lives his life doing his own duty with
commitment and satisfaction gains success in terms of antah-karana-Auddhi,and once
he has a prepared mind, there is no hindrance for him to gain knowledge, and thereby,
moksa. Now how does he do it? 'Listen, s.ru,' says Bhagavan and continues.
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yatah pravrttirbhitandmrr yena sarvamidam tatam
svakarmand tamabhyarcyasiddhim vindati mdnavah

Verse 46

Wf: yatah - from whom; THF-I. Wqf-T: bhutdndm pravrttih -

(is) the creation of
the beings; i yena - by whom; q T q' sarvam idam - all this; mfW tatam - is
pervaded; wT tam - him;
•til
svakarmand -through one's own duty; aTli4
abhyarcya - worshipping; MT•': manavah - the human being; ftf4i
siddhim success; f%:ý vindati - gains
Through one's duty, worshipping him from whom is the creation of the
beings, by whom all this is pervaded, a human being gains success.
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WORSHIPPING THE LORD THROUGH ONE'S DUTY, MAN GAINS SUCCESS
WHAT IS ITTHAT IS CREATED?

Pravrtti,here, means creation or coming into being, and the word, yatah means
'from whom' and it refers to the cause, Isvara, from whom the entire creation consisting
of all these living beings and elements, bhitas, arises. Now when we say this, there is a
problem here. If you say that the living beings, jivas, are born, they have a beginning.
But if the jiva is identical with IBvara, who is beginningless, anadi, how can thejiva be
born? There is no possibility of a beginningless jiva being born. This is true, but the fact
that the jiva is beginningless, anddi, and is identical with Isvara, is something that one
has to discover. Until that non-difference is recognized, there is a seeming difference
between the jiva and livara, and the jiva appears to have taken a birth in a given form.
In reality, however, there is no birth of the jiva. This is a very important thing to
know. No jiva is created, and, in fact, the notion of an entity called jiva is purely mithya
because there is no entity called jiva existing independently of dtma. The notion of such
an entity is superimposed upon the atma due to ignorance. Because ignorance has no
beginning, thejiva also has no beginning. That being so, Idvara does not create thejiva.
If God creates the individual, his efforts are stifled by family planning, etc.! This would
mean that God is less than those who stifle his efforts. So, it is unreasonable to think that
God creates the individual.
What is created then? It is nothing but your physical body-mind-sense-complex
which is but the five elements, space, air, water, fire, and earth, dkdga, vdyu, agni, dpah
and prthivi. According to the model of the gastra, the creation consists of five elements
and the elementals, the five sense organs and five pranas. You can look at the world
differently also. According to physics, there are many more elements, all of which are
reduced to particles. For our purposes, we do not require all that. We simply reduce
everything to five and then finally to Brahman. The creation consisting of these five
elements and the elementals includes your physical body-mind-sense-complex.
THE TWO CAUSES OF CREATION

The cause from which, all of them are born can be either nimitta-kdrana,
efficient, or updddna-karana,the material cause. If this cause from whom is the arising
of all these is simply an efficient cause, nimitta-kdrana,then that cause will be separate
from what is created, like the potter is separate from the clay out of which he makes the
pot. This five-elemental world that is created by Iivara would be separate from him if he
is only the efficient cause, and he would require a material, which is entirely independent
of him, like the clay is independent of the potter. This is generally, what the theologians
think. They look upon the Lord as another entity, who made this world like a
doughnut-maker. He is separate from the doughnut he makes and therefore, you can eat
the doughnut without eating the doughnut-maker. Now, if the Lord is like a
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doughnut-maker and the world is the doughnut, which includes space and time, where
will this Lord be? If you say heaven, we have to ask if heaven is created or not? Heaven
is also a place, after all, which is within space. If the Lord is only the efficient cause, we
cannot solve these problems. The hivara that is presented here is not only the maker of
the creation, but also the material. How do we know? The verse says, 'yatah, pravrttih
bhitdndm, from whom is the creation of all these elements, which constitute the world.'
When it is said yatah meaning, 'from whom,' or 'from which cause,' it can mean
efficient or material cause, or perhaps both. And the word yatah does not itself suggest
which meaning we should take.
There is another clause here, which makes the meaning clear-yena sarvam idam
tatam, by whom all this is pervaded. The same pronoun, yat, is used, saying that same
cause, yatah, from which this entire creation made of these elements has come, is the
very one by whom, they are all pervaded, yena tatam. An argument that can be raised
here is that like the sun whose light pervades everything, the Lord, though sitting in
heaven, pervades everything with his grace. But how will the proponents of this view
explain such Upanisads sentences illustrating the cause as, 'All this is, but a
modification consisting of name alone resting on speech; clay alone is the realityvdcdrambhanam vikdro ndmadheyam mrttiketyeva satyam?' Thus, we have not just

one or two sentences like this, but many, and the whole thing is reasonable too.
Therefore, the Lord is not only the maker, but also the material cause. Only then can he
pervade the creation, a creation being non-separate from its material cause. And that
cause is not inert but conscious because it is also efficient cause, the maker. It is also
defined elsewhere as satyamjiianam anantam brahma.
LORD IS BOTH THE EFFICIENT AND MATERIAL CAUSE

Also, this Brahman, that is, satyam jiUnam anantam brahma, is also the

material cause. There is no other material other than Brahman because Brahman is
limitless, ananta. The material which undergoes change to become this creation, the
parindmi-upddcna-kdrana,miyd, is mithyd. That is why, when I analyse the creation,

I do not find it having any basis at all. There is nothing other than Brahman here.
Everything just reduces until all that I am left with is mere words, and they keep
disappearing too, because when the object is gone, the name is also gone. Only
sadvastu, Brahman, remains as the very is-ness of every object I analyse. I thought
there was a pot, and then I find that it disappears and all I am left with is clay. There is
no object for pot, only a word. And then, when I begin to look into clay, the clay
disappears and atoms alone remain. They become the truth, until they are analysed.
Things keep disappearing like this. That is the greatest magic there is. You can look at
the pot and just see it disappear. I had a word, 'pot,' for which there was an object pot,
SChandogyopanisad- 6-1-4
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but on inquiry, the pot as an object disappears, and along with it the name also
disappears, because that particular object ended up with the form of a name, and once the
object has gone, the name has no place to remain. Things just keep disappearing. This is
the truth of creation.
For such a creation, all that you require is only some kind of cause that is good
enough to account for it. That cause is a power inherent in Brahman, which we call
maya. This Brahman with mdya is what we call isvara because with reference to the
creation he is both the efficient and material cause, abhinna-nimitta-upaddna-kIrana.
From the standpoint of his own knowledge and power he is called the efficient cause,
nimitta-kdrana. From the standpoint of his own mdya-upddhi, because of which he
has the power to create, he is called upaddna-kirana,material cause.
It is like a spider. A spider has a certain knowledge, which is evident from the fact
that he chooses an appropriate place to build his intricate web. He selects a comer, not
any other place, and then too, a particular comer which is relatively safe, not another.
And then, the web he builds is a marvel in designing. All of this indicates intelligence
and a tremendous skill or power. Therefore, the spider is the efficient cause of the web.
But then, where did he get the material for the web? When a bird wants to build a nest,
you should see how he flies about picking up one straw after another, placing each one
very intelligently and beautifully to build up the nest. Certain types of straw are used for
the outside and entirely different soft ones for the inside. All the materials are collected
and wonderfully fashioned into a nest. But the spider does not need to run around like
this, gathering material to create its web. It spins out all the material it needs from a
gland in its own mouth. Therefore, what is the material cause for the spider's web? The
spider. From the standpoint of the conscious being, sufficiently equipped with
knowledge and skill, etc., it is the nimitta-kdrana.From the standpoint of the upadhi,
because of which it is called spider, it becomes the material cause.
Now, what is ISvara? isvara is pure consciousness, as the spider is essentially, but
the same satyamjadnam anantam brdhma, with mdyd, which itself is dependent upon
that satyamr jidnam anantam brahma, becomes omniscient, sarvajna, and all-

powerful, sarva-Aaktimdn. Only from the standpoint of consciousness conditioned by
maya, do we call Isvara, the nimitta-kdrana.And if we look at the same livara from

the standpoint of the mdya-upddhi, which forms the material for this creation, because
of which he gains the name livara, he becomes the material cause, updddna-kdrana,of
the creation. Since the creation is from uvara with Isvara as the material cause, it is not
going to be separate from Isvara. Thus, we see that from the standpoint of the material
cause, upidana-kdrana, the creation is not separate from Asvara. The grossified
manifest world becomes the whole physical body, sthula-upddhi, for Isvara, whom in
this form we call Virdt, and the subtle world is the subtle body, skisma-upddhi, of
Isvara whom we now call Hiranyagarbha.The unmanifest Brahman with the maya-

upddhi is Isvara as avyakta, which is not creation as we define it but the causal
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condition. We speak of creation only with reference to the subtle and gross
manifestations comprising the five elements and the elementals.
This five-elemental model is complete because it covers the entire world. It
accounts for the physical world, your mind, your senses, everything, and therefore,
Isvara alone is in the form of this entire jagat. From the standpoint of the upddhi,
Isvara pervades everything. All you have to do is see it as it is. isvara did not first
create the world and then pervade it. There are not two things here. Can we say that the
pot was first created and then came to be pervaded by the clay? That is what the
Vaisesikas think. But the truth is, the creation itself is iAvara and without Isvara, there
is no creation here at all.
TO WHICH CAUSE DOES THE DEVOTEE RELATE?

Now what about the devotee who wants to relate to Ivara? Which Lord he will
relate to, the material cause, upaddna-kdrana,or the efficient cause, nimitta-karana?
To whom do you relate, even in your everyday relationships? Suppose you are relating to
your father, mother, or a friend. Is it to the physical body that you relate to, or to the
person? To whom do you relate really? It is always the person. Similarly, a devotee is
not relating to the material cause; he always relates to the efficient cause, the
nimitta-karana.That is why there seems to be a separation and Isvara is looked at as
all-knowing, sarvajiia, while I am of limited knowledge, alpajiia;he is all-powerful,
sarva-Saktimdn, while I have limited power, I am alpa-gaktimdn. When you offer a
prayer to Idvara, it is only to the nimitta-karana,not to the upadana-kdrana.
HOW DOES THE DEVOTEE INVOKE THE LORD?

What do you do to invoke Isvara, the nimitta-karana?It is very interesting.
Suppose I' am sitting near you, dozing perhaps, and you want to get my attention. You
call my name, 'Swamiji,' and nothing happens. No response. Then what do you do? You
are going to touch any immediately available part in the hope that I will wake up. When
you touch, say, my little finger, you expect that not only this part of me is going to wake
up, but the whole me. That part becomes only a nimitta, a place where you can invoke
the whole 'me.' To get the whole me to come, all you have to do is pull my little finger.
That is all you have to do. But with Bhagavan it is even easier because Bhagavan never
sleeps! He only relaxes. We have some wonderful imagery of Lord Visnu lying down on
the coils of the serpent, Adihesa, the original spring mattress! Lord Visnu is the one who
pervades everything, sarva-vydpaka, and is supposed to keep the creation going. He has
to keep the air blowing, the fire hot, and every thing, as it should be. For each and every
small action that you do, the appropriate result has to come, which requires that all the
laws must be operating properly. How does Lord Visnu do this huge job of sustaining
SSwamiji
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the entire world? Even with a million computers, it is impossible, and yet, he does it
without lifting a single finger, without even batting an eyelid. This is absolute power and
is illustrated by showing Lord Visnu lying on Adisesa, the symbol of all power, Sakti.
By his mere presence, everything takes place. This is the one whom you are
invoking. When the whole creation is his form, which part should you touch to invoke
that Lord? That is why we have varieties of forms of worship. We worship space-akgaa,
air-vayu, fire-agni, water-dpah, and even the earth-prthivi. A so-called inert rock is
sustained by Isvara, like how the inert body is sustained by a conscious being,
cetana-dtmd. The whole creation, which we divide into inert and sentient, is all Isvara,
and therefore, any particular form becomes a form in which I can invoke that Lord.
NOT ONLY THE CREATION, BUT ALSO THE LAWS ARE NON-SEPARATE FROM THE LORD

Not only that, the creation being not separate from Isvara, all the various laws,
known and unknown, are also non-separate from Isvara. Therefore, Bhagavdn is, for
example, gravitation. If you are able to sit on a chair without flying off into space, it is
Bhagavdn who is holding you there, and if you slip and fall, it is Bhagavdn who brings
you down. It is all law. Nothing happens without any reason. That is why you can study
events and predict such things as the velocity that a body of a given weight will have
when a given force is applied to it under other given conditions. This is what we call
Bhagavan's law, but what do we mean by that? We use such expressions as
'Bhagavdn's law' commonly, but when we use a possessive case for the Lord, in our
understanding Isvara can be a person who created an order because of which we get
certain results. No, this is not how it is. From the standpoint of efficient cause,
nimitta-kdrana,we say 'Isvara's order,' but the order itself is Isvara. Not just certain
things, but also every invisible law whose result you see is pervaded by Isvara; in fact,
the law itself is Isvara. Nobody sees the law of gravitation, but when you see falling
objects and the regularity of their behaviour, you understand that there is a force, which
is not visible to you, though the effects are very visible. Any force, whose effects are
visible to you, should be included as Isvara.
THE LAWS OF DHARMA ARE ALSO EXPRESSIONS OF THE LORD

Because of the verse under consideration here, we have to go one step further.
There are different types of laws. We have laws like the traffic laws, which are
man-made and can, therefore, be different. The speed limit in Pennsylvania is 55 mph
while on the autobahn' in Germany it is far higher. But then, there is an order which is
not man-made and that is Isvara. Gravitation is Isvara, but more than that there is an
order, on the basis of which, a human being interacts with the world. When I have a
faculty of choice, I can do a given thing. I need not do it, or I can do it differently. If I
1An expressway is called autobahn in Germany and German-speakingcountries.
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want to make money, I can earn it legitimately, or I can rob somebody. What exactly is
the means to follow? There is a man-made law that says I should not rob, which
conforms to the law of Ihvara. If there is something common, some common value
structure that is identical for you and for me and known to both of us without having to
be taught, then that is a universal law. The fact that it is known inherently without being
told is a very important element in this. If I have to be educated about a law or a
principle, I will not call it universal. But if, whether, I am an Eskimo, or a New Yorker
or a Boston Brahmin, I know a given principle without ever being taught, that is a
universal principle. If neither the Harvardian nor the Eskimo likes me to stand on his
toes, then I should know that there is a certain order, which, as human beings, we all
commonly sense. That order is an intrinsic part of creation, which we called dharma,
and also, the law of karma.
This law is connected to our will. Because we have a will, this capacity to choose,
it has to be governed by some law and that law is what we call dharma. If the choice I
make is wrong, naturally I pay for it. The law of karma makes sure of it. If I keep my
finger in the fire, it will definitely burn; it is only law. I cannot blame the fire. If I have
never come across fire in my life, I can plead ignorance, but with reference to these
universal values, we can never plead ignorance. We all have the common sense
knowledge that we want to survive, that we do not want to be hurt and so on. This
common value structure is the fabric of dharma. It is like the other structures that we
have. Our physical body is governed by a certain set of laws; our physiological
conditions are governed by another set, as are our psychological conditions. So too, the
exercise of my free will is governed by some laws and those laws are what we call the
laws of dharma, which are a part of creation. Therefore, dharma is Isvara. This being
so, when I am called upon to perform an action at a given time and place, there is
something to be done which is appropriate, and everything else is inappropriate. That
action that is appropriate is Isvara; it is Isvara's creation. In the same way as how a
square peg cannot go into a round hole; nothing else fits there. It is the law of lvara.If I
find that only one course of action is appropriate in a given situation, and no other, I can
be sure that it is Isvara. Therefore, the appropriate action, duty, itself is Isvara, and
because it fits well with dharma,dharma is Isvara.
DOING ONE'S DUTY ISWORSHIP TO THE LORD

As long as I think that I am the agent of an action, the kartd, who enjoys a will,
and has a variety of desires to fulfil, I have to completely relegate my likes and dislikes
to the background, and do what is obviously appropriate to the occasion. If the choice I
make is the appropriate one, it is not really a choice at all, because what is called for is
highly visible. When what is to be done is done, what choice did I make? I did not have
to choose what to do because it was decided by the circumstances. I use my choice only
when I avoid what I tend to do. I want to do something else, and I avoid using my
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choice, my free will to do it. Doing is the only choice there is with regard to duty. Or,
choice is used when two courses of action are open which are equally appropriate.
Otherwise, what choice do we have? There is no choice at all except in avoiding what
does not fit. This is the only exercise of choice in doing one's duty, and because there is
no choice, this is isvara. Therefore, by doing one's own karma, svakarma, what is
appropriate at a given time and place, one is worshipping livara,this is the abhyarcana,
the Lord speaks of when he says 'tam abhyarcya.' Who is that Isvara? The one who is
sarva-vyapi, all pervasive, sarvajiia, all-knowing, and sarva-Aaktiman, almighty is
Isvara.

Here, the things that we normally identify with worship, like offering a flower, are
not being called worship, arcana, but conformity to all the various duties and
dispositions that was mentioned in the earlier verses with reference to the four classes of
people is called as arcana. Or in modem times, it means all that has to be done by an
individual at a given time, given the circumstances. Whenever I do exactly what is called
for in a given situation, that is worshipping Isvara, whenever I do what is appropriate, I
connect myself to Isvara. That is why there is so much joy and satisfaction in such
actions. If I do what is inappropriate, neither I am happy nor is any other person, who is
involved. If there is happiness in performing the appropriate action, you must know that
action is connecting you to Idvara. The law of karma, the law of dharma, and your
action all become one and the same. There is a harmony here between the law of
dharma and your actions and that gives you a sense of peace because of a release from
the hold of the rdga-dvesas. If you are doing this day after day, what will happen to your
likes and dislikes, raga-dvesas? What hold can they have over you? They just fall apart.
Only non-binding rdga-dvesas remain, which are beautiful because they make you a
unique individual.
WHAT ISTHE SIDDHI MENTIONED HERE?

Once your likes and dislikes are non-binding, you have antah-karana-guddhiand
can therefore gain the knowledge that completely frees you from karma. If a person has
the understanding that the performing of his duties is worshipping of Isvara, he gains
success, siddhim vindati manavah-first in terms of antah-karana-guddhiand

finally, he gains the siddhi, that is moksa which is knowledge, jiina.
The important thing that is being conveyed here is that, doing one's duty with a
proper attitude is worship of Isvara. Generally, worship is considered to be specific
action-physical, oral, or mental. That restricted concept is negated here. These special
karmas of ritual and prayer are considered worship because in them, there is an obvious
connection between Isvara and the individual. The problem is that one thinks that
afterwards there is no connection, which is not true. isvara is not only the cause but also
the effect, the whole creation is lsvara. When that is so when are you going to be away
from that ISvara? Therefore, according to this Sdstra, if you do any karma that is in
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conformity with dharma, which itself is not separable from Isvara, and you are
connected to lvara.This makes you a karma-yogi-but only if you recognize dharma
as IAvara. An atheist can be an ethical person but not necessarily a yogi, because being a
karma-yogi means recognizing Jivara. There is no other type of karma-yoga.

There can be a purely secular ethical person. We see many people who have no
religious belief but are above all blemish in their conduct. Then again, a religious person
can be ethical, but not a yogi. If his karma is not performed for antah-karana-suddhi,
or if he does not recognize dharma is Isvara, he can only be a clean person who is free
from conflicts. He is not a yogi. Therefore, it is clear that to be a karma-yogi, one must
necessarily recognize dharma as livara, as it is presented here 'Yatah pravrttir
bhutandm yena sarvamidam tatam, soakarmand tamabhyarcya siddhim, vindati

manavah-from whom is the creation of all beings, by whom all this is pervaded, by
worshipping him through one's own duty one gains success.' In order to worship that
Isvarayou do not need to do a particular karma, even though a particular karma brings
about a conversion of an occasional devotee into an abiding devotee. But this special
karma alone is not worship. Every time you conform to dharma, recognizing dharma
as Isvara, there is worship. Performing this worship, a person gains success, siddhi, in
terms ofantah-karana-suddhi,and therefore, qualification for the knowledge of atma,
which is the success or fulfilment of a human life.
In the context of the description of the duties of the varnas, these are the karmas
that are to be done. But all the prescribed duties of the four varnas have to be performed
with the right attitude. Without that, the performing of duty does not become yoga; it
only leads to heaven, svarga.
Therefore,
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svabhdvaniyatam karma kurvanlnpnoti kilbisam
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devoid of merit;
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Verse 47

one's own duty; TftrFS

well done; qqir paradharmdt- duty of another (person); )jqi
sreydn - is better;
"-•i•d
iT-w
4 svabhdva-niyatam karma - action enjoined
according to one's nature;
h4'kurvan - doing; r 3f ltrOna dpnoti - one does not
gain; kf$Psmw kilbisam - fault
svanusthitdt -

One's own duty, devoid of merit, is better than the duty of another,
well-done. Doing action enjoined according to one's nature, one does not
incur fault.
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DOING ONE'S OWN DUTY IS BETTER THAN THE DUTY OF ANOTHER
If you understand duty in terms of a universal order, then Gitd has a scriptural
value. Otherwise, Gitd would only be applicable to a particular group of people at a
particular time and place and lose its status of being a scripture. In order to be considered
a scripture, a text must have a universal message. The context can be cultural or topical,
but its spirit must definitely be universal, because a scripture has to address not one
group of people, but all human beings throughout the history of humanity. The Gitd here
says, manava, a human being, not vaidika, a Vedic person, because it is talking about
facts, which do not change as the times change, or the society differs. If IVspeak, keeping
the human being in view, and the people in front of me happen to be Indian or a Chinese,
naturally, that will condition the character of my talk, but not the content. In addressing
the Chinese, I may say certain things that are relevant in China. There are topical issues
at any given time and place in history which are pertinent to the people being addressed,
and they will naturally form part of the discourse. The Bible, for instance, is a scripture
because even when it is clearly addressing the fishermen it keeps people in general in
view. In addressing the problems of the fishermen in the context familiar to them, it
addresses the wider human problems. That is what makes it a scripture. Even though the
form in which it is received can vary, the content of a scriptural message does not change
in different situations and at different times.
Here, the context varndsrama is taken into account. One's own duty, svodharma,
is determined by the societal group into which one is born, varna, and the particular
stage of life, tirama,that one is at. Whether one is a student, brahmacarl,or a married
person, grhastha, or preparing for renunciation, vinaprastha, or a renunciate,
sannydsi, or a brdhmana, ksatriya, vaisya, or Sudra, determines exactly what the duty

of a given person will be at a given time. That is suadharma. The whole system is
visualized for the purpose of one's inner growth, and it has prominence in the Gitd
because Gitt is nothing but a smrti-grantha, which visualizes the end, moksa-in
keeping with what is said in the sruti-not as a thing to be accomplished later, but as
something which is the very nature, svarupa, of oneself. Keeping that end in view, the
Veda must present a way of life that will help to accomplish it.
The Veda says all this for one's growth alone. If I talk about moksa to a person
who is interested only in arthasand kdmas, securities, and pleasures and not ready for
moksa, he will sympathise with me thinking I have missed out on life. So you have to be
ready, and understand that, the Veda says that even though you go for security, artha,
and pleasure, kdma, you should not give up dharma. In adhering to dharma, you will
learn to yield a lot because likes and dislikes, rdga-dvesas, have to be thrown into the
background when duties have to be done. What is prohibited, nisiddha-karma,has to be
avoided and what is enjoined, vihita-karma, has to be done. One may even do
'Swamiji
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kdmya-karma, but not at the cost of dharma. This is the first lap of a human journey.
Next, the Veda and the Gitd tell us that this is all useless, yathd iha karmacito lokah
ksiyate tathd amutra punya-cito lokah ksiyate. Even though a person may have been

performing rituals for limited ends, he would have been repeating the
upanisad-mantras,which would give him some vague knowledge of moksa, and also,
iSvara's grace. That will bless him with viveka, discrimination, after which the inquiry
really starts.
INQUIRY INTO THE ULTIMATE HUMAN END

What is the inquiry? The fundamental inquiry is into what exactly one wants in
life, purus.rtha-vicdra.Even if a person discerns that he wants liberation, moksa, we
have to look into what he means by liberation. For some it amounts to a desire to go to
heaven. It may not even be a well-thought out positive desire for heaven as the end in
life, but more a fear of going to hell, as it is presented to him. Even that has to be
inquired into. What is this hell they are talking about? Even though it is a belief, it has to
be reasonable. Hell means painful experience as heaven means pleasant experience. Both
are finite, and, being experience, cannot possibly be eternal. This is called purusdrthavicara. Once a person understands that he cannot do anything to gain the eternal, his
way of life changes. Until now, all his energy and time have been invested in the pursuit
of artha, kdma, and dharma, or punya. Now everything is turned toward moksa,

because he has learned from analysing his experiences and the experiences of others that
no experience is going to help him. Many people do not learn even from their own
experiences. This is another wonder. Even though all his predecessors have passed away,
and the fellow knows very well that he is standing in the queue, still, he cannot think that
he is also going to pass away. This is the greatest wonder. This is the power of maya.
When a person sees through all that, naturally, whatever time he has is going to be
invested in moksa. He has not sacrificed anything; he has just dropped what is not useful
to him. What you do not have value for, is not 'given up' by you. You can talk about
giving up if you give up something for which you have a value. But what can you say
about parting with your garbage? If you have a value for moksa, what do you give up?
Nothing!
PURSUIT OF MOKSA IS NOT SELFISH

Once you take to this pursuit, there are those who will say that you are selfcentred. In fact, the Sastra asks you to be centred on the self. Everybody is self-centred,
and anyone who says he is not, has not understood the nature of his own pursuits.
Typically, a person who does charitable work will say that he is not self-centred, that he
is helping others. I would ask him, 'Who are you to help others? So many people are
necessary to keep you going. How many people have to work in the field of agriculture
so that you can have bread today? You are kept alive because of hundreds of forces.
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Who is working for whom? So many people are working for you and you say you are
doing some charity.' If a person or society allows you to do some charity, that is the
greatest charity. Everybody wants to be on the giving end; nobody wants to be the
recipient of anybody's charity. It is against human dignity. Therefore, if somebody
receives from you, you must be blessed. Though the one who receives is obviously
blessed, the one who gives is more blessed because he is able to give. That is the nature
of charity.
Further, why does one do a charitable action? If you say you cannot be happy in
the face of the suffering of another, then you help that person, so that you can be happy.
That is very natural. You are part of the whole, and if there is some suffering there, you
cannot be at ease, and so you try to do something about it. How is that selfless? It is all
for your own sake, for your own growth and peace of mind. There is nothing wrong with
that. I just want to make it clear that there is no such thing as selfless service; there is
only self-service. It may be a community self, or a national self or a religious self but
every action, including a charitable action is self-centred. In the pursuit of moksa,
however, all one's attention, time, and resources are invested in one's own selfredemption. This is the greatest service you can do for society because once you are free,
you are no longer a problem to anyone. Positively speaking, you become a refuge for
others, and just by knowing you they can at least discover the hope of freedom. That is a
great service.
To gain the necessary qualifications for this freedom, a life of karma-yoga is
enjoined whereby you become free from the hold of likes and dislikes, raga-dvesas.
Please note that I' do not say you should be free from rdga-dvesas, because I do not
consider that there was ever anybody who was ever free from rdga-duesas.Even Lord
Krsna picked up only a flute, not a guitar. He had his own likes and dislikes, as did
Satkara, Vasistha or Vdmadeva. Nobody is free from rdga-dvesas. They can be

simple vibhitis, glories, for you, or they can bind you. Whenever Sdstra talks about
riga-dvesas, it is not talking about your non-binding likes and dislikes. Though Krsna
had a preference for playing the flute, it was not a rdga, because if the flute were not to
be available, he would not sit and cry. That means he had a non-binding liking for the
flute. This is what we must understand. How can likes and dislikes bind? If a liking is
not fulfilled, and frustration, depression, regret, or anger sets in, it is a binding like. The
preparedness of mind that we talk about is purely psychological, and psychological
conditions are arrived at purely cognitively. The mind requires an appropriate attitude,
which is the outcome of a cognitive appreciation of certain facts. If you understand
clearly the nature and connection of karma and its result, karma-phala, that is a
cognitive appreciation, and because of that understanding, there is a certain attitude.
Attitude is, after all, emotion; and an adjustment in attitude, born of your cognitive
' Swamiji
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appreciation of certain facts, is the method through which you grow up. The attitude is
the symptom of your inner growth.
Suppose you suddenly come across a situation, which is not very pleasant. You
cannot trace your course of action to the outcome you are facing, and so it comes to you
as a great surprise. Or, it may be very pleasant, but definitely sudden. How are you going
to deal with it? If you do not get elated or depressed, na abhinandatina dvesti, you
should appreciate the fact that you have made it; you are prepared. We can be sure that a
person is not in the hands of rdga-duesas when he does not seem to be bothered by any
experience; it only makes him wiser. That person keeps moving, greeting each day
afresh so that his whole life is a series of events unfolding for him. That is all life is.
Events just keep unfolding one after the other with each tick of the clock, each one
different from all the others. What are you going to do? Are you going to be here to meet
the new event, or are you going to be buried in the past? Usually we are either in the
cremation ground of the past, or still in the womb, unborn. New events keep coming, and
I have to be alert to receive the message each one carries with it. If there is a person who
can do that, he has made it! Where is binding rdga-dvesa for such a person? He can
sport a few more.
Thus, when the Sastra talks about rdga-dvesas, it is referring purely to those that
are binding. This is important to understand, otherwise, we will be working for
something, which is not possible, and illegitimately thinking that because we have
raga-dvesas, we have no knowledge, jidna. We are talking about moksa, freedomfrom trying to be somebody.
A lot of people will say 'Be yourself.' But how can I be myself when the self is
not acceptable to me? The self must be acceptable and that is where Veddnta comes in
to show us that the self is absolutely acceptable. It is not simply validation of your
problems, even though validation is very important in being fit for this knowledge. If
you validate your problems, you understand that neither you nor anybody else has
special problems; it is simply a situation of one plus one being two. Certain situations
produce certain other psychological situations. Once you have validated yourself, you
are ready for the journey, and this self-validation is gained by karma-yoga. Now, in this,
which karma is better? Sweeping the floor? Cooking a meal? There are a hundred
different things to do; I would like to know which one is better. None. What is better is
for our attitude to grow, to understand the concept of duty, to see how beautiful it is.
Once duty as a system is available, we are safe, because there is no better system for
growth. But humanity must be mature to accept that. An emotionally childish society
cannot even understand what this is. It will see only disparity, control, etc. In fact, this is
the greatest system if humanity is enlightened enough to appreciate it. There are different
types of work, none of which is superior to another. People have different skills, and we
require different things to be done, so different people do different things. This is very
well defined in a varna-asrama structure, but even if it is not there, duty becomes
B.C. Vol IV 20
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highly visible at any place, at any time. It does not even have to be told. That is what is
being said here.
IFOUR AIM ISINNER GROWTH SVADHARMA ISTHE BEST MEANS

If my aim is growth, then my own duty is the best, svadharmahgreyan. But if my
aim is to accomplish something else, I have to look for things like where the power is,
which profession is better, what type of education I must have, etc. It starts from fifth
grade onwards. If the vision is in anything other than one's own growth, the varnaadrama system will not work. That is why it began to break down when people drifted
away from the Vedic vision of life that keeps moksa as the end in view. Lord Krsna
specifically mentions seeing the purpose of seeing the reality, tattva-jiiana-arthadarsana, as a value. You should not lose sight of moksa as the end, because if this is
kept in view, everything will fall in order. If it is shifted, then in its place comes a search
for security, artha,and pleasure, kama, and this system will fall apart, because it is only
suitable for inner growth with moksa as the aim. Once that is recognized, any job is a
good job and anything you do is not binding. You do not look down upon another job,
nor do you think some job is superior to the others. You may like one job more than the
other according to your disposition. That is natural. But to think that something is worse
or better, and choose on that basis will not help. It never works. If you operate purely
according to choice and choose only what you like, and if you do not get what you like,
what will you do? It is better to like what you do than to always look for something that
you like. Even if you find something you like, it will not take much time for you to find
it monotonous and begin to look for something else. This goes on and on.
SVADHARMA EVEN WITHOUT MERIT IS BETTER THAN PARADHARMA DONE WELL

When it is a question of inner growth, one's own duty not so well done is better
than the duty of another that is done well--reyan svadharmo vigunah paradharmdt
svanusthitat. Sahikara notes that we have to add the word even, api, here, so that even
if one's duty is not well done, it is better than doing the duty of somebody else well. The
word vigunah can also be understood as something, which is not pleasant. Even if your
duty is not liked by you, or not very remunerative or respected, it is better than the duty
of another, which is well performed. It is interesting that he uses the word sreyan here,
which has the meaning of exceedingly praiseworthy, atidayenapraSastah.
How is it better? Doing one's own duty is even psychologically very important,
because in the varna-daramasystem especially, one's dharma is determined by one's
disposition, suabhdva-niyatamkarma. According to the proportion ofsattva, rajas, or

tamas, which partially accounts for one's psychological make-up, certain karma was
mentioned by the dgstra. Doing that, one does not incur any fault, kurvan na apnoti
kilbisam. The idea is that when one does one's own duty, there is no conflict or further
problem. This can be a good basis for the healthy psychology of a human being and here,
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it is part of the means of preparation for the knowledge that you are the whole. What is
enjoined according to one's own disposition is called svabhdva-niyatam karma. Doing
the duty that is enjoined according to one's disposition, one does not gather any kind of
impurity, na apnoti kilbisam, because in expressing oneself according to the
composition of one's gunas, one has no conflict. This is a psychological truth. When you
go against your natural disposition, you are trying to do something, which is not true to
yourself, and therefore, it creates conflicts and does not help with your inner growth.
ONE WHO ACTS ACCORDING TO HIS SVABHAVA DOES NOT INCUR FAULT

Further, impurity, kilbisam, in the context of varna-agrama-dharma,is not
merely conflict but papa because if you are not doing your prescribed duty, you are
transgressing dharma. Since this follows the discussion about karma that is born of
one's nature, svabhdvaja, it cannot be anything but a natural expression of one's own
guna composition. If one's karma is chosen according to one's disposition, one avoids
conflicts, and sattva becomes more predominant as the mind, free from conflicts,
becomes tranquil. All these qualities of a matured mind that we talk about, like Sama
and dama, will be there if a person follows what is enjoined for him according to his
disposition. However difficult or easy it is, he does it. Suppose a brahmana, who is
supposed to do, Vedic chanting, decides that it is too boring, and wanting some
challenge, joins the army. His natural disposition being what it is, he cannot be a good
soldier, nor can he be a good brihmana, when he is in the army, so it is a problem.
Whether there is a system that prescribes a duty, or duty is determined by disposition, we
have to understand that this is all for the purpose of inner growth. The mind is given to
tranquillity and it can also be restless, etc., and therefore, there is a certain process of
growth involved for our mind, antah-karana.
Just as there is a physical maturity for the body, and an intellectual maturity for the
mind, there is also an emotional maturity for the mind. The mind has to grow, not only in
terms of knowledge, but also in terms of its capacity to properly interpret and respond to
different situations. It is very clear that the growth of the mind is not just in terms of
information. The preceding generations did not have the information we have, yet they
seemed to understand certain facts which one has to know: What is right living, what is
wrong living, how to face situations, etc. That has always been the same for Stone-Age
Man as well as Moder Man. If the moder man's computer does not work, he gets
upset. When the Stone-Age Man's stone tool broke, he also had a mind to deal with. The
problem is the same. You have to deal with the mind and any amount of information
does not really alter the situation. Whether we have more information or less
information, life has to be lived, and that means you have to face your mind. Emotion
has to be mastered which involves growth, in so far as your emotional life and
understanding are concerned.
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There are two types of mental growth: one is cognitive and one is therapeutic. The
maturity that you can gain cognitively is what the Gita talks about and therapeutic
growth is gained through your life experiences, primarily your interactions with people.
"All you have to do is marry and have a couple of children. This is what our forefathers
did and it was good enough for them. Anyone who has done it knows that to live with
another person all your lifetime is not easy. Necessarily you will grow.
Once the mind has matured, all you require is pramdna, nothing else. So, the
whole life is for shaping the mind. Suppose you have to study calculus, how many years
do you have to prepare for it? Many. Here you have to understand 'I am infinite.' If it
takes some time to prepare yourself for that, it is understandable and it doesn't matter; it
is worth it. The whole effort on one's part is the preparation of the mind; then all one
needs is the pramdna, the means of knowledge to understand tat tuam asi. That
understanding does not take time; it is the preparation that takes time, and because the
Gitd shows us how to take care of that, it is a yoga-hdstra.
SANKARA'S INTRODUCTION TO THE NEXT VERSE

Introducing the next verse, Sarikaraillustrates with an example the statement that
when one does the karma that is enjoined according to one's nature, svabhdva-niyatam,
one does not incur any fault. He says it is like the situation where a worm that is born of
a poisonous worm is not harmed by that poison. The poison of the worm is harmful for
all of us, but not for the worm itself or its offspring. Similarly, even though your own
dharma may be ill performed, it will not destroy you, but doing the dharma of others
will. By doing exactly what is in keeping with your disposition, you do not create any
conflict for yourself and you quickly grow out of rdga-dvesas. Therefore, a change of
duty is not necessary in order to grow. It may be necessary if you want to earn more, or
gain some power, etc., but not to grow emotionally and spiritually. Karma-yoga, doing
one's duty with the proper attitude, is all that is required. Seeing one's dharma as
something that is to be done and looking upon dharma itself as ISvara, a person gains
success, siddhim vindati mdnavah, as it was said before.

Giving up karma is not an option-either for the enlightened, jifani, or the
ignorant. It is not possible for the ignorant person to give up karma, and thejidni does
not give up karma physically, but, by knowledge he gives up his notion of agency,
kartrtva. Even a jiinni, if he becomes a sannydsi, has to go for bhiksa, which is a

karma. Nobody can physically give up all karma, but we can say that ajfiini does not
perform karma because he does not look upon himself as a doer. That is the real
renunciation. Giving up obligatory karma is an option as a lifestyle, the other choice
being a life of karma-yoga, but there is no possibility of totally giving up karma for
anyone. Therefore, it is better to continue to do the actions that are natural, suabhdvaniyatam karma. In that way, one does not incur any fault.
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one should not give up;

even
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The karma that is natural (according to your birth), O! Arjuna, though
defective, one should not give up, because all undertakings are covered
with fault, like fire (is covered) with smoke.
ALL UNDERTAKINGS ARE INHERENTLY DEFECTIVE
The karma that is natural, sahaja,is the karma that you are born into. This is the
same as the svabhduajam karma that we saw earlier. Any karma that is a-natural

consequence of the situation, into which one is born, one should not give up. Why would
one want to give it up? Every karma is inherently defective, sadosam, because it is
within the three gunas and therefore, perpetuates a life of becoming, samsdra. That is
why it was said earlier, 'The topics of the Vedas are born of the three gunas, therefore,
Arjuna, be free of what is born of the three gunas-traigunya-visayd veddh

nistraigunyobhavarjuna." Everything in the world is within the three gunas, including
karma. And all karmas are defective because by doing them, one cannot possibly get
moksa. However, even though the karma, into which one is born, sahaja, is necessarily
fraught with this defect, sadosam, one should not give it up, na tyajet.
WHY DOES KARMA HAVE A DEFECT?

What is the defect? It produces a result. Either it is going to produce punya or
papa, neither of which is a solution to the problem, for even punya creates situations,
however pleasant, that have to be gone through and do not lead to release. Punya may be
a golden shackle, but it is binding nevertheless. The idea is that even though karma
binds, giving up one's karma .does not give freedom from karma, naiskarmya.
Whereas, it is only by giving up one's ignorance, is one liberated. On the other hand, by
doing karma, or svadharma,with the proper attitude, one gains success--svakarmand
' Glt - 2-45
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tam abhyarcya siddhim vindati mdnavah. If you perform your karma as a worship to
ISvara, looking upon Isvara as dharma, you get free of the hold of raga-dvesas, and

therefore, Lord Krsna says here, do not give up the karma enjoined upon you by birth,
sahajam karma na tyajet, even though it is inherently defective, sadosam api. Things
that are not to be done, of course you have to give up, but not what is to be done. If you
give that up, you are not going to accomplish anything because you will do something
else in its place, which is as defective as, if not more than, what you gave up. And you
cannot completely give up karma because that is not possible, as we have seen. If you
want to give up karma so that you can gain knowledge, well, gaining knowledge isn't
dependent upon your giving up karma because, being knowledge, it is dependent only
on a means of knowledge, pramana, and has nothing to do with what you do or do not
do.
You may choose a lifestyle that will give you more time to pursue knowledge, but
it will be fruitless if you are not ready for it. In sannyasa you reduce the number of roles
you have to play from father, mother, husband or wife, son or daughter to only that of a
student, Sisya. But then, there is no socialising, no outlet and that can drive a person
crazy if he is not ready. It may look very easy, but it is not, and it can even be dangerous.
So let the karma incumbent upon you be done with the proper attitude and you can
accomplish the same thing as can be achieved by sannydsa. Karma-yoga also is not
easy and, besides, it is unavoidable. Even the sannyasi who takes to the lifestyle of
sannydsa prematurely has to have the attitude of a karma-yogi, with reference to the
Sarira-yatra-nimitta-karmathat he is still doing, if his sannydsa is to be successful.

Therefore, it is said here, 'One should not give up the karma one is born into even
though it has defects-sahajamn karma sadosam api na tyajet.'
WHY SHOULD ONE NOT GIVE UP SAHAJAM KARMA?

Why is the sahajam karma not to be given up? Because all karmas,
sarvdrambhah hi, are covered with fault, dosena dvrtah, like fire is by smoke,
dhumena agnih iva. Any beginning is considered an action and therefore, the word
drambha, which means beginning, is a name for karma. As there is smoke for fire,
similarly for every action there is defect, dosa. Smoke is an apt example because it can
be blown away. Further, those who are familiar with performing rituals can easily
understand it. The ideal fire to receive oblations is a brightly burning smokeless flame.
Now, some of the offerings, like milk, make everything damp and the fire begins to
smoke and even brings tears to your eyes. But all you have to do is fan away the smoke
and the fire will reappear. Similarly, by karma-yoga, you can get rid of the defect in
karma that brings tears. Any result of the karma does not bother you because you have
the proper attitude of glad acceptance, prasada-buddhi,and in choosing an action you
go by dharma, therefore avoiding conflicts. The choice of work is in keeping with your
disposition, so what is to be done is going to be different from person to person at a
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given time, but conformity to the moral order, dharma, is the same whether you are
cooking or sweeping. What I do is dictated either by svabhava, disposition, or by sheer
situation, which has nothing to do with my disposition. I may be disposed to music but if
somebody needs to be taken to the hospital, my music has no place in the choice I make.
What is to be done is obvious and has no bearing on my disposition. What is to be done
one should not give up, na tyajet.
The inherent defect in karma can partially be got rid of by karma-yoga and then,
karma can finally be given up totally by knowing that there is no karma at all, in
reality. The only way to completely eliminate the smoke is to extinguish the fire by
removing the fuel. Here, the fuel, which was supplied to the fire, is taken away purely by
knowing that I am free from doership, aham akarta. The fuel here is ignorance, avidya,
of being a non-doer and once that is burnt in the fire of knowledge, its by-products,
kdma and karma, are also burnt asunder. Since the fire of knowledge burns the karta,
agent, naturally all the karmas are burnt.
WHO SHOULD NOT GIVE UP SAHAJAM KARMA?

Who should not give up this sahajam karma? The one who knows he is not the
doer cannot give up this karma because he has already given up all karma, not by
giving up any action, but purely by knowledge. This renunciation of all action is moksa.
Sarkaraconcludes his small commentary on this verse saying that since karma cannot
be given up totally by one who is ignorant, it is said here that one should not give up.the
karma that is his duty. The reason that the ignorant person should not give up karma is
that it is not going to alter his situation. Giving up one type of action is only going to be
followed by taking up another, which is equally defective, because any karma is
defective.
A DISCUSSION AS TO WHY KARMA CANNOT BE GIVEN UP TOTALLY
At this point, Sanikara introduces a possible objection. The objector is an ekadeei,
someone who does not adhere to any particular school of thought. In our tradition there
are a few schools of thought which are sparring partners for a VedZntin. They try to
raise consistent objections, and differ in this way from an ekadehi who just raises a
question, and once it is answered, offers no further response. But if someone has an
alternative vision of what atma is, what reality is, what cause is, what effect is, then he
will consistently argue and therefore, you will get a very effective dialogue leading to
clarity of understanding. You must know that whenever there is an objection it is not to
criticise, but purely to gain clarity.
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WHY CANNOT ONE GIVE UP KARMA?
IS ITBECAUSE ITIS IMPOSSIBLE OR BECAUSE ITIS DIFFICULT?

The following question is asked by the ekadeSi, 'Is it said that one should not give
up karma because it is impossible to give up karma totally or because there is fault in
giving up the karma into which one is born?' He wants to know if it is because of the
fear of incurring papa that one should not give up karma, or because of the
impossibility of giving up karma.
Sahkara responds to this question by asking, 'What is accomplished by this
question?' and the ekadesl, answers with the following argument. If it were to be said
that one should not give up sahajaqm karma because it is impossible to totally give up
karma, then if one were somehow to do it, it would be very meritorious. His thinking is
that the meaning of 'it is impossible,' is not that it is literally impossible to give up
karma but very difficult, and thus, he takes it as a challenge. If it is difficult, the benefit
must be very great, once it is accomplished, and therefore, he wants to try. This is the
sort of thinking that impels a person to climb Mount Everest. Some people like to do
difficult things. If you want some strenuous exercise, there are many things that you can
do. Why should you climb Everest, which is fraught with danger? Some people basically
love adventure and if you tell them something is difficult, that is exactly what they want
to do. If giving up karma entirely is difficult, then giving it up must be a great
accomplishment.
Someone else enters the discussion here saying that, it is true that there would be
great merit in giving up karma entirely if it were very difficult to do, but the problem is,
it is not possible. The expression, na Aakyate-it is impossible, can be understood either
literally, or figuratively, as very difficult. He maintains that when Sahkara said that it is
impossible to give up karma entirely, he meant it literally, for the renunciation of karma
in its entirety is not tenable. It does not take place. From this he wants to conclude that
there is no sarva-karma-sannydsa,only karma to be done as long as one lives. He
would back up his contention with quotes from sruti like the second verse of
lidvasyopanisad.'Performing actions alone, here, one should desire to live one hundred
years. For a person like you, there is no other way that karma does not cling-kurvan
eva iha karmanijijiviset gatam samdh, evam tvayi na anyathd itah asti na karma

lipyate nare.' Until the body falls you should do karma, but if you do only the
nitya-naimittika-karma,karma does not really bind you because it does not produce
any result for you. The first verse in this Upanisad is about sannydsa and the second is
for the ignorant who are enjoined to do karma. Reinterpreting the first verse, he takes
the second verse literally and says that, there is no sannyasa at all. In this discussion, he
says that there is no sarva-karma-sannyasabecause total renunciation of karma is not
possible.
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THE TWO CONTENTIONS AS TO WHY KARMA CANNOT BE GIVEN UP TOTALLY-THE SANKHYAVS AND
THE BAUDDHA S

If that is the argument, a question can be asked here. Is the impossibility of
renunciation of action because the person, dtmd, is always undergoing change,
nityapracalitdtmakahpurusah, like the gunas of the sahkhyas? If there is no time

when itmd is not active, how are you going to give up actions? Karma-tydga is
possible only because the very nature of dtma is opposed to change, which is invariable
with reference to activity. As the gunas of the sdnkhyas keep changing, if atma is also
always changing, then, one cannot give up action.
Or, perhaps one cannot give up action because the action itself is the doer, kriyd
eva kdrakam, as in the scheme of the five momentary categories of the Buddhists,

yathd bauddhdndm pahcaskandhahksanapradhvamsinah.There, the very action is

the doer, not even part of the doer, and the self is the action because, according to the
Buddhists, there is no dtmd, only the five categories through which the Buddhist
describes the whole experience of yourself and the world. The first is, rizpa-skandha,
the various forms that comprise the entire world that you see. What we experience
sensorially is called ruipa-skandha,and that experienced form is the only truth about the
world for the Buddhist. There is no other world but mere experience, called riupaskandha. Then you interpret the experience itself. When you recognize a given form as
'This is a pot,' and that recognition is in keeping with what you see, it is called jianaskandha, technically, vedand-skandha. Then, as we have a category of forms, ripaskandha, similarly, there is a category of names for all the forms in the creation, called
sanmjii-skandha.

The form is what you experience, and for each one of these forms, there is a name.
When I mention the word, 'tree,' you understand what object I refer to by that word.
That is sanmjii-skandha,the name or names you have for an object. A single object will
have many words associated with it because it consists of many forms; a tree, for
example, consists of bark, branches, leaves, and then again, a leaf, has chlorophyll,
cellulose, cell walls, etc. We have varieties of words for a single object and the more you
know, the more words you have. A further category consists of a constant stream of
flickers of consciousness, the vijiiana-skandha,in which the other skandhas resolve. In

this alone you have riipa-skandha,samjiia-skandha,and the vedand-skandha. Then
there is the world of memory, called vdsand-skandha or samskdra-skandha.All the

impressions stored in memory form this skandha.
Where is dtmd in all of this? Now you understand why they say dtmd is Munya.
For the Buddhist, there are only these skandhas, all dependent upon the flow of
consciousness and nothing more. The flow of consciousness, vijfina-skandha, itself is
not dtmd because each flicker is only momentary. In this view, there is no atma;
everything is merely appearance. So, what is the agent of action here? Since there is no
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atmd, it is only the activity, kriyd, which itself is an important category. There is no
doer apart from the action. The action itself is the doer, and the doer is the action without
any separation between them. All these skandhas exist only for a fraction of a second
and are dependent upon vijiiana, the consciousness, which itself is a flicker. It is like a
movie in which you are seeing a rapidly moving succession of frames, each one
completely replacing the one before it. Similarly, the whole creation is a constant flux of
the five skandhas, according to the Buddhists. If the very change is the dtmd, the doer,
there is no way of giving up all karma because the agent, the kartd, does not exist.
There is nobody there to give up.
In either case-whether agency is innate to atma, and therefore it cannot but
perform action, or if the world consists of only the five skandhas and action itself is
atma; and hence there is no agent-it is not possible for one to totally give up all
karmas. But the Gitd talks repeatedly of giving up all action, sarva-karma-sannyasa.

Later the Lord will say, 'Giving up all action, take refuge in Me alone-sarva-dharman
parityajya mdm ekam Saranam vraja.'

And we have seen earlier, 'Mentally

renouncing all actions neither acting nor causing to act-sarva-karmani manasd
sannyasya... naiva kurvan na kdrayan.'2 Therefore, sarva-karma-sannyasashould

be possible, and it is necessary also because if there is no possibility of giving up all
karma, there is no moksa. In that case, these two contentions will not be valid, and thus,
a third contention is put forward by the Vaisesikas.
THE VAISESIKA'S CONTENTION

When something acts, it has action, it is sakriya, and when it does not act, it is free
from action, it is niskriya. The same thing, when it does something, becomes sakriya,
and when it does not do anything, becomes niskriya. This is what atmd is according to
the Vaisesikas. It is a substance that has the potential of doing karma, but is not the
basis upon which the action takes place. A top for example is not doing any action when
it is still, but it has the potential of being active. When you spin the top, it is sakriya, and
when it stops spinning, it is niskriya. Similarly, dtmd is sometimes active and
sometimes inactive, and since it is possible for the dtmd to be free from activity
sometimes, then it is possible for it to be totally free from all activities. By some method
with which you engage dtmd in activity, you can put this dtmd at rest. Thus,
sarva-karma-sannyasa is possible for an dtmd conceived of in this way. It is not
eternally active, like the dtmd of the first contention, the Sdflkhya's, nor is it
non-existent, like the dtmd of the second contention, the bauddha's. The thing that
distinguishes this atmd from the atmas of both the earlier contentions is that it is active
and also not active. In an existent thing, a substance called dtmd, an action that was not
Gita- 18-66
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there before, arises, exists, and is destroyed. Previously, there was no action at all in the
object and therefore, the action was non-existent, then the action arises, exists for some
time, and finally ceases. Since the very action, which was brought into being, is
destroyed, the substance in which the action occurs remains pure. While it has the
potential for action, it is not the locus for the action.
REFUTATION OF THE VAItESIKA CONTENTION
WHAT THE VAIAESIKA SAYS GOES AGAINST WHAT BHAGAVAN SAYS

What is the problem with this? Bhagavdn had said earlier that there is no
existence for a non-existent thing, nasato vidyate bhavah, nor is there non-existence for
an existent thing, nabhavo vidyate satah. But in this contention of the VaiSesikas, there
is both existence for the previously non-existent action, and non-existence for the
once-existent action, contradicting what Bhagavdn Krsna has said, -and therefore,
against the vision of the sruti also. The first proposition is that an action that was nonexistent is born. This is known as asatkdryavdda,the contention that an effect was nonexistent before its creation. A pot, they will say, was totally non-existent prior to its
creation from clay, and since the previously non-existent pot is brought into being, the
pot is a real object. This logic is extended to the creation to conclude that the creation
begins. After being born, it gains existence, and then is finally destroyed and disappears.
Thus, the non-existent gains existence and the existent gains non-existence, which is
exactly the reverse of what Bhagavan says, 'For the non-existent there is no existence
and for the existent there is no non-existence-ndsato vidyate bhdvo ndbhdvo vidyate
satah.'1
VAItESIKA'S REPLY

Our Vaisesika responds to this by saying that even though it is against the vision
of Bhagavan, it is reasonable. This is the response of someone who does not accept the
words of Krsna or sruti as pramdna, a means of knowledge, for knowing things, and
relies purely on reasoning to determine the validity of any given thing. What is logical
alone should be accepted, not what is illogical, even if it is the statement of Bhagavan.
A believer will end the discussion by saying that what Bhagavan says is final, whether
you understand it or not, and if you do not accept the words of Bhagavdn as true, there
can be no further discussion. Sahkara is not a believer of this kind. He is a teacher,
dcdrya, and ajifdni for whom Bhagavdn and his vision are not two different things, and
therefore, for him, this response has to be answered by pointing out the defect in it. What
has been said here is against all our means of knowledge, pramana-viruddha,against
all our experience and reason. Though he claims his contention is reasonable, Sahkara
shows how it is not.
Glta- 2-16
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BASIS OF THE VAISESIKA'S CONTENTION

According to the Vaisesika, before the creation there were atomic particles, called
paramdnus, which combined in pairs to form dvyanukas, the building blocks of the
creation. Prior to the arising of the dvyanukas, there is no creation, so the creation is
looked upon as something that begins at a given time. The dvyanuka also is considered
totally non-existent before the joining of two atoms into a pair, and thus, the non-existent
dvyanuka also newly comes into being. Once it is created, it is existent for some time,
and then again becomes non-existent. It has both a prior and a posterior non-existence,
prdgabhdva and pradhvamsdbhdva. When this is so, we have the non-existent
becoming existent and the existent becoming non-existent. Since, everything is real for
him, satya, what is not satya is what is non-existent.
The contention is that the non-existent assumes the status of being existent and
then becomes non-existent again, when it is destroyed. Before its creation, it is nonexistent, like a rabbit's horn and to bring it into being a cause is necessary. The
Vaisesika speaks of three kinds of causes, the samavdyi-kdrana or inherent cause, like
the cotton for the thread and thread for the cloth, the asamavdyi-karana, or
non-inherent cause like the tantu-samyoga, the coming together of the thread for the
cloth, and the nimitta or efficient cause, like the weaver, loom, etc. Depending upon
these various causes, a non-existent cloth, for example, becomes existent. The problem
with this is as follows. Firstly, it is not tenable that a non-existent thing is born. And
secondly, it cannot be said that, it has a cause, because no such thing is seen for
non-existent things like a rabbit's horn. We do not ever see a rabbit's horn or the son of a
childless woman coming into being, much less depending upon some causes. The
concept of something non-existent becoming existent is completely contradicted by
means of knowledge we have at our disposal.
THE PROBLEM WITH THE VAISESIKA VIEW

If you say that it is only the manifestation of an existent thing that is dependent on
a cause, that is possible to understand. An existent thing, like a pot that is to be produced,
comes into being depending upon some cause for its mere manifestation. Things such as
a pot exist in an unmanifest condition even before their creation into given names and
forms-their creation depending on causes only for the manifestation of name and form.
This is something one can understand, but how can things that are totally non-existent
come into being? What kind of causes will they require? This is something that we do
not see happening and it is contradicted by every means of knowledge that we have.
Furthermore, if the non-existent becomes existent and the existent becomes nonexistent, no one can have any certainty in transactions. We have a certain understanding
of our means of knowledge and the object to be known and of cause-effect relationships
in general, which we rely on and on the basis of which we conduct our affairs. When we
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use our means of knowledge, it is with the understanding that one thing is the cause and
another the effect. If we perform a given action, it is with the knowledge that this
particular action is invariably the cause for a given result under certain conditions. If I
put my foot forward, I move forward, if 1 put it behind me, I move backward. All
transactions are undertaken under the basic assumption that from an existent cause there
is an existent effect. A new thing does not come into being from a non-existent thing.
Only an existent gold becomes the chain; existent clay becomes a pot. Never does
anything existent come from non-existence. If it did, there could never be any certainty
about what exists and what does not exist. When we say that a pot exists, we all
understand that it means that it does exist and when we say there is no rabbit horn, there
is no rabbit horn; it is conclusive. But we can never have this kind of understanding if
what we thought was non-existent suddenly appears, and what we think exists
disappears! According to the VaiSesika view, it would not be possible to have this
certainty that what exists, exists, and what does not exist, does not. But we do have it,
and therefore, this view is untenable.
Further, they say that because the diad, dvyanuka, originates, it has a connection
both to its cause and to its own existence. Before it arises it is non-existent. Then later,
depending on the activity of its own cause, the non-existent dvyanuka is connected to
the paramanus and to existence through an inherent connection, which they call
samavaya-sambandha.This is an invention of the Vaisesika to try and establish a
non-existent entity becoming existent, asatkdryaudda.They maintain that the cause and
effect are two independent principles, but are seen together because of this connection.
The important thing here is that the samavaya-sambandhaestablishes the connection of
a non-existent thing to its cause, allowing it to come into being-as an effect. When it
comes into being it is connected to its cause and before its birth also, it is connected to its
cause by this samavaya-sambandha.The previously non-existent dvyanuka, when it is
born, becomes existent.
THE VEDANTI'S QUESTION TO THE VAISESIKA

Here we ask a question. How can a non-existent thing have an existent cause? An
existent thing can only serve as a cause to another existent thing, for something that is
non-existent cannot be connected in a cause-effect relationship to something existent.
Further, how can a non-existent thing establish any connection with anything, whether it
is its own cause or some effect? What kind of connection is the rabbit's horn going to
establish with the rabbit? There is no possibility of a connection. Nor is it possible to
imagine the connection of the son of a childless woman either to the woman or to a
father.
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THE VAI§ESIKA'S REPLY TO THE VEDANTI

To this the VaiSesikas reply that we do not hold that a non-existent thing has a
connection to its cause, but that substances, like dvyanukas have a connection, which is
known as samavdya, to their own causes, the paramanus.We only say that the existent
dvyanuka has connection to its cause, the paramanu.
THE VEDANTI OBJECTS AGAIN

But this is not tenable because, according to the Vaisesika, the dvyanuka does not
exist before its connection to the paramanu,its cause. It amounts to saying that after the
pot is created it gets connected to the clay. The problem is that he does not accept the
existence of the pot before its connection to its cause, which means that the pot came
into being without clay. Before the creation of the pot, there is no connection at all
between the clay and the pot, and after its creation, the pot gets connected to the clay. It
is not difficult to see the absurdity of this. The existence of pot, or anything, before its
connection to its cause is not tenable.
Further, the VaiSesika does not accept that the pot exists before the activity of the
potter, and the wheel, etc. Before the application of all these causes, it does not come
into being. Nor does he accept that the clay alone assumes the form of a pot, that the clay
alone is this effect called pot, and therefore, between the clay and the pot there is a
connection. He does not accept that the pot has not really come from clay but is only a
form of clay. If he does, it becomes Vedanta. The pot becomes purely apparent, not real;
it is only a form with a function, but it is not separate from clay. This he does not accept.
His contention is that a non-existent pot comes into being, and so, there is no other
choice but that the non-existent pot before its creation has a connection with its cause,
the clay. This is the only possible position he can take-that the non-existent thing is
connected to its cause. That, as we have seen, is untenable because a thing that is nonexistent cannot have a cause, much less a connection with that cause.
THE VAISESIKA'S REPLY TO THE VEDANTi

Here the Vaisesika again argues that even though it is non-existent, still it can
have an inherent connection, samavdya-sambandha,with its cause. Sahkara reminds
him that such a thing is not seen for non-existent things like the son of a childless
woman. Does he write letters to his mother? There is no connection at all between the
non-existent son and the existent woman.
At this point, he argues that because the previously non-existent pot has a
connection with its cause, while the childless woman's son does not, they are different
types of non-existence.
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THE VEDANTI'S OBJECTION-WHAT ISTHE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN ONE NON-EXISTENCE
AND THE OTHER?

Before the creation of the pot there was a non-existence of the pot, and similarly,
there is a non-existence of the son of a childless woman. Both are non-existent. What is
the difference between the non-existence of the pot and the non-existence of the son of a
childless woman? If the prior non-existence of the pot establishes a connection to its
cause, it must be something entirely different from the non-existence of the son of a
childless woman, who is admitted by both to have no connection to anything. Because
one non-existence has connection and the other does not, there must be some difference
between these two non-existences.
Sahkara says that it is not possible for anyone to show a distinction among any of
the conceivable non-existences. For example, there is no difference between the nonexistence of one object and the non-existence of two objects or the non-existence of
many objects. Similarly the prior non-existence, prdgabhaua, of an object is not
different from the later non-existence, pradhvamsdbhdva,of the same object. Similarly
there is no way, mutual non-existence, anyonyabhava or total non-existence,
atyantabhdva, can be different from any other abhava.' If one person doesn't have
knowledge of Sanskrit and another person doesn't have the knowledge of Hindi, what is
the difference between the non-existence of the knowledge of Sanskrit and the nonexistence of the knowledge of Hindi? Thus, there can be no distinction between one or
the other of the abhavas. There is no difference whatsoever. If there is a difference, that
non-existence becomes existent because it has features. Only then, can there be
differences. But between non-existences, there cannot be any difference at all.
Another argument is advanced. Even though there is no distinction between the
two, still, somehow only the prior non-existence of the pot, with the help of the potter,
gains the status of being a pot. Then, after gaining the status of being an existent pot, it
gets connected to its own existent cause. Once it is connected, it becomes eligible for
transactions; that is, it can hold water, etc. Even though it has no distinction from any
SAbhdva means absence of something. Let us consider that we are talking about the absence
of a pot, ghata. It would be called ghata-abhdva.We can talk of two types of ghata-abhdva,
namely, the prdgabhdva and the pradhvamsdbhdva.The absence of the pot that is present
before the creation of the pot is called prdgabhiva.And when this pot that has been created
is destroyed, the absence of the pot that follows the destruction of the pot is called
pradhvamsabhdva.Now when we talk of a pot, ghata, there is absence of any other object in
it, say for example, a piece of cloth, pata. Similarly there is absence of ghata in a pata. Thus
there is a mutual non-exitence of ghata and pata in each other. This abhdva is known as
anyonya-abhlva, mutual non-existence. There is another kind of abhava, and that is
absolute non-existence, atyanta-abhdva,like the son of a woman, who never gave birth to a
child, or like the 'horns of a rabbit.'
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other non-existence, still it is somehow able to come into being. Then, the same pot,
having miraculously achieved this existence from non-existence, once it is destroyed, has
a later non-existence.
Before the pot was born, there was pot non-existence; when the pot is destroyed,
there is pot non-existence. What is the difference between the prior pot non-existence,
and the later pot non-existence? According to him, though both the prior and the later
non-existence are non-existence, still, only the prior non-existence will be empirically
useful, whereas, the later non-existence of the pot will never be useful. Once the pot is
destroyed, the non-existence of it that follows has no eligibility for any empirical use.
The prior non-existence, however, has the eligibility to become created, and to be useful.
It can get related to its cause and be spoken of as created, whereas the later non-existence
cannot. This is the difference. The distinction that is drawn here, however, is not tenable,
because, as was pointed out, there are no features in non-existence through which we can
establish any differences.
REFUTATION OF THE SANKHYA'S VIEW
THE SANKHYA'S VIEW

The Sdikhyas enter the discussion here saying that we do not say that, there is a
coming into being for non-existence. We only say that an existent thing alone become
existent. That is, a pot becomes a pot, cloth becomes cloth, and there is no creation at all.
THE VEDANTI'S OBJECTION TO THE SANKHYA S VIEW

This also contradicts our pramdna, means of knowledge. If a pot, for example, is
already existent, it cannot become existent. Even the view that through a modification
the clay becomes a pot, is not tenable. In this view, the substance undergoes a real
modification, attracting a new attribute, which was not there before and is now added to
the substance. To the existent clay, the new attribute called potness is added, and the
creation of the pot takes place. When the created thing is destroyed, that attribute is
destroyed. In this view, the attribute, potness, is as real as the substance, clay. This is not
really different from the view of the Vaigesika, inasmuch as it accepts the coming into
being and destruction of a previously non-existent property. We have to ask if this
potness was existent before or non-existent? If it was non-existent, then we have the
same problem of the existent coming from the non-existent, and we address it with the
same arguments that were presented for the VaiSesika. If, on the other hand, it is already
existent, there is no creation.
Even accepting that it is a mere manifestation and disappearance, we have the
same problems. Firstly, there is the manifestation of a new quality in a clay, which is the
potness, then the disappearance of that quality. When it disappears, we call it
destruction; when it appears, it is called creation. Even accepting the manifestation as
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well as disappearance of this new quality, we have to analyse whether it exists or not
before the manifestation and after the destruction. Did this attribute, the potness, which
arrived for the clay, exist before it manifested in the clay or not? If it did not exist, we
"have the problem of the non-existent coming into being. Then, when it disappears, we
have the existent becoming non-existent. What is existent disappears and what. was
non-existent appears, which is against our experience, and against our knowledge gained
by valid means, pramana.
There are some people who say that the cause alone undergoes a change, assuming
a different state to become the creation, so that creation is merely a new state of the
cause. Then again, the same thing undergoes another change assuming a new state that is
called destruction. The creation is one state of the cause and the destruction is another.
Accepting that, we have to ask if the new state is real or unreal? For him it is real
because the cause is real. Naturally, if the cause is real, the new state is also real.
Accepting that the new state of the cause really arises, we ask whether before its
creation, it was existent or non-existent and we have the same argument that we have
just seen. In the beginning, it looks like a different argument, but when we analyse it, it
is the same.
We have to remember that the discussion here is to understand the nature of atmd
and of karma in order to establish whether or not renunciation of all actions, and
therefore, moksa, is possible.

VEDANTI'S VIEW
So far, we have seen that the existent cannot come from the non-existent, nor can
it come from the existent. How shall we resolve this? When there is no other possibility,
we have to find a way out by looking at the whole thing differently. By a process of
elimination, we have made every possibility absurd so that now there is only one way
out. The only possibility here is that what we call an existent thing, like a pot, is neither
existent nor non-existent. It is not independently existent because it has no existence
apart from the clay, nor we can dismiss it as totally non-existent because it has a
functional reality. It is something in between, which we call mithyd. This is the status of
the whole creation. What is independently existent is real, satya, and what is dependent
upon it is called mithya. The only thing that does not depend on anything else, that is
independently existent, is atma, yourself, and everything is dependent upon that.
Though there is only one existent reality, due to ignorance, that same existent reality
seems to be born, exist temporarily, and get destroyed, just as one clay seems to be born
in the form of a pot, seems to exist for some time, and then seems to get destroyed.
I would like to know how and when the pot is created. You may call it a pot, but
that pot, by itself, does not exist for me. If it has an independent existence apart from
clay, then there is a necessity for me to prove when and how it is created. But when I say
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that the pot itself does not exist, where is the necessity for me to prove its creation?
Looking at it from the standpoint of words, I have two different words, 'pot' and 'clay.'
For clay, I have an object, but I do not see an object at all for the pot. In the place where
you show me the pot, I find clay. Where is the pot? What is created? If an object, called
pot, comes out of clay, I can say that a pot is created, but the clay does not undergo any
change of state; clay continues to be clay.
In the same way, dtmd does not undergo any change to become a waker or
dreamer or sleeper; it remains as the same consciousness, sat-cit-dnanda.Since there is
no waking state for dtma, it is purely because of ignorance, avidya, that I say I am a
waker, dreamer, or sleeper. All these conditions are superimposed upon dtmd, which, in
fact, is neither a waker nor a dreamer nor a sleeper, nor an enjoyer of any other
condition. All these superimposed concepts have to be negated because they are false.
Similarly, a pot is not something that is created, because, in reality, there is no
such thing as a creation, the meaning of the word itself being as mithyd as the pot. To
say that there is a creation called pot means that at a given time the pot was created. I
would like to know when the pot was created. The pot was created when the clay was
created, really speaking, because for the pot to exist, the clay must be there. Before the
creation of the pot, was there a substance out of which the pot came or not? There was.
When was the substance created? You can see that this line of questioning will get us
into an infinite regress. Even if we analyse the status of the potter, we get into the same
thing; it is beginningless. Only the argument begins, and that itself is because of
ignorance, as are the creation and the destruction of the pot. There is really only one
thing, which is imagined or talked about in many ways; from one standpoint it is
creation, from another, it is destruction, as though something was created and something
destroyed. That 'as though' is the crux of the whole thing.
Saikara likens it to an actor. One single actor appears as a beggar, a king, and a
soldier. He keeps on changing roles and costumes so that even though he is only one
person, he appears as though many. Similarly, one atmd, which is Brahman, appears as
though it is the cause, as though it is the effect, comprising of creation, sustenance, and
destruction. All are the same vastu appearing in these many ways. This is the vision of
Bhagavan in the verse, 'There is no existence for the non-existent; there is no
non-existence for the existent-ndsato vidyate bhdvah, ndbhdvo vidyate satah." In

our example, the pot does not have any existence of its own, and the clay has no real
destruction.
What is sat, real, is never destroyed. Whether you say that the pot is, the chair is,
the table is, the man is, the sun is, the moon is, or any given thing is, what is common is
that 'is-cognition-sat-pratyaya.'Try to think of one moment when it is not there. When
you say the pot is, it is there. When you say the pot is destroyed, it is still there adhering
Glta -2-16
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to the clay. Every cognition has these two components-the particular form, which
varies, and the existence, which is constant. It never goes away. That existence is
yourself, the consciousness that is seemingly qualified as a knower, knowledge, and a
particular known thing, which we collectively call creation. When you have a cognition
of a pot, that pot-knowledge can be replaced by flower-knowledge, but the knowledge,
the consciousness, inheres no matter what form the cognition assumes. It is never
displaced. Even if there is no particular cognition, as between two thoughts,
consciousness remains. It is exactly like the clay and pot; when the pot is there, the clay
is there; when the pot is in another form or is not there, the clay is still there. With
reference to the pot, we call the clay the cause, and thus, the pot becomes an effect. Both
because it is dependent on the clay for its existence and because it comes and goes, we
call it mithyd. What does not come and go and is not subject to negation in any of the
three periods of time, we call real, satya. Even time keeps going, moment by moment,
and once gone, it is gone forever, never to return. Where does it go? It just resolves into
&tmd.There is no such thing as the past or the future, either. They are just concepts, like
time itself, which is an arbitrary mental construct. The very basis of time is not in any
way going to be negated by the three conceptual modifications of that time.
The truth is, everything is only an appearance of one vastu, and therefore there is
no cause or effect at all. If we provisionally allow that there is cause and effect, the
reality of that cause is satya and of the effect is mithyd. The so-called cause is true and
the effect, because it has no independent existence apart from its cause, is mithyd. Just
try to think of one thing which is independent of another thing; that is only yourself.
Now try to think of one thing that is independent of yourself. It is impossible, because
whatever you may think of, you are there.
Thus, tafikara establishes the changeless nature of dtmd, and dismisses the
contention that dtmd is active when it performs action, and inactive when it does not.
AS ATMA IS AKARTA, RENUNCIATION OF ALL ACTIONS IS IMPOSSIBLE
WITHOUT KNOWLEDGE OF THIS FACT

Now a question is raised. If dtmd does not undergo change to become an agent of
an action, how can you say that total renunciation of action is not possible? No one can
renounce a karma, which did not take place at all. When dtmd has not undergone any
change to become an agent, what action can it do that it can renounce?
We do not renounce any action. The term renunciation of action is only used
because you think you are the agent, kartd, and you think you are doing karma. When
we say that one should renounce all karmas, we mean that one should discover the
absence of agency, akartrtva, in oneself. Renunciation of action, sarva-karmasannydsa, is purely knowledge, jfidna, because if atmd is free from action, we do not
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need to renounce anything except the notion of being an agent, which can only be
accomplished by knowledge of the real nature of the self.
Saikara explains this in the following manner. Whether the gunas are real, as the
sadkhya maintains, or are superimposed on dtmd by avidyd, an action, karma, is
nothing but the property of the gunas. The sattva-guna and other gunas, appearing in
the form of desire, etc., express themselves in the form of action. If one does not know
that they are superimposed on the action less self, due to ignorance, he cannot give up all
karma even for a moment. It is possible, however, for the wise person, whose ignorance
of the self has been negated by knowledge, to give up all karmas. Why? Even a trace of
anything that is superimposed upon the self by avidya, ignorance, cannot remain when
that ignorance is gone.
Suppose you see a snake on a rope, not knowing it is a rope. Once the ignorance of
the rope is gone, no trace of the snake is left behind. You cannot say that your ignorance
is gone, and at the same time, some superimposition remains, because the nature of
superimposition is such that it vanishes once ignorance is gone. Similarly, once the
ignorance of the action less nature of the self is gone, there can be no remaining karma,
it being a superimposition due to ignorance.
Sankara gives an example. Suppose, even though there is only one moon, you see
two, because your eye has cataract. After the cataract is removed, there is no part of the
second moon remaining because the cataract was the cause for seeing the second moon.
Once the cause is removed, there is no trace of its effect. Similarly, when the ignorance
of the self as being action less is removed, there is no remaining karma for the self.
When this is seen, the following words of Bhagavdn are meaningful. 'Giving up all
actions with his mind, the one who is the indweller of the body, the one who has
mastery, remains seated happily in the nine-gated city, neither acting nor causing to
act-sarva-karmanimanasa sannyasya dste sukham vaSi, nava-dvare pure dehi

naiva kuruan na kdrayan.' Here, the expression, 'with the mind' means 'by
knowledge.' A jidni, giving up all karmas by the knowledge that dtmd is not a doer,
akartd, is completely relaxed, neither doing any action nor ordering anyone else to do
something. He does not even ask the mind to do anything, but is simply the anumanta,
the one who blesses whatever happens in the mind, antah-karana.Without dtmd there
is no mind, no thinking, but the self does not think; it always remains as a pure presence
because of which everything takes place. The one who knows this performs no action;
and hence, sarva-karma-sannyasais possible for him.
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Chapter 18
THE STATEMENT THAT ONE GAINS SUCCESS BY PERFORMING ONE'S DUTY
ISNOT CONTRADICTORY

Other seemingly contradictory statements are also understandable in this light.
Consider the following; 'sve sue karmani abhiratah samsiddhim labhate narah-

delighting in his own karma, a person gains success,'

and, 'sva-kar-man tam

abhyarcya siddhim vindati mdnavah-worshipping him with his own karma, a

person gains success.' 2 If one does not know the self as actionlessness, and has
superimposed upon himself the notion of doership, he can choose to be a karma-yogi,
and by doing what is to be done by him at a given time and place, with a proper attitude,
gain freedom from conflicts and release from the hold of likes and dislikes. Thereby, he
gains a mind that is prepared to understand that dtma is akarta, free from actions. Both
types of statements make sense. One talks about sarva-karma-sannyasawhich is
knowledge, jfidna, and the other, about karma-yoga which is also for knowledge, but
looks at karma from the standpoint of the one who is self-ignorant. Worshipping the
Lord by doing what is to be done, one gains success, siddhi, in terms of preparedness of
the mind, antah-karana-zuddhi,leading to knowledge.

Now we can understand why Lord Krsna says that even though it implies a lot of
effort and is inherently defective, sadosam api, one should not give up, na tyajet, one's
own duty, sahajam karma. This is said from the standpoint of ignorance, in which any
karma is defective, sadosam, because it cannot release you from karma. If you change
from one set of duties to another, you have not improved your situation, because,
whatever your subjective evaluation may be, one set of duties is not in any way inferior
or superior to another. Both are karma; one is in the form of the three gunas,
trigundtmaka, and the other is also trigundtmaka; one is finite, and the other is also
finite; one can produce samsara, and the other also can produce samsara. If you stay
where you are, doing what is to be done with a proper attitude, and thus, get yourself free
from likes and dislikes, rdga-dvesas, you can gain moksa. This is the contention of this
particular verse.
The discussion we have just seen is necessary to deal with the question of whether
sarva-karma-sannyasais possible or not. We see that it is possible because, by nature,
atma is free from all karma, and therefore, by knowing this, one is free from all karma.
It is important to understand that you do not become free from all karma, because you
have always been free from karma. Before you were a sarva-karma-sannytsi,and now
also, you are a sarva-karma-sannydsi;but you did not know it before, and you know
now. This is the difference between the previous condition of bondage and the present
one of freedom. Both are only for the one who has the problem, not for atmd. It looks as
though atmd has the conditions of freedom and bondage, but in fact, both are
SGita - 18-45
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superimposed upon it due to ignorance. From this we can understand that moksa is not a
state. If it was, you would lose it, and a freedom that is gained and lost cannot be
considered a real freedom. Due to ignorance, I have the particular notion that I am
bound, and when that notion gets resolved, we call it moksa, but only from the
standpoint of the prior notional bondage. Thus, it is clear that the nature of moksa, which
is freedom from all karma, sarva-karma-sannydsa,is not different from the nature of
dtma.
THE IMMEDIATE ACCOMPLISHMENT OF KARMAYOGA IS A PREPAREDNESS
LEADING ULTIMATELY TO JNANANISTHA

The accomplishment resulting from a life of karma-yoga is characterised as a
preparedness for abiding knowledge of the nature of the self. When daily activities are
done with an attitude, which converts every action into yoga, a means for selfpurification, the mind undergoes a change. This changed condition of the mind is what is
called preparedness, the eligibility for abiding knowledge, or for a commitment to
knowledge of the self, jhdna-nisthd-yogyatd. Any ultimate aim in a given pursuit is
called nistha, so a nistha in knowledge of dtma means a knowledge of the self, which
has gone as far as it can go; it does not leave anything to be desired. A knowledge of the
self, which is free from vagueness, free from error or doubt, is what is called a
jiidna-nistha.

This particular compound, jfidna-nistha, has been confusing for many who have
misunderstood this word and other statements that, you must first gain knowledge of the
self, and then, afterwards, gain experience of it. They create a division between
knowledge and experience. But experience in this instance is not wanting, for experience
is the nature of yourself. All experiences are strung together in the experience of
yourself. You are a conscious person, and that consciousness that obtains in you as
yourself is called 'experience,' anubhiiti or anubhava, which is always present as the
self-evident 'I' in all forms of experience. Therefore, it is not to be experienced; it is to
be understood. There is no question of first gaining knowledge and then later converting
it into experience, because knowledge is final. Lack of experience of myself is not the
problem here. I can only lack experience of what I do not have, and 'I am' is experienced
all the time. What I lack is only recognition of what the self is. If that self is mistaken for
anything other than what it is, then the resolution of the mistake means correcting the
error about myself. It is knowledge.
The eligibility for this knowledge is what is accomplished by karma-yoga, which
accounts for complete freedom from the hold of my own likes and dislikes, rdga-dvesas.
The whole Gita deals with the psychology of a person in terms of likes and dislikes, as
we have seen. As long as I am in their hands, I will have problems in gaining
jidna-nisthd,and therefore, management of the raga-dvesasis the preparedness that is
essential for this knowledge. The final result of a life of karma-yoga is this knowledge,
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but the karma-yoga itself does not produce knowledge. This is true of any knowledge.
You cannot gain it just because you are prepared; you have to adequately employ the
appropriate means of knowledge. The knowledge thus gained has its own result, and that
is going to be told here. But one thing I would like you to know here is that whether you
gain knowledge or not, the result of karma-yoga itself is desirable. With reference to the
knowledge it is called preparedness, but the immediate result of karma-yogais desirable
in its own right because if I can manage my likes and dislikes, I have more or less made
a success of my life.
WHAT ISREAL SUCCESS INONE'S LIFE?

After all, what is success? If it is being able to fulfil my likes and dislikes, I am
bound for failure because it is not possible to fulfil all of them. In their non-fulfilment, I
am going to feel wanting and become critical of myself, judging myself as a failure. As
long as one has self-criticism, no matter what one accomplishes, no matter what laurels,
titles and great prizes one receives at the hands of humanity, one will not feel good about
oneself. You will only feel that people are being charitable; had they known you, they
would have withdrawn all of them. Such is your opinion about yourself. Even if one is
not self-critical, while accomplishments can create a certain sense of self-worth, it can
never be total because there is no end to the things you can accomplish or the
improvements you can bring to any accomplishment. Any discipline of knowledge you
have only opens up wider and wider areas of ignorance as you delve into it more deeply.
No matter how much knowledge you have, you can never feel great about yourself from
the standpoint of what you know. Mere accomplishment in terms of skill, knowledge,
money, power, etc., does not really create your self-worth. Nor do you require
self-worth, as long as you do not criticise yourself, because the self is already worthy.
As long as you do not criticise yourself you are safe, very safe. When we are selfcritical we want to develop self-worth to counteract that, but with the background of
self-criticism, no pursuit is going to be fruitful. Self-examination is quite a different
thing, which is desirable and even necessary, to interact appropriately with the world.
That is entirely different from being critical of yourself all the time. Everybody has this
habitual self-criticism, and if you take care of that, you will be mature; because handling
the inner critic is also part of managing one's likes and dislikes, raga-dvesas.
GAINING A MASTERY OVER OUR LIKES AND DISLIKES THROUGH KARMAYOGA
ISSUCCESSFUL LIVING

The management of one's likes and dislikes includes not being swept off my feet
when they are fulfilled and accepting gracefully a so-called failure. There is no such
thing as failure if you analyse it, but rather, simply an action, and a result. Failure is only
in terms of our expectation of what the result would be, an expectation stemming from
our knowledge. Having an expectation is unavoidable, otherwise we could not perform
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an action, and having an expectation unfulfilled is also inevitable because our knowledge
is not complete. With inadequate knowledge we project an outcome for our activities and
then conclude that we have failed if the outcome is less than or the opposite of what we
expected. We have not failed, but have fulfilled what is expected.
Because our knowledge is so inadequate, we are always at the risk of failing. Even
if we have planned everything out very well, it is still a calculated risk. We can only
plan, and then act according to the plan, and then wait to see what happens. In every
future projection, there is a risk of this so-called failure. We cannot consider it a failure
because, a human being's knowledge is limited; and therefore, if the expectation based
on this limited knowledge can go wrong, failure is natural. If it goes right, we should feel
grateful for the powers that be, but if it is wrong, it is very natural.
Knowing that it is expected that things will not always happen as I wish, makes it
easy to develop an attitude of karma-yoga. There seems to be a law-based on my own
free will, or in which my free will is included-about which I have very little
understanding. That is the law of karma, the law of dharma-which may include my
own past action-that is perhaps enhancing or stifling the result of an action I do now.
That is why in every culture, we have expressions equivalent to good luck and bad luck.
There is no such thing as chance at all. It is only a way of saying that we do not know all
the factors involved. The mango did not decide to fall on your head, but it happens to fall
on your head, nobody else's. You can simply take it as chance; or you can appreciate that
there may be some unknown factors operating here.
Everything has causes. In any endeavour, the law of karma may be operating
against what I want or in favour of what I want. Whether one understands this or not,
every human being has the concept of good luck and bad luck. A cow may not think that
'I am lucky' because it finds itself in a meadow with a lot of grass. The concept of luck
is understood only by the human beings who experience things going smoothly or things
going in sixes and sevens on a given occasion. The animals may not have this concept
even though they experience varying situations. Thus if you understand that you cannot
determine the outcome of your actions, you have the proper attitude.
This attitude includes appreciating the Lord as the one who shapes the actions,
karma-phala-data,according to the law. The laws themselves are the Lord, Idvara.
Recognizing that, you do not look upon any unpleasant thing that comes as some kind of
conspiracy of the laws against you. It is not so. The laws cannot conspire against you
because they are not partial. That is why they are laws. A law being what it is, there is no
way it can cheat you. If you analyse it carefully you can see that even another human
being cannot cheat you. You just expected too much from him. Similarly, nobody can
disappoint you. You just expected something that he could not live up to. If he could
have, he would have. It is that simple. The problem is, he is incapable of what you
expected. And if you ask why he is incapable, it is like asking why salt is salty, and not
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sweet. We do not complain that salt is salty, or sugar is sweet. Similarly, if a person
behaves under certain circumstances in a given manner, you should know that if you had
the same background, same parentage, same upbringing, same environment, same
schooling, etc., you would find it impossible to behave any differently. Then you would
be able to understand that he cannot behave differently. It is all very logical.
The laws always operate logically; there is no mistake there. Only we make
mistakes because our knowledge is inadequate. But if we understand that our knowledge
is inadequate, half the battle is won. As human beings, we tend to think that we are in
charge of everything, and have a need to control situations because of our insecurity. A
secure person is one who can accept that nothing necessarily goes his way and enjoys the
fact that his life is full of surprises. I can either sit and cry about the fact that 1 cannot
control my situations, or I can just be ready for surprises. This readiness for surprises and
the capacity to take things as they come is karma-yoga. Naturally the rdga-dvesas, likes
and dislikes, lose their hold. The capacity to take things as they come, leave things as
they go, and be ready for a surprise is the attitude of a karma-yogi. It is important to
note that, it is not a certain type of karma, but this attitude that brings about the
preparedness we are working for. When that is there, the knowledge that is pursued will
gain a reality because there is nothing to oppose it.
The thing that opposes this knowledge is our own incapacity to have a hold over
our raga-dvesas. We have rdga-dvesas, even with reference to the mind, wanting it to
behave in a certain manner. As a karma-yogi, you let the mind be as it is. There is
nothing wrong with any mind as long as it is not crazy, and if you think it should be like
this or that, you will make it go crazy in no time. The mind is a simple instrument, meant
for thinking, and sometimes moving according to its own laws. You just let it go. You
can allow it to have its own leisure time, as long as it is available for you when you have
a job to do. That is all you need. You don't judge yourself on the basis of your mind,
because unsteadiness, caiicalatd, is its nature. It has got to be so. Self-judgement is the
problem, and that will be there as long as you have binding raga-dvesas,though you can
have as many likes and dislikes as you want if they don't bind you.
Once this karma-yoga is accomplished, knowledge is all that is required. For
knowledge to take place, operation of the pramana by inquiry, vicara, in to the words
of the Sdstra called sravana is needed. This should be followed by, manana, analysis
of what is gained through Aravana. If there is any habitual problem remaining,
contemplation, nididhydsana, will take care of it. Then the knowledge will become
complete.
INTRODUCTION TO THE NEXT SLOKA

Now at the end of the Gitz, in this 18" chapter, the freedom from action,
naiskarmya, characterised by complete knowledge, has to be told. This naiskarmya
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was pointed out in the 4 th, 5 th, and 6h chapters. That which is free from all action, which

is motionless, is Brahman, and the one who has knowledge of this motionless
Brahman, which performs no action, is called niskarma. Its nature is naiskarmya,
actionlessness. This actionlessness has nothing to do with doing action or not doing
action. Not doing action is laziness, or unwillingness, or incapacity to act, whereas,
actionlessness, naiskarmya, is the nature of dtma, and the knowledge of it is what is
called naiskarmya-siddhi.
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asaktabuddhihsarvatrajitdtmd vigatasprhah
naiskarmyasiddhimparamdm sannyisenadhigacchati

Verse 49

*' sarvatra- everywhere; 3TM f¶t: asaktabuddhih- the one whose mind is free
from attachment; h mrT jitatmfd - the one who has self-mastery; i-ule
:
vigatasprhah -

renunciation;

the one from whom longing has gone; kTIth sannydsena -

by

--••i-:' [q, l naiskarmya-siddhimparamdm - the most exalted
¶ adhigacchati- gains

accomplishment of actionlessness; 3fpTr

The one whose mind is free from attachment everywhere, who has
self-mastery, and from whom longing has gone, gains the most exalted
accomplishment of actionlessness by renunciation.
FREEDOM FROM ATTACHMENT

The one whose mind has no attachment, asaktabuddhi, is a karma-yogi. The
word sakta means attached, or committed to something. So, the asakta-buddhi is the
one whose buddhi, the mind, is not attached. To what is the person not attached? The
asakta-buddhiis not attached to likes and dislikes, riga-dvesas,which express in terms
of an affinity for, or aversion to, some object, or the result of an action. Generally, one is
totally committed, dedicated really, to gathering what one likes and keeping away what
one does not. External objects are divided into three groups, things that I like, things that
I do not, and things that I am indifferent to. While the objects are external, the likes and
dislikes are inside, which means that the objects of these likes and dislikes are not only
outside, they are inside. Our day-to-day activities are totally dedicated to fulfilling these
rdgas and duesas. Is there any exception to this? There is nothing wrong with this either.
The problem comes only when there is an intense reaction if they are not fulfilledwhich is often the case. The person is so committed to the fulfilment of these likes and
dislikes, that a non-fulfilment generates a lot of frustration, depression, sorrow, and so
on.
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What does this mean to be not attached in this way, that is, to be an
asakta-buddhi?This is not simple detachment, but a thing that is to be understood well.
Karma-yoga is such a sensitive thing. It is very subtle because it is an attitude more than
anything else, and therefore, it is really only understanding. The more you understand,
the easier it is to have the attitude of a karma-yogi. What does it mean to be an
asakta-buddhi with reference to likes and dislikes? aruikara will only say that it is
freedom from attachment, without really explaining what that is, or where the attachment
is, but we understand from all that has been said that, it is freedom from an attachment to
the fulfilment of likes and dislikes. This is the sameness of mind that defines
karma-yoga-samatvamyoga ucyate.' A karma-yogi enjoys more or less a sameness

of mind, in that neither is there an exhilaration when something desirable is
accomplished, nor a depression or frustration if something is not accomplished. Since he
has freedom from attachment with reference to accomplishment, likes and dislikes are
not so important that they will cause him to go against what is right and wrong. On the
other hand, they are in keeping with right and wrong. What is not to be done, he does not
like, and what is to be done, he likes.
As long as what is right and wrong is kept in view in the choices you make to
accomplish what you want, there is no problem whatsoever. There are hundreds of
means of accomplishing various ends, but your options are only within the range of
dharma. In choosing an action, you go by dharma. When you have a mind that does
not give you so much pressure from likes and dislikes that you are constrained to choose
a means, which is not fair, you are an asakta-buddhi. And when the result comes, you
accept it gracefully. Whether the karma-phala, the result of your actions is in keeping
with your expectation, or more than, or less than, or opposite to what you expected, you
are ready to accept it gladly. The likes and dislikes do not rule. Now you understand
what detachment is. It is not a word that can be used glibly because it is full of meaning.
The one who has the mind described here is an asakta-buddhi.
This freedom from attachment extends to everything, and thus, Bhagavan says
that this person has freedom from attachment everywhere, sarvatra.Safikara gives son,
spouse, etc., as examples of some of the things that can be objects of an excessive
attachment. A person who has this type of freedom with reference to son or daughter,
wife or husband, has freedom everywhere, sarvatra.
MASTERY OVER ONESELF

In other words, he is ajitdtma, one who has mastery over himself. He has gained
this mastery through living a life of karma-yoga, keeping the rdga-dvesas, likes, and
dislikes, under check. He allows dharma to rule his life and not rdga-dvesas, and thus,
has mastered his mind. When the pressure of likes and dislikes is no longer there, what
SGta - 2-48
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kind of a mind will he have? One that is not a problem. A life of proper attitude, a
prayerful attitude, accounts for this mastery of the mind, in that he does not come under
its spell. If there was any problem, it has been taken care of.
FREEDOM FROM LONGING

Then again, being one who has self-mastery, being ajitatma, naturally he is one
who is released from longing for various things, vigatasprha. To understand what this
longing is, just observe some of the youngsters that you see moving about in groups with
bandannas on their heads, chains on their necks, no buttons on their shirts, looking for
varieties of things, roaming from place to place, with their tongues hanging out. This is
called longing. The young and the restless. While it is very visible in a youngster, it does
not necessarily go when you grow up physically. Though you cannot do those things
anymore because of a certain etiquette and an image that you want to present, the
longing for them still remains. You have become an adult physically, but inside you are
the same restless adolescent. That is what we call longing. Giving up things does not
always mean that the pressure to have those things is gone. Sometimes they are given up
because they cannot be fulfilled. You compromise and reconcile yourself to the fact that
you cannot accomplish what you want.
But the freedom from longing that we are talking about here does not involve that
kind of giving up. Here, there is a certain understanding about oneself and the nature of
one's own pursuits. This cognitive appreciation of the limitations of all the various
pursuits can bring about a certain dispassion, vairigya, which is a mature, objective way
of looking at things. When you can be objective, the longing is gone and you are
vigatasprha.
These characteristics, that is, being an asaktabuddhih sarvatra, a jitatma, a

vigatasprha, are all the outcome of karma-yoga. A person who enjoys them gains the
accomplishment of freedom from action, naiskarmya-siddhi.Please note that it is not
by giving up karma, but by doing karma with the proper attitude, he eventually gains
naiskarmya-siddhi. The karma-yoga itself does not give him naiskarmya-siddhi,

freedom from action, but it equips him with a vehicle with which one can gain
naiskarmya-siddhi.Once he has the vehicle for it, he must necessarily know the atmd.
Since there is no longer any hindrance for him, he discovers himself to be exactly as
what is unfolded by the teacher as it is taught. The vision of the teaching is non-separate
from himself. Such a person, being taught, gains naiskarmya-siddhi.
WHAT ISNAISKARMYA-SIDDHI?

What is naiskarmya-siddhi?Sahkara says that, the one who has this is the one
from whom all karmas have gone. There is no karma at all for him. How? Because of
clear knowledge of himself as the action less Brahman. Atma that is Brahman is not
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subject to any kind of change; it is always the same. When a person comes to know that
dtmd is Brahman which is free from all action, he discovers that there is no action in
the self, and naturally, all karmas go away from him. All vaidika, religious, and
laukika, secular, karmas that he was doing-past actions, present actions, and future
actions-have all gone away in the wake of the knowledge that dtmd is Brahman which
is free from all activities. It never performs any action at any time. The one who knows
that is called niskarmd and his disposition or status is naiskarmya,actionlessness. This
is an accomplishment, siddhi, because it makes you totally free. Thus the
accomplishment of actionlessness is called naiskarmya-siddhi.
Safikara gives a second meaning for naiskarmya-siddhi as the state of
actionlessness, which is called moksa. Either way it is the same. This
naiskarmya-siddhi is the most exalted, paramdm. Why? An accomplishment like
heaven, etc., or any locally gained power, name, etc., that is born of good karma still
leaves the jiva a beggar. He remains a constant beggar of the crumbs of happiness that
fall to him by chance, which is not much of an accomplishment. Naiskarmya-siddhi,
however, is the treasure of your own fullness, and nobody can take it away from you. It
is entirely opposed to any accomplishment born of any type of activity, for it is in the
form of freedom right now, not later, a freedom that is not centred on anything else
except yourself.
Therefore, it does not depend upon any other factor. To be free you require only
your known self. If you know yourself, you are free; if not, you are bound, and no
accomplishment, however exalted, can alter that. What is the use of the bound person,
who does not know the dtmd, adding embellishments to himself? It is something like a
person, who has already concluded that he or she is not good looking, trying to improve
his or her looks by various means.. What is the use? The person cannot cover the
knowledge that he or she is not good looking. But when one accepts the fact about one's
looks, one is free. And if you are free and you know that you are free, nothing can deny
you that freedom. Nobody else can make you free, nor is your freedom dependent upon
anything. It depends entirely upon you, not your mind, or body, or anything else but just
you. True independence can never be centred on anything other than yourself, and if the
self is already free, only then can you be free. If freedom is intrinsic to atma, once you
know, nobody can take away that freedom.
HOW DOE ONE GAIN THIS NAISKARMYA-SIDDHI?

How do you gain that freedom? Bhagavdn says that it is by renunciation,
sannyasena. Since we have seen that total actionlessness cannot be accomplished except
by knowledge, tahkara equates sannydsa with clear vision of the atmd. Sannyasa

here is renunciation of all karmas, sarva-karma-sannydsa, which is identical with
knowledge. Because dtmd is always free from all karma, knowing that, you become
free from all karma. Therefore, the state of actionlessness, naiskarmya, should not be
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construed as simple vegetating, without doing any action. It is purely in the form of
knowledge-knowing what I am, is what is called naiskarmya-siddhi.To understand
the meaning of sannydsa here, Sankarareminds us of the verses he quoted earlier. 'By
knowledge, giving up all action, neither doing nor causing (anyone) to dosarva-karmanimanasd sannyasya... naiva kurvan na kdrayan.'l He does not give

up any karma except by the knowledge that he performs no action. Doing, he can say
that he does not do; talking, he can say he does not talk. 'But,' you may object,
'Bhagavan has just recited so many verses here. How can he say he does not talk?' To
understand this, you must understand his vision of 'I.
There is a story about Krsna that illustrates this very well. Standing on the bank of
the river Yamund, Krsna was being admonished by the gopis for having too many
wives. He listened to this for some time, and then told them to cross the Yamund and
feed one Swami who was living on the other side and had not eaten for many days.
When they set out, the river was dry, but as they approached it to cross over with the
food they had prepared for the Swami, there was a flash flood and the river was suddenly
in spate. So they went back to Krsna complaining that the river was impossible to cross,
even in a boat. Krsna smiled, and asked them to go back to the river and say, 'Yamund,
please subside if Krsna is a brahmacdrl.' They all giggled hysterically and reluctantly
went back to the Yamund. Then, with great difficulty, because they were sure this was
against the truth, they repeated Krsna's words. Immediately the Yamund subsided and
there was sand everywhere. They were astonished. Crossing the river and reaching the
other side, they found the Swami and gave all their food to him. Plateful after plateful he
ate, leaving only the empty vessels. When he had finished, the gopis returned to the
Yamund, only to find it once again in spate. Since Krsna was not there to help them this
time, they went back to the Swami. After listening to their problem, he smiled and told
them to go back to the Yamund and say, 'Yamund, if the Swami had never eaten in his
life, please subside.' Again they giggled and half-heartedly approached the Yamund. No
sooner had they spoken the Swami's words, the Yamund subsided.
What does this reveal? What Krsna knows, the Swami knows. Krsna knows that
he never performed any action; he is neither married nor a bachelor, neither man nor
woman, neither old nor young, but the action less Brahman. The Swami knows the
same thing. Through this story is highlighted the following statements of the Gita: 'Even
doing, he does not do-kurvan api na karoti,' and 'Neither doing nor causing to donaiva kurvan na kdrayan.' Obtaining in this physical body, as though enclosed by this
body, while the body is moving, while the mind is thinking, and everything is active, he
performs no action. All these activities are blessed by the presence of atma which itself
performs no action. That is indeed 'I'-there is no other 'I' anywhere. The one who
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recognizes this gains the most exalted accomplishment of actionlessness-naiskarmyasiddhim paramdm adhigacchati.
INTRODUCTION TO THE NEXT VERSE

This is the result. Now the next verse explains briefly the method by which one
gains naiskarmya-siddhi, which is jihina-nisthd. Saikara introduces the verse
recalling what was said before. Previously it was said that worshipping the Lord by
doing one's duty at a given time and place, a person gains the accomplishment
characterised as inner maturity, svakarmand tam abhyarcya siddhim vindati
mdnavah. His job may be tending the cow, but done as a worship of Idvara, it will
result in the same success as any other action done with this understanding. Offering
flowers to the Lord is also worship and so is doing exactly what is to be done. Because
dharma is the Lord, when you conform to that order, recognizing it as Isvara,you are in
tune with Isvara and your action becomes worship. What is the accomplishment, siddhi,
gained by this? By this karma-yoga you gain antah-karana-duddhi,preparedness of
mind for the knowledge spoken of here. Then again, the one who has the knowledge of
what is atmd and what is anatma, dtma-viveka-jiidna, what is an agent, kartd, and
what is not, akartd, in whom the knowledge of dtmt as real has arisen, gains an ultimate
certainty in the knowledge of the dtmd which is non-dual. The order in which that
happens is told briefly in the next verse.

fftfe Wf Wni nmft rr3ru
i
flNROC *)*q ftT VrFQ -qT 1T I L4o II
siddhim prdptoyathd brahma tathdpnotinibodha me
samdsenaiva kaunteya nisthdjiidnasyayd pard

Verse 50

*ri-ý
kaunteya - O! Son of Kunti (Arjuna); ftt
f
•i T: siddhim prdptah - the
one who has gained the accomplishment (ofantah-karana-Suddhi);WT yathd - how;
WR T Tr fýIS jiifnasya yd pard nisthd - that which is the ultimate certainty of
knowledge; WF brahma - Brahman; 3Tiift dipnoti - he gains; ?T tathd -just so;
lT'#T
@ 1 samdsena eva -just in brief; - fiT me nibodha - learn from Me
How the one who has gained the accomplishment (of antahkarana-Auddhi) gains the ultimate certainty of the knowledge that is
Brahman, learn from Me in brief, O! Son of Kunti.
Here the accomplishment, siddhi, is preparedness of mind, antahkarana-Auddhi. Saikara says that it is characterised by an eligibility of the body and
senses for a commitment to knowledge and that eligibility is the result of the grace
earned by worshipping Isvara through doing one's own duty. This restatement of what
was said before, svakarmand tam abhyarcya siddhim vindati mdnavah, is for the
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sake of what comes later-sarva-dharmanparityajya mdm ekam Saranam vraja.

What is born of the grace of Avara is that, his mind, body, and senses do not create any
disturbance in him. This is the greatest grace that you can think of. If you look into it, it
amounts to looking at yourself nicely, rather than looking down upon yourself. We
always think we need grace for this and that, but all we really require is that the mind,
body, and senses be available for us when we need them. This implies not only mental
purity, antah-karana-suddhi,but the co-operation of the body too. If the body falls
apart, what is the use of the mind having grace? You need not enjoy an especially
healthy body, but then it should be available to serve the needs of your pursuit and not
interfere with it. The mind must be clean and the body should be fit; both of these
require grace.
What is it that the one who has gained this accomplishment, siddhim prdptah,
going to accomplish later? He gains Brahman, brahma dpnoti, in the form of certainty
of knowledge. How does he gain that? What is the means whereby this karma-yogi,
enjoying this accomplishment of mental purity, but who, nevertheless, considers himself
a doer, karta, gains the knowledge of Brahman? Lord Krsna says, 'Please understand
from Me.' Is he going to start another seventeen chapters? No. He is going to explain it
briefly, samasena. All that he has said before is going to be presented in an essential
form so that Arjuna can keep it in his mind and do what is to be done.
GAIN OF BRAHMAN IS NOTHING BUT CERTAINTY OF KNOWLEDGE
What is that gain of Brahman, brahma-prapti?It is nothing but knowledge of
Brahman, which is the ultimate end of knowledge, jiidnasya yd pard nistha. The

culmination of a pursuit is its nisthd. Generally, the pursuit of knowledge has no end to
it. You come to know only a little more than what you knew before, and even more
about what you do not know. Previously you did not know that you did not know, and
now you know something about how much you do not know. Thus, there is no end for
any type of knowledge except knowledge of the self, dtmd. Because dtmd is partless,
you cannot have partial knowledge of atma and still call it knowledge. It is possible to
be mistaken about atmd because it is always available, nitya-prasiddha,but it is not
possible to have partial knowledge of the real nature of dtmd, it being totally free from
parts. Therefore, knowledge of the dtmd is the only knowledge that has culmination,
nistha.

Every other knowledge is inconclusive; it has parts because the object of any
knowledge necessarily has attributes. Being dependent upon something else, mithyd,
any object of knowledge is nothing but attribute. There is no substantive in the world for
everything that we call a substantive becomes an attribute, upon inquiry, implying
another substantive. In a clay pot, pot is only an attribute of the substantive called clay.
But even the clay is not a substantive; it is only an attribute of the substantive called
atom. Any form is going to be reducible like this. Therefore, the formless alone can be a
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substantive, and that happens to be yourself. Knowledge of yourself, then, is the only
conclusive knowledge possible, and therefore, the most exalted, pard. In what order you
will gain that knowledge, Bhagavan is going to tell here, and thus, he draws the
attention of Arjuna saying, 'Learn from Me-nibodha me.'
But first, Saikara has a very interesting and important bhdsya here, which we
will look into carefully.
WHAT ISTHE NATURE OF JNANANISTHA?

Sankara has characterised the certainty of knowledge, jiiana-nisthd,as where the
knowledge of Brahman ends. Now the question is raised, what is the nature of this
certainty of knowledge, jiidna-nistha? Sakkara says that in whichever form the
knowledge of dtma is, the certainty, nisthd, is in that form. What we are callingjfananisthi is not different from knowledge of dtmd. The next question is, what is the nature
of this knowledge of dtmd, atma-jfina. Sahkara says that whatever the nature of dtma
is, that is the nature of dtma-jiidna. Between the knowledge of dtmd and dtmd, there
cannot be any difference, for knowledge is always as true as the object. If one asks what
is the nature of this dtmd, Sakkara says that, it is in the form in which it was told by
Bhagavdn through the sentences of the Gitd as well as the Upanisads, and by
reasoning. Here Sarikara can answer that the nature of dtmd is satyam jiidnam
anantam brahma, but he does not, because his topic is the nature of the knowledge. We
should also make a note that when Saikara talks of reasoning here he means that what
is said should be reasonable. What is said by the Bdstra is examined and ascertained to
be not against reason. If any other interpretation of dtmd is proposed, he will show the
fallacy in that proposal through reasoning.
IS ATMAJNANA POSSIBLE?
SINCE ATMA HAS NO FORM, SELF-KNOWLEDGE ISNOT POSSIBLE-OBJECTION

An objection is raised here. It has been said that knowledge'is always in the form
of the object of knowledge. The knowledge of a pot, for example, is going to be as good
as the pot, in that, when you know a pot, the knowledge you have of the pot will be in
keeping with the nature of the pot. It cannot be different. If it is, you will not understand
the pot as a pot. Therefore, it is well-known that knowledge assumes the form of the
object. But nowhere is it accepted that dtmd is an object, or that it has a form. The self is
not an object, because if it were, who would be the subject? Being yourself, dtmd is
never an object, which you can objectify. By nature, it is not subject to objectification. In
that case, if it is not an object, how are you going to gain knowledge of it when
knowledge is always in keeping with the object? Further, for knowledge to take place,
the object of knowledge must have a form. But dtmd, according to you, as pure
consciousness, has no form. If dtmd neither has a form nor is an object, how are you
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going to know it? It is not like a pot, which is both an object and has form, and therefore,
can be known. Even an atom has its own attribute through which you can know it
because you can objectify it, not sensorially, but inferentially. It is an object of
knowledge for you, the subject, which is distinct from what you objectify. You are not
an atom; you are objectifying an atom and it is identifiable in a given form. But what
about dtmd? It has no particular form, nor is it an object. How are you going to gain
knowledge of that dtmd? And if you cannot gain the knowledge itself, where is the
question of gainingjiina-nisthd,the certainty in that knowledge?
AN EKADESI'S VIEW THAT ITDOES HAVE A FORM

Someone offers an answer here. Citing the sdstra, a meditator, an updsaka, says

that dtmd does have a form. What is that form? It is in the form of the sun--dityavarna; it is in the form of light, bharupa; it is self-shining, svayam jyotih. If dtmd is in

the form of self-shining light, he argues, it must have a form because, fire, whose nature
is light, is the first element in the sequence of creation that has form. The first element is
space, dkdca, and the second is air, udyu, neither of which has a form. Next is fire, agni,
which is the first to have a form. Since dtmd is said to be light, the special property of
fire, why should we not consider that dtmd has a form?
ANOTHER EKADESI'S VIEW

Another participant in the discussion answers that this is not true, because such
statements are meant only to negate the inertness, which is opposed to consciousness.
They point out that dtmd is not inert, jada, and is beyond the darkness of ignorance,
tamasah parastat.' The Sruti specifically says this immediately after saying it is like

the sun, dditya-varna, in order to say that it is not ignorance, nor is it inert, nor does it
need to be illumined by anything else. He explains that, if forms like substance and
attribute are negated from titma, one can conclude that it is in the form of ignorance or
darkness. It is to negate this argument that, these statements are made. Besides that, form
is specifically negated by very clear statements such as, arupa, without form.
SANKARA ANSWERS--ATMA CAN NEVER BECOME AN OBJECT
Further, there is form only for an object that you can objectify, and there are
equally unambiguous statements that say that dtmd is not available for any
objectification. Statements like, 'There is nothing equivalent to its form; no one sees it
with the eye-na sand.re tisthati rupam asya na caksusd pasyati kascana enam,'2
'Svetdvataropanisad- 3-8, Gita- 8-9, Purusa-sukta- 8
2 Svetasvataropanisad- 4-20, Kathopanisad- 2-3-9
In the Bhasya of the Svetasvataropanisadon this mantra, Safikara explains the phrase
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and 'Without sound, without touch, asabdam asparSam,' tell us that dtmd is free from
being an object of our sight, our ears, our sense of touch, or any other sense organ. From
all these statements of the Sruti, we understand that dtmd is not an object. Therefore, he
concludes, knowledge enjoying the form of dtmd is not tenable. How can there be
knowledge of dtma when it is well-known that any given cognition is of the form of that
given object, and dtmd has been repeatedly said to be without form, nirdkara?
Knowledge must be in keeping with the object. If it is knowledge of a pot, it is in the
form of a pot, if it is knowledge of a cloth, it is in the form of a cloth. Thus, each piece of
knowledge is in the form of the object. But here we are talking about an dtmd that is free
from form, and thus, knowledge of dtmd is not possible.
Having argued that both atma and the knowledge of dtmd have no form, his
question is, 'How are you going to gain self-knowledge, dtma-jfidna, leave alone nisthd
in that knowledge?' For nisthd you need to contemplate upon the knowledge in order to
make it certain. What can you contemplate upon here? It is something like saying that
cancer can be cured by an extract of rabbit's horn. Similarly, if you gain atma-jiiana,
samsdra will disappear. The only problem is, it is not possible. How are you going to
gain atma-jiana when dtma is neither an object for you to know, nor has a form for
you to objectify? Once I know, I am free, but then, dtmd is not available for such
knowledge. Therefore, there is no moksa by knowledge, and we have to look for another
solution. It is pointless to talk about contemplation because to be contemplated upon, the
dtma must have some form, but it is formless. Without a form there is no cognition,
vrtti, and without a cognition, what are you going to contemplate upon to gain nisthd? If
I ask you to think of Ttma, what will you think of? If it has a form, if it is like a flame or
like a sound, it is possible to think of it. But if it has no form, what are you going to think
of?
EVEN IFATMA CANNOT BE OBJECTIFIED, ITS EXISTENCE IS WELL KNOWN
Sarikaraanswers this in the following manner. He says that, the conclusion that
has been reached is not true. While it is true that dtmd is not available for objectification,
its presence is available. It is known to you because it is self-evident. It is present in the
mind, buddhi, which has the capacity to reflect consciousness which is dtma. The whole
argument of the opponent here is on the basis of dtmd not being an object because it has
no form. True, it has no form, but it exists. In spite of not being an object, and having no
particular attribute, still, it exists. How do we know this? Like your face in a mirror, the
consciousness that is dtmd is reflected in the buddhi because it is made of a subtle
substance that has the capacity to reflect consciousness. The reflection or manifestation

'na saidrse tisthati' as follows: asya svarupam caksurddi-grahana-yogya-pradeS e na
tisthati-itsform is not availableto the scope of the senses, like the eyes, etc.
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of consciousness in the buddhi is non-separate from the consciousness that is the itmd.
This is because the reflection and the dtmd are one and the same. There is no reflection
which is totally separate from the vastu because the reflection is not a real entity. When
you stand before the mirror, it is you that is seen, even though two entities seem to be
there. Similarly, the buddhi is made up of such a subtle substance that it is able to reflect
or manifest this consciousness, and therefore, consciousness appears reflected there.
BECAUSE OF THE REFLECTION OF THE CONSCIOUSNESS ALONE, THE BODY, MIND AND SENSES
ARE CONSCIOUS

The 'I-thought,' aham-vrtti, which is the buddhi, becomes conscious because it
reflects the consciousness of the self and so too, the 'this-thought,' idam-vrtti, in the
mind. Then again, because the mind is in association with the sense organs, they also
become conscious. When the senses become conscious, the body becomes conscious
because one sense organ, the sense of touch, is all over the body. Through the sense of
touch, the whole body becomes aglow with consciousness like an iron ball becomes
aglow with the brilliance and heat of fire. Atmd does not need to be known to you as
conscious and existent by any other means of knowledge. It is already evident. The only
problem is that because consciousness, which is the nature of dtmd, pervades the entire
body, people think the body is dtmd. Because consciousness is present in this body, if
you touch the body, actually, it is dtmd you are touching. Though the body is inert, jada,
in both the hand that touches and the hand you are touching, there is consciousness,
because dtma is there; you are there.
There is no difference between the reflection of consciousness, dbhasa, and
consciousness, caitanya, though the reflection, dbhdsa, is consciousness while
consciousness, caitanya, is not the reflection. Therefore, in the physical body, the
reflection, dbhdsa, there is caitanya. That is the dtmd. This is why Sarikarasays that
people in general, who have not inquired into the Sdstra and therefore, do not have any
discrimination, think that the physical body alone is the itmd. Without any vicdra,
inquiry, the body is taken to be the dtmd, and that is natural, because the body, deha, is
conscious. It is very natural to conclude that this conscious body is me and everything
else is other than myself. How can you say itma is unknown?
In fact, the body is not really taken to be dtmd. It is only because of the
consciousness there, that I look at the body and say, 'This is me.' What I identify myself
as is nothing but the conscious being. Therefore, that consciousness, which is the dtmd,
is known already. The problem with taking the dtmd to be the body alone is that it is
going to be subject to ageing, illness and death, as the body is. This conclusion is due to
lack of discrimination, aviveka. Since dtmd is already known, but wrongly, we have to
do the negation of all that it is not, in the form of 'neti neti.' Then, whatever remains as
the innermost self, pratyag dtmd, is told to be Brahman-ayam dtmd brahma. That is

the teaching, upadesa, wherein the cognition, the vrtti, that dtma is Brahman removes
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ignorance and goes away. Once the vrtti has removed ignorance of the dtma, you do not
need a special vrtti to know dtmd, for dtmd is always present in any vrtti.
Only the caitanya, the consciousness, that is reflected in the vrtti, is called jifina.
It is important to understand here that the vrtti itself is not jiina.Even when we talk of
"pot knowledge,' knowledge belongs to consciousness alone, because the knowledge
aspect is consciousness. The qualifying is done by a name and form, nama and ripa.
Therefore, every urtti has the presence of consciousness. In the knower consciousness,
knowledge consciousness, known consciousness-in all the three-one consciousness
alone is present. Therefore, there is no way of missing dtmd at any time.
ONE TAKES BODY, ETC., AS ATMA OF THE PRESENCE OF CONSCIOUSNESS

According to a mechanical materialist, the body alone is dtmd-dehah eva atma.
Another materialist, lokdyatika, says that the physical body is endowed with or is
qualified by consciousness. The body enjoying the attribute of consciousness is the
dtmd. When the body is dead, the consciousness, caitanya, goes away and there is no
longer an dtmd. For others, the senses, indriyas, enjoying consciousness are the dtma.
These are also cdrvdkas who have thought about this dtmd and have concluded that the
senses, indriyas, are atma. They contend that merely the body alone cannot be the dtma
because without the functioning of the senses, the body cannot function-as in sleep.
Therefore, the senses are the real dtmd.
Another cdrvdka says that the mind is the dtmd. Because of reflection of the mind
in the sense organs and body, they also become conscious. Therefore, according to him,
the mind is dtmd.
Then, there are others, the ksanika-vijhinavddis, who say that the flickers of
consciousness obtaining in the buddhi in the form of vrttis are the dtmd. The vrtti alone
is dtmd.
Still others say that dtma is interior to the buddhi. The buddhi is only an effect,
kdrya, while atmd is its cause, kdrana. In deep sleep, dtmd is available, but the buddhi
is not, and therefore, the existence of dtmd does not depend on the buddhi. Through the
method of invariable concomitance and discontinuance, anvaya-vyatireka, they arrive at
the conclusion that whatever obtains in deep sleep is the dtmd. The unmanifest, the
avyakta, the undifferentiated, avydkrta, state of ignorance is taken as the dtmd. Those
people who do not recognize the dtmd as independent of avidyd, see avidyd as the
intrinsic attribute of ftmd.
SINCE ATMA ISKNOWN TO ALL, ISTHERE A NEED FOR AN INJUNCTION TO KNOW IT?

Now in all these situations, whether the buddhi or the body is taken as dtmd, one
thing is certain. The cause for the error about atmd is the reflection of the consciousness
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that is atma. Therefore, one can say that knowledge for which atmd is the object is not
subject to any kind of injunction, vidhi. Unless an object is totally unknown to you, you
cannot be enjoined to know it. I can legitimately say that you must know a mangosteen,
for example, because you have no idea as to what it is. Whereas, to say that dtmd has to
be known by you, jiiatavya, is not because it is not something totally unknown, ajiiita.
In the body, the senses, mind, and even the unmanifest condition, avyakta, is the
reflection, dbhasa, of the consciousness which is the atma. They are all conscious
because they enjoy the reflection of consciousness. And because of this reflection, there
is the delusion that each one is dtmd. Why do I take the body as the atma? It is because
this consciousness is there. I am a conscious being who is conscious of the world, and
this consciousness seems to have a limit-the physical body. I become one column of
consciousness, one individual consciousness.
The body being conscious, it is but natural for a person to take the body as the
atmd. So too, it is natural to take the prand as the dtma, the mind as the atma, the
senses as the atma, the buddhi as the dtma because they are all conscious. The
unmanifest, avyakta, is also taken as the ttma, since the state of deep sleep is an
experience which everybody has to account for. The basis for all these delusions about
the dtmd is the reflection of consciousness in these various media. Because it is not
totally unknown, someone comes to the conclusion here that the knowledge of dtmd
need not be enjoined. Going one step further, he questions, if this is so, why should we
have such sruti statements as, 'The self, my dear, is to be seen, listened to against
contentions and contemplated upon-dtmd vu are drastavyah Srotavyah rmantavyah

nididhydsitavyah.' In this statement the suffix tavya, indicating a command, is
repeatedly used. If atma is already known, such a statement would be meaningless. Then
he asks finally the question he is really driving at-'Why should we even study the sruti
if dtmd is already known?'
EVEN THOUGH THE ATMA ISPRASIDDHA, THERE ISCONFUSION ABOUT IT

It is true that dtmd is not to be known like an object, like mangosteen, but there is
a confusion about atmd and that confusion alone is to be removed. Because atmd is
well-known, prasiddha,for everybody, anybody can take it for anything. Atmd is the
most abused word in this world, and also the object of utmost concern for anyone. If you
say that you are not concerned about yourself, but about your father, I will ask you,
'Why are you concerned about your father?' If you say, 'It is because he is not well,'
then I would say that, he should be concerned about that and not you. If you then say
that, if he is not well, you cannot be happy, then my question would be, 'About whom
are you concerned?' Then you have to answer that, you are concerned only about
yourself even when you are concerned about your father.
There are many objects in the world about which we have various degrees of
concern. But if there is one word whose object receives our utmost concern, that is
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dtmd-'I.' At the same time, it is the word about which there is the most confusion. In
fact, all the concern is due to the confusion. Because there is confusion, there is concern,
and the concern reveals that there is confusion. Therefore, the Sastra enjoins us to
resolve the confusion. The concern of mortality, ageing, being nobody, and thus wanting
to prove that I am somebody are all centred on 'I' and this concern is what we call
samsara. Samsdra can be summed up as concern about yourself, and this concern is
due to confusion. Therefore, dtmd is not unknown; it is known, but not properly-not as
it really is. There is no injunction, vidhi, that dtmd be known as an object, for it is
already known, but wrongly. You are committing a mistake, and therefore, only thecorrection of the mistake has to be done. The Sruti draws your attention to this in its
statements of negation-neti neti. Anything which you think is dtmd is not the dtmd.
REMOVAL OF SUPERIMPOSITIONS ALONE IS ATMAJNANA
Sarkara says, all that has to be done is, the removal of all that is being
superimposed upon the dtmd. What is superimposed? All that we have mentioned,
which can be summed up as name and form, ndma-riipa.Atma is mistaken for avidyd
or avyakta, the unmanifest cause, then variously as the effect, in the form of the mind,
functioning either as buddhi or manas, which is a vrtti that has no existence apart from
the atmd. Being superimposed, none of these is real. Similarly, indriydni, the senses,
deha, the body, etc., all of which are not atma, are superimposed upon dtmd, and that
superimposition has to be removed by knowledge.
Here Safikara elaborates here what he said in his opening statement that dtmd can
never become an object, in order to make it very clear. He says that, what has to be
accomplished is not knowledge of the consciousness which is dtmd but the removal of
the superimposition of the andtmd, that is, the ndma-ri2pas, on the dtmdeva kdrya na dtma-caitanya-vijfinam.
ndmariptdi-andtma-adhydropana-nivrttih

With such straightforward statements as these, one wonders, where do people get the
idea that there is a super-consciousness that is to be known? They say that beyond the
body is a mind, beyond that a buddhi, and beyond all that a super-consciousness that
you should realise. But Saaikara says very clearly here that you need not gain
knowledge of the consciousness that is atma. Why? Because that is one thing, which is,
present all the time. When you see something, or hear something or smell something and
when you do not experience anything at all, consciousness, which is dtmd is present.
Then what do we have to do? We have to remove the varieties of notions we have
superimposed upon the dtmd. How? By inquiry, vicdra-intowhat is dtmd and what is
not-with the help of the sdstra. Atnm is commonly taken as the various things that are
superimposed upon it by ignorance of its svariipa. In such forms as the mind, as eyes
and ears, in anything you see, anything you encounter, in that form, the consciousness
that is dtmd is always present, prasiddha. It is known to everyone, including the
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Buddhist, the Carvaka, and the Naturalist, as qualified by the mind, or by the sense
organs, or by the body.
Whatever be the school of thought, all that they do is, adding a qualification to the
dtma. Even a person who has not thought about it has some conclusion about the atmd,
which is wrong. Being known to everybody with all these superimpositions, atma is not
to be known, as we usually understand 'knowing,' but is to be known in a special way,
that is, by removing all the erroneous notions about it. It is already known but with
confusion, and therefore, removal of the confusion is what is called atma-jiihna.There
is no objectification of the atmd. That is why it is said in the Kenopanisad that he who
says he knows the dtmd does not know the dtmd. Of course, he who says he does not
know the atma, also does not know. But even though he says he does not know the
atma, the one who says so is the atma. Atma is always prasiddha,evident, to one. And
therefore, knowledge of the atma is not one of an aprasiddhavisaya at any time.
Suppose you have knowledge of a crystal. Previously it was not known by you and
now it is. Therefore, in your mind, the vrtti, the thought is there, for which the object is
the crystal. This is knowledge. It is the same for any knowledge of a particular object.
Now, suppose I say you must gain knowledge of the consciousness, which is atma.
What will you do? How can consciousness, which is dtmd-in which the seer, and all
forms of knowledge, and all objects of knowledge shine-shine as an object, like the
crystal? That is the only thing you do not need to know as an object. That in which all
the vrttis of all objects are illumined, which is the very nature, suaripa,of every vrtti is
the consciousness which is atmd. You cannot objectify this consciousness because it is
the one thing, which is not available as an object. Nor it is necessary for you to objectify
it.
BUDDHISTS SAY BUDDHIVRTTI ISATMA BECAUSE ITREFLECTS CONSCIOUSNESS

Sahkara says that, it is because of this fact, that is, the reflection of consciousness
is available in every vrtti, that the Buddhists, the ksanika-vijiina-vadis,take the vrtti

as the atma. In their view, only momentary consciousness is available at any given time.
When you see me right now, for example, it looks as though I have been sitting here for
the past several minutes. I seem to be shining in your mind constantly. But it is not true;
your mind is moving and the vrttis keep on changing. It seems as though the same
person sitting here because of memory; but what really happens is that the vrttis in your
mind keep changing like the frames in a movie.
Because the vrtti is imbued with consciousness and is momentary, the Buddhist
concludes that the dtmd is a momentary flicker of consciousness. In taking the vrtti as
dtmd, he is not incorrect, but he is not correct in saying that dtmd is the vrtti. Once he
takes the dtma as the vrtti, then the atma is also momentary like the vrtti and therefore,
dtmd has no reality other than the vrtti. In fact, there is no dtmd. That is why he says
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that the dtma is nothing but flickers of consciousness and that there is no object outside,
only a vrtti that keeps changing, like in the dream, and there is no atmd. Outside is a
concept, as is inside. In this view, all we have is a concept, and the concept keeps on
changing. If there is a semblance of continuity, that is the delusion. Momentary existence
is the reality.
If one were to ask, how can the vrtti be known if there is no knower, he has an
answer for that. He says that no other means of knowledge is required because he
accepts that, being consciousness, the vrtti has the status of being known by itself. When
it obtains, it is self-revealing; it does not require anything else. For him there is no
dependence upon any other pramana, which means no knower is necessary. We also
say that atma is self-revealing, but it is not momentary. How do you know that a flicker
of consciousness is the ditmd? The flicker cannot know because it only exists for a
moment and goes away; it does not know that it is changing. In its view, the next
moment has not come, and the flicker was not there previously to know of its own
arrival. There is no way to logically account for this view.
Therefore, Saikarasays, only the negation of the superimposition onto Brahman
due to ignorance has to be done; no effort has to be made for the knowledge of
Brahman because it is absolutely prasiddha.There is no question of how to experience
Brahman because everything is experienced in Brahman and you are that Brahman.
There is no effort involved here, only negation. And the negation does not require effort
because it is not like sweeping to remove the dirt from the floor. We are not trying to
remove some impurity from the dtma, because it is always pure, Suddha. The removal
here is purely like the removal of the snake upon the rope. The kind of effort you have to
make for that is the effort you have to make here. All you have to do is remove the
properties superimposed upon dtmd, which really belong to what is not dtma, that is, the
andtma-dharma.No other effort is required because Brahman, which is dtmd is very
well known, atyanta-prasiddha,in the sense that nothing else is more known to you, is
more present, or more available. Once the superimpositions are removed, it is known as
limitless, because all the limitations that were nothing but superimpositions are removed
from it.
IFNO EFFORT ISNEEDED, WHY IS BRAHMAN NOT KNOWN?

If there is no effort involved in gaining knowledge of Brahman, why does
everyone not know it? Sahkara says it is because the mind is robbed away by the
various modes of names and forms. One mistakes dtmd for any one of them and thinks
dtmd is a doer, kartd, enjoyer, bhoktd, ignorant, ajhini,etc. But even for those people
whose mind is robbed away, Brahman is totally present all the time, the most easy to
know and the very nearest. There is nothing nearer than the dtmd because it is yourself.
Even so, for those whose mind is robbed away like this, it is to be known. If
discrimination is lacking, what is present seems to be not present and difficult to
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understand; what is nearest seems very far away and other than oneself. Brahman which
is the atma which is always present looks as though it is something to be accomplished,
something to be reached after transcending everything. Even though it is the easiest thing
to understand, it becomes difficult, complex. And even though it is the very nature of
oneself, one always wants to look outward for it, or wants to dive deep within for
gaining this atma. In some form, the person is always searching because of lack of
discrimination, aviveka. Because his mind is occupied with varieties of things like
heaven, and other local things, he does not think that what he is seeking is himself. He
thinks there is something other than himself that he has to gain, and therefore, dtma is
difficult to know, durvijiieya.
FOR THE ADHIKARIS BRAHMAN ISEASILY KNOWN

On the other hand, there are those whose minds are freed from concerns about
external objects, who have discovered a certain objectivity in themselves. These people
who are mature have gained two types of grace. One is the grace of the teacher, guruprasdda.Some people think, this means the guru touches you somewhere, and you get
some special experience, as though he is transferring some power to you and awakening
your kundalini. This is all nonsense. They say everything is mithya, but this kundalini,
which is equally mithyd somehow becomes satya. Any experience including kundalini
is mithyd; it is within samsdra.The grace of the teacher here is teaching, upadesa, of
the meaning of the mahdvdkya, tat tuam asi. Then you need dtma-prasadaalso. You

have to bless yourself. If you look down upon yourself, what can the sdstra do by telling
you that you are Brahman? You have to look upon yourself as one who is fit to know
this. Then alone is it available. For those who have this type of mind and a proper
teacher, this twofold grace, there is nothing more well-known, nothing that can be
understood more easily, nothing more immanent.
This was said in the same form in the ninth chapter-pratyaksavagamam
dharmyam. This vastu, which is not away from dharma and can be understood by
living a life of dharma is directly, always available. That means that for these people,
sat-cit-anandam brahma is the meaning of the word, 'I,' not anything else. With
reference to consciousness, anything limited is negated, anything inert is negated. If you
think it is an effect, that is also negated. If you think it is a cause, that is also negated. If
you think it is attached to something, it is negated. If you think it is located somewhere,
that is also negated. And if you think it is time-bound, that is also negated. Satyam
ji•anam anantam brahma is atma; and therefore, there is nothing more well-known,
nothing nearer, nothing better, nothing else present, other than this Brahman.
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AS BUDDHI CANNOT COMPREHEND THE FORMLESS BRAHMAN, ONE SHOULD MEDITATE ON
SAGUNA-BRAHMAN-OBJECTION BY AN UPASAKA

Now, a certain objection is raised by worshippers of lvara who are committed to
meditation on Brahman with form, saguna-brahma-upasana.A verse often quoted by
some of them, the Bhagavatas,is as follows:
kalau kalmasa-cittdndmpdpa-dravyopajivindm
vidhi-kriya-vihinandmharerndmaivakevalam

In the kali-yuga, the name of Hari (Lord Krsna) is the only refuge for
those whose minds have impurities, who live on ill-gotten gains, and who
do not perform the enjoined rituals.
By 'the name of Hari' they mean the chanting of the Visnusahasrandma,
pdrayana of other texts, pujd, etc. This is the only refuge in the kali-yuga, for those
whose minds have the impurities of punya-pdpa, and likes and dislikes--rga-dvesas.

They have accumulated wealth and power, which is not always fairly earned, but often at
the cost of someone. In other yugas, the means for purification was the karma enjoined
by the Veda, vidhi-kriyd. These daily fire rituals, like agnihotra, are not being done
now. So what can people do to gain antah-karana-Suddhi?Only prayer. And the form
mentioned here is chanting the name of Hari.Prayer is the only means we have now for
antah-karana-suddhi,and any prayer is good enough, whether it is to Hari or Jesus.
Remember, this is not for moksa, but for purifying the mind.
That is the mistake they make in interpreting this verse. Their contention is that, it
is very difficult to meditate on the formless self, and therefore, one should meditate on
saguna-brahma.This is the argument of modem Vedantis all over the world. They pay
some lip service to Vedanta and then say that since it is very difficult to contemplate
upon the dtma, you must raise your kundalini to some cakra or the other, or do
something else. There is no basis for this argument at all. Meditation upon
saguna-brahma is not as easy as they think. They say bhakti is easy, as though it is!
Bhakti implies love and when we cannot even love the people we know, who have done
so much for us, how are we supposed to love God? If you think knowledge is very
difficult, but-bhakti is easy, then go ahead, 'do' bhakti; do not talk about it. The
question is, can you 'do' bhakti? Bhakti is an attitude; nobody 'does' an attitude. Love
is not an action; it is purely a noun. Even though there is the verbal expression, 'I love
you,' what it means is that I have love for you. If love were an action, I could do it
whenever I wanted, like clapping my hands or putting on a hat.
But it is not like that; it is not something I can command at will. They say it is easy
but the truth is, it is as easy or difficult as anything else. It all depends on where you are,
what you are. Bhakti is not in any way inferior to what we are talking about, in the sense
that we have to start with prayer, or worship of saguna-brahmain some form. Whether
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we sing in praise of God, or offer our prayers, or do an elaborate ritual every day, it is
fine; we have to keep doing that. But if we try to make a philosophy out of it, that is a
different thing. A devotee does not talk about bhakti and the ones who talk about it are
not devotees. Such people are the propounders of meditation on Brahman with
attributes, saguna-brahma-upasakas.They are not committed to saguna-brahma-

upasana,but only to championing it.
If they were really interested in saguna-brahma-upisana,they would not have
time for all this. Who are these people? Sahkara says they are people who consider
themselves scholars. Not the people who are prayerful, but the people who talk. What do
they say? They argue that because the atmd has no form, the mind cannot reach it. They
accept that dtmd does not have a form, but conclude, on that basis, that the mind cannot
comprehend it. As the mind cannot grasp space, which is formless, similarly, because
dtmd has no form, the mind cannot grasp it. Therefore, it is very difficult to accomplish
certainty in the knowledge, jiidna-nistha,of the atma. Their understanding of jiiananisthd is that the knowledge of atmd should stay in the mind. If there is a particular
form like, for instance, the form of Visnu with Saikha, a conch, cakra, a disc, gadd, a
mace, etc., meditation on that form and therefore this jiihna-nisthais possible, but not if
there is no form.
SANKARA'S ANSWER TO THIS

Sarkara concedes that this is true-for those who do not have a traditional
teacher! Sahkara is very careful here.
IT IS DIFFICULT FOR THOSE WHO HAVE NO GURU AND SAMPRADAYA

Even though one may study Vedanta, one cannot understand it just by studying
the book. A teacher is necessary. And there are some who have a teacher, but that
teacher himself has not been taught according to the tradition of teaching, sampradaya.
This is a very well-thought-out method of teaching in which there is a beginning, an end,
and a way of unfolding. A teacher who does not know this method can give you a
mantra, or some advice, but not Vedanta. It is a very great tragedy to have a teacher
who is not able to teach properly and such a teacher is bound to be confusing. Only
Bhagavan can save a person in such a situation because there is an emotional
investment in one's teacher, which makes it very difficult to be objective and make
proper choices. Therefore, when you choose a teacher, make sure that he has
sampraddya,tradition. For those who do not have such a teacher, Sa§kara agrees that
the certainty in knowledge ofatmd, the jiana-nisthi, is very difficult to accomplish.
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ITISALSO DIFFICULT FOR THOSE WITH NO PREPARATION OR HAVE NOT DONE PROPER
SRAVANA, MANANA AND NIDIDHYASANA

Then, having the right teacher alone is not enough. You must listen to him unfold
Vedanta. For those who have not heard the veddnta-sdstra taught properly, certainty in
the knowledge of atmd is also difficult to accomplish. Further, even though one has a
traditional teacher and has listened to him teach Vedanta for some time, it is still
possible that certainty in the knowledge of atma is difficult to accomplish. Why? Some
further preparation is required. And also for those whose minds are totally committed to
external objects, atyanta-bahirvisaya-asakta-buddhindm,this jfina-nisthd is very

difficult. External objects include heaven also. You must know that. A person whose
mind is preoccupied with externals has not yet discovered the proper value of things and
does not have his priorities properly arranged. If purusdrtha, what one really seeks in
life, is not very well understood, then the mind is committed to varieties of things and
does not stay with the pursuit. What is lacking is objectivity, vairdgya, and mental
composure, samadhdna.

Saikara says again that it is also difficult for those who have not put in proper
effort with reference to pramdnas,pramanesu akrta-gramanam.Even if a seeker has

all this, he or she still has to do manana. Suppose one has doubts, which is possible
because, here, the whole thing is in the form of knowing. Knowledge has to be free from
doubts, and to free it from doubts one requires manana. For that, proper effort has to be
made with reference to various pramdnas, like perception, inference, etc. You may have
a doubt on the basis of experience, or logic, and you must analyse what exactly created
that doubt. What is the logic of the argument or the data, on the basis of which the doubt
occurred? That has to be analysed. Otherwise, everything will seem all right, which
means that nothing is all right.
So, clarity in this knowledge is also difficult to accomplish for those who are not
equipped to do this kind of analysis. If what Vedanta says is true, then every argument
that is given against Veddnta must be fallacious, and the fallacy of the argument has to
be seen. There cannot be any accommodation at all in this. Any conclusion that is
different from what Veddnta says, is not just different; it is contradictory. Veddnta says
that you are Brahman. An opinion other than that is going to be just the opposite, for
Brahman is limitless, and what is not Brahman is limited. Any other conclusion
amounts to saying, 'I am limited,' whether you consider the self to be Sunya, void,
ksanika, momentary, baddha, bound, or anything else. That is why the Kenopanisad
says, 'iha cet avedit atha satyam asti-ifanyone were to know here, in this life (about

the dtmd), then there is truth (in his life)." On the other hand, the Upanisad continues,
'na cet iha avedit mahati vinastih-if one were not to know, then, the loss is infinite.'

The reasoning is simple. If you commit a mistake about your being the infinite, the loss
1Kenopanisad- 2-5
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is infinite. Therefore, in order to negate all the notions about ourselves, we require
manana. This is difficult for people who have not made adequate effort in employing
the different means of knowledge, and who seem to accept everything that is said as true.
From this we understand that certainty in the knowledge of dtmd being Brahman
is easy to attain for those who have a traditional teacher and have listened to him unfold
Veddnta, if they also have a certain objectivity and are able to make proper and adequate
use of the means of knowledge, the pramana.For a wise person, there is no real duality,
because the reality that was previously attributed to the knower-known situation is
falsified. Other than the dtmd, there is no second thing because the knower is
non-separate from consciousness, the instrument of knowledge is non-separate from
consciousness, and the known object is also non-separate from consciousness. From the
standpoint of consciousness, there is no separation at all.
JNANi SEES NO REALITY IN EMPIRICAL EXPERIENCES

He will still have all the empirical experiences, but they now have no reality for
him. In his vision, there is nothing other than atma. This has been shown all over the
Gita and Sahkara reminds us here of a verse in the second chapter which says that what
all beings are awake to, the wise man sees as night, yasyam jagrati bhutdni sa nird
pagyato muneh.] In other words, for those people who have a proper teacher, and who
can really analyse the Sdstra properly, the meaning of the gdstra is like daylight. Just as
you do not need to consult anyone about whether the sun is out or not, because it is so
very evident, so too for these people, the self-revealing self is as clear as daylight. For
others, who do not have these qualifications, it is like night. Thus, we have two visions
here, and Sahkara says that while there is nothing easier, it is also difficult if the
preparation is inadequate.
THE ELIMINATION OF BHEDABUDDHI ALONE HELPS THE BUDDHI TO ABIDE IN ATMASVARUPA

Therefore, the means for knowing the nature of the self is only removal of the
concept of difference in 'external' forms. A mind, which objectifies an external object, is
not a problem and is not opposed to dtmd. But the notion of external and internal, that
this is external and I am the knower-this notion of difference between the knower and
the known-is the problem, and this alone has to be removed. And the elimination of the
conclusion of duality due to lack of discrimination, is the cause for gaining the
knowledge and also certainty in the knowledge of the nature of ttma. All that is
necessary is the negation of the notion of difference, bheda-buddhi. Why? Never for
anyone is dtmd not present. It is always available to everyone, and therefore, need not be
reached, given up, or acquired. It is yourself, whether you know it or not. Everything you
do is meant for atma. Saikarawill say later that all the objects, all the pursuits that you
SGat - 2-69
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have, are for atmd. Everything is for dtma-even for the one who raises objections
about the atma.
Therefore, everybody has the dtmd and it is known to everybody, but what a
person concludes about himself belongs to his mind. Some think about it and conclude
wrongly and some do not think about it and conclude wrongly. There is not much
difference between the two. When we have lived with these funny notions for ages, and
then someone comes and tells us that we are wrong, naturally we do not want to feel
foolish. In fact, the foolish person is the one who hangs on to these notions. The
intelligent one, the courageous person is the one who accepts that all these years he has
been foolish. This is courage. In spite of all his investment of thought and heart in his
notions, he is still able to say, 'I was wrong.' That is intellectual honesty; that is real
courage. And that courage is required. It is one thing to correct a person who is mistaken
through lack of thinking. To make a person think is not a very big problem. But for the
so-called thinking person, to give up all the conclusions he has been nursing for so many
years, is very difficult.
Thus, there is nothing to do here but remove all the errors about the dtmd. This
error removal culminates in the recognition of dtmd being Brahman. You are not
limited but limitless, not unreal but real, not ignorant but the very nature of knowledge,
not bound but free. Because we have all these notions, the revealing of the nature of the
self is in the form of negation.
REASONS TO SHOW THAT ATMA IS ALWAYS PRASIDDHA
ATMA ISNOT UNKNOWN TO ANYONE AT ANYTIME

This removal of the notions of difference is the only way to appreciate the nature
of the self, atma, because dtma is never unavailable, aprasiddha, to anyone. It is
always present and never totally unknown for it is always appreciated as the meaning of
the word 'I.' Suppose there is an object, which is to be known by a means of knowledge.
That object may be known to you, may not be known, and even if it is known, it might
be forgotten. All of this is possible. Atmd, however, is not available for any of the means
of knowledge we have at our disposal. Nor does it require any means of knowledge, for
when you say, 'I am,' that is atma.
ATMA ISTO BE NEITHER ACCOMPLISHED NOR GIVEN UP

This dtmd is not something that is to be accomplished, not something that we have
to reach, or create, or know through a means of knowledge. Neither can dtmd be given
up by us. We may give up a lot of things, but never dtmd, for the one who gives up is
dtma. This is where people can get into a problem. People want to give up the ego,
ahahkdra,but it is just not possible because it is the ahahkarathat does the giving up.
Giving up the ahahkarais only possible by the knowledge that the ahahkdra is false.
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By knowing that the ahahkdra has an existence that depends upon the dtmd-like the
clay pot depends upon the clay-the ahahikra is 'given up.' There is no other surrender
of the ego. The one who wants to surrender is not sat-cit-dnanda-dtmd; it is the ego
alone. A devotee will daily surrender everything to the Lord-wealth, body, mind,
senses, etc. Why every day? Why is once not enough? Because he cannot give up the
ahahkarabecause it is not an object that you can give up; it is your self. This does not
mean that there are two dtmas either. There is only one atma, either confused or
enlightened. Whether atma is looked upon as sat-cit-dnandaor the ahahkdra,it cannot
be given up by you, because, either way, it is yourself. Being yourself, you can neither
approach nor get away from atma.
IFATMA IS UNKNOWN ALL ACTIVITIES WILL BE MEANINGLESS

Then Sahkara says that if this atma were not there, aprasiddha,the undesirable
consequence would be that all activity would be fruitless for the one who does it. All our
activities are meant either to gain something or to get rid of something for ourselves. No
matter what activity we undertake, it is only for our own sake; there is no such thing as
doing something for the sake of another. If someone is in trouble and I try to help him or
her out, it is for my own peace of mind. Any given mind has empathy and therefore, if
anyone is in pain, that pain becomes my pain. Naturally, I want to get rid of it. All
actions, even altruistic ones, are centred on oneself. This means that if the self is not
there, all action is absolutely fruitless. When atma is not there, that is, when the doer or
the enjoyer is not there, there is no purpose in any activity. Either you enjoy things or
you do things in order to enjoy. These two, the enjoyer, and the doer go together and are
mutually dependent. Enjoyment is not possible without the enjoyer, much less is it
possible without the agent to produce it. And the agent will not undertake an action if he
is not going to be there to enjoy it.
Any karma implies an agent, kartd. Whether agency is real or not is another
question. We are not eliminating the agent here, but the notion that dtma is the agent.
Either a person is doing an action or enjoying the results of an action; the same atma is
either agent, kartd, or enjoyer, bhoktd. If that dtmd is not. there, aprasiddha, all
activities become absolutely useless. Nor is this possible. Even if you accept that the
activities can be useless, you still cannot perform an action without your being there. It is
just not possible. Therefore, dtma is prasiddha and all the karmas we do are only for
the prasiddha-atma.The fact that our life is full of activities proves that dtmd is there.
It is not an inference.
Further, Sahkara says that we cannot say that we do all these things for the sake
of something that is inert, like the physical body. If I say that my body is not doing well,
and therefore I am giving it some exercise, or massage, it is not for the body's sake; it is
for my sake. Even if I want to listen to music, it is not for the eardrum's sake. The
eardrum does not want all these noises, etc.; it is all for my sake alone. Therefore, it is
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not possible to even imagine that all the activities we do are meant for the body, etc. The
body itself does not have any desire for any action to be performed on its behalf.
THE PURPOSE OF ALL ACTIVITY RESOLVES IN REACHING ONESELF

Then someone argues that even though it is true that activities are not for the body
or the senses or the mind, because they are inert, still, they are for the sake of some
happiness. That is not totally true. Why? Because the purpose of all activity resolves in
reaching the self. If a person performs an action to enjoy a result, it is so that he will be
happy. It is all only for one's own sake, one's own happiness, not for an entity called
happiness. Atmd may be happiness, that is another thing, but all action is only for one's
own happiness, not for the sake of happiness, sukha. Similarly, there is activity to
eliminate pain, not for the sake of the pain, duhkha, but for one's own sake. It is always
for atma alone. The end, avasdna, is reaching oneself, atma-avagati.
Suppose you see an object, a flower, for example. The eyes pick up stimuli in the
form of light reflected from the flower. They form a frame, which is the thought of the
flower. Where does the object of the thought go and resolve? All objects-all forms, all
sounds, all tastes, all smells, and all types of touch-go and fall at the feet of atma,
consciousness, caitanya. Varieties of people-some who say nice words, some harsh
words-all go and reach whom? Only atmd. If you are aware of the fact that, all harsh
words and all good words go and resolve in dtmd, then there will be no excessive
rejoicing or aversion-na abhinandatina dvesti.
But suppose I do not know that dtma, caitanya, is myself. Then I take myself to
be the body-mind-sense-complex, and thus, being small, either I feel bigger in the wake
of something pleasant, or 1 react in the wake of something unpleasant. The harsh words
people say bounce back and there is a reaction. When ten people are standing together
and someone from behind calls 'John' or 'Mary' one of them may turn around. But if
someone calls, 'Idiot,' all of them will turn. Everyone has a doubt inside about himself
or herself, and therefore, there is a reaction. But if you analyse it, the word 'idiot' was
received by the mind, and that particular object was illumined by caitanya, dtmd. The
word, having given you the meaning in the form of a thought, vrtti, just resolves
immediately. Where does it resolve? Only in the caitanya-dtmd. Therefore, all activities
have their end in you. Their only purpose is to reach atm--nowhere else.
Suppose you do some good karma like performing a ritual. To whom does the
result of the ritual go? Only to dtmd A result of any kind-punya, papa, sukha,
duhkha, darsta or adrsta-goesto atma alone. All activity, vyavahdra, has its end only
in reaching you. In seeing any object, the sight has its end in reaching you; in hearing,
the sabda, sound, has its end in reaching you. Therefore, all activities have the status of
reaching you, the dtmd, finally. Whether it is a 'known you,' or 'an unknown you,' 'a
well understood you,' or 'a not very well-understood you,' it is very much there,
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prasiddha. Whether enlightened or not, all activity always reaches you. Whatever we
do, even our simple daily routine is all done for the sake of our own fulfilment. My daily
walk is not meant for the park. It is not that without seeing me, the park will suffer, and
therefore, I walk there. It is for my sake. Every activity has its end in atma alone. Think
it over.

Even if the person is enlightened, and therefore, seeing everything as himself,
when he reaches out to do something for someone, it is all only for dtma. There is no
one else. Lord Krsna says, 'There is nothing for me to accomplish which I have not yet
accomplished, yet I remain always in activity-na anavuptam avdptavyam varta eva
ca karmani." Whether it is as a result of the prayers of the people, or because it is a
thing to be done, even Lord Krsna's actions, resolve into atma alone; and they leave it
untouched. Therefore Krsna said 'na mdm karmdni limpanti.'2 Even the notion of 'I,'

the ahakikara,finally goes to the atma.

ATMA IS WELL ACCOMPLISHED FOR THE DISCRIMINATING

Aahkara now establishes here, that gaining certainty in the knowledge of dtma is
very well-accomplished, suprasiddha, for those who are discriminating. Suppose you
want to distinctly understand a given object among other objects. Your eyes converge
upon the object creating the sight of the object, and that sight excludes every other
object. This is called pramana-paricchedana.By a given pramdna, that is, the eyes,
the object is paricchinna,limited in the sense that it is the object of your sight, which
excludes every other object. Now in order to know my own physical body, what kind of
pramana must I use? Perception? Inference? Though the eyes see the body all right,
they only see the attributes of the body, like its colour, etc. And further, if the eyes are
blind, I still know that this is my body. Even if the eyes can see but there is total
darkness, I do not go searching for my body in the dark! Impossible. In order to
distinguish my body from every other body, no pramdna is necessary because there is
no confusion. Just as you search out your own shoes or umbrella or coat from among
those of others, do you search for your body?

Nobody has this problem. Why? Because it is never away from your presence,
from you the witness, siksi, once you are awake. When you are sleeping you do not
search for your body because the body does not come into the picture, and when you are
dreaming, you have a body of your own there and have no occasion to search for this
one. When you are awake you are not searching for this body because you search for
something only when it is away from you, or though there, still not recognized. But here,
there is no such thing. Because it is known by you, the witness, and because one sense
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organ, the sense of touch, covers the entire body, no other means of knowledge,
pramdna,is required to distinguish your body from all other bodies.
AS NO PRAMANA IS NECESSARY TO KNOW ONE'S BODY, NO PRAMANA IS NECESSARY TO

KNOW THE ATMA

When the various means of knowledge, like inference, etc., are not necessary to
know your physical body, how much more so is this true for dtmd, which is even closer
to you than the body? The body, though it is known by the witness, saksivedya, is still
an object of your consciousness, but dtmd is just you. There is nothing more inner or
closer than that. However, it is not inner in the sense of some interior place to be
reached. Time, space, all the sense organs are all simply dtmd, in that they have their
being in dtma-caitanya alone. It is not like the inner chamber, antahpura,that is the
queen's quarters in a palace. There you have to cross all sorts of corridors and
gatekeepers, and then women gate keepers and room after room until finally you can see
the queen. You do not, in a similar way, first have to cross the anna-maya-kosa,then
the prana-maya-koga, the manomaya-kosa, vijiidna-maya-koga, and finally &nanda-

maya-kosa, until you finally see dtmd sitting there glowing!
There is no such thing. Anything you see at any level, wherever you look, that
sight itself, that object has its being in the ctmd. Nothing is away from the dtmd.
Therefore, whether it is a sound heard, or a sight seen, or any form of experience you
have at any time, whether you are thinking foolishly or in a very enlightened way, dtmd
is the basis, like the water is the basis of the wave. Atma being 'the innermost,'
antardtmd, is simply the basis of everything, while it itself neither has nor requires any
other basis. Being the ear of the ear, eye of the eye, mind of the mind, Srotrasya
srotram, caksusah caksuh, manaso manah, dtmd is therefore, said to be 'the

innermost.' For the recognition of that dtmd you do not require any pramana, not
perception, inference, etc., or even the Veda. Why? Because all recognition is due to the
presence of dtmd. Therefore, gaining certainty in the recognition of the atmd, by
negating what it is not, is very well accomplished for discriminative people.
WITHOUT ATMACAITANYA NO KNOWLEDGE ISPOSSIBLE-THEREFORE ATMA ISPRASIDDHA

Further, it has to be accepted that knowledge is always present. The knowledge
that is consciousness has no form, nirdkdra. Generally, knowledge has a form, an
object, sakdra. There are some who say that knowledge that does not have an object,
that is, jii•na, which is nirdkdra, cannot be known-it is apratyaksa. In this
contention, dtmd which is pure consciousness, which has no form whatsoever, cannot be
known. Even those who hold such a view, anhkara says, have to accept that knowledge
is always present, since knowledge of an object is always through knowledge. Gaining
the knowledge of an object always implies the presence of formless knowledge.
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It must be there in order to gain the consciousness of a pot, for example, because a
pot is nothing but consciousness plus a given name and form, nama-rdpa. To gain
knowledge of a pot there must be another knowledge, which does not have any form. If
that knowledge also has a form, its form will get superimposed upon the pot and the
'pot-knowledge' will be defective. No so-called 'object-knowledge' is possible without
the objectless consciousness. That consciousness joins every object so that
object-consciousness is nothing but objectless consciousness plus a so-called object
mixed together. Without objectless consciousness, there is no object-consciousness.
Therefore, objectless consciousness is always present, prasiddha.Saakara likens it to
the presence of happiness, sukha or sorrow, duhkha. You do not need to operate any
means of knowledge to know your own happiness or sorrow. Its presence is evident to
you. Similarly, dtmd is always evident to you, without requiring any means of
knowledge, pramdna. It is that in whose presence alone all activity involving a means of
knowledge, object of knowledge, and so on, take place.
WITHOUT ATMACAITANYA NO DESIRE IS POSSIBLE-THEREFORE ATMA ISPRASIDDHA

Sahkara gives further reasoning for this. If consciousness is not absolutely
present, there would be no desire to know anything because a desire to know is not
tenable without the presence of the knower. If atm is totally unknown to you, if it is not
self-evident, who is going to inquire? The one who is going to inquire is indeed the
ttma, consciousness, and therefore, a desire to know anything, including the dtma, the
consciousness, is not tenable. I cannot say that I have a desire to know consciousness,
because to say that, I must be consciousness. Suppose I say that consciousness is an
object that I have to know; it is the object of my desire to know, like a pot, for instance.
Then w-have to ask whether the one who wants to know is a conscious being or not. No
person who wants to know can be inert. Hence, it has to be conceded that the person is
conscious. Since the person is conscious, how can that consciousness be an object of a
means of knowledge through which he or she is going to understand this consciousness?
Being the nature, svaripa, of the very inquirer, consciousness is not something that one
desires to know. One can desire to know Brahman but not dtma. That is why the 'dstra
says, 'athd'to brahmajijiidsd-therefore, thereafter, there is the desire to know

Brahman." Atma does not become the object of inquiry. It is the consciousness because
of which one knows everything else.
Let us look at this again more closely. If this consciousness which is the nature of
the dtma is not evident, what will happen? Then one would have a desire to know it, like
any other object to be known. If the consciousness that is the atma is something that is
not known, then it becomes an object which you have got to know, and requires a means
of knowledge in order to be known. Just as a pot, for instance, becomes an object of
SBrahmasutra-
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inquiry, similarly consciousness would become an object to inquire into and know. Is
there such a thing? No, there is no such thing. If there is 'someone' to whom
consciousness is unknown, that 'person' has to be inert. And if he is inert, how is he
going to have a desire to know anything? Something inert cannot even wish to know a
pot, let alone consciousness. Consciousness is the nature of the self. No one has any
doubt about it. No one wonders if he or she is a conscious being or not. Even if one
thinks over the matter and concludes that one is not conscious, only a conscious being
can make that conclusion. Something inert is not going to conclude that it is inert or
conscious. Therefore, since it is not inquired into, it is evident that consciousness is selfevident.
There are some people who believe that there is a super-consciousness beyond the
body-mind-sense-complex, and are searching for it in all seriousness. They will be
searching for eternity and still missing it because the one who is searching is the only
consciousness there is. Therefore, because consciousness does not become the object of
a desire to know, it is totally self-evident. There is no living being to whom
consciousness is not present. Even a mosquito is aware of itself. It may not know the
word 'mosquito' but it is able to recognize other mosquitoes, even though there are so
many insects of the size of a mosquito. To that extent, it is self-conscious.
Thus, since consciousness is always present, so also, Sahkarasays, is the knower.
In the one who wants to know something, consciousness is already present as a knower.
Then, in order to know a given object he employs an appropriate means of knowledge.
Suppose you have to see a form or a colour. What do you do? You do not close your
eyes and try to see the colour through your ear. You always open your eyes because you
know that the eyes are the appropriate means of knowledge here. Who is the person that
handles the means of knowledge? It is the knower, jiidta, in whom consciousness is
present. Thus, the knower also is not unknown, but present, prasiddha.Nobody finds it
necessary to use a means of knowledge to discover the knower because it is never absent
when there is something to be known. Consciousness assumes the status of a knower
with reference to an object to be known, and therefore, becomes, as it were, the knower,
jfidta.

In conclusion, Safikara says that because of all this, no effort is to be made in
self-knowledge. In fact, in any knowledge, there is no effort. If the object of knowledge
and the means of knowledge are there, knowledge takes place effortlessly. At least
operation of a means of knowledge, pramdna-vydpara, is required in empirical
knowledge, but in the knowledge that one is conscious, no operation of a pramana is
required. But the Alstra says that dtmd is Brahman, which is nothing but

consciousness. 'To know that, all that is necessary is to remove from dtmd, the notion of
what is not the self,' says Saikara. Because dtmd is Brahman, if it is taken for
anything other than that, naturally atmd becomes 'not-Brahman-abrahma.'Therefore,
all that has to be done is the removal of the notion of 'I' in the andtmd. All the inquiry
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we do is only to negate the atma-buddhi,I-notion, in the anatma. Any analysis that we
do to remove doubts, etc., is only for that. We are not creating Brahman or embellishing
the consciousness that is atma to make it become Brahman. Atma is Brahman which
is limitless, being, as it is, pure consciousness. Thus, knowledge in the form of negation
or dropping is required.
Which is more difficult in this world, lifting or dropping? Lifting is difficult;
dropping is no problem at all. All you have to do is let go. Now, tell me, is samsara
good for you or bad for you? If it is good for you, dropping it is going to be difficult. If it
is like a hot potato, how difficult is it? What effort is required? Do you have to consult
somebody? If samsdra is fraught with pain, duhkha, what should you do? Drop it.
Where is the difficulty? Like a hot potato we have to drop all the notions we have about
dtmd. That is why Sahkara says, finally, that jiidna-nisthd is the most easy thing to
accomplish, susampadyd. There is no difficulty there at all.
WHY SHOULD WE HAVE TWO WORDS, JNANA AND JNANANISTHA?
At the same time, the mind seems to want to hold on to things, which are clearly
not good for one at all. There is always someone who, even though holding a hot potato,
keeps holding on to it, all the while complaining, 'It is so hot, it is so hot, what shall I
do?' He says he wants to drop it, but it does not fall from his hand. The mind also seems
to be like this. We do not know whether we are holding on to things or they are holding
on to us. It is something like a person who was sitting on the bank of the river, which
was full and deep. He wanted to reach the opposite shore but did not know how to swim.
Then he saw something that looked like a log of wood, which came floating down the
river. Slipping into the water, grabbed hold of it. He was so happy, thinking that he
would be able to reach the other shore now. Then he found that his log of wood had a
pair of hands anr was grabbing him. He thought he had grabbed the log of wood, but the
log of wood was grabbing him. He had grabbed on to a bear! What he thought was a
solution to his difficulty turned out to be even more of a problem. Now he wants to get
out of its grip but it is not that easy. He can neither let go of it, nor get along with it. This
is what we call samsdra.
We keep holding on to our notions even though the nature of the self is
self-evident and that is the nature of Brahman. All the words that indicate the nature of
Brahman or the self, like satya, jiFdna, ananta, or Suddha (pure), buddha

(enlightened) mukta (free), etc., are only to eliminate the I-notion that we have in what
is 'not-I, anatmd.' These words that are the laksana of Brahman are meant to negate
the varieties of notions we have about the atma based upon the anatmd. The properties
of one have been superimposed upon the other and that has to be sorted out.
Even though the whole pursuit is in the form of dropping and we do have the
capacity to drop, there seem to be some difficulties. People tell me all the time that they
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understand this teaching very well, but still they are in pain. Not physical pain, but
mental pain. This is only because of an incapacity to drop things. Why should they not
drop something that is hurting them? They want to drop it; nobody wants to have pain.
What causes mental pain, after all? It is nothing but a particular form of thinking. We do
not even need to drop that thinking; we just need to understand that this thinking is just
thinking. Then, you will find that you have nothing to do with pain. Just let the thinking
be; you need not bother about it.
REMOVAL OF THE OBSTRUCTIONS TO GAINING THE RESULT OF JNANA ISJNANANISTHA

If, in spite of understanding this, a person is not able to drop his notions, we have
to say that the knowledge has some obstruction. The psychology of the human mind has
its own logic, its own truth, and therefore we have what we call a commitment to the
pursuit of knowledge-jfiana-nisthd. Knowledge, jiidna is good enough. The conscious
atmd is self-evident and that consciousness, dtmd, is myself which is Brahman. It is so
simple, but at the same time, there seems to be some difficulty. Therefore, the word
nisthd is added to jiiana. It is all based on the experience of seekers. It is against all
logic, really speaking, because when dtmd is consciousness and that dtmd is Brahman,
all you require is discrimination between dtmd and andtma, atma-andtma-viveka.The

sdstra is the means of knowledge, pramana, which makes it very clear that the self,
dtmd, is Brahman. It is eternal, nitya, it is pure, Buddha, it is limitless, ananta, it is

unattached to anything, asakga, it is free, mukta, it is the basis for everything, the
adhisthdna,the truth of everything, the satya, without which there is nothing. All that is
here is Brahman and you are that Brahman. Where is the problem? Every word is
clear. Still, even though a seeker has a proper teacher and has listened to the sdstra from
that teacher, he or she goes on complaining. What does it mean? Seekers have their own
experience, which defies all logic.
THE ROLE OF tRAVANA IN REMOVING THE OBSTRUCTIONS

Saikararecognizes this, the dastra recognizes this, and all the teachers, acdryas,
recognize this. Therefore, the sdstra says, 'The self, my dear, is to be seen, inquired into,
analysed and contemplated upon--tma vd are drastavyah Srotavyah mantavyah

nididhydsitavyah.' The first two, seen and listened about, should be enough. The self is
always present, prasiddha,but as a doer and an enjoyer; in a word, as a samsdri.It has
to be known as Brahman which is not subject to any problem, for which we should give
up the I-notion in what is not-I, andtma, and remove all doubts about it through
listening to the gastra. The root 'Sru,' to hear or listen, has the meaning of inquiring,
vicarane.
The sBstra says that dtmd which is Brahman is not a samsdri. That Sdstra is in

the form of words, and therefore, has to be analysed and understood by you. Only two
instructions should be enough here. First, dtmd is to be seen, drastavyah. That is to
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draw our attention to both our confusion and the solution. We have a confusion about the
dtmd, thinking that it is a samsari and that is why we have to know the dtmd. That is
the solution. What should we do to know the atmd? Listen to, inquire into the Sdstra,
Srotavyah. That is enough. In listening to the gdstra, it is revealed that dtma is
Brahman and the operation of the pramana to know dtmd is complete. It is like
analysing a transparent object to see if it is a glass bead or a crystal. All you have to do is
go close to it and check the properties of it, its weight, etc. That is enough. It is over.
Similarly, to know dtmd, you need to analyse it properly and for that, you require
a mirror. An ordinary mirror will only reveal that you are the body, etc. You already
know that. Such a mirror can perhaps give me a little more detail, but to know what I am,
if there is a confusion, I require another type of mirror which will reveal the real me.
That mirror is in the form of words and is called Vedanta. When I look into the word
mirror that is called Veddnta, what do I see? Sat-cit-dnanda-dtmd. Through the

word-mirror I recognize that atma is param brahma. Then what should I do? Sastra
reveals that atma is Brahman. No effort is required for that knowledge to take place.
THE ROLE OF MANANA IN REMOVING THE OBSTRUCTIONS

In spite of that, even though there is no effort to be made, still the dgstra
recognizes that people do not always come away knowing the atma just because they
listen to the s'stra. Sometimes it only creates more doubt. A person may have had some
doubts about himself before listening to the sdstra, but listening seems to have created
new doubts, because he is turning his attention towards himself. Previously his problem
was whether somebody loved him or not. Now he wonders, 'Do I love myself?' All
because of the veddnta-dgstra. This is very natural, because Veddnta turns everything
towards yourself. Veddnta says you are nothing but love.
There is no reason for you not to love yourself. But this fellow says, 'I do not love
myself. I am only 5' 6" and I don't like it at all.' What does it mean? This fellow has a
confusion about dtmd. He thinks it is the body. If the body is dtma, how can you love
yourself? And if the mind is atma, of course you cannot love yourself.
And again, there are others who will protest that you cannot be Idvara, since you
are not omniscient, etc. Initially you had your own doubts about yourself, and there were
ordinary people to confirm them, but now you find there are philosophers, religious
people, and even huge organisations with millions of followers confirming your
misgivings about yourself. When all these people are protesting against your being
Brahman, there is a pressure to conform.
At least in listening to Vedanta I thought, 'I am not that bad!' When the rsis say
that I am wonderful, definitely I cannot dismiss their desirable vision and conclude the
opposite, that I am not wonderful. But when all these people gang up against me,
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perhaps it is better to be one of the gang. Otherwise, I am one against so many. I am as
lonely as non-dual Brahman.
What Veddnta says is so desirable because it tells me I am ananda, I am
everything. And there seems to be some logic to it, and also, the confirmation of my own
experience. No matter how depressed I may have been, there has always been moments
when I laughed with abandon at a joke. What does it mean? I have to do an analysis,
manana, and compare what all these various schools of thought that challenge the vision
of Vedanta say to my own insight about myself and determine which is true in the light
of what the sastra says. I have to determine if there is any truth in what they say or not.
It all has to be thoroughly analysed. Therefore, the sdstra says atmi va are mantavyah.
Sometimes you will hear people say that they have a conviction that atma is
Brahman. Those who have great conviction in the atma-jiinaare all victims of wrong
thinking. I can have a conviction that I will go to hell. That is OK. But atmajina has
nothing to do with conviction. Conviction is mental; it is some kind of a thinking, some
kind of hope, etc., which moves you to commit yourself to something. But this is not a
matter for conviction. I know what I am. Then what? I have no problem.
THE ROLE OF NIDIDHYASANA IN REMOVING THE OBSTRUCTIONS

After years of studying Veddnta, we can see people saying, 'I know I am
Brahman, but...' The 'but' seems to remain. The first 'but' is, 'Am I Brahman?' Then
by
one says, 'Yes, the kdstra says so and it is made clear by inquiring into the &dstra,
ravana.' And now the second 'but' comes up. 'But am I really what the hAstra says?'
That doubt is also removed by analysing what the hdstra says, by manana. After
manana it looks as though one has to admit that I do know that I am Brahman. But the
'but' seems to continue. Then what is the problem? Then the third 'but' comes up and
one says, 'Swamiji, I know I that am Brahman, but I do not behave like I am Brahman.
I still have fear, worry, etc. If I am Brahman how can I get worried?' This is because
the knowledge that I am the limitless Brahman, full, and complete, is not yet completely
owned up. This owning up requires sitting down quietly and owning up this fact about
myself and removing all subtle obstructions that prevent this owning up. This is called
nididhydsana.

The obstructions are always due to old habit. I have the age-old habit of
considering myself to be small and insignificant. Worry comes out of the small 'I,' not
out of the big 'I.' In fact, worry, concern, anxiety, panic, are all born of the child in us. It
is not even the small person; it is the smallest, the child. Even though the body has
grown to become an adult, a child remains buried under the adulthood. When you reach
forty, it begins to probe its way to the surface. It can wait for forty years, not more than
that. After that, it cannot remain hidden any longer. Thus, there seems to be a condition
"inwhich your experience is opposed to what you know, a viparita-bhavand.It is purely
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due to childhood. That is why we can call it habit or kasaya. We can call it anything as
long as we understand that it is all from the past. It has nothing to do with the present.
Events of the present only serve as a trigger to awaken unresolved issues from the past.
The anger that comes for the small thing that happened today is not appropriate to what
happened today. Even an ordinary person who does not know anything about Brahman
can see that the anger that this situation evokes is too great for the situation. It is
something like hanging a person for a traffic violation. The reaction is not appropriate at
all. Therefore, we understand there is some kasaya, or whatever you want to call it, from
the past.
By the past, we do not mean past karma. That can only create situations wherein
you can feel happy or unhappy, depending on your own disposition. It can give you a
disease, or some external mishap, etc., which are not conducive for comfortable living.
But it cannot give sorrow, duhkha; that comes purely from your self. And the self is
Brahman, in which any situation is simply absorbed. Where is the question of a reaction
of anger, etc.? The one who is free and full, who knows he is Brahman, cannot be
angry.
Once two swamis that I know-one was perhaps in his forties, the other, in his
fifties-were discussing some verses in Vivekaciidamani where there is a description of
ajinani,a wise person. The description of the wise person by the sdstra is meant to be a
praarmsa, praise, and not to make any judgement about who is a jflni. The description
is purely meant to inspire a person so that he would love to become a jihni and
therefore, pursue knowledge. And sometimes, in the description of a jidni, we
understand the nature of the knowledge itself and so it becomes a means to reveal the
vastu.

One of these swamis, the older one, was explaining the meaning of a verse
describing a jifni. The younger one, who was a little better educated, said, 'Swamiji,
how can we discuss what a jiirni is, unless we are jiidnis ourselves?' At this question,
the older swami got very angry! 'How can you say that I am not ajidni?' he said and he
walked out. Later he left that place for good.
This kind of behaviour is all due to childhood problems. The issue here is not what
makes ajiiani or who is ajihani,but what is this knowledge, jiana?Atma is Brahman.

Either you know this fact or you do not know it. Nobody can say anything about this.
Even to say 'I am ajfini' is a silly thing. The one who knows that he is Brahman will
not say he is ajiidni; he will say, 'I am Brahman!' Whether one is ajindni or an aji.ini
is not a matter for discussion.
It is a matter of understanding what the knowledge is, a process of learning and
getting clarity. It is silly to say somebody is enlightened and somebody is not
enlightened. We are not here to make a judgement about anybody nor about ourselves. I
neither say anything about myself, nor about others. Free from judgement, I simply
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enjoy the process of knowing. Where is the question of judgement? It is not that on a
particular day I got up enlightened. Atma is always present, nitya-siddha; it is not an
event. Sdstra says that you are always enlightened, nitya-buddha, always liberated,
nitya-mukta. So where is the problem? How can anyone say that he got enlightened at a
particular time on a particular day? It is not that suddenly everything becomes clear. You
are always enlightened.
On superficial analysis, the situation in which the elder swami got angry looks
justifiable; because according to him, he is a jidni and somebody insinuated that he is
not. But on the other hand, if one looks carefully it is not justifiable at all. That is why
the other Swami said, 'If he is ajiini,he is fulfilled, apta-kaml, and there should be no
anger,' For an dpta-kdmi, situations that may make others angry are like one drop of
water dropping into the ocean. What will happen? Nothing. It just gets lost. Similarly, if
you are limitless, akhandam brahma, what is it that he is going to respond to? If at all
there is response, it will be laughter. Some joy, some empathy, compassion, love can be
there. Where is anger? There is no possibility at all.
Perhaps the Swami who got angry did have the understanding of the sastra. In
spite of understanding, if there is still inappropriate anger, inappropriate hatred, and
inappropriate sorrow, we call that viparita-bhdvand.For that we have contemplation on
what we know, nididhydsana.Thus, the dastra says, dtmd va are nididhydsitavyahthe dtmd has to be contemplated upon. And all the viparita-bhdvanas have to be
removed by this contemplation. With that in view, the gastra adds one more word.jfinna-nistha.
This jiidna-nisthi is a knowledge, which has no obstruction whatsoever. Why is
such a word necessary? Because of the experience of the seekers, mumuksus. It is not
logical at all, but that is how it is. Without taking this into account, there are some
teachers who will just advise a seeker who has some problem to dismiss it all as mithyd.
If he says he feels bad, the teacher will ask him, 'What is bad? Your body? Your mind?
Atma? There is no badness; it is all mithyd. Forget it.' This is all correct, but it is a thing
to be understood, not passed off as advice in a cryptic sentence. Neither the person who
uses that sentence knows anything, nor does the one who receives the sentence gains
anything. They just have some words. That this is mithyd or mayd is a thing to be
discovered. It is not a matter for advice. If it is handled by advice, the problem remains a
problem. The sastra recognizes the problem and shows us how to address it through a
life of prayer, proper attitude and finally, by what is called nididhydsana,
contemplation. It is this contemplation that removes the notion we have of ourselves that
is opposed to what we know, viparita-bhdvand,and leads to jiina-nisthd.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE NEXT VERSES

From now on, we are going to see some verses, which talk about what we have to
do to gain this jiidna-nisthd.It is a summary of that part of the sixth chapter that talks
about meditation, put here in a different form, in a few words.
There are three types of knowledge with reference to dtmd, the self. One is
paroksa-jiidna,indirect knowledge of the fact that the self is Brahman, limitless. This
is really not knowledge but Sraddhd in what the sdstra says. It is a belief that dtmd is
essentially independent of the body-mind-sense-complex, and is identical with limitless
Brahman. Then, by exposure to the teaching of the Zdstra from a teacher who handles it
as a pramdna, the cognition, vrtti-jiidna, that '1 am Brahman-aham brahmasmi,'

takes place. As the Aistra tells it, the listener discovers this fact. If the person has all the
necessary qualifications, there is no obstruction to this knowledge. This is clear,
immediate knowledge, aparoksa-jirdna.But the cognition, vrtti-jindna, can be opposed
by obstructions, pratibandhakas,because it involves the self, dtmd. If the knowledge is
of an object, once you have the vrtti-jiina, you know it for certain. There is no further
problem. There may be some difficulty in gaining the initial cognition, as in
understanding the equation on relativity, 'E =mc 2.' This is not an ordinary equation. It
takes a lot of knowledge of physics to understand it. Even though there are obstructions
to understand an equation like this, once known, it is known. But in spite of having
understood that I am Brahman, there can be obstructions to clarity because aham is
involved. The problem is that there is an orientation of 'I' being something entirely
different that stands opposed to the fact that 'I' is free from all forms of limitation. In
spite of the vrtti-jiina, aham can appear opposed to that cognition created by the
Bdstra. This is knowledge with obstructions, sapratibandhaka-jiina.The pursuit of
jihna-nisthd is for the sake of removing these obstructions, and for gaining certainty of
this knowledge of dtma. It involves manana and nididhydsana and is usually coupled
with a lifestyle, sannydsa.The next three verses tell how this jiidna-nisthd is to be
pursued.
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Verse 51

visuddhayd buddhya - with a mind that is very clear; zrT: yuktah -

the one who is endowed; •FT dhrtya -
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giving up; WTih raga-dvesau -

-. vyudasya ca -

likes and dislikes; -6

and

giving up
The one who endowed with a mind that is very clear, mastering the bodymind-sense-complex, being endowed with firm resolve, and giving up the
sense objects such as sound, etc., and giving up likes and dislikes...
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viviktasevi laghvdsi yatavdkkdyamanasah
dhydnayogaparonityam vairdgyam samupdiritah
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Verse 52

one who lives in a quiet place; 5EW1* laghvdsi -

one who

-TR: yata-vak-kaya-mdnasah - one whose speech, body
eats lightly; Wr-W-aW-IT-'
-qTT: dhyana-yoga-parah- one who is committed to
and mind are mastered; zlF--l
contemplation; tefR nityam - always; %TM4W vairdgyam - freedom from longing;

yiffsi-: samupasritah- who has completely resorted to
The one who lives in a quiet place, who eats lightly, whose speech, body
and mind are mastered, who is always committed to contemplation, who
has completely resorted to freedom from longing...
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ahahkdram balam darpamkRmam krodharnparigraham
vimucya nirmamah Sdnto brahmabhiiyyakalpate
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ahahkiram -

vainfulness;
parigraham-

\rR

misplaced I-sense;

kdmam -

5tq

balam -

binding desire; #T1t

power;

krodham -

ownership (of external things); fqzI vimucya -

Verse 53

tt

darpam -

anger;

tTy.q

giving up;

fT*c:

the one who has no sense of ownership (of his own body, etc.); ýI-T:
s&ntah - the one who is tranquil; 9S1W4 T-ýq brahmabhi2ydyakalpate - is fit for
certainty about being Brahman
nirmamah -

Giving up misplaced I-sense, power, vainfulness, binding desire, anger,
ownership (of external things), the one who has no sense of ownership
(of his own body, etc.), and who is tranquil, is fit for certainty about
being Brahman.
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THE WAY TO PURSUE JNANANISTHA
The one who follows all the things prescribed here becomes qualified to 'become'
Brahman, brahmabhuydya kalpate-he is fit to gain nisthd in the knowledge of

Brahman being himself. Here, the various qualifications mentioned throughout the Gita
are brought together in these three verses.
A person who has lived a life of karma-yoga, a prayerful life, for a length of time,
is endowed with a mind that is very clear, buddhyd visuddhayd yuktah. He no longer
has any confusion about what he seeks in life. Because he is very clear about what he
wants, he does not attribute to things a value, which they do not have, and get carried
away by false pursuits. This clarity about what is to be accomplished in life makes him
free from the hold of likes and dislikes, rdga-dvesas.
Dhrti is courage backed by proper discrimination-a firm resolve with proper
attitude. Atmd here means the physical body-mind-sense-complex. Niyamya, gaining
mastery, over the physical body-mind-sense-complex means making it serve oneself as a
vehicle, rather than it being a project. Maintenance of the body and keeping the mind and
senses busy to satisfy their demands becomes an all-consuming project if one lacks
proper discrimination and the capacity to act on the basis of that viveka. For the one who
recognizes that the purpose of life is not satisfying fancies, and has a commitment to his
pursuit of moksa, the physical body-mind-sense-complex becomes a vehicle for his
pursuit. This is with reference to contemplation, and also, lifestyle. Keeping the bodymind-sense-complex under his control, means, not using it to satisfy fancies, and living a
very conscious, deliberate life with the end, moksa, always in view. Thus, this person,
dhrtyd, with a firm resolve, itmdnam niyamya, gaining a mastery over his body-mindsense-complex, comes to abide in Brahman.
Here we are talking about a life of renunciation, the life of a sannydsi. This
involves giving up pursuit of the sense objects. So, Krsna says gabdddin visaydn
tyaktua.
The five sense objects, sound, touch, taste, form, and scent,
sabda-sparIa-rupa-rasa-gandhas,
are not pursued as ends. He does not completely

abandon all of them, for that would mean giving up food, for instance, which would lead
to death. He is pursuing jiiana-nisthd,and to do this, he must have his body properly
maintained. Therefore, Saikara makes a note here that except those required for
maintenance of the body, he gives up all other pursuits. With reference to situations and
things that are necessary for the sustenance of the body, there are likes and dislikes,
raga-dvesas,even for a sannydsi. Those also, he gives up. His is a life totally dedicated
to the pursuit ofjiidna-nisthdi.

Generally, as a sannyasi, one lives a life of a mendicant. A sannydsi is told to live
this particular lifestyle as a sadhana.He is supposed to move around, staying only three
nights in one place. The idea is that he does not develop roots anywhere. But when the
pursuit isjiidna-nisthdeven that stops. He lives in a quiet place, vivikta-deaa. He has to
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stay in one place in order to gain this nistha. Vivikta-desa is a place which is free from
people, and therefore, from noise. Sahkara says it can be a forest, or a sandy bank of a
river, or a hill or a cave. The idea is that it should be a quiet place. The one who has the
disposition to live in such a place, and follows that inclination, is vivikta-sevi. This is a
person who is given to a life of contemplation. If you go to a quiet place and are not
ready for contemplation, you will only feel lonely and spend your time writing letters to
everybody and seeking other diversions. Or, you will leave the place.
When he is doing only contemplation, there is not much expenditure of energy
and, therefore, he is a person whose food intake is light, laghvasi. He does not eat too
much, nor is he fasting all the time. Neither is conducive for contemplation. He eats
moderately. Saikara says he should eat lightly to ward off obstructions to his
contemplation like sleep, etc. If he is over-eating, too much blood is used for digestion,
and not enough is available for the mind. Limited food intake is very important for a
contemplative life because when you have nothing else to do, the tendency is to sleep.
And to contemplate, one has to have a bright mind that is fresh and contemplative.
A person who is committed to a life of jiina-nisthd-whether he wants to
convert his knowledge into nisthd, or gain the knowledge and convert it into nisth-must necessarily have mastery over his speech, organs of action, and mind. He should be
a yata-vdk-kdya-mdnasa. This is accomplished only by practice. With reference to the
organs of action, there is no wasted activity, no mechanical action. Buddhist monks are
very diligent in their practice of this. They are very careful about the movements of all
their limbs. This alertness with reference to one's movements is an important discipline.
Similarly, with reference to talking, there is a certain mastery. Since he is living in
a quiet, relatively isolated place, there are not many occasions to talk, but still, as a
person, he has to have taken care of the pressure to talk. Otherwise, he will be raving. If
there is nobody to talk to, it will not take very long for him to begin talking to himself, or
the trees, or the mountains. If there is a pressure to talk, you must talk. To avoid it, is
dangerous. Therefore, he should be a person who already has control over speaking.
Then he can be a vivikta-sevi. And his mind also is taken care of. That is why a
contemplative life is meant for a sannydsi who has lived a life of karma-yoga. A person
gains this kind of disposition by living in the midst of society with the right attitude. If
he then chooses to live a life ofsannyasa,that is the life for him.
Such a person is totally committed to contemplation, dhydna-yoga-para. There
are two ways of explaining the compound dhydna-yoga-para. The one who is
committed to a life of meditation, dhydna-yoga, can be called dhydna-yoga-para.Or,
according to Safkara, dhydna means contemplation upon the nature of dtmd, while
yoga means making dtmd the single focus of attention. I try to direct my attention to the
words that I have come to understand with the help of the Bdstra, and appreciate the
meaning as myself. The self is all this--tmd idam sarvam; this self is complete-
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ayam dtmd purnah; the self is pure-atmd Suddhah; the self is always free-dtma
nitya-muktah; the self is limitless Brahman-dtma param brahma; the self is the
cause of everything-dtma sarvasya karanam.
This

Sabda-anuviddha-savikalpa-samddhi is

called

dhydna. The

entire

veddnta-gdstra talks about dtmd and what it says is to be applied with reference to
dtmd. When I commit my mind to the Sruti's vision of myself, that is called dhydna.
Then yoga is gaining an absorption in that contemplation. This presupposes a
commitment to bringing the mind again and again to that point. That alone is kept in
view, nothing else. If anything else comes, you again bring the mind back to what you
are contemplating upon. This is called yoga.
The one who is committed to this does nothing else significant. Dhydna-yoga
alone is the commitment. He does it all the time-nityam. That is why this verse is for a
sannydsi. If he is a karma-yogi, he cannot do dhydna all the time. He has duties to do.
The word nityam reveals that he is a sannydsi. Secondly, Sarikara says that, the
mention of the word nityam qualifying the word dhydna-yoga-para,shows that there is
nothing else, like mantra-japa,to be done. Having taken to a life of sannydsa, he has
already done a lot of mantra-japa,invoking the Lord's grace to gain knowledge. That
has all paid off in terms of his capacity to contemplate upon the truth of himself, and
therefore, it no longer has any value for him personally. His mantra-japaresolves into
jiidna-nistha.Since he commits himself to this life of meditation, he has nothing further
to do.
All this is possible only when there is dispassion, vairdgya, which means he is
free from the hold of his likes and dislikes, rdga-dvesas. This applies both to situations
and objects, known and unknown. Even heaven does not hold any fascination for him.
That disposition is called vairagya. Without that, though he may choose to stay in a
quiet place, and commit himself to dhydna-yoga, his mind will not stay. However, once
he has this kind of dispassion, what else will he do but meditate!
REMOVING THE OBSTACLES TO CONTEMPLATION

Further, a few more qualifications are mentioned. He has also freed himself from a
number of things that would inhibit his capacity to contemplate. The first is ahahikra,
the misplacement of his sense of 'I' in the body-mind-sense-complex, and especially in
the sense of doership. This has been accomplished first by the cultivation of an attitude
of doing what is to be done, because it is enjoined by iSvara. An action is chosen and
done not merely with the attitude that it is the Lord's will, but with an understanding that,
though it is done by me, in order to do all this, I require a body, a mind, and a variety of
other things. All these are given to me, and therefore, it is given to me to do. This is
entirely different from the sense of 'I do,' where there is a lack of viveka, an arrogance
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born of ignorance. That is aharikdra.It is completely given up by this sannydsi who
understands that in a given situation he is called upon to do certain things.
Bala is strength in terms of capacity, power, skills, etc., which is backed by kdma
and rdga. These are not things that can be given up, nor do they need to be. But they can
give rise to a pride or expectation of recognition. This is what is given up by the
sannydsi. He acknowledges that he has certain gifts but does not flaunt them or misuse
them. He does not manipulate the world with his powers, etc., whatever they may be.
When you accomplish something, the sense of success can give rise to an elation,
harsa. Then, when you look around for recognition that is called darpa. Every child
wants this. When he jumps from the bench, the first thing he does is to look at his
mother. He wants her to say, 'Yes, you are wonderful.' He wants approval and
congratulation, and that is necessary for the child to develop a healthy self-image. In the
beginning, he must have that to develop self-respect and dignity. If the child does not get
adequate approval, he will continue to seek this kind of acknowledgement as an adult.
Then it is called vanity. It is good, perhaps, for mental health, but it is not helpful to a
spiritual pursuit. If the need for such recognition persists, and he keeps on gathering it,
he will develop an inflated ego to compensate for his impoverished sense of self-worth.
Once his ego is inflated, it will be hard for him to respect anything and it will not take
long for him to transgress the laws of dharma. Saikara quotes here, 'The elated
becomes vainful and the vainful crosses dharma-hrsto drpyati drptah dharmam

atikramati.' Being vainful, he will not respect anyone, thinking that, there is no one
equal to him; nor will he respect the moral order. This was the problem of
Hiranyakacipu. He would not allow his son, Prahldda,to repeat the Lord's name,
saying, 'Only my name should be repeated.' This is born out of vainfulness.
The sannyasi, however, has no need for this kind of recognition. He is awake to
the nature of himself and finds his fulfilment in his own fullness, pi2rnatva. Any
recognition he may receive will fall far short of what he knows himself to be. So, it is not
going to cause any elation in him. He recognizes that everything is himself, and
therefore, every glory everywhere is his. From another standpoint, he understands very
well that any accomplishment is dependent upon a large number of factors, all of which
are given. Moreover, he knows that he never did anything at any time; he is akarta.
Therefore, there is no sense of ownership, with reference to any accomplishment, that
may lead to darpa.All that is given up.
Naturally, he has given up desire, kama, in the sense that any desire that he may
have is non-binding. In its fulfilment, he is happy, and in its non-fulfilment also, he is
happy. When that is so, a frustrated desire is not going to cause anger, krodha.
There are two types of parigraha,possession, internal and external. By giving up
kdma and krodha, the sannydsi has already taken care of the problem of parigraha-

the need to possess or own various things-internally. Now we come to the parigraha
B G Vol. IV - 24
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with reference to external objects. When he is already a sannydsi, what kind of
parigrahawill he have? A sannyasi is one who has given up his house, job, and all his
possessions. All he has left with are a few things like his clothes, his kamandalu, and
japamadl. Therefore, there is no possibility of parigrahafor him. Still, parigrahais
mentioned because, even with reference to these few objects, there can be a tendency to
accumulate and hoard. He may have ten kamandalus. Or, even though he is a
mendicant, he may have a collection of begging bowls. That is parigraha.Possessions
have a knack of gathering around you, unless you consciously keep clearing them away
all the time. Being a sannydsi, he has also given up his family connections and other
relationships. Yet, it is said here that he gives up the sense that 'this is mine.' With
reference to what? Saikara says that even though he has given up everything else, he
can still have a sense of ownership with reference to his own body. Once he gives that
up, he has no mamatva even in the sustenance of the body. He has no agenda for how
long it should last and therefore, as long as it is there, he is happy. This is just another
reflection of the fact that he lives one day at a time. Sahkara says that because he has no
mamatua, he is content with himself. Being free from elation and depression, naturally,
he is tranquil, tinta.
Such a person can gain certainty in the knowledge 'I am Brahman.' This is called
brahma-bhuya, brahma-bhavana-'becomingbrahma.' He is fit for it, kalpate, that

is, he is ready for immediate knowledge of that fact. For that he has to live a life of
jiidna-nisth, which is also the end. The one who has clear knowledge that he is
Brahman, and also the one who is committed to the pursuit of that knowledge is called a
jalna-nistha.
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brahmabhutahprasanndtmdna socati na kdiksati.
samah sarvesu bhutesu madbhaktim labhatepartm
W71T: brahmabhitah-

as Brahman); MwfI

Verse 04

the one who has 'become' Brahman (has recognized oneself

prasannatma-

one whose mind is cheerful; -T fri

na

socati - does not grieve; T"-,-m
na kdaksati - does not long for anything; -q
%[Aý 7R: sarvesu bheztesu samah - the one for whom all beings are the same (as

himself); T'T
labhate -

4ft i

parim madbhaktim -

the highest devotion to Me;

gains

The one who has 'become' Brahman, (has recognized oneself as
Brahman) whose mind is cheerful, does not grieve or long for anything.
The one for whom all beings are the same (as himself) gains the highest
devotion to Me.
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Brahmabhita, the one who has 'become' Brahman, that is, has recognized
oneself as Brahman, can be taken absolutely, or relatively, since there is a verse that
says, 'Such a person comes to know Me later.' If it is relative, it means one who has
gained knowledge of Brahman indirectly, paroksatayd, and not aparoksatayd, as

himself-not as 'aham brahma asmi.' He has come to know through the Sastra that
atmd is Brahman and, as a sannyasi, has taken to a life of jfiina-nisthato understand

that.
He is prasannatmd,has a cheerful mind. This is an important thing. It indicates
that he has gone through a life of yoga. §ahkara says that one gains such a disposition.
It is not natural, but something he has acquired by living a life of karma-yoga. He has
done whatever is necessary to gain a cheerful disposition, and is more or less happy with
himself. Only then is brahma-nisthd possible, because the sadhana for that is
contemplation, which implies a mind that is contemplative. That is not accomplished just
by will. It is something that grows on a person over a period of time, as one lives a
prayerful life and takes care of all one's psychological problems.
Such a person does not come to grief, na Socati, either because of a lack of
resources or because of the limitations of the body, mind, or senses. He accepts the
body-mind-sense-complex as it is, whatever limitations it may have. Even if it is lame, or
old, or weak, these things do not affect him. Nor is he affected by any lack of money,
security, etc. Because he is a sannyasi, he has given up all these things, but if he is not
ready for that, he may regret it later, wishing he had retained certain things. The person
under discussion here has no regrets. He has no sense of deficiency, but rather, is content
with what he has. When this is so, naturally, he does not have any longing, na khdksati,
for things he does not have. What is not with him, he does not bother about. And with
reference to the people and other living creatures around him, he sees them the same as
himself. He understands that what makes him happy, makes them happy; what makes
him unhappy makes them unhappy. He knows that what he needs is sought after by all;
what he does not want to happen to him is exactly what is not wanted by others. This is
the disposition of a person who is not self-centred and has a clear appreciation of
dharma, the universal order. If one is self-centred, he is controlled by rdga-dvesas,
likes and dislikes. If he looks upon all other beings as himself, he is free from the hold of
rdga-dvesas. That person, Bhagavdn says, 'gains the highest devotion to Memadbhaktim labhateparam.'

Bhakti was defined in a fourfold way, according to the type of devotee that is
talked about. There is the devotion of a distressed person, arta, who prays only when he
is in a difficult situation. Otherwise, he does not think about Bhagavdn. When things do
not go well, and nothing else has worked, the last resort is God for such a person. Then,
there is the devotee, arthdrthi,who turns to God, not only when he is in distress, but
when he wants to accomplish something. Besides the efforts he makes, he appeals to the
Lord to make up for all the omissions and commissions, so that he can get what he
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wants. The third type of devotee is the jijiasu,the one who wants to know the Lord, and
the fourth is the one for whom that quest is fulfilled, jiini.
The jidna is the devotee mentioned here in this verse. For him, the knowledge of
the identity between himself and the Lord is a certainty. This is called jiidna-nistha;as
is the attempt to gain that clarity through manana and nididhydsana. His devotion is
the best because there is no division between thejiva, the devotee, and Isvara.
What is the characteristic of that knowledge?
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Verse 55

qTFTT bhaktyd - by knowledge; ZlfqT Zr: -F 3TfT (-4) yavan yah ca asmi (iti) - as
to how much and who I am; TaI: tattvatah - in reality; Fm 7NHFTT mdm
abhijandti- he (brahma-bhiitah)knows Me properly; 7T: tatah - thereafter; WiT :
tattvatah -

in reality;

tadanantaram-

TM

'ýI

soon after that; (1tI)

mdm jiiatvd -

ifcT

(mam) visate -

knowing Me;

a9ifl

he enters (Me)

By bhakti (knowledge), he (brahma-bhutah)knows Me properly as to
how much I am and who I am in reality. Thereafter, knowing Me in
reality, he enters (Me) soon after that (knowing).
BY BHAKTI, PIN THE FORM OF KNOWLEDGE,' HE KNOWS ME IN REALITY

Krsna says, 'He knows Me through bhakti.' This bhakti is knowledge, because
there is no way of knowing anything except by knowledge. By simple prayer, you do not
recognize an object. This is bhakti, which is in the form of knowledge of Paramesvara.
Such as we have seen, is the bhakti of a jiani. Abhijdndti means he knows properly,
totally, that is, he recognizes Isvara as himself. Therefore, Saakara glosses the word,
bhaktyd, asjidna-laksanaydbhaktyd, by a bhakti that is not other than knowledge.
Further, he knows 'How much I am.' This is with reference to the varieties of
upddhis, because of which, there seem to be differences. This entire creation, jagat, is
nothing but Paramesvara,who is but Brahman with mayd-uptdhi. Within that, there
are all the elements beginning with space, and further upadhis, so that we have the
devas, like Indra, etc., and varieties of otherjiva-upddhis, like Arjuna, Dharmaputra,
etc. This extent of Paramesvara,how cosmic he is, this person comes to know. He
knows to what extent Isvara expresses himself, in terms of his total, samasti and
individual, vyasti, uptdhis. Not only does he know this sagunam brahma, with
reference to these upadhis, but he also knows the essential nature of Isvara.Krsna says,
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'He knows Me essentially-mdm abhijandtiyadan yah ca aham asmi tattvatah.'

That is, he knows Isvara as the one who is totally free from all upddhis. This is satyam
jiianamanantam brahma, spoken of in the fifteenth chapter as uttama-purusa,who is

free from any particular attribute or location. Sahkara says he knows this non-dual
consciousness-advaitamcaitanya-matra-ekarasammdm abhijandti. How can you

know the non-dual consciousness? If there is a knower involved, there is duality. Thus,
he says, it is only as one's own consciousness that one knows this non-dual Brahman.
Sarkara makes it all very clear here. He is unborn, not subject to age, is not subject to
change or death; nor is he subject to any fear because there is no second thing at all. And
he cannot be destroyed in any manner. The whole creation is subject to destruction, but
not this param brahma into which it resolves.
WHAT ISENTRY INTO THE LORD?

Then, Krsna says 'Knowing Me in reality, after that, tadanantaram,he enters
into Me-mdm viSate.' Expressions like this are all problematic if they are not
understood properly. He enters in the sense that, once he knows Parame.vara,he is no
longer separate. It is like the snake entering into the rope. In the same way, the jiva
resolves in the recognition ofparam brahma.
This verse is a real problem for the dualists, and yet, because they do not
understand it, it is a matter for celebration for them. They will say that the statement, 'He
enters into Me,' means 'He enters into My world, Golokabrindavan.' And they further
say that, there, in Golokabrindavan,one will meet Rddhd and Krsna.' They are very
serious about it. This, however, is a very farfetched interpretation when it is said, 'He
enters into Me.' This has to be properly understood. As an individual, you cannot enter
into Brahman and still retain your individuality, like an amoeba entering into a stomach.
You will remain the same as you are. If you gain some beatitude because of Isvara's
grace, how long will it last? You cannot say it is eternal, because what is eternal cannot
begin. It will end and you will again be the same individual. And what is that beatitude?
If there is duality, and you enjoy beatitude, there is a problem. Wherever there is duality,
the resolution is not complete, because you retain your individuality. If there is a real
resolve, all that is there is Bhagavdn. Therefore, it is unreasonable to think that you will
remain an individual and gain eternal beatitude. It can only be like any other ssmsdrikasukha, which will be lost in time, because if it is something that is gained, it will be lost.
Further, how did you get this beatitude? If it is because of your prayer, prayer being a
finite karma, the result will also be finite. Here, the entering is like the wave entering
the ocean, once it knows it is water. These are all expressions that have to be properly
understood.
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KNOWING AND ENTERING ARE NOT TWO DIFFERENT THINGS

Similarly, 'after that'-tadanantaram,and 'having known'-jhditva, are words
expressing the prior conditions necessary to become one with the Lord. That alone is
pointed out; two periods of time are not involved here. What are the prior conditions
required for gaining identity with iSvara? Here it is said, 'After knowing Me, he enters
Me--jhiitva mam vigate,' It is like saying, 'After eating, he appeases his hunger.' It is
not that after eating he has to wait for some time, and then appease his hunger. Similarly,
after cutting it, he doesn't do anything to make the log into two pieces. In the cutting
itself it has become two pieces. There is no time gap between the completion of the act
of cutting and the division in to two pieces. Similarly here, when we say, 'After knowing
he enters,' knowing itself is the entry. And that knowing is a necessary condition for
entering because you stand isolated from the whole without knowing the truth. That
means you were never away from the Lord. You have always been non-separate from the
Lord; the sense of separation is purely notional; it is a thought. Because there was a
separation, there is a necessity to say that knowing, he becomes one with the Lord.
Sahkara makes a point by saying that there are not two different actions involved here.
After knowing, there is no other result called moksa. Knowledge is the moksa.
Knowledge, however, is not the purusdrtha,and therefore, we speak of moksa. I am not
interested in the knowledge of tmd; I want to be free from unhappiness, etc. That is the
end to be accomplished, and that end happens to be in the form of knowledge of the truth
about myself. Moksa is 'after knowledge,' jidna-anantaram,in the sense that it is by
knowledge that there is moksa-jiianena moksah; and because of knowledge there is
moksa--jnin&t moksah. Moksa is the end, sidhya, while jidina becomes the means,

sddhana, and therefore, from the standpoint of sddhana-sadhya,it is said 'after that
(knowledge)'-tadanantaram.Here, however, the means happens to be identical to the
end, so 'after' is not in terms of time.
Sarikara introduces a very interesting discussion here about how one knows,
'abhijandti.' In this verse, he had said at the outset, 'By bhakti, knowledge, he knows
Me--jiina-laksanaydbhaktyl mam abhijdndti.' The phurvapaksl objects to this and

says you are contradicting yourselves. All along, you have been saying that, 'By that
ultimate nisthd of knowledge, he knows Me--jinasya yd pard nisthd tayd mim
abhijdndti.' And now you say by a bhakti, that is knowledge, dtmn is known. The
discussion then revolves around what is understood as the meaning of the word nisthd.
Taking it to mean repetition, dvrtti, an objection is raised that these two statements are
contradictory.
TO SAY ONE KNOWS BRAHMAN BY JNANANISTHA ISCONTRADICTORY-AN OBJECTION

When knowledge of a given object arises for a knower, then, at that time, the
knower knows that object; he does not require a repetition of that knowledge. But
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according to the second statement, it would mean that he does not know by knowledge
but by repetition of the knowledge-jiidna-dvrttyajidna-nisthayd.
Suppose a person comes to know a pot as 'This is a pot.' When does he know the
pot? The moment he comes to objectify a pot, that very moment he knows, 'this is a pot.'
No repetition is required. If he knows, he need not repeat, 'this is a pot, this is a pot, this
is a pot.' If, after two-and-a-half days of repetition you come to know, this is a pot, and
during all the two-and-a-half days, you did not know it, that repetition has nothing to do
with knowing the pot. Suppose someone was repeating 'pot, pot, pot,' not knowing what
a pot is, and then someone said, 'This is a pot,' removing his ignorance of pot, what has
that knowledge got to do with what he repeated? The previous repetition was useless.
His knowledge is not a result of his repetition of the word 'pot' whether the repetition
was before or after knowing the pot.
Now here, if I do not recognize that I am ISvara by knowledge, how is repetition
of 'aham brahma asmi-I am Brahman' or some equivalent statement, going to help?
If I do not understand the meaning of the original statement the first time, how will I
know the second or third or the nth time? If I know the first time, why should I have to
hear it a second time? Once I know, I know it. The repetition has no meaning at all.
When recognition is by knowledge alone, why do I require a nistha in the form of
a repetition of the jidna-vrtti, aham brahma asmi? The particular vrtti that removes
the ignorance of my being Brahman is what is called ajfiana-vrtti. By this vrtti alone,
one knows, abhijdndti. This is true of any object I want to know. If I want to know a
pot, the thought form because of which I recognize a pot, the ghata-v.rtti, will give me
the knowledge, not mere repetition. To say that knowledge requires repetition is a
contradiction. Here, the confusion is about myself, dtmd. The vrtti, because of which
the removal of the confusion takes place, is called jiiana-vrtti. If, at one given time,
there is a vrtti in my mind, that I am Brahman, that vrtti should destroy the ignorance
about dtma being Brahman. That is all that is required here. Atma is not seen as
Brahman and that confusion has to be resolved. The dtmd, which is always selfevident, is mistaken as something else, and that mistake must be removed, for which I
require a vrtti, called jiiana-vrtti.But once it takes place, I should recognize dtmd as
Brahman. Therefore, what is the necessity for nisthd in the form of repetition of the
same vrtti? When I look at a pair of glasses and I know that these are a pair of glasses, I
don't need to repeatedly have the vrtti, 'These are a pair of glasses.' Once is enough.
JNANANISTHA ISNOT REPETITION BUT THE ULTIMATE CERTAINTY OF KNOWLEDGE

This argument is based on taking the meaning of the word nisthd as repetition,
abhyasa. It has this meaning, no doubt, but that is not the sense in which it is used here.
Sankara responds to this by explaining the meaning of the word nistha. It can be
understood in two ways. The practice of contemplation and manana on the meaning of
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the sdstra as revealed by the teacher, is called jhdna-nisthaor jfina-yoga. Because the
person has no commitment other than to gaining knowledge, his nisthd, commitment, is
in jfidna. He has no nistha in tapas, or mantra or karma but only in gaining

knowledge, jhina. Here, some practice, abhydsa, is accepted. There is asakrt upadesa,
repeated exposure to the teaching, because it is a question of gaining increased clarity,
which finally must end. That end, avasdna, is also called nisth. Knowledge, which has
an ultimate certainty, pard nistha, is knowledge that cannot be improved upon. Not only
the process, but what is accomplished by that process is also called jiidna-nistha.
Whatever takes place in the antah-karana,the ultimate result of a process or whatever
you do in order to know, is jiidna-nisthd.

Suppose you are arriving at a piece of inferential knowledge, which implies many
steps, like the solution to a mathematical problem. There is a complex process of inquiry,
at the end of which is a result. Both the process and the result are called jildna-nisth-the certainty of the knowledge and the process by which it is reached. But here, jiinanisthd is used in the sense of the result, the end, avasdna, of the process of knowing. In
this context, the word nisthd, when it is used in this sense means immediate knowledge
that dtm& is Brahman. The certainty in that knowledge is the ultimate end of that
jiidna. He recognizes Me by a knowledge which leaves nothing to be desired, and
having recognized Me, he gains Me-mdm abhijandti, in terms of identity with Me.
That is the meaning of this sentence. That is why the word tattvatah meaning 'in
reality,' is used. Therefore Krsna says, 'The one who knows Me in reality enters into
Me-meaning he is no longer separate from Me.'
From this we understand that there is an order, krama. One recognizes the Lord as
oneself because of this nistha in knowledge. Sankara adds that this nistha is
knowledge which is coupled with the causes for its transpiring, the preparedness of the
mind-in other words, obstruction-free knowledge. What are the possible obstructions?
Lack of sama, dama, uparati, titiksd, sraddhd, samadhdna, viveka, vairdgya,

mumuksutva, all the values and attitudes that we have seen, obstructs the knowledge. If
all or any of these are inadequate, the knowledge may arise, but it will be fraught with
obstructions. How are you going to remove them? By what is called jiidna-abhydsa. If
the knowledge itself is attended by doubts, you clear those doubts by manana. If
contradictory opinions about yourself seem to have a hold over you, then you require
whatever is necessary to correct those opinions, mainly contemplation, nididhyasana.
This kind of knowledge ends where there is absolute certainty that dtmdi is
Brahman. This immediate knowledge is what is meant by the word nistha. Jiidnanisthd is knowledge without any obstruction, knowledge with certainty. Even though the
practice leading to this is also called jiina-nisthd,that is not the cause for knowing that
atmd is Brahman. The practice only removes the obstructions. Pranrfdnagives rise to
the knowledge. The net result is knowledge that is free from obstructions.
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THE DIRECT AND SECONDARY CAUSES FOR KNOWLEDGE

This is the bhakti spoken of in this verse, bhaktya mam abhijandti.The means
of gaining this knowledge is Adstra handled by a teacher who knows the import of the

words of the sastra.Because of the teaching, knowledge is born, but, for that knowledge
to be fruitful, there are certain qualities and values to be cultivated by the student. The
teacher, employing the sdstra, makes it very clear that you are Brahman. For this
knowledge to take place, to be received properly, there are certain requirements in terms
of the preparedness of the mind in which the knowledge is to arise. This preparedness is
a secondary cause. It is pramdna that produces knowledge. And if that pramdna,
properly employed, does not produce knowledge, it is evident that there is some
obstruction. Anything that removes that obstruction is called a secondary cause,
sahakdrikdrana. SaAkara reduces these secondary causes to two here. They are,
freedom from the hold of rdga-dvesas, likes and dislikes, and the qualities beginning
with amanitua, spoken of in the thirteenth chapter. Though there are many items in that
list, for a mumuksu, these things come naturally. Everybody has them in some degree;
otherwise, they would not get into this pursuit at all. The qualities are there in every
seeker, but perhaps not adequately.
Sahkara explains the knowledge, which is born as that of the oneness of the
ksetrajifa, the individual, with paramatma, the Lord. All that is here is one complete,
purnam brahma. In this knowledge there is non-duality, there is identity. Then, he
characterises that knowledge further as a knowledge, which implies a total renunciation
of all activities. Activities imply certain necessary factors, like an agent, kartd; the
object which is the recipient of the action, karma; the means of doing it, karana; the
source from which it proceeds, apaddna; and the location where the action takes place,
adhikarana.All of them may not be there in a given action, but the agent and the object
have got to be there. The differences among these must be appreciated in order to
perform an action. For example, the knowledge that, 'I am the doer, I am doing this for
the purpose of achieving heaven,' is necessary to perform the ritual for going to heaven.
Here, however, the knowledge implies the renunciation of all activities, which have their
causes in knowledge of the duality obtaining among the various factors necessary for
performing action.
This knowledge is in the form of certainty with reference to oneself being nonseparate from Isvara, the Lord. That is the ultimate end of knowledge, jiiana-nistha.
This jfina-nistha is the real bhakti, the bhakti of the fourth type of devotee, the jiini.
His devotion is the greatest because, Lord Krsna says, 'The one who knows Me is
Myself' That wise person is non-separate from the Lord. That final knowledge is called
jiana-nisthd.
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JNANANISTHA ISREMOVAL OF THE OBSTRUCTIONS AND ENJOYING JNANAPHALA

If it is knowledge, why not just say jiina,why jiina-nisthd?The word jiiana is
adequate, but we have to use these extra words like jidna-nisthd and jiina-abhydsa
because, due to obstructions, knowledge does not necessarily take place by merely
exposing oneself to the teaching. When the means of knowledge is there, and the thing to
be known is available, knowledge should transpire. Why does it not transpire? When I
say, 'You are Brahman,' the one who is addressed should see it like daylight. But then,
one does not-or one sees and does not see. What does it mean? There is a problem,
which we cannot simply ignore. We have to recognize the problem and address it by
examining our attitudes and values, by living a prayerful life, by gaining a mastery over
the ways of thinking, and by spending time in contemplation. All these are necessary for
gaining what is called jiidna-nisthd.There seems to be a condition where jina is there
but at the same time, one is not completely free. After an adequate exposure to the
teaching, you can never say, 'I don't know that I am Brahman,' or 'I am not sure if I am
Brahman.' Yet you cannot say, 'I am Brahman.' This is why we have the expressions
likejiidna, knowledge andjiidna-nisthd,knowledge free from obstructions.
This situation has been there for everyone; it is an age-old problem. That is why so
much is said about prayer, values, attitudes, etc. Prayer and a prayerful attitude in all
your activities are the most important factors, so Sahkara mentions them here. Another
one is sannydsa, also called jiidna-nisthd,now the word indicating a lifestyle wherein
the person does nothing else except pursue knowledge.
THINGS TO PAY ATTENTION TO, IN ORDER TO GAIN JNANANISTHA

By the practice of contemplation, nididhydsana, and developing dispassion,
vairagya, through inquiry, a cheerful disposition of the mind is slowly gained. Because
of that, there is clarity of the knowledge, 'I am Brahman.' In this, the notion of division
between the individual and the Lord disappears. To appreciate this, first, you have to
understand that Isvara is both the material and the efficient cause of the creation, and
therefore, the entire creation is Isvara. Knowing that I am Isvara who is this entire
world means the entire world of name and form is non-separate from myself. And the
Lord is non-separate from myself because the essential nature of the jiva is
consciousness, caitanya-&tmd, which is non-dual. That is the whole vision-the vision
of the whole. The resolution of the difference between vsuara and me amounts to my
being everything. There is nothing that is separate from me.
Finally, he has no more doubt. This is the bhakti that is talked about hereotherwise called jiina-nis.tha,knowledge. The Sdstra that enjoins a life of renunciation
becomes meaningful only when this life of jiina-nistha (lifestyle) leading to jfiananisthd (knowledge without any obstructions) is the ultimate end. If that is understood,
you can meaningfully give up all karma and pursue knowledge. Otherwise, you cannot
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give up karma, but you can give up karma-phala, like heaven, etc., and pursue
knowledge as a karma-yogi. Either way you can get moksa. To give up all karma one
must be free from the desire for security, artha,pleasure, kdma, and a better lot later,
dharma. That implies vairigya, and without it, though I may give up the pursuits, the
desires will persist, and will obstruct my pursuit. Desires are never successfully given
up. One grows out of them through an inquiry, vicdra, resulting in dispassion, vairagya.
Every one of us has grown out of a few desires in our lives. To understand what
real renunciation is, look at your attitude towards objects that you have grown out of,
such as balloons. Even if you would like to have one, it is not a binding desire. If you get
it, you will enjoy it; but if you do not get it, you are not going to become unhappy. Nor
will you be upset if you get it and it bursts. With reference to balloons, we all have
vairrgya. We do not go after them, nor are we frightened of getting them. This is called
sannydsa. But when you were a child, you did not have the same attitude. That means
we grow up to become a sannyasi. If you can reduce everything to the status of
balloons, you are the sannyasi that is talked about here. The attitude we have towards
balloons, we can enjoy with reference to everything in this world.
When one has grown out of all the three pursuits-dharma, artha,and kama-it
is possible to live one day at a time. When you do not care for tomorrow, you are already
a renunciate. For that you have to be mature, otherwise you will feel miserable. To gain
that maturity, that inner security, one has to live a life of karma-yoga. Then life becomes
meaningful.
There is no other meaning for bhakti here. This can be the bhakti of ajidini,the
fourth type of bhakti, or that of a jijidsu, the third type. Because of this reason,
Bhagaudn says, 'he knows Me-mdm abhijdndti.'

To gain moksa, the Sastra enjoins a life of sannydsa, which is a life ofjn
idnanisthd. This moksa is not a result of any action, karma-phala. It is appreciating the
pratyagdtmd as param brahma. When that recognition is free from any vagueness or
doubt, that is what we call nisthd. We are not trying to improve the status of
pratyagdtmd. If it undergoes a change, there is something we can do. But if it does not,
what are we going to do? Being not subject to any modification, improvement is not
possible. But Brahman being what it is, it is not necessary. Previously, I was Brahman;
now also I am Brahman. It does not, and need not, undergo any change to become
something else. Moksa is nothing but knowing this.
Then why do we define the purusdrthaas moksa, and not knowledge? Nobody is
interested in this kind of self-knowledge. One may be interested in knowledge of
electronics because that is useful. But one will not be interested in self-knowledge unless
he recognizes that all pain is centred only on the self. Since he is interested in getting rid
of the sense of limitation centred on the self, the interest is only freedom from duhkha.
The purusdrtha is not jiiana, but moksa. Even a scient'st who is interested in
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knowledge for its own sake, is not really interested in knowledge but in the joy of
discovery and the sense of satisfaction he derives from gaining a better understanding of
the laws of the universe. Finally, his pursuit is centred on himself, on his own happiness.
Freedom alone is the ultimate end of the jiva, not knowledge. But moksa is in the form
of knowledge, and that is where conversion from a mumuksu to ajijiidsutakes place.
A mumuksu can get carried away doing any number of things-from dieting to
closing the eyes and looking for varieties of things. If, by doing so, he thinks that he is
going to get moksa, that is very unfortunate. Any of these things may be useful, but they
are not going to solve the problemi. Only knowledge is moksa because you are already
liberated. It is for this knowledge that one takes to a life of sannyasa. Safikara contrasts
this to a life meant for karma-phala by saying that it is not possible for a person who
wants to go to the western ocean and a person who wants to go to the eastern ocean to
travel the same path. They are going in opposite directions. Karma is meant for one who
is interested in small ends, like heaven, etc., and therefore, his approach, his attitude, his
whole commitment is different. The one who is interested in moksa, which is in the form
of knowledge, is interested injihna-nistha.
Sankara again defines jidna-nisthd as the commitment to the pursuit of
knowledge leading to jidna-nistha, abiding knowledge without any obstruction. He
uses the word abhinivesa, which means total commitment, like one who is possessed.
Under the possession of anything, even anger, or greed for power or money, a person
finds in himself an extra power. Here it is a complete commitment to the pursuit of
knowledge, with a passion. There is a consistent flow of contemplation upon Brahman
as oneself. Using words like Suddha, nitya, purna, satya,jiina,ananta,which reveal
the nature of Brahman, he continuously appreciates that pratyagdtmd,the inner self, is
identical with Brahman.
That kind of commitment is just the opposite to the pursuit of karma, and
therefore, it cannot be accompanied by the pursuit of karma. One depends upon an
agent, and the other dismisses it, so there is no possibility of a synthesis of jiina-nisthd
and karma-nisthd. They are as different from one another as a mountain and a mustard
seed. How can they possibly be confused? A hill can be taken as a mountain, but you can
never commit the mistake of taking the mustard seed for a mountain. Such is the
difference between jhina-nis.tha and the pursuit of karma. There is so much disparity
that it is a contradiction. 'This is the conclusion of those who know the dAstra,'
Sarikaraadds.
Jiana-nisthatherefore, is to be accomplished by the renunciation of all karma,
sarva-karma-sannydsa.It is important to note here that while karma is opposed to
jfiana, karma-yoga is not opposed to jiiana because it is meant for preparation of the
mind, which is again meant for jfina. Therefore, he is now going to talk about karmcyoga in the next Sloka and a few others.
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MAIKARA'S INTRODUCTION TO THE NEXT VERSE

In this chapter, the entire vision of the gitd-gAstra is summed up, making it firm
and clear. He has already dealt with sannydsa; now he is going to talk about karmayoga, a life imbued with devotion to the Lord. We have seen that worshipping the Lord
by doing one's own duty, a human being gains a certain accomplishment-svakarmancd
tam abhyarcya siddhim vindati mdnavah. By performing one's own duty in a given

place and time, recognizing dharma to be ISvara, from whom the world has come, and
by whom it is pervaded, he gains success, siddhi. What is that siddhi? ahikara says
that it is the eligibility to gain jihna-nistha.Because of karma-yoga, the antah-karana

is prepared, and thereby, he gains jnidna and then jiitna-nisthd. That means that if
repeated contemplation, etc., is a necessity, one cannot circumvent it. If the mind is
prepared, jiffna does not take any time, and thatjiianahas its culmination in liberation.
The karma-yoga that prepares the mind for this jiidna is being praised now to make the
vision clear and firm.
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Verse 56

Wf44fbT 3Tf sarvakarmdniapi - all actions; W T"5¶: sadd kurvdnah - the one
: madvyapdsrayah TsTqfqT

the one whose basis (for all

actions and results) is Me; •-FilgT•f matprasddat -

because of My grace; -TTW

who is always doing;

Asdvatam - eternal; 3wTaZ
avdpnoti - gains

avyayam -

imperishable;

'TWpadam -

end; s7iElf

The one who is always doing all (proper) actions, whose basis (for all
actions and results) is Myself, gains the end, which is eternal and
imperishable because of My grace.
KARMAYOGI ALSO GAINS JNANANISTHA
Here he shows that the karma-yogi reaches the same end as the one who is
committed purely to jiidna and jii&na-nistha. This is because a life of jiina-nisthd,

which entails renunciation of all other activities, will not be fruitful unless one has lived
a life of prayer and prayerful activity. Krsna has said previously, 'But renunciation is
difficult to accomplish, Arjuna, for the one who has not lived a life of karma-yogasannydsah tu mahidbho duhkham dptum ayogatah.' Living a life of renunciation is

easier said than done. One must have a contemplative mind, which is acquired only as
one goes through one's life. The same thing is said here.
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Safkara says, that the use of the word api, 'also,' along with the word,
sarvakarmdni, 'all actions,' indicates not only the actions that are to be done, vihitakarmas, but also those that are not to be done, pratisiddha-karmas.Here it seems as
though a karma-yogi can do prohibited actions too. That is not the meaning of this
statement of Saikara. It means two things here. Firstly, what is right and wrong is
relative. What is wrong may be right when the circumstances change. Therefore,
sometimes what is generally considered to be wrong may be unavoidable. In these
situations a karma-yogi takes it as a part of ISvara's order and being committed to
Isvara does that action, and does not incur papa. Secondly, sometimes an action, like a
small hurt to some beings, like stamping an ant, etc., is done unknowingly. Even then,
this karma-yogi, who does all actions being madvyapasraya, that is, being totally
dedicated to Igvara, does not incur papa. He gains that ultimate end due to the grace of
Isvara.
Even a simple ethical person who has nothing to do with the Lord or religion does
this. He lives a clean legal and ethical life, doing all that is to be done and not doing
anything that is not to be done. I say both legal and ethical because, even though you are
clean legally, ethically you need not be. The legal code is such that you can interpret it to
your own advantage, even when you have transgressed the moral law. Conversely,
ethically you may be right, but not legally. This is a big problem in the United States
where it is so easy to file a malpractice suit against a doctor. If a doctor is passing the
scene of an accident, he is ethically bound to stop and give medical aid. But if anything
goes wrong, he can be sued. Certain actions, which are ethical, become illegal. But here
is a person who is living both a legal and an ethical life. He is pragmatic. But he has
nothing to do with religion or Igvara.
Such a person is not a karma-yogi. And his lifestyle cannot be called karma-yoga.
It becomes karma-yoga only when you recognize Isvara as the one who gives the
results of all actions, karma-phala-ddta,and the one who is the very law of dharma. 1
am saying this because there is so much confusion about karma-yoga. It has come to be
known as skill in action. By that definition, even an expert pickpocket becomes a
karma-yogi. All over the world this is a big misconception about karma-yoga, which
has no support from the Gita at all.
HE TAKES REFUGE IN ISVARA

Nowhere in the Gita is there any mention of karma-yoga without Isvara. It is a
life of prayer and prayerful attitude with reference to karma. This particular surrender is
recognition of and conformity to Isvara's dharma. That alone changes the person.
Krsna makes it very clear here by saying, 'the one who has taken refuge in Memadvyapagrayah.' For a karma-yogi, the Lord is not separate from dharma and he
does not lose sight of this because of his raga-dvesas. While choosing his course of
action, he. is conscious of the Lord in the form of dharma, in the form of
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karmadhyaksa, and at the time of facing the results, he is aware of the Lord as the giver
of the fruits of action, karmaphaladata,and receives that result as prasada.At no time
can he lose sight of Isvara. This is a person for whom the basis of all actions and the
source of the results of all actions is lsvara. He is called madvyapdArayah. Performing
all actions, sarvakarmdnikurvdnah, he never loses sight of Isvara.
BY ISVARAPRASADA HE GAINS SAtVATAM PADAM

Because of Isvara's grace, 'matprasdddt,' as Krsna says, 'He gains an end,
which does not come to an end--dsvatam avyayam padam avtpnoti.' This is moksa.

How does he get Isvara'sgrace? Because he has taken refuge in Isvara, he gains antahkarana-Auddhi,whereby there is cheerfulness, clarity and tranquillity. That is prasdda.
Then, there is exposure to proper teaching, upadeSa, that is necessary for clear
knowledge. Without the grace of Ilvara, he will not find a proper guru and have access
to the sastra.The body and mind must also be conducive for his pursuit as well as the
surrounding conditions. All these are due to the grace of the Lord-Isvara-prasada.If
you really look into it, you will find the whole pursuit is nothing but Isvara-prasdda.
In time, the karma-yogi gains the same jh4na-nisthd. A karma-yogi is also a

mumuksu. He is not doing karma for the sake of heaven or anything, like a karmatha.
But he does karma for the sake of antah-karana-Auddhiand continues to pursue the
study of the sdstra. Therefore, surely he will gain moksa.
This being so, Krsna asks Arjuna to do his duty with the attitude of karma-yoga.
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cetasd sarvakarmanimayi sannyasya matparah
buddhiyogamupdarityamaccittah satatam bhava

IEmcetasd -

with the mind; \44if44

mayi sannyasya -

sarvakarmani -

Verse 57

all actions; TRq

renouncing unto Me; WT: (7FR) matparah (san) -

4kWI

being the one

whose (only) end is Me; fEt4Vm buddhiyogam - a life of karma-yoga; 'qfitA'
updsritya - resorting to; WmrFa
satatam - always; rTI: maccittah - the one
whose mind is in Me; T' bhava -

may you become

Being one whose (only) end is Myself, mentally renouncing all actions
unto Me, resorting to a life of karma-yoga, may you become one whose
mind is always in Me.
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THEREFORE, ARJUNA, TAKE TO KARMAYOGA
ALWAYS HAVE YOUR MIND IN ME

Arjuna is advised, 'May you become one whose mind is always with Memaccittah satatam bhava.' Certain minds are not in Paramesvaraat all. For others, the
mind is in Parame.vara occasionally, on certain days, like Friday or Sunday and at
certain times, like morning and evening. In those moments of prayer, the mind is
committed to I1vara, but not otherwise. Here, Krsna is asking Arjuna to be 'one whose
mind is always with Me.' What does this mean? Should he never have any other thought,
other than that of Paramesvara?How can he always think of Iuaraand go about doing
his work? It is possible only when he appreciates that everything, the whole jagat, is
ITvara. Then doing anything or not doing anything, he never misses Isvara.
MENTALLY RENOUNCE ALL YOUR ACTIONS UNTO ME

Krsna says, cetasd, by the mind one should renounce all actions. What kind of
mind does he talk about? Sahkara says it is a mind that has discrimination, viveka.
Activities have two different types of results-seen, drsta, as well as unseen, adrsta.
When you do charity for instance, there is a visible result in the form of the satisfaction
you get, and an unseen result, called punya, which will manifest as something desirable
later. Similarly, when you perform a ritual, or offer daily prayers, there is the immediate
result of antah-karana-Suddhi, your composure and acceptance of whatever has
happened, giving a degree of freedom from rdga-dvesas. Then, whether you want it or
not, there is punya accrued as a result of those actions. Some karmas are done for the
purpose of an immediate result, like antah-karana-suddhi,and some are done for a
result that is to be realised later, like heaven. All these actions, sarvakarmani,are to be
offered to Isvara with a proper attitude. Lord Krsna says, 'Mentally renouncing all
actions unto Me-cetasd sarvakarmanimayi sannyasya.' That is the proper attitude.
Previously he had said, 'Whatever you do, do it as an offering to Me-yat
1 Because something presents itself to be done by
karosi... tat kurusva madarpanam.'
you, therefore, you do it. This is 19vara's order. The very fact that you are placed in a
given situation which calls for an action on your part, means that you are caught in this
fabric of Isvara. To appreciate this fact-that the action, which you have got to do, is
enjoined by Isvara-is not an ordinary thing. If you analyse it, you will find that any
inevitability isnothing but Isvara. In common parlance, there is an expression, 'Man
proposes, God disposes.' Or, whatever happens is said to be Isvara'swill, Ivarecchi.
This has to be understood properly. It is not that God goes about desiring
something to happen to you. He is not going to decide about the headache you may get
tomorrow. It is the law that is Isvara.Isvareccha implies your own past karma, and that
SGita - 9-27
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law of karma, law of dharma, that brings about a given result is not merely mechanical.
It is a manifestation of Isvara, the conscious being. Any inevitable situation is
Iuvareccha, and once you understand that, you do whatever the situation calls for. It is a
part of the whole colossal yajiia of the cosmos in which there is a constant flux of
creation, sustenance, and dissolution. The creation is something like a boiling pot of
water. You find an arrangement of bubbles that keeps on changing. But it is all very
logical. One bubble is big, another is small. One has burst already, and another is just
breaking up. There is logic that determines why a bubble is here now, why one is big or
small, etc. They all follow some laws, which perhaps we have not yet decoded. We are
like bubbles. Each one has to do certain things at a certain time and this is Isvarecchhi.
When the called-for actions are done with a mind that has this appreciation, it is an
offering to Isvara.
HAVE ME AS YOUR ONLY END

This person, Krsna says, is matparah-the one for whom Isvara is paramount.
Iuvara is the only end for him, nothing else. He does not use Isvara as an accomplice for
gaining smaller ends. Not that there is anything wrong with making use of Ilvara'sgrace
for the purpose of getting some small result. A person who does so is also a devotee, an
arthdrthi.But here we are talking about ajijhsu,one who wants lsvara's grace, not to
gain some small end, but to gain Isvara. Being one for whom Isvara is the end, he has
no other refuge but Isvara. Krsna says, taking refuge, upagritya, in a life of karmayoga, here called buddhi-yoga. 'May you become one whose mind is always resolved in
Me-maccittah satatam bhava.' Not in the morning or in the evening, but always
surrendered at the feet of Bhagavan.
Karma-yoga is a life of surrender, a religious life. Isvara has to be accepted, and
therefore, there is no secular karma-yoga. When you want to accomplish things without
livara,you create a lot of unnecessary pressure because you are taking charge of things
that you are not capable of controlling. When you make yourself responsible for things
for which you are not responsible at all, you build up pressure and invite problems. In
the beginning, you may enjoy some success, but later, you will suffer a breakdown. In
karma-yoga, efficiency is natural because you are free from anxiety. When there is no
pressure, all your faculties are available to you because you do not spend your time
worrying about what will happen. You just do what you can do. Real efficiency is not
perfection; it is the availability of the total person. All your faculties, your emotion, your
mind, senses, and skills are available for the task at hand. And the fact that what is
available is limited, is not a problem. Everybody has limited powers, but the limited
powers you have are at your disposal because you are using them for making an offering
to Isvara. There is no question of your not being efficient, but it is not right to define
karma-yoga as, 'efficiency in work.'
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Karma-yoga is purely a religious life so there is no karma-yoga without devotion.
Sahkara says buddhi-yoga'is a firm resolve of the mind. As we saw in the second
chapter,' the one who has discovered that moksa is the only purusarthahas a mind that
is resolute, while the one who has not properly ascertained this end, has a mind that is
fragmented. If the end is not clear, the ends are endless, and if the end is very clear, the
only project I have is fixing up myself so that I can understand my identity with ISvara.
Everything is for that purpose and therefore, everything has a purpose. No matter what it
takes, no matter how many years it takes, it does not matter. The resolution, the
commitment is to moksa as the end, and therefore, karma becomes yoga.
If one's mind is always resolved in Isvara, then what happens?
3fT: ^^imx! 'itTrH
W

WTp~y^

¶R I

3 ^SqBft f-R^^T 161 1

maccitah sarvadurganimatprasdddttarisyasi
atha cettvamahahikrannasrosyasi vinahksyasi

Rfai: ("-)

maccittah (san) -

matprasaddt -

being one whose mind is always in Me; 'Rl¶

because of My grace; \jAliful sarvadurgani -

Sft if tarisyasi- you will cross; 3121
because of egotism; `T

filscft

Verse 58

tvam -

At

you; ;

atha cet - but if; 31T61R
SqF

na srosyasi -

all difficulties;

ahahkdrdt-

you do not listen;

vinaniksyasi - you will perish
Being one whose mind is always in Me, because of My grace, you will
cross all difficulties. But if, because of egotism, you do not listen (to Me),
you will perish.

BY PLACING YOUR MIND IN ME YOU WILL CROSS ALL DIFFICULTIES

Durga means that which is difficult to cross. A mountain peak or a narrow
passage, which is difficult to negotiate, is called durga. It is something that can be
traversed only with great difficulty. Saizkara says it is the cause of samsara. These are
the karmas, which create punya-papathat cause new births. They are born of a sense of
agency, kartrtva, which itself is born of ignorance, ajiiana, all of which are very
difficult to cross. But, being one who is committed to a life of karma-yoga, you will
cross, all these things, which are difficult to cross-sarvadurganitarisyasi.
IFYOU DO NOT LISTEN TO ME, YOU WILL PERISH

'Now,' he says, 'suppose you don't listen to Me-atha cet na srosyasi-because
of your own egotism, aharikardt,you think you know everything and are going to take
' Gftd - 2-41
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charge of everything and that you need not follow this at all. Due to arrogance, born of
ignorance, you do not understand what I have been telling you. If that is the case, you
will get destroyed, vinahksyasi, meaning, you cannot accomplish what you want.'
The sreyas that you are seeking will be denied to you because you are not ready
for it. If you are not ready for sannyasa and you give up karma, you will neither be a
sannyasi nor a karma-yogi. Therefore, you will get destroyed, in the sense that you will
not get that end which you are seeking. Krsna says this only to make sure that Arjuna
has understood him properly because later he is going to give him the freedom to choose
whatever he wants, yatha icchasi tathd kuru. Now he wants to make sure that he has
said everything he has to say.
Krsna is telling Arjuna that even though the duty he has to do here is not pleasant,
if he gives it up, he will have to do something more unpleasant later, because his nature
will force him to do so. When people taunt him for running away from the battlefield, he
will get so angry that he will fight with them, because no one can completely give up his
nature. Arjuna's disposition at that time was something that had to be taken care of.
Later he is going to say, 'nasto mohah smrtir labdhd karisye vacanam tava-I have

no more delusion, I will do what you have said.' He understands that performing action
also is a means for moksa for him, his disposition being what it is. He had knowledge all
right, but from his behaviour later, and also from what Bhagauan says to Arjuna right
now, we understand that his knowledge has some obstructions. They have to be taken
care of.
YOUR DISPOSITION WILL IMPEL YOU TO FIGHT
Sahkara introduces the next verse saying that one should not think, 'I am
independent, why should I do what someone else says?'

ftiv*4lT rA M

fh" MTtCi I

II

yadahahikramdsrityana yotsya iti manyase
mithyaisa vyavasdyaste prakrtistvdm niyoksyati

Verse 59

a3ifTcq
J •T aahahkdram daritya - resorting to egotism; Zr" 7T4 yat' manyase
a
4 ýfu na yotsye iti - that 'I will not fight'; 17: A
- that which you think; T t?"

' This verse has a different readingavailable too. The difference is as follows.
yadyaharikaramdarityana yotsya iti manyase
Verse 59
mithyaisa vyavasdyaste prakrtistvdm niyoksyati
Here the word yat is read as yadi, and connecting with manyase, it would mean, 'yadi
manyase - if you were to think,' instead of 'yat manyase - that which you think.'
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zqlzt: esah te vyavasdyah - this resolve of yours; fiýM mithyd - is false;
tvam niyoksyasi - will impel you
prakrtih- (your) disposition; 7MrR PtFf

-#m:

Resorting to egotism, that you think, 'I will not fight,' this resolve of
yours is false. Your disposition will impel you.
Krsna knows that ifArjuna should resolve not to fight, that resolve would be false
because it is not in keeping with his disposition. It would be will-based, not natural. If it
were true to his nature, it would be the proper conclusion, but since it is not, such a
decision would not be helpful to him. He may go away from the battlefield and take to
the life of a sddhu, but that will be problematic for him later. Why? 'Your nature will
bind you-prakrtih tvdm niyoksyati,' says Krsna. Later, people will tease him for

running away from the battlefield because of fear. Duryodhana is not going to let
people believe that Arjuna went away out of compassion. If Arjuna leaves, the war will
be called off, and Duryodhana will claim victory without a shot. He is not going to
acknowledge that he won by default, but will boast that by simply presenting his army,
he frightened Arjuna away. Even though in his heart he knew Arjuna left because of
compassion, he would not let the people think so because he is going to rule the kingdom
and does not want the people to favour the Pdndavas. They may revolt against him.
Therefore, he will make sure that everybody believes that Arjuna ran away from the
battlefield out of sheer fright on seeing the formation of the army. This will definitely
enrage Arjuna, and therefore, a decision not to fight would be false, mithya. He has not
grown into the disposition of a brahmana, but is still a ksatriya by nature. He is a
fighter by nature and this will force him to do the action of a ksatriya. Arjuna was a
ksatriya, a warrior, not only by duty, but also by disposition. Therefore, that disposition
will indeed impel him to act as a warrior later.
Further,

wgllc^ AF;r
j #F f

ýa
kz: -T

T I

wrIj·tl5
iTlo II

svabhdvajena kaunteya nibaddhahsvena karmand
kartum necchasi yanmohdtkarisyasyayvaAo'pitat
*hlt

kaunteya -

O! Son of Kunti (Arjuna);

rWlmohdt -

Verse 60
out of delusion; ZT

yat kartum na icchasi - what you do not wish to do; FTf 3TR tat api
rT
-zTiFr
-just that; WzFrt4 svabhdvajena - which is born of your natural disposition; FT
4•u|f svena karmand - by your own action; fh-: nibaddhah - being definitely
avagah karisyasi- you will helplessly do
bound; 3T-: ahftr
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Arjuna! Out of delusion, being definitely bound by your own action,
which is born of your natural disposition, you will helplessly do just what
you do not wish to do.
What is born out of one's disposition, determined by the composition of the three
gunas, sattva, rajas, and tamas, is called svabhavaja. By this, one is definitely bound,
nibaddha,to perform certain actions-even what you do not want to do, yat kartum na
icchasi. Why would you not want to do what is in keeping with your nature? Because of
some delusion, mohat. Due to some impulsive decision or some misplaced sympathy.
Arjuna wanted to call off the war. Sympathy is a good quality, but here it is misplaced
because Duryodhana is a person who has committed every crime in the book. He
doesn't require sympathy now; he has to be stopped. If you act upon a misplaced
sympathy for someone just because he is a cousin, you will have a lot of problems. That
is an action born of lack of discrimination, mohat. That very action that you do not want
to do now, you will uncontrollably do later, karisyasi avaSo'pi tat. When the pressure
goes away, you will regret your failure to act, or perhaps people will goad you into it.
Whatever be the impetus, being completely possessed by a given disposition, you will
definitely act in accordance with it. There is no escape from it because you cannot
change your disposition by will. By your will, you can create a condition for yourself
that is conducive towards a change; but it takes its own time. A change in disposition
does not happen overnight. Arjuna has to go through this experience of war. That is the
situation, which has presented itself before him, and he has to do what is to be done. If
he does not, he is not acting in keeping with his disposition. From this, we should
understand that each one of us must do what is appropriate for us. What someone else
does is not a legitimate basis for our choice of action. What is good for you, you have to
decide and then do it.
Doing karma as a yoga is not in any way opposed to moksa. Karma itself is by
nature opposed to moksa because it is a product of ignorance of the self. If the karma is
meant only for achieving a few limited ends, you will get only those things, and thus, it
is bondage, not moksa. But if the karma is done as a yoga, not for a given end, but for
moksa, it can prepare you for moksa. As a karma-yogi you have a field wherein you can
change your disposition into a sattvika disposition, which is necessary for knowledge
that is free from obstructions. To remove all the obstructions, pratibandhakas,one has
to go through a life of duty keeping iSvara in view. In the fifth chapter, Bhagavdn
pointed out that, what is accomplished by the sannydsi is reached by the karma-yogi
also-yat sdrikhyaih prdpyate sthdnam tad yogairapi gamyate. You cannot simply
impose your will upon your disposition. It does not change. That very will is a product of
an impulsive disposition, which has to mature. Making a resolve to be a sannydsi does
not generally work because it is not easy to gain the disposition of a sannydsi without a
life of karma-yoga-sannydsastu mahdbaho duhkhamdptum ayogatah. Therefore,
"- na tells Arjuna that karma-yoga is better-karmayogahuiisiyate.
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isvarah sarvabhutandmhrddeSe'rjunatisthati
bhrdmayansarvabhutdniyantrdriZdhdni miayay

Verse 61

3Tt

arjuna - O! Arjuna; q-Al<Sfi yantrarudhdni - (like) those which are
mounted on a machine; *Tfl1isarvabhutani- all beings; T7IT mayayd - by (the
magic of his) mdyd; msT bhramayan- causing to move (revolve); aW: isvarah the Lord; i-dl-1, sarvabhitanim- of all beings; ý
hprddeSe - at the seat of the

intellect; fgIjr tisthati - remains
The Lord remains at the seat of the intellect of all beings, Arjuna,
causing all beings to move, revolve, by (the magic of his) mdy&, (like)
those (figures) which are mounted on a machine (are made to revolve).
MEANING OF THE WORD ARJUNA

Sahkara has chosen this occasion to give the meaning of the name, Arjuna, as the
one whose disposition is pure. He has a clean mind. This meaning of the word, arjuna,
as something that is clear or bright is also seen in the rgveda,' where the day is described
initially as krsna meaning dark, overcast and cloudy. Immediately the day is said to be
arjuna, meaning atisvaccha, very clear, not cloudy. Thus, Arjuna is the one who has a
clean mind like the cloudless day. That does not mean he does not get angry, but there is
no deceit. Because he has a clean mind, he has compassion, as we have seen, but at the
same time, he has other obstructions like legitimate anger. All the Pdndavas have that
kind of mind. Even Bhima has that kind of mind. But if you taunt him, he is going to
pulverise you. So, he is not going to be a sddhu. They were all people of great
self-respect. If you say something, which will in anyway belittle them, you will have to
answer for that. This is not the mind of a sadhu, but of a simple-natured human being.
LORD, SEATED IN THE INTELLECT, CAUSES ALL BEINGS TO FUNCTION
THROUGH MAYA
Isvara is the one in whose presence the mind, senses, etc., function as they do and
the whole universe is as it is. That Ilvara is said to reside at the seat of the intellect,
hrddese, because that is where consciousness is manifest, where you experience the
whole world, where you recognize the presence of dtmd. There alone you recognize, 'I
am.' And this is true for all beings-sarvabhutandm.Residing there, Itvara is causing
all beings to move-bhrdmayan sarvabhiitani.Because of his presence alone, without
ahaa

na

ahararjuna a (r-sahit -6-1-1

ahagca krsnam ahararjunam ca (rk-samhitd - 6-1-1)
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any involvement at all on his part, the mind is mind, the intellect is intellect, the eyes are
eyes, and the ears are ears. By his simple presence, he makes the mind move, make the
senses move, and make tne whole world move. Everything is moving because of the
dtma that is behind, without which there is no being for anything. Giving its existence
and also its consciousness to the mind, senses, etc., it remains hidden.
Making all these beings move in their own directions, express themselves in their
respective fields, Isvara remains in the intellect, hrddese tisthati. The eyes see, ears
hear, the mind desires and enjoys will, action is done, all due to the presence of dtm&.
A very interesting example is given here. The beings are made to move by Ivara,
like the figures mounted on a machine are made to revolve as if by magic-bhrdmayar,
yantrdriudhdni mdyayd iva. The root bhram means both, to move and to revolve.

Saikara notes that the word iva, which means 'like,' is to be supplied here. A yantra is
a machine, any contrivance that does a task for you. But here it means a particular device
on which are mounted varieties of dolls, putrikds-like a merry-go-round. We only see
the turning, not the person who does the turning. When these varieties of wooden forms,
of men, women, animals, etc., are made to revolve by someone who is hidden behind the
whole thing, they appear to be moving as though by magic, mayaya. Just as the person
who runs this show stands there without being seen, Isvara remains in the intellect,
hrdde e tisthati, of all beings, sarvabhiitdndm, making them move, bhrdmayan.

Isvara can be understood here as paramitmd,the one who is identified with the law of
karma, hiranyagarbha.If the law of karma is understood, that very law is Isvara

residing in everybody's heart as the prdrabdha-karma.Accordingly, each person is
going to function in keeping with his disposition. How are you going to change that
unless you deliberately initiate the process of change?
Why is it hidden? Because it is the very dtmd, it is not going to be seen. The
presence of paramdtmd alone makes the mind do what it does. Or, the law of karma
being non-separate from the Lord, the prdrabdha-karmamakes people do what they
have got to do and make them act according to their own disposition. Therefore, really
speaking, you are not doing anything at all. It is all Isvara. In a given situation
something is to be done, and therefore, it is done. Why do you bother, as though you are
in charge of everything? You acknowledge that Bhagavdn is in charge and do what is to
be done.

mcAIm
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TT f^ E t qvf
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tameva Aaranam gaccha sarvabhavenabhdrata
tatprasdddtpardm
r dntim sthtnam prdpsyasi Aidvatam

""TRT bhdrata -

Verse 62

O! Descendent of Bharata (Arjuna); -4-WqiT
sarva-bhavena with your whole heart; TR TM tam eva - him alone; WUTiT T9 saranam gaccha -
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param sdntim tatprasddat-- by his grace; mTTTlliR
surrender to; dflll
absolute peace; TTWITT
pwrr- Sd.uatam sthdnam - the eternal abode; MTiWF
prdpsyasi-

you will gain

Surrender to him alone with your whole heart, Arjuna. By his grace you
will gain absolute peace, the eternal abode.
ACCEPT I§VARA WITH YOUR WHOLE HEART, AS THE ONE IN CHARGE

You are in charge of your life to an extent, but if you think you are totally in
charge, you are mistaken. Everything is given to you-even the ego that thinks it is in
charge. If the ego is the I-sense in the body-mind-sense-complex, that 'I' is given to you,
along with the body, mind and senses. And if you find that you have no control over
your behaviour, it is because that itself is 'I.' Naturally you will go by whatever happens
in the mind. If you feel like giving up, then you will give up. If you feel like doing
something, you will do it. There is no discrimination, viveka, available for you, unless
you can step aside and see that you have jurisdiction only over actions, never over the
results-karmani eva adhikdrah te ma phalesu kaddcana. Then again, everything is

given to you by isvara, who is the indweller, in keeping with your own prdrabdhakarma. According to that prdrabdha-karma,things happen. How are you going to deal
with that? It is better to give to Isvara exactly what belongs to him. You do what you
have to do and he does his job. At the very level of yourself as an individual related to
Isvara, the Lord, you do not dictate all the terms. So why do you take charge of things
for which you have no responsibility?
The acknowledgement of our limitations is such an important thing. We have no
power over so many things. This war, for example, that Arjuna is facing, would
certainly have been avoided by him if it were within his power. Certain situations simply
have to. be faced, and faced with intelligence. Not facing an inevitable situation is
unintelligent. Then after facing it, you can deal with it foolishly or intelligently. What
Gitd is talking about is facing a situation intelligently. Arjuna Does not want to face this
situation because he is overpowered by sympathy. Therefore, Krsna is asking Arjuna to
surrender to him, tasmdt tameva saranam gaccha. When you surrender your

disposition to Isvara who is identified as prdrabdha-karma,then you accept that what
is to happen will happen, bhavitavyam bhavati eva. This is a very beautiful thing, and
not easy to assimilate completely. What is to happen will happen and I do what is to be
done.
For that, Isvara has to be recognized as the one who is in the form of the law of
karma itself. This creation is a huge ritual, yajiia, in progress, in which you are a wheel
or a cog. Your place is very important; otherwise, you would not be here. The very fact
that you are in this contemporary society, or in a particular situation, however
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insignificant you may think it is, is significant. You are significant. In a large piece of
machinery, the bolt may think its job of sitting tight is unimportant since it seems to be
doing nothing at all. But sitting tight is very important, for if it does not, the whole
machine will come to a halt. Therefore, you are where you are because you have to be
there. Whatever role you are called upon to play is important; that is why you are there.
Therefore, Arjuna is told to surrender to 19vara. Sahkara says, 'To remove the
pain of samsara, surrender to Ivuara.' This takes the pressure off yourself. If you take
the help of Isvara, you do not blame yourself and then you allow yourself to let go of the
past and get into the flow of situations as they unfold themselves day after day. Today
the situation is in a particular form; tomorrow it will be in another form, and the next day
it is going to be something different. That is what makes life interesting. After all, if
tomorrow is going to be exactly like today, why should we have tomorrow? But every
day is a bundle of surprises. There is always something new happening to keep us
interested. If I let go of my past and do not think that I am in charge of everything, but
that Isvara in the form of my prarabdha-karmais in charge, I get into the flow of
events and do what I can do. The relief in this is not ordinary.
Emotionally we have to do this, not purely rationally. With our heart, intimately, at
the emotional level we have to let go because our problems are only emotional. The
cognitive change that takes place by an understanding of Isvara helps one even to
emotionally accept Isvara. That emotional acceptance also is indicated here by the word,
sarvabhdvena, meaning, with your whole heart. The Lord says 'May you accept IAvara
as the one who is in charge, with your whole heart.' There is a beautiful imagery in the
Gita-dhydna-Aloka, in which, Lord Krsna is considered to be the boatman, kaivartaka,

who takes one across. It says, 'The blood-soaked river was crossed by the Pdndavas;
Krsna was the boatman-sottirnakhalu pandavaih rananadikaivartakah kesavah.'

Rananadi, is the river of samsdra, of conflicts, of sorrow. This river cannot be crossed
easily. It is full of big rocks and whirlpools, and raging rapids. How are you going to
cross it? Even a boat is useless, unless you have an expert boatman. No ordinary
boatman can help you cross this river; he himself will be drowned in the process. He
should be one who knows exactly what he is doing and where he is going, the depth of
the river at every point, how to avoid the whirlpools, and where all the unseen rocks are.
Only Bhagavdn can be your boatman. You hand over everything to him and you will
definitely reach the shore. Arjuna did this when he asked Krsna to be his chariot-driver.
In the same way, one has to hand over one's life to Bhagavan. The big yajiia is going
on, and within that, we are doing our own little part, surrendering to the order that is
Isvara.

This order includes the moral laws and the law of karma. In fact, the law of
karma and dharma are the same, because dharma produces punya and pdpa, which

form the very order. Arjuna is born here, facing this situation all according to punya and
papa. The law of karma centred on your free will and dharma-adharmaare all highly
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interconnected. Therefore, to that one Lord who is in the form of the very order of
dharma, the order of karma, you surrender and do what is to be done. We conform to
dharma because dharma is Bhagavun.

Then what happens? Because of the grace of that Ivara,tat prasaddt,you have
antah-karana-4uddhi,and therefore, will gain first a relative composure--dntim
prapsyasi. Once you have that relative s'dnti, you will, in time, gain absolute sdntipardam sintim srdvatam sthanam prdpsyasi. This is a sdnti, a peace, which is not a

condition of the mind, but the nature of yourself. It is different from the simple sinti
born of your attitude of surrender. Because it is not dependent upon anything, but is the
very nature of yourself, it is sdsvatam sthanam, an abode that is eternal, from which
there is no coming back. This is moksa. This is ISvara who resides in the intellect of all,
sarvabhutdndm hrddese tisthati. You think you are there, but you are not there at all.
Your ahaikdra is only a status; all that is there is paramttmd. There is no separate
ahahkaraat all, only IJvara. You please try to understand that Isvara, please seeksaranamgaccha. Then you will gain relative ianti and then moksa, the pard dgnti.

In the next verse, Bhagavdn partially sums up the teaching:
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iti te jiianamdkhydtamguhyddguhyataram mayd
vimrsyaitadaSesenayathecchasi tathd kuru

Verse 63

t

iti - thus; T1iT
fTi4 guhydit guhyataram - more secret than any secret; WT1
jiidnam - knowledge; •RT mayd - by Me; te - to you; 3TTJ7?F dkhyatam -

was told; aT*1u| aaesena - completely; T, ff
ik9 etat vimr ya - considering this;
"WI Tw
yathd icchasi -just as you wish;
-PTT
7 tathd kuru - so may you do
Thus, the knowledge that is more secret than any secret was told by Me
to you. Considering this completely, you may do just as you wish.
THE MOST SECRETIVE KNOWLEDGE HAS BEEN TOLD TO YOU

This knowledge is more secret, more hidden than what is generally known as
hidden, guhydt guhyataram. Why is it so? For one thing, it is not available through the
means of knowledge, pramdna, which we commonly have at our disposal, like
perception and inference. Then again, even when the pramdna is available, it can
remain hidden, like anything known through a pramdna. The equation, E = mc 2, for
example, can be explained in detail, but until you understand that explanation, it is a
secret. That dtmd is Brahman, is definitely a secret until sistra reveals it to me. Even
when it is revealed, it can remain a secret because we see people, who even if they have
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listened to the Sdstra, still do not know--rnvantah api bahavahyam na vidyuh.'If it

remains a secret even when it is available, that is a greater secret than any other secret,
guhyat guhyataram. Further, it is the nature of yourself, and therefore, it is not
available for the one who is looking for it. And naturally it is not available for the one
who does not look for it.
The Upanisad says, 'The one who chooses which (dtma), by him that is gainedyameva esa vrnute tena labhyah.'2 Atma is available only for the person who chooses

to know, not for anybody else. Because it is not an object, you will not stumble upon
dtma. You have to choose to know. It will not happen one day of its own accord. You
have to initiate the process of knowing because it is yourself. This is called mumuksa,
which converts to jijidsa, the most essential qualification for this knowledge. Then,
there is acknowledgement of self-ignorance, and when you expose yourself to the
pramana, it will be meaningful. Again the Upanisad says, 'It is not gained by your
retentive power, not by listening to various other gdstras, and not by the recitation of the
Veda-ndyamdtmd pravacanenalabhyah na medhayd na bahund srutena-but by

the one who chooses to know the dtmd.'3 Please understand the significance of this
statement. It has got to be chosen by you; only then can it be known. Therefore, it is a
greater secret than any other secret. And also, the best hiding place for the dtmd is the
dtmd, myself. That eternal, dnandam brahma, which I am seeking, is hidden in the
very dtmd, the seeker, as the nature of the seeker. There is no better hiding place.
'This knowledge,' Bhagavdn says, 'is explained by Me to you-te jiinam
dkhydtam mayd.' Now what should Arjuna do? He is urged to properly contemplate
upon, think over all that Krsna has said, not partially, but completely, asesena, not by
considering selected sections, but by viewing all that he has told as a whole. He must
understand the whole of it-what is karma, what is karma-yoga, what is sannydsa,
what is moksa, etc. Everything must be understood properly. Any given topic becomes
meaningful only when you understand the whole. Because Arjuna wants Sreyas, he must
know very clearly the position of karma in the pursuit of moksa.
HAVING ANALYSED THIS COMPLETELY, DO AS YOU WISH

"Having considered all this completely, that is, having analysed all this
completely-vimrnya etad agesena,' Krsna says, 'do as you wish--yathecchasi tathd

kuru.' This is the confidence of a teacher. He has already made sure that he has told
Arjuna everything that has to be told, and lastly told him also that if he chooses not to
fight, his resolve is false, mithyd. You cannot say more than that. After having said all
this, he still leaves the decision to Arjuna because Krsna is a teacher here, not a
SKathopanisad- 1-2-7
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consultant. If, after all this teaching, he still has to make decisions for Arjuna, what kind
of teacher is he, and what kind of student is Arjuna? If, at the end of eighteen chapters
he makes decisions on behalf of Arjuna, he neither has respect for himself as a teacher,
nor for Arjuna as his student. Therefore, he says, 'As you desire, so you do.' He gives
him a blank cheque.
Lord Krsna has said to Arjuna that he has taught him all that is to be taught and
gives him a sanction to do as he wishes, yathecchasi tathd kuru. He can follow the
lifestyle of either sannyasa or karma-yoga, for the sake of moksa. After giving him this
blank cheque, Krsna has something further to say.
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sarvaguhyatamambhuyah srnu me paramam vacah
isto'si me drdhamiti tato vaksydmi te hitam

Verse 64

%F:bhiyah - again; VIqq paramam - ultimate; 4_-Tfqtlrq sarva-guhyatamam
- which is the most secret of all; -4 --: me vacah - My statement; -J srnu listen; 4 me - to Me; •T d'rdham - definitely; W: aT3 istah asi - you are
beloved; *T iti - thus; "T: tatah - therefore; fTR hitam - what is good; A kfri?
te vaksyami - I will tell you
Again, listen to My ultimate statement, which is the most secret of all.
You are definitely beloved to Me, therefore, I will tell you, what is good.
Even though it was told before, it is pointed out again here that this is the greatest
secret of all, sarva-guhyatamam.Because it is not available for any pramdna that we
can employ, it is the most hidden. Though dtmd is self evident, the particular
knowledge, which is Brahman, is not available for any pramdna such as perception,
etc. This is to be understood only through S'stra. For this and various other reasons I
have given you, it remains the most well hidden secret. The person who is seeking the
ultimate end-in the form of dnanda, happiness, satya, freedom from limitations in the
form of time-bound existence and jiina,freedom from ignorance-happens to be that
very end, and therefore, it is hidden. Being not available for objectification, it is hidden.
And sometimes, even one who is taught may not understand if he is not prepared, and
therefore, it remains hidden. Though a person has listened to the teaching, there is no
guarantee that he sees exactly as he is told. The words of the sruti are supposed to create
direct, immediate knowledge of the non-difference of dtmd and Brahman. Through
implication, laksanayd, the mahavdkya must necessarily reveal the vastu to him as he
listens. If it does not, that is only due to his lack of preparation. Therefore, it is sarvaguhyatamam.
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Now Krsna tells Arjuna, 'Please listen to My essential statement-me paramam
vacah.ArnFu.' He is going to tell again briefly, in essence, all that he has to say at the end.
Therefore, he says, 'Please listen.' Why? Because, he is very dear to Krsna. 'You are
beloved to me-istah asi me.' Arjuna has always been dear to Krsna as a friend, but
now he has also become a student, sisya. And he is a devotee, bhakta, as we saw
previously, 'You are my devotee and a friend-bhakto'si me sakha ceti.' In the very
beginning Arjuna declared, 'I am your student-gisyaste'ham.' It is not that Arjuna has

become dear to Krsna only now. He has always been dear and Krsna is very sure that,
that fact is not going to change at any time. It is definite, drdham.
Because Arjuna is so dear to him, he says, 'I will tell you what is good for youte hitam vaksyami.' The whole Gita is nothing but a way of pursuit for moksa,
pravrttimdrga,and a way of withdrawal from all other pursuits, niorttimarga.Either
you can be a karma-yogi and gain moksa or be a sannydsi and gain moksa. While

performing duties you can pursue knowledge, or without duties, if you are ready for it,
you can pursue only knowledge. The same thing is repeated briefly here as Krsna sums
up everything in two sentences, one for karma-yoga, and the other for sannydsa.
In the second chapter, he first talked about sdinkhya, knowledge, and then said,
lrrnu.'
'Listen to Me about this karma-yoga-yoge tu imam

Later, in the third chapter,

he said, 'In this world, two committed lifestyles were told by Me before, Arjunaknowledge for the sannyisis and karma-yoga for karma-yogis-loke asmin dvividha
nistha purd proktd maya anagha jiina-yogena sdinkhyandm karma-yogena

yoginam.' 2 Here at the end he again sums up the entire Giti in these two wordskarma-yoga and sannyasa-inthe next two verses.

The Lord says, 'This is hita, something that is good, for you.' There are many
things that are good for a person, but what is absolutely good is moksa, the knowledge
of atmd being Brahman, and the means for that is also considered hita. The next verse
considers karma-yoga.
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manmand bhava madbhakto madyajiz mamz namaskuru
mdmevaisyasi satyam te pratijdnepriyo'si me
•Fr-l: manmanah -

one whose mind is offered to Me; TRF: madbhaktah -

whose devotion is to Me:
become;

TrTr
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mdm -

Verse 65
one

Mwfmadydiji- one whose worship is to Me; W bhava -

to Me; q

i namaskuru -

do salutations;

EfTT

mdm eva
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to Me alone; izft

nfclrr)

esyasi -

you will reach; Tw-

satyam -

truly; f te -

to you;

pratijdne- 1 promise; 4 ft : 3T# me priyah asi - you are dear to Me
Become one whose mind is offered to Me, one whose devotion is to Me,
one whose worship is to Me; do salutations to Me. You will reach Me
alone. I truly promise you. (Because) you are dear to Me.

SUMMARISING KARMAYOGA

If he becomes all this, Arjuna will reach Krsna. 'Manmandh' means the one who
has Paramesvara as the object of his mind. The mind itself is offered to isvara.
Naturally, he is 'madbhaktah.' His devotion, his commitment is to Isvara alone.
Whatever he does is for the sake of Isvara. All his rituals, ydgas, all-karmas are only
for Isvara-'madyaji.' isvara alone is his refuge, the locus of his surrender, and thus
Krsna says, 'May you salute Me-mam namaskuru.' And Sahkara adds, 'May you

salute only Me.' When this is so, 'You will reach Me alone-mam eva esyasi.' He gives
him a promise, 'I truly promise you-satyam te pratijdne.' Here the end, sddhya, is

Isvara and the means, sadhana,and what is offered, are all for Isvara alone. Any action
that is performed by the mind, speech, or limbs is done as worship to isvarafor the sake
of gaining that very Isvara. Generally, these instruments of action are pressed into
service to perform acts of worship keeping in view a certain result like heaven. Here, the
result is only Paramesvara.You do not want anything less than Paramesvara.Then
again, all the instruments of action, karanas are non-separate from Paramesvaraand
the very actions, kriyds, which you do, are for the sake of Paramesvara.Whatever
duties you are enjoined to do are all for the sake of Igvara.
We have seen this before:' 'Worshipping him (Isvara) with one's own duty, a
person gains success-svakarmanatam abhyarcya siddhim vindati mdnavah.' When

you do something just because the situation demands it, that is duty. When you analyse
this properly, it is clear that what is to be done in a given situation and what we call
dharma are one and the same. What is not to be done and adharma will also be one and
the same. Conformity to dharma is exactly what 'worshipping' means here. The
commitment has to be in keeping with dharma because dharma is non-separate from
Isvara, who is both the efficient and material cause-abhinna-nimitta-updddna-

kdrana. That is pointed out by saying that 'tam,' the one who is to be worshipped, is the
one 'from whom all beings emerge, and by whom they are sustained-yatah pravrttih
bhiitandmyena sarvam idam tatam.'

Though the jiva is not created, but is paramdtmd, still, due to ignorance, all the
subtle and gross upidhis and all the subtle and gross aspects of the five elements arise
from that same Paramesvara.Therefore, it is not merely the maker, the intelligent
SGita - 18-46
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cause, nimitta-kdrana,but because it pervades everything, it is necessarily the material
cause, upadana-kdrana,also. Therefore, all that is created is non-separate from Isvara.
If that is so, all the natural laws and laws of dharma, which are not created by any
individual, are also non-separate from Isvara. What is commonly sensed by all of us is
dharma, which is non-separate from Isvara. Conformity to that is what is told here as
karma-yoga. Karma is meant for varieties of things; karma-yoga is meant for only one
thing-antah-karana-Suddhifor the sake of jfina. The karma-yogi has no confusion

about what he wants, purusrrtha. He knows that nothing, but the discovery of his
identity with isvara, will solve his problem. No jiva can accept anything less because
nothing else is going to work. Whatever he does, he will continue to be a seeker. That
will only be resolved when his sense of isolation is given up and that is only possible by
discovering that he is everything. Until then, no jiva will rest content. Therefore, Isvara
is his end.
Thus, Krsna says, 'You will come to Me alone-mam eva esyasi.' The obtaining
non-separation, obtaining oneness, is not a created oneness; it has to be discovered. Any
created oneness will end in separation. Because if two things are brought together, they
will separate, either by death or some other calamity. Some form of entropy will cause
the separation to take place. But here, the oneness is already accomplished. Atma is
Brahman-satyamjidnam anantam brahma. It is the only source of consciousness,

not the knower, known, or instrument of knowledge, but the consciousness that is
common in all three, that obtains as the basis of, the invariable in, all three. The
recognition of that oneness that already exists, is what is called moksa, or gaining
Isvara.

Here Lord Krsna gives Arjuna a promise that he will reach him, satyam te
pratijdne. He need not say this at all; but he tells this to Arjuna in order to create
Araddhd in him. He can make such a promise because there is no way you can miss him;
he is you. Why does he say this, when he need not? He himself gives the reason,
'Because you are beloved to Me-priyah asi me.' You follow what Bhagavdn says
here and you will reach him. All you have to do is to prepare your mind and pursue
knowledge as you are doing now. The result, moksa, is inevitable, and there is no
question of missing antah-karana-duddhi,because devotion to Isvara will take care of
raga-dvesas.They get neutralized because you are doing what is to be done, not purely
what you like, and you are doing it with devotion. Therefore antah-karana-suddhiwill
take place and moksa is not going to be far away. Therefore, pursuit of knowledge is
also part of a life of karma-yoga. The clarity of knowledge increases as the antahkarana becomes freed from the hold of raga-dvesas. This end is assured for one who
has devotion to Isvara.He is the end to be accomplished and he is the one whose grace I
seek to help me recognize my identity with him.
The end to be accomplished is Isvara and the accomplishment is in the form of 'I
am Isvara-iSvaro'ham.' Thus, I become one for whom Isvara is the end. Previously it
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was said that whatever you do, yat karosi, you should do it as an offering to Me, tat
kurusva madarpanam.When all actions are offered to Isvara,keeping him as the goal,
and for the purpose of antah-karana-guddhi,all our rdga-dvesas get neutralized and
have no more hold over us. Lord Krsna has said that rdga-dvesas are there in the mind
of everyone and exhorts us not to come under their control-raga-dvesausarvesdm
buddhau vyavasthitau; tayoh vasam na dgacchet.' Having raga-dvesas does not

mean that you have a problem. But if they have you, you have nothing but problems.
Gaining mastery over our rdga-dvesas is accomplished by karma-yoga, which is not
one action but a committed lifestyle of doing what is to be done with a proper attitude.
Because of this, one gains antah-karana-suddhi,and is, therefore, prepared to gain
knowledge, jiina.Besides this karma-yoga, the Gitd also talks about renunciation of
action, sarva-karma-sannydsa, through knowledge, which is moksa, and also the
lifestyle of sannyasa. In the next verse, Lord Krsna is going to talk about renunciation
of action through knowledge, jiitna-karma-sannyasa.
SANKARA'S INTRODUCTION TO THE NEXT VERSE

Introducing this verse, Sahkara says that the greatest secret of commitment to
karma-yoga is surrender to Ikvara. Isvara is the sole refuge to whom the individual,
jiva, surrenders all his karmas. In this, dharma, the moral order, is looked upon as
isvara. Only then can we call it karma-yoga. If that vision is not there, one can be an
ethical person, but not a karma-yogi, for, karma-yoga implies accepting IJvara as the
very order of dharma. Once that appreciation is complete, what is the result? Karmayoga itself is not the end; but through that you pave the way for the clear vision of what
is what, samyag-darSana, namely 'you are Brahman.' This is what we call jfana-

karma-sannydsa. It was said, 'The one who sees no action in action and action in
inaction, he, among men, is wise-karmani akarma yah pasyet akarmani ca karma

yah sa buddhimdn manusyesu,'2 and, 'Mentally renouncing all actions, the indweller
of the body is seated happily in this nine-gated city, neither doing nor causing anything
to be done-sarvakarmani manast sannyasya iste sukham vasi navadvdre pure
dehi naiva kurvan na kdrayan.'3 Throughout the Gita,Krsnza has talked about jhdnakarma-sannydsa,renunciation of all karmas by knowledge.

What is that knowledge? I, atma, am not the agent, kartd. By knowing that, all
karmas are completely negated. 'The one whose mind is in that (Brahman),whose self
is that, whose commitment is that, whose impurities are destroyed by knowledge, do not
return again-tad-buddhayah tad-atmdnah tan-nisthdh tat-pardyandh gacchanti
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apunaraurttim jidna-nirdhuta-kalmasah." 'Seeing, hearing, touching, smelling,

eating, walking, sleeping, breathing, talking, releasing, grasping, opening and closing the
eyelids, contemplating that the sense organs move about among the sense objects, the
one who knows the truth, who has self-mastery, thinks, 'I do not do anything at allnaiva kificit karomi iti yukto manyeta tattvavit pasyan Srnvan spran jighranasnan
gacchan suapan Avasan pralapan vis.rjan grhnan unmisan nimisan api indriydni
indriyarthesu vartante iti dhdrayan.'2 All these verses should be remembered as we

look into this 18 hchapter, because the essential part of all that has been said is going to
be presented here.
Finally, renunciation of action through knowledge, jiiana-karma-sannyasaand
the sannydsa as a lifestyle are pointed out here. This verse deals with both sannydsa as
a yoga or a means, in terms of a lifestyle, called vividisa-sannyasa,which is the result
of a life of karma-yoga, and also the result of that sannydsa, which is jifna-karma-

sannydsa-renunciationof all action by knowledge, knowing that I am not an agent.
Both are covered in this verse. Therefore, it is a complete summing up of the topic of
sannydsa. The previous verse sums up karma-yoga, and here, it is pure knowledge.
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naranamvraja
sarvadharmdnparityajyamamekam
aham tvd sarvapdpebhyomoksayisyami ma sucah

Verse 66

parityajya - giving up; Z T••-T
all karmas; qf<tr
"M s aranam vraja - take refuge; 4'-4TwT: sarvamam ekam - Me alone; WiT
papebhyah - from all karma; ?T tvd - you; 3I q-y*4a It aham moksayisyami
TT --: md Aucah - do not grieve
- I will release; w

d-%T-f sarva-dharmdn -

Giving up all karmas, take refuge in Me alone. I will release you from all
karma; do not grieve.
This is considered to be the last verse of teaching in the Gita. The teaching of the
Gitd begins with the statement, 'You are grieving over what does not deserve to be
grieved for--aocydn anvaSocastvam,'3 and it ends here with, 'Do not grieve-md
sucah.' Therefore, it is clear that the whole purpose of the Glta is to remove sorrow.
Here, it is said, 'sarva-dharmin parityajya-giving up all dharmas, mam ekam

saranam vraja-takerefuge in Me alone.' We have to see what dharma is here. Lastly,
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Krsna says, 'I will free you from all pdpa, therefore do not grieve-aham tvd sarvapdpebhyo moksayisydmi mda ucah.'
WHAT IS MEANT BY GIVING UP ALL DHARMAS?
GIVING UP ALL DHARMAS IS GIVING UP ALL ACTIONS THROUGH KNOWLEDGE

When we closely analyse the whole vakya, we can see that, jiiana-nisthais what
is mentioned here. arikarasays that when it is said that all dharmas should be given
up-sarva-dharmanparityajya-the word dharma here includes both dharma and

adharma, because the intended meaning of both the sruti and smrti is freedom from
action, naiskarmya. This means the complete giving up, paritydga of all karmas. As
long as one is subject to karma, one is in samsdra, and therefore, one has to become
free from all karmas in order to be free from samnsira. If Gitt is a moksa-sastra, it has

to provide a means to get rid of all karmas. We know that it is impossible to get rid of
all karmas by exhausting them, because they are countless. Nor is it ever possible to
give up action, even for a second-na hi kascit ksanam api jdtu tisthati akarmakrt.

There is only one way-actions are given up by sheer knowledge, jiiina-karmasannyasa. Atma is not an agent, kartd, nor is it an object, karma, of any action, nor
connected in any way to any kind of action. That is the nature of the atmd, and therefore,
it is by nature free from all karma. Actionlessness, then, is equated to moksa.
GIVING UP DHARMA INCLUDES GIVING UP ADHARMA ALSO

By explaining that adharma is to be included in the word, sarva-dharma,
Saikara has made it clear that giving up dharma does not mean failing to give up
adharma.This is supported by the Kathopanisad,which says that the gain of dtmajii•na is not possible for the one who has not withdrawn from improper activities.' That
adharma is included when we say, 'sarvadharma' is expressed not only in the sruti. In
the Mahdbhdratatoo it is said that, one has to give up dharma and adharma,2 and that
one should give up both truth and falsehood, finally give up that by which one gives up.
The notion by which one thinks that one has given up, that also should be given up-by
knowledge. That means the notion of agency, kartrtva should be given up.

SKathopanisad- 1-2-24
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Please give up dharma and adharma. Give up both truth and falsehood. Giving up both
truth and falsehood,give up that by which you give up.
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GIVING UP ALL ACTIONS CAN DENOTE VIVIDISASANNYASA ALSO

The practice of dharma and adharma is only in terms of action, karma. Here we
are asked to give up both actions, which are looked upon as right, dharma, and those,
which are looked upon as wrong, adharma. That amounts to all actions. How can
anybody give up all actions? There is only one way, which Lord Krsna tells here-mdm
ekam saranam vraja. This is true even if sarvadharmais taken as all the actions that
we generally do to fulfil desires, kdmya-karmas. This would include those actions
enjoined by the Sruti, vaidika-karmas or srauta-karmas,and those enjoined by the

smrti, smarta-karmas.All of them are given up when one takes to a life of sannyafsa
for the pursuit of knowledge of Ilvara, vividisd-sannydsa. Thus, Isvara is the only

refuge.
ONLY MOKSARTHI CAN GIVE UP ACTIONS

When dharma, artha, and kama are not the ends, naturally the karmas to attain
them have no purpose and are given up. If they are the ends, karma can never be given
up because dharma, artha and klma can be gained only by karma. That is why the
whole Veda, except for the Upanisad portion, is occupied with karma. It is the only
means by which these ends, dharma, artha and kdma, can be accomplished. This is
also why the last portion of the Veda containing the Upanisads is considered a separate
section. Unlike the first section, it is meant for moksa, because in it karma is not the
topic; jiina is the topic.
GIVING UP DHARMA IS NOT GIVING UP THE CODE OF DHARMA-ADHARMA

BUT ACTIONS BASED ON THEM

From the standpoint of those who are committed to karma, the
Pirva-mim.dmsakas,the entire .dstra is analysed in order to understand what karma is
to be done to gain the various desired results mentioned in the Veda. The first sutra in
their book of analysis is, 'Hereafter (after the study of the Veda), therefore, is an inquiry
1 The word dharma in the suitra includes
into dharma-athdto dharma-jijiisd.'

adharma also, and ultimately, it means karma because first, the whole topic is karma,
and secondly, dharma is meant only for karma. By tradition then, the word dharma
means karma. Since all dharma, sarvadharma, has to be understood to include
adharma,when it is said that all dharma is to be given up, it means that all karma is to
be given up. There is no 'giving up' of dharma and adharma, what is right and wrong.
We can perhaps give up the notion of right and wrong, but still, empirically, there is such
a thing as right and there is such a thing as wrong. This is not something that is within
our power to give up. What we can give up is action, karma, that is based on dharma or
adharma.
1Jamini-siutra- 1-1-1
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WHAT DOES 'ME ALONE' MEAN HERE?
Using the first person, Lord Krsna says here, 'Take refuge in Me alone.' Why has
he said, 'Me alone?' It can be a jealous statement, 'Do not go to any other God; come
only to Me. All other gods, like Indra, Varuna, Agni, etc., cannot give you moksa; you
have to come only to Me for that.' This is how some devotees like those of the 'Hare
Krishna Sect' present this verse. Only Krsna is the real God. You have to surrender only
to him. Here we have to see how to take this 'ekam-only' in the proper manner, in
keeping with the whole teaching. Two things are mentioned here by Sahkara. One is
that, when Bhagavan says, 'Me,' we are to understand that as the one who is of the
nature of all.
There are different things in this world, all of which can be brought under two
heads-cetana,that which is sentient, and acetana, that which is insentient. The sentient
includes all creatures from Brahmaji down to a worm, dbrahma-stamba-paryantam.
That is one group. Then there is the group made up of inert materials, jadatmaka, the
insentient things. Krsna is saying, in effect, '1 am the very nature, svariipa, of all of
them.' Why? Because of being the cause of all things that are here-saruasya
kdranatv•t. The so-called sentient and insentient, cetana and acetana, are both nothing
but the five elements-paica-bhutas.All that is here is either the subtle aspect of the
elements, si2ksma-bhiutas, or the gross aspect, sthila-bhutas. If we analyse this in
terms of consciousness, from a provisional standpoint, we can say that all of these
elements are really inert because everything other than the caitanya-atmais inert. When
we divide things into sentient and insentient, what we call insentient is really that which
has no subtle body, suksma-garira,while the sentient is that which has a subtle body.
But the concept of inert and conscious is only from a point of view.
In fact, everything is one consciousness, Brahman. Try to think of an object
minus consciousness. You cannot. Even if you say that, it is inert, the fact that you are
seeing it, lighting it up, means that it is not away from dtmd, consciousness. It is just that
only the existence aspect, sattd, of dtmd is manifest there, while in a conscious or
sentient object, there is the presence of a subtle body, suiksma-garira,and therefore, a
manifestation of consciousness which expresses itself as a knower, etc. Consciousness,
caitanya, is present everywhere. There is no question of there being anything that is
away from caitanya-dtmd, which is Brahman, and therefore, Sahkara calls the Lord

sarvatmd, the dtmd, the nature of all-because he is the maker as well as the material
cause of everything. This is looking at the whole thing from the standpoint of cause and
effect-the effect is non-separate from the cause.

When one says, 'I am the self of all,' aham sarvdtmd, where does this 'I,' aham,
come from? Saakara says that aham is the one who obtains in all things, sarvabhitastha.Why does he say this? Is not sarvatmd good enough? No. It is possible to
construe from sarvatma that dtmd has modified into the world. Therefore, we have to
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say that it has not modified; it transcends everything and is also immanent. If we only
say that, it obtains in all things, sarva-bhutastha,you may think that if dtmd is inside
you, it is not outside, and everything else is separate from you. Therefore, we have to say
both the statements, 'aham sarva-bhitastha-dtmd-Iam the very being of all living
beings' and 'aham sarvatmd-I am in the form of all beings.' Even though the Lord
that is consciousness is present in everything, it is only the conscious being who is in the
buddhi that can be known as the same consciousness, dtmd. The whole creation is
standing in the same caitanya-dtma,which means that Isvara obtains in everything, not
fractionally, but in full measure. Suppose there is one big lump of something that is
distributed to everybody. Then everyone will have a bit of it. If it is consciousness,
everyone will have one spark of some column of consciousness. Does everybody have a
spark of consciousness within, like the sparks emanating from fire? No. We cannot make
a spark out of consciousness; it is satya-the only thing here. In your buddhi, there is a
complete, pmrna-sacciddnanda-dtmd.The same saccidnanada-dtma alone is Isvara,

and therefore, the Lord who is everything, saruatma, is the one who obtains in all
beings, sarva-bhi2tastha.That means dtmd is sarvabhiitastha-onethat is present in

every being. We understand that dtma is bhutastha,that is, it is immanent inside every
being, like a thread that passes through every bead in a necklace.
This has also been shown in the thirteenth chapter where, again using the first
person, Krsna says, 'Know Me as the knower of the ksetra in all ksetras-ksetrajinam
capi mdm viddhi sarva-ksetresu bhdrata.' The ksetra is the body, mind, senses, and

the entire world; and the one who knows the ksetra is the ksetrajia-dtmi. Therefore,
when Krsna says, 'Understand Me as the ksetrajiia,' he is also saying, 'Understand
yourself to be the ksetrajha, and that ksetrajiia is Myself.' Thus, this is a mahduvkya.
Further, know Me, as the essential nature, svarupa, of all-sarvdtma,and obtaining in
all-sarva-bhitastha,as sama, the same-that which does not undergo any change.
Being whole, it is complete, it is always the same. And it is also equal. In everybody's
heart, there is one dtmd, and that dtmd is whole, pirna.It is not complete in one person,
and incomplete in another. It is the same fullness in all beings and it does not undergo
any change. Therefore, lIvara, the Lord, is also that which is not subject to destruction,
acyuta, free from getting into a womb, and therefore, not born, or subject to death. Who
is that? That 'Isvara is Myself alone,' says Krsna.
TAKING REFUGE INiSVARA ISKNOWING THAT THERE ISNOTHING OTHER THAN ISVARA

What does it mean to take refuge in that livara alone? It means to understand, to
know, that there is nothing other than me, dtmd, which is not different in nature from
Isvara. There is no separation between dtmd and Isvara. Other than lsvara, there is
nothing, and that Isvara is non-separate from the itma. We do not say that there is one
God; we say all that is there is God. I am not other than IAvara, and Jsvara is not other
than me. In other words, tat tvam asi-you are that. The predication here is only for
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you, tuam, the one who is self-evident. There is confusion only with reference to 'you'
alone; tat has no problem; and if it did, you would not know it. Your problem is solved
when you understand who you are, what you are; that is, when you understand that you
are that Brahman which is Isvara. This is the meaning. To take refuge in the Lord who
is of the essential nature, svarupa, of everything, sarvdtmd, the one who is obtaining in
all, sarva-bhuttastha,the same, sama, not subject to destruction, acyuta, and free from
birth and death, etc., is to understand that there is nothing other than that Lord. This
means that you are not separate from the Lord.
PROBLEMS WITH OTHER EXPLANATIONS OF 'SURRENDER'

This is the meaning that SaAkara gives here. And it is the only meaning that can
be defended. With any other meaning, the giving up of all dharma will be a problem.
Suppose one says that, I should give up all dharma, all good and bad actions, and
surrender to God. Then, is the surrendering a good action or a bad one? If it is taken as
good, how can I give up good and bad actions and surrender to God? Surrender is also
good. It may be a new good action, which is better than all the others, but it is still a
good action, and therefore, I cannot both surrender and also give up all good actions. It is
impossible. Perhaps I can give up prohibited action, nisiddha-karma, and desireprompted action, kdmya-karma, but never all karmas by an act of surrender.
Further, who is to surrender to whom? I have to surrender. All right, I will give up
all my good and bad activities. I am neither going to do good to anybody, nor do harm to
anybody. I give up all the good and bad activities, yet I am left behind. Now if I am
asked to surrender my ego, how will I do that? Who will do it? The ego has to surrender
the ego. How is that possible? If the object of surrender is the ego, there should be some
other entity other than the ego that picks up the ego and places it at the feet of the Lord.
But then, this ego is not an object for me because the ego is myself. It is not an object
that I can place at the feet of Bhagavdn. And another thing, where are those feet? That is
another problem. Where will I find Bhagavdn's feet? It is all wishful thinking. That is
why people do not accomplish much in this kind of thing. Even though it gives them a
feeling, an attitude, bhdvana of surrender, which is good, finally speaking it does not
solve the problem.
Here at the end of the Gitt, when Krsna is going to tell Arjuna the essence of the
entire teaching, he cannot give him just a simple feeling. This is a moksa-9dstra. He has
to talk about what will give moksa. Therefore, if you analyse the possible meanings of
surrender to Bhagauvn, you will find that no other meaning can be defended except the
one that is given by SaAkara here. Giving up all karmas and taking refuge only in
Isvara are almost one and the same thing. It is something like cutting a log and making
it into two. They are not two separate things. Is cutting the log one action, and making it
into two another action? No. There is only one action. Cutting the log itself is dividing
the log into two. When does making it into two pieces take place? When the action of
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cutting is completed. In fact cutting is making it into two. Similarly here, giving up of all
karmas is recognizing Isvara as the dtmd and dtmd as Isvara. This is called jiina-

nisthd. Any other meaning will not work nor will it give the promised result of freedom
from all karmas-sarvapdpebhyomoksah.
WHAT IS RELEASE FROM ALL PAPAS?

It is very interesting that Krsna has said, 'I will release you from all pdpas.' Does
it mean that you should give up all dharma, surrender to Bhagavdn and he will release
you from all the pdpas you have done? Does he mean to say, 'Don't worry, keep killing,
stealing, committing all sorts of atrocities upon society, create as much havoc as you can,
and make people miserable, and then I will take care of all your papas. The only thing
is, you must surrender to Me.' It is exactly like a godfather talking-not God, the Father.
To make sure that this verse is not misunderstood in this way, Sahkara explains
what kind of 'you' is released. This is a person who has a clear understanding, nihcitabuddhi, that there is nothing other than Isvara, the cause of everything. Other than that
cause, there is no effect at all. When you recognize that isvara is satyam jiianam
anantam brahma, and you understand that satyam jiianam anantam brahma only as

the dtmd, you will be released. There is no other source of consciousness, jiina,apart
from dtmd, and therefore, in the definition of Brahman, dtmd is defined. If itmd
happens to be Brahman and Brahman happens to be the dtmd, the definition of either
of them should be complete and reveal the identity between them. When you say sat-citdnanda-dtmd, it is nothing other than satyam jianam anantam brahma. When you
say satya jiianam anantam brahma, it is sat-cit-ananda-atmaalone. One definition

should be as good as the other, because both are identical. Identical is not the word;
itmd is Brahman. When dtmd is predicated as Brahman, the definition of Brahman is

the definition of atma. If that is understood, naturally, there is nothing other than
myself-mattah anyat kihcit nasti. The one who has no more vagueness or error about
this is called nihcita-buddhi. You, tva, who has this kind of buddhi, I will release,
moksayisydmi.
From what? From all papa, sarva-papebhyah. What are the pdpas? Sahkara

says that sarva-pipa is that which is in the form of bondage and includes both dharma
and adharma. Whether we consider it as an action that is in keeping with dharma or
adharma,or as a result, that manifests as punya or papa, it is all the same. From all
karma, punya and papa, Lord Krsna says,
moksayisydmi.'

'I will release you--aham tvu

IN THIS?
IFITIS KNOWLEDGE THAT RELEASES, WHAT IS THE PLACE OF &IVARA

A question can be raised here. If I give up all karmas by knowing that I am
Ihvara, then, who is Krsna, as Isvara, to release me? It is something like the kettle
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saying, 'Fill me with water, put me on the stove until the water is boiling, then put in
some tea bags, hold me in your hand, and then pour my contents into the cup and I will
give you tea.' What a great giving is that! One can say to Isvara, 'Once I know that I am
Isvara and you are myself, that I am not separate from you and you are not separate
from me, who are you to release me?' Release, at this point is purely figurative. We only
speak of release from the standpoint of the problem that existed due to lack of proper
understanding. Release is not a new action that Isvara is going to perform.
Sahkara takes care of this neatly by saying that the release is by means of
revealing the nature of one's own self, svdtmabhdva-prakasikaranena.It has to be
shown that the self is Brahman because that fact is shrouded in ignorance. That
ignorance is removed by revealing the nature of atmd, of oneself, as Isvara. By the
knowledge that you are Isvara, you are released. There is no action of releasing because
you are already, have always been and always will be, liberated, nitya-mukta. You
come to understand and own that, and thereby, release yourself.
Sarikara reminds us that the same thing was said earlier by the Lord, 'Remaining
as the essential nature, svarupa, of the self, I will destroy, (the darkness, tamas, of
ignorance) by the light which is the lamp of knowledge--nsaydmi dtmabhdvasthah
jiidnadipena bhdsvatd." What is the knowledge? It is the cognition, vrtti-jiina, that

brahma aham asmi-I am Brahman. It is only that cognition, which takes place in the
mind, buddhi, that is opposed to ignorance. The jhfina that is consciousness is not
opposed to ignorance. If it were, there would be no ignorance at all because
consciousness is always present. This knowledge that is opposed to ignorance, the vrttijinna and removes the ignorance in the buddhi, does not take place without the
operation of a means of knowledge, pramana. Thus, the word 'lamp,' dipa, is
significant here. Light has to be brought in because there is darkness in the buddhi in the
form of ignorance. To dispel the darkness, we require the light of the lamp of
knowledge. That light is the cognition, vrtti-jiadna, 'I am Brahman.' Remaining as the
dtmd in everybody's heart, dtma-bhdvastha, the Lord destroys ignorance through the
light of knowledge, which dispels the darkness of ignorance and reveals the very nature
of the Lord as the nature of the self. Therefore, 'You should not grieve-ma Sucah.'
THIS SLOKA CAN ALSO INDICATE THE PURSUIT

This can also be taken as a pursuit. Then it would mean, 'Give up all the punyapdpa-karmas and then come to Me as a sannydsi and seek Me. I will give you the
knowledge by revealing Myself to you because you are seeking Me. By gaining the
vrtti-jiihna,you will recognize Me as yourself, and thereby, be totally free from punya
and papa.' Taken this way, it becomes a clear statement indicating sannyasa as a
lifestyle. The previous verse is for karma-yoga, but this is for sannydsa. It was made
Gitd - 10-11
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clear that karma itself does not give moksa. Now we understand, neither does
knowledge. You are already liberated, mukta. Knowledge will release you from
ignorance, and once ignorance goes, bondage goes. Knowledge only removes the notion
that you are bound. You are already free, and therefore, do not require karma or
knowledge, to be free. But if you do not recognize that you are free, you require jffina.
What is thejffina? Here it is that which is capable of removing the ignorance that is the
cause of samsdra. It is only that knowledge that you require, nothing else. This is going
to be told in this verse, and Sankara is going to discuss how neither karma is necessary
for moksa, nor a synthesis of karma and jiana.Even jiina is not necessary for moksa

because the self is already free. If you do not see that, we are constrained to say that you
have ignorance and therefore, require knowledge to remove that ignorance.
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SASTROPASAMHARA-PRAKARANA
(SUMMARY OF THE ENTIRE GITASSTRA)

With this, Sahkara's bhdsya on the verse is over. Now he begins a summary of
the entire sAstra, opening with a discussion of the appropriate means for moksa. Is it

knowledge, karma, or a synthesis of the two? Three possible contentions are presented
and discussed here. Sarikara has done this before, and now, at the end of the sastra,he

summarises the entire subject matter to make it all very clear.1
THE MEANS FOR MOKSA
In this gitd-gastra, what is really determined as the means for moksa?V This

question arises because there are doubts about whether pure knowledge is the means for
moksa, or karma alone, such as agnihotra,etc., and other duties enjoined in the sastra,

or both of them together. There are those who contend that mere knowledge will not give
you moksa, nor will mere karma, but together, they will produce the desired result. A
road map alone will not take you to your destination, and mere driving, without the road
map, will not take you there either. Combining them, you can reach your destination.
Similarly, for moksa, the pursuit of knowledge is necessary along with the pursuit of
karma. Why is this so? Both knowledge and karma are enjoined in the sastra. Because

daily rituals like agnihotra, and daily prayers, etc., are enjoined, they have to be done
obligatorily along with the pursuit of knowledge. Or, knowledge is necessary
secondarily, but karma is what produces moksa. Or, knowledge alone produces moksa.

THE BASIS FOR DOUBT
What is the basis for all these doubts? In the thirteenth chapter, it was said, 'I will
tell you that which is to be known, knowing which one gains immortality-jiieyam yat

SHere in this sAstra-upasanmhdra-prakarana, Sahkara sums up the entiregita-gastra
raisingall possible pi2rvapaksas against the siddhdnta of vedinta-sdstra. Therefore, this
section of the bhdsya is very terse with arguments and counter arguments which have been
explained in detail by Swamiji following the bhasya closely. In order to help the students
who would like to connect the text with the bhasya, we have given the relevent portions of
the bhdsya as footnote through out this section. In this we have basically followed the
edition of Gita Press, Gorakhpur. But at places where the reading was better, we have
followed the edtion of the Sanskrit Education Society, Chennai. - Editor's note.
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tat pravaksydmi yad jiitvd amrtam aSnute." And in this chapter, we have seen,
'Thus, knowing Me, in reality, after that, he enters ito Me -tato m.dm tattvatojijatvd
visate tadanantaram.'2 There are a number of vukyas like this in the Gitd, not just one
or two. Every chapter has a sentence one can quote to prove that the gain of moksa is
purely by knowledge-without any karma. This is one set of vdkyas. Then we have
another set, like, 'Your choice is only in karma-karmanieva adhikarah te' 3 and 'Do
karma alone-kuru karmaiva.'4 Then again, 'The one who does actions, resolving
them in Brahman and giving up all attachment is not touched by papa, like a lotus leaf
in water-brahmani ddhdya karmani sargam tyaktvd karoti yah lipyate na sa
pdpena padma-patramivumbhasd.'5 Elsewhere it is said that even maintenance of the
body, garira-ydtrdpi,is not possible without karma6 and that 'no one remains, even for
a moment, without performing action-na hi kaScit ksanam api jdtu tisthati
akarmakrt.'7 Further, a person gains moksa or siddhi, by doing his own karma, and
offering it to the Lord, suakarmanatam abhyarcya siddhim vindati mdnavah. Thus,
there are other sentences in the Gitd which show that karma definitely has the status of
something to be done.
What do we have now? Karma is to be done for moksa; knowledge itself will
give you moksa. Once we have two different types of statements like these, naturally
there will be a doubt. Which will give me moksa? Because both karma and knowledge
are taught by the same 9dstra, is a combination of both required for moksa? How is this
to be construed? Perhaps neither mere knowledge nor mere karma is enough for moksa.
But when they are synthesised, they have the status of being the means for moksa. When
we have these two types of sentences, a doubt like this is definitely possible.
THE PURPOSE OF ANALYSIS
All right, let there be a doubt. Perhaps any one of these three possibilities can give
moksa. Why should we bother about it? No. The one who wants moksa cannot leave
such a doubt unresolved. When there is a doubt about a sentence in the 9dstra, we have
to analyse it and ascertain its meaning. Why? What is the result of this analysis?8
Sarkara raises the question and says that it is the determination of which among them is
the best means for moksa. 'Best' is not really the word here. Among the three options
'Gltd- 13-12
2 Glt
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presented, only one is the means for moksa. Is it knowledge, karma, or a combination of
the two? What do we get by knowing that? Only then can we get moksa. Otherwise, we
will be worried and confused about how we should proceed with our pursuit. Our
question would be, 'Should I do a little bit of this and a little of that?' Some jiana in the
morning and some karma in the evening, or on some days karma and on other days
jiidna? Before we embark upon the whole thing, we must know which can serve as the
means for moksa. Otherwise, we will be wasting our time. It is not that we have not
discussed this before. We have analysed karma, its limitations, etc., over and over. But
now while summing up, we have to ascertain the meaning of the gita-sdstra.
GITA IS NOT A PEP TALK BUT A MOKSA-SASTRA

Some people say it is nothing more than a pep talk to motivate Arjuna to get up
and tight the battle. In fact, it is a pep talk in the beginning. When Krsna says, 'In such
crisis from where has this despair come upon you, O! Arjuna? It is not at all becoming
of an upright man and does not add to your good name. Nor is it which leads one to
heaven-kutastv5 kasmalam idam visame samupasthitam...,' and says further, 'O!

Partha,the vanquisher of enemies, do not yield to unmanliness. This does not befit you.
Give up this lowly weakness of the heart and get up-klaibyam md sma gamah
partha...,. it is nothing more than a pep talk. 12 myself told you it is a pep talk. But

Arjuna was not pepped up. That is the problem. Arjuna says to Krsna, 'Please teach
me; I am your disciple. I do not think that the 9oka, sorrow, I have, will go away. It is the
same old sorrow invoked in this situation by having to slay Drona and Bhisma. The
weeping of the soul which now is invoked by this situation I would like to completely
silence. For that, I know that I should be a disciple and must get Sreyas, moksa.
Therefore, please teach me.' 3 Until this point, the teaching had not begun. It was only a
pep talk. Previously Krsna answered Arjuna by trying to shame him into acting. Now
Krsna says, 'You are grieving for that which does not deserve grief, even though you
speak words of wisdom. The wise men do not grieve for those who have gone or for
those who have not yet gone. The non-existent has no existence, and the existent has no
non-existence. The seers of truth, however, see the truth of both of these.' 4
If you can understand this, there is nothing more to know even in the Upanisads.
Those who know both sat and asat are those who see the truth, tattva-darsis. Those
whose mind is committed to that and whose impurities are burnt away by knowledge do
not have further birth, tad-buddhayah tad-dtmdnah tannisthah tat-pardyandh
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gacchanti apunaravrttimjnana-nirdhiuta-kalmasaih. How many statements, vakyas,

are there like this! For example, consider, the statement, 'Know Me to be the knower of

2
the beings in all the beings-ksetrajfiam capi mdm viddhi sarva-ksetresu bhdrata.'

That is not pep talk. Why should Krsna talk about ksetra and ksetrajiiaif he wants to
give a pep talk? Or, consider the statement, 'Free from egoism and delusion, those who
have mastered the fault of attachment, those who are always centred on the self, those
whose desire is completely gone away, are free from the pairs of opposites such as
pleasure and suffering, and being not deluded, go to the imperishable abode-nirmanadvandvairvimuktah
mohah jitasariga-dosdh adhydtma-nityah vinivrtta-kmahm
This is not a pep
avyayam.'J
padam
sukha-duhkha-saiijinaihgacchanti amuidhah

talk. A pep talk is, 'Get up and fight! Come on, fight! You will get this. You will get
that. Do not mope like this. This is not the attitude. Think of your people, think of your
name and fame.' If you keep on repeating things like this, then, it is a pep talk-pepping
up his drooped morale. That is different.
But here, it is all teaching, all thinking. Where is the pep talk? The issue is whether
the gitd-idstra is saying that knowledge, karma, or a combination of the two is the

means for moksa, because Gitd is a moksa-sastra.Arjuna asked for Sreyas, which is

moksa. And Bhagavdn gave it to him. Arjuna himself had this doubt about the means
for moksa. Throughout the Gita, he keeps asking in different ways, which is betterknowledge or karma? He asked this question in the third chapter-jydyasi cet
karmanaste...4 And again he asked this question in the fifth chapter-sanny&sam
karmandm Krsna...s Arjuna still has this doubt even at the eighteenth chapter. Again

6
he wants to know, 'What is the difference between tydga and sannydsa?
Sahkara thought that since this doubt7 keeps recurring, it has to be analysed and
clearly resolved here at the end of the Gitd. One of these three, karma, knowledge, or a
combination of the two, should be the means for moksa. Or is it a little of this and a little
of that, like our common approach to things in life? This tendency for synthesis is
always there. Doing a little bit of everything, integrating it all together is the usual
approach. Sahikara does not seem to think like that. He is a serious person. He wants to
know which of these three means is going to work; and he is going to determine it now,
so that the matter is settled once and for all. It is of the utmost importance for one to
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ascertain this thoroughly so that there is no doubt about whether karma, or jiina,or
both, will give moksa. This subject matter has to be analysed.
KNOWLEDGE OF THE SELF ALONE IS THE MEANS FOR MOKSA
Having said this, Sahkara now begins the analysis. His opening statement is his
vision of the truth about this. 'However, knowledge of the self is the only means for
moksa.'1 This 'tu-however,' indicates that the opposing views of karma and the
combination of karma and knowledge are negated as means for moksa. He will discuss
this use of tu later in his commentary. Now, at the outset, he states unequivocally that
knowledge of dtmd alone is the cause of moksa. In fact, knowledge is moksa. Without
knowledge, there is no moksa, and therefore, knowledge is considered the means. But it
is also the end, because after knowledge takes place, nothing further is required for
moksa. If knowledge itself is moksa, why do we need to use the word moksa, freedom,
at all? It is because this alone expresses what I am seeking, purusdrtha.Moksa is the
purusdrtha, not knowledge. I want to be free from sorrow, duhkha-that is my value.
The primary value is not for knowledge, but for freedom. Since the means for that is
knowledge, I pursue knowledge. The result, which is non-duality, kaiualya, alone is the
ultimate end for this knowledge of dtma. How long will the pursuit of this knowledge
continue? Until I gain the vision of non-duality which is moksa. There, the knowledge of
atmd culminates. That very knowledge happens to be moksa because without
knowledge, there is no moksa, and when knowledge is there, moksa is gained. Thus, the
knowledge of atmd is the means for moksa because it culminates in non-duality, which
is moksa.
HOW DOES KNOWLEDGE LEAD TO MOKSA?

How is this so? How does the knowledge of dtmd have its culmination in moksa?
Saikara says that it is by being the remover of all notions of duality. We have to
understand this well. Self-knowledge has the capacity to negate all notions of duality.2
Why? Because the self is non-dual, that is, because the self is Brahman. That Brahman
is satya, it is jiana,and it is ananta because nothing is standing separate from it. All
that is here is one Brahman, and that is dtma; there is nothing else. Therefore, once one
knows the self, there is no notion of difference. Why does Sahkara say this? The
negation of all notions of duality is moksa, the state of being non-dual. If that is moksa,
as long as there is a notion of difference, there is no moksa.3
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Suppose this notion of difference is negated. What will be the situation with
reference to action? We have seen this in the verse, brahmarpanam brahma-havih
brahmdgnau brahmand hutam brahmaiva tena gantavyam brahma-karma-

samddhind. Here, the one who does the action is Brahman, the object of the action is
Brahman, the instrument of action is Brahman-everything is Brahman. What does it
mean? Doing takes place, but it is negated. Such action is like a roasted seed, good for
enjoying, but not for germination-bhogdya na tu prasavuya. Similarly, if you are
looking at the whole thing as Brahman,the-agent, karta, is mithyd, the object, karma,
is mithyd, the action, kriyd, is mithyd. They all become mithyd, only when we know
the satya, which is akartd, that is, not an agent, and in which everything takes place.
Knowing that I am that satyam brahma makes everything else negated, bddhita. Then,
whatever happens is all entertainment.
The whole time that you cry in the theatre, you know it is a movie, or a play. You
may identify with the hero or heroine, and even though you know there are only actors
standing on the stage or projected on the screen and you know it is all a drama, still,
because of the identification, you cry. In this country, there is an entertainment tax. If
you laugh, you pay tax; if you shed tears, you pay tax. Why should you pay to shed
tears? Because it is entertainment. In drama, this sentiment is called a rasa, and it is a
rasa only when you know the situation is false. If someone is crying because a loved one
has passed away, it is not a rasa. There is no aesthetic value if somebody is really in
sorrow. In real life, we get horrified when somebody is shot, but if we see it in a movie,
especially if the hero slays the villain, we consider it entertaining. It is the same here.
Once you know that all this is false, mithyd, it will still evoke emotions in you, but it
will not touch you at all. That is called bddhita-anuvrtti. That recognition that
everything is Brahman is present; that is, there is this brahma-buddhiwith reference to
everything. The means of doing the action is Brahman, what is done is Brahman; the
one who does it is Brahman. That is called bddhita-anuvrtti. When we say that
everything is Bhagaudn, it is because everything is false, bddhita. Only then can
everything be Bhagavun. Otherwise, everything is what it is. A tree is a tree, a horse is a
horse, and a cow is a cow. You cannot say that all these are 'one' unless they are looked
upon as mithyd and something else is 'one.' It is like saying that a pitcher, a pot, a lid, a
cup, and a saucer, are all clay. That is badhita-anuvrtti.All of them are clay, even
though you will use a cup for serving coffee, not a lid. You know what to use for what.
There is purpose, usefulness, even though your vision of all of them is of one clay. That
is called bddhita. Therefore, if all the karmas, and the agent, the instrument, etc., are
bddhita, there is non-duality.
What kind of karma is necessary, then, for moksa? Self-knowledge first negates
the agent, karta, and all the other kdrakas associated with action. The agent is
sat-cit-dnanda-dtmd. The body is not separate from sat-cit-dnanda-dtmd, nor is the

result of the action separate. All that existed before, including the manes, pitrs, are not
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separate from sat-cit-ananda-atma,and neither are those who will be born later. The
individuals, jivas, who are unmanifest, are now sat-cit-nanada-atmdand so are those
who are in the process of being born somewhere. All of them, their karmas and their
results, phalas, are not separate from sat-cit-ananda-atma.Now where is karma in

this? The knowledge of the self, dtma-jiana, just removes the doer-result-action
division, kartr-karma-kriyd-bheda. When this is gone, where is the question of a
synthesis of knowledge and action, jhdna-karma-samuccaya?The notions of duality,
which are necessary for performing karma, are negated. You may still do karma, but
the notion of division, bheda-pratyaya,is negated.
WHAT IS BHEDAPRATYAYA?

Saakara enumerates the possible divisions that may be involved in an action. In
any action there is the action itself, kriya, the things connected to the action, kdraka,
and the result of the action, phala. The action is the basis for all the kdrakas. If you ask
who does the action, that gives the first kdraka, the agent. What does he do? That tells
us the second kdraka and if we ask how he does it, that gives us the third. For what
purpose he does it gives us another, the fourth, and from where he does the action, gives
us the fifth. Finally, where the action was done gives us the seventh. The sixth
relationship is not a kdraka because it is not involved in the action itself. It is a nominal
connection, and therefore, Sankara mentions it separately, as the result, phala. When
all these are seen as separate, it is called bheda-buddhi.
The one who does the action must be separate from what he does, why and how he
does it, when and where he does it. The result also is separate. Let us look at this in
terms of one ritual, the jyotistoma. By whom is it performed? The one who is desirous
of heaven, svarga-kamena, not, as in the mantra we saw, by Brahman, brahmand. It

is done by the one who thinks. 'I am an agent, kartd,' and wants to achieve the result,
karma-phala, which is heaven, svarga. This is called bheda-buddhi. If you know that

you are Brahman doing this action, there is no problem. You enjoy doing it. Here,
however, it is done by the one who has the notion that dtmd is the doer. Then, what is
offered? The offering in this ritual is ghee, samit, etc. Ghee is not Brahman there, but
something separate from the one who offers. Where does he offer the ghee? Into the fire,
agnau, but Agni is not Brahman for him; it is other than himself. What is offered, huta,
the ghee, is different, the ladle, arpana,by which it is offered, is different, and those for
whom it is offered, Agni, Surya, and Prajdpati,are all different entities. None of these
is looked upon as Brahman. That is called bheda-buddhi.
IGNORANCE IS THE CAUSE OF THIS BHEDABUDDHI

What is the reason for this bheda-buddhi? It is only due to ignorance. If all of
them are one thing alone, Brahman, then ignorance of that Brahman creates all the
duality. Due to this ignorance, the self, atmd, is taken as the agent, kartd, and
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everything else becomes different. This is my action; I am the agent; I will do this action
for that result. Even if you disown the karma, the law will see that you get the result. It
is all due to ignorance and ignorance-born notions, which are also called ignorance,
avidya. Sankara uses avidyd in both senses. When did this ignorance of Brahman
start? It has no beginning, it is anadi-kdla-praurtta.However, it does have an end.
WHAT BRINGS THIS IGNORANCE TO AN END?

What brings this ignorance of Brahman to an end? The knowledge of the selfatma-jifna. Why? Because it removes the notion of difference, the bheda-buddhi,
which is nothing but ignorance of non-duality. Knowledge of the self is capable of
destroying the idea that I am the doer; this is my karma; this is the purpose for which I
am performing this action, etc. In all these notions, the result is different from the agent
and the action; the agent is different from the action, and so on. This notion of
difference, bheda-buddhi, which is called ignorance, avidyi, is removed by the
knowledge of tma. What is that knowledge, jiina? It is the firm knowledge-that I am
this pure non-dual consciousness alone, I am not an agent, I am free from any action, and
one for whom there is no result of an action. When I do not enjoy the result, where is the
question of my doing anything? I am not the enjoyer, nor do I perform action at any
time. And again there is nothing whatsoever that is separate from me. When there is no
one else except me, for whose sake or for what sake will I do anything? Which heaven
will I go to when that heaven is myself? How will I make offerings to Agni and Indra
when Indra is myself, and Agni is also myself? Other than myself, there is nobody.
As this kind of knowledge for which the object is atmd is born, ignorance, which
is in the form of a notion of difference, is destroyed. It is this notion of duality that is the
cause for the pursuit of karma. From this, it is clear that karma cannot be the cause for
moksa. Removal of the notion of difference, bheda-buddhi, is moksa, and that bhedabuddhi will not go unless I remove avidyd. Once the bheda-buddhi goes, action, etc., is
not possible. That means that if 1 do an action, I have this notion of difference, bhedabuddhi, and as long as this notion exists, ignorance, avidya, is there. As long as avidya
exists, moksa cannot be there and I will continue to be a doer, karta, different from
everybody else, and thus, an individual, jiva. Therefore, where is the role of action here?
If we are talking of moksa, karma does not have any place at all. In the wake of
knowledge, the cause of karma, which is the bheda-buddhi, that is born of avidyi,
goes away. When that goes away, action is not there.
In spite of this, another question is raised. Suppose I perform an action, can it
remove my notion of difference, bheda-buddhi? No. Action is the product of bhedabuddhi, and the product cannot remove the cause because it is not opposed to it,
virodhi. Karma, therefore, is not opposed to avidya because it is its product, as a clay
pot is not inimical to the clay because it is a product of the clay. If the pot is inimical to
clay, when the pot appears, the clay will disappear. Any product, being dependent upon
B.G Vol. IV
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its cause, is mithyd, and is not inimical to that cause. So too, karma cannot be opposed
to avidyd because avidya is the cause for the very karma. The karma that we do, like
agnihotra,etc., is not opposed to avidya, being a product ofavidyd, which is the notion
of difference, bheda-buddhi. What removes the bheda-buddhi? Knowledge of the self,
itma-jihdna. It is enough for moksa. We do not require anything else. Karma is not a
means, sddhana, for moksa. Karma-yoga, however, is an entirely different thing. It is
the means, which produces the mind necessary for knowledge. But karma as such does
not produce knowledge.
THE MEANING OF THE WORD ITU

In his opening statement in this part of the bhdsya, Safikara says, 'However, selfknowledge alone has the status of being the cause of moksa.' Now he is going to
comment on his use of the word, 'however-tu,' here. This word is meant to exclude the
two other views.' Initially, Saikara had presented three possibilities as the means for
moksa-knowledge alone, karma alone, and the combination of knowledge and karma,
jfidna-karma-samuccaya.By using the word tu-in his statement that knowledge alone
is the means for moksa-he now excludes the other two possibilities. Neither the
combination of knowledge and karma, nor pure karma will produce moksa; on the
other hand, tu, pure knowledge is the means for, and is, in fact, moksa. Among the three,
one alone is the means for moksa. That, the other two are not, is indicated by tu. How
they are not, he goes on to explain.
MOKSA BEING NITYA IS NOT PRODUCED

Moksa is not something that is produced, it is akdrya.2 That being so, it is not
tenable to say that karma is the means for moksa. Why? Something that is outside the
scope of time, or eternal, nitya, cannot be produced, either by karma or by knowledge.
And moksa must necessarily be eternal, nitya. If it is not, it is not what we are defining
as moksa. For whom is this moksa that we are talking about? It is for the &tma, the
individual. Only if that dtmd is nitya can there be moksa, and in that case, knowledge of
the nitya-dtma alone is moksa. That is why nitya-moksa is identical with the dtma.

Being nitya, it is not created by karma or anything else, because it is already existent.
What is eternal, nitya, is not created.
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IFMOKSA ISUNCAUSED, THEN KNOWLEDGE ISALSO USELESS-AN OBJECTION

Now, it has just been said that this uncreated moksa cannot be produced either by
karma or by knowledge. Based on that, a question is raised. If moksa cannot be
produced by knowledge, how is knowledge a means for moksa? Is it not also useless?t If
knowledge is the means for moksa, moksa is created by knowledge. But if moksa is not
created, neither knowledge, nor anything else, can be the means for it. All these
arguments are very close arguments, so please follow them carefully. Since moksa is
nitya, it is not created either by karma or by knowledge. Once karma is dismissed on
the basis that moksa is not created, knowledge also has to be dismissed in the same
fashion. Then, knowledge as a means for moksa is useless and the statement that
knowledge is the only means for moksa has no validity.
KNOWLEDGE REMOVES IGNORANCE AND LEADS TO MOK§A

Sarikara responds. 2 No, we do not say that moksa is produced by knowledge. It
only removes the cause for bondage, ignorance. When ignorance is removed, the visible
result is moksa and in this way, knowledge seemingly produces moksa. Knowledge has
the status of removing the ignorance, and also has its end in the immediate result of
moksa. It is not a result that is not immediately seen, adrsta-phala,like heaven. Once
ignorance is removed by knowledge, there is moksa-in fact, moksa is in the form of
this knowledge. Thus, removal of ignorance alone is called moksa. This can be
understood with an illustration. The sun is always in the form of light. But now, though
seen, it is not properly seen by you because of the clouds. The clouds themselves are
illumined by the sun alone. But now you see only the clouds and not the sun, that is its
bright nature is not appreciated. Then a breeze blows and drives away the clouds and
now the sun shines bright. What has the breeze to do with the sun getting back its
brightness? Its brightness is not because of the breeze. You cannot say that the breeze
gave the sun its brightness. At the same time, the breeze does a job of removing the
clouds covering the brightness of the sun, and enables you to appreciate it. So too
knowledge also does not produce moksa; it only removes the ignorance that is the cause
for bondage.
Freedom is always from bondage and here it is the bondage created by ignorance,
avidyd. Once knowledge removes the avidya, it goes away and what remains is the
immediate result of moksa. The real nature of the self is known right away, not later.
Previously there was unknowingness, that is, the status of being ignorant. For whom? It
is dtma that is viewed from the standpoint of being ignorant. Ignorance is not the
property of dtmd, but for the time being, as long as one is ignorant, ignorance is
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conceived of, kalpita, for atmd. This ignorance is also opposed, virodhi, to knowledge.
And knowledge, vrtti-jiihna, is opposed to ignorance. Once a person has knowledge,
that knowledge-producing vrtti, having removed the ignorance, goes away. And, there is
no longer any possibility of ignorance about the atma. Atmd is already eternally free,
nitya-mukta. Knowledge does not produce moksa; it merely removes the cause for
bondage. If this is properly understood, we can say that knowledge becomes the means
for moksa. It does not produce moksa, because moksa is always an existent fact, nitya,
being the essential nature of dtmd. But we have to pursue knowledge because, that alone
removes the avidya. That is why we say that moksa is by knowledge alone--jfinena
eva moksah.
WHY NOT BY KARMA?

Why not by karma? Unlike karma, which will produce a result in time,
knowledge gives immediate result in the form of removal of ignorance. When ignorance
is removed, the immediate 'visible' result is moksa. Once you see a crystal, for example,
you do not require any logic to prove it is a crystal. Perceptually, it is clear. It is the same
here. Even faith is not involved in this. It is established by the immediacy of the
knowledge of the wise, vidvad-anubhaudt siddhih. We know that there is ignorance
because of the notion, 'I am the body-deho'ham.' As long as that notion is there, there
is ignorance, and there is bondage and separation. In the vision of the sruti, this
particular notion about the self is false, and the sruti's function is to falsify this notion.
This is possible because it is false; if it is not false, you cannot show it to be so. The
delusion is replaced by knowledge and that knowledge, pramd, is born of a means of
knowledge, which is the sruti. From that we understand that dtmd is akartd-not an
agent, abhoktd-not an enjoyer, and asamsari-not subject to a life of becoming. That
recognition is the opponent, virodhi, for ignorance, avidyd, and by its removal, the
bondage is removed.
The ignorance is characterised here by Sankara as darkness, tamas. The
knowledge is that which is capable of removing the darkness of ignorance. It has its end
in the result of moksa, or kaivalya, which is gained right away.' The result ofjihana is
gained at the same place where the mistake was committed. Further, mistakes may be
many, but knowledge and its result are one alone. Sarikara gives an example here. A
rope may be taken by different people for different things, as a snake, stick, streak of
water, garland, etc. But for all of them, the rope is the bhramasthala, the seat of
mistake. When a torch is shone on the rope, all the delusions disappear and everyone
sees it uniformly only as a rope. Thus, the pradipa-prakdsa-phala,the result of the
light emanating from the torch dispelling the darkness, is kaiualydvasana,ends in the
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rope alone. So too, even though the mistakes committed about the atma may be many,
jiana,by removing ajiiana,removes all bondages and gives kaivalydvasana.
THERE ISNO NEED TO COMBINE KARMA WITH JNANA

So far, Saikarahas said that we have to understand that knowledge is enough for
moksa, since moksa is already established, in that it is not different from the self, which
is always free. Moksa, therefore, is nothing but the removal of ignorance, which is
accomplished by knowledge. Since moksa is taken care of by the removal of ignorance,
where is the necessity for karma? There is no necessity for karma at all. Now he
illustrates with some examples how a combination of knowledge and karma is also not
necessary.' Suppose you want to divide a log of wood into two pieces. What do you do?
You perform the action of cutting the wood. This action of cutting is meant to produce
the result of dividing the wood into two. Then, suppose you want to produce fire,
without a match. What do you do? By the friction created by churning a wooden rod in a
depression in a block of wood, a spark is produced. That is considered to be pure fire,
and even today, this is the method used to produce fire for any Vedic ritual. These two
examples are given to show actions that have a result that is accomplished right now. It
is seen, drsta, not something that will manifest later, adrsta, like punya. Having a result
which is going to be accomplished right now, it is going to be seen by you; it is not
meant to produce a punya which you do not see, adrsta. These actions, like cutting and
churning, involve an agent and various other factors like the means of doing it, the
purpose for doing it, etc. The result is the wood being divided into two. Once the action
is over, the result is also accomplished. Similarly, after the churning is done, the fire is
seen.
Not only is no further action necessary, no further action is possible for the same
result. Also, these karmas have no scope in producing any other result. It is different if
the result is unseen, adrsta. Since the result is not visible, we do not know if our action
has been efficacious or not. For example, on a particular day, the sacred thread is
removed and a new one is taken. At that time, we are supposed to chant the Gayatrimantra 1008 times. Generally, we do another two hundred or so because we know that
our mind had wandered and we chanted mechanically. To make up for those omissions,
we add another hundred or two hundred. Why? Because we have no way of knowing
whether the chanting has been adequate to produce the desired result. But suppose we
are to produce fire and chum two pieces of wood to achieve that. Once the fire is
produced, what doubt is there? Where there is an immediate, visible result, d.rsta-phala,
further action is not tenable.
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In the same way, freedom, the result of jiina-nisthd,is not something that is to
be accomplished later, but is seen, that is, it is immediate, because dtmd is already free.
Here too, there is a knower, jfidta, the instrument of knowledge, jidana, and something
to be known, jineya, involved in the various things undertaken to know, like gravana,
etc. Now for this activity to know the atma, what is the result? The result is the
knowledge of the non-dual dtmd and because of that, no other result is possible, nor is
any other karma possible once that result is accomplished. Therefore, jihina-nisthd
cannot be accomplished by karma. Knowledge is always as true as the object, and for
that, you require only a means of knowledge, pramana.Here, because I cannot objectify
the dtmi, the knower is exposed to the teaching, and the teaching reveals the nature of
the knower as Brahman-the ear of the ear, Srotrasya Srotram, the eye of the eye,
caksusascaksuh, the mind of the mind, manaso manah. You are the very nature of the
seer, the hearer, the one who is not an agent, and the one who is akarta. After receiving
that knowledge, is there something else I should get, something else that I should do?
For what purpose? Even in karma we do not do further action once we have the result,
so how is it possible to think of knowledge followed by some karma to get that
knowledge? I do Aravana, etc., in order to gain moksa, which is jiidna-nisthd. Once
that is gained, why should I do karma?
THOUGH KARMA IS NOT USEFUL IN GAINING MOKSA, ITIS USEFUL FOR GAINING OTHER
RESULTS-AN OBJECTION

Accepting that knowledge and karma cannot be simultaneously combined for
moksa, a pirvapaksi1 , now asks why they cannot be done consecutively, like two
different types of action. Suppose a man wants to go to heaven. He performs the
appropriate karma, agnihotra,etc., but at that time, he cannot eat. After the agnihotra,
he can eat, but the two actions cannot be done simultaneously by the same agent. The
performance ofagnihotra,the ritual, the prayer, is meant for going to heaven, and eating
is meant for appeasing hunger. One action can be done now and the other later.
Similarly, why can you not first gain knowledge, then afterwards do karma? Even
though you cannot do them together, you can always do them consecutively. And also
the act of eating, bhujikriya, is a laukika action and has only drsta-phala and no
ad*rsta-phala.Whereas agnihotrahas the adrsta-phalaof heaven. A person who wants

both the results has to do both. In this manner, the same person can accomplish two
results-the seen result, moksa, and later, the unseen result, heaven, svarga. He will get
both the results. Knowledge will give the immediate result, drsta-phala,and karma will
give the unseen result, adrsta-phala.The same person is not doing two things at the
same time for the same result, but two different actions at two different times for the
purpose of getting two different results. Similarly here, why not we accept a combination
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thatjiianawill give moksa here in this life and other karmas, like agnihotra,will give
svarga-prdptilater for the same person when done at different times?
A MOKSARTHI WILL NOT DESIRE FOR ANYTHING ELSE, THEREFORE, KARMA ISUSELESSAINKARA'S ANSWER

Previously it was said that karma andjihdna could not be performed by the same
person because the person who is pursuing dtma-jiana has no desire for the result of
karma. If it is suggested that both can be done, one after the other, Sarikara negates
that. It is not possible because when the knowledge, which has the result of moksa, is
gained, a desire for the sake of a given result is not tenable.' There is no possibility of
any other result. This is similar to the 'gain' of the tenth man. 2 Here too, the knowledge
alone is the result. If he is the tenth man, and does not recognize it, thinking that there
are only nine because he has failed to count himself, the knowledge that he is the tenth
man is the result. This is the discovery of the tenth man. Gaining the tenth man is in the
form of knowing the tenth man. Because he himself is the tenth man, all he requires is to
discover, 'I am the tenth man.' Knowing that, the tenth man is gained. Similarly, when
knowledge, which has the result of non-duality is gained, a desire for another result or an
action, which is a means for that, is not tenable.
Or, we can put it this way. Any action implies a certain knowledge of what you are
doing, how it is to be done, and why you are doing it. Without knowledge, no one can
begin any type of meaningful activity. A Vedic ritual, especially, is dependent upon
knowledge gained from the Veda. But mere knowledge of the Veda will not give you the
result. For that, you have to perform the appropriate karma. Only practice, anusthdna,
which is preceded by knowledge, can produce a result such as heaven or progeny, etc.
Knowing that the agnihotraritual produces the result of heaven and also knowing how
to do the ritual does not result in going to heaven without the ritual being performed.
Similarly, knowing that dtmd is Brahman does not produce moksa. It has to be
followed by the enjoined karma. Then you will get moksa. No, this is also not tenable.
Why? Because, knowledge of dtmd is the result. It is immediate, drsta. When you gain
the knowledge, 'I am Brahman,' that is moksa, and therefore, there is no necessity to
perform any subsequent action to attain the result of moksa. Whether it is a karma
enjoined by the Veda or any other karma, he has no desire to perform it. Why?
INADEQUACY ISTHE BASIS FOR ALL DESIRES

All desires come from the sense of inadequacy, which is centred, on ignorance.
That is, they are centred on my notion of myself as inadequate. This sense of inadequacy
I qI
2Please see: The
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is not centred on my body or on my mind. Even though the sense is appreciated in the
mind, it does not belong to the mind or anything else, but only to 'I,' the doer, karta.
The notion that I am inadequate is entirely different from an objective evaluation of
inadequacy. Suppose I want to make a shirt for someone who is very big and I find that I
do not have enough cloth. Therefore, I say that the cloth is inadequate.
That is purely objective. But my sense of my own inadequacy is not exactly like
my appreciation of the inadequacy of the amount of the cloth I have. It has nothing to do
with anything objective like my body or my mind. The body does not have the sense of
inadequacy, nor does the mind. It is not about anything; it is centred on myself, on my
notion of 'I.' Therefore, 'I am inadequate,' is the problem. This is negated by the dgstra
which says that 'I' is complete, piurna, it is param brahma, and therefore, limitless.
When that is known, where is the sense of inadequacy?
It is inadequacy that is the basis for all my desires. Thinking that by doing a
certain thing, I will get a certain result, and thereby, be somebody more acceptable than I
am now. These kinds of binding desires stem from ignorance of the ttmd being full, and
once dtmd is appreciated as full, they cannot be there. One may have a simple desire to
do something, just because one is capable of it, as an expression of the Lord's glory,
vibhuti, but that has nothing to do with the sense of desire which is born of inadequacy.
That kind of desire is what is discussed here. It will not be there for the one who has
gained the knowledge, which has moksa as its result. What would he get out of it? There
cannot be any desire to improve the self, because it is full. Sarikara gives an example,
which we also saw in the second chapter'
THERE CANNOT BE ANY DESIRE TO IMPROVE THE SELF, BECAUSE IT IS FULL
Suppose you pray for rain and the rain comes in such a cascade that it floods
everything. When every place is filled with water, no one has a desire for a well or a
pond. In India, we have these survivor's wells, which are dug in the riverbed when the
river is dry. It is a common thing in the summer. When the rain comes, the river is full of
water. There is water everywhere; in fact, even the banks are broken. Everywhere it is
flooded. Now what is the use of that well? When the person who wants water finds water
everywhere, how will he desire a well or a pond? He has achieved the result of his
prayer. 2
Similarly here, when the knowledge gained is that 'I am param brahma and
nothing is apart from that param brahma,' it means that all the worlds, including
brahma-loka,are included in that gain. Even if I were to go to brahma-loka,the gain is
' Glt - 2-46
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limited because then I would not have the advantage of being here. There in brahmaloka there is no cricket, football, baseball, or tennis. The gain of brahma-loka will
exclude all the gains that I would have in other worlds. But the gain of Brahman, being
everything, includes all the fourteen worlds, seven above, and seven below. There cannot
be a desire for any further gain. After knowledge, what karma would one do to gain
what? When he is Brahman, what is he going to get? Even as one who is seeking this
knowledge, a jijnisu, he is seeking a freedom that he knows includes dharma, artha
and kdma. All three are included in his desired end, moksa.
Therefore, he is not going to desire any other small thing. He is interested in only
one thing, and that one thing includes everything. He recognizes that his problem is the
notion that 'I am wanting,' and he addresses that directly. He is not trying to appease this
wanting fellow. That is what we call samsara-andit never ends. Did anybody ever
solve the problem of appeasement? Never. Appeasement never ends. The more you
appease your demand, the more it increases. Neither in management will it work, nor in
life. Appeasement just buys some time. But it will not be long before there is another
demand. The one who knows he is Brahman, however, has no need of appeasement; he
is full.
Sarkara gives another example here.' Suppose there is a person who is engaged
in an activity to gain a new kingdom. Does he also engage in another activity to gain a
few acres within that kingdom? The one who is interested in moksa is interested in a
limitless kingdom, one which has no boundaries whatsoever. This boundary-free
kingdom called Brahman is called the empire of the self, dtma-samrijya. For the one
who wants to gain this limitless boundless empire of the self, where is the interest in
gaining heaven or progeny or some security? It is meaningless. When a person is
interested in mining all the gold in his gold mine, he is not interested in bartering the
mine for one sovereign. Just as the one who is seeking a kingdom will not have any
desire for a few acres of land within it, the one who knows or want to know that he is
Brahman will not have a desire for anything else, for there is nothing that is not
Brahman.
THEREFORE, ALONE OR COMBINED, KARMA ISNOT A MEANS FOR MOKSA

Therefore, karma, alone or combined, is not a means for moksa.2 Karma that is
talked about here refers to the karma enjoined by the Veda. When this is the status of
vaidika-karma as a means for moksa, what is the status of any other karma as means
for moksa? Karma of any kind does not have the status of being a means for moksa.
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Nor does karma combined with knowledge, jifdna. Some people talk of this kind of
combination-a little bit of knowledge and a little bit of karma brought together to
produce moksa. They argue giving the following example to support their contention.
They say that, mere betel leaf will not turn your tongue red; there must be lime and betel
nut along with the betel leaf. Only then, the red colour will be produced. Similarly,
neither mere knowledge nor mere karma will produce moksa; they must be combined.
Let us see, what will really happen if one does combine them. The karma will
produce its result; but that will be adrsta-phalaand will not fructify in this birth but in
some other later birth. On the other hand, knowledge gives moksa here and now as
drsta-phala. Even if one were to assume that the adrsta-phalaof the karma will

produce moksa, it will be only in some other later life and not now in this life. If this is
so, that is, if you pursue knowledge, you will get moksa now in this life itself, and if you
pursue karma, you will not get moksa now, but in a later life, who would be interested
in that karma? And perhaps, at the most, since he is doing good karma and has started
pursuing knowledge, in the next birth he will be pursuing pure knowledge. Lord Krsna
assures us that he will not come to a bad lot and will pick up the thread and continue in
the next birth-na hi kalydnakrt kagcit durgatim tata gacchati.' Further, knowledge,

which has moksa as its result does not require any assistance from karma. It is true that
mere knowledge of the means for gaining heaven will not give heaven, and karma also,
if it is done without the know-how, cannot produce the proper result. Only if the karma
is backed by knowledge and then practised, the desired result will be gained. But when
moksa is the result, it is not like that. Knowledge does not require the help of karma,
because knowledge itself is moksa. An argument is made that if one person is trying to
lift something and another person comes and helps, the lifting becomes definitely easier.
Or, even though moksa is gained by knowledge, perhaps karma will make it easier. We
negate both these possibilities and say, 'No, knowledge does not combine with karma at
all in any manner.' There is no connection because one is born of a means of knowledge
and is centred on the object to be known, vastu-tantra,while the other, karma, depends
entirely upon the will of the person, purusa-tantra.Knowledge is going to be as true as
the object. Where does karma come into the picture?
AS JNANA AND KARMA ARE OPPOSED, THEY CANNOT BE COMBINED

Moreover, knowledge is totally opposed to karma. What does knowledge do? It
removes ignorance, the very ignorance that is necessary for karma. Once knowledge has
removed the cause of karma, how are you going to do karma again? Karma implies a
doer. What does knowledge do? First it destroys the notion, 'I am the doer.' When that is
gone, who is going to do karma and for what? Only when the sense of agency is
removed is there moksa, and knowledge alone is sufficient for that.
SGita - 6-40
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Knowledge is opposed to karma because it removes ignorance, which is the cause
of karma. Therefore, knowledge that results in moksa does not require karma.
WHAT IS THE INDIVIDUAL ROLE OF KARMA AND JNANA IN ATTAINING
MOKSA?
Please understand the point here. We do not say that karma is useless. But we
only say that karma is not the direct means for moksa. When we say that knowledge is
the means for moksa, it is like saying that heat is the means for cooking. Without it,
there cannot be any cooking. That does not mean that I am saying that you do not need
fuel. It is just that the fuel does not cook; the heat does. When I say that moksa is
accomplished by knowledge, I mean it in the same way when I say that cooking is done
by fire. As you require to gather fuel and other things for cooking, you also need to
prepare your mind through prayer, attitude, etc., for moksa. All that comes in quietly
here. Nothing is really dismissed. We can include yoga, or any other discipline, even
diet. They are all aids for the preparation of the mind. And the preparation can be very
elaborate because of what is at stake here. 'Only one in thousands even gets interested in
moksa,' it is said, and among those who get interested, only one among thousands makes
the effort-manusyandm sahasresu kascit yatati siddhaye. Of those, who gains
knowledge? The one who is prepared. And what is the preparation? It is purity of mind,
antah-karana-suddhi.
Suppose you want to earn one million dollars. It is not an easy thing, even in
America. But here, what is at stake is to be infinite. For that, you have to give up
everything, not just one thing. First, you must give up your past, all that happened to
you, all your depression, and all your problems. Then you have to give up anything you
have at present. And once you have given up everything, you have to give up the feeling
that you have given up everything, yena tyajasi tat tyaja. If Brahman is limitless, there
is no way to gain that; you have to know, 'I am Brahman.' What is at stake here is not
an ordinary thing. And yet, there is nothing at stake here because there is no gambling.
You are already Brahman. Nothing has to disappear, nothing has to appear. There is
nothing to be given up and nothing to be reached. All that is required is preparation,
which is easy once you have ascertained what you really want, purus.rtha-nikcaya.
Giving up of everything is only in the form of giving up of ignorance; tyagena eke
amrta tvam dnaSuh. It is giving up my sense of owning anything, because in owning,
etc., there is a smallness. That is how the whole past is given up; parentage is given up;
the concept of male-female is given up; the concept of young and old is given up. The
concepts of strong and weak, skilled and unskilled, educated and uneducated, being a
doer, kartd, or an enjoyer, bhoktd, are all given up. What is moksa? Moksa is nothing
but giving up-all the way it is giving up.
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Or, it could be acquiring, gaining! Let us put it in the form of acquiring. I am the
sun, I am the moon, I am space, I am time, I am the earth, I am everything. I am the past,
I am the present, I am the future-everything that is going to come is myself. Indra is
myself. Varuna is myself. Galiga is myself. Yamuna is myself. The Mississippi is also
myself.
Whether you give up everything or acquire everything, it is all the same. Either
way it requires preparation. Like fire requires fuel, we require a mind, which ignites
when the knowledge is unfolded. The fuel should not be wet; it should be dry and to
keep it dry, we do varieties of things. Everything that we do for this purpose is useful;
prayer is useful, as is anything that we do to fix up our mind. This is called sddhana.
We are not tired of it and we keep doing whatever that has to be done. That word,
'sarva-all' has to be understood here, because there is a complete negation of karma in
this passage. We have to know exactly what is said here-it is responsible learning and
responsible teaching.
The vision must be very clear. As I told you before, when 1 say that by eating three
times a day you are not going to learn Sanskrit, it does not mean that if you give up
eating you will learn Sanskrit. When I say that karma will not give you moksa, I mean
it, because it is not a matter of the result of our karma. It is something that is already
accomplished-siddha-visaya.I have to know that I am Brahman, aham brahma

asmi; and that knowledge is moksa. It does not mean that I should not do karma, or that
I should not prepare myself for that. That is not what is said here. And Krsna has already
talked about karma in the previous verse-manmand bhava... There he repeated what
he had said earlier-whatever you do, please do it as an offering to Me, yat karosi... tat
kurusva madarpanam.
THE CONTEXT HERE

Here that jiidna-nistha, which is sannydsa, is being discussed and that is a
different topic. Karma will not help here. We all know that light and darkness are
opposed to each other. If I am in a place that is totally dark, and I ask someone to bring
some light, and he brings a burnt-out light bulb, how will it help to illumine that place?
You have to bring in light. In the same way, knowledge and ignorance are opposed to
each other. And karma being a product of ignorance, is not opposed to ignorance.
Therefore, Sarkara says that, just as darkness cannot remove darkness, karma cannot
remove ignorance. 2 Therefore, knowledge is the only means for moksa. The idea is that
karma, being a product of ignorance, cannot remove ignorance. And removal of
ignorance is moksa, freedom, because atma is already free.
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VEDANTI'S STAND

This is the conclusion of a Veddnti. Without any help from karma, even in the
form of upasana, meditation, knowledge alone is capable of giving moksa. Then why
do not we call the pursuits of man as dharma, artha, kdma, and jidna, instead of
dharma, artha, kdma, and moksa? We do not do so because the value is only for
moksa; not for knowledge. Then how is this moksa connected to knowledge? One is the
means, the other is the end--there is a sddhya-sddhana-sambandha.Knowledge is the
means for moksa. What is produced, of course, is in the form of knowledge alone-the
knowledge that I am Brahman, I am fullness, dnanda. At the same time, the end sought
after is moksa. And the means is this knowledge. Therefore, we have to connect that
moksa and knowledge as the end and means. And it is with that understanding that
Sankara says here, 'The only means for moksa is knowledge. It does not require any
help from karma.'

PURVAMIMAMSAKA'S OBJECTION
THE BASIS OF HIS OBJECTION

Here an objection is raised by a karma-kandi. In his view, the whole Veda talks
about karma. In his literature there is a collection of sfitras written by Jaimini, which
deals with dharma, also called karma. An important si2tra there says that the Veda is
only meant to enjoin karma, and because of that, statements that do not have that
meaning, that is, those that are not connected to an injunction, are useless--mndyasya
kriydrthatvdt dnarthakyam atadarthandm.' Therefore a statement like 'dtma is

Brahman,' is also useless for him because there is no injunction, vidhi, here.
If we point out that, this kind of statement is a statement of fact, they argue that it
is not the purpose of the Veda to give statements of fact. Its purpose is to help you avoid
duhkha and to gain sukha, for which it tells you, 'Do not do this' or 'do this.' The
whole Veda should be viewed only as 'do's' and 'don'ts.' It should ask you to do
something, which is a vidhi, or it should ask you not to do something, which is also a
vidhi. But it is not going to say 'Water is H20,' because that is not the intention,
tdtparya, of the Veda. If atma is Brahman, let it be. How does it help you? Even
though atma has been Brahman all this time, you still have desires and are busy
fulfilling them. To say that dtmd is Brahman is like saying that the body weighs 150
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This is a Jaimini Satra of Pirva-mimasms. This is the first sutra in the arthavddaadhikarana.Here this sitra itself is a plrvapaksa raisingan objection that any statement
of the Veda that is not connected to a vidhi is useless. And in this adhikaranaJaimini
answers this by saying, those that are not connected to a vidhi directly are to be interpreted
as arthavuda,praise.
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pounds. That itself does not give you any result. The statement of fact has to be
connected to a prescription for it to be useful. The Veda is interested in making you do
something or avoid something so that you can get some sukha or avoid duhkha. This is
the contention of the Mimdmsaka. Though there are different schools of Mimamsakas,
the prdbhakarasand the bhattas, they all maintain that karma gives you moksa.
AS MOKSA IS NITYA, EVEN JNANA CANNOT PRODUCE IT-AN OBJECTION

One of these mimamsakas does agree that moksa is not produced by karma. He
accepts that moksa is always available, because if it is produced, it will be lost.
However, even though moksa is already accomplished, still, we have to take care of
karma. We have varieties of karmas and we have to ensure that they do not perpetuate.
He is saying here that the state of moksa is disturbed by our karma.
That means they are parallel realities. Even though the dtma is eternally liberated,
right now, it is disturbed because of karma, and the karma alone produces further birth,
janma, etc. So, if you take care of karma, you have taken care of moksa. Look at this
argument. According to him, moksa is eternal, nitya. We also say the same thing. But he
argues that because it is eternal, it cannot be gained by knowledge. If it is gained, then it
is not eternal, but moksa must be eternal, and therefore, it is not available for production
by knowledge.
IF KNOWLEDGE ISTHE ONLY MEANS FOR MOKSA WHAT ISTHE PLACE OF VIHITA-KARMA?

He also has another problem if moksa is gained by knowledge. And that is with
reference to the daily obligatory karma, nitya-karma, and those that are to be done on
certain occasions, naimittika-karma. If you get moksa by pure knowledge, then the
result is gained right here, drsta-phala.In that case, you do not need to do any karma.
Therefore nitya and naimittika-karmas need not be done anymore. That he cannot
accept. Why? If a person does not perform obligatory karma, nitya-karma, he will be
incurring the fault of omission called pratyavdya-dosa. An omission can cause
problems. As it is said, a stitch in time saves nine. Suppose, for instance, you do not take
a shower. Nothing is accomplished, but it can cause problems for you and for others.
This is the argument of this person who is committed to karma. If you are incurring the
fault of omission, there is going to be a consequence of that. And you will have to be
born again to experience that. Therefore, there can be no moksa through knowledge
alone. Therefore, even after gaining the knowledge one has to do nitya and naimittikakarma. They can never be given up. This is the contention of the Mimdmsaka.
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PURVAMIMAMSAKA'S CONTENTION
NOT DOING VIHITA-KARMA WILL GIVE PRATYAVAYA-DOSA

The obligatory karmas, vihita-karmas, are enjoined by the Aruti. It is legitimate
for him to bring this up because we are dealing within the realm of the Vaidikas here.
According to you, he would tell us, the Veda says that dtmd is Brahman and knowing
that is moksa. Therefore, knowledge is enough for moksa. Being followers of the Veda,
we have to analyse what the Veda says and do what is enjoined by the Veda. And the
Sruti definitely enjoins us to do certain karmas every day, like agnihotra,and others on
special occasions, like Srdddha. When they are not done, papa will be the unseen
result.' This is called pratyavdya technically. 2 Since the karmas we are talking about
are enjoined by the Veda, they have to be done. If you do not do them, you will be
incurring papa, which will result in a painful experience later. That means you will have
another birth, and therefore, there is no moksa. The mere knowledge, 'I am Brahman,'
is not going to help you. You may think that you will not be reborn until you find
yourself somewhere else because you did not do your daily enjoined karmas. Thinking
that you are not the performer of any action, because dtmd is not an agent, that is, it is
akartd, you give up all the enjoined karmas and are free. This is a pipe dream. You will
end up later in one of those undesirable wombs. This is the Mimnmsaka's contention.
THEN MOKSA WILL NOT BE POSSIBLE AT ALL-SAlKARA'S COUNTER-OBJECTION

Sahkara answers him. If there is no moksa by knowledge, there cannot be any
moksa by karma either. Once it is acknowledged that moksa is eternal, how can it be
produced by karma? If there is no moksa by knowledge, and there is no moksa by
karma either, there is no possibility of gaining moksa at all. 3 In this view, the pursuits of
a human being are only dharma, artha,and kdma-there is no moksa at all.
The problem, however, is that this Pi2rva-mimdamsaka also has to talk about
moksa. Everybody, whether he is a Vaigesika, a Naiydyika, a Sdikhya, a Buddhist, a

Muslim, Christian, or anybody else, accepts moksa, an ultimate end. Everybody has a
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2 Pratyavdyais the technical term the Purva-mimdmsaka uses to refer to the papa incurred
by not doing the vihita-karma (nitya and naimittika-karma).This pratyavaya will have to
be experienced as naraka or a future birth in a lower form of life like that of an animal or
insect.
Naraka is nothing but a field of experience where there will be consistent pain for a period
of time. It is not eternal damnation. And opposed to this is the field of experience called
heaven, where there is consistent pleasure, sukha, for a given length of time.
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definition of it. And everybody has to talk about it. There is no way to avoid a
consideration of moksa. And if it is eternal, it has just been eliminated by these
arguments. If moksa is eternal, it cannot be produced. Thus according to him, by karma
there is no moksa, and by knowledge also, there is no moksa. Then what will produce
moksa?
IFYOU REMOVE CAUSES FOR REBIRTH, MOKSA BEING NITYA WILL AUTOMATICALLY TAKE
PLACE-THE PURVAMIMAMSAKA'S NEAT PLAN
BY DOING NITYA-KARMA YOU CAN AVOID PRATYAVAYA

The Mimdmsaka has an answer for that. His contention is that, being eternal,
there is no need to create moksa.' Therefore, karma need not produce moksa. Then why
should we do karma? He has a clean plan for that. This is how you become liberated.
Now you are bound to samsdra by karma. We also accept that. You are born again and
again only because of karma. Therefore, we have to get rid of this karma. How? First of
all, the daily duties that are enjoined by the Veda have to be done. That will not produce
any result, but it will avoid any pratyaudya-dosa-the fault of omission, so that one
type ofkarma-phalais partly taken care of.
BY AVOIDING PROHIBITED KARMAS FUTURE UNDESIRABLE BIRTHS ARE AVOIDED

Secondly, 2 there is something that is not to be done. All the karmas that the Veda
prohibits, the pratisiddha-karmas,are avoided. In that way, there is no gain of an
undesirable body. Look at this. You do all the do's, and avoid the results that would be
produced if you did not do them, and you avoid all the don'ts, avoiding the results, you
would incur if you did them. In this way, all accumulation ofpdpa-karma is avoided.
BY AVOIDING KAMYA-KARMAS FUTURE DESIRABLE BIRTHS ARE AVOIDED

Thirdly, 3 he says, do not do the enjoined karmas that are meant to produce punya,
the kdmya-karmas, like istdpurti.There are varieties of karma enjoined by the Veda to
produce punya. By doing them you are going to gather a lot ofpunya. And if you have
punya, what will happen? You will have to take another birth to enjoy it. Therefore,
avoid the kdmya-karmas, the rituals and other karmas, which are meant to produce
punya. In that way, you will avoid obtaining a birth in a desirable body. You do not do
any prayer, ritual, etc., for the purpose of attaining a desired end, and therefore, you have
no results of punya-karma to experience. Having avoided all the karmas that produce
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pipas, and also all the karmas that produce punya, there is no occasion for you to
assume another body and take another birth.
Then, if we were to ask him, what about the karma that has already begun,
prdrabdha-karma,because of which this body is here, he has a ready answer.
THE PRARABDHA-KARMA ISEXHAUSTED INTHIS UFE BY UPABHOGA

For that, he says that, when the karma that has already begun to fructify in
obtaining the physical body that you have now is exhausted, there will be no further
birth.' Everyday, in every experience, you are experiencing the results of prarabdhakarma. When the last vestige of the prdrabdha-karmais expended by going through
the varieties of experiences it has caused, that is, when this physical body has fallen,
there is no cause for the creation of another body. Why is there no cause? Because there
is no karma. You have taken care of all of it. All the prdrabdha-karmais exhausted;
you do all the obligatory, nitya-naimittika-karma, and avoid all the prohibited,
pratisiddha-karma,like telling lies or causing injury, and therefore, pipa is not
incurred; you do not do the karmas that will produce punya, the kimya-karma, and
therefore, punya is not gathered. How can you avoid kdmya-karmas? This is possible
because you do not have any longing for anything; you want only moksa.
THUS MOKSA ISGAINED WITHOUT ANY EFFORT

Thus, all karma is taken care of, and karma being the cause of birth, there is
nothing to precipitate further birth. You simply remain with yourself because karma is
not there. The self, dtmd, can no longer be bound; it is free from samsara.Only if you
assume a body, there is samsara, and there can be no further body because there is no
cause for it, no karma. The self, itmi, is eternal, and you remain as dtmd alone. There
is no birth at all for you. That is called moksa, and it is accomplished without any effort. 2
It is not produced.
OBJECTION BY MANKARA
WHAT ABOUT THE SANCITA-KARMAS STANDING INONE'S ACCOUNT?

If that is his argument, we have one or two questions to ask here. Let us accept his
plan for the time being. Still, he is accepting karma, and in accepting the karma model,
he should accept it totally. It should be logical. Since he is accepting prdrabdha-karma,
we have to ask when did he get this prdrabdha-karmathat accounts for this body, and
is in the process of being unfolded day after day? If he says in his previous life or lives,
we have to ask how many previous lives he had? Once you accept 'previous,' you are in
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trouble. How did you get the previous life? Because of previous lives. There is no
beginning for this. There is an infinite number of previous births. If they are infinite,
lhow much karma have you collected? An infinite amount. Even if you took a birth only
once in every kalpa, the karmas would be infinite in number because there are an
infinite number of kalpas. Are all of the infinite number of karmas going to be
exhausted in this body? No. Even if it lives one hundred years, it is impossible. If the
karmas of an individual are infinite, the possibilities of the type of karma are also
infinite.
Every individual must have every form of karma necessary to order every type of
body, from a virus onwards to the various incarnations both on this planet and elsewhere
also. Here we know certain life forms, the plant life, the animal life, and the human life.
But there will be other planets where there will be better life forms possible. There may
be angels living side by side with human beings. They will have their own language and
various types of wings, and so on. One will be a red-nosed angel, another, a white-nosed
angel, and another, a blue-eyed angel; one may have golden plumes, another, silver, and
then again, some angels' toes touch the ground, while some angels' toes do not touch the
ground at all.
Thus, infinite possibilities must be there in everybody's infinite saiicita-karma.
How are you going to exhaust all those karmas in this one miserable birth?' You cannot.
Even in a given human body, you do not go through all the experiences that a human
being is capable of. It is only a set of experiences you go through. If you are born a
Chinese in China, or a Russian in Russia, the experiences are different. If you are born in
one place, then you are not going to have all the experiences of other places. Because
every individual has infinite karmas, all possible experiences cannot be had in any given
birth. In this incarnation, one can exhaust only one set of karmas, not more than that.
The prdrabdha-karma that we experience here is not even the tip of the iceberg.
Therefore, Sahikara raises this objection here. There is no exhaustion of karma. Why?
Because it is not possible in this one birth to experience the results of karma that has not
yet begun to fructify. The karmas that were done in the countless births that had gone
before should result in the gain of heaven, hell, and many other experiences. Those
results have not yet begun to fructify, and therefore, cannot be experienced. They remain
instorage and are yet to manifest. Since it is not possible to experience them, there is no
possibility of exhaustion of karma.
The exhaustion of karma is only accepted provisionally. Later we will drop it, but
for now, for the sake of argument, we will go with it. We do not accept that doing nityakarmas will not produce results, but we go along with that for now. Even if we are able
to exhaust the prdrabdha-karma,what about the karma accumulated in previous births,
saicita-karma?
1
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This is what happens in an animal's life. A water buffalo does the nitya-karmal
not commit any transgressions at all. Daily he goes to the pond and he does not
does
and
eat meat, etc., eats only grass! His prdrabdha-karmagets exhausted, and therefore,
after being a water-buffalo, he will gain moksa. We cannot accept this. Why not?
Because his saiicita-karma remains. It is the same here. Infinite karmas will be
standing in your account. How are you going to exhaust them? Even though you tried to
avoid all new karmas in this birth, still, the old karmas standing in your account have to
fructify, and for that we do not know how many births you require.
MOREOVER ITISNOT POSSIBLE TO AVOID KAMYA-KARMAS

Also, it is impossible not to acquire new karmas. When you are a doer, kartS, you
will definitely acquire new karma. How are you going to avoid the raga-dvesas that
impel you to do karma? It is a pipe dream. There is no chance for you to get moksa, if
this is your argument.
PORVAMIMAMSAKA'S REPLY
THE DUHKHA SUFFERED BY DOING NITYA-KARMA EXHAUSTS THE SANCITA-KARMA

The Ptrva-mlmamsaka has an answer for this. Daily you have to do karma. If

you do not do it, you will incur sin. When you do it, it does not produce any result, but it
does produce duhkha. You have to get up early in the morning. You have to gather all
the ingredients for the ritual, light the fire, sit before the fire and say all the proper
prayers and make the proper offerings. It implies a lot of pain, a lot of work. In
experiencing that pain, it is possible to exhaust all the pain that is the result of the papa2 Why not?
karmas standing in your account, the saiicita-karma.
OR DOING NITYA-KARMA IS LIKE DOING PRAYACITTA-KARMA

Or, the Pirva-mimamsaka says that, doing your daily and occasionally enjoined
karma, nitya-naimittika-karma, is

like prayascitta-karma, expiatory karma.

Prdyascitta-karma is an antidote that is meant to neutralize the results of previous
wrong actions. We do this all the time. In cooking, if there is too much salt, we add some
more vegetables or throw in some flour. This is called prayascitta-karma.If there is
any undesirable result, we neutralize it by doing something else. To neutralize the result
of a wrong action, we do an expiatory action, an action that is meant to neutralize that
undesirable result. In the Veda we have plenty of prdyascitta-karmas.In the Christian
tradition, there is confession and the penance done to neutralize the confessed actions. It
is also a prdyascitta-karma.The Veda has prdyascitta-karmafor all kinds of wrong

karmas. If you really have graddhd about punya and papa, and you look into this
' His daily routine.
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prdyascitta-karma,you will never do a wrong action. The prdyagcitta-karmais always

more severe than what you gained by doing the wrong action. Just to avoid the
prayascitta-karma,you have to avoid all these wrong actions.
Taking it a step further, the Purva-mimdmsaka says that, the daily prayers and
rituals we do, like agnihotra,are like prdyascitta-karma,which are done as an antidote
for all our wrong actions. Prdyascitta-karmas are those that are enjoined by the
dharma-Sdstrato neutralize the negative effects of some negative karma one did. The
Purva-mimdmrsaka's argument here is like how prdyagcitta neutralizes the negative
effects of previous karma, doing nitya-karma will also neutralize the andrabdhapdpa-karma standing in our account.' We also say, in the sahkalpa,2 before a ritual, 'I
will do this for the removal of all my accumulated impurities-mama updtta-samastadurita-ksaydrthamaham idam karisye.' We declare this to the Lord, and it also serves

as an auto-suggestion. In order to eliminate all the papas that 1 have gathered, I perform
this karma. This includes old papasthat are fructifying in this life because of things that
were done in other births, and papas that have been done in this birth also. I perform this
karma to neutralize all of them. The daily prayers that I offer are meant only to exhaust
all the papas standing in my account. It is not to produce any new result, only to clear
the old account.
SUMMARY OF THE PURVAMIMAMSAKA'S NEAT PLAN

The whole argument 3 of the Piirva-mimtmsaka is based on the assumption that
the karma that I do now will neutralize the result of old karma, or that the old karmas
get exhausted through the pain that is involved while performing these nitya-karmas.
Either way you take it, it does not matter for him. The old karmas are eliminated. The
karma because of which this body has come into being will get exhausted by daily
experiences. If you have a headache, one papa is gone. Daily experiences of pain and
pleasure will take care of all the punya and pdpa. You need not do anything to exhaust
this prirabdha-karma.Just keep living, and it will get exhausted. But you have to be
very careful that you do not do any wrong actions or any action that will produce punya.
By not doing any action that will produce an unseen result that has to be experienced at
some time in the future, and doing actions to neutralize papas that have been
accumulated in the past, you will get moksa, kaivalya, without any effort. The karma
that brought this body into being gets exhausted just by living, and when the body dies,
the prdrabdha-karmais completely gone. The old karmas are cancelled by the daily
and occasional rites, nitya-naimittika-karmas, and no new karmas are gathered

because no prohibited actions, prdyascitta-karmas, and no desire-prompted actions,
a o Ia
The
statement of intention with reference t
2The statement of intention with reference to a karma.
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kamya-karmas are done. Therefore, there is no possibility of any more births. And this
is moksa. This is the contention of the Purva-mimamsaka.
§ANKARA'S NEGATION OF THE WHOLE ARGUMENT
ALL tASTRA-PRAMANAS SAY THAT THERE ISNO WAY FOR MOKSA OTHER THAN JNANA

This is all very interesting, but it is not tenable. And there is no basis for it.' Which
6ruti talks like this? Is there any means of knowledge, pramana, for all this? On the
contrary, the 6astra says, 'Having known that, he goes beyond death; there is no-ether
way-tam eva viditvd atimrtyum eti.'2 Knowing that Brahman as oneself,

pratyagdtmd,one goes beyond death, meaning one gets out of this samsara.Other than
knowing this, there is no other path for moksa-na anyah pantha vidyate ayandya.

This has to be said because there will always be people who conclude that there is more
than one way. The idea that there are four paths is just imagination, as we have seen. In
fact, some say that there are as many paths for moksa as there are human beings. This
may be true with reference to religions, and the aims of religions too, but not with
reference to moksa. Purification of the mind, antah-karana-guddhi,which is exactly
what we are aiming at too, can be accomplished by various means, and so each one can
follow his or her own particular religious form. Even in the same religion, one person
will do some of the prayers and rituals, and another will do others. You can always
choose what is suitable to you.
For moksa, however, this is not the case. What was already unfolded as Brahman,
earlier in this statement in the purusa-si2kta, as all this, idam sarvam, what existed
before, what will come later and what is now, yad bhutam yacca bhavyam, has to be
known as that which obtains in your heart, in your mind, as the dtma. But it is not the
atma that is enclosed in this body, for, all the heads are its head, all the feet are its feet,
all the hands, its hands. Knowing that, one crosses death; he gains moksa. Why is there
no other way? Because moksa is the opposite of bondage. If bondage is real, you cannot
remove it, because we define what is real as something that cannot be removed. If the
atmd is bound, and the bondage is real. You cannot remove it. If it is unreal, if it does
not exist, you need not remove it. If you think it exists, then you have to remove it, and
that removal can only be by knowledge. If you think you are bound, that thinking has to
go, and it can only go by knowing. Stopping the thinking does not work; that is
anaesthesia. We have to understand that the thinking is wrong by understanding that
1
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dtmd is Brahman. Therefore, the sruti says that there is no other path for this-na
anyah pantha vidyate. Other than vidya, knowledge, there is no way for moksa.

Not only does one sruti say this, but many Srutis do. It is said that moksa is as
impossible for one who does not know dtma, as it is to wrap oneself with akaia like a
skin around the body. 1 How will you do that? It is not possible. Thus quoting this verse
from the sruti, Sahkara says that, it is just as impossible for the one who does not know
the atma to gain moksa.2 Not knowing the atmi, you will only gain sorrow and remain
in samsara.The idea is that you can gain moksa without knowing dtmd only when you
can clothe yourself with space. In other words, it is not possible. Knowledge alone
liberates.
Not only that, the purdnas and smrtis also say, 'One gains moksa by
knowledge.' By saying it in two ways, there is no room for misunderstanding. There is
no moksa without knowledge and by knowledge alone moksa is gained. If he had said
just that moksa is gained by knowledge, it may also allow moksa to be gained by
karma. But then he says that by knowledge alone there is moksa and without knowledge
there is no moksa. How can there be any doubt here?
EVEN ACCEPTING THAT NITYAKARMA REMOVES ALL PAPAS, SANCITA-PUNYA CANNOT BE
NEUTRALIZED

Still, there is another problem. Accepting for the time being that all the pdpakarma can be exhausted by the pain involved in doing obligatory karmas, nityanaimittika-karmas,only the papa-karma standing in your account is removed. What
about the punya-karma? That is also infinite. Even assuming that the nitya-karma is an
antidote for the results of all the wrong actions that were done, which is a big
assumption, the punya will be standing there unaccounted for. Just as there are infinite
papa in the saiicita-karmayet to be exhausted, there are also infinite punya waiting to
fructify. They cannot be neutralized by doing nityakarma. If at all nityakarmas can
neutralize anything they can neutralize only pipa and not punya. It has to express itself
and therefore, being not exhausted, will precipitate another birth. You.will have to be
born in Texas in the family of a tycoon. And even that will not take care of all of the
punya. Thispun.ya will be expressed; it has to be encashed.
Even the possibility of neutralizing all the pdpa-karmas by obligatory, nityakarmas was accepted only provisionally. That also is not tenable. For how long can one
do these karmas? Fifty years, sixty years, seventy years, eighty years? How can that
neutralize all the papathat has been gathered in an infinite number of births? There is no
1Svetdvataropanisad- 6-20
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way of neutralizing all of them with a finite number of actions. The exhaustion of
punya, the results of which have not yet begun to fructify, is not possible in this birth
either. Since they cannot be experienced now, there has to be another birth. Just as the
exhaustion of previously gathered papa that has not begun to fructify is impossible, so is
the exhaustion of previously gathered punya that has not begun to fructify. Their
exhaustion is not possible without assuming another body, and therefore, moksa is not
possible.'
EXCEPT THROUGH JNANA ITIS IMPOSSIBLE TO REMOVE RAGADVESA AND MOHA, THE
CAUSES OF DHARMA AND ADHARMA

There is another problem. According to him, I will not do any desire-based action,
kamya-karma, or prohibited karma, prdyaScitta-karma, and do only obligatory
actions, nitya-naimittika-karma. In other words, I will not do any wrong actions,
adharma,or meritorious actions, dharma. This is not possible. What is the cause for
dharma and adharma? Why do I do these karmas? I do a wrong karma because I
want a given result and I cannot get it by following the right means. If I do, I have to
wait for twenty-five years, and therefore, I take a short cut, which compromises
dharma. Or, I hate someone, and therefore I harm him. Both longing, raga, and
aversion, dvesa, are the cause for adharma. Then, there are false notions, like
insecurity, and the problem of giving something more value than it has, gobhanddhydsa.
The idea that something or the other is going to solve my old problems is delusion,
moha, and is the basis for rfga-dvesas, which, in turn, are the basis for right and wrong
actions-in other words, kamya-karma and pratisiddha-karma.How can they be
avoided when these raga-dvesas and moha have not gone? And how will they go? 2
The Piirva-mimimsakasays that knowledge is not necessary, karma is enough.
But how will delusion, moha, go except by knowing that the self, atma, as complete,
piurna? I cannot negate moha unless I know what I am. Without knowing dtmd, my
insecurity will always be there, and therefore, fear will be there, and naturally, because
of that, rdga-dvesas. Because of them, I will do right and wrong actions. Therefore, this
idea of not doing kdmya-karmas or pratisiddha-karmasis merely an empty statement.
I cannot accomplish that without knowing myself to be full, pirna. Then alone can I
avoid kdmya-karmas and prohibited karmas. Since the cause for these right and wrong
actions, dharma-adharma,cannot be removed without self-knowledge, the negation of
punya and papa is not possible. Therefore, there is no moksa without knowledge.
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SRUTIS AND SMRTIS TALK OF PUNYA AS PHALA FOR NITYAKARMA

Further, it was said that by doing nitya-karma, no result is produced. That also is
not true. Those who do those karmas have the result of heaven, suarga. There are
enough &rutiand smrti statements to confirm this. And there is even a rule that
whenever there is sruti injunction to do a karma and the result is not specifically
mentioned, that karma should be understood to result in a better birth-punya-lokaphala. The smrti also says that those who are following the varna and adramadharma, doing exactly what is to be done according to their situation in life will also
gain better lives, punya-loka. There is no karma enjoined by the sruti, which does not
have punya as its result. The sruti will not ask you to do it if there is no result. It is not
that if you do not do it there will be a negative result-akaranepratyavuyah. But when
it is done, it has a positive result called punya.'
Though there is no direct fault incurred, it is true that when you do not do your
daily duties, you may be doing the wrong things. If you do not do the right action, it will
not take time for you to do the wrong action. Therefore, you have to keep doing what is
right in order to avoid what is wrong. Otherwise, there is laziness, which is the breeding
ground for all crimes. Now by avoiding all papa-karmas and doing only nityanaimittika-karmas,this person is under the impression that he is not getting any result.
After death, do you know what will happen? All the devatds of those nitya-karmas will
be ushering him into heaven! He may protest that he wanted moksa and not heaven, but
he will have to go. Because nitya-karma, being a karma, will surely produce a result.
How can you do a karma without causing a result? You cannot drop a stone in a pond
without creating a ripple. You have to enjoy that karma-phala;there is no way, no other
way of avoiding it except one. What is that? Knowing that dtma, the self, is not an
agent, akartd. Then one is free of all karma-phala.
THE MODEL OF KARMA AND THE ADHYAROPA-APAVADA METHOD

By this, the whole model is destroyed. This is called deliberate superimposition
and negation-adhydropa-apavdda.You first say that dtmd is a doer, kartd, and

therefore, gathers a lot of karma, both punya and papa. He is a samsdriand has to reap
the result of all these punya-pdpas, by taking births in different lokas. Then at the end
of it you say that in fact, atmd was never born, never did anything, never performed any
action. Knowing that, you are free from all karmas. The fire of knowledge bums all the
karma to ashes, jiandgnih bhasmasat kurute. This is possible because they are all

standing in the name of Mr. so-and-so, the agent, karta, and once the kartd is gone,
there is no karma to be accounted for. This is called adhydropa-apavada.
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The model of karma has its own logic, and it is believable. But it is only a model
and we are not stuck with it. In the end, we dismiss the whole thing-the agency,
kartrtva, is dismissed, and thereby, all karma, including the saicita-karmais gone. All
karmas are gone. Even the prdrabdha-karmais gone because, from the standpoint of
dtmd, there is no prdrabdha-karma. From the standpoint of the body, there is
prdrabdha-karma,but dtmd does not have any body. It is sat-cit-ananda-brahma,and

therefore, has no karma at any time-neither what was accumulated in past lives,
saficita-karmanor what was accumulated in this life, agdmi-karma.It is the very basis,
adhisthdna of all karma, not affected by any karma at any time. Even doing actions,
dtma does not perform any action-kurvan api na karoti. Hearing it does not hearsrnvan api na srnoti. Seeing it does not see, paSyan api na pagyati. Atmd sees

everything, but can be seen by no one. This is the nature of the itma; it performs no
action, and knowing that, is the only way to get rid of karma.
RESTATEMENT OF THE CONTENTION OF THE PURVAPAKSI
NO PHALA ISTOLD INTHE SRUTI FOR NITYAKARMAS, THEY ARE THE RESULT OF PREVIOUS PAPA,
THEY ARE ALSO ORDAINED FOR THE SAKE OF LIVELIHOOD

.Saikara now restates here what was said by the Purva-mimdmsaka, the
karmatha with reference to the nitya-karmas. The Purva-mimndmsaka says that there

is no phala mentioned in the Veda for nitya-karma--arutatvdt.Because there is lot of
effort and pain involved in doing the nitya-karmas, they are the result of fructification
of the previous pdpa and apart from their own essential nature of being the difficult
Skarmas to be performed they have no other phala. And also they are ordained by the
SVeda for the different varnas as karmas that can be performed for livelihoodjivanadinimitteca vidhdndt.i

It is said in the Veda that one has to perform certain rituals every day. Those are
called nitya-karmas. For instance, it is said that the following karmas are considered to
be the nitya-karmas for a brdhmana. They are yajiia and ydjana adhyayana and
adhydpana, ddna and pratigraha.Yajha is performing rituals, like agnihotra,etc., or

its modem day equivalents like sandhyd-vandana, and other forms of worship daily.
Ydjana is making some one else do the rituals that is officiating in a ritual performed by
someone else. Adhyayana is studying his own dgkha of the Veda completely along with
its subsidiaries, and adhydpanais teaching the Veda every day. Ddna is giving away in
charity what ever he has in excess of what he needs for his simple life. He is expected to
share whatever he has and not hoard things. This is the value ofaparigraha.Pratigraha
is receiving money and other wealth from kings, etc., as daksind or gifts. Now because
ddna is also a vihita-karma, and aparigrahais value, usually whenever a large wealth
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is available to a brahmana, he will perform a large yajiia and distribute the wealth as
daksina.These are the three pairs of nitya-karmas mentioned for a brahmana.

Similarly, there are certain duties that are mentioned for all the castes, varnas. In
general, we can say that certain duties are to be performed and some of them are prayers
or are in the form of rituals. These are called nitya-karmas. Then, on certain occasions,
there are certain karmas, rituals, that are to be performed, and they are called
naimittika-karmas.Both are enjoined by the Veda. While enjoining these karmas, the
Veda does not mention any particular result for them. Generally, for every ritual a
particular result is mentioned. The one who wants heaven must perform a particular
ritual for that--svarga-kdmahjyotistomena yajeta. Or, the one who wants a son should
perform a putra-kdmesti ritual. But when it comes to the nitya-naimittika-karmas,the

Veda does not mention any result at all.
From that, the Puirva-mimdmsaka extrapolates his stand. Since the result is not
mentioned for nitya-karmas, they do not produce any result. Then why should anyone
do them? They are enjoined by the Veda, and therefore, they have got to be performed.
Now anything that you have got to do, that is mandated, implies pain. That is why
people are lazy. Getting up and doing things is not easy. Here, every day the brdhmana
has to get up early in the morning before the sun rises, which itself is a problem, and
then has to do the karma, which takes about an hour. Therefore, there is pain involved,
because effort is involved. This is an ingenious presumption made just because the Veda
does not mention the result for the nitya-karmas.
Even though these arguments do not have any immediate bearing on our lives, it is
nice to know exactly the thinking involved, because in the process we develop a
discipline of thinking. Since the Veda does not mention any result and at the same time
enjoins these karmas, they must have an unknown result. If you are doing it and there is
no result except the pain of doing, that pain itself must be a kind of a payment. Some
past sin is paid off by this kind of karma. An intelligent man, whenever he goes through
a painful experience, accepts it happily, because some papa is exhausted. Here, the
results of the nitya-karma, being in the form of pain, are the result of the pdpa one did
before. This is not what the sdstra really says; it is an argument of an opponent.
We analyse these different points of view just to understand what the sdstra is
saying. Just as boxers have a sparring partner, similarly here, we have an opponent just
to sharpen our understanding. His view is that since this nitya-karma is in the form of
pain, it is the result of whatever plpa was done before. Now you are experiencing the
pain of it. But these nitya-karmashave no result other than what is experienced in doing
them. That is, they have no unseen result, adrsta-phala.We are not talking about the
visible result, drsta-phala,but the unseen punya that may occur from doing a karma
enjoined by the Veda. According to him, there is no punya for a nitya-karma because
the result is not mentioned by the Sruti.
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Further, there is another reason why there is no other result. These are things that
are to be done just to live your life. Like breathing. There is no particular result for that
except living. If you ask me, 'What do you accomplish by breathing?' What will I say? I
will say, 'Just.to live, to have my life, I must breathe.' There is no result except living.
When I do not breathe, I do not live. Breathing does not have a special result. A
discipline of breathing, like prandiyama, can result in a cerebral haemorrhage or
tranquillity, depending on how you do it, but simple breathing does not have any result
in life. Living implies breathing. Similarly, nitya-karma is something that is implied in
living. One has got to do it and there is no way of escaping it, because it is enjoined by
the sruti. Those who have sraddha in the gruti are supposed to perform these karmas;
they are necessarily done because the person is alive.
Thus the Piirua-mimdmsakasays that the nityakarmas do not have any phala;
they are the result of the previous papa and also they have been ordained as the karma
one has to do to just keep the life going according to his varna and dsrama. This is his
argument.
THE SANCITAKARMA THAT ARE YET TO FRUCTIFY CANNOT GIVE YOU RESULT IN THIS JANMA
FURTHER, ALL PAPAS CANNOT GIVE THE SAME TYPE OF PAIN

Now the counter-argument comes. No, this is not true. Why? Sahkara gives two
reasons. 1 If the pain that is involved in doing these nitya-karmas is the result of the
wrong things done before, it is a result which has come to fructify. Therefore, accepting
that it is a result, the maximum it can be is a result of the prdrabdha-karma.It is not the
result of a karma that has not yet begun, andrabdha-karma-phala.Otherwise, there
would be no difference between prdrabdha-karmaand saiicita-karma.It is not right to
say that the karma-phalasthat have not begun to fructify at the time of death in the life
in which they were done would begin to fructify in a life which is due to the
fructification of some other set of prdrabdha-karma.2
We have seen before that there is a type of karma, called saficita, which is like a
term deposit that has been accumulated and is standing in an account. Its results have not
yet begun to fructify and thus, they are called andrabdha-karma-phalas.All the
karmas cannot fructify in one particular incarnation; there is only one set of karmas that
can be fulfilled in this particular life, with this parentage, with this childhood, and so on.
Those karmas, which are in the process of getting unfolded we call drabdha-karmasor
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prdrabdha-karmas.Accepting that the pain involved in nitya-karma exhausts papa, it
cannot be the papa that has not yet manifested.
Secondly, in nitya-karma you have one type of effort, one type of pain. If that is
the pain of all the papas, they must also be of only one type. But there are papas of
many different natures. What about them? Every painful experience is a result of the old
papa, a durita. If you say that the pain involved in the performance of the nitya-karma
is the result of old papas, what about the pain involved in disease, and various other
problems that you face everyday? There are many different types of pain. Suddenly the
stock goes down. The pain in this has nothing to do with the pain that is involved in the
daily ritual, etc. Then again, the tenant says he will not leave the house when the
landlord wants to occupy it. Why does he get this kind of a tenant? There can be a better
tenant who will leave, but this fellow will not. Why? There is some papa. We have
varieties of papa. The results are not always the same. Therefore, if you say that all the
papas are exhausted by the pain of doing nitya-karma, how do you explain the other
types of pain that you have? It would be wonderful if we only had the type of pain
involved in doing nitya-karma. I would happily do this nitya-karma if I wouldn't have
any other pain at all.
Sahkara now takes up the issue of the pain experienced in doing the nitya-karma
being the result of faults incurred in a previous birth. It was said that the result of the
papas is the pain which is involved in performing the daily rites, the nitya-karmas. That
is not tenable. Look at this. Here is a person who has lived his life performing all the
daily karmas, like agnihotra,and also some actions, which are capable of producing
pain. He has done some punya-karma and some pdpa-karma. At the time of death,
what are the karmas that will give him the next birth? Not all of them. Only certain
karmas will give a certain birth. For instance, the agnihotraand ot.er good karmas
that he did will give him entry to heaven and a body appropriate for that. Now suppose
he has that body, a deva-Sarira. What about the pdpa-karmas that he had done? They
cannot be experienced in the same body. In one incarnation, the karmas that have not
yet begun to fructify, the andrabdha-karmas,which are standing in his account, cannot
be enjoyed. They can only be enjoyed in another birth. One set of karmas orders only a
given physical body. His pdpas will not fructify in the birth that gives him the body of a
deva, because that body is meant only for pleasure, not pain. Therefore, the papas will
have to remain suspended; they have to wait for their chance to express. It is not
reasonable, Sahkara says, that the result of a karma that has not yet begun to manifest
would be experienced in a birth that has begun because of another set of karmas.
Otherwise, what will happen? Suppose a person has faithfully performed his duties
like agnihotra and because of which, he gets a birth for the experience of heavenly
enjoyment. The karmas he did were supposed to give him pure pleasure, and therefore,
he has come to heaven. The old pdpas that he has gathered should not come along with
him. If all the papas also get exhausted there in the form of pain, where is heaven,
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svarga? Where is hell, naraka? That will not work even for the Piirva-mimamsaka,

because, according to him also, in suarga there is no result of papa-karma, duritaphala. But if his proposition is correct, it will not be impossible to experience the results
of papa-karma that makes him gain the experience of hell in a birth that results from
karma, like agnihotra,which produces the result of heaven. But this is not possible. It
is not possible to experience both heaven and hell at the same time.' Therefore, when a
given set of karmas come to fructify, they alone will get exhausted in that given birth
and not all the unmanifest karmas. The other karmas that cannot be expressed in that
situation will have to wait for another occasion, another birth.
Look at the consistency of Sahkara's argument here. Whether he is considering a
Jaina, a Bauddha, a Sadkhya, a Vaigesika or a Naiydyika, Sankara analyses his

entire vision consistently, and answers it at every level. At one level he dismisses it all as
mithyd, very forgivingly. But within the model of karma itself, if there is some mistake,
that has to be pointed out. Wherever there is fallacy, Sankara argues with intellectual
enthusiasm. You can see that here. Repeatedly he argues this issue and every argument is
important.
There are many different types of pain and many different means of producing
them. If they are all thought to be purely the results experienced in the practice of nityakarmas, then what about other types of pain? 2 There are the opposites like success and
failure. That is pain. In the morning, you are okay, and in the evening you are not.
Yesterday was wonderful, but today is not as great, and tomorrow you may be miserable.
There are daily ups and downs. Then there is the affliction of disease, etc. All these will
have no cause at all, if all the papas get exhausted in the pain that is involved in
performing the nitya-karma. It is not reasonable to say that they have no cause. Nor is it
possible to imagine that only the pain experienced in the practice of the nitya-karmas is
the result of some previously done wrong action, and not the pain of carrying stones on
one's head, for example. That is hard labour. Every day a person cuts the stones and
carries them on his head like a donkey. There is a lot of pain involved and he does not
want to do the job, but he has to do it. That pain we can say is born of some papa, either
in this life or in the previous life. How can you say that only the pain of nitya-karma is
a result of a past papa and not these other forms of pain? 3 Thus we can see that the
Pirva-mimdmsaka's argument is not valid at all. Therefore, Sahkara says you are
saying something unconnected even to your own contention here by saying, the pain
involved in the doing of the nitya-karmas is the result of the papa accumulated in the
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previous janmas. And then Sahkara goes on to explain that. He says, what is accepted
by everyone is that there can be no neutralization of the karma-phalathat has not begun
to fructify. That being so, what you are talking about is the exhaustion of those karmaphala that have begun to fructify in this janma. That means, you have to accept that all
the pain that one experiences in this life is due to those papa that have begun to fructify.
Then it is not right to say the pain of doing the nitya-karmas alone are the result of the
papa accumulated in the previous janmas. There are many more types of pains
experienced by one in any one life. And also then, the Veda would not have the need to
enjoin nitya-karmas; because they would be helplessly enjoyed by one as the result of
previous pdpa.' Later ahikaratalks about this further. We shall see that later.
BOTH PUNYA AND ANTAHKARANAAUDDHI ARE THE RESULTS OF NITYAKARMA

Now, let us complete the vision here before we proceed. The nitya-karma is not
enjoined by the Adstra for neutralizing the effects of wrong deeds done in the past, either
in this life or previously. It does produce a result, punya, that can lead you to heaven.
But if the same nitya-karma is done for antah-karana-suddhi,it can neutralize the

results of past wrong actions. Why does the sruti not mention a result? It wants you to
do the nitya-karma for the purification of your mind. It is something like taking a
shower. We need not talk about it saying, 'You should take a daily shower; it is good for
you.' It is a thing to be done. Similarly, daily prayer is also a thing to be done. Every day
we pick up enough raga-dvesas to make it necessary. Daily prayer, etc., takes care of all
our hurt and anger, and so on. Otherwise, our whole personality develops edges and we
are not the same simple person we were when we were young and innocent. When you
are born, you are absolutely innocent. Then you keep growing until the body has grown
into adulthood and the mind is more and more informed and even highly educated. Then
you should be a happy person, a simple, uncomplicated person. But that is not so. We
develop a personality. Certain things we cannot stand, certain other things alone we can
accept. Then we develop complexes, and all kinds of notions.
Why? It is all because of lack of antah-karana-duddhi.Every day we pick up all
kinds of impurities and they have to be taken care of. Otherwise, it is something like rain
water hitting the ground. It is clean water until it reaches the ground. Before it touches
the ground, you can collect it in a vessel and can live on it. It is absolutely clean.
Similarly, when a child comes into this world, he or she is clean, absolutely innocent.
That is why everybody likes babies, whose ever the baby is. Whether it is the baby of
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ignorant parents from a slum, or the baby of a great scientist, it is the same. Both are
innocent. The mathematician's baby does not come with calculus inside. Then what
happens? The child grows. That is fine. He must grow, but not at the cost of innocence,
not at the cost of purity. Originally, there was no scheming, no manipulating, and no
complexes. The child was pure and simple and innocent. But then, it faces difficult
situations, circumstances, and picks up fears, anxieties, and all sorts of problems.
What can we do about it? As parents, we should build in them a value for prayer
and prayerful attitudes. Then, when the time comes, they can understand what is prayer,
and when they pray, they can neutralize all these problems that the mind picks up. That
is why in the eighth or ninth year, the child is initiated into mantra-japa.As the child
grows, the prayer is understood better, and thereby, all the raga-dvesas, fears, etc., are
neutralized. Just as the body has to be showered daily, the mind also has to be cleaned
every day. Daily showering is a thing to be done, and similarly daily prayer is a thing to
be done. Therefore, the 0Astra does not mention the result of daily enjoined karmas.
That does not mean there is no result. It does produce punya. But it is also meant for
neutralizing the duritas.That is why we make the following statement before beginning
aham idam
any ritual or prayer. We say, 'mama-upatta-samasta-durita-ksaydrtham

karisye-I am doing this action for the sake of exhaustion of the results of all my wrong
actions.'
PRAYER CAN REMOVE THE OBSTACLES CAUSED BY OUR PAPAS

I do not know whether these were gathered by me in this life or in the previous
ones. But they are fructifying in the form of pain and in the form of impediments to my
pursuits. Every human body is a mixture, misra, of punya and papa. That is why we do
not win all the time. And we need not win. But daily prayer keeps the durita under
check. It does not allow new durita to come, and it neutralizes old duritas. Thereby,
day-to-day my mind is clean and I am ready to face all situations. Because of the prayer,
what would cost me my neck, costs me only my crown. This is what happened to
Arjuna. When the ndgastra was coming to his neck, Krsna pressed the chariot into the
ground so that the astra missed Arjuna's neck and removed only his crown, because
Arjuna had surrendered to him. Of course, he did not press it sufficiently so that the
ndgdstra would go above Arjuna's crown, because Krsna also knows that the prayer's
efficacy is only that much, only a few inches. What came to his neck went with his
crown. That is the result of prayer.
People often say, 'I prayed, but nothing happened.' If you had not prayed you
should see what would have happened! In 1962, eight planets came to Capricorn at the
same time. Eight planets never gather like this, and astrologers all over the world
predicted that it was not good for the world. They were waiting for something bad to
happen. In India, they do not wait. Do you know what they did? They began doing
rituals in every village, in every temple, to ward off the malefic effect of this
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configuration of the planets. So many rituals were performed-and nothing happened!
Afterwards there was a complaint that so much money had been spent and nothing
happened. But we can also say that because these rituals were done, nothing bad had
happened. We spent so much money and avoided a calamity. It saved us in India and the
whole world. It all depends on your way of looking at your effort.
The idea that not doing something will create pdpa is wrong. If not doing
produces a result, why should I do anything? And which non-doing produces which
result? Not doing a karma enjoined by the Veda will not produce any result, but by not
doing it, 1 will let the duritas take over my life, and therefore, I will have problems.
Doing the nitya-karmas will avoid all those problems. That is why there is an
expression like akarane pratyavdyah in the sdstra, but it is not meant as it has been
interpreted here by the Purva-mimamsaka. It is meant to keep the mind clean. The
body can be showered, but the mind cannot be cleansed by water, na vtrind suddhyate
antardtmi. What detergents will you use to clean your mind? You cannot open your
skull and spray some detergent! The mind is not a hardware, but pure software.
Naturally, you have to introduce a programme to remove all the bugs. What are the
bugs? All our papas in the form of rdga-dvesas. The daily prayers, nitya-karmas, are
meant for removing them alone. Sahkara is going to talk about this later.
IFTHE VERY EFFORT OF DOING NITYAKARMA IS THE RESULT OF PAPA, WHY SHOULD VEDA ENJOIN IT?

And there is another problem. The Purva-mimamsaka says that because the
nitya-karmas do not have any result, the very effort of doing them is the result. This is
not true because the sastra clearly enjoins that these are to be done. There is a statement
in the sruti that says that you must do the sandhyd-vandana every day-aharahah
sandhydm upisita. Every morning at the rising of the sun, and every evening at the
setting of the sun, and then, when the sun is right over your head, neither on the right nor
on the left, at noon, certain prayers are to be done. Similarly, the sruti says that every
spring, the jyotistoma ritual is to be performed-vasante vasante jyotistomena yajeta.
This is what they call a vidhi, what is enjoined by the sdstra. Now, if you say that the
result of all your wrong karma is merely the effort involved in doing the karma and
nothing else, all the vidhis become meaningless. If the practice of a nitya-karma is
itself a karma-phala,why should the tdstra enjoin you to do it? Why should the sdstra
ask you to do this karma if this is going to be your result?
It is something like the body being born. Why was it born? The body was born
because of karmas. It is not because the s.stra enjoined this body, and therefore, it was
born. The sruti need not enjoin us to do something unless it has a result in view. The
very fact that the sruti enjoins me to do the karma shows that it can be done, or it need
not be done by me. It must have a result. Only then will 1 be interested in doing that
karma. But if the pain and effort in doing the karma is the result of all the papas, which
are fructifying through this body, the vidhi of the sdstra asking me to do the nitya-
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karmas will become useless. I will exhaust all those pdpas naturally because they have
already begun-drabdhatvat,with the birth of this body. Therefore, the vidhi of the
sruti is not necessary. As you naturally exhaust your papas in the form of disease and so
on, all duritas will be completely exhausted by you, without your doing anything,
because, after all, it is the prdrabdha-karma-phalayou are talking about. What is
enjoined by the aistra is not the result, phala, but actions that are to be done by you.
There is another fact to be considered here. How are you going to make the
distinction between drabdha-karmaand andrabdha-karma?How can you ever call the
karma, drabdha-karma,if there is no such thing as andrabdha-karma?Only if there

is something that has not yet begun to fructify, can you call this karma that has begun as
drabdha-karma.And karma that has not begun to fructify, andrabdha-karma,cannot

be exhausted by karma that is now expressing in this life, drabdha-karma,because it
remains there, unmanifest.
Thus, going along with his argument, which is not to say that we agree with his
argument, the vidhi of the sistra ordaining nitya-karmas is useless if all the duritas
are exhausted in the pain you go through in living your life. That is why animals are not
given any vidhis; neither can they follow them. Only a human being can follow a vidhi.
A vidhi is a rule that is given to you so that you can follow it in order to get some result.
All these karmas enjoined by the Veda can produce certain results. Moreover, the result
should be something desirable; only then is it an enjoined karma. There is no vidhi of
the sgstra, which is useless; it must have a result. If the nitya-karma is the result of
some old durita,the sdstra need not enjoin you to do it at all. You will naturally go
through that pain. Why should Bistra talk about it? The gstra does not say, 'You
should get a fever,' 'You should get cancer.' If there is a result according to your karma,
you will get the result. Sruti need not talk about it. The Aruti tells you that if you have a
problem, you can perform this karma and produce some result which can neutralize the
duritas. It gives us the means, some helping hand so that we can get rid of some of our
duritas which are giving us problems.
There are certain karmas that are to be avoided, and the sruti says explicitly what
they are; one should not do harm, himsam na kurydt; one should not eat meat,
kalaiijam na bhaksayet; one should not drink alcohol, surami na pibet, and so on.
There are certain karmas like these that are prohibited. Why? It is not just because these
things are not good for your health. Any informed nutritionist will tell us that. We do not
require a Veda for it. What sruti has to say is that such actions incur an unseen result,
adrsta-phala, a result that is not favourable, pspa. The concern of sruti in these
injunctions is only with results that are not immediately seen, adrsta-phala.Thus, it
becomes a means of knowledge for us because we have no other means of knowing
whether certain actions produce punya or papa. Our common sense may confirm what
is right and wrong, but that is not the point here. Whenever the gruti says that something
is not to be done, we understand that doing it is going to attract pdpa.
BhG.Vol IV 29
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Moreover if the only result of the nitya-karmas ordained by the gruti is the pain
involved in the effort of doing the nitya-karmas, then it is a drsta-phala, seen and
enjoyed immediately, like the pain that is experienced in doing heavy physical exercise
or running a long distance, etc., which are not ordained by the sruti. It is untenable to
then imagine that, the pain involved is due to something else, that is, the anarabdhaphalas standing in one's account.'
NITYAKARMAS ARE SIMILAR TO THE PRAYASCITTA-KARMA-SAYS THE PURVAMIMAMSAKA

Now that he has been cornered, the Pitrva-mimamsakareverts to his original
argument. He is holding onto a straw now. In the process of living, however, knowingly
or unknowingly, we do incur a lot of pdpa, the results of which can be neutralized by
expiatory actions, prdyascitta-karma.To neutralize the papa-karma,the prayascitta-

karma is enjoined. While performing the prdyascitta-karma, there is some pain
involved because in any karma there is pain.
Keeping this in view the Purva-mlmdmsaka says that, this pain is the result of the
previous papa. If previously one performed a papa-karma, an antidote, a prdyascittakarma is enjoined to neutralize it. That pain is the result of the pdpa itself. The result of
the very papa, which is the cause, nimitta, of the prdyascitta-karma,is experienced in
doing the prdyadcitta-karma.And performing the prayascitta-karmaneutralizes this
papa. In the same manner the nitya-karmas neutralize the anarabdha-duritas.
AIMKARA NEGATES

Saikara negates this by saying that it is not right to equate nitya-karmas with
prdyascitta-karmas in this manner. Further he says to the Piirva-mimimsaka that

earlier you yourself said that the nitya-karmas,like yajiha, adhyayana,dana, etc., have
been enjoined for keeping the life going, and now you say they are for neutralizing the
2
andrabdha-duritas.

If that is so, Saikara argues, the pain involved in performing nitya-karma would
also be a result that is caused by the very living that mandates the nitya-karma. In that
case, it cannot be the result of old pdpas. That is what he wants to say. And if you say
the nitya-karmas are like prdyadcitta-karma,then, there is no difference between a
nitya-karma and a prdyagcitta-karmain that they both are caused by something. But
this is not true. The reason for doing the nitya-karma is just living and the reason for
doing a prayascitta-karmais a past papa. Both karmas are enjoined keeping in view a
certain reason, a precipitating factor. Neither is the result of previous pdpa.
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PRAYAtCITTA ISA KIND OF NAIMITTIKA-KARMA

Nobody does the prayascitta-karma unless there is a reason. In fact, a
prdyascitta-karmais a kind of a naimittika-karma. For example, it is said that if you
chant the Rudram you can neutralize the result of stealing gold-yah &ata-rudriyam'
adhiyet svarnasteydt puto bhavati.2 The priyascitta-karma is enjoined keeping in
view a cause, nimitta, of some papa-karma.Now the karma that is enjoined just for
living becomes like a prdyascitta-karma. What does a priyascitta-karma do? It
neutralizes the result of a previous action. Similarly, the nitya-karma that is enjoined
just for living, jivanddi-nimittam vihitam karma, also must have a result, a phala.
Because it is enjoined by the Veda, you cannot say that it has no result. Nor is it itself the
result of a previous karma just as the prnyascitta-karmais not the result of previous
karma.3 Both are enjoined for a reason; they have a cause, nimitta. Therefore, they
should have results. The nitya-karmas are enjoined because one is alive. Just to live
one's life properly, the Veda says that these karmas are to be done. We cannot say that
the nitya-karma itself is the product of previous karmas any more than we can say that
a prdyascitta-karmais the result of previous karmas.
AA1KARA NOW MAKES ANOTHER POINT
AS THE PERFORMANCE OF KAMYAKARMA ISNO DIFFERENT FROM THAT OF NITYAKARMA, THE PAIN OF
KAMYAKARMA WILL ALSO BECOME RESULT OF PAPA

Sahkara now makes another point. Besides the prayadcitta-karma,there are two
other types of karma, as we saw, the nitya-karma and kdmya-karma. When either of
these two karmas is performed, there is pain involved. Agnihotra is a nitya-karma
enjoined by the Veda as a nitya-karma for all the three varnas. Now the same
agnihotra ritual can also be done as a kdmya-karma, for a particular result with a
particular saikalpa,intention, by the one who is performing it. Now when he does it as
a nitya-karma or as a kdmya-karma, either way, the pain in performing it is the same.
When that is the case, how can you say that only the pain that is caused by the
performance of the nitya-karma is the result of previous papas but the pain of the
kdmya-karma is not? That should also be the result of previous papa because the pain
experienced is the same. And if that is so, there will be no result for a kdmya-karma
because it was used to exhaust old papas. Then there will be no such thing as kdmya' Satarudrlya:This is a hymn found in the Yajurueda praisingthe rudra-devatns.It is also
called popularly as Rudram. It gets the name because it is a hymn praising the Satarudras. Here the word Sata just has the meaning of 'many,' and not 'hundred.'
datam rudrdn adhikrtya krtam Sata-rudriyam - Vdcaspatyam
2
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karma. Since there is no difference between the two types of karma in terms of pain,
duhkha, experienced, the pain involved in performing a kdmya-karma should also be a
result of the wrong actions done in previous lives.'
The contention that the practice of nitya-karma does not produce papa or punya,
but it produces pain, which is the result of previous papa causes another problem. Now
suppose I do not do any nitya-karma. What will happen? There will be no pain.
Therefore, you will say that the old papas are still waiting there. But when I perform the
nitya-karma, the old karma gets exhausted by the very pain of performing the nityakarma. Therefore, the experience of pain itself is the result of the nitya-karma. Having
said that nitya-karma does not produce any result, and at the same time to say that it
produces the result of pain is a contradiction.
Then there is a further problem. As we mentioned earlier, the agnihotracan also
be done as a kdmya-karma if it is done for heaven, svarga, or any other particular result
apart from being done as a nitya-karma. What is done in either case is the same thing,
so the duhkha involved is the same, whether doing the agnihotratakes you to heaven or
does not produce anything. The method of doing it does not change and there are no
other additions or subtractions. There is no difference between the agnihotra as a nityakarma and the agnihotra as a kdmya-karma, except in the attitude of the one who is
doing it. Since the karma is the same, how can you say that one will produce a result
and the other will not? Even if you are not interested in it, doing a ritual enjoined by the
Veda will produce punya. Since you are not interested in that punya, doing the ritual
can give you antah-karana-suddhi, but at the same time, even though you are
indifferent to it, punya will be getting accumulated in your name. It is like your father
saving money for you. Even though you do not care for it, he goes on piling it up in your
name. Just because we are not interested in certain things, it does not mean that they do
not happen. Karma will produce a result, and there will be punya for a Vedic karma.
The point here is that there is no moksa by karma. This plan of doing nityakarma and avoiding kimya and pratisiddha-karmaso that when the prdrabdha-

karma gets exhausted you will naturally get moksa, will not work.
That is why karma-yoga is not merely doing a particular karma. It is a change of
attitude. That makes the difference between karma as a yoga and karma done for the
result. If the person doing the karma is a mumuksu, a seeker who wants moksa, he is
not interested in dharma, artha, or kama, and the karma that he does is not meant to
produce those results. Its purpose is to prepare his mind so that he can gain knowledge.
Now in the performance of the agnihotraas a nitya-karma, there is a certain exertion
involved. According to the Pirva-mimamsaka, that exertion is the result of previous
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papa and gets exhausted in the pain experienced in performing the ritual. But what
happens when you perform the agnihotra as kdmya-karma? The same pain is
experienced because all the actions, mantras, offerings, etc., are the same. If that pain is
the exhaustion of previous karma in a nitya-agnihotra, it must be the same for a
kamya-agnihotrabecause the performance of the two is identical.
In that case, how is the kdmya-agnihotra going to produce heaven, svarga, for
you? When you perform the kdmya-agnihotra, it is performed exactly like the nityaagnihotra,because there is no difference in the karma. The same person performs the
same actions, the same things are used, the mantras are the same, the things that are
offered,' the things that are necessary like fire, etc., are all the same. If the nityaagnihotra implies all those things, the very same things are implied in performing the
kamya-agnihotra, the desire-prompted karma. Therefore what will happen? Because
the kamya-agnihotra has the same pain as the nitya-agnihotra, the old pdpas get

exhausted as they do for the nitya-agnihotraand there will not be any special result for
the

kdmya-agnihotra-karma. Unless the pain of the

kdmya-karma can be

differentiated from that of the nitya-karma, it cannot be said that, that same pain
exhausts papas in one karma but not in the other. In that case there would be no result
for the kdmya-karma. Its result also gets resolved in the form of pain that is involved in
the performance of it. However, the purvapaksi acknowledges that kdmya-karma does
produce a result. That is why he says it should be avoided in his plan for moksa.
If the pirvapaksi says now, that this is not true because no result is told in the
sruti for a nitya-karma, whereas there is a result mentioned for a kamya-karma, and
therefore, the kdmya-karma does have a result, Sarikara gives the following answer.
He says, your argument based on the arthapatti that, 'because there is no phala
mentioned in the sdstra for nitya-karmas and yet they have been ordained by the
dastra, the pain involved in their performance is due to the duritas accumulated in the
pastjanmas,' is not tenable.2

Sahkara continues the argument further using pirvapaksl's own argument3 and
says, the nitya-karmas have to have some phala other than the pain of doing them
because they have been deliberately ordered by the sruti, like the kdmya-karma.
Otherwise, there would be a contradiction.4

SSome times the Jhuti, what is offered, differs in the kamya-agnihotra.
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And after saying that it will be a contradiction, Saikara elaborates how it would
be a contradiction. He says to the pirvapaksi,on one hand you say that when one does
the nitya-karmas as ordained, one is actually neutralizing the duritas of previous
karma, that itself is the phala for the nitya-karmas; and then you also say the nityakarmas have no phala. This is a contradiction.'
He says further to the pirvapaksi,2 suppose you say that the kamya-karmas like
agnihotrahave the result of going to heaven, etc., then it would mean that, the kamyaagnihotra has another result, other than the exhaustion of papa, namely, going to
heaven. That means, there should be some difference between the pain involved in the
nitya-karma and that of the kamya-karma. But there is no difference at all. The same
thing has to be done by the same person in the same way. When there is no difference
whatsoever in the karma, how will one produce a result, and the other not produce the
same result? The pain that is born of doing the kamya-karma is not seen at all as being
different; it is the same. Just because a karma is done with a certain attitude, it does not
mean the karma will not produce the specified result. If the pain is the visible result,
drsta-phala,it is the same for both. The nitya-karma produces duhkha, pain, and the
kdmya-karma also produces duhkha. If both have the same result, that is, pain, how
can you say that the kdmya-karma produces some other result, such as heaven, etc., and
the nitya-karma does not?
SASTRA IS NOT A PRAMANA WITH REFERENCE TO SEEN RESULTS, BUT ONLY WITH REFERENCE TO UNSEEN
RESULTS-VEDANTI

There is yet another problem here. 3 A number of karmas that we do are laukikakarmas, that is, they are not enjoined or prohibited by the sastra.Exercise, for example,
is not enjoined by the sastra,nor is it prohibited. It is not like the daily prayers at dawn,
noon, and dusk, that are enjoined by the sastra for certain people with statements such
as, aharahahsandhydm upasita. It is a thing to be done. But there are a number of
activities we do which are not enjoined by the sastra as things to be done or not. What is
the result of such karmas? They have an immediate result that is visible at the very time
that the karma is being done. When you exercise, there is the visible result of sweating
and depletion of energy. It is not going to earn punya or pipa for you because it is not
mentioned by the sastra as a thing to be done or avoided.
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From that we understand that a particular karma that is enjoined or prohibited by
the sastra has an unseen result, adrsta-phala.There alone adstra serves as a means of
knowledge, pramdna. Sastra is not pramdna with reference to visible results, drstaphala, but to subtle, unseen results, adrsta-phala. When the sastra says that one
"should not eat meat, kalajjam na bhaksayet, it is not on the grounds of health. Though
it may confirm your common sense, your instinctive values, it has some other purpose.
By prohibiting it, the sdstra tells us that doing such an action will produce an unseen
undesirable result, pdpa, that will be experienced as an unpleasant situation at some time
in the future. As a prohibited karma will produce an adrsta-phala called papa, an
enjoined karma will produce punya. Because punya and papa are not immediately seen
by you, they are called adrsta, but they are standing in your account. How do we know?
Because the sastra says so. There is no other means of knowledge for it. The result that
is seen is not the concern or the domain of the sdstra. When this is so, if the pain that is
involved in kdmya-karma as well as the nitya-karma is the only result of doing them,
why should the distra enjoin us to do them?
The sdstra need not tell us how to get an immediate result, and why should it tell
us to do something that is going to cause pain? In fact, doing a karma enjoined by the
Veda helps us avoid pain. I do not know anything about an agnihotra-karmaand when
I look into the adstra, I find that it tells me that I must do this daily. Why do I do it?
Because I will get some result. And what is the result? Well, if it is pain, duhkha, who
will do it? How can the h4stra enjoin it? The hdstra does not have to say anything about
a visible result. If it did, there would be no effort on the part of the sdstra to enjoin a
karma, which is meant to produce an unseen result, like heaven, etc. If karmas produce
only visible results, drsta-phala, why should the Sistra engage itself in pointing out
results like heaven that are unseen results, adrsta-phala?They will fructify in time,
either in this life later or in another life. Therefore, the unseen result alone is in the vision
of the Sdstra when it enjoins a karma.
ITISNOT POSSIBLE TO IMAGINE THAT SANKALPA ALONE CHANGES THE RESULT-VEDANTi

If there is no difference in the nature of the karma, whether it is a nitya-karma or
a kdmya-karma the result should be the same.' But the Pirva-mlmdmsaka says that
there is a special result for kdmya-karma, which is not there for nitya-agnihotra.If the
agnihotradone as kdmya-karma implies additional rituals, etc., we can say that it has
some other result because something more is added. But there is nothing else added to
the agnihotra.Whether it is a kdmya-agnihotra or a nitya-agnihotra,the method of

doing it, itikartavyatd, does not change. That being so, the special result of heaven for
the kdmya-karma can only be due to it being the result that is desired by the one
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performing the ritual. If the performer is the desirer of some result like heaven, svarga,
he has the result of heaven.
But this cannot be a valid argument. It is like saying that if someone drives a car
just for the sake of driving, he will not proceed anywhere. Whereas the one who drives
to reach some destination will proceed. Is there any such thing? Suppose one person does
the ritual for the sake of society and another does it for himself, will the result be
different? Because both are doing the same karma, the result will be the same. If one
person goes around his neighbourhood picking up trash because he wants to live in clean
surroundings and another person does it because he wants his neighbours to be happy,
the result of the action is the same-the neighbourhood is cleaned up. Just because one
person is without personal desire, niskama, will there be a better result? Will the
adjacent neighbourhood also be free from garbage? No, he has only cleaned up his own
neighbourhood. The result is the same, even though the bhdvand, the attitude, is
different. That attitude does not improve the result of the action; it is going to be the
same. Or suppose one person runs cross-country to get into the Guinness Book of
Records, and another person, like Terry Fox, 1 does it for the cancer society, will the
result be different? The result is the same, in the sense, that, both cover the same number
of miles, even though the first one is a kdmya-karma and the second one is not. The
second one is a niskdima-karma. There is no difference in the karma-phala, the

difference is only in the attitude.
THEREFORE, ITIS UNTENABLE TO SAY THAT NITYAKARMA HAS NO PUNYAPHALA

Since there is no improvement in the way it is done, there should be no special
result for the kdmya-karma; it should be the same as the result of the nitya-karma.

When the result is the same, how can you say that only the nitya-karma produces no
result whereas, the kdmya-karma produces heaven? This is not possible for anyone to
imagine. There must also be an unseen result, adrsta-phala,for the nitya-karma. It is a

karma that is enjoined by the Veda, and when it is done, there must necessarily be
punya. Therefore, the original argument that there is no result for the nitya-karma but
there is fault incurred if it is not done, akaranepratyavaya-dosah,is false. 2
NITYAKARMA-ANUSTHANA CANNOT REMOVE KARMA TOTALLY AS IT HAS ITS BASIS IN IGNORANCE

If he acknowledges that there is punya, there is another problem. Because there is
punya for this karma, there has to be another birth, janma, to exhaust it. Also, though
the karma may be able to neutralize the duritas that you brought with you and those
1Fox,

Terry (1958-1981), Canadianathlete, whose transcontinentalrun helped raise more

than $24 million for cancer research.Fox undertook the run, called the Marathon of Hope,
after losing much of his right leg to bone cancer.
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that you gathered in this birth, it is not going to exhaust all the karmas standing in your
account that has not yet begun to fructify, andrabdha-karma.Then again, we are not
sure whether we can neutralize all the duritas simply by doing nitya-karma. We may
be able to neutralize some and minimise some, but we may not be able to totally
eliminate all of them. If someone commits a homicide, he is not going to neutralize that
with a couple of oblations. If he had killed a mosquito it might be good enough, but not
for something heinous. Every day we gather so many papasjust to live our life. Because
we cannot avoid them, we have to neutralize them, and for that we do daily nityakarma. It does produce an unseen result, adrsta-phala,which may neutralize the pdpa
that we collect day to day. Unless it produces a result, it is not going to neutralize
anything. We have to produce an adrsta-phalato neutralize the adrsta-phala.It has to
be of the same order of reality. Only the adrsta-punyacan neutralize the adrsta-pdpa.
And it can neutralize only the prdrabdha-papa-karma-phala,not the andrabdhapdpa-karma-phala. Therefore, a karma-phala that was produced due to avidyi,

whether it is punya or papa, can be neutralized only by knowledge and not just doing
the nitya-karmas.'

AVIDYA BEING THE CAUSE OF ALL KARMA, JNANA ALONE DESTROYS IT IN
ONE STROKE
Now Sankara comes back to his original statement. Knowledge is the only cause
for the destruction of karma, which has its basis in ignorance.
Every karma produces a result, and karma, as we have seen is three-fold, in terms
of the means of doing it. It can be physical, kayika, oral, vacika, or purely mental,
manasa, though all three imply the use of the mind. When you sing in praise of the
Lord, two things are involved; the voice as well as the mind. Whereas when you do
meditation, it becomes purely mental. If we look at karma in terms of these three means
of doing an action, we have a general format for analysing all forms of prayer. It does
not matter whose prayer it is. It will be covered by this format. And every form of prayer
is as valid as another. Whether it is a Muslim's prayer, or a Christian's prayer, or a Jain's
prayer, or a Parsi's prayer, or the prayer of someone from an African tribe, it is as valid
as the Vedic prayer, because prayer is prayer. Whether it is a Vedic prayer or any other
prayer, there will be a result, punya.
Now, by whom is this karma done? There is an agent who says, 'I am the doer.'
In the vision of the Gite, and the Upanisads, you are not the doer. You are
sat-cit-dnanda-atmd,and you perform no action. In your presence all actions are done.
The sense organs move about among their respective sense objects; atmd does not
perform any action at all-indriyaniindriydrthesu vartante, aham na kihcit karma

karomi. Therefore, to perform an action, you must have the avidyd, ignorance leading to
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the conclusion, 'I am the doer, karta.' A karma that is done with this notion is born
only of avidya-whether it is an auspicious, kubha, karma, one that brings punya, or
an inauspicious one, asubha, that brings papa, both are based in ignorance, and
therefore, the cause for their exhaustion is knowledge alone.
The kartd has been gathering a lot of karma in his various accounts due to
ignorance. One account is a term deposit, called sahicita-karma.The second is a current
account, the karmas he is currently gathering, the agdmi-karmas. Of course, there is
the prdrabdha-karma,which is the third. All these are standing in the account of the
kartd as long as the kartd is there. How are you going to exhaust them? By doing nityakarma or anything else, you are only adding to them. Or, perhaps, if you are doing them
with the proper attitude, as a yoga for gaining the right type of mind, as a result of those
karmas you will gain the right mind and you will come to appreciate the fact, 'I am not
the doer, I am akartd.' Then, whatever karma has accumulated in your account, old or
new, is destroyed by knowledge.
Knowledge, vidya, is the cause for their exhaustion in one stroke. Why one
stroke? You knock off the kingpin, and when you do that, all that is resting on that falls
apart. It is like the dreamer waking up. All the karmas done by that dreamer, good and
bad, are cancelled. He cannot demand that someone that he loaned money to in the
dream has to pay him back. If a person is accused like that, he can only say, 'If you meet
me in your dream tonight, I will pay you then.' This is a meaningless thing. Once a
person wakes up to the reality of the dtmd being akartd, there is no longer any karma
standing in his account. This is what we call moksa. The avidyd is the kingpin. To
knock that off, you have to bring in knowledge, vidyd.
TOTAL SURRENDER ISTHE SURRENDER OF EGO

While some good karmas can neutralize some bad karmas, in order to eliminate
karmas entirely, agesatah, you have to eliminate the notion of being a kartd, the
kingpin. The notion, 'I am the doer' will not eliminate itself. People will say, 'Surrender
the ego. In kali-yuga, surrender is the easiest.' In fact, it is just the opposite. In any yuga
surrender is the most difficult. Why? Surrender itself is a very interesting thing. To
whom should I surrender? If someone says, for example, that I should surrender to the
king, this is an arrangement. I surrender to him, and he gives me protection. It is the
same with Bhagavan. What is that surrender? It is a contract; it is not surrender. I will
do namaskarato you and you give me this much. This is not an act of surrender. It is
just another type of contract. Surrender is not that easy. Who is to surrender? Mr. Ego.
What does he have to surrender? Only himself. He cannot surrender anything else
because it all belongs to Bhagavdn. His body belongs to Bhagavdn because it is part of
the creation.
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That is why it is illegal to commit suicide. The father has a claim over his son's
body, the mother has a claim, the state has a claim, all the bugs have a claim. They are
all inside, saying, 'This is our house.' What claim do you have? Nothing belongs to you,
and therefore, because you have nothing to surrender, you cannot surrender anything. All
you have is your notion about yourself, your ahavkara;that is the only thing you can
surrender. How are you going to do that? The ahahkara is the one who goes about
surrendering everything else. How can he surrender himself? In order to surrender the
I-notion, ahahkdra, there must be another 'I-aham.' All I have is the ahahkdra.If it is
a 'this-idam,' I can surrender; I can remove the ahahikraand give it to you. Who is to
remove it? That is me. Therefore, I cannot surrender anything to anybody.
That is why we keep on surrendering daily, 'My body, my wealth, everything
belongs to you, O! Lord-tan man dhan sab kuch hai terd. Yesterday he said the same
thing. Yesterday he gave away everything and today also, he does the same! How can he
give the same thing repeatedly? Suppose you want to borrow some money, say $10,000,
because your small business is in some trouble. Your friend gives you $10,000, as cash
in an envelope. You are so very happy. And as you are happily going away, if he said to
you, 'Please leave that envelope behind.' 'Why?' you ask. He tells you, 'I will give it to
you tomorrow.' You thought, 'Okay, when I am getting $10,000, I can come tomorrow;
it is no problem.' So, you return the money and go again tomorrow and the same thing
happens. Then you ask in exasperation, 'Why do you keep doing this?' and he tells you,
'Because I have decided to give you $10,000 daily!' How would you feel? This is adding
insult to injury!
HOW DOES ONE SURRENDER THE EGO?

You cannot give the same thing again and again. But we are doing this every day
to Bhagavdn. Because he is Bhagaudn, we can get away doing this! After this also he is
allowing us to be alive here! I am not asking you to stop doing it, because that prayer has
a result, which can be very helpful. But it is not surrender. There is only one surrender,
and that is the dismissal of the ahahAkra. It can be dismissed in only one way, by
inquiry. It cannot stand inquiry, vicaram na sahate, because it is false. Therefore, the
only way the kartd can go is by inquiring into the nature of it.
There again, there is a problem. How can I inquire into the ahahikra?If I go on
asking the question, 'Who am I? Who am I? Who am I?' What answer will I get? The
answer depends on my conclusion about myself, because I am asking myself. If I think, I
am an idiot, that is what the answer is going to be. By asking the question, 'Who am I?'
repeatedly, how am I going to get an answer that is-anything more than what I already
know about myself? If I can know something more about myself, it is only about my
psychology. That is all 1 can know. And that does not solve the problem. It does help,
but it does not solve the problem completely.
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There is no answer to this question unless you have a means of knowledge,
pramana.When you inquire into the vedanta-sastra,what is the subject matter? Atmd
alone. Even though we analyse the karmas like agnihotra,where does it come back to?
The one who does the karma, the karta. Again, it comes back to myself alone. This
dtmd is the subject matter of the inquiry here. The notion that I am the experiencer of the
results of action, karma-phala-bhoktd, or the one who does the karma, the karta, is
analysed in a hundred different ways. And that sense of doership, kartrtua, and
everything centred on it will not go unless I conduct a Sstra-vicara, an inquiry into the
Sastra.Thus, the Sastra becomes a mirror for me to look at myself, at what I am.
The ahaikdra does not really do any job here; it only disappears. The mind,
buddhi, has an erroneous cognition, vrtti, with reference to 'I,' aham. The sdstra
creates a vrtti that destroys that erroneous cognition revealing that I am Brahmanaham brahmdsmi. This is the vrtti, which destroys the aharikara. Thereby, this
knowledge is the cause for the destruction of all karma, not the practice of nityakarma. Nitya-karma is the cause of antah-karana-suddhi.It creates the necessary
atmosphere inside and the proper circumstances outside. It does make sure that I have a
proper frame of mind and also a conducive situation to pursue this knowledge. That is all
we require anyway. Then, when the vicdra is there, knowledge will be there. That is the
only way to destroy karma.
ALL ACTIONS HAVE THEIR CAUSE IN IGNORANCE AND DESIRE

All types of action, whether scripturally enjoined or secular, have their cause in
ignorance and desire.' First, the action implies the doer, karta. Without looking at
myself as a doer, there is no possibility of an action coming into being. We can also say
that if I do not look upon myself as a karta, the action is only 'as though.' But we are
not talking about that here. We are not talking about the karma of ajihdni who does not
look upon the dtm& as a doer, and whose action is, therefore, cancelled, bddhita. His
action cannot produce an unseen result; it is like a roasted seed, which cannot sprout.
This is knowledge, not just an attitude. If you have the attitude that because of i9vara's
grace you are a doer, karta, you become a devotee, bhakta. That attitude will help you
gain antah-karana-suddhibecause you can absorb the result of karma as it comes,
with the understanding that it is given by IJvara. But that is purely an attitude. The
knowledge that atmd is not a doer, that actionlessness is the nature of dtmd, is not there.
If that knowledge is absent, what will you have? Ignorance. When you say, 'I am a doer,
karta,' that is ignorance. Then, naturally, I become a small person. To understand that
ditmd is not a doer, I have to understand that dtmd is Brahman. In the appreciation of
dtmd being Brahman, there is no sense of lack, and therefore, because of his fullness,
pirnatva,there is no desire, kama. If ignorance is there, there will be doership and then,
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the desire, kama, to achieve small results cannot be avoided. Therefore, ignorance and
desire, avidya and kama, are the cause for all forms of karma.
WHOLE GITA.ASTRA TALKS OF KARMA AS MEANT FOR AJNANIS AND
JNANANISTHA AS MEANT FOR JNANIS
It has been established by the gita-ASstra so far that the sphere of karma is only
for the one who has ignorance. One must be ignorant in order to be the karta. Ignorance
is the basis for performing desire-prompted activities. The sphere for the one who has
knowledge, however, is a commitment to knowledge, jiana-nisthd, preceded by
renunciation of all action, sarva-karma-sannydsa.'Sahkara quotes some verses here to
remind us of how this has been shown throughout the Gitd. Even karma-yoga is for the
one, who is ignorant because it is a means, sddhana. Whether it is karma done as a
yoga with right attitude, or a desire-prompted action, kdmya-karma, all activity is
centred on the ignorant. Whereas, for the one who has no ignorance of the dtmd, the
commitment is to that, or the abiding knowledge of that which leaves nothing to be
desired, jiiana-nistha. There is an adjective for this jifna-nisthd in the bhasya.
tahkara says that it is characterised by or preceded by renunciation of all activities. He
says, sarua-karma-sannydsa-piirvik jiidna-nisthd.What does he mean? It is not that

you should not do any action at all. Otherwise Saikara could not have written this
commentary. Can Lord Krsna teach without being active? Therefore, this renunciation is
the renunciation of doership, kartrtva. How are you going to renounce that? Only in the
wake of knowledge, jfina.
There is no other way to give up all activity. We have seen that nobody can remain
without activity even for a moment-na hi kagcit ksanamapijStu tisthatiakarmakrt.2

Even just living is not possible if there is no activity--arira-yatrd api ca na
prasiddhyet akarmanah.3 Breathing is activity, eating is activity, sitting is activity,
walking is activity. There is no person who is alive and who does not perform any
action. But one can totally free oneself from all activities by knowing, 'I am not a doer.'
These are the two things that are well established throughout the Gitd. Karma is for the
one who does not know dtmd and an abiding knowledge preceded by a renunciation of
all action is for the one who knows. SaAkara quotes some segments of a few verses
from the Gita where this was already shown.
He starts with, 'Both do not know-ubhau tau na uijdnitah.' Here Sankara is

citing the verse that says that both-the one who looks upon the dtmd as the one who
kills, ya enam vetti hantaram, that is, as the doer, and the one who looks upon the
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atmd as the one who is killed, yascainam manyate hatam, that is, as the enjoyer-do
not know the dtma. He starts with the most important fact. The dtmd is not a doer or an
enjoyer. Why does Krsna choose the action of killing to illustrate this? By the analogy
of prathama-malla-nydya, 'defeating the champion boxer,' all other actions are
automatically covered. For example, if you want to become a heavyweight champion in
boxing, what should you do? Should you box with the entire humanity? No. You only
need to defeat the existing heavyweight champion.
Similarly, here, there are many activities, but the worst one, the one that invokes
the most hurt and guilt, is killing someone. Therefore, the verse says that both-the one
who looks upon oneself as one who has destroyed somebody, and the one who looks
upon oneself as being destroyed-do not know the dtmd. Why? Because, the dtmd does
not destroy, na hanti, meaning it does not perform any action; nor does it get destroyed,
na hanyate, that is, nor does it become an object of anybody's action. Therefore, dtmd is
neither the subject of action nor the object of action. Only if there is anything else can it
be the subject or object, but there is nothing at all other than dtmd--tmanah anyat
kimapi ndsti. The object is the dtma, the subject is also the dtmd. Therefore, the
subject-object distinction is purely mithyd. What does all this say? That the dtmd is not
an agent, and therefore, there is no karma here. That is knowledge, jiina.
To support this further, Saikara quotes, 'veddvindsinam nityam,' quoting from
the following verse: 'veddvinidsinam nityam ya enam ajam avyayam, katham sa
purusah pdrtha kam ghdtayati hanti kam-the one who knows that which is not

subject to time, and therefore, not subject to destruction, the one who knows that dtmd
as himself, how does such a person destroy or cause destruction, whom does he
destroy?" There are two types of action-you do it yourself or you make others do it.
Either way, you are the prime agent. The itmd does neither of these types of action. In
its sannidhi,in its presence, activities take place. Therefore, dtmd is akartd, not a doer.
Then again, Sarikara quotes,

'jiina-yogena sAlikhydndm

karmayogena

yogindm-there is the pursuit of knowledge for the renunciate, and the pursuit of karma
for the karma-yogi.' This is the verse in the third chapter in response to Arjuna's
confusion about whether he should follow karma or renounce everything for moksa. He
says to Krsna, in effect, 'You praise jihdna and you also praise karma; I am confused;
which will give me moksa? Why do you confuse me like this? Why don't you say, "This
is right; do it?"'
Lord Krsna answers that there is a twofold committed lifestyle for moksa given
by him before, 'loke'smin dvividhd nisthd purd proktd mayd anaghajnFdna-yogena
saikhydndm karmayogena yogindm.' One is purely the pursuit of knowledge and the
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other is the pursuit of knowledge with a life of karma-yoga. Even though there are these
two lifestyles, Sakkara almost considers a karma-sannydsi to be a jiinan because he
has given up karma for the sake of knowledge and that knowledge will make him a
sarva-karma-sannydsiin time. Then Sahkara quotes, 'For those ignorant ones who are
attached to karma--ajiidndm karma-saiginam." The rest of the verse says, 'Do not
disturb their minds-na buddhi-bhedamjanayet.' They are doing some good karma;
do not go and tell them that karma will not give them moksa. Do not disturb the attitude
of such a person, because he will give up the karma. Even though karma does not
directly produce moksa, if a person is committed to karma, it is the only thing he can do
to accomplish a certain frame of mind that will allow him to gain this knowledge. If you
criticise karma to those who do not have discrimination, they will give up karma and
will neither have the benefit of karma, nor will they have knowledge. On the other hand,
the one who knows the truth of this karma, tattvavit, knows, 'I do not perform any
action at all-naiva kiicit karomi iti manyeta,'2 whether seeing, hearing, talking, or
doing anything else. It is the sense organs that move about among the sense objectsindriydniindriydrthesu vartante.3
The one who is a tattvavit, who knows that dtma does not perform any action,
recognizing that only the gunas in the form of the senses, mind, etc., move about among
the gunas, is not bound to karma or its results-tattvavittu guan gunesu vartante iti
matvd na sajjate.4

Further, we saw in the 5 th chapter, 'Mentally renouncing all karmas, the one who
has self-mastery, who indwells the body, remains seated happily in the nine-gated city,
neither doing nor causing any action to be done-sarva-karmdni manasd sannyasya
dste sukham vaSi navadvdre pure dehl naiva kurvan na kdrayan.' 5 It is said, that all
karmas are given up. We understand by the word sarva that it is not one karma that is
given up, but all. This is not possible unless one has knowledge, and therefore, the
renunciation is not physical, but through the mind, manasd. Renouncing all karmas by
knowing that the self is action less, one remains happily seated in the body. He is always
free from the weariness of karma and the disappointment, etc., of karma-phala.
Where? In this body itself, not after death. While the person is alive in this physical
body, he is liberated. Neither doing any action nor causing anyone else to act, naiva
kurvan na kdrayan, he remains always free from action, akartd.
The one who knows the truth of ttma looks upon oneself as a person who does
not perform any action at all. The one who knows the truth would think, 'I do not
SGita - 3-26
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perform any action at all-naiva kificit karomi iti yukto manyeta tattvavit.' He does

not consider that he does even a small bit, kiiicit, of an action, like thinking, for instance.
He knows this while thinking, not later. That is why the present continuous is usedwhile seeing-pagyan, hearing-Srnvan, touching-sprsan, smelling-jighran, he knows
that doing all these he performs no action. Then, Sankara says that by implication we
understand that the one who does not know the truth of dtmd thinks that he does perform
action. Seeing he becomes a seer; hearing he becomes a hearer; whatever he does he
becomes the agent of that action. Therefore, he looks upon himself as an actionconditioned person.
Further, it was said in the 6 th chapter, that for the one who wants to gain this
knowledge of the self, the mumuksu, karma becomes the means--ruruksoh muneh
yogam karma karanam ucyate. For the one who is an accomplished karma-yogi, or

has gained the knowledge, renunciation of all activity, either relatively or absolutely,
becomes the means for moksa-yogarudchasya tasyaiva Samah karanam ucyate.'

Then Saikara recalls the 7 th chapter where it is said that there are four types of
devotees. One is the devotee in distress, drta, who implores the Lord to protect him
when he is in trouble. This in itself is good because he thinks of the Lord at least when
he is in trouble. Another one, the arthdrthi, prays not only when in distress, but also
when he begins any undertaking. In order to get the results he wants, he first thinks about
the Lord and then starts his work. This one is better because he appreciates Ivuara a little
more than the first one. He is interested in various pursuits and worships the Lord in the
form of various deities and then starts his undertaking.
Then, the third one is a jijiisu, the one who wants to know Isvara. He is better
than the other two because he worships Igvara not for any other end but for knowing
Isvara. He is a karma-yogi or a sannydsi. Whether you pursue only knowledge of
Idvara or pursue knowledge along with karma, you are a bhakta. All the words that are
studied, the words of the Veda, are Bhagavdn's words, and therefore, the jijhdsu looks
upon the Veda as a pramana. This is sraddha in the Veda, which is Araddhd in
Bhagavun alone. Therefore, in the form of the words of Bhagavdn, the one who wants
to know, jijhisu, invokes Bhagavun. In time, he comes to know what the Sastra says
and is called a ji•dni. All of the first three devotees are good, trayah api uddrah,
because they are devotees, but they are ignorant. The jiidni, on the other hand, Krsna
says, is Myself-jiiani tu atmaiva me matam.

All of them worship Isvara, seek Isvara. The first two are seeking Isvara's help
for accomplishing their own ends. The jijhdsu is seeking Iavara's help in order to
understand Isvara. He knows the problem, and therefore, is seeking Isvara directly. He
is not invoking the grace of 1Avara to get one more thing, but is invoking Idvara for the
knowledge of Isvara. He also is a devotee, but still, he is different from Isvara, because
SGita -6-3
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he has yet to understand that IUvara is himself. The jiitni, however, is non-separate
from IUvara.

Then Safikara reminds us in the 9 th chapter, of those who use the three Vedas,
Rgveda, Yajurveda, Samaveda, while performing rituals, take the soma as the prasdda

of the ritual and having been purified of all wrong-doing become pirtapdpas; and,
worshipping by means of the ritual, they pray for heaven-traividyd mdrm somapd
pitapapdyajiiairistvdsuargatim prdrthayante;evam trayidharmam anupapannah

gatdgatam kdmakdmd labhante.1 Then what happens? Naturally, their prayers are
answered and after death, they go to the world, born ofpunya, where Indra lives; and in
that heaven, they enjoy celestial happiness-Then afterwards, having enjoyed the
heavenly abode, when the punya that took them there and kept them there gets
exhausted, they enter again into the world of mortals, ksine punye martyalokam
visanti. This world, or anything equivalent to it where there is disease, decrepitude, old
age, etc., is called martya-loka. These ignorant people, ajinis, who wish for desired
objects, ktmakamis, only come back from where they have gone, gatdgatam labhante.
Even though they are following the karma enjoined by the three Vedas, what do they
gain at the end? Having gone to some desirable place, they again come back. What is the
net result? They remain in samsdra.
Whereas, look at these others who contemplate upon I&vara as no longer separate
from themselves, ananydscintayantomdm. For those who are always one with Isvara,
the Lord has said, 'I take care of all their yoga and ksema--tesam nityibhiyuktainim
yogaksemam vahdmi aham.'2 This being taken care of by Isvara is relative for the
karma-yogis, because they have prasdda-buddhi,and absolute for the jininis because

they are complete, pirna. These people are nitya-yuktas, constantly inquiring into or
are one with the dtmd as it has been explained in this chapter as equivalent to space,
dkdaakalpa, pure and limitless, free from all punya and papa, akalmasa. Further, he

says, 'those who contemplate upon Me, who are seeking me with great love, I give that
knowledge whereby they gain me-daddmi buddhi-yogam tarm yena mdm upaydnti

te.'3 That is the whole idea here. They do not go to heaven or any other place; they
become one with Isvara. From this it is understood that the others, the ignorant ones
who are committed to fulfilling desires, do not gain Isvara. By knowledge people gain
Isvara,and not by karma, by karma, they only go to different worlds of experience.
What about those who are doing only karma that is enjoined by the Veda, and
therefore, enjoined by Bhagavdn? The attitude with which this karma is done is of two
types. One is that of devotees who are ready to do anything that is enjoined, just because
it is enjoined. They do this karma for no other reason than that it is enjoined by
Gitd - 9-20, 21
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Bhagavdn. Nothing is more sacred to them. These are like the people we see in India
removing the weeds, grass, etc., from the temple yard, sweeping the floor, bringing
flowers for malas, and doing varieties of other things in the temple. Then, there are
those who do the enjoined karma in order to please ISvara, bhagavad-drddhanartham

aham idam karisye. Either you do the karma with the attitude that it is enjoined by
Bhagavdn, and therefore, it is to be done, or you do the karma for the sake of
Bhagavdn. Both attitudes make the karma bhagavat-karma. Those who do karma

with these attitudes are karma-yogis. Even though they are the most steadfast in their
karma-yoga attitude, they are still karmis.

How can you say so when all they are doing is religious prayer, ritual, etc., that is
enjoined by the Veda? It is because they are ignorant, and therefore, look upon the dtmd
as a doer, karta. In the third chapter we saw that the person who is ignorant, ajiini,
looks upon himself as a doer-kartdham iti manyate. Even though the sense organs
move about among their respective sense objects, the one who is deluded, looks upon the
atma as an agent. Still, he has a number of means, sddhanas, to help himself, the last of
which is giving up the results of actions. In the 12th chapter it was said that if you cannot
pursue that which is not available for words anirdesya, that which does not decline,
aksara, etc., and cannot resolve your mind steadily in Bhagavdn, you can still gain
Bhagavan by abhydsa, the practice of contemplation. If you are not able to do even that
then you can gain success by doing karma for the sake of Bhagavdn. And if you are not
able to do even that, then you can at least give up the results of actions, karma-phalatydga.' Why is this the last? It is only from the standpoint of the other things that were
said. If none of them is possible, this, at least, can be done. Even though this too is a
karma that connects him to Bhagavdn, still, he is ignorant, and therefore, a karmi.
In the 12 th chapter from verse 13, which says, 'The one who is free from aversion
to any living being-advesta sarvabhittdndm,' up to the end of the chapter, a number
of qualities are mentioned which are the natural expressions of a wise person. These are
to be cultivated by the one who wants to be wise. They are, friendliness-maitrl,
compassion-karund, absence of ownership-nirmamatva, freedom from egotismnirahahikratva.These are natural characteristics only of one who knows the nature of
the atma. This is because, he alone is free from likes and dislikes.
Unless one is beyond rdga-dvesas,one cannot be totally free from aversion to any
living being. These qualities, and others that are discussed up to the end of the 12th
chapter are the means to be followed by those who are seeking knowledge of the reality,
vastu. These people are entirely different from the people who are performing karma as
a yoga. Then again, in the 13th chapter the means for knowledge, jiidna-sadhana,was

given, and there, no mention of any specific karma, like agnihotra, was made. The
means that were enumerated there were, absence of pride-amdnitva, absence of
1 Git - 12-9 to 12-11
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pretentiousness-adambhitva, absence of intent to harm-ahimsd, accommodationksdnti, straightforwardness-arjava, reverence for the teacher-Eacryopisana,puritygauca, being focused-sthairya,' mastery over oneself-atma-vinigraha,dispassion with
regard to sense objects-indriydrthesu vairdgya, absence of egotism-anahankara,and

repeatedly and clearly seeing the inherent defect of pain in birth, death, old age, diseasejanma-mrtyu-jard-vy&Idhi-duhkha-dosa-anudarsana,
etc. 2

In the 14th chapter it was said, 'He does not hate anything undesirable that comes,
much less does he long for anything desirable that has gone away. He remains seated
like someone who is indifferent, undisturbed by the gunas-na duesti sampravrttdni
na nivrttani kdfksati uddsinavad dsino gunairyo na vicilyate.3' Note that he is like

an indifferent person. He is not indifferent, but different-he is free from the dependence
upon conducive and non-conducive situations to be happy. He is not disturbed at all by
various internal and external situations.
Then further, in the 15th chapter, it was said, 'Those who do not have the delusion
of being an agent, who have conquered the various concerns with reference to
attachment, affection, etc., who are totally committed to seeing the nature of the self,
who are completely free from desires for heaven, etc., who are completely above the
pairs of opposites like sukha and duhkha, such people, who are never deluded, go to
that end from which there is no return-nirmdnamohdjitasahgadosdadhyatmanityd
vinivrttakama dvandvairvimuktd sukha-duhkha-samjiaih gacchanti amiddhd

padam avyayam tat.' Thus in these three chapters beginning with the 13th chapter, the
various means for gaining knowledge were given.
However, these become means only for the seeker and not for a jndfni. The three
types of results of action-desirable, undesirable, or a mixture-are not there for those
who have renounced all actions. Action, as we saw in the beginning of this chapter, has
five causal factors-the physical body, the sense organs, the notion of agency,
instruments of action, and the presiding deities of all these.5 All these are necessary for
performing karma and all karmas have been given up by these people--the jiianis.
How did they give up all these karmas? You cannot give up your body and sense
organs, etc., when you are alive. That being so how can one give up karma? Sainkara
says that, they have the knowledge of the non-dual nature of dtmt, and therefore, they
know that they are not the agent of any action. Karma requires these five factors, but
dtmd is one and everything else, including all these five, is mithyd. Therefore, one plus
'This can also mean sva-karma-nistha,commitment to what is to be done, i.e., commitment
to one's duty.
2
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five is still one. The one who understands that is freed completely from all things
connected with action, karakas. If he is free from all karakas, he is neither an agent,
kartd, nor an object, karma, of any action. The results of action are not for those who
have this knowledge of the non-dual self, which is absolutely free from action.
The result of an action can be desirable, undesirable, or a mixture of the two. None
of them will be there for these people who abide in this knowledge, who, in other words,
know the truth of Bhagavan. These are the real sannyasis. In gaining the knowledge of
the nature of Bhagavan they have completely resolved, or taken refuge in the oneness of
the atma, which is identical with the nature of Bhagavan. The threefold result of karma
is not for them. It is for everybody else.
Whether he is a person who follows the Veda, a vaidika, or is purely secular,
laukika, whether he is a believer, astika, or non-believer, nastika, religious or nonreligious, whether he is a pandita or an illiterate, he is subject to these results of actions.
Those who are doing good actions will reap desirable results, no doubt, but they are still
subject to the results of actions. While those who know the nature of the self are not
subject to the results of actions, all others, being ignorant of this fact, and therefore,
taking themselves to be agents of action, are subject to the results of those actions. They
are given to karma because they have not yet come to understand the atma. Since they
have not given up karma by knowledge, they are subject to the result of karma. Thus,
we have this division. For those who know the nature of dtma, the jiidnis, there is no
result of action, karma-phala,unlike for those who do not know, the ajianis.
Since they have karma-phala,they have got to act in order to get the results they
desire. Those who know, however, need not do anything. Thus, we have this division of
action being necessary, kartavya, for the ignorant, and not necessary, akartavya, for the
wise person spoken of in the Gita. Because he is free from all actions, the Veda does not
enjoin any karma for the one who knows the nature of the self, jFini. The Veda does
enjoin karma for the ajiini,however, in order to help him gain purity of mind, antahkarana-guddhi,or any other result, kdmya-karma, that he may want. He already thinks
he is an agent, and the Veda goes along with him, enjoining him to do nitya-naimittikakarma to get rid of papa and gain antah-karana-Auddhi, so that he can gain

knowledge. Thus, the Veda gives us a clean plan to live a meaningful life, one that is
useful for gaining moksa.
In the vision of the Veda what is meaningful is to gain moksa. Just imagine a life
without any exposure to this dtma-jiina. How did you live before this? I also try to
imagine how I was living without any exposure to this knowledge. It is foolish,
absolutely foolish, to live a life without any exposure to this teaching. Such a life has no
meaning whatsoever, because one does not know what one is doing. It is a total
surrender to some kind of a general idiotic pursuit. Until you begin searching you cannot
say that anything is useful. When you look back at all these pursuits, it all looks so silly.
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We simply get along with life finding some small joy in the things we love. Those things
become Bhagavan for us because our ego fuses there. Simple love is the only thing in
samsdra that gives it some semblance of meaning. But to live a life without atma-jii&na
is absolutely meaningless. Only when you come to know, do you wonder how you could
do that. Even though a person may be performing vaidika-karma,etc., it does not mean
anything if the person does not have any exposure to this teaching. Once he has that
exposure, karma becomes yoga, and whatever he does becomes meaningful. His life
gains a direction because there is something to be accomplished.
ITIS NOT ESTABLISHED THAT ALL KARMA ISPRECEDED BY IGNORANCE-AN OBJECTION

It was said that all karma, whether it is enjoined by the Veda, vaidika, or is
purely secular, laukika, is preceded by avidyd, ignorance. The point here was to show
that because all karma is preceded by ignorance, karma is incapable of removing
ignorance. An objection is now raised. Not all karma is preceded by ignorance.' The
performance of any karma enjoined by the Veda presupposes knowledge of that karma
gained from the Veda. Without the knowledge of a karma like agnihotra through the
help of the Veda, there is no way of doing that karma. The Veda gives the knowledge
that this is the karma and that it is to be done in this particular manner. Doing the ritual
presupposes this knowledge of it, and we have no way of knowing it except through the
Veda. Therefore, it is looked upon as a pramaina,producing knowledge.
Thus, a karma enjoined by the Veda is preceded by knowledge. How can you say
that a karma enjoined by the Veda is preceded by avidyd, ignorance? Certain other
karmas may be preceded by ignorance, but not those enjoined by the Veda. Even apart
from vaidika-karmas, there are other karmas also that are not preceded by avidyd,
ignorance. If I am running away from a snake, which is not there, that activity is
preceded by ignorance. But even simple exercise, for instance, is preceded by some
knowledge such as, 'If I do this exercise I will reduce the fat on this part of the body.'
Cooking also is preceded by knowledge. Wherever there is error we can say that an
action is preceded by ignorance. But we cannot say this for actions, which are deliberate,
which are based on empirical knowledge. Therefore, you cannot say that all karmas are
preceded by avidyd.
LIKE THE ONE WHO DOES KARMA KNOWN TO BE PRATISIDDHA FROM THE MASTRA ISAN
AJNANI, SO TOO THE ONE WHO DOES NITYAKARMA-VEDANTI'S ANSWER

Sankara says, 'No, it is like the killing of a brdhmana,' and further clarifies the
The Adstra says that killing a brdhmana is a great pipa. If a person, who is
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harmless, who is religious, who is doing something like teaching in a local school, and
who is absolutely non-interfering in anything, is killed for no reason, that is considered
the worst crime, even according to secular law. Both the gastra and the man-made laws
concur on this. There are other things, which may be unethical according to the Veda,
but are legal. For example, even though the law permits it, the Veda says, 'One should
not take an intoxicant-surdm na pibet.' It is immoral according to the Veda, which
means that doing it incurs papa. Nowadays, there is a great public awareness of how
much harm alcohol does, not only to the drinker, but also to his family. But besides that,
the Veda tells us, it attracts papa. Killing a brahmana is a crime according to the law,
like killing any individual, but on the other hand, according to the sastra, it is a great
crime.
Even though heinous acts like killing a brahmana have highly undesirable
consequences and are prohibited by the sastra,people keep doing them. Why? To whom
is the s9stra addressing its prohibition? For whom is this type of karma possible?
Sastra tells us that it is possible only for the one who has avidya. Because he has
avidyd, there is the desire to acquire something, rdga, or to get rid of something, duesa.
If he does not have these, it is not possible for him to engage in such an activity. He has
his own inner pressure, and therefore, he does it. Because of his false notions, something
else becomes more important than what is said by the sastra. He knows the
consequences and he knows that the gastra prohibits it. In spite of his knowledge of the
sastra, or knowledge passed onto him by those who know the sastra, he performs this
prohibited karma. What does it mean?
Even though one has knowledge of the Veda, the sense of agency, kartrtua,does
not go away, and therefore, desire does not go away. Similarly, suppose the Veda says
that those who want to gain a given result should do this prescribed karma, I may gather
knowledge alright, but I do the karma not because of that knowledge but only because
of a desire for the result, and that desire is born of ignorance. There are others who have
the same knowledge but do not do that karma. Even though one has knowledge of the
means and the end, one may employ the means, or one may not. Thus, knowledge of
means and ends does not impel one to act. It is only ignorance. What kind of ignorance?
ITIS IGNORANCE OF ATMA THAT IS CAUSE OF ACTION IN GENERAL

When Sanikara says that all action is preceded by ignorance, he is not talking of
sddhana-sddhya-ajii•na,the ignorance of the means and ends. He means the ignorance
of the fact that the self, is not an agent of any action, and is complete, piurna, and
therefore, has nothing to gain by performing any action. Certain actions, the nityanaimittika-karmas, are mandated by the sastra. Who will do them? Just as the
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prohibited actions are done by those who have ignorance, so too, these karmas are done
only by the one who has ignorance of the nature of the self. When the Sdstra gives not
only its prohibitions, but also its injunctions, it is keeping in view only the person who is
ignorant of himself.
ITISNOT POSSIBLE TO DO NITYAKARMA WITHOUT KNOWING THE ATMA AS DISTINCT FROMTHE BODY-PURVAPAKSi'S OBJECTION

Now this person raises another argument based on his understanding of ignorance,
avidya. It is impossible, he argues, for a person to do nitya-naimittika-karma,like
agnihotra, etc., without knowing that the self is distinct from the body.' Why? When
you perform an enjoined karma, it produces punya, whereas doing a prohibited karma
produces papa. Are they visible? No. They are credited to the account of the individual,
jiva, who does the karma, to be encashed by him later. Therefore, the one who does
such karma must necessarily have the knowledge that there is an &tmdwho survives the
body who is going to reap the unseen results of the actions done here. Unless he has that
knowledge, how can he perform such a karma? You cannot perform the srdddhakarma for the departed soul, for example, unless you accept a soul that has departed.
Nor can you perform karmas for entry to heaven, because you know that this body is
left behind here. Who is going to enter heaven? If you take the body as the dtmd, you
cannot do a karma whose result is going to accrue to the one who survives the death of
the body. Nobody performs karma enjoined by the Veda without knowing that there is
an dtma other than the body. That means he has no ignorance, avidyd, but rather, he has
knowledge, vidyd. How can you say that all karma is preceded by ignorance? This is an
argument raised by the opponent.
MERELY KNOWING THE ATMA AS DISTINCT FROM BODY IS NOT TOTAL KNOWLEDGEVEDANTI'S ANSWER

This argument is not valid, because, the knowledge of dtmd, spoken of here is not
complete. The knowledge that the self is distinct from the body comes under religion,
and it is common to all religions, including Islam, Christianity, and Buddhism. In fact, it
is not so much a knowledge as it is a belief. For Vedanta, this is only a part of the
method of teaching, prakriyd; it is not what it wants to convey, tatparya. I am not
teaching Veddnta to tell you that you will be reborn. You were never born. Where is the
possibility of being reborn? That you think you were born is your problem. So in the
vision of Vedanta, we are not committed to rebirth, but it has to be part of the prakriya
when we are considering the model of karma. We have varieties of prakriyis. The
model of karma along with the concept of rebirth is one of them. But we have no
commitment there at all.
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How do you know that you survive death? You can only say that the .dstra says
so. You cannot know it for certain until after death. And no one can return from death to
verify this fact for us. Everyone is born totally ignorant of what preceded the birth of that
body. It will be always the same, and therefore, will remain always a mystery. It can be
called a belief. We consider it knowledge, because it is revealed by the adstra, but it is
knowledge that will always be mediate, nitya-paroksa-jiihna. That knowledge,
however, is not what we call knowledge of dtmd. Even the person who knows that the
self survives death thinks, 'I perform this action,' and by that he means, 'I am an isolated
individual who is the agent, kartd, and the enjoyer, bhokta, of the results of action.' As
long as he looks at himself purely as a kartd and bhoktd, his knowledge is not complete.
That knowledge, and the knowledge of means and ends, sddhana-sddhya, is not real
knowledge. It is ignorance, because it is opposed to the truth about the nature of the self,
that the self is neither an agent nor an enjoyer. This is why we say that karma is
preceded by avidyd.
ANY KARMA IS DUE TO IGNORANCE ALONE-VEDANTI

Sankara negates the piurvapaksi and defines ignorance here, and in the process,
defines karma as that which is in the form of activity, calandtmaka. He says that any
action, which is calandtmaka is andtmakartrka,that is, it is na dtmakartrka,not done

by itma. That is, it is done by one who has this notion that 'I am doing this action.'
Whatever be the karma-whether it is enjoined by the Veda, Srauta-karma,or enjoined
by smrti, smarta-karma,or it is done as an atonement, prayagcitta-karma,or it is a
prohibition, pratisiddha-karma,or it is in the form of a mandate, nitya-naimittika-

karma, or it is in the form of an option to fulfil a desire, kamya-karma, or it is purely a
secular action, laukika-karma, or is done physically, kiyika-karma, orally, vacika-

karma, or purely mentally, manasa-karma-itimplies some kind of motion. There is
movement, change, even in breathing, opening and closing the eyelids, and hearing, etc.
Any mental activity is also motion. There is movement from one thought to
another; one object is there, then that is gone and another appears. On the part of the doer
also, there is constant change. Now he is a seer, now a hearer, now a thinker. There is no
karma without change, and therefore, motion. Now a karma, which is subject to change
is performed by whom? By andtma alone. Is the body dtma or anatma? Even
according to this person who is arguing, the body is andtmd. Even though it is the body,
which is doing the action, and this fellow knows very well that the self is other than the
body, what does he say? 'I do-aham karomi.' He does not say, 'My hand is offering
the oblation,' or 'My body is bathed,' but rather, 'I offer the oblation, I bathed.' He does
not say that his tongue repeats the mantras, nor does he expect the tongue to get some
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results. Who is the karma-phala-bhoktd?It is the person who thinks that he is going to
get the results.
Even though the action is done by the body, the body does not think that it is the
agent or that it is going to be the one who experiences the results, whereas the person
says, 'I do the action. I will enjoy the results.' There is the ignorance, avidyd. Even
though I have a belief that the self is other than the body, I can never avoid identification
with the physical body, etc., because this is a belief only about the situation after death.
The appreciation of the dtma should be total, otherwise it can only be a simple belief.
The notion that I am the body, or that I am the agent, kartd, will be there, because the
subtle body, siksma-darira,is identified with the body.
Naturally, whatever happens there happens only to me. That notion of agency will
not go away simply by a belief that the self is other than the body. The self is not subject
to any movement, acala, and therefore, where is the agency, kartrtva. Not even the
dastra can address this dtmd. The sastra can address only an agent of action. Keeping
that in view it says, 'Do this.' Can it address sat-cit-ananda-atmd?No. It says that you
are sat-cit-dnanda-atmdwho does not perform any action and is free from samsdra,
and when it enjoins an action, it is only from the standpoint of the mind which is
superimposed upon dtmd and has ltmd superimposed upon it. Because of this mutual
superimposition, there is a sense of agency, kartrtva-buddhi. This is a false notion, and
therefore, every action is preceded by ignorance.
THE EXPRESSION 'I DO' IS ONLY GAUNA, A FIGURATIVE EXPRESSION-PURVAPAKSI'S
OBJECTION

When Sahkara says this, the pirvapaksi argues back by saying that when any
one says, 'I do,' it is only a figure of speech.' It is like saying, 'I did 60 miles an hour.' I
know I did not do 60 miles an hour; my car did it. Similarly, when I say 'I do,' it is only
figurative. I know I am distinct from the body, and that it is the body that acts, but still I
say, 'I do.' The 1-cognition in the body-mind-sense-complex is only figurative, gauna; it
is not false, mithyd. When somebody says, 'I am fat, etc.,' he knows very well that he is'
not this body, etc., but at the same time he uses these expressions, not in their primary
sense, but only in a secondary sense. It is not an erroneous notion, mithyd-pratyaya,
like mistaking a rope as a snake. When I say, 'I do-aham karomi,' it can be an error;
the body can be taken as dtmd and ditma can be taken as the body. That is an erroneous
notion. But here it is not error; it is only figurative. This is the argument of the
pirvapaksi.
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Saikara rejects this. If that were true, anything born of the body would also be
figurative.' He is going to explain this later.
THE PURVAPAKSI ELABORATES HIS STAND

Now the objector explains his position further. The I-sense in the body, etc., which
belongs to the self, is figurative, gauna,just like in one's own son, which is expressed in
the Veda as, 'You are the self that is called the son.' 2 Let us understand this word gauna
properly, because translating it as a figure of speech or secondary sense is problematic.
The word gauna means that certain attributes are pointed out. When the father says to
the son, 'You are nothing but myself,' this is definitely a gauna expression. The idea is,
'When you are happy, I am happy, and when you are unhappy, I become unhappy.'
The difference between the father and son is evident, but at the same time, there is
an expression that indicates that one is the other. That is called a gauna expression.
Because the son is born of him, the son is born in his own image, and more than that, the
father has such a strong identification with his son that he can say that his son is himself.
This is an example of a Vedic expression. In common parlance too, we hear things like,
'This cow is my life.' Definitely the one who says this knows that the cow is different
from himself, and he is different from the cow, but still, because his livelihood is
dependent on the cow, he says that the cow is his life. This is another gauna expression.
So too, it is argued here, is the expression, 'I do.' It is not a false notion, an error,
because the one who says this knows that itmd is other than the body, and he also
knows that the body is other than the dtmd. In a false notion, mithya-pratyaya, the
attributes of two things are not properly understood, as when the stump of a tree is taken
for a person. If the person is understood and the stump is understood, one is not going to
be mistaken for the other. Only if what is there is not known and something else is
superimposed upon it, is it an error. What is superimposed, dropa, alone is seen, and not
the basis, adhisthdna,of the superimposition. That is error. But when I say, 'I perform
this ritual,' I know the body and itma are distinct, and therefore, it is not error, mithydpratyaya, but gauna. So says the pFirvapaksi.
THE I-COGNITION INTHE BODY IS NOT FIGURATIVE BUT ERRONEOUS-VEDANTI'S ANSWER

Saakara replies that this is not true, for there is something more to understand
about a gauna expression. What is accomplished by the primary thing is not
accomplished by what it is 'figuratively' said to be. For instance, even though the father
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says that the son is himself, when the son eats, it is not equal to his eating. But here, even
though the karma is done by the body-mind-sense-complex, the notion, 'I am the agent'
is very much there. If it is not, how can he ever perform a karma, like the agnihotra?
Since he is doing it, definitely there is a sense of agency, kartrtva-buddhi,imputed to
the self. Anything done by the body is done by the self. But that is not the case with
reference to something that is the object of a gauna expression. The action that the son
does is not done by the father. Whereas here, the body does the action, but the notion is,
'I do the action.' This is not gauna; it is false, mithya.
Sarikara explains further. There are two types of comparative expressions. If you
say a person's courage is like that of a lion, it is a uyakta-upama, or a simile. The
courage of the lion and the courage of this person are identical. There is also a form of
comparison which is not adequately stated, an elliptical comparison, lupta-upamd, or
metaphor. Sarikara gives a couple of examples of this type of comparison. If you say
that Devadatta is a lion, for instance, all the qualities of the lion do not concur with
those of Devadatta. The lion has four legs, Devadatta has only two; the lion has a
mane, Devadatta does not, and so on. But at the same time you say that Devadattais a
lion. What does it mean? In one aspect of the lion there is a certain identity with
Devadatta and only that identity is pointed out by this word, 'lion.' He has the
fierceness of the lion, or the courage of the lion. This is a gauna expression. Even
though there is a point of similarity, what the lion does, Devadatta cannot do at all. The
lion can kill an elephant or a tiger, without a rifle. Will Devadatta be able to do that?
No. So too, in the expression, 'The student is fire,' the similarity is only in terms of his
brilliance or skin colour, Sahkara says. He cannot do what fire can do. In other words,
you cannot boil a kettle of water on his head. The object of the gauna expression cannot
do exactly what the thing to which it is compared can do.
On the other hand, when you say, 'I do,' you mean it. The dtma is taken to be the
agent. If you do not accept that, what you are saying is what Veddnta says. If you know
that in spite of the body and mind doing various things you are not doing anything, you

understand that dtma is sat-cit-dnanda.Only then can you say that dtmd is akartd. If

that is so, we have nothing further to discuss. But if whatever the body does, atma does,
and whatever is dtmd, that is the lot of the body, it is a mithyd statement,, and not
gauna. A gauna expression, either as an expression of elliptical comparison, or
metaphor, is only meant to praise or reveal a quality of the thing being compared. It is
not meant to be used to reveal a thing directly.' What is accomplished by a lion can
never be accomplished by Devadatta, nor can what is accomplished by fire be
accomplished by the student.2 That is gauna. On the other hand, one does experience the
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undesirable thing, which is accomplished by a false cognition, mithyd-pratyaya.' If a
person identifies the self with the body, the outcome of that identification is action
leading to punya-pdpa, sukha-duhkha, rdga-dvesas, and all that is undesirable. In

other words, it leads to samsara.
Not only that, the one who hears this gauna expression knows the object
described very well. He knows that Devadatta is not a lion and the student is not fire. 2
There is no mistake, and there is, on the other hand, discrimination, viveka. Where there
is lack of discrimination, and because of that, the cognition of a given thing in something
that it is not, in the situation of atasmin tadbuddhih, there is mithyd-pratyaya. A

mithyd-pratyaya is born of aviveka, lack of discrimination. This is the difference
between gauna-pratyayaand mithyd-pratyaya. Knowing that Devadatta is Devadatta

and not a lion, yet calling him a lion is gauna-pratyaya.Mistaking a tree stump for a
person is mithyd-pratyaya, which is born of aviveka. Knowing the difference between
the two is discrimination, viveka.
When you say, 'I am the doer, kartd, and the Veda has asked me to perform this
karma, and therefore, I am doing it,' even though the action is done by the body-mindsense-complex, and that alone is the kartd, that becomes the dtma. Although you
believe that dtma is other than the body, atma is mistaken for the doer, karta. Th
erroneous notion, due to lack of discrimination, is what is called mithyd-pratyaya. It is
gauna, a figure of speech, only when there is discrimination between the two objects
involved. Therefore, it is not true that the I-cognition in the body-mind-sense-complex is
only figurative, gauna.
Suppose you understand the difference between the two, and still you say,
'Devadatta is a lion,' to point out his similarity to a lion in some respect, that is called
gauna-pratyaya. Here the real lion is mukhya, primary. Devadatta is the gauna,

figurative lion. And here, it is understood that the gauna lion, Devadatta, cannot do the
actions of the mukhya lion, the thing to which it is compared, and vice versa.
Accordingly, SaAkara says that if the body-mind-sense-complex is only the figurative
self, while the primary self is distinct from the body, there would be the following
situation. A karma that is done by the gauna-atmd-the body-mind-sense-complex,
which is figuratively called the self, would not be done by the mukhya-dtma-the self,
which is the primary object of the I-cognition. Where there is a gauna-pratyaya,the
difference between the two is evident, and one does not do the actions of the other. What
is done by the figurative lion, Devadatta,and the figurative fire, the student, is not done
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by the real lion or the real fire. If the figurative fire, the student, reads a book, no one
thinks that the fire reads a book. 1
According to our opponent, the body is only figuratively the self. Therefore, what
is done by the body is done only by the body, not by the atmd. But still, he says, 'I am
the agent, kartd,' because he considers that the Sruti is addressing him and asking him
to do a given action, and therefore, he does the action and hopes to get the result. Thus,
he has a sense of agency, kartrtva-buddhi,which is not figurative. If it were, he would
think that the body alone does the action, not him. But he does think that he performs the
action, since he expects to reap the result. Thus, this is not gauna-pratyaya,but mithyapratyaya. It is very clear that between the body and the self there is a false connection.
One is mistaken for the other.
,arkara explains this further.2 We saw that what is done by the primary thing is
not done by the thing to which it is figuratively compared. Even though Devadatta
possesses some qualities of the lion, everything that lion can do Devadatta cannot do.
When we make a statement that Devadatta is a lion, do we really mean that he does the
actions of a lion? No, we are only revealing a certain quality of his. Nothing more. We
only mean that, he has a certain disposition, which can be likened to that of a lion. It
does not reveal any action on the part of Devadatta which is equivalent to the action
done by the lion. Such expressions are purely for the purpose of praising the person.
Similarly, saying that the student is fire is saying that he is of a tawny colour, like fire. It
is praise because there was a value for that skin colour in the culture of Sahkara's time.
And another thing, those who are praised know that they are not the things to
which they are figuratively compared. Devadatta knows he is not a lion and the student
knows very well that he is not fire. That is why they can acknowledge the praise.
Further, they both know that they do not do the actions of the object of comparison.
Devadatta knows that the actions of a lion are not his, as the student knows that the
actions of fire are not his. He knows, 'I am not fire, nor do I make the water boil.' So
too,3 if the body-mind-sense-complex is the figurative self, gauna-ttma, and not the
primary self, mukhya-dtmd, the understanding that the action of the body, etc., is not
mine, that is, does not belong to the primary atmd, would be more appropriate, than the
understanding, 'I am the agent; the action is mine.' He should know that the body-mindsense-complex performs the action, and its activity is not his activity. The actions that
are done by the body-mind-sense-complex belong only to that, not to me, the primary
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self. This knowledge would be more appropriate than the knowledge, 'I am the doer; this
is my action.'
Then we have to ask, if you perform no action, then for whom is the result of
action, karma-phala? It cannot be for you. Further, if you do not do the action, then
how can Sdstra address you? The Sastra says, for example, that a certain ritual is to be
performed by a brahmana whose hair is not grey, that is, by a krsna-kegah
brdhmanah. There are hundreds of specifications like this based on age, caste-varna,
stage of life-drama, etc. To whom do they apply? Unless you have the I-sense in the
body-mind-sense-complex, there is no way that you can consider yourself qualified to do
these rituals. Only if that identification exists can you say that you are a brahmana,etc.
The Sruti enjoins a certain action for a brahmana. Only if you consider yourself a
brdhmana will you consider yourself addressed by that injunction. Thus, it is clear that
considering oneself a brdhmana is not a gauna-pratyaya,but a mithyd-pratyaya. The

difference becomes very clear. The understanding, 'I am the agent, kartd,' cannot be
appropriate if the body is only figuratively the self.
REFUTATION OF NAIYAYIKA-MATA
ATMA ISA KARTA FIGURATIVELY ON ACCOUNT OF MEMORY, DESIRE, AND EFFORT-SAYS THE
NAIYAYIKA

Another suggestion is put forward by the Naiydyikas. They also consider that the
self is not an agent, and that it only figuratively performs action. The argument put
forward here is that the self does the action through its own memory, desire, and effort.
There cannot be a desire for an object, which is unknown to you, and desire is always for
a known object that is brought from memory. Somewhere I have seen it or heard about
it, or 1 experienced it before, and therefore I want it. Thus, desire is based on memory or
knowledge. Then, of course, effort is required to fulfil the desire. These three are the
causes for all activities.1
Therefore, ditma itself does not perform any action. The physical body, mind,
senses themselves being inert, they themselves cannot perform any action, and therefore,
there is no doership, kartrtva, for the body-mind-sense-complex. The self, dtmd, is the
agent, karta, who performs the action with the help of the body-mind-sense-complex.
That means he also accepts a self that is distinct from the body, but it is an agent that
gets things done with the body-mind-sense-complex. The idea is that there is no mithydpratyaya. The self, dtmd, the agent, karta uses the body-mind-senses to perform
various actions. Therefore, there is no false identity, no erroneous notion. This is their
argument.
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SAAKARA NEGATES-THEY ARE ALSO DUE TO MITHYA-PRATYAYA ALONE

Safkara says this is not valid, because these three things that were mentionedmemory, desire and effort-are themselves preceded by a false notion. They are born of
a mithyd-pratyaya.' Memory is born of a mithya-pratyaya, as is desire and effort.
How? A mithyd-pratyaya to be present has the following requirement-in the body,
etc., which is not dtmd, you must first have the notion that it is dtma, that is, there
should be an dtma-buddhi in the body, etc. Because of this, a person looks upon himself
as incomplete and tries to prove that he is somebody. Being a self-conscious person there
is a self-judgement that, the self is wanting. Then he wants to get rid of the wanting
person, but not knowing that, he tries to get rid of his many and varied wants.
According to his culture and tastes, some things are found desirable, some are
undesirable. In other words, he has rdga and dvesa. Once he has the desire, he makes
effort to experience the desirable object, or avoid the undesirable. Once he has that
experience, it goes into his memory, his store of knowledge, and becomes the basis for
further desire, which, in turn, leads to further effort. This goes on. In fact, you can take it
as beginningless, as Sahkara does here. The memory, etc., is preceded by the
impression, samskira, produced by the results of actions in the form of desirable and
undesirable experiences that are caused by a false notion, mithya-pratyaya, that the
body-mind-sense-complex is dtmd. All of these, therefore, are due to the mithyapratyaya, and consequently, you cannot say that dtmd is a kartd and goes about doing
these various actions with the help of memory, desire, and effort. These themselves are
born of a mithyd-pratyaya, and the notion that atma is a kartd is also due to mithydpratyaya.Therefore, mithya-pratyaya is the basic factor in creating karma, etc.
SAMSARA HAS NO BEGINNING-ONE IS BORN WITH THIS MITHYA-PRATYAYA

Sankara says further that this samsdra has no beginning. I am born with this
mithyd-pratyaya that the body is 'I.' How did I get this mithy&-pratyaya? Because of
the previous birth, which is also due to mithyd-pratyaya. It has no beginning, a fact that
has to be inferred on the basis of how things are in this birth. The mithya-pratyaya
creates a sense of limitation, and therefore, desire, and therefore, effort to fulfil the
desire. The effort culminates in an experience, because of which there is again memory.
This goes on. From this we can infer that this is how it has been, and this is how it will
be in the future also. As long as you think that you are a kartd, you have mithyapratyaya.
In this birth, there are actions that are proper and improper, dharma and
adharma, arising from the likes and dislikes, rdga-dvesas. These likes and dislikes are
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due to identification with the body-mind-sense-complex, and also the experience of the
results of those actions. It was the same in the previous birth, and in the births that
preceded that. Thus, a samsara which has no beginning, and which is created by
ignorance in the past and in the future is inferred. The identification of myself as the
body-mind-sense-complex is an error, mithyd-pratyaya. Because of this, there is
isolation, separation, smallness, and therefore, raga-dvesas.In fulfilling those, good and
bad actions are performed, and in the process I experience pleasure and pain, sukha and
duhkha. Besides that, there is an unseen result for those actions, which I have to
experience later, in another birth. This is samsara,and it has no beginning. It is born of
ignorance, which is the erroneous identification with the body, etc. Since it has no
beginning, and the conditions for it have not been removed, we have to infer that it is
going to be there later, also. 1 If that is so, when will it come to an end?
SAMSARA IS RESOLVED ONLY BY UNFETTERED KNOWLEDGE

Sarkara says that the total resolution of samsdra is accomplished due to
renunciation of all action when there is certainty of knowledge, jiina-nis.th.2 In
unfettered knowledge alone the false notion, mithya-pratyaya, of being an agent, karta,
is given up, and naturally, the renunciation of all action, sarva-karma-sannydsatakes
place at once. A complete renunciation of all karma is possible only by the knowledge
that actionlessness is the nature of atmd. That is the total resolution of samsara. Why
total? In certain states, like sleep, or cosmic dissolution, the jiva is completely but
temporarily free from samsara.But then, the whole thing will start again when that state
ends. Thus, it is established that a total dissolution of all samsara takes place only when
there is certainty of the knowledge that atma is not a doer.
A question can be raised here. How can you say that it is established? Certainty of
knowledge is one thing, and the resolution of samsara is quite another. By knowing
something, how are you going to get rid of this samsara? Knowledge itself does not
solve any problem. I may know all about a medicine that will cure my disease, but that
knowledge will not cure my disease. Mere knowledge is useless, unless it is followed by
a course of action. This is the typical argument of a moder Vedanti. He will say that
you only have intellectual knowledge that dtmn is eternal, but you have to experience
eternity. The argument here is that samsara is something very tangible. We intimately
experience all these situations, which are not conducive to freedom from samsara-that
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I have a physical body, which is subject to limitation, etc. How will samsara go away
just because I have certainty of knowledge? Sahkara answers this question as follows.
BECAUSE THE IDENTIFICATION WITH THE BODY ISDUE TO AVIDYA, WHEN AVIDYA ISGONE
THERE IS NO MORE JANMA

The identity of the self with the physical body and the body with the self is
samsara. That identification is false and is due to ignorance. Therefore, it is purely in
the form of ignorance and error. When the ignorance is removed, the false identification
is removed. How do you remove that? By knowledge only. Once that is removed,
another body cannot come, and therefore, there is no possibility of the perpetuation of
samsara.' Again one can ask, 'How am I going to give up my identification with the
body when I have knowledge of the dtma, because knowledge is one thing, and
identification with the body is another? I may have knowledge, but still I will have
identification with the body.'
That is not possible. When you say that you have identification with the body, and
at the same time you have knowledge, what is that knowledge? If you say that the
knowledge is that the itma is sat-cit-dnandaand it is identified with the physical body,
what do you mean by that? If the atma is mistaken for the physical body, how can you
say that you know that atmdn is sat-cit-dnanda? If you know that atma is
sat-cit-dnanda,then, how can you say that it is mistaken for the physical body? You
may say that it is your experience. Who says you have no experience? That is why 12 am
always telling you that this experience is a problem. Who says you do not experience the
body-mind-sense-complex? That experience is not opposed to the knowledge that atma
is sat-cit-ananda.Though this body is not separate from sat-cit-dnanda-atmd,the satcit-dnanda-dtmd is not this body. If you say that you understand this very clearly, but
have the experience of identity, this is not possible.
His argument is that by knowing that the itmd is sat-cit-ananda,you are not free
of the identification with the body. Are you still hungry or not? Are you eating or not? If
you are, how can you say you are sat-cit-ananda,free from all these? You have to give
up this physical body. How will you give up this physical body? Giving up the physical
body will take place, whether you like it or not, at the time of death; then you will have
freedom from samssra. Every day you give up the identification with the physical body
in deep sleep. What kind of moksa do you have upon waking?
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ITIS NOT POSSIBLE TO KNOW THE ATMA AND YET HAVE AN IDENTIFICATION WITH THE BODY

The point is, the removal of identification with the body is not physical; it is not
experiential. It is purely cognitive. It is the elimination of a false notion, mithydpratyaya, that I am the body. This elimination is purely in the form of knowledge. You
cannot say that you know the atma-svaripa,and also say, you have to do something to
withdraw yourself from, to transcend, the body-mind-sense-complex. It is contradictory
to say so. Atma stands transcended.
Even when you see something, know some other object, the dtmd stands
transcended all the time from all your experiences. Nothing really touches dtmd.
Therefore, the removal of the identification with the body is accomplished by knowledge
because the identification is due to ignorance. The removal is not physical, it is removal
of mithyd-pratyaya alone. Otherwise, there is no possibility of getting away from this
body. If you get away from this body, you will identify with another body and travel.
This will continue forever-until the mithyd-pratyaya falls apart. And like any false
notion, that will not go unless knowledge takes place, because the false notion is
ignorance. Therefore, the complete resolution of samsdra is possible when there is
certainty of knowledge.
Sahkara gives an example to show how it is not possible to say that you know the
dtmd, and yet, have an identification with the body, etc. Knowing that one is other than
the cows and that the cows are other than oneself, no one has an I-notion in those cows.'
If two objects are clearly understood as different, one does not take one for the other. No
one considers that the cow is himself, except in a figurative, gauna, sense. Even if you
say, 'The cow is my life,' it is gauna, not mithya, because you know that the cow is
different from you. He gives another example to illustrate how, on the other hand, even
though two things are different, one can be taken for the other. Not knowing, one can
have 'knowledge' of a person in a tree-stump. So too, due to lack of discrimination, one
can have the notion that the body-mind-sense-complex is 'I.' Knowing the self, however,
one cannot have this perception, like knowing the stump, you cannot say it is a person. 2
And further Sahkara sums up the negation of the gauna argument of the
purvapaksi by saying, the I-notion in the son, that you talked about, by quoting the
4ruti, dtmd vai putra-namasi, is gauna because it is based on the janya-janaka-

sambandha between the father and the son.3 That is why what is done by the gaunaatmd cannot be of any benefit to the mukhya-dtmd, that is, the son cannot eat for the
father. This is like how the gauna lion and the agni, the student who is compared to the
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lion and agni, cannot do what the real lion and agni can do.' Therefore the I-notion in
the body-mind-sense-complex can only be due to mithyd-pratyaya and not gaunapratyaya. That is why you cannot say, 'I know I am sat-cit-dnanda,but still, I feel that
the body is myself.'
WHEN A JIANI SAYS, 'I AM A HUMAN BEING,' ITISFIGURATIVE

If you know you are sat-cit-dnanda, you are sat-cit-dnanda. You can never
mistake yourself for the body, etc. Even though, a wise person, jidni, sometimes may
say things like, 'I am a human being-manusyo'ham,' but that is purely gauna.
Sat-cit-dnandais not a human being and when you know both things very well-that is,
you are sat-cit-dnanda and that sat-cit-inanda is not a human being-and then say
manusyo'ham, it is purely a figure of speech, gauna. When a wise person says, 'I go,'
he is not saying that sat-cit-inandagoes. Who is the one who goes? It is the body that
goes and there is a sublated, bddhita, identification. If the nature of the self is
understood, there is no question of having the I-sense in the body-mind-sense-complex.
ANOTHER ARGUMENT BY THE PURVAMIMAMSAKA
ATMA HAS KARTRTVA-OTHERWISE .RUTI CANNOT HAVE PRAMANYA

Another objection is raised here by the Pilrva-mlmdmsaka. The sruti enjoins
certain things. If you have a desire to go to heaven, you are enjoined to perform the
jyotistoma2 ritual-jyotistomenayajeta svargakdmah. Here, the sruti has the status of

being a means of knowledge, pramana,because there is no other way of knowing about
adrsta, things that cannot be seen. Its status as a pramdna is also dependent upon there
being an agent, kartd, who can be enjoined to act. If dtma is not a kartd, the sruti will
not have any status as a means of knowledge at all. If it is not a pramana in general, it
cannot be pramana for dtma-jfidna too. It will not be a valid means of knowledge at
all, because the sruti addresses a kartd and if there is no kartd, the whole statement,
jyotistomena yajeta, and others like that become meaningless. It is like my addressing
an audience which does not exist. Similarly, if the dtmd is not a kartd and the Aruti
says, jyotistomena yajeta, there is nobody to listen.
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THEREFORE ATMA GETS KARMAS DONE THROUGH THE BODY, THE GAUNA ATMA

The injunction cannot be for the body, because it is not the self, it is anatm•i, it is
inert and cannot listen to that, or perform any action. Therefore, the sentence of the Bruti
is directly addressed to the dtmd, which is the harti. Otherwise, its status as a pramlna
is not valid. And again, atmd itself does not do an action; it gets the action done through
the instruments of action, which are what we call the body-mind-sense-complex.
Therefore, the one who wants to go to heaven, for instance, performs the jyotistoma
ritual by means of the figurative self, the body, etc. Even though they are known to be
different, there is a connection between the two, in that the body, etc., belongs to the self.
Therefore, the body becomes figuratively the self, gauna-atmd. The primary self,
mukhya-dtmd, gets things done through its instrument, the secondary self, gauna-atma.
What is to be done by the dtmd is done by the body and senses, which are then
secondarily the self.
VEDANTI'S REFUTATION
BODY, ETC., ARE NOT THE FIGURATIVE SELF BUT ARE ERRONEOUSLY CONSIDERED AS SELF-

VEDANTI

Sankara rejects this argument briefly here to reconsider it later. The body, mind,
and senses are not figuratively the self because they are all created by ignorance,
avidyd.' The I-notion in the body, etc., is not figurative, but false, mithya, and is very
real as Jong as one does not know that it is mithyd. Otherwise nobody would be sad just
because a figurative self, gauna-dtmd, is fat or old. These things are problematic
because the 'I' is nothing but the body-mind-sense-complex. Anything that is happening
to it is happening to me. This is not gauna-pratyaya;it is mithyd-pratyaya. The person
who is blind, deaf, or mute thinks, 'I am blind, I am deaf, etc.' It is all real for that
person. If the real self, mukhya-dtma is different, these problems will not be there.
Thus, the whole thing is a false notion. It is all due to ignorance, avidyd.
What the Pirva-mimamsakawants to prove is that one cannot say that atmd is
not an agent, that is, one cannot say that itmd is akartd. If it is akartd, he argues, the
sruti will not be a valid means of knowledge, a pramdna, for it addresses an agent,
kartd. In order to make the sruti a pranmna, you have to look upon yourself as an agent
of the actions enjoined by it.
Sahkara refutes this argument as follows. What is done by the body is looked
upon as done only by you. There is no separation between the doer and the body,
because both of them are viewed as one and the same. If the dtmd is entirely
independent of the body, etc., there will not be this feeling, 'I perform this action.' Since
one has this sense, the body, senses, mind, and dtmi, have all become one and the same,
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and that is not possible, Sahkara says, unless you have a false notion, mithyd-pratyaya,
about yourself. If you understand the difference between the real self, mukhya-dtmd,
and the secondary self, gauna-dtma, you can never feel that you are the agent, kartd.
But that is not the fact. Everyone feels, 'I am a mortal. I am a human being. I am
unhappy.' In this, there is no doubt. That being so, the body, etc., are not looked upon as
dtmd in a gauna, secondary sense, but in a mukhya, primary sense.
THE INVOLVEMENT OF ATMA WITH THE BODY IS ONLY BECAUSE OF IGNORANCE

How does this happen? By false identification alone. The dtmd is absolutely
uninvolved in anything. It is purely in the form of consciousness, and cannot get
involved with anything, because it does not have any features. Water can join milk,
because both have certain properties. But if there is one thing with no property at all and
another thing that has a form, a property, how can both of them join? It is something like
putting some bolts and rivets on space. How will you do that? Similarly, how can the
dtmd, which is featureless consciousness, get involved with a body which is so tangible?
This can only happen through a false notion, mithyd-pratyaya. That will accomplish
everything. It can turn a rope into a snake; it can even turn the conscious into the inert.
The 'I' having the status of being connected to the body, mind, and senses is all
because of mithyd-pratyaya. How do we know?' When that mithyd-pratyaya is not
present, there is no false I-sense in any of these, and when it is present, those notions are
there. 2 In sleep, for instance, there is no false cognition, because there is no cognition at
all. Even in waking, there is no false notion of being the body, etc., at a moment when
you are happy. Because in a moment of happiness there is total resolution of the mithydpratyaya for the time being and therefore no identification with the body-mind-sensecomplex. Also, when there is knowledge of the self, there is no mistake of this kind.
Therefore, thejiidni does not have an identification with the body-mind-sense-complex.
Thus, we see that when one is there, the other is there; one is not there, the other is not
there.3 Therefore, the presence of one accounts for the presence of the other. When there
is a false notion, mithyd-pratyaya, of dtmd, the dtmd is identified with the body-mindsense-complex. And when there is no mithyd-pratyaya, dtmd is not identified with the
body-mind-sense-complex.Saikara explains it further. When there is ignorance, those
who have no discrimination are seen to have the I-sense in the body-mind-sensecomplex. It is experienced as notions such as, 'I am tall I am fair.' Under the spell of
ignorance, naturally, there is lack of discrimination.4 For those who have discrimination,
however, this problem of false identification with the body is not there, because they
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have the knowledge, 'I am distinct from the body, mind, etc.' Previously, they also had
the same problem, which is why they became mumuksus, and began studying the
sastra. After the study, the I-sense will not be there as it was before. Though it may be
there, it is not as before, because it is negated, bddhita.
If the self is already known, and still there is an I-sense in the body, mind, etc., that
is an entirely different thing. The atma cannot be taken as the body-mind-sense-complex
any longer. There, a figurative I-sense, a gauna-pratyaya,is possible. Because both are
known, the jiihni can say, without any error, 'I am putting on weight.' He means only
that the physical body is gaining weight. It is distinctly seen by him, and the fact that
dtma is sat-cit-anandais also very clear to him. Therefore, when the jnidni says that he
is getting fat, he means only that the body is getting fat, nothing else. His I-sense is not
in the body, mind, etc. Therefore, we can say that when this false notion is not there, the
body-mind-sense-complex is not taken for the atma. That identification is created by a
false notion; it is not figurative, gauna.2
THE COMMON AND UNCOMMON FEATURES ARE CLEAR IN A GAUNA-PRATYAYA BUT NOT IN

MITHYA-PRATYAYA

In a gauna-pratyaya,the particular and the general attributes, the difference and
the similarity, are separately understood. It is very well known, for instance, that
Devadatta is a human being, not a lion. When we say that Devadatta is a lion, we are
not pointing out a lion, but a human being. You recognize Devadatta as a human being,
and you also recognize the lion as a lion. At the same time, there is a feature, which is
common to both, namely, fierceness. In Devadattayou see a fierceness that is also seen
in a lion. When I say that he is a lion, you do not go behind him to find out whether he
has a tail or not, or look for a mane. You look for some other feature that resembles a
certain quality of the lion. The particular feature of courage or fierceness of the lion is
found in the person. It is seen in both Devadatta and the lion. Then alone can you say
that Devadatta is a lion. When we say that the student is fire, we understand what is fire
and what is a student.
There is no confusion there. Both are known very clearly. The distinguishing
feature, colour that is common to both is also very clear. Similarly, when we say that
someone is a black sheep, nobody thinks that he is either black or a sheep; we know very
well that he is a human being. These are all figurative expressions, gauna-pratyayas.
Both-the difference between the two and the feature that is common to both-are very
clearly known. 3 If these are not clearly known, we cannot say it is a gauna-pratyaya,a
figurative expression; it is, rather, a false notion, mithyd-pratyaya.
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If there is no clear understanding of the body and the dtmd as two distinct things,
it is an error, mithyd-pratyaya. In other words, you must understand the two things as
two things--antma as andtma, and dtmd as atma. We are not talking about the
ontological status of itmd and andtma here; we are only seeing the distinction between
the two. If you ask me what the relationship is between dtma and the anatma, in terms
of reality, I would say that, they are not two different things, like table and chair. The
table can be there without chair, and the chair can be there without table. Here, however,
though dtmd can be there without andtma, the anatma does not exist without dtma.
That is the ontological relationship between dtmd and anatma.Now, however, we are
talking purely of the properties of dtmd and andtma. If dtmd is understood and the
properties of anatma are understood to belong to andtma, there is no problem. Then, if
one says, 'I am fat,' it can be gauna, figurative. But if it is not understood, it is a
mithyd-pratyaya, a false notion, like the rope being mistaken for a snake. That is not
gauna, because you are jumping for the snake, not for the rope. parvapaksi
IFATMA IS NOT A KARTA THE ,RUTI WILL LOOSE ITS VALIDITY AS A
PRAMANA-PURVAPAKSr'S OBJECTION
Now Sahkara considers the argument presented earlier' by the Piurvamimdimsaka that if dtmd is not an agent, kartd, the truti will lose its status as a means
of knowledge, pramdna, because, in its injunctions, etc., it is addressing a kartd.2 This
is a presumption, arthdpatti. How? When the sruti says, 'If you want this, do this
action. If you want to avoid pain, do not do this,' it is addressing someone who does an
action, a kartd. If dtmd were akartd, the Bruti would not ask it to do various things.
Nobody tells a bald-headed person to tie his hair properly, and nobody says to a human
being, 'Polish your horn.' Similarly, the sruti cannot tell me, 'Do this,' if I am not a
kartd in the vision of the sruti. So it is presumed that the dtmd is viewed by the sruti as
a kartd.

tANKARA'S ANSWER
VEDA ISA PRAMANA ONLY WITH REFERENCE TO UNSEEN THINGS

Sahkara says that this is not true. The sruti has the status of being a means of
knowledge only with reference to things that cannot be known by any other means of
knowledge, and are, therefore, unseen, adrsta.3 It can serve as a means of knowledge for
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things that cannot be known by perception, etc., like the means and ends, sadhanasadhya, such as the agnihotraritual and heaven. But it does not have the status of being
a means of knowledge, pramana, for things that can be known by perception, etc., for
its scope is in what is not known by these means. Without any exposure to the sruti, and
before any exposure to the sruti, do not people have the sense, I am doing, I am seeing, I
am happy, I am unhappy, etc.? From this it is clear that you do not need sruti to tell you
whether you are a karta or not. It is very well known to you through your experiences of
seeing, etc. You need only yourself, not sruti, to determine that you are a doer.
DEFINITION OF A PRAMANA

A pramdna,means of knowledge, has its access only with reference to things that
are not known, anadhigata.'But what is brought to light can be right or wrong, because
a snake is also brought to light. Thus, we cannot say that anything that a pramdna, as it
has been so far defined, brings to light is valid, because the same eyes that make me see
the rope, also make me jump for a snake which is not there. Therefore, we have to add
one more word to the definition of pramdna. It not only brings to light what was not
previously known, anadhigata,but what it reveals must be abddhita,not negatable. We
cannot say that anything that the sense organs or any reasoning bring to light need
always be valid knowledge, prama, because there can always be an error, bhrama. To
cover this possibility, we have to say that pramdna is that which is capable of producing
knowledge of an object, which is not so far known, and that knowledge cannot be
negated later. What it reveals cannot be arrived at by perception-pratyaksa, inferenceanumdna, presumption-arthdpatti, comparison-upamana, or the means for the

cognition of non-existence-anupalabdhi,and therefore, it is an independent means of
knowledge.
WHAT IS REVEALED BY SRUTI IS NEITHER REVEALED NOR NEGATED BY OTHER PRAMANAS

It has to talk about something that cannot be known by any of these means. Then
again, it cannot be contradicted by any other pramdna, because no other pramanahas
access to its subject matter. If it can be contradicted, then it is dealing with an object that
is available for other means of knowledge. When the sruti says that there is a heaven,
how can we contradict it? We cannot argue that there is no heaven because we do not see
one. That is why we need the sruti to say that there is one-because we do not see. If we
could, sruti need not say that. That is why Aruti does not tell us that there is Antarctica.
It knows that we can see that fact by ourselves. Therefore, Aruti must talk about
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something, which cannot be otherwise known. It can talk about heaven as an end,
sadhya, and also the means, sadhana, for attaining that, the jyotistoma. Without the
Aruti, we neither know that there is a heaven, nor an jyotistoma ritual, nor the
connection between the two-that one is the end and the other is the means for it.
"I
AM A KARTAI IS A NATURAL CONCLUSION BORN OF IGNORANCE
WE DO NOT NEED SRUTI TO REVEAL IT

The validity of the sruti is only with reference to things like these, not what is
experienced by perception, etc. Therefore, Aruti does not have to establish that you are a
karta. If it has to establish something with reference to dtma, then it is the fact that
atmd is not a kartd. It does not have the status of being a means of knowledge,
pramana, for things that can be known by perception, etc., because its pramanya is in
things that cannot be known by these other means, adrsta. Therefore, the sruti need not
come and tell you that you are a kartd. It is seen, drsta, by you. It is your own
experience. Therefore, it is not possible to imagine an I-sense in the body-mind-sensecomplex being secondary. It is caused by a false notion, mithyd-pratyaya,and cannot be
imagined to be figurative, gauna.'
IFTHE SRUTI WERE TO CONTRADICT OTHER PRAMANAS, ITISNOT ACCEPTABLE

Sankara says here that even if a hundred sruti passages were to say that fire is
cold and non-luminous, they would not gain the status of being a pramdna.2They would
not be valid. Why? No means of knowledge can contradict what can be known by
another means of knowledge. No sruti can contradict what can be known by perception,
etc. No scripture in the world can say anything against common sense and be considered
valid. If it says that God, sitting in heaven, created the world, it is wrong, because it is
against all logic. Anything illogical has to be taken as illogical and dismissed. Just
because some authority says it, it does not become valid. Therefore, Sankara says that
even if the Bruti says that fire is cold, it will not be considered valid. Then he qualifies
this statement.
IFWHAT THE SRUTI SAYS SEEMS CONTRADICTORY, WE SHOULD LOOK INTO THE INTENDED

MEANING

If such a Aruti statement is there, we should look into it to see if the sruti intended
some other meaning. This is what they call sraddha. If we find that the sruti is making
a statement which seems to contradict another pramdna, or what sruti itself has said
elsewhere, then we look into the sruti again and see whether there is any other meaning
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in keeping with what it said before, and what it says later. We try to understand what the
sruti says.'

After all, in many statements even in our day-to-day interactions, we have to go
behind the sentence to see the intended meaning, because the words themselves are
sometimes not adequate. People are brief in communicating, or sometimes even
incapable of communicating because they do not have sufficient words to express
themselves. There is an intention in everybody's statement, and that intention you have
to see to get the meaning of the statement. Mere words themselves sometimes do not
convey, and therefore you have to see the intended meaning. Thus, Sahkara concludes
that if there is any such statement in the sruti, you have to look into it again. Why?
Because if it makes such contradictory statements, then sruti itself cannot be a
pramana.The sruti cannot have the status of being the means of knowledge, and, at the
same time, make contradictory statements. Which statement would we take as true,
which as not true? No pramdna can contradict another pramdna. This includes sruti; it
cannot contradict itself.
For example, in one place the sruti asks you to do karma. Then later, in Veddnta,
it says immortality is gained, 'Not by karma or progeny or wealth, but by renouncing all
these-na karmand na prajayd dhanena tydgena...' Is there a contradiction? No,

because it does not say that you will gain moksa by karma. There is no contradiction,
because there are two different topics; one is karma, the other is knowledge, jiana.
Therefore, we have to understand what the sruti says. And if there is any statement
which is contradictory to other pramanas, we have to look into the sruti again. We
cannot accept that it is a means of knowledge for some things and not for others. It is like
having half an egg for hatching and the other half for an omelette. Similarly, we cannot
accept half the kruti, or certain portions of the sruti as valid, and other parts as not valid.
We have to accept it totally. The fact that one is a kartd is known to all. Sruti need not
and does not reveal this. It only reveals that which is not known to you.
ACCEPTANCE OF SELF IGNORANCE DOES NOT MAKE THE SRUTI LOSE ITS
VALIDITY
IFTHE KARTA IS MITHYA, SRUTI WOULD LOSE ITS VALIDITY-PURVAPAKSI'S OBJECTION

Another objection is raised here. Any karma requires a karta, without whom
there can be no karma. Thus, the various rituals that are enjoined by the sruti imply a
kartd. If this karta does not exist, because it is created by a false notion, mithydpratyaya, then the druti has no pramanya. Saikara has said that to be a doer, there

must be a false notion, mithyd-pratyaya. The atma should be seen as a doer as the body
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does the action. Even though one sees very clearly the action emanating from the mind,
sense organs, and organs of action, and is aware that he is using all of them at the same
time, there is the notion, 'I perform the action.' That notion is clearly false, mithydpratyaya, because the one who is conscious of all those instruments performing the
action, does not perform any action. It is like a light saying, 'I am reading,' when it
illumines the book that you are reading. It does not do any action, not even illumining,
because its nature is light. In that, the objects get illumined.
Similarly, the nature of dtmd is consciousness, caitanya, and in that
consciousness alone the knower, known, and instrument of knowledge, all shine. All of
them- have their being in that consciousness and all of them shine after that
consciousness. Therefore, it is clear that dtmd does not perform any action. But then, if
you take the itmd as a doer, kartd, that karta is false; it is created by an erroneous
notion. Since the kartd is false, the opponent argues here that this amounts to saying that
the karta is not there. If the kartd is not there, then the whole Veda which talks about
doing various rituals becomes invalid, there is apramdnatva for the Veda because it is
addressing an aitmd which is not a kartd. It is something like asking a person who is
lame to ride a bike. Similarly here, there is no karta at all, yet the Veda says, 'Perform
action.' Therefore, in order to make the Veda valid, that is, to restore pramanatvato the
Veda, you must make the dtma a kartd.' This is the idea the opponent wants to express.
ITISSTILL A PRAMANA WITH REFERENCE TO BRAHMAVIDYA-VEDANTI'S REPLY

Sahkara dismisses this. While it is true that the Veda may not be a pramdna with
reference to karma if there is no kartd, it is still tenable for it to have the status of being
a prarmna for the knowledge of Brahman.2 The kartd is naturally established,
svabhdva-siddha.No pramdna is necessary for that. Everybody has the sense, 'I am
the kartd.' Knowing that, the Veda addresses that person, 'Do this karma; avoid that
karma,' and so on. If the person gets a little serious and wants to know something more,
then the Veda says, 'You are not the kartd.' All the time it says, 'Do this; do that,' then
when I begin to question why I should do all this karma for things I am not interested in,
because, what I want is moksa, it says, 'Okay, then you have to know yourself as
akartd.' There, the Veda is definitely apramdna.When the karti is there, the Veda is a
pramdna, and even when the kartd is not there, it is still a pramana.
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IFTHE KARMAKANDA IS NOT VALID, THEN THE JNANAKANDA IS ALSO NOT VALIDPORVAPAKSi S OBJECTION

Now another objection is raised, assuming that the sruti which enjoins karma
loses its status as a pramana if the karta is proved to be false. If the sruti that enjoins
karma is not a means of knowledge, likewise, the sruti that teaches the knowledge of
Brahman has no pramanya. The portion of the Veda dealing with the reality of atma is
not valid for the one who looks upon himself as a karta. He has no interest in pursuing
that part of the Veda, the jiiana-kdnda.Similarly, the one who looks upon himself as a
non-doer, akarta, has no attraction towards the part of the Veda that enjoins action,
karma-kdnda. Just as the injunctions for karma are not valid for the one who knows
that he is not a doer, so too, the things that are enjoined for the one who wants to know
Brahman are not valid, and hold no interest for the one who is convinced that he is a
doer.
When the sruti says that the self is to be seen, listened about, analysed, and
contemplated

upon-dtmd

va

are

drastavyah,

srotavyah

mantavyah

nididhydsitavyah, the person who is committed to being a doer has no interest in this
pursuit. One cancels the other, like the dream and waking. The waking is cancelled in the
dream, and the dream is cancelled in the waking. Which atma is more real? The dreamer
and waker both cancel each other. Here too, the jhina-khnda is cancelled by the
karma-kdnda, and the karma-kdnda is cancelled by the jiana-kdnda.The pursuit of

karma is possible only when you look upon the dtmd as a karta, and in the pursuit of
knowledge, you should look upon the atma as akarta. Therefore, if the sruti, which
enjoins karma is not a pramana, neither is the sruti which teaches knowledge of
Brahman.' When a person understands that what he took to be a snake is really a rope,
the snake goes away. And again just as the snake goes away, the rope also may go away.
Where is the guarantee that the rope is real? This is his problem.
WHILE THE KARMAKANDIA CAN BE NEGATED BY THE JNANAKANDA, THERE IS NOTHING TO
NEGATE WHAT THE JNANAKANDA SAYS-VEDANTI'S REPLY

The snake goes away, but the knowledge of the rope will not go away if it is satya.
What is negated is mithya and what is not negated is satya. Similarly, atma being a
kartd is mithyd, while dtmd being akartd is satya. Both do not enjoy the same status,

because atma being a karta is not revealed by the sastra. The karta is addressed by the
sdstra, but the Adstra does not serve as a means of knowledge in establishing that atmd
is a karta. Its pramanya in that context is only in giving some means and ends that are
not otherwise known to us. You do not require sdstra to reveal that you are the karta,
because everybody knows, 'I am the doer; I am the enjoyer; I am unhappy; I am
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samsari,' etc. Even a dog knows that! When a dog is eating, it does not feel that
somebody else is eating. When it wants to wag the tail, it does not wag some other tail,
but only its own. That is called a sense of agency, kartrtva-buddhi, and every
individual has it. The sastraneed not reveal that you are a kartd.
It does say, however, that any karma you do produces a result that is not seen,
adrsta. Thus, the sdstra reveals punya and papa. Then, the sastra also reveals that, if
you do this karma, you will get this result. I do not know what the jyotistoma ritual is,
nor that if I do it I will go to heaven, nor that there is a heaven, nor that I will survive
death. This is all beyond my perception and inference, and therefore, the sdstra serves as
a means of knowledge in revealing it, but not in establishing the karta. Finally, the
sdstra reveals that dtmd is not a kartd, it does not perform any action; it is Brahman.
That knowledge negates any sense of agency, kartrtva, or enjoyership, bhoktrtva; in
other words, samsdritva. It points out the real nature, svaripa, of the kartd, finally,
negating the sense ofdoership, kartrtva-buddhi.
Now the question is, just as the kartrtva-buddhiis negated by akartrtva-buddhi,
perhaps the akartrtva-buddhican also be negated by kartrtva-buddhi. Sakkara says,

'No, it cannot be negated." Why? Once the kartrtua-buddhi is negated, and dtma is
discovered to be akartd, the kartrtva-buddhi cannot arise in the same place because
being akartd is the truth of atma; it is satya, and in the discovery of that, the false
notion, mithyd-pratyaya, that dtmd is a kartd goes away. Once it has been removed by
knowledge, how can that false notion come again? Whenever there is ignorance, it is not
mandatory that there should be a false cognition, as in sleep, or when something is
totally unknown. But whenever there is a false cognition, there is always ignorance. If
that ignorance has gone, there is no possibility of a false cognition occurring. In the wake
of knowledge, ignorance goes away, and therefore, a false notion arising from it cannot
come back. We cannot negate what is real, satya, but only what is false, mithyd. If the
real dtmd can also be negated, then what is satya? The dtmd that can be negated
becomes mithyd, because only that which is not subject to negation can be called satya.
Sahkara explains further. Once you have knowledge that fire is hot and brilliant,
can it be negated? But suppose you think that fire is always covered by ashes, is that
true? No, it is a false notion and it can be negated by the knowledge that fire is hot and
brilliant, a knowledge that cannot subsequently be negated. Similarly, the ideas that the
sun rises in the eastern sky, or that the earth is flat, are false notions, and though they
were once held as true, they were later negated. Now, here, can you say that the
recognition of dtmd as akartd is also subject to negation? There is no way of negating
the dtmd, because what cannot be negated is the dtmd that is neither a doer nor an
enjoyer. Anything that is satya cannot be negated--abddhitam satyam. The one who
negates everything is atmd, and that person is a conscious being who cannot be negated
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at any time. Anything you are aware of, any object of consciousness you can keep
negating, but what cannot be negated is the one who negates, who is consciousness. It is
something like space-you can move anything around in space, but you cannot move
space around. Therefore, it is not possible to negate the nature of dtmd.
The Puirva-mimdmsaka'sargument is that if the sense of agency in dtma can be
negated by the sruti that reveals knowledge of Brahman, then that Aruti also stands
negated by the sruti that enjoins karma for a kartd. Then, both fail to be means of
knowledge, pramdna, and therefore, the Veda loses its prdmdnya. No, the sruti that
enjoins karma is negated by the sruti that reveals brahma-vidyd, and that is why
Veddnta comes later, and karma comes first. It is like every erroneous perception. Will
the correct perception come earlier or later? The correcting perception always comes
later, after the erroneous perception. The perception that dtmd is a kartd is first.
Everybody has it. Later, the sruti comes and tells us that it is not a karta. That cannot be
negated by the already negated notion that dtmd is a kartd. Once it has been negated, it
cannot come and negate the truth.
Once the snake is negated by pointing out that it is a rope, the snake will not come
and appear there again. You will not mistake that rope for a snake again. In that example,
the same mistake may be committed at a different place and time, but here, place and
time do not come into the picture. When does the dtmd disappear? How many ltmas
have you got? When can you commit the mistake? We cannot say that there is
inadequate light, because light is dtmd. How are you going to miss that dtmd? It is not
memory-based; it does not have a location; it is yourself. It is not dependent upon a time
because time is mithyd, nor does it appear in a particular state, because all the states are
dependent upon the dtmd. Therefore, once known, when can you again commit a
mistake about dtmd? It is not possible. Once the false notion, mithyd-pratyaya, is
understood as false, it stands negated, bddhita,and the truth remains.
We have seen that the sentences of the sruti which reveal the reality of dtmd as
Brahman, cannot be negated by those sruti sentences that reveal various means for
various ends which are not otherwise known to us. There is another thing to be noted
about these two different types of sruti. While the first portion of the sruti reveals
certain ends and the means that can be employed to gain them, in the second portion, the
Aruti itself is the means and the end is the very knowledge gained from the words of the
Bruti. The knowledge itself is liberation, the end. Why should anybody study the
Veddnta-s&stra? At least in the first portion of the Veda, you understand what is
desirable and what is not desirable, and how to accomplish the varieties of ends. But why
should I study the last portion, which is dealing with some reality. We are not interested
in reality; we are interested in achieving ends. Therefore, I study Vedanta not just to
know something, but also in order to gain freedom, moksa. The value is for moksa, and
here, knowledge itself is that end. What I am seeking happens to be myself, and
therefore, the knowledge of myself is itself the end here. And there is no other end
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proposed after the knowledge. By inquiry into Vedanta, or any other Sastra, what do
you get? Only knowledge; because being a pramdna, it is meant only for knowledge.
The subject matter of Vedanta is the atmd and that atmd happens to be the satya,
the truth of everything. When I understand this, I understand that I am the whole, so this
knowledge itself is an end. It is unlike any other type of knowledge. If at all there is a
knowledge that we can cite as an example, it is like the knowledge of the tenth man who
was searching for the tenth man. Himself being the tenth man, he did not count himself
and when he was told, 'You are the tenth man,' he discovered, 'I am the tenth man.'
Here, knowledge is the end because he is seeking himself. When you seek something
that you already have, knowledge is the end in itself. This particular end unfolded by
Vedanta cannot be negated by the karma-kdnda because the agent, kartd, himself is
negated by this knowledge. Therefore, this cannot be further negated.
The I-notion in the body-mind-sense-complex gets sublated, bddhyate. That is
different from getting destroyed. When something is destroyed, it ceases to exist in that
form. But when something is sublated, even though it continues to be there in the same
form, you know that it is not true. The I-notion in the body, etc., is understood as false.
Unless what is false is understood as false, there is no negation, badha. When what is
false is understood as false, that is knowledge, jfina. False understood as false is truth.
The truth is, 'It is false.' Or, we can say that the erroneous conclusion or perception that
'I' is the body-mind-sense-complex is negated. How it is negated or sublated? In the
wake of knowledge of the atma. How that is possible? Because one is true, and the other
is false. Until that knowledge takes place, the false will masquerade as the real, like any
impostor. Until you call the bluff, he passes for what he pretends to be. Once you inquire
into who he is, the truth is exposed. Similarly, here, until you call the bluff, this I-notion
in the body, etc., passes as true. Once you have that knowledge of the atmd, it cannot be
negated further.
ONCE A CLEAR VISION OF ATMA ISGAINED, ITCANNOT BE NEGATED BY ANYONE, AT ANY
T1ME, INANY WAY

Who is going to negate it? 1 If it has to be negated, there should be another atmd.
Because no other atmd is available, it cannot be negated by anyone-kenacit na
bddhyate. Then again, it cannot be negated at any time-kadacit na badhyate, because

it is not dependent upon time. On the other hand, time has its being in this atma, which
is entirely free from time, nitya. How is it going to change at any time? At no time is it
possible to negate this knowledge of atmd. Further, it cannot be negated in any waykathaiicidapi na badhyate. How are you going to negate it? You require a means of
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knowledge, pramana, for that. Inference is not going to negate it; perception is not
going to negate it, because it is not an object of perception or inference.
To negate it you must have better knowledge of atma, but the sruti has already
negated everything. Even the means of knowledge, pramana, and the thing to be
known, prameya, stand negated by sruti. Which pravrtti is going to negate this atmd?
There is no means of knowledge to employ to gain better knowledge of the atma so that
it can be negated. Once I say, dtma is pure consciousness, free from any form of
limitation, not bound by time or space, and having no particular attribute, how are you
going to negate it? You are aware of an attribute, and what you are aware of you can
negate.
Every attribute obtains as an object of consciousness. If, instead of recognizing the
consciousness as atma, you recognize any one thing that you are conscious of as the
atma, like the body, or the mind, or the senses, then it can be negated. Why? Because it
is anatma; it is available for your sight. Since you can objectify every one of them, they
are all subject to negation. Then what is left out is that which cannot be negated further.
Anything that is negatable is in your consciousness, and whatever you negate you hold in
your mind. That is what you are negating. Therefore, anything that is negated or subject
to negation is within the scope of consciousness alone. But you cannot negate
consciousness, because the one who has to negate consciousness is that very
consciousness. It is something like wanting to see your own birth, or your own parents'
marriage. How are you going to do that. Similarly, how are you going to negate the
atmd? Everything else I can negate, but not I, the one who negates.
Nor can you say, 'Even though I have knowledge, I have not gained moksa.' The
knowledge is non-separate from the result, moksa. And that result of this knowledge
cannot be negated because it is not other than the atmd.' In terms of result, it cannot be
negated, because there is no result that improves upon this. It is freedom. If you gain
freedom from freedom, what do you have? Bondage! Therefore, neither in terms of
result can it be negated, because it cannot be bettered, nor in terms of knowledge,
because there is no means of knowledge for it. The Sastra has the last word when it says
that you are Brahman. How are you going to improve upon it? Brahman means
infinite, limitless-there is nothing other than that. Who is going to improve it? If it is
anything else, it is only going to be less.
When you know that fire is usnah prakdsa ca, hot and brilliant, how are you
going to negate it? It cannot be negated because it is the very nature of fire. Only what is
not its nature can be negated. If I give any one attribute to 6tma, you can negate that.
You can contend with it. But, when I say that any attribute that you give to the atma is
subject to negation, how are you going to negate it? You cannot! Thus, what remains
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unnegatable at all times is dtmd alone. You cannot negate this pure consciousness,
dtmd. The sruti that reveals this cannot be negated by any other sruti, which enjoins
karma.
EVEN THOUGH THE KARMAKANDA IS NEGATED BY THE JIANAKANDA, ITHAS ITS OWN SPHERE
OF VALIDITY

Further, just because we say that the sruti that teaches brahma-vidyd negates the
sruti that enjoins karma, that does not mean that the brahma-vidyd portion of the sruti
has the status of being a means of knowledge, pramana, while the sruti enjoining
karma does not.' The negation is only from the standpoint of understanding that dtmd is
not a karti. When that is understood, and it is understood that only dtmd is real and
everything else, including the sruti, is mithyd, the Aruti enjoining karma no longer has
any validity. But just because it is negated by the brahma-vidyd-gruti, it does not mean
that it has no validity at all. It is like this. Even in the karmasection, there is a certain
sequence to be followed in doing karma. For example, first you have to undergo
upanayana, in order to be qualified for marriage, vivaha. And again, the vivdha
qualifies you to do a particular ritual, called the vaihva-deva, which, in turn, qualifies
you to perform the agnihotra. The one who performs the agnihotra is qualified to
perform the jyotistoma, and the one who has performed the jyotistoma is qualified to
perform the various caturmdsya rituals, and so on.
Each one qualifies you to perform the other. And one by one they are given up.
Once you have done upanayana,for example, you do not have to do it again. That does
not mean that what was said by the Adstra about the sequence of the rituals is not valid.
It is just that, some of them need not be repeated. Similarly, all the various karmas that
you do that are enjoined by the sruti are supposed to make your mind ready for the
knowledge given at the end in the jiina-kdnda.2 Then lastly, what is the real aim of all
the karma? As he is doing them, the person also gains antah-karana-duddhi,and then
a desire is born in the mind to know the Isvara that he is worshipping. He begins to
think, 'What is this Isvara whom I am worshipping? What is the relationship between
me and ilvara? What is the truth of livara? What is the truth of myself, the world?'
This desire to know is born because of a religious life. In Sahkara's vision the whole
karma-kdnda is meant only to create an interest in the pursuit towards the self, dtmd.
It is in order to create that pursuit of knowledge of the self that all these karmas
are mentioned. And just because one karma is negated when you do the second karma,
the Aruti that talks about the first karma does not cease to be a means of knowledge; it is
as valid as the sruti that talks about the second karma. It is not valid for the one who has
already done the first karma, but is valid for the one who has not yet done it. Similarly,
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when the Sruti talks about dtmd being Brahman, and therefore, not a kartd, all the
karma is already negated. When it says that immortality cannot be gained by karma, or
by progeny, or by wealth, but by renouncing all these-na karmand na prajayd
dhanena-tydgena eke amrtatvam dnaguh, it is not contradicting itself. At a particular

stage it talks about karma, and doing that karma can lead to renouncing all of it. In that
sense, it makes you ready. Therefore, a religious life is enjoined for inquiry into
Vedanta. Without a religious life there is no fruitful inquiry into Vedanta, because it is
not simply dry philosophy. Thus, it is in a religious atmosphere alone that Vedanta is
studied.
Further, when the Sruti reveals that everything other than Brahman is mithyd, the
karma-kdnda has already become negated, badhita. How can you say that it is mithya,
and at the same time, a means of knowledge, pramdna? Even though it is mithya, still,
it is a means, an updya. From the standpoint of what is to be accomplished, it has a
certain empirical reality, in keeping with the reality of what is to be accomplished.
Suppose a person is frightened by a snake that he has seen. His friend comes along and
realises that he is mistaking a rope for a snake. What does he do? He brings in a
flashlight, an updya, to reveal the rope. Now the means, the updya, that he used has not
produced anything, nor has it scared away the snake. It only reveals the truth. In
revealing the truth, it solves a problem that was based on ignorance.
If you are Brahman, free from bondage, etc., then where is moksa? Finally the
Sastra says that there is no seeker, no desirer of this knowledge, and no liberation. This
is the truth. If the whole problem is false, mithyd, the means for solving it is also
mithyd. Still, it enjoys a certain empirical reality, which is fine, because it leads you to
the reality. Saikara, keeping in mind that he is talking to a Pilrva-mimdrmsaka,says
that it is like arthavdda-statements of fact that are auxiliary to injunctions. Sankara
gives him an example that he can easily understand.
EVEN THOUGH THE SRUTI ISMITHYA, ITISSTILL VALID BECAUSE WHAT ITREVEALS ISSATYA

The Pdrva-mimlimsaka'sview is that the entire Veda is meant to make you act,
and not to reveal an existent fact. If there is any statement of fact, that statement, called
arthavada, has to be connected to a main injunction, otherwise it is meaninglessamndyasya kriydrthatvdt dnarthakyam atadarthandm.'For example, in the Veda it

is said that Agni wept tears of silver. What do 1 gain by knowing this fact? The Veda is
not literature; it is a scripture, and it has to be meaningful. It is meaningful; because from
this statement we understand that giving, silver in the ritual is prohibited. If you do, you
will have reasons to cry. Thus, this statement of fact, arthavdda, becomes part of the
description of how the ritual is to be done-itikartavyata.Similarly, Sahkara says that
the entire karma-kdnda can be like an arthavdda for the jiina-kdnda. Even though
1Please see the footnote on page 401
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the means is mithyd, it has some reality because of the reality of the end.' It is not
directly a means for jfina, but it does not lose its status of being a pram&na, because it
is indirectly useful for the main thing.
ITIS VALID AS ITIS USEFUL, LIKE SECULAR TRANSACTIONS

Even in secular transactions, we use these sorts of means. If we want a child to
drink milk, we tell him that his hair will grow if he drinks it. It is true that it is a false
statement; but it does the job.2 We say a lot of things just to make the child do things,
which are good for him. Similarly, even though it is mithyd, the Sastra talks about the
karma-kdnda as though it is a pramaina,in order to make you do what it says, so that
you will gain antah-karana-duddhiand prepare yourself for the knowledge that makes
you free. We follow a mithyd means to achieve a real result. To know Brahman which
is real, satya, we have many upayas, means, that are all mithyd. Sauikara connects the
entire karma-kdnda to brahma-uidydin this way.
ITISVALID FOR THOSE WHO HAVE I-COGNITION IN THE BODY

Then he gives an alternative argument for the karma-kdnda being a direct means
of knowledge, pramdna, even though it is mithyd. Suppose someone is not ready for
moksa, then karma and its results are real for him. In that case, the karma-kdnda is a
direct means for gaining limited ends. 3
Only the knowledge that is generated by the veddnta-sdstra is not subject to
negation, it is abadhitamjiinam, and therefore, fulfils the definition of a means of
knowledge, pramdna, which we have defined as that which gives rise to knowledge
which is not subject to negation and which is not gained by other means of knowledgepramdnam. All our other means of knowledge,
abddhita-anadhigata-jiidna-janakam

like inference, anumina, etc., do not really give rise to a knowledge, which is not
negated. That way eventually, even the karma-kdnda is not a pramana.Though it talks
about means and ends, sddhana-sddhya,that we cannot otherwise know about, those
means and ends are negated by knowledge of Brahman. When it is revealed that
everything is one alone, non-dual atmd, they all become negated, bddhita. In its own
sphere, in the empirical world, the karma-kdnda becomes a pramdna giving rise to
knowledge of means and ends. These can be used for mental purification, antahkarana-Suddhi,in order to gain moksa, and thereby, the karma-kdnda becomes useful.

Even though it is not directly involved in giving rise to moksa, indirectly it is useful.
Secondly, it can be considered directly useful, if we confine ourselves to the sphere of
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ignorance. If one is satisfied with simple security and pleasure, then the karma-kanda is
directly a pramanafor gaining those limited ends.
The Sruti statements, that talk about various karmas, are relevant for people who
have not yet gained self-knowledge. While previously Sarikara argued that they are
indirectly valid means of knowledge for gaining moksa, here he shows how they are
directly means of knowledge prior to the gain of knowledge of atmd. It is like
perception, etc., which are valid means of knowledge for one who is identified with the
body, etc. Only when the body, mind, senses are identified as the atma do these become
pramanas. Otherwise, they are all sublated, bddhita-pramdnas. Even though they
continue to operate, they have only empirical reality, not absolute reality, once one
knows the self. Similarly, before the knowledge of the atma, the karma-kanda has
validity as a direct means of knowledge, like perception, etc. We do not say that the
karma-kanda has no validity as a means of knowledge, pramana, only that it has no
validity for the person who has gained knowledge of atma. Even within the karmakanda. an injunction is only valid for the person who is qualified to do it. An injunction
for a married person, has no validity for a brahmacarl.Similarly, for the person who is
qualified for moksa, or for the person who already knows the nature of dtmd, the
karma-kanda has no pramdnya, validity.

ATMA IS NOT A KARTA EVEN BY ITS MERE PRESENCE
BECAUSE ALL ACTIONS TAKE PLACE IN ITS PRESENCE, ATMA BECOMES A KARTAPURVAPAKSI'S OBJECTION

Now another objection is raised. The objector here accepts that atma performs no
action, that actionlessness is the nature of the atmd. He says that even though in itself it
does not undergo any change in order to do an action, by its mere presence alone the
body-mind-sense-complex performs action. That is as good as the atma performing the
actions.' There are different types of agency, kartrtva. Either you yourself do the action,
or you make another person do it, or by your simple presence, you make another person
act. Here, he is saying that by its mere presence, atma performs action. That is, the atma
has agency, kartrtva, because without its presence, there cannot be an action by the
body, mind, and senses. This type of agency is primary, mukhya. If that is the case, he
will have to admit that it cannot be considered secondary, gauna. He gives some
examples of this type of agency.
Just because of his presence, the king is said to be engaged in the battle when his
soldiers are fighting, even though he does not fight at all. Even though the king is sitting
in his own chamber with a glass in his hand, the people say that the king is fighting. He
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does not fight at all, but because of his presence, all the fighting takes place.1 Not only
that, just because of his presence it is said that he is defeated or victorious. He does not
perform any action, but who gets defeated? The king alone gets defeated. Who has
gained victory? Again, the king. It is the same for the commander-in-chief, the leader of
the army. He also does not do any fighting. He sits there in the control tower and goes on
asking the infantry units to go and fight. By his orders, alone he also gets things done,
while he himself does no fighting at all. But he and the king are the ones who are going
to get all the praise if there is victory, and who are going to be imprisoned if there is a
defeat. The results of the action all come to them, even though they perform no action.
Even in Vedic rituals, it is the same. The one who makes the sahkalpa, 'I perform
the karma,' does not actually do the karma. The officiating priests, the rtviks, do all the
ritualistic activities, while the one who is having the ritual done, the yajamdna, sits there
performing no action at all. Even though he performs no action, all the results of the
ritual go to him.4 Similarly, even though the body, etc., does the action while dtma itself
performs no action, like the yajamana, the king, and the general, still the action is
imputed to the dtmd and the results also go to dtmd. Therefore, dtmd has primary
agency, mukhya-kartrtva. And atmd alone is subject to the results of action such as
punya and papa, which is translated into sukha and duhkha.
Then, he is not totally happy with the examples he has given, because the king is a
prompter of the action. Even though the king does not directly engage himself in action,
there is some kind of activity on his part. Therefore, he gives another example. The dtmd
is like a magnet which makes the iron filings active in its presence. The magnet sits in
one place, without undergoing any change and performing no action, and all the iron
particles line up. Similarly, dtmd, by its presence makes the mind, senses, and body all
active. Therefore, though it does not undergo any change, because it causes the activity,
it is the primary agent, mukhya-kartd.6
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TO SAY THAT ATMA PERFORMS NO ACTION, AND AT THE SAME TIME IS THE PRIMARY AGENT, IS
A CONTRADICTION-VEDANTI'S REFUTATION

Sahkara says that is not true. If atmd does not perform any action, and at the
same time is the primary agent, which is an accessory to action, kdraka, that is a
contradiction.1
KARTRTVA ISOF MANY TYPES-PURVAPAKSI'S EXPLANATION

The opponent answers that there are different types of agents, 2 like the king, who
while not doing any action himself, causes action to be done. The contradiction comes
only when the action is done by the king. We both accept that atma does not undergo
any change, but that does not mean it has no agency, kartrtva, he argues. Not changing
does not eliminate doership on the part of the dtmd, because without changing, doership
is also possible, as we see in the king.
THE EXAMPLES THEMSELVES ARE WRONG--IANKIARA'S REPLY

Sahkara now points out the problem with this example. It is not true that the king
performs no action. Kings do enter into battle, as did Rama. Similarly, the commandersin-chief engage in fighting. There, they are all primary agents. 3 Even if the king does not
enter into the fight, that does not mean that he does not fight. In fact, he is the one who
decides to fight, and then gives the orders to fight. Even the commander-in-chief fights
by giving orders. These are all actions. They have direct doership because they give the
orders. The king alone is responsible for the fight. It is not the soldiers that make the
decision to fight, but the king. Then again, he is the one who distributes the salaries for
all of them. The fighters are not doing a voluntary job. The king gives money to all of
them to fight and provides them with all the ammunition. He is a primary agent in the
battle. So too, the experience of the result of the war, victory or defeat, both belong to
the king, as they do to the commander-in-chief.
The same is true for the yajamana. He is the one who performs the main homa,
who does the final oblation, etc. By doing that, and by making the saikalpa,as well as
by giving daksind, he is definitely the primary agent, mukhya-karta, in the ritual.4 Then
too, the result of the ritual goes only to him. Therefore, these examples have no meaning
here.
1
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THE KARTRTVA OF THE ACTIONLESS ATMA CAN ONLY BE FIGURATIVE AND NEVER REALSAAKARA S REPLY

Therefore, if there is doership for the atmd, it is not real; it is only secondary,
gauna.' The mention of doership is only figurative, an upacdra,because &tmdperforms
no action at all, unlike the king. Even when we say that atma performs every action by
its mere presence, we do not impute any kind of doership to the dtmd. In fact, this
argument of all actions occurring in the mere presence of dtmd is only to prove that
dtmd performs no action. The fact that its mere presence makes everything active-does
not mean that it performs any action. Mention of agency is purely a figure of speech. On
the other hand, it is not true that there is no direct doership for the king implying some
kind of activity. You cannot say that merely by their presence activity occurs. It is not
like the magnet making the iron filings move by its mere presence. The magnet performs
no action at all; it has no doership. Similarly, dtmd, by its mere presence makes the
mind, senses, etc., active, but itself performs no action. Any activity that is imputed to
the dtmd will become figurative, upacdra or gauna. When you say, 'I see, I hear, I
do-dtm pacyati, atma srnoti, atma karoti,' it is purely a figure of speech, not real. 2
Lastly Saikara accepts this.
IFATMA ISNOT A KARTA, ITISNOT A BHOKTA ALSO

That being so, when the doership is only a figure of speech, then the result is for
whom? The result is also a figure of speech. The connection to the results of karma, the
punya and papa that manifest as sukha and duhkha, can only be figurative, gauna, not
real, mukhya. Since atmd itself performs no action, it is not accountable for the karma
and is not going to be the recipient of the result of the karma. A figurative doer is not
going to perform a real karma. Therefore, it is not true that the changeless self is an
agent and an enjoyer through the activities of the body, mind, and senses.3 To say that
atma is changeless, and at the same time is a doer and an enjoyer is a contradiction.
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BECAUSE SAMSARA IS DUE TO DELUSION BORN OF IGNORANCE, TOTAL REMOVAL OF
SAMSARA ISPOSSIBLE THROUGH JNANA ALONE
WHEN THE CAUSE IS DELUSION, EVERYTHING ISPOSSIBLE

All the questions have been answered. Now, at the end, Sauikara says that when
the cause is delusion, bhrdnti, everything is possible. The dtmd, even though not a
karta, becomes a karta. When the body-mind-sense-complex is mistaken for the itmid
due to ignorance, there is an erroneous notion that dtmd is the kartd. It is all possible,
just like in a dream, or in a magic show, what is not there, appears to be there. It seems
as though there are many, though there are not many at all; there is only you. It seems as
though you are a karta, though you are not doing anything at all. Similarly here, dtmd
without being the kartd appears to be a kartd, without being an enjoyer, bhoktd, appears
to be a bhokta. And in spite of the atma being non-dual, the duality of seer-seen is
apparent. Everything is possible-without creation, there is creation, without sustenance
there is sustenance, without dissolution there is dissolution.'
THERE ISNO SAMSARA IN SITUATIONS WHERE THERE IS NO DELUSION

And again, in situations like deep sleep or samadhi, where there is no continuity
of the false I-notion, in the body-mind-sense-complex, there is no sense of doership or
enjoyership. Therefore, this samsara,in the form of kartrtva and bhoktrtva, is entirely
due to bhrdnti-pratyaya,delusion, alone. And therefore, it is not real.2 Once there is a
fundamental mistake, and that is taken into account, afterwards everything is logical.
Once you look upon the atma as the body-mind-sense-complex, everything is possible.
Then karma becomes important, there is dharma and adharma,punya-papa, karmayoga, antah-karana-suddhi,and sannydsa-everythingbecomes meaningful.

It is this delusion, this mistaken notion of the self as the body, mind, etc., that is
responsible for all that is undesirable, what we call samsdra. It begins with the mistaken
identification of I as the mind. Then there is identification through the subtle body with
the whole physical body. Now there is the duality of jiata-the knower, jiina-the
means of knowledge, jineya-object of knowledge, and the duality of jiva, jagat, and
Idvara.This is samsdra.

And there is the total resolution of samsdra, implying the resolution of the duality
of the individual, the world, and God, jiva-jagat-isvara,in the wake of knowledge.3
That total resolution is moksa. Thus, it is established that moksa is by knowledge.
Giving up all karmas is purely by knowledge. If you take to this dtma, giving up all
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karmas, sarvadharmdnparityajya, I will release you from all pdpa and punya. Who

is this 'I'? It is atma, the innermost self, the self of all, the paramdtmd. Recognition of
this atmd, the real nature of the Lord and the individual,jiva, is the release.
In this chapter, the entire gitd-dBstra is being summed up. And in the previous two
verses, it was again briefly summed up. In one verse, karma-yoga was mentioned, and
in the other, jidna-karma-sannydsa,renunciation of all actions by knowledge-sarvadharrhinparityajya.

TEACHING SAMPRADAYAVIDHI
Here, at the end of the sdstra, is a sampraddya-vidhi,a rule to be observed by the
person who teaches the Sdstra and knows the tradition of teaching, sampraddyavit.To
whom should that person give this teaching? This is told in the next verse.
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idam te natapaskayandbhaktdya kaddcana
na cdusruisave vacyam na ca mam yo'bhyasiyati

Verse 67

•'g idam - this (teaching which has been taught); A te - for you; ; Ww'F
na
vacyam - is not to be taught; a3T•ElqT
atapaskdya - to the one who has no religious

discipline; lfr'

kaddcana -

ever; :3TIThW
r
na abhaktdya -

not to the one who

has no devotion;r - T• Idq na ca asuriisave - and not to the one who is not
willing to listen; - -q: -4 : t
1mr^ fT (7P) na ca yah mdm abhyasilyati (tasmai)

- and not to the one who finds fault (when there is none) with Me
This (teaching which has been taught) to you is never to be taught to the
one who has no religious discipline, nor to the one who has no devotion,
nor to the one who is not willing to listen, nor to the one who finds fault
with Me (where there is none).
Alternative: This (teaching given) to you is never to be taught (by you) to
one who has no religious discipline, nor to one who has no devotion, nor
to one who is not willing to listen, nor to one who finds fault with Me
(where there is none).
This, idam, here refers to the gitd-Odstra beginning with, 'You are grieving for no
reason--aocydn anvasocastvam,' and ending with, 'Do not grieve-ma ducah.' The
entire gitd-sdstra that has been taught (we have to add the word uktam here),
Glt6- 2-11
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Bhagavdn says, 'to you-te,' is not to be taught, na vdcyam, to certain people. By
saying to whom it is not to be taught, he says, by implication, to whom it is to be given.
Sahkara adds that it is told, ukta, for your benefit, tava hitaya. We also have to add
tvayd, by you, it is not to be taught, na vacyam. Although this is addressed to Arjuna,
we can extend it to include all those who know the Sdstra.
Sahkara explains that it is 'for your benefit-tava hitaya,' because it destroys
samsdra. Thus, the Gita is a moksa-4dstra, unlike the karma-kdnda, which cannot be

directly a moksa-sdstra, though it is connected, because knowledge of Brahman is not
taught there, as a rule. Even though here and there we can find mantras in it talking
about the reality of the itmd and ISvara, that is not what is directly taught there. What is
taught there is the various means and ends, sddhana-sddhya,to fulfil various desires for
dharma, artha,and kdma. The fourth purusdrtha,moksa, is not the value that is kept

in view, as it is in Vedanta. That is why we separate the Veda into the karma-kanda
and jindna-kdnda. Whereas, if we look at the Bhagavadgita, as early as the second
chapter, Lord Krsna has said that all the Vedas have as their subject matter things that
are characterised by the three gunas, traigunya-visaydhveddh, and urges Arjuna to be
free from the three gunas, nistraigunyobhava arjuna.That is moksa, going away from

all the three gunas. If you have moksa as the main goal, your mind is set on one thing,
there is uyavasdydtmikd-buddhi, and all other goals subserve that main goal and your
life becomes karma-yoga. Therefore, karma-yoga is possible only for a person who
wants moksa, a mumuksu. If one has not discerned that moksa is the human goal, there
is only karma, not karma-yoga, and the ends are going to be manifold. In other words,
if you do not choose the limitless as the end, the desires will be limitless. Thus, this gitdSdstra should only be given to certain people, and not to others.
TO WHOM SHOULD IT NOT BE GIVEN?
TO ONE WHO HAS NO RELIGIOUS DISCIPLINE

To whom should it not be given? To the person who has no religious discipline,
atapaskaya,which would include those who have no intellectual discipline, amedhvuis.
These are generally said together. Tapas is also considered to be knowledge or the
pursuit of knowledge. Bhrgu is told by his father in the Taittiriyopanisad,'By tapas,
may you understand Brahman-tapasdbrahma vijjijisasva.' There, tapas is purely

inquiry. But here we can say that the one who has tapas has a commitment and is ready
to put forth effort to equip himself for this knowledge. To the one who does not have
this, atapasakdya,it is not to be given.
TO ONE WHO HAS NO DEVOTION

Further, this teaching should not be given to the one who has no devotion,
abhaktiya. This devotion should be for both the guru and the Lord. That means
sraddhd and a certain awareness of ISvara is necessary for moksa. This devotee
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appreciates the necessity of invoking Isvara's grace for moksa. Here, the devotee is
necessarily the jijdisu-bhakta. As he has devotion to Paramevsara,he also has
commitment to the teacher and the teaching. From this we understand that even if he has
a great commitment, tapas, for this knowledge, but has no devotion, this knowledge is
not to be given to him.
When should the teaching not be given to such people? Bhagavdn says, na
kadicana, never, for emphasis. Sarkara says, that it should not be given under any
condition, that is, not even under duress. If some one knows the sastra and does not
follow the sampraddya, and if he teaches, the student may not get the benefit of the
istra. Therefore, saying this, that is, in laying down the rules on who should be taught,
he is giving the tradition, sampraddya.
TO ONE WHO HAS NO INTEREST TO LISTEN

Then again, it should not be told to the one who has no desire to listen,
asursrsave.Even if such a person goes to the class, his mind will be elsewhere, or he
will sleep. The one who has a desire to listen, Srotum icchuh, is a SuSrusu. He has a
great love for listening to the sdstra, and is committed to it. He alone should be taught,
not the one who is indifferent. And there is a rule for the teacher that he should not teach
unless this knowledge is specifically asked for-na aprstah kasyacit briyat. That
means, unless a person asks for this knowledge, this knowledge should not be given.
Even though Bhrgu was Varuna's son, he had to ask for this knowledge, and Varuna
did not give it to him until he asked. Therefore, one must be a sugriisu. That is, one
should have a love to sit in the class and listen.
TO ONE WHO FINDS FAULT WITH KRSNA

To whom else should this not be given? It should not be given to one who finds
fault with the Gitd or Krsna. One may look upon Krsna as arrogant, for instance,
because he says, 'mattah parataramnanyat kiiicit asti-thereis no one other than or
superior to Me,' 'mdm ekam saranam vraja-you should come to Me alone,' 'mayi
avyabhicdrini bhaktih-a devotion to Me that is unswerving,' 'manmand bhava-be
one whose mind is in Me,' 'madbhakto bhava-be My devotee,' 'madydji bhava-do
all rituals for Me,' 'mam namaskuru-saluteMe.'

There are many more expressions like this in the Gitd. If a person uses the first
person too much, people can think that he is arrogant. But here, Krsna talks as I4vara,
and if he is viewed as ISvara, the teaching becomes effective. While anyone who knows
and teaches the sastra is a Sdstravit, Krsna is Sdstrakrt,being the one who is the author
and the revealer of the sastra. If one looks upon the giti-Adstra as coming straight from
the Lord, then the Sraddha is different and it blesses the person. If, on the other hand,
one finds fault with Krsna, when there is no fault, that is asiya--gunesu dosa-
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darnana.When Bhagavan is the one who has all the virtues in absolute measure, sarvagunavin, to find fault there is seeing a defect where there are only virtues. Sahikara
says that the person who does find fault, does not know that Krsna is Ivara. Such a
person, who has asuya, is not to be taught. Why? Because, with such an attitude, the
teaching will not be fruitful.
WHO CAN RECEIVE IT?

In describing the one to whom this teaching is not to be given, the one to whom it
given becomes evident. The one, who has religious discipline, devotion, a keen
be
is to
desire to listen, and does not find fault with the teacher, is to be taught.
THE RESULT OF THIS TEACHING

Now, when one teaches following the tradition, sampraddya, what is the result for
that teacher?
z ýWT 'T
T

mc
#9f1m

T I IfI

ya imam paramamguhyam madbhaktesvabhidhdsyati
bhaktim mayi pardm krtvd mamevaisyatyasamsayah

Verse 68

T-: yah - the one who; 9,4 imam - this (sdstra); WTmT paramam - most exalted;
Tr ^ madbhaktesu - to My devotees; a3Tfrfwfa
rTgWT guhyam - secret;
abhidhasyati - teaches; 4f9 mayi - to Me; mUR 9U param bhaktim - the

highest devotion; TTkkrtvd - (and) having offered; TF-g T

mdm eva - to Me alone;

i7RF esyati - will come; 3TlT7: asamSayah - there is no doubt

The one who teaches this most exalted, secret (Sdstra) to My devotees,
having offered the highest devotion to Me, will come to Me alone. There
is no doubt.
THE BENEFIT FOR THE TEACHER

When he says, 'yah abhidhasyati-theone who teaches,' we understand that this
applies not only to Arjuna, but to whomsoever one teaches this Sdstra. This Sdstra is
considered the most exalted, parama,because understanding its subject matter will give
moksa. And this teaching, which is in the form of a dialogue between Krsna and
Arjuna, is most sacred and secret, guhya. Why is it to be kept a secret? It may damage a
person who does not need it, and is not ready for it. A simple devotee, if he is told that he
is Bhagavun, he may give up his devotion, and may not gain knowledge and be worse
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off than he was before being exposed to this teaching. Thus, this knowledge must be
taught only to the person who is ready for it. Therefore, it is a secret.
More than that, it gives the parama-puruserthaand therefore, being the most
valuable, it should be given only to the person who has a proper value for it. Otherwise,
"it will not work. Further, it is the most secret because it is not available for other means
of knowledge, pramdna, like perception. And also, it is the nature of oneself, the very
seeker who is looking for a solution. His very seeking keeps it hidden, because the
seeker is the atma that is sought. Even if it is taught, if the person does not have the
proper qualifications, the teaching will not convey anything, and thus, remains a secret.
And if a person is oriented towards employing means and achieving ends, the teaching
will remain a secret, because here, there is no means and no end. There is only knowing
the self which is so subtle, atisuksma, that it is not available for objectification, but is
revealed through the implied meaning, laksydrtha, of the words of the Sastra. Thus, it is
guhya.

To whom is the teaching given? 'To My devotees-madbhaktesu,' the devotees
of Paramesvara.Generally devotees are committed to security and pleasure, artha and
kdma, and take the Lord's help to achieve those ends. But here, the devotees want the
knowledge of Paramesvara.They do not want anything less than that. They go to
Paramevsaranot to get something from Paramesvara,but to get Paramesvara.They

arejijiidsusand their only goal is moksa and they are, therefore, jijihdsu-bhaktas.Such
persons are fit to be given this knowledge. By saying that these devotees are the ones to
whom this teaching is given, Krsna is emphasising the importance of bhakti here. Even
though one has to have discipline, tapas, and be one who is eager to listen to the Sdstra,
the sugriasu, the importance of Ivara-bhakti is pointed out here.
ONE WHO TEACHES THE GITA ISA GREAT BHAKTA

Then, Krsna says here that the one who is teaching this knowledge is doing the
'highest form of devotion to Me-bhaktim mayi param.' When he is teaching, he is
revealing Bhagavdn, and that is his service to Bhagavdn. To do that he has to
understand Bhagavdn, and thus he is a jidni, whom Bhagavdn has equated to
himself-jiidni tu dtmaiva. That is parama-bhakti because between the Lord and the

devotee, there is no longer any difference. When the subject matter of this knowledge is
Bhagavdn, and the fact that all that is here is Baghavdn, the teacher who is teaching this
knowledge is not separate from Bhagavun. Because of his knowledge, the ego is
resolved, and when he teaches, it is as if sdksdt Bhagavan is teaching. Having achieved
identity with Paramevsara,he is a jidni-bhakta,and by teaching, he continues to serve
Paramesvara.

What happens to him? 'He reaches Me alone--mam eva esyati.' In this life he is
liberated-he is jivan-mukta. If he has any problem with nistha in this knowledge, he
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gains it by teaching. Since the nature of ISvara and the nature of the jiva is one, in this
life itself he has recognized that he is not separate from Paramesvara.Secondly, he
reaches Paramesvara after death also, because, when the prdrabdha-karma is
exhausted, there is only Paramesvara.
There are many types of devotees, some doing pijd, some doing other rituals, and
so on. But even though, here, there is no substance, dravya, or fire, among all the
devotees there is no one who is more dear to Krsna than the one who is teaching this
knowledge.
3 aS 3dTl-Hj¶
~f^

YFe1t fZTIRm: I

T^ ^- TWPrqT: f0pýcTi iI I11

na ca tasmdnmanusyesu haScinme priyakrttamah
bhavitd na ca me tasmddanyahpriyatarobhuvi
Tlq

manusyesu -

among all men; 7rNq

tasmat -

Verse 69

other than him; 4 iNtl

iw: me

priyakrttamah- one who is the best among those who do what is dear to Me; 3; jr^4
na kaicit - there is none; W ca - and; 7TrT tasmat - other than him; 3T-: anyah
3NTT na bhavitd
- another; 4 Thwi: me priyatarah- one who is dearer to Me; -T
- there will not be; %f bhuvi - on the earth
And there is no one other than him who is the best among men who do
what is dear to Me, and there will not be another dearer to Me than him
on the earth.
NONE IS,OR WILL BE, DEARER TO ME THAN THE BHAKTA WHO ISA JNANI

Among all devotees, there is no other devotee who is dearer to Bhagavdn. Why?
The one who knows Me is Myself-jiidni tu atmaiva. The self is the most beloved, its
nature being limitlessness, ananda,which experientially is happiness. That is the object
of anybody's love. The person who knows atma is teaching ananda-svarupaand he is
not separate from dnanda-svaripa. Thus, there is no one dearer than the one who
teaches this knowledge.
Perhaps now there is no one, but the future generation may produce a better
devotee. No. In the future, on this earth, there is no one who is going to be more beloved
than him. The word ca here can be used to connect the current and the future. Or, it may
indicate that there never was a bhakta more beloved than this, that is, neither in the past,
nor in the present, nor in the future.
Thus concluding, Bhagavdn himself says that the one who teaches this knowledge
is the most beloved to him.
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Further, the one who studies this, or even just repeats the verses of the Gita is
praised here.

Vl110l 1t^1g: +ifqfd

ft *rf: I \so90 II

adhyesyate ca ya imam dharmyam samvadamdvayoh
jimnayajnena tendhamistah syamiti me matik

W ca -

further; I: yah -the

one who; 3Flai1: avayoh -

of ours; p:q

Verse 70

%T q

i•'t

imam dharmyam samvddam - this dialogue that is unopposed to dharma; a3Tlr
adhyesyate - studies or recites; AT tena - by that; z1pr4m jiiana-yajiena- through
that ritual in the form of knowledge; 3at i : PT aham istah sydm - I would be
worshipped; ftR •t : iti me matih - this is My conclusion

And the one who studies or recites this dialogue of ours, that is
unopposed to dharma, through that ritual in the form of knowledge, I
would be worshipped. This is My conclusion.
ONE WHO STUDIES THE GITA WORSHIPS ME THROUGH JNANAYAJNA
In this verse, the one who studies or recites this dialogue wherein the knowledge
of Brahman, brahma-vidyd, and karma-yoga are discussed, is praised. The dialogue,

samvdda, has as its subject matter, dharma, and is therefore, dharmya, unopposed to
dharma. Here, dharma can be taken relatively, and also absolutely. In a relative sense,
this discussion deals with dharma as karma-yoga. In the absolute sense, it gives the
knowledge of Brahman. By the person who studies this dialogue, Bhagavan says here,
'I am invoked, I am worshipped.' How? He is only studying the Glta; but then, he is
worshipping Ihvara by the ritual of knowledge, jiina-yajiena aham istah. Any form

of ritual, yajiia, is worship. Here, it is not a ritual in which materials are offered, dravyayajia, nor one of religious austerities, tapo-yajina, nor mantra recitation, japa-yajnia,

but worship through the ritual in the form of knowledge, jiihna-yajia. Sahkara
mentions four types of rituals here. They are: vidhi-yajiia, a ritual that is enjoined by the
Veda and involves materials, fire, etc., japa-yajiia,a ritual in the form of oral recitation
of a mantra, updm5 u-yajnia, again a ritual in the form of a recitation of a mantra with
the difference that it is chanted very softly, barely audible, and finally, manasa-yajiiaa
ritual in the form of a purely mental recitation of a mantra.
Among these, the mental ritual, mdnasa-yajia, is considered to be the most
efficacious. This is because, when an action is done physically, or orally the mind can be
elsewhere with the physical or oral action continuing mechanically. On the other hand,
when the mind alone is doing an action, if the mind goes away, then the action also
stops. Then, one comes to know that the mind has gone away and can bring the mind
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back and the action can continue. Here too the study of this dialogue in the Gita is a
ritual in the form of knowledge. Naturally, it is purely mental, that is, cognitive, and
because of that, it is considered most efficacious. Sahkara adds that even if you do not
study the Gita, but only recite it, you get a result equivalent to the kind of result you get
from a mental ritual, updsana,that has a deity, devata, as its object, visaya. That is the
praise here.
We can understand here that the one who studies this Gita is worshipping Isvara,
and need not worry that he is not doing other forms of worship. This is a general
problem of a lot of people. People want to 'do' bhakti, and they feel that they are not
doing bhakti, they are only studying. Thus, Isvara himself says here that even when
they study this, they are performing worship. Even though there is no fire or oblation
involved, the study of the sastra also invokes isvara because that is the subject matter
of the entire sistra. Previously Krsna had said that there are four types of devotees.
First is the one in distress, drta. The one who takes the help of Bhagavdn for his
accomplishments, artharthi,is the second. Then, there is the one who wants to know
Isvara, jijhisu. What does he do? He studies the sistra. He is a devotee, in Krsna's

own words; this is his form of worship. Finally, there is the one who knows IAvara, the
jidni,the fulfilled devotee who is the dearest to Igvara because he is no longer separate
from IAvara. Thus, the pursuit of the knowledge of Isvara is also a yajila. 'By that ritual
in the form of knowledge, I would be worshipped. This is My conclusion-jiianayajiena aham istah sydm iti me matih,' Lord Krsna says here, praising the person

who studies the Gita.
At the end of the Adstra, generally the result of listening to that gastra, the phalasruti, is told. It is called praise, praSamsd, of the sastra. This is the style of the
traditional literature. Having praised the person who studies or recites this dialogue,
Bhagavdn now praises the result for the one who listens to the gittd-sstra.
t

-TTTflr,
lul-mil

^ftsfi

Wm: ^1

1

3•R : I
1¶U'TFR"h

1\

I\

graddhdvknanasiiyagcasrnuyddapi yo narah
so'pi muktah gubhmillokdn prpnuydtpunyakarmandm

Verse 71

|-Tol sraddhavdn- who has trust (in this sastra);
the person;
3TW•: ' anasiiyah ca - and who does not find fault (with this Sastra); JU Tl 31ft
s.rnuydt api - even if he would merely listen; T: 3TN f3Tr: (FT) sah api muktah (san)
- even he, being liberated; rE•-•-I•*uR punya-karmandm - of those who do good
subhdn lokdn - auspicious worlds; pT'qz prMpnuytt - would
karma; -pTmAt
ET: R: yah narah -

gain
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The person who has trust (in this sastra), and who does not find fault
with (this sdstra), even if he merely'listens (to the GitS), even he, being
liberated, would gain the auspicious worlds of those who do good
karmas.
BENEFIT OF LISTENING TO THE GITA

The person under discussion here who listens to the Gita is one who has sraddha,
the Sraddhavdn, who looks upon Krsna not as an individual, but as Parameivara,the
Lord. Further, he does not try to find fault with this gita-gdstra-heis anasiya. Such a
person, even by listening to this gitd-adstra becomes freed. From what? It all depends.
Here Bhagavdn says that he would go to those auspicious worlds which are born of
punya-karma. That means he is freed from pipa by simple listening, without even
understanding the meaning. Here Saikara says, 'What to talk of the one who has the
knowledge!' If he has knowledge, he is totally liberated. Even by listening to the Gita a
lot of pipa gets destroyed for the one who has Sraddhi, because these are the words of
Bhagavin. Thereby, one can gain an auspicious world, subha-loka. This is one thing.
Then, suppose he studies the asdtra and understands the meaning. He will gain moksa,
liberation from samsara.
THE ACARYADHARMA THAT BHAGAVAN SHOWS

Now, as a teacher who wants to know whether Arjuna has understood all that has
been taught or not, Krsna asks a question. As a teacher, surely, and again as Ihvara too,
he should know whether Arjuna has understood or not; he should know what is going on
in his student's mind. Then why does he ask the question to Arjuna? Therefore,
Sahkara introduces the verse saying that, by asking this question, Bhagavdn makes a
point here. Suppose Arjuna has not understood the sdstra, then Krsna wants to indicate
that he should teach him again. Even though there is nothing more to teach, he can
follow some other method and then teach the subject matter again. One can always be
creative and find some other method to make the person understand. That is the intention
of Bhagavdn when he asked this question to Arjuna here. It is the teacher's duty to take
some other course of action, if the student has not understood. The student must
necessarily discover that he has found what is to be found, he should feel that he is
krtartha, the one who has achieved what has to be achieved, before the teaching can be
considered complete.
Thus, this question is recorded to make the point that if the person does not
understand, one must teach again using another method. That point is made here.
B.G. Vol^
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kaccidetacchrutampdrtha tvayaikdgrena cetasa.
kaccidajiianasammohahpranastastedhanaiijaya

Verse 72

RTTekdgrena cetasd
tvayd - by you; WTriT
PM4 partha - O! Son of Prthd; r
W
kaccit etat srutam - I hope this has
M-fW
- with a single pointed mind; [gH

: ajiidna-sammohah - delusion that is
been listened to; - te - your; 3-•HT
caused by ignorance;
f;hf TYEon: kaccit pranastah - is it destroyed; VT9rdhanaiijaya- Arjuna, the victor of wealth

Has this been 'listened to' by you, Arjuna, with a single pointed mind? Is
your delusion that is caused by ignorance destroyed, Arjuna?
ARJUNA, DID YOU LISTEN WELL? IS YOUR DELUSION GONE?

Krsna asks Arjuna here, calling him Pdrtha, son of Prtha,Kunti, who was his

own beloved aunt, 'Has this dgstra been listened to by you?' He wants to know, not only
if the sdstra has been listened to, but if it has been listened to properly, that is, with a
mind which is single pointed, that is attentive, ekdgrena cetasa. That means, only one
thing is there at the time of listening. With this qualification, the question, therefore,
means, 'Have you understood?' From this we understand that attentiveness is a very
important thing in listening. One has to suspend all ideas and prejudices for the time
being, and just expose oneself to the teaching as it comes. That is what is important.
Only what is being taught now is listened to with an attempt to understand, not what was
listened to before, or what is inside your mind. Those things do not come and cloud the
listening, creating a problem. That capacity to suspend all one's ideas and just listen to
what is being taught is called ekdgratd. There is only one subject matter in front of the
mind. Not only that, Saakaraadds, 'Did you listen without indifference?'
Then Krsna, addressing Arjuna as Dhanaijaya, the winner of laurels, asks a
second question, 'Is your delusion gone?' In delusion there is confusion, things are not
seen as they are--tmd is not seen as dtmd; anatma is not seen as andtma; between
them, there is confusion. Wherever there is delusion, there is confusion, and that
confusion is always due to a mix-up between two things. There are two types of
delusion. One is at the absolute level, the confusion between atmd and anatma, and the
other is a relative confusion, between dharma and adharma. Both are born of
ignorance, ajiidna.Krsna asks here if this delusion born of ignorance is destroyed. That
means the whole kgstra is meant to destroy delusion. When he asks if Arjuna listened
properly, he wants to know if his understanding is such that it has destroyed all the
delusion. Sarikarasays that this delusion is not something we have to create. It is very
natural, svdbhdvika. This is true even of values. Even though we have an inbuilt
knowledge of right and wrong, the value of those values has to be assimilated. For that,
one has to initiate the process of assimilation. It is to eliminate both types of delusion
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that we make effort to listen to the Adstra. The teacher's effort in teaching is also meant
to remove the delusion.
With this question, Lord Krsna's words are over. The beginning was, 'You are
aggrieved for no reason--aocydn anvasocastvam,' and at the end of the teaching he
said, 'Do not grieve-ma Sucah.' 2 The next few verses summed up the dialogue
between Krsna and Arjuna, and end here with the last word spoken by Krsna being,
Dhanahjaya,which means the one who wins all wealth. There are different types of
wealth, and spiritual wealth is also called dhana. Therefore, it is a very auspicious end.
Now Arjuna answers Krsna's question. Suppose he had said, 'You praise
sannyasa and then karma-yoga. Tell me which one of these two is best-sannydsam
karmanqm krsna punar yogam ca

aamsasi yat .reyah etayorekam tan me briihi

suniscitam.' Then Krsna has to start all over again. But here, Arjuna answers
Bhagavan'squestion very positively, and therefore, the Gita comes to an end.

1fItrit:

'1qiR:

rzl

<1 d I

arjuna uvaca
nasto mohah smrtirlabdhdtvatprasdddnmaydcyuta
sthito'smigatasandehahkarisye vacanam tava
STT: arjunah - Arjuna; 3w uvdca -

Verse 73

said;

by your grace; *t': ýW: mohah nastah - (my) delusion is
gone; TM mayd - by me; •ff': W[ smrtih labdhd - recognition (of myself) is
1 4i
: gata-sandehah- (as) one from
gained; 3T9f acyuta - O! Acyuta (Krsna);
tava
whom all doubts have gone; f1aT: 3#r sthitah asmi - I remain; W? r•'aMldTGf tvatprasdd•t -

vacanam -

what you say; EWt karisye -

I will do

Arjuna said:

By your grace, (my) delusion is gone; and I have gained recognition (of
myself.) Acyuta, I remain as one from whom all doubts have gone. I will
do what you say.
ACYUTA, MY DELUSION IS GONE, I WILL DO WHAT YOU SAY
Addressing Krsna as Acyuta, the one who is free from any kind of change,
Arjuna says, 'My delusion is gone. He has gained recognition, smrti, of himself, that is,
'Gt•t -2-11
2

Gta - 18-66
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knowledge of dtm&.' How? He has gained this knowledge by the grace of Krsna. 'By
your grace-tvatprasadat,' he says, which means by the teaching of Krsna. And
further, he says that he remains as a person from whom all doubts have disappeared,
gatasandeha.Now he is ready to act according to the words of Krsna. He has no longer
any sense of doership, and therefore, can do what is to be done just because it is to be
done.
Krsna himself had said, 'I have nothing at all to accomplish in the three worlds,
and still, I am engaged in karma-na me pdrtha asti kartavyam trisu lokesu kiiicana
nanavaptam audptavyam varte eva ca karmani." Similarly, Arjuna has his own

prarabdha-karma,and therefore, should act. If he has gained knowledge, then he does
not lose anything by being active, but is merely fulfilling his prdrabdha-karma,and if
he has not gained the knowledge, then he had better do what is to be done as a yoga,
because, it is better to get destroyed doing your duty than doing something elsesvadharme nidhanam greyah paradharmobhaydvahah. Safikara here views Arjuna

as one who has gained this knowledge of atma, not just some freedom from confusion
with reference to dharma and adharma. Thus, the delusion that is gone is that which is
born of the ignorance, which is the cause of all samsdra. That samsdra is very difficult
to cross, like an ocean. But it has completely gone by the recognition of the self, which is
completely free from notions, the self that we experience in deep sleep or in a moment of
joy, etc. The self is always self-evident, and thus, the knowledge is only recognition of
what is. Saakara says that the recognition, the gain, is of the truth of dtma. Because of
that gain, one is released from all the knots of the heart in the form of ignorance, desire,
and the action that the desire instigates. Thus, by saying that his delusion is gone, 'due to
your grace-tvatprasddat,'Arjuna thanks his teacher.
THE PURPOSE OF THE STUDY OF THE SASTRA ISTO REMOVE DELUSION

Safikara says that by this question on the part of Krsna, and Arjuna's answer to
it, it is very clear that the result of the study of the entire sdstra is the elimination of
delusion, moha. It is also clear that the removal of samsdra takes place when the
removal of the delusion takes place. Therefore, delusion is the cause for samsdra, and
this clearly means that there is no real samsdra. Thus, 'You are grieving for what does
not deserve to be grieved for-asocydn anva.ocastvam,' is a very appropriate
beginning for this conclusion, 'My delusion is gone-nasto mohah' The grief is for no
reason because it is due to delusion. The destruction of the delusion takes place by
knowledge, and because of that also, there is both the recognition, smrti, and the gain,
Idbha, of the dtmd. This is the result of the study of the dastra.
That this knowledge results in total freedom from all the knots of the heart, is also
shown by the Sruti in which Ndrada says, 'I, the one who does not know the self, am in
'Gt - 3-22
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sorrow-so'ham bhagavah na dtmavit Socdmi.' 1 Even though Ndrada knows a lot of

things, including the four Vedas, he is still subject to grief because he does not know the
dtmin. Thus, he requests Sanatkumdrato help him cross this ocean of sorrow-sokasya
pdram tirayatu. To Ndrada's request, Sanatkumdra says, 'You know everything

except one thing which makes the difference between sorrow and joy, and that is indeed
dtma which is limitless, bhium.' Similarly, it is said elsewhere in the Aruti, 'The knot
of the heart is resolved. All doubts are destroyed-bhidyate hrdaya-granthih
chidyante sarva samraydh.,' 2 when the atma is known as Brahman.Then again, in the

Idavdsyopanisad there is a statement that says, 'Where is delusion, where is sorrow for
the person who sees the oneness of the atmd-tatra ko mohah kah .okah ekatvam
anupasyatah.'3

Now that Arjuna is free from doubt, he says to Krsna, 'I will do what you have
said-tava vacanam karisye.' Sahkara says that the meaning of this statement is, 'By
your grace I am fulfilled, I am a krtdrtha, and there is nothing that remains to be done
by me.' In gaining moksa, all the purusdrthasare gained. Then the pursuit of dharma,
artha and kdma has paid off. Therefore, Arjuna can say, 'There is no longer anything
for me to do.' Earlier he had thought that, he should go to Rishikesh, but now he finds
that whatever is to be done, he can do, without any problem. From this we also
understand that the pursuit of inquiring into the adstra continues until the delusion goes.
Then there is nothing more to do.
The scene now shifts from the battlefield to the palace. The whole dialogue
between Krsna and Arjuna was reported by Saiijayato Dhrtardstra,the blind king, the
father of all the hundred Dhdrtardstras,who was hearing from Saiijayawhat was going
on in the battlefield. The Gitd opens with him asking, 'What did my people and
Pdndavas do assembled and armed for battle in Kuruksetra, the place of dharma,
Sanijaya-dharmaksetrekuruksetre samavetdh yuyutsavah mdmakah pdndavdh ca
eva kim akurvata saiijaya?'4 Saiijaya's answer was the whole Gits, first giving the

context, and then reporting the dialogue between Krsna and Arjuna, in which he
confined himself only to what Krsna said and what Arjuna said.

SChdndogyopanisad- 7-1-3
2 Mundakopanisad- 2-2-8
3Isvdsyopanisad- 7
Gltd - 1-1
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SANJAYA'S PRAISE OF BHAGAVAN'S TEACHING
Now at the end, Saijaya again addresses Dhrtars.tradirectly.

cr ^I

IT^I

J?

9VrT I I:

saijaya uvaca
ityaham vdsudevasya pdrthasya ca mahatmanah
samvddamimamaSrausamadbhutamromaharsanam

Verse 74

"•T•a: saiijayah- Sanjaya; Tq5n uvdca - said;
"jf iti- in this manner; 7FT imam - this; 3d-F
adbhutam - wonderful; trUM
romaharsanam- that which makes one's hair stand on end; -l#Wr samvddam dialogue; clTW

(TrigTF-:)' vusudevasya (mahatmanah)-

and heart;
hTrq Tqwq-ow: pdrthasya ca mahatmanah and heart; 37FT
1STNf
aham adrausam- I have heard

of Krsna of great mind

of Arjuna of great mind

Saiijaya said:

In this manner, I have heard this dialogue between Krsna and Arjuna, of
great mind and heart, which is wonderful and makes one's hair stand on
end.
Here Saiijaya refers to Krsna as Visudeva, the one in whom everything has its
being, vdsu, and the one who is effulgent and all knowing deva. Or, simply, the son of
Vasudeva. And Arjuna is called pdrtha, the son of Prthd. The adjective mahatma is

applicable to both Krsna and Arjuna and has the meaning of 'the one whose mind is
great.' Previously Arjuna was a samsdri-dtmd. Now, because he has said, 'My delusion
is gone-nasto mohah,' he is the one whose atma is param brahma, and therefore,
Safijaya says he is mahdn. Also he has received the teaching directly from Lord Krsna
and therefore he is a blessed soul.
This dialogue between the teacher and the student, Saiijaya says, makes his hair
stand on end. That is, there is romaharsana.It is a wonder, adbhuta, something that
never happened before. It covers all the topics, the entire veddnta-sdstra, and also yoga.
Nothing was omitted. Thus it is a complete Sdstra. Sahjaya says, 'idam aham
asrausam-I have heard this.' We already know from the Mahdbhdrata that at the
outset before the war began Vydsa gave Saijaya the divya-caksus to see and know all

1It is to be understood that because of the word 'ca' the word 'mahttmanah' is connected to
both Vasudeva and Partha.
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that took place in the battlefield, wherever he was. Therefore, Safjaya says in the next
verse, by the grace of Vyssa I could hear this dialogue between Bhagavan and Arjuna.
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vydsaprasdddcchrutavdnetadguhyamaham
param
yogam yogesvardt krsndt sdksdt kathayatahsvayam

Verse 75

WTr•lWRl

vydsaprasaddt - by the grace of Vydsa; t-W PTF, m•f
Tmh etat
guhyam param yogam - to this secret and ultimate yoga; t ftwRi ZFUHf yogegvardt
krsnat - from Krsna, the Lord of yoga; T5q svayam - himself; mlTWn
w•ir :
saksat kathayatah - directly teaching; 3TTW Pd-ffmaham 4rutavdn - I have listened

By the grace of Vydsa, I have listened to this secret and ultimate yoga
from Krsna, the Lord of yoga, directly teaching (it) himself.
BY VYASA'S GRACE SANJAYA GOT TO HEAR ITDIRECTLY

Saijaya was hearing all this by the grace of Vydsa, because Vydsa gave him a

special eye, a divya-caksu, with which he could see and hear whatever that happened in
the battlefield-that is, wherever he was, he would never miss all that happened
anywhere in the battlefield. Another thing is understood here'by implication. With
ordinary eyes, we can only see what is available for perception. But with a divya-caksu
and a prepared mind, one can see what is beyond the scope of perception. Otherwise how
could Safijaya understand Krsna's message? He could understand that dtmd is
Brahman because of his preparedness.
What did he hear? He heard all about yoga. The 9dstra that talks about yoga is
also called yoga, like how the book whose subject matter is Upanisad is also called
Upanisad. This yoga is twofold-jiidna-yoga and karma-yoga. It is called pard,

because it is capable of giving moksa. From whom did Saijaya hear it? Sankara makes
the point that it is not passed down, paramparayd,but comes directly, sdksdt, from the
source itself, Bhagavan. Suppose Arjuna heard this teaching, and then he told
somebody else, and then somebody else told somebody else, and somebody else. That is
parampard.By the time it comes to you, some things could be added and some of them
dropped, so that, what you get is only an edited form, sometimes a distorted form. But
here, it is right from the source. Bhagavdn himself talks about himself. He is the lord of
all yoga, yogevuara, the one who initiated both jiina-yogaand karma-yoga.

He had himself talked about this earlier in the gitd-dstra, 'I told this imperishable
yoga to Vivasvdn, he told it to Manu and Manu told it to Iks.vku-imam vivasvate
yogam proktavun aham avyayam vivasvdn manave praha manuriksvdkave
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abravit' Therefore, he is called yogeivara. And also, it is he alone that is to be
accomplished by the karma-kdnda or jiina-kanda,as he himself says, 'I am the one to
be known by all the Vedas-vedaih ca sarvaih aham eva vedyah.'2 He is both the

initiator of this twofold yoga, and the subject matter of this yoga.
Safijaya heard this, not from the flute-playing, mountain-lifting, butter-eating,
cowherd, Krs.na, but from Krsna the teacher-svayam kathayatah krsndt. Krsna did
not just say a douple of sentences like 'You are Brahman. All this is mayd,' or give
some advice, but taught exhaustively in seventeen chapters. When Sanijaya says,
kathayatah, we understand that it is not simple talking, but proper teaching that went on
there.
Then Saiijaya says to Dhrtardstra:
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rdjan samsmrtya samsmrtya samvddamimamadbhutam
keaavarjunayohpunyam hrsydmi ca muhurmuhuh

Verse 76

TIF1 rajan - O! King;
|olAI34l: kedavdrjunayoh - between Krsna and Arjuna;
punyam - auspicious;
adbhutam - wondrous; 7'u'
^• imam
m
- this; 3TiW•Wi<q samvudam - dialogue; T`9TN ýfij
samsmrtya samsmrtya - repeatedly
recalling; g: -gM: muhuh muhuh - again and again; WT^fq -4 hrsydmi ca - I rejoice

O! King, repeatedly recalling this wondrous, auspicious, dialogue
between Krsna and Arjuna, I rejoice again and again.
Here Saijaya addresses Dhrtardstra as a sovereign, rdjan, 0! King. The
repetition of the word, samsmrtya, remembering, indicates that always, at every
moment, he remembers all those words of the dialogue again and again. What kind of
dialogue? One that destroys all papa, all the causes of bondage, because it gives you
moksa. It is, therefore, punya. Dwelling upon the words of Krsna and on Arjuna's
questions, etc., he says, 'I rejoice-hrsydmi,' again and again, muhuh muhuh.
Not only that, Saijaya, further expresses his wonder dwelling on the visvarupadarganathat Krsna gave Arjuna.

^ WJ^Tyu
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SGita -4-1
Git - 15-15
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tacca samsmrtya samsmrtya rupamatyadbhutamhareh
vismayo me mahin rdjan hr.syami ca punah punah

Verse 77

- ca - and further; 0: hareh - of the Lord, Hari; ?l? 3TRM WTP tat
atyadbhutam riupam - that most wondrous form; #9m4
f*rl
samsmrtya
samsmrtya - repeatedly recalling;
-FT. PWq: t mahdn vismayah me - great
amazement for me; wFr rdjan - O! King; yr: ýT: punah punah - again and again;

il il

' hrsydami ca - and I rejoice
And further, repeatedly recalling that most wondrous form of the Lord,
Hari,I have great amazement, 0! King, and I rejoice again and again.

Not only was the dialogue presented here, but also the description of the visual
form of Krsna as the entire cosmos. In the eleventh chapter, at the request of Arjuna,
Krsna showed his cosmic form, in which Arjuna could see everything, including time,
all the elements, Lord Yama and all the devatas. And whatever Arjuna saw, Safijaya
also saw. In that particular form they could see everything, and Saiijaya found it the
most wondrous form of the Lord--atyadbhutam rKpam hareh. Recollecting it again
and again, there was great amazement, mahdn vismaya, for him. As the words are
wonderful, the form is also wonderful, and as he rejoices in remembering the dialogue,
Saiijayaalso rejoices in recollecting the cosmic form of Krsna.
Sahjaya now sums up by expressing his devotion to Lord Krsna and his sure
opinion as to the outcome of the war.

EX ZtfW: wff
^T WiFT: I

Tfi 4lffr*t 3
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yatrayogesvarah krsno yatraparthodhanurdharah
tatra rirvijayo bhutirdhruvi nitirmatirmama
If yatra Z' yatra -

Verse 78

wherever; #ZTW: ui|T: yoge&varah krsnah - Krsna, the Lord of yoga;
wherever; Tq: V%1T: pdirthah dhanurdharah- Arjuna, the one who

bears the bow;

r

tatra -

there; ft: grih -

bhitih - various riches; qT dhruva mama matih - (this is) my conclusion

wealth; feTM: vijayah definite;

4f[:

nitih -

victory; ifT:

justice; TR q•fT:

Wherever there is Krsna, the Lord of yoga, wherever there is Arjuna, the
one who bears the bow, there wealth, victory, various riches, and definite
justice are present. This is my conclusion.
Saijaya says, 'Wherever, Krsna is, there is nri, wealth and vijaya, victory. And
wherever Arjuna is, there too there is wealth and victory.' And when he says wherever
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Krsna is, he means, in whose heart Krsna is. Arjuna here is called the one who carries a
bow, dhanurdhara. That is significant here and later we will look into it further.
Wherever Krsna is, all wealth will be. Nowhere else; because Laksmi is inseparable
from Krsna. This wealth is not ordinary wealth, but includes all kinds of wealth,
bhuti-moralwealth, material wealth, spiritual wealth, etc. They will all be there for the
one who has Krsna and Arjuna in his heart. It is certain, dhruva. There is no failure
possible. Then again, justice, niti, will also certainly be there. That means there will be
order, proper government, in terms of dharma. Justice will be there, because Krsna is
dharma. It is not Krsna's dharma.Krsna is dharma! Even though Krsna is more than

dharma, dharma is not separate from Krsna. Of course, Saiijaya didn't want to attract
the wrath of Dhrtardstra,and therefore, he says, 'This is my conclusion-matih
mama.' Otherwise, Saijaya is telling Dhrtarastrahere that if he has some blind hopes
that Duryodhana would win, he had better forget it. Wherever there is Krsna and
Arjuna, there will be wealth, victory, and justice. In this way, Saiijaya concludes the
whole conversation.
WHEREVER THERE IS PROPER ATTITUDE AND EFFORT, LORD'S GRACE IS
ALWAYS THERE
Let us look now at why SaFjaya calls Arjuna, dhanurdhara,the one who wields
the bow. Mere Arjuna will not achieve victory. He must be ready to do what is to be
done. Only then can there be victory, etc. By calling him dhanurdhara, Saiijaya
indicates that Arjuna is a human being who is ready to perform his duty. And it becomes
yoga when Krsna is recognized. Otherwise, it is simple karma. Where a person
recognizes Lord Krsna and is ready to do his duty, there will be antah-karana-suddhi,
and then knowledge. Thus, Sri here can be considered knowledge as well as material
wealth. Everything will be there for him, because he does not sit and regret. And that is
because, he knows that the giver of the results of all actions, karma-phala-ddta,is by
his side. Once you have that daiva on your side, that unknown factor is no longer
unknown, in the sense that it is not going to spoil the result of your undertaking. The
unknown factor is controlled by invoking Isvara. Real control is taking Idvara into
account. If you want to have control without taking Isvara into account, you are in
trouble. Not all the variables can be controlled, but if you take the controller on your
side, you have surrendered, and that attitude makes life simple. Then karma becomes
yoga, and because of that, there is a grateful acceptance, prasdda-buddhi,of whatever
comes. Therefore, there is no failure; there is always victory.
If we learn from every experience, there is no need to draw a line. Generally, we
draw a line, as though it is all over. An enterprising businessman who incurs some losses
does not wind up his business. If he has incurred a loss, he tries to find out what
happened, and keeps going. He knows that it is a process in which sometimes you incur
loss and sometimes gain. Therefore, he does not draw a line. If you do not draw a line,
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you are always a winner; draw a line, and you are a loser. In living a successful life,
there is no necessity to draw a line, because the whole life is a complete life, to be lived
purposefully, learning at every step. When should you draw the line? Only at the time of
death. The whole life is a process, and if Krsna is on your side, you are a winner. If not,
you are not. Even though Duryodhana thought that he called all the shots, as he had
larger armies, and all the invincible warriors, he lost the war. Without Krsna, even
Arjuna would have met Lord Yama on the first day itself. Because Krsna was sitting
there as his driver, he went on to victory. Without that driver, in spite of all his weaponry
and skills, Arjuna would not even have fought. At t..e beginning of the fight, he was
caught between the horns of a dilemma, of having to choose between duty and affection.
He could not even start. Where is the question of fighting? Because Krsna was there,
there was victory.
Certainly there will be justice, niti, and prosperity, bhiiti. Because it is mentioned
separately, Sri can also be taken as knowledge, vidya. Everything will be there. We can
understand this to be true individually, and also with reference to a society. Where there
is niti, each one does his job, and therefore, there is plenty for everybody. In whichever
period of time or place that Krsna is there, people are ready to do what is to be done.
Then all these will be there. Thus ends chapter eighteen of the Bhagavadgita.With this
the Bhagavadglta itself and Sahkara's commentary also ends. Now we shall see the
concluding statements of the bhdsya and the Git&itself.
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om tatsaditisrimahdbhdrate Satasdhasrydm samhitdydm
vaiydsikydm bhismaparvanisrimadbhagavadgtitsupanisatsu
brahmavidydydm yogagdstre srikrsnarjunasamvdde
moksasannydsayogo ndmdstddaso'dhydyah

We conclude with Om tat sat. Om is everything, and that alone is satya. In the
epic of ten thousand verses written by Vydsa, in the Bhisma-parva of the
Mahdbhdrata,in this section called the Bhagavadgita, which enjoys the status of an
Upanisadbecause its subject matter is the knowledge of Brahman, brahma-vidyd, and
which is also a yoga-gastra, in the dialogue that took place between Sri Krsna and
Arjuna, is this chapter called moksa-sannydsa, the renunciation-that is the
renunciation of all activities by giving up the sense ofdoership, kartrtva, in the wake of
the knowledge that dtmd is not a doer-that gives freedom. Many things were told in
this'gastra, but predominantly, renunciation of all actions, sarva-karma-sannydsa,was
pointed out, and thus, the last chapter is rightly called moksa-sannydsa.
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iti Arimatparamahamsa-parivrdjakdcdryagovindabhagavatpiljyapddaisyaSrimadacaryagaikarabhagavatah
krtau sribhagavadgitdbhasye moksasannyasayogo
namastddaso'dhydyah

And finally, this chapter was commented upon by the revered teacher Sri
Saikara,who is the disciple of the parama-hamsa-sannydsi,Sri Govinda-bhagavatpada.

samaptimagamadidamgitd8sstram
Thus ends the gitd-astra.
^^)^^^h^^©^^>~~~~i~
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Generally, when we complete a book like this, we repeat the first verse, so that we
start all over again. This is to indicate that it's study is a continuous study, a study of a
lifetime.
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dhrtardstrauvdca
dharmaksetrekuruksetre samaveti yuyutsavah
mdmakdh pndnavdacaivakimakurvata saijaya
om adntih sdintih dantih
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Verse 1-1

Why Study the Gita?
by

Swami Dayananda Saraswati
GTOi-sugTit kartavya
kim anyaih siistra vistaraih
Praising the BhagavadgTti, this verse says that the GTta has to be studied well, giti-sugrtakartavyd;
what will you gain by studying other books in detail, kim anyaih sstra vistaraih? This verse
presents the GTti as a book to be studied, a book containing everything that one has to know
through the scriptures [Vedas]. It doesn't belittle the efficacy or the necessity of studying other
scriptural books; it only points out that the study of the GTta amounts to the study of other
scriptures.
The source books of the spiritual wisdom [of India] are the four Vedas, rg-veda, yajur-veda,samaveda, and atharva-veda. The Vedas are fulfilled in the last portion called "Vedanta" or
"Upanishads." Another famous Sanskrit verse likens these Upanishads to a cow and the GTta
becomes the cow's milk: sarvopanisadogavah, dogdha gopila-nandanah parthovatsah
sudhirbhoktadugdham gTtamrtam mahat. The GTta, the milk, is milked by Lord Krishna himself,
who is presented as an avatar of the Lord in the Mahabhirataand in the Bhagavata. He is the one
who is teaching the Gfta to Arjuna. Arjuna serves as the calf to whom the milk, the message of the
GTta, is given.

What Constitutes a Scripture?

A scripture is something that has a message with a lasting, universal value. What is relevant now,
may not be relevant later; nor may it have been relevant before. A scripture's message should be
relevant to me as an individual and to you; it should be relevant to anyone at any time and place.
Only when a message addresses certain problems that are always there for a human being does it
have lasting relevance. Because the Vedas and the GTta have that kind of a message, they are a
scripture.

The Gitai Contains Two Main Topics

The GTta is recognized and highly respected by the scholars and the devoted lay public in India
because of its two main topics: yoga-sastra and brahma-vidyi. Together they form a body of
knowledge which is very important for every individual.
Yoga-•dstra
The knowledge meant to make a person mature as an individual is called yoga-astra. A mature
individual is one who is free from conflicts, fear, agitation, guilt and hurt. Yoga as it is taught in
the Gita helps one to become relatively composed, tranquil, alert and free - in short, a cheerful
person. You are than fit to gain Brahma-vidyd.
Brahma-vidya
Brahma-vidya is knowledge of the whole, a knowledge that liberates a person. A person who has
become mature by yoga has something more to accomplish - total freedom, called moksha. To
know Brahman is to know the truth of oneself as the whole, as complete. It is a knowledge that
frees you from the notion of being small, limited, mortal being. These two topics of the Gtad,
which gives the very essence of all four Vedas, make the Gtad a scripture with a message that is
relevant for everyone.

The Context of the GTta
The GTt! itself is set in a battlefield, not in the Himalayas, or in a forest. Arjuna is face-to-face
with a problem born of conflict between his familial affections and the call of duty. On one side, it
seems to be necessary for him to perform his duty, which was to fight the war. Then, there is
another equally powerful pull - his affections for his family and teachers and his own self respect,
which conflict with the concept of duty. Caught between the horns of duty and affection, Arjuna is
confused as he stands between the two forces on the battlefield.
The battle had been declared because Duryodhana had usurped the kingdom. The rightful rulers
were the Pandavas, Arjuna and his four brothers, who had been in exile for thirteen years. When
they returned to claim the kingdom back as it was promised, Duryodhana, who had enjoyed
absolute power, didn't want to give up the kingdom.
The Pandavas had tried to avoid a war by asking Krishna to act as a mediator. Krishna went to
Duryodhana to work out a solution so that both parties would be happy. Duryodhana wouldn't
give the kingdom back nor even share the kingdom with the Pandavas. He would not give a
district, a county, a village with five houses, nor a house with five rooms; not even a square inch
of land would he give. He said,"let them either go back to the forest or meet me on the battlefield."
Thus, Krishna's attempt to negotiate had failed and there was no way of avoiding a war. Arjuna
and his brothers were supposed to be the rulers; Duryodhana, their cousin, was occupying the
kingdom improperly. Arjuna, who was considered the greatest archer of the time, was now called
upon to fight to uphold the dharma.
Given this situation, the GTtai opens. Arjuna is seated in a chariot driven by Lord Krishna and
drawn by white horses. He has been waiting for this day to settle his account with Duryodhana.
Duryodhana had wronged him in a number of incidents throughout his life, but he could do
nothing. Now the day has come. Arjuna is a flame of fury and he wants to know, "In this
battlefield, who are the people with whom I should fight?" He asks Krishna to place the chariot
between the two forces.

Arjuna's Conflict
When Arjuna looked, he found highly respected people like Drona, his own teacher, Bhishma, his
grandfather, and many relatives and acquaintances with whom he has to fight. He said, "What is
the use of fighting all these people. Without killing them, I'm not going to get the kingdom back.
And what is the use of getting the kingdom back by destroying the people in whose company I
would be happy?" Arjuna saw that in war nobody is a winner. "I don't care for the kingdom nor I
am interested in royal comforts. I don't see anything to be gained by the war. I see a bleak, dark
future; therefore, I'm not interested in this fight." Arjuna gave up his bow and arrows. Then,
Krishna spoke to Arjuna to enthuse him, urging him to do his duty.

Arjuna Becomes a Sisya
While caught between the call of duty and his emotions, Arjuna begins to appreciate a fundamental
problem, the problem of a human being. That problem takes possession of his mind and he wants
to find a solution. Finding a teacher in Lord Krishna, he presents himself to Krishna as a sisya,
disciple. Arjuna was always a devotee, but not a Bisya; he finds himself a sisya on the battlefield.
Lord Krishna accepts Arjuna as a disciple and teaches him in the succeeding 17 chapters of the
Gta.
Throughout the GTO the yoga-f4stra is given; telling one the ways and means to be a mature person
free from conflicts, fear, hurt, and guilt. Along with the yoga message is the brahma-vidya,
knowledge of the reality of yourself being the essence of everything, your being the whole. The
Gtt has all that is to be learned from the four Vedas, which are a vast literature. Therefore, the
GTta has to be studied, and if it is understood well, everything is as well understood. This is in
praise of the GMta.
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